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EDITORIAL 
 

We publish, with all our joy, the 11th number of ,,Astra Salvensis” 
journal. This journal offered and will continue to offer the suitable space 
for development of scientific researches belonging to young reviewers, in 
this way, our journal becoming a significant publication. As a proof, 
there are the huge number of indexies to our publication from 
prestigious international data bases. As exemples are ErihPlus, SCOPUS, 
CEEOL, EBSCO, Ulrich‟s Periodicals Directory, Index Copernicus 
International, Scipio, ORCID, RePEc, Google Academic (many other 
publications from romanian academic space  just aspire to this position). 

Even if the beginning of our publication was a little bit humbly 
(first publications discussed only about local history),1 as time went on, it 
developed, becoming structured on several sections: history, theology, 
science of education. Nevertheless, local history was never abandoned.2 
In each number, at least one study was dedicated to history of Nãsãud 
country.  

More and more, this journal started to be ,,courted” by important 
researchers, all over the world. Thereby, last numbers have gathered 
many researches signed by reviwers from United States of America, 
Australia, France, Austria, Hungary, Italy, Switzerland, Czech Republic, 
Moldavia, Serbia, Bulgaria, Greece, Russian Federation, China, Turkey, 
Iran, India, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Kyrgyzstan, Indonezia, Ecuador. 

The 11th number of our journal, includes studies of history, 
theology, pedagogy, science of education, accompanied by two 
evocations and a book review series. These materials were made by 
romanian researches, but also some from United States of America, 
Spain, Ukraine, Russian Federation, Japan, Serbia, Bulgaria and 
Kazakhstan.  

                                                             
1 See: Ana Filip, ,,Salva-prima comunã membrã a ASTREI din 1861”, in Astra Salvensis, 
year I, no. 1, 2013, pp. 6-12; Iuliu-Marius Morariu, ,,Pagini din istoria Salvei”, in Astra 
Salvensis, year I, no. 1, 2013, pp. 13-24; Mihai-Octavian Groza, ,,Sebeşul şi Primãvara 
Popoarelor”, in Astra Salvensis, year I, no. 1, 2013, pp. 43-66. 
2 See: Iuliu-Marius Morariu, ,,Elemente ale opresiunii comuniste în localitatea Salva, 
judeţul Bistriţa-Nãsãud”, in Astra Salvensis, year I, no. 2, 2013, pp. 54-59; Idem, ,,Elevi 
sãlãuani în primele promoţii ale Gimnaziului Grãniceresc Nãsãudean”, in Astra Salvensis, 
year II, no. 3, 2014, pp. 60-63; Idem, ,,Urmãri ale Primului Rãzboi Mondial în 
localitatea Salva, judeţul Bistriţa-Nãsãud: orfani şi vãduve de rãzboi”, in Astra Salvensis, 
year II, no. 4, 2014, pp. 81-84; Idem, ,,Preotul Vasile Dumbravã (1854-1907) şi 
activitatea lui pastoralã în localitãţile Bichigiu şi Salva”, in Astra Salvensis, year III, no. 6, 
2015, pp. 180-186; Idem, ,,Elevi sãlãuani la Gimnaziul Grãniceresc Nãsãudean în timpul 
Primului Rãzboi Mondial”, in Astra Salvensis, year IV, no. 8, 2016, pp. 139-146. 
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In the end, we want to thank everybody that lend a helping hand 
to edit this number from the publication: studies, chronicles or reviews 
sent to be published, we are grateful to all of them. Also, we send warm 
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RELAŢIILE UNIVERSITÃŢII DIN PARIS CU STATUL 
FRANCEZ ŞI BISERICA CATOLICÃ (SECOLELE XIII-XV) 

 
Andreia-Gabriela Avram 

Universitatea din Bucureşti, România 
 

Abstract: The Catholic Church has created the first schools in France, at the 
beginning of the Middle Age and it has an essential contribution at the foundation of Paris 
University. During the ages, this University (Sorbonne), has known both the influence of 
French State and the one of the Catholic Church. They were, from time in time, triyng to take 
all the rights, pretending that they where the founders of the institution. During the time, the 
position of the last one was very dymamic and it was linked with the attempt to make the 
ruls. They were triyng to argue the fact that the University was founded by the State or by the 
society and they were contesting for the first place on the stafe of the society, which was the most 
important for the schools and universitary teaching. 

Keywords: University of Paris, State, Catholic Church, Middle Age, 
Sorbonne.  

 
Biserica Catolicã a fost cea care a pus bazele primelor şcoli în 

Franţa medievalã, instituţii de învãţãmânt de sorginte ecleziasticã, 
exercitând un control ce se voia foarte strict asupra populaţiei tinere a 
acestor instituţii, 1  dar şi cea care a jucat rolul cel mai important în 
începuturile universitãţii pariziene, iar un moment esenţial a fost anul 
1179, Conciliul de la Lateran, care instituia clar regula ca fiecare capitlu 
din catedrale avea obligaţia de a ţine o şcoalã, precum şi alte menţiuni; 
acesta fiind considerat de cãtre istorici un pas decisiv al Bisericii Catolice 
în susţinerea apariţiei universitãţii.2 Cu toate acestea, însã, Universitatea 
din Paris a reuşit sã scape de spiritul de clopotniţã, mai precis de statutul 
de insituţie pur religioasã, dar pãstrând în esenţa organizãrii sale, mai ales 
la nivelul de transmitere a cunoaşterii, principiul ,,Scientia donum Dei est,” 
unde ,,vendi non potest”, 3  ceea ce, în mare mãsurã, explicã evoluţia 
ulterioarã.4 

Pe de altã parte, marile universitãţi, printre care şi Universitatea din 
Paris, au devenit spre finele Evului Mediu adevãrate puteri politice, 

                                                             
1  În mai multe rânduri, la începutul secolului al XII-lea, episcopii, legaţii, dar şi 
burghezii oraşelor se plângeau de excesele comise de acei scholares, consecinţa fiind 
aceea cã Parisul a fost în mai multe rânduri scena unor încãierãri sângeroase. 
2 Jacques Le Goff, Omul medieval, Bucureşti, Editura Polirom, 1999, p. 172. 
3 ,,Ştiinţa este un dat de la Dumnezeu, care nu poate fi vândut”. 
4  Frédéric Attal, Jean Garrigues, Thierry Kouami, Jean-Pierre Vittu, Les universités en 
Europe du XIIIe siècle à nos jours. Espaces, modèles et fonctions, Paris, Publication de la 
Sorbonne, 2005, p. 15. 
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jucând un rol de prim-plan în luptele dintre state, ajungând a se încadra 
în noile structuri statale naţionale. În ceea ce priveşte strict Universitatea 
din Paris, încã din timpul domniei regelui Filip cel Frumos,5 acesteia îi 
fusese atribuit un rol politic determinant. Mai târziu, Carol al V-lea, avea 
sã o numeascã fiica dintâi nãscutã a regelui.6 

În acel moment, prestigiul universitãţii pariziene era unul imens, iar 
acest lucru se datoreazã atât membrilor ei efectivi, cât, mai ales, tuturor 
foştilor profesori. Cu toate acestea, Universitatea din Paris a rãmas 
ataşatã de papalitate. Chiar dacã îşi dorea autonomie în multe arii ale 
activitãţii sale, iar aceasta putea fi obţinutã doar printr-o îndepãrtare de 
Biserica Catolicã, totuşi instituţia de învãţãmânt superior parizianã 
rãmâne unul dintre braţele papalitãţii. Întrebarea care apare natural este: 
de ce anume se întâmpla acest lucru? 

Existã mai mulţi factori care contribuie la menţinerea acestui tip de 
relaţie. Motivul esenţial este reprezentat de avantajele pe care 
Universitatea din Paris le putea obţine în urma ascultãrii. Astfel, papii de 
la Avignon, toţi francezi, fãrã excepţie, o favorizau considerabil. De 
asemenea, papalitatea a garantat pretutindeni recunoaşterea autoritãţii 
doctrinale extinse în întreaga creştinãtate, aceasta fiind una dintre cauzele 
pentru care o primã limitare a autonomiei universitare era uşor de 
anticipat, chiar din primele momente ale apariţiei instituţiei.7 

Mai mult de atât, se instituise o regulã ca, în fiecare an, sã fie trimis 
Curţii Papale din Avignon un ,,rotulus nominandorum”,8 un pas important în 
relaţia dintre Biserica Catolicã şi Universitatea din Paris. 9  La capãtul 
acestor detalii oferite, se poate trage o linie şi se cere a trece în revistã 
funcţiile cãpãtate de Universitatea din Paris atât în mediul ecleziastic, cât 
şi în cel laic, cu referire la sfera activitãţilor statului.  

În primul rând, ea exercita rol internaţional de arbitru în materie 
teologicã, mai precis devenise o susţinãtoare a ideii de superioritate a 
conciliului faţã de papã şi a independenţei relative a bisericii faţã de 
Sfântul Scaun, de gallicanism. Ceea ce este mai puţin cunoscut, dar 

                                                             
5 Filip al IV-lea cel Frumos a fost rege al Franţei între anii 1285 şi 1314, fiind membru al 
dinastiei Capeţienilor. A mai fost numit ,,Regele de Fier” sau ,,Rege de Marmurã”. 
6 Jacques Le Goff, Intelectualii în Evul Mediu, Bucureşti, Editura Meridiane, 1994, p. 155. 
7  Christophe Charle, Jacques Verger, Istoria Universitãţilor, Iaşi, Institutul European, 
2001, p. 18. 
8  Acesta cuprindea numele profesorilor care activau în acel moment în cadrul 
Universitãţii din Paris şi pentru care aceasta cerea papei sã le acorde provizii sau 
favoruri, în aşteptarea unor beneficii ecleziastice. 
9 Christophe Charle, Jacques Verger, Istoria Universitãţilor, p. 162. 
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esenţial de amintit şi menţionat, este implicarea Universitãţii din Paris în 
condamnarea Ioanei d‟Arc. 

În altã ordine de idei, spuneam de implicarea instituţiei de 
învãţãmânt superior pariziene în sfera laicului. Astfel, câteva momente 
meritã punctate: în anul 1445, Universitãţii din Paris i s-a ridicat 
privilegiul judiciar, consecinţa fiind aceea cã ea a devenit o supusã a 
Parlamentului francez; în 1452, regele a susţinut reorganizarea 
universitãţii, operaţiune întreprinsã de cardinalul d‟Estouteville, 10  legat 
pontifical. Apogeul fiind atins în anii 1470 şi 1499, când la prima datã 
regele Ludovic al XI-lea a impus profesorilor şi studenţilor sã-i presteze 
jurãmântul de ascultare, iar în anul 1499, Universitãţii din Paris i s-a dat o 
loviturã dureroasã, luându-i-se dreptul la grevã,  ceea ce o fãcea sã se afle 
în totalitate în mâna regelui.11 

Însã, întorcându-ne la începuturile universitãţii, relaţia acesteia cu 
statul şi Biserica Catolicã este una confuzã, dat fiind cã este destul de 
dificil a stabili care erau sferele celor doi mari poli, influenţele celor doi 
confundându-se. Astfel, oprindu-ne asupra anului 1231, meritã fãcute 
câteva precizãri ce pot clarifica şi cu mai multã acuitate raporturile pe 
care lucrarea de faţã doreşte sã le surprindã. În acel an, la Paris, 
,,Universitas magistrorum et scolarium”12 depindea de papã, tot atunci 
fiind şi recunoscutã de acesta. Însã, protecţia îi venea din partea regelui. 
Ceea ce aratã exact cele menţionate mai sus: sferele ecleziasticã şi laicã se 
contopesc, în mare mãsurã. De asemenea, în acest context, istoricul 
Émile Bréhier a realizat o analogie, comparând Universitatea din Paris cu 
o comunã. Aşa cum comunele medievale erau asociate ierarhiei feudale, 
universitatea era în afara ierarhiei ecleziastice, fiind în cãutarea unei 
dezvoltãri a gândirii în acord cu exigenţele sale interne.13 

La un alt nivel, secolul al XIII-lea a cunoscut mai multe 
semnificaţii, din punctul de vedere al raporturilor dintre stat, Biserica 
Catolicã şi universitate. În acel moment a avut loc declinul 
augustianismului politic, care proiecta o anumitã viziune asupra statului şi 
bisericii, şi anume statul era absorbit în bisericã, dar, în aceeaşi mãsurã, a 
avut loc şi declinul augustianismului intelectual, care a extins fãrã limite 
domeniul teologiei. Acolo era loc pentru un stat independent de bisericã, 
ceea ce permitea şi existenţa unei filosofii raţionale, separate de teologie. 

                                                             
10  Guillaume d‟Estouteville (1412-1483), om al bisericii normande, fãcând parte din 
Ordinul Sfântului Benedict. 
11 Christophe Charle, Jacques Verger, Istoria Universitãţilor, p. 163. 
12 Se traduce prin ,,Asociaţia Generalã a profesorilor şi studenţilor”. 
13 Émile Bréhier, La philosophie du Moyen Ậge, Paris, Édition Albin Michel, 1937, p. 13. 
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De asemenea, secolul al XIII-lea a mai fost marcat de adoptarea 
Universitãţii din Paris de cãtre papi, oferindu-i-se protecţia ordinelor 
cerşetoare,14 conducând la schimbarea politicii spirituale a papalitãţii.15 

Cu toate acestea, secolul al XIII-lea trebuie privit şi dintr-o altã 
perspectivã, şi anume cea a conflictelor care au avut loc între universitate 
şi cancelar, pe de o parte, iar pe de altã parte, conflictul dintre cancelar şi 
papã. Cauza neînţelegerii nu a fost doar doctrina, ci mai degrabã o 
aspiraţie generalã la autonomie, concretizatã în pretenţia de a oferi ea 
însãşi gradele studenţilor şi de a-şi alege singurã profesorii. Spuneam cã 
doctrina nu a fost principala scânteie a rupturii, dar a avut un rol 
important. Conflictul doctrinal nu a fost supus unor discuţii libere, ci a 
fost abordat sub forma unor atacuri din partea puterilor spirituale, 
acuzându-şi adversarul de erezie, condamnându-i propunerile, gãsite a fi 
pur filozofice.16 

Având în vedere ceea ce se petrecea, Universitatea din Paris avea sã 
îşi dezvolte şi consolideze jurisdicţia internã, prin intermediul membrilor 
sãi, plasându-se imediat sub protecţia Romei,17 controlul devenind mult 
mai uşor de obţinut asupra sa din partea mediului ecleziastic,18 aspect 
evidenţiat şi mai târziu în istorie.19 

În cele ce urmeazã, propun o privire dublatã asupra locului 
Universitãţii din Paris între stat şi bisericã, mai precis, din interior, a se 
vedea rolul discipolului în întregul sistem, cum era el plasat între cei doi 
mari poli, iar pe de altã parte, modalitatea în care Facultatea de Teologie, 
conciliile, precum şi alte acţiuni au ajutat la plasarea instituţiei de 
învãţãmânt superior mai mult sub umbrela de influenţã a ecleziasticului. 

Astfel, începând cu primul punct, este esenţial a menţiona cã 
studentul, în cadrul Universitãţii din Paris, era vãzut, ipso facto, ca un 
funcţionar, lucru evident şi din ţinuta pe care era obligat sã o poarte. 
Însã, un funcţionar asupra cãruia se exercitau multe influenţe ecleziastice, 
de pildã trebuia sã poarte veşmântul şi tonsura clericalã, în timp ce 
restricţii existau şi la nivelul magiştrilor, fiind obligaţi a rãmâne 

                                                             
14 Ordinele Dominican şi Franciscan. 
15  Jacques Le Goff, Jean-Claude Schmitt, Dicţionar tematic al Evului Mediu Occidental, 
Bucureşti, Editura Polirom, 2002, p. 256. 
16 Ibidem, p. 257. 
17 Încã din 1219, Universitatea din Paris primise dreptul de apel permanent la Roma. 
18 Papa Grigore al IX-lea spunea despre Paris: ,,Paris, mamã a ştiinţelor, oraş al literelor, 
atelier al înţelepciunii”. 
19 Jacques Verger, Les universités françaises au Moyen Ậge, Paris, Leiden, 1995, p. 19. 
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celibatari. 20  Chiar dacã instituţia de învãţãmânt a luptat pentru o 
autonomie care sã îi confere acea libertate de care simţea cã avea nevoie, 
cu toate acestea influenţele Bisericii Catolice nu au dispãrut vreodatã din 
modul sãu de organizare. Desigur, trebuie ţinutã seama şi de conotaţia 
conceptelor utilizate, ce însemna autonomia pentru Universitatea din 
Paris: libertatea de conferire a gradelor, decizia de alegere a personalului 
didactic sã îi revinã, dar sã aibã şi protecţia atât din partea sferei laice, cât 
şi a celei ecleziastice? 

Pe de altã parte, menţionãm aspectele exterioare ale Universitãţii 
din Paris în cursa dintre cele douã puncte bine stabilite. În primii sãi ani, 
corporaţia universitarã a încercat sã se facã recunoscutã şi sã obţinã 
privilegii atât din partea civilã, cât şi din partea bisericeascã. Însã, un 
semn de întrebare ridicã anul 1219, moment în care se introduce studiul 
mai intens al dreptului civil. Se presupune a se fi întâmplat acest lucru 
tocmai pentru a putea domoli extinderea pe care începuse sã o capete 
studiul fenomenelor religioase, teologia, în ansamblu. De asemenea, 
începând cu acest an, Facultatea de Drept a început sã punã un mai mare 
accent pe canonici.21 Dacã tot se dorea protecţia Bisericii Catolice, de ce 
universitatea nu putea accepta intensitatea pe care o cãpãtase studiul 
teologiei, şi a simţit nevoia sã opunã dreptul? Rãspunsul personal ar fi 
acela cã, în aceeaşi mãsurã, Universitatea din Paris era interesatã sã lase 
loc şi protecţiei laice; ar fi putut obţine mult mai multe beneficii în acest 
fel. Însã, lucrurile pot fi şi mai nuanţate, putând merge pânã la a afirma 
cã, iar Jacques Le Goff a fãcut-o, rolul intelectual al universitãţii dispare 
în faţa politicului şi a rolului spiritual, adãugând cã, de fapt, condiţia 
universitarilor, oscileazã între cei doi poli, reprezentaţi de condiţia laicã şi 
condiţia clericalã. Istoricul observã cã în intervalul secolelor al XII-lea şi 
al XVII-lea, nu numai cei doi parteneri, universitatea şi puterile publice, 
se schimbã, ci şi natura relaţiilor dintre ele devine o cu totul alta, ceea ce 
marchezã o evoluţie cu mai multe variabile, un sistem cu mai multe 
necunoscute decât cunoscute.22 

Un alt punct al aspectelor exterioare ce trebuie adus în discuţie 
atunci când se vorbeşte despre Universitatea din Paris este rolul sãu ca 
organ al opiniei publice. În secolul al XIII-lea, şi ulterior, avem în vedere 
o societate francezã unde Biserica Catolicã era, fãrã îndoialã, principalul 

                                                             
20 J. R. Tanner, C. W. Previté-Orton, Z. N. Brooke, The Cambridge medieval history. Victory 
of the Papacy, volum VI, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1929, p. 560. 
21 Ibidem, p. 567. 
22 Jacques Le Goff, Pentru un alt Ev Mediu, Bucureşti, Editura Meridiane, 1986, pp. 293-
306. 
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formator de opinie, apoi statul, dar între acestea apare şi tânãrã instituţie, 
care se vede una ambiţioasã: universitatea. În primul rând, atracţia vine 
tocmai din aceastã perspectivã, era ceva cu totul nou, iar oamenii se 
raportau la ea fie cu o curiozitate aparte, fie cu scepticism, dar ambele 
viziuni au fãcut-o atrãgãtoare, din acest punct de vedere. Astfel, în acest 
context, asumându-şi conştient sau inconştient acest rol, Universitatea 
din Paris era vizibilã atât în mediul ecleziastic, unde putea susţine cauze 
dintre cele mai importante,23 cât şi în mediul laic, luând parte la scrierea 
istoriei celei mai alese a Franţei, 24  mişcându-se similar unui parcurs 
circular; scopul fiind acela de a deveni o fiinţã în ţara care îi dãduse 
naştere. 

Facultatea de Teologie a avut un cuvânt important de spus prin 
intermediul magiştrilor sãi, în contextul în care discutãm despre rolul de 
formator de opinie al universitãţii, abordând chestiuni esenţiale pentru 
acea societate, cum ar fi: suferinţa, dar şi separarea sufletului de trup la 
moarte. Realizând un scurt excurs, mai degrabã de naturã filosoficã, 
meritã stãruit asupra acestei chestiuni pentru a observa mentalitatea 
acelor timpuri. Astfel, profesorii Facultãţii de Teologie erau convinşi cã 
în momentul morţii, sufletul şi trupul se separã pânã la Învierea cea din 
urmã, convingere din care au decurs şi altele. Aceştia au început sã 
dezvolte un vocabular distinct pentru a analiza problemele legate de 
teamã, suferinţã în faţa imanentului sfârşit.25  De asemenea, discutarea 
separãrii sufletului de trup, un subiect de mare interes în epocã, a permis 
magiştrilor abordarea unor procese intelectuale mult mai complicate, 
amplificând sensul perceperii. În decursul lor, universitarii parizieni s-au 
bazat pe ideea lui Platon, conform cãreia sufletul posedã puteri senzitive 
independente de compoziţia trupului, ceea ce la un moment dat avea sã 
le aducã dificultãţi de înţelegere, luând în calcul şi interdicţiile26 pe care au 
trebuit sã le respecte alţi magiştrii.27 

Într-o altã ordine de idei, dar urmãrind aceeaşi linie, rolul 
Universitãţii din Paris ca formatoare de opinie, într-o ţarã în care lupta se 
dãdea între stat şi Biserica Catolicã, ne intereseazã analiza unui 

                                                             
23 Una dintre cauzele susţinute de Universitatea din Paris a fost aceea a superioritãţii 
conciliilor în faţa papei. 
24 Jacques Le Goff, Pentru un alt Ev Mediu, p. 597. 
25 Donald Mowbray, Pain and suffering in medieval theology. Academics debates at the University 
of Paris in the thirteenth century, Boyfell, The Boyfell Press, 2009, p. 104. 
26  La 1 aprilie 1272, Facultatea de Arte a Universitãţii din Paris a înaintat statutul 
,,Noverint universi”, prin care profesorilor din cadrul acesteia le-a fost interzis sã mai 
abordeze chestiuni legate de teologie sau filosofie. 
27 Donald Mowbray, Pain and suffering in medieval theology, p. 120. 
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document, care relevã, viziunea Facultãţii de Medicinã asupra epidemiei 
de ciumã; scopul fiind acela de a înţelege mecanismul prin care o 
instituţie de învãţãmânt superior se raporta la un astfel de eveniment: 
„Opinia Facultãţii de Medicinã a Universitãţii din Paris cu privire la epidemia de 
ciumã din 1348-1349. Afirmãm, de la început, cã pricina îndepãrtatã şi primarã a 
acestei ciume a fost şi este încã o anumitã constelaţie cereascã [...] care conjuncţie 
astrologicã, împreunã cu alte conjuncţii şi eclipse, cauzã realã a stricãrii aducãtoare de 
moarte a aerului care ne înconjoarã, grãbeşte mortalitatea şi foametea [...] Noi credem 
cã epidemia de faţã sau ciuma provine direct din aerul stricat în substanţa sa şi nu 
numai datoritã alterãrii calitãţilor sale. Ceea ce trebuie sã se înţeleagã astfel: aerul 
fiind, într-adevãr, prin natura sa, curat şi limpede, el nu putrezeşte şi nu se stricã 
decât dacã este amestecat cu aburi stricaţi în timpul zisei conjuncţii se ridicã, prin 
proprietatea lor, din pãmânt şi din mare şi se rãspândesc în aer; sub influenţa deselor 
vânturi calde şi umede din miazãzi şi din cauza aburilor umezi şi vãtãmãtori pe care 
aceste vânturi le aduc cu ele şi care au stricat, pãtrunzând, fireşte, în inimã, atras de 
respiraţie, stricã substanţa suflãrii care este în el şi, drept  urmare a acestei umiditãţi, 
face sã putrezeascã ceea ce îi înconjoarã; de aceea apare febra, izvorâtã din natura 
corpului şi alterând principiul vieţii [...] Noi nu voim sã omitem a spune cã, atunci 
când epidemia provine din vrerea dumnezeiascã, nu vrem sã dãm alt sfat decât acela 
de a ne supune cu umilinţã acestei vreri, fãrã a lãsa totuşi la o parte prescripţiile 
medicului”.28 

La o primã lecturã a documentului, impresia lãsatã poate fi una 
destul de incertã, dat fiind cã aceasta era poziţia oficialã a unei facultãţi ce 
forma personalul medical ce trebuia sã îngrijeascã oamenii bolnavi, 
inclusiv pe cei ce deveneau victimele ciumei. Însã, şi de data aceasta, 
pentru ca analiza sã aibã un caracter ştiinţific, iar punctul de vedere emis 
sã fie unul pertinent se impune a ne da câţiva paşi în spate şi a privi 
situaţia prin prisma epocii pe care o supunem studiului. În secolul al 
XIV-lea, faptul cã Facultatea de Medicinã a unei prestigioase universitãţi 
europene considera cã principala cauzã a epidemiei de ciumã a fost o 
constelaţie şi praful care a infestat aerul ce nu putrezeşte niciodatã nu 
pare deloc deplasat pentru cei care aveau acces la acele cuvinte, acei 
oameni nu supuneau astfel de opinii unor analize personale, nu şi le 
însuşeau, mai degrabã le acceptau ca pe ceva absolut firesc. Inclusiv şi 
mai ales din aceastã perspectivã, se poate observa cã, într-adevãr, 
corporaţia universitarã era unul dintre principalii formatori de opinie în 
Franţa medievalã. Ce altã autoritate ar fi putut emite un alt punct de 

                                                             
28 Mihai Berza, Oraşul Medieval. Culegere de texte, Bucureşti, Universitatea din Bucureşti, 

1975, pp. 292-293, apud M. Mollat, R. Van Santbergen, Le Moyen Ậge, Liège-Paris, 1961, 
pp. 263-264. 
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vedere, care sã aibã puterea a amenda ceea ce o instituţie de mare 
prestigiu, cum era Universitatea din Paris, susţinea cu atâta vehemenţã, 
printr-un act oficial? 

Conştiente de prestigiul şi înrãdãcinarea lor, universitãţile, în 
general, şi Universitatea din Paris, în particular, se foloseau de aceastã 
imagine pentru a obţine şi mai multe avantaje. Mijlocul pe care îl utilizau 
era greva şi, mai ales secesiunea. 29  În astfel de acţiuni întreprinse, 
instituţiile de învãţãmânt superior erau susţinute şi încurajate de 
papaliate, care avea interese importante legate de consecinţele ce ar fi 
trebuit sã aparã în urma lor, mai ales o opoziţie cruntã faţã de stat şi 
tendinţa de a arãta cã este mult mai puternicã decât acesta. 

Subiectul relaţiei Universitãţii din Paris cu statul francez şi Biserica 
Catolicã va fi abordat şi printr-o altã cheie, şi anume ilustrarea unor 
evenimente în care instituţia de învãţãmânt superior s-a implicat direct în 
treburile papalitãţii, în ultima decadã a secolului al XIV-lea, scopul fiind 
probabil tot acela de cãpãta mai multã popularitate şi de a atrage cât mai 
multe avantaje de partea sa. Astfel, momentul vizat este moartea papei 
Grigore al XI-lea, 30  eveniment ce a dus la mobilizarea imediatã a 
experţilor parizieni, care au pregãtit cu rapiditate alegerea şi 
recunoaşterea succesorului sãu. Primii paşi au fost fãcuţi de cãtre 
naţiunea englezã din cadrul Universitãţii din Paris, care a trimis un 
rotulus şi o petiţie, ambele întocmite de universitate, prin care îşi 
prezenta acordul faţã de accederea unui nou papã şi a unor alte ocazii 
speciale. Succesor al pontifului decedat a fost ales Papa Urban al VI-lea,31 
a cãrui alegere a fost celebratã cum se cuvenea de cãtre reprezentanţii 
Universitãţii din Paris, prin Te-Deum. În cadrul acestei alegeri, se poate 
afirma fãrã teama de a greşi sau exagera cã universitatea a fost cea care   
s-a ocupat de propagandã.32 Instituţia de învãţãmânt superior era unul 
dintre principalii formatori de opinie în cadrul societãţii franceze. 

Însã, lucrurile aveau sã devinã şi mai complicate în momentul în 
care Universitatea din Paris, la data de 26 mai 1379, şi-a arãtat sprijinul 
faţã de Clement al VII-lea.33 Aceastã declaraţie a venit dupã o perioadã 
de activitate intensã a universitãţii, în special, activitate literarã, marcatã 

                                                             
29 Încã din anul 1446, Universitatea din Paris era supusã tribunalului şi dreptului de 
secesiune. 
30 A fost papã  la Roma între anii 1370-1378. 
31 Papa Urban al VI-lea a trãit în perioada 1318-1389, fiind al 202-lea pontif al Bisericii 
Catolice. 
32  R. N. Swanson, Universities, Academics and the Great Schism, Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press, 1979, p. 22. 
33 Clement al VII-lea a trãit în perioada anilor 1342-1394, fiind un prelat savoiard. 
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de numeroase încercãri externe de a influenţa întreaga viaţã academicã, 
recurgându-se chiar la pamflete de o importanţã considerabilã. Înainte de 
desfãşurarea acestor acţiuni, Universitatea din Paris rãmãsese inactivã, în 
special pe parcursul lunii iulie a anului 1378. Însã, nu a dorit sã piardã 
ocazia reprezentãrii sale în întrunire, unde a discutat despre dificultãţile 
culturale şi a cerut neutralitate. 34  Astfel, aceste declaraţii aveau sã se 
transforme în sprijin real pentru Clement al VII-lea, când naţiunea 
francezã şi Facultatea de Medicinã a Universitãţii din Paris şi-au arãtat 
loialitatea faţã de acesta prin transmiterea unui rotulus propriu la 
Avignon, avându-l ca trimis pe Pierre d‟Ailly.35 

Complexitatea acestui moment istoric a mai fost datã şi de 
intervenţia regalitãţii, deci se poate observa şi apariţia pe scenã a celuilalt 
pol de putere-statul francez. Implicarea acestuia avea sã grãbeascã 
hotãrârea exprimãrii loialitãţii Universitãţii din Paris faţã de Clement al 
VII-lea, dat fiind cã regele, pe data de 21 mai 1379, a trimis o scrisoare36 
instituţiei de învãţãmânt, prin care îndemna la alegerea definitivã a 
acestuia, în caz contrar, universitatea avea sã cunoascã indignarea regalã.37 

Pentru a înţelege şi mai bine situaţia la care se face referire, este 
esenţial a marca un alt moment important, şi anume conflictul izbucnit la 
17 mai 1381, când episcopul Parisului a declarat cã toţi oponenţii lui 
Clement al VII-lea deveneau automat schismatici. În aceste condiţii, 
Universitatea din Paris a reflectat asupra remarcilor şi intereselor sale, dar 
decizia finalã a fost luatã mai târziu, pe 15 iunie 1381. Istoricii au 
interpretat aceastã ezitare a instituţiei de învãţãmânt de a reacţiona 
prompt, ca o tendinţã conciliatoristã, aproape neutrã. 

Magiştrii parizieni şi-au reconsiderat situaţia, iar ceea ce doreau în 
acel moment sã facã era sã anuleze declaraţia mai timpurie de susţinere a 
lui Clement al VII-lea, al doilea pas fiind acela de a-l convinge şi pe regele 
Carol al V-lea sã îşi schimbe politica.38 

Aceastã parte şi informaţia istoricã furnizatã sunt esenţiale pentru a 
înţelege şi mai bine rolul pe care Universitatea din Paris îl juca între cei 
doi poli de putere. Iniţial, susţinãtoare a lui Clement al VII-lea, corporaţia 
universitarã, în anul 1381, când i se solicitã poziţia oficialã în aceastã 
chestiune, amânã un rãspuns clar, încearcã adoptarea unei poziţii 

                                                             
34 R. N. Swanson, Universities, Academics and the Great Schism, p. 35. 
35 Pierre d´Ailly (1351-1420), a fost cardinal francez şi autor universitar prolific, având o 
mare influenţã în timpul vieţii sale în mediile pe care le-a frecventat. 
36 Conţinutul scrisorii era scris sub forma unei cereri, dar în fapt era un ordin clar din 
partea regelui. 
37 R. N. Swanson, Universities, Academics and the Great Schism, p. 40. 
38 Ibidem, p. 45. 
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conciliatoriste, pentru ca mai apoi sã încerce a anula declaraţia de 
susţinere faţã de acesta, mai mult chiar, încearcã sã schimbe politica lui 
Carol al V-lea care îl susţinea vehement pe Clement al VII-lea. Întrebarea 
care se impune firesc ar fi: ce a determinat schimbarea de poziţii a 
Universitãţii din Paris faţã de aceastã problematicã? Consider cã este 
destul de complicat a se gãsi un rãspuns fix, cert, care sã nu mai nascã alt 
şir de interogaţii. Sã fi dorit real a evita izbucnirea schismei, realizând 
dezordinea socialã ce urma a se dezlãnţui în societate, sã fi încercat 
obţinerea mai multor beneficii în urma atitudinii nehotãrâte sau sã fi 
dorit o luare de poziţie contrarã atât puterii laice, cât şi puterii 
ecleziastice, doar pentru a-şi demonstra autonomia despre care magiştrii 
universitãţii tot vorbiserã pânã atunci? Însã, cu toate acestea, merita ca 
prin noua sa atitudine sã treacã în rândul ereticilor şi sã se afle în 
contradicţie şi cu regele Carol al V-lea? Acesta reprezintã un punct al 
istoriei asupra cãruia meritã stãruit şi reflectat. 

Continuând cercetarea în aproximativ aceeaşi notã şi dorind a 
suprinde, în continuare, raportul dintre Universitatea din Paris şi Biserica 
Catolicã, se va aduce în atenţie un alt moment important, şi anume 27 
iulie 1398. La data deja menţionatã, guvernul francez, dominat în acel 
moment de cãtre Philippe le Hardi, ca urmare a unui vot favorabil al unui 
sinod al bisericii Franţei, a proclamat sustragerea obedienţei papei 
Benedict al XIII-lea,39 în intenţia de a-l determina pe acesta sã accepte, cu 
scopul restabilirii unitãţii bisericii, înlocuirea. În realitate, aceastã acţiune 
avea şi o altã semnificaţie deosebitã: dispariţia tuturor formelor de 
rezervã pontificalã şi revenirea la procedurile tradiţionale de alegere şi de 
colaţionare. De asemenea, papa pierdea, pe teritoriul regatului Franţei, 
toate drepturile de jurisdicţie în materie de beneficii şi avantaje fiscale, ce 
erau strâns legate de rezervele şi proviziile pontificale.40 

În tot acest context, Universitatea din Paris, mai ales naţiunile 
normandã şi picardã, a fost unul dintre cei mai acerbi susţinãtori ai 
sustragerii avantajelor papale. Universitarii au observat cu atenţie cã, în 
principal, colatorii locali au fost mai puţin binevoitori faţã de ei decât 
papii de la Avignon, care încã din 1378 s-au arãtat de o generozitate 
neobositã.41 

Ceea ce se poate observa din informaţiile furnizate mai sus este 
faptul cã Universitatea din Paris a jucat şi de acea datã un rol important 

                                                             
39 Papa Benedict al XIII-lea a trãit între anii 1329-1423, fiind iniţial cardinal aragonez, 
pentru ca ulterior sã devinã pontif la Avignon. 
40 http://www.persee.fr/doc/mefr_0223-4874_1970_num_82_2_7616, 1.12.2017. 
41 Ibidem. 

http://www.persee.fr/doc/mefr_0223-4874_1970_num_82_2_7616
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în sfera decizionalã, iar la baza deciziei sale au stat, ca de fiecare datã, 
avantajele pe care le putea obţine pentru propriul bine. 

Lucrurile aveau sã devinã diferite la începutul secolului al XV-lea, 
mai precis la data de 28 mai 1403, atunci când Carol al VI-lea42 a restituit  
papei de la Avignon ascultarea regatului Franţei. Decizia a fost acceptatã 
de toatã lumea, inclusiv Universitatea din Paris însã, din rândul acesteia, 
excepţie a fãcut naţiunea anglo-germanã, care şi-a arãtat ostilitatea faţã de 
decizia conducãtorului statului, rãmânând fidelã papei de la Roma. Cu 
toate acestea, poziţia oficialã a corporaţiei universitare s-a concretizat 
într-un rotulus prezentat la Marseille, la data de 9 noiembrie 1403, loc în 
care se afla atunci şi papa. Pe lângã acest rotulus, Universitatea din Paris 
a mai trimis şi o scrisoare43 prin care îşi arãta bucuria imensã faţã de noua 
realitate.44 

Oprindu-ne pentru o scurtã analizã asupra informaţiilor deja 
precizate, primul aspect ce meritã a fi sesizat este tocmai contradicţia ce 
domina atitudinea Universitãţii din Paris în perioada pe care am supus-o 
atenţiei. În primul rând, aceasta îşi arãta acordul faţã de retragerea 
avantajelor pe care papalitatea le avea printr-o tradiţie istoricã, ceea ce ne 
aratã cã instituţia de învãţãmânt intrase sub sfera de decizie a statului 
francez, ajungând la un consens cu acesta, pentru ca mai târziu, 
corporaţia universitarã sã se arate bucuroasã pentru faptul cã papa îşi 
reprimea drepturile ce îi  fuseserã sustrase cu ani în urmã; sã nu uitãm cã 
şi de data aceasta, decizia fusese luatã tot de conducãtorul statului, deci, 
din nou, universitatea era în acord cu acesta. 

În primul rând, am ales momente cheie din istoria instituţiei de 
învãţãmânt, tocmai pentru a putea avea un traseu logic pe baza cãruia sã 
se axeze întreaga cercetare, dar şi pentru a avea puncte diferite care 
puteau marca evoluţia sau involuţia Universitãţii din Paris. Pe de altã 
parte, am ales una dintre lucrãrile istoricului René Rémont, 45  în care 
acesta expune parte din ipoteza de la care am dorit sã pornesc cercetarea 
temei, de ce anume învãţãmântul devine o mizã puternicã între sfera laicã 
şi cea ecleziasticã, care erau interesele? Concluzia este aceea cã atât 
Biserica Catolicã, cât şi statul francez doreau sã menţinã monopolul 

                                                             
42  Carol al VI-lea (1368-1422), a fost rege al Franţei între anii 1380-1422, fiind al 
patrulea reprezentant pe tronul Franţei din ramura de Valois, dinastia Capeţianã. 
43 Esenţa scrisorii rezida în urmãtoarele cuvinte: ,,L´Université de Paris se soit réjouie de la 
réponse favorable de notre Seigneur le Souverain Pontif, aussi bien en ce qui concerne l´union tant 
désirée de l´Église que le rotulus de notre université”. 
44 http://www.persee.fr/doc/mefr_0223-4874_1970_num_82_2_7616, 1.12.2017. 
45 Vezi: Religie şi societate în Europa. Secularizarea în secolele al XIX-lea şi XX. 1780-2000, 
Bucureşti, Editura Polirom, 2003. 

http://www.persee.fr/doc/mefr_0223-4874_1970_num_82_2_7616
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asupra şcolii, deoarece acesta era mijlocul principal prin care îşi puteau 
forma aderenţii, oamenii cei mai capabili care sã se punã la dispoziţia lor. 

Într-o altã ordine de idei, este important a ne îndepãrta puţin de 
febra opiniilor, ideilor şi a ne uita la geneza Universitãţii din Paris. 
Desigur, pe parcursul cercetãrii a mai fost realizat acest lucru, dar acum 
propun o nouã perspectivã, aceea a duratei lungi,46 scopul meu fiind acela 
de a înţelege cu precizie dorinţa de autonomie pe care corporaţia 
universitarã a tot exprimat-o de-a lungul timpului, în raport cu statul şi 
biserica. Astfel, conceptul de universitate a început a fi utilizat în urma 
hotãrârii unor profesori şi a unor studenţi de a se organiza într-o grupare, 
ce urma a-şi defini scopurile, interesele, perspectivele. Acest pas a fost 
decisiv în dezvoltarea ulterioarã a instituţiei de învãţãmânt, devenitã o 
adevãratã comunitate.47 Plecând din acest punct, istoria a demonstrat cã 
pe parcursul unui timp mai lung, grupul iniţial format şi apoi dezvoltat în 
Universitatea din Paris a fost o adevãratã victorie, mai ales din 
perspectiva nivelului înalt al învãţãmântului, ceea ce explicã în totalitate 
rezistenţa sa de-a lungul secolelor, inclusiv prestigiul de azi. De 
asemenea, Parisul era vãzut în epocã şi locul succesului, realizãrii 
personale. Magiştrii ştiau cã predând la aceastã universitate existau şanse 
mult mai mari sã li se ofere sprijinul unor mecena ai acelor timpuri.48 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
46 ,,Durata lungã”, concept introdus în istoriografie de istoricul francez Fernand Braudel. 
47 Stephen C. Ferruolo, The origins of the university, the schools of Paris and their critics, 1100-
1215, Standford, Standford University Press, 1985, p. 6. 
48 Ibidem, p. 27. 
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RELICVARE MEDIEVALE DESCOPERITE ÎN 
TRANSILVANIA. CONSIDERAŢII PE MARGINEA UNOR 

ASPECTE DE CULTURÃ MATERIALÃ1 
 

Cãtãlina-Tatiana Covaciu 
Universitatea „Babeş-Bolyai” Cluj-Napoca, România 

 
Abstract: In terms of religious culture, reliquaries are remarkable assets; this sort of 

artifacts combine spiritual value, as containers for sacred relics, thought to be imbued with 
their holiness, and intrinsic, material worth, inasmuch as they are built from the most precious 
materials, in order to mirror the immensurable wealth they enshrine. This study aims to 
analyze the presence of reliquaries within the historical context of medieval Transylvania. In 
pursuit of our purpose, we will examine the archeological evidence, as well as the political, 
social or religious frameworks in which this objects were disseminated. Thus we shall draw 
some hypotheses regarding the meaning of the respective objects, but also the features of 
Transylvanian medieval history.  

Keywords: reliquaries, material culture, engolpion, reliquary crosses, 
liturgical objects, history of medieval Transylvania. 

 
Cultura materialã se defineşte ca producţie de valori cu substrat 

concret, cu alte cuvinte, de obiecte valoroase, din punct de vedere 
material intrinsec ori doar de ordin simbolic, şi emblematice pentru 
civilizaţia care le genereazã. De asemenea, conceptul desemneazã 
acţiunea fizicã asupra mediului înconjurãtor, precum şi asupra propriei 
persoane, mai precis, asupra pertinenţelor care ne definesc identitatea, 
contabilizatã la nivelul bunurilor, corpurilor sau spaţiului. Aşadar, în mod 
necesar, cultura materialã are un caracter performativ.2 

Pentru istoria medievalã a Transilvaniei, 3 elementele de culturã 
materialã au o importanţã deosebitã, în condiţiile insuficienţei şi 
parcimoniei, adesea chiar a absenţei, surselor scrise. 4  Astfel, prezenţa 

                                                             
1  Prezentul studiu are la bazã un capitol din lucrarea mea de disertaţie, intitulatã 
„Relicvele în istoria medievalã a Transilvaniei. Între prezenţã materialã şi experienţã 
devoţionalã”, susţinutã în iulie 2017 la Universitatea „Babeş-Bolyai” Cluj-Napoca, 
Facultatea de Istorie şi Filosofie. 
2 Cf. David Morgan, „Religion and Embodiement in the Study of Material Culture”, în 
Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Religion, March 2015, consultat pe site-ul 
http://religion.oxfordre.com/view/10.1093/acrefore/9780199340378.001.0001/acrefo
re-9780199340378-e-32, 25.02.2017. 
3 Precizãm cã ne referim la Transilvania intracarpaticã, mai precis la acea regiune care a 
ajuns sã constituie voievodatul Transilvaniei. 
4 Pentru cazul Transilvaniei, amintim, cu titlu de exemplu, cercetãrile lui Adrian Andrei 
Rusu: Mozaicurile medievale de la Bizere/Die mittelalterliche Mozaiken von Bizere/The Medieval 
Mozaics from Bizere, Cluj-Napoca, Editura Mega, 2006 (coautor Ileana Burnichioiu); 

http://religion.oxfordre.com/view/10.1093/acrefore/9780199340378.001.0001/acrefore-9780199340378-e-32
http://religion.oxfordre.com/view/10.1093/acrefore/9780199340378.001.0001/acrefore-9780199340378-e-32
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unor relicvare, analizate în context politic, social, religios ori devoţional, 
este de naturã sã dezvãluie aspecte interesante cu privire la parcursul, 
respectiv la particularitãţile istorice ale respectivei regiuni, o atare analizã 
constituind scopul studiului curent. Ţinând cont de natura surselor, ca şi 
de nivelul cunoştinţelor cu privire la cadrul nostru de referinţã, ne vom 
rezuma la emiterea unor ipoteze şi la evidenţierea unor posibile 
interpretãri, dincolo de determinãrile legate strict de cultura materialã. 

Din punct de vedere istoriografic, cercetarea relicvarelor a fost 
inauguratã de istoricii de artã, 5 acest subiect fiind abordat ulterior din 

                                                                                                                                               
Investigãri ale culturii materiale medievale din Transilvania, Cluj-Napoca, Editura Mega, 2008; 
Monumente medievale din Ţara Haţegului/Medieval Monuments from Haţeg District, Cluj-
Napoca, Editura Mega, 2008 (coautor Ileana Burnichioiu); ale Ilenei Burnichioiu: 
„Medieval Floor Mosaics at Bizere Monastery: A Brief Survey”, în Transylvanian Review 
an XX, numãr 2, 2011, pp. 3-13 (coautor Adrian Andrei Rusu); „Fragments from Bizere 
monastery, Frumuşeni, Arad county: the lavabo of cloister”, în European Journal of Science 
and Theology, numãr 9, 2013, pp. 211-219; „Cruci de consacrare medievale din 
Transilvania şi din vestul României”, în Daniel Dumitran, Ileana Burnichioiu (coord.), 
Sacred Space in Central and Eastern Europe from Middle Ages to Late Modernity: Birth, Function, 
and Changes, Annales Universitatis Apulensis, Series Historica, numãr 18/1, 2014, pp. 41-94; 
sau ale Danielei Marcu Istrate: „Neue Erkenntnisse zu den Anfängen der Tartlauer 
Kirche”, în Konrad Gündisch (coord.), Generalprobe Burzendland: Neue Forschungen zur 
Geschichte des Deutschen Ordens in Siebenbürgen und im Banat, Köln/Weimar/Wien, Böhlau 
Verlag, 2013; „Contribuţii arheologice la istoria catedralei romano-catolice din Alba 
Iulia”, în Transsylvania Nostra, numãr 2, 2014, pp. 93-100; „Biserica din secolele X-XI, de 
influenţã bizantinã, de la Alba Iulia [Gyulafehérvár]. Restituiri preliminare”, în Acta 
Mvsei Apvlensis. Series Historia&Patrimonium LI, numãr MMXIV, pp. 94-128. De 
asemenea, se cuvine sã fie reţinutã urmãtoarea lucrare realizatã de un colectiv mixt de 
arheologi şi istorici de artã: Rusu et alii, Dicţionarul mãnãstirilor din Transilvania, Banat, 
Crişana şi Maramureş, Cluj-Napoca, Presa Universitarã Clujeanã, 2000. Remarcãm faptul 
cã, de-a lungul acestor cercetãri, arheologia şi istoria artei se întrepãtrund. 
5 Joseph Braun, Die Reliquiare des chrislichen Kultes und ihre Entwicklung, Freiburg, O. Zeller, 
1940; cf. şi câteva lucrãri recente: Martina Bagnoli et alii (coord.), Treasures of Heaven: 
Saints, Relics and Devotion in Medieval Europe, London, British Museum Press, 2011; 
Cynthia Hahn, Strange Beauty: Issues in the Making and Meaning of Reliquaries, 400–circa 
1204, University Park, Pennsylvania State University Press, 2012. În perspectivã istoricã, 
practica învelirii relicvelor în materiale preţioase în ideea de a sugera prin mijloace 
materiale importanţa lor spiritualã inestimabilã este foarte timpurie. Încã din secolul al 
IV-lea, împãratul Constantin cel Mare aşeazã trupurile sfinţilor Petru şi Pavel într-o 
carcasã de bronz şi înveleşte în aur şi pietre nestemate un fragment din Sfânta Cruce. 
Spre deosebire de Rãsãritul bizantin unde atingerea, şi chiar sãrutarea relicvelor, rãmâne 
una dintre modalitãţile principale de a lua legãtura cu sacrul, în Occident, contactul 
direct cu trupul sfânt este considerat un sacrilegiu; contemplarea relicvelor, prin 
interfaţa lor, relicvarele, se preconizeazã dupã o pregãtire sufleteascã prealabilã şi este 
condiţionatã de o atitudine adecvatã, cel puţin la nivelul prescripţiilor autoritãţilor 
ecleziastice. Cf. Cynthia Hahn, „What Do Reliquaries Do for Relics?”, în Numen, volum 
57, 2010, pp. 284-316, 305-307; Massimo Leone, „Wrapping Transcendence: The 

https://www.academia.edu/7095784/Contribu%C8%9Bii_arheologice_la_istoria_catedralei_romano-catolice_din_Alba_Iulia_Archaeological_contributions_to_the_history_of_the_St._Michaels_Roman-Catholic_Cathedral_in_Alba_Iulia
https://www.academia.edu/7095784/Contribu%C8%9Bii_arheologice_la_istoria_catedralei_romano-catolice_din_Alba_Iulia_Archaeological_contributions_to_the_history_of_the_St._Michaels_Roman-Catholic_Cathedral_in_Alba_Iulia
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numeroase alte perspective, precum studiile de culturã materialã, 
antropologia sau semiotica. Înainte de toate, literatura de specialitate 
evidenţiazã legãtura indivizibilã dintre relicve şi relicvare. Astfel, acestea 
din urmã au misiunea de a atrage atenţia asupra relicvelor, ca entitãţi a 
cãror valoare excedeazã natura obiectualã, care riscã sã se piardã în 
anonimat în absenţa preţioaselor recipiente. Mai mult decât atât, 
relicvarele devin ele însele relicve, fiind impregnate de atributele sacre ale 
conţinutului lor. 

Semiotica, în mod special, aduce o contribuţie valoroasã, explorând 
semnificaţia şi totodatã funcţionalitatea relicvarului, care acţioneazã ca un 
înveliş ce blocheazã şi în acelaşi timp declanşeazã contactul cu 
transcendentul cãruia îi constituie cadrul de manifestare, dar şi garanţia 
identitãţii şi autenticitãţii. În aceastã ecuaţie, materia ne invitã sã mergem 
dincolo de ea, împiedicându-ne concomitent sã o facem. În acest fel, prin 
folosirea relicvarelor, se prescrie adoptarea unei atitudini licite faţã de 
cultul relicvelor, sugerând cã relicva nu constituie plenitudinea, în 
consecinţã, venerarea nu trebuie sã vizeze rãmãşiţa materialã per se, ci 
doar un semn al unui întreg perfect şi incomensurabil. Astfel, relicvarele 
funcţioneazã ca instrumente discursive, ce ghideazã devoţiunea, 
prilejuind credinciosului o percepţie de tip anagogic a sacrului 
transcendent. De altfel, acestea oferã un antidot împotriva fetişizãrii 
relicvelor.6 

Prezenţa imaginilor la nivelul relicvarelor constituie o altã temã de 
reflecţie fructuoasã. Din punct de vedere vizual, containerul prevaleazã 
asupra conţinutului; impactul relicvei se prelungeşte prin apelul la 
imagine, aceasta din urmã conferind, pe lângã forţa evocatoare, 
posibilitatea de a fi replicatã şi însuşitã ca un suvenir ce conservã totodatã 
şi puterea relicvei.7 Nu în ultimul rând, subiecte adiţionale desprinse din 
tema ofertantã a relicvarelor se referã la transformãrile suferite de forma 
sarcofagelor, la contextul arhitectonic care încorporeazã corpurile sfinte 
gãzduite de relicvare, la altare, la relicvarele din os sau la cele portabile.8 
Ceea ce atrage atenţia este deosebita diversitate a formelor acestora, de la 

                                                                                                                                               
Semiotics of Reliquaries”, în Signs and Society, volum 2, numãr supliment 1, 2014, pp. 49-
83, 70- 71. 
6 Ibidem, p. 50, 53-54, 72. 
7 Jean-Claude Schmitt, „Les reliques et les images”, în Le corps des images. Essais sur la 
culture visuelle au Moyen Âge, Paris, Gallimard, 2002, pp. 273-294, în special pp. 284-285.  
8 Cf. Philippe Cordez, „Les reliques, un champ de recherches. Problèmes anciens et 
nouvelles perspectives”, în Bulletin d‟information de la Mission Historique Française en 
Allemagne, numãr 43, 2007, pp. 102-116, 112-113. 
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cruci-relicvar, la relicvare-statui sau recipiente care imitã anumite pãrţi ale 
corpului.9 

În istoriografia româneascã, tema noastrã de interes nu a beneficiat 
de o investigaţie sistematicã; descoperirea unor relicvare a fost semnalatã 
în rapoartele de cercetare arheologicã, anumitor artefacte fiindu-le 
dedicate studii cu caracter monografic.10 

Cele mai timpurii exemplare descoperite pe teritoriul Transilvaniei 
sunt circumscrise ariei culturale rãsãritene, piesele de aceastã provenienţã 
prevalându-se şi în baza criteriului cantitativ, în cadrul unei repertorieri a 
relicvarelor medievale ce au circulat în acest spaţiu şi care au supravieţuit 
pânã în zilele noastre. Tipul de relicvar predominant, crucea dublã, este 
cunoscutã şi sub denumirea de „engolpion” (vehiculându-se şi varianta 
„encolpion”), termen derivat din cuvântul grecesc „egkólpios”, care înseamnã 
„ţinut în sân” sau „purtat la gât”. Acest tip de piesã se constituie dintr-un 
ansamblu de douã pãrţi egale, lucrate mai ales în bronz, prinse una de 
cealaltã cu ajutorul unor balamale situate la extremitãţile braţului vertical. 
Legãtura este prevãzutã cu un buton agãţãtor, prin care trece şnurul, 
cruciuliţa fiind destinatã sã fie purtatã pe piept. Exteriorul crucilor este 
decorat cu imagini religioase, adeseori şi cu inscripţii, iar interiorul este 
adâncit prin turnare în vederea adãpostirii unor relicve. Existã douã 
categorii de artefacte, între care se stabilesc diferenţe de ordin cronologic 
şi stilistic: engolpioane bizantine, respectiv engolpioane vechi ruseşti sau 
kievene.11 

                                                             
9 Ibidem, p. 111. Apropo de ultima categorie, în 1997, sunt publicate în Gesta, numãr 36/ 
1, 1997, trei studii referitoare la aceastã problematicã: Caroline Walker Bynum, Paula 
Gerson, „Body-Part Reliquaries and Body Parts in the Middle Ages”; Barbara Drake 
Boehm, „Body-Part Reliquaries: the State of Research”; Cynthia Hahn, „The Voices of 
the Saints: Speaking Reliquaries”. Acest tip de relicvar susţine o retoricã vizualã şi 
ritualicã, membrele reprezentate nefiind alese la întâmplare, chiar dacã alegerea lor nu 
are legãturã cu fiziologia fragmentului corporal pe care îl gãzduiesc. 
10 Aceste contribuţii vor fi citate la momentul oportun, pe mãsurã ce vom face referire, 
în investigaţia noastrã, la exemple particulare. 
11  Referitor la descrierea acestor tipuri de artefact (prin evidenţierea unor detalii de 
ordin tehnic), cf George G. Marinescu, „Crucea-relicvar (engolpion) de la Herina”, în 
Revista Bistriţei, numãr XXVIII, 2014, pp. 197-212, 199-201; Victor Spinei, „Circulaţia 
unor piese de cult în regiunile româneşti nord-dunãrene în secolele X-XVII, în 
Arheologia Moldovei, numãr XV, 1992, pp. 153-175, 157-158, 161. Pe de altã parte, 
menţionãm cã nici mediul latin nu este strãin de conceptul de cruce pectoralã menitã sã 
adãposteascã relicve, intrând în contact cu acest model de relicvar prin intermediul 
formaţiunilor politice occidentale ce au funcţionat în Orient în vremea cruciadelor. De 
pildã, o astfel de podoabã, conţinând lemn din Adevãrata Cruce, relicva-fanion a 
Ierusalimului cruciat, a fost deţinutã de Amalric, regele Ierusalimului, care a trimis-o 
abaţiei de Clairvaux în 1167, iniţiind astfel o amplã campanie de transfer de relicve 
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Primele engolpioane cu figuri incizate dateazã încã din secolele VI-
VII, fiind produse în arealul palestinian şi sirian, cu precãdere la Locurile 
Sfinte. Pe de altã parte, piesele cu decor în relief apar în secolul al VIII-
lea. Începând din secolul al IX-lea, crucile-relicvar se rãspândesc în 
zonele limitrofe Imperiului Bizantin, mai întâi în Balcani (în actualele 
Bulgaria şi Serbia), în spaţiul panonic (în secolele X-XI), ajungând pânã 
în Moravia şi Ucraina (în secolul al XI-lea). În secolele XI-XII, 
engolpioanele bizantine sunt produse pe scarã largã, vorbindu-se despre 
o veritabilã producţie de serie, cunoscând totodatã o arie de rãspândire 
extinsã. În Transilvania au fost descoperite douã piese de acest tip: o 
cruce dublã relicvar din bronz, produsã în secolul al X-lea, identificatã 
într-un cimitir medieval timpuriu din Alba-Iulia (în punctul numit 
„Izvorul Împãratului”), respectiv un engolpion datat în intervalul 
secolelor X-XI, gãsit în apropierea cetãţii de la Dãbâca (judeţul Cluj).12 

Crucile-relivar de tip kievean apar începând din secolul al XI-lea, 
iniţial ca imitaţii ale celor bizantine, ulterior dezvoltându-se modele 
autonome. Principalele centre de producţie au fost Kievul, respectiv 
cnezatul de Halici-Volînia. Perioada de maximã rãspândire este atinsã în 
secolul al XII-lea şi la începutul secolului urmãtor, depãşind cu mult 
arealul cnezatelor ruseşti, producţia fiind scurtcircuitatã de invazia 
mongolã; din secolul al XIV-lea apar noi tipuri, inferioare din punct de 
vedere calitativ, dar mai uşor de realizat. În ceea ce priveşte 
engolpioanele de tip kievean care au circulat pe teritoriul Transilvaniei, 
ne-au parvenit mai multe exemplare. Piesa cea mai timpurie (secolul al 
XII-lea, eventual începutul secolului urmãtor) a fost descoperitã la 
Herina (judeţul Bistriţa-Nãsãud),13 fiind secondatã de o altã cruce dublã 
aflatã în patrimoniul Muzeului Naţional de Istorie al Transilvaniei din 
Cluj-Napoca, foarte apropiatã de precedenta sub toate aspectele, cãreia 

                                                                                                                                               
dinspre Rãsãrit spre Apus. De altfel, distribuirea fragmentelor din crucea Mântuitorului 
ocazioneazã dezvoltarea unui tip specific de relicvar, sub formã de cruce, confecţionat 
din lemn şi îmbrãcat în argint. Miriam Rita Tessera, „Il sogno del re. Amalrico di 
Gerusalemme, Bernardo di Clairvaux e la reliquia de la Vera Croce”, în Aevum, numãr 
87, 2013, pp. 343-370, passim. 
12 Mihai Blãjan, „Raport de cercetare arheologicã Alba-Iulia, punct Izvorul Împãratului, 
anul 2006”, în Cronica cercetãrilor arheologice din România 1983-2012. Rapoarte preliminare de 
cercetare arheologice, consultat pe site-ul Institutului Naţional al Patrimoniului, 
http://cronica.cimec.ro/detaliu.asp?k=3583, 31.05.2017; Nicolae Gudea, Cãlin Cosma, 
„Crucea-relicvar descoperitã la Dãbâca. Consideraţii privind tipologia şi cronologia 
crucilor-relicvar bizantine din bronz, cu figuri în relief, descoperite pe teritoriul 
României”, în Ephemeris Napocensis, numãr VIII, 1998, pp. 273-303. 
13 George Marinescu, „Crucea-relicvar (engolpion) de la Herina”, p. 197 sqq. 

http://cronica.cimec.ro/detaliu.asp?k=3583
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nu i se cunoaşte cu precizie locul descoperirii.14 Alte anchete arheologice 
au scos la luminã relicvare din secolul al XIII-lea, precum reversul unei 
cruci descoperit într-o necropolã din apropierea mãnãstirii Mãgina 
(judeţul Alba),15 o jumãtate de engolpion gãsit la Dej (judeţul Cluj), în 
cadrul necropolei medievale care a funcţionat în jurul bisericii parohiale,16 
o cruce dublã relicvar descoperitã întâmplãtor de un localnic în satul 
Cotormani (judeţul Harghita),17 reversul unui engolpion descoperit, tot 
întâmplãtor, la Saschiz (judeţul Mureş),18 precum şi un fragment dintr-o 
jumãtate de engolpion aflat în perimetrul localitãţii Moigrad (judeţul 
Sãlaj).19 

Cât priveşte piesele de facturã occidentalã, cunoaştem un singur 
exemplu de artefact care s-a pãstrat pânã în zilele noastre: crucea-relicvar 
produsã într-un atelier sibian în jurul anului 1440, aflatã la Muzeul 
Naţional Brukenthal din Sibiu, identificatã în inventarul bisericii de la 
Cisnãdie.20 Fãrã îndoialã, obiecte de cult similare au mai existat,21 însã din 

                                                             
14 Piesa are numãrul de inventar F. 2984 şi a fost introdusã în lista bunurilor culturale 
mobile din Patrimoniul Cultural Naţional în baza ordinului 2799/14.12.2004 la 
categoria Tezaur. Datele tehnice de înregistrare a pieselor (ce vor fi menţionate şi de aici 
înainte) au fost accesate pe site-ul antemenţionat al Institutului Naţional al 
Patrimoniului. 
15  Numãr de inventar F. 29594, ordin de clasare 2469/9.08.2007, categoria Tezaur. 
Referitor la bibliografia piesei, cf. Gheorghe Petrov, Mãnãstirea Mãgina (jud. Alba): 
cercetãri arheologice, Alba-Iulia, Editura Altip, 2008, p. 98 sqq. 
16 Dan Isac et alii, Contribuţii arheologice la istoria oraşului Dej, Cluj-Napoca, Editura Mega, 
2008, p. 74, 77 sqq. 
17 Botár István, „Medieval finds from Cotorman”, în Marisia, numãr XXXI, 2011, pp. 
299-312, pp. 301-302. 
18  Kurt Horedt, „Cercetãrile arheologice din regiunea Hoghiz-Ungra şi Teiuş”, în 
Materiale şi Cercetãri Arheologice, numãr 1, 1952, pp. 785-814, 787 sqq; Victor Spinei, 
„Circulaţia unor piese de cult”, p. 163. 
19 Nicolae Gudea, „Porolissum. Un complex arheologic daco-roman la marginea de 
nord a Imperiului Roman”, în Acta Musei Porolissensis, numãr XIII, 1989, p. 673. 
20 Numãr de inventar T.29/4749, ordin de clasare 2254/29.08.2005, categoria Tezaur. 
Piesa a fost analizatã de Daniela Dâmboiu: Breasla aurarilor din Sibiu între secolele XV-
XVII, Alba-Iulia, Editura Altip, 2008, pp. 296-298. Conform aprecierii cercetãtoarei, 
aceastã cruce este una dintre cele mai spectaculoase obiecte de cult din perioada 
medievalã, fiind realizatã din argint (pe alocuri aurit), respectiv email, decoratã cu perle, 
cristale şi un rubin. Piesa este realizatã în stil gotic târziu, aşa-numitul gotic 
internaţional, şi vãdeşte influenţe central-europene, dar şi nord-italiene, asimilate de 
cãtre meşterii argintari transilvãneni. Pe reversul crucii este montatã o casetã pentru 
pãstrarea relicvelor. Documentele cunoscute nu permit detalierea conţinutului acestui 
relicvar însã, conform unei tradiţii legendare, acesta ar fi pãstrat lemn din Sfânta Cruce. 
21 Aceastã afirmaţie este mai mult decât o simplã prezumţie, ea întemeindu-se pe dovezi 
furnizate de sursele scrise. Este vorba despre relicvarele deţinute de biserica parohialã 
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varii motive ele s-au pierdut de-a lungul timpului. În primul rând, 
obiectele de cult tradiţionale au suferit de pe urma iconoclasmului 
Reformei care, totuşi, nu a fost unul intransigent, cu atât mai mult în 
comunitãţile luterane. Impactul negativ al Reformei asupra orfevrãriei 
religioase pare sã fi avut mai degrabã motivaţii de ordin practic, obiectele 
liturgice din metal preţios fiind topite, iar câştigurile astfel obţinute fiind 
reinvestite în lucrãri de edificare, reparaţii sau în folosul congregaţiei.22 
Mai mult decât atât, distrugerea patrimoniului se datoreazã şi unor 
calamitãţi naturale şi antropice, cum ar fi cutremure, incendii sau 
rãzboaie.23 În ceea ce priveşte spaţiul sãsesc, poate cel mai generos sub 
aspectul resurselor documentare, chiar şi acele obiecte cu valoare 
culturalã care au supravieţuit calamitãţilor timpului pânã în vremurile 
contemporane, au fost grav afectate de emigrarea masivã a etnicilor 
germani, dupã 1990, ce antreneazã pericolul degradãrii accelerate şi a 
pierderii unor piese valoroase din inventarele bisericilor sau din interiorul 
caselor parohiale.24 

                                                                                                                                               
din Sibiu, atestate de Matricula Plebaniae Cibiniensis, Alba-Iulia, Biblioteca Batthyaneum, 
manuscris II-135, f. 33r, accesatã pe site-ul Siebenbürgen-Institut, 
http://siebenbuergen-institut.de/mitgliederbereich/matricula-plebaniae-cibiniensis-
1310-1630/, 12.07.2017, de cele înscrise în inventarul mãnãstirii benedictine de la Cluj-
Mãnãştur: Jakó Zsigmond (ed.), A Kolozsmonostori Konvent Jegyzőkönyvei (1289-1556), 
Budapest, Akadémiai Kiadó, 1990, volum I: 1289-1484, document 24, p. 193, ori de 
cele douã cruci-relicvar aflate în posesia bisericii din Jelna (judeţul Bistriţa-Nãsãud): 
Rationes vitrici Zolnensis, Serviciul Judeţean Sibiu al Arhivelor Naţionale, Fond Brukenthal, 
B 268, f. 10v. Mai mult decât atât, dispunem de evidenţe documentare ce atestã 
prezenţa relicvarelor în context privat; cf. Documenta Romaniae Historica C Transilvania, 
volum XIII (1366-1370), Bucureşti, Editura Academiei Române, 1991, document 218, 
p. 341 (referitor la trei cruci de argint conţinând lemn din Sfânta Cruce ce au fost lãsate 
moştenire); Franz Zimmermann, Carl Werner, Georg Müller (eds.), Urkundenbuch zur 
Geschichte der Deutschen in Siebenbürgen, Hermannstadt, 1902, volum III (1391-1415), 
document 1580, p. 427 (casetã cu relicve menţionatã într-o dispoziţie testamentarã); 
Urkundenbuch, volum VI (1458-1473), document 3130, p. 20 (amintind un vas de argint 
ce conţinea relicve, deţinut de un nobil). Aceste artefacte, datând din a doua jumãtate a 
secolului al XIV-lea şi cu predilecţie secolul al XV-lea, depãşesc cadrul documentar 
asumat în aceastã investigaţie, însã ele au fost tratate în lucrarea mea de disertaţie 
antecitatã, „Relicvele în istoria medievalã a Transilvaniei”, p. 66 sqq. 
22  Maria Crîngaci-Ţiplic, Ioan-Marian Ţiplic, Ioan-Cosmin Ignat, „Memorie şi 
patrimoniu: inventarul bisericii evanghelice din Cisnãdie (Sibiu)”, în Dan Dumitru 
Iacob (coord.), Avere, prestigiu şi culturã materialã în surse patrimoniale. Inventare de averi din 
secolele XVI-XIX, Iaşi, Editura Universitãţii „Alexandru Ioan Cuza”, 2015, pp. 605-634, 
în special p. 618. 
23  Andrei Kertesz, Arta religioasã a saşilor din Transilvania, Sibiu, Muzeul Naţional 
Brukenthal, 2004, p. 6. 
24 Crîngaci-Ţiplic et alii, „Memorie şi patrimoniu”, p. 605. 

http://siebenbuergen-institut.de/mitgliederbereich/matricula-plebaniae-cibiniensis-1310-1630/
http://siebenbuergen-institut.de/mitgliederbereich/matricula-plebaniae-cibiniensis-1310-1630/
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Aceasta fiind contabilizarea evidenţelor de care dispunem, se va 
trece la încercarea de a le oferi o interpretare. Proliferarea engolpioanelor 
bizantine în secolele IX-XII ilustreazã eforturile depuse de imperiu şi de 
Patriarhia de la Constantinopol în vederea evanghelizãrii unor teritorii cât 
mai vaste.25 În aceste condiţii, prezenţa unor obiecte de cult specifice 
bisericii rãsãritene, în special a engolpioanelor, purtate de în principiu de 
clerici, permite asocierea lor cu existenţa unei ierarhii ecleziastice 
rãsãritene pe plan local.26 În cazul Transilvaniei, înglobatã din a doua 
jumãtate a mileniului I al erei noastre în aria de civilizaţie romano-
bizantinã, respectiv bizantino-slavã, 27  a fost semnalatã personalitatea 
monahului Hierotheos/Ierotei, consacrat episcop misionar în vremea 
împãratului Constantin Porfirogenetul (913-959), la mijlocul secolului al 
X-lea, într-o perioadã în care Bizanţul se afla în plinã expansiune a puterii 
politice şi misionarismului creştin. 28  În aceste condiţii, sincronismul, 

                                                             
25 De altfel, în aceastã perioadã sunt creştinaţi în rit rãsãritean bulgarii, polonezii şi ruşii. 
George Marinescu, „Crucea-relicvar (engolpion) de la Herina”, pp. 199-200. 
26 Ioan-Aurel Pop afirmã posibilitatea existenţei unor episcopii de rit rãsãritean în cadrul 
formaţiunilor politice atestate în spaţiul transilvãnean în secolele IX-X. Nu existã o 
afirmare directã a unor asemenea realitãţi, însã ducele Menumorut din Crişana îl 
numeşte pe împãratul de la Constantinopol „stãpân” al sãu. Astfel, se poate presupune 
cã dependenţa politicã ar fi dublatã şi de o subordonare pe filierã ecleziasticã faţã de 
Bizanţ. Cf. „Viaţa religioasã în Transilvania medievalã”, în capitolul IV din Istoria 
României: Transilvania, volum I, Cluj-Napoca, Editura ,,George Bariţiu”, 1997, pp. 496-
502, în special pp. 496-497. Pe de altã parte, o astfel de inferenţã trebuie fãcutã cu 
precauţie, întrucât deţinerea unui engolpion nu este condiţionatã de statutul clerical. 
Dupã succesele înregistrate de misionarismul bizantin, soldate cu creştinarea diferitelor 
grupuri de populaţii slave, rãspândirea podoabelor creştine se amplificã, acestea fiind 
purtate şi de alte categorii în afara clerului, ori a demnitarilor laici. Ibidem, p. 200. Cf. şi 
Nicolae Gudea, Cãlin Cosma, „Crucea-relicvar descoperitã la Dãbâca”, p. 282.  
27 Ioan-Aurel Pop, „Viaţa religioasã în Transilvania medievalã”, p. 496. 
28 Cf. Alexandru Madgearu, „Misiunea episcopului Hierotheos în contextul diplomaţiei 
bizantine”, în Ioan-Aurel Pop, Jan Nicolae, Ovidiu Panaite (coord.), Sfântul Ierotei, episcop 
de Alba Iulia (secolul X), Alba-Iulia, Editura Reîntregirea, 2010, pp. 69-94. Autorul 
combate ipoteza potrivit cãreia aşezarea fortificatã de la Alba-Iulia a servit drept sediu 
episcopal pentru misionarul bizantin Hierotheos, în virtutea cãreia acesta ar fi activat în 
centrul aflat sub conducerea cãpeteniei maghiare Gylas, botezat la Constantinopol la 
mijlocul secolului al X-lea. Argumentele care contureazã respectiva provin din direcţia 
descoperirilor arheologice care au pus în evidenţã un numãr mare de morminte creştine, 
existenţa unui edificiu ecleziastic, precum şi folosirea unor obiecte de cult bizantine, 
cum sunt crucile pectorale. Madgearu subliniazã cã, apelând tot la arheologie, însã 
acordând atenţie contextului mai amplu, se constatã cã influenţa bizantinã este mai 
pregnantã în regiunea dintre Mureşul inferior, Crişul inferior şi Tisa mijlocie, drept 
pentru care pledeazã pentru teoria conform cãreia Hierotheos şi-a avut sediul episcopal 
undeva în aceastã zonã. 
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precum şi concordanţa spaţialã ale activitãţii acestuia (sediul episcopal 
fiind localizat de o bunã parte din cercetãtori la Alba-Iulia)29 cu crucea 
dublã relicvar descoperitã la Izvorul Împãratului par sã nu fie doar o 
coincidenţã. Mai mult decât atât, instituţia bisericeascã s-a perpetuat de-a 
lungul câtorva generaţii, Hierotheos fiind succedat de Teofilact, Ioan, 
respectiv Antonie. De altfel, sub domniile împãraţilor Ioan Tzimiskes 
(969-976) şi îndeosebi Vasile al II-lea (976-1025), imperiul îşi restabileşte 
graniţele la Dunãrea de Jos, iar relaţiile cu spaţiul nord-dunãrean se 
dinamizeazã; jurisdicţia bisericii greceşti se extinde pânã în Banat şi 
Transilvania şi sunt întemeiate mãnãstiri ortodoxe, cum este cea de la 
Morisena (Cenad). 30  Aşadar, poate fi sugeratã receptarea în zona 
Transilvaniei a ecourilor misiunii de evanghelizare bizantine sau, altfel 
spus, a influenţelor creştinismului de rit rãsãritean într-o perioadã în care 
procesul creştinãrii era în curs de desfãşurare.31 

În consecinţã, pornind de la exemplul descoperirii de la punctul 
Izvorul Împãratului, coroborat cu altele similare, ce atestã permeabilitatea 
bazinelor Mureşului, Crişului şi Tisei faţã de elementele culturii materiale 
bizantine,32 se poate emite ipoteza conform cãreia prezenţa relicvarelor 
oferã indicii privind pãtrunderea şi organizarea creştinismului timpuriu în 
spaţiul transilvãnean. Însã, în lipsa unei producţii locale, care, dupã cum 
s-a vãzut, se expliciteazã târziu, în cazul Transilvaniei, prin intermediul 
cãreia considerãm cã se evidenţiazã cererea, respectiv asumarea 
conştientã a funcţiei relicvarelor ca obiecte de cult, nu se poate şti cu 
certitudine dacã acestea erau investite cu semnificaţie religioasã, ori doar 

                                                             
29 Cf. Ioan-Aurel Pop, „Viaţa religioasã în Transilvania medievalã”, p. 497. 
30 Victor Spinei, „Circulaţia unor piese de cult”, p. 154. 
31 De altfel, folosirea potenţialului demonstrativ şi emoţional al cultului relicvelor, în 
special datoritã investirii lor cu posibilitãţi taumaturgice şi apotropaice, este o strategie 
uzualã a misionarilor creştini. Cf., de pildã, Marilyn Dunn, The Christianization of the 
Anglo-Saxons c. 597-c. 700. Discourses of Life, Death and Afterlife, London, Continuum, 
2009, p. 26 sqq. 
32 Este vorba despre descoperirea altor cruci pectorale, precum cea de la Dãbâca, dar şi 
din regiunea dintre Mureş, Criş şi Tisa, ori din diverse puncte care actualmente fac parte 
din Ungaria. Un aspect interesant este coexistenţa în aceastã zonã a unor obiecte de 
bunã calitate şi de mare rafinament cu unele modeste, lipsite de decor, ceea ce permite 
emiterea concluziei conform cãreia religia creştinã a fost îmbrãţişatã de persoane de 
condiţii sociale diferite. În altã ordine de idei, trebuie subliniat cã influenţa religioasã 
bizantinã se conjugã cu cea economicã, obiectele de cult fiind asociate mereu în 
contextul lor arheologic unor piese numismatice. Alexandru Madgearu, „Misiunea 
episcopului Hierotheos”, p. 80. 
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esteticã sau de prestigiu.33 De altfel, se cuvine sã fie menţionatã în acest 
context interpretarea conform cãreia rãspândirea unor obiecte creştine 
nu eliminã posibilitatea ca populaţia din respectivul teritoriu sã fi rãmas 
în esenţã pãgânã.34 

Cât priveşte piesele mai târzii, de facturã kieveanã, întâlnirea 
acestora în spaţiul intracarpatic a prilejuit, de asemenea, emiterea unor 
consideraţii pe tema vieţii ecleziastice a regiunii. Astfel, crucea-relicvar de 
la Herina (foarte reuşitã sub aspect calitativ şi estetic) a fost socotitã 
proprietatea unui personaj sus-pus al ierarhiei rãsãritene, care ar fi 
întreprins la un moment dat un pelerinaj ori o misiune de evanghelizare 
în zonã. Aceastã situaţie s-ar explica în condiţiile în care regalitatea 
maghiarã, ce îşi impune autoritatea asupra Transilvaniei începând din 
secolul al XI-lea, nu este suficient de consolidatã pentru a duce o politicã 
confesionalã la marginile stãpânirii sale, cel puţin pânã în secolul al XIV-
lea; pe acest fond, ortodoxia autohtonã s-ar fi manifestat nestingheritã, 
iar influenţa culturii şi spiritualitãţii rãsãritene şi-ar fi fãcut simţitã 
prezenţa în continuare prin mijlocirea cnezatelor ruseşti. 35  Într-o 
ambianţã în care se instaurase deja catolicismul, cimitirul de la Dej, de 
pildã, fiind fondat ca o instituţie catolicã, purtãtorii unor obiecte de cult 
de facturã ortodoxã sunt consideraţi a fi exponenţi ai acestei confesiuni; 
în cazul personajului de la Dej, acesta ar putea fi chiar un strãin, negustor 
rus ortodox, decedat în zonã.36 Cu toate acestea, sugerãm cã ar trebui sã 
ne întrebãm în ce mãsurã erau respectivii conştienţi de identitatea 
confesionalã a obiectului purtat. 

Pe de altã parte, identificarea unor relicvare de producţie strãinã pe 
teritoriul Transilvaniei, fie în context funerar, ceea ce confirmã 

                                                             
33 O datã cu trecerea timpului şi pe mãsurã ce ne îndepãrtãm de contextul de producţie, 
este probabil ca destinaţia pentru care relicvarele au fost create, aceea de a adãposti 
relicve, precum şi simbolistica originarã sã fi suferit alterãri. Mai mult decât atât, 
concomitent cu folosirea lor de cãtre reprezentanţi ai altor categorii sociale decât înalţii 
demnitari eclezistici ori laici, engolpioanele devin o valoare materialã în sine. Nicolae 
Gudea, Cãlin Cosma, „Crucea-relicvar descoperitã la Dãbâca”, p. 282. 
34 Florin Curta, „Before Cyril and Methodius: Christianity and Barbarians beyond the 
Sixth-and Seventh-Century Danube Frontier”, în Idem (coord.), East Central & Eastern 
Europe in the Early Middle Ages (450-1450), Ann Arbor, Brill, 2005, pp. 181-219, în special 
p. 194. 
35  George Marinescu, „Crucea-relicvar (engolpion) de la Herina”, p. 207. De altfel, 
ierarhia bisericeascã româneascã, desigur, cea extracarpaticã, stabileşte încã de la 
începutul mileniului al II-lea legãturi cu mitropolia devenitã ulterior patriarhie de la 
Tîrnovo, respectiv cu mitropoliile şi episcopiile din Rusia. Victor Spinei, „Circulaţia 
unor piese de cult”, p. 160. 
36 Dan Isac et alii, Contribuţii arheologice, pp. 81-82. 
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importanţa subiectivã a artefactului pentru purtãtorul sãu, fie îngopate ca 
obiecte de preţ sub spectrul invaziilor, indicã întreţinerea, de cãtre 
respectivele comunitãţi, a unor relaţii cu populaţiile vecine, printre care 
se numãrau şi bizantinii, precum şi popoarele slave; natura acestora putea 
fi confesionalã, dar şi comercialã (eventual politico-militarã). De 
asemenea, se presupune folosirea lor de cãtre o elitã localã. 37 În altã 
ordine de idei, reflecţia asupra contextelor arheologice de descoperire a 
engolpioanelor reflectã caracterul acestora de obiecte de uz personal. 
Fãrã a pierde din vedere influenţa modei vremii, poate fi înaintatã şi 
ipoteza referitoare la asumarea unei identitãţi creştine, respectiv 
manifestarea cel puţin a unor rudimente de reflexe devoţionale. 

Un alt aspect ce meritã sã fie pus în luminã este faptul cã, în multe 
dintre cazurile documentate, relicvarele se prezintã sub formã de cruce, 
atât cele de provenienţã rãsãriteanã, cât şi cele vehiculate în mediul 
catolic.38 Informaţiile pe care le deţinem în acest stadiu al investigaţiei, de 
ordin documentar sau bibliografic, sugereazã un posibil raport de 
condiţionare între formã şi conţinut; mai precis, crucile-relicvar ar fi 
deţinut lemn din Adevãrata Cruce, cel puţin într-o fazã iniţialã.39 Pe de 
altã parte, containerele relicvelor semnalate în context transilvãnean 
obişnuiesc sã fie decorate cu reprezentãri de sfinţi, dintre care Sfânta 
Fecioarã ocupã un loc privilegiat, dar şi cu semnul crucii.40 Fãrã îndoialã 

                                                             
37 Botár István, „Medieval finds from Cotorman”, pp. 301-302, 306-307; Marinescu, 
„Crucea-relicvar (engolpion) de la Herina”, p. 207. În vreme ce Botár susţine detaşarea 
de criteriile etnic şi confesional în descrierea profilului celor care au fãcut uz de 
engolpioane, George Marinescu (precum şi Victor Spinei, „Circulaţia unor piese de 
cult”, p. 153 sqq, Nicolae Gudea, Cãlin Cosma, „Crucea-relicvar descoperitã la 
Dãbâca”, p. 283, ori Mihai Blãjan, „Raport de cercetare arheologicã”) le atribuie şi un 
mesaj confesional.  
38  De altfel, cu predilecţie pentru perioada medievalã timpurie şi centralã, crucile-
relicvar reprezintã cea mai uzualã formã de recipient pentru rãmãşiţe sacre folositã în 
Rãsãritul bizantin, dar şi în Occident, ca urmare a importurilor de relicve din imperiu. O 
serie de exemple sunt evidenţiate de Holger Klein, „Eastern Objects and Wester 
Desires: Relics and Reliquaries between Byzantium and the West”, în Dumbarton Oaks 
Papers, volum 58, 2004, pp. 283-314, în special p. 293 sqq. 
39 Cf. D. R. H. C Transilvania, volum XIII(1366-1370), document 218, p. 341-testament 
prin care sunt lãsate moştenire „tres cruces argenteas, in se vivifice crucis lignum continentes”. În 
mod similar, relicvarul de la Cisnãdie ar fi conţinut la rândul sãu un fragment din lemnul 
crucii. În ceea ce priveşte sugestiile venite dinspre literatura de specialitate, cf. Miriam 
Rita Tessera, „Il sogno del re”, p. 345 sqq. În schimb, relicvarele parohiei din Jelna, care 
conţineau relicve diverse, aveau tot formã de cruce. Rationes, f. 10v. 
40 Acest ultim aspect se reflectã într-o sursã scrisã, inventarul mãnãstirii de la Cluj-
Mãnãştur, şi expliciteazã faptul cã respectivul recipient conţinea „relicve ale sfinţilor”. Jakó 
Zsigmond (ed.), A Kolozsmonostori Konvent, volum I (1289-1484), document 24, p. 19. 
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cã acest tipar poate fi foarte bine explicat prin prisma instituirii unei 
mode în materie de obiecte de cult. Cu toate acestea, putem reflecta pe 
marginea prezenţei referinţelor hristice. Astfel, putem lua în considerare 
o motivaţie de ordin teologic şi anume, evidenţierea comuniunii dintre 
Hristos-Dumnezeu şi sfinţii care îşi asumã misiunea Sa mântuitoare şi 
contribuie, prin exemplul şi rugãciunile lor, la continuarea ei şi la 
edificarea bisericii.41 Desigur, trebuie sã ne întrebãm în ce mãsurã era 
înţeles respectivul mesaj, însã credem cã acest mod de a prezenta 
relicvele, precum şi introducerea lor în altare, condiţie obligatorie a 
consacrãrii, conform prescripţiilor canonice, avea potenţialul de a indica 
ideea conform cãreia Dumnezeu este glorificat prin intermediul sfinţilor, 
fiind aşadar sesizabil cel puţin la nivelul strategiei didactice a clerului. 
Totuşi, se fãcea astfel dovada unei chestiuni care trebuie sã fi avut ecou 
asupra comunitãţii extinse de credincioşi: cinstirea relicvelor şi, în cele 
din urmã, recursul la acestea, pentru ajutor sau protecţie, este 
binecuvântatã de Dumnezeu şi aprobatã de bisericã. 

Dincolo de aceste speculaţii, se cuvine sã adoptãm o atitudine 
precautã. Dupã cum am punctat deja în repetate rânduri, în cazul 
majoritãţii exemplelor evocate mai sus, nu ne putem pronunţa asupra 
caracterului de obiecte de cult al relicvarelor vehiculate pe teritoriul 
Transilvaniei medievale. Şi de aceastã datã, crucea-relicvar de la Cisnãdie 
constituie o excepţie. Aceasta a fost cu certitudine întrebuinţatã în 
context ecleziastic, cultural, în calitatea sa de recipient al materiei 
sanctificate; mai mult chiar, poate fi presupusã intenţionalitatea sa 
devoţionalã, în ideea în care un astfel de relicvar era destinat a fi expus în 
vederea venerãrii conţinutului sãu sacru. 42 În condiţiile introducerii 
relicvelor în pietrele de altar, cu alte cuvinte, a ferecãrii acestora şi 
sustragerii lor de sub privirile credincioşilor, li se alocã o funcţie strict 
liturgicã, fiind retrase din circuitul devoţional. În consecinţã, prezenţa lor 
nu se manifestã vizual, ceea ce scuteşte lãcaşul de cult de necesitatea de a 

                                                             
41  Jaroslav Pelikan, Tradiţia creştinã. O istorie a dezvoltãrii doctrinei, volumul III, Evoluţia 
teologiei medievale (600-1300), Iaşi, Editura Polirom, 2006, pp. 200-201. 
42 De altfel, legislaţia ecleziasticã care funcţiona la nivelul regatului Ungariei, ne referim 
aici la capitolul 28 al deciziilor Sinodului general de la Buda, stabilea legãtura între 
relicvare şi venerarea relicvelor, ce se dorea a fi reglementatã şi canalizatã de cler prin 
intermediul limitãrii expunerii. Şerban Turcuş, Sinodul general de la Buda (1279), Cluj-
Napoca, Presa Universitarã Clujeanã, 2001, p. 172. De asemenea, se discutã, la nivelul 
studiilor de specialitate, despre investirea relicvarelor cu o funcţie performativã, acestea 
fiind aşezate deasupra altarului cu ocazia unor sãrbãtori, ori purtate în procesiune. Julia 
M. H. Smith, „Portable Christianity: Relics in the Medieval West (c.700–1200)”, în 
Proceedings of the British Academy, numãr 181, 2012, pp. 143–167, p. 158. 
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procura un recipient special destinat pãstrãrii lor şi care, în mod normal, 
ar fi trebuit sã aibã valoare materialã sau esteticã. În cazul nostru însã, se 
întruneau premisele dezvoltãrii unei pietãţi centrate în jurul relicvelor, cel 
puţin în interiorul circumscripţiei parohiale; aceastã practicã religioasã, 
deosebit de popularã la nivelul creştinãtãţii apusene, 43  ne apare în 
Transilvania ca fiind promovatã şi întreţinutã de clerul local.44 

Pe de altã parte, în ciuda circulaţiei mai multor relicvare de facturã 
rãsãriteanã, lipsesc informaţiile care sã ateste cu certitudine funcţionarea 
unui cult al relicvelor în mediul ortodox, însãşi prezenţa relicvelor 
trecând neobservatã. 45  Desigur, la nivel teoretic, posesia asupra unor 
rãmãşiţe ale sfinţilor constituie o condiţie a consacrãrii lãcaşelor de cult, 
însã nu trebuie sã ne scape din vedere faptul cã acestea constituiau totuşi 
mãrfuri scumpe, 46  a cãror achiziţie putea fi problematicã pentru 
comunitãţile de rit bizantin mai degrabã modeste, în special pe mãsurã ce 
înaintãm în timp, iar elita transilvãneanã tinde sã îmbrãţişeze confesiunea 
catolicã. Situarea acestor comunitãţi la periferia istoriei voievodatului 
Transilvaniei poate constitui, pe de altã parte, o explicaţie pentru tãcerea 
surselor. Cu toate acestea, presupunem cã, fie şi în condiţiile deţinerii 

                                                             
43 Referitor la anvergura acestuia, respectiv la efectele colaterale ale popularitãţii sale, cf. 
celebra lucrare a lui Patrick J. Geary, Furta sacra. Theft of Relics in the Central Middle Ages, 
Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1990. 
44 Aceastã aserţiune este confirmatã şi poate fi nuanţatã în baza surselor scrise. Un 
exemplu elocvent poate fi constatat la începutul secolului al XVI-lea în parohia de la 
Şaroş (actualmente, judeţul Sibiu), în lumina cãruia cultul relicvelor este introdus în 
comunitate de cãtre pleban, ce achiziţioneazã oseminte sacre cu prilejul unui pelerinaj la 
Roma. Documentul care semnaleazã aceastã situaţie se gãseşte în custodia S. J. S. A. N., 
Fond Magistratul oraşului şi scaunului Sibiu. Colecţia de documente medievale, seria U IV, nr. 9. 
Am consultat documentul prin baza de date Arhiva Medievalã a României, 
http://arhivamedievala.ro/, 12.07.2017. Cf. „Relicvele în istoria medievalã a 
Transilvaniei”, p. 93 sqq. 
45  O excepţie este reprezentatã de nişa-relicvar identificatã în biserica româneascã 
ortodoxã „Adormirea Maicii Domnului” (datatã în jurul anului 1500) din Voivodeni, în 
centrul Ţãrii Fãgãraşului. La baza zidului iconostasului, a fost descoperitã în fundaţie o 
nişã cu lãţimea de 0,6 m şi adâncimea de 0,5 m, tencuitã îngrijit pe întreaga suprafaţã, 
drept pentru care i-a fost atribuitã funcţia de firidã-relicvar. Mai mult decât atât, a fost 
gãsit în interior un fragment de os, alãturi de bucãţi de mortar şi cãrãmidã. Lukács 
Antal, Raport arheologic 228/2001, Voivodeni, comuna Voila, judeţul Braşov, punct: 
Biserica „Adormirea Maicii Domnului”, consultat pe site-ul Institutului Naţional al 
Patrimoniului,http://www.cimec.ro/arheologie/cronicaca2001/rapoarte/228Voivoden
i.htm, 31.05.2017. 
46  Cf., de pildã, Patrick Geary, „Sacred Commodities: the Circulation of Medieval 
Relics”, în Arjun Appadurai (coord.), The Social Life of Things: Commodities in a Cultural 
Perspective, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1986, pp. 194-218; Holger Klein, 
„Eastern Objects and Wester Desires”. 

http://arhivamedievala.ro/
http://www.cimec.ro/arheologie/cronicaca2001/rapoarte/228Voivodeni.htm
http://www.cimec.ro/arheologie/cronicaca2001/rapoarte/228Voivodeni.htm
http://www.cimec.ro/arheologie/cronicaca2001/rapoarte/228Voivodeni.htm
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unor relicve, gãzduirea lor în relicvare, valoroase din punct de vedere 
material, depãşea probabil posibilitãţile lor economice. Aşadar, în 
ambianţã ortodoxã, accepţiunea devoţionalã ce poate decurge din 
deţinerea unor rãmãşiţe ale sfinţilor pare a fi absentã.  

În concluzie, examinarea elementelor de culturã materialã care 
atestã prezenţa relicvarelor în Transilvania medievalã, evidenţiazã câteva 
particularitãţi ale istoriei acestei regiuni. Sub aspect cronologic, 
vehicularea acestui tip de artefact se manifestã în durata lungã, acoperind 
atât intervalul Evului Mediu timpuriu, cât şi perioada târzie, beneficiind 
totodatã de o aparentã continuitate. Din datele avute la dispoziţie se 
constatã pãtrunderea iniţialã a unor piese strãine, în ce condiţii?, ce 
semnificaţie aveau pentru cei care le-au folosit?, acestea rãmân întrebãri 
deschise; spre sfârşitul Evului Mediu va funcţiona şi o producţie localã, 
despre care socotim cã poate fi consideratã o dovadã a întrebuinţãrii 
relicvarelor în scopul lor originar, servind în manierã explicitã unei funcţii 
cultuale.  

Contextualizarea mai amplã a pãtrunderii în teritoriul nostru de 
interes a acestor elemente de culturã materialã vãdeşte situarea 
Transilvaniei la confluenţa dintre civilizaţia bizantinã şi cea apuseanã, 
aflându-se mai întâi în sfera de influenţã a primei, pentru a recepta 
ulterior modelul occidental, care se va impune, cel puţin la nivelul stãrilor 
privilegiate. Dintr-un anumit punct de vedere, vehicularea unor obiecte 
cu însemnãtate religioasã poate constitui un argument în favoarea teoriei 
privind receptarea creştinismului sau chiar a unei organizãri timpurii a 
bisericii transilvãnene, sub jurisdicţie bizantinã; ea rãmâne însã la stadiul 
de ipotezã, explicaţiile de naturã comercialã, de pildã, fiind în egalã 
mãsurã de rezonabile. Indiferent de poziţia adoptatã în aceastã dezbatere, 
discuţia referitoare la prezenţa relicvarelor în Transilvania medievalã 
trebuie purtatã şi în afara confesionalului. Dacã în ambianţã catolicã 
relicvarul apare ca obiect de cult, având chiar şi potenţial devoţional, 
majoritatea evidenţelor transilvãnene ne îndeamnã sã considerãm aceste 
artefacte într-o perspectivã trans-religioasã. 
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Abstract: Studying the origins of the formation of the ethnos of a certain territory 

contributes to the determination of an integral historical picture. Therefore, the main goal of 
the work is to analyze the establishment of the Slav population in Western and North-
Eastern Kazakhstan in the XVIII century. To achieve this goal, the authors studied a 
number of historical documents that made it possible to determine that the Cossacks, the 
military, and the peasants dominated the Slavic population. It is established that in the second 
half of the XVIII century. The lower military ranks, peasants from European Russia were 
resettled to the regions of Kazakhstan. Decree of the Government of August 6, 1762, was 
allowed to resettle the exiles along the Irtysh line from Ust-Kamenogorsk to Omsk fortress. 
The Senate Decree of 1766, allowed the relocation of artists and craftspeople who lived in 
Tobolsk and other cities of Siberia at will to the upper Irtysh fortresses. 

Keywords: Cossacks, peasants, settlement, fortresses, fortified lines, 
migration. 

 
The formation of the Slavic ethnos in western and north-eastern 

Kazakhstan began in the 18th century, when fortresses and redoubts were 
built, border fortified lines were formed in the Kazakh steppe. This 
population in the territory of western and north-eastern Kazakhstan was 
formed in various ways and from different groups of origin. Among the 
Slavic population was the Cossacks, the military, peasants and others. 

Cossack troops, sent by the tsarist government to the steppe, were 
formed at different times, their neighbors were: Kazakhs, Nogais, Tatars, 
Bashkirs, Kalmucks, Turkmen, Karakalpaks, Volga Germans, Altaic 
tribes, Uighurs, Dungans, peoples of Siberia. Previously, all in the region 
formed the Volga and Yaitsk Cossacks. At the beginning of the 17th 
century, the Cossack eggs recognized themselves as servicemen of the 
Russian state, but for a long time they retained considerable autonomy. It 
was limited only by Peter I. Yaitsk Cossacks came from a disintegrated 
Volga Cossack community and settled in the area of the river. Yaik.1 The 
ethnic composition of the Yaik Cossacks was heterogeneous. 

                                                             
1 N. E. Bekmakhanova, Cossack troops of Asian Russia in the eighteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. Collection of documents (Astrakhan, Orenburg, Siberian, Semirechye, Ural), Moscow, 
2000, p. 3, 4. 
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Replenished by run away peasants from the central and northern regions 
of Russia, Cossacks from the Volga, Don, Terek and Ukraine, etc.2 

A large share in the Cossack army of Yaitsk was made by the run 
away Old Believers or ,,schismatics”, hiding from the persecution of the 
government. The sparsely populated basins of the Bolshaya and Malyi 
Irgiz, Kamelik, Chizhi, Uzeni and the Volga-Yaitsy interfluve areas were 
the main areas of the Old Believers‟ schism in the 18th century. Fugitive 
Old Believers founded a special ,,schismatic” settlement, the so-called 
Shatsky Monastery, in the Yaitsk town itself, as well as its settlements 
along the Urals in the Kosh-Yaik tract, near the Indera Mountains, on 
Mergenova Luka.3 Initially, the entire population of the community was 
concentrated in the city of Yaik and in the villages. Subsequently, the 
Cossacks settled in the area of the lower reaches of this river.4 

At the end of the first quarter of XVIII century. On Yaik lived 
3196 really serving Cossacks.5 However, to guard this border, they were 
not enough, so the government sent another 2,000 Cossacks from 
Siberian cities.6 In the 40s of the XVI century, Yaitskaya grass-roots line 
is created with stanitsas and outposts on the left bank of the river Yaik. 
Here the Cossacks kept garrisons of 500 people at each fortified point.7 

According to the secret adviser and Orenburg Governor A. R. 
Davydov, the construction of outposts began on the Yaitskaya and 
Uyskaya lines to increase the Russian population. To meet this goal, 
Governor II Neplyuyev achieved permission for an unnamed free 
woman to settle freely near outposts and elsewhere in the region. 
Especially volnitsa was recognized after administrative colonization (by 
Russians and Tatars) did not bring positive results. In order to attach all 
servicemen to these places, they were given a salary and the right to use 
fish resources in the Urale River. Subsequently, they were joined by 
servicemen from the Kama settlements and part of the garrison 

                                                             
2  I. V. Erofeeva, The first historical and ethnographic descriptions of the Kazakh lands of the 
XVIII century. The history of Kazakhstan in Russian sources of the 16 th-20th centuries, Almaty, 
Dyke Press, 2007, p. 70. 
3 N. E. Masanov, History of Kazakhstan: peoples and cultures, Almaty, Dyke-Press, 2001, pp. 
196-197. 
4  N. Borodin, The Ural Cossack Host, a statistical description, Uralsk, Ural Military 
Economic Management, 1891, p. 2, 4. 
5  V. V. Alekseev, History of the Cossacks of Asian Russia in three volumes, Ekaterinburg, 
URO. RAS, 1995, p. 148. 
6 M. Khoroshkin, Cossack troops: the experience of military-statistical description, St. Petersburg, 
Type-I A. Suvorin, 1881, p. 38. 
7 V. V. Alekseev, History of the Cossacks of Asian Russia in three volumes, p. 144. 
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population from the Orenburg troops. With this composition, a Russian 
legal population was soon formed on the Ural border.8 

Because of the steppe raids on the inside, the tsarist government 
was forced to raise the issue of the return of 500 eggs from the Cossacks 
from Siberia. In the year 1758, in the steppe was sent to 1000 Don and 
Yaik Cossacks.9 According to the data of 1769, their number increased 
and amounted to about 15.000 government Cossacks.10 They took into 
their ranks and Kazakhs, but only if they in turn took Orthodoxy and 
were baptized. Researcher A. Ryabinin in this connection noted that 
,,these cases were, but rare”.11 

With the growing role of the state, especially after the Pugachev 
war, in which the Cossacks of Yaikok took an active part, the 
government began to restrict the admission of refugees from Russia to 
the community. To this end, in addition to issuing strict decrees, 
vigorous measures were taken (inspection) at the Samara outpost of all 
those going to Yaik.12 

Along with the Yaik Cossacks in the territory of western 
Kazakhstan, Iletsk Cossacks were settled. They were for the most part 
immigrants from the Yaikian towns and were obliged to protect and 
protect the line from the raids of the Kazakhs. Pickets from the Ilecki 
Cossacks began north of the Yaitsk town and up to the Irtets outpost, 
and then stretched to the Rasypnaya fortress.13 So on the territory of the 
Lower Line according to the data of 1801, lived 6 thousand people, and 
on the line above Uralsk the population reached 7 thousand people.14 

 
Features of the formation of the Slavic population  

in the territory of north-eastern Kazakhstan 
 
One of the significant factors that had a direct impact on the 

formation of the Slavic population in the territory of north-eastern 

                                                             
8 A. N. Sedelnikov, A. N. Bukeikhanov, S. D. Chadov, The historical destinies of the Kyrgyz 
region and its cultural successes. Rossii. Polnoe geographical description of our country, St. 
Petersburg, KKM, 1903, p. 155. 
9 M. Khoroshkin, Cossack troops: the experience of military-statistical description, p. 38. 
10 N. E. Bekmakhanova, The Legend of the Invisible Man (the participation of the Kazakhs in the 
peasant war led by E.Pugachev in 1773-1775), Alma-Ata, Kazakhstan, 1968, p. 16. 
11 M. Zh. Abdirov, History of the Cossacks of Kazakhstan, Almaty, Kazakhstan, 1994, p. 44. 
12 I. V. Erofeeva, The first historical and ethnographic descriptions, p. 223. 
13 A. Ryabinin, ,,Materials for geography and statistics of Russia, collected by officers of 
the General Staff”, in The Ural Cossack Host, year XXII, no. 1, 1866, pp. 35-36. 
14 Ibidem, p. 104. 
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Kazakhstan was the destruction of the Dzungar military-feudal state. The 
construction of the geostrategic and military-defense infrastructure in the 
north and east of Kazakhstan created certain prerequisites for mass 
migration of the Slavic population to the prilinear areas of the region and 
the settled-agricultural colonization of these territories. 

Throughout the second half of the XVIII century, on the line 
temporarily used the policemen of the Cossacks, from which the teams 
were formed. All attempts by the command to transfer them to the line 
for permanent service were in vain. The reason, probably, lies in the fear 
of tsarism to bare the garrisons of internal security from troubled 
Siberian cities. Therefore, in 1747, the tsarist government initially sends 
five dragoon regiments to the Kolyvan and Novaya Ishim lines.15 Then 
to help them in 1758, sends thousands of teams of Don and Ural 
Cossacks.16 In the 1750s, on the Irtysh line there were 8 rank-and-file 
Cossacks, and in 1761, they already numbered 76. Their main purpose is 
to protect borders from enemies.17 The population of the fortresses of 
the Bitter Line consisted of military ranks, retired soldiers, Cossacks and 
artisans. In the Presnogorkovskaya Fortress there were 257 people 
(mostly military).18 

When settling the territory adjacent to the New Line, a form of 
colonization was used in which elements of volunteerism and initiative 
on the part of the peasants were combined.19 This line was located on 
the land belonging to the Kazakhs.20 On the New Line from the Siberian 
fortresses and the former Ishim line were transferred 3642 Yaik and Don 
Cossacks.21 

Cossacks from the cities of Tobolsk, Tyumen, Tara and Tomsk 
were sent to the border lines simultaneously.22 For them, part of the 

                                                             
15  N. A. Minenko, North-Western Siberia in the XVIII-first half of the XIX centuries, 
Novosibirsk, Science, 1975, p. 44. 
16 V. I. Petrov, ,,On the issue of the social origin of the Siberian Cossacks (XVIII-first 
half of the XIX century)”, in Siberia of the period of feudalism, no. II, 1965, p. 208. 
17 Military Commission of the Military Collegium, R. G. V. I. A. F. 23. Opt. 1. D. 391. 
L. 32, p. 34. 
18 N. A. Apollova, Economic and political ties between Kazakhstan and Russia in the 18th-early 
19th centuries, Moscow, Science, 1960, p. 136. 
19 M. M. Gromyko, Western Siberia in the XVIII century. Russian population and agricultural 
development, Novosibirsk, Science, 1965, pp. 98-99. 
20 A. K. Gaines, ,,Kirghiz essays”, in Military collection, no. VI, 1866, p. 323. 
21 Senate and Senate institutions, R. G. A. D. A. F. 248. Op. 113. D. 1584. L., pp.1345-
1345. 
22 G. E. Katanayev, The Kyrgyz question in the Siberian Cossack Host, Omsk, Kurp, 1904, p. 
2. 
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benefits was retained, so many of the outgoing Cossacks settled on the 
line. By the 1750s, the number of linear Cossacks was 2 thousand 
people. Near the fortresses, redoubts and outposts were retired and 
family soldiers, Cossacks and impoverished cattlemen. 23  By the year 
1751, the number of ordinary Cossacks in Western Siberia reached 2779 
people, exceeding the staffing table by 278 people.24 On the southern 
borders, 1547 people were serving, of which 1307 people were sent for 
service to the Kolyvan and Kuznetsk lines, 267 people to the Irtysh line. 
However, this did not mean an increase in the actual number of 
policemen.25 Almost simultaneously with the Cossacks, retired soldiers, 
regular dragoon, infantry teams were enrolled in fortified lines.26 

Another source of replenishment of the Siberian troops were 
people exiled to Siberia for political reasons or because of the 
commission of criminal offenses. For the construction of fortresses and 
jails for the temporary service were sent to the Siberian peasants, under 
the name of the discharged Cossacks. In the year 1756, on the Irtysh 
line, the government sent 5000 discharged Cossacks to the concentration 
of regular military units here. General H. H. Kinderman tried to use the 
,,enlisted Cossacks” and raznochintsy recruited from the state peasants in 
the number of 10.145 people who made up 10 regiments and 5 teams27 
on the Irtysh plow land. The main contingent served as Tobolsk, 
Tyumen, Tomsk and Kuznetsk Cossacks. The people who arrived at the 
service voluntarily joined the serf Cossacks, despite the fact that official 
duties were burdensome. At the same time, they were engaged in military 
and zemstvo work and official farming. 

 
Features of life of the Cossacks in the 

second half of the XVIII century 
 

During the 50s of the XVIII century. There was a decrease in the 
number of Cossacks in the inner cities of Western Siberia.28 Reducing the 

                                                             
23  B. V. Bezsonov, Cossacks and Cossack lands in Asian Russia. Asian Russia. People and 
orders beyond the Urals, St. Petersburg, AF Marx, 1914, p. 366. 
24 V. V. Alekseev, History of the Cossacks of Asian Russia in three volumes, p. 145. 
25 A. R. Ivonin, Cossacks on the Siberian frontier in the XVIII-XIX centuries, Omsk, 2003, pp. 
43-44. 
26  D. N. Fialkov, Bitter line of military fortifications, available at: www.russiancity.ru, 
accessed in 18.11.2017. 
27 N. G. Apollova, The economic development of Priirtyshye in the late 16th-first half of the 19th 

centuries, Moscow, Science, 1976, p. 166. 
28 A. R. Ivonin, Cossacks on the Siberian frontier in the XVIII-XIX centuries, pp. 43-44. 
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number of Cossacks is associated with their departure on the line. For 
example, in 1753, the number of policemen of the Cossacks amounted 
to three lines of 2000 Cossacks. So, 972 people lived on the Irtysh line, 
on Novaya Ishimskaya-316, and on Kolyvan-Kuznetskaya-712 people.29 
However, because of its remoteness, this region was slowly settled by 
free settlers. The method of coercion was used for settlement. So, for 10 
years from 1750 to 1760, from Siberian cities was directed to the line up 
to 2000 Cossacks. They were translated with their families and forever.30 

Retired lower military ranks were sent to the region of Verkhne-
Irtysh fortresses, to which land was provided in the amount of 20-30 
dessiatines for the development of crop cultivation. The Don and 
Bashkir Cossacks were attached to the linear Cossacks. 31  Military 
garrisons were quartered in the fortresses. The garrison included several 
officers and about a hundred dragoons.32 Near the line, Cossack military 
settlements were created, occupying the best and most comfortable 
lands, with good soil and fresh water. A. K. Gaines wrote: ,,Since its 
inception, the Cossack colonies have grown, they became quite rich, that the Cossack 
had to be applied, too little labor... so that nature would satisfy all its needs”. Such 
convenient forests, according to A. Geyns, were located in Kokshetau, 
Atbasar, Akmola, Karkaralin, Bayan-Aul and Ayaguzdistricts.33 

To secure the men in the new lands, 99 ,,pits” were sent to the 
Verkhne-Irtysh fortresses, of which 77 were deemed suitable for 
marriage. The next source was the purchase of ,,girls from nomads” and 
women from Kazakhs.34 In Siberia, the male population predominated 
over the female population. In connection with the lack of women, the 
Cossacks‟ morality was at a low level. They started wives from 
foreigners, thus, developed ,,Siberian polygamy”. The authorities tried to 
solve this problem by all available measures. To ensure the natural 
growth of the Cossack population, it was decided in 1759, settle on the 
lines of exiled women aged 19-40 years. At the end of the XVIII century. 

                                                             
29 V. I. Petrov, ,,On the issue of the social origin of the Siberian Cossacks”, p. 208. 
30 N. L. Antufeva, Cossacks of Western Siberia, Tyumen, ARF, 1998, p. 11. 
31 Zh. K. Kasymbayev, Kazakhstan-China: caravan trade in the XIX, XX centuries, Almaty, 
Atamura, 1996, p. 16. 
32  D. N. Fialkov, Bitter line of military fortifications, available at: www.russiancity.ru, 
accessed in 18.11.2017. 
33 K. Kusayinuly, Reading documents on Kazakh-Russian relations in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries, Almaty, Alash, 2001, pp. 20-21. 
34 M. Zh. Abdirov, The conquest of Kazakhstan by tsarist Russia and the struggle of the Kazakh 
people for independence (from the history of the military-Cossack colonization of the region in the late 
16th-early 20th centuries), Astana, History, 2000, p. 199. 
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an official order was issued to resettle 350 girls for the Cossacks‟ 
marriage to Siberia. The source of women‟s replenishment was sending 
criminals to the region to replenish the ranks of ,,brides”.35 

Large scale took the unauthorized settlement of the valley of the 
river. Bukhtarma by the Altai stone people. They settled in inaccessible 
and wild mountain gorges along the banks of the Belaya, Tikhaya, Narym 
and Bukhtarma rivers and formed several villages. Basically, these 
inhabitants were engaged in fishing, hunting and farming.36 The Chinese 
took them under their special patronage, supplied them with bread in 
lean years. They allowed them to fish on the Irtysh and Nor-Zaisan.37 In 
the Foreign Policy Archive of the Russian Empire, a document was 
found ,,about the construction of a picket near Bukhtarma Mountain, in which it 
was reported about negotiations with Chinese officials, about the construction of a 
picket for protection from the enemy. For the construction of the fortress was chosen a 
convenient place in which the linear guard was”. 

 
The life of the exiled peasants on a new line 

 
The increasing difficulties with the delivery of food to the upper 

Irtysh fortress forced the command of the Siberian lines to ask the 
government to transfer the peasants from European Russia to Ust-
Kamenogorsk and to send exiles to the region. Peasants from the 
Tobolsk and Tomsk provinces were resettled to the New Line. In the 
year 1759, colonel Tyumenev reported that near the Peter and Paul 
Fortress peasants from Korkina settlement had settled to engage in fish 
and game hunting.38 In the 1760s, six families from the Alekseevskaya 
Sloboda of the Tarski Uyezd settled in the Peter and Paul Fortress. At 
the disposal of the Siberian Governor General II Weimarn in 1760, 
passed 600 families of peasants from Yalutorovsk, Ishim and 
Krasnoslobodsky districts, which are located in the Semipalatinsk 
fortress on the right bank of the Irtysh.39 

October 17, 1760, issued a decree according to which up to 2000 
families of peasants and raznochintsy from the Tobolsk province settled 

                                                             
35 I. S. Beletchenko, Т. М. Kanaeva, North-Kazakhstan oblast: pages of the annals of the native 
land, Almaty, Kazakhstan, 1993, p. 20. 
36 B. P. Gurevich, International relations in Central Asia in the first half of the XIX century, 
Moscow, Science, 1983, p. 196. 
37 A. K. Gaines, ,,Kirghiz essays”, p. 326. 
38  A. D. Kolesnikov, Russian population of Western Siberia in the XVIII-beginning, XIX 
centuries, Omsk, The Impulse, 1973, p. 103. 
39 M. M. Gromyko, Western Siberia in the XVIII century, p. 100. 
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in the Upper Priirtyshye area.40 Under the protection of this fortified line, 
the Russians gradually withdrew into the Kazakh steppe, where they 
occupied the most convenient places. 

But the Siberian administration failed to attract a large number of 
peasants to resettlement in the area of the Russian fortresses. For 
example, 532 people voluntarily moved to Ust-Kamenogorsk, including 
177 peasants from the Omsk fortress department. 41  Among the 
voluntary immigrants who arrived in East Kazakhstan, were: peasants, 
2000 Siberians, retired from the lower ranks. They in 1762, settled on the 
Irtysh line with the provision for each family of 20-30 dessiatines, land 
and a monetary loan.42 Peasants from the Tomsk and Kuznetsk districts 
were transferred to the Kolyvan plant area to protect the plant from 
raids by foreigners. For the settlement of the Verkhne-Irtysh fortresses, 
the volunteers were challenged. But he did not live up to the 
expectations of the Siberian Administration, as the peasants feared 
forced labor in the factories. At the same time, the Cossacks and soldiers 
prevented.43 

Basically, the peasants settled in the department of Ust-
Kamenogorsk region. From 1764 to 1770, the peasants who originally 
lived in Russia were sent to these neighborhoods.44 So, the peasants of 
the Ishim district illegally went to the border line for the hunting of the 
beast, catching fish and collecting hops. The Siberian administration, 
having learned about unauthorized transitions, ordered: ,,such idlers to 
catch, and when they will be caught repairing their punishment with a whip, putting 
marks on their foreheads and cheeks, and sending them directly to the settlement in 
Ust-Kamenogorsk fortress”.45 

Simultaneously with the settlement of the forest-steppe, the 
Siberian peasants moved to Ust-Kamenogorsk and Semipalatinsk. For 

                                                             
40 A. D. Kolesnikov, Russian population of Western Siberia, p. 59. 
41 N. G. Apollova,The economic development of Priirtyshye, p. 146. 
42 P. A. Slovtsov, Historical review of Siberia period 4 from 1742 to 1765, St.Petersburg, Polis, 
1886, p. 39. 
43 A. F. Safyanova, The economic life of the Russian population of the upper Irtysh region of the 
second half of the nineteenth and nineteenth centuries. The economy and way of life of the West Siberian 
peasantry of the 17th-early 19th centuries, Moscow, Science, 1979, p. 112. 
44 A. K. Gaines, ,,Kirghiz essays”, p. 125. 
45 Ibidem, p. 147. 
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example, from the departments of the Omsk fortress, 104 families went 
to Verkhne-Irtysh fortresses, including 260 ppm.46 

Decree of the Government of August 6, 1762, was allowed to 
resettle the exiles along the Irtysh line from Ust-Kamenogorsk to Omsk 
fortress. In the year 1762, it was prescribed to settle the settlers who had 
been reckoned into reckoning, first of all along the Barabinsk steppe, 
secondarily ,,inside the Tobolsk, Tarska and Ishim distances and up along the river 
Ishim”. 

In 1763, the governor reported that the exiled in the number of 
1162 people were settled along the Irtysh line. The exiled settlers made 
up more than half of the population. Among the exiles there were 
,,ambassadorial settlers” who returned from Poland, run away Russian 
schismatics. Of these, 310 people lived in the village of Bobrovskaya 
Ust-Kamenogorsk Sloboda, 145 people in the village of Ekaterininskaya 
Ubinskaya Sloboda. Among the exiles there were guilty serfs who settled 
in the area of East Kazakhstan. For example, in the village of Kopieva 
Ust-Kamenogorsk fortress there were 455 exiles.47 

 
Features of rapid settlement of Siberia 

 
The government failed to provide the region of the upper Irtysh 

region with migrants due to criminal elements from the country‟s inner 
provinces. The means of resolving this problem was the reference to the 
given region of the Russian Old Believers who left religious persecutions 
abroad, but were forcibly returned to their homeland. They were 
resettled by the government from Poland and settled near the Kolyvan-
Resurrection factories, in the basin of the rivers Ulba and Uba (the 
modern East Kazakhstan region).48 These conditions contributed to the 
growth of the population of the Upper Irtysh border fortifications. 

On the line temporarily for the service were sent to the ,,yearlings”. 
Subsequently, they were among the Siberian Cossacks. They were the 
main military contingent on the Irtysh and Presnogorkovskaya (Bitter) 
border lines. ,,Velikorossiyskie” settlers were mainly settled by fairly large 
villages in the amount of 60-300 people. Information about the number 

                                                             
46 A. D. Kolesnikov, ,,Settlement of the Russian forest-steppe in Irtysh region in the 
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48 A. D. Kolesnikov, ,,Settlement of the Russian forest-steppe in Irtysh region”, p. 112. 
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and composition of ,,settlers” makes it possible to judge the role of 
government colonization and the settlement of the territory by the 
Cossack contingent.49 According to the data of 1763, on the Siberian 
frontier lines, there were 7578 servicemen, including 3,437 (45.4% of the 
total number) Cossacks of different names: 1247 policemen, 779 serfs, 
937 donors. On the Bitter, Irtysh line of irregular there were 3668 
foremen and Cossacks. Serfs and policemen foremen and Cossacks were 
1288 people. 

In the report of Major-General K. Frauendorf for 1764, was 
reported ,,about the arrival of the thousandth command of the Don Cossacks, led by 
the ataman Chekunov. Upon arrival, this team was distributed among the fortresses 
and outposts of the Irtysh line”. 50  Thus, in 1765, Infantry troops were 
deployed on the Irtysh line in the number of 1957 people, irregular ones-
1818, regular ranks, staff officers-2612, Don-937, city-116, serfs-779. 
The total population was 4444 people. On the New Line there were 
2093 Cossacks, irregular-1200, regular-1613, policemen-293 people, serf 
Bashkirs-504. A total of 2410 people. At the mouth of the Bukhtarma 
River there was one infantry regiment with two grenadier companies. 
The infantry regiment consisted of 2,093 people, irregular-600. In total - 
2693 people.51 

The rapid process of settling Western Siberia prompted Governor 
D. Chicherin to ask for the resettlement of artisans from the Siberian 
cities to the line. In the year 1765, he appealed to the Governmental 
Senate with a proposal to resettle 3000 families of Siberian raznochintsy 
to the Irtysh line to the Ust-Kamenogorsk fortress. He suggested that 
when translating Siberian raznochintsy on the line to release them for 
three years from paying per capita money.52 

The Senate Decree of 1766 permitted the relocation of artists and 
artisans from the number who lived in Tobolsk and other cities of 
Siberia at the request of the upper Irtysh fortresses.53 At the same time, 
unauthorized internal migration occurred on the lines. For 20 years (1760 
to 1780), the number of Russian settlements in the Tarsky district (the 

                                                             
49 M. M. Gromyko, Western Siberia in the XVIII century, p. 123. 
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territory of the present Omsk region) has increased from 117 to 245. 
The number of inhabitants has more than doubled, from 20.000 to 
45.000. The total population of the Verkhne-Irtysh fortresses and Tarski 
Uyezd was 60 years of the XVIII century, 38 thousand, and according to 
the 1V audit-about 54 thousand people.54 

The social source of formation of the population of Northern and 
Eastern Kazakhstan was the retired soldiers, the lower and middle 
officers‟ ranks and the disabled. According to the record found in the 
army archive ,,in 1795, The Siberian lines were occupied by retired officials: in 
Semipalatinsk district-1148 Cossacks. In the Biysk District-1854 people. In the 
Omsk, Ishim and Kurgan districts, 4998 Cossacks lived in the Redoubt Peschanaya 
up to the Orenburg line. The total number of retired was 8,000 Cossacks”.55 By the 
year 1795, the number of children from retired soldiers and Cossack 
ranks has increased significantly. 

,,The data of 1797, indicate that the number of Siberian Cossack linear 
troops was 3246 people. Because of the small number of military formations, the 
commander of the Siberian Corps, General G. Shtrandman, taking into account the 
circumstances of the line service, considered that it was necessary to increase the 
Cossack army to 6000 men at the expense of the Cossacks from the inner cities of the 
Siberian provinces”. At the end of the 18th century, Siberian linear Cossacks 
gained independent control and numbered about 3000 people. 56 
According to the decree of 1797, they became one-sided-closed class. 
Everyone could be enrolled in this class, but no one had the right to go 
out: ,,Once entered in the estate, it remains in it forever with his offspring”.57 
 

Conclusion 
 
The formation of the Slavic population began during the accession 

of Kazakhstan to Russia, and was represented mainly by two groups: the 
Cossacks and the peasantry. Creation of strongholds in the form of 
fortresses, outposts, redoubts in the territory of western and north-
eastern Kazakhstan served as a long process for the formation of this 
population and the concentration of agricultural settlements in these 
places. 

                                                             
54 A. D. Kolesnikov, ,,Settlement of the Russian forest-steppe in Irtysh region”, p. 15. 
55 Personal Foundation G. E. Katanaeva. GAOomO RF. F. 366. Op. 1. D. 91. L. p. 16. 
56 Ibidem, L. 46, 47. 
57 G. K. Silvergelm, Kirghiz steppe of Western Siberia. Military statistical survey of the Russian 
Empire, St. Petersburg, DSH, 1852, p. 10; Personal fund of the outstanding North-
Kazakhstan local lore M. Binyukha. North Kazakhstan State Regional Archive. F. 158. 
Op. 1. D. 14. L. 10. 
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Cossack troops, sent by the tsarist government to the steppe, were 
formed at different times. According to the secret adviser and Orenburg 
Governor A. R. Davydov, the construction of outposts began on the 
Yaitskaya and Uyskaya lines to increase the Russian population. To meet 
this goal, Governor II Neplyuyev achieved permission for an unnamed 
free woman to settle freely near outposts and elsewhere in the region. 
But in the 50s of XVIII century. The number of Cossacks in Western 
Siberia was reduced. 

To replenish the number of farmers, the Siberian peasants referred 
to various crimes for the department of the Ust-Kamenogorsk fortress. 
The peasants preferred to live near fortified lines. Of the total population 
that lived in the fortresses and fortifications, official documents 
identified peasants-settlers. The data of the IV audit recorded that at the 
end of the XVIII century. In the area of Verkhne-Irtysh fortresses there 
were 344 people. In the Semipalatinsk county there were 6783 people. In 
1763, 1162 people were sent to the Irtysh line. 
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Abstract: This study is an analysis of the historical preliminaries, current state and 

directions of further development of the teaching policy of Imperial Russia directed to ,,foreign” 
people including the Kazakh. This study attempts to conduct a historical analysis of the 
teaching policy of Imperial Russia, to trace the history of educational system directed to 
,,foreign” people including the Kazakh, and to identify possible directions of the policy‟s 
further development. The article highlights that the education system policy of Imperial Russia 
directed to ,,foreign” people consisted of two directions of teaching them. Education process 
there was organized by Russian Imperia according to programmes of low stage village schools 
and low stage city schools organized in its internal regions. A practice organizing these 
educational Institutions was largely used in Kazakhstan schools. The findings of the 
investigation are presented in the form of a proposal for a strategy for future policy 
implementation. The analysis is based on the results of an extensive review of sources of 
literature: books, publications in professional journals specializing in history, education, 
sociology, philosophy and politics, articles in newspapers and magazines, and classic and 
contemporary fiction and editorials. The study should serve as a demonstration of the historical 
proof of the phenomenon, described in this article. Its end product being a contribution to the of 
field of the teaching policy. This article examines how the wise management of Zhanghir khan 
in Bukey Horde deals with the problems of education in State level. Zhanghir khan aimed to 
take up this problem in Bukey Horde through diplomatic relationships with tsarist Russia. 
Therefore, schools and madrasahs in new tendency on the basis of Islam culture in Kazakh 
land firstly were introduced in Bukey Horde. In this state policy of Zhanghir khan the system 
of religious education on the content of knowledge of new tendencies were taught to young 
generation and there is some information how linked Kazakh cultural heritage and ethno 
pedagogical values in Islam culture leaked to educational process. Also, humanity and 
religious education in pedagogical ideas and thoughts of outstanding philosophers are analyzed. 
The usage of these ethno pedagogical values to rear young generation in religious and patriotic 
process in modern educational branch is widely talked. 

Keywords: education, Kazakh children‟s study, Russian-Kazakh schools, 
educational reform, academic-educative process Kazakhstan, Bukey Horde. 

 
At the beginning of ХІХ century children of Kazakh referee 

studied in Russian educational institutions. One of these educational 
institutions is the Asian school situated in Omsk. Graduates of this 
educational institution worked in boundary military provinces and in 
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Kazakh governments of Siberia area. In addition to this, Russia sent 
graduates of this school to military educational institutions in Kazan, 
Petersburg, etc. Curriculums of Asian school had many variants which 
gave opportunity to connect theoretical knowledge with practice. There 
to teach Tatar, Kazakh and other languages was connected with 
specialties. In addition, in Omsk Asian school laws of god (Christian), 
Russian, Geography and the history of country, the history of world, 
initial basics of mathematics were taught.1 Great possibility was given to 
Kazakh young graduates of this school to study in their own language in 
order to work Russian empire. Future Kazakh referee were taught on the 
basis of Russian culture, Russian education-upbringing and were made to 
work in Russian empire. Also we can see in this curriculum the attempts 
of implementing Kazakh children to Christian religion. Kazakh 
children‟s study in Muslim schools was one of reasons of unsuccessful 
policy of Christian religion. If this kind of national spirit, humanity 
weren‟t formed in Kazakh children‟s identity  then he/she might accept 
Russian culture, education-upbringing of Russian spirit immediately. 
Colonization administration tried to implement russification for Kazakh 
children, made them to be christened, they did this action openly, this 
fact was the reason of parent‟s discontent and they refused to allow their 
children to study in boarding school.2 One must take into account that 
parents couldn‟t do anything if their children accept consciously 
russification, Russian knowledge and Christian religion.  

At the beginning of ХVIII century there were no state institutions 
which took into consideration education and science sphere on internal 
and external policy. In 1782 the administration of Ekaterina ІІ united all 
educational institutions to one organ. For this regard commission  
worked on making and implementing civil and military education system. 
The duty of this commission was to make new education system. The 
attempts from State in  ХVIII century of making higher education 
system were not successful. Because though local heads didn‟t give 
attention to the development of education and science , there was lack of  
manuals and teachers. 3  First of all, Siberia and Orenburg territory 
children of ,,foreign” people (Kazakh, bashkirs, tatars, Cossacks) studied 
in educational institutions, they studied in board.  

                                                             
1 A. B. Toskuzhina, Development of city Omsk as the center of political agricultural and cultural 
relations on steppes: dissertation... candidate of historical sciences, Almaty, 1997, p. 49. 
2 G. E. Pavlova, Organization of science in Russia, Moscow, Science, 1990, pp. 17-19. 
3 V. Vladimirov, Historical note of first Kazan gymnasium, Kazan University Press, 1867, p. 
11. 
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In 1758 the first  Kazan gymnasium was founded.4 It was aimed to 
teach children of nations in boundary regions in that gymnasium. They 
thought that these children were those who would carry out the policy of 
Russian empire in future. These children were given possibility to get 
knowledge, they were given many privileges. The policy began to 
perform to unite nations to one organization,to form cooperation and 
friendly relationship among these nations. All cultural relations of 
peoples were planned to be carried out through educational institutions. 
Main stable policy of Ekaterina II was to keep the unity of all peoples in 
Russian Empire, to provide cooperation, stability, international 
friendship among nations.   

One can find in archives documentary data of ХVIII century 
about an action to form a school for not Russian people, to teach in 
mother tongue, to prepare books and manuals in mother tongue for 
educational institutions. There was special department about the 
methods of extending education and knowledge for ,,foreign” people 
which lived in Russia.5  

The main duty of all national schools was to educate all not 
Russian people in Russian language. Later conditions used for not 
Russian people were kept in school legal acts.6 Ekaterina ІІ considered to 
develop political economical-social and culture as an example of Russia 
on colonized Kazakh lands. In corresponding to this, when Russian 
Empire performed reform on educational sphere  they also considered to 
make education system directed to ,,foreign” people. But education 
policy for ,,foreign” people was carried out superficially. Kazakh children 
were not provided with education in mother tongue in any time and full 
educational base. 

Teaching was performed in mother tongue on Kazakh lands since 
the period of formation of Russian-Kazakh schools, mother tongue was 
taught as an educational subject. Kazakh language was taught on the 
basis of Russian alphabet. Textbooks in mother tongue were used in 
Kazakh schools, textbooks were written for educational institutions. In 
these Russian-Kazakh schools, methods of reading sounds quickly, 
writing methods were used and taught. There was peculiarity in mother 
tongue teaching at Russian foreign schools. There was no illustration in 
the content of alphabet, on the process of lesson different colored 

                                                             
4 History sketches of USSR: ХVIII century, Moscow, 1962, pp. 256-257. 
5 Kazakhstan Republic‟s central state archive, pp. 103-105. 
6 I. F. Blarmberg, Military-statistic review of Kyrgyz-Kaisak land in internal Bokei and Zauralsk 
Orda, Orenburg, 1848, p. 25. 
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manuals were used very rarely. Russian language was taught with the 
method of learning by heart. In common, although knowledge theory 
was carried out under the direction of scientists teachers, this didn‟t 
influence enough the action of Russian-Kazakh schools. To tell the 
truth, there were no types of ,,clear” translation methods in Russian-
Kazakh schools. In Kazakh, Tatar, Bashkir, etc. schools teachers used 
teaching methods on the process of teaching Russian language, but one 
can call them only illustrative translations.7 Reign of Russia firstly used 
methods of teaching  Russian language in order to perform fast 
colonization policy for ,,foreign” people.  

Russia taught Kazakh children Russian language, with Russian 
culture, gave education and upbringing in Russian spirit, from time to 
time distributed russification policy on the sphere of education.  

This period Kazakh lands hadn‟t been colonized yet by Russian 
empire  during historical processes. That‟s why Ekaterina II worked hard 
on enlarging the territory of Russian Empire, to colonize soon ,,foreign” 
people.   

Ekaterina ІІ made educational reforms in Russian Empire. She 
formed education and science system as a new European example. In the 
second part of ХVIII century Ekaterina ІІ implemented ,,education” and 
science system as a new ,,European example” in Russian Empire, made 
first steps to new progressive way. One of them is the formation of 
commission ,,About school buildings” in 1782. Its scientific consultant 
(adviser) was from, Austria Serbian famous teacher and with progressive 
opinion Fedor Ivanovich Yiankovich. Under the direction of this 
scientist and some university professors united, the education system 
formed in Russian educational institutions. In addition, it was taken into 
consideration to prepare teacher shots and mannuals, textbooks of 
methodic. After that, people‟s institutions and schools for four  forms 
were opened in cities and provinces in correspondence with the charter 
,,Russian Empire‟s people‟s education in 1786”. 8  Since this period 
Russian Empire transferred to new progressive education and science 
system. ,,European new education system” straightly influenced the 
formation of reform on education and science sphere during the reign of 
Ekaterina ІІ. Ekaterina ІІ with educational reform under the direction of 
European scientists made progressive system of ,,New European 
education and science” in Russian Empire and distributed it to local 

                                                             
7 S. Aktaev, „Fatima totash”, in Truth, no. 10 (72), 1998. 
8 S. M. Mashimbayev, Kazakh-Russian relations in the first part of ХІХ century: dissertation... 
candidate of historical sciences, Almaty, 1985, p. 113. 
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regions, provinces, cities. Also education system was formed in 
correspondence with ,,New European education system” among 
,,foreign” people. ,,New European education system” firstly was 
performed in Russian provinces.  
 

Materials and methods 
 
Then with influence of Imperial Russia first base of education 

system was founded, first steps were done in order to implement it to 
Kazakh land. Ekaterina ІІ put following functions in formation and 
implementing  educational reform among foreign people: to choose 
educational colonization of Russian Empire in comparison with other 
imperial colonization directed to other nations; Ekaterina ІІ at the 
second part of ХVIII century did ways of colonization through 
education, and won people‟s attention through spiritual wealth; to 
prepare Kazakh youth who will carry out colonization policy of Russian 
Empire; colonized people get knowledge on the basis of Russia‟s 
education system, Russia performed methods of teaching special Russian 
language  for ,,foreign” people, Kazakh-Russian schools. 

Then Russia tried to develop prerequisites of implementing to 
Kazakh lands through educational reform, and also it had actions that it 
didn‟t have time to do so. Its main reason  is  the lack of specialists who 
were taught in Russian Empire and develop Kazakh people‟s political 
economical and cultural, military spheres. On all lands of Russian 
Empire,in provinces,especially on boundary provinces of won Kazakh 
lands, it was necessary to teach Russian in Kazakh-Russian schools on 
the level of Government. That‟s why Russia needed schools for Kazakh 
children, to teach Kazakh children in educational institutions. The main 
idea of Ekaterina II was to give possibility to Kazakh children to study in 
their mother tongue in order to attract them to study at these educational 
institutions, also doing its functions to accomplish own necessity. Russia 
helped to become specialists attracting Kazakh children‟s attention to 
these necessities. As the result, Russia knew that these prepared shots 
would work on the field of colonization policy in Russia. Because Russia 
understood that prepared shots which were educated by Russian spirit 
would work on political, economic and social sphere and culture, that is 
to say, they would do this work according to police of Russian Empire. 
In addition, Russia needed to accomplish colonization policy among 
Kazakh youth, also it was necessary to inspire children in education 
system. It was easy for Russia to perform colonization policy with the 
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help of Russian Empire. That‟s why it was necessary  for Russia to teach 
Kazakh children. The reason of forming education policy directed to 
foreign people is that is problem of necessities of Russian Empire. It is a 
historical truth. 

It is right that in ХVIII century Ekaterina II as the result of 
educational reform Russian Empire accomplished ,,New European 
system” in provinces on Kazakh lands in schools and this gave own 
results. Ekaterina II as the result of educational reform decided actual 
problems of knowledge sphere. First time education policy was done 
directed to Kazakh people. Reforms in knowledge sphere of Ekaterina II 
influenced the muslim knowledge in Bokei Orda. Because, ideas of 
Ekaterina II in forming Muslim schools and mosques directed to foreign 
people in Russian Empire influenced the formation of schools with new 
tendency on Muslim knowledge sphere during the reign of Zhangir khan. 
This period in order to emphasize educational base Ekaterina II made 
projects and charter. In addition, in Russian Empire under the direction 
of Ekaterina II new European educational system was implemented, and 
educational action for Kazakh children was organized in Russia 
provinces, Orenburg, Omsk and other cities.  

In Bukey Horde Zhanghir khan on the basis of Islam culture 
through Muslim schools of ,,New tendency” realized and developed 
education, rearing, ethno-pedagogical values and human dignities. It was 
S. Zimanov, who had researched these problems and written the 
scientific work.9 Let us stop and analyze scientifically on each world‟s 
researcher, who examined the place of Islam and Holy Quran and their 
development on general human dignities and each sphere: D. N. 
Boguslavsky and A. N. Weirauhom together translated Holy Quran to 
show the need of the path of Allah to people and proved that Holy Book 
is sacred to whole mankind. 10  Through translating Holy Quran into 
Arabian, Russian, English languages they widely spoke of good human 
qualities given to people. 11  The content of Quran was advocated in 
English language worldwide as the spiritual value to mankind. 12 
Nowadays the cultural heritage and religious education in Islam in the 
academic-educative process are the one of main problems to cultivate in 
growing generation. As the Creator of all the people in the world is Allah 

                                                             
9 S. Z. Zimanov, Russia and Bukey Horde, Almaty, Science, 1982. 
10 Quran translated by D. N. Boguslavsky, St. Petersburg, Eastern Literature, 1995, p. 28. 
11 Usman‟s Quran, St. Petersburg, Petersburg Oriental Studies, 2004, p. 38. 
12  E. A. Rezvan, Oriental Manuscripts of Karl Fabergé, avaliable at: 
www.kunstkamera.ru, accessed in 20.06.16. 
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Almighty, Islam is being explained to the globe as the entity of mankind, 
eternal scriptures of link between Lord and living beings, persuasive 
strength to change individual‟s opinions, to direct to straight path and 
the key to happiness. 13  As Quran being the main content of Islam, 
through translating it we give general humane values.14  

The editor of ,,Islam” (,,Der Islam”) magazine, German specialist in 
Islamic studies Karl Heinrich Bakker propagandized Islam in his work as 
the source to the system of moral and knowledge, showed as people‟s 
spiritual heritage through different editions. 15  Researches of Karl 
Heinrich Bakker about origin and spread of religion of Islam and its 
development levels among folks can be seen in his articles published in 
,,Islam” magazine. In his research he realized basic ideas of introducing 
general humane values of Islam culture into educative process.16 

Well-known researcher American orientalist F. Rosenthal analyzed 
the impact of Islam to humane spiritual values in world history and 
proved with historical facts in his English-language monograph.17 This 
work about Islam, its history and cultural and spiritual importance of 
mankind spread world‟s people and influenced to formation of humane 
qualities.18  

Above mentioned foreign researchers and scientists observed Islam, 
its history and culture, and religious-moral education and proved the 
enormous importance of development and formation as general humane 
values in world‟s people. Such ideas and thoughts that Zhanghir khan in 
his Bukey Horde realized through ,,Muslim schools and madrasahs in 
new tendency” to form between Kazakh nation are scientific analyses on 
research materials that can be found on the site of fund of electronic 
resources: www.ksu.kz. 19  In Bukey Horde Zhanghir khan realized the 
religious ideas of Khodja Akhmet Yassawi and his religious and moral 
education by implementing to the academic process of Muslim schools 

                                                             
13 E. A. Rezvan, The Qur‟an and Its World, avaliable at: www.kunstkamera.ru, accessed in 
30.06.2016. 
14 E. A. Rezvan, M. E. Rezvan, The Qur‟an and Muslim Manuscript Tradition. Selected articles. 
avaliable at: Ibidem, accessed in 15.06.2016. 
15  M. A. Batunsky, From Western European Islamic studies of the period of imperialism, St. 
Petersburg, Petersburg Oriental Studies, 1961. 
16 K. H. Becker, Thoughts on university reform, Leipzig, 1919. 
17 Idem, On the nature of the German university, Leipzig, Quelle&Meyer, 1925, p. 25. 
18 Idem, The Pedagogical Academy in the construction of our national education system, Leipzig, 
1926, p. 78. 
19  F. Rosenthal, Triumph of knowledge. Concept of knowledge in medieval Islam, Moscow, 
Science, 1978. 
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and madrasahs of new tendency. Thus, as the result Kazakh children had 
received knowledge and religious education on the basis of Islam culture. 

Khodja Ahmat Yssawi once said, ,,Allah” created a human, nature 
and religion, morality, culture and other conscious things, there is a close 
everlasting bond and connection, spiritual unity between them. But only 
a religion, Islam helps to apprehend this interrelation, to reveal the 
nature and beauty of the human and world surrounding. Religion is the 
source of the most significant moral traits such as truthfulness and 
honesty. He put enormous emphasis on truthfulness: ,,Truthfulness leads to 
the virtue and the virtue leads to the Paradise. A man exhibits his truthfulness until 
he is recorded with Allah as a truthful. The falsehood leads to the evils and the evils 
lead to the Hellfire. A man keeps on lying until he is recorded with Allah to be a 
liar”.20 Yassawi made considerable efforts to spread Islam throughout 
Central Asia and had numerous students in the region. He strongly 
believed that Islam religion advocates humanistic upbringing. Thus 
Muslim schools and madrassas served not only for spreading Islamic 
religion but also dealt a lot with upbringing issues of younger generation. 
From history of Kazakh community we know that Zhangir Khan 
formed the national humanistic education on the basis of Islamic 
religion. Yassawi, in his memorials wrote, that Zhangir khan advocated 
Kazakh people to the pursuit of the national education through Islamic 
religion to mould Muslim character traits. ,,Honesty is the best poli” is a 
famous proverb but its true spirit is found only in the moral character 
and the teachings of the Messengers and particularly in that what the last 
Prophet, Muhammad, be peace and blessings of Allah upon him had 
inculcated in the hearts and minds of his followers. He advised to keep 
stuck to the truthfulness and honesty even if you feel yourself in 
jeopardy. The Kazakhs were expected to know what qualities and traits 
are inherited to humane. Such as: morality, courtesy, sensitivity, 
humanity, respect, humility, the national spirit of personality, wisdom, 
feeling, cognition and etc. 21  The khan implemented the national 
enlightenment policy in the Horde at schools and madrassas affiliated to 
a mosque for the study of Islamic religion and moral education.   

Zhangir khan strongly believed that the pupils should acquire 
Kazakh national traditions and customs, culture and beliefs and 
organized different kind of learning events. There are some of them: 

                                                             
20 H. Stierlin, World Architecture. Islam. From Baghdad to Cordoba, Cologne, Taschen, 2009, 
p. 118. 
21  E. S. Ayagan, Reformative and educative activity of Zhanghir khan in Bukey Horde, 
Karaganda, Sanat Publishing, 2007. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_Asia
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=5450612_1_2
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=5450612_1_2
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&text=Prof+Dr+Henri+Stierlin&search-alias=books&field-author=Prof+Dr+Henri+Stierlin&sort=relevancerank
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horse races and other national games. Folk pedagogy is also largely 
centered on the study of national traditions and customs of younger 
generation through whole life. National education system considers 
learning Kazakh national poems and proverbs, to acquire such traits as 
courage, national pride, bravery, patriotism, and etc. According to 
Kazakh custom and traditions, Kazakhs make their children from the 
yearly childhood to understand the importance of the labor through 
show-how. Games and holidays had and have great social significance. 
Traditional people entertainments in this or that degree embrace 
different spheres of household, everyday and spiritual life of the Kazakh 
people. Traditional games having appeared in ancient times in nomad 
surroundings reflect peculiarities of the Kazakhs‟ outlook and material 
culture and besides carry out important educational, aesthetic and ritual 
functions. One of the most popular of them certainly can be considered 
baiga. At the age of five a child is expected to learn how to ride a horse, 
at the 7-8 ages to compete in the baiga, at the age of 15 to be a mastered 
horse rider. The baiga teaches children to be brave, smart, and strong 
and evoke a national consciousness and foster a character.22 The Kazakh 
community raises their children to respect and love national culture, 
customs and tradition through Islamic education and Folk pedagogy. 
These traditions include being respectful to old people; being patriotic to 
the motherland; being honest; and learning to love mankind. No one 
could argue that national and Islamic education plays an important role 
in preserving traditional peculiarities.  

Similarly to other surrounding nations, Kazakhs also had their own 
folk religion, customs, songs, taboos and other expressions of heritage. 
Even when Russian beliefs, ideas and attitudes arrived in this part of the 
world, old traditions never vanished. Kazakh national culture fostered 
younger generation to labor; cultivated the personality love of national 
traditions and customs. From ancient time the Kazakhs fostered their 
children since yearly childhood with foundation of folk traditions, 
popular beliefs, and prohibitions. Zhangir khan aimed at raising genuine 
patriots in the first place, knowing their nation‟s history, traditions and 
proud of being Kazakhs. In this context fostering patriotism is an 
uppermost focus. Genuine patriots work toward a better tomorrow for 
Kazakh‟s children and all generations to follow. Genuine patriots work 
toward establishing peace on earth and good will toward all of our 
planet‟s inhabitants. This way with foundation of national culture and 
national education fostered patriotic upbringing in children since yearly 

                                                             
22 The religious education in heritage of K. A. Yassawi, Almaty, Primary school, 2005, 34 p. 
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ages. In is essential to point out that the Bokei Horde national 
upbringing system worked based on national culture and traditions, 
illustrative materials, games and contests, and other activities. For 
generations the Kazakhs always cared much about raising brave children. 
There was a great tradition to hold horse races three times in a year. The 
competitors were awarded recognition gifts.23 The Hordes contested in 
singing folk songs, zhyrs and terme playing in the national instruments. 
Besides, mullahs were very educated and made their own contributions 
in widely spreading Kazakh traditions and wide range of knowledge amid 
younger generations. Based on National ideology Kazakh national 
educational system was found in the Bokei Horde. Ancient folk 
traditions and customs had been preserved and schools which were set 
up at mosques rose in children love to motherland, respect to elder 
generations, national honor and spirit. In result Russian church policy 
advocated by Tsar Nicolai I opposed to the governmental policy of 
Zhangir khan. If the Russian Tsar had succeeded in implementing his 
strategic ideas, the majority of Kazakh community would have been 
Russified.24 Thanks to the policy of Zhangir Kazakh nation achieved in 
implementing national education, spreading Islamic study and culture, 
preserving national peculiarities and spirit despite the control of Russian 
Empire. The Zhangir-khan government drastically changed the life and 
the history of the nation being a skilled diplomat, and politician, having a 
pervasive mind, and expert in pedagogy. He made great reformations in 
Muslim education system by establishing new schools affiliated to 
mosques. In the role of Zhangir khan for the first time Muslim education 
system was formed and national culture and Islamic study became 
popular in the community. In the first half of XIX century Zhangir khan 
established the Muslim schools and laid its foundation.   

Babazhanov S. K. pointing out the importance of class school that 
Zhangir opened, he зукауседн appreciates the level of education and 
upbringing, he assumes that the education process is on the high level. 
With the help of this school‟s influence the majority of authoritative 
people could open their private schools. It was Zhangir khan who 
influenced the foundation of these schools. Zhangir gathered all 
ancestors and authoritative people that are in Bokei Orda, and made 
them open schools in their own villages. As the result of this home 

                                                             
23 B. T. Zhanaev, V. I. Inochkin, S. Kh. Sagnaev, History of Bukey Khanate in 1801-1852, 
Almaty, Dana-press, 2002,  pp. 8-9. 
24 Bukey Horde is 200 years, Almaty, Olke, 2001, p. 9. 
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private schools were opened, and they gave national education and 
upbringing to young generation. While constant special school buildings 
were being built from time to time, there were home schools that taught 
people at home. This action of Zhangir khan, according to his point of 
view, was the way overcoming the problem to open schools in a short 
period of time. According to this policy of Zhangir khan we can see the 
definite direction that he tried to accomplish. That‟s true, eagerness was 
noticed enough on the sphere of education system. Zhangir khan‟s 
upbringing was the start of education who mastered east and west, 
Russian culture. The fact that Bokei Orda was under the influence of 
Russian Federation and interrelation with Russians and other nations 
influenced the way how the education system and culture prospered and 
developped, there were such phenomena as waking up, upheaval, 
changes in West Europe. Education buildings were built and people 
turned to literacy. And in such situations Bokei Orda wasn‟t an 
exception. Moreover, the Russian imperial government is Kazakhs 
trained specialists, began to consider how to strengthen their policy. 
Moreover, the Russian imperial government trained Kazakh specialists 
who were taught in Russian and began to consider how to strengthen 
their policy. 

Zhangir Khan adhered  two goals in leading literacy. He supported 
russian acquisition of knowledge only to the children of the rich and 
wealthy sultans. Because he considered they will be the servant of the 
Government of Russia. And it was provided the introduction of Islam to 
the common people, giving primary education for their children. For this 
reason primary schools worked near the mosques. Mullahs conducted 
study there. With the help of this policy Zhangir Khan spread Islam 
among ordinary people. Islam includes measures to maintain a strong 
majority of people.25 Education system was of two directions in order to 
teach Kyrgyz (kazakh) in Bokei Orda: а) Institute б) school in new 
direction called Muslim and madrasah.26 Institute in that time was the 
secondary education school, and Muslim schools and madrasah in new 
type that was built near the mosque gave total primary education. That 
one who wants to continue education further could do it in ,,Zhangir 
Institute” after Muslim schools in new type. The peculiarity of Zhangir 
school is that not only children of rich people but children of ordinary 
people also studied there. There were 23 (twenty three) children who 
studied there, all of them are Kazakh children of ordinary people. It does 

                                                             
25 A. Omirzakov, What did we win from joining Russia, Almaty, Sanat, 1999, p. 86. 
26 S. Babazhanov, Ethnographic articles, Almaty, 1993, p. 20.  
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not correspond to a historic objective reality that only children of the 
rich and sultans were taught in those education buildings. Zhangir did all 
opportunities in order to provide poor people and the children of 
ordinary Kazakhs with education, with the right to get an education and 
to study at any place they want, also these children had an opportunity to 
study free of charge. Although Garms I. Yia showed as primary Kazakh-
Russian school , but ,,Zhangir Institute” totally gave secondary education 
corresponded to that time. In addition, there had been a boarding house 
for Kazakh children who came to study to Orda.27 During the recording 
the list of children, there has always been the conflicts of one-sided 
opinion. If the Khan‟s descendants based on the knowledge whether it 
was suitable to the poorest Kazakhs? Probably the apprenticeship is not 
given to everyone, but only to intelligents. But Khan insisted that the 
school is common for all gifted children and observed quality of 
teaching, the behavior and pointed out the direction.28 

Zhangir Khan from Orda Bokey based on successful experiences 
in the field of education in the East and the West, relied on the new 
European system of education, established in Bokey Orda national 
education system. This school has been an aim to become a school for 
Russian educational institutions and administrative bodies, aimed at 
training professionals working in primary and secondary schools. The 
kingdom was not thinking about the Russian culture and education. 
Zhangir Khan knew the fact that Europe thrives pedagogical sciences, 
developing the education system and has good results, but it does not 
serve for the government.  

But Muslim schools near the mosque were built in new trends and 
continued to exist together. Despite the fact that Zhangir Khan 
introduced a new educational reform, new Muslim schools continued to 
teach Kazakh children. Thus, it was primary education in Muslim 
schools, and new European educational model based on two classes of 
Zhangirschool to complete secondary education. Realizing that it was 
impossible without Russia, they invited scientists, teachers, professional 
teachers from educational institutions of Russia. In order to improve the 
quality of education of classes Bokey Orda professional, experienced 
teachers were summoned to schools and improved education. Based on 
Islamic culture, national education system was introduced to Bokey Orda 
schools. Therefore we can not say that Zhangir Khan influenced by or 

                                                             
27  A. Omarov, Educative activity in Kazakhstan and policy of colonization of Tsarist Russia, 
Almaty, 1997, p. 18. 
28 F. RSHA. 1291 op.1, 5, l. 85-86 vol. 
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under the responsibility of Russia has developed a new class of system. 
Because Zhangir Khan understood the value of for the development  of 
Kazakh society in the future. To educate every child in the Kazakh 
school, there were planned to open schools around Bokey Orda. 
Therefore, this initiative was of Zhangir Khan, not of the Government 
of the king. 

Here, in the spiritual sense of the Kazakh society, this school has 
played a very important role. Many graduates continued their education 
in military schools.29 Justification of the national school is to provide a 
base. For the Kazakh population this school spiritually shocked. 
Education improved. Rich library from Zhangir‟s home was sent to 
school library. When Zhangir died, Astrakhan governor major-general 
Ladyzhensky recorded books from Zhangir‟s home in this follow: 1) 212 
different books in Eastern language; 2) 35 Russian-language books; 
3)Four volumes of history Peter I; 4) Lexicon Encyclopedic fifteen 
volumes; 5) sixteen volumes of collection ,,Zanar”; 6) Empire of Russia 
of the two years 1829 and 1841 Atlas;   Look at this advanced. It seems 
that he knew about progressive thoughts of author‟s. Honestly. Zhangir 
was the first person who understand that literacy education can not 
protect the interest of the population without turning page. Zhangir gave 
his library to school, because of new generation of Kazakhstan have 
opportunities for a good education and he trained his base into high-
quality education. 

Special attention should paid that Khan by himself was funded this 
school, but of course it was not easy to him in starting it with illiterate 
population. In first time many people did not want in studying their 
children even were against by Khan. Therefore first Khan decided to 
persuade well-known people and relatives to send their children to 
school. Later on interest of population in education is grew up that in 
this parts opened 7 ,,Zhangirs” schools. Kazakh students who graduated 
from this schollsKhab send them to Cities S. Petersburg, Orenburg, 
Astrakhan to study there. An individual person Muhammet Salyk 
Babazhanov who was a first pupil who opened the door to thus school, 
in S. Petersburg in 1861 wrote in his book ,,about Kyrgyz” that ,,under 
influence of Khan I realized necessity of knowledge”. He says that to give inspire 
to pupils and teachers Khan did not regret his money and power to 
explain necessity of education. In his school 60 people take lectures 
about Islam religion, In Russian writing and other science. This school 
near the palace calls ,,Zhangir school”. It says that 30 pupils are studying 

                                                             
29 Orenburg region archive f. 6, op.1, d. 1286, l.7. 
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at the expense of the Hord. Perhaps Zhangir hasn‟t been invited to 
Russian schools, conversely he said to achieve the level of Russian 
schools.  So they asked to send their children to Zhangir school because 
it was example of Russian schools. This school‟s live up is objective 
reality, in the Kazakh history the model of European education history 
and modern Kazakh schools‟ history of the Republic of Kazakhstan  
started from Zhangir‟s school. 
 

Literature review 
 
Let us stop and analyze scientifically on each world‟s researcher, 

who examined the place of Islam and Holy Quran and their 
development on general human dignities and each sphere: D. N. 
Boguslavsky and A. N. Weirauhom together translated Holy Quran to 
show the need of the path of Allah to people and proved that Holy Book 
is sacred to whole mankind. 30  Through translating Holy Quran into 
Arabian, Russian, English languages they widely spoke of good human 
qualities given to people. 31  The content of Quran was advocated in 
English language worldwide as the spiritual value to mankind. 32 
Nowadays the cultural heritage and religious education in Islam in the 
academic-educative process are the one of main problems to cultivate in 
growing generation. As the Creator of all the people in the world is Allah 
Almighty, Islam is being explained to the globe as the entity of mankind, 
eternal scriptures of link between Lord and living beings, persuasive 
strength to change individual‟s opinions, to direct to straight path and 
the key to happiness. 33  As Quran being the main content of Islam, 
through translating it we give general humane values.34  

The editor of ,,Islam” (,,Der Islam”) magazine, German specialist 
in Islamic studies Karl Heinrich Bakker propagandized Islam in his work 
as the source to the system of moral and knowledge, showed as people‟s 
spiritual heritage through different editions. 35  Researches of Karl 
Heinrich Bakker about origin and spread of religion of Islam and its 
development levels among folks can be seen in his articles published in 

                                                             
30 Ibidem. 
31 Ibidem, d. 2800, L 1-2.  
32 B. T. Zhanaev, V. A. Inochkin, S. Kh. Sagnaeva, History Bukeyev 1801-1852, Almaty, 
Dana Press, 2002, pp. 8-9. 
33 RK OMA 4.k, 391, 66 n. 
34 RK OMA 78, 94-22-24 pm. 
35 RK OMA 78, 153 paragraphs 10-12. 

http://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%98%D1%81%D0%BB%D0%B0%D0%BC
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,,Islam” magazine. In his research he realized basic ideas of introducing 
general humane values of Islam culture into educative process.36  

Well-known researcher American orientalist F. Rosenthal analyzed 
the impact of Islam to humane spiritual values in world history and 
proved with historical facts in his English-language monograph.37 This 
work about Islam, its history and cultural and spiritual importance of 
mankind spread world‟s people and influenced to formation of humane 
qualities.38  

Such ideas and thoughts that Zhanghir khan in his Bukey Horde 
realized through ,,Muslim schools and madrasahs in new tendency” to 
form between Kazakh nation are scientific analyses on research materials 
that can be found on the site of fund of electronic resources: 
www.ksu.kz.39 He put enormous emphasis on truthfulness: ,,Truthfulness 
leads to the virtue and the virtue leads to the Paradise. A man exhibits his 
truthfulness until he is recorded with Allah as a truthful. The falsehood leads to the 
evils and the evils lead to the Hellfire. A man keeps on lying until he is recorded with 
Allah to be a liar”.40  

The Kazakhs were expected to know what qualities and traits are 
inherited to humane. Such as: morality, courtesy, sensitivity, humanity, 
respect, humility, the national spirit of personality, wisdom, feeling, 
cognition and etc.41 The baiga teaches children to be brave, smart, and 
strong and evoke a national consciousness and foster a character.42  

For generations the Kazakhs always cared much about raising 
brave children. There was a great tradition to hold horse races three 
times in a year. The competitors were awarded recognition gifts.43 In 
result Russian church policy advocated by Tsar Nicolai I opposed to the 
governmental policy of Zhangir khan. If the Russian Tsar had succeeded 
in implementing his strategic ideas, the majority of Kazakh community 
would have been Russified.44  

                                                             
36 S. Z. Zimanov, Russia and Bokey Khanate, Almaty, Nauka, 1982, pp. 121-127. 
37 Zh. O. Artykbaev, History of Kazakhstan in 19th century, Karaganda, Polygraphy, 1992, 
p. 105. 
38 S. Z. Zimanov, The political system of Kazakhstan in the XVIII century, Almaty, 1960, pp. 
61-62. 
39 12.91 RSHA, op.81, d.71, l.37. 
40 N. A. Halfin, Russia and the central Asian Khanate, Moscow, 1974, p. 10. 
41  V. Khanykov, Essays on the internal state of the Kirghiz hordes in 1841, St. Petersburg, 
Records RPO, 1847, pp. 55-56. 
42 RK OMA. 75, 10 is 29-n. 
43 A. I. Levshin, Kirghiz kaysak hordes and steppes, Almaty, 1996, p. 234. 
44 E. Ostrovsky, Trip into the inner, Kirghiz Kaisak horde with veterinary purpose, CVM, 1859, 
p. 76. 
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Jadids maintained that Muslims in the Russian Empire had entered 
a period of decay that could only be rectified by the acquisition of new 
kind of knowledge and modernist, European-modeled cultural reform. 
In 1884 in Crimea the first jaded school was opened.45 

 
Results and discussions 

 
In these educational institutions Kazakh children were taught and 

educated. Textbooks, manuals, illustrative materials were published in 
city Kazan. That‟s why, Ekaterina form and develop first Zhangir khan‟s 
Kazakh-Russian schools in Bokei Orda according to the example of  new 
European system.46 That‟s why we may call educational reform‟s results 
Ekaterina II as prerequisites of development of national education 
system in Bokei Orda (Figure 1).  

 

 

 

Figure 1: Education system of Imperial Russia  
directed to ,,foreign” people 

 

                                                             
45 RSHA.F, 1290 op. 2, D.452, L. 5. 
46 S. Z. Zimanov, Russia and Bukey Horde, Almaty, Science, 1982, p. 140. 
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In conclusion, education system policy of Imperial Russia directed 
to ,,foreign” people consisted of two directions of teaching them.47 The 
first direction is religion education. But this direction of education field 
was accomplished by own beginnings and finance of far regions in the 
east. Muslim representatives were interested in Muslim religion education 
than Imperial government. 

Imperial Russia opened special schools for ,,foreign” people in the 
east. Education process there was organized by Russian Empire 
according to programmes of low stage village schools and low stage city 
schools organized in its internal regions. A practice organizing these 
educational Institutions was largely used in Kazakhstan schools.48 

Ismail Gasprinski communicated his ideas mainly through the 
newspaper ,,Terciman” he founded in 1883, which existed till 1918. In 
his publications he called for unity and solidarity among the Turkic 
peoples and advocated their modernization through Europeanization. 
Ismail believed that the only way for modernization was through 
education. He widely criticized traditional education system in Muslim 
schools focusing much on religion and devised a new method of 
teaching children how to read effectively in their mother tongue and 
introduced curricular reforms. Jadids maintained that Muslims in the 
Russian Empire had entered a period of decay that could only be 
rectified by the acquisition of new kind of knowledge and modernist, 
European-modeled cultural reform. In 1884 in Crimea the first jaded 
school was opened.49 There are no doubts that Jadid reforms appeared 
thanks to class based Muslim school established by Zhangir khan. 
European-modeled cultural reform realized in Muslim schools. Thus, 
Zhangir khan‟s policy was an ideal sample as for the Bokei Orda as for 
Muslim education in the Russia.  

 
Table 1: Muslim schools and madrasahs in  
Reformed Bukei Horde by Zhangir Khan 

 

 

                                                             
47  E. A. Rezvan, The Koran and its interpretation: (Texts, translations, comments), St. 
Petersburg, Petersburg Oriental Studies, 2000. 
48 F. Rosenthal, The triumph of knowledge. The concept of knowledge in medieval Islam, Almaty, 
Science, 1978. 
49  Y. S. Ayagan, Reformative and educative activity of Zhanghir khan in Bukey Horde, 
Karaganda, Sanat Publishing, 2010. 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Terciman&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mother_tongue
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=5450612_1_2
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Summing up the research results of the study following conclusions can 

be made: 

1. The new European-style national historical significance of the 
first class school analyzed.  

2. In pedagogics and history education Zhangir Khan twisted his 
spiritual values in Kazakh society  politics was  the right price excludes 
any consideration of historical processes.  

3. For the first time in the territory of Kazakhstan Muslim 
rebuilding the education sector, a new organization formed to create the 
foundation for a national education. As a result, based on national 
culture and Islamic culture national education system Zhangir Khan 
historically evaluated and proven.  

4. The Islamic culture is based on the national education system, 
this ideology implemented Zhangir Khan in Bokey Orda. Throughout 
the younger generation of national ideology at the state level to develop 
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and distribute to the people in Orda with the administration created a 
special body Ahuandyk. 

5. Zhangir Khan when created  in new format  European national 
education system he formed new civilization. As a result in Kazakh 
school formed class system. Zhangir Khan‟s son  known as a reformator, 
educator, philosopher, founder of the new knowledge, the priest and 
scholar of the Kazakh people.  

6. The founder of science  pedagogics J. A. Comenius harmonious 
school system used the first in Kazakhstan  including Bokey Orda  in 
1838 or 1841 Zhangir Khan opened second class school and used this 
system.  
 

Conclusion 
 
The following facts have been identified during our investigation: 
1. Zhangir Khan established new type Muslim schools, Muslim 

education field experienced some reforms, otherwise, the Russian 
Empire neglected Muslim education as a unique system at all.  

2. Exemplary graduates of Muslim schools and madrassas entered 
the higher institutions of Russia with the khans patronizing and 
recommendations. 

3. Mew type Muslim schools and madrassas were built and 
established in the Bokei Horde by Zhangir Khan‟s rule. 

4. New Muslim schools of Zhangir khan led to the development 
of Jadid reforms in Crimea in the Russian Empire. 

5. Under Zhangir Khan‟s authority religious Islamic education 
based on Islamic culture was studied in the schools affiliated to Mosques. 
According to Sh. Ualikhanov, Zhangir Khan totally stemmed Russian 
church policy in The Bokei Horde.  

6. Ill liberated mullahs and specialists passed professional 
examinations in special commity.  

7. Modern national education is focused on the development its 
system with the foundation of Zhangir‟s national education principles 
with reference to European-modeled academic reforms. 

The following facts have been identified during our investigation: 
1. Zhangir khan established new type Muslim schools, muslim 

education field experienced some reforms, otherwise, the Russian 
Empire neglected Muslim education as a unique system at all.  
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2. Exemplary graduates of Muslim schools and madrassas entered 
the higher institutions of Russia with the khans patronizing and 
recommendations. 

3. Mew type Muslim schools and madrassas were built and 
established in the Bokei Horde by Zhangir Khan‟s rule. 

4. New Muslim schools of Zhangir khan led to the development 
of jadid reforms in Crimea in the Russian Empire. 

5. Under Zhangir khan‟s authority religious Islamic education 
based on Islamic culture was studied in the schools affiliated to mosques. 
According to Sh. Ualikhanov, Zhangir khan totally stemmed Russian 
church policy in The Bokei Horde. 

6. Ill liberated mullahs and specialiosts passed professional 
examinations in special commity.  

7. Modern national education is focused on the development its 
system with the foundation of Zhangir‟s national education principles 
with reference to European-modeled academic reforms.  
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A HIERARCH AND HIS AGE. THE LIFE AND THE 
ACTIVITY OF BISHOP VASILE MOGA (1774-1845) AS 

REFLECTED IN THE ROMANIAN HISTORIOGRAPHY 
 

Mihai-Octavian Groza, Iuliu-Marius Morariu, Diana-Maria Dãian 
,,Babeş-Bolyai” University Cluj-Napoca, Romania 

 
Abstract: The life and the activity of bishop Vasile Moga (1774-1845) were 

briefly analysed in the Romanian historiography both because of the absence of some systematic 
researches on the archivist material existing in Romania and abroad and also due to the rich 
activity developed by his successor, the bishop and afterwards archbishop and metropolitan 
Andrei, baron of Şaguna. His figure was analysed after his contribution to the development of 
the Romanian education, to the improvement of the moral-religious life of the eparchy, to the 
national-political fight of the Transylvanian Romanians and less after his contributions to the 
institutional realities, the organization of the bishopric, the relation with the archpriestships 
and the eparchies, constituting a lack of the historiography that remains to be solved. We will 
aim through our study, based on the analysis of the Romanian writings dedicated to the life 
and the activity of bishop Vasile Moga, at capturing the main phases and research directions 
as well as its significations hoping that this modest study will focus the attention of the 
historians and theologians in order to make this honest hierarch, unduly marginalized come 
into prominence. The historiographical passages referring to bishop Vasile Moga‟s life and 
activity demonstrated the fact that over time he was an ,,aggrieved” of the historical writing 
compared to his successor, Andrei Şaguna. 

Keywords: Transylvania, Vasile Moga, bishop, historiography, analyzes. 

 
The life and the activity of bishop Vasile Moga (1774-1845), the 

first Transylvania‟s Romanian Orthodox hierarch after the passage of a 
part of the Church under the Roman obedience and the suppression of 
the Orthodox hierarchy were briefly analysed both because of the 
absence of some systematic researches on the archivist material existing 
in Romania and abroad and also due to the rich activity developed by his 
successor, the bishop and afterwards archbishop and metropolitan 
Andrei, baron of Şaguna, an exceptional personality that marked the 
Transylvanian ecclesiastical, cultural and political life during the 19th 
century. If until now there have been elaborated and published five 
monumental biographies, signed by Nicolae Popea,1 Ioan Lupaş,2 Keith 

                                                             
1 Nicolae Popea, Archiepiscopul şi metropolitul Andreiu Baron de Şaguna, Sibiu, Archdiocese 
Printing Press, 1879. 
2 Ioan Lupaş, Mitropolitul Andrei Şaguna: monografie istoricã, Sibiu, Archdiocese Printing 
Press, 1911. 
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Hitchins,3 Johann Schneider4 and Mircea Pãcurariu,5 as well as hundreds 
of studies, articles, collections of documents6 about the last one, the life 
and the activity of bishop Vasile Moga represented the topic of a 
doctoral thesis during the interwar period, signed by priest Sebastian 
Stanca7 and published in the year 1938.8 One is to notice the fact that 
compared to his successor, the bishop Vasile Moga has been ,,an 
aggrieved” of the historiography, few being the ones who have focused 
on outlining different aspects of his life and activity. Taking as a starting 
point this assertion, we will aim through the analysis of the Romanian 
writings dedicated to the life and the activity of bishop Vasile Moga at 
capturing the main phases and research directions as well as its 
significations hoping that this modest study will focus the attention of 
the historians and theologians in order to make this honest hierarch, 
unduly marginalized come into prominence. 

Bishop Vasile Moga (1774-1845), the first Romanian Orthodox 
hierarch after Transylvania‟s annexation by the Habsburg Empire and 
after the passage of a part of the Transylvanian Orthodox Church under 
the Roman obedience was born in the year 1774 in Sebeşul-Sãsesc, 
within Ioan Moga‟s priest family. He began his scholar instruction within 
the Romanian school that functioned by the town‟s Orthodox Church 
and from 1786 within the Evangelic Gymnasium from Sebeş. Beginning 
with 1789 he attended for four years the courses of the Roman-Catholic 
High School from Alba-Iulia, while from 1793 he moved to the Catholic 
Royal High School from Cluj. In the year 1798, after his father‟s death 

                                                             
3 Keith Hitchins, Ortodoxie şi naţionalitate: Andrei Şaguna şi românii din Transilvania: 1846-
1873, Bucharest, Univers Enciclopedic Printing Press, 1995. 
4 Johann Schneider, Die Hermannstädter Metropolit Andrei von Şaguna: Reform und Erneuerung 
der orthodoxen Kirche in Siebenbürgen und Ungarn nach 1848, Wien, Böhlau-Verlag Gmbh, 
2005. 
5  Mircea Pãcurariu, O viaţã dãruitã Bisericii şi Neamului. Sfântul Ierarh Andrei Şaguna, 
Mitropolitul Transilvaniei, Sibiu, Andreiana Printing Press, 2012. 
6  Voichiţa Biţu, Bogdan Andriescu, Andrei Şaguna (1808-1873). Biobibliografie, Sibiu, 
Andreiana Printing Press, 2012. 
7  Mihai-Octavian Groza, ,,Un cleric-cãrturar uitat. Protopop stavrofor Sebastian 
Stanca”, in Astra Salvensis, year II, no. 4, 2014, pp. 85-93; Mihai-Octavian Groza, ,,Un 
cleric cãrturar astrist uitat: protopop stavrofor doctor Sebastian Stanca (1878-1947). 
Viaţa, activitatea şi opera”, in Analele Aradului, year I, no. 1, 2015, pp. 614-630; Mihai-
Octavian Groza, Mircea-Gheorghe Abrudan, ,,Un colaborator destoinic şi ,,prim 
sfetnic” al episcopului Nicolae Ivan: protopopul cãrturar Sebastian Stanca (1878-
1947)”, in Tabor, year X, no. 2, 2016, pp. 86-106. 
8 Sebastian Stanca, Viaţa şi activitatea episcopului Vasile Moga (1774-1845), Cluj, Romanian 
Orthodox Diocese Printing Press, 1938. 
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and as a result of his uncle‟s insistences, protopope Avram Moga, Vasile 
Moga turned to Sebeş, where he was active as a protopope chaplain until 
his consecration as a bishop (he was consecrated as a celibate priest 
within the bishopric of Arad in the year 1798). On the 21st of December 
1810, fourteen years after the death of the last bishop of Serbian nation, 
through an imperial decree Vasile Moga was appointed as bishop of 
Transylvania, having to present himself in Karlowitz for his consecration 
(the 23rd of April, 1811). Through his assignation decree, the new bishop 
was imposed nineteen points, ,,restrictions” that circumscribed his 
activity. In spite of all these limits, to the hierarch there were owed the 
sedentariness of the bishopric within the town of Sibiu (due to the 
acquisition of a building where the Consistory, the seminary and the 
archive established their residence), a better organization of the 
archpriestships which at the moment much more numerous (in spite of 
the many passages to the Greek-Catholicism) became real administrative 
units, the improvement of the religious-moral life of the eparchy, the 
amelioration of the relation with the Greek-Catholic Church, the 
foundation of schools and the support for the Romanian education, the 
opening of the so-called ,,school of priests” (the basis of the future 
theological seminary) and of the courses for the preparation of the future 
teachers, the printing of the Romanian books, the maintenance of an 
active collaboration with the Transylvanian and Banathian scholars and, 
of course, their encouragement. In addition to this, bishop Vasile Moga 
was the one who, through a series of memories, addressed to the 
Imperial court or to the local authorities, fought for the Transylvanian 
Romanians‟ rights, the recognition of their equality with the other 
nations living in the province and their coming to the position of the 
fourth nation, according to the Orthodox priests canonical portions, 
their absolution from taxes and impositions, bestowing on them aids 
from the allodia houses and from other public institutions. At the 
moment of his death, Vasile Moga left as a heritage a residence house in 
Sibiu, a meadow, a special fund for study scholarships, a fund for the 
Church costs, a well-defined consistory, a number of organized 
archpriestships, preparing the path to the future Şaguna‟s bishopric.9 

From the very beginning it is to mention the fact that in the case 
of the writings dedicated to the life and activity of bishop Vasile Moga, 

                                                             
9 Mihai-Octavian Groza, ,,Un arhiereu uitat şi epoca sa. Bisericã, societate şi culturã în 
vremea episcopului Vasile Moga (1811-1845)”, in Nicolae Dumbrãvescu (coordinator), 
Tinerii istorici şi cercetãrile lor, volume II, Cluj-Napoca, Argonaut Printing Press, 2015, pp. 
37-51. 
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the classical framework of analysing the historiography dedicated to the 
history of the Transylvanian Orthodox Church in the modern epoch 
cannot be applied. 10  So, after an exhaustive reading of the special 
literature and in the absence of a historiographical program dedicated to 
the Moga‟s bishopric we propose the following phases of the historical 
writing dedicated to this topic: 1845-1938 (the first generation of 
historians was contemporary to the hierarch and presented the Moga‟s 
bishopric as a dark period compared to Şaguna‟s bishopric, being 
followed by a new generation, educated in the shadow of the former one, 
that continued this direction); 1938-2014 (a period marked by the 
emergence of the paper signed by Sebastian Stanca that came to 
rehabilitate the hierarch‟s figure, by the printing of studies dedicated to 
various aspects of Moga‟s bishopric as well as by the fragmentary 
mentioning of bishop Vasile Moga‟s figure in different papers and special 
studies); 2014-nowadays (period which in the context of bishop Vasile 
Moga‟s commemoration, after 240 years since his birth and 170 years 
from his death, brought a revival of the studies and of the scientific 
manifestations dedicated to this hierarch).  

The first who analysed Moga‟s bishopric, even if briefly, was no 
one else than George Bariţiu, a Greek-Catholic. In an article entitled 
,,Episcopatul românesc neunit în Ardeal” [“The Romanian United 
Bishopric in Transylvania”], published in the pages of the supplement 
,,Foaie pentru minte, inimã şi literaturã” [,,Page for Mind, Heart and 
Literature”] of ,,Gazeta de Transilvania” [,,The Transylvanian Gazette”], 
the first Romanian newspaper from Transylvania, founded by Bariţiu in 
the year 1838 at Braşov, he made in the introduction a brief historical 
presentation of the Transylvanian Orthodox Church, followed by the 
reconstitution of the context of Vasile Moga‟s consecration as a bishop, 
the imposed restrictions (emphasizing the nineteen restrictions), as well 
as illustrating his results, concluding as it follows: ,,[…] taking into account 
these aspects, one can see that the bishop function of former bishop Vasilie must be 
understood from the point of view offered above by the discussed instruction. The same 
bishop had the great merit for his clergy both for the journeys to Vienna and also for 
the demand formulated in the name of his clergy within the Assembly from 1837. The 
well-balanced analysis of this bishop supported by many of his protopopes and shared 
by such a vivid behaviour of the greatest part of the United protopopes added much to 
the dissolution of the inherited hatred that ruled within the Transylvanian Romanians 

                                                             
10 For more details see: Mircea-Gheorghe Abrudan, Ortodoxie şi Luteranism în Transilvania 
între Revoluţia Paşoptistã şi Marea Unire. Evoluţie istoricã şi relaţii confesionale, Cluj-
Napoca/Sibiu, Universitary Printing Press/Andreiana Printing Press, 2015, pp. 47-94. 
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and dishonoured him. The number of the simple analphabetic people reduced during 
the 34 years and due to this the non-United clergy began to gain much more 
importance compared to the previous period”.11 

Andrei, baron of Şaguna, bishop Vasile Moga‟s successor at the 
bishopric would dedicate to him in the second volume of the work Istoria 
Bisericii Ortodoxe Rãsãritene Universale [History of the Universal Eastern 
Orthodox Church], published in the year 1860, a portrait almost 
hagiographic, asserting that he was surrounded by a ,,sanctity” aureole, 
his legacy being presented in a positive light.12 A totally different image is 
presented by Andrei Şaguna in his correspondence with the Serbian 
metropolitan of Karlowitz, Iosif Rajacici, under whose dogmatic, 
spiritual and administrative obedience there was also the Transylvanian 
Orthodox Church. Having a secret, personal character, the letters sent to 
the Serbian metropolitan, dating from the period in which Şaguna served 
as a general vicar of Transylvanian bishopric (1846-1848) presented 
bishop Vasile Moga as a weak hierarch, who ,,[…] did not gain any personal 
or official popularity”, who ,,[…] knew so little about the Church”.13 In the letter 
dated on the 14th of February 1847, Andrei Şaguna criticised the bad 
administration of the bishopric finances, both inherited by his own 
nephews, both lost through the loans accorded to various local 
notabilities. ,,[…] The former bishop worked well and through his testament one 
can see that he had good intentions, but it hardly could be understood which this 
fortune consisted of and we do not know if our Church could benefit from it because it 
had lent it to some Hungarian magnates from whom the former bishop, not managing 
to take the Church money back, preserved his right to ask the emperor for help so as 
to sum those innumerable obligations that at the moment are in the hands of the great 
creditors together with the excessive cash sums […] constative that were left to his 
relatives”.14 Then, in the letter dated on the 3rd of June 1847, there was 
presented the hostile attitude related to the new hierarch manifested by 
certain ,,elements” close to the former bishop and also the situation of 
the confessional schools ,,[…] lacking of any order and discipline” in which 
hold the lessons ,,[…] simple, uneducated people, who read and wrote in a 
scandalous way and were totally incapable”. 15  At the same time, the letter 

                                                             
11 Foaie pentru minte, inimã şi literaturã, year VIII, no. 46, 1845, pp. 366-369. 
12 Andrei Şaguna, Istoria Bisericii Ortodoxe Rãsãritene Universale: de la întemeierea ei pânã în 
zilele noastre, volume II, Sibiu, Archdiocese Printing Press, 1860, p. 196. 
13  Idem, Corespondenţã, volum I/2, edition, introductory study and notes by Nicolae 
Bocşan, Ioan-Vasile Leb, Gabriel-Viorel Gârdan, Bogdan Ivanov, Vasa Lupulovici, 
Ioan Herbil, Cluj-Napoca, Universitary Printing Press, 2007, pp. 72-73. 
14 Ibidem, p. 71. 
15 Ibidem, p. 76. 
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dating from the 5th of October 1847 focused the attention of the 
ecclesiastical authorities of Karlowitz on the machinations developed by 
Moga‟s faction that ,,[…] irritated the protopopes and the clergy against me in the 
sense that if I were to be elected, the priestship would be in the future lacked of the 
right of choosing a bishop since I am a foreigner and not a Transylvanian” and that 
,,[…] agreed with the United bishop and with the Roman-Catholic one”. The same 
letter was reproaching the former bishop the nepotism, mentioning that 
,,[…] Moga‟s partisans strongly believe in these mean combinations because as it is 
well-known, the biggest part of the protopopes are their relatives and those who are not 
their relatives are their instruments and creatures”. Outlining the fact that on the 
episcopal see ,,a sort of Moga” could be elected, the vicar bishop Andrei 
Şaguna mentioned that: ,,[…] our Church from here is completely disorganised 
and there is no human being that could save it from its destruction since the priestship 
and in particularly the protopopes are people totally blinded by their personal interests 
and that are by the side of the Unites”.16 

Archimandrite Nicolae Popea, a closer collaborator of bishop and 
then of metropolitan Andrei Şaguna, bishop secretary, teacher, 
consistory assessor, vicar of the Archbishopric of Sibiu and bishop of 
Caransebeş, published in the year 1870 the paper Vechi‟a metropolia 
ortodosa romana a Transilvaniei, suprimarea şi restaurarea ei [The old Romanian 
Orthodox Metropolitan of Transylvania, its suppression and restoration], in which 
even though he recognised the merits of bishop Vasile Moga regarding 
the establishment of the episcopal see within the walls of the town of 
Sibiu, the material support ensured to the young students, the foundation 
of the clerical course, the fight for the political-national emancipation of 
the Transylvanian Romanians, condemned the lack of energy of the 
bishop who allowed ,,[…] to a very numerous part of our faithful to pass to the 
United Church”.17 In the biography dedicated to Andrei Şaguna, published 
in the year 1879, Nicolae Popea restated the assertions previously 
formulated to which he added the lack of authority of bishop Vasile 
Moga (,,[…] he was totally limited in his activity and in his episcopal vocation 
without any authority”), the bad administration of the bishop funds, the 
precarious instruction of the priests and teachers of the confessional 
schools, appreciating that ,,[…] if we had had at the head of the ecclesiastical 

                                                             
16 Ibidem, pp. 77-79; for more details see: Idem, Memoriile Arhiepiscopului şi Mitropolitului 
Andrei Şaguna din anii 1846-1871: publicate de consistoriul Arhidiecezei Ortodoxe Române de 
Alba-Iulia şi Sibiu, la aniversarea a 50-a de la adormirea în Domnul a Marelui Arhiereu, Sibiu, 
Archdiocese Printing Press, 1923. 
17 Nicolae Popea, Vechi‟a metropolia ortodosa romana a Transilvaniei, suprimarea şi restaurarea 
ei, Sibiu, S. Filtsch Printing Press, 1870, p. 148. 
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affairs more appropriate men for their high vocation, more interested people in the 
common welfare of our Church, we would have not got lost in so many ways, we would 
have been better under many aspects”.18 

The accusations formulated by Andrei Şaguna, by the Serbian 
hierarchy, by Nicolae Popea were adopted by historians, such as Ilarion 
Puşcariu, 19  Ioan Lupaş, 20  Gheorghe Bogdan-Duicã, 21  Nicolae Iorga, 22 
who even if they based their researches on a series of archivist sources 
(to the extent to which they were preserved and could be consulted, 
knowing the fact that in the year 1848 a part of the episcopal archive was 
destructed by the Hungarian troops which conquered the town of Sibiu), 
perpetuated this negative image of Moga‟s bishopric, presented in direct 
relation with Şaguna‟s one. 

Archimandrite Ilarion Puşcariu, secretary, consistory assessor and 
archbishopric vicar, initiated in the year 1889 a monumental collection, 
in two volumes, entitled Documente pentru limbã şi istorie [Documents for 
language and history], a consistent part of the first volume being reserved to 
the dates and documents ,,from the period of Vasiliu Moga”: the first letter 
emitted by bishop Vasile Moga (dated on the 10th of August 1811), 
pastorals, documents regarding the bishop‟s initiative with the purpose 
of gaining a new see, different indications concerning the moral-religious 
life of the faithful, the fast periods, the normative documents related to 
the clergy instruction and documents related to the devolvement of the 

                                                             
18 Idem, Arhiepiscopul şi mitropolitul Andrei baron de Şaguna, Bucharest, Profile Publishing 
Printing Press, 2002, pp. 15-27. 
19  Ilarion Puşcariu, Metropolia românilor ortodocşi din Ungaria şi Transilvania. Studiu istoric 
despre reînfiinţarea metropoliei. Dimpreunã cu o colecţiune de acte, Sibiu, Archdiocese Printing 
Press, 1900, p. 21. 
20 Ioan Lupaş, Mitropolitul Andrei Şaguna. Monografie istoricã, Sibiu, Archdiocese Printing 
Press, 1909, pp. 45-46, 382; Idem, Viaţa şi faptele lui Andrei Şaguna mitropolitul Ardealului, 
Bucharest, C. Sfetea Printing Press, 1913, pp. 10-15; Idem, ,,Episcopul Vasile Moga şi 
profesorul Gheorghe Lazãr”, in Idem (editor), Studii, conferinţe şi comunicãri istorice, 
volume III, Sibiu, Cartea Româneascã din Cluj Printing Press, 1941, pp. 103-110; Idem, 
Istoria bisericeascã a românilor ardeleni, 2nd edition, introduction, edition, notes and 
comments by Doru Radosav, Cluj-Napoca, Dacia Printing Press, 1995, pp. 139-141, 
179-183; Idem, ,,Doisprezece peţitori ai episcopiei transilvane vacante de la 1796-1810”, 
in Nicolae Edroiu (editor), Ioan Lupaş (1880-1967). Scrieri alese, I, Studii asupra istoriei 
Evului Mediu şi istoriei bisericeşti, Bucharest, Romanian Academy Printing Press, 2006, pp. 
587-605. 
21  Gheorghe Bogdan-Duicã, Gheorghe Lazãr, Bucharest, Cultura Naţionalã Printing 
Press, 1924, pp. 46-50. 
22 Nicolae Iorga, Istoria românilor din Ardeal şi Ungaria, volume II, De la mişcarea lui Horea 
pânã astãzi (1915), Bucharest, Saeculum I. O. Printing Press, 2009, pp. 94-111. 
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exams.23 In his manual of ecclesiastical history dedicated to the middle 
and commercial schools, published in the year 1901, the same Ilarion 
Puşcariu reminded the humiliating conditions in which bishop Vasile 
Moga was constrained to develop his activity.24 

In addition to this, the historian Sterie Stinghe initiated the 
voluminous collection Documente privitoare la trecutul românilor din Şchei 
[Documents related to the past of the Romanians from Şchei], in five volumes, 
published in the years 1901-1906, within the third volume publishing a 
series of documents regarding the figure of bishop Vasile Moga: the 
hierarch‟s correspondence with the protopopes, the documents referring 
to the donations initiated by the bishop, the documents related to the 
consecration of the priests and protopopes, the faithful from Şchei 
demands for the priests‟ election, various reclamations addressed to the 
bishop, demands concerning the situation of the teachers and the activity 
developed by them.25 

The documents reproduced in the two collections did not do 
anything else than bringing into spotlight the life and the activity of 
bishop Vasile Moga, demonstrating that contrary to the assertions of the 
historians mentioned in the lines above, he was a capable hierarch, 
preoccupied by the situation of his faithful, by the moral-religious 
situation of the believers, by the instruction of the future teachers and 
priests, by the situation of the teachers, priests and protopopes, who 
moved in the limits imposed by the imperial decree of nomination from 
the 21st of December, 1810.  

The theologian, historian and teacher Ioan Lupaş was the one who 
opened the path to a re-evaluation of bishop Vasile Moga‟s life and 
activity, in the year 1911 publishing within the pages of the magazine 
,,Biserica Ortodoxã Românã” [,,The Romanian Orthodox Church”], a 
study meant to realize an incursion into the context of the epoch during 
which the hierarch devolved his activity, in the annex of the study 
presenting in an original version, not translated, the documents regarding 
the bishop‟s consecration. 26  This was followed by a series of articles 
through which Ioan Lupaş managed to capture aspects related to bishop 

                                                             
23 Ilarion Puşcariu, Documente pentru limbã şi istorie, volume I, Sibiu, Archdiocese Printing 
Press, 1889, pp. 177-198. 
24 Idem, Manual de Istoria Bisericeascã pentru tinerimea de confesiunea greco-orientalã din şcolele 
medii şi comerciale, 2nd edition, Sibiu, Archdiocese Printing Press, 1901, p. 134. 
25 Stere Stinghe, Documente privitoare la trecutul românilor din Şchei, volume III (1812-1845), 
Braşov, Ciurcu&Comp. Printing Press, 1903. 
26 Ioan Lupaş, ,,Acte privitoare la alegerea şi instalarea episcopului ardelean Vasile Moga 
(1810-1811)”, in Biserica Ortodoxã Românã, year XXXV, no. 7, 1911, pp. 781-790. 
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Vasile Moga‟s intellectual formation (publishing his registry book from 
the Royal Catholic High School from Cluj),27 to his contribution in the 
establishment of the episcopal see at Sibiu, 28  as well as to his 
contribution at the development of the formative courses for the future 
clerics.29 Furthermore, in the year 1930, within the pages of the journal 
,,Anuarul Institutului de Istorie Naţionalã din Cluj” [,,Annuary of the 
National History Institute of Cluj”], he published in German an obituary 
of bishop Vasile Moga, together with  two illustrations that presented the 
hierarch and his funeral procession, taken from ,,Illustrierte Zeitung” 
[,,The Illustrated Newspaper”] from Leipzig, number 140 (the 7th of 
March 1846).30 

In the same period, following the example offered by the historian 
Ioan Lupaş, Ioan Mateiu, teacher within the Andreiana Academy, 
published in the pages of the magazine ,,Biserica Ortodoxã Românã” 
[,,Romanian Orthodox Church”], a study entitled ,,Cultura episcopului 
Vasile Moga” [,,The culture of bishop Vasile Moga”] through which he 
presented the hierarch‟s personality according to his intellectual 
formation and to his culture. Like Lupaş, he would publish the registry 
book which contained the results obtained by Vasile Moga during the 
studies attended in Cluj, combatting different authors who argued that 
he was a man with a precarious, rudimentary theological and cultural 
instruction.31 

The year 1938 represented however a turning point in the 
Romanian historiography dedicated to the life and activity of bishop 
Vasile Moga through the publishing of the first monography dedicated 
to him, entitled Viaţa şi activitatea episcopului Vasile Moga (1774-1845) [The 
Life and Activity of Bishop Vasile Moga (1774-1845)], signed by priest 
Sebastian Stanca, consistory assessor of the Bishopric of Vad, Feleac and 
Cluj. On its basis, his doctoral thesis, coordinated by the historian Ioan 

                                                             
27 Idem, ,,Câteva informaţii privitoare la Vasile Moga şi Gheorghe Lazãr ca student în 
Cluj”, in Anuarul Institutului de Istorie Naţionalã din Cluj, year II, no. 2, 1923, pp. 377-381. 
28 Idem, ,,Sibiul ca centru al vieţii româneşti din Ardeal”, in Anuarul Institutului de Istorie 
Naţionalã din Cluj, year V, no. 5, 1928-1930, pp. 52-55. 
29 Idem, ,,Cum erau învãţãturile în seminarul din Sibiu pe vremea episcopului Vasile 
Moga?”, in Tribuna, no. 218-219, 1911, pp. 218-219. 
30  Idem, ,,Un necrolog al episcopului Vasile Moga”, in Anuarul Institutului de Istorie 
Naţionalã din Cluj, year V, no. 5, 1928-1930, pp. 491-495; translated by: Mircea-
Gheorghe Abrudan, ,,Un necrolog nemţesc al episcopului Vasile Moga (+17 octombrie 
1845)”, in Telegraful Român, no. 37-40, 2015, p. 9. 
31 Ioan Mateiu, ,,Cultura episcopului Vasile Moga”, in Biserica Ortodoxã Românã, year 
XLI, no. 12 (510), 1923, pp. 922-926. 
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Lupaş, took as a starting point the hypothesis that a series of famous 
historians who were interested in the period of the pastorate of bishop 
and metropolitan Andrei, baron of Şaguna, blamed the personality and 
the activity developed by his predecessor, Vasile Moga managing to a 
closer extent, focusing on the archivist material and on the researches 
made formerly,32 to rehabilitate the figure of the worth hierarch. Within 
the paper, the bishop‟s biography, the campaign and the insides related 
to the bishop‟s election were presented; together with this, there were 
also included the list with the nineteen restrictions imposed through the 
investing diploma, analysed gradually, the establishment of the see and 
the acquisition of the building that became the episcopal centre, the 
organization of courses for priests and teachers, the pastoral, scholar and 
political-national activity developed by the bishop, the relation with the 
Transylvanian Greek-Catholic Church, the conflicts with Gheorghe 
Lazãr (obliged after these dissensions to search for a refuge in the 
Romanian land), as well as the relation with the Saxons (being surprised 
his involvement in the conflict between the Saxons and the Romanian 
community of Sebeş, a conflict that would be called in the epoch 
documents ,,the process of the mills”). 33  The controversies regarding the 
bishop Vasile Moga‟s personality coming to an end, Nicolae Iorga 34  
would display the efforts made by Sebastian Stanca, asserting the 
following: ,,Good for you, father Stanca! Finally the story of Vasile Moga has come 
to an end”.35 Unfortunately, the paper had a biographical character, the 
author insisting on bishop Vasile Moga‟s life and activity and to a lesser 
extent on the institutional realities, on the organization of the bishopric, 
on the relation with the other archpriestships and eparchies, episodes 
that remained unknown up to our times.  

The paper signed by Sebastian Stanca has represented up to now 
the first, single and the most complex paper dedicated to the bishop 
Vasile Moga‟s life and activity, based on a rich archivist material which 

                                                             
32 ***, ,,Un circular al episcopului Vasile Moga”, in Renaşterea. Organul Oficial al Eparhiei 
Ortodoxe Române a Vadului, Feleacului, Geoagiului şi Clujului, year I, no. 1, 1923, pp. 3-4; 
Sebastian Stanca, Gheorghe Lazãr la Sibiu, Cluj, Archdiocese Printing Press, 1934, pp. 1-
16. 
33 Idem, Viaţa şi activitatea episcopului Vasile Moga, pp. 7-113. 
34 Nicolae Iorga, ,,Sebastian Stanca, Viaţa şi activitatea episcopului Vasile Moga (1774-1845), 
Cluj, Tipografia Eparhiei Ortodoxe Române, 1938, 125 p.”, in Revista Istoricã, no. XXV, 
1939, pp. 279-280. 
35 Ioan Bãndean, ,,Protopop stavrofor doctor Sebastian Stanca (1878-1947). Contribuţia 
sa la cunoaşterea istoriei bisericii transilvane şi la reînfiinţarea Episcopiei Vadului, 
Feleacului şi Clujului”, in Mitropolia Ardealului, year XXXI, no. 5, 1986, pp. 62-63. 
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unfortunately nowadays we cannot access anymore, excepting the 
documents conserved in the archive of the Transylvanian Orthodox 
Metropolitan of Sibiu. In spite of these, in the period of the years 1938-
2014 the period of Moga‟s bishopric has been analysed on different 
segments or briefly mentioned within some general papers by a series of 
historians such as Mircea Pãcurariu, David Prodan, Gheorghe Em. 
Marica, Nicolae Bocşan, Ladislau Gyémant, Pavel Cherescu, Ciprian 
Ghişa, Daniel Dumitran, Paul Brusanowski or Ovidiu Boc. 

The academician Mircea Pãcurariu, in his monography dedicated 
to the two hundred years of theological education at Sibiu, published in 
the year 1987, mentioned the so-called ,,school of priests” and the 
,,school of norm” that functioned in the period of the years 1811-1846, 
as well as the intention of bishop Vasile Moga to create a theological 
seminary (the court decree 1300 from the 25th of May, 1809 stated the 
fulfilment of the bishop see and the foundation of a seminary), the 
problems encountered and the failure of this action, the problem of 
elaborating the school manuals. Moreover, it was presented the conflict 
between the bishop and Gheorghe Lazãr, ended with the departure of 
the last one from the Romanian land where he had dedicated his entire 
life and activity to the development of the Romanian national 
educational system.36 

Within the third volume of Istoria Bisericii Ortodoxe Române [History of 
the Romanian Orthodox Church], dedicated to the evolution of the 
Romanian Church during the 19th and 20th centuries, father Mircea 
Pãcurariu realised a radiography of Moga‟s bishopric, starting from the 
presentation of the Transylvanian Orthodox Church before the election 
of bishop Vasile Moga and continuing with the presentation of the 
hierarch‟s biography, ,,his household achievements” (the acquisition of 
the building that became the bishop centre, centre of the consistory and 
of the formative course for the future clerics), the cultural activity 
(reflected in the organization of the formative courses for the future 
clerics and teachers, in the support of the young students attending the 
universities from the Empire, in the attention paid to the organization of 
the Romanian elementary schools, in the support for the various editorial 
apparitions), the pastoral and social activity (reflected in the pastorals 
released by the bishop) and the national-political activity (reflected in the 
petitions addressed by the bishop whether by his own, whether 
accompanied by the Greek-Catholic bishop to the Imperial court and to 

                                                             
36  Mircea Pãcurariu, Douã sute de ani de învãţãmânt teologic la Sibiu, 1786-1986, Sibiu, 
Archdiocese Printing Press, 1987, pp. 35-55. 
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the Assembly).37 Under the title ,,Primul episcop de neam român la Sibiu: 
Vasile Moga” [,,The First Bishop of Romanian Nation at Sibiu: Vasile 
Moga”], the presentation of hierarch‟s life and activity was restated and 
within the volume Cãrturari sibieni de altãdatã [Scholars of Sibiu from the Past], 
published in the year 2002.38 

Brief biographical medallions were published by father Mircea 
Pãcurariu both in the volume Scurtã istorie a Bisericii Ortodoxe Române [A 
Short History of the Romanian Orthodox Church]39 as well as in the Enciclopedia 
ortodoxiei româneşti [The Encyclopaedia of the Romanian Orthodoxies]40 and in 
the Dicţionarul teologilor români [The Dictionary of the Romanian Theologians].41 

The historian David Prodan, in the pages of his monumental work 
Supplex Libellus Valachorum. Din istoria formãrii naţiunii române [Supplex 
Libellus Valachorum. From the History of the Romanian nation‟s foundation] 
illustrated the national-political activity of bishop Vasile Moga reporting 
it to the context of the fight for national emancipation of the 
Transylvanian Romanians, presenting and analysing also the text of the 
memoirs dating from the years 1834, 1837 and 1842.42 Ladislau Gyémant 
would be the one who would continue the direction inaugurated by 
Prodan through the analysis of the three memoirs launched by the 
bishop by himself or in collaboration with the Greek-Catholic bishop, 
demonstrating that in spite of the absence of concrete results, these 
documents put the national-political movement of the Transylvanian 
Romanians in a new light, that of overcoming the confessional splits and 
of cooperating with the purpose of achieving the Romanian national 
program.43 

                                                             
37 Idem, Istoria Bisericii Ortodoxe Române, volume III, Secolele XIX şi XX, Bucharest, The 
Biblical Institute and Mission of the Romanian Orthodox Church Printing Press, 1994, 
pp. 64-73. 
38 Idem, Cãrturari sibieni de altãdatã, Cluj-Napoca, Dacia Printing Press, 2002, pp. 47-55. 
39 Idem, Scurtã istorie a Bisericii Ortodoxe Române, Cluj-Napoca, Dacia Printing Press, 2002, 
pp. 195-196. 
40 Idem, Enciclopedia ortodoxiei româneşti, Bucharest, The Biblical Institute and Mission of 
the Romanian Orthodox Church Printing Press, 2010, p. 404. 
41 Idem, Dicţionarul teologilor români, 3rd edition, Sibiu, Andreiana Printing Press, 2014, 
voice ,,Vasile Moga”. 
42  David Prodan, Supplex Libellus Valachorum. Din istoria formãrii naţiunii române, 
Bucharest, Scientific and Encyclopedic Printing Press, 1984, pp. 382-395. 
43 Ladislau Gyémant, Mişcarea naţionalã a românilor din Transilvania între anii 1790 şi 1848, 
Bucharest, Scientific and Encyclopedic Printing Press, 1986, pp. 131-158; Idem, 
,,Memoriul românilor ardeleni din anul 1834”, in Anuarul Institutului de Istorie şi Arheologie 
din Cluj, no. XVII, 1974, pp. 98-117; Idem, ,,O încercare de reluare a Supplexului în 
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The historian Keith Hitchins, professor of the University of 
Illinois, interested in the Romanian modern history, taking a series of 
information from the papers and the documents published at the end of 
the 19th century, built a negative image of Moga‟s bishopric,44 attributing 
to the bishop ,,the disorder, the simony and the ignorance”, the confusing 
situation of the bishopric finances, the languishing instruction of the 
clergy and also the situation of the confessional schools, ,,their badness”.45 

To the father professor Pavel Cherescu we owed a study dedicated 
to ,,Contribuţia episcopului Vasile Moga la dezvoltarea învãţãmântului 
românesc din Transilvania” [,,Bishop Vasile Moga‟s contribution to the 
development of the Romanian education from Transylvania”] published 
in the pages of the journal ,,Mitropolia Ardealului” [,,Transylvanian 
Metropolitan”] which had the great merit of presenting, except from the 
contribution brought to the development of the confessional education, 
based on the information extracted from the metropolitan archives of 
Sibiu, a complete list of the students who benefitted from subventions 
from bishop Vasile Moga (within these, we can find Ioan Moga, Ioan 
Tipeiu, Nicolae Popea, Nifon Bãlãşescu, Ilie Mãcelariu, Sava Popovici-
Barcianu, Petru Dobra etc.).46 Gheorghe Em. Marica, in his turn, would 
mention George Bariţiu as a beneficiary for two times of the stipends 
provided by Vasile Moga.47 At the same time, in the first volume of the 
work Învãţãmântul confesional ortodox român din Transilvania între anii 1848-
1918 [The Romanian Orthodox Confessional Education from Transylvania in the 
years 1848-1918] Paul Brusanovski presented in a positive way the 
contribution of bishop Vasile Moga as supreme inspector of the 
Orthodox schools to the development of the Romanian confessional 

                                                                                                                                               
anul 1837”, in Anuarul Institutului de Istorie şi Arheologie din Cluj, no. XXII, 1979, pp. 389-
406. 
44  Keith Hitchins, Conştiinţã naţionalã şi acţiune politicã la românii din Transilvania (1700-
1868), volume I, Cluj-Napoca, Dacia Printing Press, 1987, pp. 116-117. 
45  Idem, Ortodoxie şi naţionalitate. Andrei Şaguna şi românii din Transilvania: 1864-1873, 
Bucharest, Encyclopedic Univers Printing Press, 1995, pp. 39-48. 
46 Pavel Cherescu, ,,Contribuţia episcopului Vasile Moga la dezvoltarea învãţãmântului 
confesional românesc din Transilvania”, in Mitropolia Ardealului, year XXXV, no. 5, 
1990, pp. 10-27 (republished in: Pavel Cherescu (editor), Contribuţii la studiul istoriei 
Bisericii Ortodoxe Române (secolele XVIII-XIX), Oradea, Adsumus Printing Press, 2001, pp. 
157-185). 
47 George Em. Marica, ,,Foaie pentru minte, inimã şi literaturã”. Biobibliografie analiticã cu un 
studiu monografic, Bucharest, For Literature Printing Press, 1969, p. 135, note 2. 
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education, stating the fact that in the period of the years 1815-1843 the 
number of the Romanian schools raised from 41 to 282.48 

It is the same father Pavel Cherescu to whom we owed a 
historical-liturgical study dedicated to the corporals from the collection 
of the archbishopric museum from Sibiu in whose pages there were also 
mentioned the palls printed by bishop Vasile Moga in the years 1815, 
1829 and 1837.49 

A series of volumes and studies presented information referring to 
the intellectual formation of the bishop, 50  to his election for the 
episcopal see (mentioned in the correspondence),51 to the presence of his 
name on the list of members of different journals of the epoch,52 to the 
volumes, manuals and liturgical books printed from the bishop‟s 
initiative or supported by him, 53  to the bishop‟s support and active 
collaboration with the scholars from Banat,54 to his contribution at the 
edification of the new Orthodox Church from Sebeş (the bishop‟s native 
place)55 and of the stone churches from the Sebeş Valley.56 Furthermore, 

                                                             
48 Paul Brusanowski, Învãţãmântul confesional ortodox român din Transilvania între anii 1848-
1918. Între exigenţele statului centralist şi principiile autonomiei bisericeşti, volume I, Cluj-
Napoca, Universitary Printing Press, 2010, pp. 78-81. 
49  Pavel Cherescu, ,,Antimisele din colecţia muzeului Arhiepiscopiei Sibiului. Studiu 
istorico-liturgic”, in Revista Teologicã, year IV, no. 4, 1994, pp. 49-72 (republished in: 
Pavel Cherescu (editor), Contribuţii la studiul Bisericii Ortodoxe Române, p. 94). 
50 Remus Câmpeanu, Intelectualitatea româneascã din Transilvania în secolul al XVIII-lea, Cluj-
Napoca, Universitary Printing Press, 1999, p. 150; Nicolae Afrapt, Un liceu în calea 
vremurilor. Colegiul Naţional ,,Lucian Blaga” Sebeş, Alba-Iulia, Altip Printing Press, 2003, p. 
16. 
51 Nicolae Bocşan, ,,Petru Maior şi Moise Nicorã”, in Calinic, Archbishop of Argeş and 
Muscel, Alexandru Moraru, Vasile Raus, Vasile Coţia (coordinators), Slujitor al bisericii şi 
al neamului. Pãrintelui profesor universitar doctor Mircea Pãcurariu, membru corespondent al 
Academiei Române, la împlinirea vârstei de 70 de ani, Cluj-Napoca, Renaşterea Printing Press, 
2002, pp. 455-465. 
52 George Em. Marica, Studii de istoria şi sociologia culturii române ardelene din secolul al XIX-
lea, volume I, Cluj-Napoca, Dacia Printing Press, 1977, pp. 20-21. 
53 Elena Dunãreanu, Aurelia Popa, Cartea româneascã sibianã (1544-1918), Sibiu, 1979, pp. 
26-29; Ciprian Ghişa, ,,Denominarea Bisericii Romano-Catolice şi a suveranului pontif 
în cultura religioasã a românilor uniţi din Transilvania”, in Arhiva Someşanã, 3rd series, 
2004, p. 175. 
54 Partenie Pop, ,,Episcopul Vasile Moga colaborator al oamenilor de culturã bãnãţeni”, 
in Mitropolia Banatului. Revista Oficialã a Arhiepiscopiei Timişoarei şi Caransebeşului şi a 
Episcopiei Aradului, year XXIII, no. 1-3, 1973, pp. 116-119. 
55 Gheorghe Fleşer, Ioana Rustoiu, Biserica ortodoxã ,,Învierea Domnului” din Sebeş, Alba-
Iulia, Altip Printing Press, 2005, pp. 6-10. 
56  Nicolae Afrapt, Sebeşel-satul de pe Valea Sebeşului. Monografie istoricã, Alba-Iulia, Altip 
Printing Press, 2009, pp. 115-116. 
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in the volume Românii sud-transilvani în secolul al XIX-lea: judeţul Covasna 
[The Romanians of Southern-Eastern Transylvania in the 19th century] signed by 
Ana Grama Brescan, there were various references to Vasile Moga Fond 
identified in the archive of the Transylvanian Orthodox Metropolitan 
from Sibiu.57 

The historians Ciprian Ghişa and Daniel Dumitran provided us 
with valuable information related to the relation built by bishop Vasile 
Moga with the hierarchy of the Greek-Catholic Church from 
Transylvania,58 as well as the secret negotiations initiated by the bishop 
with the Roman representatives and with those of the central authorities 
with the purpose of facilitating the union or the adopting the religious 
union (as a matter of fact, one of the nineteen restrictions constrained 
the bishop to prove no hatred opposition to the ,,spread” of the union).59 

A re-evaluation of the historical sources regarding the life and the 
activity of bishop Vasile Moga was presented by Ovidiu Boc, 
demonstrating that the idea of the total destruction of the eparchial 
archive during the 1848 revolution is a false one, the metropolitan 
archives preserving a series of inedited sources (documents in Romanian, 
Latin, German and Hungarian referring to the bishop, to the consistory, 
to the priests and protopopes, to the parochialism, to the faithful and 
their issues, dispositions, decrees and documents emitted by the epoch 
authorities, the bishop‟s correspondence with the protopopes, priests 
and the faithful of the eparchies as well as statistics) that would allow the 
hierarch‟s complete rehabilitation.60 

A revival of the studies dedicated to the life and activity of bishop 
Vasile Moga took place beginning with the year 2014 in the context of 
the reactivation of the Astra Association, Sebeş section, that chose the 
hierarch as spiritual patron. The series of the cultural manifestations 
developed by this cultural association was opened by a commemorative 
conference at 240 years from the bishop‟s birth (on the 5th of December 
2015), an event that was organized in partnership with the Institute of 

                                                             
57  Ana Grama Brescan, Românii sud-transilvani în secolul al XIX-lea: judeţul Covasna. 
Contribuţii documentare, Sfântu Gheorghe, Arcuş Printing Press, 2007, p. 18, 27, 29. 
58 Ciprian Ghişa, Episcopia Greco-Catolicã de Fãgãraş în timpul pãstoririi lui Ioan Lemeni: 1832-
1850, volume I, Biserica Greco-Catolicã din Transilvania dupã 150 de ani de la unirea cu Roma, 
Cluj-Napoca, Argonaut Printing Press, 2008, pp. 343-345. 
59  Daniel Dumitran, Un timp al reformelor. Biserica Greco-Catolicã din Transilvania sub 
conducerea episcopului Ioan Bob (1782-1830), 2nd edition, Cluj-Napoca, Argonaut Printing 
Press, 2007, pp. 196-217. 
60 Ovidiu Boc, ,,Bisericã şi societate în timpul episcopului Vasile Moga (1810-1845). 
Evaluarea surselor”, in Buletinul Cercurilor Ştiinţifice Studenţeşti, no. 15, 2009, pp. 97-106. 
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Ecclesiastical History of the Babeş-Bolyai University from Cluj-Napoca 
and coordinated by the late historian Nicolae Bocşan.61 

As a continuation of this event there was published a series of 
studies dedicated to the life and activity of bishop Vasile Moga (meant to 
rehabilitate his figure),62 as well as to clarify certain episodes of Moga‟s 
bishopric.63 

A re-evaluation of Moga‟s bishopric through the documents found 
in the archives from our country and abroad was provided by the 
historian Mircea-Gheorghe Abrudan in his excellent thesis Ortodoxie şi 
Luteranism în Transilvania [Orthodoxy and Lutheranism in Transylvania], 
dedicated to the relations between the two confessions in the period of 
the years 1848-1918,64 paragraphs also restated in a distinct study.65 The 
same author offers us a series of information regarding the 
administrative organization of the bishopric during the bishop Vasile 
Moga, 66  the title, the jurisdiction and the order in diptychs of the 
hierarch,67 the problem of succession at his death,68 the bishop‟s portrait 

                                                             
61  The works of this conference were published in the first supplement of ,,Astra 
Sabesiensis” journal/2017. 
62 Mihai-Octavian Groza, ,,Un arhiereu uitat şi epoca sa”, pp. 37-51; Idem, ,,Episcopul 
Vasile Moga (1774-1845). Scurtã schiţã biograficã”, in ,,Der Unterwald”. Zweisprachige 
Kultur-und Informationszeitschrift, no. 24, 2015, pp. 26-27. 
63 Idem, ,,Un document inedit despre implicarea episcopului Vasile Moga în ,,procesul 
morilor” din Sebeş”, in Doru Sinaci, Emil Arbonie (coordinators), Administraţie 
româneascã arãdeanã. Studii şi comunicãri din Banat-Crişana, volume XII, Arad, ,,Vasile 
Goldiş” University Press, 2017, pp. 263-277. 
64 Mircea-Gheorghe Abrudan, Ortodoxie şi Luteranism în Transilvania, pp. 131-144. 
65  Idem, ,,O serie de consideraţii referitoare la pãstorirea episcopului Vasile Moga 
(1810-1845)”, in Varga Attila, Iosif Marin Balog (coordinators), Diversitate culturalã, 
realitãţi politice şi multiconfesionalism în Transilvania şi Banat (secolele XVIII-XX). Cercetãtorului 
ştiinţific grad I doctor Dumitru Suciu la împlinirea vârstei de 70 de ani, Cluj-Napoca, Argonaut 
Printing Press, 2014, pp. 49-61. 
66 Idem, ,,Organizarea administrativã a Eparhiei Ardealului între anii 1766-1920”, in 
Îndrumãtor Bisericesc pe anul de la Hristos, 2016, year 164, Sibiu, Andreiana Printing Press, 
2016, pp. 394-403. 
67 Idem, ,,Titulatura, jurisdicţia şi ordinea în diptice a Eparhiei Ortodoxe a Transilvaniei 
şi a ierarhilor ei între pãstorirea lui Dionisie Novacovici şi vicariatul lui Andrei Şaguna 
(1761-1848)”, in Tabor, year IX, no. 12, 2015, pp. 24-25. 
68  Idem, ,,Ioan Popasu şi Andrei Şaguna, contracandidaţi în cursa pentru scaunul 
episcopal al Ardealului, aspecte inedite din anii 1845-1848”, in Daniel Alic, Lucian 
Zenoviu Bot (coordinators), Misiune şi propovãduire. Anul omagial al misiunii parohiei şi 
mãnãstirii azi. Anul comemorativ al Sfântului Ioan Gurã de Aur şi al marilor pãstori de suflete din 
eparhii. 150 de ani de la întemeierea episcopiei ortodoxe române a Caransebeşului, Cluj-
Napoca/Caransebeş, Universitary Printing Press/The Bishopric of Caransebeş Printing 
Press, 2015, pp. 491-499. 
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in the German press from Leipzig,69 together with the recuperation of 
documentary fragments related to the life and activity of the bishop 
(biography elaborated by Constantin von Wurzbach in his 18th volume of 
the Lexicon biografic al Imperiului Austriac [Biographical Lexicon of the Austrian 
Empire], published at Vienna in the year 1868 as well as the essay written 
by the Transylvanian Court Chancellery on the 27th of November 1845 
concerning the bishop‟s death, his legacy and his succession and also the 
eparchial administration during the absence on the bishopric see).70 

The historiographical passages referring to bishop Vasile Moga‟s 
life and activity, commented in the lines above, demonstrated the fact 
that over time he was an ,,aggrieved” of the historical writing compared 
to his successor. Although the figure of this hierarch was analysed in the 
studies and the volumes just mentioned, these being focused on the 
bishop Vasile Moga‟s life, activity and epoch, on his contributions to the 
development of the Romanian education, to the improvement of the 
moral-religious life of the eparchy, to the national-political fight of the 
Transylvanian Romanians, the institutional realities, the organization of 
the bishopric, the relation with the archpriestships and the eparchies, 
constituting a lack of the historiography that remains to be solved. We 
strongly believe that only a detailed and systematic research of the 
metropolitan archives from Sibiu could offer a complete image of 
Moga‟s bishopric, as it was said by the bishop‟s nephew, the theologian 
Ioan Moga in the pages of ,,Gazeta de Transilvania” [,,The Transylvanian 
Gazette”]: ,,At present the life of the late crossed the frontiers of the history and the 
topic of this history is found in the archives. Not a man who sees only the defects of the 
dead one, not a man like me who sees only his virtues could write the history of the 
dead one: but an objective man, without any passion, could be able to write his history 
corresponding with the truth. Only a man like that could judge what the bishop did 

                                                             
69 Idem, ,,Doi mari pãstori de suflete ai românilor ortodocşi ardeleni în presa de la 
Leipzig: Vasile Moga şi Andrei, baron de Şaguna”, in Vasile Stanciu, Cristian Sonea 
(coordinators), Misiunea parohiei şi a mãnãstirii într-o lume în continuã schimbare. Lucrãrile 
Simpozionului Internaţional de Teologie, Istorie, Muzicologie şi Artã, 3-4 noiembrie 2015, volume 
I, Cluj-Napoca, Renaşterea Printing Press, 2016, pp. 434-441. 
70 Idem, ,,O biografie austriacã de secol XIX a episcopului Vasile Moga-la 240 de ani de 
la naşterea lui”, in Telegraful Român, no. 41-44, 2014, p. 5, Idem, ,,Activitatea şi 
moştenirea episcopului Vasile Moga în lumina unor documente culese din Arhivele de 
la Viena”, in Florin Dobrei (coordinator), Pãstori şi pãstorire în trecutul bisericii noastre, Cluj-
Napoca/Deva, Argonaut Printing Press/The Bishopric of Deva and Hunedoara 
Printing Press, 2015, pp. 439-466. 
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and did not do, what the bishop could have done and could not have done for his clergy 
and for his nation”.71 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
71 Gazeta de Transilvania, year VIII, no. 92, 1845, p. 365. 
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Abstract: This article discusses the activity of European explorer scientists in the 
territory of Kazakhstan during the 18th-19th centuries. In particular, the activities of such 
figures as Gerhard Friedrich Miller, Johann Georg Gmelin, Johann Eberhart Fischer, Peter 
Simon Pallas, Johann Sievers, Alexander von Humboldt, Adolf Januszkiewicz, Charles-
Eugene de Uifalvi and Maria Bourdon are analyzed. The purpose of this work is to assess 
the contribution that the researchers of the Kazakh region have made in various fields of 
science: geography, botany, history, archeology, linguistics. The authors examine in detail the 
routes of explorers, as well as analyze the results of their activities and assess the scientific 
contribution. 

Keywords: explorer scientists, Kazakhstan, scientific discoveries, 
Europe, expeditions. 

 
The Kazakh lands always attracted wanderers. Amazing nature, 

unique culture and rich history encouraged people from all over the 
world to find out more about this region. Traders, missionaries, 
diplomats-each of them delivered various information about Kazakhstan 
to other countries. Despite the abundance of information, the knowledge 
about Kazakhstan relied heavily on the subjective experience of 
explorers and could not reflect the reality to the full extent. 

The situation changed significantly in the 18th-19th centuries due to 
the complex and controversial process of Kazakhstan‟s integration into 
Russia, which lasted for 150 years: a radical turn in the centuries-old 
development of the nomadic people occurred and the foundations of its 
commonwealth with the Russian and other nations were laid. Distant 
from each other, both territorially and by typological characteristics of 
cultures, European countries and Kazakhstan promoted mutual 
knowledge through various forms of Russia mediation. Undoubtedly, the 
fact of developing new territories could not but attract the attention of 
European scientists, which increased the flow of researchers to 
Kazakhstan. 
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This was the reason for the intensive study of the country‟s lands 
by explorers: scientists, merchants, military officials, ambassadors. 
Studies were conducted by individuals, as well as by entire institutions. 
The study of the Kazakh lands positively affected both Kazakhstan and 
the countries that sent their scientists. This was expressed in new 
discoveries, as well as in the emergence of new names in the world 
scientific community. 

In this article, the authors set out to consider the activities of 
European scientists in Kazakhstan, who made a significant contribution 
to the development of various fields of science. Unfortunately, the study 
highlights the activity of only a small part of the scientists, since the 
consideration of all expeditions within the limits of one research article 
does not seem possible. 

Particular attention is paid to the activities of Gerhard Friedrich 
Miller, Johann Georg Gmelin, Johann Eberhart Fischer, Peter Simon 
Pallas, Johann Sievers, Alexander von Humboldt, Adolf Januszkiewicz, 
Charles-Eugene de Uifalvi and his wife Maria Bourdon in the Kazakh 
lands. 

It should also be noted that the authors paid special attention to 
the time period from the 18th to the 19th centuries, since it is marked by 
the maximum number of scientific expeditions and discoveries in the 
Kazakh lands. 

 
Materials and Methods 

 
In the Soviet times, M. K. Bizhanov1 and I. V. Erofeeva2 covered 

this topic in dissertations. However, these works cannot be called 
multifaceted, because they largely considered the differences between the 
perception of the Kazakh steppe by Russian researchers and the reality. 

The historical part of development of the Kazakh territory was 
covered in the works of such scientists as E. S. Syzdykova, 3  M. K. 

                                                             
1 M. K. Bizhanov, Kazakhstan in the second quarter of the 18th century in the writings and notes of 
Russian researchers, The author‟s summary of doctoral dissertation, Alma-Ata, 1967, p. 32. 
2 I. V. Erofeeva, Kazakhstan in the second half of the 18th and early 19th centuries. In the writings 
and notes of Russian researchers, The author‟s summary of doctoral dissertation. Alma-Ata, 
1967, p. 41. 
3 E. S. Syzdykova, Questions of the history of Kazakhstan in the 19th century in the works of officers 
of the General Staff of the Russian Empire, The author‟s summary of doctoral dissertation. 
Astana, 2000, p. 43. 
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Mukatayeva 4 , V. S. Tolochko5  and V. N. Alekseenko.6  The issues of 
economic relations between the Russian Empire and Kazakhstan were 
examined by M. K. Rozhkova.7 

More recent studies include the works by E. P. Ivanov,8 K. V. 
Dmitrienko,9 A. Alzhanova, L. Ya. Borkin, B. K. Gannibal and A. V. 
Golubev.10 

Among foreign authors, who indirectly covered the topic of 
studying the Kazakh territory, George N. Curzon,11 Richard A. Pierce12 
and Jürgen Osterhammel13 should be noted. 

In general, today works devoted to this subject are in deficit. Most 
of them cover the matter superficially and in general terms. In addition, 
many sources are outdated. 

The listed circumstances indicate that this issue needs to be studied 
and analyzed in detail, since knowledge about the region‟s exploration is 
an important historical and cultural stage in the development of 
Kazakhstan‟s statehood. 

The methodological basis of the study was formed by theoretical 
methods, namely abstraction in historical cognition, comparative-
historical method, cause-and-effect analysis of connections between 

                                                             
4 L. K.Mukatayeva, G.E. Katanayev on the problems of the history of Kazakhstan: the interaction 
of personality and culture, The author‟s summary of doctoral dissertation, Almaty, 2002, p. 
39. 
5  V. S. Tolochko, Problems of the history of Kazakhstan in the 19th century in the military 
periodical press, The author‟s summary of doctoral dissertation, Alma-Ata, 1977, p. 39. 
6 V. N. Alekseenko, Questions of the history of Central Asia and Kazakhstan in the coverage of 
Russian pre-revolutionary journals (the second half of the 19th and early 20th centuries), The author‟s 
summary of doctoral dissertation, Alma-Ata, 1986, p. 41. 
7  M. K. Rozhkova, Ekonomicheskaya politika tsarskogo pravitel‟stva na Srednem Vostoke vo 
vtoroi chetverti XIX veka i russkaya burzhuaziya, Moscow-Leningrad, 1950, pp. 174-176. 
Idem, Ekonomicheskie svyazi Rossii so Srednei Azii: 40-60 gody XIX veka, Moscow, 1963, pp. 
123-124. 
8 E. P. Ivanov, ,,Study of the steppe region by Russian researchers in the 19th century”, 
in Omsk Scientific Bulletin, no. 2 (136), 2015, pp. 37-40. 
9 K. V. Dmitrienko, ,,Certain issues of study of Kazakhs of Asian Russia by Russian 
researchers in the 19th century”, in Omsk Scientific Bulletin, no. 2 (88), 2010, pp. 42-45. 
10 L. Ya. Borkin, B. K. Gannibal, A. V. Golubev, Following the roads of Peter Simon Pallas 
(along the west of Kazakhstan), St. Petersburg-Uralsk, Eurasian Union of Scientists, 2014, 
p. 312. 
11 G. N. Curzon, Russia in Central Asia in 1889 and the Anglo-Russian Question, London, 
1889, p. 319. 
12 R. A. Pierce, Russian Central Asia 1867-1917. A Studs in Colonial Rule, California Press, 
1960, pp. 17-18. 
13 J. Osterhammel, The Transformation of the World: A Global History of the Nineteenth Century 
(America in the World), Princeton University Press, 2015, p. 365. 
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historical events and historical-system analysis. In addition, the authors 
tried to adhere maximally to the principles of objectivity, historicism, 
systemic and value approach. 

 
Discussion and Results 

 
Kazakhstan has a long history of geographical knowledge. The 

first, though poor, information about the natural conditions of the 
western and southern parts of Kazakhstan is contained in sources dating 
back to ancient times-in Persian inscriptions, in the writings of Greek 
and Roman scholars and writers, Chinese and Arab explorers.14 

The growth of interest in and active study of Kazakhstan begins at 
the end of the 17th century-the beginning of the 18th century. This 
process was slow and uneven. 

Most of the research fell on the share of the eastern outskirts, 
namely Oskemen and Zaysan uyezds, including the heights of the 
Southern Altai and the Tarbagatai mountains, which had long been of 
interest to explorers. 

The most significant and noteworthy foreign travelers who 
explored the region were Gerhard Friedrich Miller, Johann Georg 
Gmelin, Johann Eberhart Fischer, Peter Simon Pallas, Johann Sievers, 
Alexander von Humboldt, Charles Eugene de Uifalvi and his wife Maria 
Bourdon and Adolf Januszkiewicz. 

In addition to them, around the same time period these lands were 
also studied by other Europeans: Johann Schiltberger, Sigismund 
Herberstein, Daniel Gottlieb Messerschmidt, Johann Gottlieb Georgi, E. 
K. Meyendorf, A. Shrenk, K. F. Ledebour, A. Bunge, Carl Anton Mayer, 
Richard Karutz, V. G. Tiesenhausen, G. Zelinsky, B. Zalessky, K. Baer, 
A. Bunge, F. Gebler, G. Helmersen, G. Rose and others. 

All of them were distinguished by a great sense of purpose, loyalty 
to the service of science, a wide range of interests and an enormous 
capacity for work. Each of them considered various scientific aspects-
geographical, botanical, cultural, historical, social, but their works as a 
whole helped to form a holistic picture of life in the Kazakh steppe. It is 
worth saying that such trips demanded courage and bravery from the 
researchers, as the times were troublesome, often dangerous: robbers 
could be met on the way, incidents of misunderstanding by local 
authorities occurred, and dissatisfaction of indigenous people was not 

                                                             
14 A. S. Beisenova, Issledovaniya prirody i razvitie fiziko-geograficheskikh idei v Kazakhstane (s 
drevneishikh vremen do nachala XX veka), Baku, 1984, p. 416. 
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uncommon. No less dangerous were diseases-even an elementary cold 
could ruin the life of a researcher of that time. Weather conditions in the 
form of snowstorms, storms, heat, fires and floods did not indulge 
explorers. 

One of the first large-scale attempts to study the Kazakh territory 
in all its diversity can be considered the first academic expedition of 
1733-1746, in which Gerhard Friedrich Miller and Johann Georg 
Gmelin 15  took part. Later, as a third party, Johann Eberhart Fischer 
joined them. Their route passed through such cities as Tobolsk, 
Semipalatinsk, Oskemen, Barnaul and Kuznetsk. As a result of the 
expedition, they collected chronicles, archival documents, art objects, 
archaeological and ethnographic materials. Unfortunately, the materials 
collected by Miller were only partially published. Nevertheless, Johann 
Eberhart Fischer, who was commissioned to study the settlements and 
structures on the Irtysh River, published in 1786 the work Sibirische 
Geschichte von der Entdekkung Sibiriens bis auf die Eroberung dieses 
Lands durch die Russische Waffen. This work contained information 
about the Kazakh horde and an attempt to find out the origin of the 
word ,,Kazakh”. 

As for Johann Georg Gmelin, his route in 1740 was brought from 
Northern Kazakhstan to the upper reaches of Yaik (Ural River). During 
this period, he managed to create a number of sketches of various 
archaeological sites, remains of ancient structures, rock carvings and 
inscriptions. Data on these archeological finds were reflected in the work 
Reise durch Sibirien von dem Jahr 1733-1743, which was published in 
1751-1752. 

The year 1767 was one of the most fruitful in terms of studying 
Kazakhstan. By order of Catherine II, the Imperial Petersburg Academy 
of Sciences began training five expeditionary groups. The key task was to 
describe the geography of the region, its economy, history, customs and 
languages. They were headed by prominent scientists of that time: the 
German scientist-encyclopedist Peter Simon Pallas, the German explorer 
and natural scientist Samuel Gmelin, the Baltic German explorer and 
naturalist Johann Güldenstädt, the Swedish explorer and naturalist 
Johann Falk and the Russian scientist Ivan Lepyokhin.16 Conventionally, 

                                                             
15 A. Nagler, E. Kariyev,  The contribution of the Germans to the study of history and culture of 
Kazakhstan, 2017, retrieved from: www.e-history.kz, accessed on 19.12.2017. 
16 L. Ya. Borkin, B. K. Gannibal, A. V. Golubev, Following the roads of Peter Simon Pallas 
(along the west of Kazakhstan), St. Petersburg-Uralsk, Eurasian Union of Scientists, 2014, 
p. 312. 
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the group could be divided into 2 divisions: three of scientists belonged 
to the Orenburg expedition (Pallas, Falk, Lepyokhin), and the other two-
to the Astrakhan (Gmelin, Güldenstädt). Consider in more detail the 
routes of some of them. 

As already mentioned, one of the expedition teams was headed by 
Peter Simon Pallas. He left St. Petersburg on a par with other 
expeditions in the summer of 1768. Having passed the winter in 
Simbirsk, in the spring of 1769 he continued his journey through Samara, 
Buzuluk, Orenburg, Uralsk and Ilek. The period from July 27 to August 
10 was devoted to the study of Uralsk, its population, household, 
administrative management, fisheries, livestock, arable farming, melon-
growing, diseases, etc.17 On August 11, he left Uralsk and traveled along 
the postal route down the Ural River. On August 15-16, he traveled from 
Kalmyk city to the Kamysh-Samara Lakes. On August 20, he traveled 
from the Gorsky village to Lake Inder and studied the surrounding 
mountains. On August 24, he came to Guryev and explored the local 
nature and population for several days. On August 31, he left Guryev 
and on September 6, returned to Uralsk by the same route, along the 
right bank of the Ural River. From 6 to 20 September, he studied the 
environs of Uralsk (the Krutaya River, the Tatar cemetery) and traveled 
in the steppe to the Inche and Derkulskaya chalky mountains.18 

In 1771, Peter Simon Pallas visited the Semipalatinsk province. 
Despite the fact that he was a zoologist, his work Journey in Various 
Provinces of the Russian Empire has retained its value and is read with great 
interest. 

The Pallas‟s route ran from Omsk along the right bank of the 
Irtysh River to Semipalatinsk. On May 22, Pallas left Omsk for the 
village Peschanaya through the Tatar and Urlutiunsky stations, the 
Zhelezinskaya fortress, and the Patorizhskayaand Osmorizhskaya 
stations, the Karasuk Lakes and Kashyr. In describing this path, the 
author gave many plants for characterizing these places: ,,Since the ground 
was sandy, there were many Pontus and brown sea wormwoods, loved by saigas”.19 
Near the village of Peschanaya and the Karasuk stream, the author 
described the vegetation of solonchaks. Some of them were described by 
Pallas for the first time ever. From the village of Peschanaya (June 2) 

                                                             
17 Dala ulayatynyn gazeti,Almaty, Gylym,1989, pp. 42-44. 
18 Ibidem, pp. 42-44. 
19  S. Е. Rozhenets-Kucherovskaya, ,,Vegetation of the Semipalatinsk province. 
Proceedings of the Society for the Study of Kazakhstan (Kyrgyz Region)”, in Department 
of Natural Science and Geography, no. 1, 1927, p. 7. 
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Pallas went through the Chernoretsky outpost to Korkovsky. After the 
Koryakovskiy outpost the route passed through the Podstepnaya village, 
the Yamishevskaya fortress, the Chernoozernaya village, the Lyubyazhy 
outpost, the Podpusknaya station, the Krivoozernaya station, the 
Semiyarsky, Grachevsky and Cherlakovsky outposts,the Cheremisov 
village, the Dolonsky outpost, the Belokamenskaya and Glukhovsky 
stationsto the Semipalatinsk fortress (June 21).20 

Pallas described 220 new plant species, 62 of them were from the 
Astrakhan province, but he was particularly interested in saltwort. 
Comparing its distribution in the Caspian Sea with the points of finds of 
seashells and the ancient relief, the scientist made an absolutely fair 
conclusion that the Caspian, Aral and Black Seas were once a single sea 
basin.21  For the further way Pallas intended to be sent to Oskemen, 
however, due to his illness, the route was not carried out. To explore the 
steppes adjacent to the Irtysh from Semipalatinsk to Oskemen, a student 
Nikita Sokolov was sent, whose journey Pallas mentioned in his work.22 
Pallas did not confine himself to the description of his expeditions; he 
compiled and published a long series of separate articles containing 
descriptions of various groups of plants, animals, etc. Pallas‟s principal 
publication Flora Rossica has a significant value. Unfortunately, it was not 
finished. 

 
 

 
Figure 1: Illustration from FloraRossicа 
(1788) with the image of corispermum 

(Latin: Corispermum hyssopifolium L.), 
from: Pallas, P.S., Flora rossica, vol. 1(2): p. 

112, t. 98 (K.F. Knappe) 
 

 
 

The comprehensive perfectly illustrated work of Pallas on zoology 
is also of particular importance (Zoographia rosso-asiatica):23 

                                                             
20 Ibidem. 
21 A. Zhuravlev, ,,220 years later”, in National Geographic, no. 119, 2013, p. 21. 
22 S. Е. Rozhenets-Kucherovskaya, ,,Vegetation of the Semipalatinsk province”, p. 7; V. 
V. Tsybulsky, Nauchnye ekspeditsii po Kazakhstanu, Alma-Ata, 1988, p. 7. 
23 G. V. Glinka, Asian Russia, Saint Petersburg, Edition of the resettlement department 
of the Main Directorate of Land Management and Agriculture,1914, pp. 622-623. 
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Fig. 2. Illustration from 
ZoographiaRosso-Asiatica (1811) 

with the image ofan azure-winged 
magpie (Latin:Cyanopica cyanus). 

Illustrated by K. G. G. Geisler 
 
 
 
 
The expedition headed by P. S. Pallas had a serious practical 

significance, as it gave information about the unique wealth of Eastern 
Siberia and the Altai, which had not been known before. 

In 1792 and 1793 another German explorer Johann Sievers 
traveled to the Semipalatinsk region. He was seconded to an expedition 
to Siberia equipped by the Medical Directorate specifically to study the 
local type of rhubarb and organize the experiments of its culture. In 
addition to rhubarb, J. Sievers collected many other plants. The results of 
his expedition were collected into the letters-Briefe aus Sibirien (1796). 
These letters contained almost the entire Sievers‟s diary with about 190 
species of plants. Pallas also cited these plants in the XI volume ofNene 
Nordische Reitrage, whichin return was quoted by Carl Friedrich von 
Ledebour in his masterwork Flora Rossica.24 

At the end of July in 1792, J. Sievers was in Oskemen, where in 
early August he made an excursion to the mountains up the Irtysh River 
and along the Bukhtarma Riverto Bykov. Then he went to Semipalatinsk, 
where on August 14 he arrived to Barnaul of the Tomsk province. 

In 1893 his route ran as follows: from Oskemen down the Ulun-
Bulak River, upstream along monastic hills (Mount Ayr-tau), through the 
rivers Kyzyl-su, Char Churban and its tributary-Daubu (or Daubai), 
through the Kalbinsky Range and the Kurmenty River (the tributary of 
the Kokpekty River), then to the Kokpekty River itself. Crossing the 
other tributary of the Kokpekty River-the Karasu River, he headed past 
the Kush-Murun Mountains to the southern slope of the mountains 
from which the Kokpekty River originates. Then, through the tributary 
of the Ayaguz River (the Balta-kar River) to the upper reaches of the 

                                                             
24 S. Е. Rozhenets-Kucherovskaya, ,,Vegetation of the Semipalatinsk province”, p. 7; V. 
V. Tsybulsky, Nauchnye ekspeditsii po Kazakhstanu, p. 7. 
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Bugala River and passing by the cliffs of Kyzyl-Tash and the mountain 
Bor-Oketi, he reached the Chingizka River (the tributary of the Ayaguz 
River), and the Ayaguz River. Further, Sievers undertook the ascent to 
Tarbagatai, crossed to its southern slope into the valley of Urjar and to 
the southernmost point-the Igen-bulak River. From here, he returned 
almost the same way along the Bugas Riverand followed the former 
point of Jus-Agach (on the Kokpekty River), to the Bukon River, 
downstream of the Irtysh River, through which he crossed the estuaries 
of the Bukon and Kurchum rivers. The further way of Sievers was to the 
east to the mountains, to Lake Ballack Chilek, where he first traveled to a 
salt lake lying between Mount Arkaul and Dolan Kara, and then went to 
the east to the mountains of Sary-tau. On August 1, 1792, he ascended to 
the peaks of these mountains, from where he returned to the Irtysh 
River and to Oskemen.25 

The journey of J. Sievers is interesting from the point of view of 
the first information reported by him about the terrain, which was 
completely unknown in botanical terms until that time. In addition to 
indications of the advent of plants and their practical significance, the 
explorergave brief information about the growth of forests and 
described the treelessness of the Tarbagatai mountain range. Several 
plants collected by Johann Sievers were described by P. S. Pallas in his 
work Plantae Novae ex Herbario et Schedis Defuncti Botanici Johannis Sievers 
Descriptae. In total, 10 species were described. They were all depicted in 
six large tables. The locations and some local folk names of the 
plantswere also listed.26 

The research of Alexander von Humboldt is also noteworthy. He 
traveled to the Urals, Altai and the Caspian Sea, visited the cities of 
Omsk, Semipalatinsk, Oskemen, Orenburg and Astrakhan in 1829.27 His 
visit to the province took place at the invitation of the czar; 
consequently, the scientist was granted a large-scale escort within 
Orenburg and Orsk for security purposes.28 The duration of the trip was 
about 6 months, which turned out to be very productive. Von Humboldt 
compiled a scientific description of soils, ores, climatic features of the 
Kazakh steppes and mountains. 

                                                             
25 S. Е. Rozhenets-Kucherovskaya, ,,Vegetation of the Semipalatinsk province”, p. 7; V. 
V. Tsybulsky, Nauchnye ekspeditsii po Kazakhstanu, p. 7. 
26  Dala ulayatynyn gazeti, Almaty, Gylym, 1989, pp. 42-44; S. Е. Rozhenets-
Kucherovskaya, ,,Vegetation of the Semipalatinsk province”, p. 7. 
27 K. S. Shamshiyabanu, Veyanie vremeni. IV tom, Astana, Elorda, 2012, p. 408. 
28 J. Osterhammel, The Transformation of the World: A Global History of the Nineteenth Century 
(America in the World), Princeton University Press, 2015, p. 365. 
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Von Humboldt himself did not publish a separate work on the 
journey to the Urals, Altai and Kazakhstan, but he contributed a number 
of materials collected in the expedition in his latter comprehensive works 
Asie Centrale (Paris, 1843), Kosmos (Stuttgart, 1845- 1862) and Ansichten 
der Natur/Pictures of Nature (1849, 1860). All these works have been 
translated into many languages of the world.29 

In Asie Centrale, Humboldt came to the conclusion that in Asia, 
especially in the South and in the West, one can observe significant 
changes in the continent. Under this name, he understood the whole 
space, which, starting from the western shores of the Black Sea, extends 
through southern Russia and includes the regions of the Caspian and 
Aral Seas. He also noted the importance of the process of creating the 
mountain systems of the Caucasus, the Himalayas, the Hindu Kush, and 
the Tien Shan, which influenced the formation of the region‟s 
geographic appearance: ,,With the rise of such huge ridges, huge hollows or 
depressions should have formed. The largest one is the Aral-Caspian basin”.30 

Inthe letters to E. F. Kankrin and A. K. Scheller about his 
impressions of the trip, Humboldt wrote the following: ,,We spent time in 
the most instructive way, here... in your beautiful Menovy yard, on a Kyrgyz holiday 
with a horse race and tussle... I cannot get enough of admiring your country; I cannot 
die without seeing the Caspian Sea!”. And further: ,,During my restless life Iwas 
hardly ever able to collect such a mass of observations and ideas in a short time (6 
months), although in a vast space; as bright points, as pleasant memories I shall also 
call horse races and a Kyrgyz musical holiday in the steppe near Orenburg”.31 

A lot of information about the Kazakh land and its inhabitants was 
brought to Europe by the orientalist Charles Eugene de Uifalvi and his 
wife Maria Bourdon32. In 1877, they traveled within East Kazakhstan. 
The echoes of this journey were reflected in the works Le Kohistan, le 
Ferganah et Kouldja (1878); Le Syr-Daria, le Zerafchan et le pays des Sept-Rivières 
de la Sibérie (1879), Description ethnologique de l‟Asie-Centrale, au Cachemire etc. 
(1900), Brokgauz and Efron.33 There is an assumption that the world-
famous writer Jules Verne could have been acquainted with the works of 
de Uifalvi, since in his novel Michel Strogoff about Central Asia, he 
constantly referred to his descriptions of these lands.34 

                                                             
29 V. V. Tsybulsky, Nauchnye ekspeditsii po Kazakhstanu, p. 7. 
30 Ibidem . 
31 K. S. Shamshiyabanu, Veyanie vremeni. IV tom, p. 408. 
32 M. Uifalvi-Bourdon, Voyage d‟une parisienne dans l‟Himalaya, Paris, 2014, pp. 348-354. 
33  A. F. Brokgauz, I. A. Efron, The Brockhaus and Efron Encyclopedic Dictionary, Saint-
Peterburg, 1892, p. 478. 
34 K. S. Shamshiyabanu, Veyanie vremeni. IV tom, p. 408. 
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Figure 3: Photo of the 1878 
exhibition at the Paris 

Festival (Paris, France). 
The  showcase dedicated to 

the expedition of the 
Uifalvi-Bourdon M. to 

Russian Turkestan. Photo 
made by Don A. Kinet. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The Polish revolutionary, writer Adolf Januszkiewicz also made his 

contribution to the study of the region. It should be noted that his 
research has a greater impact on the socio-cultural sphere of life of the 
Kazakhs. 

During his work at the Border Governance of the Siberian 
Kyrgyzs, he had repeatedly visited the Kazakh steppes (in 1843 and 
1846). Of great interest to science are the letters and notes of the 
researcher in which he touches upon the cultural and social aspects of 
life of the nation. 

Januszkiewicz deeply empathized with the lives of the ordinary 
Kazakhs. This is clearly read in his notes: ,,In every yurt I hoped to find happy 
arcade cowherds... alas! Rarely my gaze failed to meet sad pictures of poverty and 
diseases in yurts, exhausting the poor population. Almostall black yurts (because the 
rich live in white ones) were covered with a fever. Children suffered from smallpox, 
scab, abscesses. This all has to struggle with one‟s own suffering, alone, since the 
science of Aesculapius, given here in the hands of stupid and ignorant baksy, uses 
methods of treatment marked mostly by the stamp of quackery and witchcraft. The 
heart is bursting at the sight of so many martyrs asking for help... The poor peasant 
must work all summer like a Negro in the field for a rich man”. It is noteworthy 
that, despite the terrible conditions of life, ordinary people were able to 
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maintain human dignity and were far from religious fanaticism. ,,It is 
noticeable that only the Kyrgyz aristocracy makes Muslim prayers... the ordinary 
Kyrgyz does not pray”.35 

A certain historical and literary interest is provided by separate 
pages of diaries and letters from Januszkiewicz relating to the personality 
of the father of the great Kazakh poet and thinker Abai-Kunanbai 
Uskenbaev. Januszkiewicz is one of Kunanbai‟s few contemporaries, 
who left a description of his personality. Kunanbai, as an official, assisted 
the expedition headed by the border commander General Vishnevsky, 
who came to the Middle Zhuzh in 1846 with the task of making a census 
of the population and livestock, to examine the requests of five large 
tribes of the Senior Zhuzh about accepting them into Russian 
citizenship. Januszkiewicz had a chance to see Kunanbai closely and talk 
to him for several days. Of all the rulers of the Middle Zhuzh, Kunanbai 
made the strongest impression on him. 

It is interesting that the description of the personality of Kunanbai, 
given by Januszkiewicz, coincides with some strokes of the artistic image 
masterfully created by M. Auezov in the novel The Way of Abai. 

It is known that many Western European explorers and scientists 
noted the Kazakhs‟ special inclination to the art of poetic improvisation. 
Januszkiewicz described in detail his impressions of the public poetic 
performances of Kazakh akyns and improvisers. Januszkiewicz 
hadseveral opportunities to listen to a poetic performance and aytys 
(competition) of one of the most famous akyns, Orynbai Kertagynov 
(1813-1890), who performed in aytys with the prominent akyns. 

The explorer‟s notes also provide the content of a number of 
Kazakh legends, for example, about the origin of the Kazakhs, steppe 
law, sultanism, etc.36 
 

Conclusions 
 

The period of the 18th-19th centuries is marked in the history of 
Kazakhstan not only by the rapprochement with Russia, but also by the 
active study of the Kazakh lands by both Russian and European 
researchers from different fields of science. A lot of significant 
discoveries were made. These achievements stemmed from the long 
history of science, the accumulation of valuable and abundant materials, 

                                                             
35 Ibidem. 
36 Ibidem. 
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the development of a number of theoretical problems as well as the 
reliability of scientific reports and facts. 

Foreign explorer scientists made an undeniable contribution to the 
study of Kazakhstan. Possessing encyclopedic interests, freely moving 
around the world, moving from one scientific center to another, they left 
a lot of interesting information and discoveries in the fields of botany, 
zoology, geology, geography, ethnography, history, archeology and 
linguistics. 

The activities of researchers in the territory of Kazakhstan helped 
to raise and advance science (both local and European) to a new level of 
development as well as promoted the development of new territories and 
a change in the image of the territory of Kazakhstan as a wild, 
unexplored land. 
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ASPECTE DEMOGRAFICE PRIVITOARE LA EVREII DIN 
LOCALITATEA SALVA, JUDEŢUL BISTRIŢA-NÃSÃUD 

(1885-1894) 
 

Iuliu-Marius Morariu 
Universitatea ,,Babeş-Bolyai” Cluj-Napoca, România 

 
Abstract: Using information provided by the civil status registers and birth 

certificates, from the Department Direction of National Archives from Bistriţa, the author 
tries there to reconstitutes the situation of Jewish people from Salva village, Bistriţa-Nãsãud 
County, between 1885 and 1894. There is emphasized the situation of births and deaths, 
child mortality, demographic increase, gender proportion and s. o. The aim of the research is to 
bring it back into attention the community of Jewish people from this village, to show its 
importance, its characteristics, and to highlight the similitudes and differences that existed 
between the Romanian and Jew people from there. Despite of the lack of documents and of the 
impossibility of biographic reconstruction, the research brings an important informational 
contribution and offers the opportunity for new researches that can, of course, with big efforts, 
and using information provided from documentary sources, published ones, but also oral 
history, to reconstruct the main points of the history of some important families from Salva, 
like Zacharovitz or Leib. 

Keywords: Zacharovitz, Leib, commercial activities, birth, deaths, 
mozaic religion. 

 
În zona Bistriţei şi a Nãsãudului, evreii au fost o prezenţã 

constantã şi importantã pe toatã durata celei de-a doua jumãtãţi a 
secolului al XIX-lea şi în prima parte a secolului trecut. Destul de 
numeroşi, ei s-au strãduit sã se adapteze condiţiilor locale fãrã a-şi pierde 
însã identitatea, sã se educe şi sã-şi amprenteze prezenţa în rândurile 
populaţiei de aici.1 Prosperitatea pe care unii dintre ei au obţinut-o, le-a 
creat uneori şi invidii şi neplãceri din partea celorlalte naţiuni 
conlocuitoare, şi i-a fãcut sã fie acuzaţi, de cele mai multe ori pe nedrept, 
de cultivarea unor obiceiuri morale vãtãmãtoare în rândurile populaţiei 
româneşti,2 precum alcoolismul. 

Dincolo de aceste acuze, trebuie însã specificat faptul cã, de-a 
lungul timpului, familiile evreieşti din arealul geografic investigat s-au 
strãduit sã dobândeascã un statut social apreciabil, fapt consfinţit de 
prezenţa unor tineri de aceastã naţionalitate la Gimnaziul Nãsãudean încã 

                                                             
1 Pentru un tablou general al prezenţei evreieşti în zonã, a se vedea şi: Diana Medan, 
Evreii someşeni, Bucureşti, Editura Hasefer, 2013.  
2 O lucrare care ilustreazã acest aspect este: Emil Boşca Mãlin, Evreii în Ţara Nãsãudului, 
Braşov, Editura Asociaţiei Scriitorilor şi Gazetarilor Nãsãudeni, 1943. Ea este, însã, 
plinã de acuze lipsite de obiectivitate, la adresa evreilor nãsãudeni. 
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din primele promoţii,3 sau, mai târziu, la liceul românesc din Bistriţa,4 
unde uneori s-au numãrat chiar printre fruntaşii claselor din care fãceau 
parte.5 

                                                             
3 Astfel, de exemplu, în primul raport al şcolii, editat în anul şcolar 1866-1867, nu se 
menţioneazã prezenţa niciunui elev de religie mozaicã (***, Reportu anuale despre 
Gimnaisiulu romanu greco-catolicu dein Naseudu pentru anulu scolastecu 1866/7, Gherla, Cu 
literile tipografiei diocesei greco-catolice, Gherla, 1867, p. 6), situaţia fiind identicã şi în 
anul urmãtor (***, Reportu anuale despre Gimnaisiulu romanu greco-catolicu dein Naseudu pentru 
anulu scolastecu 1867/8,  Bistriţa, Cu tiparulu erediloru lui J. E. Filsch, Bistriţa, 1868, p. 
10). Faptul este, însã, explicabil prin aceea cã, iniţial, şcoala nãsãudeanã se dorise o 
instituţie care sã se ocupe de educaţia românilor din satele grãnicereşti. De altfel, aceasta 
este cauza pentru care, abia în anul şcolar 1868-1869, apare pentru prima datã un elev 
de naţionalitate germanã sau maghiarã (***, Reportu anuale despre Gimnaisiulu romanu greco-
catolicu dein Naseudu pentru anulu scolastecu 1868/9, Gherla, Cu literile tipografiei diocesei 
greco-catolice, Gherla, 1869, p. 10), prezenţa acestora fiind una modestã şi în anul 
urmãtor (***, Programa dela Gimnasiulu romanescu gr. catolecu de in Naseudu Pre anulu scolastecu 
1869/70,  Bistriţa, Tipografia lui J. E. Filsch, 1870, p. 35). În 1870, vor apãrea, însã, aici 
şi câţiva elevi evrei, respectiv 7 în clasa întâi şi unul în clasa a doua, fiind, însã, evrei de 
naţionalitate cehã, dupã cum se specificã în rubricile de inventar (***, ,,Date statistece 
despre scola normale principale şi de fetiţe romana gr. c. dein Naseudu”, în ***, 
Programa dela Gimnasiulu publicu romanescu gr. catolicu de in Naseudu Pre anulu scolastecu 
1870/71, Bistriţa, Tipografia lui J. E. Filsch, 1871, p. 58). Ei vor fi, însã, transferaţi în 
anul urmãtor, fapt ce va face sã lipseascã din lista elevilor nãsãudeni numele celor de 
religie mozaicã (***, Programa dela Gimnasiulu publicu superiore romanescu (grãnitiarescu) gr. 
catolicu de in Naseudu Pre anulu scolastecu 1871/72, Bistriţa, Tipografia lui J. E. Filsch, 
Bistriţa, 1872, p. 54). Prezenţa lor fluctuantã şi firavã, se va menţine, de altfel, aşa pe 
toatã durata deceniului avut în vedere.  
4 Aici, ei vor beneficia şi de un program educaţional sãptãmânal dedicat studiului religiei 
mozaice, rabinul Friedman Pinkas fiind cel care se va ocupa cu pregãtirea lor. ***, 
,,Statutul personal”, în Emil Domide (coordonator), Anuarul III al Liceului de stat ,,Al. 
Odobescu” din Bistriţa-anul şcolar 1925-1926, Bistriţa, Tipografia lui Gh. Matheiu, 1926, p. 
10. Desigur, aproape fiecare clasã avea cel puţin unul sau doi elevi evrei. Astfel, de 
exemplu, în anul 1925-1926, în şcoalã vor studia 11 evrei (***, ,,Situaţia elevilor ordinari 
la finele anului şcolar 1925/26”, în Emil Domide (coordonator), Anuarul III al Liceului 
de stat ,,Al. Odobescu” din Bistriţa, pp. 22-33), în cel urmãtor 15 (***, ,,Situaţia elevilor 
ordinari la finele anului şcolar 1926-1927”, în Emil Domide (coordonator), Anuarul III 
al Liceului de stat ,,Al. Odobescu” din Bistriţa-anul şcolar 1926-1927, Bistriţa, Tipografia lui 
Gh. Matheiu, 1927, pp. 28-39), în 1927-1928 numãrul lor crescând cu încã unul (***, 
,,Situaţia elevilor ordinari la finele anului şcolar 1927/28”, în Emil Domide 
(coordonator), Anuarul III al Liceului de stat ,,Al. Odobescu” din Bistriţa-anul şcolar 1927-
1928, Bistriţa, Tipografia lui Gh. Matheiu, 1928, pp. 20-33), dar revenind ulterior, în 
1929, la cifra anterioarã (***, ,,Situaţia elevilor ordinari la finele anului şcolar 1928/29”, 
în Emil Domide (coordonator), Anuarul VI al Liceului de stat ,,Al. Odobescu” din Bistriţa-
anul şcolar 1928-1929, Bistriţa, Tipografia Naţionalã Gh. Matheiu, 1929, pp. 27-37). 
Ulterior, însã, în anul şcolar 19301-1932, numãrul evreilor va creşte şi mai mult, 
ajungând la 27 (***, ,,Date statistice despre elevii liceului din anul şcolar 1930/31”, în 
Anuarul VII-IX al liceului de stat ,,Al. Odobescu” Bistriţa-anul şcolar 1930-31 şi 1931-32, 
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La Salva, localitate pe care o vom avea în vedere în cadrul 
investigaţiei noastre, numãrul lor n-a fost unul foarte mare. Astfel, în 
cadrul recensãmântului din anul 1857, din populaţia totalã de 1181 
locuitori, numãrul evreilor era de 21,6  aceştia constituindu-se, însã, în 
familii înstãrite, 7  în timp ce, la Runcu Salvei, sat aparţinãtor acestei 
comune, nu se consemna prezenţa niciunui evreu, cei 829 de locuitori ai 
satului fiind în întregime români.8 E de presupus cã numãrul lor nu s-a 
schimbat foarte mult pânã în anul 1880, 9  când începem investigaţia 

                                                                                                                                               
Bistriţa, Tipografia Naţionalã G. Matheiu, 1932, p. 84), procentajul evreilor ajungând 
uneori chiar la 10% din numãrul total de elevi.  
5 Astfel, de exemplu, în anul şcolar 1925-1926, la finele clasei întâi, Weis Carol va fi 
clasificat ca având purtare foarte bunã, frecvenţa foarte regulatã, forma exterioarã 
îngrijitã, şi va fi promovat cu media generalã 6,61, fiind clasat în prima jumãtate a clasei, 
în condiţiile în care exigenţa era una foarte mare (***, ,,Situaţia elevilor ordinari la finele 
anului şcolar 1925/26”, p. 23), iar în clasa a V-a, al cãrei diriginte era Tiberiu Marcu, 
elevul Halberg Aron, va finaliza studiile în acelaşi an fiind clasificat drept un tânãr cu 
purtare foarte bunã, prezenţã regulatã, aspectul foarte îngrijit, şi promovat cu media 
7,65, în primii 5 din clasã ((***, ,,Situaţia elevilor ordinari la finele anului şcolar 
1925/26”, p. 30). În anul urmãtor, Weis Carol, ajuns în clasa a doua, se va menţine în 
eşantionul reprezentativ al elitelor clasei sale, prmovând cu media 7,18, şi fiind al şaselea 
din clasã (***, ,,Situaţia elevilor ordinari la finele anului şcolar 1926-1927”, p. 31), la fel 
ca Lazãr Goldstein din clasa a III-a, care va fi clasat tot al şaselea, absolvind cu media 7, 
16 (***, ,,Situaţia elevilor ordinari la finele anului şcolar 1926-1927”, p. 32). Deşi în clasa 
a III-a, media lui Craol Weis va scãdea la 6,98, el se va menţine şi în anul şcolar 1927-
1928, între primii din clasa sa (***, ,,Situaţia elevilor ordinari la finele anului şcolar 
1927/28”, p. 32), la fel ca şi Goldstein, care va absolvi cu media 6,53 (***, ,,Situaţia 
elevilor ordinari la finele anului şcolar 1927/28”, p. 33); în anul urmãtor va fi clasat al 
patrulea din clasã, cu media 6,22 (***, ,,Situaţia elevilor ordinari la finele anului şcolar 
1928/29”, în Emil Domide (coordonator), Anuarul VI al Liceului de stat ,,Al. Odobescu” 
din Bistriţa-anul şcolar 1928-1929, Bistriţa, Tipografia Naţionalã Gh. Matheiu, 1929, p. 
33), pentru ca, în 1929-1930, sã termine clasa a VI-a cu media 6,58 (***, ,,Situaţia 
elevilor ordinari la finele anului şcolar 1929/30”, în Emil Domide (coordonator), 
Anuarul VII al Liceului de stat ,,Al. Odobescu” din Bistriţa-anul şcolar 1929-1930, Bistriţa, 
Tipografia Naţionalã Gh. Matheiu, Bistriţa, 1930, p. 36). Situaţii similare vor mai exista, 
de asemenea, de-a lungul istoriei acestei şcoli. Trebuie, însã, specificat faptul cã aici, şi 
rata abandonului şcolar în rândul evreilor era destul de mare.  
6 Traian Rotariu (coordonator), Recensãmântul din 1857 Transilvania, ediţia a II-a, Cluj-
Napoca, Editura Staff, 1997, p. 105.   
7 Pentru mai multe informaţii în legãturã cu bunurile patrimoniale şi nu numai, pe care 
le deţineau aceştia, a se vedea şi: Idem, Recensãmântul agricol din 1895. Transilvania, volum 
1, Cluj-Napoca, Presa Universitarã Clujeanã, 2003, pp. 86-87. 
8 Idem, Recensãmântul din 1857 Transilvania, p. 105. 
9 Pentru mai multe informaţii cu privire la evoluţia demograficã a localitãţii, în perioada 
avutã în vedere, a se vedea şi: Maxim (Iuliu-Marius) Morariu, ,,Comuna Salva în 
perioada 1880-1910. Studiu demografic”, în Arhiva Someşanã, seria a III-a, numãr 13, 
2014, pp. 71-76; Vasilica-Augusta Gãzdac, ,,Localitatea Salva (judeţ Bistriţa-Nãsãud) 
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noastrã legatã de demografia localitãţii, an în care, din nefericire, nu avem 
o statisticã exactã a numãrului lor, din pricina absenţei unui recensãmânt. 
Cu toate acestea, urmãrind evoluţia demograficã, respectiv numãrul 
naşterilor şi cel al decesurilor din perioada avutã în vedere, putem 
argumenta aceastã afirmaţie. 

Analizând aceste aspecte, între anii 1885-1894, putem observa 
existenţa unui echilibru demografic în ceea ce priveşte comunitatea 
evreiascã din Salva. Naşterile variazã în aceastã perioadã între 1 şi 2, 
singura excepţie constituindu-o anul 1894, când se vor înregistra 3 
naşteri. Existã, de asemenea, o uşoarã disproporţie între numãrul fetelor 
şi cel al bãieţilor, acestea fiind 10 în anii avuţi în vedere, iar bãieţii doar 7, 
unul dintre ei decedând la 5 luni de la naştere.10 De asemenea, trebuie 
spus cã sporul natural era unul vizibil pozitiv, cele 17 naşteri fiind dublate 
doar de 2 decese în aceşti ani. Aşa se face cã, în anii 1885 şi 1886, se va 
naşte câte o fatã, în anul urmãtor şi în 1888, vor fi înregistrate 2 naşteri 
de bãieţi, anul 1889 aducând din nou o fatã, iar între anii 1890-1892, 
echilibrul dintre sexe fiind realizat datoritã faptului cã, anual se va 
înregistra un plus feminin şi unul masculin. Anul 1893, va aduce din nou 
supremaţia fetelor, prin 2 naşteri de fete, în vreme ce, ultimul an avut în 
vedere va aduce, pe fondul creşterii demografice un mic dezechilibru în 
proporţia dintre sexe, 2 naşteri fiind de fete, şi doar una a unui bãiat. 

Sã vedem, însã, cine au fost cei pe care-i avem în vedere. La 28 
decembrie 1885, în familia lui Abraham Leib Zaharovitz şi Feutil, din 
Salva, ambii de religie mozaicã, se va naşte Chaie Gitil.11 În anul urmãtor, 
la 2 august, în familia lui Steru Moses şi Chaje Golde, ambii de religie 
iudaicã, se va naşte fiica Steru Machle,12 iar la 20 decembrie, tot atunci, 
comunitatea evreilor sãlãuani se va înmulţi cu încã un membru, odatã cu 
venirea pe lume a tinerei Zacharovitz Heruvima, fiica lui Zacharoviţ 
Char şi Zacharovitz Seim, nãscutã Illsovitz.13 

Anul 1887, va aduce un spor demografic masculin, prin naşterea 
lui Lebeqelter Abraham, fiul lui Lebeqelter Mendel şi Peacher Cheaje,14 
ambii originari din Salva, la 17 februarie 1887. Bucuria pãrinţilor va fi, 

                                                                                                                                               
între anii 1869- 2002. Studiu demografic”, în Astra Salvensis, an II, numãr 3, 2014, pp. 

76-81; Vasilica Augusta Gãzdac, Salva-monografie istoricã, demograficã și antropologicã, Cluj-
Napoca, Editura Grinta, 2012. 
10 Serviciul Judeţean Bistriţa-Nãsãud al Arhivelor Naţionale, Fond Registre parohiale de stare 
civilã, registrul nr. 792, f. 16 (în continuare S. J. B. N. A. N.). 
11 Ibidem, Fond Registre parohiale de stare civilã, registrul nr. 788, f. 5.  
12 Ibidem, f. 19. 
13 Ibidem, f. 24. 
14 Ibidem, f. 34. 
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însã, de scurtã duratã, cãci, la cinci luni dupã naştere, acesta va 
sucomba.15 Va fi, însã, singurul caz de mortalitate infantilã ce va marca 
comunitatea evreiascã din localitate care, spre deosebire de cea 
româneascã, va cunoaşte o ratã mult mai micã a acestui fenomen. 

Ulterior, la 25 octombrie 1888, în familia lui Hochstalter Geuzou şi 
Hochstalter Jaute, nãscutã Walter, din localitate, se va adãuga un nou 
membru: Hochstalter Abraham Molbus,16 aceasta fiind singura naştere 
din comunitate în acest an. Abia în anul urmãtor, la 6 iunie, ea se va mai 
înmulţi cu un membru, respectiv Lepezelter Gitel, fiica lui Lepezelter 
Mendel şi Iloje Cralser.17 Anul 1890 va aduce 2 noi membri, pe Markusz 
Ieute, fiica lui Markusz Salomon şi Liberman Ruetel, nãscutã la 7 iunie,18 
şi pe Mendelsohn Mihaly, nãscut la 19 august 1890, fiul lui Mendelsohn 
Mendel şi Sara, nãscutã Marb.19 

Anul 1891, marcat de decesul crâşmãriţei Mendelsohn Roz, 
probabil rudã cu ultimul dintre ei, care va înceta din viaţã la 1 aprilie, în 
vârstã de doar 28 de ani, fiind înhumatã la Luşca, în vecinãtatea Salvei, 
unde exista o comunitate mai mare de evrei decât aici,20 va cunoaşte, de 
asemenea, şi naşterea lui Zacharovitz Foui, la 15 ianuarie 1891. Ea era 
fiica lui Zacharovitz Lazar şi Czili, ambii din Salva. 21  Tot atunci, 
comunitatea va creşte şi cu un membru de sex masculin, Lepczelter 
Matau, nãscut la 20 aprilie 1891, fiul lui Lepczelter Mendel şi Chajsje.22 În 
anul 1892, la 20 martie, Zacharovitz Tradel, fiica lui Zacharovitz 
Abraham Leib şi Ieutel,23 şi  Mihaly Falub Bar, nãscut la  20 martie, fiul 
lui Mihalyi Samuel şi Chajtse,24 vor marca şi ei creşterea demograficã a 
comunitãţii iudaice din localitatea avutã în vedere. 

Ulterior, în 1893, aceasta va spori odatã cu naşterea lui Mihalyi 
Rachel, fiica lui Mihaly Samuel şi Foui, care va veni pe lume la 30 
septembrie 1893,25 şi cea a lui Zacharovitz Degma, fiica lui Zacharovitz 
Suzar şi Czilli, nãscutã tot în aceeaşi datã,26 numãrul lor fiind completat, 

                                                             
15 Ibidem, Fond Registre parohiale de stare civilã, registrul nr. 792, f. 16.  
16 Ibidem, Fond Registre parohiale de stare civilã, registrul nr. 788, f. 46.  
17 Ibidem, f. 52.  
18 Ibidem, f. 64. 
19 Ibidem, f. 65.  
20 Ibidem, Fond Registre parohiale de stare civilã, registrul nr. 792, f. 29. 
21 Ibidem, Fond Registre parohiale de stare civilã, registrul nr. 788, f. 71. 
22 Ibdiem, f. 74. 
23 Ibidem, f. 86. 
24 Ibidem, f. 86. 
25 Ibidem, f. 105. 
26 Ibidem, f. 106. 
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în data de 4 februarie a anului urmãtor, de apariţia lui Zacharovitz 
Hindel, fiica lui Zacharovitz Leib şi Jeute,27 la 22 februarie, de naşterea 
lui Steru Chapcse, fiica lui Steru Moses şi Golde,28 şi la 28 aprilie, de cea a 
lui Mugur Mendel Volf, fiul lui Murug Izig şi Vieder Reize.29 

Din nefericire, lipsa unor informaţii biografice mai ample nu ne 
permit restituirea întreagã a poveştilor lor de viaţã, şi nici verificarea şi 
prezentarea unei liste a celor care au decedat în diferite lagãre, sau a 
urmaşilor lor care au avut de suferit în timpul celui de-al Doilea Rãzboi 
Mondial, deşi în baza de date yadwashem 30  apar nume precum cele 
enunţate, ca fiind localnici ai Salvei, însã, întrucât nu exista o foarte mare 
diversitate onomasticã, e dificil de stabilit cu precizie dacã este vorba 
despre ei acolo sau nu. Cu toate acestea, ştim cã, şi dupã perioada 
investigatã, prezenţa evreiascã în Salva a fost una constantã, în timpul 
Primului Rãzboi Mondial, mai mulţi tineri evrei fiind, de exemplu, 
înregistraţi în rândurile elevilor Gimnaziului Grãniceresc Nãsãudean.31 În 
plus, în mentalitatea vârstnicilor localitãţii, imaginea crâşmarului Leib şi a 
altor semeni ai sãi e încã vie, estompându-se, puţin câte puţin, odatã cu 
trecerea timpului şi decesul vârstnicilor localitãţii, care l-au cunoscut şi au 
interacţionat cu el. 

De aceea, ne-am propus ca în paginile acestei modeste cercetãri, sã 
semnalãm existenţa şi prezenţa lor aici, sã evidenţiem anumite aspecte 
demografice în perioada avutã în vedere şi sã arãtãm cã, deşi s-au strãduit 
sã se adapteze locului în care au vieţuit, evreii sãlãuani nu s-au 
dezrãdãcinat, faptul fiind dovedit atât de confesiunea mozaicã a tuturor 
celor pomeniţi, cât şi de numele pe care aceştia le dãdeau copiilor lor, 
greu de confundat cu cele româneşti. În plus, ar mai fi de semnalat faptul 
cã, spre deosebire de comunitatea româneascã de aici, cea a evreilor 
cunoaşte, în perioada avutã în vedere, o ratã mult mai micã a deceselor 

                                                             
27 Ibidem, f. 110. 
28 Ibidem, f. 111. 
29 Ibidem, f. 114. 
30 Cf. http://yvng.yadvashem.org, consultat la data de 12.VIII.2017. 
31 Cf. Iuliu-Marius Morariu, ,,Elevi sãlãuani la Gimnaziul Grãniceresc Nãsãudean în 
timpul Primului Rãzboi Mondial”, în Astra Salvensis, an IV, numãr 8, 2016, pp. 139-146. 
Este vorba despre: Berger Iosif Leib, elev în clasa I în anul şcolar 1914-1915 (Ioan 
Gheţie (coordonator), Raportul al LII-lea despre Gimnasiul superior fundaţional din Nãsãud 
pentru anul şcolar 1914-15, Bistriţa, Tipografia G. Matheiu, 1915, p. 84), care va rãmâne 
repetent în acel an (Ioan Gheţie (coordonator), Raportul al LIII-lea despre gimnaziul superior 
fundaţional din Naszod-Nãsãud pentru anul şcolar 1915-1916, Bistriţa, Tipografia G. Matheiu, 
1916, p. 68), şi Zacharovics Izidor, care va intra în clasa întâi în anul urmãtor (Ibidem, p. 
68). Din nefericire, însã, niciunul dintre ei nu se va remarca printr-o prestanţã aparte şi 
rezultate deosebite la învãţãturã. 
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infantile, dar şi lipsa copiilor din flori/ilegitimi, fapt ce denotã o moralã a 
familiei bine închegatã şi implementatã.   
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ANEXE DOCUMENTARE 
 

Anexa 1 
Lista evreilor sãlãuani decedaţi între 1885-1894 

 
1) Lebzelter Abraham, decedat în anul 1887, la vârsta de 5 luni. 
 
2) Mendelshon Roz, crâşmãriţã, decedatã la 1 aprilie 1891, în vârstã de  
28 de ani şi înhumatã în Luşca. 

 
Sursã: S. J. B. N. A. N., Fond Registre parohiale de stare civilã, registrul nr. 
792, f. 16, f. 29.  

 
 

Anexa 2 
Lista evreilor sãlãuani nãscuţi între anii 1885-1894 

 
 

Nr. 
crt. 

Nume şi 
prenume 

Pãrinţii Data 
naşterii 

Sexul Alte 
informaţii 

1. Chaie Gitil Abraham 
Leib 
Zaharovitz 
şi Feutil 

28. 12. 
1885 

feminin religie 
mozaicã 

2. Steru 
Machle 

Steru Moses 
şi Chaje 
Golde 

02. 08. 
1886 

feminin religie 
mozaicã 

3. Zacharovitz 
Heruvima 

Zacharoviţ 
Char şi 
Zacharovitz 
Seim, 
nãscutã 
Illsovitz 

20. 12. 
1886 

feminin religie 
mozaicã 

4. Lebeqelter 
Abraham 

Lebeqelter 
Mendel şi 
Peacher 
Cheaje 

14. 11. 
1887 

masculin religie 
mozaicã, 
decedat la 
5 luni de la 

naştere 

5. Hochstalter 
Abraham 

Hochstalter 
Geuzou şi 

25. 10. 
1888 

masculin religie 
mozaicã 
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Molbus Hochstalter 
Jaute, 
nãscutã 
Walter 

6. Lepezelter 
Gitel 

Lepezelter 
Mendel şi 
Iloje Cralser 

06. 06. 
1889 

feminin religie 
mozaicã 

7. Markusz 
Ieute 

Markusz 
Salomon şi 
Liberman 
Ruetel 

07. 06. 
1890 

feminin religie 
mozaicã 

8. Mendelsohn 
Mihaly 

Mendelsohn 
Mendel şi 
Sara, 
nãscutã 
Marb 

19. 08. 
1890 

masculin religie 
mozaicã 

9. 
 

Zacharovitz 
Foui 

Zacharovitz 
Lazar şi 
Czili 

15. 01. 
1891 

feminin religie 
mozaicã 

10. 
 

Lepczelter 
Matau 

Lepczelter 
Mendel şi 
Chajsje 

20. 04. 
1891 

masculin religie 
mozaicã 

11. Zacharovitz 
Tradel 

Zacharovitz 
Abraham 
Leib şi 
Ieutel 

20. 03. 
1892 

feminin religie 
mozaicã 

12. Mihaly 
Falub Bar 

Mihalyi 
Samuel şi 
Chajtse 

20. 03. 
1892 

masculin religie 
mozaicã 

13. Mihalyi 
Rachel 

Mihaly 
Samuel şi 
Foui 

30. 09. 
1893 

feminin religie 
mozaicã 

14. Zacharovitz 
Degma 

Zacharovitz 
Suzar şi 
Czilli 

30. 09. 
1893 

feminin religie 
mozaicã 

15. Zacharovitz 
Hindel 

Zacharovitz 
Leib şi Jeute 

04. 02. 
1894 

feminin religie 
mozaicã 

16. Steru 
Chapcse 

Steru Moses 
şi Golde 

22. 02. 
1894 

feminin religie 
mozaicã 

17. Mugur Mugur Izig 28. 04. masculin religie 
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Mendel Volf şi Vieder 
Reize 

1894 mozaicã 

 
Sursã: S. J. B. N. A. N., Fond Registre parohiale de stare civilã, registrul nr. 
788, f. 5-114.  
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ADMINISTRATORII TIPOGRAFIEI ŞI LIBRÃRIEI 
DIECEZANE DIN CARANSEBEŞ (1885-1918). SCURTE 

CONSIDERAŢII BIO-BIBLIOGRAFICE 
 

Daniel Aron Alic 
Universitatea ,,Eftimie Murgu” Reşiţa, România 

 
Abstract: One of the most important concerns of the first bishop of Caransebeş, 

Ioan Popasu (1865-1889), was the foundation of a printer supposed to spread in his diocese 
Church decisions and to disseminate between the faithful Romanian lay culture. The 
foundation event took place in 1885 and it meant the beginning of a beautiful activity of the 
Church for the spiritual and cultural formation of the people from Banat. The bishops of 
Caransebeş, priests and laymen from the area had a great contribution at the good work of the 
printer, which has prepared and formed a true national conscience. Also, it must not be 
forgiven the ones that have daily worked there, the administrators of the printer and of the 
Diocesan Book Store, that have become, through their social work, very important people for 
Banat history. 

Keywords: Banat, Caransebeş, Printer and Diocesan Book Store, 
typographic activity, administrators. 

 
Biserica Ortodoxã Românã a reprezentat pentru devenirea istoricã 

a românilor o instituţie cu puternice valenţe. Ierarhii şi preoţii, 
reprezentanţii clerici ai Bisericii, au luptat permanent pentru ridicarea 
religioasã şi culturalã a românilor. În Banat şi Transilvania, datoritã 
specificitãţilor istorice locale, clericii s-au implicat mai activ în sprijinirea 
aspiraţiilor de libertate şi unitate prin menţinerea unei conştiinţe 
naţionale şi a unui progres cultural. Tiparul a fost una din cele mai 
puternice arme pentru atingerea acestor scopuri şi de aceea, în a doua 
jumãtate a secolului al XIX-lea, centrele eparhiale de la Sibiu, Arad şi 
Caransebeş nu au precupeţit niciun efort pentru a întemeia centre 
tipografice. 

 La Caransebeş, episcopul Ioan Popasu (1865-1889), restauratorul 
vechiului scaun episcopal din Banat, deşi s-a confruntat cu greutãţile 
începutului, a reuşit sã gãseascã mereu resurse pentru a întemeia noi 
instituţii de culturã. Dupã 20 de ani de pãstorire cu realizãri bisericeşti şi 
şcolare fãrã egal, în anul 1885 a reuşit sã porneascã şi o activitatea 
tipograficã şi de distribuţie a materialelor editate. 1  Scopul declarat al 

                                                             
1  Detalii la: Petru Cãlin, Tiparul românesc diecezan din Caransebeş, 1885-1918, volum I, 
Reşiţa, Editura Banatica, 1996, pp. 5-24. 
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episcopului era ca tiparul sã rãspândeascã „sciinţele şi prin dânsele cultura, 
luminarea, religiozitatea şi moralitatea la toţi fiii diecesei”.2 

Tipografia şi Librãria Diecezanã din Caransebeş (1886-1918), 
susţinute cu dãruire şi de ceilalţi episcopi ai Caransebeşului, Nicolae 
Popea (1889-1908) şi Miron Cristea (1910-1920), au avut un rol însemnat 
în viaţa societãţii bãnãţene de la sfârşitul secolului al XIX-lea şi începutul 
secolului al XX-lea mai ales în promovarea culturii, a istoriei şi a valorilor 
naţionale. Tocmai de aceea putem afirma cã rolul acestei instituţii în 
evenimentul de la 1 decembrie 1918 a fost unul major. Oamenii cei mai 
apropiaţi de tipãrirea şi rãspândirea cãrţilor au fost administratorii 
stabilimentului, poate prea puţin pomeniţi de scrierile care evidenţiazã 
activitatea tipograficã din Banat.  

În cele ce urmeazã, ca un act de pro-memorie vom prezenta, pe 
scurt, administratorii Tipografiei şi Librãriei Diecezane din Caransebeş 
de la începuturi şi pânã la Marea Unire. 
 

Ilie Moacã (1834-1906) 
 
Ilie Moacã a fost administrator al Tipografiei şi Librãriei Diecezane 

între anii 1886-1887. S-a nãscut în Eşelniţa, a terminat şcoala 
Regimentului de Graniţã din Caransebeş (înfiinţatã în anul 1807) şi a fost 
încorporat în anul 1853 în Regimentul nr. 13 din Caransebeş. În anul 
1859 a ajuns cadet-sergent-major, iar în 4 octombrie a aceluiaşi an a fost 
avansat la gradul de sublocotenent cl. II. Cu acest grad a luptat în 
rãzboiul cu Prusia din anul 1866, ca membru al batalionului 1 din 
Regimentul Româno-Bãnãţean nr. 13, alãturi de cãpitanul Pavel Liofariu 
din Prigor şi Nestor Cetil din Mehadia.3 A fost rãnit în rãzboi şi  nevoit 
sã se pensioneze în anul 1867. Fiind foarte tânãr s-a angajat la Episcopia 
Caransebeşului unde a primit misiunea de cancelist.4 Din 1 septembrie 
1886, Ilie Moacã a fost numit în funcţia de administrator al Tipografiei şi 
Librãriei (dupã o scurtã perioadã de interimat a  lui Traian Bârzu). 
Deoarece postul de administrator era solicitant, acesta trebuind sã fie 
permanent în librãrie, de la deschidere pânã la ora închiderii, lucru pe 
care nu putea sã-l îndeplineascã din pricina invaliditãţii de rãzboi, în 
şedinţa din 20/31 decembrie 1886 Consistoriul Diecezan a decis sã-i 

                                                             
2 Arhiva Episcopiei Caransebeşului (în continuare A. E. C.), Fond Bisericesc (III), dosar 
nr. 990/1885, nenumerotat. 
3 Cornel Corneanu, ,,Trecute vieţi în graniţa bãnãţeanã”, în Luceafãrul, an VII, 1941, pp. 
18-19. 
4 Ibidem.. 
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redea postul de cancelist diecezan, cu salariul pe care l-a avut anterior, iar 
,,pentru serviciile credincioase prestate în calitate de administrator al tipografiei şi 
librãriei diecesane i se asigure din casa acestor stabilimente drept remuneraţiune 50 
fl.”.5 Ilie Moacã şi-a închinat 30 de ani din viaţã Consistoriului Diecezan, 
în calitate de cancelist I, aşa cum a fãcut-o şi fiul acestuia, Aurel Moacã. 

Şi-a gãsit sfârşitul în 23 iulie 1906, şi a fost înmormântat la Caransebeş cu 
onoruri militare.6 
 

Ioan Linţu (1855-1929)7 
 
Locotenentul Ioan Linţu, originar din Goleţ, a condus 22 ani 

exactorul diecezan, iar Tipografia şi Librãria Diecezanã între anii 1887-
1896. În şedinţa extraordinarã a Consistoriului Diecezan din 3 ianuarie 
1887 Ioan Linţu a fost numit administrator al Tipografiei şi Librãriei: 
„Prin aceasta venim a te denumi de definitiv în postul de esactor diecezan ce l-ai 
ocupat pânã aici în mod provizoriu cu un salariu anual de 600 fl…. Pe lângã 
agendele esactorului sã porţi şi agendele administratorului tipografiei şi librãriei 
diecezane: adicã socotelile şi corespondenţa pe lângã o remuneraţiune de 120 fl.”.8 

Ioan Linţu a fost luptãtor pentru drepturile românilor, în aceastã 
perioadã, când tendinţele de deznaţionalizare erau tot mai evidente. În 
prejma Memorand-ului, a corespondat cu Eugen Brote, într-o scrisoare 
din 10 mai 1892 înştiinţându-l cã şi el vrea sã facã parte din delegaţia care 
va duce memorandul la Viena.9 Într-o altã scrisoare descrie greutãţile pe 
care le întâmpinã de când s-a aflat cã doreşte sã facã parte din delegaţia 
care va merge la curte: „…nu se mai sfârşesc ameninţãrile contra mea… de un 
timp nu mai arde lumina înaintea casei mele, lampa electricã, ci e opritã, cã o 
mulţime de intimidãri se comite în contra mea în întunericul nopţii. Mi se ameninţã 
cã casa unde locuiesc va fi aruncatã în aer cu dinamita”. În continuare îşi pune 
problema dacã în calitatea sa de locotenent cesaro-regesc îi este permis sã 
participe ca delegat, deoarece: ,,toatã lumea de aici zice cã asta nu e e rugare ci 
demonstraţiune contra coroanei şi a statului, şi la aşa ceva mie ca oficer nu mi-e 
permis, aşa zic toţi oficierii în pensie. Ce sã facem, e greu a fi şi oficer bun şi român 
bun şi patriot bun şi librãria sã meargã bine. Şti d-ta cã de când se ştie cã merg şi eu 

                                                             
5 A. E. C., Fond Economic (V), dosar nr. 26/1887, nenumerotat. 
6 ,,Ilie Moacã”, în Foaia Diecezanã, numãr 31, 30 iulie, 1906, p. 5. 
7 Foaia Diecezanã, numãr 47, 24 noiembrie, 1929, p. 6. 
8 A. E. C., Fond Economic (V), dosar nr. 26/1895, nenumerotat. 
9  Constantin Brãtescu, Biserica strãmoşeascã din Banatul de sud şi contribuţia sa la Fãurirea 
României Mari (1867-1918), Caransebeş, Editura Dalami, 2007, p. 39, 97. 
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în deputãţie nu e cam cercetatã librãria? Apoi şi inteligenţa noastrã afarã de câţiva e 
foarte rezervatã”.10  

Acesta a luptat cu curaj şi pentru  afirmarea limbii române. Între el 
şi Constantin Burdia, primarul filo-maghiar al Caransebeşului, a izbucnit 
un conflict în 1896, în urma cãruia Ioan Linţu a primit douã amenzi, de 
25 fl., respectiv 50 fl., pentru transgresiune împotriva ordinii publice. 
Deoarece s-a simţit nedreptãţit, a fãcut recurs, în care, mai mult decât 
interesele personale, a apãrat  limba româneascã: „toate recursele mele le-am 
fãcut în limba româneascã şi trimiţându-mi-se sentinţa de la oficiul de vice-comite 
redigiatã în limba maghiarã am refuzat primirea, cerând ca sã mi se estradee 
redigiatã româneşte. Aceastã cerere şi legalã şi justã nu s-a luat în considerare, ci au 
venit 2 poliţişti în cancelaria mea şi lãsând sentinţa scrisã în limba maghiarã pe 
masã…”. 11  În aceste condiţii, Ioan Linţu nu a cedat, ci s-a adresat 
Ministerului de Interne: „Nepricepând limba maghiarã n-am primit actul 
susnumit, ci trimieţându-l îndãrãt, m-am rugat ca conform §§ lor 6, 21 şi 23 ai art. 
de lege XLIV din 1868 şi conform statutului magistrual care statoreşte limba 
românã şi cea germanã ca limbã protocolarã pentru magistratul din loc, sã mi se 
estrãdee în limba maternã adicã în limba românã (…) drept aceea rog pe Înalt 
Ministeriu reg. Ung. De Interne cu respectul cuvenit ca sã dispuneţi graţios 
înmânarea susnumitului act oficios, redigiat în limba mea maternã ca sã pot face paşii 
necesari întru apãrarea mea în timpul prescris de lege”.12 

Din cauza activitãţii sale naţionale, în 1896 este nevoit sã-şi dea 
demisia din funcţia de administrator al Tipografei şi Librãriei Diecezane. 
În cererea de demisie, Ion Linţu precizeazã: „persoana mea sã fie în urma 
ţinutei mele politice o pedicã pentru rentabilitatea şi desvoltarea tipografiei şi librãriei 
diecesane”.13 
 

Traian Bârzu (1857-1942)14 
 
Traian Bârzu s-a nãscut în comuna Bacamezeu (Arad) în anul 

1857. A urmat cursurile Şcolii elementare din localitate, apoi Şcoala 
medie în Bichişciaba şi Seghedin. A fost bursierul familie Mocioni, apoi 
notar, la epitropia fondurilor comune din Arad. În 1884 a fost chemat de 
Ioan Popasu la Caransebeş, unde a ocupat funcţia de referent al senatului 

                                                             
10 Ibidem, p. 39, 102. 
11 ,,Corespondenţã”, în Dreptatea, an III, numãr 169, 31 iulie/12 august, 1896, p. 2. 
12 Ibidem. 
13 A. E. C., Fond Economic (V), dosar nr. 26/1895, nenumerotat.  
14 Foaia Diecezanã, numãr 11, 15 martie, 1942, p. 6. 
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epitropesc, avansând apoi asesor consistorial al aceluiaşi senat.15 A fost 
deputat sinodal între 1885-1887, 1891-1905, iar deputat congresual între 
1894-1905. 16  A fost colaborator la ,,Foaia Diecezanã” şi ,,Biserica şi 
Şcoala”. La Tipografia Diecezanã i-au apãrut 4 cãrţi: Cugetãri asupra 
crescerei omului, 1887, 54 p.; Recepte contra sãrãciei, 1889, 5 p.; Instrucţiune 
practicã despre purtarea socoţilor şi administrarea averilor bisericesci, pentru preoţii, 
învãţãtorii, epitropii parohiali şi pentru elevii institutelor teologice şi pedagogice, 1891, 
77 p.; Epistoale deschise in causa înfiinţãrii fondurilor preoţesci de dotaţiune, 1894, 
40 p.  

Traian Bârzu a preluat conducerea Tipografiei şi a Librãriei 
Diecezane la 1 martie 1897.17 Dupã ocuparea postului de administrator, 
Traian Bârzu a venit cu o serie de propuneri: spaţiul alocat librãriei şi 
tipografiei sã se mãreascã deoarece au crescut afacerile; librarul şi 
tipograful sã primeascã la sfârşit de an un procent din venitul tipografiei 
şi librãriei, astfel aceştia fiind interesaţi ca venitul stabilimentului sã fie cât 
mai mare.18 Tot la sugestia lui, care propune asigurarea tuturor clãdirilor 
bisericeşti, şcolare, parohiale şi a personalului diecezan prin intermediul 
Librãriei Diecezane, la Caransebeş s-a deschis o agenţie a bãncii de 
asigurare ,,Transilvania”, care avea sediul central la Sibiu.19 

În 27 noiembrie 1903 au apãrut de sub teascurile Tipografiei 
Diecezane douã piese muzicale patriotice, armonizate de Ion Vidu, 
,,Marşul lui Iancu” şi ,,Haideţi, fraţi!”, piese care vor deveni pretextul 
unui proces. Ion Vidu este învinuit cã instigã la revoltã prin conţinutul 
,,subversiv” al textelor celor douã cântece. În acest proces politic sunt 
implicaţi şi George Imbronovici, conducãtorul tehnic al tipografiei, care 
primeşte o amendã de 20 coroane, şi Traian Bârzu, administrator. Cei doi 
sunt acuzaţi cã n-au trimis cele douã tipãrituri procuraturii din Timişoara, 
spre a fi aprobate. Cele douã partituri au fost confiscate din librãrie în 
aceeaşi zi în care au fost puse în vânzare. Spiridon Şandru, cel care îi 
urmeazã lui Traian Bârzu la conducerea tipografiei şi librãriei, raporteazã 
Consistoriului Diecezan cã nu se poate dovedi dacã au fost trimise sau 
nu, deoarece: ,,Esemplarele obligate din tipãriturile de pe luna Novembre 1903 s-
au trmis procuraturei din Timişoara la 1 Decembre 1903, dupã cum aratã libelul 
postal. Se observã cã la procuraturã se substern tipãriturile de pe fiecare lunã fãrã 

                                                             
15 Andrei Ghidiu, Iosif Bãlan, Monografia oraşului Caransebeş, Timişoara, 2000, pp. 164-
165. 
16 Petru Cãlin, Tiparul românesc diecezan din Caransebeş, 1885-1918, volum I, p. 152. 
17 A. E. C., Fond Economic (V), dosar nr. 26/1895, nenumerotat. 
18 Ibidem, dosar nr. 48/1898. 
19 Petru Cãlin, Tiparul românesc diecezan din Caransebeş, 1885-1918, volum I, p. 29. 
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conspect şi fãr comitivã aşa cã în casul de faţã nu se pote constata din libelul postal 
cari tipãrituri anume s-au trãmis… Termenele pentru substernerea exemplarelor 
obligate pe baza a diferite ordinaţiuni mnisteriale sunt urmãtoarele: a) pentru 
magistrat câte un conspect la finea fiecãrei luni, pe carelerespectivul oficiante al 
magistratului îl confronteazã cu cartea de lucru a tipografiei şi totodatã subscrie cartea 
de lucru; b) pentru procuratura din Tmişoara la finea fiecãrei luni tipãriturile de pe 
acea lunã, iar c) pentru muzeu, oficiul de statisticã şi academia de şciinţe-la finea 
fiecãrui pãtrariu de an câte un esemplar din fiecare tipãriturã fãcutã în acel 
pãtrariu”.20 

La sfârşitul anului 1903, Traian Bârzu, din cauza procesului Vidu-
Bârzu, dar şi din cauza unui conflict apãrut între el şi casierul librãriei, 
Constantin Cãlţun, este îndepãrtat de la conducerea Tipografiei, iar la 
scurtã vreme iese la pensie, retrãgându-se la Birchiş. 
 

Petru Barbu (1864-1941) 
 
Petru Barbu s-a nãscut la Lugoj, în 7 Mai 1864, fiind primul dintre 

cei 11 copii ai lui  Lazãr Barbu, „un înfocat naţionalist şi mare ortodox”.21 A 
urmat cursurile Şcolii confesionale şi ale Liceului unguresc din Lugoj, 
apoi este trimis la liceele din Beiuş, Blaj şi în cele din urmã absolvã Liceul 
ortodox din Braşov. În 1884, la îndemnul lui Coriolan Brediceanu, se 
înscrie la Facultatea de Teologie a Universitãţii din Cernãuţi unde, în anul 
1891, obţine şi titlul de doctor în teologie. Între 1889-1892, urmeazã şi 
cursuri de specializare în domeniul cateheticii la Viena, Graz şi Berlin.22 
În februarie 1895 este hirotonit diacon, în 12 noiembrie 1898 preot şi 
distins cu brâu roşu, la 20 ianuarie 1930 episcopul Iosif Traian Badescu îl 
ridicã la rangul de protoprezbiter.  

Dupã obţinerea titlului de doctor, vine la Caransebeş unde, în 16 
iulie 1892, 23  este numit profesor suplinitor la Institutul Teologic din 
Caransebeş, iar în 5 aprilie 1893, este ales profesor titular. Dr. Petru 
Barbu s-a remarcat în rândul profesorilor de la cele douã institute 
(teologic şi pedagogic) diecezane, ca unul dintre cei mai cunoscuţi autori 
de manuale şcolare şi studii de pedagogie din Banat şi Transilvania. La 
Tipografia Diecezanã din Caransebeş i-au apãrut nu mai puţin de 26 de 

                                                             
20 A. E. C., Fond Economic (V), dosar nr. 51/1904, nenumerotat. 
21 Gheorghe Cotoşman, ,,Profesorul Dr. Petru Barbu”, în Anuarul Academiei Teologice din 
Caransebeş pe 1940-1941, Caransebeş, Tiparul Tipografiei Diecezane, p. XIII. 
22  ,,Dr. Petru Barbu”, în Foaia Diecezanã, numãr 11, 1941, p. 1; Cornel Corneanu, 
,,Profesorul Dr. Petru Barbu (1864-1941)”, în Transilvania,  numãr 3, 1941, p. 202. 
23 Cornel Corneanu, ,,Profesorul dr. Petru Barbu”, p. 202. 
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titluri.24 De asemenea, a publicat numeroase studii şi articole în paginile 
unor periodice ale vremii, precum: ,,Tribuna” din Sibiu, ,,Tribuna” din 
Arad, ,,Gazeta Transilvaniei” din Braşov, ,,Foaia Poporului Român”, 
,,Biserica şi Şcoala” din Arad, ,,Luminãtorul”, ,,Dreptatea” din Timişoara, 
,,Românul” din Arad, ,,Lumina” din Caransebeş, ,,Progresul” din 
Oraviţa, ,,Banatul Românesc” al lui dr. Avram Imbroane.  În 1901, 
împreunã cu Valeriu Branişte, dr. Corneliu Jurca şi alţi adepţi ai 
Partidului Naţional Român, au pus bazele ziarului ,,Drapelul” din 
Lugoj.25 

Petru Barbu a fost un înflãcãrat luptãtor pentru pãstrarea culturii 
naţionale, ducând o ,,luptã frumoasã şi fãţişã”, 26  într-o perioadã în care 
autoritãţile de stat duceau o politicã agresivã de deznaţionalizare şi 
maghiarizare forţatã a românilor.27 Lupta naţionalã a lui s-a manifestat pe 
toate planurile activitãţii sale profesionale. În încercarea de a combate 
tendinţa oficialitãţilor de maghiarizare a numelor româneşti, adunã şi 
publicã o colecţie de Porecle lugojene, pe care le prezintã sub formã de 
versuri pentru a fi mai uşor memorate. Petru Oallde susţine cã aceastã 
colecţie s-a difuzat încã din 1896 sub formã de manuscris, iar din 1898 în 
format tipãrit.28 În activitatea didacticã a deşteptat şi a cultivat în rândul 
elevilor sentimentul naţional, le-a insuflat dragostea pentru limba, cultura 
şi istoria poporului român. În manualul de Istorie bisericeascã el intercala 
lecţii de istorie a României precum: ,,Formarea poporului românesc”, 
„Întemeierea principatelor”.29 O ediţie din Istoria bisericeascã şi douã ediţii 
din Istorioare bisericeşti ale lui Petru Barbu sunt interzise, deoarece „atât 
spiritul cât şi conţinutul cãrţilor-istorioarele bisericeşti-neagã pe deplin ideia de stat 
maghiar, ba chiar stau în serviciul direcţiei contrare acesteia; sub forma de Istorie 
bisericeascã (autorul) vârã pe furiş în şcoalele poporale cu limba valahã din Ungaria 
istoria fictivã daco-romanã; în fine nu numai cã falsificã Istoria Ungariei, ci şi 
teritoriul Ungariei îl împarte tendenţios, în spirit daco-român”. 30  Autorul celor 
douã volume este nevoit sã elimine lecţiile de istorie naţionalã din 
manualul de Istorie bisericeascã, însã acest lucru nu l-a împiedicat sã le 

                                                             
24 Petru Cãlin, Tiparul românesc diecezan din Caransebeş, 1885-1918, volum I, p. 52-57. 
25 Ibidem, p. 430. 
26 Pavel Jumanca, Amintiri. Anii tinereţii, Timişoara, Editura David Press Print, 2011, p. 
373. 
27 ,,Dr. Petru Barbu”, p. 1. 
28 Petru Oallde, Lupta pentru limbã româneascã în Banat, Timişoara, Editura Facla, 1983, 
pp. 90-91. 
29 Pavel Jumanca, Amintiri. Anii tinereţii, pp. 48-49. 
30  Ordinul Ministerului de culte ungar, nr. 1032/1907, apud Gheorghe Cotoşman, 
,,Profesorul Dr. Petru Barbu”, p. XVIII. 
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predea „împreunã cu materia de religie-întreagã istoria neamului românesc”. 31 
Petru Barbu este denunţat pentru activitatea sa naţionalã, astfel cã în 
urma unei anchete disciplinare efectuatã la Caransebeş, Apponyi  
ameninţã cu retragerea subvenţiei de stat acordatã Episcopiei 
Caransebeşului, precum şi cu suspendarea autonomiei bisericii dacã nu 
sunt luate mãsuri disciplinare împotriva lui Petru Barbu şi a celorlalţi 
profesori de la institut, care sunt împotriva ideii de stat maghiar.32 Din 
paginile ziarului  ,,Drapelul” din Lugoj, aflãm cã eparhia a mai fost 
ameninţatã cu retragerea ajutorului de stat şi în 1907, când un cântãreţ de 
la reuniunea de cântãri şi muzicã, care a cântat la jubileul lui Andrei 
Ghidiu ,,Dorul înstrãinatului”, fiind constrâns sã-şi dea demisia din 
funcţia deţinutã în cadrul administraţiei orãşeneşti, este angajat de cãtre 
Petru Barbu la Librãria Diecezanã, lucru care nu a convenit autoritãţilor 
maghiare. Acestea au suspendat ajutorul de stat atât vreme cât „acest 
element primejdios statului este în serviciul diecezei”. 33  Este vorba de Achim 
Alionte, dirijorul Reuniunii de cântãri şi muzicã, care a fost angajat casier 
provizoriu la Librãria Diecezanã.  

Ancheta disciplinarã împotriva profesorului Petru Barbu începe în 
28 martie 1908, finalizându-se abia în octombrie, dupã moartea 
episcopului Nicolae Popea, când este nevoit sã se retragã de la Institutul 
Teologic, iar în 1911 este obligat sã iasã la pensie.34  

La venirea sa în Caransebeş, în 1892, i s-a dat în grijã şi conducerea 
,,Foii Diecezane”, pe care a redactat-o timp de 16 ani. La preluarea 
,,Foii”, Petru Barbu şi-a luat angajamentul sã contribuie la realizarea 
programului stabilit încã din 1886 care: „pe lângã aceea cã este organul oficios 
al Eparhiei noastre, cuprinde şi o parte menitã studiului ştiinţific şi literar, care, 
ţinând seama de împrejurãrile noastre culturale, stãruieşte sã lumineze oamenii noştri, 
îndeosebi pe preoţii, învãţãtorii şi cãrturarii poporului, îndreptând, întregind şi 
sporindu-le treptat cunoştinţele neapãrat de lipsã pentru zilnica lor ocupaţiune. Dacã 
nu alte motive, apoi cel puţin iubirea de poporul nostru, care are trebuinţã de 
conducãtori luminaţi, sã ne îndemne a lucra cu tot dinadinsul, ca foaia noastrã sã-şi 
ajungã menirea”.35  

                                                             
31 Pavel Jumanca, Amintiri. Anii tinereţii, pp. 48-49. 
32  Rescriptul Ministerului de cult ungar, nr. 307, din 2 Martie 1907, apud Gheorghe 
Cotoşman, ,,Profesorul Dr. Petru Barbu”, pp. XVIII-XIX. 
33 Drapelul, nr. 79, 1908, p. 1; nr. 80, 1908, p. 1; nr. 81, 1908, p. 1. 
34 Eghita Pop, ,,Dr. Petru Barbu (1864-1941)-luptãtor naţional”, în volumul Tainã şi 
Mãrturisire, Caransebeş, Editura Episcopiei Caransebeşului, 2014, p. 541.  
35 Foaia Diecezanã,  numãr 14, 6/18 aprilie, 1892, p. 1. 
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În 1906 Petru Barbu a primit şi administrarea tipografiei şi a 
librãriei, angajându-se sã organizeze stabilimentul diecezan. 36  În acest 
sens a luat o seamã de mãsuri: a introdus într-un singur jurnal de casã 
toate veniturile şi cheltuielile însoţite de documente; a stabilit care sunt 
debitorii stabilimentului; constatând cã au datornici de la înfiinţarea 
stabilimentului, a încercat sã recupereze din bani. Petru Barbu constatã 
cã în Cartea Principalã, în care trebuiau introduse casa, marfa, salariile, 
capitalul împrumutat de la Consistoriu, cheltuielile, chiria etc., nu s-a 
introdus nimic.37  

În 8 iunie 1906 Petru Barbu propune Consistoriului Diecezan ca 
,,Foaia Diecezanã” sã publice şi articole cu caracter politic, deoarece 
,,Foaia Diecezanã nu are sã se ocupe exclusiv numai cu teme scientifice-literare, ci şi 
cu apãrarea aşezãmintelor noastre bisericeşti şi şcolare, cari sunt expuse 
fluctuaţiunilor politice şi cari nu odatã ar trebui apãrate în organul de publicisticã al 
diecezei noastre”.38  În aceeaşi zi, Consistoriul Diecezan se întruneşte în 
şedinţã şi „decide ca Foii diecezane sã i se dea şi caracter politic”,39  însã din 
motive financiare se revine asupra acestei decizii. 

Ca redactor al ,,Foii” şi administrator al Tipografiei şi Librãriei 
Diecezane, Petru Barbu, înlesneşte apariţia a numeroase studii şi articole 
care promovau limba, istoria şi cultura naţionalã a românilor; strecoarã 
ştiri sau articole preluate din alte publicaţii ale vremii, precum ,,Gazeta 
Transilvaniei”, ,,Telegraful Român” etc., cu caracter politic şi naţional, 
promoveazã în paginile ,,Foii” scriitorii din România etc.  

Elaborarea proiectului de lege şcolarã din 1907 de cãtre contele 
Albert Apponyi, îl aduce pe Petru Barbu din nou în vizorul autoritãţilor 
maghiare, ca redactor responsabil al ,,Foii” şi ca administrator al 
Tipografiei şi Librãriei Diecezane. Acesta publicã în ,,Foaia Diecezanã”, 
Memorandul episcopatului gr. ort. Român,40 luãrile de cuvânt ale deputaţilor şi 
alte articole în care este combãtut proiectul lui Apponyi. Ca urmare a 
publicãrii acestor articole, Petru Barbu, în calitate de administrator al 
Tipografiei Diecezane, ,,a fost condamnat la 50 cor. ca pedeapsã şi 147 cor. 50 
fil. ca spese pentru publicarea Memorandului episcopului nostru prezentat dlui 
Ministru Apponyi, a unor articole referitoare la proiectul de lege al acestuia şi 
reproducerea unor pãrţi din vorbirile deputaţilor naţionali”.41  

                                                             
36 A. E. C., Fond Economic (V), dosar nr. 370/1903 , nenumerotat. 
37 Ibidem, dosar nr. 285/1908. 
38 Ibidem, dosar nr. 246/1906. 
39 Ibidem. 
40 Foaia Diecezanã, numãr 10, 4 martie, 1907, pp. 1-3. 
41 Ibidem, an XXIII, numãr 20, 11 mai, 1908, p. 7. 
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Activitatea politicã şi naţionalã a lui Petru Barbu l-a transformat 
într-un personaj incomod, astfel cã s-a încercat înlãturarea sa şi de la 
conducerea Tipografei şi a ,,Foii Diecezane”, care erau mijloace 
puternice de luptã pentru pãstrarea conştiinţei naţionale.  În şedinţa nr. II 
a Sinodului eparhial din 21 aprilie 1908, Nicolae Ionescu, îl acuzã pe 
Petru Barbu cã a tipãrit la Tipografia Diecezanã broşura Novi Homines 
Caransebesiensis şi a distribuit-o prin Librãria Diecezanã.42 Broşura scotea 
la ivealã modul în care Constantin Burdia a controlat desfãşurarea 
alegerilor de deputaţi sinodali. La aceastã acuzaţie, i se rãspunde cã 
„tipografia diecezanã e o întreprindere comercialã şi are şi a avut conducãtoriul ei 
instruit de Consistoriul diecezan. Acest conducãtoriu încheie învoielile de tipãrire cu 
autorii respectivi. Şi în cazul tipãrirei broşurei din cestiune aşa s-a întâmplat. 
Consistoriul nu a avut nici o ingerinţã... Iarã în ce priveşte tragerea la rãspundere a 
autorului, interpelantul se îndrumã a-şi cãuta satisfacţie la forul competent”.43 În ce 
priveşte conducerea tipografiei şi a librãriei „consistoriul diecezan, în lipsã de 
altã persoanã acceptabilã a concrezut conducerea tipografiei şi librãriei diecezane 
profesorului de teologie Dr. Petru Barbu, şi când va afla altã persoanã 
corespunzãtoare, îl va dispensa de aceastã însãrcinare”.44  Însã, cu toatã opoziţia 
membrilor sinodului eparhial şi a episcopului Nicolae Popea, dr. Petru 
Barbu, este obligat sã renunţe şi la funcţia de administrator al Tipografie 
şi Librãriei Diecezane şi la aceea de redactor al ,,Foii Diecezane”.45 

Deşi este obligat sã demisioneze din aproape toate funcţiile pe care 
le deţinea, Petru Barbu gãseşte noi mijloace de luptã, mãrturisind cã 
nimeni şi nimic n-a reuşit sã-l abatã de la idealul sãu politic. În perioada 
premergãtoare actului Marii Uniri din 1918 toate actele ce ţineau de 
activitatea Consiliului Naţional Român treceau mai întâi prin mâinile lui 
Petru Barbu. Gheorghe Neamţu mãrturiseşte cã Petru Barbu, „român 
valoros, hotãrât şi mai ales de-o mare energie” lucra necontenit în consiliu, 
rezolvând cu înţelepciune problemele mai delicate cu care se confrunta 
C. N. R., astfel cã, deşi cConsiliul nu-l desemnase conducãtor în mod 
oficial, Petru Barbu „fu tot timpul, el şeful sãu adevãrat”.46 În aceastã perioadã 
a sprijinit formarea consiliilor şi a gãrzilor naţionale în numeroase 
localitãţi. 

                                                             
42 Protocolul Sinodului Eparhial al diecesei gr. ort. rom. a Caransebeşului, periodul XIII, sesiunea 
III, Caransebeş, 1908, p. 6. 
43 Ibidem, pp. 26-27. 
44 Ibidem, p. 27. 
45 Eghita Pop, ,,Dr. Petru Barbu (1864-1941)-luptãtor naţional”, p. 544.  
46  Gheorghe Neamţu, Activitatea Consiliul Naţional Român din Caransebeş-noiembrie 1918-
august 1919, Caransebeş, Tiparul Tipografiei Diecezane, f. a., p. 23. 
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Prin actul de la 1 decembrie 1918, Petru Barbu îşi vede atins idealul 
naţional, pentru efortul depus fiind ales membru în Marele Sfat 
Naţional.47 La cererea sa, în 1919, a fost reîncadrat şi în învãţãmânt. Din 
1920 a fost ales director al Institutului Diecezan, respectiv rector al 
Academiei Teologice, pânã la pensionare, în 1937. 
 

Spiridon Şandru (1856-1926) 
 
Spiridon Şandru a fost administrator al Tipografiei şi Librãriei 

Diecezane între 1903 şi 1906, iar dupã ce Petru Barbu a demisionat, în 
1908, s-a apelat din nou la ajutorul lui Spiridon Şandru, acesta 
coordonând activitatea stabilimentului pânã la desfiinţarea postului de 
administrator, în iulie 1913. 

S-a nãscut în anul 1856 în comuna Petnic, comitatul Caraş-Severin. 
Între 1881-1888 a fost preot în Jupalnic, apoi a intrat în serviciul militar 
ca preot capelan de hovendi, adicã fãcea parte din armata pedestrã 
teritorialã austro-ungarã. În 1889 îşi dã demisia: ,,Înaltul mnisteriu reg. pentru 
aperarea tãrii a primt abdicerea mea de capelan de honvedi şi m-a pus în evidenţa 
reservei supletorie de honved pe timpul durate indetoririi mele de a milita, 
interdicându-mi totodatã a mai purta pe vitoriu uniforma prescrisã pentru preoţii de 
honvedi”.48 Este numit preot în Petnic, satul natal, unde va pãstori pânã în 
anul 1895, când este numit controlor diecezan.49  

În 1904, când este adoptat şi noul regulament intern, este numit în 
funcţia de administrator al Tipografiei şi Librãriei Diecezane. În august 
1906, Spiridon Şandru demisioneazã din funcţia de administrator al 
Tipografiei şi Librãriei, motivând cã cele douã posturi, de controlor 
diecezan şi de administrator, sunt prea solicitante: ,,Primind însã odatã 
aceastã sarcinã, n-am cruţat nici o ostenealã, ca sã-m împlinesc şi datorinţele legate de 
acest post. Dar tocmai încordarea prea mare în ambele posturi m-a adus pânã acolo 
cã astãzi puterile-mi deneagã serviţiul de pânã acu şi astfeliu silit mã simt a mã 
retrage de la administraţiunea numitului stabiliment”.50 Dupã doar 2 ani, în care 
stabilimentul diecezan a fost administrat de Petru Barbu, lui Spiridon 
Şandru i se încredinţeazã din nou conducerea celor douã unitãţi. Iniţial, 
este angajat în funcţia de administrator Vasile Jurca din Lugoj, fost 
contabil al casei de pãstrare ,,Lugojana”, în şedinţa ţinutã în 29 iunie 

                                                             
47 Ioan Munteanu, Vasile Mircea Zaberca, Mariana Sârbu, Banatul şi Marea Unire 1918, 
Timişoara, Editura Mitropoliei Banatului, 1992, p. 163. 
48 A. E. C., Fond Bisericesc (I), dosar nr. 353/1889, nenumerotat.. 
49 Ibidem, Fond Economic (V), dosar nr. 53/1895, nenumerotat. 
50 Ibidem, dosar. nr. 370/1903, nenumerotat. 
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1908. Se revine, însã, asupra acestei decizii dupã ce avocatul Nicolae 
Ionescu atenţioneazã Consistoriul Diecezan asupra faptului cã Vasile 
Jurca a fost demis de cãtre direcţiunea ,,Cassei Lugojana” din funcţia de 
contabil, în urma unor nereguli gãsite în contabilitate.51 Deşi se primesc 
numeroase cereri de angajare, în perioada urmãtoare se renunţã la ideea 
de a mai face angajãri, din cauza deficitului foarte mare la prezentarea 
bilanţului pe anul 1909. Astfel, rãmâne în continuare administrator, 
desemnat de consistoriu, controlorul diecezan Spiridon Şandru, pânã în 
anul 1913. 

Odatã adoptat regulamentul din 1913, funcţia de administrator 
dispare, contabilul consistorial fiind delegat sã supravegheze şi afacerile 
stabilimentului. Delegat consistorial pentru tipografie şi librãrie a fost 
Dimitrie Sgaverdia între 1913-1918, iar în perioada cât a fost concentrat 
pe front, delegat provizoriu a fost referentul consistorial Valeriu Meda.52 

Spiridon Şandru a rãmas în slujba eparhiei pânã la sfârşitul vieţii. 
,,Foaia Diecezanã” a publicat o caldã evocare a celui ce şi-a dedicat 47 de 
ani bisericii: ,,A fost un tãcut, dar zelos lucrãtor în via Domnului, care timp de 47 
ani a servit cu credinţã la altarul bisericii noastre strãmoşeşti. A fost un preot evlavios 
şi cucernic, care şi-a pus toatã dragostea pentru chemarea sa. Prin viaţa sa 
neprihãnitã şi iubirea sa pentru cele sfinte şi-a asigurat stima şi veneraţiunea tuturor 
adevãraţilor creştini. Iar cu firea-i blândã şi inima-i aleasã pe mulţi i-a întãrit pe 
calea virtuţii creştineşti. Nu mai puţin s-a distins şi ca funcţionar în administraţia 
centralã a Consistoriului diecezan (…) Protoprezbiterul Spiridon Şandru s-a stins!  
El a murit, dar amintirea lui va trãi şi mai departe în inimile noastre. Ne-a lãsat un 
nume cinstit, cãci ce alt bun putea avea pe acest pãmânt, decât un asemenea nume. Şi 
ne-a arãtat adevãratã cale, pe care trebuie sã umblãm şi sã muncim, dacã voim sã fim 
de folos neamului şi bisericii”.53 

Din cele vãzute mai sus, putem concluziona cã activitatea 
administratorilor Tipografiei şi Librãriei Diecezane din Caransebeş a fost 
totalmente în sprijinul culturii şi a spiritului românesc. Chiar dacã prin 
intrigi şi drumuri ocolite s-a reuşit îndepãrtarea administratorilor 
incomozi regimului politic antinaţional, urmãtorii desemnaţi de 
conducerea eparhiei au dus pe mai departe menirea tiparului 
caransebeşean, aceea de a fi mereu aproape de sufletul românilor.  
 

                                                             
51 Ibidem, dosar nr. 285/1908, nenumerotat. 
52Ibidem, dosar nr. 278/1912, nenumerotat. 
53 ,,Protopresbiterul Spiridon Şandru”, în Foaia Diecezanã, numãr 10, 7 martie, 1926, p. 
4. 
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Abstract: This article analyzes the principles of the Alash Party, the advocates of 

the national movement, and the background of the formation of Alash Orda, the Kazakh 
national independent government that was created in 1917. The Alash Party leaders saw 
Kazakhstan as an autonomous subject and attempted to reinforce its sovereign statehood, 
putting forward a politically and economically justified program to develop Kazakhstan‟s 
autonomy. But the party‟s ideas were not supported by the Bolsheviks, and it ceased to exist 
in 1920. 
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In the history of each state there are stages that have significantly 

changed the course of the history of the country. For Kazakhstan, this 
period was the stage of formation of the political intelligentsia and the 
,,Alash” party. This moment can be called the key in the process of 
establishing Kazakhstan as an independent state. In this article, the 
author sets out to review the activities of the Alash party, its policies and 
the results of its activities throughout the country. 

 
Methods 

 
The methodological basis for the disclosure of the analyzed topic 

was the system approach, which assumes a holistic examination of the 
object, the identification of its structural elements and the principles of 
its organization. This work also used such scientific methods as the 
chronological method, the comparative method, the historical-
descriptive method, the method of studying documents, the content 
analysis of documents and scientific works. Along with the traditional 
methods of complex analysis of historical phenomena, a modern 
methodology for studying politics is used, which requires attention to the 
personal aspects of the activities of the holders of power. The 
historicism principle allowed not only to investigate the formation of the 
Alash party, but also to trace the results of its activity in each specific 
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historical situation. In the study of the organizational structure of the 
party, methods of institutional and functional analysis were used. 

 
Discussion and Results 

 
After the February Revolutionof 1917 in Kazakhstan, the issue of 

creating a new Kazakh statehood, raised by the national intelligentsia, 
became highly relevant. The Alash Party leaders began to take decisive 
steps immediately after receiving news of the October Uprising in 
Petrograd to proclaim the Alash autonomy and prevent the transfer of 
power to the Soviets.  

The question of determining the legal status of Kazakhstan was 
planned to be considered at the II All-Kazakh Congress (December 3-
13, 1917), which ultimately demonstrated the political maturity and civil 
position of the national intelligentsia in the issue of Kazakhstan‟s 
political self-determination.1 The congress delegates, having heard and 
thoroughly discussed Khalil Gabbasov‟s report on the formation of the 
Kazakh autonomy and the creation of the people‟s militia, were 
unanimous in defining autonomy as a national-territorial state formation. 
The newly formed Kazakh (Alash) autonomy included the Bukey Orda 
(Horde), Ural, Torgai, Akmola and Semipalatinsk regions, as well as 
districts of the Transcaspian region and the Altai province (gubernia) 
populated by the Kazakhs.2 

Two years later, on February 11, 1919, A. Bukeikhanov assessing 
the decision of the II All-Kazakh Congress on the formation of national-
territorial autonomy noted: ,,At the congress it was decided to implement the 
national-territorial autonomy of the Kyrgyz [Kazakh] people, without waiting for the 
sanction of the Constituent Assembly. The resolution of the Congress was caused by 
the desire to prevent anarchy in the territory inhabited by the Kyrgyzs and not let 
Bolshevism develop in the steppe... The autonomy of the Kyrgyzs in the conditions in 
which Russia found itself could not be realized. The next step was the struggle against 
the enemy of freedom-Bolshevism”.3 

                                                             
1 G. Kendirbaeva, ,,We are children of Alash…”, in Central Asian Survey, no. 18/1, 1999, 
pp. 5-36. 
2  The Alash autonomy included Semipalatinsk, Akmola, Torgai, Ural, Syr-Darya, 
Fergana, Semirechye, Bukey regions and the Kazakh population of Biysk, Slavgorod, 
Zmeinogorsk uyezds in the Altai province; N. Martynenko, Alash Orda. Collection of 
documents, Almaty, Aykap, 1992, p. 69, 96. 
3 History of Kazakhstan (from ancient times to our days), volume 4, Almaty, Atamura, 2009, p. 
129. 
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For the struggle against Bolshevism, it was decided to create the 
Kazakh militia. The militiamen were supposed to engage males aged 30 
to 35 ,,by free hiring, and when impossible, by lot”. 4  The total number of 
militiamen in Bukey, Ural, Torgai, Akmola, Semipalatinsk and 
Semirechye regions was 13.500 including: 1000-in the Bukey region, 
2000-Ural, 3000-Torgai, 4000-Akmola, 1500-Semipalatinsk, 2000-
Semirechye.5 68.960.000 rubles were to be collected for the organization 
of the militia by means of these regions.6 

The provision of the militia with weapons was to be carried out by 
the central administration at the expense of taxation. For the training of 
officers, it was decided to use the experience and assistance of the 
Orenburg Cossack army, which implied an alliance with the White 
Guards of Orenburg, led by Ataman Dutov. Although this alliance was 
largely formal and ineffective, it subsequently complicated the situation 
of AlashOrda (Horde of Alash). 

The delegates of the II All-Kazakh Congress ,,for the sake of saving 
the people” from anarchy and disaster decided to form a firm government 
represented by the Provisional People‟s Council, entitling it ,,Alash 
Orda” (government of the Alash autonomy), consisting of 25 people. 
Alash Orda was instructed ,,to immediately take a firm hold of executive power 
over the Kazakh population”.7 

At the II All-Kazakh Congress, 15 members of the government 
were elected, and 10 seats were reserved for representatives of Russian 
and other peoples living in Kazakhstan. Representatives of all nations 
living among the Kazakhs were guaranteed cultural autonomy, minority 
rights and proportional representation in the institutions of the Alash 
autonomy. 

The Alash Orda members were Ualikhan Tanashev (Bukey Orda), 
Khalil Dosmukhamedov (Ural region), Aidarkhan Turlybayev (Akmola 
region), Akhmet Birimzhanov (Torgai region), Khalil Gabbasov 
(Semipalatinsk region), Sadyk Amanzholov (Semirechye region), Mustafa 
Chokayev (Syr-Darya region). Outside the regions, Alikhan 
Bukeikhanov, Zhakhansha Dosmukhamedov, Alikhan Ermekov, 
Mukhametzhan Tynyshpayev, Bakytgerey Kulmanov, Zhakyp (Yakub) 

                                                             
4  D. A. Amanzholova, ,,Kazakh Autonomy and Russia: The History of the Alash 
Movement (Excerpts)”, in Anthropology & Archeology of Eurasia, no. 36/3, 1997, pp. 10-
23. 
5 Alash Orda. Collection of documents, Almaty, 1992, p. 73. 
6 Ibidem. 
7 H. Oraltay, ,,The alash movement in Turkestan”, in Journal Central Asian Survey, 4/2, 
1985, pp. 41-58. 
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Akpayev, Bazarbay Mametov and Otynshy Alzhanov entered Alash Orda 
by the Congress decision. 

The Chairman of the Government was elected on an alternative 
basis. Three candidates were nominated for this position: Alikhan 
Bukeikhanov, Bakytgerey Kulmanov and Aidarkhan Turlybayev. 

As a result of secret voting, A. Bukeikhanov received 40 votes, A. 
Turlybayev-20, and B. Kulmanov-19. A. Bukeikhanov, who received the 
majority of votes, was elected the Chairman of the Government of the 
Kazakh (Alash) autonomy.8 

Alash Orda was located in Semipalatinsk and later, to manage the 
western part of the Alash autonomy, the Western branch of the Alash 
Orda government was established. 

The Alash autonomy was supposed to be approved by the All-
Russian Constituent Assembly, according to the plan of M. Dulatov and 
other national leaders (A. Bukeikhanov, Zh. Dosmukhamedov, Kh. 
Dosmukhamedov, A. Baytursynov and others). 

Thus, the proclamation of the Alash autonomy showed the desire 
of the national intelligentsia to get hold of political power and take an 
active part in the elections to the All-Russian Constituent Assembly that 
would affirm the democratic federal system of Russia and consolidate 
the status of the Alash autonomy. 

Such a position of the leaders of the Kazakh intelligentsia was 
explained by the fact that, in their opinion, in a possible democratically 
federal Russia, Kazakhstan can take its rightful place as a national 
autonomous republic with broad powers. The question of the revival of 
an absolutely independent sovereign Kazakh state, although it was their 
cherished dream, was not raised in specific historical conditions of the 
early 20th century. It was not raised because the country with a nomadic 
economic structure, economically poorly developed and politically 
fragmented, without established national political institutions, was unable 
to secure its sovereignty and territorial integrity in the fight against 
Russia, which was ahead of Kazakhstanin terms of these indicators. A. 
Bukeikhanov, following the examples of other nomadic peoples, 
indirectly acknowledged the complexity of this question.9 

The Alash Orda government was not destined to turn their plans 
into reality for a number of historical reasons: the distrust of the 

                                                             
8 D. Amanzholova, Na izlome: Alash v etnopoliticheskoi istorii Kazakhstana, Almaty, Taimas, 
2009, p. 412. 
9  U. Tomihiko, Perception of the international situation of the early 20th century by A. 
Bukeikhanov and his contemporaries, Astana, 2011, pp. 13-19. 
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temporary Siberian government and Russian generals on suspicion of 
separatism; the split in Kazakh society into ,,revolutionaries” and 
,,counterrevolutionaries”; the establishment of the Soviet power in 
Kazakhstan. Nevertheless, the statehood of Kazakhstan, conceived by 
the Alash Party, and the degree of its independence at that time is 
undoubtedly of interest today. 

After the victory of the February Revolution in Russia, the colonial 
peoples, inspired by the democratic slogans of the Provisional 
Government, believed that the time for their state self-determination had 
come. Some of them managed to declare themselves independent 
socialist republics (Russia, Belorussia, Ukraine, and the Transcaucasian 
Republic). However, they quickly lost this independence in 1922, having 
joined the socialist federation, called the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics. 

The same situation was observed in the Bukharan People‟s Soviet 
Republic and the Khorezm People‟s Soviet Republic, which were 
abolished in 1924 as a result of the national delimitation in Central Asia. 
The Uzbek S. S. R. and the Turkmen S. S. R., established in their place, 
became part of the U. S. S. R. In 1929, one more subject entered the U. 
S. S. R.-the Tajik S. S. R., which had beendetached from the Uzbek S. S. 
R. However, Kazakhstan for some reason did not get into this list. 

The mass but unsystematic sovietization of Kazakhstan, conducted 
in 1917 under the auspices of the Provisional Government and later of 
the Soviets, brought elements of a new statehood. The Soviets of 
Workers‟, Soldiers‟ and Cossack deputies acted mainly in towns and 
other large settlements. Not covered by common principles of 
organization and activity, these Soviets considered themselves 
subordinated to the commissars of the Provisional Government in the 
initial period. As Bolshevism was developing, many Soviets recognized 
the Revolutionary Military Council of Russia as the higher instance. 

In both cases, the Soviets did not consider themselves to be the 
political foundation of the reviving Kazakh statehood. The spontaneous 
wave of Sovietization did not arise until the question of sovereign Soviet 
Kazakhstan was raised. The opinions of representatives of the 
population and other nations who lived here did not interest anyone. 
Even the arguments of the Alash Party, which offered a ,,soft” version 
of the revival of Kazakh statehood, were ignored. Repeated meetings of 
the leaders of the Alash Party with the leaders of the Communist Party 
of the Bolsheviks on autonomy did not yield any results. The 
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management of Kazakhstan was entrusted to the hastily created Kyrgyz 
and Siberian revolutionary committees. 

Meanwhile, the Alash Party showed a much better understanding 
of the problem of national autonomy. In opposition to the Bolshevik 
empty slogans about the right of the nation to self-determination (the 
example of the 1918 Constitution of the R. S. F. S. R.), the leaders of the 
Alash party (A. Bukeikhanov, A. Baytursynov and others) put forward a 
politically and economically justified program to develop Kazakhstan‟s 
autonomy (1917). It was completely devoted to the state structure of 
Kazakhstan and could form a sound constitutional basis of the Kazakh 
state. But history ordered otherwise.10 

The party leaders saw Kazakhstan as an autonomous subject of the 
Russian Federation. The federation itself was defined as a ,,union of small 
states”, where ,,each individual state is autonomous and ruled by itself on the same 
rights and interests”.11 It was assumed that Kazakhstan shouldenter the R. 
S. F. S. R. as an autonomous state. Thus, such a step was taken in the 
direction of the revival of the Kazakh statehood. 

In its program, the Alash Party pays special attention to the 
national aspect of statehood. Taking into account that the Kazakhs and 
most of them did not speak Russian or their Russian was poor, the Party 
stressed: ,,... if the case is being examined in the localities with the Kyrgyz (Kazakh) 
population, then it must be in the Kyrgyz (Kazakh) language and all assessors must 
be Kyrgyz (Kazakh). The court in the steppe must take place according to all customs 
and traditions of the people”.7 The special attitude of the Alash Party to 
judicial power should be emphasized. Declaring that ,,all nations are equal 
before the court”, it solemnly asserts: ,,In view of the fact that judges and assessors 
are the second strongest, after God, all must be subject to their decision without 
exception”.12 

The following lines of the program are permeated with the same 
concern for the Kazakh language: ,,In primary schools, teaching should be 
conducted in the native language”.13 The program does not ignore the issue of 
military defense of the state by its people. Recognizing the need for a 
standing army, the program proposes to borrow the principles of the 
people‟s militia, which proved its effectiveness in the numerous battles 
of the Kazakhs with their opponents. It is especially important that ,,the 
division of the troops into units should be carried out on a related principle”. Such 

                                                             
10 ,,The Alash Party program”, in Kazakh, no. 251, 1917. 
11 Ibidem. 
12 Ibidem. 
13 Ibidem. 
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organization of the military unit, when blood relatives fought side by 
side, raised the fighting spirit and predetermined victory in battles. 
Subsequently, this principle was taken as the basis when the people‟s 
militia as part of the armed forces was formed. 

The Alash Party offered a fair way to solve the land issue. It 
recognized the priority of the indigenous population in land allocation.14 

These and other politically weighted and socially-economically 
grounded lines of the Alash Party did not find understanding among the 
Bolsheviks because of their orientation toward the victory of the world 
proletariat, which did not recognize the national, religious or other social 
characteristics of peoples. Opponents of the Bolsheviks, supporters of 
Russia‟s single statehood, openly denied the idea of a national revival of 
non-Russian peoples. Therefore, they also dismissed the issue of the 
national state self-determination of non-Russian peoples as having no 
historical perspective. To its credit, the Alash Party officially declared its 
political platform and began active work on its implementation. 

Six months after the adoption of the Alash Party‟s program, its 
leaders were labeled as ,,autonomously bourgeois groups”. Developing the idea 
of the anti-people essence of autonomous bourgeois groups, as 
perceived by the People‟s Commissariat of Nationalities, J. Stalin in his 
address ,,On the Next Task of the Soviet Government” to the Soviets of 
Kazan, Ufa, Orenburg, Ekaterinburg, the Council of People‟s 
Commissars of Turkestan Krai and others called: ,,It is necessary to take‟ 
autonomy away from them, having first cleansed it of its bourgeois filth, and transform 
it from bourgeois into Soviet autonomy” (April, 1918). 

The Bolsheviks apparently did not succeed in this cleansing, since 
no article out of the 90 articles of the 1918 Constitution of the R. S. F. S. 
R. subsequently mentioned an autonomous republic, although Article 2 
solemnly proclaimed: ,,The Russian Soviet Republic is established on the basis of 
a free union of free nations as a federation of Soviet national republics”. In this case, 
the concept and status of a national republic remained unclear and were 
not established by the Constitution. Moreover, Article 11 confused this 
issue, establishing ,,autonomous regional unions” as the subjects of the 
federation that unite ,,the Soviets of regions differing in cultural and national 
composition”. 

The Alash Orda government of the autonomous national 
democratic state formation of the Kazakhs existed for two years in the 
conditions of the civil war, from December 1917 to December 1919, and 

                                                             
14 Ibidem. 
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officially ceased to exist on October 22 (November 4), 1918 under the 
Decree of the Provisional All-Russian Government in the city of Omsk. 

At the same time, the small historical period of the Alash 
autonomy project implemented by the Alash Orda government shows 
that it was a necessary stage objectively contributing to the further 
understanding of the need for state consolidation of the entire nation by 
the Kazakh population of Central Asia. Against the backdrop of these 
and other historical factors, it is not confirmed that the early oppressed 
nations of the Russian Empire ,,did not have the slightest aspiration to form 
separate, and even more so bourgeois, states”.15 

 

Conclusions 
 

The political activities of the Alash Party did not achieve the 
desired goal because of the fundamental disparity in its positions with 
the platform of the Bolshevik Party, aimed at establishing the 
dictatorship of the proletariat on a world scale. Post-revolutionary 
euphoria, which gave rise to the Alash Party program, quickly 
evaporated, giving way to a growing sense of the messianic role of the 
proletariat and its ideological inspirer, the Communist Party. 

Nevertheless, history has put everything in its place, giving 
Kazakhstan an opportunity to realize the ideas of the Alash Party and 
revive its sovereign statehood in line with the democratic world order. 
The idea of the world proletarian revolution and the practice of the 
totalitarian political activity of the Communist Party were completely 
discredited. But all this happened seventy-four years later. The October 
events remained in the history of Kazakhstan, freeing its way towards 
independent democratic development. 

 
 

 

 

                                                             
15 G. I. Kunitsin, ,,Self-determination of nations-historical and modern background”, in 
Issues of Philosophy, no. 5, 1989, p. 67. 
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Abstract: At the end of the First World War, between Romania and Yugoslavia 
started a conflict because of the establishment of the borders between the two countries, but also 
because of the Banat problem. The Romanian-Yugoslavian debate dedicated to Banat is part 
of a series of conflicts that came at the end of the First World War, when the great empires 
have disappeared also. Despite of all the disagreements, the two states succeeded to step over 
the Banat different. Later, the two states, Romania and Yugoslavia were members of the 
same alliances, the little Antanta and Balkan Antanta and developed interesting and fruitful 
relationships that helped to the strengthen of their relationships and better communication 
between them. 

Keywords: Romania, Yugoslavia, Peace Conference from Paris, Banat, 
borders. 

 
De-a lungul timpului, mai ales în a doua jumãtate a secolului al 

XIX-lea și în prima jumãtate a secolului al XX-lea,  relaţiile internaționale 
dintre România şi vecinul sãu sud-vestic au fost caracterizate, în mare 
parte, de cordialitatea. Însã, un episod care întunecã aceastã „bunã 
vecinãtate” este cel cu privire la disputa de dupã încheierea Primului 
Rãzboi Mondial, privind stabilirea graniţei dintre Iugoslavia şi România, 
respectiv soarta Banatului. Impactul pe care contenciosul româno-
iugoslav în problema Banatului l-a avut asupra societãţii româneşti între 
anii 1919 şi 1923 a fost unul deosebit. Programul sârbesc de revendicare 
a Banatului a dobândit o formã teoreticã şi practicã încã din ultimele luni 
ale rãzboiului, atunci când s-a declanşat o amplã campanie 
propagandisticã pentru trezirea interesului naţional al sârbilor pentru 
provincie. Aceasta a stârnit pasiuni şi polemici aprinse la Conferinţa de 
Pace, deopotrivã la Bucureşti şi la Belgrad.1 

 
Banatul-un tablou etnico-demografic 

 

Datoritã aşezãrii sale geografice, la intersecţia unor drumuri ce 
leagã zona Balcanilor de centrul şi nordul Europei, rãsãritul de apusul 
continentului, Banatul a avut o istorie zbuciumatã şi complexã, 

                                                             
1 Dan Lazãr, România si Iugoslavia în primul deceniu interbelic. Relaţii politico-diplomatice (1919-
1929), Iaşi, Editura Universitãţii Alexandru Ioan Cuza, 2010, p. 63. 
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cunoscând numeroase schimbãri atât în ceea ce priveşte situaţia etno-
demograficã, cât şi în statutul juridic şi raporturile cu statele învecinate. 

O caracteristicã permanentã, secole de-a rândul, a constituit-o 
prezenţa masivã în aceastã regiune a românilor, ei având mereu o 
majoritate, fie absolutã, fie relativã. De-a lungul veacurilor, acolo s-au 
succedat mai multe stãpâniri strãine: maghiarã, otomanã, habsburgicã. 
Alãturi de români, în vremuri mai vechi sau mai noi, teritoriul Banatului 
a fost locuit de: maghiari, germani, sârbi, rromi, evrei, slovaci, ruteni.2 

La începutul secolului al XX-lea autoritãţile ungare au împãrţit 
Banatul în trei comitate. Acestea separau provincia în trei secţiuni 
longitudinale inegale, paralele cu Tisa şi lanţul de munţi. Primul comitat, 
Torontalul se întindea de-a lungul Tisei şi avea o suprafaţã de 10.016 
km2. Comitatul Caraş-Severin cu o suprafaţã de 11.074 km2 era dispus 
de-a lungul Carpaţilor Banatului. Ultimul comitat, Timişul, era situat 
între primele douã comitate menţionate, având suprafaţa de 7433 km2. 
Banatul avea în total o suprafaţã de 28.523 km2 şi potrivit statisticii 
maghiare din 1910, o populaţie de 1.582.133 locuitori.3 

Populaţia Banatului în 1910, conform statisticii maghiare din acel 
an, era de 1.582.133 suflete, repartizatã dupã originea etnicã în felul 
urmãtor: români: 592.049 (37,5%), germani: 384.545 (24,5%), sârbo-
croaţi: 284.998 (18%), unguri: 242.152 (15,3%), alţii: 75.389 (4,7%)4. 

Românii reprezentau majoritatea populaţiei în jumãtatea esticã a 
Banatului şi erau minoritari în cealaltã jumãtate pânã la Dunãre şi Tisa. 
Elementul german ocupa, ca populaţie majoritarã, o mare parte a 
nordului, la mijlocul Banatului (comitatele Timiş şi Torontal), de unde se 
întinde ca minoritate spre sud şi vest. 

Din aceste considerente, rezultã cã o alipire a Banatului întreg la 
statul sârbo-croato-sloven nu putea fi pusã în discuţie. Energiile 
diplomatice ale Belgradului se vor concentra, cu precãdere, asupra 
revendicãrii pãrţii occidentale, Torontalul, datã fiind realitatea etnico-
demograficã a acestui areal situat în proximitatea apuseanã a Timişoarei. 

Luând în calcul numãrul mare de români prezenţi pe teritoriul 
Banatului, apare normalã preocuparea guvernanţilor de la Bucureşti, 
odatã cu izbucinirea primei conflagraţii mondiale, pentru unirea 

                                                             
2  Robert Stãnciugel, Banatul la începutul secolului XX. Aspecte geo-politice româno-iugoslave, 
Bucureşti, 2008, p. 8. 
3 Ibidem. 
4 Arhiva Ministerului Afacerilor Externe, Fond 71/Iugoslavia, lucrãri, referate şi hãrţi în 
legãturã cu situaţia românilor din Banatul Iugoslav, volum 60, f. 80 (în continuare A. M. 
A. E.). 
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Banatului şi a celorlalte ţinuturi locuite de români si stãpânite de 
habsburgi, cu România. Astfel, timp de aproximativ doi ani, din 
însãrcinarea lui Ionel I. C. Brãtianu, a fost dusã o luptã deosebitã pentru 
a i se recunoaşte României dreptul de a uni la sfârşitul rãzboiului întregul 
teritoriu dintre Mureş, Tisa şi Dunãre.5 

Odatã cu prãbuşirea Puterilor Centrale, Banatul, pânã în zona 
Aradului, a intrat sub un regim de ocupaţie al învingãtorilor, acolo 
stabilindu-se atât trupe franceze, cât mai cu seamã trupe sârbeşti. Într-un 
regim de administraţie militarã, sârbii au început sã se comporte ca şi 
cum Banatul ar fi fost integrat în nou apãrutul stat iugoslav.  
 

Trecerea de la ocupaţia militarã sârbã 
la instaurarea autoritãţilor române 

 

Comandantul armatei sârbe, care era la curent cu preparativele 
României de a reintra în rãzboi împotriva Puterilor Centrale, a trecut la 
ocuparea întregului Banat. Acesta nu trebuia sã fie eliberat de cãtre 
trupele române pentru ca sfârşitul rãzboiului, care era iminent, sã 
gãseascã Banatul sub ocupaţia sârbã. În aceste condiţii, Serbia urma sã 
participe la viitoarea Conferinţã a Pãcii în calitate de deţinãtoare a acestui 
teritoriu. 

Armata sârbã a trecut Dunãrea în ziua de 9 noiembrie 1918 şi a 
ocupat oraşul Biserica Albã, unde a instaurat administraţia sârbeascã. La 
13 noiembrie 1918, trupele sârbeşti intrau în Oraviţa, la 14 noiembrie în 
Lugoj, la 17 noiembrie în Timişoara. Continuându-şi înaintarea, la 20 
noiembrie 1918, au ajuns la linia Mureşului, instalându-se între localitãţile 
Seghedin şi Lipova.6 

Armistiţiul cu Ungaria a fost încheiat la 13 noiembrie 1918 prin 
semnarea la Belgrad a unei convenţii speciale între Antanta şi Ungaria. 
Reprezentanţii Antantei erau comandantul armatei franceze din Orient, 
generalul Henrys, şi voievodul sârb Misici; Ungaria era reprezentatã prin 
ministrul de rãzboi, Bela Linder. Convenţia, deşi cu caracter militar, 
stipula ca în nordul Mureşului administraţia sã rãmânã de competenţa 
trupelor ungare, iar în sudul râului sã rãmânã de competenţa Antantei. 
Aceastã situaţie trebuia sã dureze pânã în momentul în care viitoarea 
Conferinţã de Pace va lua o hotãrâre referitoare la zona respectivã. 
Astfel, aproximativ douã treimi din Transilvania rãmâneau sub 
administraţia ungarã, iar în Banat se crea o dualitate a puterii, nominal, 

                                                             
5 Robert Stãnciugel, Banatul la începutul secolului XX, p. 8.  
6 Ibidem, pp. 64-66. 
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acesta fiind administrat de maghiari, iar efectiv de armatele sârbe şi 
franceze.7 

Dacã la început armata sârbã a fost bine primitã, ca un aliat, şi s-a 
comportat în consecinţã, în scurt timp, a ridicat obstacole serioase în 
calea organizãrii româneşti a Banatului şi a participãrii la Marea Adunare 
Naţionalã de la Alba-Iulia. În multe cazuri, fruntaşii bãnãţeni au fost 
nevoiţi sã lucreze în secret pentru a-i putea mobiliza pe români la 
adunãrile de alegeri şi a-i dota pe delegaţi cu credenţionale, adicã 
împuterniciri de a vota unirea fãrã condiţii a Banatului cu România. 
Delegaţii români puteau pleca numai dacã deţineau aprobarea 
comandamentului armatei sârbe, care a permis acest lucru numai pentru 
60 de delegaţi.8 

Atitudinea sârbilor faţã de români a fost departe de a se asemãna 
cu cea a unor state prietene „dintotdeauna”. Astfel, anihilarea mişcãrii 
naţionale româneşti a fost un obiectiv prioritar al administraţiei militare 
sârbe a Banatului. Dintr-o informare a lui M. Rasici cãtre 
vicepreşedintele consiliului de miniştri şi ministrul de externe al Serbiei, 
Ştefan Protici, din 5 decembrie 1918, aflãm cã „în ultimele zile, aceastã 
agitaţie de simţãminte, în special în Banat, îndeosebi în partea de rãsãrit, unde au loc 
chiar şi unele manifestaţii evidente din partea românilor”. Autorul afirmã: „Am 
ordonat ca orice agitaţie de acest fel sã fie zãdãrnicitã imediat. Cu toate acestea, 
aproape zilnic au loc diferite incidente”. Un astfel de „incident” s-a desfãşurat 
în datã de 8 noiembrie 1918 în oraşul bãnãţean Vârşeţ unde, un grup de 
români a demonstrat public în cãruţe prin oraş cu steagul naţional 
român. Împotriva manifestãrilor românilor, se mai spune în informare cã 
autoritãţile militare sârbe au luat mãsuri aspre, arestându-i şi trimiţându-i 
la comandamentul militar din Belgrad, unde au fost puşi sub pazã.9 

Aceastã situaţie a fost confirmatã de generalul Henri Mathias 
Berthelot, conducãtorul misiunii militare franceze în România, care a 
scris cã, „sârbii şi-au permis sã ocupe Banatul, sã brutalizeze, sã jefuiascã, sã 
aresteze pe români şi sã-i împiedice pe aceştia sã-şi manifeste dorinţa pentru unirea cu 
România”.10 

În aceste condiţii, în ziua de 2 decembrie 1918, a sosit la Timişoara 
o divizie colonialã francezã, condusã de generalul Jouinot-Gambetta. În 

                                                             
7  Radu Pãiuşan, Mişcarea naţionalã din Banat şi Marea Unirea (1895-1919), Timişoara, 
Editura de Vest, 1993, p. 135. 
8 Robert Stãnciugel, Banatul la începutul secolului XX, pp. 67-68. 
9  1918 la români. Desãvârşirea unitãţii naţional-statale a poporului român. Documente externe. 
1916-1918, volum II, Bucureşti, Editura Ştiintificã şi Enciclopedicã, 1983, pp. 1252-
1253. 
10 Ibidem, volum III, pp. 125-127. 
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urma intervenţiilor generalului Berthelot şi ale reprezentanţilor 
Consiliului Dirigent pe lângã Antanta, primul ministru francez, Georges 
Clemenceau, într-o scrisoare din 16 ianuarie 1919 arãta cã: „Nu am ezitat 
pentru a evita sã sacrificãm drepturile etnografice ale românilor, sã determinãm 
retragerea trupelor sârbeşti, care în decursul operaţiunilor au ocupat Banatul, şi sã le 
înlocuiesc în partea centralã cu trupele generalului Henrys, cu aceeaşi rezervã a 
hotãrârilor finale ale Conferinţei”.11 

În urma intervenţiilor primului ministru francez, trupele sârbeşti 
au trecut la evacuarea Banatului de est, adicã comitatul Caraş-Severin, iar 
locul lor a fost luat de trupe franceze. La 27 ianuarie 1919 a intrat în 
Caransebeş şi Timişoara divizia a 11-a colonialã francezã, condusã de 
generalul Leon Farret. Trupele franceze s-au instalat în estul Banatului, 
dar centrul şi vestul acestei provincii, împreunã cu oraşul Timişoara, au 
rãmas sub ocupaţie sârbeascã. 

Între timp, începuse în ianuarie 1919 Conferinţa de Pace de la 
Paris, iar una dintre problemele României la aceastã conferinţã a fost şi 
situaţia Banatului. Pentru a se documenta asupra situaţiei, la 19 februarie 
1919, a venit în Banat, la Timişoara, o comisie trimisã de cãtre 
Conferinţa Pãcii, condusã de americanul Goodwin. 

La Timişoara, în datã de 20 februarie, continuând politica faptului 
împlinit, armata sârbã preia administraţia civilã a Banatului, pe lângã cea 
militarã.12 

Pentru a atenua tensiunile şi pericolul izbucnirii unor ciocniri între 
românii bãnãţeni şi armata sârbã, în noua situaţie dupã preluarea 
administraţiei civile de cãtre sârbi, la sfârşitul lunii februarie, a sosit la 
Timişoara divizia a 77-a francezã, sub conducerea generalului Pruneau. 
Divizia francezã a rãmas la Timişoara pânã în mai 1919. Sosirea trupelor 
franceze nu a însemnat încetarea acţiunilor armatei sârbe de a încorpora 
Banatul la Iugoslavia. A început, sub privirile armatei franceze, 
colonizarea sârbã în Banat, în vederea pregãtirii în eventualitatea unui 
plebiscit. Pânã spre luna martie, trenurile care soseau în Timişoara erau 
încãrcate cu familii de ţãrani sârbi ce soseau cu averea lor pentru a se 
instala în Banat. Francezii au apreciat cã aproximativ 10.000 de persoane 
au  sosit în aceastã manierã, sârbii continuând sã soseascã pe ascuns. În 
vederea evitãrii oricãrui conflict între sârbi şi români în Banat, generalul 
Franchet d‟Espèrey, comandantul şef al Armatelor Aliate din Orient a 
decis constituirea unei zone ocupate de trupe franceze cu excluderea 
oricãror trupe române şi sârbe. Astfel, a fost constituitã Zona de 

                                                             
11 Ibidem, pp. 458. 
12 Robert Stãnciugel, Banatul la începutul secolului XX, pp. 70-71. 
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Ocupaţie Francezã pentru care a fost ales comandant generalul L. Farret, 
comandantul diviziei a 11-a coloniale de infanterie.13 

„Prietenia” sârbilor s-a manifestat şi prin confiscarea diferitelor 
bunuri materiale din Timişoara şi din Banatul ocupat. Astfel, în data de 
13 mai 1919, sârbii au început transportarea instalaţiilor de la Poşta 
Centralã a oraşului Timişoara în Serbia şi au trecut la inventarierea 
bunurilor de la Curtea de Apel, Judecãtorie şi Tribunal, în vederea 
transportãrii lor pe teritoriul sârbesc. În acelaşi timp, au început sã 
perceapã impozite de la locuitorii Banatului, pe cei care refuzau plata 
maltratându-i. O altã modalitate de presiune a fost obligarea 
funcţionarilor de stat sã depunã jurãmânt faţã de Regatul Sârbo-Croato-
Sloven. Majoritatea acestor funcţionari a refuzat, unii dintre ei, de 
exemplu magistraţii, fiind convocaţi de trei ori şi refuzând de fiecare 
datã. Presiunile continuau şi pe planul învãţãmântului şi al bisericii. 
Astfel, pe lângã faptul cã în comunele bãnãţene ocupate de cãtre sârbi a 
fost introdusã jandarmeria sârbeascã, toţi preoţii au fost obligaţi ca în 
biserici sã-l pomeneascã pe regele Petru al Serbiei. Ei au impus în şcoli 
un numãr mare de ore în limba sârbã şi de istoria Serbiei, iar portul 
însemnelor naţionale româneşti a fost total interzis.14 

Situaţia internaţionalã a evoluat în sensul rezolvãrii problemei 
Banatului. În condiţiile rãzboiului cu Ungaria, armata francezã a început 
retragerea, ceea ce va duce în comitatul Caraş-Severin la preluarea 
administraţiei civile de cãtre români. În acest sens, în ziua de 23 mai 
1919, un detaşament de 550 de jandarmi a sosit de la Deva la Lugoj. 
Peste douã zile, la 25 mai 1919 a sosit la Lugoj dr. George Dobrin, numit 
de cãtre Consiliul Dirigent cu asentimentul generalului Francet 
d‟Esperay, prefect al comitatului Caraş-Severin. În ziua de 28 mai 1919, 
dr. George Dobrin a instaurat administraţia românã în comitatul Caraş-
Severin pe teritoriul care a constituit zona francezã în Banat. Astfel, a 
fost preluatã de cãtre români administraţia Banatului de est, dar nu şi cea 
militarã, care continua sã fie deţinutã de cãtre armata francezã. În partea 
centralã şi de vest, în comitatele Timiş şi Torontal continua sã existe 
administraţia civilã şi militarã sârbã.15 

Românii nu au ezitat sã-şi manifeste indignarea faţã de jefuirea 
Banatului de cãtre administraţia sârbã care ameninţa întreaga activitate 
industrialã şi comercialã cu prãbuşirea. În aceste condiţii, muncitorii de la 
fabrica de încãlţãminte „Turul” au declanşat, la data de 14 iunie 1919, o 

                                                             
13 Ibidem., p. 73. 
14 Radu Pãiuşan, Mişcarea naţionalã din Banat şi Marea Unirea, pp. 172-173. 
15 Robert Stãnciugel, Banatul la începutul secolului XX,  p. 77. 
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manifestaţie de proporţii în faţa comandamentului armatei sârbe din 
Timişoara. La aceastã manifestaţie au participat peste 1200 de muncitori, 
care au protestat împotriva demontãrii şi tranportãrii maşinilor de cãtre 
sârbi. 

Cu toate aceste acţiuni de protest şi împotrivire, jaful a continuat 
pânã în ultima decadã a lunii iulie 1919, când armata de ocupaţie sârbã   
s-a retras definitiv din Timişoara şi din zona Banatului atribuitã 
României de cãtre Conferinţa de Pace de la Paris. Spolierea economicã a 
Banatului s-a desfãşurat cu atâta intensitate, deoarece armata francezã se 
retrãsese şi cea sârbã putea sã comitã, fãrã nicio restricţie, abuzuri şi 
jafuri. Erau frecvente incidentele dintre militarii armatei de ocupaţie 
strãinã şi ofiţerii români. Astfel, trupele sârbeşti au arestat, la Jimbolia, 
cinci ofiţeri ai armatei române, între care şi un ofiţeri superior, şi i-au 
reţinut fãrã niciun motiv în arestul comenduirii sârbeşti în Timişoara.16 

La 22 iulie 1919, la aproape douã luni de la preluarea administraţiei 
civile, trupele armatei române au intrat în Banatul de est. În acest 
teritoriu a venit sã preia administraţia militarã Divizia I Olteanã condusã 
de generalul Iancu Jitianu. În graba lor de a rechiziona cât mai multe 
lucruri din Banat, sârbii au luat de la Palatul Poştei tablourile şi lãmpile 
Centrului Telegrafic Interurban. Efectul acestei rechiziţii a fost 
întreruperea comunicaţiilor între diverse oraşe din Banat, nu numai 
pentru administraţia publicã a Timişoarei, dar şi pentru comandamentul 
francez. Au fost deportaţi de cãtre sârbi în Albania, din comunã Vermeş 
(de lângã Lugoj) 7 fruntaşi români, din comunã Sviniţa (pe Dunãre) 21 
de oameni, iar din comunã Moşniţa 14 oameni.17 

În ziua de 2 august 1919 a sosit la Timişoara un detaşament de 500 
de jandarmi de la Lugoj. A doua zi, la 3 august, unitãţi ale armatei 
române, conduse de colonelul Virgil Economu au intrat în Timişoara. 
Astfel, a fost preluatã administraţia judeţului Timiş-Torontal în numele 
guvernului român, încheindu-se procesul de integrare administrativã a 
provinciei Banat în cadrul statului român. 

Vechiul ziar naţional român din Lugoj, „Drapelul”, a scris, cu 
aceastã ocazie, în editorialul sãu: „Fraţi de un sânge şi o lege, vã urãm, Bine aţi 
venit! De o mie de ani vã aşteptam ca sã treceţi Carpaţii şi sã ne îmbrãţişãm ca 
fraţii. Aşteptarea asta a fost un chin, ce numai noi îl cunoaştem, care vã auzeam 
graiul dulce şi liber, dincolo de graniţele afurisite, şi vã simţeam palpitãrile inimii, 
care bãtea la fel cu a noastrã. Cântecele voastre aduse de vânturi peste vârfurile 
Carpaţilor ne umpleau inima de duioşie cã voi sunteţi liberi, iar noi tot sclavi, în 

                                                             
16 Radu Paiuşan, Mişcarea naţionalã din Banat şi Marea Unirea, pp. 174-176. 
17 Ibidem. 
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robie”. 18  La fel de entuziast se exprima şi scriitorul Camil Petrescu: 
„Douãzeci şi doi iulie. De-a lungul şoselelor, bocancii soldatului român ridicã nori de 
pulbere liberã din pãmântul robit al Banatului. În sunetele muzicilor, în uralele 
mulţimii, sub ploaia de flori, ei intrã astãzi în ţinuturile visurilor lor şi ale noastre. 
Au rãscolit drumurile Banatului şi parcã s-au pus codrii în mişcare. Ochii celor ce, de 
peste 1000 de ani, aşteaptã sub genunchiul barbar, sunt astãzi numai flãcãri, cãci 
sãlbãticia strigãtelor de bucurie e fãuritã din toatã ura celor zece veacuri. Cei care au 
ieşit cu mic cu mare de-a lungul drumurilor nu au vãzut nicicând armate româneşti. 
De aceea vor sã-şi umple ochii de priveliştea rarã”.19 

Pentru a sãrbãtori unirea efectivã a Banatului cu România şi 
instaurarea administraţiei româneşti în acest ţinut, în data de 10 august 
1919 a avut loc la Timişoara o mare adunare popularã, la care au luat 
parte atât români, cât şi reprezentanţi ai minoritãţilor naţionale. 
Adunarea din 10 august 1919, prezidatã de protopopul dr. George 
Popovici, a votat o moţiune, în care se prevedea: unirea pentru 
totdeauna a întregului Banat cu statul român, respectarea tratatului din 
4/17 august 1916 dintre România şi Antanta, prin care se recunoaşte 
României dreptul asupra întregului Banat. În aceeaşi zi, a fost convocatã, 
de cãtre dr. Michael Kausch, la casa germanã din Timişoara, o adunare a 
şvabilor bãnãţeni, la care au participat delegaţi din 33 comune bãnãţene. 
Aici s-a votat o rezoluţie prin care se declarã aderarea la hotãrârile de la 
Alba-Iulia şi se cerea unirea întregului Banat cu România. S-a mai hotãrât 
trimiterea unei delegaţii a şvabilor la Conferinţa Pãcii de la Paris, care sã 
prezinte dorinţa şvabilor bãnãţeni de a se uni cu România.20 Astfel, dupã 
cum vom putea observa, românii bãnãţeni adunaţi în ziua de 10 august 
1919 împãrtãşesc punctul de vedere al delegaţiei române la Conferinţa 
Pãcii, iar şvabii, prin atitudinea lor, exprima contrariul spuselor 
delegaţilor sârbi, conform cãrora ei ar dori unirea cu noul stat iugoslav. 
 

Aspiraţii şi pretenţii sârbe privind spaţiul bãnãţean 
 

Dintre problemele de graniţã cu care era confruntat statul slavilor 
de sud, nu puţin numeroase, frontiera cu România ridicã, de asemenea, 
numeroase discuţii. 

Dacã la acestea se adãugã semnarea de cãtre ministrul de externe 
francez, Aristide Briand, şi cel rus, Boris Sturmer, a unei convenţii 
secrete, care prevedea printre altele împãrţirea Banatului între Serbia şi 

                                                             
18 Drapelul, an XIX, 22 iulie 1919, apud Ibidem, p. 176. 
19 Ibidem, pp. 179-180. 
20 Ibidem, pp. 181-182. 
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România,21 se poate spune cã,  o parte din vinovãţia neînţelegerilor cu 
privire la Banat li se datoreazã Rusiei şi Franţei, care au promis aceeaşi 
regiune pentru douã state de sprijinul cãrora aveau nevoie, în jocurile 
diplomatice şi în operaţiunile militare.22 

În ceea ce priveşte graniţa în Banat, un rol decisiv l-a avut şi 
argumentul strategic, deoarece capitala statului sârb nu putea sã rãmânã 
la câţiva kilometri de graniţã. 

Concludentã pentru opiniile oficialilor sârbi este concepţia lui 
Jovan Radonici, profesor la Universitatea din Belgrad care, în lucrarea 
Banatul şi problema frontierei sârbo-române, publicatã la Paris în anul 1919, îşi 
exprimã punctul de vedere cu privire la diferendul dintre cele douã state. 
În opinia profesorului sârb, „dintre toate naţionalitãţile reprezentate azi în 
Banat, sârbii sunt aici de cel mai mult timp. Ei s-au aşezat aici în secolul VI, în 
timpul migraţiei din leagãnul lor de origine dincolo de Carpaţi şi s-au menţinut în 
ciuda invaziilor avarilor, bulgarilor şi la sfârşit a ungurilor care au subjugat pe sârbii 
din aceste ţãri în secolul X [...] Românii [...] nu sunt descendenţii coloniştilor lui 
Traian în Dacia, ci sunt o populaţie indigenã din Balcani. Aceastã teorie este 
împãrtãşitã de savanţii germani, unguri şi ruşi. Din Balcani, românii au emigrat în 
Vlachia şi Transilvania în cursul secolelor XI şi XII. Şi-au fãcut apariţia în 
Banatul rãsãritean în secolul XIII şi în secolele urmãtoare şi-au fãcut drum încet, 
încet în regiunile deluroase ale comitatului actual Timiş. Numai pe la 1820 românii 
au început sã populeze pãrţile de şes ale Banatului”. 23  Astfel, observãm cã 
Radonici relua principalele puncte de vedere ale teoriei imigraţioniste, 
destul de rãspânditã în secolul al XIX-lea. 

Un argument pentru împãrţirea Banatului îl constituie negarea 
unitãţii Banatului şi împãrţirea lui în Banatul oriental muntos şi Banatul 
occidental, regiunea de câmpie. Astfel, „Banatul nu a fost niciodatã, nici o 
unitate geograficã, nici o unitate etnicã: munţii şi câmpia cu mlaştini, douã regiuni, 
douã popoare cu limbi naţionale”.24 

J. Radonici aratã cã, din punct de vedere geografic, Banatul este 
legat de teritoriile iugoslave şi numai împreunã se pot dezvolta, deoarece 
„toate râurile curg în direcţia Tisei şi Dunãrii şi împreunã cu Sava şi Dunãrea 
converg spre Belgrad”. De asemenea, s-a afirmat cã „Banatul Central şi mai ales 
Banatul Occidental ar constitui împreunã cu Serbia septentrionalã şi cu Valea 

                                                             
21 Constantin Kiriţescu, Istoria rãzboiului pentru întregirea României, 1916-1918, volum 1, 
Bucureşti, Editura Ştiinţificã şi Enciclopedicã, 1989, p. 147. 
22 Robert Stãnciugel, Banatul la începutul secolului XX, p. 37. 
23 A. M. A. E., Fond 71/Iugoslavia, Relaţii cu România, Anul 1920-1930, volum 49, f. 5-6. 
24 Ibidem. 
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Moravei o unitate geograficã independentã de partea orientalã a Banatului, Caraş 
Severinul”.25 

Mai departe, el atrage atenţia asupra superioritãţii sârbilor faţã de 
români: „sub austrieci, pânã la 1864, românii din Banat şi Transilvania erau sub 
jurisdicţia bisericeascã a Arhiepiscopului sârb Karlovici în Syrmia. Nicio singurã 
mãnãstire nu-şi datoreşte fundarea românilor din Banat, şi nici n-au produs o 
singurã personalitate importantã în ştiinţa şi literatura româneascã”. 26  De 
asemenea, „nu trebuie neglijat faptul cã dacã România îşi realizeazã aspiraţiile 
naţionale, frontierele ei vor închide aproape 3 milioane de supuşi de naţionalitate 
strãinã şi îşi pot permite sã renunţe la 200.000 de ţãrani români în comitatele 
Torontal şi Timiş şi care nu se gândesc la o unire cu România deoarece cunosc 
condiţiile nefavorabile ale ţãrãnimii de acolo”. Reprezentatul sârb îi scuteşte pe 
germani şi maghiari de efortul de a alege între sârbi şi români, hotãrând 
el în locul celor douã minoritãţi: „Cât priveşte pe germani şi maghiari-dacã le-ar 
fi dat sã aleagã-ei ar prefera Serbia României”.27 

De asemenea, J. Radonici încearcã sã fie convingãtor în opinia sa 
conform cãreia românii nu au nevoie de Banat; doar cã argumentul sãu 
lasã de dorit: „România nu are absolutã nevoie de Banat deoarece este ea însãşi 
unul dintre cele mai mari grânare ale Europei. Resursele ei de ţarã agricolã vor creşte 
chiar şi prin captarea pãrţilor de Rãsãrit ale Ungariei şi Basarabiei”.28 

În finalul expunerii sale, totul pare foarte clar: „În sfârşit, pentru 
determinarea viitoarei frontiere între Serbia şi România ar trebui sã se ţinã seama cât 
de mult au riscat şi sacrificat aceste douã ţãri ca sã asigure victoria aliatã în acest 
rãzboi. Totuşi, din acest punct de vedere este de prisos sã facem o comparaţie între 
România şi Serbia, care împreunã cu Iugoslavia au contribuit mult în 1918 la 
învingerea Bulgariei şi astfel la rapida debandadã a Puterilor Centrale”.29 

Un alt reprezentant al noului stat iugoslav constituit care îşi 
exprimã punctul de vedere cu privire la situaţia Banatului este Ante 
Trumbici, ministrul afacerilor externe. El aratã cã, „în ceea ce priveşte 
minoritarii germani şi maghiari, nu trebuie pusã problema suveranitãţilor, deoarece 
sunt rupţi de naţiunea matcã”. De asemenea, el afirmã cã aceştia sunt 
colonişti, nu autohtoni, iar maghiarii şi germanii au fost, în ultimul 
rãzboi, inamici. De aici, se poate trage concluzia cã, ministrul iugoslav 

                                                             
25 Ibidem. 
26 Ibidem. 
27 Ibidem, f. 8-9. 
28 Ibidem. 
29 Ibidem, f. 10. 
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ignora total voinţa acestor minoritãţi în ceea ce priveşte dorinţa lor de a 
aparţine României sau Iugoslaviei.30 

În esenţã, punctul de vedere al guvernului iugoslav era focalizat 
asupra a patru chestiuni fundamentale: sârbii nu pot renunţa la 
conaţionalii lor din Banat; o cedare în privinţa Banatului putea da naştere 
la mişcãri iredentiste, eventual la conflicte între români şi sârbi, precum 
şi izolarea etnicã a acestora în masa populaţiei româneşti, maghiare şi 
şvabe; autoritatea Bucureştiului extinsã pânã la confluenţa Tisei cu 
Dunãrea, frontiera naturalã a Banatului, va reprezenta o permanentã 
ameninţare pentru securitatea Serbiei, deoarece Valea Moravei şi 
Belgradul puteau fi expuse unor eventuale atacuri din partea României. 
Mai mult, Belgradul ar deveni oraş de graniţã, cu toate riscurile de ordin 
strategic pe care acest fapt le includea; în cazul extinderii autoritãţii 
statului român în întregul Banat, capitala regatului iugoslav va trebui 
mutatã, ceea ce ar constitui o umilinţã naţionalã pentru poporul sârb. 

Poziţia oficialã a României era aplicarea ad litteram a textului 
documentului semnat la 4/17 august 1916: „Tratatul de alianţã cu Rusia, 
Franţa şi Italia”, recunoscut cã baza juridicã a intrãrii României în rãzboi 
alãturi de puterile Antantei. Antanta nu a mai împãrtãşit, spre finalul 
rãzboiului, aceeaşi certitudine, mai ales în condiţiile în care dezavuarea 
„diplomaţiei secrete” a devenit unul dintre principiile fundamentale ale 
declaraţiei wilsoniene. Din aceastã perspectivã, era limpede cã României, 
aflatã de partea învingãtorilor, ca şi Serbia, îi va fi tot mai dificil sã 
susţinã în faţa Conferinţei de Pace doar punctul de vedere al tratatului 
din 4/17 august 1916, considerându-l suficient de puternic.31 

 

Conferinţa de Pace de la Paris 1919-1920 
 

Dupã cum am mai precizat, problema Banatului era foarte 
importantã deoarece în aceasta erau implicate douã state membre ale 
coaliţiei aliate şi participante la Conferinţa Pãcii. Tezei româneşti, care 
susţine unitatea Banatului, i se opune cea iugoslavã care contestã acest 
lucru, afirmând cã Banatul este compus din douã pãrţi independente una 
de alta. 

O problemã a fost alegerea delegaţiei române la Conferinţa de 
Pace. Aceasta deoarece o parte a opiniei publice româneşti l-a atacat pe 
Take Ionescu, acuzându-l de trãdare naţionalã, din cauza încheierii unui 
angajament cu sârbii privind Banatul. Înainte de a ajunge la Conferinţa 

                                                             
30 Robert Stãnciugel, Banatul la începutul secolului XX, p. 42. 
31 Dan Lazãr, România şi Iugoslavia în primul deceniu interbelic, p. 80. 
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de Pace de la Paris, Brãtianu s-a oprit la Belgrad, unde a avut o 
întrevedere cu principele moştenitor Alexandru, pe atunci regent. În 
timpul întâlnirii, Brãtianu a ţinut sã precizeze: „Dunãrea este singura frontierã 
capabilã sã evite în viitor probleme între români şi sârbi, aşa cum existã din nefericire 
pentru noi în Dobrogea între Bulgaria şi România”. 32  Rãspunsul prinţului 
Alexandru pleacã de la ideea cã Belgradul nu poate sã rãmânã la frontierã 
şi cã „populaţia sârbã din Banat are o aşa de mare influenţã asupra dezvoltãrii 
Serbiei încât nu poate fi abandonatã”.33 De asemenea, regentul  i-a destãinuit 
lui Brãtianu cã Take Ionescu încheiase o înţelegere cu Nicola Pasici, 
înainte de armistiţiu, prin care convenea la cedarea unei pãrţi a Banatului 
şi chiar la unele schimbãri şi compensaţii teritoriale înspre Bulgaria. 
„Brãtianu se temea de mult de atitudinea prea tranzacţionalã pe care ar adopta-o 
eventual Take Ionescu, dar nu credea sã fi mers pânã la înţelegeri formale, pe care 
dealtfel n-avea nicio calitate sã le încheie-nefiind, ca Pasici, primul ministru al ţãrii 
sale”.34 Take Ionescu a arãtat cã, dovada lipsei unei trãdãri este faptul cã, 
niciodatã oficial sau neoficial nu s-a invocat în lupta diplomaticã cu 
România angajamentul fãcut cu Pasici. Totuşi, Ion I. C. Brãtianu a 
recunoscut necesitatea formãrii unei coaliţii guvernamentale şi a oferit 
cinci ministere Partidului Conservator condus de Take Ionescu, care a 
declinat intrarea în coaliţie. 

Delegaţia iugoslavã formatã din N. Pasici, A. Trumbici şi M. 
Veşnici, venea cu o concepţie clarã, aceea cã Banatul trebuie împãrţit cu 
România şi aceasta fiind singura soluţie. În prima intervenţie, M. Veşnici 
a început prin a afirma cã alianţa din 1916 nu mai era valabilã şi a 
adãugat cã Serbia, spre deosebire de România, luptase fãrã a cere 
asigurãri scrise, deoarece ea credea cu fermitate cã pacea va fi stabilitã pe 
baza autodeterminãrii. Apoi s-a revendicat comitatul Torontal şi 
districtele etnice sârbeşti din comitatul Timiş. Veşnici a comentat faptul 
cã funcţionarii germani şi maghiari „totdeauna arãtaserã mai multã simpatie 
românilor, deoarece aceştia fuseserã aliaţi cu Puterile Centrale timp de aproape 30 de 
ani”. Aceastã aluzie încerca sã minimalizeze hotãrârea şvabilor din Banat, 
care au adoptat o rezoluţie prin care îşi exprimau adeziunea la actul 
Unirii.35 

Ion I. C. Brãtianu a prezentat în faţa consiliului urmãtoarele cereri: 
dreptul României la întregul Banat, dupã cum se garantase prin alianţa 
din 1916; aceastã revendicare se baza pe drepturi etnice şi istorice, 

                                                             
32 Robert Stãnciugel, Banatul la începutul secolului XX, p. 88. 
33 Ibidem. 
34 I. G. Duca, Memorii, volum IV, Bucureşti, Editura Machiavelli, 1994, p. 219. 
35 Robert Stãnciugel, Banatul la începutul secolului XX, p. 93. 
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românii stabilindu-se în provincie din cele mai vechi timpuri, ei fiind cei 
mai numeroşi. Locuitorii germani (şvabi) preferau guvernarea 
româneascã celei sârbeşti. Teama statului iugoslav va fi risipitã de 
promisiunile românilor de a nu ridica fortificaţii pe malul Dunãrii. 
România va garanta drepturi egale minoritãţii sârbe, dacã Serbia, la 
rândul ei, va proceda la fel pentru românii care trãiesc pe Valea 
Timocului.36 

România era de acord sã accepte un plebiscit în Banat, dar unitãţile 
sârbe trebuiau retrase pentru ca populaţia sã nu fie împiedicatã sã voteze 
sau sã fie obligatã sã voteze contrar voinţei sale.  

Pe 1 februarie 1919, delegaţia romanã a fost invitatã sã-şi prezinte 
din nou revendicãrile. A fost ultima şedinţã în care reprezentanţii 
României au avut ocazia sã pledeze în faţa forului suprem al conferinţei 
în favoarea Banatului. 

Comisia pentru studierea problemelor legate de România, formatã 
la 3 februarie, respinge de la început ideea de a se aşeza la baza discuţiilor 
tratatului din 1916 sau alte angajamente ale Marilor Puteri faţã de 
România.37 

Reprezentanţii Marilor Puteri aveau opinii diferite cu privire la 
stabilirea graniţei în Banat. Astfel, în şedinţa comitetului de experţi din 
ziua de 8 februarie 1919, experţii italieni au propus o frontierã de-a 
lungul munţilor care ar fi lãsat iugoslavilor comitatele Torontal şi Timiş 
aproape în întregime. Prin aceasta se spera limitarea pretenţiilor acestora 
pe coasta Adriaticã. Pornind de la statistici şi informaţii incomplete, 
experţii americani au propus o linie de frontierã care lãsa României 
numai o parte din comitatul Caraş-Severin, apoi, nordul Banatului cu 
Timişoara era dat Ungariei, iar sudul cu Becicherecul Mare, Vârşeţ, 
Biserica Albã şi Baziaş, sârbilor. A treia, şi cea mai favorabilã  propunere 
pentru români a fost a delegaţiei engleze care a cerut o diagonalã de la 
colţul Mureşului şi Tisa pânã la Baziaş, lãsând României localitãţile 
Timişoara, Vârşeţ, Biserica Albã, Alibunar şi Baziaş (adicã linia feratã 
Timişoara-Baziaş). Experţii francezi au propus o linie de demarcaţie 
asemãnãtoare cu graniţa de astãzi. Toate delegaţiile erau de acord cu 
împãrţirea Banatului, experţii francezi cerând ca România sã fie 
recompensatã pentru împãrţirea Banatului prin recunoaşterea de cãtre 
Aliaţi a unirii Basarabiei cu România.38 

                                                             
36 Ibidem. 
37 Ibidem. 
38 Ibidem, p. 96. 
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Pe 19 februarie, experţii au respins cererea României la întregul 
Banat. Cum fiecare delegaţie avea un proiect de împãrţire a Banatului, s-a 
decis chemarea reprezentanţilor României şi Iugoslaviei, pentru a se 
ajunge la un acord privind linia de demarcaţie. Ion I. C. Brãtianu a arãtat 
cã, dacã sârbii trec Dunãrea şi ocupã o parte din Banat, „se va amplifica 
iredentismul latent al românilor care locuiesc în Valea Timocului din Serbia”. 

Delegaţii iugoslavi au respins teza unitãţii Banatului, Pasici 
afirmând cã sârbii „ar prefera sã moarã decât sã se uneascã cu România”. Nimic 
nu s-a schimbat, ambele delegaţii pãstrându-şi poziţiile adoptate 
anterior.39 

Într-un memoriu adresat conferinţei, datând din 5 mai 1919, 
Brãtianu ţine sã dea din nou un rãspuns sârbilor, încercând sã convingã 
factorii decizionali de justeţea argumentelor sale: „Românii, ca şi sârbii, nu 
pot renunţa la cei 400.000 conaţionali, care în caz de împãrţire a Banatului ar 
rãmâne în partea occidentalã a acestei ţãri şi în vechiul Regat Sârb, sub dominaţia 
sârbã. Pentru români, ca şi pentru sârbi, o renunţare forţatã de acest fel ar aduce 
dupã sine puternice mişcãri iredentiste şi prin urmare, conflicte între români şi sârbi. 
Ca şi sârbii, românii sunt îndreptãţiţi sã socoteascã pãrãsirea conaţionalilor din 
Serbia ca echivalând cu nimicirea lor ca naţiune, datã fiind intoleranţa guvernului de 
la Belgrad faţã de românii din Serbia şi chiar faţã de cei din Banat, de la ocuparea 
acestei provincii de armata sârbã. Dacã sârbii se tem de atacul neaşteptat al unei 
puteri strãine împotriva vãii Moravei prin Banat, cea mai bunã protecţie pentru 
Serbia ar fi o Românie solidã, stabilitã în Banat; şi dacã acest sentiment de teamã ar 
privi pe Români şi nu alte popoare strãine, guvernul român crede cã poate atrage 
atenţia asupra faptului cã nimic în atitudinea sa prezentã sau trecutã faţã de sârbi, 
nu poate sã îndreptãţeascã o asemenea teamã [...] În fine, dacã schimbarea capitalei 
sârbeşti ar fi necesarã, trebuie recunoscut cã principala cauzã n-ar trebui cãutatã în 
extinderea dominaţiei româneşti pânã la confluenţa Tisei cu Dunãrea, ci în 
necesitãţile interne ale noului stat  Sârbo-Croato-Sloven [...] Primirea Dunãrii ca 
linie de graniţã între România şi Serbia ar stabili o situaţie de echilibru politic, care 
ar exclude dintr-o parte ca şi din cealaltã mişcãrile iredentiste şi care ar garanta, prin 
recunoaşterea şi respectul autonomiilor naţionale ale minoritãţilor din partea celor 
douã guverne [...] Se cuvine sã nu uitãm cã germanii (şvabii din Banat) care doresc sã 
rãmânã sub o singurã domnie politicã, au declarat în mod oficial cã în orice chip ar 
voi mai bine sã fie uniţi cu România decât cu Serbia”.40 

Interesant este punctul de vedere al opiniei publice din România, 
încrederea în decizia favorabilã a Aliaţilor fiind doar motiv de dezamãgiri 

                                                             
39 Ibidem, pp. 96-97. 
40  A. M. A. E., Fond 71/Iugoslavia, lucrãri, referate si hãrţi în legãturã cu situaţia 
românilor din Banatul Iugoslav, volum 60, f. 5-9. 
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ulterioare. Astfel, în ziarul „Universul” este privitã ca inadmisibilã o 
posibilã împãrţire a Banatului: „Diferendul dintre sârbi şi noi constã în aceea cã 
pe când noi revendicãm întreg Banatul pe temeiul etnic şi geografic, Sârbii cer 
districtul Torontalului din provincia aceasta, pe cuvânt cã acolo elementul sârb e în 
majoritate şi cã altfel, Belgradul ar fi ameninţat. Consiliul celor patru din Paris 
admiţând o soluţiune care ţine seama de interesele amândurora pãrţilor, trebuie sã 
înlãturãm de la început ipoteza cã Consiliul a acordat Serbiei Torontalul fiindcã o 
asemena soluţie, mulţumind pretenţiile sârbilor, nu numai cã nu ar ţine seama de 
interesele noastre, dar le-ar jigni chiar în modul cel mai grav. Într-adevãr, statul 
român ar rãmâne fãrã graniţã serioasã în partea aceea, fãrã a mai pune la socotealã 
nedreptatea ce ni s-ar face din alte puncte de vedere. Cum se susţine cã şi interesele 
României au fost ţinute în seamã, trebuie sã înlãturãm deci ipoteza aceasta”.41 

De asemenea, într-un interviu acordat ziarului, Toma Stelian 
afirma: „Am credinţa cã Aliaţii fiind drepţi şi consecvenţi cu fãgãduielile lor, vor 
avea sã ne satisfacã toate revendicãrile şi în Banat. D. Wilson, care s-a arãtat atât de 
consecvent principiilor sale încât sã acorde Fiume Iugoslavilor, desigur cã nu va sta la 
îndoialã de a-şi aplica principiile naţionalitãţilor şi în chestiunea Banatului 
Român”.42 Paradoxal este faptul cã ei îşi pun speranţa tocmai în Wilson, 
cel care era cel mai important oponent al tratatelor încheiate înainte de 
intrarea S. U. A. în rãzboi, din aceastã categorie fãcând parte şi cel al 
României cu Aliaţii din august 1916. 

Demnã de remarcat este, de asemenea, şi intransigenţa românilor 
din Torontal, regiune revenitã în cele din urmã sârbilor: „Banatul a fost din 
cele mai vechi timpuri un ţinut curat românesc. Sârbii ştiu româneşte şi spun cã 
bãtrânii lor au fost români. Astfel din cei 186 de mii de sârbi câţi s-au numãrat de 
unguri, duşmanii noştri, jumãtate sunt români care în câţiva ani vor uita cã s-au 
numit cândva Nicolaevici din Nicolae, Bogdanovici din Bogan, etc. [...] Dacã şvabii 
nu-i vor pe sârbi, cu atât mai mult ne lepãdãm noi de ei şi cu toatã hotãrârea ne vom 
apãra pânã la urma noi înşine-cu orice preţ, pânã la cel din urmã român!”.43 

Însã, şi starea de spirit a opiniei publice sârbeşti este departe de a fi 
amicalã; din Belgrad se comunica ziarului „Le Temps”: „Ştiri puţin 
satisfacãtoare asupra Banatului, în legãturã cu lucrãrile conferinţei Pãcii au 
impresionat adânc populaţia [...] Nemulţumirile sârbilor şi croaţilor au ajuns pânã 
la exasperare. Mulţi au declarat cã vor da foc caselor şi vor pãrãsi pãmânturile lor 
dacã ţinutul va fi despãrţit de regat. Noutãţile din Belgrad şi Paris sunt aşteptate cu 
nerãbdare în toate cercurile. D. Tswicht, profesor la universitatea din Belgrad şi 
membru al comisiei etnografice la Conferinţa Pãcii, a sosit azi în Banat. Aceastã 

                                                             
41 Universul, an XXXVII, numãr 155, 23 aprilie 1919, p. 1. 
42 Ibidem, an XXXVII, numãr 169, 14 mai 1919, p. 1. 
43 Ibidem, an XXVII, numãr 128, 25 martie 1919, p. 1. 
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vizitã este pentru populaţie o încurajare, cãci ea spera cã prof. Tswicht, primul 
compatriot sosit oficial, se va convinge de indivizibilitatea geograficã şi economicã a 
ţãrii şi va putea contribui mult ca Conferinţa Pãcii sã dea chestiunii Banatului o 
soluţie mulţumitoare, prin comunicarea rezultatelor anchetei şi constatãrile sale”.44 

Cauzele lipsei unui dialog între România şi Iugoslavia anterior 
dezbaterilor din cadrul conferinţe sunt multiple. N. Pasici şi colaboratorii 
sãi au crezut cã trebuie speculatã situaţia României care a încheiat pace 
separatã cu Puterile Centrale. La aceasta se adãuga faptul cã nici Brãtianu 
nu dorea tratative cu reprezentanţii noului stat sud-slav, cerând punerea 
în aplicare a tratatului încheiat cu Aliaţii. Tratatul era contestat cu 
vehemenţã de Iugoslavia, care încerca sã anuleze prevederile acestuia şi 
în special cele care recunoşteau României întregul Banat. Astfel, 
amândouã pãrţile au rãmas la modul lor de înţelegere a problemei 
Banatului şi cu aceasta orice negociere a devenit imposibilã, eşecul 
reuşitei cu privire la integritatea Banatului, coroborat cu nemulţumirile 
cu privire la conţinutul tratatului de pace cu Austria, ducând în cele din 
urmã la retragerea preşedintelui consiliului român de miniştri, Ion I. C. 
Brãtianu, de la Conferinţa Pãcii, la 2 iulie 1919, lãsându-l pe N. Mişu sã-l 
înlocuiascã ca prim delegat. 

 
Noul statut internaţional al Banatului 

 

La 18 martie 1919, dupã trei sãptãmâni de dezbateri, experţii 
conferinţei au trasat o linie de demarcaţie care nu satisfãcea niciuna din 
pãrţi. României i-a fost respinsã pretenţia la întregul Banat, acordându-i-
se doar 2/3, douã linii principale de cale feratã au fost separate şi nu i s-a 
permis accesul la Tisa şi nici la vreun alt punct la nord de confluenţa ei 
cu Someşul, în Crişana. S-au luat în considerare criteriile etnice, 75.000 
de români au rãmas în Iugoslavia şi 65.000 de sârbi au revenit României. 
În ceea ce priveşte partea teritoriului de pe malul drept al râului Mureş şi 
Timiş, el era etnic şi economic maghiar, legat direct de Seghedin. Luând 
în considerare aceastã constatare, comisia a considerat cã, la sud de 
Seghedin, trebuie lãsatã Ungariei o micã zona din Banat. Astfel, 
aplicându-se criteriul etnic, Conferinţa de Pace a împãrţit Banatul între 
România, Iugoslavia şi Ungaria.45 

Opinia publicã din România a fost indignatã de faptul cã oraşul 
Vârşet a fost trecut în zona Iugoslaviei, întrucât acesta se afla într-o 
regiune predominant româneascã şi cu o cale feratã indispensabilã vieţii 

                                                             
44 Ibidem, an XXXVII, numãr 295, septembrie 1919, p. 1. 
45 Robert Stãnciugel, Banatul la începutul secolului XX, p. 103. 
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economice a Banatului. Atribuirea de cãtre conferinţã a sud-vestului 
Banatului (comitatul Torontal şi o parte din comitatul Timiş) statului 
iugoslav pe baza principiului etnic, a dus la apariţia unui alt factor în 
disputã teritorialã româno-iugoslavã. Delegaţia românã era nemulţumitã 
de faptul cã principiul etnic nu s-a aplicat şi pentru regiunea cuprinsã 
între Dunãre, Valea Timocului şi a Moravei, unde românii locuiau     
într-un numãr foarte mare, statistica oficialã din anul 1921 aratând cã în 
aceastã regiune trãiau 142.028 de români.46 

Disputa dintre români şi iugoslavi tindea sã se asemene cu 
cvadratura cercului. Însã, în condiţiile presiunilor Marilor Puteri, la 10 
august 1920, la Sèvres, România şi Iugoslavia şi-au pus semnãturã pe 
tratatul asupra frontierelor. În pãrţile sale privitoare la graniţa comunã 
este marcat, în detaliu, întregul fir al frontierei terestre şi fluviale dintre 
cele douã state, în lungime de 542 de kilometri. Din partea românã au 
lucrat douã comisii, desemnate de cãtre Take Ionescu, ministru de 
externe în cabinetul Averescu. Prima şi-a încheiat misiunea în septembrie 
1920, iar a doua la 4 ianuarie 1922. La aceastã datã s-a înfiinţat, la 
Timişoara, „Comisia mixtã de delimitare a frontierei dintre România şi 
regatul Sârbilor, Croaţilor şi Slovenilor”, pe baza stipulaţiilor tratatului de 
la Sèvres. 

Pe teren, delimitarea frontierei cu Iugoslavia a decurs în condiţii 
dificile. În vara anului 1922 aceasta nu era definitivã, deoarece multe 
borne de hotar nu erau încã instalate.  

Nemulţumirile oficialilor iugoslavi erau clar exprimate. Cu o lunã 
înaintea delimitãrii finale a graniţei dintre cele douã state, preşedintele 
parlamentului sârbesc, D. Liuba Iovanovici, afirma: „Trecutul, sau mai bine 
zis, relaţiile noastre din trecut, au creat unele momente delicate, au lãsat unele puncte 
de care nu trebuie sã ne atingem decât cu o extremã prudenţã şi cu o infinitã atenţie. 
Orice dorinţã manifestatã de România de a aduce o schimbare a graniţei, împingând-
o spre capitala noastrã, sunt obligat s-o spun deschis, nu poate fi vãzutã cu plãcere, 
mai ales cã, şi aşa cum este azi, graniţa este destul de nesocotitã”.47 

Reglementarea finalã a traseului graniţei dintre Iugoslavia şi 
România s-a realizat prin Protocolul de la Belgrad, finalizat la 24 
noiembrie 1923, când M. Nincici, ministru plenipotenţiar şi Theodor 
Emandi au semnat la Belgrad pactul româno-iugoslav de delimitare a 
frontierei comune. Articl olu1 arãta cã, linia de frontierã între România şi 
Iugoslavia „va urma în general linia indicatã prin Tratatul de la Sèvres din 10 
august 1920, cu modificãrile rezultând din schimbul de comune, România cedeazã 

                                                             
46 Ibidem, pp. 105-106. 
47 Universul, an XLI, numãr 274, 25 octombrie 1923, p. 1. 
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Iugoslaviei comunele: Pardany, Modos, Surjan, Krovobara şi Nagy Gaj, iar 
Iugoslavia cedeazã României comunele: Beba Veche, Pusta Kerestur, Zombolia, 
Ciorna şi Jam”. De asemenea, „Iugoslavia recunoaşte suveranitatea României 
asupra Calinovatz, Moldova şi Ada-Kaleh, iar România recunoaşte suveranitatea 
Statului Iugoslav asupra insulelor Plasievitza şi Ogradina”. Potrivit articolului 5 
cele douã state stabilesc ca evacuarea comunelor şi ratifiacarea 
protocolului sã se facã într-un termen de 4 luni, din ziua semnãrii lui. 

Dat fiind mozaicul etnic din regiunea de graniţã, care fãcea 
imposibilã o departajare riguroasã a aşezãrilor pe baza criteriului etniei 
majoritate, articolul 6 a stipulat: „Întrucât nouã linie de frontierã lasã mici 
proprietãţi ale locuitorilor unui stat pe teritoriul celuilalt, cele douã state se obligã sã 
respecte dreptul de proprietate al acestor locuitori şi se angajeazã sã înlesneascã nu 
numai cultivarea pãmânturilor, dar şi transportul produselor în statul unde locuiesc, 
fãrã nicio taxã de import sau export”.48 

Protestele nu au întârziat sã aparã: opinia publicã româneascã este 
informatã despre nemulţumirile din Jimbolia: „În comuna Jimbolia (locuitã în 
majoritate de şvabi) din Iugoslavia, s-a organizat un meeting împotriva trecerii acestei 
localitãţi sub dominaţia românã [...] Din informaţiile primite de noi, locuitorii şvabi 
par a fi nemulţumiţi de aranjamentul încheiat între cele douã ţãri aliate [...] 
Asemenea manifestaţii jignitoare la adresa României ar fi fost mai bine sã fie evitate, 
cu atât mai mult cu cât în schimbul de comune ce urmeazã sã fie fãcut, am insistat sã 
se respecte principiul naţionalitãţii: sã cedãm comune cu majoritate sârbeascã şi sã ni 
se cedeze comune cu majoritate româneascã”.49 

Noile frontiere au dus chiar la conflicte între români. Sub titlul 
„Trasarea frontierei între România şi Iugoslavia provoacã incidente 
sângeroase între români”, aflãm: „Un fapt destul de dureros s-a întâmplat cu 
ocazia fixãrii graniţei între România şi Banatul sârbesc. Lucrurile s-au petrecut 
astfel: zilele trecute, comisiunea interaliatã urma sã fixeze pe teren frontiera între 
comunele Ciorda şi Costei, ambele româneşti, dintre care Ciorda rãmâne României şi 
cea de a doua Banatului sârbesc. Prin fixarea pe teren a liniei de frontierã, parte din 
pãmântul comunei Costei cade pe teritoriul României, iar parte din pãmântul 
comunei Ciorda cade pe teritoriul Banatului sârbesc. Faţã de aceastã ciudatã situaţie, 
ţãranii celor douã comune care se gãseau în numãr foarte mare la faţa locului, s-au 
luat la ceartã şi bãtaie. În timpul încãierãrii, cei din Coştei au împuşcat doi ţãrani 
din Ciorda. Comisiunea interaliatã a fost viu impresionatã de acest incident”.50 

                                                             
48 Gheorghe Gheorghe, Tratatele internaţionale ale României, 1921-1939, Bucureşti, Editura 
Ştiinţificã şi Enciclopedicã, 1980, p. 58. 
49 Universul, an XLI, numãr 299, 24 noiembrie 1923, p. 1. 
50 Ibidem, an XLI, numãr 329, 29 decembrie 1923, p. 1. 
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Protocolul de la Belgrad a fost aprobat la 27 decembrie 1923, cu 
126 de voturi pentru şi 15 împotriva. Instrumentele de ratificare au fost 
schimbate în capitala Iugoslaviei la 6 iunie 1924, legea fiind publicatã în 
,,Monitorul Oficial” la 18 iunie 1924. 

Însã, având în vedere cã nemulţumirile au continuat, proprietãţile 
unor români aflându-se pe teritoriul sârbesc, iar ale unor sârbi pe cel 
românesc, cele douã state au fost nevoite sã încheie o convenţie 
privitoare la regimul proprietãţilor situate în zona de frontierã, semnat la 
Belgrad, în ziua de 5 iulie 1924. Astfel, cei care ale cãror proprietãţi se 
aflau pe teritoriul statului  vecin, aveau nevoie de un document care sã 
dovedeascã acest lucru, cu ajutorul lui putând trece frontiera: „Ambele ţãri 
vor libera carnete individuale de trecere [...] care vor fi prevãzute cu fotografiile 
titularului şi persoanelor indicate în ele [...] Trecerea fruntariei se va face prin 
punctele cele mai apropiate şi cele mai lesnicioase, chiar în faţã de drumurile vamale, 
dar mai dinainte fixate de cãtre autoritãţile competente ale ambelor ţãri. Trecerea 
fruntariei nu se va putea face decât prin punctul indicat în carnet şi numai între 
rãsãritul şi apusul soarelui. Trecerea se va face în tot timpul anului, exceptând lunile 
Decembrie, Ianuarie şi Februarie. Chiar în timpul acestor luni trecerea cu carnete va 
fi liberã, dar numai prin punctele unde funcţioneazã oficii vamale sau posturi de 
supraveghere permanente. Intrarea şi ieşirea trebuie sã se facã întotdeauna prin acelaşi 
punct de trecere”.51 Astfel, încã un diferend româno-iugoslav era soluţionat. 

 
Reverberaţii ale problemei Banatului în politica româneascã 

 

Dr. N. Lupu a fãcut un rechizitoriu aspru la adresa tuturor celor 
care au „negociat” împãrţirea Banatului între români şi sârbi. În opinia 
sa, guvernul a fãcut prea puţinã propagandã la Paris şi în celelalte capitale 
importante ale Europei, cu atât mai mult cu cât la începutul Conferinţei 
de Pace „sârbii erau foarte puţin îndrãzneţi”. În ceea ce priveşte traseul noii 
linii de hotar cu iugoslavii, pãrerile acestuia sunt la fel de pesimiste: 
„Frontiera dupã tratat, domnilor, este aşa de nenaturalã, cã este într-adevãr comicã, 
dacã nu tragicã. Trece graniţa prin curţile oamenilor cum s-a spus foarte bine aici. 
Cimitirul sârbesc de la Checea este pe teritoriul românesc şi sârbii trebuie sã ia 
paşaport pentru morţii lor, ca sã vinã dincoace”.52 

Pentru Iuliu Maniu, semnarea tratatului cu Regatul Sârbo-Croato-
Sloven urma sã reprezinte dovada cã statul român accepta sã-i 
abandoneze pe cei 100.000 de români rãmaşi peste graniţã: „semnând 

                                                             
51  Biblioteca Centralã Universitarã Bucureşti, Convenţiune între România şi România şi 
Regatul Sârbilor, Croaţilor şi Slovenilor, relativã la regimul proprietãţilor situate în zona de fruntarie. 
52 Ibidem. 
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tratatul acesta aşa cum vi se propune nu veţi face un lucru care atinge numai 
Banatul, ci unul care va compromite interesele permanente ale întregii ţãri”.53 

Dezbateri aprinse cu privire la atitudinea faţã de problema 
Banatului a celor mai importanţi oameni politici români din timpul 
negocierilor, Ion I. C. Brãtianu şi Take Ionescu, au avut loc în 
Parlamentul României la data de 27 decembrie 1923. În expozeul ţinut în 
faţa Adunãrii Deputaţilor, I. G. Duca, parcã doreşte sã realizeze o 
antitezã între Brãtianu, apãrãtorul intereselor naţionale, şi Take Ionescu. 
Astfel, ministrul afacerilor strãine al României afirma: „Ei bine, când d. 
Brãtianu trata iscãlirea convenţiei noastre cu aliaţii s-a izbit de la început de aceastã 
mare greutate, cã şeful unui partid, pe atunci foarte însemnat, avea în aceastã privinţã 
o pãrere diametral opusã de a sa. Când d. Brãtianu, cerea ruşilor, englezilor, sau 
francezilor sã recunoascã României, Bucovina întreagã şi Banatul întreg, rãspunsul 
pe care-l primea, era: aceasta este o pãrere personalã a d-tale, pentru cã sunt 
importanţi oameni politici în ţara aceasta care susţin o altã pãrere [...] Pe când nu s-
a gãsit niciun sârb care sã spunã strãinilor cã Serbia se mulţumeşte dacã i se dã 
numai o parte din Banat, s-au gãsit în timpul acela români care au spus la Paris şi 
la Londra cã România nu are nevoie de Banatul întreg”.54 Referirile peiorative la 
adresa lui Take Ionescu sunt clare. Un detaliu ar fi acela cã principalul 
„vinovat” de nereuşitã delegaţiei române, se stinsese din viaţa de mai 
bine de un an (Take Ionescu, d.  22 iunie 1922).  

Mai departe, încurajat de aplauzele primite, I. G. Duca afirma: „Dl. 
Dr. Lupu spunea cã D. Brãtianu şi Take Ionescu au schimbat numai douã cãrţi de 
vizitã [...] Aceastã afirmaţie este inexactã [...] Se face o strigãtoare nedreptate lui Ion 
Brãtianu când îi aruncã o asemenea învinuire. Vã întreb ce colaborare mai era 
posibilã între omul care ceruse Banatul întreg şi omul care fãcuse tranzacţie asupra 
Banatului”.55 

Interesant este faptul cã în memoriile sale, I. G. Duca îl gãseşte 
vinovat pe Brãtianu tocmai din cauza lipsei colaborãrii cu Take Ionescu: 
„Totuşi, cred cã Brãtianu a comis în acea epocã şi douã greşeli inutile. Prima: 
raporturile sale cu Take Ionescu [...] E inadmisibil cã aceşti doi oameni care 
colaboraserã în timpul rãzboiului, care erau exponenţii unor partide istorice din ţara 
lor, sã fi schimbat, în momente atât de hotãrâtoare, numai cãrţi de vizitã. E 
inadmisibil cã singurul lor contact în tot timpul cât se hotãrau la Conferinţa destinele 
României, ei sã nu se fi întâlnit decât o datã, întâmplãtor pe pragul unei uşi şi cã 

                                                             
53 Dan Lazãr, România si Iugoslavia în primul deceniu interbelic, p. 125. 
54  A. M. A. E., Fond 71/Iugoslavia, lucrãri, referate şi hãrţi în legãturã cu situaţia 
românilor din Banatul Iugoslav, volum 60, f. 40-49. 
55 Ibidem. 
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toatã convorbirea lor sã se fi mãrginit la un salut rece şi la  o bunã ziua banalã”.56 
Trebuie avut în vedere faptul cã memoriile au fost redactate la câţiva ani 
distanţã de vehementul atac împotriva liderului conservator-democrat, 
contextul politicii interne din România fiind cu totul altul.  

O altã posibilã paralelã între cei doi ar fi aceea între omul care nu 
ţinea cont de realitãţile vremii, pentru care orgoliul era cel mai important 
şi cel care privea situaţia cu realism, fiind conştient de faptul cã nu ar fi 
putut obţine Banatul în întregime în contextul respectiv, dându-şi seama 
de situaţia României, înconjuratã de vecini cu veleitãţi revanşarde, 
situaţie a cãrei posibilã rezolvare consta în încercarea de a crea o alianţã 
regionalã, aceasta fiind principalul deziderat al lui Take Ionescu. 

Disputa româno-iugoslavã asupra Banatului se înscrie în seria de 
conflicte diplomatico-militare ce apar dupã Primul Rãzboi Mondial odatã 
cu dispariţia imperiilor multinaţionale. În ciuda tuturor neînţelegerilor 
amintite, cele douã state vor reuşi sã depãşeascã diferendul Banatului, 
dovadã fiind faptul cã acestea vor fi douã dintre puterile regionale care 
vor încerca sã contribuie la pãstrarea status-quo-ului de dupã Primul 

Rãzboi Mondial. Relevant în acest sens este faptul cã atât România, cât și 
Iugoslavia vor fi state componente ale Micii Antante şi ale Înţelegerii 
Balcanice.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
56 I. G. Duca, Memorii, volum IV, p. 222. 
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Abstract: In 1941 difficult situation led Yugoslavia to sign Tripartite Agreement 
with the Third Reich. Patriarch Gavrilo Dozic couldn‟t imagine agreement with Germany by 
which Yugoslavia would become part of  Axis powers. In his opinion he believed that freedom 
is the most important value of  one‟s nation and it shouldn‟t be given to anybody at any price. 
Coup d‟etat that happened in Yugoslavia few days after the agreement between Kingdom of  
Yugoslavia and the Third Reich has been anticipated as a patriotic move in order to safeguard 
freedom. Patriarch believed the same. Unfortunately, sudden attack of  Germany against 
Yugoslavia led the country to the civil war and millions of  new victims. 

Keywords: Kingdom of  Yugoslavia, Third Reich, coup d‟etat, Serbia, 
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In 1941, the situation on the battlefields of Europe was victorious 

for the Third Reich. Germany, together with its allies had under his rule 
nearly all of Europe. Some countries have been taken by force while 
others voluntarily joined the Axis powers. The only force that was still 
resisting to Germany was the United Kingdom. Due to agreement with 
the Soviet Union from 1939, Germany had the open road to England. 
On the Balkans, Kingdom of Yugoslavia and Greece represented still 
independent states, non-aligned to Axis powers. Other countries have 
already become members of ,,German Europe”. At the beginning of 
1941, Kingdom of Yugoslavia was surrounded by German forces and its 
allies. Political situation within Yugoslavia was even more complicated 
especially because of inner political struggles. Croatia for many years was 
asking for more independence. In 1939, Croatian politicians reached 
their goal gaining almost independent entity within Yugoslavia. 
Agreement Cvetkovic-Macekin August of 1939 (on the 26th of 
September) settled Croatian question for a while. 

Kingdom of Yugoslavia has been ruled by Serbian dynasty of 
Karadjordjevic family. In 1934 the first King of Yugoslavia, Alexander, 
has been killed in France by separatist forces within Yugoslavia. At the 
time his son Peter was only 11 years old, so the ruler became Prince Paul 
Karadjordjevic until Peter reaches maturity. For many reasons, Serbian 
crown struggled to keep Yugoslavia together. Serbia still has not 
recovered from the collapse of the First World War in which it lost 
1.250.000 people (402.435 soldiers and 845.000 civilians, 500.000 
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disabled persons). 1  Thus, Serbia has lost around 35% of its total 
population in the war from 1914-1918, and 60% of male population. 
These losses were ,,the level of oppression all over the nation and caused permanent 
and uncontrolled consequences in a patriarchal society of Serbian villages [...] Years of 
wars (1912-1913, Balkan wars; 1914-1918, WWI), wars of liberation and 
unification (1912-1918), as the researchers noted, exhausted the last energy reserves 
and ,,squeezed” the Serbian people… Loss of generations encouraged the bad selection 
in every segment of life bringing less capable people in offices”.2 After the WWI 
Serbia liberated other Slavic territories and constituted Kingdom of 
Serbs, Croats and Slovenes which would change name in Kingdom of 
Yugoslavia in 1929. The new country was much bigger than Serbia with 
its 247.542 km² and population of almost 12 million people in 1921. 
 

Yugoslavia 1941 
 

Even though for someone from outside Yugoslavia could look as a 
strong and huge country at the beginning of 1940, inside it was troubled 
state, divided with so many political and ethnic issues. In 1941 the UK 
by all means wanted to weaken the strength of German force against 
them. For Britain to ease the pressure it would be ideal to find a new 
battlefield in Europe. Kingdom of Yugoslavia became ideal choice, 
especially because Prince Paul grew up in England. Even though being 
anglophile, Prince Paul understood the position of his country, which 
was surrounded by Axis countries, and decided to sign an agreement on 
accession to the Tripartite Pact with the Third Reich. He spoke privately 
with Hitler on March 4, 1941,3 trying to make the Pact most suitable for 
Yugoslavia. In other words, he didn‟t want to allow Yugoslavia to be in 
any way involved into the war or used as a territory for Axis members to 
attack other countries. 

Military situation for Yugoslavia in 1941 was also very difficult. 
General Pesic of Yugoslav Army at the meeting with prince Paul and 
other members of Royal Council (6 March 1941) announced that in case 
of war, Germans would quickly occupy the entire northern part of 
Yugoslavia, taking three major cities: Belgrade, Zagreb and Ljubljana. 
The army should withdraw to the mountains of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
where it could stand the attack for six weeks. After that, with no food 

                                                             
1 Ljubodrag Dimic, Srbi i Jugoslavija, Београд, 1998, p. 66. 
2 Ibidem, pp. 66-67. 
3 Nil Balfur, Seli Mekej, Knez Pavle Karadjordjevic, Beograd, 1990, p. 147. 
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and ammunition, no assistance from allies, army would collapse soon.4 
Agreement with Germany was still in progress and delayed due to the 
complex political circumstances. Romania in late 1940 joined Axis 
powers, while Bulgaria signed the Tripartite Pact on 1 March 1941 which 
put more pressure on Yugoslavia. Still Yugoslavia asked for more delay 
on the matter asking more time and more conditions trying to avoid the 
war. Surprisingly, the Third Reich has agreed to all the conditions of the 
Royal Government and the date for the signing of the pact was 
determined on 25 March in 1941. 
 

Patriarch Gavrilo 
 

Serbian Patriarch at that time, Gavrilo Dozic (1938-1950) had a 
very clear position on government‟s decision to sign the Tripartite Pact. 
After the WWI and struggles against Austrians and Germans, majority of 
Serbs couldn‟t imagine any kind of agreement that would put Serbs on 
opposite side from France and England. Patriarch Gavrilo felt this 
trouble of people. It was unimaginable for most of Serbs that after so 
many victims in WWI against Germans, they could reach agreement with 
them. Patriarch Gavrilo even before the Tripartite Pact has been reached 
send very clear message in his Christmas Message of 1941 (7th of January 
1941). In that message Patriarch called the arm forces to be proud on 
their history not being ashamed and do not dare to betray their proud 
history.5 It was his intention to call to unity all the nation in order to be 
ready to defend the country. Tripartite Pact in his opinion obviously 
wouldn‟t be honorable option for a nation. 

Together with Holy Synod, Patriarch prepared a Memorandum 
which has been submitted to the government on March 19, 1941.6 Few 
days later, on 23rd of March 1941, the Memorandum has been handed 
personally to Prince Paul.7 From the many writings of Patriarch Gavrilo, 
we can now conclude that he possibly believed in a defensive war which 
could accelerate the unification of Yugoslavia in front of enemy at the 
national level. However, he completely forgot the reality of the threat 
and the inability of the defense. On 23rd of March, Prince Paul invited 
the Patriarch in order to present him the bitter situation in the country, 
politically and military. After all the facts presented at the meeting, Paul 

                                                             
4 Ibidem, p. 148. 
5 Glasnik SPC, LXI/6, 1980, Beograd, p. 130. 
6 Gavrilo Dozic, Memoari Patrijarha Srpskog Gavrila, Beograd, SFAIROS, 1990, p. 216. 
7 Djoko Slijepcevic, Istorija Srpskepravoslavne Crkve 3, Beograd, BIGZ, 1991, p. 32.  
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expected to get the support from the Patriarch in favor of the agreement. 
Also, Paul Karadjordjevic believed that the Patriarch could calm down 
the people after knowing the real situation in the country. At the 
meeting, Patriarch Gavrilo also spoke and according to some, his speech 
ignored the hopeless reality. He spoke once а more persistently appealing 
to the heroic examples of the Serbian past, the feeling of national honor 
and pride, and that is ,,better to be grave than а slave”.8 

Great demonstrations exploded in Belgrade on 27th of March 1941, 
two days after the signing of the Tripartite Pact between Yugoslavia and 
the Third Reich. People demonstrated against the Agreement with 
Hitler. Today we know that behind the ,,people‟s demonstrations” Great 
Britain pulled their strings, defending their interests on the Balkans. On 
the day of the signing of the Pact, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Great 
Britain, Anthony Eden says to his deputy in Belgrade to take what is 
necessary, every measure in order to change the government or regime in 
Belgrade.9 Churchill himself telegraphed to Campbell (MP in Belgrade) 
on 24th of March in an attempt to prevent the signing of the pact.10 

Prince Paul wasn‟t happy by signing the Agreement, but the 
situation demanded this as the only solution. Joachim von Ribbentrop, 
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Third Reich, described the situation 
surrounding the signing of the Pact more like a funeral than a 
ceremony.11 
 

Patriotism 
 

In moments of such crucial decisions, Patriarch Gavrilo has 
become a focal point for opposition in their intention to overthrow the 
Government. He himself pointed out that the Government of 
Yugoslavia does not reflect the Serbs, because the real representatives of 
Serbian people do not sit there. In order to increase the pressure on the 
Government, Patriarch conveyed a special session of the Holy Synod on 
27th of March. Upon his return from the Third Reich, the president of 
the Government of Yugoslavia, Dragisa Cvetkovic, phoned to Patriarch 
asking him about that special Synod. At the same time, Cvetković 
wanted to show to Patriarch the agreement and its benefits. They set the 
meeting at 9 p. m. on 26th of March. On the same day, around 7 p. m. 

                                                             
8 Ibidem, p. 33. 
9 Nil Balfur, Seli Mekej, Knez Pavle Karadjordjevic, p. 156. 
10 Ibidem. 
11 Velimir Terzic, Slom Kraljevine Jugoslavije 1941, Beograd, Narodna knjiga, 1982, p. 433. 
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(26th of March 1941) the Patriarch called Cvetkovic and told him: ,,Mr. 
President, lets postpone the meeting for tomorrow”. Even though Cvetkovic 
insisted that they should meet, the Patriarch answered: ,,Why should we 
hurry, we‟ll probably live tomorrow”.12 

In the early morning of March 27th 1941 Yugoslavia experienced a 
coup d‟état with the generous help of the English Service, the project is 
supposedly managed by SOE (Special Operations Executive) whose 
headquarters were in Belgrade.13 Addressing the parliament on 27th of 
March 1941, Patriarch Gavrilo said concerning the coup d‟état: ,,Last 
night‟s act saved the honor of our nation and state, and therefore we can only bless this 
work”.14 Churchill responded similarly on this news, ,,early this morning the 
Yugoslav nation found its soul”.15 The Patriarch immediately addressed the 
whole nation over the radio, blessing clergy and people. His message was 
filled with national romantic excurses and ,,plenty of archaic phrases”.16 In 
his speech, the Patriarch recalled the history again and addressed 
exclusively Serbs, although Yugoslavia has long been a state in which the 
Orthodox constituted approximately 50% of the population. After the 
WWI Serbian church lost her status of the state church experiencing 
difficulty to comprehend the new role and mission Yugoslavia.17 

In his Memoirs the Patriarch highly evaluated the significance of the 
events of March 27,18 the events that have taken the country into the 
quick breakdown and bloody inner conflict which lasted from 1941-1945 
and took around 1.000.000 deaths. These events helped Britain and 
delayed attack on USSR. But for Yugoslavia, these events led the country 
into the war that lasted 11 days, from 6th-17th of April 1941, and civil war 
that lasted until 1945. Today we know that the Tripartite Pact may 
wouldn‟t prevent conquest of the country by Hitler. However, the 
signing of the Pact was an attempt to save Yugoslavia from inner 
conflicts and many human victims. At the end, we know today that 
rejection of the Pact led to quicker destruction of Yugoslavia and Serbia. 
For a few days the country was torn apart, and Serbs suffered the 
genocide in the so called Independent State of Croatia. 

 
 

                                                             
12 Djoko Slijepcevic, Istorija Srpskepravoslavne Crkve 3, p. 603. 
13 Nil Balfur, Seli Mekej, Knez Pavle Karadjordjevic, pp. 166-167. 
14 Гласник СПЦ, година LXI, бр. 6, стр. Београд, 1980, p. 136.  
15 Velimir Terzic, Slom Kraljevine Jugoslavije 1941, p. 476. 
16 Djoko Slijepcevic, Istorija Srpskepravoslavne Crkve 2, p. 604. 
17 Djoko Slijepcevic, Istorija Srpskepravoslavne Crkve 3, pp. 13-14. 
18 Gavrilo Dozic, Memoari Patrijarha Srpskog Gavrila, p. 272. 
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Immediate Consequence 
 

On early morning, 6th of April 1941 Axis powers attacked 
Yugoslavia suddenly with no war proclamation. The bombing of 
Belgrade was the largest one up to that time and devastating. Patriarch 
only at that point realized all the power of the Third Reich. Such 
conclusion we can get from his notes. The new Government which took 
the power on 27th of March immediately left Belgrade. In these tragic 
moments, political leadership quickly abandoned the country.19 Around 2 
p. m. on 6th of April, the Patriarch himself drove through the ruins of 
Belgrade in the direction of the monastery of Rakovica. 20  The 
Patriarchate building itself was demolished (water supply was destroyed). 
The Patriarch tried to get in touch with the fleeing Government, which 
was moving in the direction of city Uzice. Therefore he left monastery 
and followed the Government led by General Simovic (leader of the 
coup d‟état).21 Patriarch still believed that that Yugoslav troops would 
move to Montenegro and parts of Herzegovina in order to make more 
efficient defense. For that reason, he decided to go to the Monastery 
Ostrog (Montenegro) where he arrived on 10th of April 1941.22 

On 15th of April around 7 a. m. Patriarch Gavrilo met General 
Simovic. At that moment, Simovic told the Patriarch that the situation is 
lost. ,,We do not have any options, nor the means to oppose the German military 
forces, particularly motorization and armored vehicles, against which we have no 
means to defend ourselves”.23 Patriarch himself wrote: ,,Thus ended our tragic 
defense, which had no chances of success”.24 It was his confession about the 
collapse of politics from the 27th of March. 
 

Epilogue 
 

Until 23rd of April 1941 Patriarch was in the monastery Ostrog 
when German forces came and arrested him. Patriarch himself described 
in his Memoirs his imprisonment. German authorities transferred him to 
Sarajevo where they organized the trial. The text of the indictment is 
most hostile to Patriarch‟s work on the destruction of the Tripartite 

                                                             
19 Djoko Slijepcevic, Istorija Srpskepravoslavne Crkve 3, p. 47. 
20 Gavrilo Dozic, Memoari Patrijarha Srpskog Gavrila, p. 278. 
21 Ibidem, p. 279. 
22 Ibidem, p. 283. 
23 Ibidem, p. 287. 
24 Ibidem, p. 290. 
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Pact. 25  He was accused of helping overthrow of the government 
Cvetkovic-Macek and leading Yugoslavia into the war.26 

At the trial, the Patriarch held proudly and he didn‟t allow himself 
to lose control over the situation. After reading the charges he was 
allowed to write his defense. On 27th of April 1941, he read his speech 
before the German interrogators. The speech presented a detailed 
defense, which eventually turned into accusation against Germans. 
Despite the difficult situation, the Patriarch was extremely calmed in 
order to convert his trial into the attack and accusation of Germans.27A 
few days later, on 1st of May he was transferred by plane to Belgrade. In 
Belgrade he was detained in the basement of a large building, where he 
was again subjected to harassment. 

At the beginning of the second half of May, the Patriarch was 
transferred to the building of former District Court.28 One time he was 
held outdoors in the courtyard. The mass, which was located in the 
courtyard shouted from all sides: ,,Long Live His Holiness!”.29  In those 
moments he began to hold his speech to the gathered crowd, but was 
soon interrupted. Gestapo major told him: ,,If you still continue to operate and 
provoke your Serbs, we will apply to you the strictest legal measures. You are a boring 
person, and it is difficult to cope with you. Remember, this is your last warning”.30 

In the courtyard, outdoor, Patriarch spent five days and five nights 
in the rain and cold weather. Every day he was interrogated, but when 
his health was completely endangered he stopped responding to the 
interrogation. Only then the Gestapo allowed doctors to examine him 
and determine what it is. After several locations, Patriarch has been 
moved to the monastery of Vojlovica.31 

In September 1944 Patriarch Gavrilo and Bishop Nikolai 
Velimirovic have been moved into the concentration camp Dachau.32 
Patriarch wrote: ,,We were both so exhausted by the time that we were for nothing. 

                                                             
25 The text of the Tripartite Pact at: Nil Balfur, Seli Mekej, Knez Pavle Karadjordjevic, pp. 
223-224. 
26 Ibidem, p. 299. 
27 Ibidem, pp. 301-309 
28 Djoko Slijepcevic, Istorija Srpskepravoslavne Crkve 3, p. 50. 
29 Gavrilo Dozic, Memoari Patrijarha Srpskog Gavrila, p. 313. 
30 Ibidem, p. 314. 
31 The letter of Dusan Dozic to the Holy Synod of the Serbian Orthodox church from 
21st of May  1943. 
32 Milan D. Janković, Episkop Nikolajknjiga, I, Beograd, 2002, p. 294. 
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But the Germans are not taking care of it, they put me on arrival in the notorious 
barracks, where life would be impossible”.33 

Only in 14th of November 1946 Patriarch arrived in Belgrade. At 
the airport the Patriarch refused to give any statements.34 He stayed on 
the throne of Serbian Patriarchs until 7th of May 1950 trying to 
accommodate and harmonize the relationship with new communist 
government with more or less success. Even today, many believe that 
Patriarch was poisoned by communist regime because of his brave 
stance in front of the regime. 

The time of Patriarch Gavrilo Dozic belongs to the era of 
transition from one epoch into another one. Patriarch Gavrilo began his 
service in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, he survived the period of Nazism 
to continue his service at the time of Communism. Тhe colossal changes 
that took place in a very short period of time made the position of the 
Patriarch exceptionally delicate. 

The period before the Second World War was tragic in the time of 
the Patriarch Gavrilo. After the events of 27th of March  1941, we can 
grasp the size of tragedy that came afterwards.35 Immediately after the 
coup d‟état Yugoslavia has been defeated and destructed from 1941-
1945. Death toll during the Second World War is higher than 1.000.000. 
It would be reasonable to say that Patriarch was led by noble reasons to 
support overthrow of the Government. He probably couldn‟t anticipate 
the scale of destruction and killing in Yugoslavia during the war or defeat 
of the Yugoslav Army in only 11 days. What we see afterwards is that 
Patriarch became much more cautious in his political orientation. Thus, 
during the period of detention, the Patriarch refused to condemn the 
communist movement, just as he had refused to take part in a congress 
which condemned Bolshevism, 36  just before the end of the war (the 
congress was conducted from Berlin). 

After the war, Patriarch Gavrilo showed incredible flexibility and a 
desire for coexistence with the new communist government, to save the 
priesthood and people from new sufferings. It was, perhaps 
unconsciously, the recognition of errors made in time prior to war. But it 
would be also unfair to say that his decisions were driven consciously in 
order to start war with Germany with consequence of deaths of millions 

                                                             
33 Gavrilo Dozic, Memoari Patrijarha Srpskog Gavrila, p. 356. 
34 Djoko Slijepcevic, Istorija Srpskepravoslavne Crkve 3, p. 181. 
35  On demographic catastrophe of Serbia see: Kosta Nikolic, Jedna izgubljena istorija, 
Beograd, 2016, pp. 373-384. 
36 Djoko Slijepcevic, Istorija Srpskepravoslavne Crkve 3, p. 46. 
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in Yugoslavia. It is more important that Patriarch wanted to express his 
respect of freedom as the most important thing in one‟s life. That was 
also in line with orthodox theology, freedom of soul accompanies 
freedom of body, freedom of soul requests freedom of occupation in 
political terms. At the time, that was immensely important in case of 
Serbia. After huge death toll in WWI, Patriarch elevated and appreciated 
freedom more than ever before. He tried to remind and inspire people to 
love and safeguard freedom which has been paid with enormous 
sacrifices of society in Serbia.  
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Abstract: The article analyzes the East Asian Exarchate of the Moscow 

Patriarchate of the Russian Orthodox Church established on the territory of China in 1946. 
The basis of the research was archival sources, documents of the State Archives of the Russian 
Federation. Reports, correspondence of the leadership of the Exarchate with the Moscow 
Patriarchate, with the Council for the affairs of the Russian Orthodox Church under the 
Council of Ministers of the USSR were used for the article. The authors highlight the 
existence of the Exarchate within the framework of the dioceses of the Orthodox Church on 
the territory of China during the change of the state policy in the relations of religions. It is 
noted that the period of the Exarchate‟s formation was during the difficult years of the 
departure of Orthodox believers from China, due to which the number of parishioners was 
reduced. In addition, the authors emphasize that it is necessary to further study the history of 
the existence and activities of the East Asian Exarchate of the Russian Orthodox Church 
with the introduction of new, previously unknown documents into the scientific circulation. 

Keywords: religion, orthodoxy, parish, East Asian Exarchate, Exarch, 
spiritual mission, China. 

 
The history of Orthodoxy in China has recently attracted 

increasing interest among researchers and the public. There is a certain 
number of publications of Russian and foreign researchers, in which the 
authors give a description of various aspects of the existence and activity 
in the country of the Russian Orthodox Church.  

There are several general works on the history of Orthodoxy in 
China. Undoubtedly, the main specialists are Dionysius1 (Pozdnyaev) and 
V. Datsyshen.2  There are also some other generalizing works.3 

                                                             
1 Dionysius (Pozdnyaev), ,,The Chinese Orthodox Church on the road to autonomy”, 
in Problems of the Far East, no. 4, 1998, pp. 125-134; Idem, Orthodoxy in China (1900-
1997), Moscow, Svyato-Vladimir Brotherhood, 1998, p. 276; Idem, The Church in China: 
Towards Autonomy, Alpha and Omega, available at: www.aliom.orthodoxy.ru, accessed on 
05.XI.2017. 
2 V. G. Datsyshen, Bishop Innokenty (Figurovsky), „The beginning of a new stage in 
the history of the Russian Spiritual Mission in Beijing”, in Chinese evangelist, no. 1. 2000; 
V. G. Datsyshen, History of the Russian Spiritual Mission in China. Hong Kong: Orthodox 
Brotherhood of the Saints of the First-Old Apostles Peter and Paul, 2010, pp. 448; Idem, Chinese 

http://www.aliom.orthodoxy.ru/
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Many publications exist on the history of the Orthodox Spiritual 
Mission in China, which examine the period before the establishment of 
Soviet power in China. These are the works of S. A. Golovin,4 A. B. 
Efimov,5 A. S. Fuganov,6 S. A. Shubina.7  

Wonderful book The last articles and documents of Ksenia Keping was 
published in 2003, which contains the texts of K. Keping, the Exarch 
and some works by other authors.8 Ksenia Keping is a witness of the 
events, niece of the Exarch of the East Asian Exarchate Victor (Svyatin). 

Despite the existence of a certain number of publications, the 
history of Orthodoxy in China is not studied evenly. Not all facts have 
an unambiguous assessment, there are certain gaps. In the opinion of the 
authors, it is possible to give a more detailed description of the history of 
the existence and activity of the East Asian Exarchate of the Moscow 
Patriarchate of the Russian Orthodox Church. 

The characterization of the state of the Exarchate is given in one 
of the reports of the Patriarchal Exarch in East Asia and the Head of the 
Russian Ecclesiastical Mission to the People‟s Republic of China 

                                                                                                                                               
Orthodox Church on the eve and during the Second World War. State, society, church in the history of 
Russia of the XX century, Ivanovo, Ivanovo State University, 2016, pp. 124-130; Idem, 
Christianity in China: History and Modernity, Moscow, Scientific and Educational Forum on 
International Relations, 2007, p. 240. 
3  N. M. Vekshina, Orthodoxy in China. Cognition of the beyond: modern oriental studies and 
spiritual traditions of the East, available at: www.torchinov.com, accessed on 05.XI.2017; 
Palladiy (Kafarov), Some considerations about the alleged establishment of an Orthodox preaching 
mission in China, The Chinese Evangelist, 1915, pp. 36-45; M. L. Titarenko, Orthodoxy in 
China, Moscow, Department of External Church Relations of the Moscow Patriarchate, 
2010, p. 251. 
4 S. A. Golovin, Albazintsy in China and the founding of the Russian spiritual mission. Russia 
and China: history and perspectives of cooperation, Blagoveshchensk, Blagoveshchensk State 
Pedagogical University, 2016, pp. 137-147; Idem, The Russian Spiritual Mission in China: 
A Historical Sketch, Blagoveshchensk, Publisher BSPU, 2013, p. 284. 
5  A. B. Efimov, Essays on the history of missionary work of the Russian Orthodox Church, 
Moscow, Svyato-Tikhonovsky University, 2007, p. 688. 
6 A. S. Fuganov, „On the Anniversary of the Beijing Spiritual Mission”, in Herald of the 
Russian Christian Humanitarian Academy, volume 14, no. 1, 2013, pp. 34-41. 
7 S. A. Shubina, Russian Orthodox Mission in China (XVIII-early XX centuries), Yaroslavl, 
Yaroslavl State University named after P. G. Demidov, 1998, p. 25. 
8  Archbishop Victor (Svyatin), The property of the Russian spiritual mission in China as of 
January 11, 1950 in Ksenia Keping, Latest articles and documents, St. Petersburg, 2003, pp. 
314-327; T. A. Bogdanova, O. V. Vasilyeva, Archives of Metropolitan Victor (Svyatin) in the 
Russian National Library in Ksenia Keping. Latest articles and documents, St. Petersburg, 
Omega, 2003, pp. 314-327; K. Keping, The last head of the Russian spiritual mission in China, 
St. Petersburg, Omega, 2003, pp. 264-272; K. Keping, The fate of the Russian spiritual 
mission in China, St. Petersburg, Omega, 2003, pp. 236-263. 
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Archbishop Victor (Svyatin) addressed to His Holiness Patriarch Alexy 
of Simansky of Moscow and All Russia. He noted that in recent years the 
demands of the Chinese population have constantly changed, including 
in terms of satisfying religious needs. At the same time, the authorities 
were forced to react to the changing situation. Governmental Religious 
departments sought ways to expediently organize the religious life of the 
people, not limited to declaring freedom of conscience and confession. 
In this situation, according to the Exarch, the Orthodox Church could 
provide significant assistance to the Chinese government.9 However, the 
leadership of the Exarchate believed that the active participation of the 
Exarchate and the Mission in spreading Orthodoxy in Chinese territory 
could lead to problems at the considered time. 

According to the Exarch, the Chinese authorities were very wary 
of such a new, little-known religious institution as the East Asian 
Exarchate, at the beginning of the 1950s. The reason is that the East 
Asian Exarchate was headed by a foreigner, located on the territory of 
China. On the other hand, it was financially and administratively 
dependent on the USSR. Because of these reasons, several difficulties 
arose. It was almost impossible to cope with the difficulties. This made 
the existence of the Exarchate very difficult. 

It was almost impossible to obtain visiting documents for 
representatives of the Orthodox clergy in China at the turn of the 1940s-
1950s. It was impossible to leave the settlements that were the diocesan 
centers of the new dioceses of the ROC in China. This led to the fact 
that the connection between the dioceses, between the parishes inside 
the dioceses, as well as the dioceses with the leadership of the Exarchate, 
gradually came to naught. While the dioceses of the center of China were 
still linked, remote dioceses lived their lives, in fact, in isolation. An 
example of a remote diocese was the Xinjiang Diocese. 

The Bishop‟s Council of the Exarchate met only once because of 
difficulties with visiting documents. In addition to the difficulties with 
moving around the country since the Chinese authorities did not write 
out travel documents, there were other problems. So, the Chinese 
authorities did not give permission for the publication of the magazine 
of the Spiritual Mission, which had been published almost 50 years 
before, beginning in 1904 as ,,News of the Brotherhood of the 
Orthodox Church in China”, and since 1907 as ,,Chinese Evangelist”.  It 
is noted in some works that the journal was closed in 1954 in connection 

                                                             
9 The State Archives of the Russian Federation (GARF), F. R6991, op. 1, j. 1106. 
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with the closure of the Spiritual Mission,10 however Victor (Svyatin) said 
that the magazine had not been published since 1952. According to 
Victor, the work of the entire missionary printing and bookbinding was 
stopped at the same time.11 

There were internal contradictions inherent in Chinese Orthodoxy. 
It was about a bishop of Chinese origin Simeone (Du), who occupied the 
Shanghai Department from 1950 to 1965. Victor (Svyatin) called him a 
,,brake” in the development of the East Asian Exarchate, noting that he, 
relying on local organizations, undermined the foundations of the 
existence of the Orthodox Church in China as a single ecclesiastical 
organization within the Moscow Patriarchate.12 

In addition, the Exarchate had financial difficulties. According to 
some reports, only 2.000 US dollars in 1950 were paid for the property 
of the Spiritual Mission in China. According to the Exarch, this 
completely undermined the economic foundations of the existence of 
both the Mission and the Exarchate in general. In addition, the incomes, 
due to which the budget was replenished earlier, disappeared. The 
income from the rent for the premises of the soap mill, the premises in 
the mission park, the villa in Peytayjo disappeared. The income house of 
the mission (at the address: Sinkaju 185) was transferred to the 
Government of China. Also, there was no income from the farmsteads 
in the Northeast of China (Manchuria) and in Shanghai.13 The house in 
Peitaihao was occupied by the military units of the Chinese army. The 
remaining premises, previously rented, were not used. The Mission 
preferred to rent out premises without engaging in any production. This 
was mentioned in one of the letters of the Council for the Affairs of the 
Russian Orthodox Church to the Council of Ministers of the USSR, 
where it was said that property should be made cost-effective, and if it 
can not be done, then it must be transferred to the government of China 
to reduce maintenance costs.14 

The authors consider that one of the most serious remarks is the 
idea that the legal status of the Exarchate at the beginning of the 1950s is 
not clear. Obligations and rights of the Exarchate were not understood.15 
Perhaps this was the reason for the ineffective activity of the Exarchate 

                                                             
10 A. Volokhova, O. Voropaeva, „Chinese Blagovestnik: a review of the journal for 
1999-2000”, in Problems of the Far East, no. 4, 2001, pp. 172-176.  
11 The State Archives of the Russian Federation (GARF), F. R6991, op. 1, j. 1106. 
12 Ibidem. 
13 Ibidem. 
14 Ibidem, j. 1002. 
15 Ibidem, j. 1106. 
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leadership. Another point is that contacts with the Moscow Patriarchate 
were weak, as Viktor (Svyatin) wrote, ,,I do not have any directives”.16 On the 
one hand, the lack of clear instructions was a negative factor, on the 
other, the Exarch had a certain independence in resolving internal issues. 

Thus, the existence of the East Asian Exarchate can be described 
as rather complex. The first years of the East Asian Exarchate, in a state 
of division into dioceses, were during the difficult period for Orthodoxy 
in China. During this period, there was a significant departure from the 
country for Orthodox believers, which led to a reduction in parishioners, 
and ultimately to a reduction in financial revenues. In the literature there 
is a statement that this became the main reason for the decline of 
Orthodoxy in the country, and then the closing of the Spiritual Mission 
and the East Asian Exarchate. However, it is obvious that the division of 
the exarchate into the diocese played a big role. A small number of 
Orthodox believers could well exist within the framework of the 
Exarchate-the institutionalized structure of the Russian Orthodox 
Church. There was no need to create dioceses. 

According to the author, the second component, which left a mark 
on the existence of the Exarchate, is the appointment of the Chinese by 
origin as clergymen and bishops. On the one hand, the shortage of 
priests led to this, and it was easier for Chinese clergy to communicate 
with Chinese parishioners, but on the other hand, it led to the 
development of internal contradictions in the church and the 
development of separatist tendencies. So, the confrontation arose 
between the first bishop of Chinese origin-Simon (Du) and the 
archpriest Michael Rogozhkin.17 

Later, Simeon (Du) with Protopriest Michael Rogozhkin actively 
began to pursue a policy aimed at secession of the Shanghai Diocese 
from the East Asian Exarchate and the creation of an independent 
Chinese national Orthodox church.18 The Shanghai Diocese represented 
two churches and one prayer house in a rented apartment in Shanghai, it 
is obvious that nothing good could come of this idea. The idea of 
creating an independent Chinese church was actively supported by 
Exarch Viktor (Svyatin) in one of the letters of the early 1950s. At the 
same time, he noted that ,,the Shanghai Diocese, with the panic of its leaders, is 
rapidly on the decline”.19 

                                                             
16 Ibidem. 
17 Ibidem, j. 1002. 
18 Ibidem. 
19 Ibidem, j. 1106. 
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The Exarchate‟s leadership could not resolve the issue with 
clergymen and deaneries in the Xinjiang Diocese for a long time. There 
were no replies to the requests at all, or the proposed candidates were 
immediately rejected by the Moscow Patriarchate.20 

At first the unjustified division of the Exarchate into the diocese, 
then again the unjustified struggle for independence, several parishes in 
Shanghai, the Exarch‟s weak attention to the remote Xinjiang Diocese 
and to the internal affairs of the more closely-located dioceses caused the 
end of the Exarchate and the decline of Orthodoxy in China. 

Archival documents give an incomplete assessment of the state of 
Orthodoxy in China in the late 1940s-early 1950s. It is called 
,,confusion”. The result was the request of the Council for the Affairs of 
the Russian Orthodox Church under the Council of Ministers of the 
USSR to the Soviet Embassy in China to clarify the true situation.21 

There was no clear picture of the property of the Exarchate and 
the Spiritual Mission to the turn of the 40s-50s of the 20th century, 
which also raised questions in the Council for the ROC Affairs.22 

It can be added that in fact the situation was not so bad as the 
Exarchate‟s management tried to describe in letters addressed to the 
Patriarch of Moscow and All Russia Alexy (Simansky), as well as in 
reports and correspondence with the Council for the Affairs of the 
Russian Orthodox Church under the Council of Ministers THE USSR. 
Victor (Svyatin) noted in a letter of the end of 1952 that ,,310 people of 
Chinese nationality have been baptized lately, 550 pupils are currently studying free of 
charge in the schools of the mission”.23 These were large enough figures that 
could influence the further development of Orthodoxy in the country. 

The northern courtyard of the spiritual Mission of Beiguan 
received the Red Banner of Honors for the execution of orders of the 
civil government in 1952, believers actively participated in the ,,patriotic 
life of the people”. According to the authors, this indicates that there was no 
serious persecution of Orthodoxy by the Chinese authorities at the 
beginning of the 1950s and the decline of Orthodoxy was the result of 
internal actions. 

The main problem of the Exarchate was the lack of money, but no 
action was taken to solve the problem. Moreover, Victor (Svyatin) noted 
that ,,the decisive factor for resolving problems would be the appointment of the 

                                                             
20 Ibidem, j. 1002. 
21 Ibidem. 
22 Ibidem. 
23 Ibidem, j. 1106. 
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Exarch of East Asia as a healthier, more determined and more authoritative bishop 
and able to stand at the helm of the future Chinese Orthodox Church”.24 

During the study of the history of Orthodoxy in China, it seems 
that the East Asian Exarchate had no prospects for development. Its 
closure was natural, the question was when it would be. It happened in 
1954. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
24 Ibidem. 
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Abstract: Our article focuses on the response of the Central Committee of the 

Chinese Communist Party to the Soviet informative note of June 21, 1960, as well as on the 
responses provided by the Chinese leaders to the secret letters sent by the Romanian Workers‟ 
Party, the Hungarian Socialist Workers‟ Party, the Polish United Workers‟ Party and the 
Mongolian People‟s Revolutionary Party after the completion of the Meeting of the 
Communist and Workers‟ Parties held in Bucharest in June 1960. Therefore, the article 
addresses the main ideological divergences that occurred within the communist camp in 1960. 

Keywords: Sino-Soviet split, Chinese Communist Party, Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union, Romanian Workers‟ Party, Hungarian Socialist 
Workers‟ Party, Polish United Workers‟ Party, Mongolian People‟s 
Revolutionary Party. 

 
 Într-un articol publicat anterior1 detaliam amplul schimb epistolar 
determinat de masivele divergenţe ideologice ivite în interiorul 
monolitului comunist pe parcursul Consfãturii partidelor comuniste şi 
muncitoreşti, desfãşuratã la Bucureşti între 24-26 iunie 1960.2 Astfel, pe 
parcursul studiului în cauzã identificam şi analizam câteva scrisori 
adresate Comitetului Central (C. C.) al Partidului Comunist Chinez (P. C. 
C.) de cãtre C. C. al Partidului Comunist din Cehoslovacia (P. C. Ch.),3 
C. C. al Partidului Comunist Bulgar (P. C. B.), 4  C. C. al Partidului 
Muncitoresc Român (P. M. R.),5 C. C. al Partidului Comunist al Uniunii 
Sovietice (P. C. U. S.),6 C. C. al Partidului Muncii din Albania (P. M. A.),7 

                                                             
1  Vezi în acest sens: Mihai Croitor, Sanda Borşa, „Ecouri politico-ideologice ale 
Consfãtuirii Partidelor Comuniste şi Muncitoreşti din iunie 1960 (I)”, în Astra Salvensis, 
an IV, numãr 8, 2016, pp.187-202. 
2 Pentru o perspectivã detaliatã asupra acestei consfãtuiri, vezi: Mihai Croitor (ed.), La 
Bucureşti s-a scris: „Sciziune!”. Consfãtuirea partidelor comuniste şi muncitoreşti din iunie 1960, 
Cluj-Napoca, Editura Mega, 2013, passim. 
3 Vezi: Arhivele Naţionale Istorice Centrale (în continuare A. N. I. C.), Fond C. C. al P. 
C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic, dos. 2C/1948-1962, f. 162-168. 
4 Vezi: Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic-Dej, dos.4B, f. 158-
162. 
5 Vezi: Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic, dos.7C/1960, f. 3-23. 
6 Vezi: Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic, dos. 10U/1959-1960, 
f. 326-333. 
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C. C. al Partidului Socialist Unit din Germania (P. S. U. G.),8 C. C. al 
Partidului Muncitoresc Socialist Ungar (P. M. S. U.),9 C. C. al Partidului 
Muncitoresc Unit Polonez (P. M. U. P.),10 şi C. C. al al Partidului Popular 
Revoluţionar Mongol (P. P. R. M.).11 În cele ce urmeazã, ne vom cantona 
atenţia asupra unora dintre scrisorile de rãspuns adresate de cãtre C. C. al 
P. C. C. 

Pentru început, însã, meritã a ne focaliza analiza asupra rãspunsului 
chinez la nota informativã sovieticã din 21 iunie 1960. Documentul în 
cauzã fusese distribuit, ulterior, delegaţiilor participante la Consfãtuirea 
partidelor comuniste şi muncitoreşti din iunie 1960, întâlnire convocatã 
de cãtre sovietici la Bucureşti, unde urmau, de asemenea, a se desfãşura 
şedinţele Congresului al III-lea al P. M. R.12 Pe cale de consecinţã, la 10 
septembrie 1960, C. C. al P. C. C. rãspundea acuzaţiilor formulate de 
cãtre sovietici pe parcursul notei informative din 21 iunie 1960,13 epistola 
în cauzã fiind structuratã pe şapte capitole distincte: „Despre epoca 
noastrã”, „Despre problema rãzboiului şi a pãcii”, „Despre coexistenţa 
paşnicã”, „Problema trecerii paşnice”, „Despre activitatea organizaţiilor 
democratice internaţionale”, „Problema luptei împotriva revizionismului 
şi a dogmatismului”, „Problema întãririi coeziunii”, precum şi o anexã 
intitulatã „Tezele pãrerilor în problema trecerii  paşnice”. 14 De la bun 
început, C. C. al P. C. C. înştiinţa partea sovieticã de faptul cã atât nota 

                                                                                                                                               
7 Vezi: Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic, dos. 2A/1949-1960, 
f. 165-170. 
8 Vezi: Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic-Dej, dos. 1G, f. 219-
237. 
9 Vezi rãspunsul C. C. al P. C. C. la scrisoarea C. C. al P. M. S. U. din 8 septembrie 1960 
în: Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic, dos. 8C/1960, f. 312-
314. 
10 Vezi: Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic-Dej, dos. 3P, f. 57-
62. 
11 Vezi: Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic, dos. 5M/1951-1964, 
f. 24-32. 
12 Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, dos. 28/1964, vol. II, f. 27. 
13 Meritã a fi menţionat faptul cã nota informativã sovieticã era organizatã în jurul a 
şapte chestiuni distincte: „Cu privire la caracterul epocii contemporane”, „Problemele 
rãzboiului şi pãcii”, „Cu privire la coexistenţa paşnicã”, „Cu privire la diferitele forme 
ale trecerii la socialism”, „Cu privire la atitudinea tovarãşilor chinezi faţã de activitatea 
organizaţiilor democratice internaţionale”, „Abaterea tovarãşilor chinezi de la Declaraţie 
şi Manifestul Pãcii” şi „Necesitatea cimentãrii lagãrului socialist şi a mişcãrii comuniste 
internaţionale”. Vezi în acest sens: Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, dos. 
33/1960, f. 4-68. 
14 Vezi: Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic, dos. 8C/1960, f. 3-
96. 
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informativã a C. C. al P. C. U. S., cât şi raportul delegaţiei C. C. al P. C. 
C. prezentã la Bucureşti (şi condusã de cãtre Peng Zhen) formaserã 
obiectul unei ample analize în interiorul cercurilor de putere de la Beijing. 
Prin urmare, factorii decizionali chinezi nu ascundeau faptul cã la acel 
moment relaţiile dintre cele douã partide (P. C. C. şi P. C. U. S.) treceau 
printr-o „crizã serioasã”, aceasta fiind, în viziunea Beijingului, rezultatul 
direct al acuzaţiilor false proferate de cãtre Kremlin.15 În egalã mãsurã, 
autoritãţile chineze contestau afirmaţiile Moscovei, potrivit cãrora 
disensiunile sino-sovietice debutaserã odatã cu publicarea în aprilie 1960 
a unei suite de articole,16 cu ocazia aniversãrii a 90 de ani de la naşterea 
lui Lenin (editoriale care promovau viziuni ideologice distincte, 
comparativ cu cele sovietice) sau odatã cu divergenţele manifestate în 
cadrul sesiunii Federaţiei Sindicale Mondiale (F. S. M.), desfãşuratã între 
5-8 iunie 1960 la Beijing.17 „În nota informativã a C. C. al P. C. U. S.-sublinia 
rãspunsul Beijingului-se face încercarea de a convinge lumea cã disputele dintre cele 
douã partide ale noastre îşi au ca izvor faptul cã în ultimul timp, în special în 
articolele şi în expunerea consacrate celei de a 90-a aniversãri a naşterii lui V. I. 
Lenin, precum şi în cuvântãrile rostite în cadrul sesiunii Consiliului General al 
Federaţiei Sindicale Mondiale care s-a desfãşurat la începutul lunii iunie 1960 la 
Pekin, tovarãşii chinezi au abandonat marxism-leninismul şi Declaraţia de la 
Moscova (din 1957, n. a.),18 revizuindu-şi poziţia justã din trecut”.19 

În opinia factorilor decizionali de la Zhongnanhai, divergenţele 
ideologice sino-sovietice debutaserã în februarie 1956, odatã cu 
convocarea Congresului al XX-lea al P. C. U. S. Potrivit pãrţii chineze, 
douã chestiuni fundamentale par a fi deranjat Beijingul pe parcursul 

                                                             
15 Potrivit rãspunsului chinez din 10 septembrie 1960: „În prezent relaţiile dintre cele douã 
partide ale noastre trec printr-o crizã serioasã. În cuvântãrile rostite de delegaţia P. C. U. S., în frunte 
cu tov. Hruşciov, în cadrul întâlnirilor partidelor frãţeşti la Bucureşti şi în nota informativã a C. C. al 
P. C. U. S. adresatã C. C. al P. C. C. şi difuzatã cu prilejul acestor întâlniri au fost formulate 
acuzaţii cât se poate de grave la adresa Partidului Comunist Chinez, acuzaţii care sunt în contradicţie 
cu faptele” (Ibidem, f. 6). 
16 În fapt este vorba de trei articole distincte: „Trãiascã leninismul”, „Înainte, pe calea 
arãtatã de marele Lenin” şi „Sã ne unim sub steagul revoluţionar al lui Lenin!”, ultimul 
elaborat de cãtre Lu Dingyi. Vezi: Long Live Leninism, Peking, Foreign Languages Press, 
1960, passim 
17  Vezi în acest sens: A. N. I. C., Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, dos. 
34/1960, f. 1-13. 
18  Pentru o privire de ansamblu asupra acestui document vezi: „Declaraţia de la 
Moscova (noiembrie 1957)”, în Mihai Croitor (ed.), În umbra Kremlinului: Gheorghe 
Gheorghiu-Dej şi geneza Declaraţiei din Aprilie 1964, Cluj-Napoca, Editura Mega, 2012, pp. 
430-446. 
19A. N. I. C., Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic, dos. 8C/1960, f. 7. 
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desfãşurãrii congresului în cauzã: procesul destalinizãrii şi problema 
trecerii paşnice de la capitalism la socialism (implicit doctrina coexistenţei 
paşnice). Astfel, discursul secret rostit de cãtre Nikita S. Hruşciov la 25 
februarie 1956,20 pe parcursul cãruia recurgea la o amplã condamnare a 
abuzurilor staliniste, a fost receptat cu rãcealã la Beijing. Bunãoarã, 
epistola chinezã sublinia urmãtoarele: „Tovarãşul Hruşciov, în raportul sãu 
secret, fãrã sã facã o analizã marxistã completã în privinţa lui I. V. Stalin, de fapt a 
şters dintr-o trãsãturã de condei, marile merite ale lui I. V. Stalin în lupta pentru 
apãrarea leninismului, împotriva imperialismului şi pentru construirea socialismului 
în Uniunea Sovieticã [...] Partidul Comunist Chinez pe de o parte a exprimat 
Comitetului Central al P. C. U. S. punctul sãu diferit de vedere, iar pe de altã parte, 
rãspunzând la atacurile serioase ale imperialiştilor a publicat în diferite momente 
articolele «Despre experienţa istoricã a dictaturii proletariatului» şi «Încã o datã 
despre experienţa istoricã a dictaturii proletariatului»,21 în care a fãcut o apreciere sub 
toate aspectele a lui I. V. Stalin, a infirmat nãscocirile neruşinate ale imperialiştilor 
şi ale acoliţilor lor, a apãrat prestigiul Partidului Comunist al Uniunii Sovietice, a 
apãrat unitatea lagãrului socialist în frunte cu Uniunea Sovieticã, a apãrat unitatea 
mişcãrii comuniste internaţionale”. 22  A doua chestiune deranjantã pentru 
chinezi fusese reprezentatã de viziunea sovieticã cu privire la trecerea 
paşnicã de la capitalism la socialism, viziune expusã pentru prima oarã în 
cadrul Congresului al XX-lea al P. C. U. S. şi reiteratã pe parcursul 
desfãşurãrii Consfãtuirii partidelor comuniste şi muncitoreşti de la 
Moscova, din noiembrie 1957. Pe cale de consecinţã, nu e surprinzãtor 
faptul cã autoritãţile chineze subliniau urmãtoarele: „Am declarat cã nu 
suntem de acord cu formularea unilateralã a problemei trecerii paşnice, expusã de 
tovarãşul Hruşciov la Congresul XX al P. C. U. S. (din februarie 1956, n. a.). 
Totuşi, mergând în întâmpinarea dorinţelor tovarãşilor sovietici, am acceptat ca în 
Declaraţia de la Moscova (din noiembrie 1957, n. a.) unele pasaje privitoare la 
formularea problemei trecerii paşnice sã fie coordonate cu felul cum s-a pus aceastã 
problemã de cãtre Congresul XX al P. C. U. S.”.23 

Odatã finalizate consideraţiile cu privire la originea diferendelor 
ideologice sovieto-chineze, epistola C. C. al P. C. C. din 10 septembrie 
1960 rãspundea punctual acuzaţiilor formulate de cãtre liderii politici de 
la Kremlin, prima chestiune fiind reprezentatã de „caracterul epocii 

                                                             
20 Pentru o perspectivã detaliatã asupra raportului în cauzã, vezi: Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. 
C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, dos. 23/1956, f. 2-61. 
21 Vezi în acest sens: The Historical Experience of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat, Peking, 
Foreign Languages Press, 1959, passim. 
22 A. N. I. C., Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic, dos. 8C/1960, f. 8-9. 
23 Ibidem, f. 10. 
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contemporane”. Astfel, în cadrul notei informative din 21 iunie 1960, liderii 
P. C. U. S. reproşau factorilor decizionali chinezi faptul cã interpretau 
perioada contemporanã ca fiind exclusiv „epoca imperialismului, rãzboaielor şi 
revoluţiilor”, 24  o atare interpretare denotând, în viziunea sovieticilor, 
absenţa unei perspective multilaterale de interpretare. În replicã, liderii 
comunişti chinezi respingeau acuzaţiile formulate de cãtre sovietici, 
adãugând, însã, faptul cã evoluţiile internaţionale survenite dupã moartea 
lui Lenin, nu alteraserã, totuşi, preceptele fundamentale ale 
leninismului.25 Prin urmare, factorii decizionali de la Beijing identificau 
douã interpretãri distincte ale epocii contemporane: „prima apreciere 
porneşte de la metoda marxist-leninistã a analizei de pe poziţii de clasã, de la 
concepţia materialistã a istoriei şi studierea ştiinţificã a realitãţii înconjurãtoare; 
aceasta este aprecierea datã în Declaraţia de la Moscova (din 1957, n. a.), aprecierea 
pe care o urmeazã cu consecvenţã comuniştii chinezi; a doua apreciere reprezintã o 
abatere de la metoda marxist-leninistã a analizei de pe poziţii de clasã, porneşte de la 
concepţia idealistã despre istorie şi de la nãscociri subiective; aceasta este aprecierea 
datã de tovarãşul Hruşciov şi de cãtre un numãr de alţi tovarãşi care împãrtãşesc 
concepţiile lui”.26 

Pe parcursul desfãşurãrii Congresului al XX-lea al P. C. U. S. 
(februarie 1956), liderii comunişti sovietici elaboraserã o nouã viziune 
ideologicã privind posibilitatea „preîntâmpinãrii rãzboaielor” în perioada 
contemporanã.27 De altfel, chestiunea în cauzã va fi reafirmatã inclusiv în 
cuprinsul Declaraţiei partidelor comuniste şi muncitoreşti, adoptate la 
Moscova în noiembrie 1957, unde se subliniau urmãtoarele: „În prezent, 
forţele pãcii au crescut într-atâta încât existã posibilitatea realã de a preîntâmpina un 

                                                             
24 Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, dos. 33/1960, f. 12. 
25 Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic, dos. 8C/1960, f. 22. 
26 În egalã mãsurã, liderii comunişti chinezi adãugau urmãtoarele: „Deşi a doua concepţie 
poate sã stârneascã pentru un timp vâlvã, dar în ultimã instanţã ea va fi inevitabil infirmatã de viaţa 
însãşi. De exemplu, a trecut un an de la întâlnirea tovarãşului Hruşciov cu Eisenhower la Camp 
David, dar se pune întrebarea, în ce îşi gãseşte expresie aşa numita «erã nouã» în relaţiile 
internaţionale şi «punctul de cotiturã în istoria omenirii»? Au devenit oare într-adevãr, la urma 
urmelor, Eisenhower şi cei de o seama cu el îngeri ai pãcii din pricinã cã unii comunişti le-au întins 
ramura de mãslin? Numeroasele aprecieri ale tovarãşului Hruşciov şi ale unor alţi tovarãşii (sic!), 
aprecieri în care imperialismul este înfrumuseţat, nu au putut câtuşi de puţin  sã-i împiedice pe 
imperialişti sã-şi continue cursa înarmãrilor, pregãtirile de rãzboi şi sã se dedea la provocãri împotriva 
Uniunii Sovietice, ci au stârnit numai divergenţe serioase ideologice şi politice în rândurile 
proletariatului internaţional şi ale popoarelor din lumea întreagã, cauzând în felul acesta prejudicii 
cauzei pãcii în întreaga lume şi cauzei socialismului” (Ibidem, f. 29-30). 
27 Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, dos. 33/1960, f. 17. 
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rãzboi”.28 În cadrul notei informative din 21 iunie 1960, liderii sovietici îi 
acuzau pe cei chinezi de faptul cã se distanţeazã de interpretarea comunã 
a partidelor comuniste şi muncitoreşti asupra chestiunii „rãzboiului şi 
pãcii”, Beijingul catalogând posibilitatea „preîntâmpinãrii rãzboaielor” drept o 
„iluzie”.29 În scrisoarea de rãspuns din 10 septembrie 1960, C. C. al P. C. 
C. recurgea la o amplã analizã a chestiunii în cauzã. Bunãoarã, potrivit 
pãrţii chineze, problema „rãzboiului şi a pãcii” trebuia sã fie analizatã  
dintr-o dublã perspectivã. Astfel, deşi posibilitatea preîntâmpinãrii unui 
rãzboi mondial erau una de luat în seamã, totuşi nu putea fi negatã 
posibilitatea izbucnirii unui atare conflict, tocmai datoritã naturii „agresive” 
a „imperialismului”. Or, potrivit pãrţii chineze, Kremlinul era adeptul 
primei perspective, ignorând-o sistematic pe cea de-a doua. Expozitiv, 
din aceastã perspectivã, este urmãtorul fragment: „În ce constau în acest caz 
divergenţele dintre noi şi C. C. al P. C. U. S. în problema preîntâmpinãrii unui nou 
rãzboi? Aceste divergenţe constau în primul rând în faptul cã C. C. al P. C. U. S. 
transformã o luptã actualã cum este lupta pentru preîntâmpinarea rãzboiului 
mondial, pentru preîntâmpinarea rãzboiului nuclear, pentru dezarmare şi pentru 
interzicerea armei nucleare, în iluzii nereale cu privire la lichidarea în condiţiile 
actuale a tuturor rãzboaielor, cu privire la distrugerea tuturor tipurilor de armament, 
cu privire la înfãptuirea «unei lumi fãrã arme, fãrã armate şi fãrã rãzboaie» [...] În 
al doilea rând, divergenţele dintre noi şi C. C. al P. C. U. S. constau în problema 
dacã trebuie sã se recunoascã existenţa a douã posibilitãţi în ceea ce priveşte rãzboiul 
mondial. Declaraţia şi Manifestul Pãcii adoptate de consfãtuirile de la Moscova (din 
noiembrie 1957, n. a.) indicã atât posibilitatea preîntâmpinãrii rãzboiului, cât şi 
pericolul dezlãnţuirii unui rãzboi de cãtre imperialişti şi necesitatea care decurge de 
aici de a spori vigilenţa”.30 

În nota informativã din 21 iunie 1960, liderii sovietici acuzau 
factorii decizionali de la Beijing de faptul cã „pun la îndoialã” 

                                                             
28  „Declaraţia de la Moscova (noiembrie 1957)”, în Mihai Croitor (ed.), În umbra 
Kremlinului: Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej şi geneza Declaraţiei din Aprilie 1964, p. 434. 
29A. N. I. C., Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, dos. 33/1960, f. 18. 
30 De asemenea, în cadrul scrisorii din 10 septembrie 1960, liderii comunişti chinezi 
adãugau urmãtoarele: „Acest lucru îl recunosc uneori şi tovarãşii sovietici, printre care şi tovarãşul 
Hruşciov. Dar în realitate când tovarãşii chinezi indicã existenţa acestor douã posibilitãţi, necesitatea 
de a demasca primejdia dezlãnţuirii de cãtre imperialişti a unui nou rãzboi şi cheamã popoarele sã dea 
dovadã de vigilenţã, tovarãşii sovietici ne copleşesc cu reproşuri, declarând cã aceasta ar însemna cã 
negãm posibilitatea preîntâmpinãrii unui rãzboi mondial, cã «nu credem» în forţele pãcii, cã 
«paralizãm voinţa activã a oamenilor». Toate acestea aratã un singur lucru: tovarãşii sovietici 
considerã de fapt cã existã o singurã posibilitate, posibilitatea preîntâmpinãrii rãzboiului mondial, cã 
existã de pe acum o posibilitate fatalã de a evita rãzboiul mondial şi cã nu mai existã posibilitatea 
dezlãnţuirii de cãtre imperialism a unui rãzboi mondial”. Vezi în acest sens: Ibidem, Fond C. C. 
al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic, dos. 8C/1960, f. 36-37. 
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fundamentele doctrinei coexistenţei paşnice. 31  Drept urmare, în 
rãspunsul din 10 septembrie 1960, autoritãţile chineze respingeau 
alegaţiile sovietice, principalul argument invocat de cãtre Beijing fiind 
reprezentat de faptul cã încã din 1954, la iniţiativa pãrţii chineze, 
Republica Popularã Chinezã (R. P. C.) împreunã cu India şi Birmania 
adoptaserã „cele cinci principii ale coexistenţei paşnice”.32 Mai mult decât atât, 
liderii comunişti chinezi proclamau identitatea poziţiilor P. C. C. şi P. C. 
U. S. cu privire la doctrina coexistenţei paşnice. „Poziţia comuniştilor chinezi 
în problema necesitãţii de a realiza coexistenţa paşnicã a ţãrilor cu orânduiri sociale 
diferite-sublinia scrisoarea din 10 septembrie 1960-nu se deosebeşte de poziţia 
tovarãşilor sovietici. Concepţia noastrã despre coexistenţã paşnicã îşi gãseşte expresia 
în cele cinci principii cunoscute şi în aceastã problemã nu existã niciun fel de 
neclaritate”.33 

În egalã mãsurã, chestiunea formelor de „trecere de la capitalism la 
socialism” avea sã formeze obiectul rãspunsului chinez din 10 septembrie 
1960. În cadrul notei informative din 21 iunie 1960, sovieticii acuzau 
Beijingul de faptul cã negau posibilitatea cãii paşnice de preluare „a puterii 
de cãtre proletariat”.34 Meritã a fi menţionat faptul cã posibilitatea paşnicã a 
preluãrii puterii fusese preliminatã pentru prima oarã pe parcursul 
desfãşurãrii Congresului al XX-lea al P. C. U. S. (februarie 1956). 35 
Rãspunsul chinez era, însã, unul fãrã echivoc: „Tovarãşul Hruşciov neagã 
urmãtoarea legitate: forţele reacţionare vor opune neapãrat o rezistenţã serioasã 
forţelor revoluţionare şi poporul trebuie sã fie pregãtit pentru a da o ripostã violenţei 
contrarevoluţionare cu ajutorul violenţei revoluţionare. Aici el neagã de fapt legitãţile 
luptei dintre revoluţie şi contrarevoluţie, legitãţi care au fost confirmate de Revoluţia 
din Octombrie, au fost confirmate de nenumãrate ori de toate revoluţiile populare şi 
care au fost confirmate de Declaraţia de la Moscova (din noiembrie 1957, n. a.)”.36 
În argumentarea propriei poziţii, liderii P. C. C. readuceau în discuţie 
evenimentele petrecute pe parcursul Consfãtuirii partidelor comuniste şi 
muncitoreşti de la Moscova, din noiembrie 1957, când delegaţia chinezã 
a formulat o serie de obiecţii vis-a-vis de proiectul de declaraţie pregãtit 
de sovietici, una dintre aceste obiecţii vizând includerea „cãii violente” 

                                                             
31 Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, dos. 33/1960, f. 25. 
32 Cele cinci principii ale coexistenţei paşnice: „respectarea reciprocã a integritãţii teritoriale şi a 
suveranitãţii, neagresiune, neamestec în treburile interne, egalitate în drepturi şi avantaje reciproce, 
coexistenţã paşnicã”. Vezi în acest sens: Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, 
Alfabetic, dos. 8C/1960, f. 45. 
33 Ibidem, f. 51. 
34 Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, dos. 33/1960, f. 44. 
35 Ibidem. 
36 Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic, dos. 8C/1960, f. 59. 
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alãturi de cea „paşnicã” în conţinutul declaraţiei.37 Pe cale de consecinţã, în 
privinţa chestiunii „trecerii de la capitalism la socialism”, autoritãţile chineze 
recunoşteau atât calea paşnicã/parlamentarã, cât şi şi cea violentã, fãrã, 
însã, prevalenţa uneia sau alteia.38 

Dupã cum menţionam anterior, în cele ce urmeazã ne vom 
cantona atenţia asupra unor epistole expediate de C. C. al P. C. C. cãtre 
conducerile partidelor comuniste şi muncitoreşti care, ulterior 
Consfãtuirii de la Bucureşti, condamnaserã viziunile ideologice chineze. 
De pildã, la 18 septembrie 1960, Beijingul expedia Bucureştiului o 
scrisoare de rãspuns la epistola din 2 august 1960.39 De la bun început, 
scrisoarea C. C. al P. C. C. identifica identitatea ideologicã dintre C. C. al 
P. C. U. S. şi C. C. al P. M. R., mãrginindu-se la a sublinia faptul cã 
rãspunsul la acuzaţiile proferate (şi) de Bucureşti putea fi identificat în 
scrisoarea din 10 septembrie 1960, adresatã liderilor politici sovietici.40 
Ce-a mai mare parte a epistolei C. C. al P. C. C. avea, însã, sã fie dedicatã 
organizãrii şi modalitãţii de desfãşurare a Consfãtuirii partidelor 
comuniste şi muncitoreşti de la Bucureşti (24-26 iunie 1960). De altfel, 
liderii chinezi vor adresa autoritãţilor de la Bucureşti douã întrebãri 
retorice: „Poate fi oare consideratã justã şi echitabilã poziţia pe care v-aţi situat în 
calitate de comunişti şi de gazdã care a invitat oaspeţi? Puteţi oare sã spuneţi cu 
mâna pe inimã cã aveţi conştiinţa împãcatã?”.41 Contestând afirmaţia C. C. al P. 
M. R., potrivit cãruia Consfãtuirea de la Bucureşti se desfãşurase „în spirit 
democratic şi tovãrãşesc”, 42  autoritãţile chineze susţineau faptul cã scopul 
ultimativ al convocãrii acestei întâlniri fusese condamnarea P. C. C., fiind 
utilizatã metoda „atacului prin surprindere”.43 De altfel, causticul rechizitoriu 

                                                             
37 Pentru o perspectivã detaliatã asupra acestei declaraţii, vezi: Mihai Croitor, România şi 
conflictul sovieto-chinez (1956-1971), Cluj-Napoca, Editura Mega, 2009, pp. 156-164. 
38 A. N. I. C., Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic, dos. 8C/1960, f. 60. 
39 Pentru o pespectivã detaliatã asupra scrisorii C. C. al P. M. R. adresate C. C. al P. C. 
C., vezi: Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic, dos. 7C/1960, f. 3-
23. 
40 Potrivit epistolei chineze din 18 septembrie 1960: „În scrisoarea dv. vã declaraţi pe de-a 
întregul de acord cu condamnãrile la adresa Partidului Comunist Chinez cuprinse în nota informativã 
a C. C. al P. C. U. S. (din 21 iunie 1960. n. a.) trimisã C. C. al P. C. Chinez. În privinţa acestor 
condamnãri am rãspuns la 10 septembrie (1960, n. a.) Comitetului Central al P. C. U. S., printr-o 
scrisoare amãnunţitã. Copia acestei scrisori v-a fost trimisã şi dv. Sperãm cã veţi cumpãni obiectiv şi cu 
toatã seriozitatea argumentele P. C. Chinez şi P. C. U. S.”. Vezi: Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-
Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic, dos. 8C/1960, f. 246. 
41 Ibidem, f. 247. 
42 Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic, dos. 7C/1960, f. 4. 
43 Potrivit factorilor decizionali de la Beijing: „În prima jumãtate a zilei de 24 iunie (1960, n. 
a.), îndatã dupã ce consfãtuirea a fost deschisã în mod oficial, delegaţia noastrã a adresat tovarãşilor 
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chinez nu îl ocolea nici pe liderul de la Kremlin, factorii decizionali de la 
Beijing afirmând tranşant urmãtoarele: „Tovarãşul Hruşciov a adoptat la 
aceastã consfãtuire o atitudine patriarhalã, arbitrarã şi samavolnicã faţã de Partidul 
Comunist Chinez, adicã a adoptat o poziţie care se caracterizeazã prin relaţii de la 
«partidul pãrinte la un partid fiu», în loc de relaţii proprii partidelor frãţeşti, 
încercând sã oblige Partidul Comunist Chinez cu ajutorul bastonului sãu diriguitor, 
sã constrângã Partidul Comunist Chinez sã se supunã concepţiilor sale greşite care 
contravin marxism-leninismului”.44 

La 23 septembrie 1960, C. C. al P. C. C. rãspundea scrisorii C. C. al 
P. M. S. U. din 8 septembrie 1960, reiterând consideraţiile cu privire la 
convocarea intempestivã a Consfãturii de la Bucureşti din iunie 1960. 
Prin urmare, liderii chinezi subliniau faptul cã sovieticii convocaserã 
întâlnirea în cauzã uzând de un pretext, respectiv analizarea evoluţiilor 
internaţionale survenite în urma eşecului summit-ului de la Paris din mai 
1960.45 În realitate, însã, potrivit Beijingului, singurul scop al convocãrii 
Consfãtuirii de la Bucureşti rezida în condamnarea viziunilor ideologice 
promovate de cãtre P. C. C.46 Referindu-se la poziţia adoptatã de cãtre 
delegaţia P. M. S. U. la Bucureşti, scrisoarea chinezã sublinia urmãtoarele: 
„În ceea ce priveşte delegaţia dv., ea n-a adoptat la aceste întâlniri o poziţie justã; pe 
de altã parte, dv. continuaţi în scrisoarea dv. sã justificaţi greşelile tovarãşului 
Hruşciov şi chiar învinuiţi delegaţia P. C. Chinez cã declaraţia ei cuprinde asemenea 
«momente» care constituie «învinuiri neîntemeiate». În legãturã cu aceasta nu putem 
decât sã ne exprimãm regretul nostru”.47 În ceea ce priveşte viziunile ideologice 
promovate de cãtre P. C. C., viziuni contestate în cadrul epistolei C. C. al 
P. M. S. U. din 8 septembrie 1960, Beijingul sublinia faptul cã îşi 
expusese propria interpretare în cadrul rãspunsului, din 10 septembrie 
1960, la nota informativã sovieticã, adãugând urmãtoarele: „Sperãm cã veţi 
putea cântãri în mod obiectiv şi cu toatã seriozitatea argumentele P. C. Chinez şi ale 
P. C. U. S.”.48 

                                                                                                                                               
Gheorghiu-Dej şi Hruşciov întrebarea: ce fel de consfãtuire are loc, la urma urmelor? Şi tovarãşii 
români, şi tovarãşul Hruşciov au continuat sã se eschiveze de la un rãspuns clar. Despre ce fel de 
«spirit democratic şi tovãrãşesc» poate sã fie deci vorba, din moment ce nu ni s-a comunicat dinainte 
nimic, nici mãcar despre caracterul consfãtuirii şi nu ni s-a spus nimic clar la deschiderea consfãtuirii. 
Cum poate fi altfel calificatã aceastã atitudine, dacã nu atac prin surprindere?”. Vezi în acest sens: 
Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic, dos. 8C/1960, f. 247. 
44 Ibidem, f. 248. 
45 Pentru o perspectivã detaliatã asupra acestei chestiuni, vezi: John Lewis Gaddis, The 
Cold War: a new history, New York, The Penguin Press, 2005, pp. 73-74, 167-168. 
46 A. N. I. C., Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic, dos. 8C/1960, f. 312. 
47 Ibidem, f. 313. 
48 Ibidem. 
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La 7 octombrie 1960, C. C. al P. C. C. rãspundea epitolei C. C. al 
P. M. U. P. din 14 septembrie 1960. De la bun început, scrisoarea 
chinezã contesta afirmaţia polonezilor, potrivit cãrora pe parcursul 
Consfãturii de la Bucureşti, Nikita S. Hruşciov nu uzase de metoda 
„atacului prin surprindere”.49 Astfel, potrivit liderilor comunişti chinezi, la 
Bucureşti, lucrãrile consfãturii se bazaserã exclusiv pe viziunile ideologice 
promovate de cãtre sovietici în cadrul notei informative din 21 iunie 
1960, fãrã însã a se permite o „discuţie tovãrãşeascã” şi fãrã a fi ascultate şi 
argumentele chineze în sprijinul propriei linii politice. 50  Prin urmare, 
potrivit pãrţii chineze: „Niciun partid marxist-leninist serios nu poate în niciun 
caz sã tolereze o serie întreagã de afirmaţii şi acţiuni ale tovarãşului Hruşciov, care 
vin în contrazicere cu marxism-leninismul şi cu Declaraţia de la Moscova (din 1957, 
n. a.), poziţia patriarhalã, arbitrarã şi samavolnicã adoptatã de el la aceastã 
întâlnire, precum şi apucãturile lui vicioase de mare putere, caracteristice prin 
atitudinea «unui partid-tatã faţã de un partid-fiu» în relaţiile dintre partidele 
frãţeşti”.51 Pornind de la premisa cã scrisoarea polonezã nu reprezenta 
nimic altceva decât o reiterare a acuzaţiilor formulate la adresa P. C. C. 
de cãtre sovietici în nota informativã din 21 iunie 1960, Beijingul 
îndemna Varşovia sã studieze rãspunsul chinez din 10 septembrie 1960, 
exprimându-şi, totodatã, speranţa cã liderii P. M. U. P. vor „putea cântãri 
în mod obiectiv şi serios argumentele P. C. Chinez şi ale P. C. U. S.”.52 

În fine, la 24 octombrie 1960, C. C. al P. C. C. rãspundea epistolei 
autoritãţilor mongole din 26 septembrie 1960. Pe parcursul scrisorii C. C. 
al P. P. R. M. (intitulatã „Punctul de vedere al Comitetului Central al 
Partidului Popular Revoluţionar Mongol cu privire la nota informativã a 
C. C. al P. C. U. S., la declaraţia scrisã a P. C. Chinez şi la rãspunsul C. C. 
al P. C. Chinez la nota informativã a C. C. al P. C. U. S.”), autoritãţile 
comuniste de la Ulaanbaatar reluau, în fapt, toate acuzaţiile formulate de 
cãtre sovietici vis-a-vis de „ereziile” ideologice chineze. 53  Pe cale de 

                                                             
49 Potrivit epistolei poloneze din 14 septembrie 1960: „În aceastã luminã, afirmaţia cã în 
problema adoptãrii comunicatului tov. Hruşciov a folosit metoda unui «atac prin surprindere» este 
absolut neîntemeiatã şi jignitoare. Acuzaţiile neîntemeiate cuprinse în declaraţia delegaţiei P. C. 
Chinez, cu privire la pretinsele metode neloiale care s-ar fi folosit faţã de ea la Consfãtuirea de la 
Bucureşti, sunt menite sã stârneascã un protest cu atât mai mare, cu cât P. C. Chinez foloseşte în 
ultima vreme metode care nu pot decât sã aducã prejudicii serioase coeziunii şi forţei mişcãrii 
muncitoreşti internaţionale”. Vezi: Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, 
Alfabetic-Dej, dos. 3P, f. 59. 
50 Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic, dos. 8C/1960, f. 324. 
51 Ibidem, f. 325. 
52 Ibidem, f. 326. 
53 Vezi în acest sens: Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic, dos. 
5M/1951-1964, f. 24-32. 
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consecinţã, în cadrul epistolei din 24 octombrie 1960, autoritãţile 
chineze, referindu-se la alegaţiile formulate de cãtre liderii P. P. R. M., 
subliniau faptul cã factorii decizionali de la Beijing rãspunseserã acestor 
acuzaţii în scrisoarea din 10 septembrie 1960, adãugând urmãtoarele: 
„Dv. însã, fãrã sã cântãriţi în mod obiectiv şi serios argumentele şi faptele juste 
prezentate în scrisoarea noastrã, declaraţi totuşi cã sprijiniţi o serie de greşeli serioase 
ale unor tovarãşi sovietici, greşeli care constituie o abatere de la principiile 
fundamentale ale marxism-leninismului şi ale Declaraţiei de la Moscova (din 1957, 
n. a.), şi în multe probleme repetaţi acuzaţiile formulate de C. C. al P. C. U. S. la 
adresa noastrã, lucru cu care nu putem decât sã ne exprimãm regretul nostru”.54 

Analiza epistolelor mai sus menţionate ne permite formularea 
câtorva consideraţii finale. În primul rând, se remarcã trimiterile 
constante în scrisorile de rãspuns ale C. C. al P. C. C. cãtre epistola din 
10 septembrie 1960 (conceputã ca o replicã la nota informativã sovieticã 
din 21 iunie 1960), o atare strategie având drept scop ultimativ o 
înţelegere în profunzime a preceptelor ideologice chineze. În al doilea 
rând, meritã a fi menţionat faptul cã, precum procedaserã şi sovieticii, 
liderii comunişti chinezi îşi vor legitima propriile viziuni ideologice prin 
apelul la comandamentele ideologice ale Declaraţiei de la Moscova, din 
1957. În fine, se poate constata faptul cã în scrisorile de rãspuns, 
Beijingul va sancţiona identitate de vederi dintre P. C. U. S. şi partidele 
comuniste şi muncitoreşti, semnatare ale scrisorilor analizate pe parcursul 
acestui studiu, exprimându-şi speranţa cã, într-un final, acestea din urmã 
se vor apleca cu maximã obiectivitate asupra divergenţelor ideologice 
sino-sovietice. Era începutul unei polemici sovieto-chineze care, pe 
parcursul urmãtorilor ani, va primi profunde conotaţii publice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

                                                             
54 Ibidem, Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, Alfabetic, dos. 8C/1960, f. 338. 
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SINO-ROMÂNE PE PARCURSUL ANULUI 1963 
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Abstract: Based on documents from the Romanian archives, the article addresses the 
Sino-Romanian secret meetings which were held during 1963. These secret meetings, 
organized as a result of the Romanian-Soviet economic disagreements within the C. O. M. E. 
C. O. N., were mainly aimed at creating the foundation for a Sino-Romanian rapprochement 
on the background of Romania‟s detachment from Moscow. As the article proves, the leaders 
of the Chinese Communist Party will be interested in normalizing relations between China 
and Romania, damaged after the June 1960 Meeting of the Communist and Workers‟ 
Parties. A year later, the Sino-Romanian rapprochement became a fait accompli. 

Keywords: Corneliu Mãnescu, Xu Jianguo, Gh. Gheorghiu-Dej, Emil 
Bodnãraş, C. O. M. E. C. O. N., Sino-Romanian rapprochement. 

 
Anul 1963 semnificã, din perspectiva direcţiei asumate în politica 

externã a Republicii Populare Române (R. P. R.), o rupturã fundamentalã 
cu trecutul. Dacã pânã la momentul respectiv fidelitatea faţã de Moscova 
şi, implicit, faţã de preceptele ideologice promovate de cãtre Partidul 
Comunist al Uniunii Sovietice (P. C. U. S.) reprezentau reperele 
fundamentale ale viziunii de politicã externã promovate de cãtre R. P. R., 
începând cu anul 1963 perspectiva îndepãrtãrii de Kremlin îşi fãcea tot 
mai mult simţitã prezenţa. În opinia noastrã, la baza deciziei R. P. R. de 
a-şi schimba radical culoarul de politicã externã a stat emergenţa 
viziunilor economice integraţioniste promovate de cãtre sovietici (şi nu 
numai!) în cadrul Consiliului pentru Ajutor Economic Reciproc (C. A. E. 
R.), începând cu anul 1962.1 Or, aceste viziuni economice contraveneau 

                                                             
1 Pentru o perspectivã detaliatã asupra acestor disensiuni economice româno-sovietice, 
vezi: Mihai Croitor, România şi conflictul sovieto-chinez (1956-1971), Cluj-Napoca, Editura 
Mega, 2009, pp. 214-242. Vezi de asemenea: Arhivele Naţionale Istorice Centrale (în 
continuare A. N. I. C.), Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, dos. 24/1963, vol. I, 
f. 79-97, 109-120, 133-164 (Documentele în cauzã au fost publicate. Vezi în acest sens: 
„Document 51: 1963 iulie 1. Prima variantã a discursului care urma a fi rostit de cãtre 
Gh. Gheorghiu-Dej încadrul Consfãturii C. A. E. R., preconizatã a se organiza la 
Moscova între 24-26 iulie 1963”, „Document 52: 1963 iulie 1. A doua variantã a 
discursului care urma a fi rostit de cãtre Gh. Gheorghiu-Dejîn cadrul Consfãturii C. A. 
E. R., preconizatã a se organiza la Moscova între 24-26 iulie 1963”, „Document 53: 

1963 iulie 25. Discursul rostit de cãtre Gh. Gheorghiu‑ Dej, prim-secretar al C. C. al P. 
M. R., încadrul Consfãtuirii C. A. E. R., desfãşuratã la Moscova între 24-26 iulie 1963”, 
în Mihai Croitor, Sanda Borşa (ed.), Triunghiul suspiciunii: Gheorghiu-Dej, Hruşciov şi Tito 
(1954-1964). Documente, volum II, Cluj-Napoca, Editura Mega, 2014, pp. 344-376). 
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prevederilor incluse în planul economic şesenal, adoptat în cadrul 
Congresului al III-lea al P. M. R. (din iunie 1960), plan care sublinia 
angajamentul liderilor comunişti de la Bucureşti pentru o consistentã 
industrializare a României. 2  Pe cale de consecinţã, liderii comunişti 
români vor urmãri o recalibrare a relaţiilor dintre R. P. R. şi Republica 
Popularã Chinezã (R. P. C.), deopotrivã cu normalizarea relaţiilor 
politico-diplomatice româno-iugoslave, tensionarea raporturilor cu cele 
douã state (China şi Iugoslavia) fiind o consecinţã directã a conformisului 
ideologic urmat în politica externã a României pânã în anii 1962-1963.3 
În privinţa relaţiilor româno-chineze, trebuie menţionat faptul cã 
organizarea la Bucureşti a Consfãturirii partidelor comuniste şi 
muncitoreşti, între 24-26 iunie 1960, avea sã determine o rãcire 
consistentã a relaţiilor dintre P. M. R. şi Partidul Comunist Chinez (P. C. 
C.), tocmai datoritã atitudinii prosovietice adoptate de cãtre partea 
românã. 4  Totuşi, dupã cum afirmam anterior, apariţia diferendelor 
economice româno-sovietice în cadrul C. A. E. R., începând cu anul 
1962, va determina autoritãţile de la Bucureşti sã sondeze posibilitatea 
unei apropieri româno-chineze, ştiute fiind divergenţele ideologice sino-
sovietice, aflate în plinã desfãşurare la acel moment. 

În atare condiţii, Gh. Gheorghiu-Dej îi va solicita şefului 
diplomaţiei române, Corneliu Mãnescu, sã ia legãtura cu autoritãţile 
chineze în scopul înştiinţãrii acestora din urmã cu privire la emergenţa 
tensiunilor româno-sovietice în cadrul C. A. E. R., precum şi cu privire la 
dorinţa Bucureştiului de a-şi normaliza relaţiile cu Beijingul.5 Pe cale de 

                                                             
2 Vezi în acest sens: „Directivele Congresului al III-lea al PMR cu privire la planul de 
dezvoltare a economiei naţionale pe anii 1960-1965 şi la schiţa planului economic de 
perspectivã pe 15 ani”, în Congresul al III-lea al Partidului Muncitoresc Român, Bucureşti, 
Editura Politicã, 1960, pp. 645-688. 
3 Eforturile întreprinse de autoritãţile române în direcţia normalizãrii raporturilor cu 
Iugoslavia nu formeazã obiectul prezentului studiu. Pentru o perspectivã detaliatã 
asupra aceste chestiuni vezi: Mihai Croitor, Sanda Borşa (ed.), Triunghiul suspiciunii: 
Gheorghiu-Dej, Hruşciov şi Tito (1954-1964), volum I, pp.150-226. 
4 Pentru o perspectivã detaliatã asupra consecinţelor Consfãturii de la Bucureşti, din 
iunie 1960, vezi: Mihai Croitor, Sanda Borşa, „Ecouri politico-ideologice ale 
Consfãtuirii partidelor comuniste şi muncitoreşti din iunie 1960 (I)”, în Astra Salvensis, 
an IV, numãr 8, 2016,  pp. 187-202. 
5 Corneliu Mãnescu rememora astfel episodul în cauzã: „A venit un moment în care Dej mi-a 
spus sã stau de vorbã cu ambasadorul chinez-eram ministru de externe-şi sã-i explic poziţia noastrã în 
cadrul C. A. E. R. Sã-i spun cum concepem noi relaţiile dintre statele comuniste şi cã dorim cu China 
relaţii normale. Cu China şi partidul comuniştilor chinezi, indiferent de poziţia sovieticilor, noi vrem sã 
avem relaţii bune şi decomunicare. Cam acestea au fost indicaţiile pe care Dej mi le-a dat între patru 
ochi, încheind: «dacã merge, bine, dacã nu, te priveste»”. Vezi în acest sens: Lavinia Betea, 
Convorbiri neterminate, Iaşi, Editura Polirom, 2001, p. 89. 
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consecinţã, la 16 mai 1963, ministrul român de externe îl primea în 
audienţã pe ambasadorul R. P. C. la Bucureşti (Xu Jianguo), Corneliu 
Mãnescu subliniind de la început faptul cã partea românã plasa la baza 
politicii sale externe respectarea suveranitãţii naţionale şi principiul 
neamestecului în chestiunile interne. În egalã mãsurã, Mãnescu înştiinţa 
partea chinezã cu privire la evoluţiile survenite în interiorul C. A. E. R., 
subliniind, de asemenea, poziţia adoptatã de R. P. R. faţã de acestea.6 
Urmãtoarea întâlnire dintre cei doi se va organiza la 5 iunie 1963, agenda 
de discuţii incluzând patru chestiuni distincte. Astfel, primul topic de 
discuţie avea sã fie reprezentat de necesitatea ca ambasada R. P. C. la 
Bucureşti sã nu disemineze public diferite materiale care analizau poziţiile 
ideologice antagonice preliminate în interiorul lagãrului comunist (în 
esenţã fiind vorba de relaţiile sino-sovietice), un angajament pe care 
partea chinezã şi l-a asumat.7 A doua chestiune care a format obiectul 
discuţiilor din 5 iunie 1963 avea sã fie reprezentatã de solicitarea lui Xu 
Jianguo privind facilitarea de cãtre partea românã a editãrii/tipãririi 
buletinului ambasadei R. P. C. la Bucureşti.8 Discursul rostit de cãtre Gh. 
Gheorghiu-Dej în ziua precedentã avea, de asemenea, sã ocupe o bunã 
parte a discuţiilor dintre Corneliu Mãnescu şi Xu Jianguo. Bunãoarã, 
ministrul român de externe îi va releva oaspetelui chinez faptul cã pe 
parcursul discursului în cauzã, liderul P. M. R. fãcuse referire la trei 
chestiuni foarte importante: necesitatea industrializãrii R. P. R., 
respectarea suveranitãţii naţionale şi principiul neamestecului în 
chestiunile interne.9 În fine, ultima chestiune aflatã pe agenda de discuţii 
va fi reprezentatã de preconizatele negocieri sovieto-chineze ce urmau a 
fi organizate la Moscova în iulie 1963. 10  Astfel, cu aceastã ocazie, 
Corneliu Mãnescu îl interoga pe ambasadorul chinez la Bucureşti cu 
privire la posibilele şanse de reuşitã a acestor negocieri sovieto-chineze, 
subliniind, în egalã mãsurã, faptul cã Beijingul respecta „linia” Declaraţiei 

                                                             
6 Pentru o perspectivã detaliatã asupra acestei întâlniri, vezi: A. N. I. C., Fond C. C. al P. 
C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, dos.53/1963, f. 2-20 (Documentul în cauzã a fost publicat. 
Vezi în acest sens: „Document 3: 1963 mai 16. Notã cu privire la audienţa lui Xu 
Jianguo, ambasador al R. P. C. la Bucureşti, la Corneliu Mãnescu, ministru al Afacerilor 
Externe, referitoare la divergenţele româno-sovietice”, în Mihai Croitor (ed.), În umbra 
Kremlinului: Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej şi geneza Declaraţiei din Aprilie 1964, Cluj-Napoca, 
Editura Mega, 2012, pp. 29-44). 
7 Vezi Document 1. 
8 Ibidem. 
9 Ibidem. 
10 Pentru o perspectivã amplã asupra acestor negocieri vezi: Mihai Croitor, Sanda Borşa 
(ed.), Moscova 1963: eşecul negocierilor sovieto-chineze, Cluj-Napoca, Editura Eikon/Editura 
Mega, 2014, passim. 
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de la Moscova din 1960.11 Rãspunsul ambasadorului chinez va fi unul 
rezervat, acesta ferindu-se sã ofere un rãspuns tranşant în aceastã 
chestiune, mãrginindu-se la a afirma faptul cã, datã fiind amplitudinea 
chestiunilor divergente, întâlnirea preconizatã nu avea sã fie una „prea 
uşoarã”.12 

În esenţã, putem cataloga întâlnirea din 5 iunie 1963 drept una de 
tatonare, ambele pãrţi scrutând posibilitatea normalizãrii relaţiilor. De 
altfel, cele douã întâlniri (din 16 mai 1963, respectiv 5 iunie 1963) aveau 
sã pregãteascã terenul pentru o întâlnire face à face între ambasadorul 
chinez la Bucureşti şi liderul P. M. R.. Astfel, la 12 decembrie 1963, Gh. 
Gheorghiu-Dej îl primea la Snagov pe Xu Jianguo, discuţiile 
desfãşurându-se pe parcursul a 6 ore şi 30 de minute. În cadrul acestei 
întâlniri, liderul comunist român îşi exprima regretul cu privire la 
scãderea în intensitate a constactelor sino-române dupã Consfãtuirea de 
la Bucureşti, din iunie 1960, manifestându-şi dorinţa în direcţia 
normalizãrii relaţiilor dintre cele douã partide. Referindu-se strict la 
întâlnirea din iunie 1960, organizatã la Bucureşti, Gh. Gheorghiu-Dej 
avea sã sublinieze faptul cã şi conducerea P. M. R. fusese luatã prin 
surprindere de retorica antichinezã promovatã de cãtre Hruşciov, nefiind 
înştiinţatã în prealabil de cãtre liderii P. C. U. S. În egalã mãsurã, o bunã 
parte a discuţiilor aveau sã se cantoneze pe diferendele economice 
româno-sovietice în cadrul C. A. E. R., perspectiva curtenitoare la adresa 
P. C. C., adoptatã de cãtre liderul comunist român, fiind mai mult decât 
evidentã.13 În opinia noastrã, scopul principal al organizãrii întâlnirii din 
12 decembrie 1963 rezidã în intenţia autoritãţilor române de a reaşeza 
raporturile româno-chineze pe un fãgaş de normalitate, în pofida 
comandamentelor ideologice promovate de cãtre Kremlin. Interesant 
este şi faptul cã în cursul aceleaşi zile (12 decembrie 1963), ambasadorul 
R. P. R. la Beijing, Dumitru Gheorghiu, se întâlnea cu Peng Zhen, 

                                                             
11  Pentru o perspectivã detaliatã asupra preceptelor ideologice incluse în Declaraţia 
partidelor comuniste şi muncitoreşti din 1960, vezi: „Declaraţia de la Moscova 
(noiembrie 1960)”, în Mihai Croitor (ed.), În umbra Kremlinului: Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej şi 
geneza Declaraţiei din Aprilie 1964, pp. 446-490. 
12 Vezi Document 1. 
13 Pentru o pespectivã detaliatã asupra acestei întâlniri vezi: A. N. I. C., Fond C. C. al P. 
C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, dos. 94/1963, f. 3-32 (Documentul în cauzã a fost publicat. 
Vezi în acest sens: „Document 9: 1963 decembrie 12. Notã privind convorbirea de la 
Snagov, dintre Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej, prim-secretar al C. C. al P. M. R., şi Xu 
Jianguo, ambasador al R. P. C. la Bucureşti, referitoare la divergenţele româno-sovietice 

şi necesitatea apropierii româno‑ chineze. (fragment)”, în Mihai Croitor (ed.), În umbra 
Kremlinului: Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej şi geneza Declaraţiei din Aprilie 1964, pp. 196-226). 
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membru al Biroului Politic al C. C. al P. C. C. şi primar al Beijingului. 
Parcurgerea raportului întocmit de cãtre ambasadorul român relevã 
faptul cã întâlnirea în cauzã nu a vizat, însã, dinamica relaţiilor sino-
române, cantonându-se, în schimb, pe prezentarea de cãtre partea 
chinezã a principalelor chestiuni contondente în relaţiile dintre P. C. C. şi 
P. C. U. S.14 

Ca urmare a discuţiilor purtate la Snagov la 12 decembrie 1963, 
câteva zile mai târziu (18 decembrie 1963), Emil Bodnãraş îl primea în 
audienţã pe Xu Jianguo. Cu aceastã ocazie ambasadorul chinez avea sã 
transmitã rãspunsul C. C. al P. C. C. cu privire la cele discutate cu câteva 
zile în urmã la Snagov. În esenţã, C. C. al P. C. C. îşi manifesta deplinul 
acord cu privire la punctul de vedere al P. M. R. vis-a-vis de relaţiile sino-
sovietice, sovieto-albaneze şi româno-sovietice, precum şi faţã de modul 
în care liderii comunişti români percepeau relaţiile dintre partidele 
comuniste şi muncitoreşti. În egalã mãsurã, Xu Jianguo transmitea 
factorilor decizionali de la Bucureşti faptul cã Beijingul era de acord cu 
propunerea P. M. R. de creştere în intensitate a relaţiilor româno-chineze. 
La rândul sãu, Emil Bodnãraş îşi manifesta satisfacţia cu privire la 
rãspunsul liderilor comunişti chinezi, însã, în egalã mãsurã documentul 
ne relevã o reticenţã a autoritãţilor române vis-a-vis de organizarea unor 
contacte directe româno-chineze. În aceastã ordine de idei, nu e 
suprinzãtor faptul cã Bodnãraş îi solicita ambasadorului chinez sã lase la 
opţiunea Bucureştiului locul şi intervalul de desfãşurare a viitoarelor 
întâlniri secrete româno-chineze.15 

În manierã conclusivã, putem afirma cu certitudine faptul cã 
întâlnirile secrete româno-chineze, desfãşurate pe parcursul anului 1963, 
au pregãtit terenul pentru lansarea unul amplu demers diplomatic în anul 
1964, al cãrui rezultat final va fi reprezentat de fundamentarea unei 
apropieri româno-chineze.16 

 
 
 
 

 

                                                             
14 Pentru o perspectivã detaliatã asupra acestei chestiuni vezi: Mihai Croitor, „Dincolo 
de dezbaterea ideologicã: viziunea lui Peng Zhen asupra conflictului sovieto-chinez 
(1963)”, în Astra Salvensis, an III, numãr 5, pp. 147-156. 
15 Vezi Document 2. 
16 Pentru o perspectivã detaliatã asupra acestei chestiuni vezi: Mihai Croitor, România şi 
conflictul sovieto-chinez (1956-1971), Cluj-Napoca, Editura Eikon/Editura Mega, 2014, pp. 
250-330. 
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ANEXE DOCUMENTARE 
 

ANEXA 1 
Stenograma întâlnirii dintre Corneliu Mãnescu, ministrul de 
Externe ale R. P. R.,  şi Xu Jianguo, ambasadorul R. P. C. la 

Bucureşti (5 iunie 1963) 
 

STRICT SECRET 
DE IMPORTANŢÃ DEOSEBITÃ 

 
NOTÃ 

 
Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Bunã ziua tovarãşe ministru. 
Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Vã salut tovarãşe ambasador, bun venit. Vã 

rog sã luaţi loc. Cunoaşteţi locul foarte bine. 
Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Ne-am întâlnit de mai multe ori şi am reuşit 

sã cunosc locul. Ce mai faceţi? 
Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Bine, tovarãşe ambasador, bine.  
Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Ploile ce au cãzut în ultima vreme sunt foarte 

bune pentru recolta din ţara Dv. 
Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Cred cã sunt bune, iar dacã va fi şi niţeluşi 

soare va fi foarte bine. 
Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Acum a început sã fie şi soare.  
Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Da, acesta este un lucru foarte important 

pentru agriculturã. Sã începem cu o ţigarã. Ce mai faceţi, tovarãşe ambasador? 
Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Mulţumesc, bine, sunt sãnãtos.  
Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Se vede. 
Tov.Ambasador Chinez: Am venit astãzi la Dv. pentru a vã expune o 

problemã…17(este rugat de tov. ministru Mãnescu sã aştepte puţin pentru a servi o 
cafea).18 

Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: V-aţi obişnuit cu cafeaua, ori tot ceaiul este 
mai bun? 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez:  Îmi place şi cafeaua şi ceaiul. Cafeaua 
turceascã este foarte bunã. 

Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Acesta este unul din puţinele lucruri bune pe 
care le-au lãsat turcii. 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Are un gust foarte plãcut. În regiunile calde 
cafeaua se preparã altfel, este o deosebire. 

                                                             
17 În conformitate cu originalul. 
18 În conformitate cu originalul. 
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Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Cum este obişnuit fiecare (se serveşte 
cafeaua).19 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Dupã discuţia avutã cu Dv. ultima oarã am 
studiat problemele privind contradicţiile ce s-au ivit între statele socialiste. Convorbirea 
avutã eu am înţeles-o în felul urmãtor: ca toate ambasadele ţãrilor socialiste sã nu 
rãspândeascã astfel de materiale care sã conţinã pãreri diferite şi divergenţele ivite între 
partidele comuniste. Noi n-am difuzat asemenea materiale. 

Studenţii noştri au avut unele materiale penţru studiu. Unii studenţi strãini 
care învaţã în ţara Dv. au cerut asemenea materiale de la noi. Am dat într-adevãr 
anumite materiale. Au fost unii prieteni care ne-au cerut şi noi am dat anumite 
materiale. 

Noi am studiat problema pe care Dv. aţi ridicat-o ultima datã. Noi înţelegem 
greutãţile pe care le aveţi. Noi vrem sã respectãm pãrerea Dv. şi nu vom da asemenea 
materiale, despre care ne-aţi informat, acelor oameni care ne cer astfel de materiale. 

Am venit la Dv. în mod special pentru ca sã cunoaşteţi acest lucru. 
Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Vã foarte (sic!) mulţumesc, tovarãşe 

ambasador. 
Eu am încercat sã vã informez asupra acestei chestiuni care este foarte 

complexã şi am fost convins cã aţi înţeles-o. Nu îmi rãmâne decât acum, când îmi 
transmiteţi acest lucru, sã vã mulţumesc pentru modul în care Dv. îl înţelegeţi. Cred 
cã este bine aşa. 

Noi nu am fãcut din aceasta o problemã însã, atrãgându-vã atenţia asupra 
acestui lucru l-am fãcut tocmai în scopul de a îndepãrta absolut tot ceea ce poate sã 
dãuneze limpezirii problemelor, aşa cã nu sunt deloc surprins cã Dv. aţi înţeles just. 
Acest lucru e în interesul şi al nostru al amândoura (sic!), el foloseşte şi pe plan 
internaţional pentru clarificarea problemelor care sunt puse în discuţie. 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez: De acord cu Dv. 
Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Foarte bine. 
Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Vreau sã spun cã nu am difuzat în mod 

intenţionat un asemenea material şi nici în viitor nu vom oferi nimãnui un asemenea 
material. 

Pentru întãrirea mişcãrii comuniste internaţionale, în interesul celor douã 
partide ale noastre, noi, înţelegem problemele pe care le-aţi ridicat Dv. 

O altã problemã pe care vreau s-o discut cu Dv. este aceea cã pentru o adâncire 
a înţelegerii între popoarele noastre şi ţãrile noastre, pentru a întãri prietenia între cele 
douã ţãri ale noastre, ambasada noastrã scoate un buletin şi noi am dori ca odatã la 
douã luni sã scoatem un asemenea buletin, care sã fie tipãrit la Tipografia Nr. 2. 
Acest buletin va conţine aspecte ale operei de construire a socialismului în ţara 

                                                             
19 În conformitate cu originalul. 
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noastrã, oameni şi fapte noi, bune, care sã oglindeascã opera de construire a 
socialismului în R. P. Chinezã. 

Anul trecut noi am scos numai 3 numere în loc de 6 şi ultimul numãr 
(numãrul 4)20 pentru anul trecut este încã la tipografie, nu este încã tipãrit. 

Noi credem cã tipãrirea unui asemenea buletin este în interesul adâncirii 
prieteniei între cele douã popoare ale noastre, contribuie la cunoaşterea mai bine a 
activitãţii poporului nostru.  

De fapt pentru o asemenea problemã minorã nu trebuia sã vin în faţa Dv. Eu 
aş dori sã obţin din partea Dv. sprijin în aceastã problemã. 

Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Buletinul a întârziat sã aparã?  
Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Pânã acum trebuia (sic!) sã aparã 3 numere 

pentru anul acesta, însã nu a ieşit nici ultimul numãr pe anul trecut. Pentru anul 
acesta nu a ieşit niciun numãr.  

Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Foarte bine aţi fãcut cã aţi ridicat o asemenea 
problemã şi vã rog ca şi pe viitor când sunt asemenea probleme sã vã adresaţi chiar 
direct mie. Nu consider cã este o problemã care se poate discuta numai la nivelul 
Direcţiei pe relaţii sau a adjuncţilor. Când sunt asemenea probleme sã vã adresaţi mie 
şi vom depune toatã strãduinţa pentru a vi le rezolva. 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Vã mulţumesc. Nu m-am adresat Dv. 
fiindcã am considerat cã, fiind o problemã nu aşa de mare şi de importantã, nu are 
rost sã vã deranjez. 

Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Mã voi interesa de aceastã problemã. Pãrerea 
mea este cã, dat fiind schimbul de pãreri pe care l-am avut, buletinul ambasadei 
Republicii Populare Chineze va putea fi întotdeauna editat. Mã refer la faptul cã Dv. 
aţi înţeles sensul discuţiei noastre şi cã veţi ţine seama de el şi în ceea ce priveşte 
editarea buletinului. 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Pot sã vã asigur cã vom proceda aşa cum aţi 
spus Dv. 

Dacã ambasada Dv. din ţara noastrã întâmpinã greutãţi în ce priveşte 
editarea buletinului de ambasadã vã rog sã-mi spuneţi ca sã transmit guvernului 
nostru pentru a lua mãsuri şi cred cã nu o sã întâmpinaţi greutãţi. 

S-ar putea ca ambasada Dv. de la Pekin sã facã cunoscut cetãţenilor noştri 
despre politica partidului Dv., despre realizãrile din industrie şi din alte sectoare de 
activitate din ţara Dv. şi aceasta n-ar face decât sã contribuie la întãrirea prieteniei 
dintre popoarele noastre şi a înţelegerii reciproce dintre noi. Aceasta exprimã un 
imbold pentru ambele popoare de a depune eforturi şi mai mari în opera de construire 
a socialismului. 

                                                             
20 În conformitate cu originalul. 
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În Republica Popularã Românã, sub conducerea Partidului Muncitoresc 
Român, opera de construire a socialismului cunoaşte un ritm foarte mare de 
dezvoltare. Aceasta este pãrerea mea personalã. 

Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Sunt de acord cu tot ce aţi spus Dv. În ce 
priveşte apariţia buletinului nostru, nu sunt informat cã ar exista greutãţi în apariţia 
lui. Sunt unele greutãţi privind traducerea, greutãţi pe care cred cã le aveţi şi Dv. Este 
vorba de traducerea din limba românã în limba chinezã şi din limba chinezã în limba 
românã, lucru mai dificil decât din alte limbi. Aceasta este greutatea, alte greutãţi nu 
cunosc sã fie şi dacã ar fi fost ori dacã sunt, o sã le putem discuta deschis fie aici, fie în 
altã parte şi sunt convins cã se vor lua mãsurile corespunzãtoare. 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Sunt foarte mulţumit de discuţia aceasta 
tovãrãşeascã şi sunt întru totul de acord cu Dv. ca asemenea probleme sã se discute în 
mod deschis. 

Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Cred cã putem discuta aceste probleme 
întotdeauna deschis, tovãrãşeşte, cu convingerea cã ele pot fi rezolvate. Personal nu cred 
cã asemenea probleme pe care le discutãm sã nu poatã fi rezolvate. Aceasta este 
pãrerea mea fermã. Dv. cunoaşteţi lucrul acesta şi sunt o serie întreagã de factori care 
aratã aceastã dorinţã sincerã, prieteneascã, în rezolvarea problemelor. 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Ne bucurã cele spuse. Pentru asta am venit la 
Dv. astãzi. 

Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Dacã doriţi sã ridicaţi vreo problemã sau sã 
aflaţi ceva, noi o sã vã informãm întotdeauna şi suntem convinşi cã şi Dv. veţi face la 
fel. 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Delegaţia activiştilor de partid sovietici s-a 
întors în Uniunea Sovieticã? 

Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Da, astãzi a plecat. 
Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Am auzit despre mitingul care a avut loc. 

Acolo au fost rostite si cuvântãri. 
. Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Ce pãrere aveţi? 
Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Nu am citit, încã, decât discursul tovarãşului  

(Nicolae, n. a.) Ceauşescu, ţinut la Braşov. 
Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Cuvântarea tovarãşului Gheorghiu-Dej n-aţi 

citit-o?  
Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Cuvântarea rostitã ieri de tovarãşul 

Gheorghiu-Dej n-am citit-o, cunosc numai în mare despre ce este vorba.  
Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Nu mai este nevoie sã vã recomand s-o citiţi 

fiindcã sunt sigur cã veţi face acest lucru. S-o citiţi foarte amãnunţit si veţi vedea 
reafirmarea punctului nostru de vedere în ceea ce priveşte dezvoltarea multilateralã a 
ţãrii noastre, a industriei constructoare de maşini, a chimiei, a maşinilor unelte, adicã 
a acelor sectoare de bazã care condiţioneazã construcţia socialismului, dezvoltarea 
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nivelului de trai al poporului, a culturii, a bunãstãrii întregului nostru popor. De 
asemenea veţi vedea reafirmat punctul de vedere ferm al Partidului Muncitoresc 
Român în ce priveşte respectarea hotãrârilor consfãtuirii partidelor comuniste şi 
muncitoreşti de la Moscova din 1960: respectarea suveranitãţii şi neamestecul în 
treburile interne ale altor ţãri. Discursul tovarãşului Gheorghiu-Dej conţine tocmai 
aceste idei şi cred cã este un document care pledeazã încã odatã pentru a face tot ce este 
de datoria partidelor comuniste şi muncitoreşti pentru întãrirea unitãţii întregului 
lagãr socialist în lupta împotriva capitalismului. 

V-aş ruga ca (sic!) sã gãsiţi un prilej sã-mi spuneţi pãrerea Dv. despre acest 
document. 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Voi studia cuvântarea tovarãşului 
Gheorghiu-Dej cu mare atenţie. Dacã n-o voi înţelege aşa cum trebuie, vã rog sã-mi 
daţi explicaţii. 

Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Am sã vã dau aceste explicaţii însã sunt sigur 
cã Dv. o veţi înţelege. 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Nivelul meu politic nu este aşa de dezvoltat, 
am şi limite în înţelegerea anumitor probleme (Râsete).21 

Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Vã stau la dispoziţie. 
Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Într-un timp foarte scurt v-aţi strãduit de mai 

multe ori pentru lãmurirea anumitor probleme. 
Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Nu este rãu. Câteodatã se mai întâmplã. 
Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Apreciez cã fiecare întâlnire a noastrã este un 

lucru folositor pentru ambele noastre ţãri, pentru cauza socialismului, pentru unitatea 
mişcãrii comuniste internaţionale, pentru dezvoltarea nivelului ţãrilor socialiste şi 
pentru aceasta sã ţinem sus steagul declaraţiilor consfãtuirilor partidelor comuniste şi 
muncitoreşti de la Moscova.22 

Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Partidul nostru se situeazã pe aceastã poziţie 
şi va sta pe aceastã poziţie. Nu este un punct de vedere strict naţional, este-dupã 
pãrerea noastrã-un punct de vedere marxist-leninist, este o poziţie care contribuie la 
întãrirea lagãrului socialist, este o contribuţie la întãrirea mişcãrii comuniste şi 
muncitoreşti internaţionale. 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Este adevãrat ce spuneţi Dv. Aceastã poziţie 
corespunde nu numai intereselor clasei muncitoare, dar şi menţinerii pãcii în lumea 
întreagã, corespunde şi intereselor dezvoltãrii pe mai departe a operei de construire a 
socialismului în ţãrile noastre. De fiecare datã când am avut discuţii împreunã, Dv. 
aţi subliniat acest lucru. 

                                                             
21 În conformitate cu originalul. 
22 Vezi în acest sens: „Declaraţia de la Moscova (noiembrie 1957)” şi „Declaraţia de la 
Moscova (noiembrie 1960)”, în Mihai Croitor (ed.), În umbra Kremlinului: Gheorghe 
Gheorghiu-Dej şi geneza Declaraţiei din Aprilie 1964, pp. 430-490. 
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Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Mi se pare cã aceasta este şi pãrerea Dv. Este 
un lucru pozitiv. 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Astãzi v-am reţinut cam mult. 
Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Vã rog sã nu socotiţi timpul. Sunt probleme 

care ne frãmântã şi gãsim timp pentru ele. 
Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Timpul este preţios şi pentru noi, ca sã 

lucrãm. 
Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Ne vom strãdui sã lucrãm şi sã realizãm, 

pentru cã oamenii muncii aşteaptã de la noi ca ei sã ducã o viaţã mai bunã, sã fie 
pace şi aceasta se poate realiza în primul rând prin politica partidelor noastre, prin 
unitatea noastrã, printr-o luptã comunã a partidelor comuniste şi muncitoreşti. Se 
apropie 5 iulie?23 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Peste o lunã. Clasa muncitoare, din lumea 
întreagã, aşteaptã ziua aceasta şi sper ca, prin aceastã întâlnire, sã se ajungã la o 
înţelegere. 

Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Şi noi suntem printre aceia. În discursul 
tovarãşului Gheorghiu-Dej de ieri se salutã aceastã întâlnire. Ce pãrere aveţi? 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Nu cunosc situaţia, am numai o pãrere 
personalã. Întâlnirea aceasta este o întâlnire principialã, într-un fel „misterioasã”. 
Noi vom susţine şi pe mai departe principiul marxist, principiu care este stabilit în 
declaraţia de la Moscova din 1960 24  principiu care stabileşte relaţiile dintre ţãrile 
socialiste şi partidele frãţeşti. 

Duşmanii noştri nu vor ca noi sã ne unim, vor sã ne dezbine, dar noi vom 
apãra ca lumina ochilor unitatea mişcãrii comuniste internaţionale. Considerãm însã 
cã aceastã unitate trebuie sã fie principialã, atât în ce priveşte unitatea ţãrilor 
socialiste cât şi în ce priveşte sprijinirea luptei de eliberare naţionalã a popoarelor 
asuprite. Noi trebuie sã sprijinim popoarele care luptã pentru eliberare naţionalã 
fiindcã şi ele ne sprijinã la rândul lor. Numai astfel slãbeşte puterea imperialismului. 

La aceastã întâlnire se vor discuta asemenea probleme mari, aşa cã nu va fi o 
întâlnire prea uşoarã. Aceasta este pãrerea mea personalã. 

Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Ce înţelegeţi când spuneţi cã nu este o întâlnire 
aşa de uşoarã? 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Aceasta înseamnã cã pânã la a ajunge la o 
unitate de vederi existã greutãţi şi înlãturarea lor necesitã un timp mai îndelungat. 

                                                             
23  Aluzie la preconizatele negocieri sovieto-chineze. Acestea se vor organiza în 
intervalul 6-20 iulie 1963, la Moscova. Pentru o perspectivã detaliatã asupra acestei 
chestiuni, vezi: Mihai Croitor, Sanda Borşa (ed.), Moscova 1963: eşecul negocierilor sovieto-
chineze, passim. 
24 Vezi în acest sens: „Declaraţia de la Moscova (noiembrie 1960)”, în Mihai Croitor 
(ed.), În umbra Kremlinului: Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej şi geneza Declaraţiei din Aprilie 1964, pp. 
446-490. 
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Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Este adevãrat. În declaraţia de la Moscova din 
1960 este clar precizatã, linia, linie pe care Dv. vã situaţi. Înseamnã cã aceastã 
declaraţie este încã bunã. Trebuiesc numai gãsite. cãile concrete pentru aplicarea ei, sã 
existe o privire asemãnãtoare în ce priveşte condiţiile concrete de aplicare a ei în fiecare 
ţarã. Desigur cã fiecare partid şi fiecare stat este cel mai în mãsurã sã ştie ce trebuie sã 
facã. 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez: În declaraţia din 1960 de la Moscova sunt 
cuprinse principii universal valabile şi ele sunt obligatorii pentru toate partidele. 
Fiecare ţarã are condiţiile ei specifice dar principiile acestea universale trebuiesc 
aplicate într-un mod creator, potrivit condiţiilor specifice fiecãrei ţãri. 

În problema ajutorului reciproc, noi trebuie sã ne cãlãuzim dupã principiul 
egalitãţii, şi avantajului reciproc pentru fiecare ţarã. Schimburile comerciale cu ţãrile 
socialiste nu trebuie fãcute în felul acesta: sã vindem produsele noastre la un preţ foarte 
mare şi sã cumpãrãm de la alţii produse cu preţuri foarte mici. Aceasta ar fi ceva 
inegal. 

Prin comerţul exterior, noi am primit utilaje din alte ţãri, utilaje care sunt 
fãcute prin munca popoarelor acestor ţãri. La rândul nostru, le-am livrat mãrfurile 
noastre. Aceste mãrfuri sunt fãcute de poporul nostru, aşa cã este un schimb pe baza 
avantajului reciproc şi nu trebuie sã existe la baza lor niciun fel de şovinism de mare 
naţiune, în sensul cã numai noi am dat ajutor altora şi cã n-am primit nimic în 
schimb de la alţii. Noi suntem împotriva şovinismului de mare naţionalitate. Noi am 
luptat întotdeauna împotriva acestui şovinism. Noi înţelegem cã trebuie sã avem o 
adevãratã independenţã economicã, sã dispunem de un sistem economic independent, 
liber. 

La cea de-a 10-a plenarã a C. C. al P. C. Chinez au fost stabilite obiectivele 
industriale pe care le vom construi. S-a întocmit un plan prin care s-a stabilit ce 
anume se va construi, obiectivele care se vor construi în ţara noastrã cu ajutorul unor 
ţãri, însã aceste ţãri nu ne-au livrat utilajele de care aveam nevoie. În unele cazuri noi 
am construit uzina dar nu ne-au fost date utilajele cheie, aşa cã nu am putut pune în 
funcţiune uzina respectivã. În cele din urmã ne-au fost anulate si contractele, fapt ce a 
provocat foarte mari greutãţi. 

Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Înţeleg la ce vã referiţi. 
Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Trebuie sã ne strãduim ca sã luãm în 

propriile noastre mâini problema industrializãrii, aşa cum aţi spus şi Dv. cã vreţi sã 
vã construiţi industrie, sã ridicaţi nivelul de trai al poporului Dv. Rãmâne sã ne 
bazãm mai mult pe noi. 

Noi ne strãduim ca sã primim şi ajutor din strãinãtate, acesta constituind de 
fapt un aspect al internaţionalismului proletar. Dacã nu sunt posibilitãţi aşa de mari 
pentru obţinerea unui ajutor din strãinãtate, atunci trebuie sã facem noi totul. 
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Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Eu vã înţeleg, ştiu la ce vã referiţi. Cred cã 
aceasta face parte din rândul problemelor care trebuiesc lãmurite. Normal este sã ne 
ajutãm, sã colaborãm pe bazã de avantaj reciproc, dar aceasta înseamnã unitatea 
comunitãţii noastre socialiste. Noi trebuie sã ne ajutãm. 

O ţarã are posibilitãţi mai mari, alta are posibilitãţi mai mici; una este mai 
înaintatã din punct de vedere al construirii socialismului, alta mai puţin şi tocmai 
aceasta din urmã trebuie ajutatã mai mult. Acest ajutor însã nu trebuie sã însemne 
în niciun moment nici dominaţie economicã şi mai ales politicã. În privinţa aceasta 
declaraţia din 1960 de la Moscova este foarte clarã. Dacã lucrurile nu merg astfel, 
aceasta trebuie sã ne dea la toţi de gândit, pentru cã trebuie înţeles cã colaborarea 
economicã reciprocã ne face mai puternici. 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Sunt de acord cu tot ce aţi spus Dv. Partidul 
nostru considerã cã este o datorie internaţionalistã ca ţãrile socialiste sã se ajute 
reciproc, pe baza egalitãţii în drepturi şi a avantajului reciproc, aceasta înseamnã ca 
ţãrile socialiste mai dezvoltate din punct de vedere economic sã ajute ţãrile mai slab 
dezvoltate ca sã se dezvolte şi ele, indiferent dacã o ţarã este mare sau micã. Trebuie 
înţeles cã dezvoltarea fiecãrei ţãri socialiste contribuie la întãrirea forţei întregului 
lagãr socialist. Trebuie, totodatã, respectatã suveranitatea şi independenţa naţionalã a 
fiecãrei ţãri. Aceste principii sunt indisolubil legate între ele mai ales în situaţia de 
astãzi, când lupta este foarte complexã, când apar unele pãreri diferite în abordarea 
unor probleme internaţionale. Problema însã trebuie pusã în felul urmãtor: cum sã 
rezolvãm aceste divergenţe (?). Noi credem cã modalitatea este aceasta, ca sã rezolvãm 
aceste probleme pe calea consultãrilor tovãrãşeşti între partide, pe baza principiilor 
declaraţiilor consfãtuirilor de la Moscova (din 1957 şi 1960, n. a.). 

Lucrurile nu pot fi rezolvate dupã cum spun unii: dacã cineva nu este de acord 
cu o pãrere a unui om, atunci i se spune cã este contra acestuia. Atunci cum mai stãm 
cu principiul acesta al egalitãţii în drepturi şi al respectului reciproc? 

Partidul nostru susţine întotdeauna ca sã luptãm împotriva acestor idei având 
în vedere principiile marxist-leniniste. Este foarte important a ne conduce pe baza 
acestor principii. S-ar putea spune de cãtre cineva cã el are  dreptate, iar altul sã 
susţinã cã, dimpotrivã, justeţea este de partea lui. Dacã la baza abordãrii problemelor 
avem principii juste, comune, rãmâne sã vedem care dintre pãrerile noastre sunt mai 
juste. 

Noi considerãm tocmai, pentru cã o ţarã este mai mare şi mai avansatã din 
punct de vedere a construcţiei economice, ori cã este o ţarã socialistã mai veche şi are un 
partid mai vechi, ea sã asculte şi sã ţinã seamã şi de pãrerile altor partide frãţeşti. 

Astãzi, aceste probleme trebuiesc discutate, dupã pãrerea mea. Eu urmãresc cu 
mare interes aceastã întâlnire.25 

                                                             
25 Referire la negocierile sovieto-chineze, preconizate a debuta la Moscova în iulie 1963. 
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Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: V-am ascultat şi-mi dau seama cã este şi mai 
necesarã aceastã întâlnire pentru ca sã se rezolve aceste probleme pe cale paşnicã. 
Dorinţa noastrã sincerã şi urarea noastrã este ca aceastã întâlnire între reprezentaţii 
Partidului Comunist Chinez şi ai P. C. U. S., sã rezolve aceste probleme divergente. 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Pãrerea noastrã este cã sunt multe probleme, 
dar nu le putem relua pe toate odatã, ci rãmâne sã le rezolvãm treptat, treptat, iar 
dacã sunt unele probleme pe care nu le putem elucida acum, sã lãsãm ca istoria sã 
dovedeascã justeţea lor. 

Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: De acord. Este adevãrat cã istoria s-ar putea 
sã dea dreptate unuia sau altuia, dar poate ar fi mai bine ca aceste probleme sã fie 
rezolvate într-un viitor mai apropiat. 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Cu atât va fi mai bine cu cât se vor rezolva 
mai repede Aceasta va face ca mişcarea comunistã internaţionalã sã se întãreascã.  

Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Întâlnirea aceasta şi în general problemele care 
sunt, nu intereseazã douã partide, nu intereseazã numai partidele comuniste, aceasta 
intereseazã întreaga lume care doreşte pacea, pace care nu poate fi asiguratã decât dacã 
existã unitate între ţãrile socialiste. Acesta este factorul hotãrâtor pentru menţinerea 
pãcii. 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez: Situaţia este foarte încordatã. Duşmanii 
noştri au tot interesul ca sã ne dezbine. Pentru noi, lucrul cel mai necesar este ca sã 
întãrim unitatea lagãrului socialist şi sã sprijinim în mod hotãrât popoarele care luptã 
pentru eliberarea lor naţionalã, pentru cã în felul acesta vom reuşi sã menţinem pace şi 
vom putea asigura popoarelor noastre un trai mai bun. 

Vã mulţumesc foarte mult pentru întâlnirea şi discuţia avutã. 
În viitor, dacã voi mai avea probleme, voi cere audienţã la Dv. şi vã rog ca şi 

Dv., dacã veţi mai avea probleme, sã mã chemaţi. 
Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Tovarãşe ambasador, vã aştept ori de câte ori 

doriţi sã staţi de vorbã cu mine. De asemeni (sic!), am sã vã rog sã poftiţi ori de câte 
ori va fi vreo problemã de discutat. 

Tov. Ambasador Chinez:  La revedere, tovarãşe ministru.  
Tov. Ministru Mãnescu: Noroc, tovarãşe ambasador. 
 

Sursã: A. N. I. C., Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, dos. 
58/1963, f. 3-14. 
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ANEXA 2 
Stenograma întâlnirii dintre Emil Bodnãraş, vicepreşedinte al 
Consiliului de Miniştri al R. P. R. şi Xu Jianguo, ambasadorul 

R. P. C. la Bucureşti (18 decembrie 1963) 
 

STRICT SECRET 
 

NOTÃ DE AUDIENŢÃ 
 

În ziua de 18 decembrie 1963, orele 11,00, tov. Emil Bodnãraş, membru al 
Biroului Politic al C. C. al P. M. R., vicepreşedinteal Consiliului de Miniştri al R. 
P. R., a primit în audienţã la Consiliul de Miniştri pe tov. Siu Gien Guo, 
ambasadorul R. P. Chineze la Bucureşti. Au participat ca translatori: Li Si-lin, 
ataşat al ambasadei chineze la Bucureşti şi Ion Dorobanţu de la M. A. E. al R. P. 
R. 

Dupã un schimb de amabilitãţi, a avut loc urmãtoarea convorbire: 
Tov. Siu Gien-Guo: Vã mulţumesc tovarãşe Bodnãraş pentru cã m-aţi 

primit aşa de repede. 
Tov. Emil Bodnãraş: Tovarãşul Gh. Gheorghiu-Dej lucreazã în prezent 

la materialele pentru plenara Comitetului Central. O sã avem în curând o plenarã la 
care vom discuta bugetul şi planul de dezvoltare a economiei naţionale pentru anul 
1964, dupã care va urma sesiunea Marii Adunãri Naţionale şi de aceea suntem toţi 
ocupaţi. Acesta este unul dintre motivele pentru care am fost însãrcinat eu sã vã 
primesc, sunt mai liber. 

Am socotit cã aci (sic!) este mai puţin bãtãtor la ochi, decât la sediul 
Comitetului Central, în piaţa aceea mare unde pot fi observatori întâmplãtori. Ne 
face plãcere sã vã primim oriunde. 

Tov. Siu Gien Guo: Înţeleg acest lucru. 
Tov. Emil Bodnãraş: Sunteţi comunist vechi, pricepeţi. 
Tov. Siu Gien Guo: Vreau sã aduc în primul rând un salut tovarãşului 

Gh. Gheorghiu-Dej, dv. şi Comitetului Central al P. M. R. 
Data trecutã, tov. Gh.Gheorghiu-Dej, dv. şi tov. Alex. Bârlãdeanu aţi avut 

cu mine o convorbire sincerã şi deschisã, al cãrei conţinut l-am adus la cunoştinţa 
Comitetului Central al P. C. Chinez.26 

                                                             
26  Este vorba despre întâlnirea din 12 decembrie 1963, de la Snagov. Pentru o 
pespectivã detaliatã asupra discuţiilor purtate cu aceastã ocazie, vezi: „Document 9: 
1963 decembrie 12. Notã privind convorbirea de la Snagov, dintre Gheorghe 
Gheorghiu-Dej, prim-secretar al C. C. al P. M. R., şi Xu Jianguo, ambasador al R. P. C. 
la Bucureşti, referitoare la divergenţele româno-sovietice şi necesitatea apropierii 

româno‑ chineze. (fragment)”, în Mihai Croitor (ed.), În umbra Kremlinului: Gheorghe 
Gheorghiu-Dej şi geneza Declaraţiei din Aprilie 1964, pp. 196-226. 
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1. Comitetul Central al P. C. Chinez este pe deplin de acord cu punctul de 
vedere al tovarãşului Gh. Gheorghiu-Dej şi al Comitetului Central al P. M. R. 
asupra lui Hruşciov şi a conducerii P. C. U. S.; este de acord cu punctul de vedere 
asupra normelor privind relaţiile dintre partidele frãţeşti şi dintre ţãrile socialiste. 

(Parantezã în timpul cât s-au servit cafelele)27 
Tov. Emil Bodnãraş: Aţi mai fost pe undeva prin ţarã? Acum este 

timpul rãu, se merge foarte greu cu maşina. 
Tov. Siu Gien Guo: Eu nu am fost, în schimb este plecat în prezent 

consilierul ambasadei, Van Tung, într-o vizitã în Moldova, unde o sã viziteze 
întreprinderi ale industriei chimice. 

Tov. Emil Bodnãraş: În Moldova sunt întreprinderi interesante. Noi 
cumpãrãm numai utilaje noi, moderne. Cumpãrãm de unde gãsim, pentru cã maşina 
în sine nu are caracter de clasã, ea capãtã acest caracter în mâna celui care se aflã. 
Cumpãrãm de la englezi, de la americani etc. 

Tov. Siu Gien Guo (reia discuţia întreruptã):28 Comitetul Central al P. 
C. Chinez este de acord cu punctul de vedere în problema lui Stalin şi în alte 
probleme. În acelaşi timp, Comitetul Central al P. C. Chinez mulţumeşte pentru 
aprecierile fãcute asupra tovarãşului Mao Tze-dun29 şi a P. C. Chinez. 

2. Partidul nostru înţelege foarte bine situaţia în care se aflã tov. 
Gh.Gheorghiu-Dej. 

Partidului Muncitoresc Român nu i-a fost uşor ca, izolat fiind şi în condiţii 
grele, sã se situeze în C. A. E. R. pe o poziţie justã şi independentã în problema 
relaţiilor dintre partidele frãţeşti şi în special în problema relaţiilor chino-sovietice şi 
sovieto-albaneze, lucru pe care noi îl admirãm. 

3. Având în vedere situaţia Partidului Muncitoresc Român, noi suntem de 
acord cu poziţia adoptatã de P. M. R. în aceastã perioadã de timp, în problema 
relaţiilor româno-sovietice şi în alte probleme. 

Considerãm cã poziţia adoptatã de P. M. R.-o luptã principialã persistentã şi 
cãutarea metodelor şi mãsurilor adecvate-este în avantajul izolãrii grupului Hruşciov 
şi atragerii unor tovarãşi din partidele frãţeşti din ţãrile Europei Rãsãritene. În 
acelaşi timp, el poate sã evite pierderile ce pot fi evitate. 

Este pe deplin posibil şi chiar necesar ca în aceastã situaţie P. M. R. sã aibã 
unele rezerve (reţineri, distanţe)30 faţã de P. C. Chinez. 

Cu toate cã între noi existã unele puncte de vedere diferite, ele nu împiedicã 
unitatea şi prietenia noastrã. 

                                                             
27 În conformitate cu originalul. 
28 În conformitate cu originalul. 
29 Pinyin: Mao Zedong. 
30 În conformitate cu originalul. 
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4. Am dori ca tov. Gh.Gheorghiu-Dej şi Comitetul Central al P. M. R., 
folosind poziţia lor, sã ducã o muncã, pe care o considerã posibilã, în rândurile unor 
partide frãţeşti şi conducãtori din ţãrile Europei Rãsãritene. 

5. Cu privire la modificarea statutului C. A. E. R., problemã ridicatã de tov. 
Gh. Gheorghiu-Dej:  noi nu putem avea pãreri diferite. 

Cu privire la posibilitatea ca China sã intre în C. A. E. R.: desigur cã o sã 
luãm în consideraţie aceastã problemã, însã, în general, având în vedere situaţia 
actualei conduceri a P. C. U. S.,  este mai bine ca China sã nu participe la C. A. E. 
R. 

6. În privinţa ridicãrii schimburilor, la nivel înalt, între ţãrile noastre pentru a 
discuta probleme de interes comun, şi noi avem aceleaşi dorinţe, exprimate de tov. Gh. 
Gheorghiu-Dej. 

În ce priveşte modul de efectuare al schimburilor: în ce ne priveşte, existã mai 
puţine greutãţi; desigur cã trebuie luatã în consideraţie situaţia în care se aflã P. M. 
R.; în legãturã cu aceastã problemã, dorim sã ascultãm pãrerea tov. Gh.Gheorghiu-
Dej 

Este normal ca cel puţin sã se intensifice schimburile comerciale şi culturale 
între ţãrile noastre şi acest lucru se poate realiza prin consultãri între forurile 
competente din cele douã ţãri. 

Comitetul Central al P. C. Chinez acordã foarte mare atenţie celor expuse de 
tov. Gh. Gheorghiu-Dej în ziua de 12 decembrie 1963. 

Recent, tovarãşii Liu Sao-tzi,31 vicepreşedinte al C. C. al P. C. Chinez; Den 
Siao-pin,32 secretar general al C. C. al P. C. C.; Pîn Cijen,33 membru al Biroului 
Politic şi secretar al C. C. al P. C. C. şi alţi tovarãşi au primit pe tov. Dumitru 
Gheorghiu, ambasadorul dv. la Pekin şi au avut cu dânsul o convorbire detailatã. 
Probabil cã tovarãşul ambasador Dumitru Gheorghiu va aduce la cunoştinţã 
conţinutul detailat al acestei convorbiri tovarãşului Gh. Gheorghiu-Dej şi Comitetului 
Central al P. M. R. 

Tov. Emil Bodnãraş: Tovarãşul ambasador (Dumitru, n. a.) Gheorghiu 
va veni sã ia parte la lucrãrile plenarei. 

Tov. Siu Gien Guo: Intrucât acestea sunt probleme cu caracter foarte 
urgent, am adus la cunoştinţã esenţialul din aceastã convorbire conducãtorilor P. M. 
R. 

Vã rog sã transmiteţi tovarãşului Gh. Gheorghiu-Dej toate aceste lucruri. 
Cu aceastã ocazie transmit tovarãşului Gh. Gheorghiu-Dej, dv. şi celorlalţi 

conducãtori ai P. M. R., salutul tovarãşilor Mao Tze-dun, Liu Sao-tzi şi al altor 
conducãtori ai P. C. Chinez. 

                                                             
31 Pinyin: Liu Shaoqi. 
32 Pinyin: Deng Xiaoping. 
33 Pinyin: Peng Zhen. 
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Acestea am avut de transmis.  
Tov. Emil Bodnãraş: Vã mulţumesc din partea tovarãşului Gh. 

Gheorghiu-Dej pentru aceastã comunicare, care m-a însãrcinat sã vã primesc şi-i voi 
transmite îndatã tot ce mi-aţi comunicat. Cred cã aceastã comunicare va produce 
multã satisfacţie în conducerea noastrã de partid. Vã mulţumesc de asemenea pentru 
atenţia cu care conducerea P. C. Chinez a analizat problemele, aşa cum noi le-am 
pus, şi pentru gândurile bune şi tovãrãşeşti exprimate în aceastã comunicare. 

Aşteptãm cu interes sosirea tovarãşului ambasador Dumitru Gheorghiu, de la 
care probabil vom cunoaşte mai pe larg ce s-a discutat, ţinând seama de nivelul înalt 
la care a fost primit. 

Mi-au rãmas amintiri foarte plãcute din cele douã vizite pe care le-am fãcut în 
China. 

Tov. Siu Gien Guo: Şi tov. Gh.Gheorghiu-Dej a fost în China. A fost 
oaspetele (sic!) la cel de-al VIII-lea congres al P. C. Chinez în anul 1956. Şi eu am 
participat la acel congres şi dupã încheierea lucrãrilor am însoţit oaspeţii în vizitele pe 
care le-au întreprins la Sanhai, Uhan etc. Atunci eram secretar al Comitetului de 
Partid Sanhai. Primar al oraşului Sanhai era tov. Cen I,34 însã dânsul şedea puţin 
la Sanhai, aşa cã eu mã ocupam cu treburile curente. 

Tov. Emil Bodnãraş: Câţi locuitori avea atunci Sanhaiul? Dar acum? 
Tov. Siu Gien Guo: În anul 1956 avea 7 milioane locuitori, iar acum are 

10 milioane, inclusiv suburbiile. 
Tov. Emil Bodnãraş: Ştiţi, din anul 1958 am rãmas cu o legãturã cu 

China, neoficialã. În timpul vizitei delegaţiei noastre la Palatul de Iarnã erau acolo 
mulţi vizitatori. Printre ei vãd o bãtrânicã, cu picioare legate, cu o fetiţã de vreo trei 
ani, se uitau la delegaţie. Am scos o insignã şi i-am dat fetiţei, i-am dat şi bãtrânei 
una. Dupã şase luni am primit o scrisoare din China de la aceastã fetiţã, scrisã de 
mama ei, care este învãţãtoare. Îmi scria de fericirea fetei cã a primit un semn de 
atenţie de la un conducãtor român. Din aceastã scrisoare am aflat cã mama ei este 
învãţãtoare, cã fetiţa fusese la Pekin cu bunica ei. În anul 1959, când am fost din 
nou în China, i-am dus o pãpuşã, i-am trimis-o prin ambasada noastrã din Pekin. 
Apoi am primit o nouã scrisoare şi o fotografie. Peste câţiva ani, acum doi ani, am 
mai primit o scrisoare din care am aflat cã este fetiţã de şcoalã. Am cumpãrat de la 
noi o servietã de şcoalã, caiete, creioane şi i-am trimis. Am primit din nou scrisoare de 
la ea. Acum are 8 ani şi jumãtate. Au trecut anii! Acum, de anul nou, vreau sã-i 
trimit iar ceva. Ştiu cã locuieşte pe undeva pe lângã oraşul Ciunţing, prin China 
centralã. 

Voi transmite imediat tovarãşului Gheorghiu-Dej cele ce mi-aţi adus la 
cunoştinţã şi dupã venirea tovarãşului ambasador (Dumitru, n. a.) Gheorghiu vom 

                                                             
34 Pinyin: Chen Yi. 
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analiza. Si noi ne gândim la legãtura aceasta, ne gândim cum sã fie mai bine şi vã 
vom arãta pãrerea noastrã. 

Un lucru este clar, pe care îl şi reţin: aprecierea pe care aţi dat-o cã suntem 
într-o situaţie deosebitã. Deocamdatã suntem singurii între atâţia. 

Trebuie sã fim foarte vigilenţi şi foarte atenţi cum procedãm pentru ca sã 
asigurãm permanent autoritatea poziţiei noastre în relaţiile cu celelalte partide frãţeşti 
şi ţãri socialiste din Europa şi în general, pentru cã prin aceastã autoritate a poziţiei 
noastre, a cuvântului nostru putem influenţa alte partide şi alte state. Autoritatea 
rezultã din seriozitatea cu care punem problemele, cu care arãtãm pãreri juste, lucru 
confirmat şi de informarea dv. Dar în politicã nu este suficient numai sã ai dreptate, 
trebuie sã şi convingi cã ai dreptate şi acest lucru nu este întotdeauna uşor. 

Noi suntem hotãrâţi sã afirmãm poziţiile noastre aşa cum le-am exprimat în 
conversaţia pe care am avut-o. Facem acest lucru acolo unde trebuie şi numai acolo 
unde trebuie, în cele mai convenabile forme, dupã împrejurãri. Socotim cã din acest 
punct de vedere putem fi ajutaţi de dv., în sensul de a nu ne face prea multã reclamã, 
ca sã zic aşa, de a nu manifesta în forme exagerate atenţia pentru România. Sub 
influenţa acestei campanii care a fost dezlãnţuitã împotriva P. C. Chinez, mulţi au 
prejudecãţi, sau stau sub influenţa unor prejudecãţi, iar a combate şi rãspândi aceste 
prejudecãţi nu este un lucru uşor. Acest lucru trebuie fãcut cu multã rãbdare şi multã 
pricepere. Noi rãbdare avem şi facem tot posibilul ca sã facem lucrurile şi cu pricepere. 

În acest cadru de gândire cred cã vom gãsi şi modul de a asigura cãile de 
legãturã, care sã contribuie la rezolvarea problemelor pe baze principiale şi juste.  

Relaţiile dintre ţãrile noastre (România şi China),35 dintre oamenii noştri sã 
se desfãşoare sub o formã normalã, evitând forme spectaculoase-aceasta este ca rezultat 
al unui schimb de pãreri pe care l-am avut cu tov. Gh.Gheorghiu-Dej dupã 
convorbirea noastrã şi pe care am vrut sã vi-1 împãrtãşim, întrucât problemele sunt 
foarte serioase nu numai pentru noi, ci pentru întreaga mişcare comunistã. 

Suntem pãtrunşi de toatã rãspunderea şi în acelaşi timp ne dãm seama de 
toatã rãspunderea pe care o purtãm în cãutarea cãilor şi mijloacelor juste, aşa dupã 
cum am exprimat hotãrârea noastrã şi dupã cum ne dãm seama cã este tratat şi P. 
C. Chinez. 

Dacã am fost clar, tovarãşe ambasador? 
Tov. Siu Gien Guo: Da, am înţeles. 
Tov. Emil Bodnãraş: Ori de câte ori aveţi sã ne comunicaţi ceva, folosiţi 

aceeaşi legãturã care este bunã şi care astãzi a funcţionat bine. Noi, de asemenea, ori 
de câte ori vom avea ceva de comunicat o sã vã cãutãm. Vã rugãm însã sã ne lãsaţi 
nouã iniţiativa în ce priveşte locul şi timpul, pe care le vom stabili în raport de 
situaţie; poate ne vom întâlni şi acasã, dupã situaţie, sã nu dãm prilej la nimeni sã 

                                                             
35 În conformitate cu originalul. 
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speculeze, sã înceapã sã ghiceascã. Dacã o sã avem sã le spunem ceva o s-o facem 
atunci când trebuie şi acolo unde trebuie. 

Personal sunt bucuros de aceastã convorbire şi o sã transmit conţinutul ei 
tovarãşului Gh. Gheorghiu-Dej. 

Tov. Siu Gien Guo: Vã mulţumesc tovarãşe Bodnãraş pentru cã m-aţi 
primit sã vã aduc la cunoştinţã pãrerile Comitetului Central al P. C. Chinez. Cu 
aceastã ocazie vreau sã transmit conducãtorilor P. M. R. şi Comitetului sãu Central 
un salut din partea tovarãşului Mao Tze-dun şi a conducerii P. C. Chinez. 

Personal consider cã noi înţelegem situaţia în care se aflã P. M. R. Eu am 
acordat atenţie caracterului relaţiilor dintre noi şi voi continua sã acord atenţie acestui 
lucru pentru a nu da naştere la situaţii neplãcute. Voi ţine cont, în orice situaţie, şi în 
orice problemã, privind contactele noastre, de pãrerile dv. 

Tov. Emil Bodnãraş: Noi cunoaştem mai bine situaţia. 
Tov. Siu Gien Guo: Voi respecta şi mai strict pãrerile dv. 
Vã mai pot spune, tovarãşe Bodnãraş, cã eu am fost nu numai secretar al 

Comitetului de partid din oraşul Sanhai, ci şi adjunct al ministrului securitãţii, aşa 
cã ştiu ce înseamnã secretul de stat şi ştiu sã-l pãstrez.  

Doresc ca tovarãşii din conducerea P. M. R. sã fie vigilenţi în probleme 
privind securitatea personalã. Acest lucru este foarte important pentru toţi tovarãşii şi 
în special pentru tov. Gh. Gheorghiu-Dej. 

Vã mulţumesc încã o datã, tovarãşe Bodnãraş, cã, ocupat fiind, v-aţi fãcut 
timp sã mã primiţi. 

Audienţa a durat 50 de minute.36 
 

Sursã: A. N. I. C., Fond C. C. al P. C. R.-Secţia Relaţii Externe, dos. 
96/1963, f. 3-9. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
36 În conformitate cu originalul. 
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Abstract: The main goal of the article is to analyse the formation of Kazakh-

Turkish cultural ties at the turn of the 20th century through a scientific biography and the 
works of Shakarim Kudaiberdyuly. Therefore, the aim of the work is to analyse the influence 
of the Kazakh and Turkish intellectuals on shaping Shakarim‟s social and political views, 
documenting the list of Ottoman historians, whose works Shakarim studied in the libraries of 
Istanbul in the process of creating his historical work ,,Geneology of Turks, Kirghiz-Kazakhs 
and Khans”. As a result of the research, Ismail Gasparli‟s ideological influence on Shakarim, 
the role of Shakarim in the formation of the Kazakh press, the works of Ottoman historians 
used by Shakarim, as well as the ways of spreading the Ottoman books in the Kazakh steppe 
have been determined. The conclusions obtained as a result of the research can be used in the 
study of the history of Kazakh-Turkish cultural ties, in the teaching of humanitarian subjects. 

Keywords: Shakarim Kudaiberdyuly, Mustafa Shokai, Ismail Gaspraly, 
Alikhan Bokeikhanov, the idea of national independence, Kazakh-Turkish 
cultural ties, Ottoman historians, the spread of Ottoman books in the Kazakh 
steppe.  

 
Kazakh literature, like the literature of other nations, has a lot of 

original genre, content, artistic and ideological features. Kazakh poetry, 
which originated in poetic legends and stories-zhyrs and anises-during the 
times of the Turkic Khaganate, was systematized in the Golden Horde 
era. It reached its peak in the form of works of poets-zhyrau in the era of 
the Kazakh Khanate, when the Kazakhs created their national statehood. 
Poems of this period, filled with ideas of a lofty spirit and national unity 
and have become an original feature of Kazakh poetry. The second 
feature was generated by the collapse of the Kazakh Khanate and the 
subordination of the Kazakh people to the Russian Empire. The 
literature of this period is distinguished by the idea of independence and 
the struggle against colonial oppression. It is necessary to mention 
separately the works of Makhambet Otemisuly (1804-1846), who became 
the brightest representative poet of the national liberation movement. 
The history of the struggle for freedom grew and matured on these 
works. The story of the rebellion of Kenesary Kasimuly, who for ten 
years continuously fought against Russian colonialism and managed to 
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restore the Kazakh Khanate, became the red thread of Nysanbai‟s 
poems. The ruthless suppression of the uprising of khan Kene gave rise 
to sad motifs of despair and shattered hopes in Kazakh poetry. He raised 
the idea of independence fell, as well as the high aspiration of the people. 
A group of poets such as Dulat Babatayuly (1802-1874), Shortanbai 
Kanayuly (1808-1881), Murat Monkeuly (1843-1906) etc., who described 
this historical event, Mukhtar Auezov called ,,poets of the era of grief”. 

But the next period began and ,,Kazakh enlighteners” appeared and  
took on the heavy burden of the national liberation movement. As a rule, 
Kazakh enlightenment begins with such names as Shokan Valikhanov 
(1835-1865), Ybyray Altynsarin (1841-1889), Abay Kunanbayuly (1845-
1904). They managed to become outstanding figures in their fields, 
putting forward the idea of enlightenment, propagandizing the mastery 
of modern science and knowledge against the colonial system that 
constrained national self-awareness. For example, in his work and social 
activities Sh. Valikhanov showed an example of the achievement of 
world civilization through Russian science. And Y. Altynsarin made 
every effort to spread Russian knowledge among the Kazakhs. Historical 
realities show that due to colonization, the influence of Russian culture 
on the development of the national self-consciousness of Kazakhs has 
greatly increased. On the basis of such cultural influence in their 
worldview, the values and criteria of traditional culture.  

Looking at the fate of the intelligentsia brought up under Russian 
influence, we begin to understand its some indifference to national 
interests and arrive at an unexpected conclusion, proceeding from the 
following: ,,It is compassionate that fact that intellectuals who have received Western 
upbringing have become spiritually alien to their people. The incredibly talented and 
clever son of the steppes, capable of becoming a strong leader, grew up under Russian 
(Western influence). The source of the tragedy of Shokan, who at times greatly 
regretted his pro-Western nature, was not the fear of becoming a stranger person, but 
becoming a strangeperson”.1 M. Shokai acknowledged that in terms of the 
achievements of European science and culture of the twentieth century, 
it is impossible to form a ,,pure” national intelligentsia and, according to 
his views in a certain period, to strengthen the national culture one must 
acquire European spiritual values. 

 Nevertheless, he did not support the Kazakhs, dependent on 
European culture. It should be noted that this is only a matter of time, in 
this connection S. Saduakasov cites the example of the fate of Y. 
Altynsarin, who became a ,,devoted assistant to Orthodox missionaries”.Also 

                                                             
1 Moustapha Shokay, Selected works. 3 volumes. 1 volume, Almaty, Kainar, 2007. 
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says that he served as the officer of the Turkestan-ruled General 
Chernyaev, Valikhanov abandoned his Russian friends at the end of his 
life and settled in the inconspicuous Kazakh aul. Yadrintsev wrote that 
the tragic death of Shokan was a harsh reminder for the Europeans.2 
Under ,,Russian friends” S. Saduakasov means a colonial power that put a 
nomadic civilization on its knees.  

As for Abai, the founder of written Kazakh literature, this is a very 
special phenomenon. His poetry became the best example for his time. 
Deep religious and philosophical ideas of Abai‟s poetry have not lost 
their significance even now. His moral and ethical ideas, bringing in the 
fore front the Russian language and culture, criticizing the negative 
aspects of the Kazakhs, allowed to form a national immunity from the 
psychology of subordination. 

The cultural value of the works of the poet and philosopher, which 
had a serious impact on the development of Kazakh traditional 
spirituality and socio-political thought after Abai, Shakarim 
Kudaiberdyuly, consisted in enriching the traditional culture with eastern 
content.  

 
Shakarim and the national press 

 
Kazakh classical poet, thinker and composer Shakarim 

Kudaiberdyuly, who was formed as a great poet in the wake of Abai, has 
now received a worthy estimate for introducing new content and 
diversity into Kazakh poetry.  

For several years, Shakarim was the head of the parish and finished 
the school of the steppe aristocracy, which became an invaluable socio-
political experience for the formation of his inner world and views on 
life. The colonial power looked unkindly at the decision of the Kazakh 
question and this was the reason why Shakarim approved and supported 
the ideas of Alikhan Bokeikhanov. These ideas raised on the pages of the 
Kazakh national intelligentsia‟s press, preaching national values. In a 
word, he turned into an active member of the Alash movement. In the 
period of the formation of Soviet power, on November 14, 1917, at the 
zemstvo meeting, Shakarim was elected deputy of the Semey Uyezd 
(Semipalatinsk Central Scientific Research Institute). 

At the end of 1917, when the Alashordin autonomy was declared, 
Shakarim was appointed chairman of the People‟s Court of the newly 

                                                             
2 S. Saduakasuly, 2-volume collection of works. V-1.ducational researches, articles, Almaty, Alash, 
2002, p. 332. 
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formed government. In 1928, when the dekulakization and confiscation of 
property of wealthy Kazakhs began, Shakarim was persecuted, isolated 
from the people and lived alone in a place that he called ,,Abode of Sayat”. 
Probably, this fact should be considered, linking it with how Khoja 
Ahmed Yasawi, having reached the age of the Prophet‟s death, retired in 
his underground cell, because Shakarim was sufficiently well informed 
about the Sufi teachings. And yet, are Shakarim‟s actions a tribute to the 
Sufi tradition, or is it engendered by the creative or civic position of a 
wise Kazakh poet who did not want to harm anyone, defending himself 
against the pressure of the totalitarian regime? It is rather difficult to 
answer this question specifically.  

The poet‟s creativity attracted attention from the very first 
publications. Alikhan Bokeikhanov notices that in the articles of 
Shakarim, which were published in 1913 and 1915, special attention is 
paid to the issues of man, society and religion. A. Bokeykhanov 
supported the ideas of Shakarim concerning social and political issues of 
the Kazakh society. In critical articles devoted to the poem ,,Kalkaman-
Mamyr” and ,,Genealogy of Turks, Kirghiz, Kazakhs and Khan 
dynasties”, praised his creative laboratory.3 A. Bokeikhanov‟s conclusions 
can be considered as the beginning of the science of Shakarim studies. 

Such figures as Sultanmakhmut Toraigyrov and S. Habbasov in 
1915, Mukhtar Auezov in 1918, were very highly appraised by the 
personality of Shakarim. After the Soviet power appointed Shakarim an 
unjust punishment, accusing him of belonging to the ,,Alashordians”, to 
investigate his work was and is completely forbidden.  

From the point of view of themes, genre and content, Shakarim‟s 
work was very diverse, engendering works on religion, philosophy, 
history, politics, music, ethics and aesthetics. In the early twentieth 
century, he saw the light of his historical work Genealogy of Turks, Kirghiz, 
Kazakhs and Khan dynasties, collections of poetic works Kalkaman-Mamyr, 
Enlik-Kebek, Kazakh Mirror. Poems and articles by Shakarim are often 
published in various publications. It should be mentioned here that the 
formation of the Kazakh national press begins in 1873, when the 
,,Newspaper of the Turkestan Vilayat” was first disseminated in Tashkent, 
and immediately after it-,,The Newspaper of the Steppe Vilayat” in Omsk. 
Despite the fact that both newspapers were a translation into Kazakh of 
the official publications of the colonial power in Russian, they began 
publishing valuable materials about the Kazakh culture and public 

                                                             
3 A. Bokeikhanov, ,,Genealogy of Turks, Kyrgyz, Kazakhs and khans (about the book 
published in 1911)”, in Kazakh newspaper, no. 12, 1913. 
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life.Moreover, they formed and were able to punch their way into life the 
new genres of the Kazakh journalism. 

In March 1907, in the city of Troitsk, the first national newspaper 
,,Kazakhstan” began to be published separately about the colonial press, 
which was soon closed by colonial power on suspicion of nationalism. In 
1911, the literary magazine ,,Haykap” was also published there. The 
Kazakh intelligentsia successfully took advantage of the favorable 
situation caused by political upheavals in Russia, and actively engaged in 
increasing the volume of national printed products, which it used as an 
aim of political struggle and national propaganda. Thus, on February 2, 
1913, a socio-political and literary publication appeared in Orenburg, the 
newspaper Kazakh. This issue raised questions of the political 
consciousness of the Kazakh people and provided evidence of the need 
to fight against colonialism. More than twenty articles and works by 
Shakarim Kudaiberdyuly were published in the newspaper, where he 
signed as ,,Mutil‟an”, ,,Shakarim”, ,,ShK”, ,,Shakhkerim Kudaiberdiuly”, 
as well as several articles about him.  

With the efforts of the Alashevians in the Kazakh press in 1917, 
the newspaper Saryarka began to be published in Semey, in 1918-the 
magazine Abai and in 1925-the magazine Tan (Dawn). Shakarim-haji 
gladly supported these undertakings, constantly publishing in them his 
works and articles on political and philosophical themes devoted to the 
life of the Kazakhs. 

The knot of questions directly interested in Shakarim was to find a 
way out of the socio-political situation that had developed in the new 
Kazakh society under colonial oppression at the beginning of the 20th 

century. In his article ,,Patriotism”, published in the magazine ,,Abai”, 
writes: ,,From patriotism, culture is born, and from culture-humanism”. 

In his articles ,,The Governor and Power”, ,,Questions of 
Writing”, ,,An Open Letter to All Educated Kazakhs and Kyrgyz”, 
published in this newspaper, Shakarim raises questions about the place 
of political power in the Kazakh society and the formation of a culture 
of national writing, thereby provoking genuine interest readers. 
Shakarim, who wrote philosophical treatises such as Three Evidence, first 
shared his thoughts with the general public in the article ,,Five Questions 
for Educated People”, published in the magazine ,,Haykap” under no. 5 
of 1912. On his own question addressed to readers, ,,The very best man is a 
man who did what?”, he replies that this person is someone who has a pure 
heart and who has managed to do a lot for the benefit of other people.  
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Philosophical thoughts raised by Shakarim had a strong influence 
on the development of freedom-loving ideas in the Kazakh society and 
the formation of arguments for the struggle against colonial power.  

 
Eastern sources in the historiography of Shakarim 

 
Shakarim Kudaiberdyuly is one of the first authors who created 

professional historical works on the Kazakh land. Moving in the 
footsteps of the great Abai, this scientist placed an equal sign between 
the cultures of the East and the West. His work Genealogy of Turks, 
Kirghiz, Kazakhs and Khan dynasties was published in Karimi printing house 
of the city of Orenburg in 1911. In 2007 the book was published 
together with the facsimile.4 The historiographical and source studies of 
Sh. Kudaiberdyuly, where numerous works were used in Arabic, Persian, 
Russian and Turkish, harmoniously correspond with works on the 
Turkic history written before him.  

Genealogy of Shakarim until the 30s of the twentieth century 
enjoyed wide popularity among the Kazakh intelligentsia. In their 
historical works Alikhan Bokeikhanov and Mukhametzhan Tynyshpaev 
made references to his work. However, after in 1931 Shakarim became a 
victim of the totalitarian regime, the study of his work turning into a 
closed topic. This is the main reason for the insufficient study of 
Shakarim‟s work as a historian.  

In one row among the first works on history in the Kazakh 
language is the work of Kadyrgali Jalairi (1530-1605), Jami at-tavarikh 
(Collection of annals). In the first part of the book, the compilation of the 
book Jami at-tavarih (Compendium of Chronicles) by Rashid ad-Din (XIVth 
century) concerning Genghis Khan and his descendants is given. In the 
second part, the author, relying on reliable sources in accordance with 
the oral historiographic tradition, formed in the Kazakh society, tried to 
restore the history of Kazakh khanates of the 15th-16th centuries. The 
works of Kadirgali and Shakarim are divided in three centuries. In the 
era of Shakarim, the methods of studying his own history reached a new 
level of quality and these achievements left their imprint on his writings. 
Among them, mention should be made of the increase in the number 
(quantity) of sources. Since the work of Kadyrgali came laterinto 
scientific circulation, Shakarim did not know him, therefore Shakarim 
does not have references to the work of Kadyrgali. Moreover, in his 

                                                             
4 Shakh Kerim Kudaiberdiuly, Genealogy of Turks, Kyrgyz, Kazakhs and khans, Orenburg, 
1911. 
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Genealogy, Shakarim made extensive use of the information from the 
work of Abilgazy (1603-1664), Shajara-yi Turk, which was based on 
Rashid ad-Din. For example, Shakarim narrates the legend of Abilgazy 
about Ergenekon and Bort-shina, comparing it with Chinese sources and 
makes his own conclusions. In the same way, he forms the line age of 
the emergence of the Turks, indicating that the information is ,,Words of 
Muslim Writers about the Abulgazi Khan‟s Pedigree”, 5  where is the 
information of Abilgazy.   

In the Genealogy of Shakarim, the name at-Tabari, written in an 
ancient letted. The ancient alphabet is incomprehensible for reading, so 
in some editions and articles it is still written and read with errors. 
Undoubtedly, when Shakarim mentions the author of a source as the 
,,Tiber”, this is at-Tabari because the information about the people before 
the arrival of the Arabs in his History of Prophets and Rulers (Tarih ar-rusul 
va-l-muluk) Shakarim in Genealogy in the abridged version. Shakarim, 
who received one of the copies of this work, published in the west and 
east in a shortened version. It was quite well acquainted with the work of 
at-Tabari. The works of the great Arab historian Abu Jafar Muammet al-
Tabari (839-923), who gave the most complete description of world 
history, were published in recent years in the USA in 40 volumes.6 

Contemporary at-Tabari-al-Jahiz (IX century), in his work The 
virtues of the Turks (Manakib al-atrak) gave an ethnographic description of 
the nomadic Tuq tribes. Shakarim says that in the Arabic book of Jahiz, 
in the mosque of St. Sophia, it is written that ,,the Arabs were able to conquer 
the Turks after they translated the pages of the book”.5 So we can conclude that 
Shakarim, apparently in the library of the mosque of the saint Sophia 
became acquainted with one of the copies of Jahiz‟s work The Epistle of 
Fathu b. Hakanu about the merits of the Turks and all the military of the 
Caliphate.7 

In the encyclopedia Shakarim (Shakarim),8 there are reports that he 
was also familiar with the work of such Russian scientists as N. Aristov, 
V. Radlov etc. In addition, in his genealogy, Shakarim used the works of 
the authors in Russian Balkhashin (Balkashin), Levshin, Berezin, Spassky, 

                                                             
5 S. H. K. Kudaiberdiuly, Genealogy of Turks, Kyrgyz, Kazakhs and khans. 2 completeedition, 
Astana, Gold book, 2007, p. 11. 
6 F. Rosental, EhsanYar-Shatar, ed. 40 Vols., New York, State University of  New York 
Press, 2007. 
7 A. M. Mandelstam, Characteristic of Turksin ІХ century. Message of Fatihbinhakanu al Jahiz. 
IHAE of AS AN of Kaz SSR. T.І, Alma-Ata, Institution of History, Archeology and 
Ethnology of Academy of Science, 1959. 
8 Shakarim‟ Encyclopediya, Semey, 2008. 
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and Mayevsky. How widely he used them-the case for future research. 
For example, in drawing up the pedigree of the konyrat tribe, that is part 
of the Kazakhs, Shakarim uses a comparison of several sources. He 
supplements the information of Rashid ad-Din, Abilgazy, Radlov and 
Levshin with oral historiographic sources and presents his own 
conclusions.5 And regarding the history of the Kerey tribe, he analyses the 
information of Rashid ad-Din, Abilgazy, Nazip Gasymbekov and the 
information of Professor Berezin and Aristov, comparing with oral 
historiographic sources. In the genealogy of Naiman, the information 
obtained from both the authors mentioned above, as well as from 
Spassky and Maevsky is mentioned. Regarding the Nogais, ,,the translation 
of this letter was made by Professor Garkavi”, with regard to Turkmen, 
information is presented ,,according to a man named Galkin”, that is, 
Shakarim points to direct sources.  

However, in the above-mentioned encyclopedia there is no 
information about the Sultan-Turkish scholars who influenced 
Shakarim‟s world view and creativity, in particular on the writing of 
genealogy. One of the reasons for this is the Soviet totalitarian system, 
which imposed a ban on the creation and development of Kazakh-
Turkish relations, the second is that the guidelines and methodological 
foundations for conducting fundamental research on this issue have not 
yet formed. If one considers that it is impossible to imagine the cultural 
and spiritual roots and connections of the Turkic peoples without 
restoring the mutual relations of the historical figures of the Middle Ages 
and the modern era, the determination of the influence of Kazakh-
Turkish ties on Shakarim‟s creativity will become a kind of the first 
exploratory step on the way to a huge research work.  

With the works of Ottoman-Turkish historians, Shakarim was met 
for the first timein the 80-90s of the XIXth century. Through the 
newspaper ,,Tarzhiman”, where special attention was drawn to articles on 
the history of the Turkic peoples and the Ottoman Empire. In this area 
Ismail Gasprinsky‟s influence on Shakarim was so great that he wrote: 
,,The next teacher after Abai can be considered the owner of the newspaper 
,,Tarzhiman” Ismagul Gasprinsky, because I very often used information from it 
when reading this newspaper”.  

The indication that the expression ,,very often used” in Genealogy 
shows how far Hasprinsky‟s influence on the Kazakh land has spread, as 
well as the influence of the great Abay. If you look at the materials 
published by Gasprinsky in the Tarzhiman, he considered and studied 
Shakarim, many of them are consonant with his theme. Among them are 
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articles on a historical subject written by both Gasprinsky and some 
other authors: ,,Turkic peoples”, ,,Ancient Turkic book”, ,,Kudatku 
bilik” (1886), ,,Muslim inhabitants of Russia” (1887), ,,On the Tatars of 
Crimea”, ,,Tekinskie Turkmens”, ,,Kazakhs”, ,,Osman” (1888), ,,Siberian 
Muslims” (1891), ,,On the Occurrence of Kazakhs” (1894), ,,Report of 
VV Radlov on the results of studying the Yenisei inscriptions” (1895), 
,,The Legend on the emergence of Uzbeks” (1901), ,,Ancient monument 
of the eighth century” (1902), ,,The New History of Turkestan” (1905-
1906), ,,History of Turkey” (1906-1908), ,,About Leo Tolstoy” (1910), 
and so on. Some of the intricate questions raised in these articles, 
Shakarim supplements local information and unravels in his Genealogy. 

In his chronicle, Shakarim uses original books in Turkish. Proof 
can serve as an expression of the poet, found in his works: ,,With age, I 
learned the Turkish language”. His hajj to Mecca was dictated not only by religious 
goals. ,,On the way to Mecca, I stayed in Istanbul for 13 days, and returning, I 
stayed there again for 13 days. At this time, I studied history. Unfortunately, I could 
not take permission to visit Egypt. On the journey, I talked a lot and exchanged 
thoughts with Eastern scholars, and also made excerpts from the works of ancient 
scholars”. This information proves that this trip to Hajj also had cultural 
motives.    

Among the works that Shakarim met on his trip, one should 
especially highlight one of the Ottoman-Turkish authors-Nazip 
Gasymbek. Specialists in the field of Shakarim studies have not paid 
special attention to him so far, and therefore they are not sufficiently 
familiar with this name. In the book of Shakarim this name is slightly 
changed, in the original it sounds Nezhip Asym (Nezhip Asym Yazyksz). 
In the Genealogy of Shakarim there are references to his work Turkish 
History, and the calculations from this book were published in many 
editions of the newspaper ,,Tarzhiman” in 1908. One of the sources used 
in the book of Shakarim directly indicates that the original can be found 
between the pages of the newspaper ,,Tarzhiman”. 

Shakarim during the Hajj period in Mecca (1905-1906) was also 
engaged in searching for the information he needed in the libraries of 
Istanbul. In the poem ,,The Life of Mutilgan” he writes: ,,Thirteen days was 
in Istanbul and finally found the right book!”.9 This is also mentioned in the 
memoirs of the son of Shakarim-Akhat Kudaiberdiev. 

In Genealogy, Shakarim writes that he read such works as Tarih-i 
Osmani (Ottoman History), Tarih Gumumi (General History). Being closely 
acquainted with Tatar publications and books revealing Ottoman history, 

                                                             
9 Shakarim Kudaiberdiev, Works. Poetries, dastans, protreptics, Almaty, Zhazushy, 1988. 
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Shakarim, having got to Istanbul, focused special attention on Ottoman 
editions. 

Books that have a common name Tarih-i Osmani (Ottoman History) 
in the era of the Ottoman Empire were published almost every year. In 
one of the publications, large studies on Turkish historiography of the 
19th century were published by the well-known statesman, thinker, 
philologist, translator and historian Ahmet Vefik Pasha (1823-1891). He 
made a great contribution to the study of history, creating such works as 
Hikmet and Tarih (History of Knowledge) (1863), Fezleke-i Tarih-i Osmani (The 
Complete Ottoman History) (1869). In 1864, Vefik Pasha translated from the 
Chagatai language into the Ottoman language the well-known work of 
Abilgaz Khan, Shezhire-i Tyrki (Genealogy of the Turks). In recent years, 
serious attention has been paid to the studying of the historical views of 
Vefik Pasha in the works of the Turkish researcher Atila Shahiner.10 

Another great Ottoman historian is an amazing man, a scientist, 
historian, jurist and statesman Ahmet Jevdet Pasha (1822-1895). 
Extensive information about the life and work of Jevdet Pasha can be 
found in the works of the Turkish researcher Osman Keskioglu.11 His 
12-volume work, Tarih-i Jevdet, tells about the modern history of the 
Ottoman Empire, that is, about the period 1774-1853. To some extent 
this huge work is a direct continuation of the story written by Nuri 
Pasha. The valuable spiritual legacy left by Akhmet Dzhevdet reached 
the Kazakh steppes through the two-volume Kysas-i Anbiya vetevakh-i 
Hulef, which consists of 12 parts. This work is known throughout the 
Turkic world as a history textbook, revealing to us all the events of the 
past. In the XIXth-early XXth centuries the textbook entered in the 
educational program of Kazakh religious schools-schools and madrassas, 
and also had a serious impact on the formation of the historical 
consciousness of many scholars and readers.  

In the XIX-XXth centuries several books under the general title 
Tarih-i Osmani (Ottoman History) were reprinted several times and used 
as textbooks. Among their authors are Abdullah Sabri (1893-1894), Ali 
Reshat and Ali Seidi (1909). In Genealogy of Shakarim there is a section 
Ottoman Sultans in Istanbul, where special attention is paid to the 
emergence and formation of the Ottoman state, is presented the 
genealogy of Ottoman rulers from Osman I to Abdulhamit II. However, 
he does not state which source he relies on. We can only assume that 

                                                             
10 A. Şahiner, Historical conclusions of Akhmet, Vefik pasha, 2007. 
11 O. Keskioğlu, Life and memoirs of Akhmet Zhevdet Pasha, Ankara, Ankara Üniversitesi 
Dergiler Veritabanı. Cilt, 1966. 
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Shakarim drew information from the book Tarih-i Osmani or the multi-
volume of Mehmed Murad Bey Tarih Umumi (General History), published 
in 1881-1883. It should be noted that when writing the name of the city, 
Shakarim used a variant that was common among the Kazakhs-Ishambul. 

Regarding the book Tarihi Gumumi (Tarih-i Umumi), specialists in 
Shakarim studies still can not say anything definite. In the previously 
published biography of Shakarim, in the encyclopedia Shakarim about 
this author there is no information. In the section ,,The Beginning of the 
Genealogy” of Shakarim‟s work Genealogy of Turks, Kirghiz, Kazakhs and 
Khan Dynasties, a reference is made to the book Tarihi Gumumi and it is 
said that the ancestors were the sons of Noah-Sim, Ham, Japheth. 

Shakarim during his visit to Istanbul on the way to Mecca in 1906 
could quite meet with one of the Ottoman historians-scientists living in 
the city, the author of Tarih Umumi, Mehmet Murad (1854-1917). 
Especially they are brought together by one important person-they were 
both well acquainted with Ismail Gasprinsky. In addition, they were 
united by a circle of common interests-Turkic history, as well as a 
common Turkic worldview.  

Books on the history of Mizanshy Murad were used for teaching 
aids in educational institutions, where he worked. The abridged version 
of his multi-volume edition was published in 1885 under the title: 
Mukhtasar Tarih-i Umumi.  

In the period 1897-1908 gg. Mizanshy Murad studied and arranged 
old historical records, actively engaged in preparing for the publication 
of the General History. A native of the Caucasus, a well-known Young 
Turk who was educated in St. Petersburg, Murad bey, in the late 
nineteenth century, arrived in Russia and during the trip he visited the 
Caucasus, Turkestan, Bashkiria and the shore of Yedelya. Perhaps the 
wide dissemination of Mizanshy Murad‟s historical books among the 
Turkic people under Russian rule was made precisely by this trip.  

 
Distribution of Ottoman books on Kazakh land 

 
It is known that Shakarim got acquainted with the books of Murad 

in 1906 in Istanbul and sent them by mail to his homeland. In the 
memoirs of Akhat Kudaiberdiev, it is said that Shakarim sent many 
books from Turkey to Semey. Undoubtedly, these were Ottoman books. 
Note that several printed Ottoman publications are currently stored in 
the museum funds of the city of Semey. Which of them got into the 
fund thanks to Shakarim-the matter of further research.  
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We have a book by Mehmed Murad, Tarih-i Umumi, printed in the 
Istanbul publishing house Dersaadet, in 1328/1910. On the cover, in 
Russian, is written the words of a woman: ,,July 1916. I brought this book 
from Bayburt. Whose is she? Where did her nurse take her? Who read it once? 
ED”. It seems that the book witnessed the First World War. Perhaps the 
owner was a Turkish officer who was captured by the Russians and sent 
into exile. Or he might have died from wounds. Perhaps the book came 
from Turkey to Semey through the Caucasus through the Tatar readers. 

In the history of Kazakh-Turkish cultural and spiritual ties 
Shakarim Kudaiberdyuly takes a special place. He differs in that in his 
understanding of history he managed to link the eastern written tradition 
and the oral historiographical tradition of the Kazakhs, which conveys 
the history of the people from generation to generation from ancient 
times. The genesis of the history of the Kazakhs Shakarim is looking 
from afar, from the era of the Saks and Huns. He became the first 
person on the Kazakh land to pay attention to the historical works of 
Ottoman-Turkish authors on this topic, and did not confine himself to 
narrowly confining the national spirit, but managed to feel all the 
greatness of the Turkic world.  

Ottoman books were distributed in Russia in several ways. Most 
came through the Crimean Tatars, who had close cultural ties with the 
Ottoman Empire. Through Kazan books were sold across Bashkiria and 
Kazakhstan. Just as in Central Asia, books came across the Caucasus. 
Many books were brought by pilgrims, returning from Hajj. In addition, 
the books came through trade routes.  

Among those who came from the Ottoman Empire to the 
Russian-ruled Central Asia, there were those who brought books, for 
example, in Aktobe, a certain Capes Huseiin was selling books from 
Astrakhan. The authorities began to suspect him of acting in favor of 
Ottoman Turks and tried to send him home. In connection with this 
case, the investigation was conducted, even questioned the clergyman-
Nurpeisa Baigarin, who was closely acquainted with Kapez Hussein. 

At the end of the nineteenth century, the visits of Ottoman Turks 
of Central Asia, including the area where Shakarim grew up, became 
more frequent. They conducted spiritual and religious sermons, and 
talked a lot about the idea of Turkic unity. For example, in 1891, in the 
Zaisan district of the Semipalatinsk region, the Turkish religious figure 
Mustafa Seyitata became close to the mulle of the Kara-Irtysh volost Zhakyp 
Bitimov and the mullah of the Kalzhirvolost Bolat Shynzhyrbaev, along with 
whom he visited the Kazakh lands subordinated to China. The Kazakhs 
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accepted Mustafa Seyitat as their imam, as a result of which the chief of 
the Zaisan Uyezd, in fear of his sermons, sent a complaint to the regional 
military governor with a request to expel the imam from the territory of 
the region. On the basis of this complaint, Mustafa Seyitata was 
persecuted by the colonial authorities, accusing him of harming the 
Kazakhs and inciting them to rebel against the government, as a result of 
which, at the end of 1892, he was forced to leave the Semipalatinsk 
region. 

One of the Ottoman enlighteners, with whom Shakarim met and 
communicated in Kazakh land, was Doctor Mehmet-Sadyk Ahmet 
Tevfikoglu, who at the age of 29, that is in 1887, visited the city of 
Semey and lived here for about 10 years, treating the local population not 
obeying the demand of the colonial authorities. In 1892, he spoke out 
against threats to local residents of the assistant to the Cossack ataman 
Yegor Gareyev and raised his hand, for which he was detained for a 
month by the order of the head of the Omsk Military District. Mehmet-
Sadyk Ahmet Tevfikoglu, despite the ban of the Semipalatinsk regional 
administration to engage in medical activities, continued his work, for 
which he received a deep recognition of the Muslim population of the 
city of Semipalatinsk and the surrounding areas. In September 1897, 
Mehmet Sadyk visited Akmola, where in the mosque he read a deep 
sermon for the assembled Muslims. Perhaps, having met Mehmet-Sadik 
Ahmet Tefikoglu in Semei, Shakarim consulted him regarding the 
libraries of Istanbul.  

Despite the pressure of Russian colonialism, among the Kazakh 
youth there was a growing desire to get education in Turkey, for 
example, in the early twentieth century. In the higher educational 
institutions of Istanbul, A. Gaisin, S. Shanov, D. Kolbayev, M. 
Turganbaev, and others were trained.12 Due to the fact that the colonial 
authorities created insurmountable obstacles to the realization of the 
aspirations of young people to receive education in a fraternal country, 
these ties did not receive serious development. 

 
Conclusion 

 
In the mid-nineteenth century, under the pressure of Russian 

colonialism, the Kazakh people, removed from political power, lost the 
opportunity to establish independent ties with foreign countries, in 

                                                             
12 G. Akhmedov, When Alash was as ,,Alash”: Memoirsand historical facts, Almaty, Zhalin, 
1996. 
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particular, with the fraternal Turkish people. Over time, colonial 
oppression only increased, because of which political and cultural ties 
between the Turkic peoples were torn. The Russian Empire deliberately 
destroyed the hopes of subjugated peoples for independence. In such a 
difficult situation, among the Kazakhs, national liberation ideas were 
formed and developed to overthrow the colonial power. This idea was 
also influenced by the ideas of the Young Turks, which spread among 
the Kazakhs in various ways. The journey of Shakarim Kudaiberdyuly to 
Istanbul has become very fruitful from a political and cultural point of 
view. The ideas he raised in political and philosophical articles turned 
into one of the foundations of the ideology of the Alash movement that 
arose on the Kazakh land.  

Objectively, there were many Kazakhs who visited the Ottoman 
Empire with embassy or trade missions. Nevertheless, the first Kazakh 
intellectual, who went to the Ottoman capital to study the deep roots of 
our common history, was precisely Shakarim. This trip is of a great 
importance for Kazakh spirituality and worthy of becoming an example 
for studying the unity of the fraternal Turkic peoples.  
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Abstract: Study of the Soviet power is a rather relevant task, because it allows 
revealing the details of its history, which were unknown before. The objective of the paper is in 
characterizing the Soviet power and the hidden policy of both neocolonialism and 
totalitarianism. As a result, it has been stated that before the Soviets of different levels were 
formed, the party had been able to accumulate the experience of organizational work, had 
created viable structures based on strict discipline and absolute objection of the subordinate 
organizations to the superior bodies. This experience was transferred to the activities of the 
Soviets. It has been defined that the party acted as an external force over the society and the 
state, which caused the loss by the U. S. S. R. of its sovereignty and its transformation into 
the weapon of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. The directives and recommendations 
of the party, despite their unlawful character, had a special force to make follow them. 

Keywords: revolution, Soviets, socialist state, partocracy, pseudo-
democratic rights, party establishment. 

 
Two revolutions, bourgeois-democratic and proletarian, that stroke 

Russia during 1917, changed its political system, having overthrown the 
Tsar‟s rule. But judging by the subsequent actions of the Provisional 
Government and the Soviet power, they were aimed at maintaining its 
geopolitical status as empire. It is the origin of the reason why the idea of 
great powerness occupying the minds of both revolutionaries and 
counter-revolutionaries is so viable. 

The historical facts clearly evidence that there was no dissolution 
of the Russian Empire and the change of the political system had not led 
to the decolonization. Neocolonialism, the seedlings of which were not 
always seen among the chaos of political slogans before and after the 
revolution, was gaining power. Many ethnical outskirts of Tsarists Russia 
looking forward to get the state independence, were brought into the 
fold of Russia over a short period by the motives of strengthening the 
proletarian unity. And those, who were not able to claim their 
independence, particularly, Kazakhstan, remained in the Russian Soviet 
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Federated Socialistic Republic as its administrative and territorial units 
ruled by the revolutionary committees. 

The program of the Bolshevik party implied new way of 
development of Russia, free from the tsar authorities, considered as the 
exploiters of the working people. People needed a new state power 
model of victorious proletariat, capable of eliminating the class-specific 
supremacy and building the classless society, creating the conditions for 
withering-away of the state in general and transfer to the communist self-
government. The task was set, but there were no theoretical bases for its 
solution. Due to the methodology of the class-specific approach, the 
doctrines of state preceding Marxism were not taken into account. 
General theoretical doctrines of states by Plato, Socrates and Hegel did 
not meet the requirement for building the state of proletarian 
dictatorship, because of their prevailing humanist content and universal 
provisions. And the theory concerning state problems described in the 
works by J. Locke, Ch. Montesquieu and T. Hobbes was also impossible 
to be laid as a basis of socialistic state, according to the leaders of the 
proletariat, because it was devoted to the problems of organization of 
feudal states at the stage of their replacement by the bourgeois states. 

Having faced the need of state building at the vast territory of the 
former Russian Empire, the party took on the solution of this 
tremendous task, which is called, just-in-time. There were no in-depth 
studies of socialistic type of state. Works by Lenin ,,Concerning State” 
and ,,State and Revolution” represent neither special theoretical or 
practical value, because they deal with the origin of state in general, with 
establishment of proletarian dictatorship in the form of the Soviets 
instead of bourgeois parliamentarism, with withering-away of the state 
and transfer to the communist social self-government. The thesis 
solution of the fundamental problems of state building, including the 
issues of withering-away, evidence the naïve or amateur attitude towards 
them on the eve of the October Revolution. 

 
Development of the State Power Model 

 
There were also no real examples of building of a socialistic state. 

In the conditions of this theoretical and practical vacuum the party had 
to build the model of new statehood. Its free maneuver in this space was 
limited by the slogans framing the vacuum, which were the Bolsheviks‟ 
promises, such as: ,,Factories and Plants are to Working People”, ,,Land is to 
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Peasants”, right for national self-determination, state power is to the 
Soviets, victory of the Proletarian Revolution all over the world.  

With such a background the Bolsheviks introduced a specific 
model of state power in the territory of the former Russian Empire, 
having subsequently become the Soviet Union. It did not fit any of the 
known and effective political systems. Neither monarchy, nor 
presidential or parliamentary republics satisfied the Bolsheviks. As a 
counter to it Lenin suggested the idea of the Soviets as the most 
democratic form of true sovereignty of the people. Being blinded by the 
methodology of the class-specific approach, he saw here only the 
weapon for suppression of the subordinate class in all the pre-socialist 
states. Their social functions, the functions of national protection, legal 
regulation of social, especially, civil relations, were not considered. Lenin 
saw the entire state mechanism only as the weapon for protection of the 
superior classes. It is the reason of his disrespect towards state 
institutions, which successfully managed the tasks of governing the social 
processes for centuries. Lenin, in particular, underlined many times, that 
bourgeois parliamentarism with its principle of power division, was a 
step backwards in comparison with the originated form of state in the 
form of the republic of Soviets. Expressing his negative attitude towards 
Parliament, Lenin wrote that Parliament was a French-originated word 
meaning ,,to talk”. So, he underlined that parliament was a ,,talkfest”, 
while the real power was in the hands of the executives.1 

It seemed to a neophyte reader or listener, that the really new 
socialist society could not be governed by such a toothless authority 
occupied by talks. 

Instead of parliamentarism Lenin suggested a brand new political 
system discovered by him, which was the Republic of Soviets. As 
envisioned by the author, the Soviets had been meant to become the 
,,working corporation”, i. e. adopting laws and simultaneously organizing 
their execution. Therewith, the system of the Soviets had been meant to 
have penetrated the society from the bottom upwards, beginning with 
the peasants and ending with the nationwide level. Therewith, the 
Soviets had been supposed to independently form their accountable and 
subordinate executive authorities. Ideally it had been supposed to be. But 
de facto everything took a different path. 

 
 
 

                                                             
1 V. I. Lenin, Complete Set of Works, Moscow, Т. 50, 1950, p. 46. 
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Activities of the Party on Leadership of the Country 
 

The party started to totally rule the country, having become closely 
occupied by the tasks of state regulation of the society, solution of 
economic tasks and national defense, which were not peculiar to it. 
Therewith, it fully organized and controlled the activities of the state 
authorities. As it became stronger, the party of the Bolsheviks openly 
interrupting into the activities of the government authorities, pointed out 
at what decisions and when were to be made, prepared the drafts of 
these decisions, which were adopted unanimously, selected the 
candidates for the state positions that were indisputably approved etc.  

This scheme was introduced in all the Union Republics and in the 
U. S. S. R. in general. The Soviets had different names in various 
historical periods: Soviets of Workers‟, Peasants‟ and Soldiers‟ Deputies, 
Soviets of Workers‟ and Peasants‟ Deputies, but from the end of the 
1970s-Sovietsof People‟s Deputies. But it did not change their essence, 
and the Lenin‟s idea, that ,,even a kitchen maid may rule a state”, appeared to 
be utopian and populist. The Soviets revealed their inability to 
independence. And then the Communist Party sprang into action. Or 
maybe, vice versa, activity of the Party froze the independence of the 
Soviets. In any case the Soviets appeared to be a pseudo-democratic 
curtain, behind which all the issues of stated administration were dealt by 
the corresponding committees of the Communist Party. These were they 
who organized and held the elections into the Soviets, decided upon who 
was to be the Chairman of the Soviet and the Chairman of its executive 
committee. The agenda and the resolutions drafts of the Soviet were 
agreed with the party committees. This way it was organized from the 
bottom upwards. Moreover, many authorities, especially of the low-
enforcement system, were fully removed from the Soviets‟ sphere of 
influence, such as, for example, The All-Russian Extraordinary 
Commission for Combating Counter-Revolution, Speculation, and 
Sabotage, All-Union State Political Administration, People‟s 
Commissariat for Internal Affairs, Ministry of State Security, special 
councils, threes etc. Moreover, soon the law-enforcement authorities 
became subordinate only to the party establishment, which opened the 
way to repressions.  

By the time the Soviets of different levels were formed, the party 
had already accumulated the experience of organizational work, had 
created viable structures based on strict discipline and absolute objection 
of the subordinate organizations to the superior bodies. In the 
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conditions of the revolutionary hurry, when there were no time to 
thoughtfully deliberate all the ,,pros” and ,,cons” in any occasion, while the 
sharp rivalry between the adherers and opponents of socialist 
reformations required taking immediate measures on creation of new 
statehood with the system of governing authorities, the leaders of 
proletariat turned their eye to the organizational structure of their party 
and considered it to be quite applicable for organization of state power. 
In the minds of the revolutionary inclined communists, the state was 
perceived as a temporary, historically transient institute of political life of 
the society and thus it was beneath excessive attention, as it was accepted 
in the entire civilized world. There also was another reason. 

It is described by the researcher of the Lenin‟s heritage R. R. 
Nasyrov as follows, ,,The Bolsheviks Party created by Lenin during many years, 
was supposed to become an example of the future organization for all Russia. And 
Russia was really organized by the example of the Bolsheviks Party organization. All 
Russia, all the Russian people turned out to be subordinate to not only dictatorship of 
the Communist Party, its central authority, but also to the doctrine of the communist 
dictator. Lenin denied freedom inside of the party, and this denial of freedom was 
transferred to all Russia”.2 If to accept this opinion, then it appears that the 
administrative model for the country had been prepared long before the 
need in new state administration of Russia emerged.  

As a result, each of these reasons separately or logically 
complementing each other led to the fact that the model of the 
interparty administrative structure was reproduced in the structure of the 
state authorities of Russia. As the new administrative authorities were 
growing, they ironically more and more lost the traits of statehood, 
turning into the executive appendix of the party power. 

 
Partocracy Model of the Soviets 

 
Transfer of the party power model into the structure of the Soviets 

went according to a very primitive scheme of mirror reflection. The 
Party Congress became the prototype of the Deputy Congress, the 
Central Committee of the Party-the Supreme Council and the 
government formed by it, the Presidium of the Central Committee 
(subsequently the Politburo)-the Central Executive Committee of the 
Supreme Council, the Republican Central Committees of the Parties-the 
Supreme Soviets of the Union Republics, provincial subordinate 
Communist Party organizations-the provincial and subordinate Soviets, 

                                                             
2 R. R. Nasyrov, Unknown Lenin, Almaty, Жеті Жаргы, 1995, p. 49. 
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primary organizations-general meetings of labor collectives. It should be 
emphasized that through the Soviets the same principle of democratic 
centralism takes place as in the party.  

The executive structures of the Communist Party organizations 
always had the divisions, supervising the corresponding branches of 
social production, public sphere and administrative bodies: departments 
of industry, agriculture, construction, education, medicine and national 
security, defense and law enforcement agencies. This system of party 
authorities with slight deviations was also reproduced in the executive 
structures of the Soviets from the bottom upwards. At the governing 
role of the C. P. S. U. they inevitably turned into the actual managing 
agencies of the party. The sovereignty of a Union republic in such 
conditions was almost lost, and the statehood was deprived of its main 
attribute-the sovereignty, i. e. the independence of a state to solve 
domestic and foreign issues. In these conditions nothing hindered the 
party power‟s monopoly over the entire Union of the S. S. R. from the 
supremacy. The state power capable of competing with the party one 
was not almost created. Its imitation in the form of the Soviets was 
miserably finished in the early 1990s. 

Thus, the party authorities found a new form of realization of their 
power through the Soviets and their executive authorities. The Soviets 
did not form the real state content. They turned into the political 
decoration with the power of the party establishment behind the scene. 
The most important thing was that the Soviets, as a system of power 
authorities, i. e. the state, lost their independence, its supremacy at the 
execution of its power. The U. S. S. Rand the republics lost their 
sovereignty. The Constitutions stated the sovereign rights, but they 
belonged to the Party rather than the Soviets. 

The following historical facts illustrate this well. On March, 10 
1919 Chairman of the Council of People‟s Commissars of the R. S. F. S. 
R. V. Leninasked, ,,Was everything done for execution of the directive of the 
Central Committee regarding the measures of collecting the food supplies in the Don 
Oblast?”.3 These are the words of the head of the state executive power. 
Having transferred from the party work to the state service, Lenin, 
however, in the structure of the administration hierarchy put the Central 
Committee of the Party higher than the supreme executive power 
authority which was the Government. On June 22, 1920 Lenin prepared 
,,The Draft Provision of the Politburo of the Central Committee of the 
Russian Communist Party of the Bolsheviks regarding the Issues of the 

                                                             
3 V. I. Lenin, Complete Set of Works, Moscow, Т. 50, 1950, p. 268. 
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Russian Communist Party of the Bolsheviks in Turkestan”, where he 
ordered to ,,defeat, evict and master the kulaks as energetic as possible”. It was 
the beginning. The farther in, the deeper. The Party started working out 
the five year and seven year plans of the national economy development. 
The first and then the General Secretary of the Central Committee of the 
C. P. S. U. began to represent the country at the international arena as 
the leader of the country, rather than party, as well as to sign the 
international contracts. From the legal perspective it was nonsense.  

Actual partocracy in the U. S. S. R. was concealed with the facade 
of so-called Soviet Power. The slogan ,,All Power to the Soviets” was 
diluted, but reserved for the ideological purposes. There was another 
prerevolutionary slogan of the party with the same sad background 
,,Factories to the Workers”-,,Lands to the Peasants”. Actually the factories, 
land and other means of production took the form of the state property, 
which were completely managed by the Party. The workers by 
themselves turned out to be employees. The owner changed-instead of 
the entrepreneurs the property belonged and was handled by the Party 
Soviet establishment. The peasants were provided with the land for a 
very short time. Afterwards at collectivization it was turned into the state 
property with subsequent transfer to the collective farms in perpetuity. 
Due to the complete elimination of the collective farms these lease 
relations were terminated as well.  

Thus, bad consequences of the adventurous Lenin‟s idea of the 
Soviets became the heritage of all men, but ideologically they were not 
subject to criticism. 

 
Directives and Prohibitions of the Party 

 
The ugly symbiosis of the party and the state put on a semblance 

of state activity based on the principle of the democratic centralism made 
up in the Soviet Union. According to it, the subordinate Soviets were 
subjected to the superior, so their executive bodies also were in the same 
vertical subjection. But the executive authorities were also subjected to 
the Soviet elected them and thus were twice subordinate. Adoption of 
the administrative decisions was complicated by the need of agreement 
through the vertical (superior body) and horizontal (Soviets) subjection. 
This situation was complicated by the interruption of the Party. 4  It 
resulted in triple subjection of the subordinate executive and 

                                                             
4 M. Edele, ,,The Right to be Helped: Deviance, Entitlement, and the Soviet Moral 
Order”, in The Soviet and Post-Soviet Review, year XLIV, no. 3, 2017, pp. 28-33. 
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administrative bodies. It caused the increase in bureaucracy, paper work, 
bureaucratese and low effectiveness of the administrative activities. This 
was the general picture for all the Soviet republics, because none of them 
had a right to establish another political system. And Kazakhstan was 
not an exception here.  

The Soviets of all the levels according to the laws applicable those 
times were recognized as sovereign owners in their territories and 
authorized representatives of the people‟s interests. While actually the 
Soviets could take care of their electorate‟s interests only to the extent 
allowed by the Party authorities. Even at the level of the Union republics 
such care could take place only by agreement of the Central Committee 
of the Communist Party of a republic or C. C. C. P. S. U. Meanwhile, 
neither Constitution nor other regulative legal acts of the Soviet period 
implied the obligation of the Soviets and their executive bodies to agree 
the realization of their authorities with the party organizations from the 
bottom upwards, and to take their recommendations, directives and 
other resolutions to compulsory execution. There were hidden party 
normative regulators, which dominated over the Constitution and laws 
by the power of their unlawful commitment. The ruling role of the C. P. 
S. U. claimed by the Constitution opened a wide respective for 
distribution of the unlawful state activities‟ regulating methods 
competing with the laws.  

As early as in January 1920 J. Stalin stated that ,,our Soviet or other 
mass organizations solve no important political or organizational problem without 
governing directions of the Party”.5 

These methods of unspoken regulation were especially actively 
used at selection and placement of employees in the Soviet authorities as 
well as heads of the enterprises and institutions. Depending on level and 
status their positions were included into the establishment of the 
corresponding party organization (Central Committee, regional 
committee, city committee, and district committee). They either 
recommended or approved the appointment to a position of some or 
another candidate. This procedure seeming something secondary, 
recommended, at the first glance, de facto always ended by the legal 
documenting of the decision taken by the party organization. Dismissal 
of such a candidate went according to the same procedure. The hidden 
party regulator acted relentlessly: there was never and could not be a case 
of refusal. 

                                                             
5 J. V. Stalin, Issues of Leninism, Moscow, Goskomizdat, 1945, p. 126. 
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The same thing took place in the sphere of artistic, scientific 
creation and freedom of expression. The undesirable, from the 
perspective of the party, artistic and scientific works were prohibited by 
the state authorities responsible for censorship. The undesirable 
alternative statements became the subject of precise inspection and 
prohibition by the state security agencies. Totalitarianism, criticized now 
as a negative political system, was actually political totalitarianism, 
because the state in its sense of the word did not almost exist in the U. S. 
S. R. 

 
The State pressed by the Party 

 
Apparently in order to hide this glaring fact in the history of the 

first socialistic state, the party convinced the masses in the idea of its 
constructive government by the Soviet state. The world experience of 
previous centuries as well as of the modernity shows that state is the only 
sovereign subject governing the society that does not allow some direct 
governance by itself, by the superior organization. The only exception is 
the theoretic states, e. g. Vatican, governed by the God with his divine 
commandments, according to the idea of its creators. 

But the Party cannot reach the level of God due to its earth human 
origin. That is why it cannot be the absolute truth. Then what is the 
reason for it to flout such an achievement in the sphere of administration 
of a country‟s social life as state?   

From this point of view, the words of the Chairman of the U. S. S. 
R. Supreme Council Presidium N. V. Podgorny at the 23rd Congress 
sounded ridiculous and obsequious: ,,Further strengthening of the Soviets‟ party 
authority is the base for new rise in the activities of the representative bodies of our 
people, and essential for gradual strengthening of the Soviet State”.   

It is difficult to define what more is there: just the lack in 
understanding of the sovereign role of a state in the social life or 
conviction in the productive power of the Communist Party, where he 
belonged to, or just his talkfest. The position of the leader of the state 
collective head in the form of the Supreme Council appeared to be 
weaker than the position of a simple member of the C. P. S. U. And his 
assurances, that ,,the political line chosen by the 23rd Congress will become the core 
for the work of the party and the state, the basis for the activities of the Councils of 
Workers‟ Deputies” is nothing else, but the rejection of sovereignty of the 
state. The sense of sovereignty is in the fact that its bearer (state) 
performs the supreme power in the country depending on nobody. And 
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if this sovereignty is ruled by someone, then it is already not a sovereign, 
but a subordinate institute.  

Open admission of the ruling party was a forced statement of the 
fact that there was a totalitarian supremacy of the Party over the society 
and its institutions. But the process of its legitimization was very slow. It 
happened in 1997, when the Constitution accepted the ruling role of the 
C. P. S. U. in the Soviet Society. Besides, the mechanisms for 
implementation of this role were created by the Party and were not made 
public to the fullest extent. Among them is the establishment approach 
to the selection of the employees in the Soviet authorities and 
administration in so-called national economy that we mentioned above.  

 
Joint Regulations of the Party and the Soviet Authorities 

 
Another invention of the C. P. S. U. became the practice of 

adopting joint regulations of the party and Soviet authorities. For the 
civilized legal and political systems this normative innovation was the top 
of detracting one of the main functions of a state-the legislative 
prerogative. This is exclusive authority of the state and its bodies.6 Joint 
regulations are the acts having no legal force, because here the rules of 
legislative technology are gravely violated. If parties as any public 
organizations and the state have the same interests, then they may 
conclude an agreement regarding them in the form of memorandum, 
covenant or treaty etc., stipulating mutual rights and obligations on 
achievement of a socially significant goal. Such memorandums are widely 
used in the modern world, especially in the periods of escalation of the 
situation in the country. So, for example, as early as in the period of 
independence the city administrations (akimaty) of the Kazakhstani 
regions concluded a treaty with the entrepreneurs and their associations 
regarding the prices and maintaining employment in the conditions of 
the imminent world crisis.   

Joint regulations have a doubtful legal value, because they openly 
impinge on sovereign rights of the state. From the political point of view 
they could be a backup in case some republic or a Soviet refuses to 
execute a directive of the party against expectations. It happens because 
it is easier to force some leader to sign a joint regulation, than to force a 
resistant collective authority to execute the directive of the party. 

                                                             
6 Hugh Ridley, ,,Colonial Society and European Totalitarianism”, in Journal of European 
Studies, no. III, 1973, pp. 147-159. 
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De facto unlawful replacement of the Soviets by the power party 
required making the events taking place in the state construction legally 
decent. Therefore the Constitution stipulated pseudo-democratic 
rightson the state power belonging to ,,the workers of the city, aul and village 
represented by the Council of the Workers‟ Deputies” (Art. 3), on voluntary 
association of the Kazakh S. S. R. with other republics into a single 
Union (Art. 13), on keeping ,,the fullest amount of their sovereign rights, though 
limited by the Constitution of the U. S. S. R.” (Art. 13), and the rights to free 
exit from the composition of the Federation (Art. 15).7 

 
Bureaucracy in the State Decision-Making 

 
The party bureaucracy, following the parallel course with the 

Soviet officialdom, made their decisions be adopted through it, and the 
responsibility for them was fully borne by the Soviets. The Party was 
beyond the legal procedures of acceptance and execution of the 
decisions and thus could not be brought to responsibility. Such a 
paradoxical situation emerged, when the state authorities entitled to 
make decisions ,,de facto cannot be responsible for their unacceptance and 
nonobservance, because the decisions were made not by them.  While the party 
authorities that actually decide everything, legally bear no responsibility, because they 
have no right to make the corresponding decisions”.8 

The known politician of the 1990s, People‟s Deputy A. A. 
Sobchak ironically but aptly reflected the essence of the partocracy, being 
right saying that the party authorities ,,do everything: from appointment of the 
hierarchs to distribution of deficit commodities by the lists”.8 

The state authorities established on the basis of the Constitution 
were not filled with the content of true state power. The party, when 
implementing its selection policy and placement of the Soviet and 
executive employees at the production enterprises, widely practicing the 
principle of appointing the employees for state authorities among the 
establishment, not stipulated by the Constitution, turned the state 
authorities into its executive authorities. Thus, de jure the Soviet power 
de facto became the power of the Communist Party. The Republic of the 
Soviets as political system turned into the unitary partocracy. 

                                                             
7 Constitution of the Kazakh Soviet Socialist Republic, Almaty, Art. 3, 13, 15, 1978, 
Access Mode: https://online.zakon.kz/Document/?doc_id=1027292 (accessed on 
08.13.2017). 
8 A. A. Sobchak, Formation of New Political System: Power, Party and Law. Law and Power, 
Moscow, Progress, 1993, pp. 145-146. 
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Hegemony of the Party over the state authorities, social 
organizations and society in general gradually became so evident, that 
inside of the country and at the international arena this symbiosis 
contradicting to the international-legal and national-legal principles of 
the state power organization was impossible to conceal. Therefore a 
decision was made to legalize what could not be concealed. It was the 
point when the sadly remembered article in the Constitution of the 
Kazakh S. S. R. appeared in 1978, which was the literal summary of 
Article 6 of the U. S. S. R. Constitution 1977 concerning the ruling role 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. 

 
The Communist Party as the Ruling and 

Guiding Power of the Soviet Society 
 

The evidence of gross violation of democratic principles of the 
sovereign state and society with the multi-party system institutions, 
freedom of social associations was the fact that the Communist Party 
was the ruling and guiding power of the Soviet society. Although the 
historical experience of all the peoples reaching the state level of 
development shows that the state is this power. It is its main function. If 
it is not able to perform its main task, then the state becomes 
overthrown, destroyed, eliminated and should be replaced by another 
state capable of performing the tasks that the previous one failed to 
perform.9  It may be called the natural-historic and objectively caused 
course of the political development of a state. Despite this, in the U. S. S. 
R. upon its origination, the unnatural and anti-historical voluntarist 
course for monopolistic supremacy over the state structure was chosen, 
resulted in the devastating dissolution of social and state system, formed 
by the party. The C. P. S. U. is claimed by the Constitution to be not 
only ,,a ruling and guiding power”, it constitutionally and actually becomes 
,,the core of the state and social organizations” (Art. 6). While any core, as 
known, is the main defining element of any structured system. In these 
conditions to raise the issue of restoration of the Kazakh statehood is 
considered as ,,politically incorrect”. The Soviet Union contained the 
Kazakh S. S. R., was claimed to be ,,the state of the whole people, expressing the 

                                                             
9 R. Geenens, ,,Sovereignty as Autonomy”, in Law and Philosophy, year V, no. 36, 2017, 
pp. 495-524. 
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will and the interests of the workers, peasants and intelligentsia, workers of all nations 
and nationalities” (Art. 1).10 

Such situation was formed not only in Kazakhstan, but also in the 
other Union Republics. The C. P. S. U. managed to keep the territory of 
the Russian Empire in its previous configuration, but with those colonial 
territorial increments taking place before the tsarism was overthrown. 
But a new element in the empire policy emerged. The position of 
motherland instead of Tsarist Russia was occupied by the top-party 
establishment. In the new historical conditions Russia itself, the same as 
the other republics of the former tsar‟s outskirts, turned into the colony 
in the empire policy of the C. P. S. U. The legitimate form of this 
precisely concealed policy was the pseudo-democratic Soviet Federation, 
where Russia took the equal position alongside with the former policies. 
While de facto the Soviet Federation in the form of the U. S. S. R. turned 
out to be a rigidly centralized hierarchical structure, managed by the 
Party. Almost complete identity of the executive apparatus of the Party 
and the Soviets, set in advance, perfectly fitted for the widespread 
implementation of the C. P. S. U. governing role towards the Soviets and 
society in general. In this conditions Kazakhstan actually turned into an 
administrative-territorial unit, the territory and resources of which were 
used by consideration of the C. P. S. U. 

Based on the aforesaid and also considering a series of other 
circumstances, one should note that the U. S. S. R., having actually lost 
its sovereignty, stopped being a state in the true sense of this word, and 
became the apparatus weapon of the omnipotent C. P. S. U. at that time. 
So, the dissolution of the U. S. S. R. caused the crash of the entire 
executive vertical, dealt a devastating blow to the omnipotence of the C. 
P. S. U., which was exactly provided with its executive vertical. The 
Communist Party of the U. S. S. R. dissolved, and the communist parties 
of some former union republics emerged at its wreckages existed rather 
by inertia, having neither distinct ideology nor influence on the power 
and society, and the main thing, having no administrative levers in the 
form of the Soviet government authorities.  

Absolute domination of the political party should be differentiated 
from the activities of the ruling party. The party is considered to be 
ruling, when it constitutes the majority in the legislative body of a state-
the Parliament. At the same time, the electorate (i. e. the citizens of the 
state) votes for election of some or another party‟s representatives to be 

                                                             
10  Constitution of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Moscow, 1977, Access 
Mode: http://www.hist.msu.ru/ER/Etext/cnst1977.htm (accessed on 08.15.2017). 
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the parliament officials, included into the party list. 11  Having come 
through the alternative elections, the party accumulated the majority of 
the votes, forms the ruling party faction in the parliament. The party 
settings, solutions and recommendations contribute to formation of the 
ruling party‟s position, on the basis of which the legislative provisions 
and the resolution drafts are formed. They become the matter of 
discussion and decision-making in the parliament. In case of their 
approval by the Parliament the will and position of the party becomes 
legitimized. This way the possibility of the ruling party dictatorship is 
eliminated.  

At absolute domination of a party it acts as an external force 
standing over the society and state and governing them. 12  Unlawful 
compulsion is an infringement on the sovereignty of the state and 
disrupts its independence. Besides, according to the experience of the C. 
P. S. U. we know that the party used such powerful leverage on the 
activities of the state structure as primary organizations of the party, 
uniting all the communists according to their place of work. And they, 
having been enchained by the rigid party discipline, consistently 
conducted the course of the party, being at their own places, even if it 
contradicted to the laws and interests of the state.  

 
Conclusion 

 
Thus the entire history of the U. S. S. R. from its origin to the 

dissolution evidences that the main attribute of state-the sovereignty, 
while decorating the facades of the Union Republics, turned into the 
political declaration having no real content. Besides, the implementation 
of the sovereignty of Kazakhstan was impossible due to the legislation, 
having documented the activities of the union and union-republican 
ministries. In Kazakhstan of the Soviet period 80% of the territory and 
about 90% of the social production was under their jurisdiction. 

Unfortunately, the statehood lost by the Kazakhs in the middle of 
the 18th century against the people‟s expectations, was not recovered 
after the October Revolution 1917. Not recognized officially, but actual 
partocracy, limited neither by the law nor by the state or the opposition 
parties, existed in Kazakhstan in the form of the Soviet state till 
December 1991.   

                                                             
11  V. N. Ivanov, M. M. Nazarov, E.A. Kublitskaya, ,,Social Tension versus Social 
Situation”, in Bulletin of the Russian Academy of Sciences, year V, no. 87, 2017, рp. 432-438. 
12 B. K.Asanov, S. E. Kim, Turkestan in 1917, Almaty, 2009, p. 163. 
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There could be no other way. The Communist Party, obsessed 
with the idea of the victory of the proletarian revolution all over the 
world, considered that the issues of national state importance were not 
very significant in the forthcoming processes of internalization of the 
international relations, steadily moving towards the classless and thus 
stateless society all over the globe. According to the ideas of the 
Communist Party the national boundaries, including the state 
boundaries, should be eliminated. But as this strategic task could be 
solved after a long time and required creation of the corresponding 
political and socioeconomic conditions, the policy of the party was 
aimed at their creation. Due to this fact, the economic priority became 
the approval of the socialist property for the means and results of the 
production, narrowed to rejection of private and supremacy of the 
public, i.e. state property.  Expropriation and collectivization were the 
main instruments for implementation of this policy. The monopolistic 
party having total control over the state administration structures created 
by it had been supposed to be the forceful levers in the sphere of 
political administration of the society. And it actually happened. 

To solve these truly grandiose tasks and to make them attractive 
for the world community, it required a large country, such as the Russian 
Empire, which occupied 1/6 of the world‟s land surface. Therefore 
overthrow of tsarism was not to be accompanied by dissolution of the 
empire‟s territory. The national policy of the U. S. S. R. (and the latter to 
a greater extent (if not totally) was defined by J. V. Stalin from 1917) 
though in some way covertly, but nevertheless quite actively stood for 
maintenance of ,,one and undivided Russia”. 
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Аbstract: This scientific article reports about President of Republic of Kazakhstan 

N. A. Nazarbayev‟s regional, global endeavors known in the all over the world. For 
example, Semey polygon and about its ending, problems of refusal from nuclear weapon, Aral 
ecological problems, endeavors about unity of countries against terrorism, Eurasian economic 
union ideas, Asian Integrity and Trust Union matters, relations with European countries, 
membership of Republic of Kazakhstan in United Nations Organization, reforms about 
United Nations Organization structure according to the global problems of XXI century. 

Keywords: History of Kazakhstan, International policy, foreign policy, 
global endeavors, Neuclear weapon, Eurasian Union. 

 
Republic of Kazakhstan has established close international 

relations with world countries since it gained its Independence. President 
of Republic of Kazakhstan N. A. Nazarbayev determined the main 
directions of relations with foreign far and near countries. For example, 
Kazakhstan has close relations with West Europe, the U. S. A., Asia and 
Africa countries. 

President of Republic of Kazakhstan N. A. Nazarbayev‟s 
endeavors in world level found support of world community. His ideas 
about closing of Semey polygon and life without nuclear weapon were 
heard by lots of countries of the world.  

In 1991 Soviet Union collapsed and Commonwealth of 
Independent Countries (C. I. S.) was founded. At this point President N. 
A. Nazarbayev encouraged Slavian and Turkish countries to 
understanding, proposed to organize a meeting in Ashkhabad and played 
a great role in regulating the relations between the countries. реттеуде 

ерекше рөл атқарды. 
In 1992 Republic of Kazakhstan became a member of United 

Nations Organization(U. N. O.). N. A. Nazarbayev made reports and 
presented his new ideas from U. N. O. tribune and proposed to reform 
the organization according to the new millennium. 
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President of Republic of Kazakhstan N. A. Nazarbayev proposed 
the idea of the foundation of Union of Cooperation and Trust measures 
in the 47 the session of the Head Assembly on October, 5 in 1992.1 

In 1993 the Central Asian state governers founded International 
Centre of Aral protection in order toimprove the social-economic 
situation and ecological crisis of the Aral Sea which was considered as 
the greatest disaster of the XX century by the world community.  

President of Republic of Kazakhstan N. A. Nazarbayev brought 
up a point of the idea of Eurasian Economic Union in 1994. The Union 
exists now and since 2010 Kazakhstan, Belarus, Russia, Kyrgyzstan and 
Armenia have been working within this project.2 

In order to solve the obstacles of the Aral Sea which has been a 
huge ecological problem President of Republic of Kazakhstan touched 
the issues of the Sea as a President of the Aral protection fund in the 
meeting of Central Asian countries governors on March, 5 in 1995 in 
Dashkhovus City. 

President of Republic of Kazakhstan participated in the Summit of 
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (O. S. C. E.) in 
Lisbon in December, 1996 and shared with his ideas about World Peace, 
Stability and Equality, mutual understanding, prevention of conflicts 

In 1997 in September President of Republic of Kazakhstan N. A. 
Nazarbayev in his report on the 52nd session of General Assembly (U. 
N. O.) told about the regulation of ecological problems caused since 
Soviet period and not spreading their consequences in international level.  

It is obvious that President of Republic of Kazakhstan N. A. 
Nazarbayev has started announcing his new ideas since Independent 
Kazakhstan became a member of this organization. President of 
Republic of Kazakhstan N. A. Nazarbayev assessed the activity of world 
countries of international community in the sphere of world security and 
peace. He gave some of his ideas in increase of its impact. It has been 
reported in the dates of foreign official archives published in the 90th of 
the XX century ,,Kazakhstan takes a very active position in the U. N. O. 
reforms”.3 

                                                             
1 A. V. Shabaga, ,,Methodology of research of the international relations: realism”, in 
Bulletin of the Russian Peoples‟, year III, no. 24, 2015, p. 45. 
2 K. K. Tokayev, Belasu, Almaty, LtD ,,Dauir”, 2008, p. 176. 
3 G. Nurymbetova, R. Kudaybergenov, S. V. Seliverstov, Foreign policy initiatives of the 
President of the Republic of Kazakhstan N. A. Nazarbayev. Historical documentary research, 
Almaty, Kazakh encyclopedia, 2010, p. 384. 
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President of Republic of Kazakhstan N. A. Nazarbayev‟s regional 
and world endeovers are known in many countries all over the world in 
1991-1999 . He is a recognized and admitted by world community leader. 
 

Literature Review 
 
The relations of world countries were full of complicated and 

political events in the end of the ХХ century. For example, Soviet Union 
collapsed and Commonwealth of Independent Countries was founded. 
Separate independent countries have been formed. If we ask questions 
of how these Post soviet countries have formed and what principles they 
have had in the outer policy, we know that Kazakhstan is among these 
countries. What relations have these young and independent countries 
had with foreign countries.  

There have been many obstacles in founding and forming of 
Republic of Kazakhstan as an independent country. Issues of forming of 
political structure, signing the border, developing of economy and 
regulating of outer and inner policy have been difficult ones. 

President of Republic of Kazakhstan N. A. Nazarbayev is a person 
who could form its independent way ,,The way of development of Kazakhstan” 
in the difficult crisis time. Kazakhstan had its multi-faceted direction in 
the foreign policy. It has established multi-faceted political, economic 
and cultural relations with far and nearest countries. 

The above mentioned Republic of Kazakhstan outer policy in the 
period of the first independent years 1991-1999 and N. A. Nazarbayev‟s 
forward thinking political abilities, which formed the main directions of 
outer policy are supported by world community nowadays.  

Investigating the directions of international relations of the state 
from the point of view of theory and methodology is a very important 
matter. For example, If we pay our attention to Shabaga‟s scientific 
paper, a Russian scholar who investigates international relations, 
,,Methodology of research of international relations: realism”, the author 
proposed to make expertise on principles of realistic scale when 
considering the international relations from conceptual point of view. 
Researching that this principle has triggered from the consideration of 
achievements and endeavors in political space of international relations, 
one can note that it has appeared in the latest period.4 

Kazakhstan diplomat Kasym-Zhomart Tokayev in his work ,,Ray 
and shadow” wrote: ,,It is obvious for Kazakhstan and foreign people that 

                                                             
4 A. V. Shabaga, ,,Methodology of research of the international relations”, p. 60. 
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President N. A. Nazarbayev has spent all his energy in improving the international 
authority of our country. Everything had to be started from the beginning, there were 
no diplomatic services and experience to conduct international relations separately. 
Our country as a founder of Kazakhstan Republic N. A. Nazarbayev described has 
passed the way relevant to millennium in a short period of time”.5  Kazakhstan 
politician, scholar M. Mekebayeva in her research ,,Objectives of 
formation of outer political image in the modern period”: ,,Republic of 
Kazakhstan could make many successful steps in outer policy and was a member of 
international prestigious organizations. All these things formed state‟s directions and 
image of the state in the outer policy”.6 For example, the steps of Kazakhstan 
in the sphere of world stability are creation of political stability and life in 
peace of the people living in Central Asia and opening opportunity of 
diologue between West and East. 

Ukrainian scholars L. Dorosh, Y. Turchina in their paper about 
international historical situation published in Scopus database ,,New 
Alternative Models of security. Versions for the countries of the Eastern 
Europe” made expertise on international situation from theoretical-
methodological point of view: ,,Kazakhstan and Belarus gave up nuclear 
arsenal in the beginning of 1990. The U. S. A., Russia and Great Britain agreed to 
guarantee their stability in international level. Switzerland, Sweden, Irac, Japan, 
Livia, Poland, Romania and Germany had to stop distributing and limiting their 
nuclear programmers and projects. Moreover, Argentina, Brazil and South Africa 
stopped their nuclear research programs themselves”.7 

It is very important to research Republic of Kazakhstan‟s 
connections in external policy and international relations, and President 
N. A. Nazarbayev‟s role from theoretical-methodological view. It is 
connected with the idea that Kazakhstan is a diologue founder country 
between Europe and Asia anda political stable country where agreement 
and peace exist in world arena. Therefore, it is required to research its 
world, regional endeavors with far and nearest foreign countries 
relations. 
 
 
 

                                                             
5 K. K. Tokayev, Belasu, p. 174. 
6 M. Mekebayeva, Problems of formation of foreign policy image at the present stage. O. S. C. E. 
and processes of democratization in the context of regional security, Almaty, KISI at the President 
of Kazakhstan, 2009, p. 83. 
7 L. Dorоsh,  Y. Turchyn, ,,Alternative New Collective Security Models. Options for 
Countries of Eastern Europe”, in Academic journal article Studia Politica; Romanian Political 
Science Review, year XVI, no. 1, 2016, pp. 53-67. 
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Results and Discussions 
 
The foreign affairs that Kazakhstan has been conducting since its 

independence as an independent country are very important and it is 
characterised by its productivity. Currently Republic of Kazakhstan is in 
the ranks of world authoritative international organizations. Our country 
has established diplomatic, economic and other relations with many 
foreign countries. 

Kazakhstan has found its place in C. I. S., Central Asia, muslim 
world and global society. Currently Kazkahstan is recognized as a peace 
lover and political stable country, where different ethnics live together 
friendly and its economy is developing. The inner political stability, 
economic, social directions are the results ofguarantee of correct foreign 
policy.  

In 1991 жылы Soviet Union collapsed and instead of it 
Commonwealth of Independent Countries (C. I. S.) was founded. 
Tensions in the society grow. Previous Soviet republics were on the way 
of dividing into two Slavic and Turkish confederations. The right and 
political situation formed from Belovezhyemade N. A. Nazarbayev think 
about Central Asian countries‟ reacting together. By his initiative there 
was a meeting of Central Asian delegations in Askhavad. President of 
Republic of Kazakhstan N. A.Nazarbayev did his best in order not to be 
formedin previous U. S. S. R. territory of two Slavic and Turkish 
Unions.8 

Diplomat A. H. Arystanbekova wrote about Kazkahstan‟s 
membership in United Nations Organization (U. N. O.) on March, 2 in 
1992 in her work ,,Kazakhstan and UNO: history and perspectives”. 
Since that time Kazakhstan was recognized as a new country by the 
countries of the world. This authoritative organization gives guarantee 
for Kazakhstan‟s protection as an independent country.9 

It is well-known for the population of the country and world 
people that President N. A. Nazarbayev is a founder of formation of 
peace and understanding between countries and people, disarming and 
real activities in the weakest directions. His activities in the sphere of 
foreign policy conducted since the first day of independence withdrew 
from his own country and got world recognition.  

                                                             
8 B. G. Ayagan, A. M. Auanasova, Nursultan Nazarbayev: Person in power, Almaty, Liter-
M., 2015, pp. 136-137. 
9 A. H. Arystanbekova, Kazakhstan in the U. N.: history and prospects, Almaty, Dayk-Press, 
2004, p. 3. 
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For instance, N. A. Nazarbayev realising closing the Semey nuclear 
testing square he became an example for nuclear countries to stop 
testing the dangerous for people‟s life nuclear weapons, he got gratitude 
of mankind as a country leader supporting peace all over the world, he 
awoke hope of people that countries with nuclear weapons will continue 
this serious step.  

N. A. Nazarbayevc completed the job directed to leading out the 
country and liquidate the remains of nuclear weapons that take the 
fourth place in the world left from the Soviet Union. As a result 
Kazakhstan became the country without nuclear weapons in the 90th of 
the XX century. 

President of Republic of Kazakhstan is a founder of the idea of 
stopping the work of all nuclear test squares fully, liquidating the nuclear 
weapons in the world, using the power of atom for the peace purposes, 
his ideas and proposals were supported by world community in the 
United Nations Organization (U. N. O.), and other organizations 
meetings and in different international meetings by the state leaders. 

N. A. Nazarbayev has started preventing the complex ecological 
situation which existed in Kazakhstan before the collapsing of the Soviet 
Union from spreading in the world. For example, in his report on 
October, 29, 1991 he made in the Institute of Royal International 
Relations in London he mentioned that ,,In Kaakhstan we know what the 
ecological danger is, scientists think that Drying of Aral that will never return to its 
first form, forming the same situation in the Balkhash Lake, the results of Semey 
testing places, the danger that was caused by the people, all these should be warning for 
the world people. We relate international community to many problems in the field of 
protection of environment in Kazakhstan. Kazakhstan is ready to cooperate with 
British scholars and specialists and to create the projects in the problems related to the 
struggle against the salt that appears in Aral and Balkhash. We guarantee to provide 
with investigative, financial and organizational activities in order to realize these 
projects”,10 this report was the first step in the the paying attention of the 
world community and necessity of working together regarding to this 
project.  

After the Lisbon signing the work in recognition of our country 
diplomacy, sending the foreign Embassies and international 
organisations representatives and N. A. Nazarbayev‟s agreements and 
meeting with other countries of the world leaders. They have seen from 
the point of Kazkahstan that it is a country that world community can 

                                                             
10 Archive of President of Republic of Kazakhstan (А. P. R. К.): fund, 7. Inventory, 1. 
File, 415. p. 15. 
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collaborate, develop and hold diologues in order to solve the world 
problems.11 

N. A. Nazarbayev‟s proposals and ideas on the base of the 
problem of Aral Sea have been estimated by their value. 

N. A. Nazarbayev became the founder of solving the regional and 
world problems peacefully or through agreement. For example, his ideas 
of solving the problems in Central Asia (Afganistan), Near East (Irak, 
Syria), C. I. S. countries (Tazhikstan, Ukraine) in a peaceful and 
agreement way are welcomed by the world community.  

N. A. Nazarbayev is one of the strugglers of important problems 
such as terrorist attacks and preventing drug business in the world.  

It is known for everyone that mutual understanding between world 
religions, formation of reasoning and specific activities done for the 
benefit of mankind are approved, the city of Astana has become 
permanent place to meet leaders of world religionsin the world. N. A. 
Nazarbayev is the founder of implementing peace, coherence 
requirements of many international organizations, among them the C. I. 
C. A., the S. C. O. and other organizations; moreover, he is also a leader 
of fulfilled specific cases and organization of initiatives and proposals 
how to organize U. N. O. and O. S. C. E. work. 

President of the Republic of Kazakhstan N. A. Nazarbayev has 
become the head of the needs of today‟s demands of joint services of the 
C. I. S. countries. Today, Nursultan Nazarbayev‟s proposal on the 
creation of ,,Eurasian Economic Union” proved its necessity and 
President is assumed as a statesman who is able to predict the future.  

President Nursultan Nazarbayev fully legalized without any 
conflicts, on the basis of clear evidence of a mutual understanding and 
through agreements the borders with the People‟s Republic of China, 
Russia Federation, the Republic of Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Turkmenistan on the basis of international law. This restored the area of 
Kazakh people from ancient times through the history. And this is a rare 
event when the border issue between the two countries is solved 
peacefully. 

Generally, Nursultan Nazarbayev‟s such proposals and initiatives 
in the foreign policy of Kazakhstan in the first ten years of independence 
(1991-2000, were announced), received international importance in a 
short period of time. During this short period of time Republic of 
Kazakhstan formed a worthy place in the world community and the 

                                                             
11 K.K. Tokayev, Belasu, p. 175. 
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name and work of the President of Kazakhstan began to be known to 
the world.  

The specific proposals and activities of the head of independent 
Kazakhstan about improvements of regional and world ecological 
situation became very reasonable. Nursultan Nazarbayev‟s thoughts and 
recommendations in this direction were reported in the official meetings 
of the heads of states, international organizations of regional and global 
levels. For example, On the first days of our country independence in 
the meeting with President of Turkey Republic Suleyman Demirel in: 
,,very dangerous environmental situation formed because of the world‟s largest enclosed 
water bodies due to the lack of a wide range of water resources in many countries of the 
continent. The amount of salt and a lot of dust is distributed in violation of the 
ecological situation in the region, which were brought to the bottom of the sea. Change 
of natural environment, plant and animal life began to become a reality. The crisis 
continues to increase even more dissatisfied with the national boundaries. Scientists 
believe that in the near future it will have global significance. And our neighboring 
nations, the preservation of the natural environment in front of the international 
community aware of the responsibility we have to take into account the need for the 
international context for saving the Aral Sea by creating attempt to resist the threat to 
humanity. This year in March Heads of State of Central Asia signed an agreement 
on joint actions onthe problems of the Aral Sea and the environmental health and 
socio-economic development of the region. The results of large-scale commitment to 
addressing environmental issues and integrationwas establishment of the International 
Fund for Saving the Aral Sea. Here‟s how the normal life expectancy of the 
population, and rescue at sea was a joint initiative of the target for the formation of the 
state. Young countries take into account the support of the international community as 
Aral crisis touches the interests of the whole world. They provided the appropriate 
office of the International Fund for Saving the Aral Sea (I. F. A. S.) sea wide open 
to cooperation in all areas of the destruction of the crisis. We have other environmental 
problemsin the reverse situation where the joint efforts of the world community against 
humanity, whether the strategic purpose of collective bargaining would create an 
international system of environmental safety”, 12  these words became more 
ecological damage to the condition of the global context, the need for 
solutions to the problem of the Aral Sea. 

During the 47th session of the U. N. O. General Assembly 
(October 5, 1992), President of Republic of Kazakhstan reported in his 
speech: ,,Future of our joint activities requires organization and systematization a 
new point of view. We consider that this work should be done more than one level, in 
the whole community, in the continent and within their country. First of all, it was 
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necessary to determine ,,A new place of United Nations Organization in the world” 
in accordance with international cooperation conditions, and with the requirements of 
the current international situation which established in 1990s. It is necessary to 
increase the finance of U. N. O. for Peace support and development. Kazakhstan 
proposes all of the governments of their aspirations as ,,one plus one” request for the 
United Nations to ensure that peace will offer support fund. Thus, each state has to 
give one percent of military budget each year; it‟s possible to increase with one percent it 
again. Here‟s how, after 10 years, the budget will increase more than once. As a result 
this initiative no way detracted from the national security of each member of the world 
community, on the contrary strengthens”.13 

N. A. Nazarbayev said in his report: ,,The current system of 
international affairs needs to reform, so that work in support of peace and security in 
the main structure must begin reforming the United Nations. Kazakhstan, on the 
recommendation of the Security Council should be expanded at the expense of the 
countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America. Besides, the U. N. General Assembly 
strengthens the position of the most important issues of the modern world. All the 
democratization of international relations for the benefit of all countries of the world 
would like to say has become a pillar of peace and stability in the world totally solved 
the real problems in the organization and the major work, most of the world to solve 
the problems of the organization to the members of the General Assembly in order to 
prove his globe drew the attention of the heads of states of the presence of 
representatives of all regions”. 

So ,,In diplomats service portfolio of Kazakhstan” there is 
Nursultan Nazarbayev‟s proposal on the establishment of the Fund for 
the implementation of the peace during the 47th session of the U. N. O. 
(from each state in its annual defense expenditures has decreased by one 
percent with the proposal to allocate the fund).14 

The initiatives of measures of mutual trust and cooperation in Asia 
are of particular importance. N. A. Nazarbayev in an interview 
conducted by the chief editor of the newspaper ,,Kazakhstan‟s 
diplomacy” in 1993: ,,The second meeting of political experts in Almaty (C. I. C. 
A.) really needs analyzing. This time took part in the meeting Afghanistan, 
Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Vietnam, India, Iran, Israel, North Korea, China, 
Kyrgyzstan, Mongolia, Pakistan, Palestine, Russia Federation, Syria, Tajikistan, 
Turkey, Uzbekistan in the meeting. Australia, Indonesia, Cambodia, South Korea, 
Thailand, Japan and Turkmenistan joined as observer countries.In addition, four 
international and regional organizations-United Nations Organization, the Council 

                                                             
13 G. Nurymbetova, R. Kudaybergenov, S. V. Seliverstov, Foreign policy initiatives, p. 386. 
14 Russian Archive of Foreign Policy of the Russian Federation (W. U. A.), Fund 897, 
inventory 3, folder 10, file 21, p. 139. 
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for Security and Cooperation in Europe, the Organization of Islamic Conference, the 
League of Arab States also sent their representatives. It should be noted that the 
number of participants in the second meeting increased. 25 countries and 4 
international organizations participated. To the first meeting in March, 14 countries 
and 2 international organizations came. Participants in the meeting concluded the 
progress of the preparation for the upcoming meeting that will be held on the level of 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Council on Cooperation and Confidence 
Building Measures in Asia, reflecting. As the main directions of the Board of Asia 
are peace, stability and security in the region, cooperation in the field of economy, 
ecology, communication, protection the great cultural heritage and traditions of ancient 
State the participant of each country should respect each other‟s sovereignty and refuse 
the use of force and blackmail. They do not affect to the internal affairs of one 
another”15 and discussed the analysis of the activities undertaken by the 
growing Kazakhstan in this direction.  

,,The main initiative of the Republic of Kazakhstan in the future was 
President N. A. Nazarbayev‟s proposalof conducting a conference on interaction and 
confidence-building measures in Asia (C. I. C. A.)”.16 Official message of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Russian Federation reported ,,The main 
activity of Kazakhstan‟s diplomacy in this direction is the President‟s proposal about 
the U. N. O. General Assembly conference on interaction and confidence-building 
measures in Asia (C. I. C. A.) for the 47 session. Two meetings were organized at 
the level of experts. 24 states of A. T. P., the United Nations, and S. B. S. E. with 
to the Arab League were provided to this event in Almaty”. 

In December 1994, President of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
Nursultan Nazarbayev said in the meeting of O. S. C. E. heads in 
Budapest: ,,We consider that it is the first stage of the creation of a global security 
system of European phenomenon during the high-level conference on interaction and 
confidence-building measures in Asia (C. I. C. A.). The strengthening of security and 
cooperation in the O. S. C. E. became a main objective. Thus we hope that this forum 
will consider regions of Central Asia, including the participation of the affairs of 
Tadzhikistan. This was inevitable that the O. S. C. E.‟s success, its effectiveness 
enhances the reputation of the movement. On the other hand, active participation in 
the work of the O. S. C. E. in Central Asia and strengthen their security, sovereignty 
and territorial integrity, economic and social development of each person and affects the 
rights of nations. Kazakhstan in order tosave security structures of the Asian 
continent based onthe experience of the O. S. C. E. its cooperation with the countries 
of the Mediterranean Sea”.17 

                                                             
15 A. V. P. R. F., Fund, 897, folder, inventory, 1, folder 3, p. 16. 
16 Ibidem, Folder, 1, p. 16, file, 3, p. 8 
17 A. P. R. K., Fund, 5-n. inventory, 1 Folder, 3376, p. 3. 
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President of Kazakhstan N. A. Nazarbayev in OSCE Summit in 
the following year: ,,Kazakhstan fully supports the conclusion of the Agreement on 
the cessation of nuclear weapons tests. For the first time in our country on the planet 
nuclear test site closed. We will seek to nuclear non-proliferation in its destructive 
power of destruction witnessed the destruction of the world's fourth largest nuclear 
missile weapons. Our aspirations in favor of the Eurasian step in the strengthening of 
peace. The signs of civilized development are included in it. The state of 
implementation of these requirements in some regions ignite the fire of war will actively 
promote the approximation of the Cold slowdown in operations in the eyelids. We 
take the Eurasian direction in peace support. On the base of development of 
civilization the directions above mentioned are included. The implementation of this 
requirement in some regions is active to reduce the danger of the conflict situation. 
Thus according to the requirements of security between O. S. C. E. and such 
structures in other regions we shouldn‟t support the limits. It is not important just the 
direction of O. S. C. E. in Europe, but also implementation of some objectives 
between other regional organizations. It is very important for our country. Kazakhstan 
became a leader in the holding the meeting devoted toCooperation and Trust measures 
in Asia”. 18  Kazakhstan determined its place in realizing O. S. C. E. 
objectives; understanding and agreement between people. It paid 
attention to create the organization to realize the O. S. C. E. objectives. 

President of Republic of Kazakhstan N. A. Nazarbayev in the 
international meeting of Central Asian countries leaders devoted to the 
Aral Sea problems on March, 3 in Dashkhovus: ,,I consider as a President of 
International fund of the Aral Sea protection that we should mention about the 
formation ofthe activitiy of the fund. The first priorityprojects of the activities 
Programwhich was approved in order to improve the environmental situation in the 
region in Nukus last year are realizing. Since Kyzyl-Orda and Nukus meeting 
period the International Fund for Saving the Aral Sea the interim government and its 
bodies of the Council are it is getting stronger and stronger in terms of financial 
conditions. As you know, the Fund got the approval and support among the leading 
states of the region and the world such as the United States, Britain, Germany, 
France, Italy, Turkey, Denmark, Belgium, Switzerland, the Netherlands”.19  He 
mentioned that the region‟s environmental situation has become 
dangerous, described the work of the events of the Fund of the Aral Sea 
protection and drew the attention of the world. 

President of Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev took part in the O. 
S. C. E. Summit held in Lisbon in December 1996; he shared his 
thoughts about the world‟s peace, stability, equality, mutual 

                                                             
18 А. V. P. R. F., Fund, 897, inv. 3а, Folder, 11 File, 3, p. 54, 54l. 
19 A. P. R. K., Fund, 5-n. inv. file, 5020, pp. 2-3. 
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understanding and care for the prevention of conflicts, announced 
direction pursued by the Republic of Kazakhstan before the heads of the 
member states of this organization. ,,Participation of Kazakhstan in the O. S. 
C. E. Summit in Lisbon (2-3 December 1996), approves the country‟s desire to 
expandits relations within Europe and strengthen the foreign policy direction”.  

President of Kazakhstan, N. A. Nazarbayev announced his idea in 
Lisbon. In our aspirations, we promote the Eurasian direction towards 
the consolidation of peace. He said that there are requirements, based on 
the integration of developing countries. Nursultan Nazarbayev, in 
implementation of these requirements will reduce tension in the power 
active attitude. 

In one of the interviews after Lisbon Nursultan Nazarbayev said: 
,,Every second speaker told about Eurasia. It is known that in case of talking about 
security from Vancouver to the east one will be talking about all of Europe and Asia. 
The initiative made a success by everyone”.20 

President of the Republic of Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev‟s 
proposals and recommendations about the environmental damage are 
praised at the global level. For example, the message containing the 
content of the environmental damage of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
of the Federation of Russia are reported: ,,One connects economic problems 
with the issue of ecology here. Kazakhstan is one of the authors of the United Nations 
Security Council about the environmental situation”. ,,Among the One of the main 
tasks in this area is drawing the attention of the world community on the part of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan. Depending on the environmental problems of the former 
Semipalatinsk nuclear test site activities are associated with the actions of the Russian 
Federation”.21 

The head of independent country announced his ideas about 
regulating harmful ecological situation, which was established in Soviet 
Union, and not spreading their environmental consequences to the 
international level in his report on the 52nd session of the U. N. General 
Assembly held in September 1997. World official pages inform about 
this: ,,The environmental issues as well as security issues were reviewed during the 
session, where Kazakhstan raised the issue of the consequences of nuclear tests actively 
implemented in its territory today”. 

N. A. Nazarbayev touched the problem about the work of fund 
forthe recovery of the nature and the residents of the affected areas by 
nuclear tests through the material responsibility of the nuclear powers. 

                                                             
20 А. V. P. R. F., fund, 897, inv., 4 Folder, 14, File, 12, p. 119. 
21 Ibidem, inv., 1 Folder, 16 File, 3, p. 1. 
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Onı the U. N. organization) for the restoration of the impoverished 
territory the implementation of several projects of the  

World Bank intends to allocate 77 million dollars for the issue of 
,,Saving the Aral Sea in order to recover the territory that is close to the Aral Sea 
and to implement the projects of U. N. O. for the protection of the environment”.22 
The importance of the problem put by Nursultan Nazarbayev was 
identified. 

The first years of independence of the country the first President 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan devoted to the following the direction of 
the foreign policy of security, mutual trust between the states and the 
people in Asia, understanding and the implementation of measures for 
stability. As a result of this way he has become a public figure to ensure 
peace on the continent. 

In 1999, the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan Nursultan 
Nazarbayev at the meeting with the foreign ministers of Asian countries 
in Almaty reviewed study in the direction of the C. I. C. A. started from 
the beginning of 90 years of the twentieth century: ,,Seven years ago, we 
discussed to form regional security system at the U. N. O., and now we have set a 
task to upgrade again in this direction. First of all, we were congratulated by all the 
Asian countries, representatives of many prestigious international institutions, 
particularly the United Nations. The issue of ensuring peace is especially for Asia. 
More than 3.5 billion people or half of humanity living here that 55% of the gross 
national product, consisting of 40% of world trade is concentrated in the region that is 
very unstable. Today Asia is different from many conflicts. It is clearly that 
improvement of the spread of nuclear weapons and its causes are a danger. Problems of 
a modern complex hidden resettlement, environmental disaster, religious and ethnic 
intolerance, concerned about the threat of international drug distribution. So far, there 
have been many comparisons of opinions and long discussions in order to come to a 
conclusion. Our experts‟ decisions immediately to come to a conclusion have not been 
implemented. Deep differences, especially on disarmament and arms control, non-
interference in internal affairs, took place in the direction of moral criteria. And 
determination of one such complex issues cannot be solved quickly. The result of the 
direction of the establishment of the CICA activity is due to leave the complex system. 
The main emphasis should be first of all important issues and then move to the 
contentious nature of things. Do you plan to sign The Declaration; you are going to 
sign is the results of continuous work of diplomats of many countries. This is the need 
for our countries and peoples of Asian countries in order the world to be more secure in 
the implementation of the agreed proposals. The key is being prepared”. ,,I am talking 
about ,,Shanghai six countries” whose last meeting was held in Bishkek where the 
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states members discussed the use of the mechanism of mutual trust. The problem is 
about military activity, in coordination with a slowdown in cross-border activity in the 
region, on the regulation of cross-border cases, military exercises regulations and 
organizing the exchange of messages. The meeting of the heads of the departments of 
Foreign Affairs C. I. C. A. member states and the appropriate preparation of 
Declaration is leading period of independent foreign policy of Kazakhstan, and a big 
event in my conviction. This forum is a strong desire of Asian countries and a good 
view of the initiatives. I believe that we will be a success to form stability, security and 
prosperity in Asia to pass this complicated path in shaping the future direction”.23 

On the whole, from the date of gaining the independence the 
Republic of Kazakhstan in the region and the international community in 
further strengthening of peace in the world-class specific, complex 
situations, leading up to the conflict that took place between the two 
countries through mutual agreements, understanding, constructive 
proposals for the resolution of its actual position to prove the country 
will be known as started. ,,International policy of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan‟s” joint action and mutual understanding sincerely striving 
for the look is reported by President Nursultan Nazarbayev in Geneva. 
Its content is based on world politics of the twenty-first century where 
Russia and Kazakhstan will become the South Asian region united to the 
interests and aspirations. 

The President outlined the main directions of the foreign policy of 
our country. They are: Firstly, Central Asia (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Uzbekistan) integration policy for this difficult to maintain peace and 
stability in the region shared action; Secondly, deepen the integration of 
the Commonwealth of Independent States, including international 
security and disarmament policy; Thirdly, the justification of security 
structures in Asia; Fourth, the O. S. C. E.‟s ,,Partnership for Peace 
program, the implementation of the plan for the disarmament of the 
integration of the Russian Federation”24 displayed in this context that the 
Russian office.  

Among stated: ,,In the last session of the U. N. O. resolution” for the 
realization of peace in the Middle East ,,Kazakhstan was one of the 
authors”.25 That is why N. A. Nazarbayev is mainly due to the support of 
the U. N. Secretary General on the contentious issues in the context of 
the initiative of the United Nations to hold a special session next before 
the result of the work in this direction has been to determine its 
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importance. He held meetings with the 30-35 country‟s representatives 
where there have been many bilateral and multilateral discussions to the 
practical realization in the Republic of Kazakhstan.26 

The first ten years of independence of the country steps on the 
way of nuclear weapons cleaning initiatives and offers of Kazakhstan in 
this direction found support and the importance of endeavors of the 
head of was emphasized. ,,The president of the Republic of Kazakhstan N. A. 
Nazarbayev at the conference of the U. N. O. within tests of nuclear weapon, to 
disarmament supported the idea of creation of special committee. The president of 
Kazakhstan in Kazakhstan, being on considerable removal from change of thousands 
of kilometers underground there are three modernseismic stations to register the 
message. N. A. Nazarbayev offered on inclusion in monitoring of stations on arms of 
control to connect to the effective tool. The President of Kazakhstan before signing of 
the relevant agreement to nuclear powers with the offered on extension of a moratorida 
of nuclear tests”.27 

The president of the Republic of Kazakhstan N. A. Nazarbayev 
offered to develop the effectiveness of decisions of U. N. O. where 
many world countries are members, was created in order to see future of 
mankind, for realization of development of life of the world. His offers 
which updates continuously according to the agreement of today are 
important.  

It is known that N. A. Nazarbayev started sharing his new ideas 
since the time Kazakhstan became a member of this organization. For 
example, he made speech several times from a tribune of this 
organization and announced the direction of our country in foreign 
policy. He gave his assessment for the work of world community about 
peace and security consolidation since the moment the countries became 
members. He shared his ideas about the increase its influence. As it was 
stated in the foreign official archival data on the ninetieth of the 
beginning of the 20th century: ,,Kazakhstan holds more active policy in a 
question of reforming of U. N. O.”.28 

On the beginning of the nineteenth of the XXth century global 
international situation in Kazakhstan according to requirements of the 
United Nations in definition of concrete measures in regulation of the 
world was described by N. A. Nazarbayev Kazakhstan: ,,Today we should 
be gratefulfor U. N. O. successful activities on preventing strong-willed actions on the 
second half of the 20th century. This will allow defining the main directions of force of 
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the U. N. And I think that all purposes of U. N. are familiar to everyone. They are 
democratization of peace of the people and nations, stability, safety, person, 
developmentfamily of high international organizations justification. For this purpose it 
is necessary to pay attention on the accounting of opinion of the states, in the 
organization in all regions”.29 

Today in the world actually the president N. A. Nazarbayev 
announcing his offers in international terrorism actions, the certain 
countries wish to own nuclear, chemical mass destruction, force, which 
became receipts of weapon of armed conflicts, destruction of 
international communication and marauding is not guilty persons 
according to requirements of the United Nations, not to allow to 
strengthening of the conflicts and religious the conservative political, the 
place in regulation, having defined it activity, increase in responsibility, 
assigned on increase in efficiency systematically and in a case, such world 
the offers. For example, such purpose of reforming of the U. N., in that 
to requirements of time of adaptation in a way of realization of R. K. 
 

Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, President of independent Republic of Kazakhstan is 

characterized to be an initiator in living in peace, non-use of force, 
disarmament, solving any question in equalities and in the way of non-
interference, understanding, concrete steps in formation respect and 
mutual understanding.  

The role of President of independent Republic of Kazakhstan N. 
A. Nazarbayev is special in formation of priority directions of foreign 
policy in international relations. In 1991-1999 Kazakhstan maintained 
contacts with near and far foreign countries. The role of Kazakhstan, 
which is located in the center of Europe and Asia and is on the 9th place 
in the world of is specific in geopolitics. 

Kazakhstan is becoming familiar due to its president N. A. 
Nazarbayev and his global initiatives by thecountries of the world. The 
head of state closed Semey Polygon, made Kazakhstan a member ofthe 
United Nations (U. N.), Union of Cooperation and Trust measures U. C. 
T. M. A., the Eurasian Economic Union (Eur. As. EC.) and was an 
initiator of other safety and cooperation actions.  

He was known in the same time to the present day a fighter on the 
way of solvingworld conflicts and providing fruitful future. His 
constructive and far-sighted activity is continued onthe 21st century.  
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Recommendations 
 
During 1991-1999 the Republic of Kazakhstan achieved success in 

forming its independent and newstatehood in foreign policy and 
international relations.  

The priority directions carried out in foreign policy under the 
leadership of the president are continued nowadays. World‟s population 
iswitness to it. Therefore, foreign policy should be divided into two 
groups; regional and global and in order to introduce and promote them 
as a sample one should fulfill the following works.  

Fistly, to consider President N. A. Nazarbaev‟s global value 
initiative individually; Secondly, to expertise regional important initiatives 
of qualification and actions; Thirdly, to publish historical research works 
as joint books together with world scholars due to his achievements in 
the policy; Fouthly, to collect data of his participated and raised 
problems at important international conferences from domestic and 
foreign archives, and publish the data collection in a chronological order; 
Fifth, it is necessary to make a documentary together with domestic 
producers of ,,Kazakhfilm” and historic and politician scholars on the 
theme ,,The foreign policy of Republic of Kazkahstan and President N. 
A.Nazarbayev‟s role in it”; Sixth, to propose for foreign producers to 
make documentary films about the relations of Kazakhstan with foreign 
countries, foreign policy and N. A. Nazarbayev‟s activities: Seventh, it is 
necessary to publish scientific-research works about President N. A. 
Nazarbayev‟s global initiatives in Kazakh, Russian and English in order 
to introduce and promote in the world. 

These proposals are needed not just for Kazakhstan, but also they 
should serve to pass the development strategies of the people and the 
states of the world, to deliver to young generation his regional and global 
initiatives. In general, it is a very important question of studying of 
foreign policy of the direction and relations of the states of the world. 
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WORD AND WORK OF THE NPA: SOVIET PROPAGANDA 
IN AFRICA DURING THE COLD WAR 

 
Yuri Grigorievich Smertin 

Kuban State University, Russian Federation 
 
Abstract: The article is devoted to the analysis of the propagandistic and 

disinformative activities of the ,,Novosti” Press Agency (NPA) in the African countries in 
the 1960s-1980s. The research is based mainly on archival materials that reveal the strategy 
and tactics of the main Soviet tool of the information warfare, the close relationship of this 
,,public” organization with the CC CPSU and KGB. The main tasks of the NPA in 
Africa were: the creation of the positive image of the USSR as of the expresser and protector 
of the former colonial countries‟ interests, the informational support of the states of ,,socialist 
orientation”, anti-Western propaganda, the publication of the beneficial materials on behalf of 
the local authors in the African mass media. In conclusion, there is a finding that the NPA 
was an important element of the state party machine and executed the political order of its 
leadership not disdaining the methods that are more suitable for the state security services.  

Keywords: Press Agency ,,Novosti”, Africa, propaganda, counter-
propaganda, disinformation, KGB. 

 
For any state, the popularization of its foreign policy goals and 

intentions, domestic policy, lifestyle, cultural and scientific achievements 
is important and necessary. Every state performs its propagandistic 
function at the global and/or regional levels to the best of its ambitions 
and material resources. However, the activities of the Soviet Union in 
this area for all time of its existence is a phenomenon that goes beyond 
the generally accepted norms of the state self-promotion-the propaganda 
became the end in itself for it.  

Confessing the materialistic and atheistic doctrine, Soviet 
communists at the same time were the absolute idealists that thought 
with help of the illusory images ideas and concepts. While rejecting the 
religion and fighting with it, they, consciously or unconsciously, were 
creating their own ideology in the image and likeness of the Christian 
faith and the organizational forms of the Communist cult were repeating 
the Church organization in many respects. It is not surprising because 
the Communists were not the space aliens that possessed the unique 
system of ideas; their mentality was formed within the framework of the 
Christian civilization. Besides, the Communist doctrine was to be 
perceived by ,,the masses” and therefore it had to correspond with their 
spiritual needs and stereotypes of the consciousness. It was necessary to 
replace the old religion with the new one, and that was done in the 
USSR. 
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The works by Marx became the ,,Holy Scripture” and Lenin 
became the prophet of the doctrine. The holy tradition was formed by 
the documents of Comintern, party congresses and plenums. Paradise 
was made mundane and replaced with the future communism, which 
being the ideal social system was the substitution of the Kingdom of 
God at the same time. The real hell was the world of capitalism, where 
the workers‟ souls and bodies were subjected to tortures. However, for 
the real or imaginary domestic apostates from the faith, the hell existed 
in the more concrete form-in the form of the Gulag.  The leader of the 
forces of evil, the enemy of the salvation of mankind, the source of all 
the ills and misfortunes was the new devil-imperialism.  

The class struggle became the driving force of the historical 
development instead of the divine Providence; and the predetermination 
of the processes and events in the human society was determined by the 
firm law of the socio-economic formations‟ change that established the 
fatalistic character of the Communist doctrine. Armageddon was 
interpreted as the last battle between socialism and capitalism in the form 
of the world war until N. S. Khrushchev shifted the emphasis from the 
military solution of the problem of good and evil to the peaceful 
competition between them with the known result. The crossed Hammer 
and Sickle became the symbol of faith instead of the Cross. The role of 
the saints was plaid by the prominent revolutionaries of different 
countries and epochs that especially pleased the liberation of the workers 
with their lives. Their numerous hagiographies were printed in the USSR 
and the book series ,,Life of Remarkable People” and ,,Ardent 
Revolutionaries” were specially created for this purpose. 

Party secretaries and functionaries formed a special, hierarchically-
organized corporation of ministers of the Communist faith; they 
possessed the special status and performed the cultic functions alike the 
Church clergy. The places of realization of the Communist cult were the 
Kremlin Palace of congresses, local houses of the political education, 
,,Red corners” in factories, institutions and collective farms, ,,Lenin‟s 
rooms” in the army units. In such places, the portraits of Marx, Engels, 
Lenin, the members of the Politburo of the CC CPSU successfully 
replaced the icons.  

The role of the Ecumenical councils was performed by the 
International meetings of Communist and workers „parties, where the 
dogmatic, political and other problems were discussed, and heresies in 
the Communist movement were condemned. The Ideological 
department of the CC CPSU and the local party commissions that 
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conducted the investigation of the cases of apostates and held the party 
court became the ,,Holy Inquisition”. As the form of confession the self-
criticism, during which the adherents had to admit their mistakes and 
misconceptions, was pronounced. The Communist organization had its 
own ,,Index librorum prohibitorum”-the list of the prohibited books, 
which included thousands of titles.  

The Communist religion had its own Holy places that were 
connected with various events of the Communism history and the acts 
of the revolutionaries, its own memorabilia, holy relics (the bodies of 
Lenin and Stalin in Mausoleum) that were considered as the objects of 
worship, its own holidays etc.  

A question occurs: what was the God in this idealistic system? It 
seems that the God was the Word. The Soviet communist civilization 
was mainly verbal; the faith in the almighty power of the word 
constituted its base. It was manifested in the sacralization of the texts of 
the ,,fathers” of Communism, ritualization of the party leaders‟ speeches 
and their mandatory citation, mass belief in the magical power and the 
truth of the printed word, in the mystical fear of the words that negated 
the core values of Communism. The words were compounded in slogans 
that ,,decorated” the walls of the residential buildings, factories, 
institutions. Such slogans and appeals as ,,Glory to the CPSU”, ,,The People 
and the Party United”, ,,Communism-the Future of Humanity” were placed on 
the special huge structures, fences, poles, banners that were carried by 
the demonstrators during the Communist holidays. The words 
,,LENIN” and ,,CPSU” flew in the sky formed by the military aircrafts. 

The words said aptly and in time could raise a man to the top of 
the state and party government. Because of ,,dangerous” words one could 
lose his career, freedom and even life. Not for nothing Stalin was 
considered as a consummate linguist in addition to all his merits, and his 
work Marxism and the Questions of Linguistics was studied in obligatory 
order by the entire adult population. Verbal fetishism was typical for 
other party leaders and ideologists as well. The certain word order and 
word definitions in the party‟s programmes and documents of the 
congresses meant a lot for the destiny of the country and of the whole 
world. 

It seems that the economic basis of the Soviet civilization had no 
an independent character and was subordinated to the Word. All 
achievements in the field of the material production, real and imagined, 
turned into the words with the aim to prove the truth of the Idea to the 
citizens of the state and to the world. 
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In accordance with the party Synod‟s opinion, it was necessary to 
bring the True Word to the workers of all countries to accelerate the 
onset of universal communism. As the result, the desire for change that 
overcame all difficulties was supposed to appear and the perceived the 
Truth nations were supposed to destroy the abode of the imperialistic 
devil. It was the basic idea of the Communist proletarism. It was aimed 
at the whole world, but the main objects were Africa, Asia and Latin 
America-the vulnerable periphery of the bourgeois world. Of course, not 
only idealism was the driving force behind the global propaganda 
campaign. During the years after the Second World War the engagement 
of the developing countries and their support of the Soviet foreign policy 
in the UN became the meaningful aspect. The same task was in front of 
the Western block. That is why the Cold War should be considered not 
only as the confrontation of the USSR and West, but as the planetary 
phenomenon, as the global Cold War as it was called by A. Westad.1 

The external propaganda, which was actively conducted by both 
sides, became the effective weapon in this war. There are numerous 
definitions of the phenomenon of propaganda. Stanley Cunningham 
defines propaganda as ,,inherently profoundly unethical state of affairs”. It 
distorts the truth to manipulate our minds, prejudices and beliefs; it 
provides evidences selectively and devalues such highest intellectual 
manifestations as reflexivity and analysis.2 Garth S. Jowett and Victoria 
O‟Donnell understand propaganda as ,,the deliberate and systematic attempt to 
shape perceptions, manipulate cognition, and direct behavior to achieve a response that 
furthers the desired intent of the propagandist”.3 The emphasis on the fact of the 
manipulation of the people‟s consciousness in the interests of the certain 
groups is typical for all definitions of propaganda in Western political 
science. The Soviet understanding of propaganda was different. The 
Great Soviet Encyclopedia defined the Communist propaganda as ,,a 
scientifically based system of spiritual activity developed by the Communist party. The 
distribution of the Marxist-Leninist ideology and policy with the goal of educating, 
nurturing and organizing the masses is implemented in the process of propaganda 
under the leadership of the Communist party”.4 Hence, the Soviet propaganda, 
unlike the bourgeois one, does not manipulate the masses‟ 

                                                             
1 A. Westad, The Global Cold War. Third World Interventions and the Making of our Times, 
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2007. 
2  S. Cunningham, The Idea of Propaganda: A Reconstruction, Westpoint, CT: Praeger 
Publishing, 2002, pp. 98 -125. 
3 Garth S. Jowett, V. G. S. O‟Donnell, Propaganda and Persuasion, Los Angeles, SAGE, 
2015, p. 7. 
4 Great Soviet Encyclopedia, Moscow, Soviet encyclopedia, V. 21, 1975, p. 273. 
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consciousness, but develops it to the understanding of the personal 
interests connected with the construction of communism. It was about 
the peoples of foreign countries as well. 

 
Materials and methods of the research 

 
The Soviet foreign policy propaganda was the complex and 

multidimensional phenomenon that included its visible part (distribution 
of printed materials, broadcasting in the foreign countries etc.) and secret 
part as well (covering of the secret intelligence operations, and so on). 
That is why the main research method is the work with the archival 
materials kept in the Storage Center for Contemporary Documentation 
(SCCD) that was formed in 1991 on the bases of the archival institutions 
of the CC CPSU. In 1992 the authorities of New Russia intended to hold 
the trial over the CPSU and submitted the secret documents relating to 
various aspects of the work of the state party institutions for the narrow 
a narrow circle of researchers. At that time the author had an 
opportunity to learn the interesting for him materials that were used in 
this article. In 1999 SCCD was renamed ,,Russian State Archive of 
Contemporary History” (RSACH) and the vast majority of the materials 
were removed from public access. The materials of the Foreign Policy 
Archive of the Russian Federation (FPA RF) were also used for the 
study of the interaction Soviet embassies in African countries with the 
structures of the NPA. 

The materials of the African press were used during the analysis of 
the Soviet propaganda. The accounts of the described events given by 
the eyewitness-former employees of the NPA and of the special services 
of the USSR and the USA-are of a certain value for the understanding of 
the specifics of the propaganda machine work. Propagandistic and 
disinformative activities of the Soviet Union naturally did not remain 
without attention of its main opponent in the Cold War. The reaction of 
the USA authorities and samples of documents on this subject are 
contained in the reports of the American government agencies.  

The involvement of the wide range of sources, most of which is 
published for the first time, allows to understand the real character of the 
activities of the main propagandistic institution and the great role, which 
that was given by the Soviet ruling class to the foreign propaganda.  
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The results of the research 
 

The think tank of propaganda abroad was the International 
department of the CC CPSU, where the strategy, tactics and concrete 
actions implemented by various organizations and institutions were 
developed. Novosti Press Agency (NPA) plaid one of the leading roles in 
the huge propaganda attack on the developing countries.   

 Until 1961, the foreign propaganda was pursued by 
Sovinformburo-a halfly closed and dubious for the foreigners 
organization. The NPA was created on the bases of it. A touch of 
respectability was given to the new organization because Union of Soviet 
Societies for Friendship and Cultural Relations with Foreign Countries 
became its founding members. However, its real founder was the Central 
Committee of the CPSU that, in its decision made 5 January 1961,  
entrusted the NPA with ,,the preparation and distribution propaganda and 
counter-propaganda materials abroad through the foreign press, informational agencies, 
radio and television; publishing of magazines, newspapers, brochures, booklets and 
other literature abroad; gathering of information in the foreign countries”.5 Thus, the 
tasks of the NPA included open propaganda as well as intelligence 
activity. The last one implied the presence of the officers of KGB in the 
Agency structures. Being the officer of KGB, Stanislav Levchenko 
worked undercover as a journalist in Japan.6 A former senior official of 
the NPA Valery Morozov reports that under the ,,cover” of the NPA the 
officers of KGB and GRU worked. ,,And it was considered obvious and 
natural. War is war”.7  

The both sides used similar tools in this war. CIA veteran Victor 
Marchetti and a former employee of the US State Department John 
Marks attested that since its Foundation until the early 1970s the CIA 
spent more than 1 billion dollars for propaganda that was mainly at 
foreign countries, to promote the interests of the USA. ,,Sometimes this 
means simply telling the truth to an audience (called ,,white” propaganda); others 
times a mixture of truth, half-truth, and slight distortions is used to slant the views of 
the audience (,,grey” propaganda”); and, on occasion, outright lies (,,black” 
propaganda”) are used, although usually accompanied for credibility‟s sake by some 

                                                             
5 Russian State Archive of Contemporary History (RSACH), Fond 5, The apparatus of the CC 
CPSU (1935-1991), inventory 33, case 208, sheet 75. 
6 R. Shultz, R. Godson, Dezinformatsia, 1984. Active Measures in Soviet Strategy, New York, 
Pergamon Brassey;s, 1984, p. 179. 
7 V. Morozov, From ,,Soviet information bureau” and the NPA via RIA ,,Novosti” to ,,Russia 
Today”. www.valerymorozov.com, accessed on 06.06.2017. 
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truths and half-truths”.8 The soviet colleagues from the KGB and the NPA, 
as it seems, had a narrower range of colors at their disposal.  

The responsible mission needed the appropriate executors. They 
were trained mainly in the Institute of Oriental Languages at Moscow 
State University (IOL MSU), which was renamed the Institute of Asia 
and Africa at MSU in the early 1970s. There the students received not 
only linguistic, but the cross-cultural training as well. ,,The personnel 
selection was performed by the proper departments of the institutions, NPA, CC 
CPSU, KGB, etc. The students were guided from the first course evaluating and 
examining them. Any mistake in the student years, a little rottenness, a scandal 
closed the path in the NPA. And once in the NPA, you knew that you were in the 
elite. The understanding how lucky you are comes only after you have entered the 
NPA atmosphere and started to work”,-reports the enthusiast of propaganda 
V. Morozov.9 Indeed, the specifics of the work implied the decent by 
Soviet standards salary, foreign trips behind the ,,iron curtain” and the 
purchase of Western goods for earned abroad currency ,,cheques” in the 
specialized stores ,,Berezka”.   

Unlike the Telegraph Agency of the Soviet Union (TASS) that was 
considered a governmental organization and forced to show some 
restraint in propaganda, the NPA was more freely the choice of the 
means and the themes. The decision of CC CPSU within the NPA in the 
end of 1961 created the Main Editorial of Special Materials for ,,systematic 
work on the preparation of the instigated, disinformative and counter-propagandistic 
materials, introduced through the appropriate special channels”.10 Though, NPA‟s 
functions were not confined to the verbal interventions. It is confirmed 
by Yuri Bezmenov (Thomas Schuman), the officer of the KGB and the 
NPA that escaped to the West in 1970: ,,On direct orders from KGB superiors 
or through the KGB senior stuff within Novosti employers of APN may perform the 
following functions: the spread of disinformation among both Soviet and foreign media 
and diplomatic representatives; opinion probes and intelligence gathering among foreign 
diplomats and VIP‟s; the screening of human material, to be recruited by KGB, 
among foreign delegations and guests of Novosti; character assessment of the same; 
surveillance of both domestic and foreign suspects and/or potential recruits; and 
reference and research of specific subjects related to foreign media, public and political 
life in certain countries”.11 Like many others workers of the ,,invisible front”, Y. 

                                                             
8 V. Marchetti, J. Marks, The CIA and the Cult of Intelligence, New York, Knopf, 1974, p. 
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Bezmenov had no illusions about his mission. ,,We seldom had illusions 
about the true nature of our activity: we could easily observe the horrible results of it. 
For this reason some of us would be burdened with guilt, and seek refuge in cynicism 
or in the accumulating of possession, or in sex, alcohol, and drugs”.12 

Recently appeared and determining their place in the world 
African states were considered the priority objects of the soviet 
propaganda. However, the difficulties caused by the lack of experience 
with the African audience appeared immediately. That is why in March 
1963 CC decided to discuss specially the question of propaganda in 
Africa and instructed the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which had already 
accumulated some experience, to prepare the materials for the 
discussion. The disadvantages of the Soviet propaganda were pointed 
out in the Note by the Press Office of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to 
Central Committee: the low availability for Africans, the lack of 
consideration of the countries‟ peculiarities (for instance, antimonarchist 
materials were sent in the Kingdom of Morocco), excess of comments 
and lack of the actual material. For its reinforcement Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs suggested, among other things, ,,to pay serious attention to the 
demonstration of the advantages of the non-capitalist way of development for the 
underdeveloped countries”, ,,to expose the bonded character of help” of the Western 
countries, etc. Ministry of Foreign Affairs hoped to lull the cautious 
attitude of the authorities of many African countries with help of 
publication of books and brochures with the certain content in 
,,progressive publishing houses” of Great Britain, France and Belgium.13 The 
NPA suggested its own but similar ideas of the intensification and 
increase of propaganda effectiveness.  

CC CPSU agreed with the suggestions and adopted a resolution, in 
which the NPA was allowed to open its bureaus in a number of African 
countries with the aim to establish contacts with the local press agencies 
and newspapers, and also to collect various information including the 
data of intelligence character. 14  15 years later, the NPA conducted 
propaganda and intelligence work in 16 of its Africa bureaus. In other 19 
countries of Africa the Agency conducted this activity through the 
channels of Soviet embassies.15  

One of the directions of the NPA‟s activity was the publishing of 
its own periodicals for the African audience that reflected the successes 
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of the socialist construction in the USSR and the disastrous policies of 
the ,,imperialist warmongers”.16 In 1977, periodicals with the total circulation 
of 1 million 302 thousand copies, 20 press releases with the total 
circulation of 714 thousand copies, more than 1.5 million of brochures 
were released and distributed in Africa. In addition to it, the stream of 
,,special materials” came to Africa in the form of books and brochures in 
foreign languages, the main recipients of which were ,,revolutionary 
democratic parties”. All this was financed from the party (i. e. state) budget. 
Each year the cost was about 150 thousand of so-called convertible 
rubles.17 (The official rate of such not existed in real life ruble was about 
0.6 U.S. dollar.) 

Work with the local press was an important direction of the NPA‟s 
activity. At first, the distribution of the propagandistic materials ran into 
some difficulties, which were the result of ignorance of African 
journalism, which had a long history and the certain traditions in many 
countries. Sent from Moscow informational propagandistic materials did 
not cause the expected from the publishers enthusiasm and desire to 
print them quickly. Aanxiety about the situation was expressed in 1962 in 
the trip to the countries of Africa of the deputy chairman of the NPA S. 
Beglov.  In the report to CC about the trip he bitterly wrote: ,,In some 
cases, the heads of the press services and newspapers frankly stated that the 
information from the Western agencies satisfied them to a greater extent, because this 
information was given in a more laconic form and could be printed almost without 
processing”. But it was not only the form of the materials from Moscow 
that did not unsatisfied the African journalists, many of them were 
disturbed by the content. In the conversation with S. Beglov, the chief 
editor of the newspaper ,,Ethiopian Gerald” stated that the information 
of the Soviet agencies ,,contains too much of open propaganda”.18 

Over time the tactics changed: open propaganda was more and 
more supplemented with the veiled one. The NPA, embassies and 
working under this cover security services began to conduct assertive 
work with African journalists, writers and public figures. Some of them 
guided by the sympathy to the socialist ideas, author‟s vanity and the 
desire for additional earnings agreed to put their signatures under the 
propaganda articles made in Moscow for African newspapers and 
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magazines. In the fact sheet about informational propagandistic work of 
the NPA developed because of XXIV congress of the CPSU, it was 
noted that the materials corresponding to even are actively printed in the 
press of Madagascar, Reunion, Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya, Uganda, Senegal, 
Congo, Mali and other countries. The articles about the benefits of 
socialism and the ideas of the October revolution in the newspapers 
,,Advance” (Nigeria), ,,Uganda Argus” and others were given as the 
examples.19 

Preparation of the ,,backgrounds”, on the bases of which the local 
journalists wrote their articles, was also practiced. For instance, the NPA 
informed CC about the fact that in 1973 about 60 backgrounds on 
important political topics were produced: ,,The CPSU its role and place in 
Soviet society”, ,,The Soviets in the USSR”, ,,About freedom of creativity”, ,,Anti-
Sovietism-the bases of China policy”, ,,Jewish emigration from the USSR: 
fabrications and reality” and others.20 Then some materials were reprinted in 
Soviet and ,,friendly” foreign press and distributed through the channels 
of the controlled by Moscow international organizations that increased 
their propagandistic value. 

The NPA found the able pupils in Africa and their success pleased 
the Soviet masters of propaganda. The chairman of the NPA board L. 
Tolkunov reported to the CC CPSU in October 1977: ,,The practice of 
cooperation (with the local press) shows that African journalists are able to adopt and 
promote the materials of the NPA on the pages of newspapers and magazines, to 
prepare the manuscripts of the brochures after visiting the USSR subject to payment of 
their labor”.21  The material incentive was a rather important point. In 
addition to the direct payments there was the practice of inviting the 
editors of the African newspapers and prominent journalists in the 
Soviet Union, where the unexpected for them grandiose meeting was 
organized, the gifts and the propagandistic materials for the future 
articles were given. ,,It is beyond all doubt,-wrote the second Secretary of the 
USSR embassy in Ghana in May 1975,-that the sojourn of the editor of ,,Ghanaian 
Times‟‟ in the Soviet Union… will facilitate the promotion of the materials about the 
Soviet Union on the pages of Ghanaian Newspapers”.22 

Sometimes, the African editors placed the materials of the Soviet 
propagandistic departments in their newspapers for the solution of the 
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problem of the material support of their publishing houses. For it they 
received paper, paint, fonts etc. In 1965, the USSR ambassador in Ghana 
reported to the Foreign Affairs Ministry that the chief editor of 
,,Ghanaian Times” T. Baffo asked to present to the newspaper a van car 
,,Volga”. Knowing the weakness of his counterparty, the editor stated 
that this gift would serve for the further strengthening of the Soviet-
Ghanaian relations and inspire the employees of his newspaper in their 
struggle against imperialism for socialism building in Ghana. 23  Such 
arguments were hard to resist and the car was presented on behalf of the 
newspaper ,,Pravda”.  

All these measures allowed to increase dramatically the number of 
the pro-Soviet materials in the African press. In 1977, more than 10 
thousand of such materials were published and distributed in print and 
on the radio.24 

However, the work of the NPA bureau not always and not 
everywhere was uneventful. The unbridled nature of the Soviet 
propaganda often caused the rejection, and the excessive activity of the 
correspondents suggested that this ,,public organization” is connected with 
the intelligence services. It was manifested in the limitation and even in 
the periodical cessation of activity in the African countries (Ghana, Mali, 
Tunisia and others). Then the NPA bureaus worked under cover of 
press departments in the embassies.25 

In March 1963, the Congolese newspaper ,,Le Progres” wrote 
about the threat of ideological penetration into Republic of the Congo. 
In the editorial under the title ,,Attention, danger!” it was claimed that 
the scheduled opening of a NPA bureau ,,is contrary to the national interests 
of Congo inasmuch its journalists will use their fictitious independence to penetrate 
everywhere (…) Under the cover of their mission they will inform the public about 
economical, scientific life, etc. (…) ,,Novosti” will be engaged in propaganda of 
communism”.26 The editor‟ worry was not in vain. In August of the same 
year the first president of Congo Fulber Yulu was overthrown and the 
supporters of the socialism construction on the example of the USSR 
came to power. The head of the state Massamba-Debat proclaimed the 
,,scientific socialism” as the official ideology, the one-party system was 
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introduced, the connections with the Soviet Union, China, North Korea 
and North Vietnam were established.27 

In 1963, a employee of the APN was deported from Kenya due to 
the inappropriate for his status activity; his name was not mentioned in 
the local press.28 In the same year, the government of the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo (Kinshasa) deported a NPA correspondent B. 
Beknazar-Yuzbashev for espionage and subversive activities.29 After the 
military coup in Ghana in 1966, which removed the president Kwame 
Nkrumah from power, an NPA correspondent Alexey Kazantsev was 
declared persona non grata. During the search of his apartment, the 
Ghana police found guidelines of the CC CPSU for the being abroad 
members of the NPA and considered them the spyware instructions.30 

From the early 1970s in connection with the apparent failures in 
the domestic and foreign policy of the USSR increasing emphasis in 
propaganda was put on ,,the unmasking of imperialism” and especially on its 
actions in the Third world. The articles about the machinations of the 
West in developing countries were regularly printed in the magazines 
published in foreign languages-,,New Times”, ,,Asia and Africa Today”, 
,,World Marxist Review” etc. The USA as the main ideological adversary 
became the major target. According to the CIA estimates, the budget of 
Soviet abroad propaganda ranged from 4 to 4.5 billion dollars in 1980s.31  

At the direction of the Department of propaganda and agitation of 
the CC CPSU, the NPA decided to start a series of propagandistic 
campaigns dedicated to the upcoming ,,black days of the US imperialism”: 
the decade of the Peace Corps, the fifth anniversary of the loss of a 
hydrogen bomb by an aircraft of the US air force in Palomares (Spain), 
decade of the attempts of the armed intervention in Cuba, the third 
anniversary of the assassination of Martin Luther King. The press in the 
developing countries was supposed to be emphasized in these actions. 
For this purpose the materials for the articles, the photo illustrations, the 
samples of caricatures and other materials, which ,,were sent to the proper 
countries long before the date with the indicating to arm with them the local authors as 
well as the editions of friendly … publications, reminding to the last ones about the 
approaching of such date”, 32  were prepared beforehand. The sent by the 
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NPA materials about the race discrimination in the USA were the most 
numerous, what was supposed to discredit the main enemy in the eyes of 
the African society. At the same times the articles about the happy life of 
the African students in the USSR were inspired, and the preference was 
given to the materials prepared by the students ,,themselves” with help of 
the NPA. The NPA leadership reported: ,,Prepared by the NPA brochure 
,,African in the Soviet Union” written by a graduate student of the Moscow State 
University Gili Osey is sold in Asia and Africa in large quantities”.33 

From the middle of 1970s, the anti-American propaganda began to 
be called ,,The Main Theme” in the official correspondence of the 
informative propagandistic ministries. All NPA offices were ordered to 
neutralize to the maximum extent the increasing influence of the USA 
propaganda in the countries of location and to focus all efforts on the 
local media. Fulfilling the directive of the Centre, the head of the NPA 
bureau in Nigeria S. Kiselev reported that ,,one of the local journalists at the 
request of the Bureau prepared on the bases of our materials operational, well-reasoned 
article of counter-propagandistic nature about the inappropriateness of President 
Carter‟s attempts to intervene in the internal politics of the Soviet Union. The 
material was published in the newspaper Sunday Chronicle… As the material was 
represented as the local one, it was given the necessary ardor and suitable to this 
occasion sharpness”.34 

The ,,Main Theme” reached its peak in the period 1976-1979 that 
was connected with the events in Angola and Ethiopia. In an effort to 
distract the world society attention from the dangerous involvement of 
the USSR in the regional conflicts, the propagandistic machine launched 
a broad anti-American campaign. The work of the NPA bureau activities 
for the promotion of the materials showing the USA as the main enemy 
in the liberation struggle of the African peoples was intensified. The 
typical titles of the magazines articles published for the foreign readers 
were: ,,Subversion in Angola”, ,,Imperialism Against Africa”, ,,Neo-
Colonial Stratagem in Africa”, ,,Imperialism. Design in the Horn of 
Africa” etc.35 The Soviet propaganda explained the USSR intervention in 
the affairs of Angola and Ethiopia by the desire to help ,,victims of 
aggression” of the USA.  

The last large disinformation campaign of the KGB was started in 
1985, in the very beginning of ,,perestroika”. Its aim consisted in the 
convincing of the world public opinion that the USA created the AIDS 

                                                             
33 Ibidem, F. 5, inv. 65, c. 58, sh. 100. 
34 Ibidem, F. 5, inv. 73, c. 324, sh. 11. 
35 New Times, no. 3, 1976; no.28, 1978; no.35, 1978; no.7, 1978.  
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virus and invented the ,,ethnic bomb” for the black people destruction. But 
the foundations of this KGB operation were laid in 1983, when a letter 
of a ,,famous American scientist”, which preferred not tell his name, was 
published in the Indian newspaper ,,Patriot”. He reported that the AIDS 
was developed in the secret laboratories of Pentagon. According to the 
statement of the former intelligence officer Ilya Dzhirkvelov, this 
newspaper was created by the KGB for the publication of the 
disinformation materials.36 For two years few people paid attention to 
this sensational news printed in the little-known newspaper with a 
circulation of 35 thousand copies. But in 1985 the new start was given to 
the operation ,,Infection”. On 10 July the broadcasted to Africa Moscow 
Radio reported that the CIA helps the white South African authorities to 
develop a biological weapon that selectively destroys ,,not whites”.37 

During two years this theory, complemented with the suspicions 
of some foreign biologists, spread around the world with the speed of 
the AIDS; it was published in 80 countries and in more than 30 
languages.38 It was actively discussed on the pages of the Soviet press as 
well. But the main aim was the disinformation of Africa. The climax of 
the campaign took place on January-July 1987. With the active assistance 
of NPA the relevant conspiracy materials were published in many 
African countries (Uganda, ,,Weekly Topic” 14 and 21.01.1987; Ghana -
,,Ghanaian Times” 16.01.1987, ,,The Mirror” 04.04.1987; Sudan-,,SUNA 
News Agency” 07.02.1987, ,,SUNA” 10.07.1987; Senegal-,,Le Soleil”, 
10.03.1987; Congo (Brazzaville)-,,Mweti” 23.03.1987; Morocco-,,Al 
Bayane” 02.04.1987; Mauritania-,,Sunday Star” 04.04.1987; Zimbabwe-
,,Herald”. 14.04.1987; Kenya-,,Sunday Times” 21.06.1987; Nigeria-,,The 
Standard” 02 and 03. 1987 and others).39 

Washington was very concerned about the success of the 
operation ,,Infection” and the damage that it caused to the image of the 
USA. Secretary Of State George Shultz, who met with Mikhail 
Gorbachev in Moscow on 27 October 1987, raised the question of the 
termination by the Soviet side of the ,,active measures” related to the theme 
of the USA involvement in the development of the ,,ethnic weapons”. At 

                                                             
36 U. S. Department of State, ,,Soviet Influence Activities: A Report on Active Measures and 
Propaganda”, Washington D. C., Bureau of Public Affairs, August 1987, p. 44.   
37 Ibidem, p. 35. 
38 U. S. Information Agency, ,,Soviet Active Measures in the Era of Glasnost”, Report to 
Congress, Washington D. C. March 1988, p. 10.  
39  U. S. Department of State, Soviet Influence Activities: A Report on Active Measures and 
Propaganda, 1986-87, Washington D. C.: Bureau of Public Affairs, August 1987, pp. 46-
47.  
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that time the idea of ,,new political thinking” that implied constructive 
cooperation with the West appeared in the discourse of perestroika and 
the publications that connected the world AIDS epidemic with the CIA 
ceased. In July 1988 the President of the Russian Academy of medical 
science Vadim Pokrovsky said the following in an interview with the 
newspaper ,,Soviet Russia”: ,,I can‟t no to tell about the damage, that was caused 
to all of us by the created by some soviet journalists charge without any foundation that 
the American researchers and state institutions produced and distribute the infection 
(AIDS). I declare with all responsibility that not a single Soviet scientist, not a single 
medical or scientific institution shared this position”.40 The story was closed by 
the head of the foreign intelligence Service of the Russian Federation 
Yevgeny Primakov in 1992. Speaking to the students and the teachers of 
the Moscow State Institute of International Relations (MGIMO) he 
stated that the materials that revealed the ,,insidious” plan of the 
American scientists against humanity ,,were invented in the KGB offices”.41 

During the years of ,,perestroika” the NPA was going to engage in 
propagandistic activities in Africa, but now it was given the task to 
explain to Africans the intricacies of ,,acceleration” (economical 
development of the USSR), ,,new thinking” in the international affairs, 
,,international publicity”, however, it seems that there were no big success 
any more on this way and the way itself was short. On 27 July 1990, 
Gorbachev signed a decree on the elimination of the NPA and on the 
creation on its bases of the Information Agency ,,Novosti” (IAN). As it 
was said in the Decrees, it was done ,,for the information support of the state 
domestic and foreign policy of the USSR and in the interests of the democratic media”. 
However, the suppliers of the information and the customers remain the 
same and the meaningful structural changes did not follow.  

After the ,,August coup” in 1991 and the fall of the Communist 
regime, ,,the monster of the Cold War” (as it was called by B. N. Yeltsin) was 
completely destroyed. The resolution of Council of Ministers of the 
RSFSR created Russian Information Agency ,,Novosti” (RIAN) on the 
bases of the IAN. That is how the thirty-year history of the probably 
most powerful machine of the informational war in the world was 
finished.  

Over time RIAN became the modern media holding. As a part of 
the multimedia development strategy educational and social projects 
were created, expert platforms, international discussion clubs and forums 
were organized. But the changes in Russia‟s foreign policy after the 

                                                             
40 Sovetskaya Rossia, no.169, 20 July 1988, p. 4 
41 Isvestia, no. 66, 19 March 1992, p. 3. 
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Munich speech of V. Putin in February 2007 that outlined the anti-
Western character of the rhetoric of the leadership of the state 
demanded radical changes in the information space. 9 December 2013 
Russian President signed a decree ,,About some measures on increase of 
efficiency of activity of the state mass media”. The agency RIA Novosti 
was liquidated and the International information agency ,,Russia today” 
was created instead of it. This structure inherited many traditions and 
techniques of the NPA applying them creatively to modern conditions. 
 

Conclusion 
 
The NPA was created in the early 1960s as a mouthpiece of the 

Soviet propaganda on the foreign countries, that is why the International 
Department of the CC CPSU and the KGB became its organizers and 
curators. Pseudo-social character of this organization gave to it a certain 
freedom of action and judgments in the information war. Over time the 
NPA grown into a branched structure, which had its departments in 
many countries of the world. Africa was the most priority direction of 
the NPA activity and was considered by the Soviet leadership as an 
important field of struggle against the imperialist West. There were the 
majority of the countries that announced the choice of the ,,non-capitalist” 
way of development; the voices of the states of the continent were 
supposed to provide the support for the soviet initiatives in the UN and 
to block unwanted for the USSR decisions of the world community; 
African media was used to conceal the evidence of the involvement of 
Moscow in the emergence of disinformation materials. 

It seems that the effectiveness of the NPA work was low in 
strategic terms in spite of the strong financial and material base. The 
reports to higher authorities were always optimistic, but the situations at 
the places rarely corresponded to the triumphant communiqués. The 
only exception was information support of the operation ,,Infection” 
that was carefully designed in the KGB, but this success was temporary. 
Frequently the pragmatic Africans used the NPA structures, as well as 
the Soviet economic assistance, in their own interests including 
mercantile ones. After the collapse of the USSR the ideas of the ,,socialist 
orientation” almost instantly disappeared from the political discourse of 
the African countries, and the successor of the Soviet Empire, the 
Russian Federation, left Africa as a noticeable factor for a long time.  
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Abstract: In this article, we tried to describe briefly the geography, the history of the 

area of Akhyska, the history of the migration of the Turks of Akhyska to Central Asia, 
and the role of the Turkish diaspora in the socio-cultural life of Kazakhstan. The Akhyska 
Turks had been departed to Kazakhstan in Soviet period, so they became an integral part of 
our country. The paper considers the problems of demographic situation during last 70 years, 
modifications in the way of their life. In the article used the texts of the colloquial speech of the 
representatives of the Turks of Kazakhstan, written and transcribed by the author of the 
article within the framework of the project ,,Interaction of languages and cultures of the Turkic 
peoples of Kazakhstan”. 
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One people, hundreds of years ago, settled in the Caucasian 

mountains and lived there in peace and harmony. This people was called 
the Akhysk Turks. They numbered about 350-400 thousand people and 
they professed Islam. Under the protection of the Ottoman Empire, no 
one touched them, but over the past hundred years they have 
experienced many grief, since the expulsion from their homeland is the 
greatest grief for the Ahiska Turks. 

The Turkish diaspora of Kazakhstan plays an important role in 
politics, economy and culture of our country. Recently, they have 
identified themselves as Turks of Akhyska by the name of the area from 
which they were deported to Kazakhstan. On the question of their 
origin, there are two polar positions. The first determines their Georgian 
origin and is based on the research of Soviet Georgian scientists. 
According to this theory, the historical Georgian province of Meskhetia 
in 1578 was conquered by Ottoman Turks, and as a result the local 
population adopted Islam, it was narrated and lost Georgian identity. 
Under the influence of the supporters of this viewpoint, since the late 
1980s, after the Ferghana events, new terms have spread in the literature-
the ,,Meskhetian Turks” or the ,,Meskhetian Turks”. 

According to the second point of view today among the 
overwhelming majority of the Akhyskas, they are of Turkish origin, and 
their real name is the ,,Akhyska‟s Turks” (Turkic ,,akhyska „s Turks”). We 
rely on the works of scientists who adhere to the second point of view. 
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Akhyska is the area of today‟s Georgian Meskheti in the South 
Caucasus with an area of 6260 km2, located 15 km from the borders of 
Northeast Turkey, which includes 5 big cities (Akhyska, Adygon, 
Akhylkelek, Aspinza and Bogdanovka) with 248 settlements adjoining 
them. Akhyska is rubbed along both banks of the Posof River, and is 
connected by railroads to Turkey and the Georgian cities of Tbilisi, 
Batumi. On the territory of Akhyska, flows the Kura River, which is 
important for the whole Caucasus region. The rivers Posof and Adygon, 
flowing from the West, connect with the Kura in the eastern part of the 
city of Akhyska, and flow into the Caspian Sea. In Akhyska, along with 
the fertile plains that are convenient for farming, between hilly 
mountains there are hilly lands with magnificent herbs suitable for cattle 
breeding.1 

The Turks in Kazakhstan appeared in the 1920s and in a few 
decades turned into one of the most numerous and fast-growing ethnic 
communities of the republic. According to the estimate as of January 1, 
2014, almost 105 thousand Turks lived in the republic, which occupied 
the 9th place in terms of population. Compared with the last census of 
the population of KazSSR, their number in the republic more than 
doubled. Kazakhstani Turks are mainly natives of the republic and have 
a Georgian-Meskhetian origin (ahyska), although from the early 1990s, 
people from the Turkish Republic. 

The peculiarity of the national character of the Turkish diaspora is 
their courtesy, hospitality, straightforwardness, but also there is cruelty 
and cunning. Turkish hospitality is known to many, especially generosity. 
Turks do not have excessive gaiety, talk, gesticulation, the temperament 
of the Turk restrains and the dogmas of Islam, deeply rooted in the 
consciousness and habits of the older generation. In the distribution of 
moral values among the Turks in the first place are courage, love of the 
motherland, attachment to the family and loved ones. The very word 
,,Turk” means ,,strong, strong”. In Turkish, ,,Turk” means ,,Turks” as a 
representative of the Turkish ethnos and ,,Turk”, as a representative of 
the ethno-linguistic community of the Turkic peoples. For the spiritual 
and cultural life of each nation living in a particular country, three basic 
conditions are necessary: peace, harmony and creative work. 

Several variants of the Turkish language are functioning in 
Kazakhstan: the variant of the language of the Turks of Ahiska, 
Hemshilli and Lazov. Achska Turks are divided into yerly (local) and 

                                                             
1 Z. Yunus, Akhıska Araštırmaları, Ankara, 2006. 
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trekeme. All the variants of the Turkish language functioning in 
Kazakhstan are non-written and are on the verge of extinction. 

It should be specially emphasized that the separation from the 
main Turkish ethnic massif, after the closure of the borders in the 20s of 
the last century and the deportation in 1944, led, in particular, to the 
preservation of the language and certain elements of traditional Turkish 
culture. The language of the Kazakh Turks was preserved in the form in 
which it existed before the Kemalist reform in the Republic of Turkey. 
At the same time, quite fast processes of cultural assimilation of Kazakh 
Turks (simultaneously to Kazakh and Russian-language culture) are 
taking place and the language and culture retained by the older 
generation need fixation by researchers. A special study revealing the 
sociolinguistic situation of the Turkish diaspora in Kazakhstan was also 
not conducted earlier. From 2015-2017, a scientific study on the theme 
..Turkic world of Kazakhstan: language variants, cultural archetypes, 
identification of the Turkish diaspora”, funded by the Ministry of 
Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 
 

History of Akhyska 
 
The Caucasus region occupies the territory between the Caspian 

and Black Seas. It is divided into northern and southern parts. The 
North Caucasus absorbs the mountain chain of the Caucasian 
mountains, and the Republics located at its foot-Karachaevo-Cherkessia, 
Kabardino-Balkaria, Adygea, Abkhazia, Chechnya, Ingushetia, Dagestan, 
Ossetia; and part of the Krasnodar Territory. The South Caucasus 
includes the Republics of Azerbaijan, Georgia, Armenia, the territory of 
Turkey including the cities of Agra, Kars, Artvin, and the territory of the 
Islamic Republic of Iran to Tauris. Due to natural obstacles created by 
the Caucasus Mountains, contacts between the north and the south were 
possible only with the help of the passes ,,Iron Gate” and ,,Daryal”. 

The Caucasus region throughout its history has been the place of 
interaction of аdifferent cultures, peoples, languages. The mild climate, 
fertile lands, the richness of water resources, as well as the presence of 
natural protective barriers attracted tribes of different origins and were 
the subject of frequent conflicts.2 

The location of the South Caucasus on the border of Eastern 
Europe and South-West Asia, thus being a link between the two parts of 

                                                             
2 K. Alp Ercilasun, ,,Selčukluların Kafkasya Politikası”, in Türk Kültürü, no. XXXIII, 
1995. 
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the world, the availability of land, sea and river routes, allowing trade 
between remote regions (the Northern Silk Road, fur road) political and 
geographical significance of the Caucasus. 

In connection with the constant movement of peoples, the 
Caucasus acted as a field of permanent migration processes, and as a 
result of the interaction of languages and cultures. 

Before the Ottoman rule, this land was divided between the 
Iranians (Sassanids), the Byzantines, the Khazars, and for a long time it 
was under pressure from the Arabs. 

Especially there were frequent attacks from the Seljuks (Oguz-
Turkmens) on Eastern Anatolia and the South Caucasus. 

In this connection, at the beginning of the 12th century. Georgian 
king David invites the Kypchaks from the Northern Caucasus to help in 
opposing the Seljuk aggression. Thus, 40.000 Kypchaks settle along the 
flows Upper Kura and Chorukh.3 60 years after the transition to Georgia, 
since 1118 the Kypchaks founded a dynasty named by Kypchak leader of 
the Georgian army Kubasar, which played an important role in the 
history of Georgia.4 

Being a powerful force of the Georgian army, the Kypchaks 
founded their dynasties in the territories of Chorukh and Upper Kura, 
where the majority of the Kypchaks lived. Thus, in 1268, the principality 
of Samtskhe-Saatabago (Samtskheatabek) emerged on this territory. The 
capital of Atabekov was the town of Akhyska. For 310 years, the 
Atabekovs controlled the Turkic Muslim regions of Ilkhanly, Zhalaiyrly, 
Karakoyunlu, Akkoyunlu, Safewi.5 

In 1578, an administrative unit was established within the Ottoman 
Sultanate-the AkhyskaPashalyk. 

In 1828, as a result of the Russian-Turkish war, the Akhinsk 
Pashalyk ceased to exist, and part of its territory became part of the 
Russian Empire. So a new stage in the history of the Akhaltsikhe Turks 
began. Two counties-Akhaltsikhe and Akhalkalaki-were created on this 
territory. As a result of the strict colonialist policy towards the local 
Turkish population, most of the local residents moved to Turkey, and in 
exchange the Armenians from Kars and Bayazit began mass settlement 
of these territories.6 

                                                             
3 I. Şahin, ,,Anadolu‟da Oğuzlar”, in Türkler, no. IV, 2002. 
4 B. Mirza, ,,Gürcistan”, in İslam Ansiklopedisi, Ankara, 1997. 
5 A. Gökbel, ,,Kıpčaklar/Kumanlar”, in Türkler, no. II, 2002. 
6 Akhaltsikhe Intolerance, no. 94, 1897. 
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In 1828, the population of the city of Akhaltsikhe was more than 
50 thousand people. In 1939-12,2 thousand, 1959-16,9 thousand, and by 
1966 it reached 17,8 thousand.7 
 

Features of cultural development of the region 
 
March 16, 1921 in Moscow, signed a treaty of friendship between 

Turkey and Russia. Akhaltsikha and Akhalkalaki districts were withdrawn 
to the Russians, and later were annexed to the Georgian SSR. 

In the 1920s and 1930s of the XX century, the cultural and 
economic development of the Akhaltsikhe Turks increased, a new 
cultural and educational centers were formed, national cadres were 
growing, technical and pedagogical schools, courses of political 
education were being opened. 

In 1934, with the assistance of the Tbilisi Azeri Theater, the 
Adygyun collective and state farm theater under the leadership of 
Ibrahim Isfahanli began to function.8 

At the end of the 1920s, five new districts were created in this 
region-Adygun, Akhalkalaki, Akhiskine, Aspindza and Bogdanovka. 
According to the census of 1939, more than half of the population of 
Akhaltsikha (28.480 of 55.490) were Turks. In the information of the 
Institute of History, Archeology and Ethnography named after N. 
Dzhavakhashvili, figures are given that differ from the official statistics 
for 1939: in the Adygun region 80% of the population were Turks, 70% 
in Bogdanovka, 66% in Aspindze, 51% in Akhaltsikhe.9 

Unfortunately, the cultural development of the area was suspended 
by the plan of the eviction of Turks from Georgia. To this end, at the 
beginning of the Second World War, a 70-kilometer railway line was laid 
from Borzhomi to Vale. So, the decision No. 6279 of the State Defense 
Committee of July 31, 1944, and the PCIA order number 001176, from 
September 20, it was decided to relocate the Turks.10 

Before the deportation among the Turks, humiliating agitation was 
conducted, they were tried to persuade them to adopt Georgian 

                                                             
7 F. F. Davitaya, The Soviet Union. Geographical description in 22 volumes, Georgia/Moscow, 
1967. 
8 H. Abbas, Tbilisi Azeri Theater, Baku, 1984. 
9  To clarify an important historical fact. Newspaper ,,National education”, July 30, 
1989. 
10 Ahiska-Ahiska, ,,Gazetesi”, retrieved from: www.ahiska-gazeta.com. 
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nationality. But, even in Georgian sources, the people strongly rejected 
such proposals, expressing adherence to their roots.11 

In 1944, the Meskhetian Turks (along with the Kurds, Hemshils), 
according to the decision of the USSR State Committee for Defense No. 
6279 of July 31, 1944, were evicted from Georgia to Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan. A total of 115.5 thousand. This was done 
,,due to the fact that a significant part of the population was related to the residents of 
the border regions of Turkey by kindred relations and showed emigration sentiments”. 

The Turk-Ahiska was accused of ,,assisting the enemies, engaging in 
smuggling and serving for Turkish intelligence agencies by recruiting spy elements and 
planting bandit groups” (from Beria‟s report to Stalin). 

Deported Meskhetian Turks were dispersed in separate settlements 
in various regions of Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan as ,,special 
settlers” (that is, without the right to change their place of residence). 
From the documents it becomes clear that the plan to evict the Turks 
from these places has been prepared for a long time. To this end, at the 
beginning of the war, a 70-kilometer railway line was laid from Borzhomi 
to Vale. 

In early November 1944, the resettlement areas of the Turks were 
blocked by troops, and after the declaration of martial law at dawn on 
November 15, inhuman deportation of civilians began. In a few days, 
125.000 people were deported from 220 villages-115.000 Turks, 7000 
Kurds, and 3000 Hamshins. At that time, 46 thousand Akhaltsikhe Turks 
fought on the fronts of the Second World War, of which 26 thousand 
were killed, but nevertheless all those who returned home, including 
hundreds decorated with orders and medals for courage and bravery, 
including 8 heroes of the Soviet Union, were deported to place of 
deportation. 

According to data cited by the chief research officer of the 
Institute of History of the SA KSSR, V. N. Zemskov, in the article of the 
journal ,,Sociological Research” in 1990, the total number of people 
deported to Central Asia in 1944 from the Georgian SSR was 94.955 
people. Of these, 29.497 in Kazakhstan, 42.618 in Uzbekistan, and 9811 
people in Kyrgyzstan.12 

                                                             
11 Sh Badridze, ,,Turks-Meskhetians: how did the problem arise?”, in The Tbilisi evening, 
1989. 
12 V. N. Zemskov, ,,Special settlers (according to the documents of the PCIA and the 
Ministry of Internal Affairs of the USSR)”, in  Sociological research, no. 11, 1990, pp. 103-
114. 
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The first echelons with the deported Turks arrived in the Tashkent 
region on December 9, 1944 after a 22-day journey. People who were 
ordered to take food for three days, rode for the most part without food 
and warm clothing in broken freight cars.13 

For 12 years, they lived in the status of special settlers, under the 
conditions of the curfew, in a situation of complete lack of rights and 
arbitrariness. 

Of the 29.497 Turks resettled in Kazakhstan, according to the 
1959 census, 9916 people remained in Kazakhstan. 11 years later, in 
1970, 18.377 Turks were living in Kazakhstan, from this it is clear that 
since the 60s the Turks decided to settle in Kazakhstan, the Turkish 
families of that time numbered 6-8 children. According to the 1979 
census, the number of Turks in Kazakhstan was 25.718, an increase of 
40% over 9 years. This indicator is lower than the previous census 
period. This can be explained by the fact that in this period there were 
fewer Turks of childbearing age, since during deportation to Kazakhstan 
there was a very high mortality rate. According to some reports, several 
thousand people died on the way, and in the first six months of their stay 
in new conditions in Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan, 37.000 Turks died, 
17.000 of them children and adolescents. The period when these 17 
thousand children and adolescents could see their grandchildren, and 
there were 70s. The second reason for the reduction in the number of 
Turks was the relocation of ethnic Turks from Kazakhstan, mainly to 
Azerbaijan. 

According to the 1989 census, there were 49.219 representatives of 
the Turkish people living in Kazakhstan. From this it can be seen that 
the Turks basically closed the topic of the move and began to take deep 
roots in the Kazakh land. In 1999-2009, the number of Turks increased 
by 28% to 97.015 people. 

In 1959, the Turks were 0.1% of the population of the republic, 
and according to the data as of January 1, 2014, 104 792 Turks live in 
Kazakhstan, which amounted to 0.6% of the population.14 According to 
unofficial sources, the number of Turks in Kazakhstan reaches 200.000 
people. 

So, we examined the history of the area of Akhysk and the reasons 
for the migration of Turks living in the territory of this locality to the 

                                                             
13 M. Baratashvili, Legal status of Meskhs-repatriates in Georgia, Tbilisi, 1998. 
14 Population and composition of the population of the Republic of Kazakhstan. Results of the 1999 
population census in the Republic of Kazakhstan: Statistical compilation, Almaty, 2000. 
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Republic of Kazakhstan. Now let us turn to the modern life of the Turks 
of Kazakhstan. 
 

The role and place of the Turks of Akhysk 
in the socio-cultural life of Kazakhstan 

 
Under the influence of Soviet ideology, which pursued the goal of 

merging all the peoples of the USSR, the traditional culture of hundreds 
of ethnic groups living on the territory of the Soviet Union, including the 
Turkish one, were partially or completely destroyed. Ethnoses were 
subjected to a historical experiment that contributed to the loss of 
communication with the traditional way of life; led to profound changes 
in culture. Spiritual treasures were partly rejected, crossed out of national 
circulation. 

After gaining Independence in the states of the former Union, the 
issue of returning lost national values became urgent. In this connection, 
in Kazakhstan, activities aimed at developing the spiritual culture of all 
ethnic groups of the Republic began to develop. 

So, in February 1991, the Public Association of the Turk-Akhyska 
,,All-Union Turkish Cultural Center‟ Turkey” was established in Almaty. 
JS ,,Turkish ethnocultural center”, ,,Akhyska” is the legal successor of 
the above-mentioned organization, which changed its name several 
times. The status of the association is republican. A harmonious vertical 
structure of the relationship of the republican society with the regional, 
city, regional branches and representatives in the settlements where the 
Turkish diaspora lives compactly has been created. Currently, there are 
eight regions (Almaty, South Kazakhstan, Akmola, Zhambyl, Kyzyl-
Orda, Karaganda, Mangistau, East Kazakhstan), seven city and 13 
district branches. In each locality, Councils of Diaspora representatives 
have been elected by vote. At the council of the society, 10 committees 
have been elected by the executive committee in various areas of work: 
education, culture, sports, the Committee on Youth Affairs, the 
Women‟s Council, the Committee for Legal Social Protection, the 
Committee for Religious Affairs, the Council of Elders, the Association 
of Entrepreneurs and Businessmen, the Committee for Foreign 
Economic and Cultural Affairs connections (Ahiska-Ahisk). 

The main thing that is envisaged by the Charter of the center is the 
friendship and consent of all peoples living on the territory of 
independent Kazakhstan. The activists of this center do not forget about 
traditions, customs, culture, as well as problems of the Turkish diaspora. 
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In addition, representatives of the Turkish diaspora actively participate in 
the political life of Kazakhstan, supporting the course of reforms and 
reforms. The first country who literally within half an hour recognized 
the independence of Kazakhstan was Turkey. The first head of the 
foreign state was the President of Turkey Turgut Ozal. And following 
the behest of Ataturk offered help. The young country needed a 
currency, dollars. Experienced by a deep economic crisis, Turkey took 
credit in the West and transferred it to its Turkic brothers as a non-
refundable aid. But today the Turks themselves are looking with hope at 
Kazakhstan, which they see as a bridge that will connect the Turkic 
world spiritually and on the basis of common origin. 

The main activities of the regional branch of the public association 
,,Turkish National Center”, ,,Ahyska”: 

-assistance in the comprehensive mutual enrichment of national 
cultures of the peoples of Kazakhstan, including Kazakh and Turkish, 
including the development of diverse cultural ties between Kazakhstan 
and Turkey; 

-participation in the implementation of cultural and educational 
activities among persons of Turkish nationality studying history, 
preserving and developing the language, culture, customs and traditions 
of the Turkish people; 

-study of the problems of the Turkish population and 
representation of its interests in state and other public associations of the 
Republic and other states; 

-attraction of representatives of other nationalities and nationalities 
to the history, culture, art of the Turkish people. 

When the union is working class on studying the Turkish language, 
a youth club, a dance group. 

The activities of the Turkish national center are aimed at raising 
the level of culture and education of the ethnos. The company publishes 
the republican newspaper ,,Akhyska” in Russian, Turkish and Kazakh. In 
the spring of 2001, the audience saw and appreciated the first film in 
Turkish ,,Sweet Spring”, which tells about the life, way of life and 
traditions of the Turkish diaspora in Kazakhstan. Almost finished work 
on the second feature film in Turkish-,,Debt”. Currently, in 42 secondary 
schools in Almaty, Zhambyl and South-Kazakhstan regions, it is here 
that a large number of Turkish diasporas live, the Turkish language is 
studied. Secondary school No. 99 of Almaty city is the leading one in the 
study of the Turkish language. 
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At the Turkish Cultural Center in Almaty, the united society 
,,Akhyska Woman” operates. 

Since 2000, the international newspaper of the Turkish ethno-
cultural center in Kazakhstan, ,,Akhyska”, has been published under the 
aegis of the Assembly of the People of Kazakhstan. The newspaper is 
published in three languages: Turkish, Kazakh and Russian. ,,Akhyska” is 
distributed not only in all cities of Kazakhstan, but also in Turkey, 
Azerbaijan, Russia, Ukraine, America, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Georgia. 
The newspaper is read by a wide variety of people. ,,Akhyska” is popular 
with representatives of the country's authorities, embassies and 
consulates, as well as various diasporas of the republic and foreigners. 
The main task of the publication is to create conditions for a harmonious 
and friendly neighborhood between all the peoples of Kazakhstan 
(Ahiska-Ahisk). 

It is known that the national theaters play an important role for the 
spiritual development of the people. So, in the South-Kazakhstan region 
the Turkish comedy theater ,,Miko” functions. 

The feature film "Borch" (Debt) was shot, and documentary films 
about the life, traditions and customs of the Turk of the akhiska of the 
SSN-Turkiye TV companies from Turkey and the television and radio 
complex of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 

Annually the national wrestling tournament ,,Gyuresh”, soccer 
championships among junior and adult teams are held. Organized 
Republican, regional and regional festivals of culture. 
 

Features of life of the Turks 
 
With the acquisition by Kazakhstan of Independence, the Turks-

,,Akhyska”-ceased to feel discriminated against on a national basis. 
Today the names of such people are known to a wide circle of people: 
people‟s poets Ali Pasha Veysal-oglu, Karayev Kamal, writer Chingiz 
Badalov, singer-ashug Akhmetov Mowlet, actor of theater and cinema 
Afrasogly Mikael, professional football player of the main part of the 
football club ,,Kairat” Aliyev Ali, candidate of medical sciences Kurdaev 
Tofig Ashimovich, Karim Alibek Niyazovich-professor, candidate of 
chemical sciences. Annually the national wrestling tournament 
,,Gyuresh”, soccer championships among youth and adult teams are 
held. Organized Republican, regional and regional festivals of culture. 

Traditional Turkish women‟s and men‟s clothing consisted of the 
same components: trousers (shalwar), shirts (chelek), waistcoat (yelek), 
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belt (sash) and various headgear. The trousers were made of dark fabric, 
were wide in the waist and gradually narrowed downwards. Such a cut 
was well suited for working in the field and for sitting on the floor ,,in 
Turkish”, cross-legged. Chomlek (shirt)-zapravlyalsya inside pants. It had 
a tunic-like cut without shoulder seams. Men met shirts and with 
shoulder seams (mintan), with a standing collar and three buttons in 
front. 

But the women on top of the shirt wore a long, to the heel, a dress 
with arms, covering the fingertips (entaris). There were two varieties of 
entarie: one of them (utesetekentari) had a front incision from the gates 
to the hem, fastened at the waist with three buttons, and also two lateral 
incisions from the waist to the hem, the second (ikietekentar) had only 
two lateral incisions. Sash (belt), reaching a length of 3-4 meters, the 
women bandaged the dress, and the men vest, storing money, tobacco, 
matches and other small items. A short waistcoat was sometimes worn 
by women, putting it on top of the entarie, and the silk yelek, ornate with 
gold and silver embroidery, served as an indispensable element of the 
wedding attire of the bride. 

The traditional occupation of the Turks of Kazakhstan is the 
cultivation of grain, horticulture, cultivation of industrial crops, 
transhumance sheep breeding, cattle breeding. This is explained by the 
large resettlement of Turks in rural areas. Let‟s give examples from 
excerpts from the records of the speech of the Kazakh Turks: ,,jašajıš bile 
šükür Allağa bile ejolir her adamaburdajašijanadamlaratopraqverildi, 
herkesgendibahšasındačalıšiir, kimisitahılekir, kimisimejvaekir, 

kimisihijardurpamidordurbelabirhajattabuišidüzeldiiroʁulušaʁınıhajiriir”/,,We live, 
glory to Allah, it‟s good. Everyone living here is given land, all work in their gardens, 
who sow grain, who plant fruits, who are cucumbers, tomatoes. They set up this work, 
raise sons and children” (Akhiska_Turgen_110815 10:16). 

,,İndi anamatamjašiirköjde. Köjde de bile birküčihköjdü. İnekbahiirlär mal 
mulbahiirlär, qojunonansoraonagünnügörürler. Onnangünügörürler, 
sütsatıjlerbazaragidip, sütsatijler, pejndirsatijrler, qajmah ne bile ištaanam da 
nejdeištiiratamajardımidir. Atamözüčobandır”/,,Now parents live in the village. The 
village is such a small settlement. Graze cows, graze cattle, sheep, and so on. So they 
live feeding, they sold milk, cheese, sour cream in the market. What else, Mom also 
works, helps my father. Father himself is a shepherd” (Akhiska_Almaty_110815 
02:08). 

The traditional crafts of the Turks are carpet weaving, 
goldsmithing and jewelry production, making of forged fine utensils, 
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pottery, processing of wood and stone, woolen, silk, and paper weaving, 
felting, dressing of leather, making braids, knitting socks and others.  

Until 1989, it was forbidden to write and mention about this 
people. There is no clarity on the issue of their origin, which contributed 
to the emergence of heated debates, which then took on a political 
character. In the sources and documents of the Russian Empire of the 
XIX-early XX centuries, the terms ,,Muslims” and ,,Turks” prevail, 
sometimes ,,Sunni Georgians”. In Soviet times, before the deportation of 
1944, this people were called ,,Turks” or ,,Azerbaijanis”, and already in 
Central Asia they were recorded in documents as ,,Turks”, sometimes 
,,Azerbaijanis”. In connection with the emergence of the movement of 
the Ahiska Turks for their return to their homeland, in the 70-80s. 
appeared two polar positions on the issue of their origin. The first 
determines their Georgian origin and is based on the research of 
Georgian scientists. According to this theory, the historical Georgian 
province of Meskhetia in 1578 was conquered by Ottoman Turks, and as 
a result the local population adopted Islam, it was narrated and lost 
Georgian identity. Under the influence of supporters of this viewpoint, 
since the late 1980s, especially after the Ferghana events, new terms have 
spread in the literature-,,Meskhetian Turks” or ,,Meskhetian Turks”. 

During the Soviet period, the rights of Turks to higher education 
were infringed. Therefore, in those years, among the employees of state 
institutions, the Turks practically did not exist, not counting those who, 
according to the passport, were registered as an Azerbaijan. 

,,Eveldenoqımaqčohčetinmeselejdi. Biraznatsıonal'nıvoprosidi. Eger 

türkjazılıjseninstitutadüšmaqčetinmeseleidi. Ona sebepčoʁubizimtürkler de 
azerbajdjanjazıliirdi. Biz 

dörtqardašuhdörtqardaštanikisiazerbajǰandurjazıliikisitürk. Bennen de 
kučuhqardašımazerbajdjanjazılidur. Ben institutuqurtardımgirdim. 
Kučukqardašımmilisijaškolamilisijajiqurtardi, šejdeministerstvovnutrennih del išledi, 
odanp'ensijaačıhtı o da”/,,Earlier, learning was a problem. There was a national 
question. If you are recorded as a Turk, entering the institute was a problem. 
Therefore, many of our Turks are recorded as an Azerbaijanis. We are four brothers. 
Two of them were recorded by Azerbaijanis, two by Turks. My younger brother and I 
are recorded by Azerbaijanis. I graduated from the institute. The younger brother 
graduated from the police school, worked in the Ministry of Internal Affairs, from 
there he retired” (Ahiska_Turgen_110815  05:13). 

,,jigirmisekkizjilburdaišledim, čalištım. Buranınbubalabaqšasıni, mektebini, 

joluni, sujuni, bol‟nitsasinihepburanınbükül japan inǰineradambenim”/,,Twenty 
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years ago worked here. Local kindergarten, school, road, water, hospital, everything 
here as an engineer I did” (Ahiska_Turgen_110815  03:47). 

With the acquisition of independence by Kazakhstan, the Turks 
ceased to feel discrimination on ethnic grounds. They are free to receive 
education not only in Kazakhstan, but also abroad. With the support of 
the Turkish Government every year, 15-20 young citizens are sent to 
study in universities in Turkey. 

,,A šindišükürAllağabizimčalčoǰuʁumuzTurkija'da da oqijir, German'jada 
da oqijir, Astana‟daoqijirEvrazijskiinstitutta, Nazarbajev, Demirelšejsinde de 
oqijir”/,,And now, thank God, our children are studying both in Turkey and in 
Germany, in Astana in the Eurasian Institute, in Nazarbayev, in Demirel are 
studying” (Ahiska_Turgen_110815  04:49). 

,,Onan sora Qazaq-Turk Universitesinedüštüm, Turkistan'daoqıdımHimja-

Biologija Fakultesinibitirdim, özimmeelimim. Birinǰibranšımmeelim. 
Bešjiloqudum”/,,Then I entered the Kazakh-Turkish University, I studied in 
Turkestan, graduated from the Chemistry and Biology Department, I am a teacher. 
My first profession is a teacher. I studied for five years” (Ahiska_Almaty_110815  
00:28). 

,,Padišahımızšejden de provitel'stvojadašehirdenakimlere de 
zadan'javeriirkiceillerekvartira, evlerverin, podjomnıverin, 
küvegitsinlerkikövincamaatınabahsınlar, čükü ne 

ičunbukövdebizimihtijarlaraʁatatemizoturiir, hepbukolhozdačalıštiler, qocaaldiler, 

pensijajačıhtıler. Naahıtkibunlaradärmenlazım, dohtorlazım, dohtorlarımızjoʁidi. 
ŠindišükürAllağageldiler, išliirler, tezebol'nitsajaptuh, balabahšasınıjaptuh, a 

šindiužečoǰuhlarbalabahšasınagidiirler”/,,Our padishakh gave a decision to the 
government and the akim of the towns, so that they could stay in the village, look at 
the villagers, and everything because in our old people, our uncles, our aunts live in 
villages. All of them worked in these collective farms, grew old, retired. Sometimes they 
need help, a doctor is needed. Before, there were no doctors. Now, thanks to Allah, 
they have arrived, they are working, a new hospital was built, a kindergarten was 
built, and now the children go to kindergarten” (Ahiska_Turgen_110815_ZhS: 
09:26). 

The music of the Akhysk Turks living in Kazakhstan is part of the 
cultural life of the polyethnic country. Having passed in the first half of 
the twentieth century. a difficult and tragic way with hardships and 
difficulties, the Turks today represent a prosperous disaspora, numbering 
about 200 thousand people (not officially-300 thousand). At the same 
time, it is a nation that has preserved and worthily bearing its native 
language, customs, traditions, culture, art. In this regard, it is worth 
mentioning the activity of the Turkish ethnocultural center (AECC) 
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,,Ahyska” under the leadership of Kasanov Z. I. Operating in different 
regions of the country, the center is engaged in supporting creative 
intelligentsia (writers, poets, musicians, ashugs), youth cultural 
organizations, masters of applied art etc. It should be noted that, despite 
the absence of a national compositional school, genres of written music 
of European orientation, the Turks of Kazakhstan have managed to 
preserve traditional art at the proper level. So, folklore and ritual songs, 
instrumental works, widely sung songs of lyrical content and musical and 
poetic competitions of ashugs are widely distributed among the people. 
As for the creativity of the latter, the first deputy chairman of the culture 
department of the ,,Ahyska” fuel and energy complex, I. A. Mushtakov, 
notes: ,,Indeed as hugs are carriers of the musical and poetic art of oral tradition. 
This, as a rule, is a master of high level, with outstanding performing abilities, bearers 
of great natural talent. So, in Kazakhstan, various concerts of folk music are often 
held, where they perform both works of traditional culture and their own 
compositions”. 

Since October 2000, the monthly newspaper ,,Akhyska” has been 
issued in three languages: Turkish, Kazakh and Russian. The 
international newspaper ,,Ahıska-Ahyska” is published by the Turkish 
ethno-cultural center in Kazakhstan and is published under the auspices 
of the Assembly of the People of Kazakhstan. ,,Ahıska-Ahyska” is 
distributed not only in all cities of Kazakhstan, but also in Turkey, 
Azerbaijan, Russia, Ukraine, America, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Georgia. 
 

Conclusions 
 
Thus, during the period of independence of Kazakhstan, a galaxy 

of intellectuals has grown among representatives of the Turkish diaspora. 
Today the names of such people are known to a wide circle of people, 
not only in our Republic, but also beyond its borders: people‟s poets Ali 
Pasha Veisal-ogly, Karaev Kamal, writer Chingiz Badalov, singer-ashug 
Akhmetov Mowlet, theater and cinema actor Afrasoglu Mikael; 
professional football player, the main player of the football club ,,Kairat” 
Aliyev Ali, candidate of medical sciences Kurdaev Tofig Ashimovitch, 
professor, candidate of chemical sciences Karim Alibek Niyazovich and 
others. 

As we can see, to date the Turkish diaspora in Kazakhstan is 
actively engaged in social and cultural activities that will undoubtedly 
contribute to the improvement of national relations in the Republic of 
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Kazakhstan and contribute to the active involvement of Turks in all 
spheres of social and cultural life. 
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Abstract: The article uses a broad material to analyze the reaction of the 
,,VKontakte” social network users to the crash of a Russian aircraft over the Sinai Peninsula 
on October 31, 2015, later recognized as a terrorist act. It presents the results of a study of 
the content of groups, different in thematic focus and geolocation. A conclusion is made about 
the dissemination of memorial information. The orientation of discussions and the specifics of 
trolling are revealed, using the example of particular communities. The process of interpreting 
the tragic event in social networks is complicated by the fact that the social subject needs to 
interpret the tragedy both from the standpoint of the objectivity of the presentation of the 
material presented and the way in which it is presented. The explorer-interpreter must have a 
sufficiently wide information experience in order to distinguish the objective moments of the 
tragedy from the subjective position of the author who compiled it. At the same time, the degree 
of adequacy of the interpretation will manifest itself in the process of the activity of the 
interpreting social subject. So, the Islamic state is a religious group with its artificially selected 
doctrine, in which faith takes the leading place. Religious installations of political scientists of 
Islamic State are based on the fact that the fighters of the Islamic State are approaching the 
coming end of the world. Technologies replace other forms of organization of work and 
activities, because when performing standard procedures, they guarantee the receipt of the 
planned result. 

Keywords: Social Networks, ,,VKontakte”, Act of Terrorism, Trolling, 
interpretation, Islamic State. 

 
In Paul Anderson‟s book Satan‟s World, a mechanism is well 

described that allows predicting the future. It was a collection of 
computers that collected and analyzed huge information flows, finding 
the connections between seemingly unrelated events, phenomena and 
facts. It seems that the company Serendipity.Inc  this is not a fantasy, but 
the work of the next few decades.1 

Consideration of the various systems of scientific (and not only 
philosophical) of interpretation of the structure and mechanism of 
becoming one of the key moments in the modern post-nonclassical 

                                                             
1 Poul William Anderson, Satan‟s World, New York, Gardners Books, 2017, 181 p. 

https://www.litmir.me/a/?id=5779
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science. The problem lies in the fact that interpretation occurs in various 
spheres of social and humanitarian knowledge, since in literature 
interpretation is sometimes identified with giving meaning to 
sociocultural objects. Therefore, the presentation of the mechanism of 
the interpretation itself implies an appeal to more local studies, in 
particular, to the socio-philosophical. This ,,interpretation” attracted 
attention both in ancient philosophy and in the subsequent development 
of philosophical thought. In modern interdisciplinary research, among 
the many different approaches to the mechanism of interpretation, acts 
of verbal communication in which the interpretation of words between 
different social actors occur are the most actual and closest to the social 
and philosophical appeal to linguistic problems. Such a process is 
necessary because often the translation of the meaning of statements 
from one language to another is carried out not only between different 
social actors, but also by different social strata and groups. 

Nowadays social networks are recognized as an important source 
of information for a large part of the population and a means of public 
communication.2 Therefore, they are of great interest to the scientific 
community. Along with other issues, the specifics of information 
support of such emergencies as terrorist acts3  and Internet resources of 
terrorists4 fall into the field of attention of Russian and foreign scientists. 

 The choice of the event for the study, the results of which are 
presented in this article, was due to the fact that the tragedy over Sinai (a 

                                                             
2 V. V. Barabash, M. A. Checunova, G. N. Trofimova, G. N. Lenko, ,,New Media in 
Political Communication: General Approaches//SHS Web of Conferences, 2016, t. 29, 
c. 1. 
3  Ch. Beckett, Fanning the Flames: Reporting Terror in a Networked World, available at: 
www.cjr.org, accessed on 05.I.2017; P. Burnap, M. L. Williams, L. Sloan, O. Rana, W. 
Housley, A. Edwards, V. Knight, R. Procter, A. Voss, ,,Tweeting the terror: modelling 
the social media reaction to the Woolwich terrorist attack”, available at: 
www.link.springer.com, accessed on 19.I.2017; M. Konow-Lund, E.-K. Olsson, ,,Social 
Media‟s Challenge to Journalistic Norms and Values during a Terror Attack”, available 
at: www.tandfonline.com, accessed on 20.I.2017; B. Nacos, Mass-Mediated Terrorism: 
Mainstream and Digital Media in Terrorism and Counterterrorism, New York, 
Rowman&Littlefield Publishers, 2016, 286 p.; A. S. Bobryshova, O. I. Lepilkina, 
,,Funkciisocial‟nyhsetej v uslovijahteraktov (namaterialesocial‟nojseti «VKontakte») 
(Functions of Social Networks in terms of Terrorist Attacks”, available at: 
www.science-education.ru, accessed on 06.III.2015. 
4 J. Klausen, E. Barbieri, A. Y. Zelin, A. Reichlin-Melnick, ,,The YouTube Jihadists: A 
Social Network Analysis of Al-Muhajiroun‟s YouTube Propaganda Campaign”, in 
Perspectives on Terrorism, volume 6, no. 1, 2012; R. Medina, ,,Social Network Analysis: A 
case study of the Islamist terrorist network”, in Security Journal, volume 27, no. 1, 2014, 
pp. 97-121. 

http://www.cjr.org/
http://www.link.springer.com/
http://www.tandfonline.com/
http://www.science-education.ru/
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plane crash on the Sinai Peninsula on October 31, 2015, later recognized 
as a terrorist act) was included in the top three most important topics for 
,,VKontakte” users in that year: 2.030.000 mentions.5 According to the 
Brand Analytics analytical center, at that time, the ,,VKontakte” social 
network had the largest audience (46.617.000 people in November 2015) 
and the largest number of active authors (18.798.900) among the Russian 
social networks.6 

The subject to consider was the specifics of the content 
thematically related to the tragedy in various ,,VKontakte” communities. 
The chronological scope of the study was determined as follows: from 
the moment the first posting about the incident to the end of its 
discussion in groups. 
 

Materials and methods 
 
Materials of our research have all kinds of materials published by 

users in the social network ,,In contact” for the purpose of a 
comprehensive analysis of public opinion. 

The study shows that posts with different forms of expressing 
grief and condolence (or with information about their expression in 
various cities) could be found in a wide range of specialized 
,,VKontakte” groups: ,,Politicheskaya Matreshka! Anti-Maidan!” 
(,,Political Matryoshka! Anti-Maidan!”), ,,Gifki” (,,Gif. Files”), ,,Lentach” 
(,,Newsfeed”), ,,Podslushano” (,,Overheard”), ,,CELLDWELLER-End 
of an Empire” (a group dedicated to an American musician), ,,Shedevry 
Literatury/Knigi” (,,Masterpieces of Literature/books”), ,,Naukai 
Tekhnika” (,,Science and Technology”) etc. 

Similar posts could be found in communities of various geographic 
orientation: ,,EtoPiter, Detka! [Tipichnyi Piter]” (,,It‟s St. Pete, Baby! 
[Typical St. Pete]”), ,,Tipichnyi Kiev” (,,Typical Kiev”), ,,Tipichnyi 
Novosibirsk” (,,Typical Novosibirsk”), ,,MamyKryma (MATERINSKII 
KAPITAL)” (,,Mothers of Crimea (MATERNITY CAPITAL)”), 
,,Podslushano Ufa” (,,Overheard in Ufa”), ,,ILOVEPUBLIC BREST” 
etc. Some groups (,,MY HERO MILEY” (dedicated to American singer 
and actress Miley Cyrus), ,,Derzkaya Krasotka” (,,Daring Beauty”), 
,,Political Matryoshka! Anti Maidan!”, ,,Osnovy Schastlivoi Sem‟I” 
(,,Fundamentals of a Happy Family”) etc.) attached screenshots of 

                                                             
5 Temy ,,VKontakte” 2015 (Topics VKontakte 2015), see: www.vk.com. 
6 ,,Social‟nyeseti v Rossii, zima 2015-2016 (Social Networks in Russia, Winter 2015-
2016)”, in Kompetencii, 20 January 2016, see: www.hr-media.ru, accessed on 05.I.2017. 

http://www.hr-media.ru/
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,,VKontakte” personal pages of those killed or their photos to the posts 
about the incident. 

In general, the mourning posts were quite similar. The visual 
content included images depicting the tragic event (those of the plane 
and the dead), and canonical symbols of sorrow (a candle, a mourning 
ribbon, two carnations etc.). 

The 10-month-old Darina Gromova, who was called the main 
passenger of the crashed aircraft, became a symbol of the tragedy both 
for ,,VKontakte” users and the media in general. Her photo was the 
most commonly published one in groups, regardless of their thematic 
orientation (,,Carpediem”, ,,Ya Vybirayu Sport” (,,I Choose Sport”), 

,,Tipichnaya Devushka TD” (,,Typical Girl”), ,,Ya❤Basketbol!” 

(,,I❤Basketball!”), ,,FC BARCELONA”, ,,Shedevry Literatury/Knigi”, 
,,Tipichnyi Kiev” etc.). In addition, communities dedicated to this girl 
were created: ,,Darina Glavnyi Passazhir-Murmanskaya Oblast” (,,Darina 
the Main Passenger-Murmansk Region”), which was blocked later for an 
abrupt change of the subjects by its administrators; ,,DARINA-
GLAVNYI PASSAZHIR-REIS 9268” (,,DARINA IS THE MAIN 
PASSENGER-FLIGHT 9268”), which is no longer functioning, all 
posts have been removed; ,,Darina Gromova-SemyaGromovykh-
Vechnaya Pamyat‟-Reis” (,,Darina Gromova-The Gromov Family-In 
Memoriam-Flight”), which has been deleted etc. 

,,Liking” the posts on the personal pages of the deceased and 
posting links to their accounts were frequent forms of reacting to the 
tragedy over Sinai in the analyzed social network. On November 3, 2015, 
the head of the ,,VKontakte” press service, Georgy Lobushkin, wrote: 
,,It was already on Sunday, November 1, that the number of views of the 
,,VKontakte” pages of some dead passengers became hundreds and thousands of times 
higher. In some cases, the viewing statistics soared to 35.000 times. This is one of the 
most record (but also one of the most dramatic) scores in the whole history of 
,,VKontakte”. On the initiative of journalists searching for scoops, the number of 
views of one of the ,,VK” pages would reach 3 million in two days,-this is what the 
scale of the tragedy was like. ,,VKontakte” images hadnever been ,,liked” so many 
times over such a short period as the photo of the ,,main passenger”.7 

Indeed, one of the most frequently visited pages was the one of 
Tatyana Gromova, mother of the 10-month-old Darina. The page is still 
functioning, and, judging by the marks, people continue viewing it. The 

                                                             
7 G. Lobushkin, ,,The catastrophe that occurred with the flight # 7K9268, became the 
most media tragedy of our time”, available at: www.facebook.com, accessed on 
20.III.2018. 

http://www.facebook.com/
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last entry (October 15, 2015) saying ,,The main passenger”, with an 
attached photograph of her daughter leaning against the glass and 
looking at aircrafts, received the greatest amount of feedback from 
,,VKontakte” users right after the tragedy and during 2015-2016. Our 
observations show that by November 12, 2015, this post had received 
the ,,I like” mark 1.454.051 times, and ten days later, this number had 
grown by almost one hundred thousand (1.553.967). Having turned to T. 
Gromova‟s page a year after, we saw that users continued to react to the 
tragedy by clicking the ,,I like” button: on September 20, 2016, the marks 
amounted to 1.726.539; on October 6.2016 to 1.728.309; on October 31, 
2016 to 1.735.972. The social network participants also reacted to other 
entries on the wall. For example, a photo of a pregnant Tatiana and her 
husband of January 26, 2015 (the 40th entry down from the last one, 
which means that the page had not just been visited, but carefully 
viewed), had 111.573 ,,I like” marks as of November 12, 2015, 147.912 
as of October 6, 2016, and 148.969 by the anniversary of the tragedy on 
October 31, 2016. 

Such a reaction of users can be noticed on other personal pages of 
the dead, although the quantitative indicators there are lower (due to a 
weaker coverage in the media and the ,,VKontakte” social network). For 
example, the last entry (October 29, 2015) on the wall of the deceased 
Victoria Sevryukova ,,I never thought that #Egypt would cause me so many 
positive emotions”, with pictures of her vacation had 114.075 ,,I like” marks 
as of November 11, 2015; 124.359 as of October 10, 2016 and 125.086 
as of October 31, 2016. The entry with her photo of July 6, 2015 (the 
64th one down from the last entry) had scored 1243 ,,I like” marks by 
November 22, 2015; on October 6, 2016, this number equaled 1552 and 
on October 31, 2016, it amounted to 1560. 
 

Results 
 
In the social and humanitarian spheres, we are dealing not with 

activities, but with play. Technologies were born and developed in the 
field of activity, where it is possible to clearly distinguish a person or a 
subject, on the one hand, and material converted into a product, on the 
other hand. Not only to distinguish, but also to oppose them to each 
other. The material can resist everything that is done to it. He can be 
very complex and stubborn, but he is never malicious. The material has 
no intentions at all, it does not have its own goals, all the more, and the 
goals are opposite to those of a person or subject of activity. And in 
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politics as in the humanitarian sphere, such a simple division and 
opposition is impossible. Politics is a game of actors pursuing different 
goals, and often opposing and antagonistic. 

It should be noted that it is not only communities and users of the 
,,VKontakte” network but also the media that turned to pages of the 
dead. In the opinion of the above-mentioned G. Lobushkin, ,,any new bit 
of information rose in to the top of the latest news amid the information vacuum. And 
having got their hands onthe lists of the victims, journalists rushed to social networks. 
,,VKontakte”, for obvious reasons, was at the forefront of the firing line. The media 
rink had no pity for anyone, be they alive nor dead. News bulletins contained 
references and links to both the accounts of the deceased and to those of their relatives 
or just people who had taken pictures against the background of a similar airplane”.8 

The materials ,,A Large Family Killed on Board the Aircraft that 
Crashed in Egypt” (Life News, October 31, 2016), ,,Flight 9268 
Passengers: Victims Remembered in Social Networks” (MetroNews, 
November 1, 2016), ,,Last Photos of the Youngest Passenger of the 
Collapsed Liner Appear Online” (Komsomolskaya Pravda, October 31, 
2016), ,,Yulya and Verochka Died in the Plane Crash!”, ,,Last Photos of 
the Passengers Killed in the Air Disaster” (Komsomolskaya Pravda, 
October 31, 2016), ,,Aviation Gave, Aviation Hath Taken Away” 
(Komsomolskaya Pravda, November 3, 2016) etc., used photos of the 
dead copied from their personal pages in social networks. Screenshots 
and citations of entries in the social network were added to some of 
those photos. For example, the text ,,An A321 passenger Sevryukova 
was in Egypt for the first time and wanted to be back” (November 1, 
2015), contained a hyperlink to her page and quotes from her wall 
provided by the RIA Novosti news agency. 

Thus, for both ,,VKontakte” users and journalists, personal pages 
of the deceased acted as a source of information, but there was also a 
significant difference, because their use by the social network members 
performed not so much the function of informing about the victims of 
the air disaster as a memorial function. 

A vivid example of speculation on the tragedy over Sinai in the 
,,VKontakte” social network is the group ,,7K9268/AIRBUS 
A321/GLAVNYI PASSAZHIR itovary” (,,THE MAIN PASSENGER 
and goods”), which had originally been positioned as a memory group 
(the word ,,goods” was added to the name later). The first entry is dated 
November 2. The wall contained photos of Darina Gromova, other 
passengers and the crew, screenshots of their personal pages, a list of 

                                                             
8 G. Lobushkin, ,,The catastrophe that occurred with the flight”. 
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those killed in the background of an image of a burning candle, a black-
and-white photo of a plane with a mourning tape indicating the flight 
number and the date of the crash, a video ,,In memory of all those killed 
in the plane crash on October 31, 2015”, poems of sorrow, audio 
recordings, etc. Hashtags with the words ,,tragedy”, ,,Egypt”, ,,St. 
Petersburg”, ,,We mourn”, ,,RIP”, ,,airbus321” and others were also 
added to the posts. 

The group‟s orientation changed in two days-with the post ,,Now 
you can pay tribute by buying a T-shirt!”. The next two entries were just 
as provocative: ,,A T-shirt with the main passenger! Finally!”, ,,Our 
sweatshirt with the Main Passenger will warm you with this cold tragic 
fall!”. Six ,,mournful” entries on the wall were followed by another text, 
advertising in nature, with openly flaming offers: ,,DISCOUNTS FOR 
RELATIVES OF THE DEAD!!!”. Starting from November 10, the 
entries on the wall were only trolling ones (,,A We mourn pillow. To be on 
sale soon!” etc.). One of the posts hinted at the fact that the provocation 
was coming from a neighboring state: ,,We reiterate that for the residents of 
Ukraine, we offer free delivery of the product!”. 

The trolling manifested itself in the fact that the administration 
created posts simulating comments of participants, who were allegedly 
asking about the availability of goods or leaving feedback on products 
received: ,,I bought my son a hat so that all kids at school could see him 
mourning. Thank you very much!!”, ,,I had ordered myself a T-shirt, it 
finally arrived the other day. Everything is just great, everyone will know 
that I am grieving the most! And do you plan on selling panties with the 
Main Passenger image?” etc. 

The analysis shows that the organizers of the group achieved their 
destructive goals, as the subscribers were emotionally reacting to such 
posts in the comments. Some users realized that this was a deliberate 
provocation and called for the closure of the community. They shared 
links with the online platform ,,Change.org”, where a petition ,,On 
taking measures with regard to the group that sells souvenirs featuring 
photos of the A321 air crash victims” was created and sent to the 
Prosecutor General‟s Office of the Russian Federation. According to the 
resource, ,,the petition won with 3497 signatures”.9 The last entry in the 
community was made on November 12. At that time, it consisted of 968 
people. Soon the group was blocked. 

                                                             
9 ,,O prinjatiimer k gruppe, torgujushhejsuvenirami s fotozhertvaviakatastrofy A321” 
(,,On taking measures towards the group selling souvenirs bearing the images of the А321 plane crash 
victims”, available at: www.change.org, accessed on 05.I.2017. 

http://www.change.org/
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Thus, if we talk about popularity as the ultimate goal of Internet 
trolls,10 the group ,,7K9268/AIRBUS A321/THE MAIN PASSENGER 
and goods” achieved it to a certain extent, as its content was widely 
discussed in the network and received negative media coverage. In our 
opinion, an important marker of the trolling nature of the analyzed 
community is the following posting by the administration: ,,Look, we 
have been written about, too :) Order T-shirts more actively” with 
reference to the material ,,Ukrainian Nationalists Ordering Souvenirs 
with the Photo of the Crashed A321” by Life News. 

The use of memorial resources for trolling has already fallen into 
the zone of public attention. For example, one of the US news websites 
described cyber-hooliganism on the memorial page ,,Remembering 
Isabella Grasso” in the US segment of the Facebook social network.11 
Trolling, according to scientists, poses a serious threat to the moral 
situation on the Internet12  and information security of users.13 

Another conclusion that can be drawn on the example of the 
community ,,7K9268/AIRBUS A321/THE MAIN PASSENGER and 
goods” is that Internet trolls are developing new forms of activity, thus 
not only invading someone else‟s communicative space, but also 
constructing their own one in the formof a thematic group. 

The content of the specialized closed group ,,[CHERNYI✈☁ 

YASHCHIK] aviakatastrofaKogalymavia 9268” (,,[BLACK ✈☁ BOX] 
Kogalymavia 9268 air crash”), now functioning as an open group called 

,,[CHERNYI✈☁ YASHCHIK] AviatsiyaiAviakatastrofy” (,,[BLACK 

✈☁ BOX] Aviation and air crashes”), was studied separately. The 
choice of this community for analysis was due to the fact that it was not 
spontaneously created for the event under consideration (the first entry 
is dated February 29, 2012, i. e. three and a half years before the tragedy) 
and is aimed at collecting ,,accessible Internet material connected with any air 

                                                             
10 M. M. Akulich, ,,Trolling v social‟nyhsetjah: vozniknovenieirazvitie” (,,Trolling in Social 
Networks: Genesis and Evolution”), in VestnikRossijskogouniversitetadruzhbynarodov. Serija: 
Sociologija, no. 3, 2012, pp. 30-37. 
11 C. Famiglietti, ,,Cyber-trolls vandalize Facebook page for Isabella Grasso”, available 
at: www.glencove.patch.com, accessed on 15.I.2017. 
12 J. Shin, ,,Morality and Internet Behavior: A study of the Internet Troll and its relation 
with morality on the Internet”, in McFerrin K. et al. (eds.), Proceedings of Society for 
Information Technology&Teacher Education; International Conference; 2008, pp. 2834-2840. 
13  A. A. Bochaver, K. D. Hlomov, ,,Kiberbulling: travlja v 
prostranstvesovremennyhtehnologij” (,,Kiberbulling: Hounding in the Space of modern 
Technologies)”, in Psihologija. ZhurnalVysshejshkolyjekonomiki, no. 3, 2014, pp. 177-191. 
 

http://www.glencove.patch.com/
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crashes, air incidents, including UNCENSORED negotiations of crews, video and 
photo shooting of aviation incidents”. In addition to the thematic orientation 
and period of existence, this community was also chosen for analysis 
because of its large number of members (at the time of the research 
(November 2015) it had 15,012 participants) and the specifics of those 
participants (according to the administration, among them, there are 
,,many active pilots, employees of aviation and other structures”). 

One of the characteristics of the group that is significant for the 
study is its non-memorial nature (,,not a memory group”, as said in its 
description), which fundamentally distinguishes it from most of the 
other ,,VKontakte” communities thematically associated with the tragedy 
over Sinai and representing primarily emotional feedback from users. 
The communities that we included in this category include: 
,,KrushenieSamoleta 31.10.2015 Pamyat‟ Pogibshim!” (,,Crash of the 
Aircraft on October 31, 2015. Memory to the dead!”) having 55 
subscribers, which iscurrently functioning under the name 
,,DevochkiAngely” (,,Girls Angels”), ,,Lyudi, KotoryePogibli v 
Aviakatastrofe” (,,People who Died in a Plane Crash”) with 22 
subscribers, ,,AIRBUS A321 METROJET-REIS 9268” (,,FLIGHT 
9268”) with 240 subscribers, ,,KrushenieReisa #7К9268 Sledovavshego 
is Egipta” (,,Crash of the flight # 7K9268 en route from Egypt”) with 
1806 members etc. There were practically no comments left below their 
posts. 

The chronological scope of the study is limited by the time of 
postings on the topic under study: October 31-November 23, 2015 in 
the group. According to our calculations, over that period, the 
administration made 59 posts related to the tragedy. The greatest number 
of them were made on the first day of the tragedy (22 posts), followed by 
November 1 (5 posts), November 2 (9 posts), November 3 (6 posts), 
November 4 (1 post), November 6 (3 posts), November 8 (2 posts), 
November 9, 12, 13, 16, 17 (one post per day), November 18, 19, 23 
(two posts per day). All of them were informative, in accordance with 
the principled intention of the administration not to create ,,senseless 
volatile posts, as done by many other communities. We post only when there is an 
information occasion”. Compare: in September, the administration published 
one post. 

The position of the group is characterized by the message ,,admins 
<...> welcome the plurality of opinions. And your opinion, based on information 
from certain sources or on analysis or guesses, also has the right to exist”. 
Nevertheless, the administration tried to monitor the order in the 
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community, it considered ,,insulting interlocutors as inadmissible”, asked to 
delete such comments or blocked users. 

Our calculations show that over the analyzed period (October 31-
November 23, 2015), users left 4875 comments (with an average of 203 
per day), and the ,,I like” button was clicked 3788 times (with an average 
of 158 per day). The group did not have a ,,Share” button at that time, so 
it could not be used. The majority of the ,,I like” marks (201) were 
received by the post ,,Ekipazh” (,,Crew”) of November 1, containing 
photos of the crew members. The biggest number of comments (882) 
were left to the video post ,,Meeting on the Results of the Investigation 
of the Causes of the A321 Crash over Sinai” (November 17, 2015), 
where the head of the FSB, A. Bortnikov, said: ,,It can be unequivocally said 
that this is a terrorist act”. 

The analysis shows that the first post about what had happened 
was ,,URGENT! The Russian passenger plane A 321 en route from 
Egypt to St. Petersburg disappeared from the radar screens” was 
published at 10:59 a. m. with no to the source and that an identical 
message was posted on the website of the RBK news agency at 10:35, 
which allows us to acknowledge the prompt work of the community 
administration. 

Performing the function of informing about the event, the group 
posted lists of the passengers and crew, communicated the flight history 
with reference to the Flightradar24 service, the number of bodies 
extracted from the debris, the time of the departure of the Cairo-St. 
Petersburg flight with the passengers‟ bodies, posted photos of Airbus 
A321 , the infographics ,,How old are Russian airplanes?”, a photo 
report from Pulkovo airport with relatives of passengers, a screenshot of 
the website of the American CNN news channel with the data provided 
by NASA EOSDIS Worldview on the weather over the Sinai peninsula, 
photos and videos from the site of the crash, a video of the press 
conference of representatives of the Kogalymavia airlines etc. 

It was noticed that the administration reacted to user reports on 
behalf of the group and provided comments on various issues: when and 
on what grounds black-box recordings can be published, where the 
sources of information are from, why the pilots did not transmit any 
distress signal or did not contact the air traffic controllers, whether a 
dash camera can be installed on board, whether there could be a thermal 
flash from an engine explosion, etc. 

The study found that the sources of information used by the group 
often included other media (,,Gazeta.ru”, ,,Novaya Gazeta”, ,,RBK”, 
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,,RIA Novosti”, ,,Interfax”, ,,Argumentyi Fakty”, ,,Lenta.ru”, ,,Vesti.Ru”, 
,,Life News”, ,,Novosti Mail.Ru”, ,,Ekho of Moskvy”, ,,Chastnyi 
Korrespondent”, ,,Nasha Gazeta”, ,,Krym”, ,,Forbes”, ,,Komsomolskaya 
Pravda”, ,,Moskovsky Komsomolets”, ,,Politonline.ru”, ,,yaodessit.com 
(social and information site of Odessa)”, ,,UralPolit.Ru (district news 
agency of the Urals and Western Siberia)” etc.). 

Due to the specifics of the group members, the main topic 
discussed was that of the causes of the tragedy and the people 
responsible for it. Prior to the official announcement of the terrorist act, 
the cause of the crash put forward by the users had three main versions: 
,,Technical problems with the aircraft”, ,,Actions of ISIS (a terrorist 
organization banned in Russia)”, ,,Terror act”. None of these answers 
was unanimously supported or strongly denied. 

Among the technical problems, engine damage and issues with the 
aircraft‟s tail were mentioned, with detailed explanations given 
concerning the possible development of events and similar examples 
provided. As a rule, discussions of a technology failure were 
accompanied by the advancement of one of the two versions of its 
causes (poor repair or insufficient pre-flight inspection of the aircraft) 
and identification of the perpetrators (the airline was mentioned the 
most). In turn, opponents in the group provided counter-arguments for 
each stance. 

In the first days after the crash, the second cause of the tragedy 
presumed by users, i. e. ,,Actions of ISIS (a terrorist organization banned 
in Russia)”, appeared in the version that ISIS members could have shot 
down the plane from the ground. Such guesses were also criticized in an 
argumented way. 

The statement that the cause of the incident was a terrorist act 
appeared in the group on the very first day after the crash of the aircraft. 
This version also had supporters and opponents. Discussing it, users 
stated with the same frequency claimed that the authorities ,,would benefit 
from admitting that it was a terrorist act” and that they ,,would not benefit from 
admitting that it was a terrorist act”. In our opinion, such a position was a 
consequence of zero confidence in the very possibility of revealing the 
true cause of the tragedy. 

 Among those responsible for the tragedy, the group members also 
listed the security service at Sharm El-Sheikh International Airport, 
where the blown up Russian plane had departed from, and shared stories 
about inspections at Egyptian airports. In most of the reviews, the level 
of inspections was evaluated negatively. 
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The results of our study show that 55 texts negatively 
characterized the activities of the USA and its president in connection 
with the tragedy. Users claimed, ,,All the evil in the world comes from 
America”, ,,ISIS is the work of the US. It is sponsored by it”, ,,it can directly 
indicate the involvement of the US special services in the tragedy (including Obama 
himself” etc.  

The general array of the posts retrieved included an insignificant 
amount oftexts on Syria (102 entries, i. e. 0.2%). Most often it was 
mentioned as the site of Russia‟s military actions. Part of the users spoke 
disapprovingly about this fact and considered it the cause of the tragedy. 
Another part of the users expressed support for the Russian president‟s 
decision to intervene in the military conflict (,,As for the military actions, we 
are doing everything right, at least, refugees from Syria do not come to us in crowds”). 

In connection with the topic of Syria and some others, users 
mentioned the Russian president V. Putin (122 comments in total, which 
is 0.25% in the total array of the selected entries in the group). In 
general, the interest in his personality is natural and fits into the overall 
trend, since in 2015, by the number of personal references (7.903.000) 
the Russian president was the leader in the ,,VKontakte” social network. 
In the array of the selected posts, the attitude of users to his activities 
can be divided into three groups: 85 approving mentions, 29 
disapproving mentions, 8 neutral or vague mentions. One of the users 
composed a poem that ironically portrayed those who accuse the head of 
the country of every misfortune: ,,Here comes the hail and rain-Putin is the one 
to blame! Kittens left behind by cat-Putin is to blame for that! Lucy Locket lost her 
pocket-Who is guilty?... Yes, you‟ve got it!”. 

The second most important topic in the group was that of grief 
and sympathy for the relatives of the deceased. Those feelings were 
expressed in the canonical formulas of condolence: ,,Rest in peace... We 
mourn”, ,,How horrible! Lord, help your loved ones cope with the pain of loss. We 
grieve”, ,,May they rest in the Heavenly Kingdom. Now all these angels are in 
heaven”. Another option used in such situations in social networks is the 
indication of the geolocation (,,Karelia mourns”, ,,Surgut mourns”, ,,I am 
writing from Almaty. Dear residents of St. Pete, may peace be with you... May the 
sky no longer cry where you are. Kazakhstan is with you”), although in the 
general array of the selected texts, such cases were not numerous. 

This topic was developed in poems reflecting the emotional state 
of users (,,Only a few minutes in the air...”, ,,Gone! They were all such different 
people...”) or characterizing the causes of the incident (,,ISIS put an end to 
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this vacation...”, ,,It so happens that people‟re nothing but a coin. All for the sakeof 
global goals to be achieved...” etc.). 

To express grief, participants of the group posted photos of the 
dead passengers and crew from the ,,VKontakte” personal pages of the 
latter or shared links to their accounts. Despite the fact that the Gromov 
family, especially Darina, was mentioned in the community multiple 
times, links to the page of the child‟s mother were not found during the 
research. The administration also used photos of the dead in five posts. 

Some users considered such an expression of mourning irrelevant 
and criticized the administration of the group and other participants. 
This position caused an argument in the group, but the administration 
promised, ,,there will be no such posts anymore”. 

The theme of mourning was also expressed in the multimedia 
content. As their profile pictures, users set photos of a burning candle, a 
mourning tape; edited photos of Darina Gromova (e. g., a picture of the 
girl as a little angel with wings and a halo looking at a plane in the sky), 
images or photos of an airplane with a candle and inscriptions ,,We 
remember. We mourn" or "# 7K9268. We grieve”. The inscriptions often 
included emoji or stickers expressing grief, images of an airplane, a 
falling star, an angel, hands folded in a prayer etc. The attached 
soundtracks corresponded to the general mood (songs 
,,PosledniiVzlet”/The Last Take-off” by S. Tychinsky, 
,,Samolet”/,,Airplane” by Zemfira, ,,Etovse, 
chtoostanetsyaposlemenya”/,,This is all that I will leave behind” by 
,,DDT”, ,,Ty znaesh‟, takkhochetsyazhit”/,,You know, I want to live so 
much” by Rozhdestvo, ,,#GlavnyiPassazhir”/,,#TheMainPassenger” by 
PitCH etc.), homemade slideshows with photos and names of the 
deceased and video materials. 

Throughout the entire analyzed period, the keynote topic in the 
user entries was that of distrust of the media. The mass media (in general 
or their particular types) were accused of bias (,,If you stop perceiving 
television as a reliable source of information, Jesus will smile at you”, ,,media hoax”) 
and of using the tragedy to improve their position in rankings. At the 
same time, there were polar opinions in the group. Some participants 
considered it necessary to find out the official version of events, and on 
the other hand, journalists were accused of deliberately distorting 
information in favor of the authorities (,,They will tell us what they are ordered 
from above”, ,,...they publish only what the ,,supreme people” allow them to”). 
Realizing with displeasure the power potential of the media (,,television is a 
way to control the crowd”, ,,Our world is governed by the media, after all. They will 
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make everything be their way. And it is like that in every country”), users gave a 
negative characteristic to the audience as well (,,We are just a flock, we 
believe what we are told by the media!”). According to some opinions, one can 
trust only independent media or only foreign ones. 

The topic of distrust was developed in various versions of the 
statement ,,Nobody will know the truth anyway”. Throughout the analyzed 
period, phrases carrying the same meaning were found in the comments 
58 times. 

Thus, the study of the contents of the specialized closed group 

,,[BLACK ✈☁ BOX] Kogalymavia 9268 air crash” allows us to draw a 
conclusion about the absence of unanimity among its participants on 
virtually all the issues discussed, starting from the causes of the tragedy 
and ending with acceptable forms of expressing sorrow for the dead. 

There were other types of discussion of the tragedy over Sinai. 
Thus, the group ,,Netipichnaya Makhachkala” (,,Non-typical 
Makhachkala”), established in 2012, having 533.164 participants in 
November 2015 and described as ,,the most popular Dagestan community”, 
accounted for five posts on the catastrophe during the events under 
consideration. Four of them were of a memorial nature (on a black 
background, one could see the inscription ,,St. Pete, we are with you. Flight 
9268” and an attached audio recording ,,NON-TYPICAL 
MAKHACHKALA-WE REMEMBER” (entry of October 31) etc.). The 
last post with the inscription ,,If a plane crash deserves a minute of silence, the 
death of the children of Syria and Palestine deserves an eternal silence” on the gray 
background (entry of November 8) stands out among the rest. This entry 
made by the administration continued the discussion started by users as 
early as October 31. 

In total, 5493 comments were left to five posts, the ,,I like” button 
was pressed 17.450 times, the ,,Share” function was used 1041 times. 
Upon the review of the community, it was noticed that all the indicated 
posts had been deleted, and the first entry of the group was dated March 
10, 2016. 

The study of the thematic space of the retrieved texts shows that 
the topic of the causes of the tragedy and those responsible for it, 

significant formembers of ,,[BLACK ✈☁ BOX] Kogalymavia 9268 air 
crash”, was barely raised by the ,,Non-typical Makhachkala” community. 
Besides, only a few users shared links to materials about the tragedy in 
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the media. Sometimes they left links to the ,,VKontakte” personal pages 
of the killed, but such entries were not numerous.14 

The theme of mourning and discussions about condolences were 
of paramount significance in the group. We have divided all materials of 
this block into four thematic branches. The first one is expressing 
sorrow and condolences: ,,May Allah forgive them of their sins, Insha Allah 
they are in paradise”, ,,Allah, give patience and strength to the relatives of the 
deceased. This is very painful”, ,,May the soil cover them ever so lightly” etc. It 
should be noted that condolences were often accompanied by religious 
formulas, which is explained by the specifics of the region having strong 
Muslim positions. Condolences also came from other cities in Russia and 
neighboring countries: ,,Nizhny Novgorod mourns with the residents of St. 
Petersburg”, ,,Baku Mourns”, ,,Krasnodar MOURNS! WHAT A HUGE 
TRAGEDY!”, ,,Yerevan mourns with you”, ,,Ashkhabat mourns with you guys!”. 
Some members of the group remembered or pointed out Darina 
Gromova (,,a terrible tragedy #themainpassenger was Darinochka Gromova... The 
baby had just turned 10 months...” etc.) and posted various versions of her 
photo. 

The theme of grief was developed in poems posted by users (a 
total of 13) on the crash of the aircraft, which at that time were popular 
on the Internet: ,,Only a few minutes of flight”, ,,The plane lost speed for 9 
minutes”, ,,We are flying home... So they thought, they were waited for”, etc. 

Like in other groups, users were expressing grief, added emoji to 
posts, including those representing an airplane, hands folded for a prayer, 
a broken heart, etc.; posted down images expressing sorrow (a black-
and-white photo of an airplane with a mourning ribbon and the 
inscription ,,#7K9268. We Mourn”, drawings of an airplane with a 
burning candle, photos or screenshots of personal pages of the deceased 
on ,,VKontakte” etc.). 

The entries of the second branch, in our opinion, were of a 
flaming nature and were intended to reflect the irreconcilable position of 
some of the subscribers to the group. Those were accusations of those 
who sympathized with the victims of the plane crash, but did not mourn 
the dead Muslims in Syria and other countries. Some users posted 
photos of wounded or dead Syrian children, accompanied by various 
inscriptions (for example, ,,Syria. Flight 9268 happens there every day”). 

The third branch arose in response to the second one and was 
opposite to it, ,,it is necessary to grieve for all the dead”. Authors of texts with 

                                                             
14  Temy ,,VKontakte” 2015 (Topics VKontakte 2015), see: www.vk.com, accessed on 
05.I.2017. 

http://www.vk.com/
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such a position asserted, ,,Your aggression has reached the point that in your 
opinion, no one else, except Muslims, deserves pity”, ,,where does Syria have to do 
with this, dumbheads? there is a war going on there! there will be someone dying, but 
in this case, whole families died just like that, for nothing, without no idea, no war, no 
religion involved” etc. One user posted an illustration with two people (a 
skinhead wearing a T-shirt with fascist symbols and a bearded man 
wearing a ,,Caucasus is power” vest) and the inscription ,,There are no bad 
nations, there are sick people”. 

The specific feature of the fourth thematic branch selected by us 
lies in the reinforcement of the position advocated in the second and 
third thematic branches by means of religious views. It manifested itself 
in the posted opinions explaining what it means to be a true Muslim and 
whom a Muslim can or should mourn. 15  The discussion was 
accompanied by mutual accusations of misinterpreting the Koran.16 

An important feature of the lack of unanimity in the group 
regarding the crash of the aircraft is also the fact that these posts 
sometimes involved entries on other topics (football match, sale of 
baseball caps etc.) and that participants reacted to the event in question 
by adding inappropriate emoji (emotions of joy etc.). A number of 
illustrations mocking the tragedy (a photo of a crashed airplane with the 
inscription ,,This is <...> what a vacation in Egypt looks like”, a ,,VKontakte” 
notification icon ,,A new gift” with the inscription ,,Egypt sent you a gift” 
and a photo of a burning aircraft etc.) were illustrative. 
Pictures/photographs with obscene inscriptions, posted with a view to 
offending the opponent, were part of the prominent content. 

A few audio recordings expressed a certain ideological position of 
users (,,You forgot about Allah!”, a fragment of the speech of a Muslim 
from the film ,,Kandahar” etc.); in some cases, grief for the dead 
(Zemfira‟s song ,,Airplanes”) etc. 

Thus, the results of the study show that users of the ,,VKontakte” 
social network, having chosen the tragedy over Sinai on October 31, 
2015 as a focus of information attention, primarily sticked to the context 
of the mourning theme and posted textual, illustrative, audio and video 
content of a memorial nature. As a resonant event the tragedy served as 
a source for trolling. In some communities, the air crash became the 

                                                             
15 Yu. Ebzeeva, N. Dubinina, ,,Discursive Practices of Contemporary Radical Islam in 
the Countries of the European Union and Eurasian Customs Union”, in Central Asia 
and the Caucasus, no. 26, 2017, pp. 109-116. 
16 Yu. Ebzeeva, I. Karabulatova, ,,Transcultural  Language Personality: statement of thr 
problem and conceptual space”, in Man in India, no. 97 (23), 2017, рр. 255-262. 
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subject of discussions, the orientation of which depended on the 
specifics of the group. 
 

Discussion 
 
The term ,,social network” was introduced in 1954 by a sociologist 

from the Manchester School, James Barnes, in Classes and meetings in the 
Norwegian island parish, which was included in the collection ,,Human 
relations”. He developed and supplemented the approach, invented in 
the 1930s, to the study of interrelations between people using 
sociograms, that is, visual diagrams in which individuals are represented 
as points, and the connections between them are in the form of lines.17 
However, the idea of a social network as a structure, whose elements are 
actors (individuals or organizations), was anticipated by scientists in the 
late eighties-the French sociologist David Emil Durkheim and his 
German colleague Ferdinand Tönnis practically described the nature of 
this phenomenon in their theories and studies of social groups. 

Understanding of the social network has, of course, changed since 
that time, a significant role in this was played by the development of 
technologies, thanks to which online networks appeared. In this paper, 
we will understand the social network as a platform (online service or 
website) for building social networks or social relations between people 
who, for example, have common interests, experience, real-life 
connections or belong to one area of activity. A social network consists 
of the personal channels of each user (usually they are called profiles), 
their social connections, as well as a number of additional services. 

Interpretation forms a certain level of a person‟s worldview, which 
allows him to navigate in the world at the level of which he is a social 
subject. It is legitimate to assert that such a world correlates both with 
direct perception of it by every person, and with the fact that a concrete 
person ,,overcomes” this world, since the process of cognition is 
dynamic and this perception is complicated and enriched. That is, the 
discourse is about some theoretical concepts that will not only state the 
intuitive perception of the world by consciousness, but that such 
perceptions will lead to the formation of some stable scientific picture of 
the world.18 

                                                             
17 V. L. Silaeva, Specificity of communication on the Web. M., 2010. 
18 I. Mkrtumova, I. Karabulatova, A. Zinchenko, ,,Political extremism of the youth as 
an ethnosocial deviation in the post-soviet electronic information society”, in Central 
Asia and   the Caucasus, volume 17, no. 4, 2016, pp. 79-87. 
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Political technologies with a high probability guarantee the result in 
standard situations, and in an unconventional situation, even those who 
have no idea about any technologies, but act simply, primitively, 
situationally. 

We are wrong about the nature of the Islamic State in at least two 
things. We interpret jihadism as a monolithic phenomenon and try to 
apply Al-Qaeda‟s logic to an organization that completely eclipsed it. 
Supporters of the Islamic state, with whom I have communicated, still 
call bin Laden the honorary title ,,Sheikh Osama”. But jihadism has 
changed dramatically since Al-Qaeda‟s heyday (from 1998 to about 
2003), and many jihadists frankly despise its current leaders and their 
goals. 

Bin Laden saw terrorism as a prologue to the Caliphate, which he 
did not expect to see in his lifetime. His organization was flexible and 
worked as a network of geographically dispersed autonomous cells. The 
Islamic state, on the contrary, needs territory in order to remain 
legitimate, and is administered centrally, from the top down (the 
bureaucracy there is divided into military and civil, and the territory into 
provinces).19 

We are mistaken in one more thing: in our conscientious, but not 
quite honest attempts to deny the religious medieval nature of the 
Islamic state. Peter Bergen, the author of the first interview with bin 
Laden, published in 1997, named his first book The Holy War Incorporated, 
including to emphasize bin Laden‟s belonging to the modern, secular 
world. Bin Laden treated terrorism as a corporate franchise. He 
demanded certain political concessions-for example, the withdrawal of 
USA troops from Saudi Arabia. His infantry confidently oriented in 
modern world.  

The losing generals are familiar with the standard situations from 
past military experience, from the history and lessons of military art. And 
successful commanders standardize also those situations which can build 
in the imagination, to dream up. They just simply come up with new 
situations, think through them to the sequence of all their moves and 
possible enemy responses. 

It is known that the engagement of the media lies on the surface, it 
is simply evident. The same thing happens with other social institutions: 

                                                             
19 P. Burnap, M. L. Williams, L. Sloan, O. Rana, W. Housley, A. Edwards, V. Knight, R. 
Procter, A. Voss, ,,Tweeting the terror: modelling the social media reaction to the 
Woolwich terrorist attack”, in Social Network Analysis and Mining, June 2014, available 
at: www.link.springer.com, accessed on 19.I.2017. 

http://link.springer.com/journal/13278
http://www.link.springer.com/
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the police, the prosecutor‟s office, even with business. For the needs of 
political technology began to buy any organization, institution and entire 
institutions. However, the very situation of the tragedy associated with 
the death of people has a great emotional message, it actualizes the 
primary basic fears, and therefore has a huge potential for impact on 
society. All this controversy around the ,,right” and ,,wrong” Islam 
causes associations with the preparation of the use of poisonous fish 
fugu. A bit mistaken, and good, poisoning. So can already go on eating 
sturgeon, cod and bull-calves in tomato sauce? But no, the army of 
,,cooks” and traders from religion is too big.20 

There is a temptation to spread this picture-jihadists as modern 
secular people, covering modern political aspirations with medieval 
costumes-on the IG. But everything that the Islamic state has been doing 
so far would have looked comical, had it not been for a sincere, 
deliberate intention to restore civilization back to the legislative 
atmosphere of the 7th century, and then bring humanity to the 
apocalypse.21 

The representatives of the Islamic state and their supporters are 
the most readily informed about this. They speak of ,,modernity” with 
disgust. In conversations, they insist that they do not want-and can not-
deviate from the foundations laid down in Islam by the Prophet 
Muhammad and his first followers. They often express themselves with 
quotations and hints, for non-Muslims that sound strange and 
pretentious, but refer to the traditions and sacred texts of early Islam.22 

For example, in September, Sheikh Abu Muhammad Al-Adnani, 
the main speaker of the Islamic state, appealed to Muslims of Western 
countries, such as Canada and France, to call a pagan and ,,smash his head 
with a stone”, poison him, crush him, or ,,poison him crops”. For the western 
ear, these Old Testament punishments-stoning, poisoning of fields-are 
comically combined with a very modern proposal to hit a pedestrian (as 

                                                             
20  SmehSmeh.Comments. Blog Eduard Urazaev: Counterpropaganda IS-this is not 
political technology, and knowledge of Islam primarily, see: www.kavpolit.com, 
accessed on 20.III.2018.  
21 E. Ermakova, M. Jilkisheva, G. Fayzullina, I. Karabulatova, Kh. Shagbanova, ,,The 
media end fiction: postmodernist discourse of   contemporary terrorism in the context 
of apocalyptic rhetoric”, in Central Asia and  the Caucasus, volume 17, no. 2, 2016, pp. 61-
69. 
22  Ch. Beckett, ,,Fanning the Flames: Reporting Terror in a Networked World”, in 
Center for Digital Journalism, 22 September 2016, available at: www.cjr.org, accessed on 
05.I.2017. 

http://www.kavpolit.com/
http://www.cjr.org/
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if wanting to show that the infidels can be razed and in a word too, 
Adnani also declared Secretary of State Kerry ,,an uncircumcised old man”). 

It‟s not just a scold. Adnani‟s speech is full of references to 
theological and legal disputes, and the demand to destroy the crops of 
the enemy directly refers to Mohammed‟s orders not to touch well water 
and crops, unless the soldiers of Islam are on the defensive; and just in 
this case the Muslims in the lands of the infidels, kafirs, should shrink 
and use poison.23 

Here is the reality: the Islamic state is Islamic. Very Islamic. Yes, it 
attracts psychopaths and adventurers, mostly from unsettled Middle 
Eastern and European Muslims. But the religion professed by his most 
fanatical supporters is a coherent and even skilful interpretation of 
Islam.24 

Almost all important decisions and laws of the Islamic State refer 
to the so-called ,,methodology of the Prophet”, which in practice means 
following the prophecy and the example of Muhammad to the smallest 
detail. A Muslim can reject an Islamic state; most of them do so. But 
there is no point in pretending that an Islamic state is a non-religious, 
multi-party group with its theology-a theology that needs to be 
understood and that it is necessary to combat. Attempts to ignore the 
religious nature of the Islamic state have already forced the US to 
underestimate the threat and to support several stupid plans to fight it. 
We must understand the intellectual genealogy of the Islamic state and 
act so that it does not strengthen it even more, but on the contrary - let it 
burn in the fire of its own immoderate fanaticism. 

Control over the territory is the foundation of the authority of the 
Islamic state in the eyes of its supporters. Where the Islamic state has 
power, it collects taxes, sets prices, arranges courts and offers the 
population services-from medicine and education to 
telecommunications. 

 
 
 
 

                                                             
23 I. S. Karabulatova, B. Z. Akhmetova, K. S. Shagbanova, E. Loskutova, F. Sayfulina, 
L. Zamalieva, I. Dyukov, M. Vykhrystyuk, ,,Shaping positive identity in the context of 
ethnocultural information security in the struggle against the Islamic State”, in Central 
Asia and   the Caucasus, volume 17, no. 1, 2016 pp. 84-92 
24  S. Lyausheva, I. Karabulatova, Z. Zhade, N. Ilyinova, ,,The Islamic Ummam of 
Russia and ISIS”, in Central Asia and the Caucasus, volume 19, no. 1, 2018, pp. 90-96. 
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Conclusion 
 
The most popular at the moment can be called social networks like 

,,VKontakte”, ,,Odnoklassniki”, ,,Maile.ru”, ,,FaceBook”, ,,Twitter”, 
,,LiveJournal”. Social networks in PR-promotion now play a big role. 

A permanent stay in the network can lead to information overload 
of the brain and adversely affect the mental and physical health of 
adolescents.25  In addition, often young people, accustomed to getting 
acquainted ,,in absentia”, have difficulty in making real acquaintances. 
Since the process of communication occurs at a distance, interpersonal 
contacts are significantly impoverished. This leads to a decrease and 
underdevelopment of communication skills, the ability of adolescents to 
understand and read nonverbal signs of communication, it is more 
difficult to determine the emotional state of the interlocutor in a live 
communication and therefore it is more difficult to choose the right line 
of behavior. 26  The politicians of the Islamic state acting use these 
features of modern consumer social networks with the purpose of 
enhancing the impact on the audience and recruiting into their ranks. 
Fragmentary nature of communication in social networks, the ease of 
interrupting disagreeable contacts does not allow the teenager to learn to 
solve complex conflict situations of communication. Often conflicts that 
arise in online communication (for example, due to negative comments 
of photos, statuses, etc.) are transferred to real life.  

Social networks have become a voluminous tool for getting 
information from users about events. With the help of ,,Instagram”, the 
events were exchanged with the eyes of not only the participants, but 
also the fans. It is with the help of social networks that the greatest scale 
of involvement in events is produced. The causes and consequences of 
these communication processes constitute a broad research field. 
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Abstract: This article underscores the important role of museum complexes and 

introduces historical figures of Shokan Ualikhanov and his father Shingis 
Ualikhanov. The article analyzes the architecture of the memorial museum complex of 
Kazakh scientist, enlightener and writer Shokan Ualikhanov. It also explores the project for 
the Museum of Nomadic Turkic Sculptural Art.  The two architectural solutions employ 
similar ways for aesthetic exhibition. 
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The critical role of museums as a source of historical information 

and ideological and aesthetic education cannot be overestimated. 
Modern philosophical and humanistic ideas pose new challenges for the 
museums: to enlighten the public, to expand their horizon, to introduce 
and promote ethnic and foreign cultures. The modern museum is not 
just a repository of artefacts but also a significant educational and 
research institution. 

In the XIX century, the primary requirement for the museum was 
the equivalence of architecture and artworks. The museum architecture 
had to be a work of art worthy of storing and exhibiting valuable 
artworks. The interior design had to correspond with the historical style 
of displayed objects. As museums grew their collections, there was a 
need for expanded functionality of museum halls. 

At fin de siècle, museums could include administration offices, a 
secured storage facility, a library with reading rooms, an auditorium, 
study rooms, temporary exhibition rooms, restoration workshops, 
laboratories, equipment rooms. The expanded functionality resulted in 
their more complex layout. Museums acquired additional functions 
besides storage and exhibitions and responded to new challenges. For 
example, in the first half of the XX century, many museums added 
musical rooms and concert halls. 
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Museums can compete with theatre, cinema and television. The 
museum experience is different because a visitor is an active participant. 
He sets the duration of his visit. Viewing the exhibition, a visitor may 
linger at some of its sections, leave, and return, walk in circles. The 
museum gives a visitor a chance to experience the artworks or artefacts 
in stasis: most of the exhibitions assigned a fixed place to the object. In 
this respect, the museum is like a book. Modern museums also rely on 
architecture, painting, sculpture, cinema, and music to attract a visitor 
and create a unique experience. Exhibitions are carefully prearranged for 
visitors to walk through the halls and see, hear, perceive, compare.  

State Memorial Museum of Shokan Ualikhanov was opened in 
1985 for the 150th anniversary of the prominent Kazakh scholar, writer 
and thinker in Almaty. Shokan Ualikhanov applied ideas of 
Enlightenment to the social studies. He offered his original 
interpretation of many problems of social development and developed 
his social theory. According to his anthropological materialism, man and 
human society are defined as the product of the natural growth. In such 
case, social development is subject to laws of nature. Shokan Ualikhanov 
viewed historical events not as a consequential chain of events but 
insisted that they follow some general pattern. Therefore, in his works, 
he always used the terms ,,social conditions”, ,,social needs”, ,,social laws”, etc. 

Shokan Ualikhanov assigns a special important role to ethics and 
aesthetics. The Kazakh enlightener developed his ethical and aesthetic 
theory and contributed to the fundamental principles of ethics and 
aesthetics. He was interested in the natural basis of people‟s moral 
behavior and thus the physical foundations of their aesthetic preferences 
and the laws of artistic creativity in general. 

Shokan Ualikhanov credited his father, Shingis Ualikhanov, for 
supporting his interest in social science and philosophy. His father was 
one of the most educated Kazakhs of his time, who promoted Kazakhs 
in Russia and the world. He supported archaeological and research 
expeditions studying Northern Kazakhstan. He also supported folklorists 
and ethnographers interested in Kazakh culture. He even gifted some 
items from his collection to professor V. V. Grigoriev for the 
ethnographic collection parts of which are in the museums of Saint 
Petersburg, Moscow and Hamburg. 

The direct descendant of Genghis Khan, Shingis Ualikhanov was 
the son of the last khan in the Kazakh steppes. Born in 1811, he 
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graduated from the Omsk Cadet Corp in 1834, and he held an office of 
the senior sultan for more than 30 years in the Siberian districts.1 

Researchers M. P. Malyshev and V. S. Poznansky studied Shokan 
Ualikhanov biography and discovered materials about Shingis 
Ualikhanov in archives. The correspondence of scientific institutions and 
administrative bodies of Western Siberia mentioned Shingis Ualikhanov. 
They praised him for his merits and interest in science. He also had a 
rich collection of artefacts of Kazakh culture.  For example, on August 
29, 1850 the Russian Geographical Society Council expressed ,,the sincere 
gratitude of the Society” to Kishmurun Sultan, major Shingis Ualikhanov for 
sending ,,a festive male ethnic suit” for an ethnographic collection of folk 
costumes of different tribes inhabiting Russia.2 

One can claim that the museum‟s architecture carries semantic 
meaning. The modern memorial museum complex represents ethical and 
aesthetic principles of Shokan Ualikhanov‟s philosophy. 

The State Memorial Museum of Shokan Ualikhanov is located in 
the Shokan village, Kerbulak district of Almaty region. It is only a few 
kilometers from the site of his burial. The museum was opened in 1985 
to celebrate his 150th anniversary. Its area is about 629,4 square meters. 
The architecture of the museum is based on sagan-tam: a mausoleum 
without a dome, a popular form in Kazakhstan inherited from ancient 
pre-Islamic traditions. The sharp corners of the museum replicate the 
sloped roof of its historical prototype-yurt. The museum is decorated 
with water drains made in the form of phallic symbols of Kazakhs 
ancestral culture. 

 

 
Figure 1: The Shokan Ualikhanov State Memorial Museum, Almaty Region 

 

                                                             
1 O. A. Segizbaev, Kazakh philosophy of the XV-early XX century, Gylym, 1996. 
2 Sh. K. Utenova, Interpretation of the traditional form in modern architecture of Kazakhstan, The 
author‟s summary of doctoral dissertation, Moscow, 1989. 
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The architects R. Seidalin, B. Ibraev and S. Rustambekov offered a 
unique design for the museum in pink limestone. The corners of the 
museum have different sizes and heights to symbolize the ,,four corners of 
the universe”. The museum includes exhibition halls, lecture halls and a 
storage facility. It also has temporary exhibits from museums and 
archives of Moscow, Almaty, St. Petersburg. The first attraction of the 
museum is a wall-sized tapestry map of Ualikhanov‟s expeditions in the 
entrance hall.  

 
Figure 2: Interior of the Shokan Ualikhanov State Memorial Museum 

 
The architects intended to design the museum according to 

traditional Kazakh cosmogony. For this purpose, they approached 
architecture as a reflection of the structure of the universe. The main hall 
has three levels: the world of the dead, the world of the living and the 
world of the gods. It symbolically conveys the Kazakh people‟s beliefs in 
the universe triple structure. The central staircase carries the idea of 
temir kazyk-the central axis of the World. Architects described the 
symbolism of the museum: ,,In fact, total symbolism is characteristic of all 
ancient art”. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Interior of the Memorial Museum of Sh. Ualikhanov 
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Designing the museum, we decided to follow the ancient traditions 
because Ualikhanov devoted his life to traditional culture. All four 
corners of the structure are of different height according to the value in 
the symbolic universe. ,,Seven levels of the universe” correspond to the 
number of museum levels. To reach them a visitor walks up to a spiral 
staircase around the central axis. It is not surprising that the yurt inspired 
the interior of the museum. The yurt is an essential architectural element 
of the ancient nomadic culture. It embodies the nomadic aesthetic ideals 
and artistic perception of the world in the decorative synthesis. To 
emphasize analogy to the yurt, the architects designed many open spaces 
with a lot of skylights.  

The Ualikhanov‟s exhibition is located on the low level: it consists 
of his things, books, and other works. The visitor can learn about the 
political, social and cultural life of the epoch, Ualikhanov‟s education in 
the Omsk Cadet Corps, his career, his friendship with the Russian 
intelligentsia, his scientific heritage, and literature, painting and films 
about him.  

 
Figure 4: The interior of the Memorial Museum of Sh. Ualikhanov. The photo shows a 

part of the exposition devoted to the friendship between of Sh. Ualikhanov and the 
Russian writer Fedor Dostoyevsky 

 
The choice of interior colors also has symbolic meanings. The 

walls are red following traditional aesthetics. It is a classic color for yurt 
interior and carpets. The red designates the human dimension of the 
world. A combination of black and red colors correlates with the 
underworld. The multi-level ceiling is colored in white to symbolize 
heaven. Color palette complements ancient Kazakhs artefacts: tapestries, 
baskur, koshms. The exhibition of baskur allows for their unfolded view 
in full length. 
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Figure 5: Interior of the Memorial Museum of Sh. Ualikhanov 

 
The exterior and interior design of Sh. Ualikhanov Memorial 

Museum yields to symbolic interpretation. The impressive architecture of 
the museum conveys pride of Kazakh national culture.3 

                                                             
3 M. P. Malyshev, V. S. Poznansky, Ethnographic materials of Chinggis Valikhanov. All-Union 
session on the results of field ethnographic and anthropological studies 1988-1989: Thesis report, 
Alma-Ata, 1990. 
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The editors of the journal ,,Japanese Architect” announced an 
international competition and an initiative to create the Museum of 
Ancient Nomadic Sculptural Art dedicated to the sculptural and plastic 
arts of the Kyrgyz tribes. The task of the architecture contest was to 
reveal the plastic and figurative sculpture utilizing architecture. In the 
museum, each sculpture often requires a separate space. The task was to 
design architectural solutions complementing the sculptures. The 
additional condition was to create a museum for the history of ancient 
Kirgiz sculptures. The architects of the project D. Omuraliyev and A. 
Abishev write: ,,Given the absence of such a museum in Kyrgyzstan, the problem is 
of ethnographic, cultural and scientific importance. To create the museum of nomadic 
Turkic sculptural art is a challenge that calls for scientific and theoretical research, the 
study of the history of ancient Turkic sculptures, as well as the aesthetic and mythic 
poetics embedded in nomadic sculpture and architecture. Why were the ancient Kyrgyz 
fascinated with sculpture? What did it mean for them?”.4  

The architects based their project for the museum on their 
explorations in the history, culture and art. They began with the 
description of the artefacts for the exhibitions before they offered a 
design for the museum. 

They assigned a special place in the museum to traditional stones. 
Balbals are idiosyncratic stone idols; their meaning remains a mystery. All 
balbals fit the same artistic gestalt which sets them aside from other 
stone sculptures. A large number of stone balbals are still present in 
Kyrgyzstan. Usually, balbals were placed on the burial mounds and 
tombs. The cult of the dead presupposes their sullen architectural and 
spatial interpretation. The architects expressed the following opinion: ,,It 
is unfortunate to see a frivolous use of balbals in the design of restaurants, cafes or 
other entertainment institutions because it is misleading for the public. Kyrgyz stone 
sculptures should form a gallery in the museum. Balbals are unique sculptural works 
and require a special architectural solution”. The architects emphasize that the 
ancient concept of ,,sculpture” differs from the modern view. 

The architects designed the museum space for balbals to convey 
their magical power and draw the visitor‟s attention to the spiritual 
meaning of balbals. Besides balbals, other sacred stone idols are included 
in the museum exhibitions as well. They differ from balbals because they 
are not human-made but created by nature and ,,sanctified” by the 
mythopoeic imagination of Kyrgyz people. Examples of the nature-made 

                                                             
4 D. Omuraliyev, Modern ethnoarchitecture of Kyrgyzstan (origins, objects, trends), Bishkek, 
Publishing House of KSUCTA, 2003, 180 p. 
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idol are Manasa or stone with Batyr‟s handprint, kozhomkuldun tashy, 
etc. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Kozhomkuldun tashy (The Stone of Kozhumkula) 

 
Given the religious reverence by Kyrgyz people to such stones, 

their relocation to the museum is out of the question. Many sacred idols 
are natural monuments located in remote places. Therefore, it is 
challenging to imagine such exhibit. Perhaps, their replicas can be part of 
the future exhibition.    

Another artefacts for sculptural exhibitions should be altyn-bakan 
and kumish-bakan. They are crafted wooden standing hangers with metal 
details. Traditionally, they were placed symmetrically inside the yurt at 
the entrance. Altyn-bakan symbolizes the male, and ,,kumush-bakan”-the 
female. Many mythological images, nomadic rituals and beliefs are 
associated with bakans. The ancients believed that the bakan represents 
the World Tree connecting the earth, heaven and underground. The 
vertical line of the bakan resembles symbolic sculptural solutions used in 
the interior space of the temples or palaces. Therefore, the separate 
exhibition of bakans can enrich the museum and represent the Kyrgyz 
wooden sculptural art.  

 Kyrgyz people loved wooden and stuffed dolls: they also can be 
viewed as sculptural objects. A stuffed doll often was used at night as a 
protective amulet. At night a children‟s toy became a sacred object and a 
mystical being. Traditionally, nomads shunned huge monumental forms 
it is hard to find large sculptural objects in Kyrgyz and Turkic cultures. 
So a collection of dolls can take a remarkable place in the museum of 
sculptural arts. 

An interesting addition to the museum exposition could be the cult 
stones or kuts, which often are meteoric stones. Kuts were worshiped 
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and revered. Kyrgyz believed kuts bring prosperity, happiness and health 
to the family. Kuts were stored and locked in a box away from strangers‟ 
eyes and passed from generation to generation. Kuts and their history 
can be an exciting part of the museum exposition. 

Besides stones, Kyrgyz also assigned a sacred meaning to the horse 
skulls. Whitened and dried by sun and wind, skulls can be described as 
,,sculptures made of bone”. They inspire thoughts of mortality and brevity of 
life as a skull in the legend Tolubai synchy. Nomadic cultures 
worshipped horses. The horse skulls included in a sculptural exhibition 
can offer a fresh look at nomadic legends and stories. The technique of 
,,dry brush” can be viewed as ritualized and scared. 

The sculptural exhibition should also include ,,dry trees” that often 
serve as mazar. They are ubiquitous in Kyrgyzstan and still used as places 
of religious worship. Creative artists can turn the sacred object into the 
museum‟s centerpiece. The proponents of the museum envision a 
collection of small sculptural artefacts done in so-called ,,animalistic 
style” belonging to nomadic Saks, Usun, and Hun tribes. There are many 
random archaeological artefacts in Kyrgyzstan museums that could be 
organized into an extensive collection. The sculptural miniatures require 
a particular form of preservation and exhibition.  

The museum would not be complete without the contemporary 
Kyrgyz sculptures. In the combination of history and modernity, the 
museum can expand and grows its collections.  

Only after defining parts of the sculptural collection of the future 
museum, the architects proceeded to the architectural design based on 
the ancient Saks cosmology. The geometry and layout of the museum is 
based on eastern mandala that represents ,,the map” of the ancient 
universe.5 

The three levels of the universe-underground, earth and heaven-
find their reflection in the architecture and exposition plan. The 
underground part of the museum is reserved for Scythians, Saks, and 
other Usuns tribal art, ,,the earth” part will house traditional and modern 
Kyrgyz sculpture, and heaven will be reserved for the sculptures of birds. 

The three levels will be connected vertically by a sculptural ,,tree of 
life” with a reflection in the pool of water. The underworld space will be 
constructed as caves. The airy spacious museum will resemble kumbez 
and yurt. 

                                                             
5 B. A. Glaudinov, M. G. Seidalin, A. S. Karpykov, The architecture of the Soviet Kazakhstan, 
Moscow, Stroyizdat, 1987. 
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The analysis of the two museums (the former is functional and 
the latter is in a project stage) reveals similar architectural solutions. It 
can be explained by similar ideological and theoretical functions of the 
museums as sources of history, philosophy, and culture for modern 
people.  
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Abstract: Digital diplomacy is a new and developing tool of public diplomacy. In 

21st century, where information is the most powerful tool of politics, importance of the study of 
Digital Diplomacy increases for a several times. The purpose of this article is to analyze such 
concepts as public diplomacy, digital diplomacy and media diplomacy in the context of      
contemporary international relations. Also, the authors of the study conducted a comparative 
analysis of the involvement of diplomatic services of 3 countries (Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, 
and Kyrgyzstan) in the sphere of digital diplomacy. In the course of the work, a scoring    
assessment of the positions of countries in international and national rankings was conducted. 
Statistical data were compiled for each country, which allowed obtaining the most complete 
picture of the digital trends in the diplomacy of the above three countries. 

Keywords: diplomacy, public diplomacy, media diplomacy, digital     
diplomacy, propaganda, foreign cultural policy. 

 
Communication of an international actor‟s policies to citizens of 

foreign countries is commonly known as public diplomacy. These citizens 
might be anyone from the average ordinary waiter to a specialist across 
different sectors of industry, from non-governmental organizations to 
media institutions. Foreign ministries, non-governmental organizations 
and civil society organizations engage citizens through communication 
methods such as media, events and conferences, collaborative projects 
and exchanges of culture, personnel or students. 1  They try engage       
citizens and groups, whose opinions, values, activities and interests may 
help change another government‟s position. In other words, it called  
influencing government-to-government relations.2 

The term ,,public diplomacy” has been using since at least the       
mid-nineteenth century. In the last few decades the study of public    
diplomacy developed and ranged to different trends. The purpose of this 
article is to define the concept of public diplomacy, introduce             

                                                             
1  V. I. Fokin, S. S. Shirin, J. V. Nikolaeva, N. M. Bogolubova, E. E. Elts, V. N.        
Baryshnikov, ,,Interaction of cultures and diplomacy of states”, in Kasetsart Journal of 
Social Sciences, no. 38/1, 2017, pp. 45-49 (www.doi.org). 
2 J. Pamment, New Public Diplomacy in the 21st Century: A Comparative Study of Policy and 
Practice, London, Routledge, 2013.  
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approaches to understanding of it. Moreover, we would like to indicate 
modern trends in the revolution of public diplomacy, particularly       
development of digital diplomacy. This article will examine differences 
and similarities of digital diplomacy of Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and  
Kyrgyzstan.  

 
Methods 

 
When writing a scientific article, the authors analyzed a wide range 

of publications on the research topic. 
As a methodological basis for the study, the following methods 

were used: 
1) Deductive method, which implies a path from theory to practice, 

from the general to the particular; allows to confirm or refute the     
theoretical canons, developed by domestic and foreign linguistics, with 
specific linguistic material; To determine on the basis of key theoretical 
bases the correspondence of concepts to the provisions of collective  
linguistic thought; 

2) Inductive method, assuming a path from the private to the      
general, continuing the search for certain theoretical patterns of the  
functioning of a concrete concept; 

3) Comparative method that allows comparing segments of different 
concepts and revealing national identity and international versatility; 

4) Functional method that allows viewing diplomacy as a dynamic 
system. 

 
Results and discussion 

 
Definitions of public diplomacy, media diplomacy  

and digital diplomacy 
 

The term ,,public diplomacy”3 was established in usage by Edmund 
Gullion, former U. S. Ambassador in 1964. Professor Gullion found out 
that diplomats and journalists had much in common.  E. R. Murrow 
from Center of Public Diplomacy states: ,,Public diplomacy… deals with the 
influence of public attitudes on the formation and execution of foreign policies. It 
encompasses dimensions of international relations beyond traditional diplomacy; the  
cultivation by governments of public opinion in other countries; the interaction of    

                                                             
3 University of Southern Carolina Center of Public Diplomacy, What is Public Diplomacy? 
2017, retrieved from: www.uscpublicdiplomacy.org, accessed in 15.12.2017. 
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private groups and interests in one country with those of another; the reporting of   
foreign affairs and its impact on policy; communication between those whose job is 
communication, as between diplomats and foreign correspondents; and the processes of 
inter-cultural communications”.4 

There are several differences between public diplomacy and      
traditional diplomacy. Public diplomacy differs from traditional          
diplomacy in that public diplomacy deals not only with governments but 
primarily with non-governmental individuals and organizations.         
Furthermore, traditional diplomacy actively engages one government 
with another government. In traditional diplomacy an embassy officials 
represent a country‟s government in a host country primarily by      
maintaining relations with the officials of the host government whereas 
public diplomacy primarily engages many diverse non-government    
elements of a society. 

,,My God, this is the end of diplomacy!”, was the reported reaction of 
Lord Palmerston, British Prime Minister, on receiving the first telegraph 
message in the 1860s. 5  Since then communication technologies           
developed rapidly, especially in the last few decades. In 2005 there 
achieved a brand-new term: ,,new public diplomacy”. In the work The New 
Public Diplomacy: Soft Power in International Relations,6 J. Melissen described 
how public diplomacy changed in modern 21st century‟s environment. 
He defined public diplomacy in three main characteristics: 

-a change of diplomatic practices, which was made by new actors;  
-engagement with foreign publics, which is connected to each  

other;  
-moving away from one-way information towards dialogue and 

engagement.  
The term digital diplomacy, distributed along with the concepts of 

internet diplomacy, diplomacy, social networking and Web 2.0           
diplomacy, first began to be applied to U. S. foreign policy. In particular,  
it implies the widespread use of information and communication     
technologies (I. C. T.), including new media, social networks, blogs and 
media arenas in a global network to support public authorities to carry 
out the functions and communications on issues related a foreign        

                                                             
4 University of Southern Carolina Center of Public Diplomacy, Public Diplomacy before 
Gullion: The evolution of a Phrase, 2017, retrieved from www.uscpublicdiplomacy.org,   
accessed in 15.12.2017. 
5 J. Ramaprasad, ,,Media Diplomacy: in Search of a Definition”, in Gazette, no. 31, 1983, 
pp. 69-78.  
6  J. Melissen, The new public diplomacy. Soft power in international relations, Houndmills,    
Palgrave Macmillan, 2005. 

https://uscpublicdiplomacy.org/printpdf/22179
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political agenda. Currently, digital diplomacy programs are realized not 
only the U. S., but also a number of other countries.  

The components of Lasswell‟s formula in communication theory 
are widely known: Sender-Message-Receiver. 7  Can we consider that   
public diplomacy is defined in terms of sender (diplomat) and receiver 
(public)? In this case is digital diplomacy defined in terms of the medium 
(digital channels) or it is a new and innovative form of public diplomacy? 

Digital diplomacy is defined as the use of social networks in the 
diplomatic practice of the government to ensure interaction of foreign 
citizens with diplomats. Digital diplomacy is one of the areas of public 
diplomacy-oriented involvement in the diplomatic practice of the general 
population, rather than the interaction with the political and diplomatic 
elite of foreign countries. Diplomacy in the web includes placing radio 
and television broadcasts on the Internet, distribution literature in a     
digital format in open access, monitoring discussions in blog space, the 
creation of the first personalized pages of government officials in social 
networks, as well as the distribution of information through mobile 
phones. 

The new age is dictating new rules of living; one of them is being a 
part of virtual community. Nowadays social media might be considered 
as explicit public diary of modern citizen, where we make gallery of our 
joyfulness, weaknesses and aspirations. In recent two last decade       
scholars, journalists and even ordinary people consider that the Internet 
as one of significant components of daily life of modern human. Since 
media studies represents social networking as the huge field which could 
be explored for the whole social sciences a lot of various techniques were 
developed to discover and analyze it. For example, S. Woolgar8 and S. 
Chambers 9  questioned and tried to answer different questions about   
behavior of people in virtual reality. As cyber space started to rapidly 
grow and complicated virtual relationships were developed, the role of 
social networking in media had been substantially enhanced. Hence    
relationship between public diplomacy actors and citizens might attract 
large attention for academic research. 

                                                             
7 G. Lasswell, The structure and function of communication in society. The Communication of Ideas, 
New York, Harper and Brothers, 1948. 
8 S. Woolgar, Virtual Society? Technology, Cyberbole, Reality, Oxford, O. U. P. Oxford, 2002. 
9 S. Chambers, Catalogue 2.0: The future of the library catalogue, London, 2013. 
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Most popular social network channels used by foreign ministries 
all over the world are Twitter and Facebook.10 These two networks can 
be linked to one another and collect followers and drive traffic from one 
platform to the other. If Facebook was used mainly to connect friends 
and share updates in the beginning of its era, now it is a platform to 
write and share opinion, to use in professional outreach, to grow and 
develop communities and public places. Users of social media do not 
just write a messages and posts, now they expect engagement, they     
expect other users to listen to them, and respond. Therefore, these        
e-tools now used in both ways: to share information and to collect it. 
Using social media government gathers information, accesses public  
opinion and communicates with mass.  

The results of a study conducted in August 2010 by the U. S. 
Peace Research Institute 11  show that new media have an impact on   
public opinion, mitigate or exacerbate inter-group conflicts, promote  
collective action, provoke negative backlash in states with authoritarian 
regimes, and attract international attention to certain countries.       
However, the authors of the study believe that it is not possible to draw 
unequivocal conclusions about the influence of social networks on    
protests and revolutions in the countries of North Africa and the Middle 
East. Traditional media are still no less, and often even more influential 
than social media. 

Information today is a key resource of soft power in the              
international arena. Soft power involves the use of methods of influence, 
oriented to communication. The author of the soft power concept, J. 
Nye, defined it as follows: ,,power is the ability to influence the behavior of others 
to get the outcomes you want. There are several ways one can achieve this: you can 
coerce them with threats; you can induce them with payments; or you can attract and 
co-opt them to want what you want. This soft power-getting others to want the      
outcomes you want-co-opts people rather than coerces them”.12 

J. Nye contrasts a soft power, focused on the attractiveness of the 
country at the expense of its culture, ideals or programs, a hard power, 
determined by the military or economic power of the nation. In the work 

                                                             
10 M. Ittefaq, A. Ahmed, Digital Diplomacy via Social Media (Facebook and Twitter). The Role 
of Social Media in Public Diplomacy A case of Pakistan‟s Embassies and High Commissions, 2017, 
retrieved from www.researchgate.net, accessed in 13.02.2018. 
11 S. Aday, H. Farrell, M. Lynch, J. Sides, J. Kelly, E. Zuckerman, Blogs and Bullets: New 
Media in Contentious Politics, 2010, retrieved from www.usip.org, accessed in 5.01.2018. 
12 J. Nye, Bound to Lead: The Changing Nature of American Power, New York, Basic Books, 
1990; Idem, Soft Power: The Means to Success in World Politics, New York, Public Affairs, 
2004. 

http://www.usip.org/
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The future of power the author comes to the conclusion that in the era of 
information globalization, the very content of power is being           
transformed in international politics, which relies not on military but on 
information resources: ,,In the information age, one who can imagine himself in 
the best light can win”.13 This is exactly what digital diplomacy programs of 
many countries are aimed at. The development of information         
technologies, including social networks, creates new technologies for the 
implementation of foreign policy goals, strengthening the soft and hard 
power of the state. At the same time, it is very difficult to unequivocally 
divide the soft and hard power.14 

In the second part of the article we will try to look at use of social 
media and other tools of digital diplomacy in Central Asian countries: 
Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan. 

 
Comparing digital diplomacy of Central Asian countries: 

Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan 
 

The central state body that carries out foreign policy activities is the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Kazakhstan            (hereinafter-

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs). According to the Law of the Republic of 

Kazakhstan of March 7, 2002 ,,On the Diplomatic    Service of the Republic of 

Kazakhstan”, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is developing the main foreign 

policy directions of the Republic of     Kazakhstan and implementing 

international initiatives of the Head of State, and also submits relevant 

proposals to the President and the   Government, coordinates the international 

activities of central executive bodies in relations with foreign states and 

international organizations. 

According to M. F. A. of Republic of Kazakhstan official      
statement, Kazakhstan will provide timely and full information to the 
world community about its position on major international issues,      
foreign policy initiatives, political, social-economic and cultural-
humanitarian development of the state.15 

                                                             
13 Idem,The future of power, New York, Public Affairs, 2011. 
14 S. S. Shirin, N. M. Bogolubova, J. V. Nikolaeva, ,,Application of David Easton‟s 
Model of Political System to the World Wide Web”, in World Applied Sciences Journal, no. 
30/8, 2014, pp. 1083-1087. 
15 Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Kazakhstan, retrieved from www.mfa.gov.kz, accessed in 
20.02.2018. 

http://mfa.gov.kz/
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For this purpose Kazakhstan takes advantage of modern             
information and communication technologies and traditional tools of 
diplomacy.  

One of the areas of the program and become digital diplomacy. M. 
F. A. initiative involves addition of the traditional instruments of foreign 
policy tools of innovative governance, which will be used to ensure that 
the full potential of networking technologies, as well as the population in 
an interdependent world. Today more than 40% of the world‟s         
population is active users of the Internet, and this figure is growing every 
minute.16 The starting point for the activation of public policy in the   
digital area was the realization of the Internet‟s potential impact on a  
significant number of P. C. users and owners of mobile phones in the 
world. 

The number of active users of the global network in Kazakhstan at 
the end of 2016 amounted (about 55,8% of the population). Kazakhstan 
takes 43 place in this indicator-the number of Internet users in the  
country reached 9,9 million people, an increase of 1,3% over the year. 
Active users of social networks in Kazakhstan are 3,3 million people. 
The most popular social network among the Kazakhs was VKontakte, 
which 1,945 million users are using. Most of the social network audience 
,,VKontakte” is people under 18 years. Also it can be noted that in      
Kazakhstan the social network Instagram is gaining popularity. The   
service is used by 1,336 million Kazakhstanis. Facebook‟s social network 
in Kazakhstan is used by 125,8 thousand people, most of them women-
60,3%. It is noteworthy that there is a small percent of users under the 
age of 18-they are only 0,1 percent. The basis of the audience consists of 
people from 25 to 34 years-their 45.4 percent.17 

Kazakh state institutions are also increasing their presence in the 
Internet. The president Kazakhstan got the first website and the 
presidential blog. In 2012 president joined Facebook and Twitter, in 
2014 he also joined the Instagram. Today all federal ministries, 
departments and other state authorities have their own websites. The 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Kazakhstan provides an 
opportunity for all those who wish to follow the current events of 
foreign policy in social networks, in particular using Facebook and 
Twitter sites. 

                                                             
16 Internet Live Stats, retrieved from www.internetlivestats.com, accessed in 20.02.2018. 
17How many people ,,sitting” in social networks in Kazakhstan? Tengri News, 2016,   
retrieved from www.tengrinews.kz, accessed in 28.01.2018. 

https://tengrinews.kz/internet/skolko-lyudey-sidyat-v-sotssetyah-v-kazahstane-288639/
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According to Digital Diplomacy Review Kazakhstan is on 44th 

place around the globe (in 2016 Kazakhstan was on the 38th place)18. The 
review is realized by using both qualitative and quantitative data        
produced by M. F. A.s. Providing an in-depth analysis of publicly open 
digital diplomacy assets, this survey examines websites, mobile apps and 
social networks and the ways in which they are used to conduct digital 
diplomacy affairs.  It represents the stages of progress from a beginner to 
advanced degree of digital diplomacy practice at corporate level:        
Presence, Customization, Up-to-dateness, Engagement, and Diplomacy. 
Moreover, it analyzes qualitative signifiers such as creativity and    
authenticity, transparency, content-management, security, openness,      
influence, type of audience, professionalism, disruptive/innovative   
campaigns. 

It is also noted, that among the C. I. S. countries in the ranking 
Kazakhstan only behind Russia, which is ranked fourth. The rating of 
digital diplomacy led the United Kingdom, followed by the United States 
and by France. Kyrgyzstan is on the 96th and Uzbekistan is in the 124th 

places of the chart.19  
All these three countries‟ M. F. A.s have social media accounts on 

several platforms. Moreover, some Embassies of these countries also 
have S. M. accounts. For example, Uzbekistan Embassies in London, 
Brussels and Singapore have accounts on Twitter. Kyrgystan‟s Embassies 
in Uzbekistan, U. S. A. and Belgium as well have Twitter accounts. In 
terms of Kazakhstan, Embassies of this country run social media       
accounts in Twitter in 20 countries and in Facebook 28 countries.  But 
not all of them are active on S. M. We would like to examine several   
social media accounts running by MFAs of Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and 
Kyrgyzstan in terms of activity and engagement. 

In Uzbekistan, the percentage of the population present on the  
Internet in 2016 was 51% (almost 15,5 million users), which is quite high 
for the countries of Central Asia.20 

There is a lack of fresh statistics, illuminating the preferences of 
users of social networks of the country. The latest infomations is dated 
2016. According to the available information, Uzbeks preferred such  
social networks: 

                                                             
18 Digital Diplomacy Review, 2017, retrieved from www.digital.diplomacy.live, accessed in 
28.01.2018. 
19 In the rating of digital diplomacy, Kyrgyzstan outstripped China, but lagged behind 
Uganda, Sputnik, 2016, retrieved from www.ru.sputnik.kg, accessed in 27.01.2018. 
20 Internet Live Stats, retrieved from www.internetlivestats.com, accessed in 20.02.2018. 

https://ru.sputnik.kg/politics/20160406/1024027313.html
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1) My world [Moy mir](Mail.ru); 
2) Classmates[Odnoklassniki]; 
3) In Contact [VKontakte].21 
At the same time, despite the popularity of these social networks, 

there were appeals to create their own social network as alternatives to 
Facebook or to ,,Classmates”.22 According to rough estimates, there were 
38 social networks in the country, of which only 8 partially worked. All 
these actions were carried out with the aim of limiting the activities of 
social networks in Uzbekistan. The official position of the authorities is: 
,,Protection of young people from the negative effects of foreign ideas and movements is 
a priority. These ideas are spread mainly through foreign social networks”.23 One of 
the biggest threats is the recruitment of young users in the ranks of the I. 
S. I. S. and I. M. U. (Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan).  

Despite such a policy, diplomatic departments of Uzbekistan try to 
keep up with their foreign colleagues and remain in the trend. The    
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Uzbekistan has accounts on Facebook and 
on YouTube. The Embassy of the Republic of Uzbekistan in Ukraine 
also has pages in Facebook, but similar diplomatic institutions in Poland, 
Russia, England, Germany, Japan, Egypt, Spain hasn‟t. 

Such closeness to public and digital diplomacy instruments is   
confirmed in the Digital Diplomacy Review for 2017-the country was on 
the 133d position out of 209. In 2016, Uzbekistan was on the 124th     
position.24 

As for Kyrgyzstan, the population of this country also actively uses 
the Internet and social networks. Analysis of Internet Live Stats for 2016 
showed that Kyrgyzstan is on the 106th place in the ranking of countries 
by the number of Internet users. The number of users among the    
country‟s population is just over 2 million people, or 34,4%. And       
although this indicator is lower than in Kazakhstan. But the number of 
users is steadily increasing, which is shown by statistics.25 

According to data for 2017, the majority of Internet users is the 
young population of the country between the ages of 18 and 35, with 
higher education. 12% of the Kyrgyz population uses the Internet daily. 

                                                             
21 The most popular social network in Uzbekistan become ,,My World”, Sputnik, 2016, retrieved 
from www.ru.sputniknews-uz.com, accessed in 21.02.2018. 
22 Down with Facebook! How Uzbekistan fights the threats of social networks, 2016, retrieved 
from www.365info.kz, accessed in 21.02.2018. 
23 Ibidem. 
24 Digital Diplomacy Review, 2017, retrieved from www.digital.diplomacy.live, accessed in 
21.02.2018. 
25 Internet Live Stats, retrieved from www.internetlivestats.com, accessed in 20.02.2018. 
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Men less often use social networks of the Internet, rather than women. 
Among the most popular social networks in Kyrgyzstan are the          
following: 

1) Classmates[Odnoklassniki]; 
2) Facebook; 
3) Instagram; 
4) In Contact [VKontakte]; 
5) My world [Moy Mir](Mail.ru); 
6) Twitter.26 
Despite the growing number of Internet users at the beginning of 

2018, there was a question of limiting the influence of social networks on 
the territory of Kyrgyzstan. The initiator of innovation was Ulan Primov: 
He said: ,,Verified, unverified information is published there, social networks are 
spreading information capable of undermining international consent, contrary to    
national interests ... it is necessary to introduce a bill providing for the consideration of 
social networks, as mass media, or what is a limitation”.27  These changes, first 
of all, should regulate the issues of publishing in the media and social 
networks a refutation of information discrediting the honor and dignity 
of a person. 

According to the Digital Diplomacy Review for the year 2017, 
Kyrgyzstan ranked 137th in the ranking of countries using digital 
diplomacy tools.28 

With regard to the use of social networks in the work of diplomats 
in Kyrgyzstan, it should be noted that many embassies and consulates of 
the country have pages in social networks and try to actively interact with 
a wide range of public. For example, the Embassy of the Kyrgyz        
Republic in the Russian Federation in 2016 initiated a weekly informing 
in social network of users about the activities of the Consular Section.29 
In addition, the Embassy also has an account in the social network     
Facebook. 

As for the country‟s main diplomatic institution, the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs of Kyrgyzstan, it has accounts on such social networks as 

                                                             
26 Social networks in the life of Kyrgyz people, Information Analytical Agency ,,Kabar”, 2017, 
retrieved from www.kabar.kg, accessed in 20.02.2018. 
27  How to curb social networks?, Radio ,,Azattuk”, 2018, retrieved from 
www.rus.azattyk.org, accessed in 20.02.2018. 
28 Digital Diplomacy Review, 2017, retrieved from www.digital.diplomacy.live, accessed in 
20.02.2018. 
29  Embassy of the Kyrgyz Republic in the Russian Federation, retrieved from 
www.kyrgyzembassy.ru, accessed in 20.02.2018. 
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Facebook, Twitter, VKontakte and even YouTube, which undoubtedly 
testifies to the active implementation of digital diplomacy tools.  
 

Conclusion 
 

The purpose of this article was to define the concept of public  
diplomacy in their diverse, often paradoxical comprehensions, to at least 
slightly introduce approaches to understanding of public diplomacy, 
while at the same time indicating modern trends in the revolution of 
public diplomacy, particularly development of digital diplomacy.  

It is important to understand that information technology can 
transform and change, but it is one of the key technology products in 
today‟s society. That is why government agencies, including those whose 
functions are related to foreign countries it is important not to delay 
their development in the long box. 

Currently, the Internet is actively used by Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan 
and Kyrgyzstan as an instrument of foreign policy and diplomacy, a 
means of strengthening soft power, increasing the attractiveness of the 
image of the country. Undoubtedly, all these countries strive to 
strengthen their positions in the international arena, which requires them 
to make more efforts in the fields of digital and public diplomacy. 

Being the driving force of the processes of globalization, which are 
ambiguous in nature, the Internet opens new perspectives for the society 
and state structures. The global network can serve the task of building up 
its soft power and forming a positive image of countries in the           
international arena, 30  popularizing their rich cultural heritage, 
strengthening ties in the spheres of economy, law, culture, science, 
medicine, as well as supporting the multicultural policy of states.31 

With such an understanding of Kazakhstan‟s policy objectives in 
the information space of digital diplomacy can be an instrument of good 
promotion of our national interests on the world stage-provided that the 
investment in it sufficient intellectual, technological and organizational 
resources. Kazakhstan has the resources available, but most of them are 
scarce is time. For this reason, the activation state agencies efforts in the 

                                                             
30  J. Nikolaeva, N. Bogoliubova, V. Fokin, V. Baryshnikov, P. Klevtsov, E. Eltc, 
,,Cultural mega-events as an international, cultural, and political tool”, in Codrul       
Cosminului, no. 23/2, 2017, pp. 293-306. 
31  V. Fokin, V. Baryshnikov, N. Bogoliubova, J. Nikolaeva, I. Ivannikov, M.           
Portnyagina, N. Ryazantseva, E. Eltc, I. Chernov, ,,Multiculturalism in the Modern 
World”, in International journal of environmental & science education, no. 11 (18), 2016, pp. 
10777 -10787.  
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area under consideration should be considered as a priority for the near 
future. 
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Abstract: After the end of the Cold War, the Caspian Sea has undergone a global 
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De-a lungul timpului, Marea Neagrã a fost o rãscruce de drumuri 
pentru civilizaţii, continente şi puteri globale. Datoritã poziţionãrii sale în 
centrul triunghiului format din Europa, Orientul Mijlociu şi Eurasia, 
regiunea şi popoarele acesteia împãrtãşesc unele caracteristici comune cu 
toate aceste teritorii. Islamul şi creştinismul au venit faţã în faţã în 
regiune. O mare luptã a avut loc între cruciaţi şi turci, apoi între otomani, 
puterile occidentale şi Rusia. Iniţial, otomanii au reuşit sã controleze 
întreaga zonã şi au declarat Marea Neagrã un lac otoman. Apoi, Rusia a 
luat treptat partea nordicã şi a ajuns la mare. Cu toate acestea, ruşii nu au 
reuşit sã pãtrundã în toate pãrţile din Marea Neagrã, iar marea însãşi a 
devenit o linie care separã Occidentul de Orient.1 

Datoritã acestei poziţionãri geografice, regiunea Mãrii Negre a fost 
neglijatã în decursul timpului de cãtre experţi. 2  Însã, dupã prãbuşirea 
Uniunii Sovietice, spaţiul Mãrii Negre a intrat într-o transformare geo-

                                                             
* Cercetare realizatã sub îndrumarea doamnei lector universitar doctor Anna Abalian, 
Universitatea de Stat din Sankt Petersburg, Federaţia Rusã. 
1 Idris Bal, ,,US policies towards the Black Sea region”, în Giray Saynur Bozkurt, The Blue 
Black Sea: New Dimensions of History, Security, Strategy, Energy and Economy, London, 
Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2013, p. 210.  
2  Ronald D. Asmus, ,,The Black Sea and the frontiers of freedom”, în Ronald D. 
Asmus, A New Euro-Atlantic strategy for the Black Sea Region, Washington, D. C., The 
German Marshall Fund of the United States, 2004, p. 18. 
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economicã şi geopoliticã internaţionalã  devenind centrul atenţiei ţãrilor 
occidentale şi al companiilor internaţionale de petrol şi gaze. Resursele de 
hidrocarburi din statele caspice nu numai cã au influenţat enorm 
formarea unor noi relaţii internaţionale în regiune, dar au provocat 
schimbarea radicalã a fluxurilor de energie şi direcţia lor de la nord-sud 
spre est-vest. Rolul regiunii Mãrii Negre s-a schimbat radical.3 

Rezervele de petrol descoperite în Marea Caspicã, Asia Centralã şi 
aproximativ douã treimi din rezervele mondiale de petrol şi mai mult de 
o treime din rezervele globale de gaze naturale situate în Orientul 
Mijlociu, au ridicat importanţa strategicã a Mãrii Negre.4 

Regiunea Mãrii Caspice este una dintre cele mai vechi zone 
producãtoare de petrol din lume şi este o sursã de energie importantã 
pentru producţia globalã. Estimarea rezervei totale de petrol şi gaze din 
regiune variazã foarte mult, deoarece doar o parte din depozitele de 
hidrocarburi au fost gãsite. Studiul geologic american (USGS) estimeazã 
20 de miliarde de barili de petrol şi 243 Tcf de gaze naturale încã 
nedescoperite. O mare parte din acest resurse se aflã în bazinul sudic al 
Caspicului, unde disputele teritoriale împiedicã explorarea lor. 5  Deşi, 
rezervele energetice sunt avantajoase, este esenţialã existenţa unor 
resurse de producţie şi transportarea acestora spre consumatori. În acest 
sens, datoritã poziţiei sale geografice, majoritatea conductelor 
transportatoare de gaz sau petrol trebuie sã traverseze regiunea Mãrii 
Negre.6 

Astãzi, valoarea geopoliticã a Mãrii Negre creşte nu numai datoritã 
descoperirii zãcãmântului petrolier caspic, dar şi pentru resursele sale 
energetice. Acestea sunt comparabile cu cele din bazinul caspic, în 
condiţiile în care Marea Neagrã ar avea rezerve de aproximativ 10 
miliarde de barili de petrol şi 1,5 miliarde de m3 de gaze naturale. Cu 
toate acestea, adâncimea acestor rezerve nu le uşureazã exploatarea.7 În 
ultimii ani s-au obţinut noi rezultate în cãutarea resurselor energetice şi 
de materii prime ale Mãrii Negre şi s-au dezvoltat noi tehnologii care au 
permis structurarea mai multor proiecte-pilot, pentru industrie minierã 
maritimã. Unul dintre cele mai atractive proiecte de dezvoltare a 

                                                             
3  Sergey S. Zhiltsov, S. Igor, Oil and Gas Pipelines in the Black-Caspian Seas Region, 
Springer, 2016, p. 3. 
4 Idris Bal, ,,US policies towards the Black Sea region”, p. 211. 
5 U.S Energy information Administration, www.eia.gov, accesat la data de 07.IV.2018, ora 
11:52. 
6 Idris Bal, ,,US policies towards the Black Sea region”, p. 211. 
7 Ludmila Roşca, Elvira Senic, ,,Geopolitica şi geoenergia în regiunea Mãrii Negre”, în 
Revistã ştiinţifico-practicã, numãr 2, 2013, p. 12. 
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resurselor energetice este explorarea şi extracţia gazelor naturale din 
depozitele de hidrat de gaz de pe fundul mãrii. Hidratele de gaz din 
Marea Neagrã vor fi cea mai mare comoarã a viitorului, a cãrei dezvoltare 
va rezolva aprovizionarea cu energie a ţãrilor din regiunea Mãrii Negre.8 
Cum aceastã tehnologie este doar în curs de dezvoltare, gazul şi petrolul 
din Marea Caspicã rãmân sã fie discutate pe agenda internaţionalã. 

Din punctul de vedere al geopoliticii clasice, regiunea Mãrii Negre 
este o piatrã de temelie a stabilitãţii şi securitãţii euro-asiatice. Face parte 
dintr-o zonã foarte importantã şi sensibilã, cu resurse naturale majore şi 
coridoare strategice de transport a energie.9 Ca urmare, cercetãtorii din 
acest domeniu au introdus conceptul de ,,regiune extinsã a Mãrii Negre”. 
Potrivit acestora, dupã prãbuşirea comunismului în Europa de Est şi 
dizolvarea URSS-ului, s-a deschis un nou capitol în istoria Mãrii Negre. 
Aceastã regiune trebuie sã includã şi statele: Georgia, Armenia şi 
Azerbaidjan, care leagã sistemul euro-atlantic de rezervele de energie din 
zona Mãrii Caspice şi Asia Centralã.10 De asemenea, termenul de ,,regiune 
extinsã” aratã cã grupul Mãrii Negre nu ar trebui sã fie perceput ca un 
club exclusiv şi cã regiunea Mãrii Negre se extinde dincolo de teritoriile 
litorale, pânã în zonele adiacente care sunt legate din punct de vedere 
cultural, politic şi economic de cele dintâi. Regiunea include: Grecia, 
Bulgaria, România, Moldova la vest, Ucraina, Rusia la nord, Georgia, 
Armenia, Azerbaijan la est şi Turcia la sud.11 

În cele din urmã, regiunea  Mãrii Negre poate fi consideratã un 
pod strategic care leagã Europa de zona Mãrii Caspice, Asia Centralã şi 
Orientul Mijlociu şi de aici, chiar cu Asia de Sud-Est şi China. De 
asemenea, regiunea cuprinde statele membre ale UE: Bulgaria, Grecia şi 
România, apoi Turcia ţarã candidatã la UE şi partenerii din cadrul 
,,Politicii Europene de Vecinãtate”: Armenia, Azerbaidjan, Georgia, 
Republica Moldova şi Ucraina, precum şi Federaţia Rusã ca partener 

                                                             
8  Димитър Димитров, Петко Димитров, ,,ЧЕРНОЕ МОРЕ-
НЕТРАДИЦИОННЫЙ ЭНЕРГЕТИЧЕСКИЙ И СЫРЬЕВОЙ ЦЕНТР 
ЕВРОПЫ”, în Геология и полезные ископаемые Мирового океана, numãr 2, 2010, pp. 29-
30. 
9 A. Goncharenko, ,,The Wider Black Sea Area: New Geopolitical Realities, Regional 
Security structures and Democratic Control: A Ukrainian View”, în Occasional Paper, 
numãr 11, 2005, p. 23. 
10 Ronald D. Asmus, ,,The Black Sea and the frontiers of freedom”,  pp. 17-26. 
11  Lebriz Yakacikli, ,,Initiatives de cooperation dans la région de la mer Noire”, în 
Fédéralisme Régionalisme,  volum 11, numãr 2, an 2011. 
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strategic.12 O altã entitate globalã cu o valoare geopoliticã în regiune sunt 
Statele Unite ale Americii.  

Dupã cum se poate vedea  aceastã regiune a devenit o intersecţie a 
intereselor principalilor actori globali, în special axaţi pe cooperare şi 
concurenţã în domeniul energiei. Aceştia sunt: Uniunea Europeanã, 
Rusia şi Statele Unite ale Americii. 
 

Interesele UE în zona extinsã a Mãrii Negre 
 
Uniunea Europeanã este formatã din 28 de state şi are aproximativ 

508 milioane de locuitori, începând din 2015.13 Ţinând cont de aceastã 
întindere, UE este unul dintre principalii consumatori globali de energie, 
dar nu produce nici jumãtate din energia pe care o consumã. Prin 
urmare, UE este obligatã sã importe din strãinãtate aproximativ 54% din 
necesitãţile proprii, procent care pare sã creascã pânã la 70% în 2030. 
Petrolul reprezintã cea mai mare parte a importurilor totale de energie 
(60%), urmatã de gaze (26% ) şi cãrbune (13%), în timp ce resursele 
regenerabile şi energia electricã sunt sub 1%.14 

Geopolitica energiei rãmâne un motor al prosperitãţii şi securitãţii 
Uniunii Europene. Astfel, Marea Negrã a devenit un domeniu de 
oportunitãţi de dezvoltare, dar şi un mijloc de asigurare a securitãţii sale 
energetice.15 Statele membre aspirã la diversificarea surselor de energie 
pentru a reduce din efectele potenţiale ale unei întreruperii energetice din 
partea Rusiei. O concurenţã mai mare prin mai multe conducte va ajuta 
consumatorii europeni sã asigure o gamã mai largã de opţiuni, însã 
dominaţia Rusiei pe piaţã este încã o barierã în calea diversificãrii. Gazul 
natural este în centrul eforturilor de diversificare, dar actuala 
infrastructurã a transportului european de gaze este legatã de Rusia. UE 
depinde de aceastã infrastructurã pânã când procesul gazelor naturale 
lichefiate, terminalele corespunzãtoare şi navele de transport vor ajungela 
un ridicat nivel de dezvoltare.16 

                                                             
12 Official Journal of the European Union, 11 may 2012, EN C 136 E/82. 
13 www.europa.eu, accesat la data de 07.IV.2018, ora 17:11. 
14 Sanam S. Haghighi, Energy Security-The External Legal Relations of the European Union with 
Major Oil and Gas Supplying Countries, Oxford, Hart Publishing, 2007, p. 10. 
15  Andrei Josan, ,,New security dynamics and the rapid-changing regional energy 
architecture of the Black Sea area”, in Review of the Air Force Academy, volum IX, numãr 
2, 2013, p. 77. 
16 ,,La sécurité énergétique en Europe: état et perspectives”, în Politique de sécurité: analyses 
du CSS, numãr 36, 2008, p. 2. 
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UE a început acest proces, importând gaz prin conducta Baku-
Tbilisi-Ceyhan. Astfel, Azerbaidjanul poate deveni principalul furnizor de 
gaze pentru finanţarea şi construirea de noi conducte în Europa.17 Cel 
mai mare proiect al UE a fost Nabucco, care trebuia sã aducã gaze 
caspice prin Turcia, Austria, Bulgaria, România şi Ungaria. Alte douã 
proiecte majore sunt conducta Turcia-Grecia-Italia şi conducta Trans-
Adriaticã care urmeazã sã fie construitã de o companie elveţianã şi o 
companie norvegianã.18 

În acest sens, se fac eforturi semnificative pentru construirea unor 
conducte de gaze din Azerbaidjan sau chiar din Turkmenistan, care sã 
tranziteze Turcia şi sã furnizeze gaze consumatorilor occidentali. Un bun 
exemplu este gazoductul Trans-Anatolian, care va rupe monopolul Rusiei 
asupra exporturilor de gaze cãtre Occident, iar dacã gazul iranian va 
ajunge vreodatã în Europa, acesta va trece prin Marea Neagrã. Astfel, 
atât timp cât Europa se bazeazã pe gaze naturale pentru energie, Marea 
Neagrã va rãmâne un coridor crucial de tranzit energetic.19 

În acelaşi timp trebuie menţionat faptul cã toate aceste conducte 
de transport energetic, cauzeazã mari bãtãi de cap Uniunii Europene. 
Zona Mãrii Negre trebuie securizatã din cauza conflictelor îngheţate din 
Transnistria, Georgia şi Ajerbaidjan-Armenia. Un posibil conflict în zonã 
poate perturba fluxul de energie spre continentului european. De 
exemplu, în timpul rãzboiului dintre Georgia şi Rusia în 2008, o parte a 
conductei Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan a fost distrusã şi a început sã funcţioneze 
doar în câteva  sãptãmâni.20 

Prin urmare, este evident cã Uniunea Europeanã percepe regiunea 
Mãrii Negre nu doar ca spaţiu intersectat de cãile energetice care 
garanteazã aprovizionarea ţãrilor europene cu resursele necesare, ci şi ca 
un pod care leagã Europa şi regiunea caspicã, bogate în hidrocarburi. 
Legãtura dintre Marea Caspicã şi Marea Neagrã dezvoltã noi relaţii 

                                                             
17 Matthew J. Bryza, ,,The policy of the United States toward the Black Sea Region”, în 
Ronald D. Asmus, Next Steps in Forging a Euroatlantic Strategy for the Wider Black Sea, 
Washington, D. C., The German Marshall Plan Fund of the United States, 2006, pp. 
41-42. 
18 ,,La sécurité énergétique en Europe: état et perspectives”, p. 2. 
19 James R. Holmes, ,,The Geopolitics of the Black Sea. America has the Caribbean, 
China has the South China Sea, and Russia has the Black Sea”, în The Diplomat, 16 
aprilie, 2014. 
20 Nataliya Nechayeva-Yuriychuk, ,,The EU Position toward Frozen Conflicts Influence 
on Security and Energy Stability in Black Sea”, în НАУЧНИ ТРУДОВЕ НА 
РУСЕНСКИЯ УНИВЕРСИТЕТ, tom 49, seria 5.2, 2010, p. 54, 56. 
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internaţionale, ceea ce va conduce la formarea unui spaţiu geopolitic 
unificat.21 

 
Interesele SUA în zona extinsã a Mãrii Negre 

 
Conform teoriei realiste, dupã prãbuşirea Uniunii Sovietice în 

1989, lumea s-a mutat de la o situaţie bipolarã la o situaţie unipolarã. 
Dupã 1989, SUA a dominat lumea într-o manierã hegemonicã, având 
interese în regiunea Mãrii Negre.22  Politica americanã faţã de regiune 
decurge din politica sa faţã de Europa dupã cãderea zidului Berlinului: 
,,sã promoveze o regiune care este liberã, prosperã, paşnicã, sigurã şi întregã”.23 

Implicarea SUA în regiunea Mãrii Negre a câştigat un teren 
semnificativ dupã atacurile teroriste din 11 septembrie 2001. Regiunea a 
început sã fie perceputã ca fiind uşa din spatele Orientul Mijlociu şi din 
regiunea Africii de Nord.24 În acelaşi timp, SUA au încercat sã previnã 
posibile atacurile teroriste asupra conductelor de petrol şi gaze care 
furnizeazã energie statelor membre UE şi NATO.25 

Regiunea Mãrii Negre rãmâne un ,,pasaj” al Occidentului la 
resursele energetice din Asia Centralã şi din Marea Caspicã. Corporaţiile 
americane sunt interesate de Marea Caspicã, ele obţinând în anii 1990 
procente substanţiale în proiecte majore din Azerbaidjan şi Kazahstan.26 
Ca regulã, regiunile fãrã frontiere clar definite rareori devin punct de 
interes pentru investiţiile strãine. Cu toate acestea, graniţele maritime ale 
Mãrii Caspice constituie o excepţie de la aceastã regulã. Aceastã regiune a 
fost caracterizatã de o luptã legalã asupra controlului resurselor 
energetice. În ciuda tensiunilor etno-politice din regiune şi a 
nenumãratelor voci ştiinţifice care prevãd cã lipsa graniţelor maritime ar 
duce la conflicte, crize şi rãzboaie în regiunea caspicã, companii conduse 
de British Petroleum (BP) şi Amoco au investit peste 20 de miliarde de 
dolari în explorarea şi extracţia hidrocarburilor. Bazându-se pe asistenţa 

                                                             
21 www.fonduri-ue.ro, accesat la data de 03.IV.2018, ora 20:32. 
22 Carol Weaver, EU Neighbourhood, Conflict Zone or Future Security Community? The Politics 
of the Black Sea Region,London, Routledge, 2013, pp. 64-65. 
23 Wilson Ross, US policy in the Black Sea region, p. 2, www.esiweb.org, accesat la data de 
12.IV.2018, ora 12: 45. 
24  Ronald D. Asmus, ,,Developing a New Euro-Atlantic Strategy for the Black Sea 
Region”, în Idem, A New Euro-Atlantic strategy for the Black Sea Region, p. 20. 
25 Şerban Filip Cioculescu,Regiunea Extinsã a Mãrii Negre, Bucureşti, 2007, pp 10-11. 
26 Paul Kubicek, ,,Energy politics and geopolitical competition in the Caspian Basin”, în 
Journal of Eurasian Studies, volum 4, supliment 2, 2013, pp. 171-178. 

http://www.fonduri-ue.ro/
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americanã din spatele scenei, astãzi acestea stau pe locul unuia dintre cele 
mai bogate depozite de energie din lume.27 

În acest sens, Statele Unite sprijinã liberalizarea economicã, pieţele 
libere şi doreşte ca ţãrile din regiune sã fie integrate în sistemul capitalist 
global. Economia de piaţã, regimurile comerciale şi de investiţii libere, 
precum şi statul de drept care stau la baza pieţei libere vor fi elemente 
esenţiale pentru dezvoltarea prosperitãţii în regiunea Mãrii Negre. 
Guvernul Statelor Unite încurajeazã dezvoltarea de noi instanţe, luarea 
de decizii mai previzibile, simplificarea regimurilor de reglementare şi 
tratamentul echitabil al investitorilor strãini şi naţionali.28 

De asemenea, Statele Unite încearcã sã-i ajute pe aliaţii europeni sã 
îşi consolideze securitatea energeticã prin diversificarea aprovizionãrii cu 
gaze naturale, precum şi a petrolului. Acest obiectiv poate fi realizat prin 
creşterea concurenţei pentru pieţele europene prin furnizarea de opţiuni 
multiple de conducte pentru transportul energetic din regiunea caspicã 
spre Europa.29 În acest sens, SUA au fãcut posibilã construcţia unor noi 
conducte. Dupã ce o posibilã conductã prin  Iran sau o conductã trans-
afganã de gaz au fost respine,30  SUA a sprijinit conducta petrolierã Baku-
Tbilisi-Cayhan şi conducta de gaz Baku-Tbilisi-Erzurum.31 De asemenea, 
a continuat sã sprijine alte proiecte de conducte, inclusiv conducta 
Nabucco, considerând cã aceastã şi alte proiecte vor favoriza concurenţa, 
vor contribui la consolidarea aprovizionãrii cu energie la nivel mondial şi 
vor spori bunãstarea ţãrilor consumatoare de energie din regiune şi din 
alte pãrţi.32 
 

Interesul Federaţiei Ruse în regiune 
 
În ceea ce priveşte puterea energeticã, Rusia este cel mai mare 

producãtor şi exportator de gaze naturale din lume, al doilea exportator 
de petrol şi cel de-al treilea consumator de energie. În 2005, potrivit 
estimãrilor Bãncii Mondiale, sectorul petrolului şi al gazului a reprezentat 

                                                             
27 Ilya Bourtman, ,,No Borders, No Problem: Why the Lack of a Legal Framework in 
the Caspian Sea is not Affecting Energy Exploration”, în SAIS Review, numãr 1, an 
2006, pp. 109-110. 
28 Idris Bal, ,,US policies towards the Black Sea region”, p. 213. 
29 Ibidem, p. 214. 
30 Paul Kubicek, ,,Energy politics and geopolitical competition in the Caspian Basin”, 
pp. 171-178. 
31 Gareth Winrow, ,,Geopolitics and Energy Security in the Wider Black Sea Region”, 
în Journal of Southeast European and Black Sea Studies , volum 7, numãr 2, 2007, p. 221. 
32 Idris Bal, ,,US policies towards the Black Sea region”, p. 214. 
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aproximativ 20% din PIB-ul Rusiei. Rusia are cele mai mari rezerve 
cunoscute de gaze naturale din lume. Celelalte rezerve majore cunoscute 
de gaze sunt toate în Orientul Mijlociu: Iran (15%); Qatar (14%); Arabia 
Sauditã (4%); EAU (3%). Rusia are a opta cea mai mare rezervã de 
petrol.  

Producţia de petrol în Uniunea Sovieticã a atins punctul culminant 
în 1988 la 12,5 milioane de barili pe zi. Aceastã cifrã a fost redusã la 
jumãtate dupã prãbuşirea Uniunii Sovietice.33 Dupã 1990, gazul, şi într-o 
mãsurã mai micã, exporturile de petrol, au fost resursa cheie pentru 
supravieţuirea economicã a Rusiei post-sovietice.34 Însã, ca cea mai mare 
succesoare a Uniunii Sovietice, Rusia a fost bine poziţionatã pentru a 
juca un rol important în bazinul caspic şi regiunea Mãrii Negre. În ceea 
ce priveşte energia, toate fostele state sovietice au rãmas legate de vechile 
structuri sovietice, ceea ce a însemnat, printre altele, dependenţa de 
conductele de petrol şi gaze şi personalul etnic rus care sã gestioneze 
întreprinderile economice.35 

Aşadar, Rusia are un rol semnificativ în transportul petrolului şi 
gazului caspic cãtre pieţele occidentale. Fluxurile energetice şi exporturile 
constituie o dimensiune a politicii externe a Rusiei pentru controlul 
geopolitic asupra regiunii Mãrii Negre.36 În aceastã privinţã, Rusia s-a 
opus promovãrii proiectului Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan. Aceastã conductã a 
tãiat din monopolul economic rusesc şi a fost  un proiect politic menit sã 
stimuleze influenţa şi prestigiul altor puteri în Caucazul de Sud.37 În mod 
similar, proiectul  gazoductului Nabucco care trebuia sã transporte gaze 
din Turcia în Austria, a devenit o divergenţã între interesele Rusiei şi ale 
UE.38 

Chiar dacã construcţia conductei de petrol Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan a 
eliminat monopolul rus asupra tranzitului de petrol pe piaţa mondialã, 
Rusia nu a fost decât ,,uşuratã” de afacerea petrolierã din regiunea Mãrii 
Caspice. Novorossiysk a rãmas principalul terminal petrolier al Rusiei, 

                                                             
33 The European Union and Russia. Report with evidence, European Union Commitee, 14th 
Report of Session 2007-2008, p. 45.  
34 Ognyan Minchev, Major Interests and Strategies for the Black Sea Region, Sofia, Institute 
for Regional and International Studies, p. 13. 
35 Paul Kubicek, ,,Energy politics and geopolitical competition in the Caspian Basin”, 
pp. 171-178. 
36 Ognyan Minchev, Major Interests and Strategies for the Black Sea Region, p. 13. 
37 Gareth Winrow, ,,Geopolitics and Energy Security in the Wider Black Sea Region”, 
p. 222. 
38 Nicklas Nilsson, ,,EU and Russia in the Black Sea Region: Increasingly Competing 
Interests?”, în Romanian Journal of European Affairs, volum 8, numãr 2, 2008, p. 29. 
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atât pentru petrolul rus, cât şi pentru cel  kazahstan. Apoi,  Rusia a reuşit 
sã fie de acord cu Bulgaria şi Grecia sã construiascã o conductã de la 
Burgas la Alexandropoulis şi compania anglo-rusã TNK-BP a reuşit sã 
utilizeze conducta Odessa-Brody într-un mod invers, pompând petrolul 
rusesc din conducta Drujba din regiunea Mãrii Negre. Mai important este 
faptul cã Rusia şi-a consolidat substanţial şi şi-a extins poziţia pe piaţa 
gazelor naturale. Schimbarea fundamentalã avut loc în 2005, când 
Gazprom a scãzut subvenţiile de preţ pentru clienţii din Comunitatea 
Statelor Independente şi a început sã propunã preţuri mai convenabile. 
La fel de de important, Gazprom a insistat asupra înlocuirii plãţilor în 
naturã pentru tranzitul de gaze cu numerar, profiturile companiei  
crescând astfel.39 

Rusia s-a angajat, de asemenea, în mai multe proiecte menite sã 
concureze cu noua infrastructurã de gaze cãtre Europa. Un efort în 
aceastã privinţã este gazoductul South Stream, care a fost iniţiat în iunie 
2007. South Stream a constituit o competiţie serioasã pentru Nabucco, 
iar eforturile Rusiei de a promova conducta  au fãcut câteva succese în 
ţãrile partenere Nabucco, precum Bulgaria şi Ungaria.40 

Mai mult, premierul rus Vladimir Putin şi prim-ministrul turc 
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan au ajuns la un acord cu privire la solicitarea 
Moscovei de a direcţiona conducta de gaz South Stream în apele 
teritoriale ale Turciei. Conducta South Stream fiind un proiect foarte 
important pentru asigurarea securitãţii energetice a întregii Europe, a 
deschis calea cãtre noi proiecte energetice la scarã largã dintre Rusia şi 
Turcia. De asemenea, acordul le-a permis ruşilor sã ocoleascã apele 
teritoriale ale Ucrainei, oferind Moscovei o alternativã complet 
independentã la rutele sale de gaze peste hotarele Ucrainei cãtre 
Europa.41 

Chiar dacã Rusia încearcã sã evite transportul de gaze prin Ucraina, 
în urma celor întâmplate în 2006 şi 2009, unii experţi din Kiev considerã 
cã nu existã încã capacitatea de ocolire a conductei ucrainene.42 Ţãrile de 

                                                             
39 Dimitri Trenin, ,,Russia‟s Perspective on the Wider Black Sea Region”, în Daniel 
Hamilton, Gerhard Mangott, The Wider Black Sea Region in the twenty-first century: Strategic, 
Economic and Energy Perspectives, Washington, D. C., Center of Transatlantic Relations, 
2008, p. 114. 
40 Nicklas Nilsson, ,,EU and Russia in the Black Sea Region: Increasingly Competing 
Interests?”, p. 29. 
41 Charles Recknagel, ,,Putin Wins Turkey‟s Approval Of South Stream Route”, în Radio 
Free Europe, 6 august 2009, www.rferl.org, accesat la data de 07.IV.2018, ora 17:26. 
42 Azad Safarov, Oleksandr Holubov, ,,Russia-Ukraine gas dispute: Is Europe under 
threat?”, în Europe, www.dw.com, accesat la data de 29.III.2018, ora 12:40. 
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tranzit precum Ucraina rãmân o provocare pentru Gazprom, compania 
decizând sã evite tranzitul pe uscat ori de câte ori este posibil. În acest 
caz, existã exemplul Blue Stream şi ideea de Blue Stream 2. 

Prin urmare, energia din Marea Neagrã rãmâne atât o formã de 
cooperare, dar şi de disputã între puteri. Unele dintre aceste proiecte de 
conducte ajutã la construirea unor noi relaţii între Rusia şi ţãrile din sud-
estul Europei.43 Iar, dincolo de cea mai largã definiţie a zonei extinse a 
Mãrii Negre, interesele energetice ale Rusiei în sud şi sud-vest se extind 
pânã la Algeria (gaz), Libia (gaz şi petrol), Egipt (nucleare), Israel (un 
potenţial client al gazului rusesc), Irak (petrol), Iran (nuclear, gaz), Arabia 
Sauditã (gaz). Moscova, probabil, nu are nici un interes în aceste regiuni, 
sã concureze pentru o poziţie dominantã împotriva UE în Balcani sau 
împotriva Statelor Unite ale Americii în Orientul Mijlociu, dar are în mod 
clar intenţia de a-şi face simţitã prezenţa şi interesele în ambele locuri.44 

În concluzie, regiunea Mãrii Negre nu mai este un actor periferic 
pentru marile puteri. Ea a dobândit, dupã terminarea Rãzboiului Rece, un 
statut aparte din punct de vedere politic, economic şi al securitãţii. Acest 
proces a fost vizibil când ţãrile din Europa de Est au ales calea Uniunii 
Europene şi a NATO. Dar, în regiune încã persistã sentimentul de 
moştenire istoricã venit din partea Rusiei, peste care s-a suprapus un val 
de influenţe euro-atlantice. Astfel, actorii globali având diferite grade de 
influenţã, manipuleazã opţiunile de politicã din regiune, efectele fiind 
vizibile în plan energetic. În acest sens, pe primul loc rãmâne Rusia cu 
interesele sale în spaţiul ex-sovietic, apoi UE şi statele sale membre 
(Bulgaria, România) încearcã sã integreze zona extinsã a Mãrii Neagre în 
sistemul european şi nu în ultimul rând Statele Unite, prin eforturile sale 
încearcã sã pãstreze securitatea în zonã. Aşadar, relaţiile complexe dintre 
Rusia, UE şi SUA, influenţeazã evoluţia energeticã din regiune, iar dacã 
nu va exista o strategie bine definitã în zonã şi o consultare multilateralã 
între cele trei pãrţi, axa Marea Neagrã-Marea Caspicã va rãmâne un 
teritoriu tensionat, cu repercusiuni în domeniul energetic.    

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
43 Dimitri Trenin, ,,Russia‟s Perspective on the Wider Black Sea Region”, pp. 115-116. 
44 Ibidem, p. 116. 
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Abstract: Historical science assumes that the basic research activity of a historian is 

work with historical sources. The role and meaning of historical sources in historical researches 
is gradually replaced the knowledge of the previous historiography. It is particularly important 
to study new historical sources that is implied not only intergovernmental history but also 
history of international relationships. This aspect of Source Studies increases the meaning of 
diplomatic documents as a specific type of written sources of contemporary history. The article 
considers the phase of historical sources study as diplomatic documents of the new era where the 
meaning of modern diplomatic documents is increased and grown. The relevance of this theme 
is explained with development of international relations and foreign affairs in epoch of 
globalization and integration as well as of interrelations and interdependency of states and 
international organizations that are consisted the contemporary context of international 
relations. Documental progress in historical source study occurs due to multiplication of 
quantity and development of quality of diplomatic documents. It demands new approaches to 
use these documents to study history as well as new perspectives of diplomatic historical sources 
classification. In our opinion, it lets to increase the creative potential of historians of 
international relations and diplomacy for further scrutiny of contemporary history as the stage 
of the recent history. 

Keywords: diplomacy, diplomatic documents, historical source, 
historiography. 

 
Value and significance of historical sources in process of the world 

and human society leaning was obvious in historical science from the 
first histories of ancient times. The role and meaning of historical 
sources are important to study history in contemporaneity that is 
explained with increasing of various issues of humanitarian scientists. 

Historical science is permanently focused on source‟s role and 
meaning in humanitarian researches. Development of historical science 
and its part as Source Study change constantly attitude to sources. Main 
research questions discussed among scientists include the following: 
what is historical source itself? 

Historical Source Study has two basic types of sources: material 
and written artefacts. Study of international relations in material remains 
is not perspective and basically relies on written sources. So, the study of 
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Source Study‟s issues in our research does not have any material 
remnants. 

In our opinion, the problem of historical diplomatic sources 
among other Source Study issues is the most significant for historians of 
international relations. Contemporary historical science turns to issues of 
the world history to compare with traditional history which basically 
studied particular states, regions, stages and epochs recent times. 

The part of diplomatic documents from historical diplomatic 
sources has larger scientific interest presently although they were a 
subdivision of clerical records. This article first considers diplomatic 
documents as an independent part of historical sources. 

 
Methodology 

 
This paper uses methods of historical analysis of sources. This 

method assists to consider progress of attitudes to historical sources 
from secondary historical discipline to the independent historical science 
as Source Study. On the basis of this method early written documents 
were studied as records of international relations. 

There are also used methods of selection of source-study materials, 
classification of historical sources, reassessment of previous classification 
of historical sources due to growing of diplomatic documents‟ meanings 
in this article. 

 
Historical analysis of historical sources 

 
According to the French positivist historians of the 19th century 

Langlois and Seignobos, ,,history is written on sources”.1 Also some German 
historians attempted to define concept of ,,historical source”. The definition 
of ,,historical source” by I. G. Droysen was dominant in German historical 
science. In his book ,,Grundriss Der Historik” he paid special attention to 
separate terms ,,historical source” and ,,historical research”. 2  According to 
Droysen, the source is the ,,historical material” which was created to 
remind about the past. The ,,materials for historian‟s work” imply historical 
researches. Droysen suggested his original criteria how to differentiate 
historical source and historical work. In 1872 he argued that the 
environment plays significant role if an author creates as historical source 

                                                             
1 Ch.-V. Langlois, Ch. Seignobos, Introduction aus etudes historiques, Paris, 1987. 
2 I. G.  Droysen,  Essay on history, Saint Petersburg, PH ,,Vladimir Dal”, 2004, p. 502. 
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or historical book 3 . Simultaneously with German scientists, Russian 
humanitarians also focused on problems of historical sources. 
Bestuzhev-Ryumin elaborated the new definition of ,,historical source”. He 
suggested his own definition of it as ,,a source is everything where any 
information is drawn upon the past from” and everything ,,where human life, 
beliefs, institutions, and house holding are expressed”.4 

In the late 19th century V. O. Klyuchevskiy contributed his 
definition of historical source. According to him, ,,historical sources are 
written or material monuments where the extinct life of some individuals and whole 
societies was reflected”.5 From the one hand, the Klyuchevskiy‟s definition is 
not clear due to the term of ,,historical source” is defined through category 
,,monument” that also demands to be defined. From the other hand, this 
definition, according to L. N. Pushkarev, is narrow and incomplete.6 
First of all, the definition of Klyuchevskiy did not cover diverse complex 
of historical sources (accidentally, pictorial and phonic sources were 
,,dropped out” of. Secondly, sources not only reflect but also represent the 
past and some part of reality. Klyuchevskiy did not include this attribute 
of historical sources in his definition of them. Pushkarev was right in his 
critics of Klyuchevskiy‟s definition of the source stating that this 
definition is close to French historians who interpreted historical sources 
as past signs. This closeness of Klyuchevskiy and French historical 
tradition can be explained with that Russian and Western historical 
thoughts developed parallel that time and it is obvious that 
Klyuchevskiyk new works of French authors as Langlois and Seignobos. 

Although the definition of ,,historical source” of Langlois and 
Seignobos is partly close Klyuchevskiy‟s one but it is different due to 
their large idealism. According to them, historical sources are ,,traces of 
thoughts and actions of people who lived in the past”.7 Later, Seignobos replaced 
the term ,,source” by concept of ,,document” which also is a past vestige in 
material form or in witness‟s records.8 

The definition of Langlois and Seignobos anchored in French 
Source Study, though later they were highly criticized by opponents of 

                                                             
3 Ibidem. 
4 K. N. Bestuzhev-Ryumin, Russian History, volume 1, Saint Petersburg, Publishing house 
E. E. Kozhanchikov, 1872. 
5 V. O. Klyuchevskiy, Source study. Sources of Russian History, Compositions in 9 volumes, 
volume 8, Moscow, 1989.  
6 L. N. Pushkarev, Classification of Russian written sources on the domestic history, Moscow, 
Znamia, 1975. 
7 Ch.-V. Langlois, Ch. Seignobos, Introduction aus etudes historiques. 
8 Sh. Seignobos, The historical method applied to the social sciences, Moscow, 1902. 
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positivist paradigm. Generally, their definition of ,,historical source” 
reflected the positivist methodological paradigm of most historians on 
the edge of the 19-20th centuries. 

The works of another German classical historian E. Bernheim 
founded purposeful elaboration of ,,historical source” definition. He stated 
the most significant thoughts initiated further historians‟ activity to 
develop definitions of “historical source”. Bernheim regarded that 
,,sources are outputs of human activities to study and confirm historical facts”.9 The 
positive side of this definition is recognition of connection of a source 
with human activity and its results. It means social character and value of 
information included in historical source. 

Thus, foreign historians tried to define ,,historical source” on the base 
of positivist methodology of that time and suggested their own 
definitions. Those definitions had some important aspects to develop 
further the process of definition‟s creation for ,,historical source” by future 
historians: historical sources are the basis of historical knowledge which 
evidences are materials to restore the past in historical researches; a 
source reflects influence of historical environment followed its genesis 
and others. 

Most historians who were involved into process of the term‟s 
definition ,,historical source” admitted to demarcate ideas of ,,historical 
source” and ,,historical research”. However, criterion of this demarcation was 
not detected. 

In the early 20th century the positivist methodology was gradually 
replaced with searching of new paradigm of historical knowledge. 
Scientists focused on relationships of a cognizant (a historian) and a 
cognizable object (a source). Scholars were not already satisfied with 
empirical level of research praxis. Positivist comprehension of the source 
as a mean of facts‟ obtaining was too unilateral and simplified. In the 
system ,,source-historian” it was necessary to make clear the role of the 
latter due to his vital meaning in the process of study. 

B. D. Grekov (1882-1952) made the essential contribution to 
development of concept‟s definition of ,,historical source” in his lectures in 
the middle of the 1930s. He gave the large definition of historical source: 
,,it is mostly everything where we can gather information about the subject that means 
all that represent a way of historical knowledge”.10 

                                                             
9 L. N. Pushkarev, Classification of Russian written sources on the domestic history. 
10 N. G. Georgiyeva, Historical source study. Theoretical problems, Moscow, Prospect, 2015, 
p. 258. 
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Western historians again interested in elaboration of ,,historical 
source” definition in the 1940-1950s. Before that well-known ideas of 
Langlois and Seignobos were dominant in France and Germany in the 
1920-1930s. Their notions assumed that, firstly, historical sources are 
signs of thoughts and human activities of the past, and, secondly, 
historical sources are the basis of historical knowledge. However, in the 
process of opposition to positivist methodology for ,,formation of the 
general science about a man” declared by international journal ,,Annales”, the 
famous positivist formula of Lucien Febvre: ,,History is building on sources. 
No sources means no history” was dangerous and impeded to cognitive 
opportunities of researches and enlargement of interdisciplinary contacts 
of historians.11 This new approach implied the turn to study of human 
creativity represented by author of historical source and historian-
researcher. Sources maintained their epistemological function of 
fundamental knowledge in such way but they were interpreted as 
objective basis of humanitarian sciences of a man and his activity. 

This turn was supported by the book of Marc Bloch, a leader of 
,,Annales” school, published after his death in 1949. This book had his 
definition of ,,historical source”: ,,everything that an individual speaks or writes 
everything that he produces everything that he touches to can and should give evidences 
about him”.12 

The positivist meaning of the Bloch‟s definition is explained due to 
not using of words ,,vestige”, ,,monument”, ,,sign” and others demanded 
elucidation; sources are not limited by written documents only; historical 
sources keeps their informative potential as the basis of study of the past; 
it pays attention to an individual as the main subject. 

The collective monograph History and its methods (1961) 
demonstrated influence of French researchers who were humanitarian 
specialists (not only historians) and ideas of ,,Annales” School‟s founders 
on including more historical sources in researches to compare with 
traditional positivist historiography with its idea ,,no history without 
documents”. In the introduction of this book professor of School of 
Advanced Studies C. Samaran defined historical sources through the 
word ,,document” and simultaneously stated that the term ,,document” in 

                                                             
11 I. N. Danilevskiy, V. V. Kabanov, O. M. Medushevskaya, M. F. Rumyantseva, Source 
study: Theory. History. Method. Sources of Russian history, Moscow, Russian State 
Humanitarian University, 1998, p. 702. 
12 M. Bloch, The apology of history or the craft of a historian, Moscow, Nauka, 1986. 
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modern science is interpreted larger as written, material, audiovisual, 
pictorial and other types of sources.13 

It is obvious that the term ,,historical source” is still discussable. So, 
the growth of historical scientific heritage, particularly in the 19-20th 
centuries, lets to find answers for various questions in the sphere of 
theory and methodology of historiography. 

The famous Russian theorist of Source Study O. M. 
Medushevskaya paid her special attention to the issue of polysemy of 
,,historical source” definition. She argued that ,,initially, sources have needful to 
satisfy definite needs. Hence, analogically the notion of a source means satisfaction of 
spiritual need in knowledge and information”.14 

Thereby, only historical sources can give information on a man, 
society, state, events of different times and different places. Human 
experience, everyday life, intergovernmental relationships, study of the 
past of the state and world history make a researcher turn to historical 
sources. 

 
Classification of historical sources 

 
According to educational and academic literature, there were seven 

types of historical sources to the early 1980s: Written; Material (material 
remains); Oral (folklore); Ethnographic; Linguistic (data of language); Art 
(pictures and cinema-photo documents); Phonographic (sound records). 

The written sources are central type for our further analysis of 
historic records, so their characteristics should be considered more 
detail. Historians admitted how it is important to classify and systematize 
written sources but they did not find any mutual solution to resolve this 
problem. One of the most significant causes of the problem is no unified 
principal which could be based in that classification. 

Some researches consider it possible to divide written sources into 
types and groups according to their content. However, historians trying 
to do it practically encounter with the same troubles when they try to 
divide all sources using this principal on types. Content of the source 
reflects highly diverse the objective reality. For instance, no one written 
source does not represent only social and economic relations or history 

                                                             
13 N. G. Georgiyeva, Historical source study. Theoretical problems, p. 258. 
14 O. M. Medushevskaya, The history of the source study in the Х1Х-ХХ centuries, Moscow, 
Moscow State Historical and Archival Institute, 1985, p. 70. 
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of social and political thought. As a rule, it covers several sides of public 
life simultaneously. 

L. N. Pushkarev proposed the most ideal system of classification 
and systematization of written sources.15  He suggested dividing them 
into two main types: Official; Narrative. 

Then he divided official sources into four types as cartographic, 
statistical, acting and clerical. Narrative sources are also divided into four 
types as personal, art, historical and scientific. At last, every source of all 
these types is differentiated by him into smaller groups. 

In our opinion, this classification and systematization of written 
sources can generally be accepted but division of sources into two types 
is problematic. Author places ,,prevalence of reflection or embodiment of reality” 
in this division. According to Pushkarev, this prevalence of the rest fact 
in the source or its tradition cannot be a basis of sources‟ division on 
types or sorts. Evidently, rationale of sources‟ division on sorts is so 
unconvincingly: ,,If a source mostly narrates about the past being before that source 
itself or narrates about the present as a coherent story, so it is narrative source; if an 
author of the source does not give a coherent story about events and only committed 
what is happening, so it is documental source”. However, both these processes 
are always existed in every historical source. So, we argue that written 
sources should not be divided into two sorts. It would be more 
appropriate to divide them into types. The most successful division of 
sources on sorts suggested by historians is that previous principle which 
was established to classify all historical sources on types. Determinant 
attribute is interior form of the source, its structure having dialectical 
unity of genesis, content and form of historical source connected with its 
purpose. 

Acceptance of interior form of the source and its structure as main 
feature on which written sources are divided on types is more suitable 
due to it let to consider every type with general methods of 
historiographical critics. In our opinion, it should be accepted some 
sources that have stable structure, keep general origins and interior 
patterns as well as allow to use united methods of researches to them in 
the large historical period, for example, social-economic formation of 
some epoch or whole history of a class society. Every type should have 
groups and subgroups differentiated by some secondary characteristics 
from each other. All of these features can exist some short time and then 

                                                             
15 L. N. Pushkarev, Classification of Russian written sources on the domestic history, Moscow, 
Znamia, 1975. 
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to disappear. According to that, typical classification should include their 
formational classification. 

To study transformations of classification modes it should be 
included the classification of Russian historiographer N. G. Georgiyeva 
who divides written historical sources into five types: 16  Legislative; 
Official; Publicist; Memorial; Epistolary. 

Based on these classification issues, it is assumed to distinguish 
diplomatic documents as historical sources as a separate group from 
official papers. Official documents are large and vague part of historical 
documents whilst diplomatic documents related not only to foreign 
policy of governments but also to international relations. 

So, we argue that written sources should be divided into types and 
diplomatic documents must be considered as independent sources. It is 
not possible to study history of diplomacy if diplomatic documents are 
not parted from official ones. 

 
Peculiarities of diplomatic documents as historical sources 

 
This question assumes that quantity of international relations‟ 

sources and their historiography is almost indefinitely. These are political 
and diplomatic, economic, cultural and other sources. Historian of 
international relations has abundance of diplomatic documents to study. 
This affluent material is represented by two types of sources: firstly, 
published/non-publishes and related to far past/modern sources; 
secondly, qualitative transformation of these sources themselves.17 

These documents as historical sources are differentiated by their 
form and structure due to political, economic and technological changes 
in a society happened of transformations of production processes which 
affected informational sphere firstly, and also its basic pillars such as 
finances, trading, currency area, political systems, and international 
relations.18 

Diplomatic documents as other historical sources include assisted 
elements which document the following events such as political relations 
of states (both long and short time); dynamics of concomitant 

                                                             
16 N. G. Georgiyeva, Historical source study, p. 258. 
17 S. S. Shirin, N. M. Bogolubova, J. V. Nikolaeva, ,,Application of David Easton‟s 
Model of Political System to the World Wide Web”, in World Applied Sciences Journal, no. 
30 (8), 2014, pp. 1083-1087. 
18  V. I. Fokin, S. S. Shirin, J. V. Nikolaeva, N. M. Bogolubova, E. E. Elts, V. N. 
Baryshnikov, ,,Interaction of cultures and diplomacy of states”, in Kasetsart Journal of 
Social Sciences, no. 38 (1), 2017, pp. 45-49; www.doi.org. 
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circumstances (for instance, moments of international tensions or critical 
stages of different negotiations); imaginations of local reality which are 
formed by accredited diplomats who are usually well-educated and 
professional (their observation can be long-term or episodic); main 
actors  who are authors of correspondence as political figures , their 
representations of problems and situations and how they are perceived 
by their companions. 

Diplomatic documents inform additional data on missioned 
countries: sometimes they are discussable; sometimes they are unique 
because they can confirm or refute scant information. Additionally, 
diplomatic sources attest authors‟ cultural level of some documents as 
well as cultural quality of their collocutors, nationals and foreigners. So, 
these documents help to understand their mentality, behavioral models, 
stereotypes, prejudices, inclines and others. They also can help to 
understand culture of definite participants such as culture of political 
actions in international relations. There is analysis to confirm political 
action by effects of cultural penetration or cultural presence with some 
pragmatic aims in these sources. 

It was not possible to understand the British politics of 
Commonwealth of Nations, the French politics in the Northern Africa 
or in the Middle East, the politics of the United States in Europe and in 
the world, the Soviet ideological politics, the modern politics of large 
international organizations, if we did not take into account contributions 
of diplomatic sources confirmed that cultural politics is a powerful 
instrument of influence even in defined framework. This discourse is 
analogical to study migrant economic and political phenomena to define 
all opportunities for a scientist who learns diplomatic sources without 
any prejudices and can find essential information and reject occasional 
one in specific document. 

It is obvious that concept of ,,diplomatic sources” is a powerful 
informational material for historian of international relations who does 
historical research in spite of its content and methodology. 

It is not discussable that diplomatic sources are designed for 
history of diplomacy and history of international relations. Diplomatic 
sources help to understand history of diplomacy. History of diplomatic 
relations has definite role, its technics are gradually improved, and 
person also has a definite role, during some time social composition of 
its members is changed. 

Diplomatic sources also help to understand history of international 
relations which is differed with its concept from previous one extended 
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sphere of research in a society from profile of international relations 
having independent meaning and self-sufficiency to profile of study 
related to subjects divided by political lines and united in international 
organizations. 

Thus, diplomatic documents represent a large group of sources on 
modern history. Management is the process of transmission, assessment, 
transformation of information which is realized recently (before massive 
introduction of computers) as paper workflow. The meaning of 
diplomatic documents as historical sources is defined on their roles in 
social development and on scientific and historical value of their 
information. 

 
Issues of diplomatic documents classification as historical sources 

 
Formally, diplomatic sources can be divided into two large parts: 

official and non-official (or private). The first part is sources of 
governmental subjects; the second one is records of individuals. In the 
other words, official sources are mainly proper diplomatic documents 
and non-official ones are mostly represented by memoires. Official 
sources can be published and unpublished. The latter sources are kept in 
state archives or in historical archives of Foreign Affairs Ministries. 

Document management in international relations is realized 
through diplomatic correspondence. There are five types of diplomatic 
correspondence in special literature: Personal notes; Verbal notes; 
Memorial notes; Memorandums; Semiofficial private letters. 

There are more than these five types of diplomatic documents 
which also take part in foreign policy and diplomatic activity. These are 
government statements, statements of Foreign Affairs Ministries for 
mass media, declarations of government representatives in international 
organizations, agreements, conventions and others. To compare of 
diplomatic correspondence these documents cannot be direct appeals to 
definite states and do not require of official response. 

Certainly, positive personal contacts between heads of states are 
important factors of successful development in contemporary diplomacy 
that facilitates creation of mutual trust between officials and nations. As 
a result, it lets to protect national interests effectively and to express 
positions of different states to their partners clearly and confidentially. 

What is about casuistry of documents, it is obvious that all of them 
have own exterior formal characteristics. Agreement is usually the most 
important and ceremonial document. It represents are sult of long-term 
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negotiation process. There are various types of agreements and their 
political contents are pointed in main articles. For instance, friendship 
agreements have responsibilities of sides to favor of the signed 
friendship; alliance agreements usually have some event (cause federis) 
which can be an occasion to ratify a defensive clause of the agreement. 
Accords can have points of general or special cooperation. As a rule, last 
articles of agreements designate duration of its operation and ways of its 
cancellation or renewal. Sometimes agreements assume formation of 
special organizations for limited implementations of arrangements. 
Despite of importance of compliances with formalities, it is obvious that 
agreement is the most exceptional moment of international life. It 
represents an attempt to crystallize relationships between two and more 
countries in definite time of history. 

Present diplomatic communications are mostly realized due to 
emails, phones, faxes, encoded, encrypted and manifested telegrams. It 
seems that sources of new generation can be problematic to study 
periods where diplomatic activities are down and material cannot be 
enough. Nevertheless, reports were the major part of diplomatic 
documents till recent times. Periodically, in urgent situations intensive 
diplomatic correspondence occurred between Minister of Foreign 
Affairs, Head of State and his representatives abroad. These documents 
had a lot of data on concrete disagreements and general information on 
political conditions of a state where ambassador was accredited.  

,,Notes exchange” is often happened instead of formal conclusion of 
the agreement. After completion of negotiations where conditions and 
content of the document are arranged one subject of international 
system sends to another some articles formulated them as a traditional 
diplomatic note. An addressee returns the document confirming that he 
agrees with its content. Usually it happens when an agreement is signed 
without formal agreement to avoid ratification of the document in 
Parliament. Presently, Constitutions of most countries demand 
ratifications of all agreements mandatorily and practice of note 
exchanges is a regular procedure in international relations. It is also 
required when sides intend to limit a formal meaning of agreement or do 
not declare it in diplomatic circles or in political world generally; in such 
situations reliability of note exchanges is very valuable. 

The other way to make mutual or more agreement is to represent 
its content as a final communique of negotiations. Practically, all final 
communiques of significant top meetings during the World War II were 
demonstration of achieved agreements and their meanings were close to 
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agreement although their actual power could be contested. Despite that 
formal agreements are the most important diplomatic documents, they 
are rear in international relations. 

Diplomatic activity is usually permanent flux of information 
transited by other documents. It is necessary to note that diplomatic 
documents are changed significantly recently due to information 
technologies. 

Historian who uses past diplomatic sources existed before 
communication revolution and historian who uses contemporary 
diplomatic documents should take into account significant differences of 
their work which has important consequences. Moreover, it should be 
noted that top meeting were highly important and defined relations 
between interested sides for a long time in diplomatic tradition before 
the World War I and in interwar period. Contrarily, in present days 
modern communications let to meet often including periodical councils 
of ministers of various international organizations and others. In the 
other words, traditional diplomacy and its traditionally interpreted 
documents were changed by new diplomacy with the other image. 
Maybe this diplomacy uses past methods but it has other evidences. 

For instance, presently a verbal process of top meeting is more 
important than everyday correspondence of different ambassadors. 
Surely, this situation can be modified and can have exceptions. Anyway 
the diplomatic correspondence till the end of World War II was 
meaningful for every political research of international relations. These 
sources are presents as reports which every accredited ambassador sent 
to his Minister of Foreign Affairs and received instructions as responses. 
Reports and instructions can be defined as fundamental elements of 
diplomacy. However, this type of sources should be used carefully. First 
of all, it is necessary to note the tendency of a diplomat to have opinion 
which is spread in his place of accreditation. It is regular and explainable 
deformation which historian should take into account. The other 
deformation can be explained with political system which an ambassador 
belongs to. 

Presently, diplomats usually compose brief review of their activity, 
inform about their conversations and attach annotation that is a 
memorandum of the meeting. This type of activity is not a prerogative of 
top international politics: how reality is complicated, so consideration of 
most issues moves to special international institutions or regional ones. 

Therefore, it is most often that top diplomats ask ambassadors of 
lower level to compose notes and memorandums. The latter are those 
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whose opinions are significant for further decision making. At last, in 
modern times documents are not transited in regular form, they are 
encrypted or at least are classified. Consequently, sometimes technical 
problems of interpretation can be occurred with their decrypting and 
declassifying. 

After Franco-Prussian War of 1870-1871 and particularly World 
War I historians started to study actively to make clear a degree of own 
and exterior responsibilities in reasons of the finished conflicts. To 
understand some moments of international politics or actions of 
international system‟s subjects confirmed official information was 
necessary. Thus, the idea to publish diplomatic documents was emerged 
which started to publish in large thematic or general proceedings with 
special editors. 

 
Conclusions 

 
It should be noted that historical sources are significant as past 

evidences of humankind. The meanings of historical sources are 
considered by brief review of their study in the 19-20th centuries. 

Diplomatic documents as historical sources are the most important 
to study in general systematic complex of all historical sources in the 
modern period. Peculiarities of diplomatic documents as historical 
sources assume development of opportunities of international relations‟ 
historian to study world history in the 20-21st centuries. 

There are discussions on diplomatic documents‟ classification in 
contemporary history of international relations. There are different 
opinions on principles and approaches in classification of different 
groups of diplomatic documents. The central part of these discussions is 
differentiation of types and groups of diplomatic documents as tools of 
historian of international relations. 

In our opinion, perspective methods of historian of international 
relations are study of differentiation and growth of diplomatic 
documents as units, types, subtypes, groups and subgroups of 
contemporary diplomatic sources. 

The general conclusion is authors‟ suggestion to build some 
accessible project of diplomatic documents‟ classification with their 
diversity and growing. It is helpful to study modern world history as part 
of the newest history in the future as well as to improve professionalism 
of historians of international relations. 
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It is recommended to create a new classification of diplomatic 
documents as an independent type of written sources. The aim of this 
classification is to emphasize diplomatic documents as a separate type of 
this new classification. 

To assess a new type of diplomatic documents as historical sources 
it should take into account all subtypes considered in this article. 

To study perspectives of sources‟ capacities of diplomatic 
documents it is necessary to consider transformation of contemporary 
intergovernmental relations into international relations and development 
of foreign policy into world politics as imperative demand of the 21st 
century. 
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O BIOGRAFIE INTERBELICÃ A CONSILIERULUI AULIC 
IACOB BOLOGA: LA 200 DE ANI DE LA NAŞTEREA SA 

 
Mihai-Octavian Groza 

Universitatea ,,Babeş-Bolyai” Cluj-Napoca, România 
 

Abstract: Exceptional personality of the Romanian national movement from 
Transylvania, Iacob Bologa, to which birth are now two centuries, is unfortunately almost 
unknown. Jurist, political personality, founder of cultural and financial institutions, Iacob 
Bologa have totally identified himself with the Romanian national movement from the 
Habsburg monarchy. He was one of the active participants at the revolutionary events from 
1848-1849, he was aulic counselor at Vienna, important member of Romanian National 
Party from Transylvania, founder of ,,Albina” Bank and also deeply implied in the cultural 
movement, as founder member, vice-president and president of ASTRA Association. 
Through this material, we have tried to realize a short evocation of the personality of the one 
who was Iacob Bologa, at two centuries after his birth, completed through a short biographic 
presentation realized by Constantin Popp, the director of ,,Albina” Bank from Sibiu. 

Keywords: Iacob Bologa, personality, nation, ASTRA, evocation. 

 
Personalitate de excepţie a mişcãrii naţionale româneşti din 

Transilvania, ctitor de instituţii culturale şi financiare, Iacob Bologa, de la 
naşterea cãruia s-au scurs douã secole, este pentru mulţi dintre noi, din 
nefericire, o figurã aproape necunoscutã. Personal, în urma lecturilor de 
specialitate, ne-am însuşit o serie de informaţii legate de viaţa şi 
activitatea celui care a fost Iacob Bologa, de multe ori eronate sau 
prezentate într-o cheie ideologizatã. Nu mare ne-a fost surpriza ca, 
participând la o manifestare ştiinţificã închinatã celor douã secole scurse 
de la naşterea sa, organizatã la Sibiu de Asociaţiunea Transilvanã pentru 
Literatura Românã şi Cultura Poporului Român-ASTRA,1 sã constatãm 
precaritatea informaţiilor deţinute despre acest mare bãrbat al neamului 
românesc. Din acest motiv, aprofundând studierea sursele istoriografice 
mai vechi sau mai noi, în cele ce urmeazã, vom încerca realizarea unei 
scurte evocãri a personalitãţii celui care a fost Iacob Bologa, la douã 
secole de la naşterea sa, evocare completatã, într-o manierã inspiratã, de 
informaţiile furnizate de schiţa biograficã publicatã în anul 1939 de 

                                                             
1 Este vorba despre simpozionul ,,Bicentenarul naşterii lui Iacob Bologa”, organizat la 
Sibiu, în data de 15 decembrie 2017. În cadrul acestei manifestãri au fost susţinute 
urmãtoarele comunicãri: ,,Iacob Bologa şi Biserica” (prof. univ. dr. Aurel Pavel), ,,Iacob 
Bologa şi Asociaţiunea” (prof. univ. dr. Dumitru Acu), ,,Iacob Bologa-schiţã de portret” 
(prof. univ. dr. Ioana Creţu), ,,Iniţiative administrative în activitatea lui Iacob Bologa” 
(prof. univ. dr. Elena Macavei), ,, Iacob Bologa şi Banca Albina” (ec. Dumitru Borţan), 
,,Familia Bologa din Marpodul Sibiului în imagini” (prof. univ. dr. Octavian Bologa). 
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Constantin Popp, directorul Bãncii ,,Albina” din Sibiu, în paginile 
,,Revistei Economice”,2 redatã sub forma unei anexe documentare. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Iacob Bologa (1817-1888) 
(Sursã: Transilvania, numãr 4 jubiliar, 1911, p. 658) 

 
Iacob Bologa s-a nãscut la 7 decembrie 1817, în localitatea 

Marpod, aparţinãtoare Scaunului Sãsesc Nocrich (astãzi, în judeţul Sibiu), 
într-o familie simplã, de ţãrani ardeleni. Şi-a început formaţia intelectualã 
pe plan local, în cadrul şcolii elementare, continuatã la şcoala medie 
romano-catolicã din Sibiu (astãzi Colegiul Naţional ,,Gheorghe Lazãr” 
Sibiu).3 Înzestrat cu o inteligenţã scãpãrãtoare a fost repede remarcat de 
conducerea şcolii şi nu numai, la recomandarea decanilor Jakabfy şi 
Schlauch şi a nobilului secui Gyergyai ajungând sã mediteze o parte a 
fiilor patricienilor saşi din Sibiu. Nu lipsit de importanţã este faptul cã 
tânãrul elev Iacob Bologa a reuşit sã se facã remarcat şi la curtea 
episcopului Vasile Moga, primul episcop ortodox român dupã 
încorporarea Transilvaniei în Imperiul Habsburgic şi trecerea unei pãrţi a 
bisericii sub ascultarea Romei, unde adesea a cãutat sprijin şi îndrumare.4 

                                                             
2 Constantin Popp, ,,Consilierul aulic Iacob Bologa (1817-1888). Note biografice”, în 
Revista Economicã, an XLI, numãr 20-21, 1939, pp. 149-151. 
3 ***, ,,Iacob Bologa (1817-1888)”, în Familia, an XXIV, numãr 23, 1888, p. 250. 
4 Constantin Popp, ,,Consilierul aulic Iacob Bologa”, p. 149. 
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La finalul studiilor sibiene, Iacob Bologa s-a îndreptat spre Cluj, unde a 
urmat cursurile Academiei de Drept, absolvite cu menţiunea ,,eminens”. 
Din aceastã perioadã dateazã prietenia legatã cu o serie de viitoare 
personalitãţi ale mişcãrii naţionale româneşti transilvãnene, dintre care îi 
amintim pe Avram Iancu şi Ilie Mãcelariu, prietenie consolidatã în timpul 
Revoluţiei de la 1848/1849.5 

Din anul 1837, anul finalizãrii studiilor, a activat la Tabla Regeascã 
din Târgu-Mureş, coabitând alãturi de Avram Iancu; fire activã, în scurt 
timp, a devenit purtãtorul de cuvânt al canceliştilor şi unul dintre 
membrii fondatori ai Societãţii de Lecturã.6 Cunoscându-l în anturajul 
canceliştilor români de la Tabla Regeascã, în contextul derulãrii 
procesului lemenian,7 preotul Isaia Moldovan l-a descris pe Iacob Bologa 
drept ,,[…] un tânãr vioi, cântãreţ mare, ne cânta mai multe versuri româneşti, mai 
ales cu predilecţie cânta: ,,Nu mã bate, taicã,/Nu mã bate, maicã,/Cã ziua eu ţi-oi 
spune/Saraca-mi de mine,/Cine m-a înşelat,/De m-a sãrutat./Un voinic înalt/Ca 
un fir de brad./Sprâncenile lui/Pana corbului,/Ochişorii lui/Mura 
câmpului,/Dragã fata lui/Spuma laptelui,/Saraca-mi de mine,/Spuma 
laptelui,/Saraca-mi de mine,/Spuma laptelui./Nu mã bate, taicã,/Nu mã bate, 
maicã,/Cã el s-a jurat,/Saraca-mi de mine,/Cã mã va lua/Când se va 
înturna,/Saraca-mi de mine,/Sã fiu soţia sa”. Bologa având un organ perfect 
argintiu, cânta cu atâta efect şi dulceaţã acest cântec, cât l-ai fi ascultat pânã-i 
lumea”.8 

Experienţa acumulatã la Tabla Regeascã i-a permis tânãrului Iacob 
Bologa ca, în momentul izbucnirii Revoluţiei Paşoptiste în Transilvania, 
sã se implice cu toatã puterea în mişcarea naţionalã. A participat la 
Adunarea Naţionalã de la Blaj din 3/15 mai 1848, în calitate de secretar, 
iar mai apoi a fost cooptat în delegaţia însãrcinatã cu prezentarea petiţiei 
naţionale în faţa împãratului. 9  A preluat aceastã sarcinã dintr-o dublã 
posturã, de delegat al adunãrii naţionale şi secretar al episcopului Andrei 
Şaguna, pe care l-a însoţit la Olmütz, Praga, Innsbruck, mai apoi în 

                                                             
5 ***, ,,Iacob Bologa (1817-1888)”, p. 250. 
6 Olivia Monica Avram, Pagini din viaţa culturalã româneascã din judeţul Mureş (secolele XVIII-
XIX). Societãţi, asociaţii, colecţionari, biblioteci, Sibiu, Editura Astra Museum, 2014, pp. 289-
290. 
7  Despre acest episod, consumat între douã facţiuni din interiorul Bisericii Greco-
Catolice (cea condusã de episcopul Ioan Lemeni şi cea condusã de Simion Bãrnuţiu), a 
se vedea: Daniela Deteşan, Dosarul procesului lemenian, volum I-II, Cluj-Napoca, Editura 
Napoca Star/Presa Universitarã Clujeanã, 2007-2012. 
8 Isaia Moldovan, Din întâmplãrile vieţii mele. Note şi schiţe, ediţie şi studiu introductiv de 
Nicolae Dumbrãvescu, Cluj-Napoca, Editura Argonaut, 2014, p. 20. 
9 Constantin Popp, ,,Consilierul aulic Iacob Bologa”, p. 149. 
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Galiţia, Bucovina, Moldova şi Ţara Româneascã. 10  Pânã în momentul 
constituirii Partidului Naţional Român din Transilvania, Iacob Bologa a 
activat în cadrul Comitetelor Naţionale Române, organisme politice 
generate de Revoluţia de la 1848/1849.11 Astfel, Iacob Bologa s-a regãsit 
atât în Comitetul Naţional Român ales în urma conferinţei de la Sibiu din 
1-4 ianuarie 1861 (prezidat de mitropolitul Alexandru Sterca-Şuluţiu şi 
episcopul Andrei Şaguna), cât şi în cel ales la 8-11 aprilie 1863 (prezidat 
tot de cei doi ierarhi), mai apoi în Comitetul Central Electoral al 
Partidului Naţional Român din Transilvania, nãscut în urma conferinţei 
de la Miercurea Sibiului din 7 martie 1869.12 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bust Iacob Bologa, Parcul ASTRA, inaugurat în anul 2011, cu 
ocazia împlinirii a 150 de ani de la înfiinţarea Asociaţiunii 

 
La sfârşitul revoluţiei, Iacob Bologa a intrat, în calitate de ,,concipient 

de locotenenţã”, în serviciul guvernatorului Transilvaniei, generalul Ludwig 
von Wohlgemuth, pe care l-a însoţit în cãlãtoriile sale de liniştire a 
spiritelor, având ,,[…] prilejul binevenit sã facã neamului sãu preţioase servicii, 
atrãgând atenţiunea guvernatorului asupra suferinţelor şi gravamentelor poporului 
român şi stãruind şi indicând mijloacele pentru alinarea lor”.13 Drept rãsplatã, în 
anul 1853, a fost avansat consilier al tribunalului din Dej, iar în anul 1854 

                                                             
10 Ibidem. 
11  Vlad Popovici, ,,Elita politicã româneascã din Transilvania (1861-1881). O 
perspectivã alternativã”, în Annales Universitatis Apulensis. Series Historica, numãr 14/I, 
2010, p. 214. 
12 Ibidem, pp. 216-218. 
13 Constantin Popp, ,,Consilierul aulic Iacob Bologa”, p. 150. 
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consilier al tribunalului provincial din Sibiu. Pentru ,,[…] activitatea sa 
neobositã şi imparţialitatea sa notoricã”, în anul 1858, a fost înaintat consilier 
al Curţii de Apel şi în scurt timp consilier gubernial la Cluj.14 Pentru toate 
acestea, în 1864, curtea imperialã l-a decorat cu Ordinul Imperial 
,,Coroana de Fier”, clasa a III-a, iar un an mai târziu l-a înãlţat la rangul 
de consilier al Cancelariei Aulice a Transilvaniei de la Viena, poziţie 
ocupatã pânã la perfectarea dualismului austro-ungar, când s-a pensionat 
şi retras la Sibiu.15 

În acelaşi timp, Iacob Bologa a activat şi ca membru în 
,,reprezentanţa” Universitãţii Sãseşti, ales în cercul Sebeşul Sãsesc, poziţie 
din care a militat pentru recunoaşterea drepturilor românilor de pe aşa-
numitul ,,Pãmânt Crãiesc”:16 ,,[…] ca membru al reprezentanţei sãseşti de la 
1861-1871, ales fiind în cercul S[as] Sebeşului, îşi ridica vocea în adunãrile 
confluxului pentru recunoaşterea drepturilor române din fundu regiu; în conţelegere cu 
colegii sãi români, izbuteşte a obţine ajutoare, a înduplecat universitatea la împãciuiri 
echitabile în lungile procese de pãduri purtate cu comunele româneşti din Mãrginime şi 
contribuie în mare parte la decretarea actului celui mai însemnat: conclusul din 1 mai 
1871, prin care însãşi universitatea, compusã din o preponderentã majoritate 
sãseascã, recunoaşte averea universitãţii drept avere comunã a celor 11 scaune istorice 
fãrã deosebire de naţionalitate şi confesiune”.17 

Convins de faptul cã progresul naţiunii române trebuia condiţionat 
şi de bunãstarea acesteia, Iacob Bologa s-a numãrat printre fondatorii 
bãncii de asigurãri ,,Transilvania”, iar mai apoi, în anul 1871, printre cei ai 
bãncii ,,Albina”, prima instituţie modernã de credit a românilor din 
monarhia austro-ungarã, pe care o va şi conduce începând cu anul 
1874.18 

Pensionarea consilierului aulic Iacob Bologa a coincis cu implicarea 
acestuia în conducerea şi organizarea Asociaţiunii Transilvane pentru 
Literatura Românã şi Cultura Poporului Român-ASTRA. Încã din 
primãvara anului 1861, Iacob Bologa şi-a dat concursul pentru înfiinţarea 
unei asociaţii culturale româneşti, numãrându-se printre cei 176 de 
semnatari ai ,,Rugãminţii mai multor bãrbaţi fruntaşi ai naţiunii noastre 
cãtre înalta locotenenţã c. r. transilvanã, pentru a se da voie la ţinerea 
unei adunãri consultãtoare în privinţa înfiinţãrii unei asociaţiuni pentru 

                                                             
14 Ibidem. 
15 Ibidem. 
16 Ibidem. 
17 ***, ,,Iacob Bologa (1817-1888)”, pp. 250-251. 
18 Ibidem, p. 251; Mihai D. Drecin, ,,120 de ani de la înfiinţarea filialei Braşov a bãncii 
,,Albina” din Sibiu (1882-1948). Etape de dezvoltare, personalitãţi conducãtoare, rolul 
social-economic-naţional”, în Cumidava, numãr XXVI, 2003, p. 132. 
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literatura şi cultura poporului român”.19 Dupã înfiinţarea acesteia, a fost 
cooptat în comitetul de conducere, alãturi de alţi intelectuali de frunte ai 
vremii:20 având ,,[…] totdeauna o deosebitã purtare de grijã pentru prosperarea şi 
dezvoltarea acestei vechi şi importante instituţii culturale a noastre”.21 La vremea 
potrivitã, a fost desemnat sã ocupe poziţia de vicepreşedinte pentru 
episcopul Andrei Şaguna, pentru baronul Vasile Ladislau Pop şi pentru 
canonicul Timotei Cipariu. 22  Ba mai mult, în intervalul 1875-1877, a 
ocupat şi poziţia de preşedinte al Asociaţiunii ASTRA, în aceastã 
perioadã înfiinţându-se secţiunea ştiinţificã23 şi punându-se bazele şcolii 
de fete din Câmpeni (subvenţionatã în anii urmãtori din fonduri 
astriste).24 

Conştientizând faptul cã eforturile intelectualitãţii româneşti 
transilvãnene nu puteau fi coordonate dintr-un singur centru, din Sibiu, 
în cadrul adunãrii generale a Asociaţiunii ASTRA, desfãşuratã la Şomcuta 
Mare în intervalul 10-11 august 1869, Iacob Bologa a propus crearea 
despãrţãmintelor şi cercurilor culturale.25 Astfel, un an mai târziu, au luat 
naştere primele patru despãrţãminte, la Braşov, Fãgãraş, Sibiu şi Sebeş, 
numãrul acestora crescând mereu şi mereu.26 Pe aceeaşi linie, în cadrul 
adunãrii generale din anul 1870, desfãşuratã la Nãsãud, Iacob Bologa a 
lansat un proiect privind înfiinţarea unei academii române de drepturi.27 
Alãturi de Ilie Mãcelariu, Petre Dunca, Zaharia Boiu şi Ion Popescu, 
Iacob Bologa a întocmit un proiect de statut al viitoarei academii, pe baza 
cãruia Asociaţiunea ASTRA a înaintat un memoriu Ministerului Cultelor 
şi Instrucţiei Publice şi a lansat un program pentru susţinerea financiarã a 
proiectului. Dat fiind faptul cã din anul 1868, la Cluj, funcţiona 

                                                             
19 Pamfil Matei, Asociaţiunea Transilvanã pentru Literatura Românã şi Cultura Poporului Român 
(ASTRA) şi rolul ei în cultura naţionalã (1861-1950), Cluj-Napoca, Editura Dacia, 1986, p. 
20. 
20  Elena Macavei, Asociaţiunea ASTRA şi adunãrile generale (1861-2011), Sibiu, Editura 
Asociaţiunii ASTRA, 2011, p. 17. 
21 Constantin Popp, ,,Consilierul aulic Iacob Bologa”, p. 151. 
22  Ioan Lupaş, ,,Înfiinţarea Asociaţiunii şi conducãtorii ei”, în Transilvania, numãr 4 
jubiliar, 1911, p. 333-338. 
23 Elena Macavei, Asociaţiunea ASTRA şi adunãrile generale, pp. 25-26. 
24 Ştefania Mihãilescu, Din istoria feminismului românesc. Antologie de texte (1838-1929), Iaşi, 
Editura Polirom, 2002, p. 134. 
25 Elena Macavei, Asociaţiunea ASTRA şi adunãrile generale, p. 23. 
26 Mihai-Octavian Groza, ,,Contribuţia Despãrţãmântului ASTRA Sebeş la dezvoltarea 
culturii româneşti locale. Scurte reflecţii istorice”, în Gând Românesc. Revistã de culturã, 
ştiinţã şi artã, an XXVII, numãr 6 (300), 2017, p. 161. 
27 Elena Macavei, Asociaţiunea ASTRA şi ctitoriile, Sibiu, Editura Asociaţiunii ASTRA, 
2011, p. 119. 
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Universitatea ,,Franz Joseph”, proiectul a fost respins, sumele colectate 
fiind folosite de conducerea Asociaţiunii ASTRA pentru ridicarea clãdirii 
Şcolii Superioare de Fete din Sibiu.28 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Iacob Bologa (1817-1888) 
(Sursã: Familia, an XXIV, numãr 23, 1888, p. 249) 

 
Militant neobosit, apreciat şi respectat, Iacob Bologa a fost cinstit 

de poporul sãu pe mãsura faptelor, cea mai lucidã, sensibilã şi sincerã 
apreciere venind dinspre George Bariţiu, care nota urmãtoarele: ,,[…] 
Ştiţi d[umnea]voastrã, ce era pentru Bologa Asociaţiunea şi nouãle ei institute? […] 
Ea era dupã altarul religiei sale al doilea altar, la care se închinase el şi cãruia îi 
sacrifica într-o serie de ani spese, timp, cãlãtorii obositoare pentru un om bãtrân şi 
adesea liniştea sufleteascã, de câte ori simţea vreo cursã aruncatã cu scop de a-i 
submina şi rãsturna sanctuarul limbii şi al culturii noastre. Mic este el, modest şi 
umilit ca şi bisericile religiei noastre cele de lemn rãmase din veacurile servituţii, el însã 
este singurul sanctuar, care în loc sã ne dezbine în confesiuni sau în partide politice, ne 
adunã şi ne uneşte pe toţi la o sfântã agapã, precum era cea gustatã de creştinii din 
biserica primitivã a lui Iisus Hristos”.29 

                                                             
28 Ibidem, p. 23; Cornel Sigmirean, ,,ASTRA şi formarea elitei româneşti”, în volumul 
Simpozion. Comunicãrile celui de-al XXI-lea Simpozion al Cercetãtorilor Români din Ungaria 
(Budapesta, 26-27 noiembrie 2011), Giula, 2012, pp. 32-33. 
29 Ioan Lupaş, ,,Înfiinţarea Asociaţiunii şi conducãtorii ei”, p. 339. 
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Prezent în viaţa Sibiului, ,,cercetãtor regulat al bisericii”, Iacob Bologa a 
fost un apropiat al episcopului, mai apoi arhiepiscopului şi mitropolitului 
Andrei Şaguna, participant la sinoadele arhidiecezane şi congresele 
naţionale, contribuind la introducerea Statutului Organic şi la gestionarea 
veniturilor eparhiale, fãcând parte şi din comitetul Fundaţiei Gojdu.30 

Dupã o viaţã petrecutã pe ,,baricadele” mişcãrii naţionale şi 
culturale româneşti din Transilvania, la 18 mai 1888, Iacob Bologa a 
trecut în lumea celor drepţi, regretat şi plâns de toţi cei care l-au cunoscut 
şi apreciat, acest lucru reieşind şi din necrologul publicat în paginile 
ziarului ,,Telegraful Român”, cu care ne permitem sã încheiem aceastã 
scurtã evocare: ,,[…] S-a rãsturnat un stejar puternic lovit ca din cer senin şi cei ce 
iau zis de cu searã: noapte bunã, dimineaţa au vãrsat lacrimi pe cadavrul mort. O 
boalã acutã a lovit pe alt stejar puternic şi dupã o luptã de douã zile, luptã între viaţã 
şi moarte, consilierul Iacob Bologa nu mai este între cei vii. A cãzut un stejar 
puternic, când vijelia este mai cumplitã. Aveam mare trebuinţã de inima lui cea bunã, 
de inteligenţa lui şi blândeţea cea nemãrginitã, cãci nu este om, care sã poatã zice, cã 
l-a vãtãmat vreodatã rãposatul. Aveam mare trebuinţã de caracterul catonic al lui, de 
numele lui cel bun, de omul care, cu demnitate, ocupa funcţiile onorifice, multifere, la 
care l-a chemat încrederea naţiunii, încrederea bisericii şi încrederea concetãţenilor sãi. 
Consilierul Bologa lasã în urma sa o lacunã, care foarte cu greu o vom putea suplini 
noi toţi, care ne-am învãţat a vedea pe bunul şi înţeleptul bãtrân fiind pretutindeni în 
fruntea întreprinderilor noastre naţionale”.31 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
30 Constantin Popp, ,,Consilierul aulic Iacob Bologa”, pp. 150-151. 
31 Telegraful Român, an XXXVI, numãr 54, 1888, p. 216. 
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ANEXÃ DOCUMENTARÃ 
 

CONSTANTIN POPP 
Consilierul aulic Iacob Bologa (1817-1888) 

-note biografice- 
 

Iacob Bologa, consilier aulic, s-a nãscut la 7 decembrie 1817, din 
pãrinţi ţãrani liberi (neiobagi) în comuna Marpod, din ,,Fundus Regius”,32 
scaunul Nocrichului, 33  jud[eţul] Sibiu. Şcoala elementarã a fãcut-o în 
localitate, iar şcolile medii rom[ano]-cat[olice] le-a terminat, cu distincţie, 
în Sibiu.34 

Întreţinerea câtã vreme a fost la liceul din Sibiu, o avea dupã 
obiceiul şi putinţa vremurilor de pe atunci, din traista, cu care pãrinţii sãi 
îi aduceau alimentele, la Sibiu, cu cãruţa. 

Povãţuit şi sprijinit de un nobil maghiar (secui), Gyergyai, şi ajutat 
şi din partea decanilor rom[ano]-cat[olici] Jakabfy şi pe urmã, Schlauch, 
Iacob Bologa, elev distins, a ajuns sã dea meditaţii odraslelor a 
numeroase familii fruntaşe din localitate. 

I[acob] Bologa s-a impus devreme şi atenţiunii episcopului Vasile 
Moga,35 care-l aprecia şi simpatiza mult. Când, dupã terminarea studiilor 

                                                             
32 ,,Fundus Regius” sau ,,Pãmântul Crãiesc” reprezintã denumirea datã acelor teritorii 
din Transilvania colonizate cu populaţie germanã. 
33  De Scaunul Nocrich aparţineau urmãtoarele localitãţi: Alţâna, Beneşti, Chirpãr, 
Fofeldea, Glâmboaca, Hosman, Ilimbav, Marpod, Nocrich, Sãsãuş şi Ţichindeal. 
34  La Gimnasium Regium, instituţie înfiinţatã la anul 1692 de cãtre cãlugãrii iezuiţi, 
astãzi Colegiul Naţional ,,Gheorghe Lazãr” Sibiu (a se vedea: Vasile-Mihai Câmpeanu, 
Liceul ,,Gheorghe Lazãr” Sibiu. Compendiu monografic (1692-1992), Sibiu, Editura 
Caleidoscop, 1992, p. 12). 
35  Vasile Moga (1774-1845): ierarh român, primul episcop ortodox al românilor 
transilvãneni dupã trecerea unei pãrţi a bisericii sub ascultarea Romei şi intrarea 
provinciei sub stãpânirea Imperiului Habsburgic; de numele sãu se leagã organizarea 
episcopiei, îmbunãtãţirea vieţii moral-religioase a populaţiei pãstorite, achiziţionarea 
unei clãdiri şi sedentarizarea scaunului episcopal în interiorul cetãţii Sibiului, dezvoltarea 
învãţãmântului confesional, susţinerea şi sprijinirea oamenilor de culturã români, 
trimiterea şi susţinerea unor tineri la studii la marile universitãţi europene, precum şi 
înaintarea unor memorii pentru îmbunãtãţirea situaţiei românilor transilvãneni din 
Imperiul Habsburgic (a se vedea: Mihai-Octavian Groza, ,,Un arhiereu uitat şi epoca sa. 
Bisericã, societate şi culturã în vremea episcopului Vasile Moga (1811-1845”), în 
volumul Tinerii istorici şi cercetãrile lor, II, coordonat de Nicolae Dumbrãvescu, Cluj-
Napoca, Editura Argonaut, 2015, pp. 37-51; Idem, ,,Un ierarh transilvãnean şi epoca sa. 
Viaţa şi activitatea episcopului Vasile Moga (1774-1845)”, în Astra Sabesiensis, supliment 
numãr 1, 2017, pp. 9-50). 
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sale academice, Bologa trecea prin Sibiu, la ai sãi în Marpod, era 
totdeauna invitat şi primit cu cãldurã la reşedinţa episcopeascã. 

Încã de pe vremea studiilor sale la Academia de Drept, Iacob 
Bologa a intrat în strânsã legãturã şi de intimã amiciţie, cu fruntaşii 
tineretului românesc de pe vremuri: Avram Iancu, 36  Costi G. Ioan, 
Secãreanu, Ilie Mãcelariu,37 Pantazi şi alţii. 

Dupã terminarea studiilor, I[acob] Bologa ajunge cancelist la Tabla 
(Curtea de Apel) din T[âr]g[u]-Mureş, unde ia parte activ la pregãtirea 
mişcãrilor iniţiate acolo, la anul 1848. 

Participã în acel an la Marea Adunare Naţionalã de pe Câmpul 
Libertãţii la Blaj, unde funcţioneazã cã unul din secretarii acelei adunãri şi 
este ales membru al deputãţiei, delegate sã prezinte tronului hotãrârile 
adunãrii naţionale. 

Chemat la postul de secretar prezidial al episcopului Andrei 
Şaguna, 38  îl însoţeşte pe acesta, în aceastã calitate, şi ca membru al 
delegaţiunii, condusã de Şaguna la Olmütz, Praga şi Innsbruck, de unde 
se înapoiazã cu Şaguna, prin Galiţia, Bucovina, Moldova şi Muntenia, cu 
care prilej încheie preţioase cunoştinţe şi ia contact politic cu fruntaşii 
neamului nostru din acele provincii şi ţãri. De atunci au datat bunele sale 
legãturi şi raporturi de prietenie cu Bogdan Petriceicu Haşdeu, 39  cu 
artistul Matei Millo, cu boierii Cãmãrãşescu şi Racoviţã, generalul 

                                                             
36 Avram Iancu (1824-1872): avocat, om politic, revoluţionar român, lider al legiunilor 
româneşti transilvãnene din timpul Revoluţiei de la 1848-1849 (a se vedea: Silviu 
Dragomir, Avram Iancu, Bucureşti, Editura Ştiinţificã, 1968). 
37 Ilie Mãcelariu (1822-1891): jurist, om politic român, jude regal, deputat în Dieta de la 
Budapesta, participant la Revoluţia din 1848/1849, tribun al Prefecturii a II-a de la 
Sebeş, preşedinte al Partidului Naţional Român din Transilvania (a se vedea: Enciclopedia 
României, disponibilã online la www.enciclopediaromaniei.ro, accesatã la 26.IV.2018, ora 
12:30). 
38 Andrei Şaguna (1808-1873): cleric, cãrturar, om politic de origine aromânã, episcop, 
arhiepiscop şi mitropolit al Transilvaniei, preşedinte al Asociaţiunii ASTRA, membru de 
onoare al Academiei Române (a se vedea: Mircea Pãcurariu, O viaţã dãruitã Bisericii şi 
Neamului: Sfântul Ierarh Andrei Şaguna, mitropolitul Transilvaniei, Sibiu, Editura Andreiana, 
2012). 
39  Bogdan Petriceicu Haşdeu (1838-1907): jurist, filolog, istoric, om politic român, 
director al Arhivelor Statului din Bucureşti, profesor al Universitãţii din Bucureşti, 
membru al Partidului Naţional Liberal, deputat, membru al Academiei Române (a se 
vedea: Ovidiu Pecican, Bogdan Petriceicu Haşdeu, istoric, Cluj-Napoca, Editura Casa Cãrţii 
de Ştiinţã, 2004). 

http://www.enciclopediaromaniei.ro/
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Florescu40 şi alţii, raporturi ce a continuat a le pãstra şi ulterior toatã viaţa 
sa. 

Dupã potolirea revoluţiei şi restabilirea ordinii, I[acob] Bologa intrã 
în serviciul statului, în calitate de concipient41 de locotenenţã. Detaşat 
pentru serviciu pe lângã guvernatorul b[a]r[on] Wohlgemuth, 42  îl 
însoţeşte pe acesta în cãlãtoria sa prin întreg Ardealul pentru liniştirea 
spiritelor. 

A avut acum, I[acob] Bologa, prilejul binevenit sã facã neamului 
sãu preţios servicii, atrãgând atenţiunea guvernatorului asupra 
suferinţelor şi gravamentelor poporului român şi stãruind şi indicând 
mijloacele pentru alinarea lor. 

La 1853, I[acob] Bologa este înaintat, drept recunoaştere a 
aptitudinilor şi excelentelor servicii prestate pânã atunci, consilier la 
tribunalul din Dej, iar dupã un an la postul de consilier la tribunalul 
provincial din Sibiu. Deja, dupã cinci ani, la 1858, pentru activitatea sa 
neobositã şi imparţialitatea sa notoricã, probate în numeroase cazuri 
grave, I[acob] Bologa este, din nou, înaintat la gradul şi funcţia de 
consilier la Curtea de Apel a ţãrii şi scurt timp dupã acea consilier la 
guberniul ţãrii din Cluj. 

La 1864, I[acob] Bologa este distins cu importantul Ordin Imperial 
Austriac ,,Coroana de Fier” cl[asa] a III-a, iar la 1865 este înãlţat consilier 
aulic la Cancelaria Transilvaniei (secţia juridicã) din Viena, forul suprem 
judiciar pentru Ardeal. Avea atunci vârsta de abia 48 ani. 

În aceastã din urmã înaltã funcţie, împreunã cu A[nton] 
Mocsonyi, 43  Dimitrie M. Moldovan, 44  Petru Dobra 45  şi alţii, I[acob] 
Bologa a dezvoltat o intensã activitate, încununatã, apoi, ulterior de 
succes, pentru revindecarea vechii mitropolii ardelene a românilor 
ortodocşi. 

                                                             
40 Ioan Emanoil Florescu (1819-1893): militar, om politic român, membru al Partidului 
Conservator, ministru şi prim-ministru (a se vedea: Nicolae C. Nicolescu, Enciclopedia 
şefilor de guvern ai României (1862-2006), Bucureşti, Editura Meronia, 2006, pp. 137-139). 
41 ,,Concipient” (,,conţopist”), funcţionar. 
42 Guvernator între anii 1849-1851. 
43 Anton Mocioni (1816-1890): militar, om politic român, fondator al Bãncii ,,Albina” 
din Sibiu, deputat în Parlamentul de la Budapesta (a se vedea: Enciclopedia României, 
disponibilã online la www.enciclopediaromaniei.ro, accesatã la 26.IV.2018, ora 14:30). 
44  Dimitrie Moldovan (1811-1889): inginer, om politic român, comisar, secretar şi 
consilier la Cancelaria Aulicã a Transilvaniei de la Viena, deputat în Parlamentul de la 
Budapesta (a se vedea: Ibidem). 
45  Petru Dobra (1816-1849): jurist, om politic român, participant la Revoluţia de la 
1848/1849, prefect al Legiunii a VI-a de la Zlatna (a se vedea: Ibidem). 

http://www.enciclopediaromaniei.ro/
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La 1867, dupã decretarea dualismului austro-ungar şi schimbarea 
sistemului de guvernãmânt, I[acob] Bologa trece la pensiune şi se retrage 
în viaţa privatã la Sibiu. 

În afarã de împlinirea conştiincioasã a obligaţiunilor sale de înalt 
funcţionar de stat, pânã a fost în serviciu activ, când a cãutat totdeauna şi 
necurmat sã serveascã şi promoveze interesele neamului sãu, apãrând 
drepturile sale prea adeseori nesocotite, I[acob] Bologa a avut încã din 
tinereţe un important rol de îndrumãtor şi conducãtor în viaţa politicã şi 
culturalã a poporului român. 

Ales la 1861 în primul comitet permanent naţional român, I[acob] 
Bologa, dupã delãturarea nenumãratelor piedici ce le punea stãpânirea, 
sub influenţa nobilimii maghiare, în calea obţinerii unei audienţe, 
conduce o delegaţiune a poporului român, din care fãcea parte d[octo]r 
Ioan Raţiu46  şi Ilie Mãcelariu, la împãratul Francisc Iosif, 47  pentru a-i 
prezenta, în numele naţiunii române, toate gravamentele de ordin politic 
şi cultural etc., ale poporului român din Transilvania. 

Îndeosebi a cerut, atunci, delegaţiunea împãratului sã denege 
încuviinţarea sa pentru suprimarea independenţei Transilvaniei, respectiv 
sã nu aprobe uniunea Ardealului cu Ungaria, decretatã la 1848, în contra 
voinţei românilor, hotãrâre ce rãmãsese neexecutatã, dar la 1861 a fost 
din nou cerutã stãruitor de nobilimea maghiarã interesatã. 

Cu toatã declaraţia categoricã, a asigurãrii şi a cuvântului dat 
delegaţiunii de cãtre împãrat, cã ,,uniunea Ardealului cu Ungaria niciodatã nu 
se va face”, aceasta, cu nesocotirea cuvântului şi promisiunii împãrãteşti, 
ulterior totuşi a urmat şi ea cu o lungã erã de neîndreptãţire, umilire şi 
asuprire a poporului român, mai ales de la 1867 încoace. 

I[acob] Bologa nu a încetat sã activeze şi sã lupte şi dupã 
pensionarea sa, cu toatã dârzenia, pentru cauza dreaptã a neamului sãu şi 
egala îndreptãţire a tuturor naţionalitãţilor: în dieta din Sibiu din 1863/4 
unde, dupã restaurarea autonomiei Ardealului, a fost ales deputat al 
Scaunului Nocrich şi ca membru al Consiliului Imperial din Viena, unde 
fusese delegat la 1863 din partea dietei din Sibiu. 

                                                             
46  Ioan Raţiu (1828-1902): jurist, om politic român, participant la Revoluţia de la 
1848/1849, deputat în Dieta Transilvaniei, semnatar al Pronunciamentului de la Blaj din 
anul 1868, fondator, mai apoi, vicepreşedinte şi preşedinte al Partidului Naţional 
Român din Transilvania, semnatar al Memorandum-ului din anul 1892, membru al 
Asociaţiunii ASTRA (a se vedea: Ibidem). 
47 Franz Joseph (1830-1916): împãrat al Imperiului Habsburgic, din 1867 împãrat al 
Imperiului Austro-Ungar, rege al Ungariei, Boemiei şi Croaţiei, mare duce al Bucovinei, 
mare principe al Transilvaniei, marchiz de Moravia, mare voievod al Serbiei din 1848 şi 
pânã în 1916 (a se vedea: Jean-Paul Bled, Franz Joseph, Bucureşti, Editura Trei, 2002). 
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Iacob Bologa a activat intens, de la 1861-1871, în interesul 
poporului românesc şi ca membru al reprezentanţei Universitãţii Sãseşti 
din Sibiu, ales în cercul Sebeşului Sãsesc. În sânul acestei importante 
corporaţii luptã pentru recunoaşterea drepturilor românilor din ,,Fundus 
Regius”, exopereazã împreunã cu ceilalţi colegi ai sãi români, ajutoare şi 
pe seama românilor şi pune la cale împãciuiri echitabile în complicatele 
procese pentru pãduri, purtate de comunele din Mãrginime cu 
Universitatea Sãseascã. 

Mare parte din merit îi revine, în fine, lui I[acob] Bologa şi pentru 
aducerea hotãrârii luate la 1 mai 1871 de Universitatea Sãseascã compusã, 
în preponderenţã, din reprezentanţii saşi, prin care hotãrâre se recunoaşte 
imensa avere a acestei corporaţii drept proprietatea comunã a celor 11 
scaune istorice, fãrã deosebire de naţionalitate şi confesiune. 

A fost aceasta o hotãrâre de extraordinarã însemnãtate pentru 
români, dat fiind cã pânã atunci beneficiau de uzufructul acestei imense 
averi, exclusiv saşii, în favorul instituţiilor lor culturale. 

Membru marcant al Partidului Naţional Român, I[acob] Bologa a 
luat parte, pânã la sfârşitul vieţii sale, la toate conferinţele naţionale şi a 
fost ales şi în comitetul permanent al conferinţei naţionale de la 
Miercurea Sibiului. Semnãtura sa figureazã pe toate memoriile politice, 
prezentate celor în cãdere, de conducãtorii poporului românesc din 
monarhia habsburgicã. 

În viaţa bisericeascã, [de] asemenea, a dezvoltat I[acob] Bologa o 
vie activitate. A conlucrat la introducerea Statutului Organic, ca membru 
al comitetului fundaţiei Gojdu, de la 1871 pânã la moarte; ca fiscal 
mitropolitan, apoi deputat în toate sinoadele arhidiecezane şi congresele 
naţionale. De la retragerea sa în pensiune a condus şi comitetul parohial 
al bisericii din Sibiu-Cetate. 

Cercetãtor regulat al bisericii, glasul sãu puternic şi de un timbru 
deosebit de plãcut rãsuna, în zile de sãrbãtoare, adeseori, din stranã, atât 
în bisericile din Sibiu, cât şi la sate, spre lauda şi mãrirea lui Dumnezeu şi 
plãcerea şi admiraţia credincioşilor. 

În cadrele Asociaţiunii Transilvane pentru Literatura şi Cultura 
Poporului Român, ASTRA de azi, încã a dezvoltat I[acob] Bologa, de la 
înfiinţarea ei şi pânã la moarte o mãnoasã activitate. Ca vicepreşedinte şi 
apoi ca preşedinte a condus comitetul central aproape douã decenii şi a 
avut totdeauna o deosebitã purtare de grijã pentru prosperarea şi 
dezvoltarea acestei vechi şi importante instituţii culturale a noastre. Şi-a 
adus aminte de ea şi în ultimele zile ale vieţii sale, când a lãsat destinele ei 
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prim-secretarului de pe vremuri, George Bariţiu, 48  şi secretarului II 
d[octo]r Ioan Crişan, adresându-le cuvintele: ,,Grijiţi de Asociaţiune”. 

A luat parte toatã vremea la toate adunãrile generale ale ASTREI, 
unde conducea cu mult zel şi tact dezbaterile, necruţând nici timp, nici 
cheltuieli pentru a putea fi totdeauna la locul sãu. 

Nu i-a scãpat din vedere lui I[acob] Bologa nici importanţa 
instituţiunilor financiar-economice pentru poporul nostru. Participã la 
1871 la fondarea bãncii de asigurare ,,Transilvania” din Sibiu (fondare 
româno-sãseascã), abandonatã ulterior, dupã vreo douã decenii, de 
români şi azi în patrimoniul exclusiv al compatrioţilor noştri saşi. La 
aceastã societate, I[acob] Bologa a funcţionat şi ca membru în direcţiune 
pânã la moartea sa. 

Semnatar, la 1871, al ,,Prospectului de fondare”, membru fondator 
al primului institut de credit şi de economii românesc, Banca ,,Albina”49 
din Sibiu, I[acob] Bologa este ales, în prima adunare generalã, la 14 
martie 1872, membru al consiliului de administraţie şi de acesta 
vicepreşedinte I, iar la 20 iulie 1874 preşedinte. A funcţionat în aceastã 
calitate pânã la moartea sa, fãcând acestui institut prin marea autoritate 
de care se bucura în general, prin excelentele legãturi, personale, ce le 
avea şi prin zelul şi tactul cu care era înzestrat, nepreţuite şi veşnic 
neuitate servicii. 

În comuna sa natalã, Marpod, şi împrejurime şi întreg judeţul Sibiu, 
în sânul populaţiunii româneşti, numele lui I[acob] Bologa a devenit 
legendar, ca cel mai bun şi mai devotat amic al ţãranului. De fapt, la 
I[acob] Bologa alerga pe vremuri poporul ţãran în toate necazurile şi 
nevoile lui, cãutând un sfat bun, sprijin şi ajutor. Şi le primeau toate, toţi 
câţi i se adresau, oferindu-i-se serviciile complet dezinteresat. S-a şi 
bucurat, pentru toate aceste binefaceri, de o popularitate largã, ca puţini 
alţii în vremea sa. 

Iacob Bologa şi-a dat obştescul sfârşit dupã o bogatã activitate pe 
toate terenele, în serviciul neamului sãu, la 18 mai 1888, în Sibiu, regretat 
de toţi câţi l-au cunoscut şi cu care a colaborat în viaţã pe multiplele 
terenuri ale activitãţii sale pentru binele obştesc. L-au deplâns, în afarã de 

                                                             
48 George Bariţiu (1812-1893): jurist, cãrturar, om politic român, întemeietor al presei 
româneşti transilvãnene, participant la Revoluţia de la 1848/1849, deputat în Dieta 
Transilvaniei şi în Senatul Imperial de la Viena, membru fondator al Partidului Naţional 
Român din Transilvania, fondator şi preşedinte al Asociaţiunii ASTRA, membru 
fondator, mai apoi preşedinte al Academiei Române (a se vedea: Enciclopedia României, 
disponibilã online la www.enciclopediaromaniei.ro, accesatã la 26.IV.2018, ora 14:30). 
49  Despre aceastã instituţie, a se vedea: Mihai D. Drecin, Banca ,,Albina” din Sibiu: 
instituţie naţionalã a românilor transilvãneni: 1871-1918, Cluj-Napoca, Editura Dacia, 1982. 

http://www.enciclopediaromaniei.ro/
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membrii familiei sale, mai ales ţãrãnimea românã, cãci le-a dispãrut 
,,Domnul nostru cel bun”, cum îi ziceau. 

Prin cãsãtorie, I[acob] Bologa a fost înrudit cu protopopul de pe 
vremuri al Sibiului, Petru Bãdilã (care i-a fost socru) şi cu directorul 
seminarului teologic, azi Academia Teologicã din Sibiu, Ioan Hanea, 
ambii personalitãţi marcante şi cu rol în trecutul bisericii noastre din 
epoca ,,şagunianã”. 

Iacob Bologa a lãsat în urma sa un fiu, Valeriu, a cãrui comemorare 
de 40 de ani de la moarte a prilejuit aceastã schiţã biograficã şi douã fiice, 
Ana, mãritatã cu vrednicul medic şi omul de bine sibian, d[octo]r Ioan 
Moga şi Maria, mãritatã cu marele nostru compozitor Gheorghe Dima50 
şi fost director al Conservatorului de muzicã din Cluj. 

D[oam]na Ana d[octo]r Moga trãieşte şi azi în Arad, în vârstã de 
peste 80 de ani. 

Ambele aceste fiice ale lui Iacob Bologa au avut un mare şi activ 
rol conducãtor în viaţa socialã a Sibiului românesc de pe vremuri. 
D[oam]na Ana d[octo]r Moga în societãţile culturale şi de binefacere, iar 
Maria Dima, înzestratã cu bogate talente artistice, în mişcarea artisticã 
româneascã, ca mult apreciatã solistã, cu glas de alto deosebit de frumos 
şi cu o extraordinarã pricepere pentru interpretarea muzicii vocale 
serioase. S-a distins şi ca traducãtoare perfectã de poezii din limba 
românã, în cea germanã şi de texte de operã din limba germanã în 
româneşte. A fost un stâlp puternic al vestitelor reuniuni de muzicã din 
Sibiu şi pe urmã din Braşov, în epoca lor de înflorire, sub mãiastra 
conducere a soţului ei, Gh[eorghe] Dima. 

Cu Iacob Bologa a dispãrut una din personalitãţile proeminente ale 
generaţiei de mari luptãtori şi conducãtori politici şi culturali ai noştri din 
anii 1848-1888. 

Prin munca şi ostenelile sale, de o viaţã de om, pentru înãlţarea 
neamului sãu, Iacob Bologa şi-a asigurat un loc de frunte, binemeritat şi 
cuvenit, în galeria oamenilor noştri mari, din epoca sa. 

 
Sibiu, mai 1939 

Constantin Popp, director al Bãncii ,,Albina” 
 

                                                             
50  Gheorghe Dima (1847-1925): compozitor, dirijor român, primul director al 
Conservatorului din Cluj (astãzi Academia de Muzicã ,,Gheorghe Dima” Cluj-Napoca), 
membru de onoare al Academiei Române (a se vedea: Dorina N. Rusu, Marius Porumb, 
Stelian Mândruţ, Membrii Academiei Române din Transilvania (1866-2016). Dicţionar, 
Bucureşti/Cluj-Napoca, Editura Academiei Române/Editura Mega, 2016, p. 121). 
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PROFESORUL DR. IOSIF IULIU OLARIU (1859-1920) 
 

Silviu Ionel Ferciug 
Universitatea ,,Babeş-Bolyai” Cluj-Napoca, România 

 
Abstract: Famous personality of Romanian culture, Iosif Iuliu Olariu was a 

professor and director of  the Theological and Pedagogical Institutes in Caransebeş and Arad 
at the end of the 19th century and beginning of the 20th century. During 1880-1884 he 
studied at the Faculty of Theology of Cernãuţi, being the first student in Banat who obtained 
a PhD. in theology at this prestigious educational institution. Specializing in the Biblical 
Study and Dogmatic Theology, he has been an important author of studies of an impressive 
content, his  books  with a highly scientific level, totaling more than 4000 pages, have been 
used throughout the theological education until nowadays. He is improving by studying the 
Hungarian, German, Serbian, and Classical languages. Between 1898-1917 he was editor 
of the diocese diary. 

Keywords: Iosif Iuliu Olariu, Caransebeş, Arad, education, theology, 
war. 

 
Reţinut în cultura românã drept o personalitate marcantã1 şi unul 

dintre cei mai prolifici teologi, Iosif Iuliu Olariu, este simbolul 
adevãratului savant şi profesor într-o lume de ordine şi pace, cu o viaţã 
onestã, laborioasã şi disciplinatã.2 

Nãscut în Mãidan (azi Brãdişorul de Jos) din judeţul Caraş-Severin, 
în 6 februarie 1859, tatãl sãu Iosif, învãţãtor în Doman, a scris o paginã 
frumoasã în istoria învãţãmântului confesional din zonã. Iuliu Olariu a 
copilãrit împreunã cu fratele sãu Valeriu, viitor medic în Lugoj. Şcoala 
primarã a absolvit-o în localitatea natalã, apoi în Reşiţa, iar cea gimnazialã 
la Oraviţa şi Lugoj cu rezultate excepţionale. Crescut în atmosfera 
religioasã a familiei şi la recomandarea episcopului Ioan Popasu, a urmat 
Facultatea de Teologie din Cernãuţi începând din anul 1880, ca student 
bursier.3 

În iunie 1881, dupã un an de studiu, mitropolitul Bucovinei, 
Silvestru Morariu-Andrievici îi scrie tatãlui sãu cã fiul este eminent fiind 
dupã afirmaţiile profesorilor ,,cel dintâi dintre colegii sãi din Bucovina şi 
România”. 4  Dupã terminarea studiilor teologice, în 1884, ierarhul 

                                                             
1 Corneliu Diaconovici, Enciclopedia Românã, tom III, Sibiu, Editura şi Tiparul lui W. 
Krafft, 1904, p. 450. 
2 Foaia Diecezanã, an XXXV, numãr 52, 1920, p. 9. 
3  Vasile Petrica, Institutul Teologic Diecezan Ortodox Român Caransebeş (1865-1927), 
Caransebeş, Editura Episcopiei Caransebeşului, 2005, p. 305. 
4 Dimitrie Cioloca, ,,Dr. Iosif I. Olariu, 1859-1920”, în Foaia Diecezanã, an XXXVI, 
numãr 47, 1921, p. 2. 
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caransebeşean i-a acordat o bursã eparhialã în Germania, la Lipsca 
(Leipzig) şi Erlangen, pentru a se specializa în studiile biblice ale Noului 
Testament.5 Se reîntoarce la Cernãuţi şi la 30 martie 1885 îşi ia doctoratul 
fiind primul bãnãţean care a ajuns la acest înalt grad academic la 
Facultatea de Teologie din Cernãuţi. 6  În 21 februarie 1886 a fost 
hirotonit diacon de cãtre episcopul Ioan Popasu, iar în 22 februarie 
prezbiter.7 A fost numit capelan militar, clasa a II-a. În anul 1887 i-a 
decedat soţia în vârstã de 19 ani, dupã numai doi ani de cãsnicie.8 

În septembrie 1885 este numit profesor la Institutul Teologic din 
Caransebeş, iar cu actul nr. 623-B/1888 i s-a ,,concretizat Direcţiunea 
Institutului”. În şedinţa Consistoriului din 21 decembrie 1889 a fost 
acreditat ca profesor definitiv.9 În perioada 1888-1893 a predat: Exegeza, 
Isagogia, Arheologia la cursul I, Morala, Exegeza şi Pedagogia la cursul 
II, iar dupã anul 1908, Dogmatica şi Dreptul bisericesc.10   

Specializat în studiul biblic 11  şi dogmaticã, a fost un important 
autor de studii de o substanţã cu totul impresionantã,12 cãrţile lui de înalt 
nivel ştiinţific, însumând peste 4000 de pagini, 13 s-au folosit în întreg 
învãţãmântul teologic pânã în zilele noastre. Se perfecţioneazã studiind 
limbile maghiarã, germanã, sârbã, dar şi cele clasice: latina şi greaca.14 În 
perioada 1898-1917, cât a fost redactor la ,,Foaia Diecezanã”, a publicat 
îndrumãri tipiconale pentru preoţi şi cântãreţii de stranã, chiar şi un 
Manual de tipic al Bisericii Ortodoxe Orientale (1897), reeditat în 1916. 
Împreunã cu Ioan Pinciu, notarul corpului profesoral, elaboreazã un 

                                                             
5 Zeno Munteanu, ,,Dr. Iosif Olariu”, în Mitropolia Banatului, an XI, numãr 7-12, 1961, 
p. 78. 
6 Vasile Gheorghiu, Marele teolog Dr. Iosif Iuliu Olariu (1859-1920), Cernãuţi, Tipografia 
Glasul Bucovinei, 1943, p. 9. 
7 Foaia Diecezanã, an II, numãr 24, 1887, p. 6. 
8 Vasile Petrica, Institutul Teologic, p. 306. 
9 Ibidem, p. 307. 
10 Serviciul Judeţean Caraş-Severin al Arhivelor Naţionale, Fond Institutul Teologic Diecezan 
Caransebeş, Registrul III, f. 1 (în continuare S. J. C. S. A. N.). 
11  Alin Cristian Scridon, Şcoala Noutestamentarã din Banatul istoric 1867-1918, Szeged, 
Editura Jate Press, 2017. 
12 Alin Cristian Scridon, ,,Iosif Iuliu Olariu şi Studiul Biblic la Universitatea din Cernãuţi 
la sfârşitul secolului al XIX-lea”, în volumul Tainã şi mãrturisire, coordonat de Daniel 
Aron Alic, Caransebeş, Editura Episcopiei Caransebeşului, 2014, pp. 466-475; Ionuţ 
Pop, Preocupãri biblice în şcolile teologice din Transilvania în perioada 1850-1918, Cluj-Napoca, 
2013 (tezã de doctorat).  
13 Ionel Popescu, ,,Protosincelul Dr. Iosif Iuliu Olariu-75 de ani  de la moarte”, în 
Calendarul Românului, 1995, p. 196. 
14 Foaia Diecezanã, an XXXV, numãr 49, 1920, p. 2. 
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Regulament de organizare a activitãţii interne din institut, fiind aprobat la 
11 septembrie 1888.15 

Pentru cã s-a impus ca un dascãl serios şi corect, episcopul Nicolae 
Popea l-a distins cu brâul roşu în aprilie 1900.16 Duminicã, 11 mai 1903, 
profesorul Iuliu Olariu a depus voturile monahale la mãnãstirea Hodoş-
Bodrog şi a luat numele Iosif, dupã tatãl sãu,17 iar la Liturghia din  25 mai 
1908 acelaşi ierarh, apreciindu-i calitãţile îl hiroteseşte protosincel.18 În 
1909 candideazã la funcţia de episcop al Caransebeşului,19 obţinând 24 
voturi, iar Miron Cristea 31 voturi,20 alegerea lui Cristea fiind confirmatã, 
ceilalţi candidaţi, Filaret Musta, Iosif Traian Badescu şi Iosif Iuliu Olariu, 
resemnându-se creştineşte. 

Episcopul Miron Cristea a recomandat redactarea Anuarelor 
Instititului Diecezan, 21  pentru anii şcolari 1910-1919; de conceperea şi 
tipãrirea lor rãspundea directorul Iosif Olariu pânã în 1917, respectiv 
Ioan Hango în perioada 1917-1918. Conţinutul Anuarelor este riguros 
sistematizat.22 

Cei mai grei ani pentru institut au fost anii rãzboiului; încã de la 
începutul anului şcolar 1914-1915, toate clasele seminariale au fost 
transformate în spital pentru rãniţi. Spitalul avea 80 de paturi şi a fost 
organizat de Reuniunea Femeilor Române din Caransebeş. 23  Orele de 
curs s-au desfãşurat în internatul teologic şi pedagogic, când şi internatul 
a fost ocupat de ostaşi, programul şcolar s-a întrerupt. Dupã o lungã 
vacanţã, ierarhul caransebeşean a anunţat cã din 27 aprilie 1915 vor 
începe cursurile. Printr-o adresã din 3 decembrie 1916, Consistoriul a 
cerut Ministerului de Rãzboi sã elibereze institutul dar, pentru cã era 

                                                             
15 Ioan Munteanu, ,,Preocuparea lui Iosif Iuliu Olariu pentru perfecţionarea procesului 
de învãţãmânt la Institutul Teologic din Caransebeş”, în volumul Rugãciune şi Teologie, 
coordonat de Daniel Aron Alic, Caransebeş, Editura Diecezanã Caransebeş, 2009, p. 
164. 
16 Foaia Diecezanã,  an XV, numãr 13, 1900, p.7. 
17 Ibidem, an XVIII, numãr 20, 1903, p. 6. 
18 Ibidem, an XXIII, numãr 23, 1908, p. 7. 
19 Lucian Mic, ,,Cele trei candidaturi ale protosinghelului dr. Iosif Iuliu Olariu pentru 
ocuparea scaunului de episcop al Caransbeşului”, în Foaia Diecezanã, serie nouã, an XV, 
numãr 171, 2009, pp. 4-7. 
20 Foaia Diecezanã, an XXIV, numãr 47, 1909, p. 3. 
21 Petru Cãlin, Tiparul românesc diecezan din Caransebeş, 1885-1918, volum I, Reşiţa, Editura 
Banatica, 1996, pp. 93-96. 
22 Virginia Ardelean, ,,Anuarele Institutului Diecezan-valoroasã iniţiativã a episcopului 
Dr. Elie Miron Cristea”, în volumul Credinţã şi mãrturisire, coordonat de Daniel Aron 
Alic, Caransebeş, Editura Episcopiei Caransebeşului, 2010, p. 302. 
23 Foaia Diecezanã, an XXIX, numãr 43, 1914, p. 6. 
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nevoie de el ca spital de rãzboi, cererea a fost respinsã.24 De asemenea, 
lipsurile tot mai mari au fãcut ca în anul şcolar 1917-1918, cursurile 
institutului sã fie suspendate din decembrie pânã în februarie din lipsa 
lemnelor.25 

O perioadã mai tulbure a fost anul şcolar 1917-1918, când Iosif 
Iuliu Olariu, director al Institutelor Teologic şi Pedagogic din 
Caransebeş, a fost ales şi director al Institutului Teologic-Pedagogic din 
Arad, iar episcopul Miron Cristea l-a numit director la Caransebeş pe 
Iosif Traian Badescu, motivele plecãrii la Arad fiind neclare.26 În acelaşi 
an, Consistoriul Diecezan a fost nevoit sã-l substituie şi pe profesorul 
Mose Ienciu, întrucât acesta a fost înrolat ca preot militar pe frontul 
italian,27 dar şi pe profesorul Antoniu Sequens.28  

La 18 august 1917, profesorul Iosif Iuliu Olariu cere Consistoriului 
din Caransebeş concediu de un an (din 1 septembrie 1917-31 august 
1918), înainteazã în acest sens un act episcopului Miron Cristea: ,,fiind ales 
şi numit director la Institutul Teologic-Pedagogic din Arad, cu tot respectul vã rog sã 
binevoiţi a-mi da un concediu de un an începând cu 1 septembrie a. c., eu pe acest 
timp nu cer salariu şi nicio remuneraţie […] Totodatã rog a lua act cã, concediul 
acesta va avea valoare numai dupã ce sã vor înlãtura unele defecte din actul denumirii 
mele”.29 Rezoluţia negativã pusã pe cererea de concediu nu l-a împiedicat 
sã plece la Arad. 

În revista eparhialã ,,Foaia Diecezanã”, s-a consemnat un articol 
intitulat ,,Rãmas bun”, 30  în care tinerii teologi de la institutul din 
Caransebeş au organizat în data de 9 septembrie 1917, o festivitate de 
adio în care profesorii şi elevii sã-şi exprime regretul faţã de plecarea celui 
mai important profesor de la şcoala teologicã caransebeşeanã. În 
cuvântarea din debutul evenimentului, profesorul Dimitrie Cioloca, în 
numele corpului didactic de la Institutul Teologic a arãtat activitatea 
desfãşuratã de profesorul Olariu, nu numai la conducerea institutului, 
vreme de 32 de ani, ci şi cu privire la scrierile ,,multor opuri ştiinţifice de 
valoare netãgãduitã pentru literatura bisericeascã”, iar profesorul Gheorghe 

                                                             
24 S. J. C. S. A. N., Fond Institutul Teologic Diecezan Caransebeş, dosar 1/1915-1917, f. 4-8. 
25 Petru Cãlin, Tiparul românesc, p. 95. 
26  Daniel Alic, ,,Protosinghelul Dr. Iosif Iuliu Olariu şi anul şcolar 1917-1918”, în 
volumul Teologie şi Rugãciune, coordonat de Daniel Aron Alic, Caransebeş, Editura 
Episcopiei Caransebeşului, 2009, pp. 200-206. 
27 Arhiva Episcopiei Ortodoxe Române a Caransebeşului, Protocolul şedinţelor bisericeşti pe 
anul 1917, 2 octombrie, 17/5787 (în continuare A. E. O. R. C.). 
28 S. J. C. S. A. N., Fond Institutul Teologic Diecezan Caransebeş, dosar 5/1900-1927. 
29 A. E. O. R. C., Fond Bisericesc (III), dosar 151/1917, nenumerotat. 
30 I. C., ,,Rãmas bun”, în Foaia Diecezanã, an XXXII, numãr 38, 1917, p. 4. 
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Noaghea, de la Institutul Pedagogic, a scos în evidenţã ,,neîntrecuta 
punctualitate şi sincera colegialitate”,31 calitãţi distincte ale minunatului dascãl. 
De asemenea, s-a menţionat faptul cã Iuliu Olariu a ridicat nivelul 
cultural şi şcolar al instituţiei pe care a slujit-o, iar elevii Ioan Duicu şi 
Georghe Bãnuţiu şi-au manifestat sentimentele de recunoştinţã32 faţã de 
profesorul pe care l-au preţuit şi respectat. La finalul manifestãrii 
profesorul a mulţumit colegilor şi elevilor fãrã a menţiona un motiv 
anume pentru plecarea la Arad. 

Dupã plecarea potosinghelului Iosif Iuliu Olariu, în funcţia de 
director al Institutului Teologic-Pedagogic din Caransebeş, episcopul 
Miron Cristea l-a numit  pe protosinghelul Iosif Traian Badescu, decizia 
fiind acceptatã, cu condiţia de a se retrage din funcţia de director atunci 
când va simţi cã aceastã retragere e necesarã şi onorabilã.33 

La data de 23 aprilie 1917 Iuliu Olariu îşi dã demisia din postul de 
redactor al ,,Foii Diecezane”, deoarece pãrãsind Caransebeşul nu mai 
putea sã poarte de grijã cum se cuvenea de redacţie, iar la conducerea 
revistei a venit dr. Cornel Corneanu, care a condus revista în perioada 23 
septembrie 1917-28 septembrie 1919. 34  Fiind un director cu mare 
experienţã, plecarea la Arad a îngreunat şi mai mult realizarea în condiţii 
bune a procesului de învãţãmânt a Institutului Teologic; despre 
personalitatea lui Iosif Olariu s-a afirmat cã ,,a fãcut renumit un Institut 
Teologic dintr-un neînsemnat orãşel”, 35  fiind un ,,adevãrat întemeietor de şcoalã 
teologicã”. 

La 27 martie 1918, Iosif Iuliu Olariu se adreseazã Consistoriului 
Diecezan din Caransebeş printr-un memoriu şi solicitã întoarcerea la 
Caransebeş pentru a ocupa din nou postul de director al Institutului 
Teologic-Pedagogic, rugând Consistoriul sã dea un rãspuns grabnic, 
pentru a-şi cãuta din nou chirie. 36  Protocolul şedinţei plenare a 
Consistoriului din 13 iunie 1918, consemneazã verificarea actelor 
privitoare la concediul directorului Olariu, asesorul consistorial Nicolae 
Ionescu considerând plecarea la Arad nelegalã, propune ca dr. Iosif 
Olariu sã nu mai fie primit la institutul caransebeşean.37 Împotriva acestei 
hotãrâri, profesorul a fãcut recurs la Consistoriul Mitropolitan şi a arãtat 

                                                             
31 Ibidem. 
32 Ibidem. 
33 A. E. O. R. C., Protocolul şedinţelor bisericeşti pe 1918, 2 octombrie, 23/6897. 
34  Ioan Mîţu, Marcian Corici, Mironicã Corici, Foaia Diecezanã Caransebeş 1886-1918, 
Timişoara, Editura Helicon, 1999, p. 25. 
35 ,,Opera...quae adhuc lucent”, în Foaia Diecezanã, an XLVIII, numãr 12, 1933, p. 5. 
36 A. E. O. R. C., Fond Bisericesc (III), dosar 151/1917, nenumerotat. 
37 Ibidem. 
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cã plecarea sa a fost posibilã prin înţelegerea cu ierarhul şi Consistoriul, 
chiar dacã nu existã un document în acest sens, fiind doar o înţelegere 
verbalã. Consistoriul Mitropolitan din Sibiu a trimis Consistoriului din 
Caransebeş, actul cu hotãrârea luatã şi anume, ca dr. Iosif Iuliu Olariu, cu 
începere din anul şcolar 1918-1919, sã ocupe catedra de director şi 
profesor la Institutul Teologic-Pedagogic din Caransebeş cu toate 
beneficiile legale ce decurg din acea funcţie. 38  Cu aceastã rezoluţie, 
întoarcerea la Caransebeş a lui Iosif Iuliu Olariu a devenit definitivã. 
Urmãtorii doi ani au fost ani cu noi roade şcolare, mai ales în condiţiile 
de libertate naţionalã dobândite dupã 1 decembrie 1918, din pãcate nu a 
fost simţitã deplin de profesorul Olariu, deoarece, la praznicul Sf. 
Nicolae din anul 1920 trece în veşnicie.39 

Activând ca director, simţind lipsa cãrţii pentru instruirea tinerilor 
slujitori ai lui Hristos care urmau sã fie trimişi ca îndrumãtori şi slujitori 
în satele bãnãţene,40 a început sã scrie manuale, comentarii, studii pentru 
folosul studenţilor şi preoţilor. 

Este primul mare exeget român care a scris comentarii la aproape 
toate cãrţile Noului Testament, fiind numit pãrinte al studiilor biblice în 
teologia româneascã. Cercetarea sa ştiinţificã a vizat formarea intelectualã 
a studenţilor teologi, prin alcãtuirea de manuale ştiinţifice şi sistematice, 
folosite mult timp în institutele teologice. Iosif Iuliu Olariu şi-a dat 
interesul pentru a promova studenţi teologi de marcã.41 

În perioada 1917-1918 a publicat ,,Anuarele Institutelor Teologice-
Pedagogice” din Caransebeş şi Arad. Alte cãrţi publicate: Introducerea în 
Sfintele cãrţi ale Vechiului şi Noului Testament (Caransebeş, ediţia I, 1891, 
ediţia II, 1903, ediţia III, 1912), Manual exegetic la Sfânta Scripturã a 
Testamentului Nou. Evangheliile dupã Matei, Marcu şi Luca comentate 
(Caransebeş, 1894), Evanghelia dupã Ioan-introducere şi comentariu 
(Caransebeş, 1897), Epistolele Sf. Apostol Pavel cãtre Romani, I-II Corinteni, 
Galateni şi Efeseni comentate (Caransebeş, 1910), Epistolele Sf. Apostol Pavel 
cãtre Filipeni, Coloseni, I-II Tesaloniceni, I-II Timotei, Tit, Filimon şi  Evrei, 
(Caransebeş, 1913), Scrierile Pãrinţilor Apostolici (Caransebeş, 1892), Manual 
de  tipic al Bisericii Ortodoxe Orientale (Caransebeş, 1897), Manual de Teologie 

                                                             
38 Daniel Alic, Eparhia Caransebeşului în perioada pãstoririi episcopului Miron Cristea (1910-
1919). Bisericã şi Societate, Cluj-Napoca/Caransebeş, Presa Universitarã Clujeanã/Editura 
Episcopiei Caransebeşului, 2013, pp. 228-229. 
39 Vasile Gheorghiu, Marele teolog Dr. Iosif Iuliu Olariu, p. 17. 
40 Dumitru V. Aniţoiu, ,,Scrierile dr Iosif Iuliu Olariu”, în Foaia Diecezanã, an XLVIII, 
numãr 50, 1933, p. 5. 
41 A. Moacã, ,,Teologul Iosif Iuliu Olariu”, în Foaia Diecezanã, an XLVIII, numãr 51, 
1933, p. 3. 
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Dogmaticã Ortodoxã (Caransebeş, 1907), Explicarea Psalmilor din Orologiu 
(Caransebeş, 1901).42 Pe lângã acestea, trebuie adãugate şi manuscrisele 
teologice preţioase: Curs de Teologie Pastoralã, publicat parţial în revista 
,,Altarul Banatului”, un Curs de limbi orientale, scris în limba germanã şi o 
Gramaticã ebraicã. 

A decedat în 6 decembrie 1920, fiind înmormântat de însuşi 
episcopul Iosif Traian Badescu înconjurat de un mare sobor de preoţi, 
profesorii Institutului Teologic şi foştii elevi. 

Fratele sãu, Valeriu, medic al institutului din Arad a pus bazele unei 
fundaţiuni, care sã poarte numele eruditului teolog şi profesor şi a dãruit 
bogata sa bibliotecã teologiei din Caransebeş.43 

La 8 decembrie 1936, un impresionant sobor de preoţi, în frunte 
cu episcopul Vasile Lãzãrescu, a sãvârşit un parastas pentru odihna 
sufletului celui adormit dupã care, în centrul oraşului Caransebeş, a fost 
dezvelit bustul profesorului dr. Iosif Iuliu Olariu. În timpul regimului 
comunist, bustul a fost mutat în incinta Seminarului Teologic ,,Ioan 
Popasu”, unde se aflã şi astãzi. El aminteşte mereu profesorilor şi 
studenţilor de viaţa exemplarã şi opera de valoare a dascãlului Olariu, 
care îl aşeazã în rândul marilor teologi ai bisericii strãmoşeşti. ,,Te vãd pare 
c-aievea, în umeda-ţi chilie,/Cu suflet veşnic tânãr şi plin întreg de soare,/Cercând sã 
dai Scripturii aripi tãlmãcitoare,/Sau re-nviind trecutul zbãtut în agonie...!/Cei slabi 
şi mici de suflet te-au alungat în viaţã/Plãtindu-ţi munca sfântã prin muncã ori 
minciunã;/Posteritatea însã cu mirt te încununã./O! Umbrã pustniceascã,-figurã 
prea mãreaţã!/Sortit e înãlţãrii şi vrednic de luminã,/Poporul care ştie cã-n dragoste 
deplinã/Sã aibã întru cinste strãbunele morminte [...]/Dormi liniştit în tihnã prea 
cuvios pãrinte./Ţi-ai înţeles în lume şi rostul şi menirea/Dormi liniştit: Asupra-ţi 
vegheazã nemurirea” (D. V. Anuţoiu, ,,Umbrei lui Iosif Olariu”).44 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
42  Pavel Vesa, Învãţãmântul Teologic de la Arad (1822-1948), Deva, Editura Episcopiei 
Devei şi Hunedoarei, 2013, p. 365. 
43 Teodor Botiş, Istoria Şcoalei Normale (Preparandiei) şi a Imstitutului Teologic Ortodox-Român 
din Arad, Arad, Editura Consistoriului, 1922, p. 661. 
44 Foaia Diecezanã, an XLVIII, numãr 51, 1933, p. 10. 
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TRANS-ECCLESIAL EUCHARIST? AN EXPLORATION OF SOME 
CRITIQUES OF EUCHARISTIC ECCLESIOLOGY AND THE 

OUTLINING OF POTENTIA NEW PATHS 
 

Theodor Avramov 
,,Saint Kliment Ohridski”, Sofia University, Bulgaria 

 
 Abstract: Eucharistic ecclesiology has emerged during the 20th century as the 
ecclesiology of the Orthodox Church. Its roots can be traced back to the generation of 
Russian émigré theologians, but its current state has been mainly influenced by the work of 
Metropolitan John of Pergamon (Zizioulas). During the more than fifty years that have 
passed since his initial formulation of the idea, it has also managed to accumulate quite a 
number of supporters, as well as critics. In this text, I will not try only to systematize some 
of the critiques, but also to suggest that the key is not understanding the Church, but the 
Eucharist, while trying to avoid the objectification that the Sacrament of Sacraments has 
been subjected to. I do this while using the ecumenical work on ecclesiology and its reception 
by the Orthodox as a guideline.  

Keywords: Eucharistic ecclesiology, Zizioulas, monosacramentality, 
personhood, limits of the church. 

 
In the period of the Ecumenical Councils (4th-8th centuries) the 

main controversies concerned the nature of Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit 
and the Trinity in general. Later in the period of perpetual 
fragmentation of Christians, almost the first half of the second 
millennium, the biggest problems revolved around the practical aspects 
of life in the churches and its influence on theology. One among the 
problems concerning the two big separations in the 11th and 16th 
centuries was the issue of the authority of the primates of the churches, 
both of Rome‟s pope and Constantinople‟s patriarch. This remains an 
issue until this day.  

During the 20th century, with the growth of the Ecumenical 
Movement, the desire for Christians to unite raised a fundamental 
question, that was not addressed systematically in the last two thousand 
years. How can Christians unite? Naturally, the answer must give both a 
practical and a theological justification. The crossroad between those 
two is ecclesiology.  

The emergence of ecclesiology as a separate field of theological 
inquiry is heavily influenced by ecumenical engagement: dialogues, and 
even more often opposition. For the Roman Catholic Church and the 
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Eastern Orthodox Church Eucharistic ecclesiology became, and to 
some extent still is, preferred.1 

First expounded by Nicolas Afanasiev 2  it grew to be widely 
accepted, after its refinement from some of the most influential 
theologians of the 20th century.3 It concretized the celebration of the 
Eucharist as the constitutive motion of a church. Developing alongside 
a liturgical renewal in almost all historic churches brought about a re-
discovery of the identity of the churches and their members.  

Within the ecumenical engagement, out of which this has 
emerged, it has also led to a border between the churches which hold 
the Eucharist as central and constituting, and those who do not.4 

In an age where more walls are being built than demolished the 
goal of this paper is to take a fresh look at the Church as constituted in 
the Eucharist, with an emphasis on the Eastern Orthodox view, 
especially the work of Metropolitan John (Zizioulas) of Pergamon (b. 
1931) and the Orthodox response to the latest ecclesiological 
engagement of the WCC‟s Commission on Faith and Order, at the 
same time also addressing new critiques of Zizioulas‟ theology and 
finally taking a new look at the Eucharist and its implications for 
ecclesiology which could open new paths for encounter beyond, but 
leading towards the Table.  
 

Faith and Order’s Ecclesiological engagement 
 
The question of ecclesiology lies at the core of the ecumenical 

movement since its beginning, although not explicitly. At the first 
World Conference on Faith and Order in Lausanne (1927) the concept 

                                                             
1 For the Roman Catholic Church see: Joseph Ratzinger, ,,The Ecclesiology of Vatican 
II”, in L‟Osservatore Romano, 23/01/2002, p. 5. While for the Eastern Orthodox see: 
Georges Florovsky, ,,Eucharist and Catholicity”, in Collected Works, volume XIII, 
Ecumenism I, Doctrinal Approach, Church and Catholicity, Belmont, Nordland Pub. Co., 
1979, pp. 46-57. 
2 Nicholas Afanasiev, The Church of the Holy Spirit, Notre Dame, University of Notre 
Dame Press, 2007 (orig. Nicholas Afanasiev, Tserkov Dukha Sviatogo Paris, YMCA Press, 
1971). 
3 Although every one of these theologians, whose names will be mentioned below, 
takes another approach and emphasizes different things, for all the Eucharist stands in 
the center. 
4  Thomas FitzGerald E., The Ecumenical Movement: An Introductory History, Westport, 
Praeger Publishers, 2004, p. 159. 
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of the Church as ,,living organism”5 was elaborated. This reflection was 
deepened, and ecclesiology began to be re-viewed and projected 
through different lenses6 like Christology,7 Trinity,8 sacrament,9 conciliar 
fellowship,10 koinonia.11 The koinonia concept seems to be the preferred 
one.12 All this work led to the eventual publication of the convergence 
document ,,The Church. Towards a Common Vision”.13 

The road to the ,,The Church”: As a convergence text The Church 
follows in the tradition of Baptism, Eucharist, Ministry, 14  which was a 
document that emerged from the work of the Commission on Faith 
and Order aimed at finding convergence on crucial issues, previously 
viewed as dividing. BEM had as its goal not only to elaborate the points 
where there is convergence but also to initiate a conversation. It was 
sent to all member church of the WCC at that time, as well as to the 
Roman Catholic Church. Their responses and critiques later were 
crucial for The Church document. After the discussions on baptism, 
Eucharist and ministry, the need for more research into ecclesiology 
surfaced15 and were undertaken by the Faith and Order Commission. 

The Church is ,,the [latest] common statement” 16  and the second 
convergence document after BEM. I will not compile a résumé of the 

                                                             
5 H. N. Bate (editor), Faith and Order: Proceedings of the World Conference, Lausanne, August 
3-21, London, Student Christian Movement, 1927, p. 133. 
6 While some were not explicitly elaborated as ecclesiological they do pertain to the 
envisioned and awaited unity of the Church.  
7 H. N. Bate (editor), Faith and Order, p. 463. 
8 Ibidem. 
9  Minutes of the Faith and Order Commission and Working Committee, St Andrews, Scotland, 
1960 (Faith and Order Paper No. 31), p. 25. 
10 ,,Concepts of Unity and Models of Union”, in The Ecumenical Review, volume 26, 1974, 
p. 37. 
11 The Unity of the Church: Gift and Calling-the Canberra Statement, 20 February 1991. WWC, 
Commission on Faith and Order, www.oikoumene.org/en, accessed in 05.12.2017. 
12 Silke-Petra Bergjan, ,,Ecclesiology in Faith and Order Texts”, in The Ecumenical Review, 
volume 46, 1994, p. 58. 
13 The Church: Towards a Common Vision (Faith and Order Paper No. 214), Geneva, WCC 
2013 (hereafter referenced to as The Church). 
14 Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry, Geneva, WCC, 1982 (hereafter referred to as B. E. M.). 
15 Witnessed to by the Orthodox who advised that the Commission on F&O should 
,,concentrate on ecclesiology” (,,Inter-Orthodox Report on BEM”, in Greek Orthodox 
Theological Review, no. 30/2, 1985, p. 264, quoted in Emmanuel Clapsis, ,,BEM-20 Years 
Later: An Orthodox Contribution”, in Internationale Kirchliche Zeitschrift: neue Folge der 
Revue Internationale de Théologie, 2002, pp. 225-234 (www.e-periodica.ch, accessed in 
14.12.2017). 
16 The Church, p. 46. 
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text here due to volume limitations but being the ecclesiological 
statement of the F&O Commission, it is necessary that the problematic 
areas for the Orthodox be identified. 
 

Reception and critique: the Orthodox 
 
After the publication and submission to the churches, the same 

process of reception as with BEM was encouraged. The Orthodox 
response came three years later in an inter-Orthodox consultation in 
Paralimni, Cyprus.17 While welcoming The Church and its emphasis on a 
mission as ,,a joyful privilege” (§6)18 the Consultation emphasizes that the 
recognition between churches (TCTCV§9&10) ,,cannot be solved by 
avoiding it and assuming that churches already do recognize one another as a 
church[§11]”. The main problem of recognition between the churches 
immediately becomes clear and its solution lies only at the end of the 
ecumenical journey. The Church is a step towards that end, but the 
Consultation highlighted that there are irreconcilable positions between 
the text and the Orthodox understanding. To make a further step will 
necessitate outlining the problematic areas before moving on to an 
effort of reconciling them. I will not focus on all the critiques of the 
Consultation but only on the three, that is concretely linked to the 
eucharistic ecclesiology of Zizioulas.  

Limits of the Church: The first issue that emerges for the 
Orthodox is the question of the limits of the Church. Referring to the 
holiness of the Church in TCTCV§35 the Consultation affirms that the 
Church is holy but also that ,,distortions in faith and order led to separation” 
(§25) which immediately raises the question of the ,,limits of the Church” 
and present it as a still ,,unsettled question” (§26), while referring to the 
threefold division of heresies, schisms and, unlawful congregations19 as 
,,canonical norms that have been in place since the late fourth century” (§26). 

Episkopé/Primacy: In the Consultation‟s response the questions 
of épiskopé and primacy remains only marginal, receiving only two, 
short consecutive paragraphs (§32&34). The first one asserts that ,,there 
is no episkopé without the bishop” while the second simply states that the 

                                                             
17 ,,World Council of Churches Inter-Orthodox Consultation for a Response to the 
Faith and Order Text the Church: Towards a Common Vision, Paralimni, Cyprus, 6-13 
October 2016”, in Review of Ecumenical Studies Sibiu, volume 8, Warsaw, De Gryuter 
Open, 2016, pp. 433-445 (hereafter referred to as The Consultation). 
18  All references to paragraphs (§) are to the Inter-Orthodox Consultation paragraphs. 
Paragraphs in the TCTCV are referred to as (TCTCV§). 
19 Cf. Basil the Great, Canonica Prima, available at: www.goo.gl, accessed in 17/11/2017. 
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Consultation has ,,reservations concerning the historical description” of the 
questions of primacy, synodality and conciliarity while pointing to 
TCTCV§55. There the historical presence of primacy as ,,a personal 
ministry of oversight over an area much wider than that of their individual 
ecclesiastical provinces” is outlined as being applied by the five ancient 
patriarchates.20 TCTCV also states that since the beginning ,,the various 
ministries of primacy were plagued at times by competition between Church leaders”. 

Although not fundamentally relevant for the Orthodox, this 
question concerns the future ecumenical movement due to some 
churches who consider primacy to be a constitutive element of the 
Church. 21  With all of this in mind a look at the presuppositions 
becomes necessary. 
 

Identifying and addressing the barriers 
 
Presuppositions: Eucharistic Ecclesiology: There are both 

profound confusion and interplay between communion and eucharist, on 
the one hand, and church and liturgy on the other. It is almost 
unquestionable that to ,,take” communion is to participate in the 
Eucharist and that when you go to church you go to liturgize. Albeit 
not fully comprehended an understanding of the Church as a 
worshipping, eucharistic community/communion is discernable. The 
search for the constituting element of the Church has been interpreted 
in many ways during the historical journey of the people of God, yet, 
practically22 at least, the Eucharist has always remained in the centre. 

The understanding that the Eucharist is the event of the Church 
came to prominence during the 20th century, with the recovery of the 
patristic sources both West23 and East.24 Although it can be assumed as 
an invention or ,,…new hermeneutical instrument to reinterpret the structures of 

                                                             
20 Alexandria, Antioch and Rome being historically the first and then Jerusalem and 
Constantinople following.  
21 The Roman Catholic Church being one amongst other. Cf. Paul McPartlan, ,,The 
Church-Towards a Common Vision: A Roman Catholic Response”, in Ecclesiology, 
volume 12, 2016, Brill, Leiden, 2016, p. 311. 
22 The Eucharistic Celebration/Lord‟s Supper/Mass has remained in most churches if 
not the occasion, at least an element of the gathering as the Church. 
23 Jürgen Mettepenningen, Nouvelle Théologie-New Theology: Inheritor of Modernism, Precursor 
of Vatican II, London, T.&T. Clark, 2010. 
24 Georges Florovsky, Collected works of Georges Florovsky Ways of Russian theology, volume 
1&2, Belmont, Nordland Pub. Co., 1979. 
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the church”25 it is also firmly rooted in the liturgical texts of the first four 
centuries and is more correctly labelled as a re-discovery. 

John Zizioulas affirmed the notion that the Church is to be found 
in the eucharistic gathering. He follows in a long line of theologians 
who worked on this topic but was the first to articulate the connection 
between Eucharist, church, and bishop. 26  Yves Congar (1904-1995) 
referred to him as ,,one of the most original and profound theologians of our 
time” 27  which makes a look at his theology necessary, not only for 
identifying the ecumenical barriers emerge for the Eastern Orthodox, 
but also for looking for a way beyond this. It is exactly his 
presuppositions that underline some of the barriers. For Zizioulas the 
limits of the Church are drawn by a baptismal ontological change 28 
while primacy is defined by the Trinitarian emphasis on monarchia of the 
Father,29 which is then linked to the bishop through his presiding over 
the Eucharist. These themes will be developed in more detail below. 

Limits of the Church/Personhood and baptism: Personhood lies 
at the centre of Zizioulas‟ theology, being strongly influenced by 
personalism. The person, understood as an individual transformed 
through relationship with other individuals and thus becoming a 
relational being,30 is founded in the understanding of the Trinity. The 
core principle of eucharistic ecclesiology is easily discernable when he 
states: ,,It is not by accident that the church has given to the Eucharist the name of 
„Communion‟. For in the Eucharist we can find all the dimensions of communion: 
God communicates himself to us, we enter into communion with Him, the 
participants of the sacrament enter into communion with one another, and creation 
enters through man into communion with God”.31 

Despite this all-encompassing view of communion, the 
mechanism that is necessary for it, i. e. baptism, immediately drives a 
sharp and unbridgeable border between the baptized and the 

                                                             
25  Cyril Hovorun, Scaffolds of the Church: Towards Posttstructural Ecclesiology, Eugene, 
Cascade Books, 2017, p. 130. 
26  John Zizioulas, Being as Communion: Studies in Personhood and the Church, Crestwood, 
NY, SVS Press, 1985, p. 24. 
27  Idem, The One and the Many. Studies on God, Man, the Church and the World Today, 
Alhambra, CA, Sebastian Press, 2010, back cover. 
28 Idem, Being as Communion, p. 58. 
29 Idem, The Doctrine of the Holy Trinity, p. 49. 
30 Idem, Being as Communion, pp. 27-49. 
31 Idem, Communion and Otherness, London, T&T Clark, 2006, p. 7. 
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unbaptized 32  because for Zizioulas ,,there is no true being without 
communion”.33 

He also establishes a dual hypostatic existence-a biological 
hypostasis and an ecclesiological hypostasis or person. Affirming 
,,Baptism as a new birth … precisely an act constitutive of hypostasis” 34  he 
outlines being baptized as the very reality of a person when biological 
necessity is transcended to personhood.35 To follow this logic, Jonathan 
Ciraulo argues, that ,,without an ecclesial hypostasis a human is simply an 
individual who must exist, and whose only free, ontological decision is suicide”.36 
The danger that arises is that the ecclesial hypostasis might be 
considered in almost quantifiable terms, a kind of ,,salvation-meter”. The 
solution proposed by the same author is a dialectic tension between the 
life of a person and the biological hypostasis and its transcendence.37 
This notion is not excluded by Zizioulas who also affirms that 
participation in the Church is recognized only eschatologically and 
retroactively.38 An ecclesial hypostasis, or personhood, is established by 
a fore taste of the eschata and palpably in the Eucharistic celebration 
taking place, or rather residing in, the eschaton. The importance of this 
question is monumental, considering the implications it has for the 
ethical behavior of the baptized towards the unbaptized, who would be 
considered as non-persons. To follow Zizioulas‟ argument logically leads 
to drawing the borders of the Church sacramentally.  

While affirming this, another way to elaborate it would be to view 
the Church as Sacrament, one Sacrament-the Body of Christ as an 
eschatological reality, the participation in which is preceded by a pre-
liturgy (sacrifice/death/baptism) and continued by a meta-liturgy (love). 
These are essentially the same and their temporal dimensions are not 
relevant, since their culmination lies in the Kingdom. Due to the reality 
that we exist in we experience both as the same thing, love as suffering. 

Taking this into consideration the borders of the Church are 
indeed set by the Sacrament. Thus identifying the Sacrament would be a 
solution to the question of the ,,limits of the church” question. 

                                                             
32 Idem, Being as Communion, p. 58. 
33 Ibidem, pp. 48-49. 
34 Ibidem, p. 53. 
35 Ibidem, p. 54. 
36 Jonathan Martin Ciraulo, ,,Sacrament and Personhood: John Zizioulas‟ Impasse and a 
Way Forward”, in The Heythrop Journal, 2012, p. 2. 
37 Ibidem, p. 4. 
38 John Zizioulas, Being as Communion, p. 62. 
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Hierarchy: Putting an equation sign between Eucharist and 
communion, vertical and horizontal communion, Zizioulas establishes 
that ,,[t]he Church is not just an institution… but a way of being”. 39  This 
naturally also makes the Trinitarian relationship as the relationship on 
which the Church is to model itself. The relationship of being and 
otherness then become an essential element to the ontology of the 
Church40 because of the tension between the gift and the goal. It goes 
without question then that the organization of the Church must reflect 
exactly the ontology of the Church or ,,incarnate the eschatological nature”.41 

His neopatristic synthesis of the Cappadocian Fathers‟ defense of 
the Trinity reveals God‟s ,,being as communion”,42 with the Father as the 
arche and beginning and emphasizing that it is not necessitated by nature 
that the Trinity is triune, but of a ,,free event of love caused by a free and loving 
person, the Father”.43 This principle he names monarchia. When reflecting 
on primacy this is his starting point. 

The role of the bishop, in the most basic and fundamental sense, 
is that of a servant of communion. With this, the question of a universal 
servant emerges. Although affirming this possibility I will not go into it 
immediately but rather move on to the hierarchical understanding, as 
outlined by Zizioulas, being a widely accepted principle and look at its 
critique, without searching for a new synthesis but simply establishing 
observed problems.  

Within a flexible system44 hierarchy emerges with the limiting of 
access to resources. In the institutionalization of charismata in Church‟s 
history the same principle is observed.45 Zizioulas applies Triadology in 
the case of a hierarchy, understanding it to be inherent to the Church, 
which is imprinted on the ministry of the bishop.46 While guarding the 
primacy this position has been critiqued by Cyril Hovorun as over 

                                                             
39 Ibidem, p. 15. 
40 Ibidem, p. 20. 
41 Ibidem. 
42 Ibidem, p. 26. 
43  Idem, ,,The Doctrine of the Holy Trinity: The Significance of the Cappadocian 
Contribution”, in Christoph Schwobel (editor), Trinitarian Theology Today: Essays on Divine 
Being and Act, Edinburgh, T&T Clark, 1995, pp. 49-50. 
44 Here ,,flexible” stands for any system that isn‟t strictly mechanical, where there is the 
possibility of a transformation of order, without the stopping the system‟s processes.  
45 Edward Schillebeeckx, Church: The Human Story of God, New York, Crossroads, 1990, 
pp. 66-67. 
46  John Zizioulas, ,,Primacy in the Church: An Orthodox Approach”, in James F. 
Puglisi (editor), Petrine Ministry and the Unity of the Church: ,,Toward a Patient and Fraternal 
Dialogue. A Symposium, Collegeville, Liturgical Press, 1999. 
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emphasizing the Father in the Holy Trinity leading to a distortion of the 
true equality of the persons.47 Ralph del Colle has even referred to it as 
a ,,new development” in the appropriation of the theology of the Fathers.48 

There is also difficulty in applying this hierarchical blueprint onto 
the bishop on a local level, but also on a universal one. In both cases, 
this juxtaposition of the ,,one” and the ,,many” is not applicable without 
another condition, as it is in the trinitarian relationship,-that the ,,one” 
be the source of the ,,many” as Miroslav Volf has pointed out. 49 
Although hierarchically incoherent maybe this could be better 
understood in the iconic perspective in which ,,the bishop in the local 
church… is the expression [icon] of the eternal primacy of Christ in the 
eschatological assembly”.50  In this case, the iconic understanding of the 
bishop, along with the priesthood, is eschatologically understood. The 
image of the recapitulation of everything in God51 would indeed imply a 
radical transcendence, which in turn is to be expected of the eucharistic 
assembly entering the Kingdom. 

This ,,hyper-realized eschatology”, 52  critiqued by Volf, does indeed 
need to be balanced with the institutional approach. He proposes an 
institution modeled after the Trinity ,,because the Trinity itself is in a certain 
sense an „institution‟… [considering] institutions as a stable structure of social 
interaction”.53A balanced vision of the Church then is an eschatological 
reality with established structures for preserving communion, modelled 
on the Holy Trinity, but open to change, due to the structure‟s human 
nature. 

On the other hand, while the monarchy of the Father ,,secures the 
unity of [the] God”54 it is also ,,conditioning the personhood of the Holy Spirit”55 
the same cannot be said about the role of the bishop and applied to 
primacy. The logical confusions that follow are substantial as Andrei 

                                                             
47 Cyril Hovorun, Scaffolds of the Church, p. 131. 
48 R. Colle, ,,Person and Being in John Zizioulas‟ Trinitarian Theology: Conversations with Thomas 
Torrance and Thomas Aquinas”, in Scottish Journal of Theology, no. 54 (1), 2009, pp. 70-86. 
49 Andrey Shishkov, ,,Metropolitan John Zizioulas on Primacy in the Church”, in IKZ 
no. 104, 2014, p. 219. 
50 Ibidem, p. 215. 
51 Cf. 1 Cor. 15:28. 
52  Gaëtan Baillargeon, Perspectives orthodoxes sur l'Eglise-Communion,L'Œuvre de Jean 
Zizioulas, Bréches théologiques 6, Paris, Mediaspaul, 1989, p. 256. 
53 MiroslavVolf, After Our Likeness: The Church as the Image of the Trinity, Grand Rapids, 
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1998, p. 235. 
54 Cyril Hovorun, Meta Ecclesiology, Chronicles of Church Awareness, New York, Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2015, p. 134. 
55 Ibidem. 
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Shishkov points out.56 That the entire Eucharistic assembly is structured 
as an ,,already, but not yet” dialectic or a ,,gift-goal” tension57 should also be 
visible in this dynamic-the one fulfilling the ministry of episcope is 
sacramentally and iconically hierarchical on the local level, but only as a 
servant of communion. Primacy then is attributed to communion 
awaited and expected. 

Episkopé: A complete historical tracing of the development of 
the role of bishop and the ministry of episcope is not feasible within this 
paper so instead just a short excursion into the beginning would suffice 
to investigate whether the two can really be treated as inseparable, as it 
was stated above. Cyril Hovorun offers the following overview.58 

Presbyters were the first ministerial institution.59 Their origin is 
traced by most to the Jewish elders (zaqenim), present in every 
synagogue,60 while some maintain it has Greek roots,61 associated with 
the gerousia (γερουσία). Characteristic about both was that they had 
consultational and sacramental functions, exercised collegially which 
can be assumed also for their Christian descendants.62 For the sake of 
administration among them, one started fulfilling the function of 
overseeing the life of the community, probably on a rotational principle 
in a way that ,,episkopos (έπίσκοπος) was an adjective, not a noun”.63 Only later 
it turned into a permanent establishment. Ignatius of Antioch (ca. 50-
117) was the first proponent of ,,mono-episcopacy”.64 This language later 
became endued with hierarchical and even political connotations.65 This 
elevation in power and its theological justification continued and while 
it was a model necessary for the confrontations with heresies, it 
widened the gap between clergy and laity.  

                                                             
56 Andrey Shishkov, ,,Metropolitan John Zizioulas on Primacy in the Church”, p. 214.  
57 Philip Kariatlis, Church as Communion, The Gift and Goal of Koinonia, Redfern, NSW, 
2016. 
58 Cyril Hovorun, Scaffolds of the Church, pp. 70-91. 
59  F. A. Sullivan, From Apostles to Bishops: The Development of the Episcopacy in the Early 
Church, New York, Newman, 2001, p. 16. 
60  Raymond Edward Brown, The Churches the Apostles Left Behind, New York, Paulist 
1984, pp. 32-33. 
61  Alistair Stewart-Sykes, The Original Bishops: Office and Order in the First Christian 
Communities, Grand Rapids, Baker Academic, 2014, p. 8. 
62 Cyril Hovorun, Scaffolds of the Church, pp. 150-151. 
63 Ibidem. 
64 Robert Haigh, Christian Community in History, volume 1, New York, Continuum, 2004. 
65 ,,Didascaaliaapostolorum (CPG 1738) 9.3-4”, in Cyril Hovorun, Scaffolds of the Church, 
p. 153. 
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It naturally follows that the ministry of episcope was always present, 
but as a ministry, not as an individual possession, or object. 66  The 
bishop is the one practising the ministry of episkopé, putting the ministry 
of the bishop, at least the one of oversight in the ,,scaffolding” of the 
Church67 and thus not inherent to her nature. The bishops' ministry is 
indeed presiding over the Eucharist, in the collection and offering up of 
everybody and everything, unifying the charisms, making sure that they 
are used for communion, rather than division.68 The bishop is a servant 
of communion. Although this changes nothing in the current ecclesial 
structures it does allow for the consideration of ministry of episcope apart 
from the bishop. Putting communion at the centre the Eucharist as this 
communion itself is in the centre. 
 

New way to approach the question 
 

The Eucharist has usually been confined to a specific eucharistic 
liturgy in which several key historical moments are remembered and 
actualized. Regardless of the vast amounts of controversies that 
emerged from its practice and comprehension there is one thing that 
has always stayed the same – that the historical emphasis, at least in the 
liturgical celebration itself, has been always on the final meal that Christ 
and the apostles shared. This fundamentally led to a radical 
objectification of the Eucharist to the point that now, at least in the 
Slavic Orthodox churches you ,,take” Communion, rather than 
,,commune”. The widespread understanding that the Eucharist happens 
within the eschaton69 means that also participation in it is eschatological. 
The Body is the eschatological Body, but it is not only received but it is 
taken part in, not only of. Such a participation then is always two-sided. 
The ,,partakerin” needs to be adjusted to the ,,partaken in”. That Christ is 
a person means that this participation is first a personal participation70 
and second that it is a participation of two-sided personhood 
affirmation. The nature of this personhood is then the core of the 

                                                             
66 Cf. the notion of potestas, later developed as plentitudo potestatis under Pope Innocent 
III. Brian Tierney, Foundations of the Conciliar Theory, Cambridge, Cambridge University 
Press, 1955, pp. 144-149. 
67 Cyril Hovorun, Scaffolds of the Church, pp. 145-163. 
68 John Zizioulas, Being as Communion, p. 153. 
69  Very clearly emphasized by both Georges Florovsky and Alexander Schmemann 
throughout all their work. 
70 This point is strongly emphasized by the entire corpus of work of John Zizioulas. 
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mentioned problems as it is the one in which the Eucharistic 
participation is fulfilled. 

What is the Eucharist? Although reductionist it can be said that 
the basic goal of the Eucharist is revelation and communion. The story 
of the two disciples on the road to Emmaus (Lk. 24:13-35) is the 
perfect example-they recognize Christ in the opening of the Scriptures 
and the breaking of the bread. It is getting to meet and participate in 
God‟s existence. Going back to Genesis with this in mind, the story of 
Adam and Eve can be seen as one of ,,getting to know” through the 
partaking in the gifts given to them, in turn offering their gratitude and 
establishing a relationship of praise.71 This relationship had as its goal 
the full communion which is referred to as deification/theosis, achieved in 
thanksgiving. This was jeopardized with the untimely partaking of the 
,,tree of knowledge”. Grasping too soon for what was to be its through 
gratitude humanity became unable to partake of the tree of life. Created 
as a project and untimely „getting to know‟ through taking, it sentenced 
itself to a life devoid of gratitude, communion and consequently to a 
life always ending in death. What was left afterwards was an expectation 
of the fulfillment of the project, the revelation of what it means to be 
human and the death of death. 

Personhood or Humanhood? The search for what it means to be 
human may seem like a relatively modern, even post-modern concern 
due to the necessity of a sustained self-reflection. Irenaeus of Lyons 
(ca.130-202) was among the first theologians of the Church and the one 
who used probably the most striking and well-known language 
regarding this maintaining that ,,the glory of God is a living human being 
(vivenshomo)”.72 To appreciate this as more than a poetic statement would 
require the apprehension of the way in which Irenaeus uses the word 
homo. 

Ignatius of Antioch (35-108) born in Smyrna and most likely a 
member of the Johannine community along with Polycarp, who was 
Irenaeus‟ bishop, gives the background of Irenaeus‟ statement while 
writing to the Christians in Rome, on the way to his martyrdom, he 
warns them: ,,The birth pangs are upon me. Forgive me, brethren; do not obstruct 
my coming to life - do not wish me to die...suffer me to receive pure light. Once I 

                                                             
71 On this ,,eucharistic” reading of the creation story see p. 17 below. 
72 Gloria enim Dei vivens homo, Irenaeus, Adv. Her. 7.34:4. 
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arrive there, I shall be a man [ἄνθρωπος]. Permit me to be an imitator of my 
suffering God”.73 

The only way to understand this is hidden in the Gospel of John, 
which begins where the Synoptics end. 

The fourth Gospel echoes Genesis since its beginning. From its 
perspective the anthropological statements above can be interpreted 

only in the context of Pilate‟s words ,,Ecce Homo; Ἰδοὺὁ ἄνθρωπος” (John 
19:5). The human being that both Irenaeus and Ignatius are writing 
about is revealed. The project began in Genesis ,,is finished” (John 19:30) 
with the words uttered by Christ on the Cross.74 These are the words of 
institution of John‟s gospel, which are lacking in the context of his 
retelling of the Last Supper. In the Synoptics we see Jesus Christ as ,,he 
took bread, gave thanks and broke it, and gave it to them, saying, „This is my body 
given for you; do this in remembrance of me‟” (Luke 22:19). The Cross in John 
is the Supper of the Synoptics where the ,,body is given for” all human 
beings. But only with all four Gospels in mind can the parallel between 
the Cross and Thanksgiving be seen. 

This might seem like a forced diachronic reading of the Passion 
but a look at the thanksgiving before the breaking of the bread is not just 
a new interpretation that rejects the Eucharist but rather interpreting 
the Eucharist, from the Cross. Eucharist and Passion coincide. The 
Passion is Eucharist and Eucharist is thanksgiving.75 

On the Cross, we see not only what it means to be God, but also 
what it means to be truly human. On the cross humanity is revealed not 
as homo sapiens, but as homo eucharisticus and as homo adorans.76 Only in 
thanksgiving and praise can all that is received be referred back to God, 
transformed as communion.  

Through this, the Eucharist is shown to be broader, not only a 
moment, but a period, and with John the Baptist‟s proclamation Behold 
the Lamb of God in the beginning of the fourth gospel it‟s expanded to an 
entire cross-oriented, eucharistic life.  

                                                             
73  ὁ δὲ τοκετός μοι ἐπίκειται.. σύγγνωτέ μοι, αδελφοί· μὴἐμποδίσηέ μοι ζῆσαι, μὴ 

θελήσητέ με ἀποθανεῖν· τὸν τοῦ θεοῦ θέλοντα εἶναι κόσμῳ μὴ χαρίσησθε, 

μηδὲὕλῃἐξαπατήσητε· ἄφετέ με καθαρὸν φῶς λαβεῖν· ἐκεῖ παραγενόμενος ἄνθρωπος 

ἔσομαι. Ignatius of Antioch 6:2-3, ,,Letter to the Romans”, in J. Kleist, The Epistles of St. 
Clement of Rome and St. Ignatius of Antioch, New York, Paulist Press, 1946 p. 83. 
74  John Behr, Becoming Human: Meditations on Christian Anthropology in Word and Image, 
Crestwood, SVS Press, 2012 (this whole line of thinking is followed in Behr‟s book but 
is not applied to the Eucharist).  
75 Εὐχαριστέω meaning ,,to give thanks” from which ,,eucharist” is derived. 
76 Alexander Schmemann, For the Life of the World, Crestwood, SVS Press, 1973, p. 15. 
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Thanksgiving being the crucial word here, not sacrifice. Humanity 
truly manifested in Christ but an eschatological expectation for 
everybody living, is revealed as love (giving for the other) and gratitude. 
Humanhood, instead of Zizioulas‟ personhood, established in this 
cross-centered way, shows the ,,limits of the church” to be much broader 
than assumed, drawn by grateful suffering making the Eucharist a meta-
liturgical reality. As a way of life, this is also shown as the Orthodox 
spirituality, a ,,spirituality of suffering, or rather, more accurately, of co-suffering 
love. It is the way in which a person is made perfect for it is the way in which Christ 
Himself was perfected in His humanity”.77 
 

Conclusion: Trans-ecclesial Eucharist? 
 

The Eucharist Event (the Last Supper, Cross and Resurrection 
inseparable) establishes the Church, with Baptism and Eucharist related 
in a way similar to quantum entanglement, 78  with an eschatological 
,,already, but not yet”. But also suffering and gratitude, with the same 
eschatological projection as Baptism and the Eucharist lead to a maybe 
unconscious, communion with the Suffering Servant. Grateful suffering 
is understood as eucharistic events. Their recognition is only a question of 
liturgical participation, which cannot be passed over, but is nonetheless 
eschatologically fulfilled. 

The story of St. Blandina‟s martyrdom,79 probably authored by 
Irenaeus of Lyons, shines more light on this. After being tortured, at 
the moment of her utmost weakness, she is identified with Christ on 
the Cross.80 In this case, suffering becomes communion and it is her 

                                                             
77 Thomas Hopko, All the fullness of God, New York, Athens Printing Company, 1982, p. 
47. 
78 Quantum Entanglement is a physical phenomenon exhibited by subatomic particles 
that are related to each other despite barriers in space, and time. Most strikingly once 
measure they exhibit results that are connected to the other particle in the pair and this 
happens even if they are galaxies apart. The contradiction is that this communication is 
faster than the speed of light, something that is not possible in the current model used 
in physics. Cf. ,,Quantum Entanglement and Information”, in The Stanford Encyclopedia of 
Philosophy (www.plato.stanford.edu/entries). 
79 The letter is preserved in Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History (H.e.) 5.1-3. Ed. and trans. K. 
Lake, Lobe Classical Library, Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1980. Cited in John 
Behr, ,,Older than all Creation”, in Communioviatorum: a theological journal, no. 3, 2013, pp. 
237-254. 
80 ,,Blandina, hung on a stake (επί ξύλου), was offered as food for foe wild beasts that were let in. She, 
by being seen hanging in the form of a cross, by her vigorous prayer, caused great zeal in foe contestants, 
as, in their struggle, they beheld with their outward eyes, through the sister, him who was crucified for 
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desire to participate that builds this communion. If thanksgiving implies 
the recognition of a gift 81  and consequently that this gift is not 
possessed or owned, than their acceptance of a gift, in this case 
suffering, is in a relational way thanksgiving. Suffering and gratitude as 
the two components of the Eucharist open communion even to those 
outside the churches.  

Volf argues that if Eucharist is the Whole Christ, realized 
eschatologically, then there can be absolutely no exclusion of anybody 
in the eucharistic gathering, because that would mean that the 
eucharistic gathering is not a Eucharist.82 Continuing this logic a church 
that excludes is no church at all, due to the eschatological dimension of 
the eucharistic liturgy. This would also imply that either only the 
baptized are eschatological beings and thus ,,saved” or that from ,,no-one 
excluded” we must move to a radical inclusivity, beyond baptized and 
non-baptized. Although this is never even referenced to by Zizioulas, it 
fits his understanding of the Church as a way of being 83 and also this 
radical expansion of the borders of the Church, transforming them into 
frontiers.84 

These frontiers are not all-encompassing though. Here I am not 
proposing an all-inclusive eucharist. As noted above the ,,key” is 
gratitude and suffering, or more precisely grateful suffering together. 
Freedom here is crucial as thanksgiving necessitates freedom. Zizioulas, 
on this point as mentioned above, 85  criticizes the humanist absolute 
notion of freedom suggesting that it naturally leads to nihilism and the 
negation of ontology. I would like to suggest an even further limiting of 
the notion of freedom, at least with the eucharist events in mind, that 
the free choice that anybody could make is to choose, not to live. As 
Christ ,,delivered Himself up for the life of the world” 86  so is humanhood 

                                                                                                                                               
them, that he might persuade those who believe in him that everyone who suffers for the glory of Christ 
has for ever communion with foe living Cod. ...the small and weak and despised woman had put on the 
great and invincible athlete, Christ, routing the adversary in many bouts, and, through the struggle, 
being crowned with the crown of incorruptibility” (H.e. 5.1.41-2) quoted in John Behr, ,,Older 
than all Creation”, p. 243. 
81 The ,,gift” here is not to be understood as a present, but as something given.  
82 Miroslav Volf, After Our Likeness, pp. 103-104. 
83 John Zizioulas, Being as Communion, p. 15. 
84 Cyril Hovorun employs this image to speak of the borders of the church as porous, 
permeable lines that facilitate travel, rather than isolate.  Cf. Cyril Hovorun, Scaffolds of 
the Church, p.178. 
85 Cf. Footnote 37 and the related argument by Jonathan Ciraulo. 
86 The prayer before the words of institution in the anaphora of the liturgy of St. John 
Chrysostom. See: www.goarch.org, accessed in 06.12.2017. 
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affirmed by dying for oneself, living for the other, which is communion 
with the one, who did the same. 

A final point that may be a stumbling block for the whole 
argument is with the above-mentioned reading of Genesis 1 and 2. The 
proposed vision of Eden as a eucharistic existence may be seen as non-
biblically based. The diachronic reading proposed here is not new 
though. Returning to St. Irenaeus we find a startling statement: ,,Since he 
who saves already existed, it was necessary that he who would be saved should come 
into existence, that the One who saves should not exist in vain”.87 

Rather than considering this in the context of debates regarding 
necessity in God‟s free creation of the world this is best seen exactly as 
atypical way that Creation was seen by the bishop of Lyon, as John 
Behr clarifies. 88  This reading of Genesis, sees first the Jesus, the 
Nazarene, in whose image Adam was made. The Crucified and Exalted 
one is where time starts and flows backwards and forwards. The 
grateful suffering, the Eucharist proper is where everything is centered 
and even, as John Behr asserts, ,,creation begins with the Passion of Christ”.89 
Eucharist, Passion, and Creation coincide.  

                                                             
87 Cum enimprae existeret salvans, opportebatet quod salvare turfieri, uti non vacuum 
sit salvans. Irenaeus, Adv. Her. III.22.3 
88 ,,In Adam, the Word sketched out in advance what would be revealed and established in the Son of 
God, Christ himself. The description of Adam as a „type‟ implies the prior existence of the one of whom 
he is a type. As such, the one who was to come exists before Adam; it was by him and for him that 
Adam came into existence, and, furthermore, as he exists as the Saviour, Adam came into existence to 
be saved by him. Thus, though only appearing at the end, this one is, nevertheless, the true beginning”. 
John Behr, Irenaeus of Lyons: Identifying Christianity, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 
2013 pp. 146-147. 
89 We can only speak of creation as having been brought into being by and for its savior 
Jesus Christ, and its whole history as having been providentially by him, from the 
moment that he is revealed within its history, as the Passion. Theologically speaking, 
creation and its history begins with the Passion of Christ and from this ,,once for all” 
work looks backwards and forwards to see everything in this light, making everything 
new. Christian cosmology, elaborated as it must be from the perspective of the Cross, 
sees the Cross as impregnated in the very structure of creation: stat crux 
dumvolviturorbis-the Cross stands, while the earth revolves. The power of God 
revealed in and through the Cross brought creation into being and sustains it in 
existence. Just as the date of the Passion in antiquity was considered to be 25 March 
(which was the basis for calculating the date of his nativity, nine months later), so also 
in antiquity 25 March was considered to be the very date of creation, the Creation 
which revolves around the axis of the eternal, immovable Cross. As paradoxical as it 
might sound, one can say, theologically, that creation and salvation were effected 
simultaneously on that day, 25 March, A. D 33, when Christ gave himself for the life of 
the world. John Behr, The Mystery of Christ, Life in Death, Crestwood, SVS Press, 2006, 
pp. 90-91. 
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What has developed above certainly challenges many 
preconceived notions about the Church and her nature. It is in no case 
a definitive solution but offers another perspective, which has 
implications for both our sacramental view of the Church, as well as her 
mission to the world are striking. The radical expansion of the borders 
of the Church, reshaped by grateful suffering, outlined above as ,,trans-
ecclesial eucharist” leaves us with no clear answer of the borders of the 
Church. More importantly, it doesn‟t allow for any limiting. While this 
may seem like admitting the non-baptized to participation in the 
Eucharist I again refer to Baptism (death, suffering) and Eucharist 
(thanksgiving) as two sides of one Sacrament.  

The location of the Church then becomes a question of locating 
not her borders, but her foundation, her essence. 

Accepting that certain structures of the Church are scaffolding, 
but not her essence, it would be wise not to construct the Church as 
scaffolding on top of other scaffolding but rather on the Cross that 
stands, while the world turns.90 

Based on this I propose, in unison with the voices of the 
Paralimni Consultation, to ,,encourage further theological reflection on the notion 
of the Church as mystery (mysterion)” (§26). The mystery of the broken, 
exalted Body of Christ.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
90 Stat crux dumvolviturorbis (lat.) The Carthusian Order‟s motto. 
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Abstract: In the United States of America, increasing trends of people are 

identifying as ,,Spiritual but not Religious”. This new faith identity is unique-it does not bare 
the same pattern or logic as historic secularization, but is rather an entirely different 
phenomenon. The Christian Ecumenical Mission movement must take this reality seriously as 
Christians discern how God is at work in the world and how Christians are to participate in 
such work. This paper explores the spiritual identity of the ,,Spiritual but not Religious” and 
then works towards a missional theology that recognizes and values this identity.  

Keywords: ,,none” spiritual but not religious, ,,ecumenical mission”, 
Christian, United States of America, secularization, Holy Spirit. 

 
When I first began working at Harborview Medical Center, the 

Trauma Hospital for the Pacific Northwest of the United States, I first 
encountered the term ,,Spiritual but not Religious”. Harborview‟s electronic 
charting system documents each patient‟s religious affiliation, and 
,,Spiritual but not Religious” is one often documented in our patients‟ 
charts. The Spiritual Care department at Harborview believes that if we 
know a patients‟ religious and/or denominational affiliation, we can 
better meet their emotional and spiritual needs; If we have a basic 
understanding ofa patients‟ world view-what they may hold close, the 
theological places where they may find comfort-we can offer holistic 
care. You can imagine my surprise when I opened a patient‟s chart on 
my first week of hospital ministry and read ,,Spiritual but not Religious”. I 
am familiar with the term. It has been used among my friend groups and 
in secular places of work. But, as a Chaplain, a minister, how do I engage 
with, serve, and pastor a patient who identifies as religiously ,,nothing in 
particular?”. 

In the United States of America, the group of individuals who 
identify as ,,Spiritual but not Religious”, commonly self-titled ,,Nones”, has 
increased from 19%, to 27%, in the past five years.1 This increase in 
,,Nones” corresponds to a 9% decrease in people who identify as 
,,Religious and Spiritual”. The trend is undeniable: ,,Nones” are on the rise 

                                                             
1  ,,More Americans now saying they are Spiritual but not Religious”. Pew Research Center, 
Washington, D. C. (September 6, 2017). See: www.pewresearch.org, accessed in 
November 2017. 
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in the U. S. The ,,None” movement creates a new paradigm for ministers 
and churches, and in particular to ministerial conception of Missions. 
The United States has witnessed periods of secularization, for example in 
the 60s, but the currenttrend of secularization is unique. Political 
scientists and anthropologists are calling this phenomenon ,,soft 
secularism”,2 secularization with a sensitivity and openness to the spiritual, 
the unknown, the divine. This unprecedented phenomenon has become 
interconnected with the traditional religious systems despite obvious 
possible contentions throughout the U. S. The Ecumenical movement 
must form a missional response to these new paradigm shifts in 
affiliation. Guided by Post-Postmodern Missional paradigms, Critical 
Theological Reflection, and the Ecumenical document, Together Towards 
Life, this paper ultimately aims to explore an ecumenical missional 
response to the ,,Nones” of the United States.   

The current discussion centers around ,,Praxis Theology” as a 
theological framework. Praxis theology takes seriously the contextual and 
intersectional story unfolding beneath any theological question and 
believes that revelation rises from the conversation between different 
layers of contextually. Praxis theology, otherwise known as ,,Theological 
Reflection”, brings ,,theological values” to the center of reality through a 
conversation between ,,experience, context, and religious tradition”.3 Ultimately, 
Praxis Theology is a ,,process of interpreting faith in a context for the sake of the 
church, as it seeks to fulfill its missions to bring forth the reign of God in the world”.4 
The rise of ,,Nones” in the United States is a new phenomenon and thus 
requires new theological reflection. 

Praxis Theology is founded upon three major tenants: experience, 
context, and tradition. Following as such, this exploration begins with 
,,experience”, an analysis of the demographical make-up of the growing 
group of ,,Nones” and of the practical and daily lives of ,,Nones”. The first 
section asks about ,,Nones” spiritual identity-what trends characterize 
,,Nones” spirituality? Then this paper will move to the ,,context”, to 
studying the epistemologies and missional paradigms relevant for to the 
United States in the 21st century-Why do ,,Nones” elicit theological 
questions about the missional identity of the church? Finally, the third 

                                                             
2 ,,Q & A: A look at what‟s driving the changes seen in our Landscape Study”, Pew 
Research Center, Washington, D. C. (May 27, 2015). See: Ibidem. 
3 Dianne Bergant, Faustino M. Cruz, Kathleen Dorsey-Bello, Bernard J. Lee, Maureen 
R. O‟Brien, Theological Reflection for Transformation, Chicago, U. S. Religious Life, 2004, p. 
11. 
4 Ibidem, p. 13. 
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component of this paper mirrors the third component of theological 
reflection: religious ,,tradition”. How does Christian tradition speak to the 
,,None” phenomenon? In a mutual conversation between experience, 
context, and tradition, what new missional ideas immerge? 
 

Who is ,,None”? 
 
Who are the ,,Nones”? And how did this term, ,,None”, become 

attributed to them? ,,Nones” are individuals who answer ,,none” or ,,nothing 
in particular” when asked with what religious group they are affiliated.5 As 
noted above, this group is increasing in numbers and, according to Pew 
Research, these numbers will most likely increase-by 2050 Pew Research 
projects a 89% increase compared to a 26% population increase in 
North America.6 ,,Nones” are on the rise in the United States, but who are 
the ,,Nones”? What populations of people choose to identify in this way? 
Majority of ,,Nones” (70%) were influenced in childhood by a religious 
group. These previous ,,somethings” attribute non-belief (49%) and a 
distrust of institutionalized religion (20%) as the major factors why they 
turned from ,,somethings” to ,,nothing in particular”. Studies also illuminate 
that ,,Nones” tend to be a multi-racial, multi-ethnic group yet the largest 
group are Caucasian males. ,,Nones” are an average age of 30, which 
means the majority of ,,Nones” are Millennials. 7  Unlike European 
secularization, which grew into secularization one generation at a time, 
secularization in the United States is springing from a single generation, 
the millennials. Also, unique to the ,,Nones”, this group tends to be 
accepting and non-hostile towards religious groups. As political scientist 
David Campbell explains: ,,many of the ,,nones” are not actively opposed or 
hostile to religion, and that some of them might even be attracted to a new form of 
religion”.8 

Thus, the term ,,secularization” limits complete understanding of 
this spiritual trend. Although there is a religious decline, there is a 
spiritual increase. Although this phenomenon is a type of secularization, 
it is something all-together different in that this group of ,,Nones” still 

                                                             
5 Elizabeth Drescher, Choosing our Religion, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2016, p. 
13. 
6 ,,Religiously Unaffiliated”, Pew Research Center, Washington D. C. (April 2, 2015). 
See: www.pewforum.org, accessed in November 2017. 
7  ,,The Changing Religious Composition of the U. S.”. Pew Research Center, 
Washington D.C (May 12, 2015). See: Ibidem. 
8 Ibidem. 

http://www.pewforum.org/
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acknowledges the possibility of God, and consequently the purpose or 
identity of the church. 

Elizabeth Drescher conducts an ethnographic research project on 
the ,,None” group in her book, Choosing our Religion. In this study, 
Drescher interacts with a variety of people who identify as ,,Nones” and 
then reflects, subjectively and objectively, on her experiences. Drescher 
emphasizes that ,,Nones” are not a group at all, but rather a ,,spectrum” 
between religious Affiliation and Non-Affiliation. Drescher explains that 
,,If we understand ,,None-ing” as a spectrum and in a ,,porous” relationship with the 
religiously affiliated, then we can name some particular attributes, consistent across the 
spectrum”. 9  Through these interactions and the empirical data she 
gathered, Drescher offers six themes of ,,None” group: Ethical Action; 
valuing human physicality, or the body; exploration of a wide array of 
spiritual wisdom; tending to intimate relationships between family 
members and friends; participating in ritualistic ceremony and practice in 
ways that mark and expand traditional boundaries of sacred space and 
time; upholding values of diversity, mystery, unpredictability, and 
wonder.10 This group of individuals is deeply committed to living with 
others in peace and acceptance. They tend to be a proactive group of 
people, practically convinced that no divine being will fix what needs to 
be fixed or create what needs to be created, these individuals tend to be 
empowered to act and initiate.  

 
Christians Missions&,,Nones” 

 
This brief introduction into the worldview of ,,Nones” creates a 

foundation for discernment of the Church‟s missional call in relationship 
with this ,,porous spiritual spectrum” of individuals. But what exactly is the 
Christian motivation for this discernment? Are missional questions a 
morally sound response to thisnew group of people? 

Christian ecclesiology is centered around mission. Just as God 
sends God‟s son into the world, incarnating God‟s self in hope of 
reaching to God‟s creation, so too God‟s people are sent into 
relationship with others. Christian Missions is about incarnation, about 
witnessing to the story of God‟s love because it is the only way to 
authentically be in the world. The Church is the ,,communion of Christian 

                                                             
9 Elizabeth Drescher, Choosing our Religion, p. 15. 
10 Ibidem, p. 14. 
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disciples”, an ,,inclusive community” in existence to being ,,healing and 
reconciliation to the world”.11 

And so, Christians are in constant conversation with this question 
of inclusivity. The Christian call to inclusivity, healing, and reconciliation 
cause leaders to reflecton the new relationships forming with new groups 
of people. What kinds of new groups are Christians called to serve and 
to engage? What is the ,,good news” for these people? It boils down to a 
simple question: where is God in this newness and how are Christians 
called to respond? This is a missional call. Together Towards Life expresses 
the same question: ,,How can we proclaim God‟s love and justice to a generation 
living in an individualized, secularized, and materialized world?”.12 

It is important to note that Missional theology has never been 
written in stone, but rather is an unfolding, expanding cannon of 
wisdom. Since the apostles began preaching and baptizing in the 1st 
century, Missional identity in the Church and among ecumenical 
societies has shifted and changed. For example, in Edinburgh at the 1910 
Worlds Mission Conference, John Mott advocated to ,,evangelize to the 
whole world in one generation” with the goal of converting the world to 
Christianity. Only forty years later at the 1952 conference Hoekendijk‟s 
theology was preaching a new ,,good news”, the mission of ,,shalom” in the 
world. This gospel of service advocated for missional goals to focus on 
working toward the kingdom of God, a kingdom of justice, mercy, 
peace, and freedom.  

The heartbeat center of Missions changes as time unfolds, but is 
always seeking to express the same thing: bearing witness to the good 
news of Christ. As Emilio Castro affirmed in his work on Evangelism, 
,,The only valid theological method for evangelism is conscious participation in the 
whole of human life and its problems… evangelism is a question not of apologetics but 
of life”.13 Evangelism and mission require being awake and in love with 
the world around us; Evangelism and mission require Christians to 
respond to the ways human beings are finding meaning, purpose, God in 
their lives and to ask the essential question: What is the good news today? 
And what is the good news for the ,,Nones”, and, possibly an even more 
difficult question, what is the good news being shared with Christians 
through this ,,None” movement? 

                                                             
11 Jooseop Keum (editor), Together Towards Life, Geneva, World Council of Churches, 
2013, p. 7. 
12 Ibidem, p. 6. 
13  Emilio Castro, ,,Evangelism”, in Nicholas Lossky et al. (editors), Dictionary of the 
Ecumenical Movement, Geneva, World Council of Churches Publications, 1991, p. 400. 
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21st Century Missional Paradigms 
 

Christianity and the ,,None” phenomenon of the United States do 
not live in a vacuum together. These two systems of meaning-making 
exist in a broader context of the 21st century, a Post-Postmodern world.14 
Post-Postmodern age challenges the pervious eras conception of truth, 
which, for classical and popular conception of missions, is an essential 
element of missiology. The ideologies of the enlightenment-progress, 
reason, and science-initiated missional expansion and missional 
expansion, at times, interlaced with the powers that be, which had 
detrimental effects like colonization, imperialism and even globalization. 
When thinking missionally, theologians must engage context-the 
philosophical, anthropological, social and political trends that make up 
our shared world.  

Christians believe in an incarnate God that ,,lives and moves and has 
his being” with and among humanity in humanity‟s various forms, trends, 
and realities. The Christian hope is to locate God‟s healing work in the 
world, as it is today. And so, to create or form a missional response to 
the ,,None” movement, one must understand the missional epoch, the 
paradigm of thought and action poignant to the time. The Post-
Postmodern world has challenged the epistemologies of mission 
theologies bred in the Enlightenment and raised in Modernity and 
Postmodernity. The ideals of the Enlightenment set into motion 
territorial, cultural, and spiritual expansion, by which Christians 
perpetuated colonial oppression and eurocentrism. The Post-
Postmodern age presents much-needed critiques of previous 
epistemologies at the center of traditional missional theology in three 
important ways: 21st Century paradigms of thought highlight missional 
limitations, advocate for missional interdependence, and reveal a new 
kind of missional hope.  

Postmodernism realized that truth is subjective-that humans are 
limited by personal bias.15 But the Post-Postmodern age has begun to 
surface another epistemological idea called ,,Critical Realism”. As Hiebert 
explains, ,,Critical Realism” asserts that human beings are limited and 

                                                             
14 This paper uses the term ,,Post-Postmodern” to describe the coming era, what follows 
Postmodern age. There are currently different terms naming this epoch, but the name 
has not been agreed upon in the academy.  
15 Paul G. Hiebert, ,,Anthropology, Missions, and Epistemological Shifts”, in Charles E. 
Van Engen, Darrell Whiteman, J. Dudley Woodberry (editors), Paradigm Shifts in 
Christian Witness, New York, Orbis Books, 2008, p. 16. 
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cannot ever fully understanding the reality of another person. 16  But, 
,,Critical Realism” uses mind-maps to depict how individual world views 
function. People map the truth of their lives, and others may be able to 
grasp pieces or places of said map. One can imagine another‟s 
conceptual map and this imaginative process reaches toward a Post-
postmodern concept of ,,truth”. An important aspect of this 
epistemology is its‟ ambivalence towards truth or truth-finding as a value. 
Truth is not the highest value, directly challenging Enlightenment 
ideologies. 

21st century ways of knowing also critique the ideals of progress 
and optimism.17 As previously stated, the Enlightenment brought a kind 
of affection for and obsession with progress. Progress was an inherent 
,,good”. The Post-Postmodern world view challenges this idea by realizing 
that progress is unmeasurable when considering the multiple and endless 
realities at work in the world. Is progress an inherent good when it 
requires suffering, death, and destruction from some part of the 
population? Post-Postmodern world views do not believe in progress as 
an inheritgood, but rather a contextual good, measurable by the world 
view ,,maps” of those affected by the ,,progress”. 

The current missional epoch also challenges traditional values of 
independence. In the beginning of missional movements there was an 
emphasis on expansion, on individuals leaving their places of origin and 
entering foreign lands to spread the gospel. The Enlightenment 
encouraged individualistic thinking-you can find your happiness and your 
own ideas, and you can choose your own life. But this kind of world 
view does not take into consideration how ,,your happiness” for example, 
may affect another‟s happiness. During modernity, faithful people from 
the ,,Younger Churches” in the global South began to ask for independence 
from the missional churches who ,,founded” them. The damaging effects 
of colonization were being realized. ,,Younger Church” began to grieve the 
lost cultures, practices, and lifestyle overpowered by Christians who 
colonized their communities. At the 1958 World Mission conference in 
Accra, Ghana African churches pleaded for the American and European 
missionaries to leave their churches in order to empower African 
leadership in their communities. 18  Missionaries began leaving their 

                                                             
16 Ibidem, p. 19. 
17 David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission, New York, 
Orbis, 2011, pp. 364-370. 
18 Benjamin Simon (lecture), 6th World Mission Conference, Bossey Ecumenical Institute, 
November 2, 2017. 
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,,mission fields” and churches in the Global South became more and more 
,,interdependent” during the modern and post-modern eras. Post-modernity 
has turned a new corner in the name of ,,interdependence”. 

Individualization and the value of independence eventually led to a 
,,heteronomy”, the freedom to believe whatever one chooses to believe, 
which ends in a kind of self-alienation.19 The Post-postmodern world 
grew from this kind of isolated reality-as the old saying goes, every man 
is an island. But this kind of isolation is intolerable, and incompatible 
with the complete experience of living. The Post-Postmodern era is open 
to new ideas about interdependence, a kind of autonomy that requires 
relationship, interconnection, and dependence. Interdependence 
connects to Post-postmodern conception of ,,truth”. If ,,truth” is a kind of 
map, constructed through relationship with others‟ maps and 
understandable only through empathy, compassion, deep listening and 
humility, then ,,truth” also is a kind of interdependence.  

Which leads us to the final Post-Postmodern revelation addressed 
in this paper: Missional Hope. Post-postmodern epistemological 
frameworks no longer order faith and truth in ,,Cause and effect” logic.20 
Previous, ,,cause and effect” logic dominated the rewards systems at work in 
the social and economic world. If you work hard, you get paid, and you 
can eat, rest, live. If you push a person, they fall. If you pray for healing, 
your loved-one will be healed. The Post-postmodern world is suspicious 
of this logic. In the Post-postmodern world, experience is valued and 
experience proves the ,,cause-and-effect” logic incongruent with reality. You 
may work hard, and you may still not have enough money to eat, rest, 
live. You push a person, they may be stronger. You may pray for healing, 
but your loved-one maystaysick. The Post-Postmodern world is not 
interested in facades, false hope, or smokescreens. Instead this mode of 
thinking accepts and values ambiguity, risk, imagination, and possibility. 
There is no clear guarantee in life, but the risk in life is where hope truly 
lives. Thus, Missional hope of the 21stcentury, is no longer found in 
concrete outcomes like conversions, houses, healings or even 
humanitarian work. Missional hope can no longer be understood in a 
cause-and-effect relationship. Rather, itis now found in contextual 
realities, in grassroots narratives that describe moments of togetherness, 
empowerment, freedom, and love. 

 
 

                                                             
19 David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission, p. 370. 
20 Ibidem, p. 364. 
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Theological Reflection: Mission as Sophia; 
Mission as the Spirit of Wisdom 

 
Together Towards Life, the 2013 Ecumenical Statement on Missions 

upholds the Holy Spirit‟ saction in the world as a guiding light to 
Christian Missional discernment. The document proclaims, ,,Life in the 
Holy Spirit is the essence of mission, the core of why we do what we do and how we 
live our lives”.21 Together Towards Life also asserts that the Holy Spirit has 
,,transformative” power and encourages readers to ,,reclaim mission as a 
transformative spirituality”. 22  Following the Ecumenical movement and 
upholding the third person of the trinity, the Holy Spirit, as the Missional 
center for the ,,changing and diverse world today”, the question facing 
Christianity in the United States becomes clear: How is the Spirit moving 
in the lives of the ,,Nones”? How is God‟s mission already unfolding in 
and through this new spiritual uprising?  

The book of Proverbs offers an image of the Spirit of Wisdom, 
hokmah, or Sophia in Greek, and this image speaks directly to the Post-
postmodern context in the United States. The Spirit of Wisdom preaches 
a message of ,,punishment and promise”. Sophia is a complex paradox, a 
powerful figure of critique that ,,lures human begins to life”. Named ,,truth”, 
Sophia becomes a guide, edifying Christian relationship with the ,,None” 
community in the United States, and walking through the murky waters 
of Post-postmodern ,,truth”.23 The Spirit of Wisdom claims ,,truth” but 
only in the world of life. What brings about life, new life, is truth. In this 
way, she may be trusted by Post-postmodern thinkers because she too 
imagines truth without ever reaching truth or claiming truth, except in 
her own self-understanding as ,,God‟s darling”, who ,,pervades the universe as 
one who holds all things together”. She is not in one single place or institution, 
but rather emerging from the world in mysterious and unpredictable 
ways. If we think of Missions as the Spirit of Sophia, then the Christian 
relationship with the ,,Nones” must be one of mutual learning, respect, 
and sharing, one of mutual access to the ,,pervading” Spirit of Wisdom.  

Elizabeth Johnson describes the Spirt-Sophia as both a demanding 
,,street preacher” who ,,cries aloud in the market and at the city gates a message of 
reproach, punishment and promise” as well as a ,,mother” with ,,re-creativeagency, 
the power to make all things green again”.24 The Spirit as Wisdom both works 

                                                             
21 JooseopKeum (editor), Together Towards Life, p. 4. 
22 Ibidem, p. 13. 
23 Elizabeth Johnson, She who is, New York, Crossroads Press, 1994, pp. 86-90. 
24 Ibidem, p. 89. 
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to ,,reproach”, deconstruct, criticize, as well as recreate, renew, edify. With 
this understanding, Christian Missional thought can be both challenged 
and renewed by the Spirit in this journey toward relationship with the 
,,Nones” . 

 The ,,None” movement provokes a missional call for self-
reflection, for critical contemplation on the ecclesial identity of the 
church: how is the church living and moving in the world? The Spirit of 
Wisdom is one that ,,lures” people into life. In reference to the before-
mentioned data, it would seem that the Spirit is ,,luring” young people out 
of the church and into new forms of spiritual awakening. Why is this 
happening? As previously explained, ,,Nones” who were once ,,Somethings” 
attribute their conversion, in large part to the hierarchical and 
institutionalized identities of the church. Is the Spirit of Wisdom 
speaking through the ,,None” movement, challenging the church to self-
reflect on what is hindering its effectiveness?25 The ,,Nones” are a voice of 
renewal for the church to reconsider how the church understands itself 
structurally. The same suspicion that new generations of people have 
towards political structures and corporations is offered and associated 
with the church. Is the church just another organization in the 
competitive market?26 If the church is self-aware, realizing that it is no 
longer the ,,guardian of ethical values”, 27  then would the church be 
structured the same? How has the church been humbled? And how has 
this humility changed the infrastructure?  

The ,,Nones” in the United States do not feel hostile or resentful 
towards religious groups,28 to claim ,,None” is to ,,refuse to participate in the 
normative system of religious identification”, 29  but this refusal is not one of 
resentment or hostility, simply one of preference. How are Christians 
called to engage with the ,,Nones” indifference towards religion, towards 
the church? Missional theology began with a savior-complex. The 
apostles gave up their lives for a kingdom they believed was soon 
coming. Early missionary movements emphasized conversion as the goal 
of missionary work, the goal of Christian faith. Since the Willinger 
Worlds Missions Conference in 1952 the theological center of 
ecumenical Christian missions has shifted from human agency to God‟s 

                                                             
25 J. Andrew Kirk, ,,Mission in the West: On Calling of the Church in a Postmodern 
Age”, in Thomas F. Frost, George R. Hunsberger, J. Andrew Kirk, and Werner Ustorf 
(editors) A Scandalous Prophet, Grand Rapids, Eerdmans Publishing, 2002, p. 125. 
26 Ibidem, p. 123. 
27 Ibidem, p. 123. 
28 ,,Q & A: A look at what‟s driving the changes seen in our Landscape Study”. 
29 Elizabeth Drescher, Choosing our Religion, p. 30. 
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agency. Missions are now understood as participation in ,,God‟s mission”. 
Human begins cannot convert other human beings, but rather, as the 
TTL explains, ,,authentic evangelism is grounded in humility and respect for all and 
flourishes in the context of dialougue”.30  Christians cannot invoke Christian 
belief in ,,Nones”. This is not the aim of missions nor an ethical mindset 
towards individuals who identify this way. 

The second most common reason ,,Nones” converted from 
,,Somethings” to ,,nothing in particular” is a belief that the institution of the 
church is to be ,,distrusted”. In this study, individuals cited their reasons 
for distrust: ,,religious connection with power and politics”, ,,religion causes major 
conflict”, ,,religion does more bad than good”. 31  Political Scientist David 
Campbell cites this first reason-religious tradition co-mingles with 
politics-as the most prevalent reason among millennials. 32 The rise of 
,,Nones” reflects a clear distaste for the co-mingling of civil religion and 
Christian religion. It might be that the Christian missional call is not only 
to reimagine the hieratical structures at work in the churches, but also to 
consider how these structures have given to Caesar what is God‟s.  

This is no small task. The co-mingling of religious language with 
political ideology dates back to the founding fathers. As political scientist 
and social anthropologist Jon Meacham writes in American Gospel, ,,The 
line between theology and theocracy (and public religion and consuming religious fervor) 
… is a very thin one”.33 For example, the Christian belief in God‟s divine 
providence became a political justification for expansion. Because God 
ordained the making of the United States, God must have ordained the 
massacre of native people and culture in the land. This same theme of 
providence can be seen today in political platforms that uplift the United 
States above other counties-,,Make American Great Again”-because of a 
God-ordained position in the world. The ,,None” movement is, in a way, 
responding to the detrimental ways the church has been mistress to the 
State. The ,,Nones” do not answer the questions for Christians, but the 
movement redirects the Christian missional call, not externally, but 
internally. How can Christians preach and live Gospel values without 
using divisive political agendas? And how can Christians live well as 
civilians without claiming God as their political running mate? 

                                                             
30 JooseopKeum (editor), Together Towards Life, p. 32. 
31 ,,Why American ,,Nones” left Religion Behind”. Pew Research Center, Washington 
D. C. (August 24, 2016). See: www.pewresearch.org, accessed in November 2017. 
32 ,,Q & A: A look at what‟s driving the changes seen in our Landscape Study”. 
33 Jon Meacham, American Gospel, New York, Randdom House, 2006, p. 129. 
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Spirit-Sophia is not only depicted as a figure of ,,reproach” and 
criticism, but also a figure of ,,dwelling” a ,,tree of life”, a place of safety for 
life to grow. As the Spirit of Wisdom calls Christians to be a place of 
refuge and dwelling for the world, then the church must reflect on what 
it means to be a place of safety for ,,Nones”. Although ,,Nones” are 
increasing in population, they are often times still populating pews, 
services, and events held by religious communities. As Drescher 
illuminates in her ethnography, ,,Nones” are ,,hardly distinct or isolated from 
the spirituality of somes”.34 She goes on to explain that the ,,Nones” think, 
behave, and even experience life in ways that Christians and other 
religious traditions might find ,,spiritually significant”. An individual‟s 
experience of doubt is one aspect of spiritual experience that the ,,Nones” 
and Christians share. Doubt is not a singular experience but a spectrum 
of continuous moments. ,,Nones” experience this doubt to the point of 
identifying outside of religious structures, but ,,Nones” also refuse to 
reject spirituality. Instead, ,,Nones” uphold mystery, ambiguity, the 
„beyond‟ has more profound than religious institutions‟ capacity to 
express. Christians throughout history have expressed doubt as an 
avenue to faith, or as a necessary clarifier of faith. Thus, the boundary 
between ,,Nones” and Christians is a porous boundary of faith and doubt, 
one in which both sides are continuingly and purposely transgressing. 
The Ecumenical Missional response to this boundary then is one of 
acceptance, acknowledgement, and welcome.  

Along with sharing this relationship with doubt, ,,Nones” also share 
a similar understanding of time with Christians. Human immortality 
binds all humans together in a kind of sacred and unknowing 
relationship with time. ,,Nones” tend to understand this relationship in 
evolutionary terms-there is time and deep time. Christians tend to 
understand this relationship in religious terms-sacred time and sacred 
space. But all hold reverence toward the clock that keeps ticking. Within 
these time limitations, ,,Nones” and Christians alike seek to interpret life, 
to find and create meaning, purpose, inspiration for living. And a 
common practice shared between ,,Nones” and Christians is a posture of 
Thanksgiving, offering praise, showing or practicing gratefulness. No 
one can explain why humans are given life, but we all find peace in 
offering thankfulness for the life we have been given.35 

                                                             
34 Elizabeth Drescher, Choosing our Religion, p. 8. 
35 Author Adam Gopnik in an interview with Krista Tippett through On Being talks 
about the ,,ironies” of spiritual like in a secular age in the United States. He identifies the 
,,Spiritual but not Religious” person‟s relationship with time and desire to ,,give thanks” 
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Dreacher calls these shared or common experiences of life 
,,spiritually significant” to other Christian or religious groups. The Spirit of 
Wisdom, spirit of truth, is one that is inclusive to all of society, actively 
working to make others‟ a home in an often lonely existence. How can 
these shared, holy experiences of life expand the ecumenical missional 
mind in a way that includes ,,Nones”, not as individuals to convert, but as 
human beings to learn from, include, share with, and care for?  

Johnson offers one action of Spirit-Sophia that is explicitly 
religious: Sophia is ,,gracing” the world, opening new spaces for people to 
meet God. In She Who Is, Johnson journeys through the Old and New 
Testament, exploring the many instances where Spirit-Sophia becomes 
the connection betweenhuman beings and God: From creating the 
,,covenantal bonds that turn Israelites into the people of God” to leading Jesus 
through ,,fasting prayer and temptation in the desert… anointing him [jesus] to 
peace good news”.36 Spirit-Sophia in the Biblical narrative is at the heart of 
religious and spiritual connection to God. If Spirit-Sophia is gracing the 
world, opening spaces for God‟s people to meet God, then it must be 
our missional hope to be one of these places for the ,,Nones”. The Post-
postmodern conception of Missional hope is not something concrete, 
determined, or measurable, but rather a contextual story that mirrors the 
good news of Christ. A Christian Missional hope may be to become a 
meeting place for ,,Nones” and God. Of course, I do not mean 
conversion, but rather encounter. That ,,Nones” encounter Christian 
experience of God because Christians are embodying the beloved story, 
and through this incarnational witness, Christians participate with Spirit-
Sophia in creating spaces where humans and God encounter one 
another. 

Theological reflection leads to ,,transformative action”. Theological 
reflection is embodied and lived, at work in the world. Praxis theology 
must move from the armchairs to the streets or else it fails completely. 
Thus, the Church must grant space and meaning for those who claim 
this religious identity, such that welcomes, holds, allows their spirituality 
to illuminate the truth of the Spirit, and takes seriously their critique if 
Mission is to resemble Wisdom in the world, in the United States, and 
among the growing communities of ,,Nones”. 
 

 

                                                                                                                                               
mirrors with religious/non-rational practice. See: Adam Gopnik, ,,Practicing Doubt, 
Redrawing Faith”, interviewed by Krista Tippett, On Being, 7 December 2017. 
36 Elizabeth Johnson, She who is, pp. 139-141. 
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Conclusion 
 

At the Public Hospital in Seattle, WA where I first began Chaplain 
ministry, the words ,,Spiritual but not Religious” grew more familiar and I 
came to accept the thought that I often could not anticipate what 
awaited in a patient‟s room. One afternoon, I was notified of a patient 
who was transitioning to ,,Comfort Care” that evening, sooner than the 
patient and family expected. This meant the patient would soon die and 
treatment would shift into a phase of granting comfort. The family 
wanted to hold a service, a ritual to honor the patient, but everyone in 
the family identified as ,,nothing in particular”. Because time is short and 
God is good, I was able to find a protestant service for patients 
transitioning to comfort care, and I began editing the service. Then we 
met together to honor the life of this person. We read poems instead of 
Bible verses; Wead dressed a prayer to ,,the spirit of love”; And, in the end, 
the family shared memories about the patient‟s life, characteristicsthe 
patient‟s family would miss, and moments they would cherish forever in 
their hearts-another kind of benediction.  

I hold this story close to my own heart because, for me, it was 
holy. Bereft of ,,proper” terminology and performance, yet rich with 
meaning and the presence of God. It was a beautiful service and arguably 
a kind of prophetic image for this research. If truth exists only in the 
reception of truth, then I cannot help but believe whatever I call Christ‟s 
love appeared and was known in those brief moments. That family will 
name it what they choose. But who I am to deny the holiness of this 
evening? Mission theology is essential, not because the world is changing 
and Christians must ,,keep up” with the new trends of belief to keep our 
claim and place in the world. Missional theology matters because it 
becomes an embodied reality. It walks upon and lives in the world. It is a 
witness of love-or of hate. 
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Abstract: An article analyzes religious consciousness as one of the forms of public 

consciousness. The structural and functional method, the principle of integrity, the principle of 
historicism, the comparative method and some aspects of synergetic approach are applied as 
methodology. It was carried out the critical analysis of interpretations of public consciousness 
structure in historical materialism, and it was shown their insolvency. The author‟s 
understanding of this structure is offered. The traditional forms of public consciousness are 
marked out in the horizontal plan in the structure, and two levels of traditional forms-
unspecialized (ordinary) and specialized are specified in it. It is noted that in religion as a 
sociocultural phenomenon the most significant structural element, its kernel, is religious 
consciousness, and in the last-an image-conception about the Absolute and specific faith in it. 
It is shown that religious consciousness and its kernel sets the nature of religious practice (and 
first of all, character of a cult) and also all other structural elements of religion. The structure 
of religious consciousness is presented in article in the form of level of ordinary consciousness 
and the risen hierarchy of the specialized forms, crowned by Theology. All these levels are 
penetrated by faith, interpreted on each of the levels in unusual way. The religion in modern 
Kazakhstan is balanced in the rights with all other spheres of culture but religious 
consciousness is still developed insufficiently. It is at the level of ordinary consciousness for the 
most of believers. However, the tendency of its improvement is amplified that is promoted by 
positive religious climate in the Republic of Kazakhstan: there is reigned the same consent 
between faiths, as well as between ethnoses.  

 Keywords: religion, faith, public awareness, religious consciousness, 
structure of religious consciousness, historical materialism, faith, belief, values, 
Christianity, Islam, Kazakhstan. 

 
The problem of essence of religious consciousness and especially 

its structure is very relevant now. There are formed, inside of the 
structure, the moods and ideas as the tolerant, respecting other beliefs, 
and moods and the ideas of religious intolerance, religious radicalism and 
extremism, and in extreme variants-also the terrorism which is based on 
religious extremism. There is a task to analyze critically the main points 
of view on essence and structure of religious consciousness, also to 
reveal features of functioning of religious consciousness in the 
conditions of independent Kazakhstan. 
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Research methodology 
 
It was applied in the research the number of methods as 

traditional, already positively proved, and some new, which were 
appeared rather recently. The structural-functional method allowed to 
reveal the main structural elements in public consciousness and to define 
their main functions. The principle of integrity allowed to have 
constantly the image as whole at the research of these or those structural 
elements of religious consciousness. The principle of historicism in the 
form of cultural historicism allowed to consider religious consciousness 
and its structure in its ethno-cultural characteristics, first of all in relation 
to the situation in modern Kazakhstan. There was applied the 
comparative method, and also the synergetic approach which was 
allowed to understand, how interaction of some elements of religious 
consciousness generates new effects. 

 
Public consciousness and its general structure 

 
Religious consciousness is the consciousness which is formed and 

functioning in religion as the special sphere of culture which is rather 
isolated from other its spheres-from science, art, policy, right, etc. Being 
public on its genesis, essence and structure, it has as common features 
with essence and structure of consciousness in other rather independent 
spheres of culture, and essential differences. In this regard, at first, it is 
necessary to pay attention to the general structure of public 
consciousness, and already then to pass to the specifics of structure of 
religious consciousness.  

It was so happened that the problem of structure of public 
consciousness was put and solved most accurately in the Marxist 
oriented philosophy, in particular-Soviet. The Soviet philosophy was 
non-uniform in different aspects including in aspect of compliance of its 
official ideology. In the light of this ideology, the official philosophy 
consisted of two main sections-dialectic materialism and historical 
materialism. Other its sections (philosophical questions of natural 
sciences, the critic foreign, ,,bourgeois” (on the Soviet terminology) 
philosophies and some other) were considered as minor. There were 
such directions as dialectic logic, philosophy of the person and some 
other which didn‟t keep within neither in dialectic, nor historical 
materialism. The problem of public consciousness and its structure was 
developed in historical materialism. 
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Almost all representatives of historical materialism in this matter 
proceeded from the dogmatic statements of K. Marx and F. Engels early 
works (mainly ,,The German ideology”), the known preface of K. Marx 
to his work ,,To criticism of political economy” and the so-called 
,,Lenin‟s theory of reflection”. The fact that Marx, Engels and V. I. 
Lenin‟s views, underwent changes over time, somehow weren‟t 
considered by them. But they not only reproduced these provisions and 
dogmatized them, but they vulgarized them as well. For example, mature 
Marx emphasized that ,,public human relations are possible only in that measure 
in what people think”,1 and in 1915 Lenin wrote: ,,Consciousness of the person 
not only reflects the objective world, but also creates it”.2 Nothing was considered 
in the works of representatives of historical materialism on the problem 
of public consciousness. Public consciousness was interpreted by them 
just as reflection of social being (i. e. it is formal-in the spirit of early works 
of the specified classics), and this objective reality was interpreted as the 
economy sphere. In addition, the social being and public consciousness 
for some reason turned into two separate spheres, related to each other 
according to the logic of the cause-effect relations.  

The representatives of historical materialism, at a variety of the 
points of their views, were united that, firstly, in this structure it is 
necessary to mark out gnosiological and sociological aspects, secondly, to 
allocate the structural elements horizontally and vertically. According to 
this treatment, the gnosiological structure includes two levels: ordinary and 
theoretical consciousness; the sociological structure, according to it, 
includes three levels: public psychology, ideology and science. Besides, 
the horizontal structure, according to most of authors, is formed by so-
called forms of public consciousness, so they are: political consciousness, 
sense of justice, morals, art, religion, science and philosophy. 

Proceeding from so-understood structure of public consciousness, 
the structure of religious consciousness was investigated as well. As a 
matter of fact, the religion was actually interpreted as the form of public 
consciousness there. So, D. M. Ugrinovich claims that ,,it is fair to consider 
religion first of all as the form of public consciousness”.3 There are marked out in 
gnosiological structure: 1) level of ordinary religious consciousness and 2) 

                                                             
1 K. Marx, ,,Economic manuscript of 1861-1863. The process of capital production”, in 
K. Marx, F. Engels, Works, 2nd edition, volume 47,  Moscow, Politizdat, 1973, p. 659. 
2 V. I. Lenin, ,,Abstract of Hegel‟s book The science of logic”, in V. I. Lenin, Complete works, 
volume V-29, Moscow, Politizdat, 1973, pp. 77-218. 
3 D. M. Ugrinovich, ,,Religion”, in Public consciousness and its forms, Moscow, Politizdat,  
1986, pp. 241-276. 
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the level of ,,theoretical” consciousness, so it is the divinity (theology). 
They, according to this position, are different in forms of reflection of 
reality.4 The religious ideology and religious psychology can be allocated 
in sociological aspect. ,,Religious ideology,-D. M. Ugrinovich writes,-includes 
divinity as the major component, but isn‟t exhausted by it. Besides divinity, the sphere 
of religious ideology includes the philosophical, ethical, esthetic and socio-political 
doctrines where the cornerstone is the system of religious dogma”. 5  Thereby, 
according to this point of view, the religious ideology as the level of 
sociological aspect of religious consciousness is more volume, than 
divinity as the level of gnosiological aspect. But it is the same divinity, if 
it is about the same religion. Why is there necessary doubling of 
structural elements? Besides, the sociological structure of public 
consciousness, according to historical materialism, includes also the third 
level which is located above ideology. It is science. But there can‟t be 
talked about science as the level of sociological structure of religious 
consciousness: the science and religion, according to historical 
materialism, are incompatible. Therefore, we can‟t argue for no special 
reason about three steps of sociological aspect of structure of public 
consciousness. 

The interpretation of structure of public consciousness by 
historical materialism has more ,,disagreements”. The forms of public 
consciousness allocated by historical materialism are listed above. It is 
possible to determine at once insolvency of reference of three last 
phenomena to consciousness forms. Neither the religion, nor art, nor 
science can be reduced to consciousness. For example, the science, 
especially modern, has complex institutional structure, possesses 
(especially natural sciences) difficult and branched material resources-the 
compound devices, equipments (for example, accelerators of elementary 
particles, radio telescopes), etc., that is what can‟t be interpreted as the 
consciousness phenomenon in any way. The same is fair concerning 
religion and art. 

But if we distract from it, then there is arisen the number of other 
questions: 1) why is the gnosiological (i. e. informative) aspect opposed 
sociological (i. e. social)? Isn‟t knowledge the social phenomenon on the 
essence? Why is the theoretical level of gnosiological structure opposed 
to science as the level of sociological structure? Isn‟t theoretical activity 
at the same time-scientific activity (if we distract from non-scientific 
forms of knowledge)? And what can the theoretical level and level of 

                                                             
4 Ibidem. 
5 Ibidem. 
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science mean in relation to such forms of public consciousness as 
morals, art or religion? Representatives of historical materialism didn‟t 
think about this unconformity.       

Only philosopher B. A. Grushin was questioned this dogma during 
the Soviet times. He wrote: ,,From my point of view, such solution of the question 
isn‟t acceptable categorically. The gnosiological and sociological aspects are nothing 
more than the accents in the analysis of certain formations of social consciousness, 
therefore they can‟t be used for emphasizing in any way, creation of independent-
,,gnosiological” and ,,sociological”-structures of the system, interesting us”,6  that is 
public consciousness. He suggested own (with the proviso that it has 
preliminary character) idea about structure of public consciousness. He 
noted that ,,in public consciousness at the lowermost, fundamental level of his 
partition it is necessary to mark out first of all the numerous formations, relating to 
various ways (means) of spiritual development of reality by the person… The last ones 
are differenced from ways of the subject and practical development of the world and 
include at least three extremely wide types (classes) of the consciousness elements: I-
subject and sensual (emotional and figurative) forms of consciousness; II-abstract and 
logical (rational) forms of consciousness and III-fantastic (irrational in the broadest 
sense) consciousness forms”. 7  He determined the first type as public 
psychology, the second as public knowledge and the third as public 
imagination.  

Certainly, the structure, suggested by B. A. Grushin, is much richer 
then traditional and is closer to the main point. But, it is asked: does the 
division, suggested by the author make sense, and can be it carried out to 
infinity in principle? Especially it gives formalism. But the main thing 
isn‟t in it. Those phenomena which traditionally are determined as a 
form of public consciousness, haven‟t found the place in the structure of 
public consciousness, suggested by B. A. Grushin. They would need to 
be rethought, but it wasn‟t necessary to reject from them. Thus, any of 
interpretations of structure of public consciousness in the Soviet 
philosophy can‟t be considered as satisfactory. So, it is useless for 
disclosure of the structure of religious consciousness. 

 
Religion and the structure of religious consciousness 

 
We consider that in modern structure of public consciousness the 

form of public consciousness certainly exist. But they didn‟t always exist 

                                                             
6 B. A. Grushin, ,,Structure and set of public consciousness”. in Sociological researches, no. 
IV, 1983, pp. 17-28. 
7 Ibidem. 
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such as those. They existed in primitive culture only in a germ, syncretic 
manner, and-only gradually during historical evolution-they were stood 
out as those, as such spheres of culture as religion, art, science, etc. were 
gradually formed. At the same time, ones of them were stood out earlier, 
and others later. But it is more correct to investigate structure of public 
consciousness in its developed form, than in germinal. In our opinion, it 
is necessary to allocate two levels in each of rather independent forms of 
public consciousness: 1) ordinary consciousness (makes the lower level), 
and 2) specialized consciousness (makes the top level). Besides, it is 
necessary to mark out ideological consciousness as the special form of 
consciousness. However, right there it is necessary to add that, firstly, 
ordinary consciousness is syncretistic and includes elements of all 
specialized levels; secondly, ideological consciousness doesn‟t make 
something monolithic integrated, and it accepts character of some other 
specialized forms of consciousness, so there is a political ideology, 
religious ideology, etc.; thirdly, in the XX century there was created such 
phenomenon as the mass consciousness which on the level is below 
ordinary consciousness. At last, it makes sense to speak about public 
psychology which penetrates itself both ordinary, and specialized 
consciousness, and it is equal also ideology. However, to a greater extent, 
social psychology, of course, fascinates the sphere of ordinary and mass 
consciousness, but it traces the roots back to the area of unconscious.  

It follows from the foregoing that the religion as a sociocultural 
phenomenon doesn‟t come to consciousness that religious consciousness is 
only one of structural elements of religion as integrity. But it is its basic 
structural element. It is possible to claim that religious consciousness is a 
system-forming element of religion. All other structural elements of religion 
are not only formed and function on the basis of religious consciousness, 
but also arise from it. The developed religion forms (and those are the 
world religions) possess complex structure. Specific religious practice 
which is determined as a cult arises from religious consciousness, about 
this structure will be told below. The cult is already the phenomenon 
which doesn‟t come to only to the sphere of consciousness, but includes 
also practical aspect. Cult includes different ceremonies, rituals and other 
actions which are coordinated with the content of religious belief. The 
cult, in the opinion of adherents of religion, appears as the valid attitude 
towards the Absolute. As the system of actions the cult is very semiotics 
overfilled. It is full of various symbols and, in fact, is a symbolical 
phenomenon in whole. The Russian philosopher of the Silver age P. A. 
Florensky writes: ,,The cult is comprehended from top to down, but not from below 
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to up. The cult, from below to up considered, is some activity of the person, the type of 
his cultural activity, existing along with others”.8 Various objects, both specific, 
and usual are used in the course of consideration of the cult. However, 
all of them equally have specific symbolical sense in the context of this 
process. The cult, on the sense, is implementation of the attitude of the 
person to the accepted in this concrete religion towards the absolute 
Super-creation, or, speaking philosophical language, to the Absolute. 
,,Cult,-A. A. Khamidov wrote,-assumes the set of devotional duties based on dogma, 
containing rules of behavior for believers concerning the Absolute (sacrifices, spells, 
meditation, a prayer, etc.-depending on character of dogma), to the Person, to the 
Nature, to brothers in faith, to gentiles, to opponents of Religion, to religiously 
indifferent people and to people in general. That is any Religion contains along with 
other as well the general ethical code, as gives it the status of intimacy to daily activity. 
The religion pedantically regulates everything, to the smallest detail, aspects of this life 
activity throughout the day in some religions (for example, in Judaism and Islam)”.9 

The third structural element of religion is organizational level. The 
system of religious consciousness and cult unite the people, professing 
this religion in some integrity, in community, owing to what there is risen 
the quite objective need of management of religious life for this 
community. Function of management in early cultures is undertaken by 
priests, castes of priests are formed later, and in world religions there is 
the whole hierarchy of priests. The fourth structural element of religion 
is specific infrastructure-different constructions (pagan shrines, churches, 
temples, cathedrals, mosques, etc.), in which the cult is done.  

Let‟s turn to religious consciousness in its developed form. Its 
kernel is the image-conception about absolute Super-creation, i. e. about 
the Absolute. There are in Abrahamic religions - Yahweh (Judaism), who 
doesn‟t have the name God (Christianity), and Allah (Islam). But the 
image-conception isn‟t just postulated and accepted as givenness. Its 
recognition is complemented with the specific attitude towards it. This 
relation is belief. Faith grows into the denomination and dogma (doctrine as a 
system of dogmas) in such developed forms of religion, as it was 
mentioned above. 

It is about specifically religious belief which should be 
distinguished from informative belief. The Russian philosopher D.V. 
Pivovarov suggested distinction of two types of belief-as faith and belief. 

                                                             
8 P. A. Florensky, Collected works. Cult philosophy. (Experience of the orthodox anthropodicea), 
Moscow, Mysl, 2004, p. 686. 
9 A. A. Khamidov, ,,Religion as the world-relational modality”, Religion in policy and culture of the 
modern Kazakhstan, Astana, Elorda, 2004, pp. 10-48. 
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He writes: ,,The Faith is special spiritual knowledge, and the belief isn‟t 
knowledge”. ,,The Belief,-he continues,-is only one of the moments of the mind 
movement to indirectly formed knowledge, but isn‟t rational knowledge at whole. On 
the contrary, the faith (the soul‟s stay in the spirit) is the possession of the most 
important spiritual truths which are difficult to express in words and concepts”.10 A. 
A. Khamidov accepted this distinction; however, he didn‟t accept 
Pivovarov‟s interpretation. According to his opinion, these two types are 
rooted in different types of the person relation to the world: faith-in 
religious, and belief-in informative. At the same time, he notes, elements 
of each of them as the subordinated moments are contained in both. He 
writes: ,,D. V. Pivovarov defines correctly faith as spiritual belief. This faith, as it 
was mentioned above, isn‟t knowledge at all (not in form, of course, but in content); it 
is the form of emotional and volitional aspiration for the product of imaginative 
construction. But when D. V. Pivovarov claims that the belief isn‟t knowledge, it is 
impossible to agree with him; but he doesn‟t distinguish these world-relational 
modalities – religious and cognitive”.11 The famous theologian P. Y. Tillich 
notes that ,,Faith is opposed by belief, but it isn‟t knowledge”.12 He, however 
unlike D. V. Pivovarov, doesn‟t distinguish faith and belief.  

The famous religious philosopher M. Buber also distinguishes two 
types of belief. He writes: ,,There are two-and only two-images (or types) of belief. 
One form of belief is expressed as: I trust someone even if I have no ,,sufficient basis” 
to trust this person. Other form of belief is found out: I, without the sufficient basis as 
well, recognize the validity of something. In both cases the impossibility of justification 
indicates not on the lack of my mental abilities, but on essential feature of my attitude 
towards the person, to whom I trust, or to the contents, which I recognize as true. This 
relation inherently isn‟t created on the ,,bases” and doesn‟t follow from them. Of 
course, it is always possible to refer to certain bases and the reasons, but they never be 
able to explain my belief up to the end”. These two types of belief, Buber 
notes, meet also in everyday life of people.   

As a matter of fact, the types of belief, marked out by M. Buber, 
are essence only two types of the same belief, namely-belief-trust. In one 
case it is trusted to other person, in another-to the certain statement, 
knowledge, information in general. In other words, they are different by 
the addressee or subject. Buber notes that the situation is changed when 
we address to religious belief. He writes: ,,The religious belief represents one of 
these two images of belief, which are shown in the sphere of unconditional. This means 

                                                             
10  D. V. Pivovarov,. ,,Religion philosophy. Manual”, Moscow, Yekaterinbugr, Academic 
project; Delovaya kniga, 2006, p. 639. 
11 A. A. Khamidov, ,,Belief and knowledge”, in Adam alemi, no. IV, 2013, pp. 90-102. 
12 P. Tillich, Selected. Theology of culture, Moscow, Yurist, 1995, pp. 132-215. 
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that the attitude of belief here is no longer the relation to someone or something 
inherently conditioned, but unconditional only for me, but the attitude to what is in 
itself unconditional”.13 Thus, everything is determined by the addressee of 
belief trust. Other person and information obtained by me have the 
caused character, God is the unconditional addressee. Therefore, in him, 
and in everything that comes from him (for example, revelation), there is 
had an unconditional.  

It seems to us that the point of view of A. A. Khamidov is more 
acceptable, according to him, the faith is especially religious faith, and 
belief is informative. It ,,is belief trust of the individual (individuals) to 
knowledge, developed by science”. 14  The ordinary person can‟t check that 
knowledge for the validity which is developed by modern science. 
Besides, the science as integrity is divided into a set of specialties. The 
physicist is forced to take on trust the data obtained, for example, by the 
molecular biologist, and he, in turn, is forced to trust physicist on the 
movement of elementary particles. But the separately taken branch of 
science comprises the mass of professions, so the expert in one of them 
has to trust another in all that he states in the publications and reports. 
According to A. A. Khamidov, the faith is not just the believer‟s attitude 
towards the Absolute. He writes: ,,The Faith isn‟t the act of cognition; it is 
aspiration; it is dominated by an axiotic moment, whereas in belief-there is dominated 
the pragmatical moment (in a broad sense). The Belief is belief-trust to the certain 
information proclaimed as the truth. The Faith also includes trust, but it-is more, 
than trust; it is also fidelity (fidelity, first of all…, to the Absolute). And it 
penetrates all the mental and spiritual world of the person and makes, so to speak, his 
core. The Belief, at valuable component, doesn‟t capture the person totally. Life in 
faith is determined as a creed: the person not just trusts, but believes. The Belief-is 
rational; the faith can‟t be rational”. 

So, we defined religious belief as the kernel of religious 
consciousness. Around this kernel-if to take a circle as model-covers of 
religious consciousness are concentrated. But for simplicity, we will 
depict them aligned vertically. Moreover, faith (further it will be meant 
only it) penetrates itself all religious consciousness, being present at each 
of its levels. But it is present, refracting through the specifics of each of 
them. 

The lower level is ordinary religious consciousness. It is 
unsystematic as well as in general ordinary consciousness. Various 
aspects of dogma in it aren‟t organized in integrity and they present 

                                                             
13 M. Buber, Two images of belief, Moscow, Republic, 1995, pp. 233-240. 
14 A. A. Khamidov, ,,Belief and knowledge”, pp. 90-102. 
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sometimes at quite vulgar form. Ordinary consciousness in general is 
formed not so much of concepts, but from representations, besides 
sometimes strongly emotionally charged. Ordinary consciousness is full 
of various superstitions, prejudices, cogitative stereotypes and a cliché. 
All this is fully inherent in the ordinary level of religious consciousness. 
The elements of the confession, accepted in the given confession can be 
combined with elements of creeds of other confessions. So, there was a 
so-called national Christianity in medieval Western Europe, in which the 
church doctrine intertwined with pagan beliefs. The increased 
emotionality is characteristic for people with ordinary religious 
consciousness; and the blind, not arguing belief in what is broadcasted 
from an ambon by the priest. It is noted above that in the XX century 
mass consciousness as more or less fixed education was appeared, 
including, of course, and mass religious consciousness. It is lower on the 
level than ordinary consciousness and therefore all characteristics of the 
last in it sometimes are considerably strengthened. Criticality of thinking 
in this consciousness almost absolutely eliminated. Both ordinary, and 
mass religious consciousness is penetrated itself by public psychology 
which in many respects and gives them the increased emotionality, which 
can be reached to fanaticism.   

If the flock is satisfied with the ordinary and mass consciousness, 
then the opposing mass of the clergy towering over it to some extent is 
the bearer of the specialized religious consciousness. All these priests are 
corresponded among themselves by the principle of hierarchy. There are 
concentrated at the below level the small employees (parsons in 
Christianity) at the high top-the Pope (in Catholicism) or the patriarch 
(in Orthodoxy). All of them graduated from some initial or highest 
religious educational institutions and therefore they are carriers of 
specialized religious consciousness. There is a theology in monotheistical 
religions (and in the modern world they are-Judaism, Christianity and 
Islam)-special work on the explanation of maintenance of creed. Its task 
is the rational explanation of God being and these or those aspects of 
belief content which aren‟t giving in to usual understanding (for example, 
creation by God of the world from nothing). These religions have special 
literature-first of all Sacred texts (Judaism-the Tanakh, Christianity-the 
Bible, Islam-the Koran), and also the package of other esteemed texts. 
Buddhism, not recognizing existence of God, has the sacred text-
Tripitaka.    

It should be noted specially that an essential role in culture is 
played by values and valuable orientations. They penetrate all its spheres 
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and levels. At the same time the values have the specifics caused by 
character of this sphere in each of rather independent spheres of culture. 
Besides, in one spheres of culture the values and valuable orientations 
play biger and in others-smaller role. They play the greatest role in the 
ethical sphere, in the sphere of art and in religion. In this regard religious 
consciousness is the consciousness which is entirely sated with 
specifically religious values. They are present at all levels of religious 
consciousness and regulate religious behavior of believers. There are 
even concepts according to which all culture was formed from the cult. 
So, P. A. Florensky writes: ,,There are distinguished in activity of human society 
at first sight the three peculiar parties-theoretical, practical and liturgical, as we said 
up to now,-world outlook, economy and a cult -we will say further, being applied to 
usual terminology”. According to him, the cult possesses priority, from 
which, on his belief, all culture grows (so, and all its values): ,,Culture, as 
the etymology of the word ,,cultura” from ,,cultus” shows, by its core and root has the 
cult. Shrines is primary creativity of the person; cultural values are derivatives of the 
cult, as if exfoliating the husk of a cult, like the dry peel of an onion plant”. It is, of 
course, an excess. The cult-is the person affair, and individual, as 
Florensky recognized, has to be engaged also economy and to explore 
the world, besides service for the cult. But at the end of XIX century K. 
Thiele emphasized that ,,it is hardly true to consider religion as the creative first 
cause of all culture, like the maternal soil from which all other heritage of mankind 
grows”.15 And this statement is submitted correct. 
 

Religion and religious consciousness in modern Kazakhstan 
 
Having become an independent state, Kazakhstan renounced from 

the atheistic ideology that prevailed in the Soviet Union, where our state 
was the member of the Union Republic. The religion began to revive in 
the country which, though wasn‟t pursued by the state in the last quarter 
of the century of its existence, but nevertheless wasn‟t encouraged. Only 
people of advanced age, besides not members of the C. P. S. U., could 
profess this or that confession openly. Throughout two last centuries 
Islam and Christianity in the form of Orthodoxy coexisted in the 
territory of Kazakhstan. Exactly they, as the largest, also became the 
main religions of modern Kazakhstan. Kazakhstan proclaimed itself as 
the secular state in which freedom of functioning and development is 
provided to religion. There are in Kazakhstan also other confessions, and 

                                                             
15 K. Thiele, ,,Basic principles of the science about religion”, in Classics of world religious 
studies, Moscow, Canon, 1996, pp. 144-196. 
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they had the possibility of open existence as well, except Islam and 
Christianity. In addition, some nonconventional religions got into 
Kazakhstan. They also exist, without being exposed any oppression. In 
1992 it was adopted the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan ,,The 
freedom of religion and religious associations”, which in 2011 was edited 
and was given the name ,,On religious activity and religious 
associations”. According to this Law, religious confessions and 
associations are separated from the state which, as A. G. Kosichenko 
notes, ,,being secular, doesn‟t interfere with internal affairs of religious associations, 
but considers the religious factor in domestic and foreign policy”.16  

The religion is one of culturally significant phenomena in the 
modern Kazakhstan‟s society, despite the proclaimed state secularization 
of culture and the embodiment of the principle of secularism. It is fixed 
the growth of religiousness in society and at the same time there is a 
preservation of the traditional national values, rooted in religion. 
Throughout many centuries up to XX century the religion was the core 
of any culture. As A. G. Kosichenko notes, ,,cultures are very much indebted 
to religion, it acts as the ideological and substantial basis of traditional cultures. The 
soul of the people is manifested in traditional cultures, its vision of the meaning of life, 
and in culture its ways of activity receive justifications. Culture concentrates in itself a 
vital impulse of the people. Culture has comprehensive character and therefore shows 
itself and in ordinary practical activities, and in the highest models of spirit creation”. 
Throughout many centuries the main cultural values coincided with 
religious values. 

Religion was given the most unenviable fate in the Soviet state; so 
the person, who was brought up on the religious neutral and frankly 
atheistic values, didn‟t connect the leading vital values with religion in 
any way. Now, when freedom is officially provided to religion, the 
person gradually begins to realize their deep relation. The deeply 
believing person feels this way, as A. A. Khamidov characterizes: ,,All 
practical, spiritual and mental experience of the person is involved in the sphere of 
religion and is reinterpreted in its definitions. Moreover, the person begins to 
comprehend all the life, all being-from his unconscious depths to the unconscious 
heights-as having the source in religious life”. As V. A. Kuvakin notes: ,,The 
higher values of the spiritual world are stable and alive, not because they seem to be 
irrelevant to the rest of the world, but because the subject commits to be faithful to 

                                                             
16 A. G. Kosichenko, Religion: essence and current problems, Almaty, Political Science and 
Religious Studies SC MES RK, 2012, p. 214. 
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them, as to the most mobile, aspiring, creative relation to the world”.17 Search of the 
uniting values and ideas promotes strengthening of the Kazakhstan 
statehood, the general raising, progressing of the country. But the 
believer in the secular state has to lead also secular life (to work in 
secular institutions, to study at secular schools and higher education 
institutions, to participate in political life of the state, etc.). It is easier for 
Christian to do it because it allows division of life into the sphere sacral 
and the sphere of secular. But the faithful Muslim is much more difficult. 
As the modern Islamic theologian notes: ,,Islam doesn‟t accept a dichotomy of 
the spiritual and secular”.18 Nevertheless, the Kazakhstan‟s Muslims are able 
to combine these, apparently, incongruous instructions.  

At the same time it should be noted that citizens of Kazakhstan, 
more precisely their most part, aren‟t joined to religion completely. The 
sociological analysis shown the following: ,,In answers to the question: 
,,What factors have more affected your religious beliefs and vital orientations?”,-the 
first position is taken by influence of the nearest environment (relatives, friends, 
neighbors)-46,9%, the second-mood in society-15,4%, a third-special literature, the 
Internet-10,3% and the fourth-conversations with the religious figure-8%. Such 
motivation as spiritual need is insignificant and it isn‟t chosen by the respondents 
practically… Consequently, the main factors in the choice of religious beliefs and life 
situations are certain external impulses and circumstances external to the individual, 
but it isn‟t desire for religious spirituality”. 19  The way it indicates that the 
religious consciousness of the majority of those who consider themselves 
believers is still at the level of ordinary, and even mass, religious 
consciousness. 

The situation in Kazakhstan was different during the Soviet 
period. ,,For the Soviet period, marks out E. E. Burova,-there was rather reliable a 
model, according to which the number of believers and atheists made about 24-25% of 
adult population respectively. Between these cohorts, about half of the population 
didn‟t position the world outlook aspirations with sufficient definiteness... There are 
reproduced at the stage of transformation of the social order in transitional societies the 
conditions, providing rapid penetration of the quasi-scientific, occult, pseudo-religious 
ideas into mass consciousness... The religiousness in modern Kazakhstan as line of 

                                                             
17 V. A. Kuvakin, Your paradise and hell: Humanity and inhumanity of the person. (Philosophy, 
psychology and style of thinking of humanism), Sankt Petersburg, Moscow, Aleteya, Logos, 
1998, p. 360.   
18  S. M. N. Al-Attas, Introduction to Islam metaphysics. Statement of fundamental elements of 
Muslim world outlook, Moscow, Kuala Lumpur, Institute of the Islamic Civilization, 
International Institute of Islamic Thought and Civilization, 2001, p. 410. 
19 ***, Values and ideals of independent Kazakhstan, Almaty, Political Science and Religious 
Studies SC MES RK, 2015, p. 315. 
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ordinary (mass) consciousness and behavior is shown in various actions: as in the 
obvious, and latent forms, as in positive on the impact on the personality, society, so in 
negative forms”.20 

The current situation wasn‟t strongly changed in spite of the fact 
that 65-80% of the population carry themselves to believers and 
belonging to the certain faith. But, when the question concerns degree of 
the involvement into the religious way of life, about 43% of family 
groups noted that they combine religious and secular traditions, and only 
10% of the groups point to the indissoluble relation with the religious 
community, and it is even less (up to 8%)-with strict followings to belief 
canons. ,,As for actually believers, among them distinguished passively believers, 
committed to religious ceremonialism (up to 14-15%), and actively believers, i. e. 
completely subordinating the way of life to religious canons (9-10%), at the same time 
no more than 1% of people who called themselves as fanatically devoted to religious 
beliefs. It is obvious that in two decades the religiousness in the Post-Soviet countries, 
including Kazakhstan, couldn‟t undergo cardinal changes and for this reason our 
country appears as the secular state”. According to sociological researches, the 
belief in the force, upon which all life on the planet Earth depends, is at 
the first place for the believer in the category of value orientation; further 
there are placed: diligence, love to the family, love to the person, love to 
all live that surrounds the person, love to justice, to cogitative activity, 
tolerance, disgust for violence, rejection of ready dogmas, manuals or 
provisions of belief, the self-assessment of honesty, sense of harmony; 
release of the mind from envy, greed, rage and hatred, from a lie and 
slander, from the rough speech; refusal of any actions which could 
damage to the nature. It is also necessary to accept as value the refusal of 
various addictions. Besides, it is considered that time is important value, 
and it is recommended not to spend it in vain and seek to do more good. 
At last, the last value, which is generated by all earlier listed values, is a 
hope which stimulates the movement in the future. 

 
Inter-confessional tolerance as condition of stability of the 

religious situation in the Republic of Kazakhstan 
 
It is observed the normal, tolerant inter-confessional atmosphere 

in Kazakhstan. The main confessions are among themselves in relation 
of consent. A. G. Kosichenko writes: ,,The Kazakhstan‟s model of 

                                                             
20  E. E. Burova, ,,Trends of new religiosity in modern Kazakhstan (the experience of the socio-
humanitarian dimension)”, Almaty, Institute of Philosophy, Political Science and Religious 
Studies SC MES RK, 2014, p. 200. 
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interreligious consent represents the complex interreligious configuration, placed in a 
socio-political context of state-social development of the Republic of Kazakhstan”.21 
What is this complexity? This question is answered by the authors of the 
collective monograph Values and ideals of independent Kazakhstan. They 
write that now the religious situation in the world is very unstable: 
,,Transformation of religious mentality is caused by functioning tendencies of the 
newest religiousness”. The first and the main from them-is increase of 
religion influence on spiritual and moral renovation of mankind, on 
policy, science, culture, economy, the personal world of the person. This 
tendency is fixed by a concept ,,a post-secular era”, i. e. return of religion 
from the private discourse in social space with designing of model on 
complementary process of interaction for secular and religious segments 
of life. 

The second tendency of opposite, destructive property, is caused 
by the carried-out now unprecedented in scale and consequences 
perversion of the essence and content of religion by certain geopolitical 
,,players”, emasculation from religion of its spiritual and moral essence 
and cultural-creative function, the application of religion as a means of 
manipulating the mass consciousness and behavior. Always in one 
religion or another there were outbreaks of fundamentalism and 
extremism. But from the second half of XX century terrorism entered the 
arena, raising the religious, in this case the Islamic banner. It is clear that 
Islam is the religion preaching the world and love, but many people 
(generally youth) from different regions of the planet are recruited by 
such associations as the Taliban, Jebhat-en-Nusra, IGIL (DAESH) and 
others. Kazakhstan is free from fighters of these organizations. But there 
are entered from time to time on its territory the certain emissaries from 
other extremist organizations, in particular from Hizb ut-Tahrir al-Islami. 
They extend extremist religious literature, carry out propaganda work 
among the population, etc. 

Fortunately, the first of above the characterized tendencies prevails 
in Kazakhstan. Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan ,,On religious activity 
and religious associations” effectively regulates the inter-confessional 
relations. So, the 2 paragraph, Article 3, says: ,,Religious organizations and 
citizens of Kazakhstan, foreign nationals and stateless persons are equal before the 

                                                             
21  A. G. Kosichenko, ,,Possibilities of religion in reducing the level of challenges and threats of 
modernity: philosophical and political analysis”, Almaty, Political Science and Religious Studies 
SC MES RK, 2014, p. 193.  
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law, regardless of their religious views”.22 It is very important the 3 paragraph 
of this chapter, according to which: ,,No religion may be declared to be an 
official or compulsory religion”.23 At last, one more important paragraph of 
this article (sixth): ,,Everyone has the right to adhere to religious or other beliefs, to 
extend them, to participate in activity of religious associations and to be engaged in 
missionary activity according to the legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan”.24 All-
both believers and non-believers-are equally equal before the law, and 
nobody has the right to consider this confession as exclusive. At last, the 
sixth paragraph approves freedom of the believer and non-believer, but 
freedom which isn‟t violating line of the law. 

As it is noted, Islam (sunnism of the hanafi madhhab) and 
Christianity (orthodox religion) are the main confessions in Kazakhstan. 
It corresponds also to feature of ethnic structure on the population of 
Kazakhstan: the first ethnos on number are Kazakhs, the second-
Russians. Confessional and ethnic affiliations in overwhelming number 
of cases coincide. In this regard economic, cultural and socio-political 
stability of the Republic of Kazakhstan depends on mutual consent of 
these groups. Moreover, it is important religious education of the 
population: and not only Christians by the ideas of Christianity, and 
Muslims by the ideas of Islam. It is necessary that each representative of 
ethno-confessional community was well-informed in contents and 
meanings of other confession. It is necessary to extend the same also to 
smaller ethno-confessional groups, inhabiting Kazakhstan. And, of 
course, there is necessary the continuous and indefatigable prevention of 
various forms of religiously motivated extremism. 

 
Conclusion 

 
The present article is affected only some, though the main aspects 

of the problem of specifics and structure of religious consciousness. In 
this regard it is necessary further, more profound research on disclosure 
of all other aspects of this phenomenon. It is necessary to conduct for 
illuminations of the religious situation in Kazakhstan further sociological 
researches which will help to keep track the real dynamics of change of 
the level and quality of religiousness the citizens of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan.  

                                                             
22 Law RK. Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan ,,On religious activity and religious 
associations” (www.vainahkrg.kz, accessed in 12. 05. 2017). 
23 Ibidem. 
24 Ibidem. 
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Abstract: This article is devoted to the peculiarities of formation of religious beliefs 

as a preventive measure against extremism and radicalism. Based on the analysis of scientific 
literature and recent events in the US, Asia, and Europe, the author argues that the rapid 
growth of religious extremism threatens the preservation of established religious traditions. 
Active secular and civil resistance and countermeasures against extremism and radicalism can 
guarantee pluralism and preserve the ethnic and religious harmony. The author examines the 
requirements for the successful formation and development of religious consciousness in society 
in general and each individual in particular.  
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Cultural and economic globalization is the key feature of our time 

manifested in close intertwining of different cultural, ethnic, religious 
beliefs, customs and traditions. However, along with the positive effect 
of globalization such as the enrichment of the cultural heritage of 
eachnation, the processal so generates ethnic and religious conflicts. It is 
often blamed for the growth of extremist and radical activities in most 
multinational regions of the world (the Russian Federation, the United 
States, Europe and Central Asia), as well as countries close to the 
terrorist centers. 

In this regard, the relevance of the issue explored in this article is 
beyond any doubt. Then ovelty of the study lies in the fact that religious 
extremism is viewed as the central threat to the global community and 
dealing with it calls for a coherent strategy supported by state powers, 
religious leaders, and every member of society. The outline of the anti-
terrorist strategy begins with the detailed analysis of the concepts such 
,,extremism” and ,,radicalism” and the examination of the underlining 
causes. 
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It is worth mentioning that the religious and philosophical analysis 
of extremism prevention involves a number of socio economic, social, 
political and legal factors. That is why local communities play an 
important role in the prevention of extremist behavior, confessional 
intolerance and aggression, xenophobia, nationalism and other similar 
biases. 

The goal of the article is to present a new approach to address the 
above-identified problem. The article explores ways of preventing and 
fighting against various forms of extremism and radicalism by forming a 
religious consciousness. 

To achieve the goal, the author sets the following objectives: 1) to 
examine features and origins of extremism and radicalism indifferent 
countries; 2) to identify possible conditions of the formation and 
development of religious thinking as an antidote against extremism and 
radicalismin society; 3) to examine the potential of anti-extremist and 
anti-radical religious individual beliefs. The methodology of the study 
includes: 

-Textual analysis of relevant documents, including academic texts, 
analytical reports and media coverage; 

-Statistical method to collect and analyze the data; 
-Method of expert opinions to study the activities of international 

religiouso rganizations; 
-Socio cultural approach to examine the problem in its complexity 

at a current historical stage and to describe the sources of tension 
between individuals, groups and societies. 

-Integrative approach to consider modern moral, religious and 
spiritual education as an antidote against extremism and radicalism and 
to identify major stakeholders on global, national and local levels. 
 

The Problem of Extremism and Radicalism in Society: History, 
Causes, Modern Examples (Europe, CIS, Asia, US) 

 
The collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 significantly changed the 

world order: the bipolar framework of two nuclear superpowers during 
the Cold War gave way to the multipolar world with its tensions and 
contradictions as sources of conflicts. As Samuel Huntington noted, for 
the first time in history global policy has become notonly multi-polar, 
but also multi-civilizational.1 At the same time, it became evident that 
religion is an integral decisive component of conflicts. To describe the 

                                                             
1 S. Huntington, The Clash of Civilizations? , New York, Simon&Schuster, 1997, p. 18. 
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situation, W. and K. Jansen Notermans write, ,,Europe was made by the 
encounter with and resistance to other religions”.2 

The idea is not new. The researchers define civilization based on 
cultural elements such as language, traditions, morals, ethical norms and 
values, religion. Famous historian A. Toynbee classified Western, 
Islamic, Orthodox Christian, Hindu, Far Eastan do ther civilizations 
while S. Huntington single dout nine civilizations: Western, Islamic, 
Hindu, Chinese, Japanese, Latin American, Orthodox, African and 
Buddhist.3 

Both classifications are based on religion. Such classifications have 
a logical explanation because religion often determines the degree of 
tensionin inter-civilizational clashes.4 It happens because religion is not 
only a set of beliefs and morals; it shapes the socio-political model of the 
state and prescribes a certain lifestyle to groups and individuals. 

The latter explains the fact that the religious causes instigate the 
most violent conflicts including the Kashmir conflict, the Iran-Iraqwar, 
the conflict between Palestine and Israel, and the conflicts in Northern 
Ireland and some parts of former Yugoslavia. Many experts claim that 
the geopolitical reality of the beginning of the 21st century is defined by 
Islamic religious extremism. They explain it by Islam attempts to resist 
globalization. In doing so Islam became an active political playerengaging 
with radical Islamic movements in Muslim countries for medin the 1960-
1970 on the basis of Islamic fundamentalism, the Quranand the Sunnah.5 
At present, most terrorist groups target the United States and the 
European countries. Tragic 9/11 ,,Al-Qaeda” terrorist attacks in the 
United States were followed by major terrorist attacks in Yemen (2003), 
Spain (Madrid, 2004), and the UK (London, 2005).The well-planned 
terrorist attacks were carried out not only against governmental, political, 
industrial and commercial targets but also against peaceful civilians 
including attacks on tourists in Egyp t(the Russian passenger airliner 
Airbus A321-231 in 2015), Kenya, Indonesia, against businesses in the 
Middle East (Iraq) and in Asia (Pakistan, Indonesia), against Jewish non-
governmental organizations (Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Turkey), against 
governments that terrorists believe are Washington‟s puppets (Iraq, 

                                                             
2 W. Jansen, C. Notermans, Gender, Nation and Religion in European Pilgrimage, New York, 
Routledge/Taylor&Francis, 2012, p. 220. 
3 S. Huntington, The Clash of Civilizations?, p. 199. 
4  S. S. Shirin, N. M. Bogolubova, J. V. Nikolaeva, ,,Application of David Easton‟s 
Model of Political System to the World Wide Web”, in World Applied Sciences Journal, no. 
30 (8), 2014, pp. 1083-1087. 
5 G. Kepel, Jihad: The Trail of Political Islam, Harvard University Press, 2002. 
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Saudi Arabia, the Philippines, Pakistan), against the civilian population of 
the European countries that support US policy in the Middle East 
(terrorist attacks in Brussels in 2016, an explosion in Istanbulin 2016, a 
terrorist attack in Manchester in 2017, a terrorist attack in Nice in 2016 
and Barcelona in 2017). In most cases, terrorist organization ISIL as 
sumes responsibility for such attacks. 

Radical Islam and traditional Islam are completely different. The 
radical version recognizes and encourages forceful aggression towards 
,,infidels”, people who do not hold the same faith. The radicals aim to 
intimidate society and undermine confidence in the public authorities. 
Often they manage to seize power as they did in Algeria, Yemen or Syria. 
In spite of the fact that radicalism does not have a wide approval in the 
intellectual circles of the Muslim world, some Muslim diaspora 
intellectuals in Germany, France, Spain, the Netherlands, Belgium and 
Great Britain support actions of extremist organizations and approve 
radical Islam. They claim that it draws attention to people from Muslim 
countries and makes Western governments to adopt laws favorable to 
the Muslim diaspora.6 

Before delving into the discussion of the issue, let‟s define the 
concept of ,,extremism”. Extremism (from the Latin extremus-last) can be 
defined as a commitment to extreme views and extreme methods of 
their implementation. According to D. Malloy, Charles Montesquieu 
introduced the Latin word ,,extremus” into the political discourse during 
scientific revolution of the French Enlightenment to describe the 
atmosphere of fear in despotic states.7 

P. Colemanand, A. Bartoli understand extremism as ,,activities 
(beliefs, attitudes, feelings, actions, strategies) of a character far removed from the 
ordinary”.8 Theoretically ,the problem of defining extremism depends on 
the socio-political system of a state with its norms and values. Thus, 
democratic countries define extremists as people or groups who call for 
the elimination of democracy in favor of totalitarianism while for 
authoritarian and totalitarian states its definition would be the opposite. 

On June 15, 2001 when discussing the term ,,extremism” from a 
legal point of view, the Shanghai Convention on Combating Terrorism, 

                                                             
6  S. Murshed, S. Pavan, Identity and Islamic Radicalization in Western Europe, Berlin, 
Economics of Security, 2009, pp. 17-30. 
7  D. Mulloy, American Extremism: History, Politics and the Militia Movement, Routledge, 
Taylor&Francis, 2015, p. 39. 
8  P. Coleman, A. Bartoli, Addressing Extremism, retrieved from:  
www.libertyunderattack.com, accessed on 22.I.2018 
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Separatism and Extremism defined extremism as any deed aimed at a 
violent seizure of power or violent holding of power, and at violent 
change of the constitutional order of the state, as well as a violent 
encroachment on public security, including the organization, for the 
above purposes, of illegal armed formations or participation in them.9 

The term ,,radicalism” was originally used to describe the desire to 
get to the root causes of social problems. However, it is more often used 
to characterize a variety of political ideas and actions aime data radical 
change of the existing social and political institutions.10 

Quite often ,,radicalism” and ,,extremism” are used as synonym seven 
though ,,radicalism” lacks negative connotations when used in scientific 
literature. 

American researchers L. Wilcoxand, J. George defined two types 
of extremism: left and right. According to them, the left extremists 
declare their goal to restore social justice. They see themselves as fighters 
for the cause of the working masses, while the right-wing extremists ad 
here to the idea of struggle among nations, races, cultures and 
civilizations.11 Some experts define the latter type of extremism a seth 
no-nationalist and religious. However, S. S. Rausch suggests that it is 
more appropriate to differentia team on get no-political, religious and 
political extremism store flect the specificity of the ideological and 
philosophical foundations and political goals.12 

There are the following causes of extremism: 1)hatred, resentment 
and prejudice; 2) fear and helplessness; 3) aggression and domination; 4) 
injustice and suffering; 5) corruption and self-interest; 6) suppression and 
control; 7) dictatorship and totalitarianism; 8) debts, poverty and hunger; 
9) frustration and defenselessness; 10) bias against the open society; 11) 
discrimination and Islamophobia.13 

                                                             
9  The Shanghai Convention on combating terrorism, separatism and extremism, 
retrieved from: www.eurasiangroup.org, accessed on 21.XII.2017 
10 R. Cross, D. Snow, ,,Radicalism within the Context of Social Movements: Processes 
and Types”, in Journal of Strategic Security, no. 4 (4), 2012, pp. 115-129. 
11  J. George, L. Wilcox, Nazis, Communists, Klansmen, and Others on the Fringe: Political 
Extremism in America, New York, Prometheus Books, 2014. 
12 C. C. Rausch, ,,Fundamentalism and Terrorism”, in Journal of Terrorism Research, no. 6 
(2), 2015. 
13  A. Sajid, The role of religion and belief in a democratic society: searching for ways to combat 
terrorism and extremism, OSCE Conference On The Role of Freedom of Religion and 
Belief in a Democratic Society: Searching for Ways to Combat Terrorism and 
Extremism. Baku, Azerbaijan, 2002, pp. 10-11. 
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Many comprehensive studies explore and describe the origins and 
background of extremism and radicalism. They come to the conclusion 
that there are many factors that motivate a person to adopt extremist and 
radical views. The studies point out an individual disposition as the first 
factor. Psychologists and psychiatrists often view extremists, radicals and 
terrorists as individuals with mental disorders. 14  However, their 
opponents argue against such a blanket statement because 
psychologically troubled people are notable to organize, work together 
and ad here to the rules of conductand discipline. 

The theory of social deprivation explains the causes of terrorism 
by poverty as well as the unequal distribution of power and wealth. It 
posits that groups and individuals with no means of living and no access 
to power15 are more likely to be comeradicals and extremists. Although 
such theory fits well into some cases (for example, the Palestinian 
extremism), it also contradicts the fact that leaders and activists of 
extremist and radical organizations are very wealthy and highly educated 
people. 

The third theoretical and methodological framework for the study 
of extremism and radicalism are the theories of social networks16 and 
social capital.17 By social network the researchers understand group of 
individuals with similar informal norms or values, and social capitalist 
heability of participants to gain the guaranteed benefits themselves by 
active participation in networks and other social structures. The benefits 
can be different-an emotional attachment, social and spiritual needs and 
so forth. 

M. Sageman analyzed the biographies of the ,,Al Qaeda” terrorists 
to conclude that social networks have played a greater role in the 
emergence of terrorist structures than ideology, and global Salafi 
Jihadism is rather a self-organizing network characterized by greater 
resistance and mobility than the structure created by Ben Laden.18 
 

                                                             
14 P. Coleman, A. Bartoli, Addressing Extremism, retrieved from:  
www.libertyunderattack.com, accessed on 22.I.2018 
15 С. Christmann, Preventing Religious Radicalisation and Violent Extremism, Huddersfield, 
University of Huddersfield, 2012, p. 24. 
16  R. S. Burt, Toward a Structural Theory of Action: Network Models of Social Structure, 
Perspectives and Action, New York, Academic Press, 2009. 
17 J. S. Coleman, ,,Social Capital in the Creation of Human Capital Author”, in The 
American Journal of Sociology, no. 94, 1988, pp. 95-120. 
18 M. Sageman, Understanding Terror Networks, Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 2004. 
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The Principles and Possibilities of Religious Thinking as an 
Antidote against Extremism and Radicalism in Society 

 
In 1975 Declaration was signed in Helsinki to include the question 

of freedom of religion in the sphere of OSCE competence. Many 
international documents and charters recognize the human right to belief 
and the right of religious communities to act as legal entities. The 
concluding document of the Vienna Meeting 1986 pledges to take 
effective measures to prevent and eliminate discrimination against 
individuals or communities on the grounds of religion or belief in the 
recognition, exercise and enjoyment of human rights and fundamental 
freedoms in all fields of civil, political, economic, social and cultural life, 
and to ensure the effective equality between believers and non-
believers.19 

Among other things, the OSCE members expressed commitment 
to foster the environment of tolerance and mutual respect among 
representatives of various religious denominations, among believers and 
non-believers. They also employed specific strategies to prevent the 
escalation of inter-ethnic, intercultural and inter-religious violence. 

The development of religious thinking against extremism and 
radicalism in modern society is one of the most pressing issues. 

In our opinion, a fundamental condition for the formation of 
religious thinking against extremism is to support and promote 
interreligious dialogues. As the famous Swiss theologian, President of the 
Foundation ,,For the Global Ethics Hans Küngstates”: ,,There will be no 
peace among the nations without peace among the religions and no peace among the 
religions without dialogue”. 20  Many interfaith organizations such as the 
Council for a Parliament of the World‟s Religions,21 the International 
Association for Religious Freedom,22the International Interfaith Center,23 

                                                             
19 Final document. Vienna meeting of 1986 representatives participants of the meeting 
on security and cooperation in Europe, based on provisions of the final act relevant for 
further steps after the meeting, retrieved from:  www.osce.org, accessed on 27.II.2018 
20  K. Küng, Christianity and the world religions: paths of dialogue with Islam, Hinduism, and 
Buddhism, New York, Doubleday, 2011, p. 67. 
21  ,,How Garcinia Cambogia Can Help Anyone Lose Weight”, retrieved from: 
www.cpwr.org, accessed on 15.II.2018 
22 International Association for Religious Freedom, retrieved from: www.iarf-
religiousfreedom.net, accessed on 02.II.2018 
23International Interfaith Center, retrieved from: www.interfaith-center.org, accessed on 
19.I.2018 

http://www.osce.org/ru/mc/40885?download=true
http://www.cpwr.org/
http://www.iarf-religiousfreedom.net/
http://www.iarf-religiousfreedom.net/
http://www.interfaith-center.org/
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the United Religions Initiative24 of ferpeaceful alternatives to war and 
conflict. The organizations work with religious leaders and activists in 
conflict zones in all parts of the world, arrange international meetings in 
order to establish mutual understanding and cooperation between 
religions for the sake of the world, and promote educational programs. 

Democratic forces should pay attention and support religions with 
peaceful messages like ,,Thou shalt not kill”, ,,Treat people like you would like 
them to treat you” in the Scriptures. In the 12th century Islamic scholar and 
philosopher Abu Hamidal-Ghazali noted that the purpose of the divine 
laws and prescriptions for people is to protect human faith in god and to 
preserve life, mankind, children and property. Anything that protects 
these five values is good, and anything that destroys these values is 
harmful. Any religion and any law have a duty to protect these values if 
they are installed for the welfare of people.25 

It is hard to overestimate the importance of spiritual and moral 
education, which is a key factor in the formation of religious and civic 
identity. Society should not feel the lack of information about religion. A 
citizen will become a patriot of the country when brought up with true 
spiritual values that undermine religious fanaticism. 

In September 2012, Russia introduced a new school subject 
,,Fundamentals of Religious Cultures and Secular Ethics”. It consists of 
six modules: ,,1. Fundamentals of Orthodox culture; 2. Fundamentals of Islamic 
culture; 3. Fundamentals of Buddhist culture; 4. Fundamentals of Jewish culture; 5. 
Basics of the world‟s religious cultures; 6. Fundamentals of secular ethics”.26 It is an 
elective course and students can choose to study one of the modules. 
The modules introduce different cultures, religious and secular traditions 
to students. It is important to note that the course does not include 
critical views of any religions or secular views. The course 
implementation met with some challenges like the lack of prepared 
teachers, the negative bias of some parents, the limited choice of 
materials etc.27 

In 2015, the Ministry of Education of Kyrgyzstan introduced a 
similar subject, ,,History of Religious Culture”. In 2016, Tajikistan 

                                                             
24 United Religions Initiative, retrieved from: www.uri.org, accessed 19.I.2018 
25 A. E. Mayer, War and Peace in the Islamic Tradition and International Law. Just War and 
Jihad, Historical and Theoretical Perspectives on War and Peace in Western and Islamic Traditions, 
Greenwood Press, Westport, 1991, p. 195. 
26Complex course ,,Basis of religious cultures and lighthouse ethics”, Publishing house 
,,Prosveshchenie”, retrieved from: www.hold.prosv.ru, accessed on 19.I.2018. 
27  E. V. Pugach, ,,Familiarizing with the bases of religious cultures at school: 
approaches and problems”, in Pedagogy, no. 5, 2015, pp. 12-19. 

http://www.uri.org/
http://old.prosv.ru/umk/ork/info.aspx?ob_no=20402
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authorities followed the lead and introduced the subject on history of 
Islam and the Hanafi with an emphasis on tolerance and peacefulness 
because they were seriously concerned that unemployed young people 
could become members of the ISIL.28 

Similar courses are taught in many European schools. For 
example, the UK schools pay special attention to teaching about the 
confessions prevalent in a particular region. Norwegian schools work 
according to the principle of ,,local differentiation” in teaching a new 
program of religious education. German schools offer religious 
education to the groups of students of similar denomination. However, 
in Berlin and Brandenburg schools teach students all major religions. 
France and the United States have no national program of religious 
instruction except for the French province of Alsace where religious 
instruction is part of the school program. 

The reis a need for the development and support of religious 
education in many countries to fill in what A. M. Bean defined as the 
,,religious vacuum”. 29  It is obvious that people lack the knowledge of 
religious norms and traditions. The researchers emphasize the danger of 
the religious vacuum because it can be easily filled with radical views, 
including Islam and Christian radicalism, and other totalitarian pseudo-
religious organizations.30 The overcoming religious vacuum may be one 
of the effective measures to fight against extremism. 

At the same time, responsibility for the spiritual education of 
citizens should be divided between the state and religious leaders, who 
have great authority and power. 

The role of religious leaders is to strengthen the state power 
through hits activities in the spiritual realm. The stable and strong power 
provides more opportunities for a decisive counteraction to extremism 
and guarantees freedom of religion and belief. However, such 
cooperation should not affect human rights and freedoms if the 
authority represents one of the parties. Its role should be to support and 
promote the world‟s peace and prosperity. 

In a democratic society, the government has to create equal 
conditions for all religions and beliefs. State authorities should not give 
preference to any religion. In our opinion, among the main reasons for a 

                                                             
28Schools of Tajikistan offer to teach history of Islam of Khanaphitsky corporation, 
Kazislam.kz, retrieved from: www.kazislam.kz, accessed on 10.II.2018. 
29 A. M. Bin, Roots of Religious Extremism, London, Imperial College Press, 2015, p. 13. 
30 R. Aden-Thornwood, The Religious Vacuum Threatening Peace in Europe, Middle East and 
Africa: a Comparative Study, Aarhus, Aarhus University Press, 2013, p. 129. 

http://kazislam.kz/ru/songy-janalyktar/item/10847-v-shkolakh-tadzhikistana-predlagayut-prepodavat-istoriyu-islama-khanafitskogo-tolka
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failure of interfaith dialogues is often the fact that some denominations 
are seen as privileged and traditional while others are seen as non-
traditional and destructive. Unfortunately, preferential treatment gives no 
hope for productive dialogue in such cases. 

R. Aliyev expressed a valid opinion that every religion should be 
viewed in its potential to benefit or harm society. If a religion is harmful 
to society, the state must take measures to stop such activities, to prevent 
aggression in the name of religion. In such a case, it is not an 
infringement to freedom of religion.31 

In democratic societies, the Constitution spells out the law 
required to be followed by all citizens regardless of their religion while 
the spiritual aspect of human life is guided by religious figures. By 
upholding high moral standards, religion encourages believers to belaw-
abiding citizens. It acts are liable support to the state in this matter. 

According to S. Fez, one of the main causes of extremism, 
including a religious one, is the absence of competent and qualified 
religious scholars.32 On the one hand, the European countries and post-
Soviet countries have their own system of secular education. On the 
other hand, 1990-2000 pedophilia scandals involving Roman Catholic 
priests33 and accusations of misconduct and abuse of power significantly 
discredited religious leaders. In addition, currently there are no 
recognized and prominent Christian, Islamic or Buddhist theologians in 
the field of secular and spiritual education.34 It seems that all religions 
lack a creative representative who can speak with authority on any level. 
It takes time to foster such leaders. Such a leader would have to havean 
impeccable reputation, vast knowledge and irresistible charisma to 
inspire followers to learn more. 

Conscientious religious leaders could prevent extreme fanatics 
from turning into religious extremists and make significant contribution 
to the security of society. In our opinion, only close cooperation between 
the religious and state authorities can deliver desired results. 

                                                             
31 R. Aliyev, Religion and the state: principles of autonomous co-existence, OSCE Conference On 
The Role of Freedom of Religion and Belief in a Democratic Society: Searching for 
Ways to Combat Terrorism and Extremism. Baku, Azerbaijan, 2002, pp. 32-34. 
32 S. Fez, The Role of Religious Leaders in Preventing Incitement that could lead to Extremism. 
Insights on Religious  Leadership through the ages, New York, Free Press, 2015, p. 201. 
33 The Nature and Scope of the Problem of Sexual Abuse of Minors by Priests and 
Deacons in the United States 1950-2002, John Jay College of Criminal Justice, 2004, 
retrieved from: www.usccb.org, accessed on 10.II.2018. 
34 T. Hiroko, ,,The Role of Religious Leaders in Extremism Prevention”, in Journal for 
the Scientific Study of Religion, no. 58, 2016, p. 227. 

http://www.usccb.org/
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The Principles and Possibilities of Religious Thinking as an 
Antidote against Extremism and Radicalismin the Individual 

 
Every religion asserts belief in God and the divine as a foundation, 

meaning and purpose of existence of mankind. Thus, human soul is seen 
as part of the divine, making people one big family. The imam of the 
Bright on Islamic Mission A. Sajid remarks that actions towards the 
resolution of conflicts and the prevention of terrorism and extremism 
should ad here to the principle of ,,think globally, act locally”.35 The world 
will change for the better if everyone would live in good conscience. 

The problem of extremism is especially pressing in the last few 
years, when young people around the world face new socio-economic 
and political conditions and lack reliable spiritual and moral guidelines 
and values. They are left defenseless against ideological aggression and 
violence propagated by such radical organizations as the ISIL. 

According to the recent reports, the ISIL has about 30-32 
thousand members in its ranks. There are mercenaries from 86 countries, 
including citizens of Arab countries, the Russian Federation (2 thousand 
persons), Kyrgyzstan (500 persons), Uzbekistan (600 persons), Tajikistan 
(250 persons), Kazakhstan (250 persons), people from Indonesia, 
Malaysia and Singapore (900 persons), China (300 persons) etc.36 

The ISIL propaganda targets both men and women between ages 
of 17 to 40 years. The average age of a recruit is 23 years.37 Professional 
recruiters actively employ social networks as one of the most 
affordableand effective tools. According to the reports of Uzbek 
authorities, the ISIL recruited 80% of its supporters online.38 Recruiters 
examine the user‟s profile with photos and comments and comply a 
psychological portrait of a user for subsequent interaction and contact. 

Jonathan Rae described a psychological portrait of an extremist as 
follows. Firstly, it is an individual with low self-esteem and some 
elements of the split personality. Secondly, because of the gaps in 

                                                             
35  A. Sajid, Fighting intolerance and discrimination against Muslims-Islamophobia: facilitating 
integration and respecting cultural diversity: Islamophobia: A new word for an old fear, OSCE 
Conference On Anti-Semitism And On Other Forms Of Intolerance, Cordoba, 2005. 
36 ,,Foreign Fighters: An Updated Assessment of the Flow of Foreign Fighters into 
Syria and Iraq”, in Soufan Group Research, 2016, pp. 12-19. 
37D. Gartenstein-Ross, N. Barr, B. Moreng, The Islamic State‟s Global Propaganda Strategy, 
Hague, International Center for Counter-Terrorism, 2016, p. 22. 
38Terrorism and extremism in Uzbekistan, Issues of Religion or Belief in Central Asian 
Countries (Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan) and Russia in Media. 
Bishkek, 2017, 36. 
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personal identity, heor she feels a strong need to join the group for 
group identity or affiliation. He or she has a heightened experience of 
social injustice and is inclined to blame the public for his or her failures. 
Thirdly, a potential extremist feels his or her social isolation and 
detachment, has no perspectives in life, and acts in an aggressive-
defensive way toward society. 39  R. Borum adds to the portrait of a 
potential extremist such characteristics as aggressiveness, depression, 
guilt, blaming, a lack of masculinity, self-centeredness, extreme 
extroversion, the need for risk and belonging to a group, a search for 
thrills.40 

There must be a way to reach out and work with young 
marginalized people to prevent their turning to extremist and radical 
views. The problem of radicalization of young people is becoming 
increasingly urgent. The radicalization of youth does not happen over 
night but takes place over decades. Unfortunately, the number of 
supporters of radical movement sincreased among representatives of 
different ethnic groups. Despite the severity of the problem, the reis no 
organized comprehensive ,,proactive opposition” to the process of 
radicalization, and antiradicalactors are disunited and disorganized while 
radical structures demonstrate a united front. 

Radicals and extremists employ ideology and exploit youth by 
developing a straight forward program of actions based on positing 
,,problematic” issues and providing simplistic answers to young people. 
Active recruiting contributes to the spread of radical movements among 
youth. It can be viewed as a fierce attack on traditional religion that plays 
an important role in the lives of people. The erosion of traditions and 
the introduction of new values leads to radicalization. The destruction of 
traditional religious values makes people suggestible. It undermines 
society, the state and identity. 

In this case, every member of society can take a stand and oppose 
extremism and radicalism. All monotheistic religions are based on the 
belief in the divine being that created life on Earth. The core of all 
religions is based on respect, tolerance and love for all living 
things.41.Therefore, a religious person must respect everyone‟s freedom 
to express his or her beliefs and convictions. Religious follower shave to 

                                                             
39  J. Rae, ,,Will it Ever be Possible to Profile the Terrorist?”, in Journal of Terrorism 
Research. Autumn, no. 3 (2), 2012, pp. 64-74. 
40  R. Borum, Understanding Terrorist Psychology.  The Psychology of Counter-terrorism 
(Forthcoming), Oxon, Routledge, 2010, p. 8. 
41 M. S. Tranko, Terrorism in the 21st century, St. Petersburg, Willis, 2013, p. 98. 
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understand the faith of others and their values and let them express their 
own convictions.They have to respect different religious traditions in 
view of food, clothing and etiquette, and behavere spectfully. Everybody 
should admith is or her own flaws and limitations and not claim to be 
perfect and ideal. They should not let disagreements escalate in to 
conflicts and should avoid physical and psychological violence towards 
people of different faith. 

It is a wrong way to persuade other people to understand and 
respect their view sclaiming that one faith is the only true and correct. 
Any attempts to convert the ,,infidels” must bere strained without 
obvious infringement on anyone‟s freedom and dignity. In a global 
world, the change of religion is a usual thing. According to the forecasts 
of the Pew Research Center, by 2050 the number of Muslims will reach 
2.8 billion or 30% of the population. It will equal the number of 
Christians (2.9 billionor 31%) that is currently the largest religious group. 
Such growth of Muslims will be sustained by high birth rates in Muslim 
countries and by new converts to this religion42. 

Fostering individual religious views against extremism and 
radicalism should avoid imposition and forcing, especially if individual 
sorcommutes are vulnerable in anyway. It is necessary to avoid crude 
force, threats, manipulation, coercion and abuse of power in attempts to 
foster individual views directed against extremist and radical ideas. 

At the moment, it is each person‟s responsibility to prevent the 
spread of extremism and radicalism. Everybody should start from 
himself or herself and remember that following one‟s faith does not 
mean rejecting other people‟s faith. 

 
Conclusion 

 
The study of the possibility of forming religious thinking as an 

antidote against extremism and radicalismis of great social importance. It 
is important for the development of contemporary inter-religious 
relations and dialogue between cultures43. 

It should be noted that modern science understands ,,extremism” 
as aggressive beliefs and activities against society and government. The 

                                                             
42 The Future of World Religions: Growth Projections, 2010-2050, 2015,  retrieved 
from: www.pewforum.org, accessed on 27.XII.2018 
43  V. I. Fokin, S. S. Shirin, J. V. Nikolaeva, N. M. Bogolubova, E. E. Elts, V. N. 
Baryshnikov,  ,,Interaction of cultures and diplomacy of states”, in Kasetsart Journal of 
Social Sciences, no. 38 (1), 2017, pp. 45-49. 
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concept of ,,radicalism” stands for avariety of political ideas and actions 
aimed at a fundamental change or destruction of all the institutions that 
ensure a stable socio-political functioning of the state. Scientists classify 
extremism in to left, right, religious and ethno-nationalist. 

The formation and development of religious thinking can become 
an important preventive measure to counteract and prevent extremism 
and radicalism. There are several areas of application. First, the 
globalinter-religious dialogue has to offer an alternative to conflicts and 
closely cooperate in matters of culture, education, health, and social 
issues. Secondly, there should be a way to provide spiritual and moral 
education to the younger generation and adults. People are left in the 
,,religious vacuum” with vague ideas about their religious traditions and 
customs, becoming an easy target for the ISIL recruiters. Young people 
aged 17 to 40 years are especially vulnerable. Thirdly, the state institution 
shave to cooperate with religious leaders to implement a comprehensive 
strategy in forming religious thinking as an antidote against extremism 
and radicalism. 
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GUILLAUME APOLLINAIRE, INNOVATOR: 
L’ENCHANTEUR POURRISSANT (THE ENCHANTER 

ROTTING) AS THE LITERATURE PROGRESS 
EMBODIMENT 

 
Anastassia D. Petrova 

Saint-Petersburg State University, Russian Federation 
 

Abstract: This article aims to analyze the concept of progress introduced by G. 
Apollinaire, compare it with the main prevailing literary concepts existing in France in the 
20th century, and demonstrate on the example of the experimental parable L‟Enchanteur 
pourrissant (The Enchanter Rotting, 1909) how the fiction principles of Apollinaire‟s theory 
are embodied in the structure of the work of art. The article considers the grammatical and 
lexical peculiarities of the parable L‟Enchanteur pourrissant, as well as the features of the 
narrative.  Apollinaire deliberately spoke about the formal search, i. e. the search associated 
with the update of literary forms. The formal search is what writers did, who had an obvious 
connection with Apollinaire, that is with his concept: Alain Robbe-Grillet, Michel Butor, 
Claude Simon, Georges Perec, Raymond Queneau, Jacques Roubaud. Talking about formal 
search, Apollinaire determined the function of the form as accustoming the thought to the 
reality. It means that the literature progress or novelty according to Apollinaire consists in a 
close consideration of the existing language systems, genre sand forms, rather than invention of 
new languages or forms. Ananalysis of Apollinaire‟s treatise L‟Esprit Nouveau et les Poëtes 
(The New Spirit and the Poet), as well as his most experimental work L‟Enchanteur 
pourrissant (The Enchanter Rotting), allowed summarizing what the progress in literature is 
and concluding that G. Apollinaire is the founder of the French avant-garde. 

Keywords: progress, theory, experiment, lexical peculiarities, grammar, 
narrative. 

 
Research relevance. Guillaume Apollinaire‟s creative writing still 

leaves room for scientific research, especially fruitful in the field of 
stylistic and literary forms. It is here that the composer‟s continuity in 
relation to the stylistic models of the 19th century is clearly revealed, as 
well as the new concepts that the French maestro introduced into the 
tradition of literature. The growing interest in the structural patterns of 
French prose, observed in the literary criticism of recent decades, allows 
us to expand our understanding of Guillaume Apollinaire‟s literary 
forms. This necessitates the need for their systematic study from a 
modern perspective. The methodological basis of the article is a 
comprehensive approach that combines the historical-stylistic and 
fictional-axiological principles of understanding Apollinaire‟s prose in the 
context of European literature of the 20th century. The guiding idea in 
mastering the material was the theory of progress, set forth by 
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Apollinaire in the treatise L‟Esprit Nouveau et les Poëtes (The New Spirit and 
the Poet). The research methods used in the article are based on the 
universal principle of linguistic-literary analysis; the role of analytical 
methods, namely, of the holistic, historical-style, system-complex, 
contrastive-comparative, literary-theoretical analysis, is of great 
importance. The validity of the results obtained is achieved through 
the use of literary and theoretical methods of research, supported by a 
solid linguistic background. Result confirmation. The article was 
discussed stage-by-stage at the Department of Romance Philology of St. 
Petersburg State University. The results of the research are used by the 
author in the courses of literary translation, taught at St. Petersburg State 
University. In conclusion, the results of the study are summarized. 

In the early 20th century, Guillaume Apollinaire, a French poet, was 
considered one of the most progressive, bold, and promising figures of 
literature in France. Contemporaries respected thirty-year-old 
Apollinaire, treated him as a mentor, almost a poetic prophet. Since 
Apollinaire was interested not only in literature, but also in other forms 
of art, in particular painting (the collection of works by G. Apollinaire in 
the prestigious publication Pleiades includes dozens of essays and articles 
devoted to artists, exhibitions, vernissages), it can be argued that the 
writer influenced the art of the 20th century in the broadest sense. No 
wonder Pierre Reverdy said about Apollinaire: ,,More than anyone else today, 
he has drawn new paths, opened new horizons. He deserves all our devotion; all our 
reverence”.1 Apollinaire was really revered, and not without reason: after 
all, he consciously assumed the role of a genius, able to determine what 
is ,,novelty” and how to make progress in literature. The treatise L‟Esprit 
Nouveau et les Poëtes (The New Spirit and the Poet, 1917) is dedicated to 
progress and novelty, being a kind of Apollinaire‟s program text. In most 
articles and notes about the works of Guillaume Apollinaire, both in 
French and in Russian, the great writer appears as a ,,poet.” In a few 
works devoted to Apollinaire‟s prose (criticism, stories, novels), he 
appears as a ,,non-vanishing shadow” of himself: a prose writer who was 
appreciated only thanks to his poetic heritage, a writer whose texts many 
(for example, the famous psychoanalyst and literary critic Anne 
Clancier) 2  consider raw and unfinished, far-fetched and overly 
concentrated, too private and completely indigestible. Meanwhile, few 
people in French literature can be confidently named a universal writer, 

                                                             
1  M. Yanov, ,,Following Orhpeus”, in Collection of Works in 3 Vol., Vol. 1, Moscow, 
Book Club Bookwake, 2011, pp. 5-56. 
2 A. Сlancier, Guillaume Apollinaire: les incertitudes de l‟identité, Paris, L‟Harmattan, 2006. 
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such as Apollinaire was in every sense of the word. Like Pushkin in 
Russia, Apollinaire in France did everything for the language, and today, 
at the beginning of the 21st century, he remains the lawmaker. Syntactic 
,,falsifications”, semantic ,,mistakes”, lexical incompatibility, use of own life 
and lives of surrounding people as the creative material, of historical 
reality into texts, self-citation, exploitation of texts of the world literature 
and their variations, representation of the world as a synthetic art, 
globalization of culture, mythology-from this and much more, many 
modern authors, following the example of Apollinaire, have created and 
continue to create their own ,,bestiaries”. 

Since his early childhood, as a teenager, Apollinaire already tried 
himself in the novel genre and wrote short stories. His first characters 
were picturesque sinners, cheerful and eerie Jews, Roman clergymen, 
provincials breaking with the moral norms and dogmas, in other words, 
heresiarchs. 

It seems that the author was amusing himself, mockingly 
describing the Eternal Jew, reshaping the legend of Salome, filling the 
Parisian sewer channels with baptistery water, and it is not surprising that 
heresy of the first Apollinaire‟s characters was perceived by many as a 
challenge that the writer threw out to society, supposedly violating moral, 
religious, and aesthetic norms. To some extent, Apollinaire‟s prose 
reproduced a double heresy: the heresy of content and the heresy of 
form. The majority of the French literary critics criticized him for that. 
Even today, in the 21st century, the concepts such as immersion, 
confession, communion, incest are not something one can joke around 
with. Moreover, style, too, is not to be manipulated, because the public 
hardly perceives innovation. 

Thanks to the research of the literary critic Michel Décaudin,3 the 
body of Apollinaire‟s prosaic texts appears to the modern reader in its 
entirety: first, the collection of works in the Balland-Lecat publishing 
house; then, three volumes by the most reputable publisher, 
Bibliothèque de la Pléiade. L‟Enchanteur pourrissant that cannot be 
categorized in any way, two collections of novellas, about twenty short 
stories, four historical texts, a chronicle novel, two erotic novels, 
unfinished things-everything was published. In this case, literary critics, 
Jean Burgos, Madeleine Boisson, and André Fontaine, analyzing 

                                                             
3 G. Apollinaire, Œuvresen prose complètes. Éditionétablie sous la direction de Michel Décaudin, 
préface de Max-Pol Fouchet, introduction et notes de Michel Décaudin, iconographieétablie par Pierre-
Marcel Adéma; André Balland et Jacques Lecat, quatre volumes de textes, Paris, Editions 
Gallimard, «Bibliothèque de la Pléiade», 1977-1993. 
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Apollinaire‟s works, usually emphasize the unity of prose and poetry and 
try to prove that the author remains true to himself in all genres. 
However, it is impossible to ignore the fact that in the Apollinaire‟s era, 
poetry was considered a ,,par excellence” art, and poets were treated as 
prophets. Sometimes poets also wrote prose, and Apollinaire as an active 
participant in literary life and an experimenter was not afraid of any 
genres and forms. He liked to write prose and used it to express what 
poetry cannot do. Apollinaire‟s prose is like an immense field for the 
game of mind. Choosing the form for a novel or story, Apollinaire 
seemed to undertake to conform to literary laws and norms, but instead, 
he shocked and broke the usual schemes. Ironically, externally prosaic 
texts written by Apollinaire impress with their brilliant finish, which 
confuses the reader. It seems that the author‟s genres are perfectly 
elaborated: here there is a parable, here there is a fairy tale, and here 
there is a historical chronicle. However, at a closer look, we can see that 
in fact, the genre is not the one it is pretended to be. ,,This is not a pipe”. 
This is a simulacrum of the genre that the author imagined implementing 
his ideas and images. Like imitating a novella, a novel, a historical 
chronicle, a parable, a fairy tale, Apollinaire in fact deals with phantom 
genres, because his world does not fit the real ones. Like Madame 
Muskad, who in The Death Bride wants to marry a young man to her late 
daughter, Apollinaire continually tries to entrust his original ideas to 
genres that are not entitled for them. The same can be said of the 
language that, in passing, seems to be non-existent, completely neutral, 
impersonalized, unlike the recognizable styles of, for example, Flaubert, 
Proust, Balzac. Apollinaire‟s language, at first glance, seems to be a 
language of a certain good storyteller, invariant, representing a whole class of 
storytellers, rather than someone specific. Nevertheless, this language, 
like Apollinaire‟s genres, is by no means an invariant, but rather an 
artistic trap. To create a novel genre text, it is not enough to use one 
single universal character, and to write in the proper classical French, it is 
not enough to ensure the normality in 85% of cases; the norm should 
extend to the entire text space, otherwise it is an anomaly. The more 
Apollinaire wrote in proper French, the more exceptions stand out as a 
fiction technique against the background of the rules, and the more 
strangely the main body of the deliberately normative text looks. 

In the novel La Femme assise (The Sitting Woman), Apollinaire 
described the era of masquerade balls and spoke of the charms of the 
,,travesty era”. It seems that the writer aspired to a masquerade mood in 
the literature. This desire explains the combination, on the one hand, of 
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a detailed, almost maniacally meticulous description of reality, and, on 
the other hand, of the fiction, the imaginary world: nonexistent cities, 
dishes, historical facts, a universal universe that has a room for anything. 

Apollinaire was not only a great inventor of stories, but also a great 
inventor of characters. Playing pseudonyms and puns, jokes and 
dexterous manipulation with the names of famous personalities make 
Apollinaire‟s prose heavy, confusing, historically interesting, and literary 
progressive. 

Most often, the criticism of the 1910s used the word ,,bizarrerie” 
(strangeness, whimsicality) with respect to Apollinaire‟s prose. Many 
literary critics compare Apollinaire with the ,,masters” of the XIX century, 
Hoffmann, Edgar Poe, Villiers de l‟Isle Adam. Critics accuse Apollinaire 
of not being diverse in genres (which actually is an advantage), but 
offering an abundance of associations, often made-up references to 
history and culture. After all, Apollinaire not only digested and recreated 
the world of art, war, literature, he saw and engineered it from scratch (if 
we proceed from what already existed in the writers‟ field of vision). Like 
Charles Ives in music, Apollinaire did not need reference points in the 
literature. Despite the endless citations, pseudo quotations and 
equivocation towards various works, the loyalty to traditions, proclaimed 
by Apollinaire, in fact is very ambiguous. If he really continued 
somebody‟s tradition (or even traditions), he will have to be called a 
follower of not only Edgar Poe, Hoffmann, and Villiers de l‟Isle Adam, 
but also Rabelais, Jean de la Fontaine, Charles Perrault, Marquis de Sade, 
Pietro Aretino, Goethe, Heine, Rimbaud, Comte de Lautréamont, 
Marcel Schwob, Oscar Wilde, Jules Verne. The list can be continued to 
include not only writers, but also artists, film directors, actors, and 
musicians, because, without forgetting the tradition, Apollinaire created a 
culture of a new type, universal, the one that rules the world in the 21st 
century as well, and in which everything belongs to everyone. Many 
critics, like Anne Clancier, considered Apollinaire‟s works from the 
perspective of his personal life, searched in the texts for traces of 
emotional traumas: complicated relations with his mother, vain search 
for his father, ,,national unrest” (life in France without citizenship), love 
failures. Given how Apollinaire‟s fiction is interwoven with reality, 
personal life in particular, such a biographical approach is noteworthy. 
Thus, Apollinaire‟s prose was discussed differently; his authorship was 
even disputed (in the case of the novels Les OnzeMille Verges (Eleven 
Thousand Sticks) and Les Trois Don Juan (Three Don Juan)), unfairly 
exposing the author‟s passion for rewriting and reshaping other people‟s 
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texts. However, an undeniable fact is that Apollinaire succeeded in his 
bold literary plan. The concepts of the new consciousness and of the 
surprise effect, proclaimed by the great writer, are still relevant after 
almost a hundred years. Today, just like in the beginning of the 20th 
century, Apollinaire‟s prose causes, first of all, amazement. Apollinaire is 
one of those writers whose publications are difficult to consider 
chronologically. Judging more or less objectively, it is almost impossible 
to say, which text was created earlier and which later. According to the 
researcher Pierre-Marcel Adéma, already when he was a teenager, in 
Monaco, Apollinaire sketched a draft of the novel with the bizarre name 
Orindiculo. The action was to take place first in France, and then in the 
American Savannah, that is, in structure, the text resembled La Femme 
assise (The Sitting Woman). 

In 1899, after a trip to Stavlo, Apollinaire began to work on 
L‟Enchanteur pourrissant, the main story lines of which, according to Jean 
Burgos, had been drafted back in 1898. In Rhine travel, most of the 
poems for the Alcools (Alcohols) collection, and many stories for 
L‟Hérèsiarque et Cie (The Heretic&Co.) (in particular, Prague Passer, Rose 
of Hildesheim, or Gold of the Magi) were composed. 

The prosaic texts appeared at the same time as the poetic texts. At 
the same time, during calm periods (for example, in 1905-1906), 
Apollinaire simultaneously stopped writing both prose and poetry, and at 
the times of his creative upsurge (for example, in 1918), he again decided 
to work on both. A clear time line can only be drawn when referring to a 
rather late theater of Apollinaire (1916–1918), although the writer 
claimed about Les mamelles de Tirésias (The Breasts of Tiresias) that only the 
prologue and the last scene of the second act are dated by 1916, the rest 
was created in 1903, that is, fourteen years before the work publication. 
Meanwhile, we should not forget that there are theatrical ,,interludes” in 
the L‟Enchanteur pourrissant and in the Le Poéteassassiné (The Killed Poet). 

Apollinaire‟s short texts preceded the novels. However, many early 
things were lost, and the manuscript of the novel about the end of the 
world La Gloire de l‟olive (The Glory of the Olive) was forgotten by 
Apollinaire on a train. In addition, it is assumed that Apollinaire 
composed two or three novels, in particular Que faire? (What to do?), 
published in the Le Matin journal from February to May 1900, in co-
authorship, but there is no proof of it. 
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The exact dates of publications of erotic novels are not recorded; 
however, in any case most of the texts of L‟Hérèsiarque et Cie (The 
Heresiarch and Co.) had appeared on the pages of journals before. The 
novel Les Onze Mille Verges (Eleven Thousand Sticks, 1907) was released 
approximately at the same time with a whole series of stories for the 
,,Messidor” magazine. In the catalog of the National Library for 1906-
1907, compiled by Louis Perso, the novel Les Exploits d‟un jeune Don Juan 
(Memoirs of a Young Don Juan) by Guillaume Apollinaire was named the 
most recent arrival. However, officially the text appeared in the Briffo 
publishing house in 1911 only. 

The novel La Fin de Babylone (The End of Babylon) was presented to 
readers in March 1914, the novel Les Trois Don Juan (Three Don Juan) in 
1915. In 1918, according to the order of the Briffo publishing house, 
Apollinaire started writing the novel Femme blanche des Hohenzollern (The 
Ghost of the Hohenzollerns) and sketched out the plan for the novel 
Rasputine. Death prevented Apollinaire from completing the novel La 
Femme assise (The Sitting Woman), the idea of which he most likely had 
been hatching since 1911-1912. La Femme assise was published 
posthumously in 1920, then in 1948. 

Michel Decodén wrote that Apollinaire from the early age 
possessed the talent of a narrator and novelist, but it is impossible to 
ignore the fact that the novels by Apollinaire most closely resemble a 
compilation of historical texts, the Holy Scripture (La Fin de Babylone), 
other authors‟ novels, short stories, plays (Les Trois Don Juan), a traveler‟s 
notes (La Femme assise). Against the background of these works, Le 
Poéteassassiné, written during 1913–1914, looks at least much more 
independent, or at all unique. 

Proceeding from a rather shaky, but still chronology, one can 
confidently assert that Apollinaire began his career of a prose writer with 
the short story genre. L‟Enchanteur pourrissant (if we consider it a novel), 
started in 1898, was completed in 1903–1904, when readers were already 
acquainted with about a dozen of short stories, which later were included 
in the collection L‟Hérèsiarque et Cie. 

Apollinaire contributed to the development of all three main kinds 
of literature: epic, lyric, and drama. Based on the foundation of the epic, 
he developed amazing hybrid literary genres: a fairy tale parable (Our 
Friend Tortumart), chronicle novel (La Femme assise), a poetic tale (Le 
Poéteassassiné). 
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It is interesting that Apollinaire conducted his experiments just in 
the era when the antique classification of Plato and Aristotle, in the 
opinion of the French literary reformers (Stéphane Mallarmé, André 
Breton) was considered obsolete, and France was living through a period 
of strict delimitation of narrative and poetry. At the same time, as the 
literary critic Dominique Combe4 noted, one of the main stylistic features 
of literature contemporary for Apollinaire is the opposition of the 
original language of poetry to the language of prose and the desire to 
exclude any narrative from poetry. The theory of ,,poetry isolation” was 
developed by Stéphane Mallarmé, whose theses were subsequently 
supplemented, systematized, and brought to the level of dogma by Paul 
Valerie, as well as by André Breton on the famous pages of Manifeste du 
surréalisme (Surrealist Manifesto).5 Thus, the first twenty years of the 20th 
century passed under the sign of the ,,new poetry”, and, of course, authors 
continued to work comfortably with different kinds of literature. 
However, they were forced to exclude narrative from poetry, preserving 
it for novels, novelets, short stories, novellas, and theater plays, 
otherwise their creative work could officially be considered outdated. 

Apparently, prose and poetry are not opposed for Apollinaire, who 
never denied either his partial belonging to symbolism, nor the poetic 
authority of Mallarmé or Rimbaud. 

This article aims to analyze the concept of progress introduced 
by G. Apollinaire and demonstrate on the example of the experimental 
parable L‟Enchanteur pourrissant (1909) how the fiction principles of 
Apollinaire‟s school of thought are embodied.  

First of all, it should be noted that Apollinaire understood ,,new 
consciousness” as the progressive way of creative thinking, through which 
literature develops and is updated. 

 
The Concept of the Literary Progress Grammar and Lexical 

Peculiarities of the parable L’Enchanteur Pourrissant 

                                                             
4 D. Combe, Poésie et récit. Une rhétorique des genres, Paris, José Corti, 1989. 
5 A. Breeton, Manifest of Surrealism in 1924, available at: www.staratel.com. 
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Seemingly, the first keyword that determines, from the point of 
view of Apollinaire, the principle of the work of a new consciousness is 
research: ,,Research and the search for truth, both in the ethical field and in the field 
of imagination, are the main features of this new consciousness”.6 Apollinaire‟s use 
of the word ,,explorer” on the very first page of the treatise seems very 
important, because French literature of the second half of the 20th 
century, like modern French classical literature, is of an exploratory and 
experimental nature. In 2012, Annie Erno when talking to students of 
Paris IV Sorbonne University called her own books ,,littératurescientifique”, 
i. e. scientific, research literature. We believe the same term with some 
reservations would be suitable for a conditional classification of Pascal 
Quignard, Maylis De Kerangal, Michel Houellebecq, the authors of the 
ULIPO school, and all those who throughout the 20th century and 
nowadays have been creating an image of the progressive French 
literature.  

                                                             
6 G. Apollinaire, ,,L‟Esprit Nouveau et les Poëtes” (The New Spirit and the Poet), in 
French Writers about Literature, Moscow, Progress, 1978, pp. 53-62. 
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It is not a coincidence that Apollinaire mentioned formal search, i. 
e. a search related to updating literary forms: ,,Formal search has now gained 
immense importance. And it is legit”.7 The formal search is what writers did, 
who had an obvious connection with Apollinaire, that is with his 
concept: Alain Robbe-Grillet, Michel Butor, Claude Simon, Georges 
Perec, Raymond Queneau, Jacques Roubaud. The articles Pour un 
Nouveau Roman (For a New Novel, 1963) by Alain Robbe-Grillet differ in 
many respects from Apollinaire‟s manifesto, which, although customary 
regarded as poetic, extends to literature in general. However, there is an 
obvious relationship between the ,,new consciousness” and the ,,new novel”. 
For example, A. Robbe-Grillet, like Apollinaire, wrote about the 
importance of research and renounces the notion of a literary school: ,,A 
new novel is not a theory, but a study. Consequently, it does not create any system of 
laws. So, it is not a literary school of thought in the narrow sense of the word”.8 Like 
Apollinaire, A. Robbe-Grillet was interested in the prospects of cinema: 
,,The origins of the steady fixation of new-Romanists on cinematography lie beyond its 
limits. They are not interested in the objectivism of a movie camera, but in its 
capabilities in the subjective, imaginary sphere. They do not regard cinema as a means 
of expression, but rather as a means of research; and their attention is mostly attracted 
by what had mostly been inaccessible to literature: that is, not so much the visual 
image as the sound series: voices, noises, furnishings, music, and in particular the 
possibility to impact simultaneously the two organs of perception: eyes and ears. Also, 
the ability to express both in images and in sounds with an almost undeniable obvious 
objectivity something, which is only a dream or a memory, in a word, the imagined”.9 
This Robbe-Grillet‟s passage coincides with Apollinaire‟s idea of the 
synthesis of arts: music, painting, and literature (G. Apollinaire assumed 
that the synthesis of arts would be possible due to the development of 
the printing industry). It seems strange that Robbe-Grillet, while 
criticizing the Balzac novels, did not mention Apollinaire‟s manifesto and 
his experiment called L‟Enchanteur pourrissant. Moreover, the separate 
passages of Robbe-Grillet‟s scenario for the Alain Rene‟s movie 
L‟Annéedernière à Marienbad (Last Year at Marienbad, 1961) are perceived as 
an echo of L‟Enchanteur pourrissant.  

                                                             
7 Ibidem. 
8 A. Robbe-Grillet, ,,Pour un nouveau roman”, in Collection of Works, Moscow, 
Simposium, 2000, pp. 20-155. 
9 Ibidem. 
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Robbe-Grillet in his script, just like Apollinaire in the fairy tale 
parable, used the refrain technique, which points to the place where the 
action takes place, and describes this place. Compare Apollinaire‟s: 
,,Merlin retired to a remote forest, gloomy and ancient”.10 Variations on the topic 
of forest, which will always be characterized by the narrator as ,,gloomy 
and dense”, permeate the entire text of L‟Enchanteur pourrissant. In the 
script, Robbe-Grillet repeats the description of the place as a chorus: 
,,through these living rooms, galleries, in this building of another century, in this huge, 
luxurious, baroque, gloomy living-room, where endless corridors are followed by 
corridors”.11 The poetic intonation, which is characterized by a specific 
inverted word order, and even the choice of words (for example, the 
repetition of the word ,,gloomy”) brings together the texts written by 
Apollinaire and Robbe-Grillet.  

Discussing the form search, Apollinaire determined the form 
function as making the thought used to the reality: ,,When a modern poet 
uses many sounds to record the buzz of an airplane, one should first of all see in this 
the desire to accustom one‟s thought to reality”.12 It means that the literature 
progress or novelty according to Apollinaire consists in a close 
consideration of the existing language systems, genres and forms, rather 
than invention of new languages or forms. In this sense, for example, the 
members of the ULIPO group, although they have a fundamentally 
different opinion, trying to invent the language anew with the help of 
combinatorics, permutations, and other mathematical techniques, 
nevertheless, thanks to this conditionally new language ,,accustom the idea 
to the reality”, make the surrounding world more convex, more obvious, 
as, for example, in Georges Perec‟s novel La Vie mode d‟emploi (Life: the 
Way of Use, 1978). 

                                                             
10G. Apollinaire, ,,L‟Enchanteur pourrissant”, in Collection of Works in 3 Vol., Vol. 1, 
Moscow,  Book Club Bookwake, pp. 303-387. 
11 Idem, L‟Enchanteur pourrissant. Edition établie, présentée et annotée par Jean Burgos, Paris, 
Lettresmodernesminard, 1972. 
12 Idem, ,,L‟Esprit Nouveau et les Poëtes”, pp. 53-62. 
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Unlike the members of the ULIPO group, undertaking titanic 
efforts to create an artificial language, Apollinaire convinces his readers 
that progress can be achieved through the original use of the resources 
of the already existing natural French language. The main idea of the 
treatise L‟Esprit Nouveau et les Poëtes (The New Spirit and the Poet), seems to 
consist in the following: ,,There are thousands of natural combinations that have 
never been created. People imagine them in their minds and implement them, thus 
together with nature creating that higher art, which is life. These new combinations, 
these new products of the art of life, are called the progress”.13 

In addition to ,,natural combinations”, Apollinaire‟s experimental 
prose consists of so-called ,,supposed truths”:14 ,,These truths, as a rule, cause 
amazement, because they contradict the generally accepted opinion. Many of them have 
not been studied. It is enough to reveal them to cause amazement”.15 By ,,supposed 
truths”, as well as by ,,natural combinations”, Apollinaire literally means any 
game of imagination, genres, forms, and language. The analysis of 
Apollinaire‟s most experimental prosaic text, L‟Enchanteur pourrissant, will 
lead us to the conclusion that we are dealing with progressive art 
according to Apollinaire‟s understanding, which has opened up the 
incredible potential of prose that the classics of modern French 
literature, both elitist and popular, consciously or unwittingly took 
advantage of (universalization of the universe according to Apollinaire‟s 
type is characteristic not only of the classics, but also of the authors of 
commercial, popular literature, for example, Frédéric Beigbeder or Serge 
Gainsbourg, if we regard the latter as a prose author).  

                                                             
13 Ibidem. 
14 Ibidem. 
15 Ibidem. 
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Even the first chapter of L‟Enchanteur pourrissant astonishes with its 
special intonation, the bizarre use of grammatical tenses, and an 
exceptional, rather poetic than prosaic, word order. In the third sentence 
of the first chapter, one can note grammatically improper, that is, a 
nontrivial word order: ,,La demoiselle étaitenâge de se marier, maiselledisait à son 
père et à samèrequ‟ils ne la mariassent pas et qu‟elleétaitdecidée à ne 
jamaisvoird‟homme, car son coeur ne le pourraitsouffrirniendurer”. 16  With a 
grammatically correct, habitual word order, the pronoun le would stand 
after the verb pouvoir and before the infinitive: ,,ne pourrait le 
souffrirniendurer”. However, the narrator, using a special word order, 
immediately creates a fluid song intonation, as if starting a ballad. In the 
Russian translation only the first sentence of the first chapter sounds like 
a poetic line, and then the narrative in most cases follows the laws of the 
prose language.17 

Not all the text of L‟Enchanteur pourrissantis written in a ballad 
syllable, but Apollinaire played with the word order and arranges words 
in a poetic way. Another example: ,,et samèreluiayantdemandéprivément, 
commemère, siellevoulaittoujoursd‟hommes‟abstenir, ellerépondit que non”. 18  The 
rules of grammar imply that the indirect object homme should be placed 
after the verb s‟abstenir (,,s‟abstenird‟homme”); nevertheless, the verse 
intonation requires an inversion.  

On the one hand, in his experimental fairy tale parable, Apollinaire 
compared prose, poetry, and drama, clearly separating one from another, 
following the principle of juxtaposition, while on the other hand, from 
the very beginning he ,,accustoms the thought to the reality”, that is, to the fact 
that the shape can be hybrid.  

Rhythm as the driving force of Apollinaire‟s texts reminds of itself 
in almost every new paragraph: ,,La demoiselle le tâta et sentitqu‟ilavait le corps 
trèsbienfait. Et ellel‟aimaextrêmement, accomplitsavolonté et cela tout cela à samère et 
à autrui”.19  The words sentit, accomplit, autrui do not rhyme, but due to the 
repetition of the same sound /i/ create an intonation of poetic prose. In 
the last sentence, rhythm creates another repetition: the pronouns cela. 
Jean Burgos in his commentaries to L‟Enchanteur pourrissant20 wrote that 
the repetition of the pronoun cela can be compared with Apollinaire‟s 

                                                             
16 Idem, Oeuvres en prose completes, Paris, Gallimard, 1977. 
17 Idem, ,,L‟Enchanteurpourrissant”, pp. 303-387. 
18 Idem, Oeuvres en prose completes. 
19 Ibidem. 
20 Idem, L‟Enchanteur pourrissant. 
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favorite method of homonymous game, examples of which are found in 
many of the poet‟s stories.  

The unobvious example of inversion that goes last in the first 
chapter: ,,Et lui, qui tantl‟aimait que mortelcoeurainsi ne pourrait plus aimer”.21 
In case of a natural word order, the adverb tant should be placed after 
the verb ,,qui l‟aimaittant”, and in a prosaic text written in the proper 
French, an article would be used before the phrase mortelcoeur.  

Besides inversions, L‟Enchanteur pourrissant is interesting due to 
how Apollinaire treats grammatical tense. Instead of the usual Imparfait, 
he uses Passé Simple (simple completed tense, not connected with the 
present): ,,Ilssouffrirent et attendirent, espérantqu‟ellechangeraitd‟avis”. 22 
According to the grammar rules, Imparfait is used for descriptions. In 
the considered fragment it would also sound more naturally. However, 
for Apollinaire, unnaturalness is natural, because only unnaturalness, 
irregularity gives rise to amazement.In the treatise L‟Esprit Nouveau et les 
Poëtes (The New Spirit and the Poet), Apollinaire calls astonishment The 
Mighty New Force: ,,It is through amazement, thanks to the significant role that it 
takes to amazement, that the new consciousness differs from all preceding fiction and 
literary movements”.23 In the last paragraph of the first chapter against the 
background of the past, the present time suddenly and similarly 
unnaturally appears: ,,Merlin luienseignecequ‟elleluidemande”.24  

It is known that only the first sentence of the first chapter belongs 
to Apollinaire. In the first chapter, Apollinaire rewrites the legend of 
Lancelot; however, the text is part of the L‟Enchanteur pourrissant project, 
so it cannot be perceived as a foreign element. In addition, not only the 
first chapter, but also the entire text of L‟Enchanteur pourrissant determine 
the above stylistic tricks. The first chapter seems to disclose another type 
of ,,natural combinations” for us: a combination of a quote and the author‟s 
own text. 

French researchers of Apollinaire‟s work write about his love for 
rare words, complex terms, and unknown names. Daniel Delbreil in the 
book Apollinaire et sesrécits (1999) said that Apollinaire purposefully made 
up whole lists of complex incomprehensible words and terms for 
himself, in order to use them later when creating fiction texts. 
Consequently, Apollinaire‟s ,,natural combinations” are the conscious 

                                                             
21 Idem, Oeuvres en prose completes. 
22 Ibidem. 
23 Idem, ,,L‟Esprit Nouveau et les Poëtes”, pp. 53-62. 
24 Idem, Oeuvres en prose completes. 
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combination of complex and simple, own and alien, known and 
incomprehensible, real and imaginary.  

Combinations natural for Apollinaire, that is, almost oxymorons, 
are found regularly in L‟Enchanteur pourrissant. The narrative is literally 
built on the confrontation of concepts. In the first chapter, the narrator 
uses the expression l‟espace d‟un mois,25 that is, literally, the space of the month. 
The expression is given in the phrase: ,,Quandelleeutmenécette vie l‟espace d‟un 
mois”. Word for word, it means: ,,When she had lived the space of the month in 
that way”. Further, in the second chapter, the enchanter himself becomes 
the incarnation of the incongruous, turning literally into a living corpse: 
,,Being fully conscious, the enchanter descended into the grave and lay down there, as 
corpses lay in graves”. 26  And Apollinaire called the enchanter 
l‟enchanteurdécevant, that is, an enchanter (the one who enchants, inspires) 
décevant (disappointing). And the voice of the enchanter is called: 
voixinouïe, an unheard-of voice.  

The narrative itself also seems mixed, combining two narrative 
types. In the version of L‟Enchanteur pourrissant, published in Le Festin de 
l‟Esope (1904), the narrative was exclusively hetero-diegetic. The narrator 
was observing what was happening with Merlin from the side, expressed 
himself through the manner of writing and that is all: the narrator was 
not part of the fiction space. The connection between the enchanter and 
the author, Apollinaire, remained obvious, but Apollinaire did not use a 
mediator in the text, the lyrical ,,I”. The final version of the fairy tale 
parable, in terms of the narrative, is much more complicated. The first 
chapter starts with the question: ,,Que deviendrait mon coeurparmiceux qui 
s‟entr‟aiment?”.27 The emphasis made in the first sentence on the words 
mon coeur (my heart), changes the nature of the narrative. The narrative 
that follows the first sentence unfolds the drama of the textual ,,I” before 
the reader. All the characters are reflections of the lyrical ,,I”. Thus, 
L‟Enchanteur pourrissant can be called the only auto-diegetic work by 
Apollinaire, written, however, from a third person. Apollinaire‟s ,,I” does 
not just speak about itself form the person of other characters but speaks 
of itself as of another character. The only hetero-diegetic fragment of the 
text is the fourth chapter, from which Merlin is absent. This absence is 
compensated in the final Oneirocritica, where the lyrical ,,I” is released and 
sounds like in a poetic text.  

 

                                                             
25 Ibidem. 
26 Idem, ,,L‟Enchanteurpourrissant”, pp. 303-387. 
27 Idem, Oeuvres en prose completes. 
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Oneirocritica. Conclusion 
 
Oneirocritica is the quintessence of the experiment. First of all, it is 

worth paying attention to the date of the first publication of Oneirocritica 
in the Phalange. The text was published on February 15, 1908, that is, at 
a time when Apollinaire was torn between poetry and prose and two 
versions of La maison des morts (The House of the Dead). Thematically, 
Oneirocritica is close to La maison des morts; each text in its own way 
represents the picture of the Apocalypse. However, while La maison des 
morts is an example of a clash between two kinds of literature, the 
Apocalypse in Oneirocritica, on the contrary, symbolizes reconciliation, the 
penetration of poetry into prose and prose into poetry. In the opinion of 
Daniel Delbrey, ,,the integration of Oneirocritica as the final chapter in the text of 
L‟Enchanteur pourrissant actually marked the birth of a new synthetic genre”.28  
 

Summary 
 
In Oneirocritica, as in the text preceding it, poetry and prose are 

clearly separated (the song about the city of Orkeniz retains the form of 
a traditional poem and is made as an inset), and the prose fragment itself 
is more emotionally and stylistically reminiscent of prose than poetry. It 
contains the refrains characteristic of L‟Enchanteur pourrissant, the chapter 
is written on behalf of the lyrical ,,I”, and the filling of the text content is 
lyrical: a game of imagination, dreams, visions, but all this does not make 
Oneirocritica lyrical. On the contrary, Apollinaire returns virtuously the 
primordial canonical state to what was a synthetic form throughout the 
entire L‟Enchanteur pourrissant. Every sentence of Oneirocritica is built 
according to the laws of French grammar. This chapter has no 
inversions, no exceptional word order, bizarre combinations of opposing 
concepts, or games with grammatical tense. And when the narrator 
repeats: ,,J‟avais la conscience des éternitsdifférentes de l‟homme et de la femme”,29-
he assumes the eternity of the poetic and prosaic languages. Thus, having 
untangled his own puzzle, Apollinaire achieves a progress, proves the 
ability of literature to synthesize itself, and creates an innovative text, one 
of the most significant among his works.  
 

                                                             
28 Ibidem. 
29 Ibidem. 
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Abstract: Identifying function of binary oppositions still remain actual in modern 

world, since binary oppositions are used in meaning-making and construction of sign processes. 
This study aims to examine binary oppositions, which form the basis of ethnic world-view of 
Japanese and Kazakh people. The research is based on semiotics approach, which considers 
language and culture as a single text formed by binary oppositions and contain “universal 
code” of national self-consciousness. In this study, binary oppositions are referred to as means 
that create culturally codified texts, where cognitive and conceptually significant relationship  
between cultural concepts, denoted by lexical antonyms, reflect language picture of the world as 
well as the world model of Japanese and Kazakh people. Sampling of binary oppositions was 
made on the basis of analysis of mythology and key cultural concepts of both nations. The 
results of comparative study made it possible to define core elements of ethnic culture of 
Japanese and Kazakh people that constitute fundamental factor in self-identification of both 
nations, and help to reconstruct their world model. 

Keywords: Binary oppositions, cultural text, cultural code, ethnic 
identification, world model, semiotics. 

 
The concept of binary opposition, developed by Ferdinand de 

Saussure 1  within structuralism, is also a key concept in theory of 
sociology, anthropology and linguistics, which means that all elements of 
human culture can be understood only in relation to another and by the 
way they function within the larger system or entire cultural space. 

Considerable amount of literature has been devoted to the study of 
binary oppositions. One common point stated in these works is that 
binary pairs are fundamental and universal characteristic of human mind 
and as such they serve as a core element of world-view of any nation.2 
Application of binary opposition is a ,,first logical operation” of human 

                                                             
1  F. De Saussure, Course in General Linguistics, New York, Philosophical Library Inc, 
1959. 
2  Ibidem; M. Eliade, Cosmos and History. The Myth of the Eternal Return, New York, 
Harper&Brothers Publishers, 1954; A. J. Greimas, Semantique Structurale, Paris, Larousse, 
1966; R. Jakobson, Selected Writings (in 4 volumes), volume II: Word and Language, Hague, 
Mouton, 1971; C. Levi-Strauss, L‟Origine des manieres de table. Mythologiques.3, Paris, Plon, 
1968; Y. Lotman, ,,At the turning point”, in Literary newspaper, no. 23 (11),1991, p. 5. 
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being, which helps to understand fundamental ontological issues of life,3 
as being-non-being, harmony-chaos, good-evil and etc. Ferdinand de 
Saussure defines binary opposition as a necessary mean that form the 
value and meaning of language units, as one cannot conceive meaning of 
,,good” without understanding of ,,evil”.4  Greimas notes that thanks to 
perceptions of such ,,differences”, the world ,,takes shape”, where ,,relations” 
existing between binary pairs are more important, than binary 
oppositions themselves.5 

Mircea Eliade6 defines binary character of nature and society as a 
universal feature of human thinking, which is manifested in polarity, 
antagonism and complementarities. Eliade uses the notion of  ,,polarity 
code” that means the way of ,,reading” of nature and human existence as 
well as a universal system-forming principle that encompasses entire 
diversity of binary and dualistic representations.7  Claude Levi-Strauss8 
points out that territorial division of space into self-other is not the only 
one, since binary oppositions find their expression in other categories of 
thought like Heaven-Earth, Culture-Nature, life-death, male-female and 
etc. Baldick 9  describes binary oppositions as contrasting mutually 
exclusive concepts, such as left and right, up and down, dark and light. 

Kyong Liong Kim10 outlines three functions of binary oppositions, 
first, categorization, ,,black-and-white logic stems from this”, which include 
,,basic binary oppositions” made by people; second, ,,meaning production”, 
when the meaning of one element determines the meaning of other one; 
third function, structural that help to define ,,part-whole” relations, where 
part characterizes the whole, while ,,the whole derives its meaning from its 
parts”. Barthes11 acknowledging fundamental role of binary oppositions, 
note limitations of their universality. According to Barthes 12  ,,binary 
oppositions are the majority, but not totality”, and ,,the universality of binarism is 
not yet found”. Therefore it is not enough to explain the whole, since not 

                                                             
3 R. Jakobson, M. Halle, Fundamentals of Language, Mouton, Language Arts&Disciplines, 
1956. 
4 N. Lacey, Narrative and Genre, New York, Palgrave, 2000. 
5 A. J. Greimas, Semantique Structurale. 
6 M. Eliade, Cosmos and History. 
7 Ibidem. 
8 C. Levi-Strauss, L‟Origine des manieres de table. 
9 Ch. Baldick, The Modern Movement: 1910-1940, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2004. 
10 K. L. Kim, Caged in Our Own Signs: A Book About Semiotics, Greenwood Publishing 
Group, 1996.  
11 R. Barthes, Elements of Semiology, New York, Noonday Press, 1967. 
12 Ibidem. 
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all concepts can be explained by its binary pairs and in some cases it is 
not possible to find conceptual pairing for a certain concept, for 
instance, ,,love”. Whereas Jack Goody 13  points out a ,,value-laden and 
ethnocentric” character of categorization of binary oppositions. 
Notwithstanding this fact, binary oppositions are still helpful in 
conceiving the majority of cultural text. 

As Yuri Lotman14 states, culture of any nation can be understood 
by revealing the structure of their unconscious mind through the study 
of binary oppositions, which has been formed in the context of unique 
socio-historical experience. The structure of unconscious is deeply 
rooted in mythological thought and language. 15  Therefore, identifying 
function of binary oppositions still remains actual in modern world. It 
can be said that binary oppositions are at the core of worldview of any 
nation, and meaning created by binary oppositions contain cultural codes 
that help form ethnic identity and distinguish one‟s own identity from 
others as well as understand ,,socio-logic” of human mind, as it was 
outlined by Levi-Strauss.16 

Adopting C. Levi-Strauss and Y. Lotman, we examine binary 
oppositions represented in traditional culture of Japanese and Kazakh 
people. 

The literature review on binary oppositions has showed that the 
issue of representation of binary oppositions in both cultures has not 
been discussed in a comparative terms. Though, there are separate 
studies examining binary oppositions of Japanese and Kazakh traditional 
cultures within a broader anthropological, philosophical, linguistic and 
ethnographic studies.17 With this in mind, we initiated this comparative 
research. The main source for the study was gained on the basis of 
content analyses of mythological and folklore materials. 

                                                             
13 J. Goody, The Domestication of the Savage Mind, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 
1977. 
14 Y. Lotman, Articles about semiotics and typology of culture. Selected articles in 3 volumes, Tallin, 
Aleksandra, 1992. 
15 Ibidem; C. Levi-Strauss, L‟Origine des manieres de table. 
16 C. Levi-Strauss, L‟Origine des manieres de table. 
17 A. Akishev, Art and mythology of Saks, Almaty, Nauka, 1984; V. M. Alpatov, The history 
of linguistic teachings, Moscow, Language of Slavic culture, 1998; J. Bachnik, Introduction: 
Uchi/Soto: Challenging Our Conceptualizations of Self, Social Order, and Language. Situated 
Meaning: Inside and Outside in Japanese Self, Society, and Language, New Jersey, Princeton 
University Press, 1994; R. Barthes, Mythologies (a selection from Mythologies), London, Cape, 
1957; G. Sansom, Japan: The short history of culture, Saint Petersburg, Eurasia, 1999; T. P. 
Grigorieva, Japan: The way of heart, Moscow, Cultural center ,,New Acropolis”, 2008; Zh. 
K. Karakuzova, M. Sh. Hassanov, The space of Kazakh culture, Almaty, Eurasia, 1993. 
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Although Japanese and Kazakh people are Asian nations, they 
belong to different economic and cultural types: Kazakhs were nomads, 
whereas Japanese people were farmers and fishermen. Natural and 
distinctive geographic characteristics of Kazakhstan (continental) and 
Japan (insular) are different as well. Accordingly, the way of life, religion, 
and natural conditions have greatly influenced formation of their 
traditional worldview. In this sense, it can be said that comparison of 
traditional culture of such different nations, represented in binary 
oppositions, will help to reveal along with local peculiarities, some 
universal values that are common to all human beings. The study is 
important in terms of deepening intercultural understanding of world-
view of Turkic people, represented by Kazakh culture, and Japanese 
people as well. 

 
Methodology 

 
The study was conducted using one of the main provisions of 

semiotics, which considers language and culture as a single system (text) 
formed by binary oppositions that contain universal code of national 
self-consciousness. 

The identification of semantics of these codes (signs) and their 
relations allows us to understand the meaning of cultural text. In this 
study, binary oppositions are referred to as means that create culturally 
codified texts, where cognitive and conceptually significant relationship  
between cultural concepts, denoted by lexical antonyms, reflect language 
picture of the world as well as the world model of Japanese and Kazakh 
people. 

Sampling of binary oppositions in case of Kazakh culture was 
made on the basis of analysis of Kazakh mythology and legends as well 
as oral folk materials bearing key cultural concepts. 

In case of Japanese culture, we referred to the oldest written 
mythological texts, The Nihon Shoki (or Nihongi, Annals of Japan), 
compiled in the VII-VIII centuries, as well as a key cultural concepts that 
exist in language mind of Japanese people. 

As a result, binary oppositions found in cultural texts of both 
nations were divided into five main categories: 

1) cosmological and ontological dimension that reflects binary 
oppositions used in explaining of creation of the world, supernatural, as 
life and death, Heaven-Earth, and so on; 
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2) kinship or genealogical dimension that reflects opposition 
pairings of self-other, in-group-and-out-group in terms of blood 
relationship; 

3) socio-hierarchical dimension that reflects opposition of junior-
senior, up-down; 

4) axiological dimension that represents binary pairings on ethical 
level, for instance, socially encouraged values in contrast to condemned 
values, as good-evil, humanity-inhumanity and so on; and finally 

5) ethnic dimension that expresses binary oppositions of self-
other, in-group-and-out-group regarding members of ethnic group in 
contrast to others, representing different culture, civilization.  

 
Results 

 
The results of comparative analysis of binary oppositions allowed 

us to find cultural codes in Kazakh and Japanese traditional cultures, 
most of them remain relevant up to date. 

The Table 1 reflects the most basic binary pairings characteristic of 
Japanese and Kazakh people. 

 
Table 1: Representation of binary oppositions  
in Kazakh and Japanese traditional cultures 

 

Kazakh culture Japanese culture 

Cosmological and ontological dimensions 

Sky (Tengry) - Earth 

Harmony-chaos 
Impermanence -eternity 

Life-death 
Qut (Blessing, well-being) - zhut (literally, hard 

winter, hardships) 
Man -woman 

Order - disorder 
Harmony-chaos 

Light-darkness 
Cause-effect 

Vertical (Sky-Earth) - horizontal (Sea, Land) 
Man-woman 

Kinship and genealogical dimension 

In-group (concepts of ,,Zhetiata” (seven 

grandfathers), clan, zhuz (tribal division), shezhire 

Uchi (inside, the concept ,,ie”) - soto (outside) 
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(genealogical tree) - out-group  

Socio-hierarchical dimension 

Up-down 
Junior-senior 

Aksuyek (privileged people ) - karasuyek (ordinary 
people) 

 
 

Purity-impurity of activity (i.e. heimin (ordinary 

citizen) - hinin (i.e, non-humans) 
Up-down 

Junior-senior 
Uchi (inside) -soto (outside) 

Honne (true self) - tatemae (public self) 
Omote (public face) - ura (private face) 

Axiological dimension 

Ken (broad) -tar (narrow) 

Way, movement - stagnation 
Humanity - inhumanity 

Hospitality - stinginess 

Purity-impurity 

Order-disorder 
Harmony (the way of Gods) - chaos 

Way, vocation, diligence - laziness 

Ethnic dimension 

Kazakh-nomad - sedentary people 

Self - other (external enemy) 
Atameken (fatherland) - zhatzher (foreign land) 

Self (Japanese) - other (non-Japanese, 
foreigner) 

Self (Japanese) - alien (foreigner of Japanese 
origin) 

 

The Table 1 shows that binary pairings underpins the entire culture 
of Japanese and Kazakh people in all levels. In the next section paper 
discusses semantic content of these binary oppositions, in an order that 
is shown above. 

 
Discussion 

Cosmological and Ontological Dimensions 
 

The act of creation of the world in mythology of different nations 
usually is presented in the form of primacy of disorderly chaos. In 
contrast, Kazakh people don‟t initially associate creation with chaos, but 
with the image of Tengry (Sky), which embodies the harmony of the 
whole universe. Since the world in mythological thought of Kazakh 
people was created via live music that represents the quintessence of any 
harmony. In this regard, cosmology of Kazakh people is linked with 
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,,eternal philosophy” of Korkutata (hereinafter-Dede Korkut), the great 
philosopher not only of Kazakh people, but of the entire Turkic world 
and Asan Kaigy, revered by people as the greatest thinkers, fighters 
against fate, who were in eternal search for immortality. Eternal harmony 
and immortality of the Kazakh soul was found in the music of the 
boundless steppe, bestowed to Dede Korkut by Tengri.18 Therefore, one 
of the essential embodiments of the world according to Kazakh people is 

,,kүi”, which means ,,music” and referred as a state of the world. 
Therefore, it is no accident that in Kazakh language there is an 

expression ,,konilkүi” (music of the mood), which reflects the state of the 
soul and spiritual mood of a person. Accordingly, a person and the world 
are perceived as a single entity. As legends say, Dede Korkut with his 
life-giving music acts as a kind of mediator between the two worlds 
(Heaven-Earth), and connecting heavenly and earthly worlds, thereby 
ensuring universal harmony. Ancient Kazakh saying states in this regard: 
,,Olydesenolyemes, tiridesentiriemes, Kyi Atasy Korkut”, which means ,,Neither 
dead nor alive, Father-creator of Kyi (music) Dede Korkut”. 

Binary opposition of Heaven and Earth finds its unique 
interpretation in Kazakh mind. Kazakh people mark space with the 
notion ,,Ken dala” (spacious steppe), which ends with a line of horizon 
called ,,Kokzhiyek” (edge of the sky). It signifies the unity of the steppe 
and the sky. This archetype of unity of the world is embodied in the 
symbolism of Kazak ui, traditional portable house of Kazakh people. 
The spherical shape of Kazakh ui is associated with the shape of celestial 
dome that is located over the steppe. Since for the nomadic Kazakhs, 
Kazakh ui and Aul (village) was regarded as a center of the boundless 
steppe. In addition, ,,its assembly and disassembly during the migration to another 
place symbolized the onset of Chaos and the re-creation of Harmony”. 19  Thus, 
Kazakh people in the process of their formation created its unique 
cosmology, based on the interaction of antitheses as Sky (Tengry)-Earth, 
harmony-chaos, impermanence -eternity, which reflect the understanding 
of unity of the world, impermanence of material world and eternity of 
spiritual life. 

Ontological opposition of existence-non existence, universal 
harmony and chaos are the central issues in Japanese cosmology, too. It 
is expressed in binary oppositions of order-disorder, harmony-chaos, 
male-female, light-darkness, heavenly-earthly, heavenly-lower world 
(World of the Dead), and so on. 

                                                             
18 V. V. Bartold, The book of my grandfather Korkut, Moscow, Nauka, 2007. 
19 Zh. K. Karakuzova, M. Sh. Hassanov, The space of Kazakh culture. 
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As it is seen from Japanese mythology, the opposition of Heaven-
Earth-Lower World demonstrates a three-level system of dividing the 
world, where the upper level corresponds to the world of the Gods, or 
to the world of  Ancestors, the middle world of living people; the lower 
one to the world of the dead. Sometimes the Land of the Dead is also 
designated in Japanese mythology by Western and Northern directions. 
In this regard, V. Toporov20 notes that Japanese cosmology distinguish 
spatial binary oppositions: vertical (Heaven-Earth) and horizontal (Land-
Sea) schemes of the world described by Y. Lotman.21 H. Atsutane points 
out initial existence of male-female opposition in Japanese cosmology.22 
This ,,secondary binaries” presented by such pairings as light-darkness, 
order-disorder. Their cause-and-effect principles are fixed in the key 
principle of the Buddhist doctrine of karma. In support of this 
statement, it is possible to cite a well-known story about Amaterasu, 
who, enraged at her brother Susanoo‟s disrespectful behavior, 
particularly for destroying the order in her kingdom, is disappeared into 
the underground grotto, and the Earth was plunged into darkness. 

Japanese cosmology does not contrast divine and earthly as well as 
divine and human nature. It can be explained by Shinto principles, which 
states the presence of heavenly Gods along with earthly Gods in the 
form of myriad kami (spirits) of nature, forests, and mountains and so 
on. Moreover, according to Shinto there is no division into the living and 
nonliving, nature and material things, as they all considered living things, 
since divine kami lives in everything in nature and in human being as 
well. Therefore, Japanese people believe that they do not need to seek 
salvation somewhere else, since salvation is possible by simply merging 
with the kami and preserving harmony in daily live. 

The representations of life and death oppositions are deeply 
symbolic in both Kazakh and Japanese cultures. Kazakh people, 
considering the opposition of existence-non existence, life-death place 
primary importance for search of spiritual immortality, eternal, infinite 
life, rather than the mortal world. In Kazakh mythology the image of 
Dede Korkut and Asan Kaigy symbolized the struggle for the higher 
ideals of spiritual search, eternal life. 

In addition the very concept of ,,death” in Kazakh language can be 
denoted in two different words as ,,olu” (dying) and ,,kaytisbolu”, which 

                                                             
20  V. N. Toporov, Model of the world. Myths of the World.Volume 2, Moscow, Soviet 
Encyclopedia, 1982. 
21 Y. Lotman, Articles about semiotics and typology of culture. 
22 H. Atsutane, Tama no Mihashira, Tokyo, Iwanami Shoten, 1998. 
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means leaving, returning. It means that a person does not die, but leaves 
to a different, more ideal world. For this reason, in ancient times, the 
Kazakhs buried the belongings of the person with him. Moreover, 
according to popular beliefs, the soul of the deceased could come not 
only in dream, but in reality as birds and animals. Therefore, killing of 
such birds as swan and swallow was prohibited. It can be said that 
Kazakh people‟s perceptions of life-death opposition was also based on 
Islamic principles, particularly, on dichotomy of ,,this world” and ,,another 
world”. 

In case of Japanese culture binary oppositions of life-death, 
eternal-earthly are connected with the canons of Shinto, Buddhism, and 
Confucianism, which form the basis of spiritual life of Japanese people. 

So death was perceived as a reunion with nature, while life was 
regarded as a transient one, embodied in a constant revival, expressed in 
the change of seasons, cycle of everything. This philosophy of life is 
conveyed by tradition of seeing cherry blossoms (hanami). From ancient 
times cherry blossoms meant the beginning of a new year, a new 
agricultural cycle, and reminded of the transience of life. 

Moreover, it was believed that the deities themselves born and die, 
like people. To certain extent this explains tradition of rebuilding the 
sanctuaries, in particular the sanctuary of the Sun Goddess Amaterasu-
Ise-Jingu, which is rebuilt every 20 years. Y. Tetsuo considers that this 
tradition signifies the dying of the ,,old Deity” and the reborning of the 
,,new” one, which reflects an awareness of the transience of life in 
Japanese culture, resulting from an understanding of the transient nature 
of the deities themselves.23 

Japanese people believe that spirits of dead became Buddhas, i. e. 
Deities, and represent strong cult of ancestors that exist in Japanese 
culture, which according to mythology goes back to the Sun Goddess 
Amaterasu. Folk legends narrate that the spirits of ancestors watch their 
descendants, and return to them twice a year for the New Year, and on 
the summer holiday of O-Bon. 

Special attention deserves male-female opposition in both cultures, 
where one can observe both local differences and universal features 
inherent in the archetypes of male and female pairings. In Kazakh 
cosmology the Sky and the Sun are defined as male beginning, and the 
Earth and the Moon as a female one. It can be evidenced by the 
presence of such expressions as ,,KokTaniri” (Tengri of the Sky), ,,Zher-

                                                             
23  Y.Tetsuo, Three Keys to Unraveling Japanese Ideas about Life and Death. Modern view on 
Japan, retrieved from: www.nippon.com, accessed on 16.II.2018 

http://www.nippon.com/
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Ana” (Mother Earth). The male- female opposition in Kazakh culture is 
also manifested in initiation ceremonies and traditional customs. 
Shakhanova24 notes that it is customary to conduct certain rite for males, 
for instance ,,sundettoi”, ritual feast on the occasion of the Muslim rite of 
circumcision, ,,atkamingizu”, celebration of the first riding of a horse by 
the boy, and etc; and for females-,,kimeshek” (a traditional headgear of 
married woman), ritual feast arranged for putting on the headdress of a 
married woman, ,,kursaktoi”, celebration of first pregnancy. 

At the same time, in Kazakh culture we observe the cases of 
blurring of boundaries between male-female opposition, which can be 
explained by existence of multi-layered archetype of female in Kazakh 
culture. For instance, there is an image of a warrior woman in cultural 
text called ,,batyrkyz” (hero girl), where the word ,,batyr” neutralizes male-
female opposition. Therefore, it illustrates the transition of function of 
men to women, as a brave warrior, reliable companion, along with her 
traditional image of mother and keeper of the hearth. 

In Japanese mythology, male-female opposition is also clearly 
traced, which is observed in the history of creation in Japanese 
cosmology, when male-female opposition participate in the very creation 
of the world as divine couple Izanagi and Izanami, as well as Susanoo 
and Amaterasu. Usually Japanese archetype for men is warrior with its 
indispensable attribute of sword, while women are referred as being 
weavers and miko (a shrine maiden or a supplementary priestess) along 
with their universal archetype. Miko was regarded as a mediator between 
the gods and human, in contrast to Kazakh culture, where the role of 
mediators between the worlds was given mainly to men, as in the case of 
DedeKorkut, as well as baksy (healers) and shamans were mainly 
represented by men, as well. 

 
Kinship and Genealogical Dimension 

 
Kinship, genealogical relations is especially strong in Kazakh 

culture, like in other Turkic people. It continue to serve as one of the key 
identifying principles in self-other opposition, presented in the form of 
basic cultural concepts as ,,Zheti Ata” (seven grandfathers, ancestors). 
,,Zhuz” (main territorial and tribal divisions in Kazakh culture), ,,tribe” 
and ,,clan”. 

                                                             
24 N. Shakhanova, The world of traditional Kazakh culture, Sketches, Almaty, Kazakhstan, 
1998. 
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The concept ,,Zhetiata”, which means the knowledge of the 
ancestors up to the seventh line, and the concept ,,Shezhire” (Kazakh 
family tree), i. e. genealogical tree, serve as the main tool for self-
identification of Kazakhs from other ethnic groups. 

Kazakh wisdom says, ,,If one remembers their ancestors up to seven lines, 
they hold in their hands the thread that connects them with their ancestors, so they will 
live and be protected by ancestors”. 

As for ,,Shezhire” it is an oral genealogy that not only helps to trace 
the family tree and distinguish ingroup from outgroup, but also help to 
recreate chronology of historical events of Kazakh nation as a whole. 

The concept ,,Zhuz” includes three associations of Kazakh tribal 
groups, such as Senior, Middle and Junior Zhuzs, which is referred to 
identify in-group and out-group members in terms of tribal and 
territorial divisions. At the same time, there is a separate category of 
persons called ,,Tore”, representing the descendants of Genghis Khan, 
who are not part of the Kazakh zhuz structure. 

Thus, the tribal structure of Kazakh people, united among of the 
concepts ,,Zhuz”, ,,Zheti Ata”, ,,Shezhire” realizes opposition of self-other, 
in-group-out-group in terms of kinship and genealogical dimension. 

Turning to Japanese culture, it is undoubtedly that opposition of 
self-other and in-group-out-group is highly manifested in Japanese 
language picture of the world.  This opposition is constructed mainly by 
the concepts of ,,uchi-soto” (inside-outside), where ,,uchi” refers to family, 
i. e. ingroup members, while ,,soto” refers to all those, who are beyond 
this group, i. e. out-group.25 

The concept ,,uchi” is most directly connected with concept ,,ie”, 
which means ,,home, family”. ,,Ie” is regarded as an embodiment of 
unbroken chain of family groups, passing from generation to generation. 
Japanese people have a saying: ,,Agattesandai, sagattesandai”, which is 
translated as ,,three generations up, three generations down”. This expression is a 
stable metaphor characterizing traditional Japanese family. Y. Kunio, the 
founder of ethnic and folklore studies in Japan, notes that ,,if the three 
generation system disappears, it may be difficult for us to explain to ourselves why we 
are Japanese, because as individualism develops in our society, there is a threat that we 
cannot distinguish our history from the history of other countries”.26 By noting this, 
Yanagita Kunio expresses his concern regarding diminishing of three 
generation type traditional family system of nowadays Japan.27 

                                                             
25 V. M. Alpatov, The history of linguistic teachings. 
26 Y. Kunio, NHK SoogooHoosoo Bunka Kenkyuujo, Tokyo, 1972. 
27 Ibidem. 
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In old days, everyone who entered the Japanese ,,ie” system, were 
included into the house book. This list represented a conceptual entity of 
social institutions regarded as ,,ie”, which was used to distinguish ingroup 
from outgroup members. Here, we can notice some similarity between 
Kazakh people, with their concept ,,Shezhire” (genealogical tree). But 
while the concept ,,Shezhire” included strongly the direct ancestors on 
blood kinship, in contrast Japanese ,,Ie” concept might include not only 
members of traditional Japanese family, but also those, who were 
connected with main household in terms of work and activity, like 
servants, workers and so on. 

However, in Japanese culture the tribal opposition of self-other is 
not so strongly manifested in comparison with Kazakh culture. Although 
Japanese history shows existence of clan division, but mostly it was 
manifested in the struggle for power, for instance as the famous struggle 
between the clans of Taira and Minamoto at the end of the 12th century, 
depicted in the famous Japanese literary work The Tale of the Heike (Heike 
monogatari). Instead, Japanese case of opposition of self-other, as we 
discuss later, was more likely due to the nature of occupation and 
activity, as evidenced by the medieval caste system created in Japan 
during the Tokugawa era, where the society was divided into four castes: 
samurai, farmers, artisans and traders. 

 
Socio-Hierarchical Dimension 

 
Socio-hierarchical dimension of binary oppositions self-other in 

traditional Kazakh culture is represented mainly by colour symbolism, 
particularly in contrasting of white and black. For instance, concepts 
,,Aksuyek” (white bone) and ,,Kara suyek” (black bone), which mean 
opposition of rich-poor. Hence, the concept ,,Aksuyek” was referred to 
the privileged circles of Kazakh clans, respectively, ,,Kara suyek” meant 
ordinary people. In addition, there exist another concept that distinguish 
especially revered people and their descendants in society termed as 
,,asyltek” (sacred (jewelry) origin), and ,,asylsuyek” (sacred bone), which 
indicate sacred origin of a person. It is common to call descendants of 
high-respected family as ,,asyldingsinigi” (literally ,,a piece of sacred jewelry”), 
thereby expressing special respect for the person and his ancestors. 

Opposition of junior-senior also can be traced in ancestral worship 
of Kazakh people, as evidenced by the concept ,,Ata zan” (,,Laws of 
ancestors”), such as ,,Yesimkhanninеskizholi” (,,Yessim khan‟s Old Way”), 
,,Kasymkhanninkaskazholi” (,,Laws created by Kasym Khan”), and ,,Zhetizhargi” 
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(,,Seven Charters”), which represent a set of ancestral codes and basics of 
nomadic diplomacy. 

Junior-senior opposition can be seen in color symbolism, as 
,,Aksakal-Karasakal”, which literally means ,,white-bearded-black-bearded”, 
therefore indicating the eldership system in society. Food symbolism of 
Kazakh people also clearly demonstrate junior-senior opposition, when 
the meal are served strictly taking into account the seniority, social status 
of guests. There is also a custom when the elder Aksakals (seniors), 
present some part of offered meal to the youngest guests (juniors). In 
doing so elder person expresses some wishes, which indirectly motivate 
the younger generation to socially approved values. 

This tradition emphasizes and highlights the role of Aksakals and 
elders, as the most revered personalities, who are considered as guardians 
of the people‟s wisdom and ancient knowledge. Junior-senior opposition 
in Kazakh culture is additionally expressed in inheritance institute. 
Kazakhs usually call the youngest son as a head of Shanyrak (the circular 
opening at the top of the Kazakh ui, the traditional portable home), i. e. 
home. Thus, in Kazakh culture, the younger son is entrusted with a 
special moral obligation to represent family in society and to bear 
responsibility for its further destiny and welfare, unlike Japanese people, 
who entrust this role to the eldest son. 

In terms of Japanese culture, binary oppositions of senior junior, 
up-down compose the cornerstone of traditional Japanese culture. 

In the Middle Ages in Japan, there was a division of people 
according to the type of activity based on perception of purity and 
impurity in Shinto, as well as Buddhism, with a well-known taboo on 
making harm on all living things. So, there were groups of ,,Eta” (literally 
means ,,a lot of dirt”). This group was engaged in so called dirty activity, 
such as the animal slaughter, making leather, collection of garbage and so 
on. Also there was a group of ,,hinin”, literally ,,non-humans”, represented 
mostly by executioners, prisoners, homeless artists, fortune tellers and 
beggars. Hence, it was those Japanese who were outside the 4-level caste 
system of Japanese society. Thus, ,,Eta” and ,,Hinin” groups were 
contrasted with ,,heimin” group (ordinary people). People from this group 
had to live in separate places. 

With the enactment of law on abolition of the caste system in 
1871, the concept of ,,Eta” was abolished and replaced with the notion 
of ,,burakumin” (hamlet people), which officially began to denote people, 
who lived in special settlements. However, in the minds of Japanese 
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people ,,burakumin” remained at the level of ,,Eta” and certain prejudices 
towards them persisted until recently.  

Binary opposition of self-other unfolds a number of culturally 
codified binary contrasts as ,,uchi-soto” (,,inside-outside”), ,,honne-tatemae” 
(literally, ,,true sound” and ,,built in front”, respectively), ,,omote-ura” (,,public 
face-private face”), which regulate language communication depending on 
social-hierarchical status of people. The degree of courtesy in Japanese 
language depends on age, social relations, social status, gender, group, 
and the very context of communication.28 

So, ,,honne” (true self) can be manifested only in relation to inner-
group, i. e. ,,self”, which is connected with ,,uchi” (,,ingroup”), while 
,,tatemae” (public self) assumes polite behavior towards ,,others” from 
,,soto”, i. e. outgroup. Opposition of ,,omote-ura” (public face-private face), 
indicates the degree of proximity between ,,self” and ,,others” as well as the 
formality of communication.29 In this connection it should be mentioned 
one of the key concepts of Japanese culture called ,,aimai” (ambiguity), 
which means indirectness, ambiguity of speech, characteristic of Japanese 
language. In Japanese society, it is commonly believed that ambiguity 
contrasted to straightforwardness is the best mean for maintaining 
harmony in relations with people. Hamabata states that Japanese people 
showing respect for others fulfills their giri (debt), i. е. social 
responsibility before the group.30 

Therefore, Japan has a language for self and other; in this regard 
dialects often are used as language for self,31 while literary language is 
mostly considered as a language for ,,others”, including foreigners.32 Thus, 
we see that the concept of ,,uchi-soto” (in-group-out-group) is a unique 
cultural construct that regulates relationship between self and others in 
interpersonal communication. 

Axiological Dimension 
 
As for the ethical dimension of binary oppositions in Kazakh 

culture, we again turn to the concept ,,Ken dala” and Tengry. The concept 
of ,,Ken dala” is a symbol of nomads, which means the infinity, expressed 
in the opposition of ,,ken-tar” (,,broad-narrow”). For instance, there are 

                                                             
28 O. Mizutani, N. Mizutan, How to Be Polite in Japanese, Tokyo, Japan Times, 1987. 
29 J. Bachnik, Introduction: Uchi/Soto. 
30 M. M. Hamabata, Crested Kimono: Power and Love in the Japanese Business Family, Ithaca, 
Cornell University Press, 1990. 
31 W. Grootaers, ,,Dialectology and Sociolinguistic: a General Survey”, in Lingua, no. 57, 
1982, pp. 2-4. 
32 V. M. Alpatov, The history of linguistic teachings. 
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expressions like ,,ken duniye” (,,broad world”)-,,tar duniye” (narrow world), as 
well as characterization of a person of broad soul by the words ,,etek-
zheni ken adam” which means literally ,,person with a broad hem of the sleeve”, 
whereas ,,tar bolu, tarylu”, (literally, to be narrow) is used to denote 
stinginess, resentment.  

The custom of clans to live away from each other in space as a way 
of resolving conflicts is also specific for Kazakh people. People say ,,it is 
better to respect each other from afar”, which expresses the peculiarity of 
nomadic diplomacy based on the extent of the steppe. R. Tursaitova 
states that, ,,in the boundless steppes, Kazakh people did not seek solitude, but 
meetings” which is confirmed by special hospitality of Kazakh people.33 
This leads us to a new secondary antithesis of hospitality and stinginess, 
breadth and narrowness of mind. This opposition is traced in the stories 
about Kozha Nasyr, a folk hero common to the whole Turkic world, 
where the main plot is inequality and injustice between rich and poor. 

The absence of fences in traditional Kazakh village is also 
connected with the concept of ,,Ken dala”. The length of the nomad is 
revealed in terms of spaciousness, height, distance, and depth, whereas in 
Japanese culture a tatami (mat) can serve as a yardstick. In this respect, 
the Japanese have a saying: ,,One tatami is enough to sleep, half tatami is for 
work”, which is indicative in case of space perception peculiarities in both 
cultures. 

The breadth of the soul and perception of the world of Kazakhs is 
also reflected in folk songs and melodies played on traditional 
instruments like dombra, kobyz, etc. One of the main concepts in 
traditional Kazakh world-view is the notion of ,,path”. In this regard, it 
can be noted basic oppositions as ,,zholbolu-zholbolmau”, ,,ashyk-
zhabykzhol”, which means an open-closed path. The way, the road in this 
case reveals significance of dynamism, freedom and movement for 
nomadic people. So, Kazakh people wishes travellers ,,Akzhol” (,,white 
road”) and ,,zholbolsyn” (literally, ,,may one have road”), which means the 
wishes of open and bright road and good luck, respectively. Next main 
virtue of Kazakh people is humanity, as Abai (1845-1904) called for 
humanity by saying: ,,Atanninbalasybolma, Adamninbalasibol”, which literally 
means ,,Do not be the son of grandfather, but be the son of people”. Thus, Kazakh 
people strove for such virtues as breadth of soul, humanity, hospitality 
and freedom. 

                                                             
33 R. O. Tursaitova, Speech tolerance in the bilingual text (based on the Russian-language Kazakh 
fiction and journalism),The dissertation author‟s abstract on competition of a scientific 
degree of the doctor of philological sciences, Yekaterinburg, 2007. 
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Ethical in Japanese sense is very closely intertwined with aesthetic 
concepts, as seen from the binary opposition of order-disorder and 
purity-impurity, therefore it can be said that harmony in Japanese 
understanding is more associated with order. According to Shinto, the 
world was created by itself, and the regulating power comes from the 
world itself, and therefore the world is good and perfect in itself. 
Therefore it is believed that a person is able to achieve universal 
harmony by following the Path of the Gods that is comprised of four 
basic principles: harmony of people with kami, harmony between man 
and nature, person and society, people with the emperor. If the path in 
Kazakh worldview was associated with the road, dynamism, freedom and 
boundlessness of nomadic spirit, in Japanese culture the path involves 
finding oneself, one‟s true vocation, which calls for constant self-
improvement, respect for work, diligence and discipline. 

As it can be seen, the moral and ethical worldview of Japanese 
people, based on Shinto, Buddhism and Confucian thought, is 
concentrated mainly on binary oppositions of purity-impurity, order-
disorder, harmony-chaos and senior-junior. 

 
Ethnic Dimension 

 
Opposition of self-other in terms of ethnic dimension in Kazakh 

culture can be expressed in contrasting nomads and settled people. 
Kazakh people were open to interaction with other; the passage of the 
Great Silk Road through territory of Kazakh land confirms that. 

Nevertheless, in the people‟s memory there exist self-other 
opposition, particularly, perception of ,,other” as an external enemy, an 
ominous aggressor that is embodied in the image of Jungars invasion. 
The song ,,Elim-ay” (,,My people”) most accurately conveys this 
perception, where the Jungar invasion was associated with ,,Zhut” (,,harsh 
winter, famine”), one of the most important cultural concepts with 
antithesis of ,,Qut” (,,Blessing, well-being”) as goodness, while ,,Zhut” meant 
something sinister, all-consuming evil. In this term, we can observe 
another opposition of self-other, when the Zhuz (tribal unit), along with 
all Kazakh Batyr (Heroes) and Sarbaz (warriors) were opposed to 
external enemies, embodied in the image of Jungars. 

In this light, the cultural concept ,,Atameken” (,,place where the 
ancestors were lived”) deserves special attention, which represents 
opposition of native land and foreign land, called ,,Zhatzher”. Concept 
,,Atameken” reveals primordialism (blood and soil) in self-identification 
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of Kazakh people, which indicate the birthplace of the ancestors, the 
fatherland. In turn, it additionally embodies male-female opposition, in 
which the priority is given to the male (the land of grandfathers, 
ancestors). 

The first encounter of Japanese people with ,,Others” as opposite to 
,,Self” was when they met with Europeans in the face of Portuguese and 
they were called ,,nambanjin”, i. e. ,,Southern barbarians”. After the opening 
of country to the outside world, foreigners from the West began to be 
called ,,ijin” (another person) or ,,ikokujin” (,,a man with another homeland”). 
After the Meiji Restoration, officially all foreigners begin to be called 
,,gaikokujin” (,,foreigner”). In this term, people‟s memory has an image of 
,,black ships” arriving in Japan from the West, especially of Commodore 
Perry. Hence, the term of ,,black ships” has remained in Japanese language 
mind as an indication of ,,other”, something evil and dangerous.  

In addition to opposing self to others (foreigner), there is another 
opposition of ,,self” with ,,others”, which can be given in line with a 
scheme proposed by V. Lukov and V. Lukov,34 ,,self-other-alien”. In this 
case, unlike ,,other”, ,,alien” is represented by ,,foreigner of self origin”,35 i. e. 
by foreigners of Japanese origin. Opposition of self-other continue to be 
strong in Japanese culture. 

 
Conclusions 

 
As it is seen the notion of binary opposition is a universal concept 

of any culture, including Japanese and Kazakh people. In addition to 
representation on linguistic level, binary oppositions act as a category of 
cognitive thinking. Its origins go to the mythological thought of each 
culture, which tries to find solutions and explain the very creation of the 
world and supernatural by using the universal dichotomy of Heaven-
Earth, harmony and chaos, good and evil, self and other and so on. 
However, due to the distinctive differences in their formation as an 
ethnos (nomads-farmers, Muslims-syncretism of Shinto, Buddhism and 
Confucianism), Japanese and Kazakh people have developed their 
unique perceptions of the world with the means of binary oppositions. 
Moreover natural conditions of Japan with its frequent earthquakes, 
tsunami and hurricane, as well as harsh winters of nomadic Kazakh 
people that is associated in people‟s mind with Zhut (sinister, all 

                                                             
34 V. Lukov, V. Lukov, Thesaurus.Subject organization of humanitarian knowledge, Moscow, 
Publishing house of the National Institute of Business, 2008. 
35 P. Moshniaga, Globalization of Japanese culture, Moscow, Max Press, 2010. 
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consuming evil, hardship), had greatly influenced on development of 
special attitude to the perception of life, instilled a deep humility and 
ability to adapt to given environment. That found its expression in their 
cosmology and philosophy of life. Japanese and Kazakh people put their 
own specific meaning with regard to each category of binary oppositions 
as it can be seen in this study. Thus, they have created their own image 
of the world, their own „socio-logic‟ described by Levi-Strauss36 (1968). 

Summing up, it can be said that binary opposition underpins the 
picture of the world of both culture, and serves as an invisible tool for 
maintaining harmony in people‟s life, via indicating immutable ,,principles” 
of social order and foundations of the world perceptions of the nation as 
a whole. Understanding of this codes and sociocultural norms of 
conduct as well as related basic cultural concepts revealed in the form of 
binary oppositions help to develop intercultural competence and 
tolerance required in international communication. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
36 C. Levi-Strauss, L‟Origine des manieres de table. 
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Abstract: A modern child from birth becomes a consumer of a variety of information 

coming from all sorts of sources. That is why children today are the most unprotected, 
unprepared for the use of various kinds of information. In this connection, the formation of the 
foundations of the information culture, beginning precisely from the preschool age, and 
continuing acquaintance with the surrounding world and phenomena with the gradual 
expansion of the horizons of knowledge becomes urgent. In the article, conclusions were drawn 
that social and cultural activity has unlimited possibilities for realizing the potential in the 
formation of the foundations of the information culture of children of the senior preschool age. 
It is able to provide continuous updating of the content, forms, methods and means of involving 
preschoolers in the world of culture. 

Keywords: socio-cultural development, information environment, 
preschool period, the basics of information culture, communication skills. 

 
A feature of the current stage of the development of society is the 

rapid increase in the flow of information, the improvement of 
information technology and computer technology. Creators and at the 
same time consumers of information products are people of different 
ages, education and social status. Experience shows that today, 
information flows directly or indirectly involve not only adults, but also 
children of older preschool age. A modern child from birth is 
surrounded by a rich information environment. He becomes a consumer 
of a variety of information coming from all sorts of sources, as his 
sensitivity to any information is based on curiosity and curiosity, genuine 
interest in everything new and unexplored. That is why children today 
are the most unprotected subject, unprepared for the use of various 
kinds of information, which in its content can be both creative and 
destructive. Accordingly, there is an increasing interest in justifying the 
role and importance of information as the main product and resource of 
the culture of modern society. In this connection, the formation of the 
foundations of the information culture, beginning precisely from the 
preschool age, and continuing acquaintance with the surrounding world 
and phenomena with the gradual expansion of the horizons of 
knowledge becomes urgent. 
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The essence of the pedagogical potential of socio-cultural activities 
in the formation of the basics of the information preschooler is defined 
as the joint entrance of the child together with the teacher into a modern 
information and cultural environment with the aim of bringing to culture 
a rich culture and cultural values. 

As a result, the process of familiarizing preschool children with 
cultural values takes place, and the basis for its content is the 
development of pupils‟ active, interested attitude to a rich source of 
information-the spiritual heritage of the national culture, the correct 
understanding, the assimilation and use of information.1 

The subject of pedagogical interaction is the process of identifying 
interests, goals, opportunities and ways to overcome life problems, 
occurring in the course of joint activities with the child and with the aim 
of achieving the desired results in teaching, self-education and 
communication. And the main thing in this is not only the fact that the 
mechanisms of self-education and self-education form, the abilities 
inherent in everyone are maximized, the features of the child‟s 
personality are taken into account, but the fact that in the process of 
mastering the culture and in the development of universal abilities of 
children of the senior preschool age, the imitation mechanism is 
important as one From the paths of penetration into the semantic 
structures of the cognitive activity of the preschool child. In the early 
stages of its development, imitating the surrounding people, the child 
learns the generally accepted ways of behavior, regardless of the 
characteristics of the communicative situation. As the intellectual activity 
of the preschool child intensifies, enrichment of the semantic social 
interaction spectrum is observed, the value of each rule and norm is 
realized, and their application begins to be grouped on the basis of the 
information received. The child‟s actions, acquired up to this point at the 
level of mechanical imitation, receive a new, socially filled meaning. 
However, on the one hand, the adoption of the value of socially-directed 
actions means the emergence of a new mechanism of social 
development-regulatory regulation, whose influence at preschool age is 
difficult to assess. 

On the other hand, the mechanisms of action of values are still not 
entirely understandable for the preschooler. Since most values are 
initially perceived by him as simple axioms and ,,can-impossible”, ,,good-bad” 
rules, it is necessary to create a cognitive situation in which the value 

                                                             
1  A. A. Zharkova, ,,Development of personality in conditions of socio-cultural 
activities: a paradigmatic approach”, in II Bulletin of MGUKI, no. VI, 2010, pp. 90-98. 
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system will be manifested by means specific for children‟s subculture (for 
example, a fairy tale for preschoolers). The child will be able to realize it 
in various types of daily activities (for example, in games, holidays, rituals 
of daily life, in real contacts or with adults, or with their peers), as well as 
when acquainting with samples of other types of cultures (that is to feel 
that values have a common basis). It follows that the most important 
task of forming the foundations of the information culture of 
preschoolers is not only to give them information at the level of 
knowledge, but also to help comprehend values, saturate with individual 
meanings, accept them as their most important life attitudes, and teach 
them to be used practically. Such an understanding and assessment of 
the systems of universal values, in turn, form the basis of the information 
culture of preschool children. At the same time, it is necessary to take 
into account the pedagogically organized socio-cultural interaction 
between the subjects, different spheres, phenomena and processes of 
social life in the process of socio-cultural activity. 

It is important that in the process of pedagogical influence of 
socio-cultural activity on the formation of the basics of the information 
culture of a preschooler, he acquires life experience, saturated with new 
emotions and content, consolidates knowledge of forms of 
communication and interaction, expands vocabulary, acquires social 
skills, achieves a positive emotional state. 

The importance of the formation of the personal information 
culture is fully understood, as evidenced by the growing interest in the 
problem. The expansion of the use of information technologies has 
actualized the problem of the formation of an information culture. 
Considering the problem as interdisciplinary, its research is carried out by 
representatives of many fields of knowledge-librarians, informatics 
specialists, sociologists, philosophers, educators. However, united by 
common interests, they consider different phenomena.2 

At the same time, the problem of its formation in preschool 
children has not been adequately studied. Preschool age is the period of 
the child‟s initial socialization, establishment of relationships with various 
aspects of life, and familiarizing the little person with the world of 
culture. 

The child, like no other, needs accessible, understandable and 
necessary information, thanks to which he gets an idea of the world, 

                                                             
2  M. Cole, P. Hakkarainen, M. Bredikyte (eds.), Culture and early childhood learning, 
Montreal/Quebec, Encyclopedia on Early Childhood Development/Centre of 
Excellence for Early Childhood Development, 2010, pp. 1-6. 
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learns to think and analyze, develops his abilities, memory, imagination. 
The basis for this is children‟s books, television programs for children, 
developing computer games. 

But at the same time, universal computerization has generated a 
number of problems. This is primarily a decline in interest in reading, 
which is an indicator of the overall culture of society, and, as a 
consequence, a decrease in the level of literacy. Because of the large flow 
of low-quality video production, values that accumulated over the 
centuries began to lose. The reason for this negative trend is the 
uncritical perception of information, the underdevelopment of the 
mechanisms of personal reflection and self-regulation. All these 
problems the child cannot solve independently. An adult needs to 
critically assess the situation, learn to isolate the positive and filter out the 
negative in the current situation. 

It is necessary to teach this to the child. Therefore, one of the main 
tasks of modern pedagogy can be distinguished formation of the 
information culture of a preschool child. 

Information culture as a component of the general human culture 
is responsible for the functioning of information; The process of 
harmonization of the internal world with the development of socially 
significant information; Information activity of a person, the basis of 
which are clear value guidelines. In view of the insufficient knowledge of 
this problem, it is difficult to determine which components of this 
multifaceted concept are priority for the child of preschool age. 
 

Literature review 
 

The pedagogical aspect of socio-cultural activity in the process of 
forming the foundations of the information culture of children of senior 
preschool age is also associated with the work on developing 
communicative skills that are most intensively formed in the preschool 
period due to active communication with peers and the emergence of a 
system for evaluating oneself, others and the world around. Not for 
nothing in the works of well-known psychologists A. N. Leontiev, V. V. 
Davydova, M. I. Lisinoy, B. F. Lomov‟s special role is assigned to 
communication as one of the most important sources of spiritual and 
mental development of the preschool child. Indeed, for every child of 
senior preschool age it is important to be accepted by peers, to meet 
their expectations. It is in the process of contacting with peers that 
personal, business, appraisal and other relationships can be built, conflict 
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situations may arise and be resolved, may be questioned, or be found in 
joint activities. To help children in such a complex process, it is 
necessary to skillfully develop the communicative skills of preschool 
children by means of social and cultural activities: to teach them to 
communicate with their peers, to listen carefully and understand others, 
to create the ability to empathize, to enjoy the successes of others, to 
become upset if it fails, who needs it. The ability to understand and 
empathize with others is the most important factor in the development 
of the preschooler‟s personality, its improvement, both in the 
communicative aspect and in the information aspect, since 
communication with others is a very significant source of information.3 

The potential of socio-cultural activity, which contributes to the 
formation of the foundations of information culture, as mentioned 
earlier, is associated with the competitive-game orientation of cognitive, 
cultural, educational and artistic-creative activities that contribute to the 
satisfaction of the preschooler‟s need for creativity, activity, knowledge, 
communication. It is a game for children of this age is the most 
fascinating occupation and at the same time an effective means of 
forming the foundations of information culture. Defining the role of the 
game as a means of socio-cultural activity, M. S. Kagan notes: ,,The game 
is a system-forming force that ensures the originality and integrity of the culture of 
childhood. It has an intrinsic value due to its undeniable uniqueness as a means of 
socialization and socio-cultural development of the preschooler‟s personality”.4 

One of the effective forms of socio-cultural development of 
motivation in preschool children to deepen knowledge based on the 
information received is the use of various competitions and games-
competitions. Competitive nature, which is the basis of the competition, 
activates cognitive activity, increases interest in acquiring knowledge, is a 
prerequisite for self-improvement and self-realization of children. At the 
same time, competitiveness, rivalry is an inner spring of the untwisting of 
creative forces, stimulation to search and discovery. Skillful use by the 
teacher of the method of competitiveness in gaming activity aims 
children to win, stimulates their initiative, encourages to do the task 
better, teaches to show strong-willed efforts and dedication. 

                                                             
3  A. N. Leontiev, Psychological development of the child in the preschool age. In Questions of 
psychology of the child of preschool age. St. Petersburg, 2003, pp. 4-15. 
4 M. S. Kagan, ,,Attitude to childhood as a phenomenon of culture. Children of the 
North”, in Abstracts and reports of the IV International Conference ,,The Child in the Modern 
World”, October 8-10, 1997, St. Petersburg, 1997, p. 16. 
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Thus, the game has valuable properties as a means of socio-
cultural activities: in addition to fixing the knowledge and ideas already 
available to children, the game is also a kind of active cognitive activity, 
in the process of which preschoolers are enriched with new knowledge 
under the guidance of the teacher. 

According to the theory of J. Piaget,5 the child learns in the process 
of playing with the objects surrounding him. And being by nature a very 
gifted disciple, can gradually lose the taste for learning because of fear or 
unwillingness to learn, underestimating his abilities. And here the process 
of organizing training is important. A computer is, first and foremost, a 
tool capable of giving the learning process a natural, non-formalized 
character. A computer can change the nature of the teaching - not 
something specific, but the teachings in general - make it more 
interesting and effective, and the resulting knowledge - more profound 
and generalized. The starting points here are the children‟s natural 
curiosity and the means to satisfy this curiosity. 

There are several types of motivation for the activities of children 
at the computer: 

A) interest in a new, mysterious subject - a computer; 
B) research motive (desire to find answers to questions); 
C) the motive for successful cognitive tasks. 
If the child is the architect of his own intellect, then he must have 

at hand all that is necessary for the work, and above all, the ,,transitional 
objects” that serve as metaphors, through which the experience of bodily 
manipulation with things in Conceptual generalizations and abstractions. 

Information is any kind of information about objects, facts, 
concepts of the subject domain. Hence, in the context of ,,information 
culture” can be understood as the ability to perceive and transform any 
kind of information. 

Domestic and foreign researchers, such as S. Novoselova, I. 
Pashelite, S. Papert, J. Horwitz, 

G. Petka, B. Hunter and others, pay great attention to the use of 
information and communication technologies in preschool education 
and its role in personal development. 

At the present stage, familiarization with the information culture of 
children of the senior preschool age is not only a necessity of the times, 
but also a necessity, since ,,software allows individualizing learning”.6 

                                                             
5 J. Piaget, Speech and thinking of the child, Moscow, Pedagogy-Press, 1994, p. 25. 
6  S. V. Guriev, Information computer technologies in the physical education of preschool children: 
methodology, theory, practice, Ekaterinburg, 2008, p. 123. 
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A computer can change the nature of the teaching - not something 
specific, but the teachings in general-and make it more interesting and 
effective, and the resulting knowledge-more profound and generalized7. 

The concept of ,,information culture”, including the spiritual culture, 
implies the integrity of the educational process. Formation of the 
information culture is ,,an uncontrollable process”, it is structured, organized 
and strengthened with the purposeful development of the culture of the 
individual by the systems of education and upbringing. However, 
without a clear idea of the content of the information culture, these 
systems operate chaotically.8 

Children of 5-6 years of age have a situational and business form 
of communication with peers. When working with a computer, they 
consult, help each other, communicate, which promotes communication 
between them, enriching speech, prepares for schooling. 

Thus, one of the conditions for the formation of the foundations 
of information culture in children of senior preschool age is, in our 
opinion, the use of information and communication technologies in the 
educational and educational process of preschool institutions. But the 
success of this process is possible if the computer means become 
significant in the child‟s activity, 

That is, they will be used in communication, play, feasible work, 
design, in artistic and other forms of productive creative activity. 

Integration of traditional pedagogical and new information and 
communication technologies will allow raising preschool education to a 
new level of quality. 

However, concrete ways and ways of solving this problem remain 
insufficiently developed.9  These questions are also poorly reflected in 
pedagogical science. The use of information and communication 
technologies is characteristic for many regions of the Russian Federation, 
but despite the existing experience of teachers in this direction, the 
pedagogical conditions for the formation of the foundations of 
information culture in children of senior preschool age have not yet been 
determined. 

                                                             
7  M. V. Hrapataya, ,,Pedagogical conditions for the formation of communicative 
competence and information culture of pupils of the school”, in Siberian Pedagogical 
Journal, no. XI, 2008, pp. 248-254. 
8 Idem, ,,Pedagogical conditions for the formation of communicative competence and 
information culture of pupils of the school”, in Siberian Pedagogical Journal, no. XI, 2008, 
pp. 254-255. 
9  A. Göncü, S. Gaskins, Play and development: Evolutionary, sociocultural, and functional 
perspectives, Mahwah, NJ, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates Publishers, 2007, p. 45. 
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To solve this problem, it is necessary to create interactive 
educational resources for children of senior preschool age.10 The content 
can be made available material of any kind and direction, but only on the 
basis of systematic work preschoolers can learn to perceive and 
transform information. The problem is to determine the range of 
opportunities and features of the application of information and 
communication technologies in the educational and educational process 
of preschool institutions that influence the formation of the foundations 
of information culture in preschool children. 

 
Results 

 
It should be noted that the means of socio-cultural activities are 

closely related to the means of cognition, which include all the available 
objects and processes necessary as a source of cognitive information and 
tools for assimilating the content of cognitive material, the development 
and upbringing of preschool children. In turn, they are divided into 
artistic expressive, psychological-pedagogical, mass media, graphic, 
visual, technical, material, financial means. 

The word, as is known, is the most significant element of artistic 
expressive means. The artistic word is a magical world in which every 
child and a source of information about the surrounding immersed 
himself with pleasure, at the same time it is a necessary condition for the 
child‟s inner world to be formed, and the creative beginning in him. The 
art of a word reflects reality through artistic images, shows the most 
typical, comprehending and generalizing real life facts. The ego helps the 
child to learn life, form his attitude to the world around him. 

The mass media have a significant influence on the formation of 
the foundations of the information culture of preschool children. 
Television, radio, print, the Internet, advertising have become the main 
sources of information that form the inner world of the preschooler, as 
modern children in their free time contact mainly with the media. 

Methodologically competently selected by the teacher means the 
children have a keen interest in learning new information, form arbitrary 
memory and attention, the prerequisites for the development of logical 
thinking.11 

                                                             
10 K. Hirsh-Pasek, R. M. Golinkoff, L. E. Berk, D. Singer, Mandate for playful learning in 
preschool. Presenting the evidence, New York, Oxford University Press, 2009, p. 120. 
11 L. A. Jensen, The Oxford Handbook of Human Development and Culture: An Interdisciplinary 
Perspective, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2015, p. 26. 
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Using such visual aids as colorful books, children‟s magazines with 
fascinating stories, poems and cognitive games in the process of forming 
the foundations of the information culture, allows children to develop 
visual memory, spatial imagination, and creative thinking. 

The peculiarity of the use of technical means by a teacher in socio-
cultural activities is characterized by the following qualities: interactivity, 
multimedia (representation of objects and processes with the help of 
photo, video, graphics, animation, sound), communicativity (the 
possibility of direct communication, efficiency of information 
representation), productivity. It should be noted that all funds are closely 
interrelated and interdependent. So, the choice of their application in the 
process of socio-cultural activity depends on the nature of the content, 
purpose and thematic focus of activity, on the psychological and 
pedagogical characteristics of the object of influence. 

Socio-cultural activity, in its essence, differs in a creative direction, 
is focused on the preschooler, on an exhaustive disclosure of the spiritual 
and creative potential inherent in it. In the course of this, social and 
cultural relations and connections between people, the people themselves 
and the real reality surrounding them are gradually forming. 

According to V. T. Kudryavtsev, culture, turning into the content 
of children‟s activities, does not become a subject of purely didactic 
interest, it acquires an objectively new function of the material on which 
the child makes an orientation in the sphere of human relations. 12  
However, the process of the social development of preschool children 
presupposes not only and not so much the child‟s acquisition of cultural 
values, as the formation of one‟s own attitude towards it, the 
transformation and transformation of cultural values into personal 
interpersonal achievements. From our point of view, in the process of 
forming the foundations of the information culture through means of 
socio-cultural activities, the following can be defined: 

-activity-creative features that are manifested in the possibility of 
including preschool children in various types of creative activity, are 
related to their inclinations and interests, are aimed at moral, artistic and 
aesthetic education, in the course of which the spiritual and physical 
potential changes and develops, the acquired knowledge and skills 
become Beliefs and values; 

                                                             
12 V. T. Kudryavtsev, ,,Creativity is the language of culture: how does the child get hold 
of it. Preschooler”, in Methods and Practice of Education and Training, no. VI, 2012, pp. 5-
13. 
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-socio-cultural features, manifested in the construction of the 
educational environment of preschool institutions, the establishment of a 
favorable psychological climate, reflecting the qualitative aspect of 
interpersonal relations, the fact of developing the creative potential of 
preschool children in accordance with their desires and inclinations; 

-individual-differentiated features associated with the diagnostic 
study of individual, personal and pioneer characteristics of preschool 
children, taking into account information about their cultural interests, 
which are the reason for choosing an individual-oriented content of 
means, forms, methods of social and cultural activity. 

 
Discussion 

 
For the preschooler, the main way of development is the 

accumulation and generalization of one‟s own sensory experience, based 
on visual representations, the realization of inner purposefulness and the 
constant need for obtaining the necessary information, and using 
different ways of action aimed at replenishing and deepening knowledge. 
An important feature of cognitive activity lies in the fact that it is aimed 
at mastering the child‟s generalized methods of action, on the decision of 
personality-significant for the preschooler cognitive problems. It is 
precisely these generalizations aimed at developing the child‟s interest in 
the process of cognition, which can become the basis for the full 
development of the preschool child. 

The main function of the teacher at this age stage is to adapt the 
child to life in the surrounding macrocosm, developing significant 
abilities for cognition, concrete actions and manifestation of the attitude 
towards the microcosm as a whole.13 The formation of the basis for the 
information culture of a preschool child is not so much through the 
transfer of certain knowledge and ideas to him, but rather through the 
creation of a teacher in such a problem situation in which the motivated 
motivation for finding, absorbing the necessary information to update 
cognitive experience comes from the children themselves. 

The peculiarity of the problem-oriented orientation of cognitive 
activity is that it promotes the awakening of the cognitive need, which 
brings the process of formation of the foundations of information 
culture closer to the process of creative thinking, where not only the 

                                                             
13 V. S. Bezrukova, Pedagogy: Textbook. Allowance, Rostov-on-Don, Phoenix, 2013, p. 145. 
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assimilation of the results of cognition, but also the ways of joint creative 
activity is supposed.14 

Another component of the cognitive process is the preschooler‟s 
attitude to information. The information obtained leaves a certain 
emotional trace in his soul, which we call the ,,attitude”, that is, in the 
process of perception of information the child has a certain attitude to 
the information, facts and events that he has mastered. Due to age and 
psychological characteristics of children of the senior preschool age, their 
attitude to information is different in their perception. If the information 
is primary for an adult, and the attitude to it is secondary, since adults 
express their attitude to something only if they have knowledge about it, 
then the children have the opposite picture. For them, as a rule, the 
relationship is primary, and information is secondary, that is, they tend to 
know what interests them. Therefore, in the process of cognitive activity 
in order to effectively assimilate certain information to children, the 
teacher must first form a positive attitude toward children in the 
information that he wants to convey to them, and then present the 
information itself, thereby creating a strong foundation, which is easily 
superimposed in later knowledge.15 

Experience shows that the need for information appears when the 
target chosen by the child cannot be achieved without additional sources. 
Therefore, it is necessary to create situations in which preschoolers need 
to search for information in order to carry out the assigned task. 

One of the mechanisms of successfully implemented cognitive 
activity is the creation of a personally developing situation as one of the 
aspects of the overall personality oriented direction of development and 
education of preschool children, aimed at the formation of cognitive 
interest. The goal of creating a personal situation is to change the attitude 
towards the knowledge of the preschooler himself due to the fact that it 
is oriented toward his individuality.16 

In the process of creating a personally developing situation, special 
attention is paid to working with the cognitive question of the child. 
Asking a question, he shows interest, desire and intention to cooperate, 
at the same time, the child opens for a new one, prepares to interact with 

                                                             
14 N. V. Bordovskaya, Modern educational technologies (2 ed), Moscow, KNORUS, 2011, p. 
76. 
15 M. A. Ariarsky, ,,Conditions for the realization of the creative potential of a culture 
of the creative-information era”, in Bulletin of the Moscow State University of Culture and 
Arts, no. I, 2014, pp. 20-28. 
16 L. S. Podymova, V. A. Slastenina, Pedagogy: a textbook for bachelors, Moscow, Yurayt 
Publishing House, 2014, p. 226. 
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another, still unknown, becomes a research position. The peculiarity of 
working with the question is the focus on drawing up such questions and 
tasks that are addressed to the preschool child personally, to his actual 
interests. Work with the issue includes three stages: choosing the topic of 
interest, narrowing the topic to the question, offering options for solving 
the problem. After the formulation of the cognitive question, children 
are asked to draw up a ,,map of interest”, which could help in collecting 
information. Drawing up such a card requires a preschooler to 
collaborate with adults in an active and meaningful search, which 
includes the following steps: determining the source of information; 
Search and obtain the necessary information; Understanding and ability 
to extract useful information for solving personal problems; Application 
of information.17 

The success of creating a personally developing situation by a 
teacher is possible with his skillful selection of a problem that represents 
a certain life situation and is related to the interests and experiences of 
children. At the same time, the chosen problem should take into account 
the availability of certain knowledge, ways to solve the problem 
associated with difficulties, as well as the child‟s desire to overcome these 
difficulties, which causes the generation of new thoughts based on the 
available knowledge and methods. With joint activity, the attention of 
preschool children is directed precisely at the methods of action, on the 
process of achieving results, on the exchange of knowledge, emotions, 
and not only on the result itself. 

The process of formation of the cognitive activity of preschool 
children on the basis of the information received consists of several 
stages. The first stage is characterized by single, inaccurate, general 
representations of children. Children do not establish consistent and 
temporary connections between the phenomena, do not distinguish their 
essential features, experience difficulties in verbal characterization of 
images and events, but a differentiated attitude to ,,good” and ,,evil” in 
social phenomena is already observed.18 

At the second stage, there are first generalizations that are closely 
related to specific visual images, elementary cause-and-effect 
relationships between events are established, but children often make 
mistakes in establishing the time sequence of events, when defining 

                                                             
17 N. E. Dowd, D. G. Singer, R. F. Wilson, Handbook of Children, Culture, and Violence, 
Sage Publications, 2006, p. 56. 
18 M. A. Lukjanova, Didactic maintenance of formation of basic information culture of schoolchildren 
in establishments of additional education of children, Kazan, 2012, p. 11. 
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essential features, mix them with insignificant ones, although the verbal 
characteristics of representations become More clear and complete, and 
preschoolers knowingly and clearly express their attitude towards 
phenomena and people. 

At the third stage, children‟s representations have a generalized 
character, single ideas are interrelated, there is a desire for 
systematization, justification of new knowledge, and skills are acquired to 
independently apply the knowledge gained in accessible practical 
activities. Children of preschool age knowingly establish the causal 
relationship between the events of social life and natural phenomena. 
Verbal characteristics are characterized by imagery, logic, the forms of 
expressing attitudes to the phenomena of social life become more 
diverse. 

The pedagogue‟s skillful combination of various forms of gaming 
activities for preschool children, the regular and varied use of such types 
of games as subject-role, director, developing, subject and computer 
create the most favorable conditions for the development of emotional, 
epistemological, hedonistic, intellectual and psychological motivations 
underlying the motivational-personal component of the cognitive interest 
of the preschooler. In addition, this combination in the most secure (and 
therefore most effective) form unites the reflective-communicative 
activity of preschool children with the creative-active component of their 
information culture. 

 
Conclusion 

 
Synthesis of all the above means, forms, methods and 

characteristics of socio-cultural activities constitute the methodological 
basis of pedagogical assistance to the formation of the basics of the 
information culture of the preschool child, which makes it possible to 
identify the sources of the interrelation between social and personal 
factors in the development of the preschooler‟s personality, the 
interaction of the adult and the child, and the interrelationship of 
different types of child activities. Proceeding from the foregoing, it 
should be concluded that social and cultural activities have unlimited 
potential for realizing the potential for forming the basis of the 
information culture of children of the senior preschool age and can 
provide continuous updating of the content, forms, methods and means 
of involving preschool children in the world of culture. 
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Abstract: An article describes the use of the tests ,,The Person” 

Picking an Apple From a Tree and ,,Man in the rain” to optimize the selection of personnel 
and the promotion of the personnel reserve of employees of employment centers in Ukraine. As 
a result, the following clusters were identified, which describe 86% of the sample: ,,personnel 
reserve” (16%), ,,stable employee” (52%), ,,abandonment of career” (18%). 

Keywords: projective tests, professional selection, civil servants, career, 
motivation. 

 
In Ukraine, there is a reform of many industries-medicine, 

education, etc. The same process takes place in the state employment 
service of Ukraine. From civil service system it is transformed into one 
that should become the National Employment Agency and will carry out 
functions of the executive directorate of the Social Insurance Fundin 
case of unemployment. The emphasis in theagency‟s practical work is on 
active mediation and regulation of the labor market with the help of the 
latest information technologies; a unified electronic database of vacancies 
is formed; the approaches in working with registered unemployed have 
changed. The insurance principle of payment of the unemployment 
benefit was strengthened; entrepreneurial initiatives of registered 
unemployed are supported; Agency should pay special attention to the 
employment of citizens under the age of 24 (involving graduates to work 
on internship conditions based on the samples of Germany and 
Romania). The National Agency for Employment has been given the 
function of forecasting the situation in the employment market, in 
particular, the monthly public presentation of an assessment of the 
sit1uation in this market.1 All these reforms require changes in the work 
of the personnel of the employment service; first of all there is the 
question of the stress-resistance of employees, their level of satisfaction 
with work and the system of motivation.2 At the same time, interesting 

                                                             
1 The state will contribute workout unemployed as a new. Presentation of the reform of the employment 
service, 2015, retrieved from: www.ru.tsn.ua, accessed in 29.01.2018. 
2  I. M. Scherbakova, ,,Satisfaction with professional activity as an indicator of 
neuroticism of subjects of labor”, in Pedagogical sciences: theory, history, innovative technologies, 
no. 1 (45), 2015, pp. 196-192. 
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psychological trends are taking place in modern psychological studies: on 
the one hand, standardization of tests and questionnaires intended for 
scientific research takes place, on the other hand, in the practice of the 
HR manager, marketer and psychologist of an enterprise, narrative 
methods, training, and so on. Classical questionnaires do not sufficiently 
solve these problems, since public service employees are characterized by 
a high level of socially-desirable answers, which distorts the real picture. 
In this connection, there was a need to search and implement project 
methods in work with personnel and to study their effectiveness. The 
purpose of our research was to study the corporate culture of the 
National Employment Agency of Ukraine, motivation and stress 
resistance of employees.  

 
Literature Review 

 
Clare W. Graves 3  in his studies put forward the idea of ,,spiral 

dynamics” of human development, its progress from levels of existence to 
levels of being. Based on this approach, F. Laloux4 developed his own 
theory of the dynamics of corporate cultures. He identified the following 
types of cultures: impulsive, conformist, competitive, pluralistic and 
evolutionary.5 In management, there is a somewhat different division of 
types of corporate cultures, which overlaps with the concept of F. 
Laloux. A bureaucratic organizational culture is characterized by treating 
the employee as an object of manipulation and control by the 
organization. Used motivation for employees here are economic interest 
and financial incentives. This level corresponds to impulsive and 
conformist types of corporate cultures. Organic organizational culture is 
based on meeting the social needs of employees, their need for 
communication and recognition, which is characteristic of a pluralistic 
corporate culture. Entrepreneurial organizational culture is built on the 
initiative of the employees themselves, so the main resource of the 
organization‟s effectiveness is persistent and aggressive employees. The 
organization needs to find such people and constantly maintain control 
over them in the prevailing spirit of competitiveness and competition. A 

                                                             
3 C. W. Graves, ,,Levels of Existence: An Open System Theory of Values”, in The 
Journal of Humanistic Psychology, no. 10 (2), 1970, pp. 131-154. 
4 F. Laloux, Reinventing organizations, Nelson Parker, 2014. 
5  N. M. Bogolubova, J. V. Nikolaeva, V. I. Fokin, S. S. Shirin, E. E. Elts, 
,,Contemporary problems of cultural cooperation: Issues in theory and practice”, in 
Middle East Journal of Scientific Research, no. 16 (12), 2013, pp. 1731-1734. 
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challenge is used as an effective method of motivating employees and 
corresponds to the potential of employees and possible remuneration, 
which opens a good opportunity for self-fulfillment. This is a 
competitive type of organization by F. Laloux.6 

Participatory organizational culture (culture of participation, team) 
assumes the commonality of values, the priority of team goals and the 
complementarity of team members, joint planning and active 
participation of all team members in the analysis of problems and 
prospects, which corresponds to the evolutionary type by F. Laloux.7 

D. Sweetman, J. B. Avey, B. C. Luthans, F. Luthans8 put forward 
the idea that psychological capital should have a positive impact on the 
success of labor, welfare of the individual, the level of subjective 
satisfaction with life. They draw attention to the fact that when 
conducting studies by the method of comparative groups or cross 
sections, difficulties arise with the search for causality: psychological 
capital influences the success of employees (especially in the field of 
information technology) or, on the contrary, the high level of 
professional achievements positively influences the mood of the staff. 
Patrick M. Wright and Gary C. McMahan 9  also emphasize the 
importance of keeping in mind the mood and motivation of employees. 
These factors can significantly affect productivity, with the same level of 
abilities and competencies. The concept of social capital is increasingly 
used to explain the various social and economic processes taking place in 
society. Social capital can be defined as ,,a resource belonging to social relations 
and capable of increasing the productivity of purposeful actions”. 10  In Ukraine, 
there were individual studies of the psychological climate of the 
collective.11 Mainly pedagogical and military collectives were studied, and 

                                                             
6 F. Laloux, Reinventing organizations. 
7 Ibidem. 
8 D. Sweetman, F. Luthans, J. В. Avey, B. C. Luthans, ,,Positive Psychological Capital 
and Creative Performance”, in Canadian Journal of Administrative Sciences, no. 28 (1), 2011, 
pp. 4-13. DOI: 10.1002/CJAS.175. 
9 P. M. Wright, G. C. McMahan, ,,Exploring human capital: putting human back into 
strategic human resource management”, in Human Resource Management Journal, no. 21 
(2), 2011, pp. 93-104. DOI: 10.1111/j.1748-8583.2010.00165.x. 
10  J. Häuberer, Social Capital Theory, Weisbaden, VS Verlag für Sozialwissenschaften, 
2011. 
11 R. Florida, C. Mellander, K. Stolarick, ,,Inside the black box of regional development. 
Human capital, the creative class and tolerance”, in Journal of Economic Geography, no. 8, 
2008, pp. 615-649; A. Trofimov, K. Miliutina, N. Bulatevych, M. Maksymov, Y. 
Nevidoma, O. Bilous, ,,Job Satisfaction and Self-Realization of Bookmakers”, in Journal 
of Advanced Research in Law and Economics, no. 8 (4), 2017, pp. 1356-1360; L. G. 
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the study of corporate cultures of state and private enterprises was 
carried out in our previous studies,12 where the dependence between the 
psychological capital of employees and low level of bureaucratization of 
the enterprise. 

 
Methods 

 
103 employees of the service who were representatives of different 

regions of Ukraine were examined. Of these, 25 are specialists in the job 
placement departments, 21 are chiefs of these departments, 19 are 
specialists in the departments for working with employers, 22 are chiefs 
of these departments, 16 are chiefs of different departments who are in 
the staff reserve of the National Agency. There were 70 women and 33 
men, which correctly reflects the gender composition of the service staff 
as a whole. The age of respondents ranged from 28 to 55 years. All 
respondents willingly and voluntarily took part in the study while being 
on the upgrade courses. Three methods were used: ,,The study of the type of 
corporate culture”,13 and the projective techniques ,,Man in the rain” 14  and 
,,The person picking an apple from a tree”.15 

The methodology ,,Man in the rain” 16  was proposed by T. 
Zinkevich-Evstigneeva to assess the adaptive capacity and human 
resistance to the effects of stress factors. Figures are considered in 
comparison. Rain symbolizes a stressful situation. By the way a person 
changes in comparison with the first figure, one can judge the author‟s 
attitude to difficulties and ways of overcoming them. This test is 
especially important, when the psychologist is faced with the task of 
professional selection of employees for work, involving an increased 
degree of risk. In this case, psychological stability and the ability to resist 
negative influences will be an indicator of professional fitness.  

                                                                                                                                               
Bikchintayeva, ,,Theoretic analysis psychodiagnostic of socio-psychological climate in a 
professional groups of policemen in context of legal psychology research”, in Bulletin of 
Moscow University of MIA, no. 3, 2014, pp. 244-249. 
12 L. Gantt, C. Tabone, Formal Elements Art Therapy Scale, The Rating Manual, Gargoyle 
Press Morgantown, 1998.  
13 Ibidem. 
14 A. Trofimov, K. Miliutina, N. Bulatevych, M. Maksymov, Y. Nevidoma, O. Bilous, 
,,Job Satisfaction and Self-Realization of Bookmakers”, in Journal of Advanced Research in 
Law and Economics, no.  8 (4), 2017, pp. 1356-1360. 
15  L. G. Bikchintayeva, ,,Theoretic analysis psychodiagnostic of socio-psychological 
climate”, pp. 244-249. 
16 T. D. Zinkevich-Evstigneeva, The way to the enhancement. Theory and practice of fairy tale 
therapy, Saint Petersburg, Rech‟, 1998. 
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The technique ,,The person picking an apple from a tree” is offered by L. 
Gantt and C. Tabone17 and applied in the study of the attitude to the 
world and the individual lifestyle in adults and older adolescents. 

The results were supplemented by expert assessments from the 
heads and teachers of the courses (10 people), interviews with 
respondents, which allowed to objectify the results obtained by 
projective methods. 

 
Results and Discussion 

 
In the course of the study it was revealed that the predominant 

type of corporate culture is bureaucratic, which is typical for the civil 
service. Employees demonstrate a sufficient level of satisfaction, 
regularly improve their qualifications, 32% of them have received or are 
in the process of receiving a second higher education in the social sphere 
(psychology, social work). The projective drawing ,,The 
Person Picking an Apple From a Tree” can be analyzed both by the presence 
and interpretation of individual details, and in general, guided by the plot 
and proportions. We chose a mixed type of interpretation. Figures were 
typologized for several basic options: 

-The person picking apples by hands standing on the ground; 
-The person uses a technical device; 
-The person picking apples while standing on the stairs; 
-The person picking apples with his/her hands standing on the 

ground with a nearby staircase. 
Three respondents of this sample showed an option of the image 

where a person (child) sits on a tree and eats apples straight from the 
branch. Let‟s analyze in more detail figure 1, which belongs to a woman 
of 25 years. 
 
 
 

Figure 1: A person picking 
apples from a tree (personnel 

reserve) 
 

 
 

 

                                                             
17 L. Gantt, C. Tabone, Formal Elements Art Therapy Scale. 
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Figure 1 belongs to a young woman from a group of personnel 
reserve. For five years in the service of employment, she has progressed 
from an ordinary employee of department on work with employers to 
the head of department and came to the training courses independently, 
with the purpose of mastering the new legislation in the field of 
employment. The figure shows a positive attitude towards the 
environment: there are a lot of apples, they are available, and the whole 
apple orchard is depicted. In the figure there are a ladder and a female 
figure that successfully climbs on it, which indicates a comfortable 
attitude to difficulties, a constructive approach to solving problems. A 
specific detail of the image is baskets in which there are already enough 
apples (resources) and they are replenished. 

The image in Figure 2 is somewhat different. 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 2: A person 
picking apples from a 

tree (Head of 
Department) 
 

 
 
 

 
The figure belongs to a man of 38 years old; he has been working 

steadily for the last 8 years as the head of the employment department of 
the regional employment center. The testee is satisfied with his work, 
achieves stable average indicators of the success of employment in his 
district. On the improvement courses has arrived on a scheduled basis: 
,,We must pass the upgrading of qualifications every 5 years, therefore I was sent”. 
The leading motivation is to preserve the achieved situation and 
optimize the work of the department. The same features of the subject 
are also visible in the figure. This is not a garden, but a house surrounded 
by a reliable fence, there is a dog, there is a well, there is an apple tree. 
Everything is sufficiently well-groomed, orderly, a small-sized detailed 
picture. The figure of a person is drawn proportionally, does not occupy 
a dominant position. Apple picking is done by technical tools. The 
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resources do not accumulate, there is a certain isolation from the 
surrounding world, a desire to equip his world in conditions of constant 
protection from the external environment. Career advancement with 
such personality traits is possible, but it is difficult: there will be no 
effective interaction with partners, public organizations, etc. At the same 
time, the position of the department head is working successfully-the 
head focuses on work technologies, regulations and work optimization. 

Very peculiar is Figure 3. It belongs to a woman of 48 years, she is 
a specialist in the department for working with employers, the work 
experience is 8 years. At the courses, the respondent was sent in 
accordance with the plan, for regular training. The respondent perceives 
corporate culture of the enterprise as bureaucratic; she has a high level of 
satisfaction with work. The specialist does not tend to career, she 
suggests stably work at her workplace in the distant future. When 
analyzing the image, you can see that the world is perceived positively, 
there are a lot of apples, and the tree is magnificent.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: A person picking 
apples from a tree (a 

department employee) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Noteworthy is the presence of the stairs, which are not in use. 

While there is a ladder, it is not sufficiently stable, there is no land line in 
the figure. A human figure stands on the ground, does not use a ladder, 
and comfortably collects apples in a basket. The presence of a basket 
indicates the ability to accumulate resources, experience. 

Thus, on the basis of in-depth interviews, expert assessments and 
their coincidences with the graphic and semantic characteristics of the 
,,A Person Picking Apples from a Tree” test, it can be concluded that there is 
sufficient reliability of this test. The presence or absence of stairs, 
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baskets, the stability of the figure, etc. allows assuming perspectivity and 
motivation of career growth of specialists. 

However, apart from the motivation for successful career 
advancement requires a sufficient level of stress resistance and 
effectiveness of coping strategies of specialists are needed.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 4: The 
man in the rain 

(specialist of the 
department for 

work with 
employers) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The image is schematic, but it can be seen that the size of the 

figure is changing, the size is reduced significantly. The original level of 
detail is preserved. This may indicate that coping strategies are associated 
with an asthenic type of response, the level of stress is significant and 
affects the level of activity of the respondent, reduces it. The figure of a 
person is depicted with an umbrella that reliably protects against rain. 
Attention is drawn to the ,,sex change” of the figure. This may indicate 
that the response to stress is quite flexible, the reactions can be either 
feminine (under quiet circumstances) or masculine (in the case of stress). 
Thus, it can be noted that the stress resistance of this specialist is 
average, which does not contribute to career advancement. 
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Figure 5: The 
Man in the Rain 
(Specialist of the 

Employment 
Department) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5 also belongs to an ordinary employee, but from another 

department. She works directly with the unemployed and promotes their 
successful employment. The reduction in the size of the figure is 
insignificant, its main details remain, but another person protects from 
stress. Such high femininity of coping strategies promotes good relations 
in the team, conflict-free communication with the unemployed, but 
prevents independent decision-making under stress. 

As a result of correlating the results of projective tests, in-depth 
interviews and expert assessments, the following clusters were identified 
that describe 86% of the sample: 

-,,Personnel Reserve”-the using of a ladder, the presence of a basket, 
many apples; there is a male and female figure in the ,,Man in the Rain”, 
the presence of an umbrella (16%); 

-,,Stable Employee”-a figure stands on the ground, the presence of 
the basket, a lot of apples; there is only a male or only female figure in 
the ,,Man in the Rain”, the presence of an umbrella (52%); 

-,,Giving Up a Career”-a figure stands on the ground, the presence 
of a ladder, the presence of a basket, little apples; There is only a male or 
only female figure in ,,The Man in the Rain”, the absence of an umbrella 
(18%).  

Fourteen percent of respondents belonged to a mixed type. In 
their drawings, there was an option for using adaptations, activation 
under stress and, conversely, the presence of regressive tendencies: the 
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person depicted eating apples while sitting on a tree branch, hiding under 
a fungus in a children‟s sandbox. 

 
Conclusions 

 
The use of projective methods (in particular, ,,The Person Picking an 

Apple from a Tree” and ,,The Man in the Rain”) quite accurately reflects the 
motivations of clients for career growth and coping strategy. These 
methods can become an auxiliary tool for the professional selection of 
the personnel of the employment service and the personnel reserve. 

The features we studied help in the formation of the personnel 
reserve of an enterprise with a predominantly bureaucratic corporate 
culture. The advantage of using projective methods is the rapid and 
holistic assessment of the personal characteristics of employees, their 
protection from socially desirable answers. 

In the course of further research it is desirable to conduct a cross-
cultural study of the personal characteristics of government employees in 
different countries and to study the personality characteristics of 
employees of enterprises with different types of corporate culture. 
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ACCESSIBILITY OF INCLUSIVE HIGHER EDUCATION 
THROUGH THE EYES OF STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES 

 
Guldana Ispambetova, Yelemes Alimkhanov, Galiya Madiyeva, 
Laura Sabyrbekova, Natalya Shepetyuk, Madina Adilzhanova, 

Andrey Khokhlov 
Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Kazakhstan 

 
Abstract: Currently, the problem of providing optimal conditions for the creative 

development, self-education and professional development of persons with disabilities is 
increasingly relevant for higher educational institutions of the Republic of Kazakhstan. In this 
regard, of major importance is to study the peculiarities of organizing work with students in 
the context of inclusive education. The main purpose of the study was to analyze and 
determine the degree of accessibility of high-quality higher education as viewed by students with 
disabilities, and based on the research results, to offer recommendations for addressing the 
identified problems. The survey included 52 students aged 17-23 years enrolled in different 
courses and faculties of the Al-Farabi Kazakh National University with disabilities of 
various types: visual impairments-16 students; musculoskeletal disorders- 20 students; somatic 
diseases-16 students. The questionnaire was developed by specialists of the Resource Advisory 
Center of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 

Keywords: inclusive education, disability, students with disabilities, 
motivation, support of the educational process, barrier-free environment. 

 
It should be noted that over the last few years, the rights and 

interests of persons with disabilities have been reflected in the Kazakh 
legal standards, thus there has been a positive shift in the country at the 
legislative level as regards the adoption of the needs of persons with 
disabilities. 

,,The State Program for the Development of Education in the 
Republic of Kazakhstan for 2011-2020” also defines the development of 
inclusive education as one of the important tasks. 1  The Law ,,On 
Ratification of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with 
Disabilities” was signed on February 20, 2015 № 288-V. The 
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities entered into force 
on May 21, 2015.2 

                                                             
1 On approval of the State Program for the Development of Education of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan for 2011-2020, Decree of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
№1118 of December 7, 2010, Astana, Akorda. 
2 Bulletin of international treaties of the Republic of Kazakhstan, no. 5, 2015, art. 43, 
retrieved from www.tengrinews.kz, accessed in 25.01.2018. 
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The population of Kazakhstan is 17 million people, of whom more 
than 563.000 are persons with disabilities, including 65.800 children with 
disabilities. Their share relative to the total population of the country is 
3,4%. According to the current legislation of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan, persons with disabilities are endowed with all rights and 
freedoms on an equal basis with other citizens of the country.3 

The Republic of Kazakhstan, as a party to many international 
instruments, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights, has signed the Convention on the Rights of Persons with 
Disabilities and the Optional Protocol thereto.4 

Despite the positive changes in relation to persons with disabilities 
that have taken place in recent years in Kazakhstan, there are still 
significant socio-psychological and personal barriers in organizingthe 
accessibility of higher education.5 Practice shows that in the process of 
spontaneous integration of students with disabilities into the educational 
space of the university, there are problems related to the organization of 
the educational process and the creation of a barrier-free environment 
for the student. To address this issue, a survey of students with 
disabilities was conducted. 

 
Methods 

 
The study is based on the sociological method (survey, 

questioning, conversation). The survey included 52 students aged 17-23 
years enrolled in different courses and faculties of the Al-Farabi Kazakh 
National University with disabilities of various types: visual impairments-
16 students; musculoskeletal disorders-20 students; somatic diseases-16 
students.  

The survey was conducted between March and April of the 2016-
2017 academic year. In early March, e-mails were sent to students 

                                                             
3 A. R. Rymkhanova, K. S. Tebenova, G. N. Museeva, T. Sh. Serikov, M. A. Bayanov, 
,,To the question of readiness of a teacher of a higher education studiostudents with 
specialeducational needs”, in International journal of applied and fundamental research, no. 3, 
2016, pp. 673-676. 
4 On approval of the report on the implementation of the International Covenant on 
Civil and Political Rights by the Republic of Kazakhstan, retrieved www.egov.kz, 
accessed in 11.02.2018 
5 Z. A. Movkebayeva, ,,Modernization of higher education programs with the account 
of needs of persons with restricted development opportunities”, in Special Education, no. 
1, 2016, pp. 22-23. 
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indicating the purpose of the study, summarizing the procedure for 
participating in the study and providing information about the 
researcher, the place and time of the survey as well as contact details. For 
the questionnaire, handouts were prepared indicating. The questions 
were grouped in the following areas. Time for completing the 
questionnaire was not limited. 

The socio-demographic characteristics of respondents are shown 
in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Socio-demographic characteristics of respondents 

 

Socio-demographic 
characteristics 

Yearof study Total 
n=52 

% 

1 2 3 4 

Gender 
identity  
 

Female 16 9 4 6 35 67,3 

Male 6 7 3 1 17 32,7 

By types of 
impairment 

Visual 
impairments 

8 5 2 1 16 30,8 

Musculoskelet
al disorders 

9 7 3 1 20 38,5 

Somatic 
diseases 

5 4 2 5 16 30,7 

Disability 
group 

Group I - 3 1 - 4 7,7 

Group II 4 1 2 2 9 17,3 

Group III  18 12 4 5 39 75 

Specialization 
of 
professional 
work 

Social sciences 
and humanities 

18 12 6 3 39 75 

Economic 
science 

1 2 - 1 4 7,7 

Engineering 
science 

3 2 1 3 9 17,3 

Permanent 
place of 
residence 

City 13 9 5 5 32 61,5 

Village 9 7 2 2 20 38,5 

 
Results and discussion 

 
An analysis of the data presented in Table 1 makes it possible to 

conclude that the number of those willing to enter the university 
increases every year, compared to the 4th year of study, the number of 
enrolled students increased by 3%. It was also revealed that the majority 
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of respondents (75%) chose social sciences and humanities. This shows 
the availability and attractiveness of these disciplines. 

 
Table 2: Results of the survey on motivation when studyingat the university 

 
 

Variants of answers 
Year of study Total 

1 2 3 4 

Obtain a diploma of higher education 7,8 3,9 3,9 1,9 17,5 

Obtaining higher education will give 
me higher chances of finding a job 

13,7 21,5 9,8 9,8 54,8 

Get a higher salary 3,9 - 3,9 1,9 9,7 

Become a highly qualified specialist 33,3 21,5 7,8 11,7 74,3 

 
The survey revealed that 74,3% of students expressed a desire to 

be high-level specialists, of them 33,3% are the first-year students. 
However, the opinion of senior students is changing, down to 2%. This 
shows that the motivation for obtaining a diploma of higher education is 
not the main purpose of study. 

54,8% of students believe that obtaining a diploma of higher 
education can help find a job, which means that they will not be 
unemployed and will be able to take care of themselves financially. Only 
9,7% of respondents would like to have a highsalary, thus, they change 
their opinion in their last year of study. 

A sound academic background can help become a sought-after 
specialist and get a well-paid job. 

 
Table 3: Results of the survey on the reasons for choosing a specialty 

 
 

Variants of answers 
Year of study Total 

1 2 3 4 

A childhood dream 1,9 3,9 3,9 - 9,7 

A desire to travel around the world 1,9 - - - 1,9 

A desire to protect the environment - 1,9 - - 1,9 

A desire to help people 1,9 5,9 1,9 3,9 30,7 

A desire to learn to something new 1,9 - - - 1,9 

Interest in the specialty 23,5 9,8 1,9 5,9 41,1 

A highly sought-after specialty 7,8 3,9 1,9 3,9 17,5 

Because of illness 1,9 - 1,9 - 3,8 

Parent's proposal 1,9 5,9 1,9 - 9,7 

 
When choosing a specialty, 41,1% of students showed increased 

interest, i. e. they purposefully chose their specialty, 30,7%-wanted to 
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help people, and 17,5% believe that the specialty chosen by them is in 
demand today, i.e.after graduationthey will not be unemployed. 

 
Table 4: Results of the survey on obtaining information  

about the university and specialty 

 
 

Variants of answers 
Year of study Total 

1 2 3 4 

Advice of parents and friends 11,7 13,7 3,9 5,9 25,2 

Advice of teachers 3,9 3,9 - - 7,8 

I will get a quality education here 23,5 17,6 3,9 5,9 50,9 

Many people who have the same 
health problems study 

- - 1,9 - 1,9 

It will be easier to get a job 1,9 3,9 3,9 - 9,7 

I find it interesting 17,6 11,7 7,8 5,9 43 

On the Internet 7,8 5,9 1,9 9,8 25,4 

 
50,9% of respondents believe that they will receive a quality 

education at this university, i. e. in the future they will become good 
specialists and will not be unemployed, and will strive for this. 43% 
chose their specialty based on their interest, in their opinion it is 
interesting to study at this university. 25,4% responded that they found 
information about the university and this specialty on the Internet, and 
25,2% relied on the recommendation of their parents. 

 
Table 5: Results of the survey on preferencesupon entering the university 

 
Variants of answers Year of study Total 

1 2 3 4 

To simplify the mechanism for 
passing the entrance examinations 

19,6 15,7 1,9 7,8 45 

To be provided with a discount as for 
a person with disability 

11,7 9,8 5,9 3,9 31,3 

To not be denied admission to the 
university because of the diagnosis 

13,7 13,7 5,9 5,9 39,2 

To receive examinations carried out 
by specially trained persons 

- 1,9 - - 1,9 

 
45% of respondents believe that the mechanism for passing the 

entrance examinations should be simplified, because applicants for 
admission to the university have various disabilities. 39,2% believe that 
the university should not deny them because of the diagnosis of 
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disability. 31,3% of respondents expressed the desire to be provided with 
a discount upon applying for paid education. 

 
Table 6: Results of the survey on which specialists should work  

in the university with persons with disabilities 

 
Variants of answers Year of study Total 

1 2 3 4  

Teacher-psychologist 
(psychologist, special 
psychologist) 

23,5 15,7 7,8 5,9 52,9 

Visual impairment 
specialist 

3,9 3,9 3,9 - 11,7 

Teacher of persons who 
are hearing impaired 

5,9 - 3,9 - 9,8 

Sign language 
interpreter 

5,9 1,9 1,9 - 9,7 

Teacher-tutor 5,9 3,9 1,9 - 11,7 

Social worker (social 
teacher) 

21,5 5,9 3,9 7,8 39,1 

Specialist for special 
hardware and software 

7,8 9,8 1,9 1,9 21,4 

Assistant who provides 
persons with disabilities 
with the necessary 
technical assistance 

11,7 9,8 5,9 1,9 29,3 

 
52,9% of respondents believe that a teacher-psychologist is always 

needed, since students with disabilities always need psychological help. 
39,1% responded that they needed a social worker, a specially trained 
staff, who would help in studies and in movements. Students responded 
to the question in view of their diseases. 

 
Table 7: Results of the survey on the attitude of teachers  

and university supervisors to students with disabilities 

 
 

Variants of answers 
Year of study Total 

1 2 3 4 

Unfriendly 1,9 1,9 - - 3,8 

The same way as to others 31,4 31,4 7,8 13,7 84,3 

With special admiration and 
surprise 

1,9 - 3,9 - 5,8 

Have not noticed 5,9 - - - 5,9 
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The survey revealed that 84,3% of teachers and supervisors treat 
them the same way as others. This shows that most teachers have 
professional experience, i. e. they are able to work with students without 
pushing them away. However, the unfriendly attitude is still observed 
(3,8%). 

 
Table 8: Results of the survey on the attitudes of  

fellow students to students with disabilities 

 
 

Variants of answers 
Year of study Total 

1 2 3 4 

Benevolently 17,6 11,7 5,9 5,9 41,1 

Friendly 31,4 21,5 9,8 13,7 76,4 

They help with studies 9,8 5,9 7,8 3,9 27,4 

They help with 
movement 

7,8 1,9 1,9 1,9 13,5 

They have their own 
interests 

1,9 - - - 1,9 

Understandingly 11,7 13,7 3,9 3,9 33,2 

Pityingly 3,9 - - - 3,9 

Indifferent 3,9 - - - 3,9 

  
The results of the survey show that 76,4% of respondents believe 

that fellow students have a friendly attitude towards them, which 
indicates that fellow students respectinclusive education.6 Benevolence 
ranks second-41,1%. This explains that there is mutual understanding 
between fellow students. Positive answers (33,2%) show that fellow 
students treat them with understanding, i.e. friends help with their 
studies, movement, etc. 

 
Table 9: Results of the survey on the correspondence of the educational facility  

with the requirements of the ,,barrier-free environment” 

 
 

Variants of answers 
Year of study Total 

1 2 3 4 

Corresponds 9,8 5,9 7,8 1,9 25,4 

Does not correspond 1,9 1,9 1,9 1,9 7,6 

Corresponds insufficiently 31,4 23,5 1,9 9,8 66,6 

 

                                                             
6  V. Zh. Esirgepova, Inclusive education in Kazakhstan: status, prospects, retrieved from 
www.ksu.edu.kz, accessed in 1.03.2018 
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One of the important values in obtaining a quality education is the 
correspondence of the classroom, etc. with the requirements of the 
,,barrier-free environment”. 66,6% of respondents believe that the 
university does not adequately meet the requirements. These data 
indicate the need to further clarify the types of deficiencies that need to 
be addressed. Of interest are the responses of 25,4% of students who 
believe that all conditions have been created at the university for 
obtaining a quality education. We have to find out by what criteria the 
students were guided in assessing this issue. 

 
Table 10: Results of the survey on the demand for the ,,barrier-free architectural 

environment” at the university for students with disabilities 

 
 

Variants of answers 
Year of study Total 

1 2 3 4 

Accessibility of the adjacent 
territory 

21,5 11,7 1,9 5,9 41 

Accessibility of the entrance and 
circulation facilities 

29,4 21,5 7,8 11,7 70,4 

Availability of specially equipped 
sanitation facilities 

11,7 11,7 7,8 5,9 37,1 

Availability of special places in 
classrooms 

11,7 5,9 7,8 - 25,4 

Availability of special places in 
the student canteen 

3,9 9,8 5,9 1,9 21,5 

Availability of a barrier-free 
environment in student 
dormitories 

19,6 11,7 7,8 5,9 45 

Availability of thealarms and 
warning system 

11,7 5,9 5,9 1,9 25,4 

 
70,4% of respondents believe that the entrance and circulation 

facilities inside the building should be accessible so that each student 
with a disability could move independently on the territory of the 
university. 45% of respondents believe that student dormitories 
correspond to the barrier-free environment. 41% would like the adjacent 
territory to be accessible for persons with disabilities of all groups to 
have no difficulty in moving from one academic building to another. 
37,1% of students would like to have specially equipped sanitation 
facilities in educational buildings. 25,4% of respondents would like to 
have special alarms and warning systems in classrooms and throughout 
the university. These points were noted by students with different 
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diseases, mostly by students with somatic diseaseswho do not need 
special help. 

 
Table 11: Results of the survey on the necessary conditions for accompanying  

the educational process of students with disabilities 

 
 

Variants of answers 
Year of study Total 

1 2 3 4 

Distance learning 17,6 5,9 - 3,9 27,4 

Individual additional lessons - 3,9 1,9 - 5,8 

Transport support 7,8 11,7 5,9 1,9 27,3 

Job placement assistance 19,6 21,5 7,8 11,7 60,6 

Psychological and pedagogical 
support 

11,7 7,8 5,9 1,9 27,3 

Social support 9,8 5,9 5,9 3,9 25,5 

Medical and sanitary support 17,6 9,8 7,8 5,9 41,1 

Volunteer assistance to people 
with disabilities 

3,9 5,9 1,9 - 11,7 

Adaptation of the discipline 
"Physical Culture" for students 
with disabilities of various types 

13,7 9,8 9,8 3,9 37,2 

  
When asked about the necessary conditions for accompanying the 

educational process for persons with disabilities and the conditions for 
health protection at the university, 60,6% of students responded that job 
placement assistance was important. 41,1% of respondents consider that 
medical and health support is needed during their studies. In order to 
improve their health, 37,2% of respondents consider it useful to 
participate in the physical education class, and 27,3% responded that 
students always need psychological and pedagogical support, so the 
university should provide such support. 

 
Table 12: Results of the survey on the need to improve the material  
and technical support of the university for persons with disabilities 

 
Variants of answers Year of study Total 

1 2 3 4 

Availability of sound amplifying 
equipment, multimedia and other 
technical equipment for students 
with hearing impairments 

25,5 17,6 9,8 7,8 60,7 

Availability of Braille computer 
equipment, electronic lens, video 
magnifiers, programs of non-

29,4 13,7 9,8 3,9 56,8 
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visual access to information, 
speech synthesizers and other 
technical means for students with 
visual impairments 

Availability of computer 
equipment with special software 
adapted for persons with 
disabilities 

15,7 17,6 11,7 5,9 50,9 

Availability of alternative input 
devices and other technical means 
for students with musculoskeletal 
disorders 

17,6 19,6 9,8 3,9 50,9 

 
More than 60% of students noted that providing material and 

technical resources for the educational process of persons with 
disabilities is an important task of the university. 

It should be noted that during the survey, many participants 
independently noted that in their spare time they are fond of drawing, 
reading books, collecting, writing, participating in social activities, 
dancing, singing, sports, sewing and other useful activities. 

 
Conclusions 

 
The analysis of the questionnaire made it possible to determine 

that students with disabilities note positive changes in the attitude 
towards providing conditions for obtaining higher education in 
Kazakhstan. 

The results of the survey revealed that there are significant socio-
psychological and personal barriers in organizing the inclusive 
accessibility of higher education. Among the surveyed students, 45% 
noted that it is necessary to simplify the mechanism for passing the 
entrance examinations. 39,2% of respondents indicated that they fear to 
be denied admission to the university due to disability. 

The survey showed that in the context of inclusive education there 
is a need to consider the staff for working with persons with disabilities, 
including a teacher-psychologist, a social worker, an assistant, a specialist 
in special technical and software tools. Also, it is necessary to revise the 
curriculum of the university, taking into account inclusive education. 

The study revealed that the implementation of informative and 
awareness-raising programs are at the proper level at the university. 
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The study also revealed that there is a need to improve the 
accessibility of the university‟s infrastructure and provide material and 
technical means for the educational process of persons with disabilities. 

It should be noted that the university should more thoughtfully 
organize the leisure of students with disabilities. 

The results of the survey showed a good level of tolerance of the 
university teaching staff to students with disabilities. 
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Abstract: This article determines factors and ways to improve the physical education 

of the first and second year female students. The data on the female students‟ health show the 
low body mass index, Erismann index, and other indicators of physical development. The 
research shows that the physical form of the female students does not meet the regulatory 
requirements. The authors offer a number of ways to improve physical education involving 
curriculum redesign, interactive methodology, motivation and self-training. 

Keywords: physical development, physical fitness, curriculum design, 
anthropometric measurements, pedagogical experiment. 

 
The choice of the research topic is determined by the two 

following reasons. Firstly, experts lament a decline of health and level of 
students‟ physical preparedness during the past 10-15 years. 1  They 
observe the same trend during the period of students‟ study in high 
school.2 Secondly, the current educational reforms place high demands 
on the professional training of future specialists, which requires an 
appropriate level of health and physical preparedness. Overall, the 
government pays special attention to the improvement of physical 
education in universities. In recent years, the Republic of Kazakhstan3 

                                                             
1 V. B. Mandrikov, Methodology of profiling students‟ physical education in medical universities, 
Doctoral dissertation, Krasnodar, 2002, p. 98. 
2 S. A. Romanchenko, Correction of the state of students‟ health in the process of physical training, 
Author‟s abstract of doctoral dissertation, St. Petersburg, 2006, p. 20.  
3 The Concept for Development of Physical Culture and Sports of the Republic of Kazakhstan until 
2025, Approved by the Decree of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated 
January 11, No. 168, Astana, 2016. 
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has adopted a new program of physical education for schools as part of 
the development plan for physical culture and sports.4 

The relevance of the study is related to the expansion of the 
methodology of examining, evaluating and improving physical education 
for the first and second year female students. Secondly, it compares and 
contrasts the data of physical development and fitness of students of the 
mid-2000s to those of the late 1990s. Thirdly, it develops and 
experimentally tests methodical approaches to improve the educational 
process in physical education for the first and second year students.  

The study is focused on the insufficient health condition of the 
university students. It offers solutions to solve the problem of 
insufficient physical development of the first and second year female 
students. It offers methodological approaches to improve their physical 
education. The purpose of the study is to theoretically and 
experimentally substantiate these methodological approaches. It also 
offers guidelines for improving the physical education of students 
following the determining factors.  

The objectives of the study are (1) to identify the theoretical and 
practical foundation for improving the process of students‟ physical 
education, (2) to determine the initial level of physical development of 
the first and second year university students and compare it with the 
relevant data from the late 1990s, (3) to examine the planning of the 
educational process for the first and second year university students, and 
(4) to develop methodological approaches to improve the process of 
physical education and identify its determining factors.  

The scientific and methodological literature devoted to the 
problem of physical education includes G. R. Avsaragov, 5  O. 
O. Brilliantova, 6  A. Yu. Anisimova, 7  H. A. Muayed 8  who offered the 
following ways to improve physical education in colleges:  

                                                             
4  Physical culture. Typical training program for the discipline of ,,physical culture”, Almaty, Al-
Farabi KazNU, 2014, p.104.  
5 G. R. Avsaragov, Physical education of university students in different periods of the educational 
process, Author‟s abstract of doctoral dissertation, Naberezhnye Chelny, 2010, p. 23. 
6 O. O. Brilliantova, Normalization of load volumes in academic classes in physical education for 
university students in different seasons of the year, Author‟s abstract of doctoral dissertation, 
Krasnodar, 2009, p. 24.  
7  A. Yu. Anisimova, Organization and planning of students‟ physical training on the basis of 
indicators of the urgent and delayed training effect, Author‟s abstract of doctoral dissertation, 
Izhevsk, 2009, p. 24.  
8 H. A. Muayed, Use of the means of aerobic orientation in increasing the effectiveness of athletics 
training: Based on the example of the female contingent of the faculty of physical education of the 
University of Libya, Author‟s abstract of doctoral dissertation, St. Petersburg, 2000, p. 24. 
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a) to add cycling, aerobic exercises, stretching with props, exercises 
with weight; for senior students, it is recommended to conduct intense 
training classes before the session;9 

b) to offer a balanced physical activity depending on the season: in 
the fall-general and strength endurance, power and speed-strength 
training; in winter-speed-strength, speed and coordination training; in 
spring-speed endurance, speed-strength and coordination training;10 

c) to add motor and coordination exercises during the first or 
second classes, while physical strength exercises-at the end of the 
student‟s day;11 

d) physical education program should start with endurance training 
(running for medium and long distances) and proceed to speed-strength 
exercises (running for short distances, jumping, throwing).12 
  Methods for assessing students‟ physical development were 
discussed in the works of N. M. Yudina,13 V. V. Feofilaktov,14 and V. 
A. Klimenko,15 who noted:  

a) the ,,profile” method should be used to evaluate students‟ 
physical condition;16 

b) the individual evaluation method makes it possible to evaluate 
the individual‟s physical fitness without tests on the basis of 
anthropometric and pulsometric traditional indicators of physical 
fitness;17 

c) tests ,,test yourself” and computer program ,,jump” should be 
used for the evaluation of students‟ physical qualities;18 

As O. G. Zhigaryova, 19  D. E. Egorov, 20  E. A. Shunyaeva 21 
suggest, the goal of evaluation is to offer ways to improve students‟ 
physical fitness: 

                                                             
9 G. R. Avsaragov, Physical education of university students, p. 15. 
10 O. O. Brilliantova, Normalization of load volumes in academic classes, p. 10. 
11 A. Yu. Anisimova, Organization and planning of students‟ physical training, p. 12. 
12 H. A. Muayed, Use of the means of aerobic orientation, p. 15. 
13 N. M. Yudina, Method for determining and assessing the physical potential of university students, 
Author‟s abstract of doctoral dissertation, Volga, 2006, p.23.  
14  V. V. Feofilaktov, The comparative analysis of innovative technologies of physical training of 
humanitarian university students on the basis of physical development monitoring, Author‟s abstract 
of doctoral dissertation, Moscow, 2005, p. 23. 
15 V. A. Klimenko, Motion-oriented approach to the organization of the process of physical education 
of university students, Author‟s abstract of doctoral dissertation, Khabarovsk, 2004, p. 23.  
16 N. M. Yudina, Method for determining and assessing the physical potential, p. 23. 
17 V. V. Feofilaktov, The comparative analysis of innovative technologies, p. 11.  
18 V. A. Klimenko, Motion-oriented approach, p. 13. 
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a) to increase physical activity for the university students and to 
develop their motivation for different kinds of sports;22 

b) to offer more cyclic kinds of sports activities (jogging and cross-
country skiing) and exercises with weights;23 

c) to apply individual approaches to the physical training of the 
students with low endurance and offer them only 60% of speed-strength 
exercises.24 

As S. I. Izaak, 25  M. V. Kuznetsova, 26  V. M. Yavorskiy 27  and A. 
S. Sokolov 28  discuss approaches to physical development, physical 
fitness, motor activity, students‟ incidence and management of these 
processes, they: 

a) note that the physical development of most students is below 
average;29 

b) identify the deceleration process in Orenburg young people aged 
17-21, manifested in the reduced strength of all muscle groups, lower 
height, body weight, chest width in young males;30 

c) note that students‟ physical education depends on 
professionalism of the instructor, the optimal level of physical activity, 
self-reliance, self-control, motivation and desire to achieve the goals31; 

                                                                                                                                               
19  O. G. Zhigaryova, Pedagogical ways of increasing the effectiveness of physical training of 
humanitarian university students, Author‟s abstract of doctoral dissertation, Moscow, 2006, 
p. 24. 
20  D. E. Egorov, The technology of gradually increasing the level of physical preparation of 
humanitarian university students, Author‟s abstract of doctoral dissertation, Khabarovsk, 
2000, p. 24.  
21 E. A. Shunyaeva, Physical education of university students with a low level of development of 
speed-strength qualities and endurance by means of athletics, Author‟s abstract of doctoral 
dissertation, Moscow, 2007, p. 24.  
22 O. G. Zhigaryova, Pedagogical ways, p. 11. 
23 D. E. Egorov, The technology of gradually increasing, p. 12. 
24 E. A. Shunyaeva, Physical education of university students, p. 15. 
25 S. I. Izaak, The state of physical development and physical preparation of the younger generation of 
Russia and their correction based on the population monitoring technology, Author‟s abstract of 
doctoral dissertation, St. Petersburg, 2006, p. 45.  
26 M. V. Kuznetsova, Peculiarities of the physical development of the student youth of the Orenburg 
region, Author‟s abstract of doctoral dissertation, Orenburg, 2005, p. 24.  
27 V. M. Yavorskiy, Management of the physical state of pedagogical university students, Author‟s 
abstract of doctoral dissertation, Khabarovsk, 2009, p. 24.  
28 A. S. Sokolov, Management of the physical preparation of students on the basis of the automated 
dynamic control system, Author‟s abstract of doctoral dissertation, Krasnodar, 2008, p. 23.  
29 S. I. Izaak, The state of physical development and physical preparation, p. 40. 
30 M. V. Kuznetsova, Peculiarities of the physical development, p. 15. 
31 V. M. Yavorskiy, Management of the physical state of pedagogical university students, p. 12. 
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d) reveal the deterioration of the morphological and functional 
health of applicants for the period of 1992-2000. It is observed that the 
applicants with lower height and insufficient weight have lower levels of 
physical development.32 

Foreign scientific and methodological literature on the topic 
include the works of A. Marinho et al,33 J. Pereira et al,34 V. Druz et al,35 
who studied the problem of physical competence as well as the methods 
of teaching and motivation for sports. They observed that: 

a) students considered themselves more competent in such aspects 
of physical education as professional, ethical, theoretical;36 

b) exercises with high rates of repetitive movements are the most 
effective for training athletics; instructors should offer relevant 
alternative exercises for students with different levels of physical 
development;37 

c) individual approaches should be applied to the choice of sports 
depending on the physiology and adaptive behavior of the student,38 

Foreign researchers V. C. Filho et al,39 D. Yaliz Solmaz and C. 
Bayrak,40 A. Praxedes et al,41 E. Abildsnes et al,42 B. Hortz et al,43 also 

                                                             
32  A. Praxedes, J. Sevil, A. Moreno, F. del Villar, L. Garcia-Gonzalez, ,,Levels of 
physical activity and Motivation in university students. Differences in terms of 
academic discipline linked to physical-sports practice”, in Journal of Sport and Health 
Research, no. 8 (3), 2016, pp. 191-204. 
33 A. Marinho, P. M. dos Santos, M. N. Manfroi, J. P. Figueiredo, V. Z. Brasil, ,,Brazil 
Reflections about outdoor adventure sports and professional competencies of physical 
education students”, in Journal of adventure education and outdoor learning, no. 17 (1), 2017, 
pp. 38-54. 
34 J. Pereira, R. Araujo, C. Farias, C. Bessa, I. Mesquita, ,,Sport education and direct 
instruction Units: Comparison of student Knowledge Developmentin Athletics”, in 
Journal of Sports Science & Medicine, no. 15 (4), 2016, pp. 569-577. 
35  V. A. Druz, S. S. Iermakov, G. P. Artemyeva, Y. I. Puhach, R. Muszkieta, 
,,Individualization factors of students‟ physical education at modern stage of its 
realization”, in Physical Education of Students, no. 21 (1), 2017, pp. 610-631. 
36 A. Marinho, P. M. dos Santos, M. N. Manfroi, J. P. Figueiredo, V. Z. Brasil, ,,Brazil 
Reflections about outdoor adventure sports”, pp. 38-54. 
37 J. Pereira, R. Araujo, C. Farias, C. Bessa, I. Mesquita, ,,Sport education and direct 
instruction Units”, pp. 569-577. 
38  V. A. Druz, S. S. Iermakov, G. P. Artemyeva, Y. I. Puhach, R. Muszkieta, 
,,Individualization factors of students‟ physical education”, pp. 610-631. 
39 V. C. Filho, K. S. da Silva, J. Mota, C. Beck, A. da Silva Lopes, ,,Physical activity 
Intervention for Brazilian students From Low Human Development Index Areas: A 
Cluster-Randomized Controlled Trial”, in Journal of Physical Activity & Health, no. 13 
(11), 2016, pp. 1174-1182. 
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examined students‟ physical education and motivation and its 
determining factors. They advanced the research in the following ways: 

a) studied the role of active exercises in the lifestyle of Brazilian 
students to notice increased participation in the sport clubs and gyms. 
The findings showed the growing popularity of active exercises;44 

b) investigated the impact of active games on the level of students‟ 
preparedness in physical education classes. Active sport games 
significantly improved students‟ physical development in the 
experimental group;45 

c) studied the significance of sports in free time of university 
students to find out that it became a priority for students as they often 
associate their professional success with a healthy lifestyle;46 

d) identified the differences in the amateur and professional sport 
groups of Norwegian students. Students who exercised for pleasure 
devote less time to physical activity per day and often have such 
unhealthy habits like excessive TV watching and irregular eating habits;47 

e) measured 24% moderate and 38.6% active physical activity of 
Appalachian students during the four-week study of sport activities.48 

                                                                                                                                               
40  D. Yaliz Solmaz, C. Bayrak, ,,Affect on Character Development of Elementary 
Students of Physical Activity Games within Physical Education Lessons”, in Hacettepe 
University Journal of Education, no. 31 (4), 2016, pp. 644-656. 
41  A. Praxedes, J. Sevil, A. Moreno, F. del Villar, L. Garcia-Gonzalez, ,,Levels of 
physical activity and Motivation in university students. Differences in terms of 
academic discipline linked to physical- sports practice”, in Journal of Sport and Health 
Research, no. 8 (3), 2016, pp. 191-204. 
42 E. Abildsnes, G. Rohde, S. Berntsen, T. H. Stea, ,,Fun, influence and competence-a 
mixed methods study of prerequisites for high school students‟ participation in physical 
education”, in BMC Public Health, no. 17 (1), 2017, p. 241. 
43  B. Hortz, E. Winters, M. Grim, R. Linguak Petosa, ,,Prospective Relationship 
Between Social Cognitive Variables and Leisure Time Physical Activity”, in American 
Journal of Health Education, no. 48 (2), 2017, pp. 129-135. 
44 V. C. Filho, K. S. da Silva, J. Mota, C. Beck, A. da Silva Lopes, ,,Physical activity 
Intervention for Brazilian students”, pp. 1174-1182. 
45  D. Yaliz Solmaz, C. Bayrak, ,,Affect on Character Development of Elementary 
Students”, pp. 644-656. 
46  A. Praxedes, J. Sevil, A. Moreno, F. del Villar, L. Garcia-Gonzalez, ,,Levels of 
physical activity”, pp. 191-204. 
47 E. Abildsnes, G. Rohde, S. Berntsen, T. H. Stea, ,,Fun, influence and competence”, 
p. 241. 
48  B. Hortz, E. Winters, M. Grim, R. Linguak Petosa, ,,Prospective Relationship 
Between Social Cognitive Variables”, pp. 129-135. 
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D. Curtis et al, 49  B. Vadasova et al, 50  D. Kenny and R. Adams51 
studied the problem of students‟ physical development and the 
determining factors, in particular: 

a) the impact of racial and other socio-economic factors on the 
body mass index of students. Afro-American students had a better body 
mass index than European students. However, they also observed that 
the body mass index is often marked by early life‟s socio-economic 
challenges for Afro-Americans rather than for Europeans;52 

b) the body mass index as a risk factor in overweight students of 
Slovakia. A direct relationship between the body mass index and selected 
body indicators has been revealed. The most accurate indicator of 
overweight condition and obesity in youth is waist circumference;53 

c) the relationship between eating attitudes, body mass index, age, 
and gender in Australian students. The body mass index was lower in 
females with the most distinctive profiles being BMI=16-17 (body mass 
indexes). These students suffered from a lack of appetite and 
dissatisfaction with their body. The research suggests that sociocultural 
components have etiological significance in determining the relationship 
between food intake and the body mass index.54 
 

Material and methods 
 

The study was conducted on the basis of K. Zhubanov Aktobe 
Regional State University (K. Zhubanov ARSU) with the first and 
second year female students during 2015-2016, 2016-2017 academic 
years in three stages. The first stage took place in September-October 

                                                             
49 D. S. Curtis, T. E. Fuller-Rowell, S. N. Doan, A. E. Zgierska, C. D. Ryff, ,,Racial and 
socioeconomic disparities in body macc index among college students: understanding 
the role of early life adversity”, in Journal of Behavioral Medicine, no. 39 (5), 2016, pp. 866-
875. 
50 B. Vadasova, P. Cech, V. Smerecka, J. Junger, M. Zvonar, P. Ruzbarsky, ,,Overweight 
and obesity in Slovak high school students and body compositon indicators: a non-
randomized cross-sectional study”, in BMC Public Health, no. 16, 2016, p. 808. 
51 D. Kenny, R. Adams, ,,The relationship between eating attitudes, body-mass index, 
ace, and cender in Australian university- students”, in Australian Psychologist, no. 29 (2), 
1994, pp. 128-134.  
52 D. S. Curtis, T. E. Fuller-Rowell, S. N. Doan, A. E. Zgierska, C. D. Ryff, ,,Racial and 
socioeconomic disparities”, pp. 866-875. 
53 B. Vadasova, P. Cech, V. Smerecka, J. Junger, M. Zvonar, P. Ruzbarsky, ,,Overweight 
and obesity in Slovak high school students”, p. 808. 
54 D. Kenny, R. Adams, ,,The relationship between eating attitudes, body-mass index, 
ace, and cender”, pp. 128-134. 
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2015 and was devoted to the study of scientific and methodical literature 
based on the analytical method. 

The second state took place in November 2015-May 2016 to 
address the objectives of the study. The following indicators were used: 
the vital capacity of the lungs, the timed respiratory capacity, the 
circumference of the chest (pause, inhalation and exhalation), carpal 
dynamometry, blood pressure, heart rate, body length, body weight to 
determine the level of physical development. 

The timed respiratory capacity-was tested according to the 
following method. The subject held the breath after deep inhale after 
three breaths depth of full capacity. A clamp was placed on the nose or 
the subject clamped his nose with his fingers. The stopwatch was used to 
record the time. Immediately after the resumption of breathing, the pulse 
was taken. The test could be taken twice with intervals of 3-5 minutes. 
The test of the timed respiratory capacity with holding breath after 
exhaling. Breath was held after a full exhale, which was done after three 
breathes at 3/4 full breath.55 

Body weight was taken by an electronic weight BET-150 ,,Weight-
to (A1)”. Body height was measured by a height meter RM-1 
,,Diakoms”. Weight to height Ketle index (BMI) was calculated by 
weight/height index=body weight/P².56  

We measured the circumference of the chest with a centimeter 
tape during measuring pause, inhale and exhale. The chest proportion 
index (Erismann index): chest in pause (cm)-(height (cm)/2.57  

The heart rate was measured by taking pulse for 10 seconds and 
multiplying it by 6.58 

To determine the level of physical preparedness, the following 
tests were used: running 100 m (sec), running-walking, 6 min (meters), 
standing long jump (cm), upper body lifts from the laying on the back 
position for 1 min (the number of times ), forward bend (cm).59 

The second stage of the study covered 370 first year female 
students and 350 second year female students of K. Zhubanov ARSU. 

                                                             
55  B. Kh. Landa, The method of the complex assessment of physical development and physical 
preparation, Moscow, Sovetskiy Sport, 2006, p. 208. 
56 Ibidem. 
57 Ibidem. 
58 S. V. Yakhontov, Т. V. Lasukova, Physiology. Methods for assessing the functional state of the 
cardiovascular system, Tomsk, Tomsk State University, 2007, p. 38.  
59 The Concept for Development of Physical Culture and Sports of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 
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The syllabi, programs and class timetables were analyzed to study 
the planning of the Department of Physical Education. The authors also 
used the recommendations of experts.60 

The third stage of the study in the form of the experiment took 
place during 2016-2017 academic years at K. Zhubanov ARSU. 
Following the recommendations of Yu. D. Zheleznyak and P. K. 
Petrov,61 the pedagogical experiment was planned. The purpose of the 
formative experiment was to develop, examine and test methodological 
approaches to improve students‟ physical education and describe the 
determining factors. 20 second year female students participated in a 
consecutive experiment.  

The following research methods were applied: analysis of scientific 
and methodological literature; analysis of documents; pedagogical 
observation, pedagogical experiment, statistics methods, anthropometric 
measurements, control tests. For statistical analysis of the data, we used 
the arithmetic mean, standard deviation, arithmetic mean error, t-criteria, 
and probability error. 
 

Results 
 

Table 1 and Figure 1 show the data of the physical development of 
the first and second year female students. 

 
Table 1: Indicators of physical development  
of the first and second year female students 

 
Indicators 1 year 2 year Increas

e, 

% 

t P 

n = n = 

X S M X S m 

Body length, 
cm 

160.
8 

5.2 0.27 162.6 3.6 0.48 1.1 3.27 <0.01 

Body weight, 
kg 

53.1 8.08 0.42 58.4 7.77 0.40 9.9 9.13 <0.01 

BMI kg / m ² 20.5 0.86 0.04 22.3 0.92 0.05 8.8 thirty <0.01 

Chest 
circumference 

(in pause), cm 

82.2 2.33 0.12 84.6 3.33 0.17 2.9 11.4 <0.01 

Chest 

circumference 
(inhale), cm 

85.3 3.31 0.16 88.2 4.34 0.20 3.0 11.2 <0.01 

Chest 79.1 3.34 0.17 81.2 4.40 0.21 2.7 7.8 <0.01 

                                                             
60 G. A. Vasilkov, ,,Planning of the educational process, methodical equipment for its 
implementation”, in Physical Culture in School, no. 8, 1990, pp. 11-15. 
61  Yu. D. Zheleznyak, P. K. Petrov, Fundamentals of research and procedure development 
activities in physical culture and sports, Moscow, Academia, 2002, p. 264.  
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circumference 

(exhale) cm 

  

Erismann 

index, cm 

1.8 0.3 0.02 3.3 0.3 0.02 83.3 5.3 <0.01 

Stange test on 
inhale, sec 

44.3 1.3 0.2 47.8 1.0 
  

0.18 7.9 13.4 <0.01 

Genche test on 
exhale, sec 

33.2 0.83 0,15 37.8 0.5 0.09 13.8 27th <0.01 

Heart rate, 
bpm 

78.2 0.67 0.12 74.1 0.83 0,15 5.5 29.9 <0.01 

  
Table 1 and Figure 1 demonstrate that all indexes of the physical 

development of the second year students were higher. In addition, the 
second year students were taller than the first year students by 1.8 cm 
(1.1%), their body weight was 5.3 kg (9.9%) more.  

 
Figure 1: Indicators of the physical development  

of the first and second year students 
 

The second year female students had BMI 1.8 kg/m² higher. 
However, it should also be noted that 8.6% of the first year female 
students (32 out of 371) had a body weight deficit below 18.4 kg/m². So 
the differences were statistically significant (P<0.01). 

 The second year students had a 2.4 cm (2.9%) larger chest 
circumference (in pause) compared to the freshmen. So the first year 
students had lower Erismann index indicated by the narrow chests.  
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The Stange test for inhale was 3.5 seconds (7.9%) longer for 
second year students. The results for students of both years correspond 
to the ,,satisfactory” level. The Genche test for exhale of the second year 
students also demonstrated higher results (4.6 sec-13.8%). The 
differences were statistically significant (P<0.01). These results also 
correspond to the ,,satisfactory” level. 

The heart rate of the second year students was 4.1 beats/min 
(5.5%) lower compared to that of freshmen. 

Table 2 and Figure 2 illustrate relatively higher results of the 
second year students  

 
Table 2: Physical development  

of the first and second year female students 

 
  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Increase in the results of physical fitness  
of the first and second year students 

Indicators 1 year 2 year Incre
ase, 

% 

t P 

n = n = 

X S M X S m 

Run 100 
m, s 

18.89 1.83 0.09 17.18 1.32 0.06 9.9 15.5 <0.01 

Run-walk, 
6 min, m 

940.1 28.5 1.48 1070.4 38.3 1.99 13.9 52.5 <0.01 

Standing 
long jump 

cm 

164.9 15.0 0.78 172.4 12.4 0.64 4.5 7.5 <0.01 

Bend 
forward 

cm 

6.2 0.71 0.04 10.8 0.95 0.05 74.1 76.6 <0.01 

Upper 

body lifts  

23.5 5.0 0.26 36.2 3.6 0.19 54.0 39.6 <0.01 
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Compared to the first year students, the second year students 

showed 1.71 sec (9.9%) (P<0.01) better result in 100-m run (speed 
quality). In the 6 min run-walk (endurance) the second year students 
performed 130.3 m (13.9%) longer distance in the specified time limit 
(P<0.01). The results are consistent with the "satisfactory" level in both 
tests. 

The results of standing long jump (speed-strength) were more 
positive. Thus, the second year students jumped 7.5 cm (4.5%) ahead of 
freshmen and showed the ,,good” level while freshmen performed at the 
,,satisfactory” level (P <0.01). 

The bend forward test showed that the difference between the first 
and second year students was 4.6 cm (74.1%). The results were at the 
,,satisfactory” level (P<0.01). 

The second year students tested 12.7 better (54%) than the first 
year students in the body lifts at the ,,satisfactory” level (P <0.01). 

Some students showed the ,,unsatisfactory” level: 26.9% failed a 
standing long jump, 26.9%-100 m run, 43.3%-a running jump, and 
25.3% failed upper body lifts.  

We have compared the test results for the students of 2015 and 
1998 (Table 3). 

 
Table 3: Indicators of physical development of the first year female 

students in 1998 and 2015 at K. Zhubanov ARSU 
  

No. 
p / 
p 

Indicators Year Increase, 
% 1998 2015 

n = n = n = n = 

X S X S 

1 Run 100 m, s 17.1 1.76 18.89 1.83 10.5 

2 Standing long jump 165.4 11.2 164.9 15.0 0.3 

3 Upper body lifts for 
1 min, times 

30.3 8.0 23.5 5.0 28.9 

  
Table 3 shows that the results of 2015 are higher than those of 

1998. The 100 m run time was higher by 1.79 seconds (10.5%). 
However, standing long jump result was 0.5 cm longer in 1998 (0.3%). 
There is a significant difference in lifts results (6.8 times-28.9%). 

We have analyzed the annual schedule, implemented by teachers of 
physical training at K. Zhubanov ARSU. Based on the frequency and 
content of physical education classes we can assume that the curricula 
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emphasized certain physical exercises. At the beginning of semesters 1-3 
(H1) students are engaged in the athletics component to develop speed 
and speed-strength. The gym exercises develop students‟ strength. The 
throw test as well as middle and long distance runs within the athletics 
section must develop students‟ speed-strength and endurance. Such 
sports games like football, volleyball, and basketball develop agility, 
speed, speed-strength, special endurance and peripheral vision. Various 
gymnastic exercises (tumbling, parallel bars, horizontal bar, jumping over 
a stand) develop such physical qualities as flexibility, coordination, 
strength, and endurance. 

In the second half of the year (2.4 semesters), the first section of 
physical education curriculum is devoted to ski training to develop 
endurance. It also includes target shooting to develop visual acuity and 
accuracy. 

Analysis of all the physical exercises in the curricula indicates that 
it often matches the requirements in the professional training of 
students. How is curricula implemented? What is the realistic state of 
implementation of the planned material? To answer the questions we 
needed to ,,identify the means and methods of students‟ physical training” and for 
this purpose we conducted observation in the physical education class 
for the first and second year students enrolled in biology to find out that 
classes did not match the curricular in the following ways.  

The middle and long distance runs were rescheduled from 17 to 24 
class of the athletics section due to the rainy weather. Classes were 
moved from the stadium to the gym. Instead of running, the students 
did warm-up exercises and played volleyball. Thus, the experiment lacks 
the data to solve the problem of the development level of aerobic and 
anaerobic endurance because, as the observation shows, the curricula are 
not strictly followed.  

The instructors did not employ interactive teaching methods. Since 
the gym is usually overcrowded, they often used the demonstration 
method of teaching rather than team, module and other innovative 
methods.  

The above-mentioned factors (bad weather, the lack of funds, 
inadequate teaching methods) do not allow students to vary physical 
exercises and fully develop their physical skills. As a result of such 
drawbacks, students‟ physical development, in our opinion, is 
substandard leaving much to be desired.  

Analyzing the results of the study of students‟ physical 
development and physical fitness, we have proposed the following 
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methodological ways to improve their physical education and physical 
development: 

1. to adjust the curricula for physical education and to include 
relevant activities in case of bad weather conditions; 

2. to add aerobics to the ,,general physical preparation” because 
aerobic exercises strengthen the muscles and no special equipment is 
needed; 

3. to include Strelnikova breathing exercises 62  (to develop the 
chest muscles and cardio system); 

4. to motivate students by using personal cards and to follow 
personal progress; 

5. to arrange physical activities as circular training aimed at the 
development of endurance and strength; 

6. to add self-training hours to the curriculum as a required 
component of the credit system. The students can perform a set of 
exercises for the development of high-speed, speed-strength, endurance, 
and flexibility. They also can study such topic as the assessment of 
physical development and management of physical activity.  

Table 4 shows the dynamics of students‟ physical development 
during the experiment. As shown in Table 4, after the experiment, all 
students‟ indicators had positive change. Thus, the body to height ratio 
increased by 1.65%, the body to weight ratio-9.2%, and the body mass 
index-4.8%.  

 
Table 4: Dynamics of indicators of students’ physical  

development in the pedagogical experiment 
 

Indicators Prior to the experiment After the experiment Increase, 
% 

t P 

n = n = 

X S m X S m 

Body height, 
cm 

162.8 3.0 0.69 165.5 2.4 0.55 1.65 3.01 <0.01 

Body weight, 
kg 

54.2 1.35 0.31 59.2 1.62 0.38 9.2 10.2 <0.01 

BMI kg / m 
² 

20.7 0.32 0.07 21.7 0.59 0.13 4.8 2.43 <0.0 5 

Chest 
circumferenc
e (in pause), 
cm 

83.8 1 0.23 85.9 0.75 0.17 2.5 7.24 <0.01 

Erismann 
index, cm 

2.4 0.24 0.06 3.15 0.22 0.05 31.2 9.3 <0.01 

Stange test 
on the inhale, 
cm 

45.8 0.7 0.16 51.2 0.62 
  

0.14 11.7 25.7 <0.01 

                                                             
62 A. N. Strelnikova, ,,Inhalation treatment”, in Inventor and innovator, no. 18, 1975, pp. 
21-22.  
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Genche test 
on the 
exhale, cm 

35.3 2.11 0.49 46.2 1.11 0.26 30.8 19.8 <0.01 

Heart rate, 
bpm 

77.6 1.05 0.24 72.2 0.65 0.15 7.4 19.2 <0.01 

  
The body mass index change was statistically significant at P 

<0.05, and in other cases-at P<0.01. The data of BMI corresponded to 
normal weight before the experiment. The Erismann index increased by 
31.2%. Prior to the experiment the results were low and substandard 
(P<0.01). 

In the Stange tests (inhale) and Genche tests (exhale) of the 
respiratory capacity, the volume increased by 11.7% and 30.8%. The 
positive change of the heart rate was 7.4% (P<0.01). 

Table 5 shows the dynamic of changes in the female students‟ 
physical form during the experiment. As seen in Table 5, after the 
experiment, the female students also had good progress. Thus, 100 m 
run results improved by 6% (P<0.01). Prior to the experiment the results 
were ,,satisfactory” and after the experiment-,,good”. In 6-minute run-
walk an increase was 12.2%. The ,,satisfactory” level improved to 
,,excellent”.  

 
Table 5: Changes in the female students’ physical 

 form in the pedagogical experiment 
 

Indicators Prior to the experiment After the experiment Increase, 
% 

t P 

n = n = 

X S m X S M 

Run 100 
m, s 

17.24 0.43 0.1 16.2 0.40 0.09 6.0 8.0 <0.01 

Run-walk, 
6 min, m 

1,064.2 16.2 3.76 1,194.2 11.1 2.58 12.2 28.2 <0.01 

Standing 
long 

jump, cm 

172.3 3.49 0.81 187.4 2.89 0.67 8.7 14.3 <0.01 

Forward 
bends 

11.4 0.73 0.17 16.5 0.59 0.14 44.7 23.2 <0.01 

Upper 
body lifts, 

times 

37.2 1.7 0.39 43.5 1.4 0.32 16.9 12.6 <0.01 

  
The standing long jump results improved by 8.7% to correspond 

to the ,,excellent” level. The ,,bend forward” test produced the greatest 
gain-44.7% (the result of evaluation changed from ,,satisfactory” to 
,,good”). Upper body lifts showed an increase of 16.9% (prior to the 
experiment, the results were ,,satisfactory”, after the experiment-
,,excellent”). 
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Discussion 
 
All indicators of physical development of the second year students 

were higher. The second year female students had 1.8 kg/m² higher body 
mass index. It should be noted that 8.6% of the first year female students 
(32 out of 371) were underweight with the BMI being below 18.4 kg/m². 
On the basis of the data obtained in earlier studies, we agree with M.V. 
Kuznetsova‟s conclusion that ,,in Orenburg region 25% of females aged 17-21 
years have insufficient physical development due to the low weight in each of the age 
groups studied”.63 

According to D. Kenny and R. Adams,64 females had lower BMI. 
The most distinctive profiles have been identified by BMI=6-17. Our 
experimental data differed from M. V. Kuznetsova‟s findings in the 
lower than 18.4 kg/m² body mass index of the participants. In contrast 
to the data of the research of D. Kenny and R. Adams, the body mass 
index in the surveyed students was higher-20,5-22,3. 

Students passed standard tests in all indicators of physical fitness 
with satisfactory grade. There were those who failed to pass: in the 
female 100 m run-26.9%, upper body lifts-25.3%. Analysis of the data 
allows us to agree with E. A. Shunyaeva‟s statement: ,,50% of female 
participants failed in 100 m run, 56% – in standing long jumps, and 50%-in upper 
body lifts”.65 The results of our experiment are consistent with the above-
mentioned research. Compared to E. A. Shunyaeva‟s study, our 
experiment produced little bit better results: 26.9% failed 100 m run, 
43.3%-standing long jumps, and 25.3% – lifts. 

The data demonstrate deterioration in test results of the first year 
female students of 2016 compared with those of 1998 in 100 m run, 
standing long jumps, and upper body lifts. Our experiment results are 
consistent with V. V. Feofilaktov‟s conclusion that ,,many indicators (100 m 
run and others) are significantly lower in current students”.66 

Urgent curriculum redesign is required to improve students‟ 
physical development. Similar conclusion was made by O. O. 
Brilliantova who notes ,,the growth of the total index of students‟ physical 
development occurs mainly due to: in the fall-the power, speed and overall endurance 
training; speed and power exercises; flexibility exercises; in winter-coordination, speed 

                                                             
63 M. V. Kuznetsova, Peculiarities of the physical development, p. 15. 
64 D. Kenny, R. Adams, ,,The relationship between eating attitudes, body-mass index, 
ace, and cender, pp. 128-134. 
65 E. A. Shunyaeva, Physical education of university students, p. 15. 
66 V. V. Feofilaktov, The comparative analysis of innovative technologies, p.16. 
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and power-speed exercises; flexibility exercises, in spring-speed, endurance training; 
speed, speed-strength and coordination exercises”.67 Our experiment adds to O. 
O. Brilliantova‟s observation that in winter skiing develops endurance. 

The results are important because they identify the ways of 
curriculum redesign and teaching methods improvement aimed at 
optimizing the physical education of students. 

The research is theoretically significant because it examines the 
aspects of physical development and physical preparedness as well as 
compares the data on the physical form of the first and second year 
students of ARSU. The research also offers practical advice on how to 
improve the physical education curricula and teaching methods.   
 

Conclusions 
 

The main scientific and theoretical premises for improving the 
process of physical education are as follows: 

-the need for standardization of physical activity in different 
periods of the academic year; the efficient training routine; 

-the application of physical development evaluation (individual 
profile, typological scale); 

-a decrease in the level of physical development of modern 
students; the relationship between the body mass index and other 
components. 

The study revealed an insufficient level of the first year female 
students‟ physical development compared to the second year students, 
especially in the body mass index and the Erismann index. Most of the 
students have the ,,satisfactory” level of physical fitness. Some students 
performed at ,,unsatisfactory” level-in the range of 29.3% to 43.3%. 

The study revealed contradictions between planned activities in the 
curriculum and implementation (due to the bad weather), the lack of 
interchangeable means and methods, the absence of active learning 
techniques such as circular training. It reduced the cumulative effect of 
the conducted studies. 

Methodological ways of improving the physical form of students 
should include interchangeable methods of physical education, power 
aerobics for the females, breathing exercises, circuit training method, 
individual cards of student progress, self-training for students. 

                                                             
67 O. O. Brilliantova, Normalization of load volumes in academic classes, p. 13. 
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The pedagogical experiment confirmed the effectiveness of the 
suggested approaches and resulted in the positive changes of students‟ 
physical development and physical preparedness. 
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Abstract: The article is devoted to the study of emotional intelligence in modern 

psychological science. The study was carried out using the following methods: theoretical 
analysis of research works, empirical methods (,,Internet addiction test”, K. Yang, adaptation 
of V. A. Loskutov, ,,Test for emotional intelligence”, N. Kholl), mathematical methods 
statistics (the Mann-Whitney test for the analysis of the reliability of differences in the 
variables studied). Authors proved that the indicators of emotional intelligence of adolescents 
with different levels of Internet addiction are different. Adolescents with a high level of Internet 
addiction are dominated by a low level of emotional intelligence; adolescents with an average 
level of Internet addiction are dominated by a low level of emotional intelligence; in adolescents 
with a low level of Internet addiction, the average level of emotional intelligence predominates. 
The indicators of the total emotional intelligence, ,,emotional awareness”, ,,managing your 
emotions”, ,,self-motivation” and ,,managing the emotions of others” are significantly higher in 
adolescents with a low level of Internet addiction. Perhaps excessive use of the Internet, 
replacing interpersonal communication in real life, can have a negative impact on emotional 
competence. 

Keywords: Internet addiction, emotional intelligence, adolescents. 

 
At present, the problem of psychological addictions the 

phenomenon of Internet addiction, acquires special significance. The 
problem of Internet addiction was studied by such scientists as K. Yang, 
O. V. Voyskunsky, L. I. Selivanova, V. L. Malygin et al. Thus, K. Young 
writes in his works that Internet addiction is a voluminous term that 
includes a huge number of problems related to behavior and control 
over drives.1 

Because of their age, adolescents are most vulnerable to this type 
of dependence. A significant risk factor for the development of addiction 
in this period are violations of the cognitive-emotional sphere, 

                                                             
1 K. Yang, ,,Diagnosis-Internet addiction”, in World Internet, no. 2, 2000, pp. 24-29. 
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deformations of the basic social and psychological attitudes of the 
individual and his ,,I-conception”.2 

Adolescence is considered ,,emotionally saturated”, and therefore the 
study of the emotional development of adolescents takes a leading place 
in psychology. Recently, interest in the problem of emotional intelligence 
has increased considerably. 

The problem of emotional intelligence is presented in the works of 
D. Goleman, I. N. Andreeva, D. V. Lyusina, Yu. V. Davydova. So, D. 
Goleman defines emotional intelligence primarily as a social competence 
and defined it as an important component of people‟s abilities. 

The importance and necessity of developing components of 
emotional intelligence as factors contributing to the personal and 
professional growth of the individual and influencing his success in life 
are also undeniable. In our opinion, it is urgent to identify the differences 
in the emotional intelligence of adolescents who have and do not have 
Internet addiction. 

 
Review of literature 

 
The term ,,Internet addiction” was first used by American psychiatrist 

Goldberg in 1994. In this concept, the author did not lay the medical 
meaning, as if it were drug addiction or alcoholism, and this behavior, 
which is accompanied by a low level of self-control, stress and threatens 
to displace normal life. Goldberg describes Internet addiction as ,,having a 
detrimental effect on the everyday, educational, social, work, family, financial or 
psychological spheres of activity”.3 

According to Kimberly Young, there are the following 4 main 
symptoms characteristic of Internet addiction: 1. obsessive desire to 
check e-mail; 2. constant waiting for the next Internet connection; 3. 
complaints from others that a person spends too much time on the 

                                                             
2 V. L. Malygin, Internet-dependent behavior in adolescents: clinic, diagnosis, prevention, Moscow, 
Mnemosyne, 2010, p. 136; V. L. Malygin, A. A. Antonenko, E. I. Vovchenko, A. B. 
Iskandirova, ,,Features of emotional and social intelligence among Internet-dependent 
adolescents”, in Medical psychology in Russia, no. 5. 2011 (date of circulation: August 2, 
2017). 
3  D. Goleman, R. Boyatzis, ,,Clustering Competencies in Emotional Intelligence: 
Insights from the Emotional Competence Inventory”, in The Handbook of Emotional 
Intelligence, San Francisco, Jossey-Bass, 2000, pp. 343-364. 
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Internet; 4. Complaints of others that a person spends too much money 
on the Internet.4 

In the opinion of V. L. Malygina, at present, Internet addiction in 
all its various manifestations can be considered as: 1. pathological 
enthusiasm for the Internet, as one of the forms of dependent behavior 
in understanding it as a painful disorder; 2. The syndrome of Internet 
addiction, behind which other mental disorders are hidden, and the 
Internet itself is only a means of satisfying them; 3. Internet addiction, as 
an independent pathology, caused by the mutual pathogenic influence of 
character traits and the Internet, which has a certain dynamics and signs 
of mental disorders.5 

A. Hull and D. Parsons in 2001 introduced the term Internet-
dependent behavior. They agree that excessive use of the Internet can 
harm the cognitive, behavioral and affective spheres, that is, affect the 
state of human health, but they do not support the pathological etiology 
of this problem. Scientists imagine surplus use of the Internet by a 
,,benign” disorder, which is seen as compensation for the lack of 
behavior in real life.6 

During the development of science, a considerable number of 
scientists were engaged in the problem of emotional intelligence. 
According to the authors, the original concept of the emotional 
intelligence of J. Meyer, P. Salovey, emotional intelligence is a group of 
mental abilities that contribute to awareness and understanding of one‟s 
own emotions and emotions of others.7 

D. Caruso gave the following definition: ,,it is very important to 
understand that emotional intelligence is not the opposite of intelligence, not the 
triumph of reason over feelings, it is a unique intersection of both processes”.8 

D. Goleman considered emotional intelligence primarily as a social 
competence and defined it as an important component of people‟s 
abilities.9 

                                                             
4 K. S. Yang, Clinical Assessment of Internet-Addicted Clients, New Jersey, John Wiley & 
Sons, 2011, pp. 19-35. 
5 V. L. Malygin, Internet-dependent behavior in adolescents: clinic, diagnosis, prevention, Moscow, 
Mnemosyne, 2010, p. 136. 
6 A. Hall, J. Parsons, ,,Internet Addiction: Student case study using best practices in 
cognitive behavior therapy”, in Journal of Mental Health Counseling, volume 23, no. 4, 
2001, p. 312. 
7 D. R. Caruso, J. D. Mayer, P. Salovey, Relation of an ability to measure emotional personality, 
2002, pp. 34-47. 
8 Ibidem. 
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In his article, V. D. Shadrikov returns to the problem of the 
concept of emotional intelligence. The scientist defines him as a systemic 
manifestation of cognitive and emotional abilities for the purpose of 
processing various types of information in various ways in various forms 
of behavior and activity and assigns him a great role in mastering the 
man of the world.10 

I. N. Andreeva defines emotional intelligence as a systemic 
manifestation of intellectual abilities to analyze, process and use 
emotional information. Taking as a basis the theory of abilities of V. D. 
Shadrikova, the author deduces a synthetic theory of emotional 
intelligence. This theory has a hierarchical structure and on the one hand 
includes the intellect of the individual (emotional intelligence as ability), 
the intellect of the subject of activity (emotional competence) and the 
intellect of the individual (emotional creativity). On the other hand, in 
the structure of emotional intelligence it is expedient to single out an 
intrapersonal one directed at one‟s own emotions, and an interpersonal 
component directed at the emotions of other people.11 

Currently, most of the work is devoted to the study of the 
emotional intelligence of adults. The problem of emotional intelligence 
among adolescents is poorly illuminated. 

In his work, L. D. Kamyshnikova explored the emotional 
intelligence of adolescents in the context of social situations and came to 
the conclusion that understanding their emotions and the ability to 
competently manage them is one of the factors of personal adaptability. 
The ability to find solutions in various situations provides a socially 
adaptive function of emotional intelligence. According to the author, the 
formation of emotional intelligence.12 

A. A. Alexandrova in her studies revealed that adolescents 
generally have a low level of emotional intelligence and a high level of 
empathy. The findings indicate that most teenagers are unable to express 
the feelings they experience, and also to associate these feelings with 

                                                                                                                                               
9  D. Goleman, Emotional Intelligence, trans. with English. A. P. Isayeva, Moscow, 
Vladimir VKT, 2009, p. 478. 
10 V. D. Shadrikov, ,,To the concept of emotional intelligence”, in Yu. P. Povarenkova, 
Yaroslavl, The Chancellor (eds.), Systemogenesis of educational and professional activity, 
Proceedings of the III All-Russian Scientific and Practical Conference, October 9-10, 2007, 2007, 
pp. 10-12. 
11 I. N. Andreeva, ,,On the synthetic theory of emotional intelligence”, in Psychology of 
man in the modern world, no. 2, 2009, pp. 289-297. 
12 L. D. Kamyshnikova, The structure of emotional intelligence in the context of social situations, 
Doct. Diss., Moscow, 2012, p. 21. 
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gestures. And girls have more ability to empathize with another person, 
feel what the other feels, experience the same emotional states, identify 
themselves with others. The author believes that a greater variety of ways 
of expressing emotions in girls may be due to the fact that girls have the 
ability to verbalize emotions earlier and form faster than boys.13 

Yu. V. Davydova studied the essential features, features and 
structure of emotional intelligence of adolescents and came to the 
conclusion that emotional intelligence at this age is a stable 
heterogeneous category that provides such important functions as: 
successful activity, improvement of processes of interpersonal and 
interpersonal interaction. According to the author, the development of 
emotional intelligence and its essential characteristics is of a quantitative 
nature: to the older adolescent age, a greater number of children 
demonstrate a high ability to recognize the emotions of others and show 
empathy. Davydova also found that the emotional intelligence of boys is 
much lower than that of girls, and this pattern persists throughout 
adolescence.14 

In the studies of V. A. Kulganova, N. N. Samuylova found that 
the girls are trying to take control of their own manifestations of 
aggression and feelings of guilt, which is not typical for young men. This 
proves that girls especially try to protect themselves from aggressive 
manifestations, and young men at the same time do not seek to cope 
with aggression and feelings connected with feelings of guilt. The study 
shows that young men who are able to manage the feelings well are ready 
to accept other people as they are, with their pluses and minuses. The 
authors believe that the very setting for acceptance of other people helps 
them in emotional regulation. Girls have no such relationship. For girls 
more important is the personal quality, like independence. Independent 
girls most fruitfully control their feelings.15 

A. S. Rodionova in her study studied the characteristics of 
emotional intelligence of individuals with Internet addiction and found 
that the overall decline in the level of emotional intelligence is observed 
in people who have an Internet addiction. This category of subjects is 
characterized by insufficient self-motivation and low ability to manage 

                                                             
13 A. A. Alexandrova, Т. V. Gudkova, ,,The gender aspect in the study of emotional 
intelligence in adolescents”, in Young scientist, no. 5, 2013, pp. 617-622. 
14 Yu. V. Davydova, Emotional intelligence: essential signs, structure and features of manifestation 
in adolescence, Doct. Diss., Moscow, 2011, p. 204 
15  V. A. Kulganov, N. N. Samuylova, ,,Gender features of managing emotions in 
adolescence”, in Healthy person: materials of an international scientific and practical conference June 
21-22, 2012, St. Petersburg, 2012, p. 168. 
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their emotions. The author suggests that such results are a consequence 
of the fact that excessive use of the Internet, replacing interpersonal 
communication, in real life imposes a negative impact on emotional 
competence.16 

V. L. Malygin and co-authors in his study found that adolescents 
prone to Internet addiction demonstrate reduced ability to perceive 
emotions in the face of the interlocutor, assimilate their current 
experience, find it hard to describe their feelings. It is difficult for them 
to distinguish between different mixed, multi-level feelings, to quickly 
switch from one emotion to another. The author puts forward an 
interesting hypothesis that a reduced emotional intelligence with certain 
characterological traits can create fertile ground for the development of 
Internet-dependent behavior.17 

So, the results of the theoretical analysis of the material give us 
grounds to carry out an empirical study of emotional intelligence and 
Internet addiction of adolescents. 

 
Methods of research 

 
The purpose of the work was to study the emotional intelligence 

of adolescents with different levels of Internet addiction. We assumed 
that there are differences in the emotional intelligence of adolescents 
with different levels of Internet addiction. 

The sample was placed by adolescents (15 years old), students of 
9th grades of the School No. 18 in Rostov-on-Don. A total of 50 people, 
including 27 boys, 23 girls. 

The following methods were used in the study: theoretical analysis 
of research papers, empirical methods (,,Internet addiction test”, K. 
Yang, adaptation of V. A. Loskutov, ,,Test for emotional intelligence”, 
N. Holl), mathematical methods statistics (the Mann-Whitney test for the 
analysis of the reliability of differences in the variables studied). The 
calculation was carried out in the program SPSS 17.0. 

The study was conducted in three stages. At the first stage, we 
studied the features of Internet addiction of adolescents using the 
,,Internet addiction test” technique (author K. Yang). At the second 
stage, the characteristics of emotional intelligence of adolescents were 

                                                             
16 A. S. Rodionova, ,,Investigation of the features of emotional intelligence of persons 
with Internet addiction”, in Perspectives of science and education, no 6, 2013. 
17 V. L. Malygin, Internet-dependent behavior in adolescents: clinic, diagnosis, prevention, Moscow, 
Mnemosyne, 2010, p. 136. 
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studied using the technique ,,Test for emotional intelligence” (author N. 
Hall). At the third stage, we compared the indicators of the emotional 
intelligence of adolescents with different levels of Internet addiction. 

 
Results and discussion 

 
The study showed that 48% of adolescents are prone to Internet 

addiction, 30% of adolescents have an Internet addiction, 22% of 
adolescents are Internet-independent. Based on the findings for further 
research, all adolescents were conditionally divided into three groups 
according to the level of Internet addiction: the group ,,high level” 
included Internet-dependent adolescents (15 people), the ,,middle level” 
group included teenagers inclined to the Internet-dependence (24 
people), the ,,low level” group included online independent teens (11 
people). Thus, in general, teenagers are dominated by the average level of 
Internet addiction. This means that most teenagers are at risk of Internet 
addiction. 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Emotional awareness of adolescents with  

different levels of Internet addiction (in%) 
 

In accordance with the purpose of our study, we studied the 
emotional intelligence of adolescents with high, medium and low levels 
of Internet addiction (Figures 1-5). 

According to figure 1, it can be concluded that adolescents with a 
high level of Internet addiction have a low level of emotional awareness 
(73.3%); in adolescents with an average level of Internet addiction - the 
average level (54.2%); in adolescents with a low level of Internet 
addiction - high and medium levels (45.5%). This suggests that Internet-
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dependent adolescents, unlike others, do not fully understand and 
understand their emotions, are less aware of their internal state. 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Managing your emotions of adolescents with  

different levels of Internet addiction (in%) 
 

According to figure 2, it can be concluded that adolescents with a 
high level of Internet addiction have a low level of management of their 
emotions (100%); in adolescents with an average level of Internet 
addiction - a low level (74%); in adolescents with a low level of Internet 
addiction - the average level (45.4%). This suggests that dependent and 
addicted to internet addiction, adolescents are not primarily able to 
arbitrarily manage their emotions. This can manifest itself in 
uncontrolled aggression, anger, quick temper. 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Self-motivation of adolescents with different  

levels of Internet addiction (in%) 
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According to figure 3, it can be concluded that adolescents with a 
high level of Internet addiction are dominated by a low level of self-
motivation (53.6%); in adolescents with an average level of Internet 
addiction - medium and low levels (42%); in adolescents with a low level 
of Internet addiction-a high level (54.6%). This suggests that Internet-
dependent adolescents, unlike others, can not motivate themselves, they 
do not have the desire to achieve or strive for anything. 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Empathy of adolescents with different 

levels of Internet addiction (in%) 
 

According to Figure 4, it can be concluded that adolescents with a 
high level of Internet addiction are dominated by a low level of empathy 
(53.3%); in adolescents with an average level of Internet addiction - a 
low level (50%); in adolescents with a low level of Internet addiction - 
the average level (63.7%). This suggests that dependent and dependent 
on the Internet teenagers, because of the limited interpersonal contacts 
in real life, are not able to understand the emotions of others, empathize, 
provide emotional support. 

 

 

Figure 5: Management of adolescents with different levels of 
Internet addiction by the emotions of others (in%) 
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According to figure 5, we can conclude that adolescents with a 
high level of Internet addiction are dominated by a low level of 
,,management of emotions of other people” (53.6%); in adolescents with an 
average level of Internet addiction-a low level (58%); in adolescents with 
a low level of Internet addiction-a high level (63.7%). This suggests that 
dependent and addicted teenagers are not able to influence the emotional 
state of other people. 

Indicators of the integrative level of emotional intelligence of 
adolescents with different levels of Internet addiction: in adolescents 
with a high level of Internet addiction, a low level of emotional 
intelligence is revealed (93.3%); in adolescents with an average level of 
Internet addiction-a low level (58.4%); in adolescents with a low level of 
Internet addiction-the average level (54.6%). 

Thus, based on the results of studying the emotional intelligence of 
adolescents with different levels of Internet addiction, it can be 
concluded that adolescents with high and medium levels of Internet 
addiction experience a general decline in emotional intelligence. The 
obtained results are correlated with the studies of A. S. Rodionova 
(2013), V. L. Malygin and co-authors (2011) etc., who proved that 
individuals who have an Internet addiction have a general decrease in the 
level of emotional intelligence. Based on the results obtained, it can be 
assumed that excessive use of the Internet, replacing interpersonal 
communication in real life, can have a negative impact on emotional 
competence. 

Comparative analysis of the emotional intelligence of adolescents 
with different levels of Internet addiction using the Mann-Whitney 
statistical criterion to conclude that indicators of integrative emotional 
intelligence, emotional awareness, management of emotions, self-
motivation are higher among adolescents with an average level of 
Internet- dependencies. This means that adolescents in this group are 
more aware of their emotional states, can control them, and also have 
the ability to motivate themselves, develop themselves. Indicators 
,,empathy” and ,,management of the emotions of other people” are 
higher in adolescents with a high level of Internet addiction. This means 
that due to their constant communication in social networks, adolescents 
are more focused on understanding and changing the emotional states of 
other people than their own. However, the differences revealed reached 
a level of statistical significance only with respect to the indicator 
,,emotional awareness” (p=0.041). 
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Indicators of emotional intelligence are higher in adolescents with 
a low level of Internet addiction. This means that the lack of addiction to 
the Internet and interpersonal communication contribute to the normal 
development of the emotional component in adolescence. The revealed 
differences have reached a level of statistical significance with respect to 
indicators of integrative emotional intelligence (p=0.008), ,,emotional 
awareness” (p=0.024), ,,managing their emotions” (p=0.008), ,,self-
motivation” (p=0.004) and ,,management emotions of other people” 
(p=0.018). 

The conducted research allowed to draw the following 
conclusions: 

1. Adolescents have an average level of Internet addiction (48%). 
2. Adolescents with a high level of Internet addiction are 

dominated by a low level of emotional intelligence (93%); adolescents 
with an average level of Internet addiction are dominated by a low level 
of emotional intelligence (58%); in adolescents with a low level of 
Internet addiction, the average level of emotional intelligence 
predominates (55%). 

3. Indicators of total emotional intelligence (p=0.008), ,,emotional 
awareness” (p=0.024), ,,managing your emotions” (p=0.008), ,,self-
motivation” (p=0.004) and ,,controlling the emotions of other people” 
(p=0.018) higher in adolescents with a low level of Internet addiction. 
Perhaps excessive use of the Internet, replacing interpersonal 
communication in real life, can have a negative impact on emotional 
competence. 

Thus, the hypothesis of our study that there are differences in the 
indicators of the emotional intelligence of adolescents with different 
levels of Internet addiction has been confirmed. 

 
Conclusion 

 
One of the most striking characteristics of modern society is the 

ubiquitous spread of the Internet, which is actively developing in recent 
decades, which entails such a problem as Internet addiction. The 
teenagers are the most vulnerable to this type of dependence. 
Adolescence is considered especially ,,emotionally saturated” and 
therefore the study of the emotional development of adolescents takes a 
leading place in psychology. Emotional disorders that occur during this 
period can have serious consequences. Since the Internet has a 
detrimental effect on all spheres of teenager‟s life, it seemed to us 
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appropriate to study the emotional intelligence of adolescents with 
different levels of Internet addiction. 

In accordance with the purpose of our study, we studied the 
emotional intelligence of adolescents with different levels of Internet 
addiction. In the study, adolescents (15 years) of 9th grades of the MBUU 
School No. 18, Rostov-on-Don took part. Only 50 people, 27 boys, 23 
girls. 

The conducted research allowed to draw the following 
conclusions: 

1. Adolescents have an average level of Internet addiction. 
2. Adolescents with a high level of Internet addiction are 

dominated by a low level of emotional intelligence; adolescents with an 
average level of Internet addiction are dominated by a low level of 
emotional intelligence; in adolescents with a low level of Internet 
addiction, the average level of emotional intelligence predominates. 

3. Indicators of total emotional intelligence, ,,emotional 
awareness”, ,,managing their emotions”, ,,self-motivation” and 
,,managing the emotions of other people” is significantly higher in 
adolescents with a low level of Internet addiction. Perhaps excessive use 
of the Internet, replacing interpersonal communication in real life, can 
have a negative impact on emotional competence. 

The conducted research clarifies the ideas about the emotional 
intelligence of adolescents with different levels of Internet addiction. The 
obtained results can be used in the advisory, developing directions of the 
practical psychologist‟s activity with the purpose of preventing Internet 
addiction of adolescents, as well as for the development of educational 
disciplines, special courses for vocational training of students of a 
teacher training university. 
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Shaushekova, Ayagan S. Yerkin, Botakoz A. Zhekibayeva 
Karaganda State University named after E. A. Buketov, 

Kazakhstan 
 

Abstract: This article deals with the studying a new direction in pedagogic sphere. 
The basis for the study is environmental problems at the present stage and actual issues of 
education related to it. It was viewed that following the direction of the development of the 
noosphere is the only way to achieve these levels to raise the level of the material and the 
spiritual, ecological literacy and environmental culture. In this study the ideas of the creation of 
a new state of the biosphere called  noosphere and judgments according to ideas about forming 
it and as a new form of pedagogy called ,,noosphere pedagogy‟s” ideas and basic directions are 
studied in this article. People move to a new stage in the evolution of the biosphere 
consciousness, culture, mentality and thinking, the transition to a higher spiritual level  
required by pedagogical direction. Noosphere education requirements-based on the pedagogical 
value of a new paradigm to achieve these levels, so ways of providing to live newly on this level 
were determined and analyzed. The source of life in ecological culture is the experience of people 
accumulated over centuries - environmental friendliness and careful consideration, to protect 
and to live in harmony and reporting relationship to its wealth. In ancient times, our ancestors 
knew the nature and its creatures‟ relationship to the environment, and used them in 
competent way. 

Keywords: pedagogy, noosphere pedagogic, education, ecological-
noosphere education, Kazakh people, noohumanism. 

 
The necessity to educate a person that is capable to change the 

picture of our planet into better side and that is responsible for the faith 
of Mother-earth as far as the education system in the world couldn‟t get 
out from the demand of epoch. Because the education system is as a 
social mechanism forming human-being showed vulnerability and wasn‟t 
able to resist the threat of extinction, unable to decide complex issues of 
education. It was reflected in education that was not able to keep up with 
the practice, couldn‟t solve the problems of intelligent, reasonable 
person.   

So one of the most basic problems in development of humanity is 
the characteristic of quality of a person and his moral and spiritual 
development. Cosmism is as the way out of the spiritual, ecological crisis, 
it can give the path to the notion of taking a wide range of high culture. 
It can be the basis of the noosphere outlook that in pedagogical sense 
bring fruitful results. 
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The problem of developing noosphere approach is obligatorily 
connected with education in educating and bringing up learners as far as 
their development is on special position. According to the current data 
school graduates are not aware of the balance of nature in our tradition, 
ideas of cosmism (space), and it‟s no doubt that all these cause obstacles 
in development of knowledge about noosphere notion and opinion. 
Only subject to think outside of the traditional teaching in the world, 
does not allow the world to achieve the formation of a holistic approach. 
Only not traditional teaching allows the world to achieve the formation 
of a holistic approach, also to develop the idea of thinking outside of the 
world. A lot of learners‟ knowledge is chaotic and wasteful and 
underestimate the value of many things.   

21st century is the century of humanbeing‟s possession with new 
science and mastering new technologies doing first steps. How will the 
education system use news studied by science? How it should use them? 
In finding the answers to these questions specialists of pedagogic science 
and scientists research on the basis of Sustainable development platform. 

 
Materials and methods 

 
To solve the above mentioned tasks following methods were used: 

theoretical methods, philosophical, psychological-pedagogical and 
ecological methods; historical-logical, comparative analysis of 
methodological literature, project work. 

A number of large-scale environmental problem of mankind at the 
beginning of the third millennium dimmed the prospects of future, 
forced to be skeptical about the fate, and raised the risk of loss of life. So 
before mankind has caused the need for a radical change in his/her 
values and objectives. 

If we take into consideration that data about the possibility of full 
stagnation in the world is not less we recognize that the given current 
standard (traditional) mental paradigm is poor. To solve such a wide 
range of issues, of course, is not possible with the help of ,,behind” 
education and upbringing system.  

Therefore, scientists believe that at the beginning of this 
millennium, the human need to make radical change in the form of 
development and own version, and only then he answers a wide range of 
threats, he can provide his further safe and sustainable development. 
Public education as the most important mechanism of social 
development, the development of content and form, need to change the 
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extent that would contribute to the survival of civilization. Currently, it is 
unable to fulfill its ,,rescue service”, because it still confirms ,,old education” 
based on the our past time. And ,,knowledge survival” is the motto or 
address of new innovative processes in the field of education, but it 
applies not only to the individual, but common to all mankind.1 

According to the humanization of the educational process at 
school scholar Zhadrina M. J. writes: ,,The main problem of our time is the 
preservation of the human individual. Negative affection of moral education in the 
society, human moved away from culture and education, finding profit is in high place 
than human‟s intellect and human‟s interest, technology is dominante on spiritual 
values of an individual, all of this negative factors influenced the way of diminishing 
how education field affects the birth of the person as an individual. This is way out of 
the impasse, need to pay particular attention to direct from scientific and technologists 
model to cultural model education, focused on humanisation of educational trends”.2 

Regarded as the global crisis in the education system to get out of 
this situation only teaching methodology paradigm as scientists Shragina 
L. I. and Meerovich M. I. believe that it is possible only through the 
exchange from reproductive (in terms of remembrance) to productive 
(effect). Only during this time, in the process of studying the possession 
an education is not the purpose but also a tool for bringing up the 
person.3 These scientists also deepens that significance of its importance, 
psychologization that ensures the development of a person, heuristic 
component that forms creative aspects and pedagogical component that 
teaches to study. In other words, these components must be ,,absorbed” 
to the learning process also need to be integrated, the qualities needed by 
a person need to be deployed in the context of the self-formation.  

As the results of many years experience showed that scheme like 
,,Advanced pedagogy” that allows you to get such good qualities, 
Ukraine TRIS pedagogical laboratory made on the basis of problem 
solving inventive theory.4 

                                                             
1 A. D. Ursul, ,,Futurization process and the formation of advanced education”, in 
Pedagogy and education, no. II, 2012, pp. 25-30. 
2 V. A. Koptug, United Nations Conference on Environment and Development: Information review, 
Novosibirsk, 1992. 
3 Action program, Agenda for the XXI century and other documents of the conference in 
Rio de Janeiro in the popular presentation: Transl. from Eng/compiler M. King, Center 
,,For our common future”, Geneva, 1993. 
4 International Forum, ,,Learning to live together. Education as a condition for the consolidation of 
society, conflict prevention and resolution”, Final Report. B.: The UNESCO Cluster Office in 
Almaty, the National Commission on UNESCO of the Kyrgyz Republic, the Fund 
,,Soros-Kyrgyzstan”, 2012. 
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Such philosophers, psychologists and teachers, scientists assume 
the need for major changes in the field of education. They approved that 
in different way: the search for a way out of the crisis, the need for ,,the 
wound breaking” into a new education system, even call it as the possibility 
to return to the basis and ideas of a classical education.5 This means that 
the content of school education, educational organization of the need to 
radically rethink the whole modernization of teaching methods is the 
main issue. 

 
Literature review 

 
Awareness of the importance of environmental problems‟s 

solution for humanbeing was the reason for studying it at different levels 
and over all and contributed to various aspects of the research. They are 
following:  

-methodological basis and conditions for the implementation of 
environmental education studied by philosophers Mamedov N. M., 
Girusov E. V., Ursul A. D., Moiseyev N. N. and in other scientists 
works, pedagogs Dagbayeva N. Zh., Karopa G. N., Kavtaradze D. N., 
Zverev I. D., Ponomoreva I. N., Akybayeva T., Zhatkanbayev Zh. Zh., 
Sarybekov N. etc., Psychologists Deriyabo S. D., Panov V. I., Yiasvin V. 
A. etc.; 

-conceptual aspects of the development of environmental 
education: Sikorskaya G. P., Sarybekov M. N., Andreyeva N. D. etc.; 

-the analysis of the contents of the forms and methods of 
environmental education for learners: Zahlebniy A. N., Zverev I. D., 
Suravegina I. T. etc.; 

-issues of ecological culture education in high school: Nazarov V. 
K., Ligai M. A., Abdrashitova I. V., Anisimova T. V., Zhatkanbayev Zh. 
Zh, Dilimbetova G. K., Tlebayeva K. B. etc.; 

-environmental education analysis in the field of primary education 
and secondary vocational education: Egorova N. N., Ivanov G. A., 
Riyabceva O. N. etc.; 

-national and regional training areas of environmental education 
and professionals‟ preparation: Mahabadarova R. A., Anudarieva D. C., 
Nikiforov L. G., Ivanov S. A., Beisenova S. etc.; 

-about the problem of environmental education through the 
traditions of the Kazakh environmental protection: Sarybekov M. N., 

                                                             
5 M. J. Zhadrina, ,,New opportunities to improve the quality of school education”, in 
Creative pedagogy, no II, 2003, p. 2. 
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Konyratbayeva T. A., Konyrova. S, Zhangeldina D. etc.6 
That‟s clear that it is important to develop environmental 

education in the context of the current problems, we understand it this 
way:  

-knowledge and moral values-oriented system, and knowledge that 
gives methods of action, also environmental culture based on the 
principles of co-evolution providing a new, qualititative level of man and 
nature, also continuing education, that is the basis of biological evolution 
providing a continuous release of educating people. 

The main feature of relevance of the research is that pedagogical-
biological problem is an initial stage of this research. The one thing that 
is observed at the process of formulating theories and practices of 
education and upbringing is that every new time defines a new form of 
approach to the world. If in the past people recognized the world in the 
form accumulated information system, in accordance with the present 
spiritual development of a person to create his intuition and ability to 
predict the emotional sensitivity can be recognized by the dominant 
form of knowledge. That‟s why we can distinguish following 
contradictions:   

-the point between the total level of development of 
environmental education in school and evolution-environmental 
education development on biological form; 

-between the commitment of dynamic environmental education 
plan for learners, growing number of empirical studies and lack of 
sufficient methodological basis of these researches; 

-contradictions between the need for new educational technologies 
in the formation of environmental awareness and culture for learners and 
researchers‟ low motivation to make them. 

The need to identify ways of resolving defined contradictions gives 
opportunity to understand that research is directed to open important 
problem from the side of theoretical and practical problem. The object 
of the study: environmental-pedagogical education process.  

The subject of the study: environmental-noosphere education 
prerequisites for learners. 

The goal of work was set on the basis of the research 
problem,defined  research subject and object detection. 

The purpose of the study: Our main goal is to determine the 

                                                             
6 L. I. Shragin, M. I. Meerovitch, ,,The paradigm shift of methodology as a way to 
resolve the contradictions in the education system”, in Filosofiya osvity XXI century: 
problems i prospects, Kiev, Society ,,Knowledge” of Ukraine, 2000, pp. 167-173. 
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methodological basis of noosphere-pedagogical education, to form a 
model on the basis of theoretical context, to suggest pedagogical 
technologies of environmental awareness education and noosphere 
education. 

The purpose of the work and the subject of research were the 
reason to make such a hypothesis: Young learners can carry out 
environmental-noosphere education on the basis of biological context, if: 

-there are the multiple ways of formation of environmental 
consciousness and culture on the basis of noosphere ideas and values; 

-the formation of environmental awareness and a culture is 
developed on the basis of study the evolutionary development and 
environmental isolationism of the world; 

-to bring students to the natural world as possible, carry out 
activities aimed at preserving the balance of organic world.  

We defined the following objectives of the study on the basis of 
the set purpose and established hypothesis: 

-to show that one of the main reasons for the current 
environmental stagnation is low biological literacy; 

-in teaching the system of nature-society-man analyze the training 
in a new direction in the educational process, the process on the right 
track and education sectors need to live in harmony with nature and the 
development of co-evolution of ideas in the context of disclosure; 

-to teach environmental-noosphere education in emotional value 
learning, to develop creativity, theoretical justification of information 
technology advantage in the implementation of new methods of 
teaching.  

Philosophical, pedagogical and psychological thoughts and 
conclusions make the methodology basis for  the study: 

-the idea of a unitary view of the world through ,,Noosphere 
thinking” philosophy (Al-Farabi, Vernadskii V. I., Chizhevski A. L., 
Moiseyev N. A., Moiseyev, Ursul A. D., Rerih N. K.); 

-great minds of the East related to the spiritual and moral 
education (Al-Farabi, Abu Abdulla rubaki, Abu Ali Ibn Sina, Nasreddin 
Tusi, Ahmadi Donish, Alisher Novoii, Abdurahmon Dzhami, Mahmud 
Kashkori); 

-humanistic psychology (Rodjers K., Maslou А., Ventsel K. N., 
Fromm E., Erikson E. etc); 

-about the development of creativity, self-development theory 
(Blokh М. А., Luk А. N., Engelmeier P. K., Andreev V. I., Ponomorev 
Iya. A., Sushkova Е. U., Vygotskii L. S., Davydovs V. V.);  
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-concerning to scientific and evolutionary ethics, biological and 
environmental ethics standards (Haksli Dzh, Shveiser А., Van Resseler 
Potter, Andre Hellegers; Spenser G.); 

-about sustainable development platform (Koptug V. А., Mantatov 
V. V.);  

-concerning to the social causes of education (Arnoldov А. I., 
Vygotskii L. S., Komenskii Iya. A., Kon I. S., Leontev A. N., Losev A. 
F., Rozanov V. V., Stepashko L. A., Stepin V. S. etc.); 

-about the place of person in nature and society (Antsupov A. Iya, 
Bahtin М. М., Berdiyaev N. A., Gnatenko P. I., Kogan L. N., Soloviev V. 
S., Teiliar P. de Sharden, Fedorov N. F. etc.); 

-about the universal and the national ratio of education (Belozertsev Е. 
P., Volkov G. N., Gershunski B. S., Disterveg А., Ushinski K. D., Shadrikov V. 
D. etc.). 

The theoretical foundations of the research, noohumanistic 
educational theory (Sikorskaiya G. P., Koptug V. A., Kucher T. V., 
Ivanov S. A.); to develop natural-scientific basis for recognition the 
world by school learners (Chuikov L. U., Zahlebnyi A. N., Zverev I. D., 

Suravegin I. T.) және ethical pedagogy and the theories of personality-
oriented education (Dudina M.N., Iyakimanskaiya I.S., Bondarevskaiya 
E.V.); pedagogical dialogue (Kurganov S., Serikov V. V., Sidorkin А. М., 
Bahtin М. М.); the development of culture and style of thinking activity 
in education (Andruhina L. М., Alekseev А. N.) and theories of 
ecological psychopedagogy (Deriyabo S. D., Iyasvin V. A., Rodoba L. А., 
Denisov T. V.).7 

Let's mention briefly the definition of concept ,,Noosphere” from 
Latin ,,noos”-,,consciousness”, ,,sphaira”-stands for the ball, means ,,smart 
shell”. French scientists Lerua É. and Teiyar P. de Chardin for the first 
time in 1927, introduced this notion in science. According to their 
opinion noosphere is on higher level than biosphere, it‟s ,,thinking shell” 
that shapes the entire planet. Vernadsky V. I. with the use of this term 
called noosphere the stage of carrying out a program that ensures the 
further development of society, biosphere controls the position that 
human controls current role. In his last article in 1944, he noted that 
humanity is already stepping noosphere phase.8 This means that time 
wide range of environmental problems were predicted. 

                                                             
7 M. I. Meerovich, L. I. Shrahyna, ,,It‟s time launching boats on the water (what is 
TLBW)”, in Director of the school, no. V, 1996, pp. 60-67. 
8 D. N. Kavtaradze, Education and the game, Moscow, 1998. 
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Noosphere pedagogy is pedagogical science based on educational 
release and cognitive noosphere, that is to say, noosphere is without 
equivalent and recognize that it is an alternative.9 

Paradigm of noosphere thinking started with the time of 
Vernadsky V. I. and was reflected in the writings of many scholars and 
thinkers. They are Ciolkovskii E. K., Teiyar P. de Chardin, Moiseyev N. 
N., Subetto A. I., Berdiyaev N. A, Ursul A. D. etc.10 Since that time, find 
ways to bring up ecological culture of young people, individual become a 
spiritual and moral problem in pedagogy. 

The difficulty of a fundamental change of public quality brings to 
pull out human that poisoned the resuscitates of the consumer from the 
fog. For that it is necessary to have high values that form Historical-
Cultural-Evolutionary paradigm. Noospheric development ideology and 
practice that form the basis of this. 

In this regard, in the education and upbringing field the new 
spiritual, moral and social and economic demands have been made. 

No matter what stage it‟s necessary to have swift and deep citizens 
for developing young state that are educated and moral, with high 
competence, in any situation can solve problems independently. Think of 
the future of the country, its prosperity always consider himself 
responsible for the development, which can contribute to people. This 
person who thinks about the future of the country, who always considers 
himself responsible for the development of its prosperity that contribute 
to people. Growing up such a person is the task of the education system 
as far as education and upbringing desire the basis of the formation of 
individual. 

Today, the human‟s activity is the most extensive by impact on the 
biosphere. And how to live the life for the nature that depends on the 
level of biological and ecological literacy and environmental education. 
The world community understands this low level of culture of that 

                                                             
9 V. I. Vernadsky, Noosphere and Biosfera, M. Iris Press, 2004, p. 576. 
10 B. M. Bad, Teaching Encyclopedic Dictionary, Moscow, 2002, p. 170; K. E. Tsiolkovsky, 
Space philosophy. In the book: Russian Space Art: An Anthology of philosophical thought, 
Moscow, Education Press, 1993, pp. 278-281; P. T. Chardin, Phenomenon of human, trans. 
From French, Moscow, Progress, 1965; N. N. Moiseyev, ,,Once again on the issue of 
co-evolution”, in Questions of philosophy, no. VIII, 1998, pp. 26-32; A. I. Subetto, ,,Quality 
management of life and survival of humanbeing”, in Standards and quality, no. I, 1994, 
pp. 32-35; N. A. Berdyaev, Human. Microcosm and macrocosm. (Excerpts). In the book: Russian 
Space Art: An Anthology of philosophical thoughts, Moscow, Psychology Press, 1993, pp. 171-
175; A. D. Ursul, The path into the noosphere. Concept of survival and sustainable development of 
civilization, Moscow, Ray, 1993. 
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humanity as a whole, including the kind of low ecological culture. 
Individual environmental development in the new century is an 
important factor and valuable direction in the state‟s education policy 
and strategic because it is not only in the way of environmental 
protection, also it‟s a way to save human civilization as a whole.11 

This is one of the most important tasks of the state in the issue 
around Kazakhstan. As it was evidenced by documents paragraph 1 of 
Article 31 of the Constitution,12 ,,Environmental Protection” paragraph 2 
of Article 73 of the Law,13 the ,,Education”, Article 3, paragraph 3,14 the 
,,Environmental safety care concept”.15 In higher educational institutions 
of the country as well as international, national and regional conferences 
in the world, the problems of environmental education in Kazakhstan 
and the search for effective ways of development of ecological culture of 
the person are being analyzed. 

On December 5, 2012, the Council of Heads of States of the 
Commonwealth of Independent States Turkmenistan (Ashgabat) at the 
summit of the Commonwealth of Independent States in the protection 
of the environment and ecological culture in 2013 to declare that the 
,,decision of the Republic of Kazakhstan in accordance with paragraph 2 of ecological 
culture and environmental protection in the Republic of Kazakhstan” in 2013 
approved a plan of action for the year.16 

Kazakhstan national model of education is fixed on global 
education space and directed to meet the needs of the individual and 
society, and is characterized by multi-level and continuing education 
properties.17 

Human awareness of the importance of the solution of its 
environmental problems contributed to study it from different levels and 
various aspects of the research. They are following:  

-methodological basis for the implementation of environmental 
education and conditions: philosophers Mamedov N. M., Gïrwsov É. V., 
Ursul A. D., Moyseev N. N. and in the writings of other scientists, 
teachers Dagbaeva N. J., Karopa G. N., Kavtaradze D. N., Zverev I. D, 

                                                             
11 О. G. Tavstuha, N. Y. Stepanova, Z. U. Nefedova, Environmental monitoring: Manual for 
pupils, Orenburg, Printed Salon, 1996. 
12 Kazakhstan Republic Constitution, 1995. 
13 The Republic of Kazakhstan, ,,Environmental Protection Law”, July 15, 1997. 
14 Law on Education of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Sovereign Kazakhstan, №115-
116, 1999.  
15 K. R., ,,Ecological Safety Concept”, no. 2967, 30.04.1996. 
16 Decree no. 634 of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan, June 19, 2013. 
17 The concept of a humanitarian education in the Republic of Kazakhstan, Almaty, 1994. 
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Ponomareva I. N., Aqıbaeva T., Jatqanbaev J. J., Sarybekov N. etc., 
psychologists Deryabo S. D., Panov V. I., Yasvin V. A. etc. 

-conceptual aspects of the development of environmental 
education: Sikorskaya G. P., Sarybekov M. N., Andreev N. D. etc.; 

-the analysis of the contents of the forms and methods of 
environmental education for learners: Zaxlebnıy A. N., Zverev I. D., 
Suravegina I. T. etc.; 

-issues of ecological culture of high school: Nazarov V. K., Ligay 
M. A., Abdrashitova I. V., Anisimova T. V, Jatqanbaev J. J., Dilimbetova 
G. K., Tlebaeva K. B. etc.; 

-environmental education analysis at primary education and 
secondary vocational education field: Egorova N. N., Ivanov G. A., 
Ryabceva O. N. etc.; 

-national and regional directions of environmental education and 
specialist training areas: Mahabadarova R. A., Anudarieva D. C., 
Nikiforov L. G., Ivanov S. A., Beysenova S., etc.; 

-about the problem of environmental education through the 
traditions of the Kazakh environmental protection: Sarıbekov M. N., 
Kongıratbaeva T. A, Qongırova S. D., Jangeldina D. worked.18 

 
Results and discussions 

 
In the context of the present problems it‟s clear that development 

of ecological educationis important, and we understand this as following:  
-knowledge and moral values-oriented system, and methods of 

action based on the principles of co-evolution of man and nature, 
providing a new level of quality to educate people ecological culture of 
continuous education to ensure a continuous biological and evolutionary 
basis. 

According to the philosophy of nomads, there are features of 
behavior of nomadic that is peculiar to them, characteristics of great field 
of Kazakh people combined with centuries. 

One can say Poetic talents and endless reasonable spirits of the 
oldest modern poet-zhyrau as Abai, Saken, Shokan, Mukhtar, Olzhas and 
others caused as the influence of special effects clear sky and green field. 
Therefore, we can say that the steppe landscape is the effort that forms 
the nation‟s spiritual resources.  

                                                             
18 N. F. Reymers, The conception in ecology knowledge, Manual, Moscow, Publishing house 
MNÉPU, 1993. 
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Nature, steppes left their expression in human surprising 
formation of a unique saq art. It is also seen in  imagination of artists‟ 
virtuoso inspired by street life and to depict the race.19 

Mother and nature legends, formed customs and traditions typical 
to the Kazakh people. In this heritages our ancestors called generation to 
love nature, to protect it, urged to refrain from violent actions offences, 
and taught environmental education. 

 Because the lifestyle of Kazakh people was in destiny with nature. 
Because the nature is its inhabitants living area, human called a derivative 
of the same nature, and saved subject as the treasure of his wealth.  

Kazakh people, studied the flora and fauna, animals‟ world, done 
their analisis about them, left as bequeathed from generation to 
generation, taking care of the nature of the native who lived in that 
environment. They recognized the surrounding forest and wood, rivers 
and lakes, desert and semi-desert as the source of life and the integrity of 
the field. They observe natural phenomena, climate change, had the 
ability to predict in advance natural disasters. In particular, through the 
preliminary weather forecast regulated the relationship with the nature.  

For example, Levshin A. I. commented in his work: ,,Lived with the 
nature, simple food and drink, in calm environment, breathed with clean air Kazakhs 
people are healthy, strong and powerful, tolerant to hunger, heat and cold. Kyrgyz 
people respect their ancestral homeland. Nobody has to leave their homeland where 
he/she was born”.20 One can see in this opinion that environmental culture 
was the key to a healthy lifestyle. 

Nomads were aware that human was the part of the star world, 
Kazakhs felt that they are part of the universe since ancient times, and 
then rules of life were made afterwards21. 

Kazakh culture really ékofïldi экофильді. The secustoms in the 
formation of environmental awareness were based on the direct love of 
behavior to Mother Nature. 

If for Western civilization the space and nature in accordance with 
the human beings purpose is the object of action and stands out of 
individual, and therefore, it is active individual in understanding of 
nomadic person. The space is not cold and infinite space, but it‟s 
interpreted as the guarantee of the human world. Human is as a part of 
space can not be neutral about environmental different properties, the 

                                                             
19 Al-Farabi, Philosophy, Almaty, 1973. 
20 V. I. Vernadsky, Philosophical thoughts of naturalist, Science, 1988. 
21  A. B. Myrzabaev, E. T. Baizhanov, Ecology and Conception development, International 
Environmental Conference, Karagandy, University Press, 2005.  
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appearance and image of the nature. There is only one sort of folk 
wisdom for centuries, all the universe is deemed to be recognized as a 
whole part of nature and people as an integral part. As far as the issue of 
overcoming eternity is growing motive from Sumer civilization 
,,Gilgamesh legend”. Nomads who saw the infinite steppe first of all 
recognized a large circle-horizon. He is covered with the celestial dome. 
Infinity can not be reasonably smart. It is the symbol of mysterious 
world, uncertainty, darkness, darkness character. In order to possess 
infinity, it‟s necessary to have sustainable direction. Sahara inhabitant 
looks in the sky searching the orientation, and found Temirkazık and 
through the location of stars Jetikarakshi, and focusing on Venice and 
Ürker made him closer to the sky. Army on the march, passenger trip, 
shepherds who had been caring for cattle differentiated the night 
orientation according to the stars in the sky.22 

Conversations, good tales that give the concept of a variety of 
cognitive concepts about country, the land, the environment, the nature 
and also prohibitions and superstitions are the big principles that people 
resumed from rich experience from generation to generations. On each 
base of ban word there is educational value and philosophical nodes that 
deprive from bad and destructive actions.23 

There is no sphere in human society where ban is immiscible. In 
order to understand the value of the educational features of forbidden 
words one should differentiate them according to the meaning 
peculiarities. With respect to the words of nature and related to the 
protection of the environment we can see the elements of environmental 
education. For example, the  concept ,,you will die as the green” you are 
forbidden to pull out grass; the concept ,,it will be offending” for harvesting, 
threshing meadow; concepts ,,The request of the water” and ,,let water go its 
way”, ,,the way of bei is white, the way of water is alone” you are forbidden to 
turn the direction of water.24 

Adults and parents of children who play say: ,,don‟t beat the water”, 
,,don‟t make dirty Lilac”, ,,don‟t spit the water”, they taught them from an 
early age.25 To save water clean means water protection. Not to make 
dirty, smudging water has become a debt of every citizen of the steppe. 

                                                             
22 D. Bell, The coming post-industrial society: Experience of social forecasting, translation from 
english by V. L. Inozemtsev, Moscow, Asayegta, 1999. 
23 E. Toffler, Third wave, Moscow, AST, 1999. 
24 V. F. Odoyevski, Selected pedagogical works, ed. V. Y. Struminsky, Moscow, Uchpedgiz, 
1955. 
25 N. F. Fedorov, The philosophy of the common cause, Moscow, Thought, 1982. 
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This is not only for water itself, but also for the life of: water plants, fish, 
water species of birds, including living organisms, and protect them, 
traditional ban words that were born for wishing them quiet, 
comfortable life. There are so many such examples. 

In fact, there is no reasonable human society that has no bans. 
After all, traditions, beliefs, each of the ban on ethical and legal 
standards, such as social environment and adjusting to mobilize people 
for a particular purpose, and thereby serve the public dedication 
dialogue. In any society, tradition, double standards, religion, law, in the 
broadest sense the basis of the culture is formed through the prohibition, 
so probably ,,the youth of the country without prohibitions is foolish” says the 
population.26 Prohibition of modern society is the law and constitution. 

Though in different historical periods cause bases of ban in human 
consciousness are different, but it has social significance. 

If the person doesn‟t comply with the prohibitions that means 
disregarding the requirement and tastes of own social life in society. At 
first glance, the vast majority of all prohibition might seem to be 
completely ignored. However, even insignificant, common prohibition 
has educational value that comes from the most ethical standards. This 
property functions for forbidden things, the harmony between ,,Human 
Society and Nature”. Following words are the manifestations of faith: Do 
not show the moon, and don‟t walk at seven-night, don‟t count the Stars, 
don‟t clean carpets at night in dark, don‟t tell dreams at night, don‟t put 
dirty sheets at night. The original family in these words of great 
educational value. First of all it saves person from the events of the dark 
night, from the incident, it retains recoil at the different animal sounds of 
birds, and secondly respect for him as a part of the world star, mourning 
his idol.  

Kazakh people in their life considered the seasons of the year and 
formed material production system according to the longitude adapted 
to migrate ranges from nomadic Kazakhs to create a single management 
structure, which could form mixed with each other socio-economic and 
socio-cultural system. In such a system the whole lifestyle, the pace of 
social history, the properties of the material and spiritual culture, 
customs and traditions, adjust the taste and knowledge and makes it 
viable. This was the key to a historical development. 

If we look at the experience of our ancestors, traditional folk 
culture, education of the child at this stage, comprehensive language, the 

                                                             
26  A. I. Subetto, Global imperialism and noosferno Socialist Alternative, SPb. Kostroma, 
Asterion, KSU N .A. Nekrasov, 2004. 
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cultivation of mind, body development, labor, and most importantly, the 
environment, economic carried out in the direction of cultural and moral 
good absorption qualities. With the prohibition to child‟s racy, offensive 
actions, including an explanation of the reasons for the same offense 
contributes to the formation of a good action in the second time. 
Kazakh people didn‟t treat vulnerable to the phenomena of nature, 
environment as an opponent of the society. To learn more deeply into 
the secrets of nature, adapted to live with nature. They are happy with 
communicating with nature, not by the conquest of nature, and did not 
only learn to live at the level of that knowledge and experience, this has 
become their moral and aesthetic standards. For centuries, by controlling 
the essence of the quality of the environment and seize every natural 
phenomena Kazakhs improved their skills and experience. The 
categories of space and time had a special place in Kazak traditional 
farming culture. In their philosophy these quantities are considered to be 
the guarantor of the basic values of life. The nomadic Kazakhs 
differentiated seasons toughly, designed to promote economic activity 
associated with it. Kazakhs‟ deep and universal expertise about a lifetime 
natural phenomena is the life experience. They could put a name to the 
months and the seasons, stars and on the basis of this made own 
national calendar. Kazakh folk environmental rules formed who 
examined the phenomena and the laws of the nature.  

As a result of this practice the weather forecast caused for the 
Kazakh traditional forecasting. They considered themselves to the 
environmental nature. First, the nature changes were connected with the 
luminaries and the stars, and the rest are classified depending on the 
behavior of animals and actions of plants. On the basis of these various 
weather phenomena approaches were formed.27 

Kazakhs moon was worshiped as holy traditions of the religion of 
Islam. Kazakh residents knew beforehand weather forecast with the help 
of the moon. If the moon was born horizontally, in this month it‟ll be 
cold and uncomfortable, and if the moon was born vertically in the same 
month, it‟ll be warm and comfortable. If the moon was born full, color is 
white, two edges are blunt, if it climbs vertically, then in that month it 
will be less rain and wind. If the two edges are sharp, colour is bright and 
is born horizontally, then it will be rainy, windy, frosty. When the moon 
is born and if it looks big, it‟s light is reddish, it meant it would be rain. If 
the full moon is born brightly, then it will be warm, good weather. If the 

                                                             
27 A. G. Nazarov, ,,The concept of the noosphere eality”, in Science, no. II, 2000, pp. 
118-131. 
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moon is coloured to red, and that circle gets bigger and then lost, then 
the next day will be bright. If the moon is muddy, it‟s for the rain, if it is 
bright, it‟s for the good weather. If the star shines too brightly, it will be 
frosty weather. If in autumn Venus is seen in the morning, the winter 
will be mild. If Venus is seen in the evening in autumn, the winter will be 
cold.28 

Hence one comes to conclusion, the person forms his inner world 
through recognizing nature phenomena and feels himself as the one 
representative of whole universe.  

During centuries our people lived their life in nature, created their 
life, and paid attention to its different secrets. Outlook of Kazakh people 
was formed according to steppe space, geographical position, grazing the 
cattle, its farm. 

Kazaks‟ outlook opinion according to the nature and its different 
phenomena wakes our national spiritual feeling, and forms moral 
qualities and our character, wakes our love to the nature. From the 
history of our people‟s emergency there is scientific base of ancient 
phenomenon that appeared in that early period and reached to present 
time. It is mostly in people‟s life and theirs‟ action, and makes its sense 
according to the custom of consciousness and tradition.  

Our people‟s outlook heritage about the importance of nature 
phenomena is special, people‟s treasure needs to be used widely, this is 
the demand of today.29 

To follow repeated action of nature phenomena was important 
factor in people‟s farming lifestyle. Our people predicted the seasons of 
the year and nature phenomena in each season according to the sky 
shapes and looking at actions of animals. They could differentiate well 
the main planets in sky world. Kazakhs took names from their 
household life that they named night sky lights. by controlling the 
connection between the natural mysteries of the various phenomena of 
nature and wild animals the people made their own conclusions, and they 
gave special attention to them. 

 A recognition of the integrity of nature, a part of nature, natural 
phenomena lead to outlook of people, from children to elderly people, 
from generation to generation should be continued as a precious 
heritage. 

                                                             
28 M. I. Budyko, Global Ecology, Moscow, 1977. 
29 E. V. Girusov, S. N. Glazacheva (eds.), On the question of nookosmology as a science, system 
of thought and way of life, Volgograd, Publishing House Peremena, 1996, pp. 13-16. 
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There is love to the nature as one of the Kazakh people‟s precious 
heritage and moral qualities. In people‟s notion the word nature is 
sacred, native land and raised country, atameken, dear land, my village 
are the most expensive words feeding the entire body and warming your 
heart. People respected their places in nature, ,,Holy Spring”, ,,Holy Wood” 
and saved as the apple of the eye. Swallows, swans, birds ular as a good 
initiative, the Bulletin of happiness, as the owner of the property. 

Nature and society, the country and the country, morals that does 
not violate the law of equilibrium in the proportion of a person, morals 
that start contributing to the opening of the springs and sources of talent 
and to preserve the purity of the individual conscience influenced the 
formation of the anniversary of the March that has become ancestors‟ 
custom. It is not in vain that the period of meeting Nauryz the day and 
night (dark and light), Summer and Winter (hot and cold) is celebrated 
from the moment of equilibrium. In this regard, the ancestors required 
compliance of equilibrium in nature and society, country and country 
and ratio among different social groups in society.30 

According to the Kazakh astronomical concept ,,lucky day” is 
considered to be the next two hours after the light of the sun in new year 
had been seen. ,,If anybody who waits sunlight at the time of the day period then 
this person gets wealth of Nauryz, the concept of meeting new day was formed this 
way. They bowed to the sun that smiles them, let them to be ,,filled with happiness”, 
sprinkle around the countryside and go home”.31 

On Nauryz early in the morning men take shovels, hoes to their 
hands, women take worms, cheese, milk, fresh meat and go to the 
streets. ,,If you see Spring, open its source” say guys surrounding around it and 
begin to open the source of spring, ,,Let leave trees than animals from 
generation!”, ,,If you cut one tree, then plant ten trees!” assumed elderly people 
and plant trees near the spring. Women bowed to the coming day and 
say, ,,Hello, good Mother Day!”, ,,add terry chest Mother Earth give your prosperity 
to us!”, and drain the oil into the opened spring source, and sprinkle new 
trees with milk.32 

Conclusion 
 
As a result of our research and analysis outlined the following 

issues: 

                                                             
30 F. I. Girenyuk, Ecology, civilization. Noosphere, Moscow, Science, 1987. 
31 V. I. Vernadsk, The chemical structure of the Earth biosphere and its surrounding, Moscow, 
Science, 1987. 
32 N. Moiseyev, Human and noosphere, Moscow, Young Guard, 1990. 
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1. High target of shaping the development of humanity is to form 
noosphere. It‟s a new state of Homo sapiens. To change into new state, a 
new position-difficult process at any time, it is the only way to retain the 
life on Earth and develop it further. Biosphere‟s change into to a new 
stage in the evolution requires today a change to a higher spiritual level in 
addition to the consciousness of the people, culture, mentality and 
thinking. Noosphere education requirements allow to achieve the levels 
specified in the new paradigm of pedagogy, and to live in these new 
opportunities.  

People in the ,,third state” is the special physiological status, the 
body is healthy, but changed, that is normal seemed status in this period 
of change. The category of people in this situation are: adolescents 
puberty period, the body of the endocrine, nervous bearing; the status of 
the mother before the birth and after the birth (in this stage the 
organism‟s normal, is not a disease, but a special condition); the period 
of old age, healthy, normal aging. 

Weighing these, the current status of the ongoing Earth ,,third state” 
can be attributed. Taking out the earth from this ,,third state” in the hands 
of a person because the person is a unique ,,creations” of the nature.  

As a living system, to preserve the earth as ,,a big organism” then in 
the current situation it is in the category registered to the Red Book. It‟s 
such a wonderful planet technology and information age, while Red Books 
is not going to Black Book actions to be carried should start by educating 
society. It is at the discretion of the pedagogy. 

,,Ecological niche” concept covers all aspects of the environment. 
This term was first used by Grïnnel.33 ,,Ecological niche” is functional 
role and position of organisms in society according to the concept that 
has been developed since that time (spatial scale place). Since human 
history has succeeded in its ,,ecological niche”.34 Currently, due to the 
evolutionary development of the human ,,ecological niche” occupies the 
entire biosphere! Now the future of mankind ,,environmental niche” as a 
result of the educational process waiting rotation in global ,,noosphere 
niche”.35 At that time all the living creatures on the planet  return to the 
emergence of the human condition. It is the natural evolution of the 
legislation, in harmony with the case of co-evolution and society and the 
beautiful stage of development.  

                                                             
33 A. Peccei, Human qualities, Moscow, 1985. 
34 Berdaliev Ospan, Adam Reader‟s, ,,orange” number. Source: www.guljan.org. 
35 A. I. Voyciechovski, ,,Solar system-the creation of the mind?”, in Question mark, no. I-
II, 1993, pp. 3-33. 
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Abstract: The article analyzes the state policy aimed at reforming Russian education 

and strengthening Russia‟s positions within the international educational community. After 
Russia joined the Bologna Process, it became possible to estimate the positions of the Russian 
higher education in the world educational process. International rankings on assessing the 
activities of higher education institutions are just the instrument for operational efficiency 
assessment of higher education institutions, allowing adjusting the development strategy of the 
universities in due time. At modern stage of technological development, the universities have 
ceased to be only transfers of knowledge, having assumed a role of business units facilitating 
the generation of innovations. One of the key criteria for assessing the competitiveness of 
universities was the commercialization of developments, export of educational services, etc. 
Using the global trends in development of criteria for competitiveness of the universities, the 
author comes to a conclusion that there is a need for synergy effect of the state policy aimed at 
developing the measures for reforming and supporting the Russian education, as well as 
integrating business and education in order to increase in competitiveness of the Russian higher 
education in the world educational space. 

Keywords: education, competitiveness, globalization, monitoring of 
efficiency of higher education institutions‟ activities, world ranking of 
universities. 

 
Sustainable development of national economy of any country is 

not possible without strengthening of the state‟s positions in healthcare, 
industry and education on the international stage. According to the 
Concept of Long-Term Social and Economic Development of the 
Russian Federation for the period up to 2020, it is assumed that the 
Russian economy will not only remain the world leader in the energy 
sector, extraction and processing of raw materials, but will also create a 
competitive knowledge-based and high-tech economy. Conditions will 
be created for mass emergence of new innovative companies in all 
sectors of economy, and, first of all, in economy of knowledge.1 Indeed, 
the innovative policy of countries becomes predominant as technological 
modes of life are changing. However, the implementation of this 

                                                             
1 Order of the Government of the Russian Federation No. 1662-р., Concept of long-term 
social and economic development of the Russian Federation for the period until 2020, 2008, available 
at: www.base.garant.ru; Decree of the Russian President No. 599, ,,On Measures to 
Implement State Policy in Education and Science”, 2012, available at: www.base.garant.ru. 
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program is impossible without providing the industry with highly 
qualified personnel, whose training would meet the requirements of 
modern technologies.  

While understanding the need in integration of business and 
education, the Russian government tries to develop effective forms of 
cooperation by means of various conferences, debates and forums. Thus, 
a session ,,Education. Personnel. Investments. Innovations” was held 
within the 8th St. Petersburg International Innovative Forum, which 
became a platform for business communication of key participants of 
innovative activities: from representatives of science and education to 
investors and representatives of federal institutions of innovative 
development. At the plenary session, the audience was asked: What is the 
priority for development of innovative activity in Russia? 42% of 
respondents answered that preparation of a highly qualified and 
demanded personnel is a priority for development of innovative 
activities.  

Against the background of rapid development of technologies, 
generation of innovations, breakthrough methods of the manufacturing 
process organization, formation of economy of knowledge, processes of 
digitalization within the international environment, an issue arises related 
to the competitiveness of Russian education on the world market of 
educational services as the main condition for development of 
innovative activities in the country.  
 

Materials and methods 
 
The international cooperation is based on the bilateral and 

multilateral agreements in the fields of education, culture, science and 
technology. The analysis of international agreements made it possible to 
reveal that international organizations and associations such as UN 
organization on education, science and culture (UNESCO), European 
Community, Shanghai Cooperation Organization, BRICS, Asia-Pacific 
Economic Cooperation, CIS act as platforms for multilateral cooperation 
of Russia with other countries in science and education. After Russia 
joined the Bologna Process in 2003, the higher education became two-
staged. The first level of higher education, namely bachelor‟s degree 
provides a wider level of education to satisfy the need of labor market in 
the total number of employees and is largely affordable to population. 
Master‟s degree, on the contrary, gives an opportunity to gain specialized 
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knowledge, trains specialists of expert level, satisfying the need of labor 
market for professionals of narrow orientation or scientific personnel. 

After introducing of a single zone of the higher education and 
science, the competition among higher educational institutions has 
grown. Having realized this, the Russian government has started 
development of the program for reforming the Russian education 
system. The author has analyzed the program for reforming the Russian 
higher education. The Russian government launched the priority national 
project ,,Education”, which realizes a system approach to reforming of 
the social area. The project is focused on search and support of 
participating leaders of educational process and on mass introduction of 
new educational management mechanisms. In addition to the national 
project, the following target programs have been and are being 
implemented: ,,Federal target program for development of education for 
2011-2015”, ,,Research and development in the Priority Development 
Fields of the scientific and technological complex of Russia for 2007-
2013”, ,,Scientific and academic personnel of innovative Russia” and 
,,Research and development in the Priority Development Fields of the 
scientific and technological complex of Russia for years 2014-2020”. 

Strategic objective of reforming of the Russian education system is 
to increase its competitiveness in the international space and modernize 
the economy. The main objectives of the reforms, according to the 
Concept of Long-Term Social and Economic Development of the 
Russian Federation for the period up to 2020 are: improvement of 
quality of scientific researches and developments (basic science and 
innovations), improvement of quality of education and export of 
educational services. 

-Improvement of quality of scientific research and development 
(fundamental science and innovation). Indicators of the university 
science development are very important in the international rankings of 
higher education institutions. 2  This approach is explained by various 
models of the higher education in Russia and abroad. In Russia, the 
university is traditionally considered as educational and scientific center. 
The Law ,,On Education” concerning the status of the university 
prescribes that the main tasks include ,,implementation of educational programs 
of the higher and postgraduate professional education in a wide range of areas of 

                                                             
2  V. F. Pugach, M. E. Zhukovskaya, ,,Rankings of Higher Education Institutions: 
International and Russian Approaches”, in Higher Education in Russia, no. 8-9, 2012, pp. 
15-26; F. E. Sheregi, A. L. Arefieva, Measurement of University rankings: International and 
Russian Experience, Мoscow, Center for Sociological Researches, 2014. 
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training (specialties), retraining and advanced training of the highly trained employees, 
scientific and academic employees”, and only after this there is a problem of 
,,carrying out of basic and applied scientific researches on a wide range of sciences”. 
Foreign higher education institutions, first of all, in the USA, Great 
Britain, France, Germany, etc. are considered not as educational and 
scientific complexes, but as scientific and educational complexes.3 The 
key directions of international cooperation for the scientific sector 
development should be the geographical and academic mobility of 
researches and experts, involvement of the leading scientists to carrying 
out researches and teaching in the Russian higher education institutions, 
support of young scientists. Search for interesting partners. The 
academic cooperation arises also on the basis of scientific cooperation. 
In the furtherance of this goal, ,,Higher Education Institutions as 
Centers for Creation of Innovation Space” Project was adopted aimed at 
providing at least 5 in 2018 and at least 10 in 2025 leading Russian 
universities with sustainable global competitiveness; creating at least 55 
in 2018 and at least 100 in 2025 university centers of innovative, 
technological and social development of regions in constituent entities of 
the Russian Federation.4 

-Development of export of educational services. Export of 
educational services is a highly profitable part of the budget of many 
developed countries. Training of foreign citizens in higher education 
institutions of the country is now bringing the ever-greater economic 
benefits in the form of tuition fees, accommodation, food, organization 
of leisure, etc. Applying for income from export of educational services, 
Russia has joined the Bologna Process, planning to turn this item into 
highly profitable in the general structure of export in the future. 5 
According to the estimates of the World Trade Organization (WTO), the 
capacity of the world education market makes 50-60 billion USD, at the 
same time, specialists of the Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) believe that its sizes is two times lower than 
WTO estimates and equal to 30 billion USD. Russia takes a very modest 
place in this market, since it takes only 3% of total number of the foreign 

                                                             
3  A. I. Vladimirov, On Personnel Training for the Oil and Gas Complex, Мoscow, Nedra 
Publishing House LLC, 2014. 
4 Priority project ,,Universities as centers of innovation creation space”, Ministry of Education and 
Science of the Russian Federation, available at: минобрнауки.рф/проекты/вузы-
центры-инноваций. 
5  N. R. Kamynina, A. O. Grudzinsky, ,,Russia in the Bologna Process: Goal Is to 
Increase the Competitiveness of Higher Education”, in Higher Education in Russia, no. 
8/9 (215), 2017, pp. 22-31. 
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students in the world.6 For example, in 2008, education was the third 
largest export item in Australia, the fifth item-in the USA and Great 
Britain.7 Income from training of foreign citizens in Australia made 12.6 
billion USD in 2008, 8 in the United States-20 billion USD,9  in Great 
Britain-14.1 billion GBP.10 

The situation has changed over the last 10 years. The analysis of 
the world rankings shows that the Great Britain remains the continuous 
leader which controls almost a third of the world financial educational 
turnover. It is confirmed by data of the international ranking according 
to The Times Higher Education, given in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: The world’s best universities according to the  

ranking of Times Higher Education, 2016-201711 
 

Ranking 
Position 

University name Number of 
students, ths 
persons 

Share of 
international 
students, % 

1 University of Oxford 20,409 38 % 

2 University of Cambridge 18,389 35 % 

3 California Institute of Technology 2,209 27 % 

4 Stanford University 15,845 22 % 

5 Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology 

11,177 34 % 

 
The second place on the volumes of educational sales is occupied 

by the USA. Education is the fifth most important export item of the 
American economy. The American higher school makes money off the 
foreign students 15 times more than the U.S. government spends for it. 
The total economic impact of study of one foreign student is from 15 to 
65 thousand USD. This is followed by Germany, France, Australia, 
Canada and Spain. 

                                                             
6  G. A. Krasnova, ,,Globalization and Higher Education”, in Open Education, no. 6, 
2002, pp. 51-57.  
7 G. Hall, K. Hooper, ,,Australia‟s Export of Education Services”, in Bulletin. Reserve 
Bank of Australia, 2008, available at: www.rba.gov.au. 
8 Ibidem. 
9 F. Sánchez, ,,No Better Export: Higher Education”, in The Chronicle of Higher Education, 
2011, available at: www.chronicle.com. 
10 G. Conlon, A. Litchfield, G. Sadlier, Estimating the Value to the UK of Education Exports, 
GOV.UK, 2011, available at: www.gov.uk. 
11 World University Rankings 2018. Times Higher Education (THE), 2018, available at: 
www.timeshighereducation.com. 
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The analysis of statistical data allows to find out that the Russian 
higher education institutions become more popular that is expressed in 
increase in number of joint master‟s programs and the number of foreign 
students. In order to increase in the attractiveness of Russian higher 
education institutions to foreign students in Russia, the priority project 
,,Development of the Export Potential of the Russian Education 
System” was launched in 2017, which assumes development of target 
model of higher education institution activities for education export, 
including creation of the international service for support of foreign 
students. This model will be first introduced in 20 higher education 
institutions, and in all higher education institutions of the country since 
2021.12 

-Improvement of quality of education. To improve the quality of 
education in Russia, a program was adopted, namely 5/100 project, 
ensuring that at least five Russian universities will take a place in the first 
hundred of the world‟s leading universities according to the world 
university rankings by 2020. Important conditions for granting a subsidy 
to the universities is the ,,road maps” action plan performance by them, 
including entering the world rankings of universities, as well as providing 
co-financing from extra-budgetary funds by universities. According to 
the ranking of 2017-2018, 18 Russian universities were among the best 
higher education institutions of the world according to the British 
edition of Times Higher Education (THE). In total, 1000 educational 
institutions from 77 countries of the world took part in the ranking.13 

The best result among the national higher education institutions is 
shown by Moscow State University, which took the 194th place this year. 
Far Eastern Federal University, Perm State University and Volgograd 
State Technical University were for the first time in the ranking. Only 
universities receiving additional financing within 5-100 project showed a 
growth in the world ranking this year from all Russian universities. It is 
about Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology, which has risen by 
50 positions and hit the 251-300 group, having taken the second place in 
ranking among the Russian higher education institutions.  

Geographical concentration of the universities with the highest 
efficiency according to the ranking of THE is shown in Figure 1 Most 

                                                             
12 Passport of the priority project ,,Development of the Export Potential of the Russian Education 
System”, Government of the Russian Federation, 2017, available at: 
www.government.ru. 
13  World University Rankings 2018. Times Higher Education (THE), 2018, available: 
www.timeshighereducation.com. 
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efficient universities of the world are concentrated within developed 
economies. 

 

 
 
Figure 1: Distribution of the universities according to the general 
points within the ranking. Clusters in Europe, North America and 
Australia dominate on effectiveness level. The universities taking 

higher positions in the international ranking of The Times Higher 
Education are presented in a darker color14 

 
The Times Higher Education World University Rankings is one of 

the few rankings in the world that estimates the intensity of research 
development of the universities through performance of their main 
missions: training, research activity, transfer of knowledge and 
international overview. 13 indicators providing the most objective 
comparison by students, the academic community, the management of 
the universities, business community and government have been 
developed for assessment of efficiency of the universities‟ activities. 
Independent audit of THE ranking is provided by Pricewaterhouse 
Coopers PwC Company. The main indicators, which THE analysts take 
into account, are the educational process, scientific work, citation, 
international activity, income from interaction with industry or 
commercialization of developments. There is no doubt that other 

                                                             
14 Ibidem. 
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indicators are also very important, but their value is extremely small 
when calculating the general ranking of efficiency of the higher 
education institution activities. The calculation method of THE World 
University Rankings ranking is given below. 

1) Education (30%) includes five indicators: reputation research on 
teaching-15%, a ratio of the number of students and teaching staff-4.5%, 
a ratio of the awarded degrees of Ph.D. and bachelor‟s degrees-2.25%, 
number of the awarded Ph.D. degrees per teaching staff-6%, a ratio of 
income of higher education institution and number of teaching staff-
2.25%; 

2) Research work (30%) includes three indicators: reputation 
research on the research activities of higher education institution-18%, a 
ratio of income from researches and number of teaching staff-6%, a ratio 
of number of items and number of teaching staff-6%; 

3) Citation (30%) includes one indicator-impact factor of scientific 
citation (the normalized average value of citations per item); 

4) Internationalization (7.5%) includes three indicators: ratio of the 
foreign academic staff and the academic staff-citizens of the country 
makes 2.5%, a share of publications of the teaching staff in the scientific 
periodicals published in co-authorship with at least one foreign author, in 
a total of number of the teaching staff publications of the university for 
five years is 2.5%, a ratio of foreign students and students-citizens of the 
country is 2.5%;  

5) Involvement of financial resources from the industry (2.5%) are 
innovations, which is the one indicator estimating income from 
researches on the order of the industrial enterprises per one teaching 
staff.15 

Figure 2 shows the comparison of efficiency indicators of Moscow 
State University that takes a leading place among the Russian higher 
education institutions, as well as University of Oxford, the world leader 
in education. 

 

                                                             
15 Ibidem. 
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Figure 2: Comparative characteristics of M.V. Lomonosov Moscow 
State University and University of Oxford (Compiled by the author 

on the basis of the source Times Higher Education)16 
 

Against the background of absolute advantage of all indicators of 
University of Oxford over indicators of Moscow State University, as well 
as over 999 other ranking participants, we would like to underline the 
obvious advance of Moscow State University by criterion of 
commercialization of developments that provides the higher education 
institution with opportunities in strategic development.  

It was decided to monitor the activities of federal higher vocational 
education institutions in 2012 to develop the most effective strategic 
development program, considering weaknesses and strengths of activity 
of the Russian universities. 

Monitoring of efficiency of higher education institutions is an 
action plan aimed at drafting the analytical materials on activities of the 
universities and their branches on the basis of performance indicators, 
and is carried out on the basis of the analysis of statistical information of 
higher education institutions and their branches. 

It should be noted that one of the basic principles of monitoring 
are: openness and publicity of actions and data during monitoring; 
continuity and comparability of indicators; consideration of activity 
specifics of higher education institutions when forming monitoring; a 
possibility of documentation of quality of the data provided by the 
educational organizations. The monitoring technique of activity of 

                                                             
16 Ibidem. 
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domestic higher education institutions assumes assessment by the 
following criteria:17 

1) Educational activity, points; 
2) Scientific research activities, units; 
3) International activities, %; 
4) Financial and economic activities, ths. RUB; 
5) Infrastructure, sq. m.; 
6) Employment rate, %; 
7) Regular personnel, %. 
The values of the previous year on federal districts are accepted as 

threshold values. The published results of efficiency monitoring of the 
higher educational organizations are useful for labor market subjects, 
namely not only for employers, but also for entrants in choosing their 
specialization. 
 

Results 
 
The entry of Russia into the world educational environment has 

been the start of reforming of the education system with a focus on 
subsequent integration of the Russian higher school. However, during 
implementation of this policy, the reasons that slow down this process 
became obvious. Neither the state policy in reforming the education 
system, nor activities of the universities proved to be an absolute 
decision in search for the fast solution to integrate the system of Russian 
higher education into the world community. The author underlines 2 
fundamental reasons therefor.  

First, there are different models of the universities in Russia and 
abroad. Historically, the US universities (Harvard University, Stanford 
University, etc.) were formed primary as the research universities, and 
then as training centers. In Russia, with a planned economy, higher 
education institutions performed, first of all, a task of staffing the 
national economy sectors, that is function of personnel training, which is 
enshrined in the Law ,,On Education”. The different fundamental 
purposes put forward different criteria for evaluation of effectiveness of 
the universities.  

                                                             
17  Calculation Method Indicators for Monitoring the Efficiency of the Higher Educational 
Establishments 2015, Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation data 
form N 1Monitoring for 2014 NAK-30/05vn from March 30, 2015, available at: 
www.stat.miccedu.ru. 
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Therefore, secondly, it is impossible to achieve fast effectiveness 
by the criteria not peculiar to this model. The analysis of evaluation 
methods has shown that evaluation criteria are different from each other, 
and similar evaluation criteria have different values in the overall 
effectiveness assessment of activities of the universities. The world 
rankings in assessment of activities of the universities show, first of all, a 
criterion of assessment of research work. The science and education 
system have been divided historically in Russia that was expressed in 
establishment of Russian Academy of Sciences and Universities. 
Certainly, there was a science in the university, but it was more of an 
applied nature and not the main activity of the faculty. Abroad, on the 
contrary, the real researchers worked at the universities and conducted 
research activity, who reached significant heights in the scientific world, 
gaining a strong academic reputation that was reflected on degree of 
impact and the importance of the university in the world educational 
space. Thus, 52 laureates of the Nobel Prize worked at one of faculties 
before or during the awarding in Cambridge University, 55 laureates-in 
Columbia University, 36 laureates-in Harvard University, 40 laureates-in 
University of Chicago. 11 Nobel laureates worked and conducted 
scientific activity in M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University in 
Russia, the university, which takes the leading position among the 
Russian higher education institutions in the world ranking.  

 
Discussion 

 
The key strategy for integration into the international educational 

and scientific environment that Russia has chosen for itself is developing 
the internationalization of activities of its leading higher education 
institutions (including the research and federal universities).  

The international practice shows that many countries use similar 
tactics of supporting the leading higher education institutions and 
scientific organizations for modernization and development of a national 
education system. For example, China, Japan, Australia, Germany, 
France etc. At the same time, researchers come to a conclusion that a 
focused support of other participants of the education system is 
necessary along with financing of institutes. D. Salmi and I. Frumin18 in 
their analysis of strategies for achieving competitiveness of the 
universities in different countries emphasize that supporting not only the 

                                                             
18  D. Salmi, I. Frumin, ,,How the States Obtain International Competitiveness of 
Universities: Lessons for Russia”, in Questions of Education, no. 1, 2013, pp. 25-68. 
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leading educational and scientific organizations, but also the young 
scientists is necessary for successful reforms of educational systems. 

Moreover, the lack of equal access to the means of support of 
scientists can facilitate the outflow of young professionals from the 
country. The government creates conditions for development of 
scientific potential to prevent a ,,brain drain” especially from those fields 
of science, where there are hopes for ,,innovative breakthrough” in the 
country‟s development, i. e. making part of the priority industries: space 
technologies, applied and theoretical physics, chemical technologies, 
biochemistry, microbiology, genetics, mathematics and programming.  
 

Conclusion 
 
Thus, the state policy on reforming of the education system aimed 

at increasing the competitiveness of Russian system of education and 
science on the international stage meets the main criteria for evaluation 
of universities‟ activities applied in the world. However, the very method 
of evaluation of higher education institutions‟ activities, in the author‟s 
opinion, requires further elaboration. It is necessary to bring closer the 
criteria of monitoring of activities of Russian higher education 
institutions to criteria for evaluation of activities of foreign universities as 
much as possible. The similarity of criteria will enable timely estimation 
of dynamics of achievement by Russian universities of leading positions 
within the world educational environment. 
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Abstract: This article discusses the development of the social and humanistic values 

of teachers in the refresher training system related to the implementation of the professional 
pedagogical standard in the pre-school, primary general education. The subjects of analysis 
were the theory and practice of teacher training. The geographic scope of the analysis includes 
one constituent entity of the Russian Federation. The analysis time frame is 2011-2015. The 
authors of the article justify the need for a scientific study of the pedagogical essence and content 
of the process of developing teachers‟ social and humanist values in the educational process of 
career development in the task of testing and implementing the concept of development of 
teachers‟ social and humanist values within the refresher training system. As a tool to achieve 
these objectives, the authors of the article offer an expanded version of technological support for 
the development of social and humanistic values of teachers within the refresher training system 
that structures the educators‟ activities, as well as the activities of the course participants of 
State Budget Institution for Supplementary Vocational Training in Voronezh Oblast of the 
Institute for Educational Development. 

Keywords: refresher training, social and humanist values of teachers, 
development of the social and humanist values of teachers within the refresher 
training system. 

 
Teacher training is the process that promotes the mainstreaming 

and developing their social and humanistic values. Rethinking and 
developing the social and humanistic values of course participants are 
being redefined from the viewpoint of updating the theoretical and 
scientific pedagogical activity background. 
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The development of teachers‟ social and humanistic values dates 
back to the research1 and others. The regulations drafted in the area of 
didactics and the methodology for supplementary vocational training has 
been the subject of studies in most works. 

The development of the social and humanistic values of teachers 
in the refresher training system has not been sufficiently researched. Its 
updating is due to a number of reasons, among which the most 
important are: finding ways to develop the social and humanistic values 
of teachers in the refresher training system; providing such organization 
of the educational process, in which structural elements included therein 
and defined in a certain way identify the value preferences and 
professional difficulties of the course participants; their reflection. 

The novelty and relevance of the concept of transfer of the ideas 
for the development of the teachers‟ social and humanistic values in the 
refresher training system is also confirmed at the legislative level. The 
upgrade of the modern native education starts with the entry into force 
of such basic documents as the Federal law dated 29.12.2012 No. 273-
ФЗ ,,On the Education in Russian Federation”, the regulatory acts of the 
Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation, the 
implementation of the professional standard ,,Pedagogue” (pedagogical 
activity in pre-school, primary general, and basic general education) 
(educator, teacher), adopted by the order of Ministry of Labor and Social 
Security of Russian Federation, dated October 8, 2013 No. 544н, the 
,,Federal State Standard of Primary General Education” adopted by 
Order of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian 
Federation dated 06.10.2009 No.373 ,,On Adoption and Implementation 
of the Federal State Educational Standard of Primary General 
Education” (with amendments and additions), the ,,Federal State 
Standard of Pre-School Education” adopted by Order of Ministry of 
Education and Science of the Russian Federation, dated October 17, 
2013 No. 1155. At the regional level: The law of Voronezh Oblast ,,On 
the Regulation of Certain Educational Relations in the Territory of 
Voronezh Oblast”, laws and regulations of the Government of 
Voronezh Oblast, orders of the Department of Education, Science, and 
Youth Policy of Voronezh Oblast. 

In the context of these transformations, the value of the Russian 
government‟s demand is seen in the federal awareness of the role and 

                                                             
1 C. W. Morris, Varieties of Human Value, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1956; S. 
L. Rubinshtein, General psychology, St. Petersburg, SETOR, 2007; K. Yaspers, Meaning and 
purpose of history, Moscow, Publishing House of Political Literature, 1991. 
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place of teacher training. The society‟s focus on thinking, professionally 
active teachers has stimulated the search for new models for upgrading 
the skills of pedagogical staff. From the viewpoint of the selected 
scientific approaches, each model reviews the professional requests of 
trainees, based on which the content and methodology of the specially-
organized refresher training process at educational organizations are 
selected (Figure 1):  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Professional development of educational institutions 

 
To define the current development state of the teachers‟ social and 

humanistic values in the refresher training system, we used the studies of 
the refresher training, conducted by the National Training Foundation 
and Institute of Education Sociology of the Russian Academy of 
Education, as well as  the poll and questionnaire data of pre-school and 
primary general education teachers who taught during the second half of 
2011 to the end of the first half of 2014 in the Voronezh Regional 
Institution of Further Teacher Training and Qualification Upgrade. Our 
monitoring of the social and humanistic values of pre-school education 
teachers and primary school teachers focusedon identifying the social 
and humanistic values of a particular teacher. The questionnaire data 
presented in Table 1 and Figure 2 implicitly confirm the results of the 
interview: ,,What are the social and humanistic values you would like to 
develop?”. 
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Table 1: Social and humanistic values 
 

Ser. No. Question inthe questionnaire % of respondents 

1 Professional qualification (category) 68.7 

2 Information competence 65.3 

3 Psychological and pedagogical competence 54.1 

4 Legal competence 53.7 

5 Methodological competence 52.4 

6 Theoretic competence 48.2 

7 Communicative competence 34.9 
8 Competitive ability 25.3 

9 Creative competence 23.6 

10 Other 0.7 

 
All other social and humanistic values that determine a teacher‟s 

qualification level are less important. The reason is likely to lie in the 
motivation of educators for achieving professional success by bypassing 
professional difficulties, rather than overcoming them. Identifying their 
professional difficulties and designating them as values, teachers are 
unwilling or unable to work towards overcoming them. This trend has 
recently been aggravated by the implementation of tutoring support for 
the educational process at the primary school level. According to the 
study results, educators devote less and less time to creativity in the 
educational process and do not improve their competitiveness. In this 
regard, a modern teacher has to update and adjust his or her value 
preferences; form professionally meaningful qualities: empathy, 
pedagogic tact, tolerance, attention; create a positive attitude towards all 
students; and eliminate the ,,like-not like” principle; establish values that 
recognize the life and health of students as the highest values on Earth. 
The lack of understanding and non-maturity of teachers‟ social and 
humanistic values is a sign of limited life, social, and professional 
experience, as well as of the unwillingness to engage in productive 
pedagogical activities. 
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Figure 2: Diagnostics of the social and humanistic values 
 

Thus, modern teachers have serious professional problems, one of 
the mechanisms for the resolution of which can be the concept of the 
development of the teachers‟ social and humanistic values in the 
refresher training system.  
 

Importance of the Problem 
 
The refresher training system is intended to compensate for the 

shortfalls of the estimated value preferences of teachers. Traditional training 
programs focusing, in the main, on reproduction and assimilation of 
knowledge and skills, only partially provide for the needs of pre-school 
teachers of educational organizations and primary schools to raise awareness 
of the values and meaning of modern education. The process of refresher 
training, built without considering that the professional path of a teacher is 
not only the daily educational activity, but also the value that is invested in it, 
does not give the expected results to the educator. In recent decades, research 
has been stepped up on questions relating to the meaningful aspects of 
personality development in the professional activity.2 Research on the value 

                                                             
2 I. V. Abakumova, P. N. Ermakov, I. A. Rudakova, Meaning centralism in the pedagogics: 
modern conception of didactic methods, Rostov-on-Don, Publishing House of the University 
of Rostov, 2006; A. H. Asmolov, ,,Cultural and historical system-based pragmatist 
paradigm for designing of the standards of the school education”, in Psychology, no. 4, 
2007, pp. 16-23; A. A. Derkach, Acmeological basis for the professional development, Moscow, 
Publishing of Moskow psychological and pedagogical institute; Voronezh, SPA 
,,MODEK”, 2004; B. E. Fishman, ,,The mathematical basis of the methodology for 
objectificationing subjective pedagogical perceptions of the problems of own activity”, 
in Integration of science and education to develop the creative potential of specialists: Interuniversity 
collection of research papers, Birobidzhan, Birobidzhan State Pedagogical Institute, 2001, pp. 
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and meaning of the pedagogical sector presents scientific works that 
emphasize the following problems: development of the value competencies in 
primary school teachers; 3  development of the value determinants of 
professionalism;4 development of the professional standpoint of teachers in 
their professional activity, creation of a pedagogical notional sphere, criteria, 
and levels of its development5; development of the conceptual personality of 
teachers in the refresher training system.6 

Scientific scholars have noted the singularity of pedagogical 
activities, which is inherently deterministic in the personal values that 
ensure its content and directionand give meaning to the professional 
behavior system. However, the social and humanistic values of 
pedagogical activities and the personality of teachers in the process of 
skill upgrade are examined in a rather fragmented way.  

In the context of the issues described, there is a need to reorganize 
the educational process ininstitutes of further training. Thus, the purpose 
of this study is to develop the concept of social and humanistic values of 
teachers in the refresher training system. 
 

Relevant Scholarship 
 
The role of the system of values in professional activities has been 

explored by many scientists. For example, A. V. Seryi7 considered the 
system of values of a person in the structure of professionally important 
qualities of psychologists. 

A. A. Derkach,8 conducting the research on acmeological basis for 
the development of professionals, named the value of professionalism 
one of the main values that ensure optimal life. ,,The established value 

                                                                                                                                               
337-342; B. E. Fishman, Pedagogical support for the postgraduate self-development of teachers, 
Moscow, Moscow State Pedagogical University, 2002. 
3 O. N. Nikitina, The dynamics of change in the value and meaning sphere of personality in the 
course of professional development, PhD. thesis, Moscow, 2002. 
4  M. N. Mironova, ,,Intentions as meaningful structures”, in Consultative psychics and 
psychotherapeutics, no. 3, 2011, pp. 97-113. 
5 N. H. Zotova, ,,The value-semantic components of the psychological culture of the 
teacher”, in Educational psychology in the 21st century: theory and practice. Materials of the 
International research and practice conference, Volgograd, Publishing of Volgograd State 
Pedagogical University ,,Peremena”, 2011, pp. 27-30. 
6 H. V. Mishenina, Development of the teacher‟s meaning in the refresher training system, PhD. 
abstract thesis, Rostov-on-Don, 2009. 
7 A. V. Seryi, The value orientations of the individual in the structure of the professional qualities of 
school psychologists, PhD. thesis, Irkutsk, 1995. 
8 A. A. Derkach, Acmeological basis. 
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attitude to professionalism is a cultural determinant”. He emphasized the special 
role of values for people in professional activities. Personal values, as a 
unit of vitality, determine the specialist‟s behavior. Effective professional 
activity is not possible without a value-based approach. For an idea to 
become the purpose of action, it must be accepted as a value to be 
mastered. A. A. Derkach 9  (2004) noted that the formed value-based 
attitude to professionalism is a motivation and contributes to the 
ambition for personal and professional development and personality 
formation, aimed at achieving high professional level. ,,Professionalism is 
achieved through self-development, during self-determined professional activity and 
interrelationship”. 

The ego involvement, partiality, understanding, ability to positively 
influence others through the disclosure of subject values and semantics 
are the basis of teachers‟ work. The singularity of pedagogical activities is 
inherently deterministic in the personal values that ensure its content and 
direction and give meaning to the professional behavior system. The 
value system competencies include the understanding of the value of 
pedagogical activities, awareness of the social importance of their 
profession, and high motivation to perform professional activities. The 
ideas expressed by these researchers are shared by the authors of this 
article. By organizing training sessions with educators, the refresher 
training system should: 

-encourage and support the aspirations of adults to learn and 
develop themselves; 

-define the objectives and develop a training program in 
accordance with the interests of adult trainees, create an enabling 
environment for the individualization of education; actively use students‟ 
personal experience to learn and assist in its analysis; 

-take into account various professional, social, temporal, and 
everyday life factors, etc. 
 

State hypotheses and their correspondence to research design 
 
The study was based on the hypothesis consisting of the following 

provisions requiring proof: 
1. In order to study the development of social and humanistic 

values of teachers in the refresher training system as a pedagogical 
problem, one should perform an analysis of the concepts composing the 
current psychological and pedagogical knowledge in the field of our 

                                                             
9 Ibidem. 
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research. An essential underpinning of the development of social and 
humanistic values of teachers in the refresher training system should 
be the principle-based approach. We believe that one methodological 
approach cannot reflect the problem of developing the social and 
humanistic values of a teacher with the same degree of confidence. The 
study will be effective if, at the theoretical level, a set of provisions 
defining the theoretical and methodological foundations for the 
development of social and humanistic values of a teacher in the refresher 
training system are developed from the standpoint of various, 
complementary methodological approaches.  

2. The development of the social and humanist values of the 
teacher in the refresher training system is based on the existence and 
quality of the basic professional value system of the participants in the 
educational process. The scientific understanding of the pedagogical 
essence and the content of the social and humanistic values 
developmentof the teacher in the refresher training system make it 
possible to take full advantage of this process to achieve the objective of 
the study. The process of developing the social and humanist values of 
the teacher in the refresher training system is a purposeful and well-
organized pedagogical activity aimed at transforming the existing 
professional values in the social and humanistic value system of the 
course participants.  

3. The most important aspect of modern pedagogy is the search 
for necessary organizational and pedagogical conditions for the 
professional formation of the teacher and the development of his social 
and humanistic values. The social and humanistic value system of the 
teacher are influenced by a variety of factors, including, in particular, the 
educational, organizational, and pedagogical conditions. In selecting such 
conditions, the individual characteristics of the course participants, their 
values and professional difficulties should be taken into account. The 
process of developing the social and humanist values of a teacher in the 
refresher training system cannot be successful without identifying, 
justifying, and complying with the relevant organizational and 
pedagogical conditions. 

4. The multilevel nature of the social and humanistic values of a 
teacher assumes emphasizing the necessary and sufficient structural 
components for its research and development. An important point in the 
study of the development of the social and humanistic values of a 
teacher in the refresher training system is the problem of measuring and 
assessing the status of the process under study. Thus, we consider it 
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necessary to identify and justify the structural components, criteria, and 
levels of development of the social and humanistic values of a teacher in 
the refresher training system. 

5. The need to reorganize the educational process at institutions of 
further should address the issue of formulation and implementing the 
concept of the development of the teachers‟ social and humanistic values 
in the refresher training system. The profession of educator imposes 
special demands to his personality and activities as social and humanistic 
norms and values that are manifested in the concept in the form of the 
idea reflecting the trend of professional development of teachers. The 
objective need to develop the social and humanistic values of a teacher in 
the refresher training system, assuming the form of a science-based 
concept, meets the contemporary requirements of the state professional 
standard ,,Pedagogue (Pedagogical Activity in Pre-School, Primary General, Basic 
General, Secondary General Education) (Educator, Teacher)”. 

6. The incorporation in the educational process of institutes of 
further training of the technological development of social and 
humanistic values in the refresher training system structures the activities 
of educators and trainees and makes the concept holistic and systemic. 
The essential features of the technological support are expressed by the 
form, process, means, method and outcome of the educational and 
pedagogical activities. The development of technological support for the 
development of social and humanistic values of teachers in the refresher 
training system is intended to align the social and humanistic values of 
the trainees, the motivation to achieve the values of the refresher 
training, and the development of adequate assessment and self-
assessment of social and humanistic values.  

 
Method 

 
The Method of statistical survey: The research program included a set 

of complementary research methods: the theoretical methods that 
include an analysis of research sources on the research subject, a 
conceptual analysis of previous thesis research, modelling; the empirical 
methods that include conversations, questionnaires, testing, ascertaining 
and educational experiments; and the statistical methods that include 
quantitative and qualitative processing of empirical data.  

Methods of analysis and measurement: Our analysis of the diagnostic 
tools has shown that there are no special techniques to study the value-
semantic sphere, personal characteristics, and refresher training 
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directions. Proven methodologies are used to analyze the effectiveness of 
the concept of development of social and humanistic values of teachers 
in the refresher training system. The ,,System of values” methodology by 
M. Rokich. 10  This technique is based on direct ranking of eighteen 
terminal values (values-goals) and eighteen instrumental values (values-
means). The resulting individual value hierarchy can be divided into three 
equal groups: preferred, valuable (ranks from 1 to 6), indifferent (ranks 
from 7 to 12), and rejected, valueless (ranks from 13 to 18). The 
methodology of D. A. Leontiev11 ,,Life-Purpose Orientation Test”, developed 
based on the PIL test 12  (scales: need for cognition, value system, 
creativity and behavioral flexibility scale). 

The criteria for the effectiveness of value-semantic refresher 
training in the analytical and synthetic activities have become the basis 
for studying their level manifestations. The relationship between criteria, 
indicators, and levels of effectiveness of the course of value development 
is provided in Table 2. 
 

Table 2: Criteria, indicators, and levels of development of the 
social and humanistic values of teachers in the refresher training 

system 
 

Criteria Indicators Levels Score Techniques  

System of 
values 

Scholarship 
values 

low 0-7 ,,Value System” 
by M. Rokich.13 
Instrumental 
values 
(scales:scholarship 
values;psychical 
and physical 
activity values) 

medium 8-14 

high 15-17 

Responsibility 
values 

low  0-7 

medium 8-14 

high 15-17 

Professional 
success values 

low 0-7 

medium 8-14 

high 15-17 

Life-
Purpose 
Orientation 

readiness to 
achieve the 
objectives 

low 0-24 ,,Life-Purpose 
Orientations 
Test” by D. A. 
Leontiev14 (scales: 

medium 25-30 

high 31-37 

satisfaction with low  0-24 

                                                             
10 M. Rokich, Methodology for ,,Value Orientations”, retrieved from: www.psycabi.net. 

 11 D. A. Leontiev, Methods for the value orientations studying, Moscow, Sense, 1992. 
12  Dzh. Krambo, L. Makholik, ,,Life-purpose Orientation Test”, retrieved from: 
www.refik.in.ua; Yu. E. Aleshina, L. Ya. Hozman, M. V. Zagika, M. V. Croz, ,,Self-
actualizing Test-SAT”, retrieved from: www.psychologos.ru. 
13 M. Rokich, Methodology for ,,Value Orientations”, retrieved from: www.psycabi.net. 
14 D. A. Leontiev, Methods for the value orientations studying. 

http://psycabi.net/testy/320-metodika-rokicha-tsennostnye-orientatsii-test-miltona-rokicha-issledovanie-tsennostnykh-orientatsij-m-rokicha-oprosnik-tsennosti-po-rokichu
http://psycabi.net/testy/320-metodika-rokicha-tsennostnye-orientatsii-test-miltona-rokicha-issledovanie-tsennostnykh-orientatsij-m-rokicha-oprosnik-tsennosti-po-rokichu
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the results medium 25-30 life goals and 
satisfaction with 
the results). 
Methodology for 
assessing the 
qualifications of 
pedagogical 
workers.15 

high 31-37 

Semantic and 
motivational 
competence 

low 0-24 

medium 25-30 

high 31-37 

Self-
actualization 

The need for 
expression of 
own values and 
motives 

low 0-45 ,,Self-Actualizing 
Test”16 
(scales:demand 
for cognition, 
value system, 
creativity and the 
behavioral 
flection scale) 
,,Teachers Review 
Methods”17 

medium 46-55 

high 56-60 

Readiness to 
share pedagogical 
experience 

low  0-45 

medium 46-55 

high 56-60 

Active 
participation in 
projects, 
seminars, 
conferences 

low 0-45 

medium 46-55 

high 56-60 

 
According to the identified criteria and indicators, the effectiveness 

levels for the development of social and humanistic values of teachers in 
the refresher training system were defined: low, medium, high.18 
 

Description of the study sample 
 
The empirical study of the development of value-semantic sphere 

of a primary school teacher, as well as a teacher of a pre-school 
educational organization during the refresher training took place in 
2011–2015 at the premises of Voronezh Regional Institute for Refresher 
Training and Retraining of Teachers. 200 teachers in total participated in 
the study. The tested persons weinvolvedwere primary school and pre-
school teachers. The total sample included 200 pedagogical workers, all 
women between 20 and 62 years of age. The study used a set of methods 

                                                             
15 B. E.  Fishman, Pedagogical support for the postgraduate self-development of teachers, Moscow, 
Moscow State Pedagogical University, 2002. 
16 Yu. E. Aleshina, L. Ya. Hozman, M. V. Zagika, M. V. Croz, ,,Self-actualizing Test-
SAT”. 
17 B. E.  Fishman, Pedagogical support for the postgraduate. 
18 N. H. Zotova, ,,The value-semantic components of the psychological culture of the 
teacher”, in Educational psychology in the 21st century: theory and practice. Materials of the 
International research and practice conference (27-30), Volgograd, Publishing of Volgograd 
State Pedagogical University ,,Peremena”, 2011. 
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to collect empirical data. The statistical processing was based on the 
cluster analysis and group comparison method with the implementation 
of psychodiagnostic technics: tests and questionnaires. 

The process of development of social and humanistic values of 
teachers in the refresher training system is provided for in several 
sources: 

-Decree of President of Russia dated 07.05. 2012 No. 599 ,,On 
Measures to Implement the State Policy in Education and Science”; 

-The Federal Targeted Program of Education Development in 
2011-2015; 

-Expert studies in regions of Russia by the National Training 
Foundation dated 30.09.2014 No. 1882/01/ИА, etc. 

 
Results 

 
The results of the diagnostic of the teachers‟ value system are 

provided in Table 3. 
 

Table 3: The results of the diagnostic of the teachers’ value system 
at the initial stage of 2011-201219 

 
System of values 

Indicators Values of 
of scholarship 

Values of 
responsibility 

Professional success values 

Levels low mediu
m 

high low mediu
m 

high low medium high 

Control  

group % 

27 66 7 28 66 6 26 67 7 

Experimental 
group % 

27 67 6 28 66 6 27 66 7 

 
As seen in the table, the low level of the system values is roughly 

equal in the control and experimental groups for all indicators 
(scholarship values: 27%, 27%; responsibility values: 28%, 28%; 
professional success values: 26%, 27%). According to the latter indicator, 
the experimental group has a higher percentage of teachers with low 
professional success values. The medium level of values is also roughly 
equal in the control and experimental groups for all indicators 
(scholarship values: 66%, 67%; responsibility values: 66%, 66%; 
professional success values: 67%, 66%). For two indicators (the 
scholarship values and professional success values), the difference made 
1%. A similar situation exists in measuring the high level of the system of 
values, the obtained are roughly equal in the control and experimental 

                                                             
19 Ibidem. 
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groups for all indicators (scholarship values: 7%, 6%; responsibility 
values: 6%, 6%; professional success values: 7%, 7%). For two indicators 
(the scholarship values and professional success), the difference made 
1%. Thus, the discrepancy is negligible and evidences the approximate 
equality of the results of the participants in both groups. 

The results of diagnosing teachers‟ life-purpose orientations are 
presented in table 4. 
 
 

Table 4: The results of diagnosing teachers’ life-purpose 
orientations at the initial stage of 2011-201220 

 

 
As seen in the table, the share of teachers with low life-purpose 

orientations is slightly smaller in the control group than in the 
experimental by all indicators (readiness to achieve objectives: 30%, 33%; 
satisfaction with the result: 20%, 22%; professional competence: 24%, 
25%). The discrepancy is between 1% and 3%. 

The medium level of life-purpose orientations is also 
approximately equal in the control and experimental groups for all 
indicators (readiness to achieve objectives: 65%, 63%; satisfaction with 
the results: 73%, 72%; professional competence: 71%, 70%). The 
discrepancy is between 1% and 2%. 

The high level of life-purpose orientations resulted in 
approximately equal values in the control and experimental groups for all 
indicators (readiness to achieve objectives: 5%, 4%; satisfaction with the 
results: 7%, 6%; professional competence: 5%, 5%). The difference 
between two indicators (satisfaction with the results and readiness to 
achieve objectives) made 1%. Thus, the discrepancy is negligible and 
evidences the approximate equality of the results of the participants in 
both groups. 

The results of diagnosing the pedagogical self-actualization are 
provided in Table 5. 

                                                             
20 Ibidem. 

Life-purpose orientation 

Indicators Readiness to achieve 
objectives 

Satisfaction with the 
results 

Professional competence 

Levels low mediu
m 

high low mediu
m 

high low medium high 

Control  
group % 

30 65 5 20 73 7 24 71 5 

Experimen
tal 
group % 

33 63 4 22 72 6 25 70 5 
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Table 5: The results of diagnosing the pedagogical self-

actualization at the initial stage of 2011-201221 
 

Self-actualization 

Indicators Need to express own 
values and motives 

Readiness to share pedagogical 
experience 

Active participation in 
projects, seminars, 
conferences 

Levels low medium high low medium high low mediu
m 

high 

Control  
group % 

26 69 5 30 64 6 26 71 3 

Experimental 
group % 

27 69 4 30 65 5 24 72 4 

 
An analysis of the data presented in the Table shows that the 

number of teachers with a low level of self-actualization is approximately 
the same in the control and experimental groups for all indicators (need 
to express own values and motives: 26%, 27%; readiness to share 
pedagogical experience: 30%, 30%; active participation in projects, 
seminars, conferences: 26%, 24%). The discrepancy is between 1% and 
2%. 

The medium level of life-purpose orientations is also roughly equal 
in the control and experimental groups for all indicators (need to express 
own values and motives: 69%, 69%; readiness to share pedagogical 
experience: 64%, 65%; active participation in projects, seminars, 
conferences: 71%,72%). The discrepancy is 1%. 

In determining the high level of life-purpose orientations is also 
roughly equal in the control and experimental groups for all indicators 
(Need to express own values and motives 5%, 4%; readiness to share 
pedagogical experience: 6%, 5%; active participation in projects, 
seminars, conferences: 3%, 4%). For all indicators, the discrepancy is 
1%. Thus, the discrepancy is negligible and shows the approximate 
equality of the results of the participants in both groups. 

So, in describing the state of the value and meaning of teachers, we 
have come to the conclusion that most of them, with a low baseline of 
values, have a mismatch between social and humanistic values and 
objectives of the professional growth, the dominance of social 
motivation in the choice of the form of refresher training, and a weak 
reflective position in self-education. Among the teachers surveyed in the 
control and experimental groups, there were no more than 6 teachers 
with a strong strive for professional success, and the rest replaced 
professional values with financial values. The meaning of professional 

                                                             
21 Ibidem. 
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self-improvement is associated with the ability of teachers to raise the 
qualification category and to obtain an increment in wages. None of the 
teachers surveyed combined the readiness to achieve the goals with the 
professional meanings and values that determine the pedagogical work 
quality. Satisfaction with the results and the professional competence of 
every third teacher is associated with improving the financial 
situation.The strive for self-approval as a mentor is well noticeable, while 
the teachers lack basic skills to define meaningful objectives based on 
professional values, plan, and organize their activities. A large number of 
teachers (62%) wish to share pedagogical experience and a small share 
(11%) is capable to reflect the essence of experience. 92% of the 
respondents express the desire to participate in projects, conferences, 
seminars, and only 8% are ready to define a specific subject for the 
presentation. 

The analysis showed that, according to all criteria, the level of 
development of teachers‟social and humanistic values in the refresher 
training system of the trainers of the experimental and control groups 
was approximately the same. A large share of educators who had 
difficulties in choosing the path of refresher training showed, according 
to all criteria, that the structural components of teachers‟ social and 
humanistic values development in the refresher training system were 
insignificant or not formed at all: value-targeted, semantic and 
motivational, reflective and correctional.  

The testing of the teachers‟ social and humanistic value 
development concept is performed according to the following stages: 

The first stage, substantially targeted, defines the professional demands 
of educators and opportunities for joint planning. Teachers are provided 
with a list of modules and topics to develop an individual path of 
training. Training groups are formed based on the analysis of 
professional difficulties and value-semantic preferences. This includes an 
analysis of the opportunities for career development, as well as meeting 
the relevant and updating the potential needs of educators, which is an 
essential condition for creating a meaningful and value-bearing attitude 
to learning, as well as for the awareness of the need for their professional 
and personal growth.  

The result of the first step is thedraft path of skill upgrade made by 
each refresher course participant. Questionnaires, ranking, consulting are 
used as the training form. 

The second stage, project-technological, provides the teacher with a set of 
creative situational tasks, in the course of which the individual path of 
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the teacher‟s development is implemented. The development of the 
value-semantic sphere of an educator is performed through updating the 
sense-seeking activity; broadening the meaning field, awareness and 
development of social and humanistic objectives, ideals and perceptions 
of the results of pedagogical work; formation of professional 
orientations; improvement of the level of professional independence, 
responsibility and self-actualization. The first pedagogical action at the 
second stage is to build the educational space of the teaching setting, 
which substantially reproduces the actual educational practice of the 
course listener. At the second stage, during the work on the project, 
trainees should learn how to structure events, interpret it through 
actions, detect problematic areas, determine its place and position in 
specific conditions, set practical transformation goals. The purpose of 
pedagogical support at this stage should be to exhibit innovative 
pedagogical ideas capable of providing a meaningful environment for 
drawing a path of value-semantic refresher training. 

At the same stage, each listener will independently develop an 
approximate technological courseware for the individual development 
path. Trainees should gain experience in expressing practical problems in 
the theoretical language. In the course of such work, trainees acquire the 
self-organization and productive communication skills. As a matter of 
fact, this stage provides the elaboration ofproject ideas, which will be 
further processedat the next stage.  

The outcome of the second stage is the update of the existing 
values and the senses of the refresher training and acquisition of new 
professional knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs), as well as the 
formation of positive values of pedagogical workers. Seminars, solutions 
to pedagogical situations, multimedia training, and coaching are used as a 
form of learning to meet the real demands of the trainees. 

The third stage, analytically diagnostic, is designed to update the results 
of the active, professional work of a teacher in the refresher courses.The 
teacher analyzes the meaning of pedagogical activities during the 
refresher courses and uses it as the basis to draw up a program for 
further professional development. 

The results of the third stage are focused on the comprehensive 
examination of the innovative path of individual development. Students 
obtain the skills of presenting and defending their projects. Depending 
on the specific pedagogical task, the training activities are deployed at 
this stage either in the form of presentations or expert evaluations. The 
change of game positions at the third stage allows forming professional 
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value-semantic orientations and value, semantic, and behavioral 
competencies. The course participants demonstrate the ability to present 
their viewpoints, adequately understand the meaning of other‟s speech, 
criticize and develop ideas, and organize all these processes as a single 
process, defend their professional value-semantic orientations to engage 
the capacity and experience of each member of the team design work.  

The result of the third stage is the sufficiently updated pedagogical 
project for the development of teachers‟social and humanistic values, 
expressed as the path of individual refresher training and including a 
program for its implementation. Presentation, expertise, diagnostics, and 
analysis are used as the form of learning.  

The dynamic assessment of the stages assumes the integration of 
pedagogical conditions in the concept of development of teachers‟social 
and humanistic values in the refresher training system with the forms, 
methods, and means of learning.22 

In the course of pilot testing of the development ofteachers‟social 
and humanistic values through drawing up the refresher training path for 
all three stages, all educators in the experimental group, with varying 
degrees of intensity, used our teaching materials that ensure the revision 
of teachers‟ social and humanistic values. Upon completion of the three 
stages, the results of development of teachers‟social and humanistic 
values in drawing up the teachers‟ qualification improvement paths are:  

-(as part of the value-targeted component) the revision of the 
traditional training and on that basis, the setting of new professional 
objectives in developing the value-based competencies of the 
pedagogical staff;  

-(as part of the semantic and motivational component) the revision 
of usual motivations for the development of skills and, on the basis of 
these motivations, the identification of new professional semantics that 
promote the sense of competence of pedagogical workers;  

-(as part of the regulatory and correctional component) the 
revision of the reflexively-estimative activities of the experiment 
participants aimed at identifying values and meaning of the professional 
activities and developing the behavioral competency of pedagogical staff. 

We diagnosed the participants in the educational and training 
process of the experimental and control group at the beginning of school 
year 2011–2012, which coincided with the start of the practical 
implementation of the experiment aimed at determining the dynamic 
path of the formed indicators and adjusting the path for primary and 

                                                             
22 Ibidem. 
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pre-school teachers (initial diagnostic assessment). The interim diagnostic 
assessment was conducted in 2012-2013 aimed at correcting the 
experimental activities; and finally, at the end of school year2013-2014, a 
diagnostic assessment took place to check the effectiveness of the 
concept we proposed for the development of teachers‟social and 
humanistic values in the refresher training system (final diagnostic 
assessment). 

To summarize the information and better illustrate the pre-
diagnostic data, we used the statistical averaging of the results for the 
selected indicators, which was calculated by the following formula: 





n

i
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M
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1
.  

The averaging ("average profiles") are summarized in Table 6. 
 

Table 6: Dynamic assessment of the system of values in the 
professional work of teachers 

 

 
 
 
 
For better illustration, we have reflected the initial and final 

diagnostic assessment data in Figures 3 and 4. 
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Figure 3: Initial diagnostic assessment of the value system of 
teachers in professional activities 

 
 

Figure 4: Final diagnostic assessment of the value system of 
teachers in professional activities1 

 
The performed study showed that the difference in the preliminary 

diagnostic assessment of the primary school teachers in the control and 
experimental groups was negligible.  

                                                             
1 Ibidem. 
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As seen in the table and graphs, the low level of the value system 
in the professional activities of teachers decreased in the control group 
by 1.7% and in the experimental group by 18.3%. At the end of the 
experiment, the share of teachers with low value system in the 
professional activity decreased to 25.3%, in the experimental group to 
just 9%, and the difference reached 16.3%. The medium level of the 
system of values in the professional activities of teachers in the control 
group remained the same (66.3%), and of teachers in the experimental 
group increased from 66.3% to 68.6%. The difference made 2.3%. The 
share of teachers with the high level of the system of values in 
professional activity has also increased in both the control and 
experimental groups. The increase was 1.6 % in the control group and 
13,4%in the experimental group. Teachers with the high level of the 
system of values in professional activity in the last stage of the 
experiment numbered 8.3% in the control group and 19.7% in the 
experimental group, with the difference of 11.4% 

As a result of interim diagnostic assessment, we adjusted the path 
of value-semantic refresher training by using didactic materials that 
promote verbal creativity. 

The allocation of teachers by the creative competence level is 
presented in Table 7. 
 

Table 7: Development levels of the path of value-semantic 
pedagogical training 
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We used the formula for calculating the arithmetic average of the 

criteria in the control and experimental groups in order to summarize the 
data of diagnostic assessment of development of teachers‟ social and 
humanistic values in the refresher training system through the 
development of the value-semantic teacher training path.Thus, the 
difference between the initial diagnostic assessment of the experimental 
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and control groups is negligible, namely: the experimental group showed 
higher results by 0.7% at the low level, 0.2% at medium level, and 0.7% 
at the high level. Therefore, at the stage of the ascertaining experiment, 
there was an approximate equality of the original state in both groups. 
The results of the final diagnostic assessment show the considerable 
positive dynamics both in the experimental group (the increase was 
15.1% at the low level, 2.8% at the medium level, 10.2% at the high 
level) and the control group (11.4% at the low level, 1.6% at the medium 
level, 7.8% at the high level) (Figures 4, 5).  

 
 

Figure 5: Initial diagnostic assessment of the development of 
teachers’social and humanistic values in the refresher training 
system through the development of the refresher training path 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Final diagnostic assessment of the development of 
teachers’social and humanistic values in the refresher training 
system through the development of the refresher training path 
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Based on the foregoing, we have reached the following 
experimentally confirmed conclusionthat the results of the development 
of teachers‟social and humanistic values in the refresher training system 
through the development of the refresher training path in our study:the 
system of values, life-purpose orientations, and self-actualization are 
interrelated with the corresponding criterial indicators: the scholarship 
values, the responsibility values, the professional activityvalues, the 
willingness to achieve goals, the satisfaction with results, the semantic 
and motivational competence, the need to express own values and 
semantics, the need to share pedagogical experience, active participation 
in projects, seminars and conferences, demonstrate high efficiency of the 
experimental work. 

 
Discussion 

 
The scientific and theoretical analysis allowed identifying a number of 

parameters of the semantic sphere of a teacher, their development level, and 
indicators of semantic formations. These include: 

-the personal values represented by the value system, which are 
dominant; 

-the nature and orientation of the life-purpose orientations, which 
specify the professional activitydevelopment vector; 

-the characteristics of the subjective level of the teacher‟s life meaning 
fulness; 

-the substantial features of the percept of the meaning of ,,Ego”; 
-specific characteristics of the value-semantic sphere: autonomy, 

operational flexibility, ability to transform, ability to preserve the value-related 
unity of the past, present, and future, ensuring the authenticity of the subject 
over time; 

-the emotional fullness of self-attitude of a teacher as a bearer of valu-
es and semantics with respect to the sense of purpose formed in the society 
(determination, will, success, moral approval); 

-behavior strategies as the individual projection of personal values 
of a teacher. 

The theoretical analysis of the problem of this study allowed 
concluding that the conceptual sphere of a person manifests itself in many 
different forms and cannot be reduced to single-order structures. 
Accordingly, different methods and methodological procedures are required 
to analyze its aspects. Therefore, the empirical study required a 
comprehensive research strategy and a variety of complementary methods 
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and approaches. Our analysis of the diagnostic tools has shown that there 
are no special techniques to explore the value-semantic sphere as an integral 
characteristic of a person in the development of teachers‟ social and 
humanistic values in the refresher training system. However, there is a wide 
range of proven techniques currently, which can be used to develop a 
psychological portrait of the personality of a modern teacher, identify his or 
her values, life, and personal orientations, perceptions, and mindsets that 
manifest themselves in the specifics of overcoming behavioral strategies. At 
the same time, moving the center of gravity to meet the professional, 
private, and pedagogical needs of an educator will, in our view, result in 
increasing the purely pragmatic approach to teaching and the functional 
approach to the teacher. Conversely, the focus on the development of 
teachers‟ social and humanistic values in the refresher training system and 
satisfaction of teachers‟ value-oriented personal needs, including their 
system of values, will promote the formation of teachers‟ value, sense, and 
behavioral competence. The experiment formed a special type of training 
for the traineesof institute of further training, which meets the following 
professional development strategies: teaching must be meaningful, 
motivated by social and humanistic values, pragmatic and reflective. 

 
Conclusion 

 
The study has clarified the substantial characteristics of the 

development of teachers‟ social and humanistic values in the refresher 
training system through developing a refresher training path. The concept of 
,,development of teachers‟ social and humanistic values in the refresher training system” has 
been introduced into science. The dynamic assessment of the changes in 
teachers‟ social and humanistic values in the refresher training system have 
been identified according to the criteria corresponding to its components. 

The experiments have proven that the concept of the development of 
teachers‟ social and humanistic values in the refresher training system and its 
technological support can serve as the basis for developing an individual path 
of teacher training.  

The implementation of the special course ,,Professional Values of Teachers” 
ensures high efficiency of the development of an individual refresher training 
path for teachers. The results of the experiment can be used in the 
development of new learning technologies, programs, methods, and 
techniques to form and develop teachers‟ social and humanistic values in the 
refresher training system.  
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The study, being theoretical and practice-oriented, engages the 
development of the value, sense, and behavioral competence of teachers.  
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Abstract: The relevance of the research: the relevance of this research is grounded by 

the need in developing new methods of preparing future specialists to the work in multicultural 
context due to current civilisational processes that take place in our modern society at the 
current stage of its evolution. The aim of the research: the main aim of this article is to review 
various ideas of professional scientists on the theory and practice of multicultural education, 
environmental approach and to clarify the notion of multicultural educational environment. 
Research methods: the main research method used while working on the article is literature 
analysis for critical consideration of different scholars ideas on multicultural education and 
educational environments; also comparative method, content abstraction and generalisation are 
applied for concretising the notion of the term ,,multicultural educational environment”. 
Results: the notion of multicultural educational environment and its structural concepts are 
concretised, grounded and described. Significance of the research: the research proved the 
necessity of the study of multucultural education issues, the notion of multicultural educational 
environment was introduced, specified and grounded, what now allows to continue the research 
in the field of designing the system of professional foreign language training for future 
specialists of economic sphere. 

Keywords: multicultural education, environmental approach in 
education, polycultural education, intercultural competence, professional 
training of future specialists of economic sphere. 

 
The modern stage of the development of society actualizes the 

need for a close study of the concept of multicultural education, due to 
the fact that such sociological and philosophical trends as 
multiculturalism, the dialogue of cultures, the struggle against 
manifestations of ethnic intolerance have become an integral part of our 
modern life. These phenomena are not only the basis of interpersonal 
relationships, but already the basic principles for building healthy, 
productive interstate cooperation. 

All this is reflected in the education system and makes it necessary 
to develop special methodological concepts of preparing future 
specialists to work in this multinational and multicultural environment. 
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Literature review 
 

Problems of multicultural education became the object of research 
of many scientists. Thus, P. Sysoev 1  developed the framework of 
language multicultural education (on the basis of cultural studies in the 
United States), ethnopedagogical factors of multicultural education were 
studied by G. Palatkina,2 the formation of the ethno-cultural competence 
of students in a polyethnic educational environment was investigated by 
T. Poshtareva,3 the peculiarities of multicultural education in the USA, 
Canada and Australia belong to the sphere of scientific interests of I. 
Balitskaya,4 the study of the development of multicultural education in 
France was carried out by V. Lonshakova, 5 A. Efremov6  devoted his 
scientific endeavors to considering the pedagogical conditions of the 
influence of the cultural environment of the university on the formation 
of the moral values of students: in the context of multicultural education.  

Nevertheless, we note that these works are focused on certain 
aspects of multicultural education, at the moment the notion, concept 
and framework of multicultural educational environment have not been 
studied in the aspect of professional foreign language training. 
 

Materials and methods 
 
The study is structured as a multi-level unit, carried out by the 

longitudinal type. The methodology of the system approach requires not 
only a holistic, but also a relatively autonomous examination of a number 
of structural elements of the developed single conceptual model of 
multicultural educational environment. 

                                                             
1 P. Sysoev, The concept of language multicultural education: on the material of cultural studies of the 
USA, Doctoral abstract thesis, Moscow, 2004. 
2 G. Palatkina, Multicultural education in a polyethnic region, Astrakhan, Publishing House of 
the Armenian State Pedagogical University, 2001. 
3  Т. Poshtareva, Formation of ethno-cultural competence of students in polyethnic educational 
environment, Doctoral abstract thesis, Voronezh, 2009. 
4 I. Balitskaya, Multicultural education in the USA, Canada and Australia, Doctoral abstract 
thesis, Moscow, 2008. 
5 V. Lonshakova, The development of multicultural education in France, Ph.D abstract thesis, 
Chelyabinsk, 2011. 
6 A. Efremov, Pedagogical conditions of the influence of the cultural environment of the university on 
the formation of the moral values of students: in the context of multicultural education, Ph.D abstract 
thesis, Moscow, 2006. 
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To solve the set tasks and verify the initial assumptions, a set of 
complementary and reciprocal methods of theoretical analysis is used 
(comparative literature analysis, content analysis). 

Comparative literature analysis enables critical consideration of 
different works of present day scholars in the field of multicultural 
education and theory of educational environments design. 

Content analysis is introduced for concretising the term 
,,multicultural educational environment”. 
 

Results 
 
Nowadays it is especially urgent to create a new system of training 

of the future specialists, the basis of which will not only increase its 
quality, but also the achievement of a higher level of multicultural 
tolerance of the modern professional.  

The first decisive component of any system is the environment 
that in turn, necessitates a review of the forms and means of the 
organization of the educational process, the development of new 
technologies, integrating a multicultural component. 

We agree with the point of view of N. Fominykh,7 who believes 
that today modern scientific and pedagogical research can not be carried 
out without using a terminological approach that involves analysis of a 
number of interpretations of the key concepts of the study, as a result of 
which a number of definitions and explications of the categorical 
apparatus are followed by the author‟s personal position regarding the 
terms. The essence of this approach is that it is necessary to understand 
any pedagogical phenomenon not from the standpoint of practice, but 
from the standpoint of the available lexical repertoire of pedagogical 
science. 

Thus, we start analysing the terminological categories with the 
closest general term, that is multicultural education. 

It should be noted that in modern pedagogy the concept of 
multicultural education is considered to be new, nevertheless this 
category in scientific circles is applied from two main positions: 

                                                             
7  N. Fominykh, O. Barsova, M. Zarudnaya, N. Kolomiytseva, ,,Approaches to 
Prospective Economists Professional Foreign Language Training in Computer 
Orientated Language Learning Environment”, in International Journal of Environmental and 
Science Education, no. 11(18), 2016, pp. 12067-12083. 
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-as a conceptually ideological direction of educational practice of 
modern democratic societies; 

-as a pedagogical strategy, which consists of a number of 
consecutive educational processes, the purpose of which is the resolution 
of a number of problems (which arose in society as a result of 
evolutionary development of national states and post-colonial 
immigration trends). 

In general, a number of scientists who deal with problems of 
multicultural education, in their work identified a number of 
requirements to the study of this concept, where the application of 
system approach is grounded (it allows to consider a multicultural 
environment as an integrated set of interrelated elements, which in 
themselves are representatives of systems of higher hierarchical order). It 
should be noted that the study of multicultural educational processes 
must be organised in dynamics (in view of the fact that this concept is 
not a static component, but is constantly evolving as a system and a 
number of factors, which in turn are subject to changes under the 
influence of specific situations). 

Any research in this field should be practically oriented (a scientist 
must have a clear idea of the practical benefits of research results for 
pedagogical daily life); focused on priority elements (because of the 
breadth of the concept of multicultural education, it can be studied in 
completely new points of view, so it should be priority for the given 
region or the given sphere problem of the components of multicultural 
educational environment, nevertheless completely ignoring its minor 
components is not possible); operated in terms of loyalty and tolerance 
for relation to all ethnic groups; done with the help of projective (ability 
to predict and project near and far prospects for the evolution of the 
object of research) and integrative approaches(professional training in a 
multicultural educational environment should be studied not only from 
the perspective of future specialists, but also from the position of 
scientific and pedagogical staff of universities, employers and current 
specialists). Hence, need for a clear plan of research and a sound 
methodological apparatus is actual in this respect. 

The basic conceptual idea of multicultural education is the 
opposition to cultural assimilation through educational methods and 
strategies. The main direction of work here lies within the importance of 
simultaneous study of the languages of national minorities together with 
the dominant language (the language spoken by the nation dominating 
the territory). 
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Basing on this assumptions let‟s come to analysing the notion of 
,,multicultural educational environment”. 

Firstly, in order to define the concept of ,,multicultural educational 
environment”, it is necessary to clarify such terms as ,,environment” and 
,,educational environment”. 

The notion of environment is studied by many sciences: sociology, 
philosophy, cultural studies, pedagogy, psychology. In the philosophical 
sense, the environment is a complex of natural conditions in which 
mankind‟s activities take place. From the point of view of sociology - this 
is the totality of material, spiritual and social conditions of human 
existence. In psychology, the environment is defined as: a property that 
exerts resistance to a person in the world around him or her; social, 
historical and social situation; certain conditions that surround a person 
and influence him or her as a person and as an organism. 

From the point of view of pedagogy, this term was first discovered 
in the works of P. Lesgaft,8 who used the concept of the pedagogical 
environment. Later, in different aspects, this phenomenon was 
considered in the works of many scientists.9 The so-called theory of the 
environment was developed, which put the category of interaction or 
interaction into the basis of this concept. 

This was the emergence of a specific classification of the 
environments as a pedagogical phenomenon, namely, there were natural, 
subject-spatial, aesthetic, educational, socio-pedagogical and socio-
cultural environments classified. 

Modern scientists-teachers define the environment as: a set of 
conditions for the flow of people‟s lives, their context; as the space for 
the development and improvement of the individual, his or her 
knowledge, skills and habits.10 

Taking into account all the above mentioned opinions, as well as 
modern pedagogical practice, we will give the following definition to the 
notion of ,,environment”-it is a psycho-socio-cultural construct that 
consists of the physical, psychological, social and spiritual contexts of the 
individual person‟s life, where the immediate and constant skills 
formation and development take place. The derivative of this is the 
concept of ,,educational environment”. As in the case with the previous term, 

                                                             
8 P. Lesgaft, Selected pedagogical compositions, Moscow, Pedagogy, 1988. 
9  K. Ushinsky, Selected pedagogical works. Moscow, Pedagogics, 1968; S. Shatsky, An 
introduction to the philosophy of education, Moscow, Vlados, 1921. 
10  E. Pugacheva, The formation of students' tolerance in the multicultural environment of the 
university, Nizhny Novgorod, NN, 2008. 
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modern scholars do not come to a common opinion. Thus, N. Krylova11 
puts into this notion the understanding of the educational environment 
as the part of the socio-cultural environment in which the interaction of 
various educational processes and their components happens, and where 
the learner is culturally connected with the society. N. Spichko12 sees in 
the environment a complex of psychological, social, material and subject-
spatial factors and interpersonal relations. G. Belyaev 13  defines the 
educational environment as teaching, relevant to a particular educational 
institution, which is created and managed by the teachers and 
administration of this establishment. V. Yasvin 14  defines this concept 
from the standpoint of the interaction of the individual with his or her 
environment and understands it as the system of influence and a number 
of factors that ensure the development of the individual in its space-time 
and social environment. 

Proceeding from the above definitions, and also taking into 
account the analysis of pedagogical theory and practice, we will define 
the educational environment as an aggregate complex of social, physical, 
psychological and pedagogical conditions that effectively contribute to 
the formation and development of student‟s personality, taking into 
account modern educational trends. 

Studying the problems of the educational environment, it is 
impossible to bypass the work of V. Yasvin, who is rightfully considered 
to be the founder of the theory of educational environments. The 
scientist says that any educational environment consists of the spatial-
architectural, social and psychodidactic components.15 

He also describes such components of the educational 
environment as a single educational information environment; a set of 
electronic tools to support the learning process and research; a set of 
training programs and literature, visual aids; laboratory equipment and 
furniture; infrastructure and methods of providing open education; the 
system of social security and physical education of participants in the 
study process; architecture and construction of educational buildings and 

                                                             
11 N. Krylova, New values of education: thesaurus for teachers and school psychologists, Moscow, 
Elbar, 1995. 
12 N. Spichko, ,,Educational Environment in Teaching Foreign Languages”, in Foreign 
Languages in School, no. 5, 2004, pp. 44-48. 
13  G. Belyaev, Pedagogical Characteristics of the Educational Environment in Various Types of 
Educational Institutions, Moscow, IKKPS, 2000. 
14 V. Yasvin, Educational environment: from modeling to design, Moscow, Sense, 2001.  
15Ibidem. 
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energy-saving technologies; training and retraining of scientific and 
pedagogical staff. 

A number of scientists 16  distinguish several functions of 
educational environments, depending on the point of its consideration, 
which can be generalized and reduced to four main ones:  

-consideration of the educational context as the set of 
opportunities for teaching the student and developing his or her skills 
and abilities, as well as personal potentials; 

-as a set of teaching aids, which are concentrated not only in the 
field of pedagogy, but also in the area of student development. Today, 
the ability of modern students to choose and build any educational 
environment for themselves is especially relevant, which makes actual 
the subject of self-development for the student, and since that the 
educational environment is the object of choice and the tool used; 

-as the subject design. And this point of view is the key to our 
study. On this basis, the educational environment of a particular 
educational institution should first be theoretically designed and then 
practically modeled in accordance with the purpose of instruction, as 
well as a number of specific characteristics of the student population and 
the conditions of the school; 

-as an object of psychological and pedagogical monitoring. The 
relevance of this position is due to the constant dynamic changes of the 
modern educational environment. 

We also share the opinion of V. Slobodchikov that it is impossible 
to consider the educational environment as a single-valued preassigned 
construct. According to the scientist,17 this type of environment does not 
have any borders, it opens up where a teacher and a student meet, and 
where they work together to design and build something. And such an 
environment should be considered both an object and a resource of their 
collaborative activity. The scientist considers to be special the system of 
mutual relations of an adult and a child, in which it is possible to identify 
those processes that occur with a person in the process of development 
and assimilation of norms and patterns. Thus, Slobodchikov defines two 

                                                             
16 I. Balitskaya, Multicultural education in the USA, Canada and Australia, Doctoral abstract 
thesis, Moscow, 2008; N. Krylova, New values of education: thesaurus for teachers and school 
psychologists, Moscow, Elbar, 1995; P. Sysoev, The concept of language multicultural education; 
V. Yasvin, Educational environment: from modeling to design, 2001.  
17 V. Slobodchikov, ,,Educational Environment: Realization of Educational Purposes in 
the Space of Culture”, in New values of education: cultural models of schools, no. 7, 1997, pp. 
177-184. 
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basic indicators of the educational environment-these are its resource 
potential and structure.18 

In general, from the position of the environmental approach, the 
emphasis should be shifted from the dominant pedagogical influence on 
the personality of the student towards the development of such an 
educational environment, where their self-learning and self-development 
will be organized. In this case, their internal learning mechanisms will be 
activated in interaction with the environment. This approach identifies a 
number of tasks that need to be addressed, namely, to design the variety 
within the educational environment; determine their general and local 
learning effect and its growth; analyze the influence of the environment 
on the further behavior of the subject. 

Actual in this regard is the problem of management impact on the 
educational environment. It should be noted that at the level of a 
separate educational institution it must be designed according to the idea 
of expanding the areas of current and nearest personal development, 
based on the transformation of the educational environment into an 
optimally productive one especially for personal development. 

On the basis of refined definitions of the concepts ,,environment” 
and ,,educational environment” we will define the key concept of this 
research-,,multicultural educational environment”. 

It should be noted that there is also a huge amount of 
discrepancies in the interpretation of this term. Let‟s consider some of 
them. 

Thus, I. Potapova19 defines this notion as a dynamic system of 
cultural elements, the interaction of subjects and objects of the study 
process that helps to instill universal and national values, social and 
cultural traditions, thus enriching the life experience of all its participants 
(students, teachers, parents). In the opinion of the scientist the 
multicultural educational environment promotes teaching tolerance, 
social activity, mobility, flexibility and self-regulation; the accumulation 
of experience in different cultural and social contexts. It is important for 
the current research to analyze the work of E. Pugacheva,20 aimed at 
determining the multicultural educational environment of a higher 

                                                             
18 Ibidem. 
19 I. Potapova, O. Korobkova, ,,Model of formation of multicultural behavior of pupils 
of general education schools of a multicultural region”, in Living Standard of Population of 
Russian Regions, no. 2, 2012, pp. 95-108. 
20  E. Pugacheva, The formation of students' tolerance in the multicultural environment of the 
university, Nizhny Novgorod, NN, 2008. 
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educational establishment. The scientist gives her interpretation of this 
concept and describes it as a spiritually saturated atmosphere of business 
and interethnic relations that influence the world view, the way of 
thinking and behavior of its participants, and stimulate the introduction 
of a number of national and universal spiritual values. In a practical 
sense, a multicultural educational environment presupposes the existence 
of a multicultural force (people), consisting of a multi-age, multinational 
and multi-denominational faculty and students. 

Summarizing the above mentioned works, it can be concluded that 
the authors rely on the concepts of culture, environment and education 
and understand the multicultural educational environment as the 
integration of cultural activities with the sphere of education in the 
territory of a certain region within the ethnic and world components. 

Proceeding from the above mentioned opinions, and also basing 
on the analysis of the concepts of culture, environment, multicultural 
education and educational environment, we will define a multicultural 
educational environment as an actual hierarchical space-time continuum 
in which various ethnic and world pedagogical phenomena, cultural 
traditions and educational practices interact in a nonlinear way with the 
goal of comprehensive planetary (global) development of the personality 
of a modern student  in the positions of tolerance, interaction, interest, 
respect and empathy. 

As a result of this definition, there appears a need in analysing the 
functions of the multicultural educational environment.  

Its main functions. We consider them to be humanistic, socio-
oriented and cultural. Let‟s describe each of the functions. 

The humanistic function is aimed at developing the key moral 
characteristics of a citizen of a globalized society, regardless of his or her 
nationality and ethnic origin. This function is realized through the 
education of the community of historical and geographical affiliation, 
languages, cultures, as well as self-identification of oneself as a part of 
the people or culture. The main goal of the multicultural educational 
environment is the preparation of a worthy representative of the culture 
on the principles of humane pedagogy. This position prevents all sorts of 
manifestations of educational authoritarianism, creates a creative space in 
which the upbringing of independent thinking and social responsibility 
takes place.21 All this is realized with the help of organizing the necessary 
conditions for the development of the skills of each participant of the 

                                                             
21  J. A. Banks, C. A. M. Banks, (eds.). Multicultural education: Issues and perspectives. 
Hoboken, John Wiley&Sons, 2010. 
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study process, with the goal of forming harmonious individuals facing 
the spiritual component of the native and other culture. 

Socio-oriented function is devoted to ensuring the inclusion of 
students in social life, the assimilation of their social experience and 
adaptation to another environment. The educational institution today is 
designed to help the student overcome the cultural shock of the new 
environment, adapt to new conditions of life and learning. 

Cultural function promotes for its part the formation of an 
understanding of the culture of international interaction, national identity 
and universal values. An important accent here is the humane character 
of the national culture, which is necessary for the emergence of a 
harmonious correlation between the national and the universal. This 
function considers development as part of the general cultural context 
while actively mastering the values of another culture. The leading here is 
the paradigm of cultural education, implemented in creating conditions 
for understanding the variability of culture and education.22 

The functions considered are fundamental for describing the 
structure of a multicultural educational environment. 

Let‟s start with the definition of the concept of ,,structure”. In Latin 
it means location or internal composition. As in the case of culture, there 
is a large number of definitions of the concepts ,,structure”. Nevertheless, 
the following is relevant for our research. The structure is a complex of 
stable relationships between the individual components of the object 
under consideration, which ensure its integrativity and identity. 

In our opinion, the multicultural educational environment consists 
of cognitive, emotional, axiological and regulatory dimensions. Let‟s 
consider each of them in more detail. 

The cognitive one includes knowledge of the historical, cultural 
and literary features of ethnic cultures, whose representatives are the 
participants of the study process, as well as the cultures of the whole 
world. This component is expressed in the multicultural and educational 
vertical of the study process, which is realized by filling the contents of 
the subjects studied at all hierarchical levels of higher education with 
multicultural content. 

Analyzing the emotional dimension of the multicultural 
educational environment, we note that the key here is the formation of 
adequate relations with the real state of a multi-ethnic society in which 
the students live. This component is realized through the development 

                                                             
22 J.A Banks, ,,Chapter 1: Multicultural education: Historical development, dimensions, 
and practice”, in Review of research in education, no. 19 (1), 1993, pp. 3-49. 
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of the sensory, empathic and appraisal spheres of all representatives of 
the educational continuum, which contributes to the formation of a 
positive attitude towards various ethno-cultures. 

The axiological dimension is based on the motivation of students 
and teachers to study their own culture, to raise their personal cultural 
level; on the value of studying the culture of their own and other 
peoples. This component is interdisciplinary by its nature and is realized 
by integrating the content of various fields of knowledge within the 
framework of a single educational process. 

We now turn to a description of the regulatory measurement. Its 
essence is to train students to determine the ways of their own behavior, 
active interaction and conflict-free communication of representatives of 
various ethnic cultures. This component is introduced during the 
implementation of a number of psychological and pedagogical 
technologies aimed at the formation of cultural identity, ethnotolerance, 
communicative culture in the organization of interpersonal relationships 
among representatives of different cultures. 

Taking into account these points, we believe that the multicultural 
educational environment has contents that is associated with the 
cognitive dimension, which we spoke about earlier, namely, the content 
of a multicultural educational environment includes knowledge of the 
native language, its literature, its culture and other peoples that live in the 
given region, and in the world, familiarizing with their history, literature, 
culture and folklore from the position of humanizing the contents of 
education. 

Also, to the content of a multicultural educational environment, in 
addition to the knowledge and skills described above, one should also 
include the methods and means to which the pedagogical technologies of 
personal development education are accepted, audio-visual, information 
and oral folk art, folklore and folk crafts, folk etiquette, music, arts and 
crafts, theatrical performances and improvisations. Methods that are an 
integral part of the multicultural educational environment include a 
number of general pedagogical methods (discussion, play, research 
projects). 

The forms of the multicultural educational environment are also 
included in the concept of its content; accordingly, the disciplines of the 
programs of regional and national components, optional courses, elective 
disciplines, excursions, organization of meetings, competitions, comedy 
performances, festivals, matinees, theatrical performances, creative 
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projects, family projects, celebrations, folk rituals and folklore 
performances. 

It should be noted that the concept of tolerance and the so-called 
ethno-pedagogy of the teaching and upbringing process is based on the 
content of the multicultural educational environment, which is expressed 
in the organization of the educational process in a multinational team 
from the position of preserving the cultures, language and traditions of 
the peoples, whose representatives are students, their introduction to the 
humanistic pedagogy. 

Thus, summing up all of the above, analyzing the conceptual 
aspects of the emergence of a multicultural educational environment, it 
can be stated that today this issue is extremely relevant, given the 
growing value of intercultural interaction, not only at the interpersonal, 
but also at the professional intercorporate and interstate levels, which 
requires special studying of features and modeling of innovations in 
professional training of future experts of an economic profile, its 
concept, the purposes, problems and contents, taking into account the 
modern achievements of world science. 

Proceeding from it, this type of environment is based on a number 
of values, the consideration of which is the subject of this article. First, 
let‟s define the essence of the concept of ,,value”. Different scientists 
understand this concept in different ways. In general, we note that the 
study of the theory of values deals with a separate science, called 
axiology. In the ancient world the concept of ,,value”; was not allocated 
but was considered part of the concept of ,,being”. The first to start 
talking about the nature of values were the ancient thinkers Socrates, 
Plato and Aristotle, who in their writings reflected on the basic categories 
of good and justice in society.23 In different historical epochs the values 
themselves were different (for example, in the Middle Ages they were 
associated with religion, during the Renaissance with humanism etc.). 
The first concept of value in the customary sense was used by I. Kant, 
who understood by them ideals or goals that are significant for the 
individual. 24  This point is shared by most other scientists, we are 
particularly impressed in the scientific sense of the definition of M. 
Weber, who saw in this concept a set of norms that are of particular 
importance to the social subject.25 We completely share this definition 
and focus on it in the process of characterizing the basic values that 

                                                             
23 E. Barker, Greek political theory: Plato and his predecessors, London, 1918. 
24 I. Kant, Kant: The metaphysics of morals, New York, Cambridge University Press, 2017. 
25 M. Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic Organization, New York, Free Press, 2009. 
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underlie the multicultural educational environment, to which we will go 
further. 

Theoretical analysis of official documents and observations of the 
practice of working in a multicultural environment, as well as the method 
of generalization and abstraction, make it possible to single out the 
following values of this phenomenon: tolerance; respect; empathy; the 
value and importance of each individual ethnic group and the rejection 
of cultural stereotyping; freedom of expression; independence; prestige 
of intercultural interaction; communication in the style of win-win. 

Let‟s consider each of these values. 
Describing tolerance as a value category, we note that this concept 

also passed a long path of its evolution. We share the opinion of A. 
Potapenko that this is a dynamically developing quality of the individual, 
which has a tolerant attitude towards the representatives of other ethnic 
groups, their traditions and customs, actions, which allows not to harm 
the physical and mental health of othersand avoid or exit conflicts 
constructively without losing their own ethnic identity.26 This definition 
most fully reflects the main tasks of the multicultural educational 
environment, which is aimed primarily at developing the skills of stable 
interaction and tolerance for the manifestations of other people - 
representatives of their own and other cultures. We support the author 
in a special emphasis on preserving the physical and psychological health 
of others as the main goal of the development of the multicultural 
society, and this basic concept should be formed in students in the 
course of various activities to promote their tolerance (useful forms of 
work for the formation of tolerance as a value will be debates, clubs, 
trainings of interethnic tolerance). 

From this follows the essence of respect as the value of the 
multicultural educational environment. It should be noted that respect 
for representatives of other cultures will be fully possible in the presence 
of respect for own culture and oneself (not only as a representative of 
this people, but as a whole as a person, since if a person hates himself or 
herself, any respect for the other, regardless of cultural affiliation, is out 
of the question). Even F. Dostoevsky spoke about the fact that to 
become truly Russian, we must stop despising our people 27  and this 
should be placed in the basis of the organization of work to foster 

                                                             
26 A.V. Potapenko, ,,Interethnic tolerance as a social value”, in Scientific and methodical 
electronic journal ,,Concept”, no. 27, 2016, pp. 57-65. 
27 F. Dostoevsky, Writer‟s Diary Volume 1: 1873-1876 (Vol. 1), Evanston, Northwestern 
University Press, 1997. 
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intercultural respect. This is especially relevant for the professional 
training of the future specialists, since mutual respect in the team with 
colleagues, management and partners is also the basis not only for the 
success of the individual employee, but of the company as a whole. 

Let us turn to the description of empathy as the value of the 
multicultural educational environment. This process is extremely relevant 
not only for professional pedagogy, but also as a whole for the 
development of the personality of man an individual. Empathy is 
interpreted as a conscious understanding of the inner state of the 
surrounding people. In turn, with intercultural interaction, the task is 
further complicated by the fact that the internal emotional traits of 
different ethnic groups are different.28 Consequently, in the course of 
professional training of the future specialist, special attention should be 
given to the forms of work aimed at acquaintance with the basic 
manifestations of representatives of different cultures and with their 
interpretations in order to prepare the student for possible situations in 
the course of carrying out his or her professional functions in the future. 
It is also necessary to introduce a number of trainings on the 
development of empathy in general, which will affect the increase in the 
productivity of interpersonal interaction. 

Developing an understanding of the importance of each individual 
people with a view to abandoning cultural stereotypes, it is necessary to 
take into account that these prejudices are formed from childhood and 
can be corrected to varying degrees. Very clearly this fact is illustrated by 
the words of Albert Einstein that it is easier to break an atom in the 
modern world than to abandon prejudices. Note that stereotypes at the 
moment of development of science are considered to be elements of the 
so-called mass unconscious opinion and have a number of subspecies 
(cliches, superstitions, intercultural errors etc.).29  In the course of the 
lessons, it is necessary to constantly postulate to students that their 
beliefs about any peoples and their national characteristics should be 
subject to careful analysis, since many stereotypes are due to a number of 
historical factors, but in reality the situation has taken on a completely 
different character. The main goal of various forms of work to educate 
this value is the development of the global-planetary thinking of the 
future specialist not only as a representative of his or her country, but 

                                                             
28 M. H. Davis, Empathy: A social psychological approach, London, Routledge, 2018. 
29 W. Stephan, Reducing prejudice and stereotyping in schools, Garns, Teachers College Press, 
1999. 
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also as a citizen of the world. During classes, it is necessary to facilitate 
the syncretic thinking of students, developing its plasticity in the 
categorization of events only within the dual concept of ,,good and evil”, it 
is necessary to view the world as a multidimensional continuum in the 
unity and uniqueness of all its manifestations in general, and in the aspect 
of intercultural interaction in particular. 

The following values, which require also due attention, are the 
independence and freedom of self-expression. These are the basic values 
of the life of any person. On the positive side it will be noted that at the 
present stage of development of our society positive changes in the 
approaches to the formation of these phenomena are on the face. In the 
process of professional training, the future specialist should regularly 
emphasize the acceptance of expressions of representatives of other 
cultures and allow them to be what they are without changing them, as 
well as the advantage of the position of seeking opportunities for 
interaction instead of intercultural rejection, which obviously hurts the 
success of the cooperation.30 

Proceeding from this, it is necessary to allocate as value prestige of 
intercultural interaction that assumes formation of ability to see 
opportunities in professional development at the expense of advantage 
of productive mutual relation with representatives of other cultures. 
Here it is necessary to consider as a case study a number of strategies of 
successful companies in this regard, in view of the large number of cases 
of significant growth of companies due to the internationalization and 
multinational mergers (for example, the development path of Unilever 
brands). 

The last few values are connected with the general notion of 
communication in the style of the ,,win-win” strategy, which has become 
part of the theoretical scope of science quite recently. This phenomenon 
came from the world of Western business and the father of this strategy 
is considered to be S. Covey.31 The essence of this theory is that any 
interaction can occur within the framework of several vectors: 

-lose-lose (when both sides of the communication did not receive 
a positive result in the end for themselves); 

                                                             
30 N. Dolby, Rethinking Multicultural Education for the Next Generation: The New Empathy and 
Social Justice, New York, Taylor&Francis Group, 2012. 
31 S. R. Covey, The 7 habits of highly effective people: Powerful lessons in personal change, Texas, 
Simon and Schuster, 2013. 
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-win-lose (when one of the parties made a weighty result after 
communication by oppressing the opponent); 

-win-win (when both sides of the interaction came out of it, getting 
a positive result for themselves). 

It‟s no secret that there are cultures in which the second position 
acts as a priority, but in the future it still does not bring positive results. 
Consequently, in the course of professional training, it is necessary to 
constantly emphasize the latter strategy as the most beneficial for both 
sides of the act of communication, not only in the professional, but in 
the universal sense. 

 
Discussion 

 
This study investigated the problem of definition of multicultural 

educational environment as a context for professional foreign language 
training. To our knowledge, it is the first study that viewed the 
multicultural educational environment in this respect. In general, the 
results show the ambiguity of this term as considered by different 
scholars, having one common goal-teaching tolerance and well-
elaborated co living in the World. Moreover, our resulting definition of 
this term reveals a significant direction-the focus of multicultural 
education environment of professional foreign language training on 
developing global planetary thinking of students as future professionals. 

 
Conclusion 

 
Thus, it can be concluded that the multicultural educational 

environment is a complex pedagogical phenomenon that assumes the all-
round development of the individual with a special emphasis on his or 
her preparation for activities in a multinational society. 

The main areas of further study of the issues raised in the article 
include the study of features, the rationale for pedagogical conditions, 
and the modeling of foreign language training of future specialists in a 
multicultural educational environment. 
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Abstract: At present one of the highest indicators of any country‟s development and 
competitiveness is the presence of highly educated (skilled) and competent specialists in various 
fields of human life, who should solve contemporary matters of national security, economics, 
politics, public health and education. Consequently, there arises a question (problem) on 
training such specialists who acquire not only common and specific knowledge, skills and 
abilities of their professional activity, but also possess distinctive capabilities to exact and 
natural sciences having critical, creative, non-typical thinking. In connection with this, the 
problem of quality improvement becomes urgent especially training teachers of mathematics who 
could satisfy the main requirements of up-to-date education. The future of the country will 
depend on those specialists who can proudly carry on their shoulders acquired and systematized 
knowledge today. In order to educate and train such specialists it is necessary not only to create 
new methodologies in education and training but also perfect,modernize already existing 
technologies. In the process of the study, theoretical presentations on the role of independent 
work in education at the present stage were investigated with the help of methods activating 
functions of right/left cerebral hemispheres, their efficacy in the limits of education system 
development is demonstrated; methodological requirements for the arrangement of independent 
worksat studying mathematical disciplines by activating right/left cerebral hemispheres are 
worked out. 

Keywords: functioning of right/left brain hemispheres, independent 
work, mathematical subjects. 

 
During relatively short history of human brain research, scientists 

not once went back to the matter of functions in its various fields. More 
vividly it was manifested in attempts to divide physic functions of a 
person in accordance with real physical division of a brain into right and 
left halves. Asymmetry in functions of hemispheres initially was 
discovered in the 19th century when the attention was paid to different 
consequences in injury of left and right brain halves. 1  In subsequent 
years, clinicians confirmed repeatedly the character of behavior 
infringement, that happens owing to such injuries.2 

                                                             
1 M. A. Fedorov, Theory and methodological support of educational formation of independent activity 
of students in high school. Dis .... Doctor. ped., Science, Orel, 2011, pp. 43-46.  
2 B. Hendron, The information exchange. in Primary Dental Journal, year IV. No. 1, 2015, 
pp. 37-39; N. G. Bondar, The Development of Perception in Junior Adolescents as a Condition for 
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The interest to the problem of functional asymmetry considerably 
arose after first operations on brain splitting performed in the 60s. This 
caused sharp growth of research number, aiming at revealing differences 
in hemisphere functions and trying to estimate their importance for a 
person‟s behavior. Considerable attention was paid to the matter of 
possible links of these differences with such diversity phenomena as lack 
of ability to education, psychic illness and peculiarities of cognitive 
processes at representatives of various cultures. 3  The problem of 
functional asymmetry has become disputable at least by two reasons. 
First, accepted data-base was not always mono-semantic: sometimes 
researches directed to solve one and the same problem gave 
contradictory results. Second,temptations to put forward hypotheses and 
conclusions going out far from the limits of factual data.4 Right and left 
brain hemispheres provide indivisible work of the organism but control 
opposite sides of a person‟s body, each hemisphere fulfilling its definite 
functions and having its own specification.5 The work of the right and 
left hemispheres is asymmetrical but interconnected. The left brain 
hemisphere is responsible for logical operations, account (numeration), 
and order of succession but the right brain hemisphere percepts forms, 
general contents based on intuition, imagination,and creativity. The right 
hemisphere considersfacts, details received from the left hemisphere 
collecting them into the united whole and integral picture. 

The left hemisphere intends to analyses, logical sequences, 
details,and causal-consequent relations. The right hemisphere realizes 
orientation in the space, perception of an integral picture, fixes forms 
and emotions of a person‟s face.6 

                                                                                                                                               
the Improvement of Their Educability: PhD abstract, St. Petersburg, 1999, p. 16; V. A. 
Ayrapetyants, ,,White Opening of an interdisciplinary seminar on functional brain 
asymmetry”, in Questions of Psychology, no. V, 1979, pp. 187-188. 
3  V. A. Ayrapetyants, Features functional asymmetry of the brain of healthy children. In 
Asymmetry of the brain and memory: Coll. scientific works. Ushchino, NCBI, 1987, 
pp. 81-92. 
4 A. S. Zenkin, V. M. Kirdyaev, F. P. Pilgaev, A. P. Lasch, Independent work of students: 
guidelines, Saransk, ANI, 2009, p. 35. 
5 V. V. Krajewski, Pedagogical research methodology: A guide for the teacher-researcher, Samara, 
Publishing house GPI. 1994, pp. 115-134. 
6  M. Mion Pop, A. F. Tacea, Innovation possibilities in the field of education and 
training staff competencies development microexpresions-„the voice of truth” in the 
socio-educational environment. in Mediterranean Journal of Social Sciences, V (2014), no 22, 
p. 545-547. 
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Roger Sperry7 from California Technological Institute thinks that 
each hemisphere of a patient with the splitter brain acquires independent 
consciousness.8 He has stated the hypothesis that surgical split of a brain 
divides the mind into two separate conscious spheres. Such hypothesis, 
naturally, leads the idea of possible existence of doubled consciousness 
in the intact brain at definite conditions. Other researches underlined the 
meaning of differences between hemispheres. They stated that these 
differences are vividly displayed in traditional opposition of the mind to 
intuition, research to arts, logics to mysticism. As Robert Ornstein,9 a 
psychologist, considers, investigations of a brain show that these 
contradictionsare not simplereflection of a culture or philosophy. It was 
supposed that lawyers and artists employ various brain hemispheres in 
their work and that these differences are displayed even in their activities 
not related to their professions. 10  Other researchers broadened this 
hypothesis, stating that each person maybe referred to ,,left-hemisphere” 
or ,,right-hemisphere” type, depending on which hemispheresdirects the 
basic part of a person‟s behavior. 

Joseph Bogen, a neurosurgeon, participating in researches of brain 
sick patients, supposes that the study of inter-hemisphere differences has 
a considerable importance for the problems of education. He states that 
contemporary emphasis,in the system of education, on acquisition of 
verbal skills and development of analytical thinking stipulate neglect to 
the development of significant non-verbal abilities. He states that in 
these circumstances one half of the brain is ,,starving” and its potential 
investment into a person‟s development is ignored on the whole. 

 
Materials and methods 

 
The following methods of research were used in the study: 

systematic analysis, comparative analyses, synthesis, comparison, 
generalization, deduction modeling, scientific methodological analysis of 
the educational material content, observation, questioning, interviewing, 

                                                             
7  N. Neudecker, F. R. Esch, T. Schaefers, S. Valussi, ,,Message Reframing in 
Advertising”, in Psychology and Marketing, year XXXI, no. 11, 2014, pp. 946-957. 
8  Á. Fernández-López, M. J. Rodríguez-Fórtiz, M. L. Rodríguez-Almendros, M. J. 
Martínez-Segura, ,,Mobile learning technology based on iOS devices to support 
students with special education needs”, in Computers & Education, no. LXI, 2013, pp. 77-
90. 
9 V. D. Glaser, Vision and thinking. Leningrad, Nauka, 1985, pp. 118-123. 
10 O. A. Efremova, Customization of training as means of formation of communicative competence of 
students: Dis. Ekaterenburg, 2002, pp. 54-59. 
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pedagogical experiments, quantitative and qualitative methods in 
considering the results of the research under study. 

It is known that children of 9-10 years of age acquire prevailing 
right hemisphere.Functional activity of hemispheres in persons of male 
sex are more polar character, the dominance of this or that hemisphere 
may be defined by 6-7 year of age. Girls up to 13 years of age preserve 
definite brainplasticity, equivalence of hemisphere halves.11 

At investigating channels of information reception, we have 
proceededfrom the fact that the information comes into our brain 
through basic perception channels: eyes, hears, hands and legs. All organs of 
sense are important for education, but it‟s necessary to take into 
consideration that informational body organs used asymmetrically, for 
instance, one hand is preferred to another, one eye to another one, one 
hear to the second one. Our symmetrically disposed sense organs are 
,,fixed” for different hemispheres. Aseach hemisphere percept and threat 
information differently there appear differences in the perception of the 
world and types of thinking. Definition of asymmetry-dominants allows 
us to clear up styles of thinking realized by learners and gives the 
opportunity to arrange effective interaction.12 

It‟s known that a leading eye catches the object first that‟s why its 
accommodation (adaptability to clear vision of objects) is faster. The 
object is percepted by a leading eye as large and contrasting. The 
asymmetry of eyes allows us to say about involving brain concrete 
structures into the act of perception of the environment: it‟s well-known 
that differences in the field of vision of normal persons reflect the 
asymmetry of their brain for defining a leading eye there were employed 
simple tests. 

1. On the bend of the folded sheet of paper one should cut out a 
semicircle with the diameter about 3 cm and, unbending the received 
circle, lay it on the table at the distance of 30-40 cm. Sitting at the table, 
take a sheet with a slot and keep it before eyes so as to see a cut out 
circle through the slot in a sheet. That eye will be considered leading, 
when closing it; the circle is not seen by another eye. 

                                                             
11  N. V. Startseva, Organizational-pedagogical conditions of training of future teachers work 
independently with the use of information and communication technologies. Dis.... candped. Science, 
Samara, 2007, pp. 6-20. 
12  L. I. Studenikina, Pedagogical conditions of efficiency of the use of e-learning elements in the 
university training of students (in the mathematical training material). Dis... candped. Science, 
Voronezh, 2007, pp. 109-114. 
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2. It‟s necessary to keep a thumb of a stretched hand directing it 
onto a vertical line of an interior (door, window frame, picture frame, 
etc.) and fix both eyes on it. Without moving the thumb and the head, 
one should close one eye, thenopenit, thenclose another eye. That eye 
which keeps the form of the vertical object on the same line with the 
finger is a dominant. While closing that eyethe form is displaced. 

3. Take a sheet of paper, make a hole in the center with the 
diameter 2-2,5 cm. A student should keep the sheet at the distance of 
stretched hand and look at you. That eye you see is leading (Friedlander 
test). 

4.Take a pencil. ,,Take aim” choosing the target and look at it with 
both eyes through the tip of a pencil. Close one eye, then another eye. If 
the target is replaced at the closed left eye,then the left eye is considered 
to be leading and if vice versa, then the right eye (test). 

Eyes, a thumb of a stretched hand and an object are on the same 
line, in spite of the fact that we watch by both eyes. Information gets 
into the brain mostly from one eye. The second eye serves to create a 
volumetric picture. When we detach (disconnect) a leading eye, the 
source of information is another eye and visually we observe 
replacement of the object aside.13 

A leading eye, sometimes, maybe of a larger size, it takes aim, 
focused in the direction of the observed object, whereas a driven eye 
looks like refocused. After some training it is possible, in some cases, to 
define for certain a leading eye at outward observation, including photos. 

According to K. Hannoford,14 the following ways of defining a 
leading ear may be used: 

-if to imaginethat there are people behind the wall who talk about 
you. If you may come to the wall and enclose your ear so as to hear what 
they have told. That ear you have enclosed to the wall is considered to be 
leading. 

-lie down on the floor, on your stomach and notice which ear you 
raise to hear sounds around you that ear is considered to be leading. 

-hand a definite person a sea-shell or an empty cup. Ask a person 
to listen tosounds of a shell or a cup and notice which ear they enclose 

                                                             
13 E. Mehoudar, J. Arizpe, C. I. Baker, G. Yovel, ,,Faces in the eye of the beholder: 
Unique and stable eye scanning patterns of individual observers”, in Journal of Vision, 
year XIV, no. 7, 2014, pp. 55-64. 
14 N. D. Nikandrov, ,,On activation of educational”, in Vestnikvyssheishkoly, no. VIII, 
1983, pp. 26-31. 
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to a shell or a cup to hear sounds. That ear you usually enclose to a 
telephone pipe is considered to be leading. 

We suggest the following methods very acceptable for the 
educational process. You may start speaking about something interesting 
for a companion but gradually reducing speech loudness. Watching a 
companion, you can settle which ear he turns to you that ear is 
considered to be leading. 

A leading ear is usually of a largersize, it may be easily noticed at 
the outward observation. You can also measure the size of the ear with 
the help of a ruler.15 

Students with acoustic perception possess a leading ear on the 
other side of a dominating hemisphere and prefer acoustic presentation 
at getting new or critical information. There exists a definite asymmetry 
in nervous links going from each ear to the brain hemisphere. Nervous 
fibers going from the right ear to the left hemisphere are thicker than 
nervous fibers going from the left ear to the left hemisphere. Due to 
such asymmetry the right ear initially sends information into the left 
hemisphere whereas the left ear initially sends information to the right 
hemisphere. That is why persons with gestalt hemisphere (right) and 
opposite dominating ear are the mean listeners of metaphors, histories, 
dialects and emotional information. 

Persons with logical dominants (left hemisphere) and dominating 
opposite ear are excellent listeners for detailed or linear way of 
presenting information.16 

Important information in a realized way of thinking is given by 
hands. They send information into the brain through touching and 
movement. Hands are the means of expression of acquired knowledge 
via gesture and letters. Hands are intensively included into human 
communication (contact)as in oral, so in kinetic expression. For defining 
a leading hand,we have used the following tests (Luria): 

One should offer a person a pencil or a pen on the level of their 
mid body part (on the waist level). That hand which will touch a pen or a 
pencil is considered to be a dominating hand in force. 

                                                             
15 T. I. Collegiate, ,,Assessment of student workload as part of the European system of 
credits”, in Higher Education Today, no. VI, 2009, pp. 9-13. 
16  K. A. Quinn, H. E. Rosenthalb, ,,Categorizing others and the self: How social 
memory structures guide social perception and behavior”, in Learning and Motivation, 
year XLIII, no. 4, 2012, pp. 247-258. 
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One should cross hands on the chest in the ,,Napoleon pose”. The 
hand, from elbow to wrist,occurring above will be leading. If you change 
position of your hands, you will feel discomfort as you are a left-hander 
or a right-handed.17 

Interlace fingers of your hand several times. The thumb of the 
hand which will occur above, that hand is considered to be leading at 
exercising trifle movements. 

Legs are also controlled by opposite hemispheres. A person with a 
dominant leg opposite to a dominant brain hemisphere is capable to 
adroit movements. 

In our study we have used the following methods in defining a 
leading leg. A leading leg is that leg which is pushed off while jumping, 
with the help of which you left the step or an armchair,kick a ballor that 
leg to which you transfer the burden (a heavy load) in order not to fall. 

When a dominating leg is on the opposite side of a body from a 
logical hemisphere, a person will strive for fulfilling more planned 
moments. Such people successfully follow instructions of the type: step-
by-step in sports, dancing and other kinds of active movements but may 
have lack in movement spontaneity. 

If a leading leg is opposed to the gestalt hemisphere, movements 
will be more spontaneous, free in forms and directed by the rhythm. But 
such people may have difficulties in following step-by-step instructions. 

When a dominating leg is on the same side of the dominating 
hemisphere (limited movement), then under stress such people may have 
difficulties in movements. Persons with such profile will find out that in 
conditions of stress, first of all, they have tendency to stand stock-still 
and are not able to exercise immediate physical action. They can feel 
themselves paralyzed or experience awkwardness leading to injuries, 
ragged knees orsomething worse. 

In contrast to persons with dominating hemisphere opposed to a 
dominant leg they will continue to act under stress but theirefforts may 
be non-productive and wasted all for nothing. 

During the period of gaining knowledge or stress, non-dominating 
hemisphere tends to reduce its functions radically allowing a dominant 
hemisphere to take care about basic demands.Such state of depressed 

                                                             
17 S. M. Seitova, G. O. Kozhasheva, Y. N. Gavrilova, R. Tasbolatova, G. S. Okpebaeva, 
G. T. Kydyrbaeva, A. Z. Abdykarimova, ,,Peculiarities of Using Neuro-Linguistic 
Programming Techniques in Teaching”, in IEJME-Mathematics Education, year XI, no. 5, 
2016, pp. 1135-1149. 
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functioning in one in one hemisphere is called a one-sided condition. 
The state when both hemispheres function at the same time is called an 
integrated condition and this is the key to the highest level of logical 
reasoning and creativity.18 

During the stress only a hand and a leg of an opposite leading 
hemisphere will effectively participate in treating the information. At the 
same time there will be observed limits in access to feelings and 
functions of physical movements that dominate on the same side of the 
body as dominating brain hemisphere. If, for instance, all educational 
components-eyes, ears, hands, legs and brain hemispheres, dominate on 
the right side, such a profile will be fully limited in a one-sided condition. 
During the stress such a person is unable to have access to a major part 
of audiovisual information and has difficulties in thin motor functions 
communication. Such learners are not able to see details and they should 
have time to sit in silence and solitude for inner treatment(consideration) 
of information. As they have difficulties of averbal plan, vision and 
hearing under stress they often get definition as ,,inability” students or 
they require specialized training and finally, they get, quite often, much 
more stress that mayimmortalize their one-sided condition. In contrast 
to this, a profile where a leading hemisphere is on the opposite side of a 
leading sensory passage gives full sensor-motor access. Here a leading 
hemisphere controls a leading hand and a leg, get information from a 
leading eye and ear.19 Even under stress a person with such a profile can 
have anaccess to audio-visual information and can bind details by means 
of a language. Such types of learners are usually keen on tests on the 
assessment of verbal (oral) and mathematical abilities. Those learners 
whose right hemisphere is not active at stress periods may experience 
difficulties in understanding figurative, rhythmical or emotional ways of 
training. They may have awful vision of the picture that reducestheir 
awareness of the information. 

Each hemisphere develops and considers information specifically 
logical hemisphere (usually from the left side) deals with details, parts, 
language consideration and linear analysis. In contrast to thisgestalt-
hemisphere (usually on the right side) considers information as a whole 

                                                             
18 K. A. McCusker, J. Harkin, S. Wilson, M. Callaghan, Intelligent assessment and content 
personalisation in adaptive educational systems. In 2013 12th International Conference on 
Information Technology Based Higher Education and Training, ITHET, 2013, pp. 
223-232. 
19 R. Bandler, J. Grinder, The structure of magic, London, Real People Press, 1976, p. 80. 
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or globally, in comparison with lineartreatment. This hemisphere deals 
with forms, rhythm, emotions and intuition. 

Terms ,,logical hemisphere” instead of ,,left” and ,,gestalt 
hemisphere” instead of ,,right” are used only because some people‟s 
hemispheres transposed and consider logical actions on the right side but 
gestalt actions - on the left. In order to differentiate them functionally 
but not topographically, terms ,,logical” and ,,gestalt” are employed but 
not a left and right hemisphere. 

Callous body between hemispheres acts as a superfast way 
allowing exchanging information and considering: linear detailed-
inlogical hemisphere, a generalized form-in gestalt hemisphere.20 At good 
connections between brains hemispheres there appear unified thinking. 
The more both hemispheres are activated, the more links are formed via 
a callous body. The more connections, the faster the information 
treatment and much more reasonably we are able to act. It is necessary to 
use both brain hemispheres in order to be a real expert in some field. 
During the stress or gaining new knowledge there exists a certain level of 
a hemisphere dominant and people will alwaysprefer logical or gestalt 
treatment. 

Logical hemisphere considers information out of parts up to the 
whole by a linear way. This hemisphere deals with language parts 
(alphabet, words, syntax,and pronunciation) and should be examined as a 
language hemisphere. It also deals with a linear way, with numbers and 
prefers education techniques to a new step-by-step skill. A learner with a 
logical dominant usually acquires more advantage in our 
today‟seducation system and oriented to a language.21 

Gestalt hemisphere treats information out of the whole by parts in 
the form of context. This hemisphere functions through a form, rhythm, 
movement,emotion and intuition. This hemisphere should be considered 
as creative consciousness because of its curious, spontaneous nature. A 
learner with gestalt dominant won‟t acquire advantage in our educational 
system. 

 
 

                                                             
20 R. Y. Il‟yuchenok, A. L. Finkel‟berg, I. R. Il‟yuchenok, L. I. Aftanas, The interaction of 
the brain hemispheres in humans: Installation, processing of information, Novosibirsk, Nauka, 
1989, pp. 14-24. 
21 H. T. Kahraman, S. Sagiroglu, I. Colak, Development of adaptive and intelligent web-based 
educational systems. In 4th International Conference on Application of Information and 
Communication Technologies, AICT2010, 2010, pp. 227-230. 
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Results and discussion 
 

The goal of independent student‟s work is the acquisition of 
methods in gaining knowledge and getting skills of independent analysis 
of social phenomena and processes and also reinforcement of research 
basics in practical activities. 

Commonly there two types of I. S. W.: at lectures, in the process 
of conducting practical, seminar and laboratory classes (i.e. in 
classrooms)and the work out of academic classes. 

Out of class independent students‟ workrender an effective 
influence on the formation of personality–future specialist and is 
planned by a student himself. Every student himself defines the regime 
of his work and measure of his labor, the time spent for acquiring 
content for each subject. He fulfills extra class academic work by 
personal, individual program (plan) depending on his level of training, 
disposed time and other times. At present the problem of access to the 
information that has existed earlier is actively replaced by another: the 
search of necessary data in the huge sea of information. In connection 
with this the task is set: todevelop communicative skills, abilities to get 
information out of various sources, consider them, keep, and exchange it 
with the help of modern computer technologies. 

Thus, structurally I. S. W. may be divided into two parts:arranged 
by a teacher and independent work that is arranged by a student at his 
discretion without any direct control from the teacher‟s side, including 
preparation to lectures, laboratory and practical classes, tests, 
colloquiums, etc. 

It is necessary to note that arrangement of I. S. W. is first of all the 
ability to optimize the process of combining these two parts. ISW 
arranged by a teacher should compose not less than 20% of the time 
given to independent work according to the teaching program. 
Distribution of hours for I. S. W. in every discipline arranged by a 
teacher is approved by research-methodological council of courses and 
specialties. It is supposed that arrangement of independent works should 
be provided for all disciplines of the academic plan.22 

Forms of arranged independent students‟ work controlled by a 
teacher are suggested by departments, who work out Syllabifor 
disciplines. They may establish other forms, not mentionedabove if they 

                                                             
22  W. S. Cook, ,,A Comparative Analysis Between the Nile Valley‟s Liberal Arts 
Tradition and the Development of Western Education”, in Journal of Black Studies, year 
XLV, no. 8, 2014, pp. 683-707. 
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are accepted by the research methodological council in professional 
directions (specialties). 

If to discuss the significance of the forms of independent works 
the attitude to them is different especially overseas. For example, in 
Netherlands there exists a definite basic academic (educational) text book 
for each subject taught in any Netherland university which is chosen by 
especially expert commission on competitive basis.23 After approving the 
text book as basic by the course, all students of the university, studying 
the course are recommended to buy it. Thus, classes on each subject are 
conducted by a concrete textbook that allow using various forms of 
independent students‟ work actively. 

For example, the study of each new theme of the course starts, as a 
rule, from independent introduction of students with the planned 
material. 

We have distinguished the following main types of motivation for 
independent students work by the technology of neuro-linguistic 
programming: 

1. External motivation-dependencyof professional career on the 
study results at the university. This factor works not so effectively but 
the solution of the matter has the tendency to be seen in future. 

2. Internal motivation-inclination of a student, his abilities to study at 
the university. It may be governed at the period of pre-university training 
by fulfilling tests at choosing thes pecialty, grounded recommendation at 
defining educational direction, etc. 

3. Process (educational) material. It is manifested by a student‟s 
understanding that the work he exercisesis useful. There should be a 
psychological tuning of a student to the importance of his work as in the 
aspect of professional training, so in the aspect of extending mental 
outlook, erudition of a specialist. It is necessary to demonstrate and in 
some cases to prove that the results of I. S. W. will help him to 
comprehend better the lecture material, laboratory tests, etc. We can get 
great effect from I. S. W. when it is included into the project or course 
paper as a component part, more over effective if it a part of a diploma 
project taking into account a dominating channel of information 

                                                             
23 S. Mann, A. Vrij, E. Nasholm, L. Warmelink, S. Leal, D. Forrester, ,,The Direction of 
Deception: Neuro-Linguistic Programming as a Lie Detection Tool”, in Journal of Police 
and Criminal Psychology, year XXVII, no. 2, 2012, pp. 160-166. 
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perception, it may be carried out at the initial level of education - on the 
first or second year of study.24 

Assessment of I. S. W. should not be an objective point for a 
teacher, but it should be a motivating factor for a students‟ educational 
activity.It is necessary to include results of I. S. W. intocurrent progress 
index, into examination cards, tests because a student‟s G. P. A. depends 
on the score; his final score and, consequently, his scholarship and its 
rate. Moral interest is significant for most of the students in the form of 
public acknowledgement (it‟s pleasant to be the first at the faculty, 
specialty, in the group). 

The principal thing is the intention to study,to set the purpose at 
junior years: I. S. W. is for extending and strengthening knowledge and 
skills acquired by a student at traditional forms of classes but at senior 
years I. S. W. should stipulate a student‟s abilities of creative potential. 
Task of I. S. W. may bear individual or complex character. But control of 
I. S. W. execution, I. S. W. reports should be only individual.25 

Conditions of independent students‟ work efficacy imply the 
following requirements: 

1. Maintenance of correct combination of bulky auditorium and 
individual work. 

2. Methodologically correct arrangement of a student‟s work in 
class and out of class. 

3. Maintenance of a student by necessary methodological materials, 
allowing a student to see the information on an applicable ,,language” 
with a view to turn the process of independent work into the creative 
process. 

4. Control under arrangement and course of independent works 
and measures, encouraging a student for a qualitative fulfillment of tasks. 
These requirements in this or that form should be applied to the first 
three conditions; the control must be not administrative but a competent 
didactic term that can influence positively on I. S. W. effectiveness. 

 
 
 
 

                                                             
24 T. Shevtsova, ,,Modern problems of optimization of independent work of students. 
Scientific notes”, in Electronic Journal of the Kursk State University, no. IV, 2010, pp. 18-21. 
25  T. Magaard, ,,NLP: En new age-tekniksom management fashion”, in 
Religionsvidenskabeligt Tidsskrift, no. LXIII, 2015, pp. 60-86. 
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Conclusion 
 

The first requirement consists in the necessity of optimal 
structuring of an educational program not only in the sense of sequent 
study of separate courses, but a reasonable correlation of class and out-
of-class works. A great role is played by correct distribution of 
laborintensiveness of various types of individual works such ascourse 
projects, reports, calculation-graphicalworks,and other tasks taking into 
consideration a dominating channel of information perception. 

The second requirement is methodologically rational agreement of 
works. It is important to insert elements of technology into relations 
between a teacher and a student gradually. If the first yearsa teacher 
possesses an active creative position, a student is oftendriven, at senior 
years the sequence should be directed to stimulating a student to work 
individually,strive actively for self-education. Fulfillment of tasks for 
individual works must teach to think, to analyze, to consider terms, to 
put tasks, to solve occurring problems and should be written on ,,the 
language of perception”, i. e. the process of individual work should 
gradually turn into creative. In this case methods and techniques may be 
of great help. As a rule, a student solves the set tasks with great interest 
whether it is a course of diploma project, test tasks, various types of 
home tasks, individual tasks (i. e. taking into account dominating 
hemisphere and a leaner‟s leading representative system). In the process 
of solving tasks, a student acquires to essence of the subject 
deeper,studies literature,and searches optimal ways of solution. This is 
interest motivation. After such steps there should be motivation of 
students to study in the form of manifesting interest to the work on the 
side of course mates and teachers (teacher‟s consultations, information 
about a ,,student‟s rating” on fulfilled tasks, etc.). 

The third requirement is the maintenance of students by 
corresponding educational-methodical literature. At present universities 
cannot fully supply a student by necessary published literature.Taking 
into account these requirements, it should better recommend the 
transition to electronic editions, lectures of teachers engaged in involving 
methods of activating right/left brain hemispheres functioning into the 
education system that is partially being realized nowadays. But the 
transition to such way of communication with a student demands serious 
development. 

Moreover mathematical education was and is one of the grounds 
in professional education of a specialist in any profile. The university 
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course of mathematical disciplines compose the basics of a student‟s 
fundamental training, it also provides the formation of integral 
mathematical approach to the analyses of objects and processes in all 
fields of specialists‟ research knowledge. At studying mathematical 
disciplines students should get an idea about mathematics as a special 
way of world cognition, about generalization of its concepts and 
provisions; to develop logical and algorithmic thinking; to acquire basic 
methods of investigation, solution of mathematical tasks of theoretical 
and practical character, necessary for the study of common research and 
specified disciplines; to work out skills to widen mathematical knowledge 
individually and conduct mathematical analyses for applied tasks. In the 
process of studying mathematical disciplines it is necessary to educate a 
student‟shigh mathematical culture, sufficient for application of 
mathematical apparatus in future labor activity; to form skills of 
automation in numerical, symbolic, graphic calculations with the help of 
modern computer mathematical systems; to teach to construct 
mathematical models of various technological processes; to design 
planning matrix and conduct experiments; to construct linear and non-
linear models; to accept decisions after constructing models. Thus, the 
principal result of studying mathematics at present is not only 
mathematical knowledge as such but also the ability to realize them in 
their laboractivity, at considering concrete professional problems and 
also to acquire new mathematical knowledge applying contemporary 
educational technologies. 
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Abstract: Nowadays there has been a wide interest in implementing online courses 
in universities. Even though most of studies on online learning focus on issues related to 
technology or teaching methods, so there is less attention is given to online teachers and their 
approaches to learning. The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of how teachers 
approach online learning and different factors that influence the approaches to individual 
teachers in online learning, especially in a fully online faculty. One hundred ninety-eight (198) 
teachers belonging to the A. Yasawi International Kazakh-Turkish University were 
interviewed. Dependent variables include three approaches to online learning: the approach to 
content acquisition, the approach to collaborative learning, and the approach to building 
knowledge. Explanatory variables are socio-demographic, academic knowledge, online teaching 
experience, teaching, online teaching and the role of teachers in online learning. Different 
analyses of multiple regression are used to determine judgments and verify the influence of 
independent variables. The results show that age, academic experience, online devotion to 
teaching and especially the role of teachers in online learning are important predictors of 
adapting a specific approach to online learning. 

Keywords: online learning, distance education, online courses.  

 
Teaching is a key aspect of the educational quality of online 

research. 1  The teaching presence includes the development of the 
contents of the curriculum, training activities and terms; monitoring and 
management of cooperation; and ensuring that students achieve their 
learning outcomes. Teachers‟ approaches to learning are a suitable 
concept for characterizing different types of education. According to 
Trigwell and Prosser,2 teachers‟ approaches to learning were compiled 
from the perspective of their teaching strategies and the intentions 
underlying the strategies.  

                                                             
1 P. Shea, C. S. Li, A. Pickett, ,,A study of teaching presence and student sense of 
learning community in fully online and web-enhanced college courses”, in The Internet 
and Higher Education, volume 9 (3), 2006, pp. 175-190. 
2  K. Trigwell, M. Prosser, ,,Development and use of the approaches to teaching 
inventory”, in Educational Psychology Review, no. 16 (4), 2004, pp. 409-424. 
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Expanding our knowledge about online learning is important for 
teachers‟ trainings, since the way that teachers consider online learning is 
clearly related to a better processes and student learning outcomes. In 
addition, this knowledge can be used in developing interactive learning 
environments. Also can help in designing programs for faculty training in 
online learning, to understand and adapt them to the proper use of these 
new learning environments. 

Studies conducted on approaches to online learning have been 
conducted both in mixed training courses in which teachers must 
balance their learning (face to face and the virtual learning environment) 
as well as in online courses. Phenomenographic methods are most often 
used to collect and analyse data, and the results of studies are usually 
qualitative.  

In a pioneering study conducted by G. Robert,3  were analysed 
teachers‟ perspective to the use of the Internet for teaching and learning 
in mixed environments. Using a mixed methodology, combining survey 
data and interviews of 198 participants, three different attitudes were 
identified: (1) the Internet was used as a source of information; (2) A 
network used independently of other students or teachers for individual, 
independent learning; and (3) The network used for group analysis, 
making and dialogue. 

Regarding to mixed learning settings, Ellis, Steed and Applebee 
(2006), analysed data from interviews with 19 teachers, identifying four 
approaches to online learning in a virtual learning environment: (1) 
teachers focused on the way how students successfully completed 
learning task by following the instructions; (2) teachers encouraged 
students to experiment with resources to learn new technologies; (3) 
teachers wanted to take advantage of the interactive learning context to 
support students‟ acquisition of knowledge; and (4) teachers tried to help 
students take on greater responsibility for their education. 

More recently, P. E. Williams 4  conducted phenomenographic 
studies, interviewing 25 IT teachers who used virtual learning 
environments at a mixed university. Approaches to online learning have 
been described as a support tool: (1) teachers communicating 
information to students; (2) teachers who promote the application and 
clarification of concepts; (3) teachers supporting the research of content 

                                                             
3  G. Roberts, ,,Teaching using the web: conceptions and approaches from a 
phenomenographic perspective”, in Instructional Science, no. 31, 2003, pp. 127-150. 
4 P. E. Williams, ,,Roles and competencies for distance education programs in Higher 
Education”, in The American Journal of Distance Education, no. 17 (1), 2003, pp. 45-57. 
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resources, exchange and development of ideas through educational 
interactions; and (4) teachers who support the joint creation of 
knowledge. 

In the effort of determining how teachers anticipate teaching in 
online courses, C. Gonzalez,5 taking into account previous contributions 
from Roberts, conducted research in online health courses. Using the 
phenomenological perspective, he collected data from seven teachers 
and proposed three approaches to online learning: (1) the Internet used 
for individual access to materials and information, and for individual 
evaluation; (2) Internet used for learning communication (asynchronous 
and/or synchronous); and (3) the Internet used as a tool for network 
learning.  

Teachers basically had created virtual spaces for the exchange of 
information with students6 and were guided by the building process of 
students‟ knowledge. In the next report, Gonzalez 7  interviewed 18 
university teachers from two universities and made an alternative 
proposal with four approaches to learning using online methods: (1) e-
learning as a method to provide information; (2) e-learning as a tool for 
casual communication; (3) e-learning as a way to participate in online 
discussions; and (4) e-learning as a manner of supporting knowledge as 
creation tasks. 

 
Methodology 

 
The purpose of this paper is to provide a comprehensive overview 

of how teachers approach their online learning and what factors 
influence their adaption of a particular approach. For this is considered 
that approaches to online learning, teachers‟ importance in the process 
and individual characteristics are outlined. The following research 
questions are being studied: RQ. Which are the roles of teachers in 
online learning? 

This research project was conducted at the A. Yasawi International 
Kazakh-Turkish University. Several courses conducted by this university 

                                                             
5 C. Gonzalez, ,,Conceptions of, and approaches to, teaching online: a study of lecturers 
teaching postgraduate distance courses”, in Higher Education, no. 57 (3), 2009, pp. 299-
314. 
6 İ. Çakir, ,,Instructional materials commonly employed by foreign language teachers at 
elementary schools”, in International Electronic Journal of Elementary Education, volume 8, 
no. 1, 2016, pp. 69-82. 
7  C. Gonzalez, ,,What do university teachers think eLearning is good for in their 
teaching?”, in Studies in Higher Education, no. 35 (1), 2010, pp. 61-78. 
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are online. Programs for students and graduates are provided using a 
virtual space, which is based on asynchronous written communication 
networks. It is important to emphasize that this research is focused only 
on one university. The educational model of the A. Yasawi International 
Kazakh-Turkish University focuses on the student and the educational 
process. Learning resources and training strategies are aimed at 
promoting access to content, creating knowledge about students and 
collaborative learning (the A. Yasawi International Kazakh-Turkish 
University, n. d.). 

The A. Yasawi International Kazakh-Turkish University (IKTU) 
covers two types of teachers: the staff of its own teachers of the IKTU 
and a large number of assistant teachers in combination. The first group 
of full-time teachers has responsibilities related to university 
management, curriculum development, curriculum design and research, 
among others.  

Associated teachers working part-time have a major job outside 
the university, currently as a teacher in another university or in the 
professional field. They have responsibilities related to online learning 
using a virtual class, which is a learning management system developed 
by the IKTU itself (A. Yasawi International Kazakh-Turkish University). 
The University expects that associated teachers will develop their online 
training taking into account the role of different teachers in educational 
design, management of learning activities, management of social 
interaction and educational use of technology and training assessment. 

Associate professors of the A. Yasawi International Kazakh-
Turkish University received an email from the research team inviting 
them to participate in the study and asking them to fill out an online 
questionnaire that can be accessed through a link embedded in the 
message itself. The online version of the questionnaire was anonymously 
announced between November 2016 and February 2017. 

Totally 198 respondents, the response rate was 46.13% of all 
online-associated teachers. 

Participants were asked to provide basic individual information. 
Among 198 teachers, 56% are men, 44% are women. Their average age 
at the end of 2012 was 43 (SD=7.6). As for the level of education, 24.3% 
had a bachelor‟s degree, 36% had a master‟s degree and 39.7% a Ph.D. 
They are specialised in the following areas: Social Sciences (59.9%), 
Humanities (11, 4%), Health Sciences (6.9%), Engineering (15.5%) and 
Science (6.2%). Most of the teachers were taught at the university at the 
bachelor‟s level (85.5%), and the others completed post-
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graduate/doctoral studies (14.5%). Among the teachers surveyed, 33.5% 
had less than 3 years of online learning experience, 46.6% from 3 to 10 
years, and 19.9% over 10 years. Finally, interviewed, from the teachers 
24.5% took less than 25% of their school time for online learning, 21%-
from 26 to 50%, 22.5%-from 51 to 99% and 31.1% devoted 100% of 
their time. 

 
The role of teachers in online learning 

 
Participants were asked to think about the role of teachers in 

online learning using the Likert Scale of twenty points (see Table 1), 
ranging from ,,not important” (1) to ,,very important” (5). The measurement 
was constructed taking into account the role of teachers in online 
learning determined by the relevant contribution.8 Participants assessed 
the importance of several training tasks, which are usually performed for 
online learning in the A. Yasawi International Kazakh-Turkish 
University. 

 
Approaches to learning online 

 
Participants were asked to report from their point of view 

approaches to online learning based on the Likert Scale of 12 subjects, 
ranging from ,,strongly disagree” (1) to ,,completely agree” (5). The scale was 
constructed taking into account some of the outlooks identified by 
Gonzalez. 

As a first step in the data analysis are the two research factors 
analysing the online learning and the role of teachers in this process. 
These were conducted to reduce the variability of an item to a 
multidimensional semantic space that represents values for teachers. 
There were developed three scales for online learning approaches and 
five scales for the role of teachers in online learning. In both cases, the 
raw estimates were added and divided by the number of elements 
included in each coefficient, to preserve the original scale (ie, from 1 to 5 
to facilitate its interpretation). 

In the second stage were developed three multidimensional 
regressions to determine the relationship between the three approaches 
to online learning and each independent variable. Regression coefficients 
(B), standard errors (SE), significance t-tests and their corresponding 

                                                             
8  E. Thach, K. Murphy, ,,Competencies for distance education professionals”, in 
Educational Technology, Research & Development, no. 43 (1), 1995, pp. 57-79. 
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standardized versions (beta) were also calculated. F tests and R2 values 
were used to determine the significance and overall fit of the three 
multiple regressions. It served as an indication of the explanation 
reflected in each model. 

 
Discussions 

 
The analysis of the main components (PCA) showed an acceptable 

five-component structure (KMO=0.853 and a significant Bartlett test, 
p50.000), explaining 62.07% of the total variance in the following roles 
of teachers: management of social interaction (29.78%), study project 
(10, 91%), technology management (9.22%), training evaluation (6.65%) 
and training support (5.52%). Five components showed acceptable 
reliability, with Cronbach a 0.807, 0.743, 0.837, 0.720 and respectively 
0.763 (see Table 1). 
 
Table 1: Rotating component matrix (factor loads) and descriptive 

statistics for the role of teachers in online learning (N=198) 
 

 Mean  SD  F1  F2  F3  F4  F5 

Managing social interaction 3.52  0.78      

Promotion of relationships 

of trust and mutual 
commitment among 

students 

3.58  

 

0.99  0.864  0.136  0.276  0.166  0.390 

Resolution of group 

conflicts among students 

3.37  

 

1.03  0.781  0.265  0.369  0.250  0.346 

Intensification of cordial 

and warm 
relations between teacher 

and students 

4.03  

 

0.88  0.731  0.173  0.188  0.376  0.319 

Facilitation of personal or 

professional knowledge 
among students 

3.11  1.01  0.726  0.125  0.487  0.085  0.377 

Instructional design 4.34  0.54      

Design of the training 
proposal based on the 

training requirements 

4.24  
 

0.77  0.058  0.768  0.212  0.184  0.179 

Selection, design and/or 

content adaptation 

4.35  0.69  0.125  0.759  0.181  0.191  0.053 

Establishment of learning 

objectives and competency 
to be developed 

4.33  

 

0.70  0.145  0.739  0.255  0.224  0.245 

Selection, design and/or 
adaptation of learning 

activities and assessments 

4.43  
 

0.65  0.224  0.726  0.123  0.355  0.150 

Guiding the use of 

technology 

3.60  0.76      

Design of certain 
technological tools for 

learning 

3.56  0.90  0.313  0.255  0.827  0.079  0.201 
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Decision to integrate new 

technological tools into the 
existing virtual 

environment 

3.58  

 

0.91  0.238  0.186  0.817  0.113  0.227 

Guidance of students in the 

use of the virtual learning 
environment 

3.72  

 

0.93  0.264  0.248  0.808  0.231  0.281 

Regulation of an 
appropriate use of 

technology by students 

3.55  0.98  0.315  0.199  0.795  0.202  0.337 

Learning assessment 4.44  0.50      

Amelioration of students‟ 

misunderstanding of 
content 

4.33  0.72  0.133  0.209  0.173  0.781  0.203 

Resolution of questions 
from students about the 

content 

3.16  0.54  0.178  0.175  0.110  0.775  0.147 

Monitoring and evaluation 

of students‟ 
individual and group 

activities 

4.38  0.70  0.281  0.377  0.149  0.677  0.389 

Providing students with 

information about 
assessment (grades, correct 

answers and/or evaluation 
criteria) 

4.37  

 

0.72  0.316  0.375  0.222  0.644  0.262 

Learning support 3.66  0.70      

Guidance and monitoring 
of students‟ participation in 

social/interaction activities 

4.38  0.70  0.470  0.171  0.213  0.085  0.820 

Monitoring and evaluation 

of students‟ participation in 
social/interaction activities 

3.41  

 

0.98  0.577  0.158  0.245  0.154  0.755 

Guidance and regulation of 
students‟ individual study 

processes 

3.62  
 

0.87  0.262  0.114  0.400  0.268  0.746 

Control and monitoring of 

students‟ learning pace and 
learning periods 

3.99  0.81  0.199  0.303  0.230  0.407  0.679 

 
Teachers scored more on the evaluation of training and the scale 

of "Educational Design" than other scales: the role of training, of ,,Using 
the role of technology” and the importance of ,,Managing social interaction”. 

The role of ,,Management of social interaction” refers to tasks as the 
promotion of trust and mutual trust between students, as well as 
between students and teacher, the resolution of conflicts in groups and 
the strengthening of mutual communication between participants. In the 
educational project, the tasks of the teacher were related to the selection 
and adaptation of content, the definition of goals and competencies, the 
training and preparation of training activities and evaluation.  

,,Managing the use of technology” includes tasks related to the 
development of technology training tools, the integration of new tools in 
a virtual classroom, the orientation of students to use a virtual learning 
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environment and the provision of assistance to promote the use of 
specific technology tools.9 

 The ,,Evaluation of learning” where the teacher must perform a 
relation between formative and final evaluation, for example: answering 
the students‟ questions about content, correcting mistakes within the 
meaning of students, monitoring and evaluation of individual or group 
training activities and transferring information to  students regarding the 
evaluation (evaluation criteria, correct answers or qualifications). The 
role of the training support is consistent with various learning objectives, 
such as monitoring, management and evaluation of student participation 
in social interaction activities, the orientation of individual learning 
processes, monitoring the pace of instruction, explaining methodology 
and organizing study time, but also presentation and consistency of 
training activities. 

 
Conclusion 

 
In this research question was studied the role of teachers in online 

learning. There were identified five roles of teachers, curricula and 
training evaluation, developed among them. It not only brings together 
various existing contributions,10 but a set of five teaching roles in online 
learning includes a new role called the role of teaching support. 
Although, in this area, this was poorly defined in the previous studies. 
Tutorial support seems to play an important role in the relation between 
teachers belonging to this university.  

Examining the second research issue, there are three main 
approaches to online learning: content acquisition, collaborative learning 
and knowledge creation. Previous researchers reported similar categories 
using qualitative methods. These three approaches should be seen as 
different ways in which associate teachers contribute to teaching process 
in the fully online faculty. Contrary to what could be expected in a fully 
online college, the associate employee of the IKTU teachers do not 
understand the self-learning of students as an approach to online 
learning. Finally, answering to the third research question, our results 

                                                             
9  I. Kasparova, ,,The right to be included: Homeschoolers combat the structural 
discrimination embodied in their lawful protection in the Czech Republic”, in 
International Electronic Journal of Elementary Education, volume 8, no. 1, 2015, pp. 161-174. 
10  I. Alvarez, T. Guasch, A. Espasa, ,,University teacher roles and competencies in 
online learning environments: a theoretical analysis of teaching and learning practices”, 
in European Journal of Teacher Education, no. 32 (3), 2009, pp. 321-336. 
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show that teachers concentrate on different roles, and they focus on 
online learning procedure.  
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THE EDUCATION SYSTEM AS A ,,SOFT POWER” IN THE 
PREVENTION OF EXTREMIST AND RADICAL 

TENDENCIES AMONG YOUNG PEOPLE 
 

Irina Alexandrovna Terentyeva, Tatiana Alexandrovna Nikitina 
Orenburg State University, Russian Federation 

 
Abstract: The problem of propagation of extremism and radicalism among young 

people is considered in the article. The education system has a special role of ,,soft power” in 
the prevention of radicalism. The authors put forward the hypothesis that the process of 
preventing radicalism of young people will be effective in managing the process of socialization 
of young people. The methodology and results of the research are presented. The article reveals 
a set of pedagogical conditions conducive to the formation of social competence. The structural 
and functional model of the prevention of radicalism and extremism in the youth environment 
is shown. 

Keywords: Socialization of youth, the prevention of radicalism, 
coordinated educational space, educational component, pedagogical support, 
social competence. 

 
The spread of extremist and radical tendencies among young 

generation is a problem for the entire international community. Young 
people are the most vulnerable social group to engage in extremist 
activities of illegal groups.1 

The strategy of the Russian Federation on combating extremism 
and terrorism contains legal norms that allow to restrain this 
phenomenon, but this strategy does not solve the problem. 

The position of ,,hard power” on the part of the government can 
not effectively influence the process of forming the orientations, 
attitudes, beliefs of young people and counteract the ideology of 
terrorism. In recent years, the involvement of young people in the 
activities of extremist organizations has increased.2 

In our opinion, the most effective barrier to the spread of radical 
movements among young people is the education system as a ,,soft 
power”. Such an educational system is able to manage the process of 
socialization of the younger generation and involve young people in 
socially meaningful, creative activities, form value orientations, tolerance 
and right-direction, create conditions for self-realization. 

                                                             
1 I. A. Maslova, ,,Features of socialization of adolescents in the educational space of 
institutions of additional education for children”, in Bulletin of the Pomor University, no 7, 
2006, pp. 94-98. 
2 Ibidem. 
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The problem of finding an educational space for the successful 
socialization of youth, the continuous development of the individual in 
sociocultural conditions conducive to the prevention of the spread of 
radical orientations and behavior patterns is relevant in educational 
organizations. 

Education in the modern state is positioned as a socially significant 
good, carried out in the interests of the individual, society, state. The task 
of modern education is the transfer of skills, knowledge and the 
formation of professional competencies. Nowadays, education is a social 
institution for the socialization of the individual, contributing to its 
integration into the socio-cultural space. 

The educational component is very important in the educational 
process. The educational component becomes an independent direction, 
which forms an educational system. The coordinated environment of the 
educational system will contribute to the spiritual, moral, physical, 
patriotic, labor education of the younger generation, the formation of 
value orientations, attitudes and behaviors. 

 
Materials and methods 

 
The study was conducted on the basis of the Orenburg State 

University at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences with the 
involvement of the resources of the Orenburg Regional Palace of 
Children and Youth Creativity. The aim of the study is to theoretically 
substantiate and experimentally test a set of conditions conducive to the 
prevention of radicalism among young people. 

Hypothesis: the process of preventing radicalism of young people 
will be effective in implementing a set of pedagogical conditions aimed at 
managing the process of socialization of young people. Set of 
pedagogical conditions includes the following processes: 

-to form a coordinated space, which fosters the integration of 
young people into the system of social relations; 

-provide pedagogical support of the process of socialization of 
youth in a coordinated space; 

-actualize the motivation for socially significant, creative activity; 
-to form personal needs, motivation, positive attitudes towards 

work, creativity through the recognition of the personal significance of 
socially useful activities.3 

                                                             
3 Idem, ,,Pedagogical conditions of socialization of adolescents in the educational space 
of institutions of additional education for children”, in Education and self-development, no. 
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The study was conducted in stages from 2012 to 2017. 
At the first stage (2012-2013), the state of the problem was studied 

in the scientific literature and practice of educational organizations; the 
methodology of the research was refined; the key positions of 
socialization of youth in educational organizations that promote 
prevention of radicalism among young people were identified; an analysis 
of the regulatory framework and methodological documentation was 
conducted.  

Basic research methods: analysis of practices of implementing 
models of prevention of radicalism in educational organizations in the 
Russian Federation and abroad, studying psychological and pedagogical 
literature, modeling, diagnostic methods (interview, questioning, 
interviewing, testing), observational methods (direct, indirect and 
included observation), ascertaining the experiment. 

At the second stage (2014-2015), the work on approbation of the 
set of conditions was carried out, the structural and functional model of 
preventing radicalism in the youth environment was developed; the 
hypothesis was formulated, refined and tested; pedagogical conditions 
and methods of managing the process of socialization in educational 
organizations were developed and tested. 

Methods of research: forming experiment, questioning, 
interviewing, testing, observation. 

At the third stage (2016-2017), refinement and correction of the 
diagnostic methods used were carried out; analysis was conducted, and 
the systematization and statistical processing of the materials and results 
of the study were carried out, results were summarized, conclusions were 
formulated. 

  Methods of research: statistical processing of experimental 
results, interpretation of data, comparative analysis. 

Creation of a coordinated space that is comfortable for the entry 
of young people into society, focused the attention of researchers on 
creating an educational environment that integrates the potential of 
general and complementary education.4 

                                                                                                                                               
2, 2007, pp. 86-93. 
4 Yu. N. Kulyutkin, G. S. Suhobskaya (eds.), Modeling of pedagogical situations: Problems of 
improving the quality and effectiveness of pedagogical teacher training, Moscow, Pedagogy, 1981, p. 
120; F. E. Aboud, The development of ethnic self-identification and attitudes, Newbury Park, 
Children‟s Ethnic Socialization: Pluralism and Development, 1987, pp. 32-55; Т. 
Parsons, The Social System, Glencoe, 1951. 
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An educating environment is a humanitarian space (education, 
creativity, creative activity). The basis of the educational environment is 
humanistic and moral values. Integrity, autonomy, openness are the main 
characteristics of the educative environment, which influence the 
successful socialization of young people, the formation of humanistic 
values and a right-oriented model of behavior.5 

The educational environment is a wide range of opportunities for 
the participation of young people in various types of socially significant, 
creative activity, as well as approbation of the opportunities for young 
people in social roles and gaining experience. Applied importance of the 
educational environment is to demonstrate the diversity of the world, the 
existence of alternative destructive activities of opportunities to young 
people. 

Authors applied the method of immersion in various social 
relations and situations within the framework of a coordinated 
educational environment. 

A coordinated educational environment included activity-creative 
content (educational programs and projects aimed at developing legal 
awareness and socially significant behavior), which were filled with 
personal meaning. In our opinion, these are the basic components for 
the successful socialization of young people and the prevention of radical 
sentiments.6 

The basic principles of the educational environment are the 
following: activity, individualization (correction of attitudes, value 
orientations, behavior patterns), dialogicity, integrity (interrelation of 
internal motives and factors of the educational environment). 

6 parameters, such as coherence, stability, intensity, emotionality, 
latitude, social activity, were used for the examination of a coordinated 

                                                             
5  I. A. Maslova, ,,Formation of the person-oriented educational environment in 
institutions of additional education of children during the summer holidays”, in 
Pedagogical sciences, no. 4, 2006, pp. 118-120; M. R. Bananji, D. A. Prentice, The Self in 
Social Context. Annual Review of Psychology, vоlume 45, 1994, pp. 297-332; Т. Parsons, The 
Social System; Т. Parsons, R. Bales, Family: Socialization and Interaction Process, London, 
1956. 
6 I. A. Maslova, ,,Development of the personality of a teenager in the vacation period in 
the educational space of institutions of additional education for children”, in Proceedings 
of the Development and self-development of the individual as a subject of educational activity, Kazan, 
February 15-16, 2006, pp.  376-381; Idem, ,,Socio-pedagogical substantiation of the 
organization of children‟s rest during the holidays”, in Vneshnkolnik Orenburg, no. 3, 
2005, pp. 20-23; Idem, ,,Formation of the person-oriented educational environment in 
institutions of additional education”, pp. 118-120. 
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educational environment (V. A. Yasvin‟s method). Quantitative 
parameters and educational opportunities are shown in Figure 1. 

Latitude is a content characteristic that shows the subjects, objects, 
processes and phenomena involved in a coordinated educational 
environment. Sustainability is characterized by the ability to ,,survive” in 
extreme situations, retaining its essence. Intensity is a dynamic 
characteristic that shows the degree of saturation of a coordinated 
educational environment. Emotionality characterizes the ratio of rational 
and emotional components. Coherence shows the degree of correlation 
of the influence of a given medium on a person. Social activity is the 
ability to exteriorize socially useful transformations on the basis of 
interiorized values, the wealth of spiritual culture manifested in willful 
acts, behavior, interaction with other people, and creative activity. Social 
activity is an indicator of the expansion of a coordinated educational 
environment into the habitat and socially-oriented creative potential. 

 
 

Figure 1: Results of the examination of  
a coordinated educational environment. 

 
The results obtained showed that the coordinated educational 

environment has a developing character, contributes to the satisfaction 
of the individual‟s needs for self-realization, self-improvement, ensures 
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the controllability of the socialization process and the prevention of 
destructive behavior. 

Thus, a coordinated educational environment is a potential that 
can manage the process of socialization of young people. It also serves 
the prevention of radicalism and extremism in the youth environment 
and contributes to the preservation and strengthening of the physical, 
mental, and social health of young people. 

The structural and functional model of prevention of radicalism 
and extremism among young people contributed to the effectiveness of 
the coordinated educational environment (Appendix 1). 

Each stage of socialization of youth in the educational space, 
aimed at preventing radical attitudes and extremist activities, contains 
target parameters that allow to present the process in a holistic, 
systematic way. 

The objectives of the motivational target stage are the following: 
-formation of the need for self-realization, active life position and 

implementation in socially significant activity; 
-subjective formation of the individual on the basis of assimilation 

of humanistic values, focus on the right; 
-inclusion in socially significant, constructive activity; 
-formation of adaptation skills in the society, constructive 

transformation of the surrounding reality, creative behavior. 
The following processes occur at the meaningful-activity stage: 
-the possibilities of general and additional education are integrated 

in the socialization of young people, the formation of attitudes and 
behavior patterns; the conditions for choosing methods of self-
realization are expanded, and the individual program of self-development 
is stimulated; 

innovative forms of work are applied on the basis of a 
differentiated approach; 

-through the functions of interiorization, exteriorization, active 
interaction, adaptation takes place in the sociocultural space, successful 
socialization, the acquisition of social status; there is a sense of 
satisfaction from constructive, constructive activity; 

-there is a process of awareness of the role of man in the socio-
cultural space, responsibility for actions; 

-there is a consolidation of the skill of free choice of the model of 
legal behavior; social competence is formed. 

Thus, the structural and functional model of prevention of 
radicalism and extremism in the youth environment is: 
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-dynamic structure, revealing the way of communication of 
process states; 

-a certain sequence of stages of controllability of the process of 
socialization, providing qualitative and quantitative changes in the 
personality; 

-the transition from one stage to another is accomplished through 
the complication of goals and means of personal formation. 

The methodological basis of the model is the following 
approaches: anthropological, personality-activity, culturological, 
structural, competence.7 

The orientation of the individual to mastering social roles and the 
lack of this orientation served in the study as the coefficient of successful 
inclusion of the individual in social relations. 

The presence or absence of this orientation is an indicator of the 
degree of social activity of the individual. 

The main components of the orientation are: 
-knowledge of social roles, types of social relations; 
-assimilation of humanistic values; 
-the perception of ,,another person” as a social partner; 
-comprehension of inner peace and realization of its potential; 
-the value of socially significant, constructive activity. 
In general, the hypothesis was confirmed, which led to 

conclusions. 
 

Literature Review 
 
The analysis of philosophical, sociological, psychological and 

pedagogical works devoted to the practice of prevention of extremism in 
the youth environment shows that certain theoretical and 
methodological prerequisites have developed for the solution of this 
problem. But at the same time, there is a need to develop new 
approaches to the consideration of conditions and mechanisms for the 
prevention of extremism. 

There are several approaches in the scientific literature that allow 
us to discover the various causes of extremist behavior: the 

                                                             
7  I. A. Maslova, ,,Pedagogical conditions of socialization of adolescents in the 
educational space of institutions of additional education for children”, in Education and 
self-development, no. 2, 2007, pp. 86-93; Idem, ,,Socio-pedagogical substantiation”, pp. 20-
23; Idem, ,,Formation of the person-oriented educational environment in institutions of 
additional education”, pp. 118-120. 
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anthropological theory of crime of Sheldon H., Krementer E., Hooton 
A.; the biological approach of Lambroso C.; psychoanalytic approaches 
Adorno T., Bassa A., who consider extremism along with other social 
deviations. The sociocultural approach integrates the scientific 
achievements of the existing approaches. A conclusion is drawn about 
the sociocultural nature of contemporary extremism in the works of 
Arnoldov A. I., Kogan M. S., Mezhuev V. M. et al. 

The pedagogical comprehension of the nature of extremism is 
based on the research of Ananyev B. G., Vygodsky L. S., Rubenstein S. 
L., who consider the formation of personality in norm and pathology. 
The role of youth associations in the formation of personality is reflected 
in the works of Basova N. F., Ermolenko G. V., Ivashchenko G. M.  et 
al. Socio-pedagogical studies of Andreeva G. M., Volkhov A. V., 
Lisovskoy V. T. are devoted to the study of value orientations of young 
people. The works of Vasilenko V. I., Korotkova M. V., Sargsyan M. A.  
is dedicated to the legal solution to the problem of emergence of 
extremist youth organizations. 

The prospect of researching the conditions and mechanisms for 
the prevention of extremism in the youth environment implies the use of 
theoretical and practical achievements made in this article. 

  
Results 

 
Today, terrorism and extremism pose a real threat to Russia‟s 

national security. The modern education system serves as a ,,soft power” 
in the prevention of the spread of radicalism and extremism among the 
youth. The socialization of youth in the educational organizations (the 
partnership ,,the establishment of additional education and higher education 
institution”) is conditioned by the need of society in training young people 
for productive life in a changing society. 

Managed socialization of youth provides a unique experience of 
social communication and social role tests, participation in socially 
significant activities (projects, programs etc.) Formed social competence 
is the result of successful socialization of young people. Social 
competence is integrative personal education, including knowledge and 
skills that are formed in the process of socialization. Social competence 
allows a person to adapt quickly and adequately in society and effectively 
interact with the social environment. 

Analysis of practices and experience led to the conclusion that in 
the process of socialization of young people, it is necessary to enter the 
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social environment and the system of social relations by activating 
socially significant activity. As a result of this process, the assimilation of 
social experience and the active reproduction of experience through the 
realization of the functions of goal-forming, internalization, 
externalization and active interaction take place. 

Socializing opportunities of the coordinated educational space of 
additional and higher education organizations are determined by: 

-socio-economic parameters (state order for educational programs 
in higher education in the discipline ,,Law”, a high level of teaching, the 
use of innovative educational technologies); 

-social projects in the system of additional education, which allow 
students to organize leisure activities, meet the needs for self-realization 
through socially significant activities; 

-the ability of the pedagogical collective to create effective 
conditions that are necessary for the realization of the specified 
requirements.8 

The principle of humanistic orientation of upbringing is dominant 
in the aspect of socialization of a person in a coordinated educational 
space. This principle provides not only the voluntary nature of 
participation in educational activity, but also affirms that everyone has 
confidence in their own abilities, a sense of independence and self-
sufficiency as the most important qualities of an adequately (successfully) 
socialized person. 

The structural and functional model of prevention of radicalism 
and extremism among youth reflects the logic and internal dynamics of 
the process under study. 

Coordinated space allows: 
-to organize the necessary conditions for self-realization and 

adaptation (appropriate level of sanitary and hygienic standards - light, 
heat, food, medical services, noise level, cleanliness, and competent 
organization of the daily regime); 

-to ensure safety (protection of all participants in the educational 
process from physical, psychological and social violence); 

-to organize communication (attachment and involvement in the 
group, the creative team, the organization of group reflection in a 

                                                             
8 A. N. Basov, Pedagogical conditions of social tempering of high school students, Dokt. Diss., 
Kostroma, p. 26; R. M. Grankina, The problem of the socialization of high school students in 
Russian pedagogy and the school of the 60s-80s of the XX century, Dokt. Diss., Pyatigorsk, 2000, 
p. 40; I. A. Maslova, ,,Formation of the person-oriented educational environment in 
institutions of additional education”, pp. 118-120. 
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coordinated educational environment). 
Thus, a coordinated space is a field of interaction, having a 

referential significance for the subjects included in it. Coordinated space 
is characterized by the predominance of a person-centered approach to 
the activities of participants in the educational process. Also, it affects 
the emotional-personal and communicative manifestations of its 
subjects. 

 
Conclusions 

 
The education system has the potential to prevent radical attitudes 

and behaviors among young people. Managed process of socialization of 
youth is a mechanism in the prevention of destructive behavior. The 
result of socialization is social competence. The priority direction in the 
activity of the teacher is the pedagogical support of socialization. 

The pedagogical support is based on the following elements: 
-installation of pedagogical workers on the need for pedagogical 

support of the process of socialization of young people; 
-application of democratic style of communication with youth; 
-the ability to organize work to include young people in the 

process of socialization through socially significant activities; 
-use of various types, forms and methods of pedagogical support; 
-organisation of joint activity of teachers and youth in the process 

of socialization.9 
Pedagogical support of the process of socialization of young 

people, as well as self-actualization and self-realization of young people, 
contributes to the successful inclusion of young people in social 
relations. 

Analysis of the results of the study showed that a hypothesis is 
confirmed, the tasks of scientific search are solved, the goal is achieved. 
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9 V. I. Andreev, Dialectics of upbringing and self-education of a creative personality, Kazan, Publ. 
House of KSU, 1988, p. 238; A. N. Basov, Pedagogical conditions of social tempering, p. 115; 
I. A. Maslova, ,,Pedagogical conditions of socialization of adolescents in the educational 
space of institutions of additional education”, pp. 86-93. 
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Annex 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Structural and functional model of prevention of 
radicalism and extremism among youth 
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Abstract: The modern world is rapidly developing in the context of a market society-
a new social formation. The regularities of this new economic formation led to the privatization 
of all industries of the national economy of Kazakhstan, including the education system. A 
consequence of this was the market-based learning process in schools and universities. This 
article considers the market-oriented learning process as a new pedagogical phenomenon that 
requires the creation of an appropriate special learning form (system). The article reveals the 
technology of transforming knowledge into capital in school practice as well as gives real 
examples of disclosing market values of educational subjects. The authors proposed a socio-
pedagogical step-by-step system for the market-oriented learning process, a structural diagram 
of ,,knowledge → capital” with the corresponding groups of components, a methodology for 
identifying market values of school knowledge and a methodology for conducting new market 
lessons. 

Keywords: knowledge economy, knowledge-resource, knowledge→ 
capital, man-market, market values of educational subjects, market-oriented 
learning process, market society. 

 
In connection with the innovative development of the market 

economy of Kazakhstan, the concept of knowledge has greatly 
expanded. In the Strategy of Kazakhstan-2030, President N. Nazarbayev 
estimated knowledge as the key to the country‟s strategic development. 
The State Program of Education Development in the Republic of 
Kazakhstan for 2005-2010 indicated the need to increase the market 
knowledge of the population. N. Nazarbayev in his Address to the 
People of Kazakhstan stressed that knowledge is a means of forming the 
nation‟s competitiveness. As a result of such broad interpretations of the 
concept of knowledge, its unknown value as a market resource has been 
revealed so far. 
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After the crisis, the role of innovative knowledge was revealed 
(2009) for accomplishing an intellectual revolution in the country. In this 
sense, knowledge was regarded as a strategic resource of the country, 
contributing to the concept of the nation‟s intellectual level (2010). Based 
on this conceptual approach, an absolutely original project ,,Intellectual 
Nation-2020” was created in the Republic of Kazakhstan. It revived the 
exclusively new meaning of knowledge, which is an important and basic 
indicator of the nation‟s intellectual ability. This factor revealed the social 
and pedagogical potential of the usual notion of knowledge in a 
completely new philosophical cognitive position (interpretation). 

Over the past 50 years, the ordinary direct meaning of knowledge 
has changed and expanded broadly as a new concept of the knowledge 
economy. The new term ,,knowledge economy” was first proposed by F. 
Machlup in his book The Production and Distribution of Knowledge in the 
United States.1 The expansion of the knowledge sector and an increase in 
the educational level of the population resulted in many other meanings 
in the ,,knowledge economy” category such as ,,knowledge-based economy”, 
,,knowledge for economic goods”, on a social scale for ,,society of the future 
(civilization of developed countries)”, an initiative for the use of the nation‟s 
intellectual capital, ,,know-how”, ,,a knowledge management method”, a tool for 
a new ,,knowledge economy”, ,,creative economy”, ,,knowledge management 
technology” etc. 

In the mass media and scientific-methodological literature of 
Kazakhstan, the new concept of the knowledge economy was first 
mentioned in the lecture of President N. Nazarbayev, delivered at the L. 
N. Gumilyov Eurasian National University on the topic ,,Towards a 
Knowledge Economy through Innovation and Education”. 2  In this lecture, N. 
Nazarbayev revealed the new economic significance of knowledge-its 
transforming into the main source of value and profit. This newly 
revealed feature of knowledge allows the modern information society to 
conduct the learning process on the principle of the knowledge 
economy, which meets the requirements of a competitive global 
economy. The teaching principle based on the knowledge economy has 
long been successfully implemented in the educational institutions of 
South Korea. In this country even the Ministry of Education was 
renamed intothe Ministry of Knowledge Economy. Accordingly, the 

                                                             
1  F. Machlup, The production and distribution of knowledge in the United States (New York, 
1962), Trans. from English, Moscow, 1966. 
2 N. Nazarbayev, Towards a knowledge economy through innovation and education (lecture at the 
L.N. Gumilyov Eurasian National University), Kazakhstanskaya Pravda, May 26, 2006. 
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names of local education authorities have also been changed. This means 
that the main innovation focus in the educational policy of South 
Koreais on the knowledge economy. 

The idea of N. Nazarbayev to transfer education to the knowledge 
economy through innovation pointed to the need to organize the 
learning process on the principle of the knowledge economy. After a 
long study of the pedagogical meaning of the category concept of 
,,knowledge economy”, we came to the conclusion that this term should be 
understood as the disclosure of the economic significance of educational 
materials studied in school disciplines. Guided by this position, we 
developed the didactic prerequisites of the knowledge economy as an 
innovative teaching method. As a didactic technology for introducing the 
knowledge economy into school practice, we created a new system of 
,,market learning”, a methodology for identifying ,,market values” of school 
knowledge and a methodology for conducting new ,,market lessons”, as 
well as developed a technology for transforming knowledge into capital. 
These teaching guides are tested in schools and universities of 
Kazakhstan. 

These guides and didactic technologies were used in schools and 
universities of the Republic of Kazakhstan by new teaching methods: 
,,knowledge economy”, ,,knowledge→capital”. 

The use of the knowledge economy teaching method in the 
teaching of school disciplines can be carried out by identifying market 
values of educational materials and a specially developed methodology 
for carrying out new forms of market lessons that help to shape the 
business qualities of an entrepreneurial personality. 

 
,,Knowledge→capital” as a new teaching method 

 
The knowledge economy as a new teaching method is designed to 

implement the newly emerged market training system in the learning 
process by revealing market values of educational materials and the 
technology of market lessons. Forming an entrepreneurial personality is 
the ultimate goal of the newly introduced market training system, which 
is absent in the current form of the learning process, being its serious 
drawback. As known, each socio-economic formation prepared relevant 
personalities for its functioning. For example, feudalism educated the 
feudal lord, capitalism-the capitalist, socialism-the builder of 
communism. What personality is prepared by the current market society 
is still unclear. 
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The findings of our continuing studies show that an 
entrepreneurial personality fits the market society. This circumstance can 
be explained by its particular development features. Private property is 
the basis of the modern market formation. Consequently, modern 
society can be called an entrepreneurial society, and entrepreneurs are 
considered the driving force of the economy. The country that has many 
wealthy entrepreneurs-businessmen retains the leading position. 
Creativity, self-confidence and competitiveness are in their nature. 
Entrepreneurs can be called the most advanced and conscious segment 
of the population. They are not divided by nationality and equally related 
to religious beliefs, geographic locations, party positions, economic and 
technological spheres etc. Entrepreneurs are called upon to engage in the 
favorite kind of entrepreneurship, helping to increase state and family 
budgets through their knowledge and skills. 

Therefore, there is a need to form entrepreneurial qualities in 
students, so that they could become well-known businessmen. This in 
turn willpromote the renewal of education and solve the most intricate 
problems encountered in the learning process in schools and universities. 

 
The market-based learning process 

 
From a general scientific position, according to the transition to a 

new market society formation, it would be necessary to develop a 
philosophy for the special development of pedagogy. Such a general 
scientific philosophy of pedagogy should be based on the market 
teaching principle. The insufficient study of this problem has aggravated 
the contradictions between the renewal of the learning process and the 
accelerated development of the innovative market economy, which led 
to a regular crisis in education. Despite the fact that the social and 
economic formation of society has changed and Kazakhstan has 
switched to a market economy, the country‟s pedagogy has remained 
unchanged at the old conservative level. This discrepancy between the 
development of society and pedagogy exacerbates contradictions, which 
does not allow the renewal of the learning process. The solution of these 
accumulated contradictions requires a special organization of scientific 
and practical discussion among a wide range of specialists, scientists and 
educators. 

On this basis, the proposed socio-pedagogical step-by-step system 
for the market-based learning process is schematically shown in Figure 1. 
This system, to a certain extent, makes it possible to correct the above-
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mentioned factors of the crisis in education. This was facilitated by 
educational and methodological manuals published in 1994-2011, which 
have no analogs, and the experience accumulated during this period in 
organizing the market-based learning process. 

For the in-depth study of theoretical pedagogical and 
methodological aspects of the problem in question, to help teachers and 
researchers, we created new manuals entitled Basics of Market Pedagogy,3 
Knowledge Economy Didactics,4 as well as developed a new non-traditional 
teaching form-a market training system and an innovative knowledge 
economy teaching method (2010). They contributed to the renewal of 
the learning process. 

The literature review shows that at first general pedagogical 
questions of economic education were raised, then methodical aspects of 
teaching economy at school were considered. Over the past 30 years, 
some teachers have tried to give students economic knowledge and skills 
in mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, computer science and 
technology. However, their workshave not consideredthe market values 
of lessons. These tasks were addressed by us when creating new types of 
lessons-market lessons. 

As a result of this lesson content, pupils were acquainted with such 
concepts as ,,market” and ,,market-the fourth dimension”, ,,meeting people‟s 
needs”, ,,market value”, ,,money as a means of exchanging goods and social labor”, 
,,market-an indicator of the person‟s creative ability”, which contributed to an 
increase in students‟ economic literacy, corresponding to the order of the 
Minister of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan No. 
353of July 22, 2009 ,,Increaseof Students‟ Economic and Financial 
Literacy” (grades 4-11). 
 

Figure 1: General pedagogical system  
of the market-based learning process 

 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                             
3 M. A. Kudaykulov et al., Basics of market pedagogy, Almaty, Shkola 21 veka, 2007, 276 p. 
4 M. A. Kudaykulov, S. A. Nurpeissova, Knowledge economy didactics, Almaty, KazNPU, 
2010, 184 p. 
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Of course, it is not easy to find educational materials of a market 

nature. We collect them from various sources, additional literature, 
newspapers, magazines, radio- and TV-shows, the Internet, commercial 
advertising, business advertising, excursions to industrial enterprises, the 
history of invention, etc. We hope that this will serve as a 
methodological prerequisite for developing the technology of market 
lessons. 

We have developed about 70 market lessons in various school 
subjects, which contribute to the expansion of the market 
entrepreneurial worldview of students. 
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Our books Basics of Market Pedagogy, System and Technology of Market 
Education,5 Didactic innovative learning technology,6 Knowledge Economy Didactics 
and others make it possible to introduce market education in schools, 
use the innovative method of teaching the knowledge economy and 
market lessons on educational subjects, teach the basics of 
entrepreneurial activity as well as shape students‟ entrepreneurial 
personality. 

Modern market society in its essence is called entrepreneurial. 
Business life is now habitual for people, since entrepreneurship has 
become the source of daily work, and on a national scale-a ,,generator” for 
the development of market relations. It has become the unshakable law 
of human life. Everyone is now mastering an entrepreneurial profession, 
trying to succeed.  

The ability to work was the subject of sociology and philosophy. 
The peculiarities of labor activity and skill of people were studied by 
such psychologists as A. N. Leontiev, N. V. Kuzmika, V. D. Shadrikov 
etc. On the basis of such studies, the essence and types of specialists‟ 
abilities, enthusiasm and skills were defined. These and other studies 
contributed to a new hybrid branch of science-acmeology. 

The term ,,acmeology” comes from the Greek word acme, logos 
(doctrine), which means the science of reaching the acme of skill. 
Acmeology explores the patterns of improving professional competence 
in the process of performing professional activities. B. G. Ananiev 7 
(1977) defined the place of acmeologyin human sciences. The first 
special department of acmeology and psychology of the professional 
service of the Academy of Public Administration in St. Petersburg (1990) 
was established under the President of the Russian Federation. Doctors 
of Pedagogical Sciences, Professors N. V. Kuznik, A. A. Derkach and A. 
A. Zimichev organized the first international academy of acmeological 
sciences in St. Petersburg (1992). Then, in 1995, the first higher 
educational institution Acmeological Academy was organized. It is now 
called the St. Petersburg Institute of Psychology and Acmeology.  

In the Russian Federation, there are a special journal and a bulletin 
on acmeology; specialists in acmeology are trained, as well as doctoral 
dissertations on acmeology issues are defended. A special course on 

                                                             
5 M. A. Kudaykulovet al., System and technology of market education, Almaty, KazNPU, 2010, 
152 p. 
6  M. A. Kudaykulov, S. A. Nurpeissova, Didactic innovative learning technology, Almaty, 
KazNPU, 2011, 168 p. 
7 B. G. Ananiev, About the problems of modern humanism, Moscow, 1977. 
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acmeology is read at the East Kazakhstan State University, and an 
international scientific and theoretical conference on the problems of 
increasing the productivity of professional and pedagogical activities was 
held more than once (1994). Currently, acmeology develops in the 
context of interrelation with other sciences: philosophy, psychology, 
sociology, energy, conflictology, logic, physiology, technology etc. 

From the position of acmeology, in any profession, achieving the 
acme of skill depends, first of all, on the right choice of professions 
corresponding to their abilities. So far, people have chosen a profession 
according to the system of ,,man-nature”, ,,man-technology”, ,,man-man”, 
,,man-signal”, ,,man-information”, but this system has been supplemented 
with the sixth component ,,man-market”. Market professions are also 
gradually expanding with new specialties. Everyone should take this 
system into account in order to choose the right profession. 

The goal of each person in the pursuit of achieving the acme of 
skill is to obtain high profits. In the context of market relations, the 
successful choice of modern market professions depends on the skillful 
use of the ,,cash flow quadrant” (Figure 2), proposed by the American 
businessman R. T. Kiyosaki. According to this system, money is in the 
flow in four quadrants of a circle. In accordance with their ability, people 
in a market society should correctly choose their free entrepreneurial 
activity. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Cash flow quadrant 
 

Note: 1, 2, 3, 4-each quadrant of the cash flow quadrant; 1) E-employee; 
2) S-self-employed; 3) B-business owner; 4) I-investor. 
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30% of the profits from entrepreneurship are obtained in the 1st 
and 2nd quadrants of a circle, and the biggest profit can be obtained in 
the 3rd-4th quadrants of the cash flow. This system should be presented in 
schools, sinceit is considered one of the ways to speed up the process of 
reaching the acme of skill. R.T. Kiyosaki‟s experience shows that the 
greatest profit is obtained in the fourth quadrant, i. e. when an 
entrepreneur works as an investor. 

The acmeological principles of increasing the acme of professional 
activity can be characterized by the following categorical concepts: 
constant self-knowledge, self-education, self-development, mastery of  
,,new knowledge”, creative thinking and self-education; continuous 
education, innovative inventiveness, development of entrepreneurial 
business qualities, acquisition of new specialties, studying the best 
practices of others, seeking new entrepreneurial opportunities, increasing 
abilities, awareness raising, etc. All this increases the intelligence of a 
person, nation and country.8 

The further expansion of market-based education requires the 
disclosure of market values of educational subjects, the improvement of 
the technology of market lessons, the economic literacy of teachers and 
the market content of school textbooks, as well as the development of 
the concept of educating an entrepreneurial personality. 
 

Technology of disclosing  
market values of educational subjects 

 
Teaching pupils the methods of ,,knowledge→capital” provides for 

the preliminary introduction of the process of transforming educational 
knowledge into capital, which often has a complex, peculiar structural 
character, to teachers. Didactics of this teaching technology involves the 
division of components of the process of transforming knowledge into 
capital into separate groups in which a set of components, a scheme of 
their location and a structural relationship reflect the very principle of 
transforming knowledge into capital. 

To disclose market values of educational knowledge, we 
considered three groups of the ,,knowledge→capital” structure. 

An example for the first group of the ,,knowledge→capital” structure can 
be the invention of an electric generator and the use of a transformer in 
the transmission of electricity over a distance that are studied in physics, 

                                                             
8  S. Marginson, The Knowledge Economy and Higher Education: A System for Regulating the 
Value of Knowledge.-OECD, 2009, retrieved from: www.oecd.org. 
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electrical engineering and technology. In this case, knowledge of the 
induction current (based on Faraday‟s experiment) was first needed. 
After these discoveries, the electrotechnical industry was not organized 
for many years until the fundamental theory of electromagnetic waves 
was developed by Maxwell. On the basis of this theory, electrotechnical 
production was created, in particular, the production of power 
generators, transformers and other electrical products that served as a 
source of capital for large corporations and companies. 

Chemistry, physics and biology teachers can witness the realization 
of the second group of the ,,knowledge→capital” structure during the 
educational industrial excursion with pupils to the sugar factory. There 
theywere attracted by the chemical technology of making sugar white 
from the liquid red beet concentration. To understand this process, 
pupils studied with interest the chemical-biological basis (knowledge) of 
obtaining sugar and creating sugar production. Then they inquired about 
the volume of sugar produced per day as well as the monthly, annual 
income and profits from the resulting finished beetroot products. Thus, 
the excursion classes showed the primary importance of chemical 
technology in obtaining sugar in sugar factories. 

The third group of the ,,knowledge→capital” teaching method, as 
demonstrated by our experimental testing at school, starts with the 
introduction of a new market product, such as a diaper and a medical 
system-a disposable drip. At first physics teachers found it difficult to 
give answers to the questions: 

1) what is the physical principle of diapers for babies? 
2) what physical phenomenon underlies the functioning principle 

of a drip? 
3) how is the safety of air bubble penetration into the human 

blood automatically ensured through the drip system, if it is not removed 
from the vein in time? 

These goods contributed to additional applied knowledge about 
capillary phenomena and atmospheric pressure, used in diapers and 
drips. Then physics teachers became interested in the peculiarities of 
manufacturing processes for the production of diapers and drops. 

During the excursion to the beer factory ,,DERBES” pupils got 
acquainted with the manufacturing process for the production of new 
non-alcoholic beer ,,DERBES”, where an innovative nanotechnological 
method of dealcoholizationwas used. Pupils asked questions to the 
guide-the engineer-technologist of the beer factory: 
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1) What new instruments or materials are used for beer 
dealcoholization? 

2) What are the physico-chemical principles of beer 
dealcoholization? 

3) Why is it necessary to produce non-alcoholic beer like 
,,DERBES”? 

4) What is a nanotechnological membrane (sieve)? 
The necessity of obtaining nanotechnological knowledge arose 

after pupils got acquainted with the manufacturing process of a brand 
beer ,,DERBES” release, which corresponded to the principle of the 
fourth group of the ,,knowledge→capital” structure. 

Undoubtedly, other groups of the ,,knowledge→capital” structure can 
be identified that contribute to the renewal of the learning process in the 
future as the innovative development of the global economy accelerates 
and the use of teaching methods of the knowledge economy and 
,,knowledge→capital” is increased in the practice of schools and 
universities. 

As can be seen from the above interpretations of the grouping of 
components, the process of transforming knowledge into capital can 
occur in various combinations of components of this structure. For 
example, in some cases they can start from the 4th group-,,Technology”, in 
others-from the 5th group-,,Production” or even from the 7th-,,Goods”, 
depending on the nature and content of the applied market significance 
of educational materials in disciplines that are the source of pupils‟ 
acquired knowledge. 

 
Conclusions 

 
The technology of transforming knowledge into capital in school 

practice is better and easier implemented when the ,,knowledge→capital” 
structure is divided into the corresponding groups of components. 
Therefore, we call this approach a new innovative way of learning 
,,knowledge→capital”. Teachers and methodologists of this principle have 
already started calling it ,,M. Kudaykulov and S. Nurpeissova‟s teaching 
method”, as in the way of innovative methodological teaching methods 
with ,,V. Shatalov‟s basic notes” (Donetsk, Ukraine), ,,P. Erdniev‟s enlarged 
didactic unit” (Elista, Kalmykia), ,,K. Bitibaeva‟s lessons of wisdom” (Ust-
Kamenogorsk, Kazakhstan), ,,A. Iskakov‟s labor classes” (Almaty, 
Kazakhstan), ,,Sh. Amanashvili‟s lessons without marks” (Georgia) etc. 
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On the basis of these studies, we intend to create new teaching 
aids and electronic versions, necessary for subject teachers to carry out 
innovative market lessons and extracurricular activities, which are useful 
tools for developing pupils‟ interest in learning and business. 

The findings of this study contributed to the creation of a system 
of new didactic concepts and categories, such as ,,market-based learning”, 
,,market learning”, ,,market value of educational knowledge”, ,,market lessons”, 
,,teaching method”, ,,knowledge economy”, ,,knowledge→capital” structure, ,,M. 
Kudaykulov and S. Nurpeissova‟s innovative teaching method” etc. 

All these innovative methodological initiatives to renew the 
learning process can serve as a basis for the development of a new 
didactic technology of learning ,,knowledge→capital”. 
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Abstract: Educational robotics has been evolving for quite a long time to talk about 

accumulated practice in the field of teaching methodologies for robotics. Some distinct directions 
for organizing of robotics courses have taken shape in developed countries and they are closely 
bound up with robot development platforms. In Kazakhstan, educational robotics began to 
develop only in the last couple of years, and, in most cases, teaching methods developed based 
on the existing robotics teaching technologies in conjunction with robotic platforms. Teachers 
have faced problems of adapting courses and technologies to the existing Kazakhstani 
education system, which has a number of specifics. The aim of our work was to study the state 
of educational robotics in higher schools of Kazakhstan on the example of IT majors. The 
results showed the main difficulties faced by teachers in organizing study process, mainly 
associated with the complexity of use of constructive learning methods. In most cases, it was 
revealed that teachers use methods of cooperation in robotics teaching process. According to the 
respondents, the content of robotics courses presented in conjunction with robotic platforms is 
not enough to have students develop professional competence, as such areas as programming, 
physics of robotics, artificial intelligence are not fully covered. Teachers noted that materials 
quickly become out-of-date due to the rapidly developing robotic platform.  

Keywords: Educational robotics, constructionism, higher school, 
educational technologies. 

 
Today educational robotics is being introduced in almost all 

educational systems as an important tool for technical and engineering 
education. By solving technical problems, students enhance knowledge 
in different areas. The effectiveness of educational robotics in enhancing 
interdisciplinary knowledge is confirmed.1 At the same time educational 
robotics significantly increase students‟ motivation.2 In higher schools 

                                                             
1  D. Alimisis, Robotics in education&education in robotics: Shifting focus from technology to 
pedagogy, Proc. 3rd Int. Conf. on Robotics in Education (RiE), Prague, Czech Republic, 2012, 
pp. 7-14; C. Julia, J. O. Antoli, ,,Spatial ability learning through educational robotics”, in 
International Journal of Technology and Design Education, no. 26 (2), 2016, pp. 1-19. 
2  K. Zawieska, B. Duffy, ,,The Social Construction of Creativity in Educational 
Robotics”, in R. Szewczyk, C. Zielinski, M. Kaliczynska, ,,Progress in Automation, 
Robotics and Measuring Technique”, in Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing, 351, 
2015, pp. 329-338; F. Wyffels, M. Hermans, B. Schrauwen, Building robots as a tool to 
motivate students into an engineering education, Proc. 1st Int. Conf. on Robotics in Education (RiE), 
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educational robotics is introduced as part of a special professional 
program and as an interdisciplinary subject.3 

Since we consider educational robotics as a discipline of educative 
process, there arises the concept of ,,methodology for teaching robotics”. The 
basics of teaching robotics is the theory of constructionism, which was 
written about in the works of Piaget, J. and Inhelder, B.,4 Papert, S. and 
Harel, I., 5  Alesandrini, K. and Larson, L., 6  Cakir, M., 7  Sabelli, N., 8 
Wilson, B. 9  The constructionist principle opens opportunities to a 
student to build his own tools for cognition of external reality. In this 
principle, knowledge is built and constantly reconstructed upon personal 
experience. D. Alimisis10 explained in details why constructionism is the 
most organic basis for the methods of teaching robotics. 
Constructionism, as a methodological foundation of teaching methods 
for robotics, does not determine the specific learning technologies, and, 
therefore, educational institutions use different teaching techniques 
related to robot development platforms. Thus, we have approached the 

                                                                                                                                               
Bratislava, Slovakia, 2010, pp. 113-116; R. Perula-Martinez, J. M. Garcia-Haro, C. 
Balaguer, A. Miguel, ,,Developing Educational Printable Robots to Motivate University 
Students Using Open Source Technologies”, in Journal of Intelligent&Robotic Systems, no. 
81 (1), 2016, pp. 25-39; L. Alfieri, R. Higashi, R. Shoop, Ch. D. Schunn, ,,Case studies 
of a robot-based game to shape interests and hone proportional reasoning skills” in 
International Journal of STEM Education, 2, 2015, article no. 4; M. Petre, B. Price, ,,Using 
Robotics to Motivate „Back Door‟ Learning”, in Education and Information Technologies, no. 
9 (2), 2004, pp. 147-158. 
3  A. M. Vollstedt, M. Robinson, E. Wang, ,,Using robotics to enhance science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics curricula”, in Proceedings of American Society for 
Engineering Education Pacific Southwest annual conference, Honolulu, Hawaii, 2007; D. 
Alimisis, Robotics in education&education in robotics, pp. 7-14. 
4 J. Piaget, B. Inhelder, The Child‟s Conception of Space, New York, W. W. Norton&Co, 
1967, pp. 375-418. 
5 S. Papert, I. Harel, Situating Constructionism, New York, Ablex Publishing Corporation, 
1991, pp. 193-206. 
6 K. Alesandrini, L. Larson, ,,Teachers bridge to constructivism”, in The Clearing House, 
no. 75 (3), 2002, pp. 118-121. 
7 M. Cakir, ,,Constructivist Approaches to Learning in Science and Their Implications 
for Science Pedagogy: A Literature Review”, in International Journal of Environmental& 
Science Education, no. 3 (4), 2008, pp. 193-206. 
8  N. Sabelli, Constructionism: A New Opportunity for Elementary Science Education, 
Massachusetts, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Media Laboratory, 
Epistemology and Learning Group, 2008. 
9B. G. Wilson, Constructivist learning environments: Case studies in instrumental design, New 
Jersey, Educational Technology Publications, 1996. 
10 D. Alimisis, Robotics in education&education in robotics, pp.7-14. 
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necessity to explore methodology of teaching robotics in order to project 
this experience to teaching robotics in Kazakhstan. 

As known, training techniques includes pedagogical approaches,11 
as well as so-called educational technologies,12 which help to organize 
learning process focused on achieving goals. The primary research 
analysis in the field of educational robotics shows that most study works 
only describe learning outcomes without defining educational 
technology, used to teach robotics.13 

                                                             
11 W. F. De Boer, Flexibility support for a changing university, Doctoral dissertation, Faculty 
of Educational Science and Technology, University of Twente, Enschede, NL, Twente 
University Press, 2004; J. R. Bourne, E. McMaster, J. Rieger, J. O. Campbell, 
,,Paradigms for on-line learning”, in Journal of Asynchronous Learning Networks, no. 1 (2), 
1997, pp. 38-56. 
12  G. K. Selevko, Contemporary educational technologies. Teaching guide, Мoscow, Public 
Education, 1998; V. V. Guzeyev, Educational technology: from acceptance to philosophy,  
Moscow, Prosveshenie, 1996. 
13 A. Pina, ,,Improving learning and motivation of students (10-14 years old) by using 
educational robotics in different scholar scenarios”, in Informatization of education 
International Scientific and Practical online-conference, 2015, pp. 14-18; R. Perula-Martinez, J. 
M. Garcia-Haro, C. Balaguer, A. Miguel, ,,Developing Educational Printable Robots to 
Motivate University Students Using Open Source Technologies”, in Journal of Intelligent 
& Robotic Systems, no. 81 (1), 2016, pp. 25-39; C. Julia, J. O. Antoli, ,,Spatial ability 
learning through educational robotics”, in International Journal of Technology and Design 
Education, no. 26 (2), 2016, pp. 1-19; D. Alimisis, Robotics in education&education in robotics, 
pp. 7-14; T. Kanda, T. Hirano, D. Eaton, H. Ishiguro, ,,Interactive robots as social 
partners and peer tutors for children: a field trial”, in Human-Computer Interaction, no. 19 
(1), 2004, pp. 61-84; S. Y. Okita, V. Ng-Thow-Hing, R. Sarvadevabhatla, Learning 
together: ASIMO developing an interactive learning partnership with children. The 18th IEEE 
International Symposium on Robot and Human Interactive Communication, September 27-October 2, 
Toyama, Japan, 2009, pp. 1125-1130; F. Tanaka, S. Matsuzoe, ,,Children teach a care-
receiving robot to promote their learning: field experiments in a classroom for 
vocabulary learning”, in Journal of HRI, no. 1 (1), 2012, pp. 78-95; J. Yoo, ,,Results and 
outlooks of robot education in Republic of Korea”, in Procedia-Social and Behavioral 
Sciences, no. 176, 2015, pp. 251-254; L. Alfieri, R. Higashi, R. Shoop, Ch. D. Schunn, 
,,Case studies of a robot-based game to shape interests and hone proportional 
reasoning skills”, in International Journal of STEM Education, no. 2, 2015, article no. 4; B. 
S. Barker, G. Nugent, N. F. Grandgenett, ,,Examining fidelity of program 
implementation in a STEM-oriented out-of-school setting”, in International Journal of 
Technology and Design Education, no. 24 (1), 2014, pp. 39-5; I. R. Nourbakhsh, K. Crowley, 
A. Bhave, E. Hamner, T. Hsiu, A. Perez-Bergquist, S. Richards, K. Wilkinson, ,,The 
Robotic Autonomy Mobile Robotics Course: Robot Design”, in Curriculum Design and 
Educational Assessment. Autonomous Robots, no. 18 (1), 2005, pp. 103-127; M. Ucgul, K. 
Cagiltay, ,,Design and development issues for educational robotics training camps”, in 
International Journal of Technology and Design Education, no. 24 (2), 2012, pp. 203-222; P. 
Samuels, L. Haapasalo, ,,Real and virtual robotics in mathematics education at the 
school–university transition”, in International Journal of Mathematical Education in Science and 
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As educational technologies contain a systematic algorithm, there 
arises a need in determination of educational robotics technologies for 
projection of experience. 

Today robotics is gradually becomes a part of curriculum in 
secondary school and in higher education system. It is not only due to 
popularity of STEM education in the world. Kazakhstan is an industrial 
region with large metal and oil production and processing factories 
operated by automated industrial robots. The country requires experts 
who can not only control robots, but also program them. Moreover, 
robotic applications are becoming more and more common in medicine 
and services. In this regard, cycles of special disciplines on robotics are 
organized in higher education system, forming ICT-professional 
competence in accordance with the level of robotic environment. 

Introduction of robotics course into education system requires 
profound analysis. We have national peculiarities of education, which 
predetermine difficulties in teaching this discipline. 

Purpose of the study is to determine how teachers understand and 
apply educational robotics technologies in Kazakhstan, as compared to 
global experience. This topic is important in order develop nation-
specific educational technologies for teaching robotics, so that they 
affect the quality of education. 

Despite the large number of research works in this field, issues that 
teachers of robotics face in higher schools are not addressed in 
Kazakhstan. Thus the research questions explored through this study 
were: ,,What is the understanding of educational technologies for teaching robotics? 
How are they applied in Kazakhstan? What are the difficulties in applying them?”. 

 
International experience in teaching robotics 

 
World experience of teaching robotics in high school and higher 

education institutions is more than 15 years. A lot of research works 
about methods of teaching have been done in this period. Most of works 
are about introduction of robotics courses based on robot development 
platforms. Most popular of them are the courses based on Lego 

                                                                                                                                               
Technology, no. 43 (3), 2012, pp. 285-301; A. Giuseppe, P. Martina, ,,Educational 
Robotics between narration and simulation”, in Procedia-Social and Behavioral Sciences, no. 
51, 2012, pp. 104-109; A. C. Sobolevsky, E. F. Sharipova, Educational robotics: teaching 
materials, Chelyabinsk, Chelyabinsk State University of Education, 2014; E. A. 
Krasnobayev, Laboratory-based work on ,,Theoretical basics of robotics”: teaching recommendations, 
Vitebsk, P. M. Masherova Vitebsk State University, 2013. 
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platforms.14 Other authors focus on the development of robots using 
improvised material. 15  virtual environment of robot development, 16 
integrated application.17 

Education process is carried out by means of specific teaching 
approaches, which in pedagogy have been called educational technology. 
Some authors,18 share common opinion that educational technology is a 

                                                             
14 K. Ceceri, Robotics: Discover the science and technology of the future with 20 projects, Vermont, 
Nomad Press, 2012; D. Kee, Classroom Activities for the Busy Teacher: A 10 week plan for 
teaching robotics using the Lego Education EV3 Core Set, USA, Create Space Independent 
Publishing Platform, 2013; S. A. Filipov, Robotics for children and their parents, Saint 
Petersburg, Science, 2013; D. Benedettelli, The Lego Mindstorms EV3 laboratory. Build, 
program and experiment with wicked cool robots, USA, No Starch Press, 2014; T. Griffin, The 
art of Lego Mindstorms EV3 programming, USA, No Starch Press, 2014; L. Valk, The Lego 
Mindstorms EV3 discovery book, USA, No Starch Press, 2014; Y. Isogawa, The Lego 
Mindstorms EV3 Idea Book, USA, No Starch Press, 2015; A. Pina, ,,Improving learning 
and motivation of students (10-14 years old) by using educational robotics in different 
scholar scenarios” in Informatization of education International Scientific and Practical online-
coference, 2015, pp. 14-18; D. Alimisis, Robotics in education & education in robotics, pp. 7-14; 
B. S. Barker, G. Nugent, N. F. Grandgenett, ,,Examining fidelity of program 
implementation in a STEM-oriented out-of-school setting”, in International Journal of 
Technology and Design Education, no. 24 (1), 2014, pp. 39-52; I. R. Nourbakhsh, K. 
Crowley, A. Bhave, E. Hamner, T. Hsiu, A. Perez-Bergquist, S. Richards, K. Wilkinson, 
,,The Robotic Autonomy Mobile Robotics Course: Robot Design, Curriculum Design 
and Educational Assessment”, in Autonomous Robots, no. 18 (1), 2005, pp. 103-127; P. 
Samuels, L. Haapasalo, ,,Real and virtual robotics in mathematics education at the 
school–university transition”, in International Journal of Mathematical Education in Science and 
Technology, no. 43 (3), 2012, pp. 285-301; A. Giuseppe, P. Martina, ,,Educational 
Robotics between narration and simulation”, in Procedia-Social and Behavioral Sciences, no. 
51, 2012, pp. 104-109; A. C. Sobolevsky, E. F. Sharipova, Educational robotics: teaching 
materials, Chelyabinsk, Chelyabinsk State University of Education, 2014; R. Perula-
Martinez, J. M. Garcia-Haro, C. Balaguer, A. Miguel, ,,Developing Educational 
Printable Robots to Motivate University Students Using Open Source Technologies”, 
in Journal of Intelligent & Robotic Systems, no. 81 (1), 2016, pp. 25-39. 
15 K. Ceceri, Robotics: Discover the science and technology of the future with 20 projects, Vermont, 
Nomad Press, 2012; Idem, Making Simple Robots, Vermont:, Vermont: Nomad Press, 
2015; R. Waldron, Make: JavaScript Robotics, San Francisco, Maker Media, 2015. 
16 A. Pina, ,,Improving learning and motivation of students (10-14 years old) by using 
educational robotics in different scholar scenarios”, in Informatization of education 
International Scientific and Practical online-conference, 2015, pp.14-18. 
17  W. B. Matthew, VBOT: Motivation computational and complex systems fluencies with 
constructionist virtual/physical robotics, A dissertation Doctor of Philosophy, Evanston, 
Illinois, 2008. 
18 N. V. Smirnova, Philosophy and education: problems of teacher‟s philosophy culture, Moscow, 
Socium, 1997; B. M. Bim-Bad, Encyclopedic pedagogical dictionary, Moscow, Great Russian 
Encyclopedia, 2009; P. G. Perera, How computer-related technology is incorporated into 
instructional methods and objectives in the secondary school classroom, Dissertation submitted in 
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certain system of activities, a complex of algorithmic steps for 
organization of cognitive process, based on a certain idea and principles 
of organization and interconnection of educational purposes, content 
and methods. Guzeyev V. V. 19  gives a more precise definition of 
educational technology. He defines technology as a system, including 
images of input data and expected learning outcomes, diagnostic tools 
for defining learners‟ current state, a set of teaching models and criteria 
for selection of the optimal teaching model. Richey R. C. 20  and 
Januszewski A. and Michael M. 21  believe that educational technology 
includes the advanced training practice that allows increasing in 
productivity through the creation, use and management of technological 
processes and pedagogical resources. 

Having analyzed earlier research works, let us summarize and 
present our understanding of educational technology: we understand that 
educational technology is the system consisting of a set of input data and 
expected learning outcomes, diagnostic tools for defining learners‟ 
current state, a set of teaching models and criteria for selection of 
optimal teaching model for specific conditions and educational 
technology management system. The analysis of the definitions allows us 
to say that educational technology enhances effectiveness of teaching 
methods. 

What educational technologies are used to teach robotics? 
In Table 1, we analyzed the experience of teaching robotics, 

specifying the level of education, educational purposes, approaches, 
principles and technologies. It should be noted that the studies do not 
clearly indicate the structure of educational technology. That is why we 
present methodological approaches of teaching robotics, which may be 
elements of educational technology. 

                                                                                                                                               
partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy in the 
graduate school of education of Fordham University, New York, 2008; R. H. Smith Jr., 
Distributed learning in designing curriculum in a one-to-one computing environment, A dissertation 
submitted in partial satisfaction of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of 
Education in Education Technology, Pepperdine University, USA, 2009; D. Middleton, 
The Perceptions of High School Graduates of Career and Technology Education Courses, Doctoral 
Study Submitted in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of 
Education Teacher Leadership, Walden University, 2012. 
19  V. V. Guzeyev, Educational technology: from acceptance to philosophy,  Moscow, 
Prosveshenie, 1996. 
20 R. C. Richey, ,,Reflections on the 2008 AECT Definitions of the Field”, in Tech 
Trends, no. 52 (1), 2008, pp. 24-25.  
21 A. Januszewski, М. Michael, Educational Technology: A Definition with Commentary, 
London, Routledge, 2007. 
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Table 1: Use of educational robotics technologies 
 

Author Educational 
purpose 

Educational 
level 

Platform Methodological 
approaches 

A. Pina, 
2015, Spain 

Educational 
robotics 

Primary 
school, 
secondary 
school 

Virtual robots 
(Scratch, 
BYOB/SNAP
) , First Lego 
League 
competition 
(FLL), LEGO 
Mindstorms 
NXT 

Project method, 
problem 
learning, creative 
learning 

R. Perula-
Martinez et 
al., 2016, 
Spain 

Educational 
robotics 

Higher 
school 

Arduino 
platform 

 

Motivational, 
innovational, 
creative learning 

C. Julia and 
J. O. 
Anatoli, 
2015, Spain 

Educational 
robotics 

Secondary 
school 

Universal 3, 
ROBO LT 
Beginner Lab, 
Oeco Tech, 
ROBO Pro 
Light 
software, 
Fischertechnik
-designer 
software 

Problem 
learning, 
motivational 
learning, 
practical 
learning, 
cognitive 
independence in 
problem solving, 
group learning 

D. Alimisis, 
2012, 
Greece 

 

Educational 
robotics 

 

Secondary 
school 

Lego 
Mindstorms 
NXT kit,the 
Lego 
Mindstorms 
Education 
NXT software 

 

to participate 
actively, curiosity 
and initiate 
motivation, 
designing and 
manufacturing of 
real 
objects,practical 
activity, regular 
feedback, team 
work, laboratory 
project, 
encouraging 
creative problem 
solving 
andcombining 
interdisciplinary 
concepts from 
differentknowled
ge areas (science, 
mathematics, 
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technology, etc.) 

T. Kanda et 
al., 2004; S. 
Y.  Okita, 
V. Ng-
Thow-Hing 
and 
R.Sarvadeva
bhatla, 2012; 
F. Tanaka 
and S. 
Matsuzoe, 
2012,Japan 

Educational 
robotics 

Primary 
school, 
secondary 
school 

Asimo, Nao 
humanoid 
robots 

collaboration, 
team work with a 
humanoid robot 
as tutor or co-
student 

J. Yoo, 
2015, South 
Korea 

Professional Higher 
school 

KAIST 
humanoid 
robot 

collaboration, 
preparation and 
participation in 
Olympiads, 
contests 

L. Alfieri et 
al., 
2015, USA 

Educational 
robotics 

Higher 
school 

Interactive 
simulator 
game  
,,Expedition 
Atlantis” 

Model-eliciting 
activities (MEAs)  
that encourage 
students to 
invent and test 
models, 
Teamwork 
requiring 
knowledge in 
natural science 
and 
mathematics, 
case study, game 
technologies 

B.S. Barker, 
G. Nugent 
and 
N.F. 
Grandgenett
, 2014, USA 

Educational 
robotics 

Extraclass 
activities 
(summer 
school) 

LEGO 
Mindstorms 
NXT 
ArcMap GIS 
software 

Practical activity, 
experiments, 
project method, 
teamwork. 

I.R. Nourba
khsh et al., 
2005, USA 

Educational 
robotics 

University 
students 

Lego 
Mindstorms 
kit 

Project method 

M. Ucgul 
and 
K. Cagiltay, 
2012, 
Turkey 

Educational 
robotics 

Secondary 
school 

LEGOMindst
ormsNXT 

constructionis
m as ,,learning 
by making”, 
training, project 
learning, case 
study 

P. Samuels Educational Higher LEGO Learning though 
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and 
L. 
Haapasalo, 
2012, Great 
Britain 

robotics school MINDSTOR
MS NXT 2.0 
GeoGebra 

programming, 
method of 
collaboration 

A.  Giusepp
e and 
P. 
Martina,201
2, Italy 

Educational 
robotics for 
linguistic 
purposes 

Primary 
school, 
secondary 
school 

Lego 
Mindstorm 
NXT using 
devices 

Storytelling by 
robot and 
imitation, 
problem 
learning, 
motivational 
learning 

А.С. 
Sobolevsky 
and E.F. 
Sharipova, 
2014, Russia 

Educational 
robotics 

Students, 
master 
degree 
students 

LEGO NXT, 
NXT-2.0 

Mini projects, 
laboratory 
activities 

Е.А 
Krasnoboye
v, 2013, 
Russia 

Robotics in 
Engineering 

Students of 
engineering 
and physics 
majors 

DAGU 
ASURO 
Mobile Robot 
kit 

Project learning, 
research method 

 
In the above works, robotics is taught using the theory of 

constructionism. Constructionism is focused on building of knowledge 
based on student‟s experience about the real world, 22  when a 
constructive educational environment facilitates the interaction between 
students and knowledge through a variety of instruments, putting 
emphasis on learning.23 

Alimisis D.24 and Pina A.25 review the possibility of using robotics 
as an educational tool based on constructivism, 26  which allows to 
organize creative, active and operational training by building new 
knowledge and grounds of personal experience. The above approaches 
to teaching robotics allow students to implement projects, setting up 
links between different ideas and areas of knowledge, while teacher 

                                                             
22 S. Papert, I. Harel, Situating Constructionism, New York, Ablex Publishing Corporation, 
1991, pp. 193-206. 
23  H. Yoon, B. S. Kim, ,,Preservice Elementary Teachers‟ Beliefs about Nature of 
Science and Constructivist Teaching in the Content-specific Context”, in Eurasia Journal 
of Mathematics, Science & Technology Education, no. 12 (3), 2016, pp. 457-475. 
24 D. Alimisis, Robotics in education&education in robotics, pp. 7-14. 
25 A. Pina, ,,Improving learning and motivation of students (10-14 years old) by using 
educational robotics in different scholar scenarios”, in Informatization of education 
International Scientific and Practical online-conference, 2015, pp.14-18. 
26  D. Alimisis, Teacher Education on Robotics-Enhanced Constructivist Pedagogical Methods, 
Athens, School of Pedagogical and Technological Education, 2009. 
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facilitates study process through lectures or step-by-step instructions. 
The idea of ,,learning by design” takes a central place in the study27 and 
supported by project-method-based learning approach. Course tasks are 
arranged as small or large scale projects so that students could design and 
develop their own products. It gives freedom to all participants to work 
on the project in accordance with their interests, develops additional 
problems and involves the participants not only to solve problems, but 
also to detect those.28 

Constructionism can be seen as a special educational case in 
situations, where we make or tinker with an object or entity, in this case 
with a robot.29 Most authors use group work technology, collaboration 
technology, project method, problem- and research- based learning that 
corresponds to the nature of constructionism. 

According to the authors, constructionism-based learning is the 
best concept of learning robotics, while educational technologies derived 
from it (project, problem-based learning, collaboration) provide best 
results of education process. 

An important question to analyze the system of teaching robotics 
is what robotic assembly platform is widely used. Today there are a wide 
variety of educational robotics platforms that are powerful motivational 
and research earning tools. The analysis on educational robotics has 
shown that most teachers use Lego Mindstorms series.30 

This platform can be applied for different age groups. In primary 
school and preschool, Lego platform is used for construction and design 
of robots.31 In secondary school, students develop simple algorithms for 
robotic motion and manipulation. In high school, learning process is 
organized in a way to conduct research activities in robotic projects using 
high-level programming languages. In addition, along with the Lego 
Mindstorms platform, high school students and university students use 
Arduino platform, when circuitry elements are used in the construction 
of robots. 

                                                             
27 Ibidem. 
28 Ibidem. 
29 A. Pina, ,,Improving learning and motivation of students (10-14 years old) by using 
educational robotics in different scholar scenarios”, in Informatization of education 
International Scientific and Practical online-conference, 2015, pp. 14-18. 
30 Ibidem. 
31 A. Giuseppe, P. Martina, ,,Educational Robotics between narration and simulation”, 
pp. 104-109; D. Scaradozzia, L. Sorbia, A. Pedalea, M. Valzanoc, C. Verginec, 
,,Teaching robotics at the primary school: an innovative approach”, in Procedia-Social and 
Behavioral Sciences, no. 174, 2015, pp. 3838-3846. 
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Developed high-tech Asian countries such as Japan 32  and South 
Korea 33  use humanoid robots with built-in advanced applications of 
artificial intelligence and knowledge bases as an instrument and platform 
of educational robotics. Humanoid robot has the ability to act as a tutor 
or assistant in the educational process. 

We have tried to consider most popular robotics training systems 
in different countries. Many of them are similar (as shown in Table 1) 
due to the application of constructionism theory in teaching robotics and 
applied platforms. 

Although there is a lot of experience in teaching robotics in the 
world, educational robotics in higher schools of Kazakhstan began to 
appear only in 2014 as an elective course. Teachers started to implement 
existing robotics courses based on Lego platform. In spite of the 
available documentation and existing global practice in organizing 
courses on robotics, Kazakh teachers face certain difficulties in adapting 
programs of the courses and teaching methods based on constructionism 
theory. In the following sections, we study the principle challenges 
teachers face in higher schools of Kazakhstan. 
 

Methodology 
 

In order to determine how educational robotic technologies are 
used in high schools of Kazakhstan, we conducted a survey among 
teachers. Particular attention was paid to the application of the theory of 
constructionism in teaching methodology as a fundamental theory of 
educational robotics. 

The study involved 250 Kazakh professors teaching subjects 
related to robotics (mechatronics, electronics, microtechnology, circuitry, 
etc.). 50 out of the selected respondents teach robotics. They all teach 
robotics to undergraduate, graduate and doctoral students of IT-
specialties in Kazakh and Russian languages. 

                                                             
32 T. Kanda, T. Hirano, D. Eaton, H. Ishiguro, ,,Interactive robots as social partners 
and peer tutors for children: a field trial”, in Human-Computer Interaction, no. 19 (1), 2004, 
pp. 61-84; S. Y. Okita, V. Ng-Thow-Hing, R. Sarvadevabhatla, Learning together: ASIMO 
developing an interactive learning partnership with children, The 18th IEEE International 
Symposium on Robot and Human Interactive Communication, September 27-October 2, Toyama, 
Japan, 2009, pp. 1125-1130; F. Tanaka, S. Matsuzoe, ,,Children teach a care-receiving 
robot to promote their learning: field experiments in a classroom for vocabulary 
learning”, in Journal of HRI, no. 1 (1), 2012, pp. 78-95. 
33 J. Yoo, ,,Results and outlooks of robot education in Republic of Korea”, in Procedia-
Social and Behavioral Sciences, no. 176, 2015, pp. 251-254. 
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The study was conducted in the form of survey and observation 
during classes. To determine how teachers organize teaching process we 
made a questionnaire. It included following questions: what methods 
they use (explanatory and illustrative, problem methods, research 
methods, project method, experimental acquiring), what forms of 
organization of classes are often involved (frontal lectures, pair works, 
small group works (3-5), working in large groups), what difficulties you 
see in organizing educational process. 

The questions have various scales, depending on the type of a 
question. 

 
Results 

 
The results are presented in graphs and tables, followed by 

comments on the main conclusions. 
Figure 1 below shows which platform is used by respondents: 36% 

of teachers use LEGO Mindstorms NXT, 56% use LEGO Mindstorms 
Education EV3, virtual robots such as Scratch, BYOB/SNAP are used 
by 42% of teachers, 48% use the Arduino and 4% of respondents use 
Robotino platform. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Types of hardware/virtual platform used by teachers 
 

According to Figure 1, all teachers use robot development 
platforms and the most popular one is Lego and accompanying 
educational materials. 

0

10

20

30
Which hardware/virtual platform 

do you use?

LEGO Mindstorms NXT

LEGO Mindstorms 
Education EV3

Виртуальные роботы 
(Scratch, BYOB/SNAP)
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The following table shows our survey conducted to determine 
teaching methods and educational technologies used at universities to 
teach robotics. 

 
Table 2: What educational methods and forms do you use? 

 
Question Options Number percentage 

What educational 
methods do you use? 

Traditional (explanatory 
and illustrative) 
Problem-based method 
Research method 
Project method 
Experiment based 
learning method 

44 
 

12 
6 
16 
6 

88% 
 
24% 
12% 
32% 
12% 
 

What forms of 
education do you use? 

Frontal lectures 
Work in pairs 
Work in small groups (3-
5) 
Work in large groups (6 
and more) 

37 
31 
13 
7 

74% 
62% 
26% 
14% 

Do you experience 
problems in 
organization of 
educational methods 
and forms in teaching 
robotics? 

Yes, in organizing project 
activities;  
Yes, in organizing group 
activities; 
Yes, in a partially-search 
method; 
Yes, in brainstorming; 
Yes, in presentations 
using aids and 
discussions; 
Yes, in organizing mini-
lectures;  
Yes, when watching and 
discussing videos; 
Yes, in conducting 
interviews; 
Yes, in organizing 
feedback structure; 
Yes, in organizing 
lectures with 
predetermined and 
announced mistakes; 
Yes, when organizing 
warm-ups; 
Yes, when organizing 
discussions; 
Yes, in a case study 

27 
 

31 
 

24 
 

37 
31 

 
 

24 
 

17 
 

34 
 
36 

 
32 

 
 

20 
 

28 
 
25 

 

54% 
 

62% 
 

48% 
 

74% 
62% 

 
 

48% 
 
34% 

 
68% 

 
72% 

 
64% 

 
 

40% 
 
56% 

 
50% 
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method (study of 
separate operational 
situations);  
Yes, in collective creative 
problem solving;  
Yes, in organizing 
business games; 
Yes, in other forms and 
methods.  
No, I had no problems. 

 
37 

 
25 

 
24 

 
0 

 
74% 

 
50% 

 
48% 

 
0% 

Do you apply project 
method in organization 
of robotics teaching 
process?  

Yes, all laboratory 
activities are based on 
project method 
Yes, partial application 
No, there‟s no need 

12 
 

16 
23 

24% 
 

32% 
46% 

If the previous answer 
is Yes, what difficulties 
or shortcomings arise 
in organization of 
project methods in the 
robotics course?  

Yes, when forming mini 
groups 
Yes, when distributing  
roles in mini groups 
Yes, when engaging and 
activating each student in 
mini groups for the entire 
period of work 
Yes, when identifying the 
contribution of each mini 
group participant to the 
project 
Yes, when realizing the 
formative (internal) 
evaluation of each mini 
group participant 
Yes, when organizing 
project presentations by 
each participation of 
small groups 
Yes, when organizing 
collaboration between 
group members 
Yes, when motivating 
group members 
Yes, when kindling 
interest of all group 
members  

9 
 

11 
 
16 

 
 
 

12 
 
 
 

12 
 
 
 

14 
 
 
 

13 
 
 

16 
 

19 

18% 
 

22% 
 

32% 
 
 
 

24% 
 
 
 

24% 
 
 
 

28% 
 
 
 

26% 
 
 

32% 
 

38% 

What kind of 
difficulties do you have 
when organizing 
Students‟ Individual 
Work (SIW) in 

Lack of ability to work in 
groups (with distribution 
of roles, exchange of 
information, in co-
operation); 

23 
 
 
 
 

46% 
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robotics? Autonomy in the 
acquisition of new 
knowledge and practical 
skills; 
Independent research, 
analysis and selection of 
information using new 
information technologies; 
The measures taken in 
non-standard situations, 
mastering heuristic ways 
of problem solving; 
Value-based relationships 
to each other, teachers, 
authors of inventions and 
discoveries and to 
learning outcomes; 

20 
 
 

23 
 
 
 

27 
 
 
 

25 

40% 
 
 

46% 
 
 
 

54% 
 
 
 

50% 

How do you deliver 
theoretical material?  

Through lectures  
By providing printed out 
materials 

44 
38 

 

88% 
76% 

Do you have problems 
in developing test-and-
measurement materials 
and tools in robotics?  

When developing a 
forming (internal) 
evaluation; 
When developing criteria-
based evaluation; 
When developing 
evaluation independence 
of students; 
When developing 
competence-oriented 
tasks; 
When organizing 
feedback technology; 
When students actively 
participate in the 
organization of their own 
learning process; 
When changing the 
teaching techniques and 
technologies in order to 
have different learning 
outcomes of students. 

28 
 

33 
 

24 
 
20 

 
31 

 
37 

 
 
 

24 

56% 
 
 

66% 
 

48% 
 
 
 

40% 
 

 
62% 

 
74% 

 
 

48% 

 
Despite the introduction of competency and personality oriented 

concept of education in Kazakhstan, vast majority of teachers (88%) use 
traditional teaching methods and only 12% of teachers use problem, 
research, constructive methods. 32% of respondents use project method 
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in teaching. A higher percentage of use of project method compared 
with other innovative methods is due to the fact that official courses on 
robotics include lists of projects recommended for teachers to work on. 

Most popular forms of educational process are frontal lessons (37 
teachers use it) and pair work (31 teachers use it), while group work is 
used by a small percentage of respondents (13 teachers). 

To determine what difficulties our teachers face in organizing 
teaching methods and forms of educational process in the existing 
formal educational robotics technology, we prepared certain questions. 
The answers showed that our teachers face difficulties almost in all 
methods of constructive and active learning. During face-to-face 
interviews, teachers admitted that they are not proficient in using 
technology and forms organizing project activities, group method of 
role-level assignments and completion of assignments by groups. 
According to the teachers, they had difficulties in organizing 
brainstorming sessions, presentations using a variety of aids and 
discussions, discussion of movies, lectures, interviews, feedback, 
discussions, case-method, collective completion of creative tasks and 
business games due to the fact that students do not have a sufficient 
level of critical thinking and the ability to freely express their own point 
of view. 

We specified questions related to project methods and revealed 
that some teachers see problems practically in every step, especially in 
awakening students‟ interest in completion of group (common) projects 
(38%). 

There are also problems with organization of students‟ 
independent work. 54% of teachers indicated that students find it 
difficult to take action in non-standard situations, mastering heuristic 
problem solving in robotics. A large number of respondents pointed to 
inability of students to work in groups while performing individual work. 

Almost all teachers present theoretical part of robotics in the form 
of lectures or deliver text materials for study without taking into account 
the concept of constructionism in robotics. The experimentation 
technology, research and development activity and manufacturing 
practices are use insufficiently. 

With regards to testing and evaluation, teachers have issues in 
accurate multi-criteria evaluation of learning outcomes. Table 2 shows 
that there are problems almost in all steps of evaluation: in the 
development of formative assessment, in the criteria-based evaluation, in 
the formation of evaluation independence of students, in the 
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development of competence-oriented tasks, in the feedback technology, 
in the active participation in the learning process, when changing 
technology and techniques of education on the basis of learning 
outcomes. 

Summarizing all the above, we can say that most instructors have 
difficulties in using methods and forms of instruction based on 
constructionism. Project method is only partially used; educational 
material is mainly presented in the form of ready text and step-by-step 
instructions. Teachers almost do not use teaching principles based on 
constructionism, allowing students to organize independent educational 
process. 

The above conclusion show that existing methods of teaching 
robotics, as well as courses related to robotics hardware platforms are 
difficult to adapt to the educational system of Kazakhstan. We try to 
answer the why is this happening in the next section of the article. 

 
Discussion 

 
Higher educational system of Kazakhstan evolved in a unique way. 

Until recently, there was a post-Soviet system, based on the front-end 
methods and class-lesson system. In 2010, Kazakhstan joined the 
Bologna process 34 of modernization of education, thanks to which 
innovative learning technologies began to develop in the higher 
education system. However, despite such a rapid development of higher 
education, teaching methodologies as well as teachers‟ mindset are not 
easy to reconstruct. It is also mentioned in the works of Fullan, M.35 
about the difficulty to change teacher‟s educational strategy: it is difficult 
for a teacher to re-set his or her mind to use the new teaching methods 
based on constructionism. The main issue of adapting robotics courses 
and the training methods are due to unwillingness of teachers to organize 
educational process based on constructionism. 

Willingness of teachers can be increased in two ways. First is to 
train them to use of constructivist theory in teaching robotics. Some 
scientists36have studied this approach. 

                                                             
34 ,,Kazakhstan Joining the Bologna Process. Official web-site of the Ministry of 

Education of the Republic of Kazakhstan”, retrieved from: www.edu.gov.kz, accessed 
on 12.IX.2017. 
35  M. Fullan, The New Meaning of Educational Change, Toronto, Ontario Institute for 
Studies in Education, 1991. 
36  D. Alimisis Teacher Education on Robotics-Enhanced Constructivist Pedagogical Methods, 
Athens, School of Pedagogical and Technological Education, 2009. 

http://edu.gov.kz/ru/prisoedinenie-kazahstana-k-bolonskomu-processu
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Another way is to plan educational process of teaching robotics by 
developing own educational technology, adapted to specialty curriculum, 
with the account of students‟ and teachers‟ level of preparedness to learn 
robotics based on constructionism. 

Designing educational technology includes a unified logic of 
sequence of process steps required to produce a specific result. 37 
Educational technology is implemented for a long period, requiring 
continuous adjustments due to varying internal and external conditions. 
Market needs, the needs of society and students, the actual state of 
education in certain institutions, the level of material and technical base 
are the factors that are taken into account. 

The process of designing educational technologies for teaching 
robotics is shown below (figure 2) as a sequence of steps. 

 

                                                             
37  G. K. Selevko, Contemporary educational technologies. Teaching guide, Мoscow, Public 
Education, 1998; A. B. Khutorskoy, ,,Methods of project design and organization of 
metadisciplinary educational activity”, in Municipal education: innovations and experiment, no. 
2, 2014, pp. 7-23; N. G. Alekseyev, ,,Designing projects and reflexive thinking”, in 
Development of personality, no. 2, 2002, pp. 92-115. 
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Figure 2: The process of designing educational  
technology for teaching robotics 

 
In the early stages of designing educational technology teacher 

clearly defines the industry and place of use of the technology. Any 
educational technology is implemented in a certain system, in our case, a 
system of higher education. In the ,,college-student” system, there are 
two sub-systems: In the first case, robotics is professionally oriented, is 
an element of professional competence; it is both an object of learning 
and a tool of learning. In the second case, robotics is used as an 
interdisciplinary discipline that integrates knowledge from related 
disciplines. 

Since the two systems are different, educational technologies in 
robotics will also be different. This fact affects the process of designing 
educational technology, which is governed by the principles of design. 
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Therefore, at the initial design stage it is important to adhere to the 
principle of targeted prospects, which requires a clear understanding of 
development prospects of robotics. This principle affects the setting of 
educational purpose, which is for whom and in what system this 
technology will be applied. 

Determination of initial data means that at the beginning of 
teaching robotics it is necessary to detect basic knowledge, skills and 
competence of students, which will serve as basics to the educational 
process. This step is very important, because it sets trends to the 
development of planned educational outcomes. For example, a student, 
who did not master fundamentals of mechatronics, will certainly fail in 
learning robotics program for engineering specialties. Thus, all original 
competences are closely linked with each other, and realization of an 
educational model contributes to the transformation of initial data into 
the final competence model of a graduate from robotics course. 

Determination of the planned learning outcomes is based on the 
principle of orientation to the individual needs, labor market 
requirements and the state institution‟s educational position. The internal 
and external factors determine the list of knowledge, skills, abilities and 
competencies that student have to master after studying robotics. Labor 
market dictates what robotics experts are required for the service and 
manufacture. Being an industrial country, Kazakhstan needs experts in 
the field of robotics, and employers drive the construction of 
competence models for future specialists. The theory of constructionism 
in education also affects determination of planned learning outcomes, 
because constructionism in fact allows us to develop creative, 
strategically thinking specialists. Availability of a certain material base in 
the university also influences the competence model of students. The 
dynamics of social and labor market requirements determine the need to 
adjust the educational technologies that is implemented through the 
principle of dynamism. 

Since all stages of the design of educational technology in robotics 
are interrelated, and designer needs to continually set links between the 
individual elements of educational technology, take into account 
successive connections, the design process based on the principles of 
consistency and continuity. These principles are also specific to the phase 
of development of diagnostic system to determine students‟ current 
state-diagnostic materials are designed in accordance with the 
competency model and have direct influence on the adjustment of the 
educational models. 
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Detecting students‟ current state provides necessary data to 
organize teaching process. Different data create different educational 
models to achieve projected outcomes. Here we see the realization of the 
principle of plurality, alternativeness of projected solutions, requiring 
availability of options among similar, effective and up-to-date 
educational technologies and their components. 

The educational model specifies purpose, content, organizational 
forms, methods and tools of teaching robotics, as well as learning 
outcomes. It is the phase when methods and forms of study are outlined 
based on constructionism and in accordance with teacher‟s and students‟ 
preparedness to have cooperation in applying constructivist principles. 

In developing educational models, teacher adheres to the principle 
of modularity (which involves the structuring of curriculum content and 
ways of mastering relatively independent components, providing 
variation and individualization of the educational process in robotics), to 
the principle of concentricity (which defines the teaching system and is 
based on concenters-levels of training related to each other by the unity 
of content and varying by their complexity and volume). In our opinion, 
concentricity is a symmetrical principle of structure, which brings order 
into the structure of robotics learning model. 

An important component of the design process of educational 
technology in robotics is to develop a quality management system for 
technology implementation, including instructions with a schedule of 
implementation, diagnostics, organization of all the subjects of the 
educational process and motivation of students. Improper 
implementation of any of the components can lead to poor learning 
outcomes. 

As robotics course contains basic elements regardless of specialty, 
it is important to determine the invariant and variable components when 
designing a model. A robotics platform is a variable component, because 
rapid development of platforms requires updating training materials and 
is quite difficult to do in a conservative system of education. This is 
confirmed by the study of Gold N.,38 who states ,,the content is specific to 
particular platforms or technologies that change (thus requiring frequent re-recording)”. 
Variable components of educational technology will also fill in with 
concrete content for different levels of education, whether primary, 
secondary or higher school, and various educational programs, modify, 

                                                             
38 N. Gold, ,,Motivating Students in Software Engineering Group Projects: An 
Experience Report”, in Innovation in Teaching and Learning in Information and Computer 
Sciences, no. 9 (1), 2010, pp. 10-19. 
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adapt methodical system of teaching robotics in accordance with the 
principles of constructionism and with due account of specifics of the 
development of students‟ competencies related to cooperation. 

Designing of educational technology in robotics allows making 
concrete steps to guarantee results in robotics course. 

 
Conclusion 

This work aims to study methods of teaching robotics, namely the 
use of educational robotics technology. The study of robotics teaching 
experience has shown that most effective technologies are the 
technologies related to development of robotic platforms, the 
methodological basis of which is constructionism. 

Despite the existing global experience, Kazakhstani teachers face 
challenges related to adaptation to the existing education system, mostly 
because Kazakhstan has recently moved away from the class-lesson 
educational system. The results of survey among teachers of robotics in 
higher institutions for IT professions showed that they 
experiencesignificant difficulties in teaching robotics when it comes to 
content, methodological system based on constructionism and the use of 
robotics platform. 

One of the solutions to this problem that we suggest is to consider 
not just adaptation of technologies, presented in conjunction with 
robotic platforms, but designing new educational technology, which will 
take into account predetermined conditions of Kazakh educational 
system, teachers‟ and students‟ preparedness to apply constructivist 
principles in the educational process. 
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Nikolai Nikolayevich Lepekhin, Olga Vasilievna Voronina 

Saint Petersburg State University, Russian Federation 
 

Abstract: The article examines the impact of work on the development of chronic 
fatigue syndrome (CFS). Today, cause of CFS, the mechanisms of formation and development 
of this syndrome have not been established, since this syndrome is relatively new. In the 
domestic science, there is only a medical aspect, within the framework of which symptomatology 
is established, and some models of therapy are offered. Although working people often have 
chronic fatigue syndrome, the analysis of the job context and its impact on the development of 
this syndrome has been poorly studied to date. The study involved 432 teachers, including 216 
teachers of additional education and 216 teachers of general education schools. The hypothesis 
is that the job context (characteristics of work, level of work motivation, satisfaction with 
work) and self-regulation influence the development of the syndrome of chronic fatigue in 
teachers. The presence of peculiarities in the formation of self-regulation, the evaluation of the 
characteristics of work, the level of work motivation and job satisfaction of teachers, depending 
on the degree of risk of chronic fatigue syndrome, are identified. The influence of the job 
context, job satisfaction and self-regulation on the level of fatigue and the risk of chronic 
fatigue syndrome is established. 

Keywords: chronic fatigue syndrome, self-regulation, job satisfaction. 

 
Life in modern society is characterized by the continuous 

development of technology, the increasing pace of life and the flow of 
information that needs to be processed. Increasing cognitive, emotional 
and conductive loads can lead to stress, body malfunction and cause new 
,,diseases of civilization”, one of which is the syndrome of chronic fatigue. 
Since this syndrome is relatively new, today there are no established ideas 
about the causes, its causes, as well as the mechanisms of formation and 
development. In Russia, symptomatology of the syndrome is established, 
some models of therapy are offered only based on medicine. Although 
working people often have chronic fatigue syndrome, the analysis of the 
job context and its impact on the development of this syndrome has 
been poorly studied to date. Due to this, it is one of the most urgent 
issues in this area.  
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The problem statements 
 

Chronic fatigue syndrome is a disease characterized by a 
combination of symptoms that progress for a long time, usually more 
than six months. The most important symptom is uncaused, strongly 
expressed fatigue, which occurs even after minor mental and physical 
exertion. It should be noted that a person feels tired even after sleep and 
rest, moreover, it is often accompanied by various somatic symptoms of 
pain all over the body or in certain organs.1 

Analysis of scientific data relating to chronic fatigue syndrome 
indicates that this pathology occurs in different geographical areas, as 
well as in different socio-demographic groups. It was found that CFS 
occurs in both sexes, at all ages, and in all racial and ethnic groups. The 
incidence of the disease in women is 522 cases per 100.000, and in men - 
291 cases per 100.000 population.2 

CFS occurs more often in adult working people and is less 
common among children and adolescents.3 

Data on the prevalence of this disease in society are ambiguous. In 
different sources, the prevalence of CFS varies from 0.2% to 6.41%.4 In 

                                                             
1 N. G. Artsimovich, T. S. Galushkina, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Moscow, Nauchnyy mir 
Publ., 2002, p. 220; M. Barrow, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Moscow, Panorama Publ.,1999, 
p. 181; A. P. Isaev, G. A. Shorin, S. A. Boars, Chronic fatigue syndrome. Treatment and 
prevention, Chelyabinsk, Versiya Publ., 1997, p. 112; C. Maslach, ,,The concept of the 
syndrome of emotional burnout: modern research and its application in psychiatry”, in 
World Psychiatry, no. 15, 2016, p. 104; L. M. Mitina, Psychology of Labor and Professional 
Development of Teachers, Moscow, Akademiya Publ., 2004, p. 302; L. M. Mitina, G. V. 
Mitin, O. A. Anisimova, Professional activity and teacher‟s health, Moscow, Akademiya Publ., 
2005; N. Afari, K. B. Schmaling, R. Herrell, S. Hartman, J. Goldberg, D. S. Buchwald, 
,,Coping strategies in twins with chronic fatigue and chronic fatigue syndrome”, in 
Journal of psychosomatic research, vol. 48, no. 6, 2000, pp. 547-554.  
2 O. Yu. Bogaevskaya, ,,Prevalence of chronic fatigue syndrome in dental patients”, in 
Modern high technologies, no.12, 2009, pp. 21-22.   
3 M. Barrow, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Moscow, Panorama Publ., 1999, p. 181; V. Deary, 

,,A precarious balance: Using a self‐ regulation model to conceptualize and treat 
chronic fatigue syndrome”, in British journal of health psychology, no. 2, 2008, pp. 231-236.  
4 L. F. Bikbulatova, M. A. Kutlubaev, L. R. Akhmadeeva, ,,The fatigue assessment scale, 
adaptation and assessment of psychometric properties in the hospitals of neurology and 
therapy clinics”, in Medical bulletin of Bashkortostan, vol. 7, no. 1, 2012; A. P. Isaev, G. A. 
Shorin, S. A. Boars, Chronic fatigue syndrome. Treatment and prevention, Chelyabinsk, Versiya 
Publ., 1997, p. 112; C. Maslach, ,,The concept of the syndrome of emotional burnout: 
modern research and its application in psychiatry”, in World Psychiatry, no. 15, 2016, p. 
104; L. M. Mitina, Psychology of Labor and Professional Development of Teachers, Moscow, 
Akademiya Publ., 2004, p. 302; S. Hatcher, A. House, ,,Life events, difficulties and 
dilemmas in the onset of chronic fatigue syndrome: a case–control study”, in 
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this case, it is important, based on which the diagnosis of CFS was made, 
since in self-reporting the prevalence is fixed at 3.28%, and in clinical 
assessment the prevalence is 0.76%.5 However, some specialists believe 
that only 16% of patients are diagnosed with CFS, although there are 
more persons with this disease.6 

S. G. Komarov claims that today the prevalence of CFS among the 
working population of Moscow is 3.7%, and a high risk of developing 
the disease is observed in 18.5% of the working population. At the same 
time, the authorsbelieve that the obtained data, most likely, does not 
reflect the true extent of the problem, since many people with CFS 
disease are disabled.7 

It should be noted that most researchers note a tendency to 
increase the number of people with this disease. 8  Moreover, it is 
indicated that there are areas of professional activity with a rather high 
risk of chronic fatigue syndrome. At the same time, pedagogical activity 
is allocated as potentially dangerous for the emergence of CFS. 

The professional activity of the teacher is extremely important, 
since the quality of education is directly dependent on the knowledge 
and experience of teachers. However, at present there is a certain 

                                                                                                                                               
Psychological medicine, no. 7, 2003, pp. 1185-1192; J. Nijs, ,,In the mind or in the brain? 
Scientific evidence for central sensitisation in chronic fatigue syndrome”, in European 
journal of clinical investigation, vol. 42, no. 2, 2012, pp. 203-212. 
5 S. Kempke, ,,Self-critical perfectionism and its relationship to fatigue and pain in the 
daily flow of life in patients with chronic fatigue syndrome”, in Psychological medicine, vol. 
43, no. 5, 2013, pp. 995-1002.  
6 A. O. Prokhorov, ,,Self-regulation of mental states in educational and pedagogical 
activity”, in Questions of psychology, no. 5, 1991, pp. 156-161; J. Nijs, ,,In the mind or in 
the brain? Scientific evidence for central sensitisation in chronic fatigue syndrome”, in 
European journal of clinical investigation, vol. 42, no. 2, 2012, pp. 203-212.  
7 S. G. Komarov, Diagnosis of the syndrome of chronic fatigue and the algorithm of organization of 
medical care for patients, Universitetskaya nauka: teoriya, praktika, innovatsii Publ., 2008, p. 
247; S. G. Komarov, G. A. Komarov, ,,The syndrome of chronic fatigue is a disease of 
civilization”, in Standards and Quality, no. 11, 2010. 
8 L. F. Bikbulatova, M. A. Kutlubaev, L. R. Akhmadeeva, ,,The fatigue assessment scale, 
adaptation and assessment of psychometric properties in the hospitals of neurology and 
therapy clinics”, in Medical bulletin of Bashkortostan, vol. 7, no. 1, 2012; A. P. Isaev, G. A. 
Shorin, S. A. Boars, Chronic fatigue syndrome. Treatment and prevention, Chelyabinsk, Versiya 
Publ., 1997, p. 112; C. Maslach, ,,The concept of the syndrome of emotional burnout: 
modern research and its application in psychiatry”, in World Psychiatry, no. 15, 2016, p. 
104; L. M. Mitina, Psychology of Labor and Professional Development of Teachers, Moscow, 
Akademiya Publ., 2004, p. 302; S. Hatcher, A. House, ,,Life events, difficulties and 
dilemmas in the onset of chronic fatigue syndrome: a case–control study”, in 
Psychological medicine, no. 7, 2003, pp. 1185-1192. 
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discrepancy between the social role of the teacher and his real position in 
society. On the one hand, the state constantly emphasizes the 
importance of the teacher's work. On the other hand, various difficulties 
arise (for example: bureaucratic problems) that prevent teachers from 
effectively fulfilling their professional tasks. This contributes to the stress 
of teachers and negatively affects their health and ability to work.9 

It should be noted that various researchers regularly noted 
problems with physical and mental health in this professional group. For 
example, it was found that 73% of teachers notice a deterioration in 
mood, various types of memory impairment, distraction, short temper 
and disagreement of all cognitive functions in general. At the same time, 
91% of teachers complain of pain in various organs and systems of the 
body. Only 19% of teachers are satisfied with their physical and mental 
state.10 

In the studies of A. K. Osnitsky was shown that the likelihood of 
the occurrence of neurotic conditions in teachers increases in proportion 
to the work experience. It is noted that almost one third of those 
surveyed demonstrate a lower level of socio-psychological adaptation 
than patients with neurosis. The presented data objectively demonstrate 
the importance of occupational health in the educational sphere, the 
problem of which is at the center of attention of the acmeological, 
general pedagogical and valeological approaches.11 

However, the researchers of this problem did not study the 
importance of the organizational approach for analyzing the causes of 
chronic fatigue syndrome the analysis of the impact of the job context. 
The authors believe that this is a very important aspect that needs to be 
studied. A feature of the professional activity of the teacher is that the 
professional activity of the teacher is characterized by insufficient 
mobility and does not involve serious physical activity. At the same time, 
doctors emphasize that prolonged sitting in the wrong posture can lead 
to the development of diseases of the musculoskeletal system radiculitis 
and osteochondrosis. In addition, staying in a vertical position for a long 
time can cause chronic insufficiency of the veins of the lower limbs, 
which will lead to the development of various disorders of the 

                                                             
9 F. G. Aminev, Professional Teacher Health, Proc. of BSU ,,Material and Spiritual Culture of the 
Peoples of Russia: History and Modernity”, Ufa, 2014, p. 25. 
10 O. F. Zhukov, N. S. Rossoshanskaya, Professional health of the teacher”, in Scientific 
notes of the University named after P.F. Lesgaft, vol. 73, no. 3, 2011.  
11  A. K. Markova, Psychology of teacher‟s work, Moscow, Prosveshchenie Publ., 1993, 
volume 192, p. 5. 
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cardiovascular system, for example, thrombophlebitis, varicose veins, 
tachycardia, etc. 

The irregular working schedule, the lack of a stable regime of the 
day and the need to take work at home adversely affect the general 
condition of teachers. 

L. G. Tatarnikova 12  described some features of the work of 
teachers: 

-the need for parallel observation and reflection on the activities of 
many students; 

-the perception and processing of a large stream of diverse 
information within a limited amount of time; 

-the presence of high responsibility for the decisions made, which 
can turn into emotional stress; 

-the emergence of many various problematic situations in the 
pedagogical process, which must be addressed in the conditions of a 
time deficit and an excess of information; 

-hypokinesia, that is, a state of insufficient physical activity; 
-the need to maintain the intensity of mental processes (attention, 

memory, thinking) at a high level for a long time; 
-the need for constant and rapid information switching of 

attention to various objects, as well as a quick reaction to the situation in 
the classroom. 

Thus, the peculiarities of professional pedagogical activity 
significantly increase the health risk of teachers. The study of the 
influence of the job context on the onset of the syndrome of chronic 
fatigue is very relevant. 

 
Research 

 
In 2016 and 2017, a study of the psychological predictors of the 

syndrome of chronic fatigue in teachers was conducted. The study 
involved 432 teachers: 216 teachers of additional education, including 
159 women and 57 men aged 20 to 65 and 216 teachers of general 
education schools: 179 women, 37 men aged 24 to 71 years. Panteenko I. 
V. took part in the collection of empirical material during the writing of 
the dissertation. 

This study was conducted in one stage. The presence of chronic 
fatigue syndrome was determined with the help of the ,,Scale of fatigue 

                                                             
12 V. M. Frolov, I. I. Kutko, N. A. Peresadin, Syndrome of chronic fatigue: borderline pathology 
at the junction of the interests of psychiatrists and clinical immunologists, Kyiv-Kharkiv, 2010. 
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assessment” (H. J. Michielsen, adaptation of L. F. Bikbulatova) and the 
questionnaire ,,Criteria of chronic fatigue syndrome” (S. G. Komarov). 
The features of self-regulation were investigated using the questionnaire 
,,Style of self-regulation of behavior” (V. I. Morosanova). The 
characteristics of the work, work motivation and job satisfaction were 
studied using the questionnaire ,,The Job Diagnostic Survey” (R. 
Hackman, G. Oldham, adapted by I.N. Bondarenko). Descriptive 
statistics, correlation analysis (Spearman rank correlation), U-Mann-
Whitney criterion, multiple regression analysis was used for statistical 
processing of the data obtained. The hypothesis is that the job context 
(characteristics of work, level of work motivation, satisfaction with work) 
and self-regulation influence the development of the syndrome of 
chronic fatigue in teachers. 

 
Results and its discussion 

 
Correlation analysis was conducted to study the relationship 

between the job context and the development of chronic fatigue 
syndrome. Figure 1 shows the correlation of the self-regulation 
indicators of teachers with the level of chronic fatigue (without 
indicating the intercorrelation links between the scales of self-regulation). 

 
 

 

Figure 1: Correlation Pleiad of the fatigue level  
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and features of teacher self-regulation 
 

The results obtained establish the presence of negative correlations 
of the main regulatory processes: programming (p=0,05), modeling 
(p=0,01), evaluation of the results (p=0,01), and regulatory personality 
traits (flexibility (p=0,01), reliability (p=0,01), the general level of self-
regulation (p=0,01)) with the level of fatigue. 

The revealed negative relationships between the level of fatigue 
and self-regulation indicators indicate that pathological fatigue is not only 
accompanied by a lowered regulation of the patient's activity, but also, 
most likely, provokes this decrease in activity. It can be assumed that if a 
person does not adequately assess the difficulties, can not clearly 
determine the priority of goals in the current situation, has difficulty in 
planning and achieving goals, then perhaps this respondent has 
pathological fatigue. On the other hand, the presence of pathological 
fatigue exacerbates the initially inherent difficulties in planning activities 
and goal-setting, so a person chooses an impulsive strategy of activity, 
which leads to regulatory failures and, accordingly, to an unsuccessful 
solution of the assigned task or intended activity. 

Consider the correlation graph, the scales of working motivation 
with the level of fatigue (Figure 2). It should be noted that the level of 
fatigue is negatively associated not only with such characteristic of work 
as autonomy, but also with various aspects of satisfaction. It can be 
assumed that the low level of freedom and independence of an employee 
in the formation of a work regime and the ways of implementing a 
professional activity contribute to an increase in the level of fatigue. 
Thus, the high level of fatigue of teachers is interlinked with such 
elements of the job context as dissatisfaction with management and 
interaction with colleagues, as well as the impossibility of professional 
growth and development in the organization. 

The data obtained are consistent with the results of a number of 
studies aimed at studying the burnout syndrome. N. E. Vodopyanova 
found that low job satisfaction is a significant risk of developing 
professional deformities. Consequently, insufficient resources of the 
employee, combined with high demands of work, lead to the 
development of chronic stress, various health problems (fatigue).13 
 

 

                                                             
13 O. Yu. Bogaevskaya, ,,Prevalence of chronic fatigue syndrome in dental patients”, in 
Modern high technologies, no. 12, 2009, pp. 21-22. 
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Figure 2: Correlation Pleiad of interrelations between the level of 
fatigue, job characteristics, level of work motivation, satisfaction 

with the work of teachers 
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(the basis of satisfaction in professional growth, and generally a favorable 
atmosphere at work (overall satisfaction). 

Regression analysis was carried out to determine the possible 
impact of the job context (job characteristics, level of work motivation, 
job satisfaction) and self-regulation on the development of the chronic 
fatigue syndrome. 

Independent scales were the scales of questionnaires ,,The Job 
Diagnostic Survey” and ,,Style of Self-Regulation of Behavior”, the 
dependent variable was the scale of the level of chronic fatigue. 

First, the authors clarified which of the characteristics of the work 
(the variety of professional skills, the completeness of the professional 
task, the importance of the professional task, autonomy, feedback from 
work, feedback from others, interaction) determine the variability of the 

Level of 

fatigue 

Autonomy 

Satisfaction in 

professional growth 

Satisfaction with 

management 

Social satisfaction 

Overall satisfaction 

-0,29 

-0,38 

-0,28 

-0,23 

-0,28 
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level of chronic fatigue. It was found that only autonomy, which 
accounts for 10% of the dispersion of the chronic fatigue scale, can be 
considered as a significant predictor of the fatigue level (β=-0.32).At the 
same time, scales of cognitive evaluation of the results of the 
professional activity of an employee (realized meaning of work, 
conscious responsibility, knowledge of real results of work) do not affect 
the level of chronic fatigue. In addition, along with autonomy, only 
overall job satisfaction, which accounts for 16% of the variance, also 
serves as a significant predictor of fatigue (β=-0.4) (Figure 3). 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Regression model of the influence of autonomy  

and overall satisfaction on the level of fatigue 
 

In the subsequent regression analysis, scales of the ,,Self-control 
behavior style” methodologies (modeling, flexibility, programming, 
independence, planning, evaluation of results) were used as independent 
variables. It was found that only the scales of flexibility (β=-0.19), 
planning (β=-0.23), reliability (β=-0.25) and modeling (β=-0.33) have a 
direct effect on the level of chronic fatigue in teachers (Figure 4). 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Regression model of the influence of regulatory 

processes and regulatory-personal properties on the level of fatigue 

Autonomy 

Overall satisfaction 

Level of fatigue 

Modeling 

Planning 

Reliability 

Flexibility 

Level of 

fatigue 

-0.33 

-0.23 

-0.25 

-0.19 

-0.4 

-0.32 
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This model explains 37.6% of the dispersion of the chronic fatigue 
scale. Therefore, it can be argued that a high level of formation of 
modeling and planning processes, as well as a high development of 
regulatory and personal properties of flexibility and reliability, contribute 
to reducing the level of fatigue and the risk of chronic fatigue. 

In addition, a model in which the overall level of self-regulation 
served as an independent variable was tested separately. A negative effect 
of this variable was found (β=-0.33). This model explains 58.8% of the 
dispersion of the chronic fatigue scale. Consequently, the presence of a 
high level of self-regulation reduces the risk of developing a pathological 
level of fatigue and the risk of chronic fatigue syndrome (Figure 5). 

 
 

 

 

Figure 5: Regression model of the effect of the general  

level of self-regulation on the level of fatigue 

 
Figure 6 shows the scheme of psychological predictors of the 

syndrome of chronic fatigue in teachers. At the same time, such elements 
of the working context as a low level of autonomy and overall 
satisfaction are significant predictors of the development of chronic 
fatigue syndrome. Also, significant predictors are insufficient 
development of self-regulation, in particular, such processes as modeling, 
planning and regulatory and personal properties of flexibility and 
reliability. 

It can be assumed that a high level of self-regulation is an 
intrasubject resource, elements of the job context (autonomy and overall 
satisfaction) are intersubjective resources that reduce the risk of chronic 
fatigue syndrome. 
 

 

Figure 6: Psychological 

predictors of chronic 

fatigue syndrome in 

pedagogues 

 
 

The general level of 

self-regulation 

Level of 

fatigue 
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Conclusions 
 

There are differences in the evaluation of the characteristics of 
work and the level of satisfaction of teachers, depending on the degree 
of risk of developing a syndrome of chronic fatigue. Statistically reliable 
data were obtained from indicators of overall satisfaction and satisfaction 
with management. The high risk of chronic fatigue syndrome is more 
typical for teachers with a low level of satisfaction. 

There is correlation between the indicators of self-regulation, 
performance characteristics, satisfaction and fatigue were established. 

The job context (indicators of autonomy, overall satisfaction) and 
the overall level of self-regulation (modeling, planning, reliability and 
flexibility) affect the level of fatigue. 

Thus, researchers should work towards the development of 
general level educated teachers of self-regulation to reduce the risk of 
chronic fatigue syndrome. To improve the skills of constructive 
planning, special attention should be given to the development of 
regulatory processes, the ability to set goals, and the skills to rationally 
assess the conditions and circumstances necessary to achieve the goals. 
Prevention of teacher fatigue should include increasing the autonomy of 
their work and overall satisfaction with their own professional activities. 
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IN MODERN ADVERTISING DISCOURSE 
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Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia, Russian Federation 
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Abstract: The historical realities of the end of the 20th century, which resulted from 
the ,,modernization” of society, led to the transformation of the family structure, the emergence 
of specific features of the modern family, which have a disorganizing impact on the institution 
of the family. The spread of low-income families, the devaluation of traditional family 
relations, and the increase in the number of divorces, the change in the reproductive attitudes of 
the population-these phenomena characterize the crisis situation of the institution of the family 
in modern Russia. The negative tendencies that accompany the development of the modern 
family negatively affect the stability of the social structure, since the functions performed by the 
institution of the family are practically irreplaceable functions of other social institutions. 
Dysfunctional changes in the modern family make it urgent to find effective ways to solve the 
family-demographic problems of Russian society. At the macro level, the task of maintaining 
the family institution becomes a priority for the state, for which the preservation of the family 
institution has a social and economic significance. In recent years, a number of legal acts have 
been adopted in Russia, which have a normative and recommendatory character regarding the 
need for an integrated approach to solving problems of information support for family and 
demographic policy. 

Keywords: modern family, traditional values, propaganda, advertising 
discourse, social order, Russia. 

 
Transformation of value representations of marriage intensively 

takes place in a youth environment for a socio-demographic group that 
has the advantage of a common age and activity that promotes the 
spread of new marital orientation, such as cohabitation, guest marriage, 
open marriage, poly partnership, same-sex marriage, etc. An important 
role in gender-role socialization is played by the media, because they 
constantly show us stereotyped images of gender and sexual behavior. 

Spontaneously developing partner practices of designing the pre-
marital union become a kind of challenge to the institutional 
conservatism of marriage and, inevitably, require their transformation. 
The concept of the demographic policy of the Russian Federation for 
the period up to 2025 in the sphere of family strengthening is first 
identified: the priority is: ,,the formation of a system of public and personal values 
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oriented towards; family with two children and more”.1 Much attention is paid in 
the Concept to the role of ,,mass media” in the coverage of ,,raising the 
public prestige of a stable family with several children; responsible attitude to their 
health and the health of family members”.2 However, to date, at the regional 
level, there are no mechanisms for implementing the information 
component of family and demographic policy, including the 
underdevelopment of means for advertising the family way of life. 

Advertising has the potential to overcome the crisis trends that 
accompany the institution of the family. First, the institutional essence of 
advertising makes it possible to characterize its interaction with other 
social institutions of society. Secondly,-the mass character and availability 
of advertising provide a wide coverage of the audience, which facilitates 
the dissemination of presentations of the family way of life; Thirdly, the 
technological components of the advertising process form the basis for 
the mechanisms for realizing the advertising of the family way of life in 
modern society. 

A presentation of the family can be one of the basic components 
of the mechanism for marketing the family way of life, since it includes 
requirements for the content and form of the advertising message and 
relies on the institutional features of the family. 
 

Materials and methods 
 
The theoretical and methodological basis for studying the 

evolution of marriage was the poliparadigmatic approach adopted in 
sociology at the turn of the 20th and 21st centuries, which made it 
possible to combine the heuristic potential of the classical sociological 
theories of M. Weber, T. Parsons and other so-called nonclassical 
theories of constructionism and gender analysis. The use of the 
polyparadigmatic approach was dictated by the goal of research - a 
sociological analysis of the evolution of marriage-its vector and 
development mechanism.3 Theoretical and methodological basis of the 
research: 

-The provisions of sociological institutionalism (M. Weber, T. 
Veblen, E. Durkheim, R. Merton, T. Parsons, N. Smelser, G. Spencer); 

                                                             
1 Concept of the demographic policy of the Russian Federation for the period until 
2025, see: www.demographia.ru, accessed on 19.III.2018. 
2 Ibidem. 
3  M. Weber, ,,Sociology in the system of the sciences of culture”, in The history of 
theoretical sociology, t. 2, ch. 4. m. 1998. 

http://www.demographia.ru/
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-The provisions of the socio-technological approach (D. Bryant, S. 
I. Grigoriev, S. V. Ryazantsev, V. I. Patrushev, S. Thompson); 

-The provisions of the social and communicative approach (M. 
Weber, B. Konetsky, P. Lazarsfeld, G. Lasswell, A. Sokolov); 

-The main provisions of the sociology of the family (A. Antonov, 
M. Harutyunyan, C. Golod, O. Zdravomyslova, N. Smelser, A. 
Kharchev, Z. Khachmafova). 

Methods of research: Theoretical: synthesis, theoretical modeling, 
typology, operationalization of concepts. Methods for collecting 
empirical information: expert interview in the form of a semi-formalized 
interview, content analysis, questionnaire. Methods of data analysis: 
comparative, statistical groupings, traditional literature analysis, 
classification, content analysis, psycholinguistic methods, the method of 
semantic analysis, discursive analysis. 

Empirical research base: 
1. The results of the author‟s content analysis of samples of 

advertising, posted on Russian TV channels (,,First”, ,,Russia”, ,,NTV”) 
in 2017. 

2. The Results of the mass survey of residents of Moscow and 
Krasnodar conducted by the author in March 2018. 

3. Results of secondary data analysis. 
 

Discussion 
 

After the collapse of  the Soviet Union, the values of  the Western 
world came to replace Soviet values and the dynamics of  marriages and 
divorces changed dramatically. Now there is no problem for divorce, 
maybe that‟s why the statistics are so sad. Russia, according to the 
number of  divorces per 1000 people, is in the first place! Ten years ago 
every third pair was divorced, and now more than half  of  the couples 
leave. Although some improvements have been observed in recent years 
(statistics on marriages and divorces of  2013 indicate that there were 
1.225.501 marriages and 667.971 divorces, the statistics of  marriages and 
divorces of  2014 call almost the same figures-1.225.985 and 693.730 
respectively, compared to the statistics of  2005-2008 , when an average 
of  905.360 marriages and 658.775 divorces were recorded per year), but 
unfortunately, the statistics of  marriages and divorces in Russia in 2013-
2014 do not change the picture. 

In the context of a new social reality characterized by 
unpredictability of social processes, the low level of trust between 
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interacting subjects, the regulation of social life through the correlation 
of citizens‟ expectations with social roles and norms is hampered by the 
lack of clear patterns of socialization. S. A. Kravchenko notes that 
modern conditions do not correspond to ,,universal objective social laws”, 
universal ideals and values.4 

Trust in new sociocultural patterns determines the choice by some 
groups of deviant strategies to accept these values, because traditional 
institutional ways of seeing them are impossible.5 

Evolution of marital relations is manifested in the gradual 
abandonment of the patriarchal system of values and recognition of the 
gender hierarchy by the individual and society.6 The explanation of the 
process is possible in its consideration of the unity of changes in 
marriage as an object of institutional regulation and a relatively closed 
system of gender relations between a woman and a man. Modern 
marriage is dynamic as the modern society itself. At the same time, there 
are some stable values for marriage in society, which have a significant 
pedagogical potential in the context of the formation of traditional 
gender roles in the matrimonial union. 

Sociology considers about thirty subject areas of family study: 
family communication, role behavior, family power structure, family 
economy, demographic process, reproductive behavior, motivation for 
marriage, family and social structure of society, socialization of children, 
family leisure, family culture, home economy, family life quality, family 
stability factors, marriage satisfaction, incomplete families, gender issues, 
family conflicts, young family, homogeneous and heterogeneous family, 
ethnic and religious characteristics of family life, family violence, social 
orphanhood, old people in the family, family deviation, etc.7 

                                                             
4 S. A. Kravchenko, ,,Stanovyashchayasyaslozhnayasotsial‟nayareal‟nost‟: 
problemanovykhuyazvimostey”, in Sotsis, no. 5, 2013, pp. 3-13. 
5 S. V. Ryazantsev, E. E. Pismennaya, I. S. Karabulatova, Y. Akramov Charif, 
,,Transformation of sexual and matrimonial behavior of Tajik labor migrants in Russia”, 
in Asian Social Science, volume 10, no. 20, 2014, pp. 174-183. 
6 M. Arbatova, ,,Women‟s literature as a fact of consistency of domestic feminism”, in 
Idem, Transfiguration: Nauch. lit almanac., Moscow, Linor, 1995, pp. 25-27; I. S. Vasilieva, 
I. S. Karabulatova, ,,The variety of models of premarital relations in the reproductive-
marital behavior of modern Russian youth”, in S. V. Ryazantsev (ed.), Migration bridges in 
Eurasia: Proceedings of the VII International Scientific and Practical Conference ,,The Role of Labor 
Migration in the Socio-Economic and Demographic Development of Sending and Receiving Countries 
(Moscow-Stavropol, October 13-18 2015), Moscow, Publishing House ,,Econ-Inform”, 
2015. 
7 V. N. Ivanov, E. A. Kublitskaya, M. M. Nazarov, V. V. Sergeev, ,,How Moscow lives: 
the factors and problems of the social stability of the megalopolis (sociological 
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In the Russian sociological tradition, the category of the way of life 
appeared relatively recently-from the late 1960s and early 1970s8 and the 
understanding of the way of life as a way of life activity taken in unity 
with its determining conditions was established.9 

In the western sociological tradition, indicators of a way of life 
such as quality and standard of living are used, that is, the totality of 
those goods and services that are used or consumed by individuals or 
their families.10 The traditional way of Russian families contributes to the 
preservation of archaic rituals, which are still used as sacred regulators of 
family relations.11 

The way of life is a characteristic of society, it is based on the 
criteria of the development of society, on the basis of which, the 
individual can choose one or another way of life in accordance with his 
predilections. The use of the criterion of the quality of life involves the 
consideration of human needs, based on the degree to which the quality 
of life of the population is assessed.12 

The family is a complex and therefore multi-valued social 
education: the notion of a social institution reveals the importance of the 
family in a broad social perspective in conjunction with other social 
institutions and processes characterized by changes, development and 
modernization. 13 Being a fundamental institution of society, the family 
throughout the history of mankind retains its importance for society and 

                                                                                                                                               
monitoring)”, in Monitoring of public opinion: economic and social changes, no. 5 (105), 2011, 
pp. 81-95; Z. R. Khachmafova, I. S. Karabulatova, E. N. Luchinskaya, G. V. Osipov, 
,,Gender Features of Discourse of Woman‟s Literature as a Reflection of Changes in 
the Modern Society”, in Mediterranean  Journal of Social Science, volume 6, no. 3, 2015. pp. 
476-481. 
8 H. A. Tyukanova, Transformation of the institution of advertising in the information society ...: 
author‟s abstract. dis. Cand. sociologist, sciences/H.A. Tyukanov, Moscow, 2007, 21 p. 
9 ,,A way of life of the population of a large city”, in Man and society, no. 23, 1988, pp. 8-
167. 
10 E. G. Pchelintseva, ,,Consumption as a determinant of the Russian family‟s lifestyle 
in the transitional period”, available at: www.Journal.seun.ru, accessed on 20.III.2018. 
11 G. Ch. Fayzullina, I. S. Karabulatova, А. А. Fattakova, E. N. Ermakova, F. S. 
Sayfulina, ,,The Anthropomorphous Dolls-Patrimonial Idols of Attanay and Their 
Place in the Language Picture World of the Siberian Tatars”, in The Social Science, no. 11, 
2016, pp. 4448-4456. 
12 M. A. Tokmakova, Methodology of the study of the relationship between family and extra-family 
value orientations: the author‟s abstract. dis. ... cand. sociologist, sciences, 1999, 23 p. 
13 T. Parsons, ,,Coordinate system of action and the general theory of systems of action: 
culture, personality and place of social systems”, in T. Parsons, American sociological 
thought: texts, Moscow, 1996, pp. 462-468; A. I. Antonov, The fate of the family in Russia in 
the XXI century, Moscow, The Grail, 2000, 416 p. 

http://www.journal.seun.ru/
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individual. M. Weber, describing the essence of the family, paid special 
attention to the rational beginning of family life in the conditions of the 
development of capitalism and a departure from feudal patriarchy.14 

In modern urban families, the unilokality of young families is more 
common, when the presence of a home determines the localization of 
the newlyweds. Here we can distinguish between evacuation families 
living in the house of their uncle‟s aunt and non-local families, who have 
the possibility of separate residence from their parents.15  N. Smelser 
notes that the non-local residence of newlyweds, considered the norm in 
Western Europe and America, is rare in the rest of the world.16  But in 
spite of the fact that in modern Russia, as in the Soviet one, adult 
children who were married-under the same roof with their parents-were 
accepted, only 9.6% of the young spouses really wanted it to be so.17 

 
Results 

 
Social advertising of the family is about 1/5 of the total volume of 

social advertising on television, but the relative figures do not give a 
complete picture of social television advertising of the family way of life 
in the modern region. For a more objective assessment, it is necessary to 
turn to the natural value of the total duration of social advertising of the 
family way of life, which for 2007 (!) Was 12.335 seconds, that is, on 
average three hours and a half of the national TV channels broadcast 2, 
77 social advertising messages. Analysis of the structure and social 
advertising of the family way of life shows that the channels that have 
the largest coverage of the audience and the geographical coverage of 
broadcasting (,,First”, ,,Russia”) have the lowest values, on average, not 
being an integer. 

Low intensity of social advertising campaigns aimed at preserving 
the institution of the family does not allow to fully implementing the 
mechanisms of social advertising of the family way of life at the 
technological level, including compliance with the requirements of the 
technological order-the algorithms for developing an advertising 
campaign and the effective frequency of placement on advertising media. 

 

                                                             
14 M. Weber, ,,Sociology in the system of the sciences of culture”. 
15 A. I. Antonov, The fate of the family in Russia in the XXI century. 
16 N. Smelser, Sociology, Moscow, Phoenix, 1994,  688 p. 
17  I. Dazarsfeld, Mass communication, ,,mass tastes” and organized social action 
available at: www.soc.pu.ru, accessed on 22.III.2018. 

http://www.soc.pu.ru/
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Table 1. The total amount of commercial and social  
advertising of the family way of life in the structure of the 

television channel ,,First” 
 

Commercial advertising Commercial 

advertising containing 
a presentation of the 

family 

Social 

advertising 

Social 

advertising of 
the family 

% seconds % sеconds % seconds % seconds 

99,3 10 915 306 14,05 1544991 0,7 84095 14,6 12335 

 
From the presented data, the conclusion about the critical a small 

amount of social advertising in general and social advertising of the 
family way of life. Such figures are an obvious proof of the low 
effectiveness of social advertising of the family way of life, which 
contradicts the main tasks of the Concept of the Demographic Policy of 
the Russian Federation for the period until 2025. Trust in new 
sociocultural patterns determines the choice by some groups of deviant 
strategies to accept these values, because traditional institutional ways of 
seeing them are impossible. Evolution of marital relations is manifested 
in the gradual abandonment of the patriarchal system of values and 
recognition of the gender hierarchy by the individual and society. The 
explanation of the process is possible in its consideration of the unity of 
changes in marriage as an object of institutional regulation and a 
relatively closed system of gender relations between a woman and a man. 
Modern marriage is dynamic as the modern society itself. At the same 
time, there are some stable values for marriage in society, which have a 
significant pedagogical potential in the context of the formation of 
traditional gender roles in the matrimonial union.18 

Analysis of the intensity of the presentation of the family way of 
life in social advertising on the TV channels ,,First”, ,,Russia” and 
,,NTV” is presented in Table 2.  

 
Table 2: Comparison of social advertising of the family way of life 

on the Russian channels ,,First”, ,,Russia”, ,,NTV” 

                                                             
18 Z. R. Khachmafova, I. S., Karabulatova, E. N. Luchinskaya, G. V. Osipov, ,,Gender 
Features of Discourse of Woman‟s Literature”, pp. 476-481. 
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index numberofad

vertisements 
(%) 

duration of 

advertising 
messages 

(sec) 

The average 

frequency of 
advertising 

messages per 
day (piece) 

number of 

advertising 
messages 

(piece) 
so

c
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d
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rt

is
e
m

e
n

t total 0,77 84095 12,33 88 

First 0,22 7691 0,86 16 

Russia 0,65 25702 2,77 26 

NTV 1,37 50702 . 8,7 46 
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Total 14,6 12335 2,77 12 

First 4,29 330 0,03 3 

Russia 3,75 965 0,18 3 

NTV 22,7 11040 2,56 6 

 
Sense units of social advertising analysis have a significant 

difference from the semantic units of commercial advertising analysis, 
which is due to the nature, goals and objectives of social advertising. The 
presentation of the family way of life in social advertising contains 
visualization of family dysfunctions as a social institution, problems 
associated with a modern family. 

The orphanhood is the most frequent topic in social advertising of 
the family way of life. She devoted 48.5% of all airtime to social 
advertising. You should pay close attention to the natural expression of 
the volume of social advertising-5456 seconds of airtime. 

The value of childhood, the importance of raising a child in the 
family is not in doubt, and therefore such advertising is important for the 
modern society, reflecting the complex situation that exists in modern 
Russian society. But social advertising is designed not only to inform 
about the existing problem, but also to offer possible ways to solve it. 
Therefore, in the advertisement devoted to orphans, a large role is played 
by the formation of a positive image of the institution of adoption and 
guardianship.19 

                                                             
19 I. S. Karabulatova, Z. R. Khachmafova, M. M. Bricheva, M. T. Nescheretova, A. K. 
Bersirova, ,,Linguopragmatic Aspect of ,,Search for the Ideal” in the Discourse of 
Female Fiction as a Reflection of Matrimonial-Demographic and Sexual Behavior in 
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The second most significant mention in the social advertising of 
the family is the presentation of the problem of adoption of HIV-
infected children. Identifying the problem of HIV-infected children in a 
separate semantic unit of social advertising for the family, separating it 
from the topic of orphanhood is determined by the ambiguity of the 
public attitude towards HIV-infected children. Such social advertising is 
on par with the prevention of social orphanhood in a package of 
measures to maintain the value of childhood and preserve the institution 
of child protection. 

The third on the intensity in the information field of social 
advertising of the family way of life is advertising messages on the 
importance of the wedding ceremony, aimed at maintaining the 
institution of marriage. The institution of marriage is a set of formal 
rules, legislatively fixed and supported by cultural norms, defining the 
rights and duties of spouses in relation to each other. 

In addition to focusing on the maintenance of the traditional 
family way of life, social advertising promotes the preservation of the 
reproductive health of the population. The problem of safe sex is 
dedicated to 3.2% of the total number of social TV commercials; this 
thematic type of advertising is presented on the TV channel ,,First”. It is 
necessary to emphasize the ambiguity of the perception of this problem 
in society. On the one hand, advertising is aimed at preserving the 
reproductive health of citizens; on the other hand, proponents of 
morality interpret it as an incentive to sexual promiscuity of adolescents 
and young people. But the proportion of social TV advertising devoted 
to the problem of safe sex is extremely small in the total volume of 
television advertising and is insignificant in comparison with the 
abundance of sexual themes in the media as a whole. 

Social advertising as an element of prevention of sexually 
transmitted diseases, abortions, orphanhood, namely these problems can 
be included in the presentation of ,,safe sex”, provides an opportunity to 
preserve the reproductive health of citizens and the reproduction of the 
population.20 

Consideration of the problem of caring for the elderly parents was 
paid in social advertising about 10.7% of the time. But to say that in 

                                                                                                                                               
Contemporary Russian Society”, in Review of European Studies, volume 7, no. 6, 2015, pp. 
35-45. 
20 I. S. Karabulatova, I. S. Vasilyeva, S. D. Galiullina, S. A. Nikonova, O. N. Budeeva, 
,,Ethnic Factor in Reproductive and Marriage Behavior of Modern Russian Youth”, in 
Mediterranean  Journal of Social Science, volume 6, no. 6, 2015, pp. 104-112. 
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commercial advertising this topic is covered sparingly, and social 
advertising has succeeded in this field-early; it is enough to compare the 
indicators of the total total duration for all TV channels. 

 The analysis showed that commercial advertising paid attention to 
the problem of care, about the elderly parents 960 seconds, and social 
1170 seconds. The difference is small, but it is essentially principled. 
Commercial advertising suggests taking care of elderly parents, buying 
goods for them, social advertising reminds of communication and 
positive emotions, so necessary for an elderly person. 

The obtained data allow to draw a conclusion about the 
complementarity of commercial and social advertising within the 
framework of the problem of caring for older members, the family, 
because in modern Russia; pensioners are one of the most unprotected 
parts of society. Psychological and material support for the elderly and 
disabled is one of the most important functions of the family and a 
reminder of it is very important. The effectiveness of such advertising 
reduces only a small volume and its inconsistent, fragmentary nature. 
Demonstration and reminding of the importance of respect and care for 
the older generation, is relevant for the young part of the audience, 
because the subjective attitude towards old age, respect for it, is formed 
in the individual for a long time. The promotion of a nuclear family with 
one child is devoted to the least amount of social advertising (645 
seconds of airtime on three TV channels). 

Expressive coloring of social advertising, despite the severity of 
the mentioned problems, has a positive or neutral character. For 
example, in an advertising message dedicated to orphaned children, an 
unfortunate abandoned child is portrayed, but a happy family adopting a 
child. Analyzing the expressive coloration of social advertising, we can 
say about a certain departure of the creators of advertising messages 
from the tendency of demonstrating the extreme naturalism of the 
negative aspects of the problems covered. 

The results of the content analysis confirm the assumption that, 
due to quantitative characteristics, commercial advertising containing a 
presentation of the family way of life influences the institution of the 
family inmodern Russian society, but to assess the social effectiveness it 
is necessary to consider the structure of the contents of the presentation 
of the family way of life. 

As a result of the content analysis, the types of family structures 
included in the advertising message were systematized, which 
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contributed to the development of a system of requirements to ensure 
the marketing of the family lifestyle in Russia. 

To solve the task, the types of family structure that were used as 
presentations of the family way of life commercial advertisement were 
singled out as a unit of analysis. As a result, a classification of the 
presentation of the family way of life was obtained on the basis of the 
values of the total intensity of the translation of commercial advertising 
messages on the studied TV channels (see Table 3). In addition to the 
,,family model” indicator, an indicator was included in the analysis that 
reflects the expressive color of the message (neutral, positive, negative). 
 

Table 3: Classification of presentation of a family way of life 
 

№ Familymodel The Intensity of 
translation 

1. ,,Mother + child” 20 256 outputs 

2. ,,A married couple without 
children” 

13841 outputs 

3. ,,Nuclear family with one child” 8779 outputs 

4. ,,Fatherandchild” 5260 outputs 

5. ,,An image of only children” 3921 outputs 

6. ,,Image of only a child” 3669 outputs 

7. ,,A nuclear family with two 
children” 

4172 outputs 

8. ,,Mother with two or more 
children” 

2104 outputs 

9. ,,extended family” 2148 outputs 

10. ,,A nuclear family with three or 
more children” 

2016 outputs 

11. ,,Image of the wedding 
ceremony” 

1218 outputs 

12. ,,Grandmother with 
grandchildren” 

1000 outputs 
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13. ,,Grandfather with 
grandchildren” 

831 outputs 

14. ,,Father with two or more 
children” 

630 outputs 

15. ,,Image of marriage offer” 186 outputs 

16. ,,Grandmother, mother and 
children” 

142 outputs 

17. ,,Adult children-caring for elderly 
parents” 

117 outputs 

18. ,,Image of a pregnant woman” 80 outputs 

 
The largest share in the air is the model of the family 

,,mother+child” (for example, the rollers of washing powder ,,Persil” 
and ,,drink Actimel”). The assumption that an image of an incomplete 
one-child family is represented in advertising is incorrect, since this 
contradicts the essence of commercial advertising. In the opinion of the 
vast majority of people, a single mother is an extremely undesirable 
social role and that‟s why the model most likely represented is an 
illustration of a one-career family model for a model of a nuclear family 
where a woman plays the role of a housewife and educates a single child. 

The woman in the analyzed rolls takes care of the child and his 
health. The age of the child ranges from 0 to junior school, that is, as the 
basis for the advertising message is taken that period of the child‟s life, 
when he most in need of care and care of the mother. 

The share of air time representing the model ,,mother+child” is 
22.4% of the total number of represented family models. The presence 
in the presentation of the family lifestyle of the ,,mother+child” model 
translates the importance of responsible motherhood and childhood into 
a married couple. 

Popularity, the use in commercial advertising of the one-child 
nuclear family model as the most common family structure is 
emphasized by a small amount in the commercial advertising of the 
presentationmodel ,,mother+two or more children” and ,,father+two or 
more children”. 

The image in the advertisement of one parent and children does 
not indicate an incomplete family as a family structure, rather actualizes 
the social roles of the individual as a parent. This presentation of the 
family way of life in commercial advertising is adequate from the point 
of view of maintaining responsible parenting, but from the point of view 
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of the promotion of children with two children and large families, the 
content of advertising messages needs to be adjusted. 

The second most frequent use is the presentation of the ,,childless 
married family” model-its share is 9.6% of the airtime (for example, a 
roller for Tiret pipes or Hochland Fetax cheese). The presented structure 
as a childless married family allows to identify the following signs: the 
organization of personal consumption, psychological and material 
support. 

The age of the spouses in the presented presentation of the family 
way of life, depicted in the advertising message, varies from 23 to 30 
years. The large amount of the presentation of the ,,childless married 
family” model in commercial television advertising does not contribute 
to the effectiveness of its application as a mechanism of the institute‟s 
preservation technology, since the main function of the family is the 
reproduction of the population and deformation of this function leads to 
negative consequences. The presentation of the family way of life in 
advertising forms a certain idea and the translation of the model 
,,childless married family” plays an important role in the demonstration 
of family roles and relations between spouses. Such a presentation of the 
family may play a negative role in terms of preserving the reproductive 
function of the family, but with adequate content it has a positive effect 
on the institution of marriage. 

Commercial advertising to some extent forms a family way of life 
and patterns of relationships between spouses, demonstrating the social 
roles of family members and the desired patterns of family behavior. The 
appearance in the commercial advertisement of the model ,,childless 
married family” reflects the importance of the institution of marriage, the 
necessity of creation of which is the acquisition of love, support, caring, 
mutual understanding and mutual respect. Such advertising reflects the 
features of a childless couple: spouses show utmost care and love for 
each other, mutual respect. 

The vast majority of advertising messages have a positive 
expressive coloring, which is a consequence of solving commercial 
advertising problems, more than half of advertisements have a neutral 
expressive coloration that does not emotionate the presentation of the 
family. 

Some of the videos have a negative expressive coloring: they are 
certainly a minority, but nevertheless their presence indicates the use of 
technologies aimed at causing negative emotions from the recipient, 
which can increase the effectiveness of the advertising message. The use 
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in commercial advertising of the family way of life of messages having a 
negative emotional color is typical for the models ,,mother+child”, 
,,nuclear family without children” and ,,nuclear family with one child”. 
Negative emotions accompany the problem presented in advertising, 
which is solved through the use of the goods. Thus, presentation of the 
family way of life is a consumption situation that accompanies the 
solution of the problem. 

Spontaneously developing partner practices of designing the pre-
marital union become a kind of challenge to the institutional 
conservatism of marriage and, inevitably, require their transformation. 

 
Conclusion 

 
Specificity of the presentation of the family way of life in social 

advertising is determined by the clear nature of the value-oriented 
function of social advertising. Social advertising of the family is aimed at 
overcoming crisis trends, and the presentation of the family way of life 
contains visualization of the dysfunctions of the family institution. The 
content of social advertising of the family contributes to the solution of 
the tasks of family and demographic policy, but the low intensity of 
social advertising campaigns aimed at preserving the family institute does 
not allow to fully realize the potential of social advertising as a 
technology to overcome the crisis phenomena of the family institution. 

Naturally, the formation of value marriage orientations is most 
active at a young age. Youth is an actor of social change, and at the same 
time is in the age of marital self-determination. The study of the 
evolution of the orientations of a given social group, in our opinion, is 
relevant for the following reasons: 1) In its conclusions, it has prognostic 
significance; 2) It reveals some trends in the development of 
consciousness and the transformation of social behavior of a socially-
demographic group that is significant for a society. 

Marriage as a gender partnership is a universal form of interaction 
between men and women (communities and individuals) in history. It is 
based on the complementarity of their role in the private and public 
spheres, value integration and the psychological readiness of partners to 
build relations of dialogue cooperation. Gender partnership relations are 
one of the most important conditions for ensuring the balance of social 
systems. 
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Following the gender methodology, it seems logical to consider 
,,gender relations” as a social construct.21 Undoubtedly, gender relations 
develop according to the laws of social systems. They are controversial, 
since they are implemented in systems operating in the regime of 
conflict. But they can be harmonious in a system that recognizes the 
value of the human person and human capital as an important resource 
for its development. 22  Thus, we allow the construction of gender 
relations based on the principle of partnership and complementarity, this 
conclusion was confirmed in studies conducted on the basis of 
qualitative methods. 

In commercial advertising, the presentation of the family way of 
life contains family models, the visualization of which reflects the 
functions of the family as a social institution. Presentations of the family 
way of life, used in commercial advertising, contribute to the translation 
of the model of a nuclear family with little children, and the choice of a 
particular model is primarily determined by the economic goals of the 
advertising campaign. In the course of the study, a high intensity of 
commercial advertising of the family way of life was recorded, which 
confirms the hypothesis concerning the significant role of this type of 
advertising in the process of influencing the institution of the family 

Unintentionality of the social impact of commercial advertising on 
the institution of the family and the latent nature of the value-oriented 
function of commercial family advertising requires the introduction of 
monitoring and examination of the content of commercial advertising of 
the family way of life, which will enhance the social effectiveness of this 
type of family advertising. 
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Abstract: Motifs and artistic means in eposes are interrelated. The article considers 

the motif and different types of motifs as motif-situation, motif-speech and motif-episode in 
analysis of intra genre transformation of artistic means in ,,My Grandfather Korkut‟s Book” 
epos and compares it with other Turkic eposes (Uzbek ,,Alpamysh”, Kazakh ,,Alpamys”, 
,,KoblandyBatyr” and Altai ,,Maaday-Kara”). Artistic means as metaphor, epithet, 
comparison and hyperbole play an important role in genesis and development of the epic 
situation. The metaphor is typical for the motif-situation and hyperbole is associated with the 
motif- episode. The artistic means of various epic situations in different Turkic eposes has the 
specifics. The same types of motif and poetic means often depict a certain epic situation in 
heroic epos. 

Keywords: motif-situation, motif-speech, motif-episode, metaphor, 
epithet, hyperbole. 

 
The external structure (spatial arrangement) of the epos in folklore 

science is defined by two basic elements: plot and motif.1 The article will 
not consider the complicated relationship between them, which were 
illustrated by representatives of various schools. It is important to notice 
that the genre originality of the artistic means can be revealed in 
interrelation with motif, which is known as ,,minimal” organizing basis 
of the epic narration, as a plot-formative element of the epos.  

Motif, being a component of the plot, represents a microsystem, 
which is defined by the level of verbal expressions of figurative-
expressive means.2 Therefore, motifs and artistic means in the epic text 
have direct and organic interrelations. The disclosure of their alternative 
connections in the text, obviously, promotes the establishment of intra-
genre features of the epos.  

As a rule, researches consider various motifs of the Turkic eposes 
from the position of their genetic and typological similarities. At the 

                                                             
1 Yu. I. Smirnov, Slavic epic traditions (Problems, evolutions), Moscow, Science, 1974, p. 146. 
2  B. N. Putilov, Motive as plot forming element. Typological researches of folklore: Collection of 
articles to memory of Vladimir YakovlevichPropp (1895-1970), S. Yu. Neklyudov, E. M. 
Meletinsky (Eds.), Moscow, Nauka,1975, p. 144. 
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same time, the motifs with similar content (epical hero‟s marriage 
proposal, miraculous birth) have been revealed. From our point of view, 
such approach develops the motifs similar in content, but isolated from 
their forms of expression in this or that particular case. Such analysis 
does not consider the motifs, which don‟t have analogies in other works 
and the fundamental difference of the forms of expression in similar 
coinciding motives is overlooked. Depending on particular epic situation 
and alternative specifics of the epos, the similar in content motifs are 
reproduced in different contextual semantics and different forms of the 
epic narration (as a part of a monologue, dialogue and the author‟s 
speech). Therefore, the analysis of the various motifs according to their 
content and form, demands complex development, the identification of 
the connections between motifs and artistic means in a particular epic 
text.  

 
Features of semantics in the Turkic epos 

 
The semantics of motif was thoroughly considered by B. N. 

Putilov. He allocates the following types of motifs: the motif-situation, 
the motif-,,speech”, the motif-episode and concomitant motif-
description and motif-characteristic.  

The motif-situation ,,fixes rather motionless, static moments of a plot, which 
are not connected with the movement of characters, their actions and fight”. This type 
of motif has probably an expositional character.3 

In terms of this definition, we will consider some functions of the 
artistic means in ,,My Grandfather Korkut‟s Book” taking into 
consideration the comparative plan of the motif-situation.  

Usually the narration in various Turkic eposes begins with the 
description of a certain era, peaceful life of this or that tribe (Kypchaks, 
Oguzes, Conrates) and wealth of the members of this tribe (frequently 
about father, who will have a newborn child-epic hero). It transfers 
listeners to the special epic world, with similar content of the Turkic 
eposes, but at the same time divided into separate poetic elements 
connected with the subsequent development of epic traditions. In 
archaic Altai heroic epos (,,Alyp-Manash”, ,,Maady-Kara”) the 
introduction has divergent singularity in the image of the epic world. As 
a rule, cosmogonic and fantastic-mythological elements dominate there. 

                                                             
3  B. N. Putilov, Motive as plot forming element. Typological researches of folklore: Collection of 
articles to memory of Vladimir YakovlevichPropp (1895-1970), S. Yu. Neklyudov, E. M. 
Meletinsky (Eds.), Moscow, Nauka, 1975, p. 146. 
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Observation shows, that in most of the cases the comparison and 
metaphor prevail in exposition of the archaic Altai heroic epos in 
comparison with other poetic means. Comparative things or objects are 
borrowed from natural space world: heavenly (sun, star, moon), natural 
phenomena (fog, rain, storm, snow). The described epic world is 
exaggerated with unusual fantastic character. This is how ,,Maaday-Kara” 
epos describes the country of the main character:  

 
People with eyes, (as) a star-Venus 

On the brown mountain, 
Covered the valley from the sun, 

With noisy life. 
Breath of a horse, as a white fog, - 

Numerous variegated cattle, 
Touching the wool of each other, 

Skewbald mountain, 
Covered the valley from the month, 

As a covering acacia roams with footfall.4 
 

Singularity of the heroic epos 
 
Heroic epos reveals another picture. Here, as well as in the archaic 

epic works an introductory motif describes the country with wealthy and 
prosperous people. Such motif is a traditional one according to its 
structure, however, in the heroic epos; the motif is a ,,historicism”. There 
are many epithets representing qualities and signs of the heroes and life 
of the nomad tribes. For example, in the Kazakh epos ,,Koblandy Batyr” 
there are: notable bai (askanbai), numerous kypchak (kalynkypshak), 
infinite herds (four types of the cattle-tort tulik mal), a summer pasture 
(zhazzhailyau), the winter stay (kyskystau) and etc.5 

The functions of poetic means in a traditional introductory part of 
the Oguz epos are similar. For example, the beginning of the first legend: 

                                                             
4 I. V. Pukhov, Altai heroic epos.Maaday-Kara, Altai heroic epos, Moscow, Nauka, 1973, p. 
67. 
5 B. Koblandy, The Kazakh heroic epos, translated by N. V. Kidaysh-Pokrovskaya and O. 
A. Nurmaganbetov, Moscow, Nauka, 1975. p. 65. 
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Once Kam Ghana‟s son, khan Baiyndyr got up and ordered to put 
his Syrian umbrella, lift a motley tent to heaven and spread the silk 
carpets in one thousand places.6  

Such narrative introduction transfers listeners to ,,a century of Oguz”, 
which is typical for many legends of the epos (I, II, III, IV, VII, IX). 
Sometimes epithets are modified, which in a certain degree reflectsthe 
life of Oguz tribe: ninety-storey dwelling (toksanbaslu ban iv), motley silk 
carpets (alakaliipek), gold bowl (altunayak)-in the second legend; white-
storey dwelling (agbaniv)-in the third legend; a jug with big slots (agzi 
böyük humralar)-in the fourth legend.  

The epithets of this particular motif coincide as opposed to archaic 
epos where the comparison dominates. This is how the description of 
Baybora‟s wealth is reproduced in the Kazakh heroic epos ,,Alpamys”, 
which has plot similarities with ,,My Grandfather Korkut‟s Book” (,,The 
legend about KamBury‟s son Bamsy-Beyreke”):   

 
Ninety herds [he had], 

Not knowing halter and fetter, 
Not trained by shepherds, 

Eighty thousand camels [he had].7 
In ,,My Grandfather Korkut‟s Book”: 

 
He ordered to put ninety white-storey tents on the black earth, and 

spread out the motley silk carpets in nine hundred places. The jugs are 
prepared in eighty places.8 

The epithets in ,,My Grandfather Korkut‟s Book” in spite of their 
inconsistency (the motley silk carpets are spread out in ninety places but 
the jugs are prepared in eighty places instead of ninety), have kept 
traditional lines as it is revealed in ,,Alpamys” epos. 

However, in the Kazakh epos the description of household and 
wealth of the hero meet the standards of a nomadic way of life (a 
summer pasture, the winter stand, infinite herds-in ,,KoblandyBatyr”: 
ninety thousand herds, eighty thousand camels-in ,,Alpamys”). In the 
Oguz epos, such motif-situations are more saturated with colorful 
epithets, which reveal in details the historical realities of Oguz. As a 

                                                             
6 E. Muharrem, DedeKorkutKitabı, I (giriş, metin, faksimile), Ankara, TDK yayınları, 2016, 
p. 77. 
7 B. Alpamys, Kazakh heroic epos, Alma-Ata, Zhalun, 1961, p. 204. 
8 E. Muharrem, DedeKorkutKitabı, I (giriş, metin, faksimile), Ankara, TDK yayınları, 2016, 
p. 95. 
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description background often serve the daily objects characteristic both 
for nomadic, and for settled life (the Syrian umbrella, a motley tent, red 
wine, silk carpets, a gold bowl, jugs with big openings, etc.). 

It is quite natural, as ,,My Grandfather Korkut‟s Book” by the time 
of written fixation (presumably XVI century) existed among settled 
Oguz tribes and the realities of the settled culture are certainly reflected 
in the epos. 

At the same time, changing of the epos is reproduced obviously in 
this particular motif (motif-situation), reflecting the expositive features. 
Moreover, in Turkic epos this motif gives answers to the interested 
questions for listeners from the very beginning of the narration: when 
and where the events took place, who is a hero-was he childless, rich or 
poor. The further course of events, their reliability or fabulousness 
depend on the answer to these questions. 

Meanwhile, the epic situations giving answers to these questions in 
Oguz epos are traditional in most of the cases. For example, the 
exposition of ,,My Grandfather Korkut‟s Book” describes, as laid down 
by other Turkic eposes (Uzbek ,,Alpamysh”, Kazakh ,,Alpamys”, 
,,Koblandy Batyr”, Altai ,,Maaday-Kara”), old parents who are reach but 
childless (І, ІІІ legends). However, the descriptive background of these 
motif-situations often changes, becomes closer and clear for the 
environment of existing world (household realities, the social 
environment). Therefore, this motif-situation, despite of its traditional 
character, seems fresh and reliable for the listener of different times and 
different places. It is undoubted, that poetic devices have the main load 
in this phenomenon.  

Similar descriptive background is frequently becoming an 
important element of the composition. Therefore, the ideal and 
magnificent life of the old father is the reason of his suffering-there is 
nobody to hand over the wealth, he is childless. This epic situation often 
gets a form of motif-,,speech”, which contains (in the form of monologue, 
dialogue, remark or letter) the important information about events 
stimulating activity of the hero. His next actions in the text are 
connected directly with someone‟s message, call, dispute or dream.9 

In Kazakh ,,Alpamys” the father (Baybori‟s father) of the future, 
epical hero, having seen a set of the herds, says: 

 

                                                             
9  B. N. Putilov, Motive as plot forming element. Typological researches of folklore: Collection of 
articles to memory of Vladimir YakovlevichPropp (1895-1970), S. Yu. Neklyudov, E. M. 
Meletinsky (Eds.), Moscow, Nauka, 1975, p. 146. 
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Who will be the owner of my cattle? 
There is no support behind me! 

When I die 
Who will be the owner of my wealth?10 

 
Analysis of the ,,My Grandfather Korkut’s Book” 

 
In ,,My Grandfather Korkut‟s Book” Kam-Bura (sometimes Bai-

Bura), saw the magnificent life of the Oguzbeks and their children, 
started to complain that he didn‟t have a child (ІІІ legend).  

Khan Kazan, how is that? I cannot but crying! I have no son, I am 
deprived of the son‟s help and I have no brother and power!  God has 
damned me. Beki, I cry about my wreath, about my throne. The day will 
come and I will die. Nobody is staying in my house.11 

This motivation, apparently, is the result of tardy stratification 
connected with establishment of a feudal formation-inheritance. Turkic 
epos has another, ancient version of this motif where the influence of 
ceremonies and beliefs are reflected. For example, in ,,My Grandfather 
Korkut‟s Book” (І legend), Kazakh ,,Koblandy Batyr” and Uzbek 
,,Alpamysh” childless people are exposed to persecution from society. 
They are usually expelled from a feast (possibly, this feast during an early 
era had a ceremonial character) with words: ,,Those who have no sons, cannot 
stay here, those who have no daughters, cannot have a good time” 
(,,Bultoidaulsyzdargaorunzhok, kyzsyzdargakyzykzhok”). It explains the 
sufferings of the childless people, and their Saints‟ pray for children (in 
Altai epos childless people prayed to shamans, in Central Asian epos-to 
Tukli Aziz, Hyzra, Ali Shakhimardan and etc.). 

It is interesting to observe the motif of the persecution in ,,My 
Grandfather Korkut‟s Book” where the function and value of artistic 
means are inseparable from a context. The first legend (,,A song about 
Bugach-khan the Dirse-Khan‟s son”) describes a custom of the Oguz 
tribe where Bayyndyr-khan arranges an annual feast (this custom is 
unknown). He orders to put ,,a white tent in a particular place,-a red tent and-a 
black one” then he says: ,,Those who have no children (literally – the son, the 
daughter), place them in a black tent, lay there the black felt and serve them meet of a 
black ram. Those, who have son, place them in the white tent, those who have 

                                                             
10 B. Alpamys, Kazakh heroic epos, Alma-Ata, Zhalun, 1961, p. 314. 
11 E. Muharrem, DedeKorkutKitabı, I (giriş, metin, faksimile), Ankara, TDK yayınları, 2016, 
p. 116. 
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daughter, have the red one: those who have neither son, nor daughter, they are damned 
by God, we also damn them, and they must know it”.12 

Dirse-Khan, who has arrived to participate in feast, didn‟t have 
children. He gets the black tent with black felt and meet. Hurt and 
offended Dirse-khan leaves Bayyndyr-Khan‟s stay. It intensifies further 
actions of the heroes and generates the next epic situation in Oguz epos. 
Then sad Dirse-khan, confers with his wife, kills horse, camel and ram 
(obviously, it is connected with a sacrifice ceremony) and asks a blessings 
from tribesmen. Finally the son was born.  

No doubt, artistic means generates and develops this epic 
situation. The functions of epithets clearly represent it in ,,My 
Grandfather Korkut‟s Book”: ,,black”, ,,white”, ,,red”, which have a 
symbolical value (black is an indicator of misfortune, mourning, gloom: 
white-nobility, purity, dignity: red-fun, beauty, a subtlety).13 

However, we don‟t know the practical sense of such symbols, only 
their art reflection is understandable. Obviously, it shows that during an 
early era the function of the poetic means was inseparable from 
situational specifics of the motif.  

The motif-,,speech” in ,,My Grandfather Korkut‟s Book” has the 
poetic form in most of the cases (in the form of a monologue, dialogue 
and appeal). At the same time, differing from prosaic narration of ,,My 
Grandfather Korkut‟s Book” where the main epic events are stated, its 
poetic part comprises the lyrical moments: experience, mood of heroes, 
their reaction to various situations, request, and appeal to somebody. 
Undoubtedly the epic verse and (motif-,,speech”) with such functions 
are more saturated with various artistic means, than a prosaic part of 
,,My Grandfather Korkut‟s Book”. 

Such artistic means as metaphors, epithets, comparisons and also 
poetic devices-parallelism, repetitions and many others, in the system of 
a verse get the peculiar emotional and expressive coloring typical for 
certain types of the hero‟s speech.  

Metaphor and metaphorical epithets are essential and distinctive 
features of this motif-,,speech”, characterizing the speech of a certain 
type of heroes. For example, the husband is the head of the family: 
basumbahtiivümtahti (happiness of my head, support of my dwelling); 
kavunum, viregum, düvlegüm (my melon, my unripe melon); 
selviboylum (you are my slender cypress) and etc. 

                                                             
12 Ibidem, p. 78. 
13 E. V. Sevortyan, Etymological dictionary of Turkic languages, Moscow, East literature of 
Russian Academy of Science, 1974, pp. 42-44, 55-56, 116. 
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Allegoric forms in the epоs 
 

The motif-,,speech” in Uzbek ,,Alpamysh” comprises information 
about various epic events and metaphor plays an important role there 
sometimes. 

,,Kalmyk” epic hero Karadzhan is waiting for Alpamysh at the foot 
of a Murad-tepe mountain. He saw Alpamysh in his dream, felt his 
superiority and decided to conclude an alliance, to become a Muslim.  
Alpamysh in the form of an allegory explains him the purpose of his 
marriage trip: he calls himself a falcon (,,lochin”), the falcon pursues the 
wild duck (,,suksur”), which left the Kok-kamyshlake, and he calls 
himself a camel (,,nor”) searching for female camel (,,Maiay”). 
Karadzhan gives answers in the same allegoric form: ,,Thelost duck sat 
down on the Aina-kollake and ninety birds of prey (gadzhir) have 
surrounded her”. Then he continues: ,,Female camel is roaming through 
Chilbir-chol steppe; it has 1500 shawls on its head. I saw: ninety athletes 
intimidated it”.14 

The allegoric form of the epic situation is found in ,,My 
Grandfather Korkut‟s Book” (,,A song about how Salor Kazan‟s house 
has been crushed”). During hunting, Kazan-khan sees a bad dream (he 
tells about it Kara Gyune, who interprets a dream). 

This is how the dream was interpreted: Kazan-khan‟s wealth is a 
black fog (kazapusarik); his army is sleet (kar-ileyağmur); the 
forthcoming trouble is a black hair (kara sac), blood (kan). It is clear 
from the context that the Kazan- khan‟s enemies are assimilated with 
wolves (kuduzkurtlar) and black camel (karadeve). 

The foreboding of evilmakes he goes home and he found that it 
was crushed. 

 
Characteristics of metaphors 

 
Kazakh epos ,,Alpamys” uses the same way to transfer the motif 

of a dream. Epic hero Tayshyk sleeps and sees his enemy Alpamysas a 

violent black camel (құrsaulykaranar), or a lion (arystan). In 
,,KoblandyBatyr” the hero in the sister‟s dream is a poleaxe (aibalta), his 
father sees him as a wind, which blows from a kybly 
(kybladansokkanzhel), or a cloud (bult), and his wife sees him as a white 
falcon (aksunkar). 

                                                             
14 V. M. Zhirmunsky, Turkic heroic epos, Leningrad, Nauka, 1974, p. 121. 
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Therefore, certain types of expressive means-metaphors 
particularly dominate in the motive-,,speech” of Turkic heroic eposes. 
This phenomenonis, obviously, caused by a peculiar function of motive-
,,speech” in which various psychological states of characters, their 
emotions and feelings are depicted. For the reflection of similar 
processes, from all artistic means the abstract-figurative-allegoric 
specifics of a metaphor is acceptable. 

In various eposes the difference from the position of poetic means 
usage in this type of motive is in a certain types of  metaphors, which 
have the determined character, connected  with changes of the historical 
realities, conditions of life and geographical location with further 
development of epic tradition of this or that ethnic group. In Kazakh 
and partly in Uzbek (for example, in ,,Alpamysh”) eposes the content of 
a metaphor is often connected with the cattle-farmer nomad‟s life (my 
colt, foal, lamb). In ,,My Grandfather Korkut‟sBook”, the content of a 
metaphor indicates the realities of the settled life: the cypress, narcissus, 
melon, almonds, appleare used as metaphors very often. 

Thus, the technology of the motif-,,speech” description in the 
Oguz epos is traditional. Metaphor prevails here like in many other 
heroic eposes. The changes of the realities into traditional figurative 
structure of the metaphor are observed in certain creative additions of 
storytellers. 

The epithets in motif-,,speech” are also applied. It is interesting to 
note, that their compatibility with certain epic situations in Turkic epos 
gains traditional similarity. In other words, the epithet functions in that 
motif-“speech”, which is close to the situational values in the text. We 
will explain it by means of example. 

It is widely known that epic hero‟s marriage proposal is one of the 
widespread motifs in the Turkic eposes. Besides, in most of the cases the 
characters learn something about future bride from other persons (the 
father, the shepherd, the old woman widow, the merchant) or from the 
books. However, the descriptions of the bride, her country, and difficult 
conditions, which are laid down before the groom, are significantly 
differentiated in historically phased development of the epos.  

Therefore, in the archaic Altai heroic epos ,,Alyp-Manash” the Ak-
kaan‟s power, who has daughter Erke-Karakchi (the main character of 
the Alyp-Manash epos learns about it, opening the sacred book ,,Ai 
sudurlubichik”), is extremely exaggerated. It is reproducedby listing of 
his main traits of character in the form of epithets.  
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Lord of sixty khans 
Subdued seventy khans. 

or: 
The sky was connected with earth, 

When he sat down on a white-roan horse. 
His years have an image of the reddening blood, 

He has no the dying soul.15 
 
All these examples show that the content of ,,Alyp-Manash” and 

its poetic means go back to early forms of the epos. 
The difficulty of the road and the first information about beauty 

Seldzhen-hatun, for whom Kan-Turali goes, are reproduced by the lips 
of his father in the Oguz epos by means of epithets (,,A song about the 
Kangly-Kodzhi‟s son Kan-Turali”). Moreover, the difficulty of a way in 
the Kazakh eposis quite surmountable by the hero.  

The traditional character of these similar fragments, found in a 
number of eposes, is representedin the form of their transfer in the text: 
by means of motif-,,speech” or epithets (or by means of metaphor in the 
previous examples). Of course, the traditional character of such form, 
obviously, belongs to the technique of a transfer of a certain close epic 
situations in Turkic epos. Storytellers creatively reinterpret the content of 
similar situations in the course of the epos. Therefore, it is not typical 
that similar motifs aren‟t repeated textually. The poetic means with 
language elements of the epos are modified depending on the content of 
the motif. Nevertheless, the stylistic devices keep the motif within the 
framework of its concrete type. We consider this constraint in the motifs 
according to their contents in a certain types of artistic means.16  

We will consider the functions of poetic means in motif-episode now. 
This type of motif ,,fixes the dynamic pieces of a plot connected with spatial 
significant and temporary movements of characters, their activity i.e. the eventual 
moments: departure and arrival, wanderings, meetings, duels, battles, competitions, 
etc.” .17 

 
 

                                                             
15 Alyp-Manash, Altai Batyrlar, Gorno-Altaisk, 1957, p. 29. 
16V. P. Anikin, Change and stability of traditional language style and figurativeness in bylinas, 
Russian folklore, Leningrad, Nauka, 1974, p. 9.  
17 B. N. Putilov, Motive as plot forming element. Typological researches of folklore: Collection of 
articles to memory of Vladimir YakovlevichPropp (1895-1970), S. Yu. Neklyudov, E. M. 
Meletinsky (Eds.). Moscow, Nauka, 1975, p. 147. 
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Hyperball in the Altai epos 
 
The hyperbole plays an important role in the motif-episode of 

Altai epos. It is usednot only for the depiction of the fight process, epic 
hero‟s movement and for his appearance, but also for the description of 
weapon, clothes and other objects belonging to the epic hero. In the 
patrimonial epos,the hyperbole is a universal and widespread technique.  

In an archaic epic, the hyperbole is often combined directly with 
this or that appropriate linguistic means. According to researchers, the 
unity of hyperbole with comparison is typical for Altai epos.18  

 
Nose, similar to the straight ridge of the mountain, 

Eyelashes similar to the northern wood, 
Sharp-sighted eyes, similar to blue stars, 

He, himself darling, is similar to pure gold, 
His cheeks have a size of the half-rock, 
His head is a size of the whole rock.19 

 
In the archaic Altai epos the hyperbole, the exaggeration of the 

compared objects and items even in simple comparison are caused by 
the fact that comparative images20 (facts and phenomenon used for the 
explanationand figurative means) are represented in the objects of the 
space world and in the objects of unusual size (the mountain, the rock, 
the wood, etc.). 

The grandiosity of various represented events, the 
extraordinariness of actions and the fate of characters, the exaggeration 
of the subject (hero) and the number of enemies, the naturalness and the 
unity of these phenomena with specifics of language, with its separate 
elements-give to style of an archaic epic a peculiar shade, distinctive 
coloring.  

The heroic epos contains the hyperbole in the motive-episode to 
some extent. However, the usage of hyperbole is limited. The process is 
exaggerated usually: battle scene, jumps of a horse and the movement of 
the hero.  

                                                             
18 I. V. Pukhov, Altai heroic epos. Maaday-Kara, Altai heroic epos, Moscow, Nauka, 1973, p. 
43. 
19 Ibidem, p. 75. 
20 F. M. Selivanov, Comparison in bylinas, Folklore as art of a word, Issue 3, Moscow, 
Nauka, 1975, p. 109. 
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The exaggeration of situation, processes or quality of the hero and 
horses is usually reproduced in heroic epos by complex of artistic means 
(an epithet, a metaphor, comparison, etc.) whereas  in archaic epic as we 
have already noted above, the hyperbole is often directly combined with 
this or that appropriate artistic means (with comparison and epithet). 
Therefore, the hyperbole in the developed heroic epos obtains in a 
certain degree the features of a compositional method, but not a separate 
element of the language. Obviously, qualitatively new function in the 
considered texts is defined by this circumstance.  

A peculiar differentiation of poetic means in the different-phased 
epos, in the motif-episode is observedon the basement of comparison. It 
is coordinated with hyperbole in the historical and heroic epos, rather 
than in archaic one. This process is distinctly observed in the Oguz epos 
where comparison is harmoniously integrated into an ordinary daily 
picture of life. Comparison states here not the huge sizes of the heroes, 
not their exaggerated actions in time and space, but the bravery and 
dexterity of epic hero. For example (deve kibi kükredi, aslan kibi anradi-
started to roar as the camel, started to roar as a lion; yani bayirun: 
kurdina benzer-idi yigitlerüm-order again: my teams were similar to 
wolves; yil kibi yetdi, yilim kibi yapisdi-he has rushed [on him] as a wind, 
was stuck as a glue, etc.), quite real beauty of the heroine (kargu kibi kara 
sac-the hair is as black as a raven [wing]; kurilu yaya benzer çatma kas-the 
connected eyebrows are similar to the drawn bow; gümüs kibi ağ bileg-a 
white hand as a silver). 

The results of the research based on the analysis of the Russian 
bylinas supported our findings. G. L. Venediktov wrote: ,,Feudal ethics 
began to force out the hyperbolism from area of ideal. The feudal bylina admires not 
the exaggerated epic hero, but his valor, firmness, fidelity to Kiev, homeland-moral 
qualities”. The moderate food and drink of the ideal hero is opposed 
defiantly to exaggerated gluttony (,,Alyosha and Tugarin”, ,,Ilya and 
Idol”), the victory of the dexterous hero is opposed to the victory of just 
strong one (,,Alyosha and Tugarin”).21 

In ,,My Grandfather Korkut‟s Book” the motifs-episodes as 
opposed to other eposes (Altai, and Central Asian), have a formula 
character. The description of the epic hero‟s campaign isn‟t developed, 
the duration of a way is reproduced by the following set of expressions: 
yidi gün yidi giçe yortdilar... gel-diler (seven days, seven nights they were 
roaming... they came), üç gün dünlü günlü yortdi... geldi (three days he 

                                                             
21 G. I. Venediktov, Ideological and art principles of bylinas as reflection of a pre-feudal and feudal 
era, Russian folklore, vol. 16, Leningrad, Nauka, 1976, p. 84. 
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was roaming during the day and night … he came), etc. During the epic 
hero‟s campaigns or hunting, forty combatants or three hundred riders 
usually accompany Beck, whereas in Altai and Central Asian heroic 
eposes the epic heroes, as a rule, act independently.  

 
Conclusion 

 
Thus, the usage of artistic means in various epic situations of 

different Turkic eposes in some cases has the specifics: the same types of 
motif and poetic means mostly reproduce a certain epic situation 
(especially in the oral or written heroic eposes).22 However, the content 
of this means is always integrally combined with an epic fragment, which 
as compositional unit is more directly connected with the content of the 
particular work. Therefore, the semantics of figurative means was 
exposed to variations, changes and creative processing during the 
reproduction of the text. Such innovations with ancient signs are 
observed in ,,My Grandfather Korkut‟s Book” introduced by Oguz tribe 
to Azerbaijan and Asia Minor, though the majority of the legends were 
developed in Central Asia. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
22 V. I. Eremina, Poetic system of the Russian national lyrics, Leningrad, Nauka, 1978, pp. 32-
34. 
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THE PROBLEMS OF TRANSFORMATION OF THE 
PERSONAL IDENTITY IN A MODERN MIGRANT 

 
Yulia N. Ebzeeva, Irina S. Karabulatova, Dmitry A. Nakisbaev 
Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia, Russian Federation 

 
Abstract: Migration flows have an impact on the ethnic, demographic, religious, 

linguistic, political, socio-economic situation both in a single country and outside it in larger 
geopolitical entities. Modern ethno-linguistic processes both at the global and state and regional 
levels proceed against the background of intensification of migration processes in the situation 
of unification of the world socio-economic, cultural and political space, which is typical for the 
current stage of the development of society, in its electronic-digital stage. We are faced with the 
huge space of a new resettlement of peoples, which inevitably entails a wide variety of 
transformations both among migrants and among the host community. The problem of 
migration processes has long been of interest to researchers in various aspects. The methodology 
of the migration research traditionally refers to psychology and economics. At the same time, 
we must recognize that the problem of migration and migrants is much deeper; it penetrates 
into the linguistic picture of the world, transforming the linguistic identity of the migrant as 
such, as a result of which the geopolitical map of the world is changing. Since the second half of 
the 20th century and already in the second decade of the 21st century, mankind has become not 
only a witness, but also an active participant in the irresistible force of the processes of 
globalization and migration that have literally enveloped all spheres of social life and create a 
global system of interdependence of countries and peoples of the world. At the same time, 
globalization itself, combined with rapid changes in political and economic systems, contributes 
to a sharp intensification of various ethno-social deviations, including in the field of 
intercultural communication, which forms a new migration and ethno-linguistic situation in 
the world. 

Keywords: migrant, erosion of borders, floating identity, crisis of 
personal identity, ways of transformation, migration processes. 

 
Geopolitical changes in the modern world inevitably lead to new 

waves of migration, make migration a global phenomenon and build all 
the related problems, including the problem of intercultural 
communication, language adaptation and integration of migrants and 
refugees, into the global rank. This affects the ethno-linguistic and 
political life both in the regions and countries directly and/or indirectly 
involved in these processes. As a result of globalization and activation of 
migration processes, external and internal migration acquires significant 
ethno-cultural, socio-economic, linguistic and political consequences, 
which can fundamentally change the ethnolinguistic map of the world as 
a whole. The need to identify and analyze the factors, mechanisms of 
launching migration waves through the prism of philological knowledge 
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makes the topic of research relevant and meaningful. Modern migration 
processes ,,stepped” from the border areas deep into the countries of the 
host community, causing concern in view of the unpreparedness of 
society to receive migrants. In addition, it can be stated that there is no 
mechanism for adaptation and assimilation of migrants in the host 
country.   

Based on the screening of sociological studies, we grouped the 
main causes of migration, which we attribute to extralinguistic factors. 

 
Table: The main reasons for migration 

 
Instability 
economic 
situation in the 
region/countr
y of origin 

Instability of the 
socio-political 
situation in the 
region/country 

Ecological and 
climatic instability 
situation in the 
region/country 

Reunion with 
family 

inflation, mass 
unemploymen
t, the 
economic 
crisis, etc. 

Civil wars, inter-
confessional 
tension and 
religious conflicts 

ecological disaster in 
the region/country; 
abrupt change in 
climatic conditions 

Marriage to a 
citizen/citizen 
of another 
country 

 
The country of destination directs migrants to maintain their own 

ethno-linguistic and cultural isolation and uniqueness, while the receiving 
country first of all intends to see new members of the society accepting 
the language and culture of the new country in arriving migrants.1 At the 
same time, the situation is aggravated by the active invasion of the 
globalization processes of the digital society into the sphere of language 
interaction, which allowed M. A. Kronhaus to talk about joining the era 
of language chaos.2 This dialectical contradiction of the vitality of the 
ethno-linguistic identity serves, in our opinion, the basis for the 
evolution of countries and continents, thus changing the ethnolinguistic 
and geopolitical picture of the world as a whole. 

 
                                                             
1  A. L. Arefiev, ,,Teaching children from foreign families in Moscow schools”, in 
Bulletin of the Peoples‟ Friendship University of Russia. Series: Education issues: languages and 
specialty, 2015; V. A. Bazanov, ,,Language skills of immigrants from the territory of 
Russia (USSR) to Germany”, in Izvestiya Vysshikh Uchebnykh Zavedenii. The Volga region. 
Social Sciences, no. 4 (28), 2013; Yu. A. Goryachev, V. F. Zakharov, L. E. Kurneshova, E. 
A. Omelchenko, Integration of migrants by means of education: the experience of Moscow, 
Moscow, Ethnosphere, 2008, 168 p. 
2 M. A. Krongauz, Russian language on the verge of a nervous breakdown. Languages of Slavic 
cultures, 2008, 320 p. 
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Materials and methods 
 
The core of the methodology in the proposed study is the 

cornerstone of the language and society, which reasonably includes 
antropocentric, activity and integrative principles. The philosophical 
approach, which by right can very well be called the property of Russian 
science, was laid down by the works of V. I. Vernadsky and L. N. 
Gumilev. They laid the concept of passionary impulses as an energy 
exchange between the human community (ethnos) and the external 
environment. 

The poly-aspect of the mega-conceptual phenomenon of the 
evolution of the functioning of multinational languages has determined 
the synergetic approach as a priority in the proposed study. In 
connection with this, we have developed a comprehensive methodology, 
which includes linguistic methods as well as methods of related sciences. 

In addition, the study of the language and speech of modern 
migrants required the integration of cognitive and communicative 
thinking approaches: the use of instrumental techniques of 
psycholinguistics, semasiology, pragmatics and suggestive linguistics. 

The research material in accordance with the tasks is 
heterogeneous. In total, over fifteen thousand vain speech segments of 
live spontaneous speech of Russian migrants were collected, extracted 
from the research of other authors, from the literature of migrant 
authors and about eighteen thousand examples of migrants, three other 
sociolinguistic experiments were conducted and two actualized 
psycholinguistic experiments, 800 people, two computer-machine 
experiments to identify the suggestive potential of text loading on 
migrants. The sociolinguistic component of the portrait of a migrant was 
revealed during in-depth interviewing about the nature of migration, 
migration preferences, migration motivation, etc. 

We share the view of economist L. L. Rybakovsky3 on the staging 
of the migration process, however, we believe that each stage of the 
migration process has distinctive features of the migrant's language 
behavior, namely: 1) the initial stage (collection of material, language and 
culture of the proposed country of migration ); 2) language practice and 
immersion in the language life of the receiving community; 3) language 
adaptation, adaptation and assimilation of the migrant by the receiving 

                                                             
3 L. L. Rybakovsky, ,,Migration of the population. Three stages of the migration process 
(Essays on the theory and methods of research)”, available at: www.viperson.ru, 
accessed on 21.III.2018. 

http://www.viperson.ru/
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community. It should be noted that this distinction between the language 
behavior of a migrant is proposed for the first time in scientific practice. 
 

Results 
 
When we analyze samples of the speech of migrants, we see that 

the speech of migrants in itself is not homogeneous, as it reflects the 
social strata of migrants. 

Here we will meet as representatives of an elite speech culture (as a 
rule, these migrants receive a special type of visas for highly qualified 
specialists, scientists, artists, sportsmen etc.) and ordinary representatives 
of a particular ethnic group (these migrants receive temporary work 
visas, who do not have any benefits in the host community). In addition, 
a special group is the speech of criminal migrants (illegal immigrants 
etc.), which also has its own specifics. 

These and other processes of the linguistic activity of migrants 
have already been reflected in contemporary fiction to varying degrees. 
For example, the Russian writer of Kyrgyz origin Musa Murysaliev wrote 
a novel, The Invasion of Migrants, in 2013, and in 2017 published a novel 
about migrants Gastarbeiter, since life itself has pushed him to describe 
the Kyrgyz labor migrants in Russia.4 

Analysis of current trends, emerging in theory and practice, 
including in philology, psychology, cultural studies, sociology and 
pedagogy, suggests that modern humanitarian knowledge is primarily a 
conglomeration of socio-cultural, political-economic relationships. 5 

As a result, multivector transcultural conflicts arise, including in 
the linguistic and in the communicative sphere, because they clearly 
show the emerging complexes of contradictions in the field of 
intercultural communication, pedagogy and education, social adaptation 
of migrants, exerting a significant influence on the life of the receiving 
state as a system.6 

                                                             
4 M. Murataliev, Gastarbeiter, 2017. 
5 S. V. Grinev-Grinevich, E. A. Sorokina, T. G. Skopyuk, Fundamentals of anthropology, 
Moscow, Moscow Academy, 2008, 128 p.; Yu. Ebzeeva, I. Karabulatova, ,,Transcultural 
Language Personality: statement of the problem and conceptual space”, in Man in India, 
no. 97 (23), 2017, рр. 255-262. 
6 G. Rakisheva, I. Karabulatova, A. Abibulaeva, A. Yunusov, I. Lukyanova, ,,Ethno-
Sociocultural Deviations in the Educational Environment of the Modern Eurasian 
Higher Education Institutions as a Reflection of Transcultural Globalization Factors”, 
in Man In India, no. 97 (23), 2017, pp. 115-132. 
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This aspect is well illustrated in the prose of Alexander Kalko, the 
winner of the Buninsky Prize, in his autobiographical novel Burn Therapy 
or Modus Operandi (2012), where he describes the ordeals of the 
protagonist, an ethnic Ukrainian born in Kazakhstan, who received 
education in Moscow at the time of the collapse of the USSR and left 
without a homeland.7 The story in a sense refers us to Shokov‟s Therapy 
by V. Shalamov (1998), 8  however, it demonstrates the perception of 
reality by a modern migrant who found himself without support in a 
foreign country, but who remained with that person.  

In an ironic way, the process of obtaining registration by migrants 
in modern drama is shown, particularly in the play by Ukrainian writers-
migrants Andrei Rodionov and Ekaterina Troepolskaya: ,,Svan” (2015), 
which formed the basis for the eponymous musical, the successful 
premiere of which took place on the Moscow stage in 2016. 9 In our 
opinion, we must distinguish works of art about migrants and works of 
art written by migrants themselves. In the latter case, we see an example 
of artistic introspection of the study of the phenomenon of migration.  

In a world filled with economic and political crises, terrorism, 
social, technological and natural disasters, the participants in the 
migration process are unprotected in the face of new contradictions that 
are independent in relation to them. Consequently, the management and 
resolution of transcultural conflicts should be based on an understanding 
of the goals of the functioning of the institution of education and the 
adaptation of migrants.  

We proceed from the hypothesis that the linguistic personality of a 
migrant has a transcultural character, which is manifested not only in the 
introduction of features of his ethnic culture, but also in the 
characteristics of various social strata. In addition, the study of the 
adaptation of foreign languages by a modern linguistic personality under 
the influence of the electronic-digital format of society deserves special 
attention.10 

                                                             
7 A. V. Kalko, ,,Burn therapy or Modus Operandi”, in Literary studies, no. 2, 2012. 
8  V. T. Shalamov, Shock therapy, Collection op. in 4 vols., volume 1, Moscow, Fiction, 
Vagrius, 1998, pp. 130-139. 
9 A. Rodionov, E. Troepol‟skaya, Swan, Moscow, 2015. 
10  Агагюлова С.И., Галичкина Е.Н.. Горошко Е.И., Ильясова С.В.. 
Каалистратидис Е.В.. Карабань Н.А.. Карасик В.И., Качанова А.А., Колокольцева 
Т.Н., Кочетова Л.А., Красавский Н.А., Кудрявцева А.А., Лутовинова О.В., 
Митягина В.А.. Рыжков М.С., Черкасова И.С., Шарифуллин Б.Я.. Шестак Л.А.. 
Штукарева Е.Б. Интернет-коммуникация как новая речевая формация/ 
Коллективная монография, 3 изд. М.: Флинта, 2016, 328 с. 
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As a result of these multi-directional processes, the very language 
of everyday communication under the influence of globalization is 
undergoing tremendous changes. Hence the emergence of not only new 
words, but also semantic fields. For example: friends (friends), friends 
(friends), zafrenditsya (make friends), break out (to stop friendship) from 
the English friend became more widespread due to the expansion of 
social networks; mutually (mutual), mutual (mutual, common) from 
English, French mutual in the same meaning. 

Thus, in our opinion, under the influence of the penetration of 
foreign languages (first of all, English) into the sphere of everyday 
communication, there is a smooth change in the identity of the linguistic 
personality towards transculture. This process is the response adaptive 
reaction of the traditional linguistic personality to a massive invasion of a 
foreign culture, psychologically forming the settings if not real migration, 
then the migration is ,,internal”, i. e., care in themselves, in another 
reality. There are new semantic spaces: 

Raffle (1. Laugh, laugh, have fun, 2. Troll, pin, humiliate, speak 
sarcastically, retaining a serious facial expression) comes from the 
abbreviation: ROFL-rolling on floor laughing-roflianochka (laugh, catch 
roflian)-Rofl (stormy laughter)-Rofel-(funny joke, Nice rofel, funny 
rofel). 

Absence of stable essences, fast information renewal, obsolescence 
of knowledge, provocative discourses on ethno-racial, religious, gender 
themes and other features of the new reality push the person to search 
for more and more new social identities. 

Under the influence of migration processes, the host community is 
looking for its ways in new language realities. 

It can not be said that with the intensification of globalization only 
derivatives from the English language are used. The fascination with 
Asian cultures has also brought its own specifics. For example, the word 
,,mackne” came from the Korean language, thanks to Korean pop 
culture. There is a competition of two makna. Our makne is the best! 
This lexeme denotes the youngest in the group, comes from 막내 

(,,manne”) in the meaning of the youngest.  
The pendulum, educational, tourist migration to the countries of 

Europe led to the penetration and entry of such new realities as the 
mascot (a talisman bringing luck, depicting a person, an animal, a bird or 
a fantastic creature, used as part of a brand book) from French, it. 
Mascotte in the same sense: Blood Cheburashka-our mascott; mardi gras 
(designation of the holiday, a holiday with a carnival, a portable, 
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originally carnival festivities in New Orleans) from Fr. Mardi gras-fat 
Tuesday (carnival holiday with the absence of a single concentration): 
Will you go to the mardi gras? Well, you made a cool Mardi Gras! 

Today, it became a vital necessity for the young man to have the 
knowledge and ability to find his place in this diverse reality. We believe 
that the electronic-digital format of globalization processes in the 
linguistic-immigration context first causes passive migration at the 
linguistic level, only afterwards turning into active migration with the 
transition to another linguoculture for encoding and decoding 
information. The adaptive potential of passive linguistic migration 
involves the adoption of another linguoculture in active use in the native 
language space. 

 
Discussion 

 
The multidimensional phenomenon of migration forces 

researchers to analyze it from different angles. Some scholars identify 
seven basic approaches to the study of migration: demographic, 
sociological, historical, legal, psychological, philosophical and economic. 
At the time, the founders of migration science consider it possible to 
single out up to 17 approaches, including also systemic, geographic, 
genetic, biological, ethnographic etc.11 

The array of studies that address the political influence of global 
and regional actors on language behavior in the post-Soviet space in the 
context of migration is quite large.12 It is important to note that although 

                                                             
11 M. B. Denisenko, V. A. Iontsev, B. S. Khorev, Migratiology, Moscow, Izd-vo MGU, 
1989, 96 p. 
12 Yu. L. Vorotnikov, ,,Sovok yesterday, today ... tomorrow? (from the linguistic life of 
one metaphor)” in Questions of Philology, no. 1 (34), 2010; V. A. Volokh, V. A. 
Suvorova, Managing the processes of forced and forced migration, Moscow, Publishing House 
GUU, 2016, 181 p.; S. D. Galiullina, I. S. Karabulatova, ,,Study of the theoretical 
foundations of managing migration processes as ensuring national security of regions”, 
in Today: Theory and Practice: A Collection of Scientific Proceedings of an International 
Correspondence Scientific and Practical Conference, Ufa, Ufa State University of Economics 
and Service, 2015, pp. 100-102; V. V. Gritsenko, Socio-psychological adaptation of immigrants 
in Russia, Moscow, Publishing house ,,Institute of Psychology RAS”, 2002, 252 p.; I. S. 
Karabulatova, Yu. N. Ebzeeva, ,,The Transcultural Person in the Migration Processes 
of the Customs Union”, in Socio-Humanitarian Knowledge, no. 5, 2017, pp. 189-195; V. Yu. 
Mikhalchenko, ,,National languages in the era of globalization: the languages of Russia 
and Mongolia”, in Questions of Philology, no. 1 (34), 2010; N. S. Naidenova, 
,,Transforming reality of the postcolonial world through the prism of discourse”, in Yu. 
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the research of many authors was of an engaged nature, they made a 
significant contribution to the study of specific political characteristics of 
such important regional events as, for example, Russian-Ukrainian 
relations, Kazakh-Chinese relations, Russian-Belarusian relations, 
Russian-Tajik relations etc. 

   This issue was addressed by M. V. Vershinina (2011), N. B. 
Karabushchenko (2013), T. Parsons, A. I. Soloviev (2000), S. Yu. 
Chumikova (2007), A. V. Skiperskih (2007) and others.13 Problems of 
crisis situations in politics and society were investigated by W. Benoit 
(1995), E F. Volodarskaya (2009), V. T. Klokov (2009), B. Levin (1991), 
Van T. Leven (2007), M. Y. Milovanova (2012), I. V. Mkrtumova (2016), 
D. B. Nikulicheva (2009), G. G. Pocheptsov (2004), J. B. Thompson 
(2000), T. K. Tsvetkova (2008), A. P. Chudinov (2003).14 

On the other hand, there is also the view that migration is not an 
integral part of demographic science, since it does not affect the total 

                                                                                                                                               
A. Zubok (ed.), Risks in a changing social reality: the problem of forecasting and management. 
Materials of the international scientific and practical conference, Belgorod, 2015, pp. 558-56. 
13M. V. Vershinina, The peculiarities of the ethnic identity of Armenian migrants, depending on the 
duration of their residence in a foreign culture environment and involvement in the activities of the 
national community: dis. ... cand. Psycho, Sciences: 19.00.05., Saratov, 2011, 25 p.; N. B. 
Karabushchenko, ,,Features of the manifestation of tolerance as a property of elite 
personality”, in The Caspian region: politics, economy, culture, no. 2 (35), 2013, pp. 213-221; 
A. I. Solovyov, Political science: political theory, political technologies: a textbook for university 
students, Moscow, Aspect Press, 2000; A. V. Skipersky, ,,Legitimation of power in 
theoretical constructions of Russian and foreign political discourse”, in Scientific Bulletin 
of Belgorod State University, no. 8 (4). 
14 W. L. Benoit, Accounts, Excuses, andapologia, Albany, State University of N. Y. Press, 
1995; E. F. Voladarskaya, ,,Models of language policy of the countries of the world: 
comparative-typological analysis”, in Questions of Philology, no. 1 (31), 2009; V. T. 
Klokov, French in Switzerland, Saratov, Ed. center ,,Science”, 2009, 216 p.; B. Levin, 
Mentality of the Diaspora, Moscow, 1991; T. Van Leeuwen, Legitimation in Discourse and 
Communication, 2007; M. Yu. Milovanova, ,,Social resources of civil protest in modern 
Russia”, in Society: politics, economics, law, no. 3, 2012; I. Mkrtumova, A. Dosanova, I. 
Karabulatova, V. Nifontov, ,,The use of communication technologies of oppose 
political-religious terrorism as an ethnosocial deviation in the contemporary 
information-digital society”, in Central Asia and the Caucasus, volume 17, no. 2, 2016, pp. 
54-61; D. B. Nikulicheva, Linguistic and psychological strategies of polyglots: How to find your way 
to foreign languages, Moscow, Flint-Nauka, 2009, 300 p.; G. G. Pocheptsov, Propaganda and 
counterpropaganda, Moscow, Publishing House ,,Center”, 2004; A. P. Chudinov, 
Metaphorical mosaic in modern political communication, Ekaterinburg, Publishing house Ural. 
state. ped. University, 2003; T. K. Tsvetkova, ,,The theory of bilingualism as a 
methodological basis for teaching a foreign language”, in Questions of Philology, no. 1 (28), 
2008; J. B. Thompson, Political Scandal: power and visibility in the media age, Polity Press, 
2000. 
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population of the world, since the number of emigrants in relation to 
one country is equal to the number of immigrants in relation to the 
other.15 

The importance of resolving this issue should probably be viewed 
not from the positions of demography, but from the knowledge system 
as a whole-migrationology, having received a new definition, has become 
an independent discipline that unites and structures all the diverse 
material and experience accumulated during the years of research on 
resettlement processes.16 

 
Conclusion 

 
Migrants who fall into a new socio-cultural and linguistic 

environment also find themselves in a situation of mental and socio-
cultural discomfort and begin to live a double life: the host community 
and the emancipating community. This aspect one way or another is 
reflected in the formation of the perception of the very image of the 
migrant in the new ethno-linguistic environment, and in the native 
environment of the country of origin. 

In the discursive space on the theme of ,,migration” the whole 
strategy of an array of language texts about migrants we distribute to the 
following large groups: 1) documentary texts (interviews, first-person 
stories, etc.) in different styles genres; 2) artistic texts (plays, musicals, 
stories, novels, novels). 

The first group of texts is most often realized in scientific, official-
business, journalistic, television, legal and legal discourses. In this 
heterogeneous group, which can be broken down into other 
components, we examined the European publications on migrants with 
inclusions placed in electronic media. 

As a result, it was found out the creation of two main socio-
psycho-linguistic prints of the migrant in the media: the 
hero/assistant/defender and the violator of the law. These data are 
widely used by various researchers. The second group of texts, in our 

                                                             
15S. V. Ryazantsev, The world labor market and international migration, Moscow, Economics, 
2010, 303 p. 
16 V. A. Volokh, ,,Modern Russia: Optimization of Measures to Improve the Migration 
Policy with Account of the Financial Crisis”, in State University of Management. University 
Bulletin, no. 25, pp. 7-15; K. A. Kirsanov, V. A. Volokh, A. V. Ochirov, ,,Theory of 
Migrationology in the Context of Systematic Representations”, in Naukovedenie online 
journal, available at: www.naukovedenie.ru, accessed on 08.VIII.2017. 

http://www.naukovedenie.ru/
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opinion, is of great interest in view of the fact that it creates the internal 
and external life of migrants. 

When analyzing such material, the representation of the migrants 
themselves is immediately evident. In a number of cases, it is simply 
fixed, and sometimes modeled (as, for example, conflict in artistic 
discourse). 
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Abstract: Terror and terrorism are being studied not only and not so much in the 
academic context. Criminologists and military experts are exploring the technologies of 
terrorist and anti-terrorist struggle. Lawyers are engaged in understanding the legal status of 
various types of modern terrorism. Politicians develop political strategies to counter the threat 
of terror. In various fields of social and human sciences, many works written by political 
scientists, jurists, historians, sociologists, social psychologists, culturologists, philosophers, etc. 
have been devoted to the problems of terror and terrorism. Even the best definitions of 
terror/terrorism suffer from incompleteness. Last but not least, this is because the 
overwhelming majority of studies are devoted exclusively to studying the actual side of the 
problem, and extremely little-to the analysis of social reflection on it. In particular, certain 
types of terror and terrorism are studied, classifications are created, socio-political preconditions 
of terrorist acts are analyzed and the ideological foundations of the policy of terror are 
analyzed. In a word, first of all, the phenomenon itself is studied, and not the ways of its 
representation and conceptualization in intellectual culture, socially significant discourses, 
public sphere and everyday communication. After all, in addition to the very facts of 
extremism and the use of political violence, there is still the construction of the notion of these 
practices in the public consciousness. In addition to the very phenomenon of terror / terrorism, 
there is still a concept, the context of its understanding and interpretation, as well as a socio-
political discussion of its meaning, a complex of emotional reactions and a discursive 
formulation of judgments about it. 

Keywords: terror, terrorism, transformation, expansion of semantics, 
social philosophy, discourse. 

 
This intellectual layer of ,,terror/terrorism” is extremely confusing 

and poorly understood. And meanwhile, it is precisely from the 
interpretation of concepts of this type that can be attributed to the 
fundamental concepts of our social life that the structure of social 
knowledge about the phenomena designated by them largely depends. 
Consequently, to some extent the understanding and application of such 
concepts will determine social actions and practices. ,,Terror/terrorism” is a 
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concept endowed with a powerful social and practical potential. Exactly 
how such a concept is filled with meaning, often determines the 
strategies of power (,,anti-terrorist operations”), social practices (types of 
protest actions, methods of political influence, national security 
structures and complexes of measures related to the threat of terrorism), 
and the nature of social criticism and political struggle, including 
international, interethnic and civilizational conflicts.1 

If there is a huge body of literature on the problem of terror and 
terrorism, the question remains whether they are a single term in modern 
discursive space or they are still different concepts. Therefore, one of the 
urgent problems we see is an analysis of the modern vocabulary 
meanings of the words ,,terror” and ,,terrorism”, as well as the 
reconstruction of the meanings of these words in contemporary socio-
political journalism and research works of historians, political scientists, 
sociologists, culturologists etc. With close examination of this array, a 
deficit of reflection over the meaning of this concept (concepts) 
becomes noticeable, which in many ways remains semantically vague. It 
turns out that the available definitions are not generally universal not 
only in the theoretical or historical sense, but they do not even cover 
those meanings of the concepts (concepts) that exist in modern society 
(in a synchronous cut). Insufficient for their understanding are both the 
desire to give an integral definition of the concepts of ,,terror” (the 
practice of political violence and intimidation) and ,,terrorism” (policies 
aimed at this practice), and rigidly theoretically differentiate these 
concepts. It is hardly satisfactory to establish consistent historicalism in 
the definition of terror and terrorism, since it does not take into account 
the historical development of the concept itself, which in time has 
broken up into two separate semantic units. 
 
 

                                                             
1 M. Seidina, I. Karabulatova, Z. Polivara, A.  Zinchenko, ,,A publicist Discourse of the 
Islamic organizations of the Central Federal District of  Russia and the issue of 
tolerance”, in Central Asia and the Caucasus, no. 18, 2017, pp. 109-117; G. Rakisheva, I. 
Karabulatova, A. Abibulaeva, ,,Ethno-Sociocultural deviations in the educational 
environment of the modern Eurasian higher education institution as a reflection of 
transcultural globalization factor”, in Man in India, no. 97 (23), 2017, рр. 115-131; Z. R. 
Khachmafova, I. S. Karabulatova, S. V. Serebryakova, A. V. Zinkovskaya, E. N. 
Ermakova, ,,The Specifics of an Estimate discourse of gender stereotypes in small 
forms of Folklore in a Network Discourse of Electronic and Information society at the 
Beginning of 21ct Century”, in Pertanika Journal of Social Science&Humanities, no. 25, 
2017, pp. 137-150. 
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Materials and Methods 
 
The object in this context is the texts and oral statements of 

politicians, public figures, writers and thinkers of the late 18th and early 
21st centuries that significantly influenced the transformation of the 
semantics of the concept of ,,terror/terrorism”. The facts of not only 
intellectual culture and art (for example, movies) are involved in the orbit 
of the analysis, but also the characteristic phenomena of mass culture 
(telecasts, television films, etc.) that may indicate an understanding of the 
concept under study at the level of the mental structures of society on a 
particular historical stage of development of its semantics. 

Since the notion of ,,terror/terrorism” is international, we did not 
limit the material for analysis only to the material of Russian history and 
social thought, while trying to emphasize the specifics of its 
interpretation in relation to individual historical contexts. 

Theoretical and methodological base of the research was: 
-Modern critical discourse theory combined with the analysis of 

ideologies and the study of the processes of formation of discourse-
ideological hegemony (M. Foucault, M. Pesce, P. Serio, E. Laclau, S. 
Mouffe, T. van Dyck, etc.); 

-philosophical criticism and philosophical anthropology of 
violence (J. Sorel, B. Benjamin, J. Bataille, R. Girard); 

-socio-political theory of the revolution, the theory of power and 
the analyst of the ,,state of emergency” (K. Schmitt, H. Arendt, J. Agamben, 
C. Lefort, etc.). 

In our opinion, modern social studies have a methodology that will 
allow us to ,,place” the problem in two planes-diachrony and synchrony. 

A diachronic perspective is given by the ,,history of concepts” 
mentioned by us (in the version of R. Kosellek‟s school), which treats 
concepts not simply as words that are significant from a particular point 
of view for social history and cultural history, but as tools for the social 
construction of reality. The concept in this coordinate system of interest 
is one of the key, because, on the one hand, it represents terrorist 
practices in discourses and, on the other hand, influences the formation 
of policies and social strategies (protective, negotiating, critical) that have 
to take into account terror/terrorism in as an essential factor of social 
life.2 

                                                             
2 R. Koselleck, Futures Past. On the Semantic of Historical Time, Cambridge, MIT Press, 
1985; Idem, Begriffsgeschichten. Studienzur Semantik und Pragmatik der politischen und sozialen 
Sprache, Frankfurt am Main, Suhrkamp, 2006. 
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Synchronous contextualization of the concept allows the modern 
social theory of discourse to be implemented (approaches by Sh. Mouff, 
N. Fairclaw, T. van Dyck, R. Vodak, and others). Within the framework 
of this theory, different aspects (levels) of existence of social discourses 
are distinguished. At the level of ,,political” (in terms of Muff) the notion 
of terror/terrorism exists in the field of the struggle of political positions 
and ideologies (including as an ideological means). In this field, as a rule, 
the ,,discursive hegemony” of one or another position becomes relative to 
which the rest are placed. In this sense, the predominance of the 
generally positive semantics of the word ,,terror” is typical in discourses of 
the XIX century, which has direct semantic connections with the 
revolutionary struggle and the corresponding body of exercises.3. There 
is also a noticeable increase in the negative assessment in the treatment 
of terror/terrorism in the twentieth century, when their link to the 
revolutionary tradition is problematic. The very concept of revolution is 
extremely multiplying, and ,,terror” and ,,terrorism”, gradually becoming 
autonomous from the political discourse of the revolution, become 
independent concepts. 
 

Discussion 
 
We take into account the gap between the descriptions of 

contemporary versions of terror and terrorism and the study of related 
phenomena in history, it seems obvious that the terrorist paradigm as 
such goes back to the era of the Great French Revolution, when the 
notion of ,,terror” appeared. Of course, all the historians of the 
revolutionary movement, particularly the historians of the French 
Revolution, faced the problem of interpreting this historical concept. 
The largest of them (F. Minier, T. Carlyle, A. de Tocqueville, O. 
Cotchen, A. Olar, A. Sobul, F. Fure, and others) paid great attention to 
the reconstruction of how terrorism was conceptualized during the 
revolution, to separate this authentic understanding from its later 
interpretations.4 However, however, the interpretation of the concept in 

                                                             
3 T. Van Dyck, Discourse and Power. Representation of dominance in language and communication, 
M. URSS, Book House ,,LIBROKOM”, 2013. 
4 I. Kаrabulatova, E. Ermakova, ,,The concept ,,abrek” in the modern Russian linguistic 
consciousness: from the mountaineer-robber to the terrorist-migrant”, in Man in India, 
no. 97 (23), 2017, pp. 439-445; M. Ryklin, ,,Apocalypse now. Philosophy after 11 
September”, in Otechestvennyyezapiski, no. 3, 2002, pp. 319-337. 
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historical works still experienced a strong influence of the ideological and 
methodological position of the historian. 5 

There is also a great tradition of studying the policy of 
terror/terrorism, which was practiced by various opposition forces in the 
era of the absence of an open revolutionary confrontation of social 
forces. One of the most interesting historical contexts of the 
conceptualization of revolutionary terror/terrorism under conditions of 
relative social stability in the framework of our consideration is the 
history of Russian terrorism from the shot of Dmitry Karakozov in 
Alexander II in 1866 before the assassination of Stolypin in 1911. A lot 
of remarkable works have been devoted to this period. But the 
conceptual dimension of terror/terrorism is mentioned only in some 
works, for example, in the book named O. V. Budnitsky, as well as in the 
framework of the approach of M. P. Odessa and D. M. Feldman. 

Specialized historical studies of the conceptual complex associated 
with the phenomenon of terror/terrorism have also been conducted for 
a long time. It is worth mentioning the complex works on the evolution 
of the concept in the countries of Europe and Russia, carried out within 
the framework of the German school of the history of concepts (O. 
Bruner, V. Konce, R. Kozellek, R. Reichardt etc.), in particular, the 
corresponding articles in the dictionaries Historical concepts: historical 
vocabulary of socio-political language in Germany and Handbook of socio-political 
concepts in France 1680-1820. 

However, the history of concepts as such, extremely carefully 
referring to the smallest twists and turns in the historical semantics of the 
words ,,terror” and ,,terrorism”, is generally limited to a description, 
avoiding a complete conceptual reconstruction of the concept‟s 
evolution from its inception to the era of the French Revolution to the 
present day. 6  This conceptual socio-philosophical basis for historical 
analysis is assisted by the work of contemporary philosophers dedicated 
to the phenomenon of terror/terrorism (J. Baudrillard, S. Zizek, P. 
Virillo, S. Bac-Mores, J. Derrida, B. Groys, M. Ryklin, V. Podoroga and 
others). 

The combination of two perspectives-diachronic historical and 
synchronous socio-philosophical-allows us to approach a holistic analytic 
of this concept. In addition, combining the historical and theoretical 

                                                             
5 J. Baudrillard, The spirit of terrorism, www.inosmi.ru, accessed in 9.IV.2013. 
6 M. Mogilner, Mythology of the ,,underground man”: a radical microcosm in Russia at the beginning 
of the 20th century as a subject of semiotic analysis, M.: UFO, 1999. 

http://www.inosmi.ru/
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approach to the problem makes it possible to distinguish between the 
object and the subject of research. 
 

Results 
 
The revolutionary terror implies a syncretic unity of both the 

policy of revolutionary power and the violent actions of the crowd (mass 
and individual). Subsequently, these meanings of the concept of ,,terror” 
were divided. However, in the chronotope of revolution between them it 
is impossible to draw a dividing line. Terror encompasses all, permeates 
all strata of society, the entire ,,melting” revolutionary sociality, becoming 
the quintessence of the revolution itself. 

In the future, especially if we take the discursive existence of the 
concept outside the context of the revolution, there is a significant 
narrowing (specialization) of its meaning. For example, in Russia in the 
second half of the XIX century ,,terror/terrorism” means the method of 
individual political assassinations in conditions of revolutionary actions 
outside the real chronotope of the revolution.7 However, with such a 
narrowness of meaning, the concept is so closely associated with the 
revolutionary tradition that an illusion of the revolutionary chronotope 
arises and the specialized concept is subjected to secondary 
generalization: ,,terror/terrorism” becomes a contextual synonym for 
revolutionary terror as such. A close connection with the revolutionary 
paradigm allows to support the heroics of the revolution, which is 
combined with a unique myth about the victim in the context of the 
,,underground” subculture. This myth contributes to a sharp increase in the 
cultural and anthropological significance of the figure of the 
revolutionary. Prominent people of different views sympathize with 
terrorists, despite the dubious value of the attacks themselves. Thus, the 
figure of the hero ensures the attractiveness of the revolutionary myth, 
which determined the hegemony of revolutionary discourse in this 
period. 

On the contrary, in the late XIX-early XX century, observed, on 
the one hand, the axiological crisis of the concept under study, on the 
other hand, a semantic prototype of the modern concept of ,,terrorism” is 
being formed. This implies understanding the criminal nature of 
subversive activities, as well as the orientation of terrorists to using the 
media to create resonant events designed to ,,shake” society. In addition, 

                                                             
7 I. Karabulatova, S. Galiullina, K. Kotik, ,,Terrorist threat in Russia: Transformation of 
confessional relationships”, in Central Asia and the Caucasus, no. 18, 2017, pp. 93-104. 
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there is a large-scale expansion of the ,,objects” of terrorist violence, 
among which the townsfolk fall, and the ,,addressees” of that ,,message”, 
which is contained in the terrorist act as a communicative act. Most 
clearly, these transformations can be traced in the ,,actions” and 
declarations of the French anarchist Illegalists and their predecessor 
Ravachol (1890s), as well as in the crisis, contradictory attitude to the 
terror of the SR militants of the 1900s.8 

Subsequently, the crisis of the concept deepens, and, presumably, 
by the 1930s and 1940s, there is a semantic divergence between the 
previously interchangeable words ,,terror” and ,,terrorism”. They begin to 
correlate with different poles of the socio-political spectrum. The first of 
them is increasingly associated exclusively with the system of power, 
resorting to emergency measures in relation to the rights and freedoms 
of citizens. Terrorism is increasingly seen as an anti-systemic activity, 
criminal violence that damages the rule of law and threatens the life and 
health of citizens. 

We remember that both meanings, forming a semantic opposition, 
originate in the revolutionary tradition. In the dissertation, the 
devaluation of the notion of ,,terror” will be considered on the example of 
the formation of a Stalinist state, revolutionary in nature, but lost its 
revolutionary source. In the case of Stalinism of the 1930s there is a 
degeneration of revolutionary power, using the resources of a state of 
emergency outside the real reason for their use (revolution or war). The 
Violence of the System becomes ,,mythical” (in the sense of B. Benjamin). 
As a result, it becomes possible to associate the concept of ,,terror” no 
longer with the actions of revolutionary governments or with the actions 
of despotic rulers in the context of the revolutionary confrontation that 
the autocracy looked like in the eyes of Russian terrorists. Terror is now 
associated with routine bureaucratic violence, which has no justification 
from the point of view of revolutionary struggle. After World War II, 
,,terror” becomes a critical term, through which fascist regimes are 
exposed, communist dictatorships, and then-any organized state or 
public mechanisms of violence.9 

                                                             
8 E. Laclau, Ch. Mouffe, Hegemony and Socialist Strategy: towards a Radical Democratic Politics, 
London, Verso, 1985. 
9 E. Ermakova, M. Jilkisheva, G. Fayzullina, I. Karabulatova, Kh. Shagbanova, ,,The 
media end fiction: postmodernist discourse of contemporary terrorism in the context of 
apocalyptic rhetoric”, in Central Asia and Caucasus. Journal of Social and Political Studies, 
volume 17, no. 2, 2016, pp. 61-69. 
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The word ,,terrorism” in this new semantic configuration begins to 
mean not only actions of combat groups and acts of individual terror 
,,from below”, the concept of which survived a deep crisis as early as the 
beginning of the twentieth century, but any antisocial activity of 
extremist persuasion regardless of its political nature. ,,Terrorist” becomes 
a universal figure of the social Other, the unconditional enemy of 
modern societies. Stalinism clearly demonstrates the paradoxical nature 
of this figure. On the one hand, it represents a real public danger (the 
killing of Kirov in 1934). On the other hand, it performs a destabilizing 
function within the state system, justifying emergency measures in 
society. 
 

Conclusion 
 
If we endorse the monstrous scale of Stalin‟s terror, it seems that 

the model formed by him remains relevant for modern states, including 
democratic ones, for which the application of the state of emergency, 
including in its terrorist forms, becomes ,,not an exception but a rule” and 
even the ,,management paradigm”. In the post-war period and especially in 
the 1950-80s in the context of the intensive development of national 
liberation and left radical movements in the countries of Latin America, 
Europe, the Near and Far East, the concept of ,,terrorism” as an 
antisystemic revolutionary resistance, which is striving for the radical 
transformation of modern society, is being actualized. 10  At the same 
time, according to the prevailing viewpoint in the protest environment, 
the revolutionaries are fighting not only for political power, but also for 
,,terror” and violence that permeate all levels of social life, including the 
media, the economy (terror of consumption), culture and privacy . The 
revived sympathy for terrorist methods of struggle is connected with 
their transformation both in terms of practices and in terms of discursive 
design. 11  Terrorism is included in the new paradigm of revolutionary 
activity, which became known as the ,,guerrilla war” (Ernesto Guevara) 
and as the ,,urban guerrilla” (Carlos Marigella). In some cases, the meaning 
of the concept of ,,terrorism” is greatly narrowed and it is regarded as one 
of the tactical methods of guerrilla. In other cases, these concepts are 
identified. In the practice of the ,,urban insurgents” (the German ,,Red 
Army Faction”, the Italian ,,Red Brigades”, the French ,,Direct Action” 
etc.) the concept of ,,guerrilla warfare”, which has positive connotations, 

                                                             
10 B. Groys, The Communist postscript, M.: Ad Marginem, 2007. 
11 N. Fairclough, Language and Power, London, Longman, 1989. 
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euphemistically replaces the word ,,terrorism” as compromised in the 
course of the previous history of socio-political discourses. In general, 
during this period, one can state the predominance of a positive 
evaluation of terrorism both among revolutionaries and among 
sympathizing people. This is particularly revealing, since it is precisely at 
this time in the world community that there is a parallel increase in the 
rejection of terrorism, regardless of its goals and the motives behind it. 
This ,,counter-terrorism” discourse prevails in the 1990-2000s, which is 
connected both with an ever-increasing advancement on the agenda of 
the fight against terrorism and with the internal crisis of the 
revolutionary movement. The historical decontextualization of the 
concept provides opportunities for various ideological manipulations in 
the context of it competition and conflict of political systems of the mid-
second half of the 20th century, especially productive in the years of the 
Cold War and continued during and after the collapse of the USSR. For 
example, the ideological effect arises from the identification of modern 
forms of terror (including fascism, right-wing military dictatorships, and 
broader-any forms of authoritarianism and totalitarianism) and the terror 
of revolution while ignoring the specialization of the historical semantics 
of ,,terror” and the subsequent differentiation of these concepts. In our 
opinion, this identification aims to discredit leftist revolutionary thought, 
while preserving a favorable image of the revolution (without the 
,,Jacobin episode”), which gave the world civil rights and freedoms, 
democracy and the constitution. Such examples show how concepts 
similar to those we are considering are functioning as instruments of 
ideological struggle. 
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Abstract: The submitted article is devoted to the musical and dramatical 
characteristics of choir scenes in the operas written by Azerbaijani composers. The article 
provides insight into the development of Azerbaijani national opera starting from mugham 
operas in the 19th century up until the 20th century, including the review of some features in 
European and national context. Choir scenes‟ peculiarities, development principles and the 
tenderness of the musical languages specific to Azerbaijani national operas were also reviewed. 
The renovation principle of the dramatical content of the choir scenes of the Azerbaijani operas 
and musical languages was especially emphasized. There is noted the classification of the 
content of the Azerbaijani operas and dramatical and structural principles, peculiarities of the 
musical language, and the musical character of the images of choir scenes in Azerbaijani 
operas with lyrical and dramatical, literary and historical, satirical and patriotic content are 
analyzed. Specific qualities and role of the choir scenes in the Azerbaijani national operas are 
also taken into account.  

Keywords: Azerbaijani national opera, musical and dramatical 
characteristics of choir scenes, mugham opera, lyrical and dramatical opera, 
satirical opera, patriotic opera, musical dramaturgy.  

 
Opera takes important place among the musical scene works 

created by the Azerbaijani composers and has already passed a century 
long development way. This history of Azerbaijani professional music 
starts with opera genre. The first Azerbaijani national opera, ,,Leyli and 
Mejnun” was written by U. Hajibayov in 1908 and  based on the 
traditional oral musical professional genre-mugham. All further operas 
written by Azerbaijani composers were based namely on mugham. 
Mugham opera constructed a bridge between the traditional mugham 
which carries genetic code of Azerbaijani people and the contemporary 
Azerbaijani national music, and put foundation of the Azerbaijani 
musical theatre.  
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Formation of azerbaijan national opera 
 

First Azerbaijani opera was created in 1908. As such, Beləliklə, 

1908-ci ildə Azərbaycanda ilk opera yarandı. There was interesting fact, 
that alongside with mugham the religious performances called ,,shabih” 
would flow organically together in the opera. It‟s worth of noting that 
choir groups took active participation during shabih ceremonies. U. 
Hajibayov‟s ,,Sheykh Sanan”, ,,Rustam and Sohrab”, ,,Asli and Karam”, 
,,Shakh Abbas and Khurshudbanu” operas which were created after 
,,Leyli and Mecnun”, Z. Hajibayov‟s ,,Ashiq Garib”, M. Magomayev‟s 
,,Shakh Ismail” operas praise humanity, freedom, love and happiness and 
have been imprinted in the national opera history.1 

Thus, opera was the first genre of the professional musical art in 
Azerbaijan. This synthetic genre has provided the solution for the 
number of problems in the course of creation of Azerbaijani 
professional musical art.  

Widely spread discussions on the ways of development of the 
national opera, and in general, Azerbaijani art were connected namely 
with the development of opera in the 20s of the 20th century. During this 
contradictory and complicated period of the national musical art, U. 
Hajibayli, M. Magomayev and very young A. Badalbeyli were pushing 
forward progressive thoughts on preservation of the national opera 
alongside with learning classic inheritance of the European composers.  

Two operas of ,,Nargiz” and ,,Koroglu” written in the 30s of the 
20th century, the period which was characterised with the uplift of the 
Azerbaijani national music, became a huge achievement of the 
Azerbaijani musical art. ,,Nargiz” opera (1935) written by M. Magomayev 
was  modern and revolutionary in its heart, and ,,Koroglu” opera by U. 
Hajibayli reflected heroic past of the Azerbaijani people. ,,Nargiz” which 
provided transition from the mugham opera to the modern classical 
opera, and ,,Koroglu” which manifested  a turning point in the 
development of the Azerbaijani opera art were the result of long 
searches.  

Azerbaijani opera has had long development process. J. Hajiyev‟s 
and G. Garayev‟s jointly written ,,Veten” (,,Motherland”) (1945), J. 
Jahangirov‟s ,,Azad” (,,Free”) (1957), ,,The Fate of Khanende” (mugham 
singer), F. Amirov‟s ,,Sevil” (1953), Z. Baghirov‟s ,,Aygun” (1972), V. 
Adigozalov‟s ,,The Dead” (1963) and ,,Natavan” (2001), R. Mustafayev‟s 

                                                             
1 F. Aliyeva, The history of the Azerbaijani mugham opera, ,,The owrld of mugham” International 
scientific simposium‟s materials, Baku, East-West, 2009, p. 128.   
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,,Vagif” (1962), Sh. Akhundova‟s ,,The Bride‟s Fortress” (1974), M. 
Guliyev‟s ,,Deceived Stars” (1977), F. Adigozalov‟s ,,Expectation” 
(2009)-each of those operas played a crucial role in the development of 
the Azerbaijani opera.2 

In general, when taking a look at the develoment process of the 
Azerbaijani national opera one can see a very interesting and unique 
development way. Thus, mugham opera genre combining in itself 
national peculiarities and being the first genre of its kind in the 
Azerbaijani music attracts attention by the originality and self-identity of 
the national operas written in the real European traditions and 
colourfullness of its content and innovative musical language. When 
taking a look at the operas written by the Azerbaijani composers by 
decades it is possible to see a number of interesting facts. As we can see, 
mugham operas prevailed strating from the creation of the Azerbaijani 
national opera at the beginning of the 20th century up until 1930s. This 
period was characterised by the dominant influence of the operas written 
by U. Hajibayli, the first Azerbaijani opera creator, and M. Magomayev. 
Starting from the 1930s the national opera genre began its development 
based on European traditions by evolvement of the first Azerbaijani 
operas. Thus, this period was characterised by the formation of the 
thinking unity in the national music being in the uplift period, and the 
influence of the naturalness of the national and all-European traditions. 
M. Magomayev‟s ,,Nargiz” (1935) and U. Hacibayli‟s ,,Koroglu” operas 
have become the pearls of the Azerbaijani opera art of 1930s. World War 
II in the 1940s influenced the national opera genre and gave prevalence 
to enlivening of the people‟s thoughts and actions, thinking and lifestyle. 
As a result of this influence, G. Garayev and J. Hajiyev had written the 
,,Motherland” opera (1945), which reflected the tought laws of the war in 
its content and musical language. ,,Sevil” opera written in the 1950s by 
Fikret Amirov was the greatest example of the lyrical-psychological 
opera, which had shown the use of classical dramaturgical traditions and 
the synthesis of modernity with national style in its choir scenes. Other 
national operas also stand out from the dramaturgical point of view. First 
satirical opera, ,,The Dead”, is written by V. Adigozalov in 1960s. In 
general, this period is notable by the creation of interesting operas which 
defined the fate of the Azerbaijani opera. Operas written in 1970s are 
characterised by the creation of connection between classical traditions 
and modernity and the ability to use national peculiarities in their full 

                                                             
2 Azerbaijani music of the 20th century/digest of articles, 1st edition, Baku, Science and life, 
1994, p. 200. 
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colourfullness. M. Guliyev‟s ,,Deceived Stars” and Z. Bagirov‟s ,,Aygun” 
operas are the most interesting works of this period from the point of 
view of their choir scenes. 3  The end of the 20th century and the 
beginning of the 21st century are notable by the evolvement of operas 
which carry heroic and patriotic meaning. V. Adigozalov‟s ,,Natavan” 
and F. Alizade‟s ,,Expectation” operas brilliantly express the integration 
of the tradition and modernity. Thus, the glimpse of the development 
history of the Azerbaijani opera allows us to state the prevalence of the 
creative attitude to the classical traditions in the national operas, the 
tenderness of the dramaturgy, the variety of the choir scenes and other 
similar qualities. These operas have their original dramaturgic 
peculiarities and composition. In this sense Azerbaijni opera art 
resembles the colourful carpet. Moreover, when taking a close look to 
this carpet one can see organic unity and harmony. Everything is 
amalgamated into one entity. One of the main characteristics in the 
dramaturgy of all above-said operas is their choir scenes. Mugham was 
taking the leading role in the first mugham operas. Alongside with this, 
choir scenes were given some space as well: although it needs to be 
noted that there was no professional choir group during the perfoamnce 
of U. Hajibayli‟s ,,Leyli and Majnun” opera. Choir singing was formed in 
several directions in the Azerbaijani folk music. 4  Choir groups 
participating in the performance of the ,,Halay” work songs, a number of 
wedding songs, elegies performed during mourning ceremonies, also 
,,shabih” religios perfomances, are the examples of choir music in the 
folk art. U. Hajibayli uses all variety of these folk traditions in his ,,Leyli 
and Majnun” opera. ,,Leyli and Majnun” was the opera which was 
created from the inside of the national culture. Naturally, that due to its 
being the mugham opera, mugham‟s function was to reveal the images of 
the main characters. Mugham was impersonating and enlivening specific 
characters in specific situations. Therefore, the formation of the musical 
and dramaturgical begining of the choir scenes in the national operas 
starts directly from ,,Leyli and Majnun” opera. It needs to be noted that 
the choir used in this opera is the first example of two-voice national 
choir.5 

                                                             
3 Azerbaijani music of the 20th century/digest of articles, 2nd edition, Baku, Science and life, 
1997, p. 124. 
4 L. Mammadova, ,,The history of the Azerbaijani choir performance art in the end of 
the 19th and beginning of the 20th century”, in Musical world, volume I-II, no. 27, 2006, 
pp. 69-73.   
5 G. Abdullazade, ,,Fikret Amirov-85”, in Musical world, 2007, volume I-II, 2007, pp. 47-
50. 
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Classification of the azerbaijani operas based on their content 
 

During the research of the musical and dramaturgical role of the 
choir scenes in Azerbaijani operas, one needs to specially emphasize the 
renovation of the national operas from the content and musical language 
point of view. Taking a look at the classification of the Azerbaijani 
operas from the content point of view we can see that there are several 
opera types formed around various topics: lyrical-dramatical, satirical and 
patriotic, ad the operas devoted to the historical figures. In general, the 
musical and dramaturgical development of choir scenes in Azerbaijani 
operas is directly connected with the content of the opera. the same can 
be said about the musical language. The characteristics defining the 
operas written by the Azerbaijani composers are the use of the 
Azerbaijani national musical elements, including the reference to 
mugham and folk music.6 

The role of choirs in the dramaturgy of the Azerbaijani operas and 
embodiment of mass was original and peculiar, and had specific function 
in the formation and expression of the characters. It is a known fact, that 
the characters are being revealed not only in individal roles, but also in 
mass scenes. In general, the development of the choir scenes in the 
national operas is characterized by various imagery. These traits which 
played a crucial role in the development of the opera can also be seen in 
various opera examples. It is possible to obtain information about choir 
scenes of various styles when taking a look at musical and dramaturgical 
solution of the choir scenes in various operas.7 

 
Choir scenes in the azerbaijani operas 

with lyrical-dramatical content 
 

In this paragraph we will review the development of the choir 
scenes with the lyrical-dramatical content and devoted to historical 
figures. For example, Sevil‟s image, the main character of F. Amirov‟s 
,,Sevil” opera is disclosed not in the beginning of the opera, but in the 
dramaturgy of the choir scene, when the ain characters starts demanding 
the protection of her own rights. This peculiarity can be seen in other 
operas too, including the example of the calssical national opera 

                                                             
6 Research problems of the Azerbaijani national music, Baku, 1992, p. 236. 
7  Materials from the 2nd International scientific symposium on ,,Mugham world”, 2nd international 
scientific symposium of the ,,Mugham” research group under the auspices of U. N. E. S. C. O.‟s 
International council on traditional music (I. C. T. M.), Baku, East-West, 2011, p. 181. 
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,,Koroglu”. But the main character of Z. Bagirov‟s opera ,,Aygun” is 
disclosed in the environment far from the mass, in private mode. Choir 
scenes in this opera have only played a background role, the type of the 
commentator. The genre of mugham plays main role in opening up the 
character of Gulbahar, main figure of the ,,Fortress of the Bride” opera 
written by Sh. Akhundova. Every choir scene in the ,,Fortress of the 
Bride” opera combining melodious and mugham opera genres performs 
as the catalyzer of a specific type. ,,Catalyzer-choir scenes” expression 
can be used connected namely with this opera. The dramaturgical load of 
the choir scenes in V. Adigozalov‟s ,,Natavan” opera is much bigger due 
to the mass being the leading imagery of the opera. Epic characteristics 
of dramaturgy in this opera are very vivid. Some of the choir scenes even 
remind of frescos and bring oratorios characteristics into the opera.8 The 
dramaturgical role of the choir scenes in this opera is very high, as the 
mass plays the crucial role here. Choir scenes perform as a commentator 
of all events, explain and reflect the main idea of the opera. Thus, the 
variety of the choir scenes in Azerbaijani opera with lyrical-dramatical 
content and devoted to the historical figures and revelation of musical 
and dramaturgical peculiarities attract specific attention.  

 
Choir scenes in the azerbaijani operas with satirical content 

 
Satirical opera examples are few in the Azerbaijani opera, just as in 

the world classics. In the Azerbaijani opera, this genre is present in V. 
Adigozalov‟s ,,The Dead” and M. Guliyev‟s ,,Deceived Stars”. Alongside 
with these, there are some satirical elements in other operas as well. 
Satirical elements arrange the majority in the musical comedies of the 
founder of the of the professional Azerbaijani composers school, U. 
Hajibayli and even approach the line of lyrical-comical opera. The choir 
scenes in the Azerbaijani satirical operas look like they are created by the 
choir ensemble. Sometimes, the choir performs together with the speech 
of the scene participants or that of the main characters. Compared to a 
few classical Azerbaijani opera traditions preserved in V. Adigozalov‟s 
,,The Dead” opera, the ,,deceived Stars” of M. Guliyev demonstrate 
innovation and peculiarities of the folk square performances. 9  Choir 
scenes in the Azerbaijani satirical operas are characterized by the modern 

                                                             
8  The history of the Azerbaijani music (From the ancient times until the 20 th century), book 1, 
Baku, East-West, 2012, p. 591. 
9  F. Aliyeva, ,,The history of creation of the Azerbaijani composing tradition”, in 
Musical world, volume I-II, 2002, pp. 9-18. 
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musical language, ,,the theatre inside the theatre” feature, dynamic in the 
dramaturge, and the incarnation of the social-philosophical concept. 
People‟s imagery is especially important in the Azerbaijani satirical 
operas. 10  Choirs performing the commentator role express the 
psychology of the mass. It is interesting that a portion of choirs in the 
Azerbaijani satirical operas is formed in the polyphonic style. Especially, 
this can be seen in V. Adigozalov‟s ,,The Dead” opera, where the choirs 
in polyphonic style perform during the most tense moments thus 
commenting on the events taking place. There are also choir scenes of 
homophonic and harmonical texture, words-free and performed in 
vocalise manner and static in their character. These choir scenes are of 
symbolic sense, are not bulk in nature and are very laconic. Especially, 
reflection of the peculiarities of the folk sqaure performances leads to 
use of the number of folk music genres in the opera. Recitative-
declamational style of choirs, benefitting from national music and opera-
buffa genre appear in the original dramaturgy of the musical-scene 
genres. It also needs to be noted that the dramaturgy in the national 
satirical operas had been multifaceted and reflecting on everyday life. In 
general, the function of the choirs is diverse and depending on the 
context can be static, background, commentative and explaining.11 

 
Choir scenees in the azerbaijani operas with patriotic content 

 
Patritic theme has always been the most topical and of continuous 

interest in the history of the Azerbaijani music. This topic adapting to 
the historical heroic topic has found its incarnation in various genres, 
including the opera. The patriotic content was especially important in the 
course of various historical events, transition periods, showcasing the 
spiritual uplifting of the people and freedom movements. Creative works 
with the patriotic content cover a large period starting from U. 
Hajibayli‟s ,,Koroglu” opera and up unitl the ,,Expectation” opera 
written by F. Alizade in the 21st century. Although the operas are united 
by the common idea, they are expressed in different styles. Choir scenes 
in the operas praising patriotism and heroism have their own style by 
puffing out the mass incarnation.  This can be vividly seen in ,,Koroglu” 
opera with its epic character coming out of folk saga. The role of choirs 
which transmit the epic genre of this opera into the crucial component is 

                                                             
10 A. Taghizade, Azerbaijani music of the 20th century, Baku, Science and education, 2011. 
11 Z. Gafarova, ,,Uzeyir Hajibayli‟s „Leyli and Majnun‟ opera”, in Musical world, volume 
I-II, no. 35, 2008, p. 62. 
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the main peculiarity of the dramaturgy of choir scenes. Namely, the 
patriotic traditions of the ,,Koroglu” opera had influenced other operas 
with patriotic content. The role of choir scenes in the operas devoted to 
the incarnation of patriotic topic, plenty of mass scenes give the operas 
the grandeur. The of the choirs in the patriotic operas are characterised 
by the slogan styles, appealing intonations and march genre. Choirs take 
active part in and interfere into the course of events, thus taking active 
position in the dramaturgy. Another very important factor is that the 
choir scenes are shown in different situations with various emotional 
reactions, thus creating splendour stage performance by combining the 
ensemble scenes with the choir ones. Such scenes attract attention by 
their scale. For example, the grandeur of the choir scenes in the 
,,Motherland” opera jointly written by G. Garayev and J. Hajiyev (1945) 
provide the opera with the oratorios peculiarity. In general, this is a 
defining characteristic of the operas with patriotic content. Another 
peculiarity of the patriotic operas is their epic character. The phased 
progress of events contributes to the gradual disclosure of the events in 
the choir scenes and culminational ending. At the same time, dynamic 
development of the people‟s imagery combined with the epic character is 
adapted to the dramaturgy of the choir scenes.12 Yet another defining 
characteristics of the operas with patriotic content is the revelation of 
people‟s imagery in multifaceted way. The mass shown in these operas 
are at the same time of sad and optimistic, proud character. In general, 
the mass incarnation is at the forefront at the operas combined under the 
same idea: U. Hajibayli‟s ,,Koroglu”, G. Garayev‟s and J. Hajiyev‟s 
,,Motherland”, J. Jahangirov‟s ,,Free”, and F. Alizade‟s ,,Expectation” 
operas. Choir scenes have great dramaturgical role. The leading position 
of the choir, monumentalism of the choir scenes, direct support of the 
choir scenes for the other scenes in the performance result with the 
consideration of choir‟s oratorios characteristics in the operas with the 
patriotic content. ,,Koroglu” and ,,Motherland” operas have a more vivid 
epic character, ,,Free” opera is characterised with lyrical beginning, and 
these facts influence the style of the choir scenes in the patriotic operas. 
Tragical content is the one which takes a vivid position in the 
,,Expectation” opera. It is natural that the modern writing technique of 
the choir scenes is clearly seen in this opera written in the modern style. 
Verbal choirs in the ,,Expectation” opera is the greatest example of this. 
Polyphonic style is widely spread in the patriotic operas. In general, male 

                                                             
12 F. Aliyeva, The history of the Azerbaijani mugham opera, ,,The owrld of mugham” International 
scientific simposium‟s materials, Baku, East-West, 2009, pp. 127-131.   
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choirs are more prevalent in the patriotic operas, than the female ones, 
which is directly connected with its content. Female choirs are static, 
while male choirs are active in this kind of operas. Thus, choir scenes in 
the patriotic operas increase the dramaturgical load, play crucial role in 
the progress of events and push the development of the opera choir 
music.   
 

Methodology 
 

The article provides us with the research of musical and 
dramaturgical characteristics of the choir scenes in the Azerbaijani 
operas based on inheritance and traditions principle. In general, the 
studies about the musical and dramaturgical solutions in the choir scenes 
of the Azerbaijani national operas are carried out based on the historical 
and theoretical research methods with the implementation of the 
comparative and reciprocal analysis. Main defining process of the 
research was to take  a look into the history of creation of the 
Azerbaijani national operas and the review of context of hte musical and 
dramaturgical solution of the choir scenes in these operas. The solution 
of musical dramaturgy of the choir scenes in the Azerbaijani operas can 
be accepted as the continuation of inheritance principles. In its turn, the 
implementation of the traditions and inheritance principles have resulted 
in the conformity tot he natural laws of the European musical system 
and musical genres combined with the enrichment of the national music. 
Thus, the application of the national musical elements including mugham 
to the opera genre and creation of the nugham opera by U. Hajibayli, 
were taken as the basis of the development of the national opera and 
used as a kind of inheritance. 13  At the same time, referring to the 
scientific methods of the musical and dramaturgical characteristics of the 
choir scenes in the Azerbaijani operas, the national musical examples 
were studied as well for review of the important impact of this genre on 
the national music.   

 
 
 

                                                             
13  S. Kasimova, Opera art works of the Azerbaijani composers, Part 1, Azerbaijani State 
Publishing House, 1973; S. Kasimova, From the history of the Azerbaijani opera and ballet 
(1908-1988), Baku, Adiloglu, 2006, p. 23; B. Yarustovskiy, Essays on the 20th century opera 
dramaturgy, Moscow, Music, 1971, p. 356; R. Petzolt, ,,Die Oper in ihrer Zeit”, in VE B. 
Breitkopf u Hartel Muzikverlag, Leipzig, 1956. 
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Results 
 

Thus, the choir scenes playing a crucial role in the disclosure of the 
progressive ideas making for the prevailing content of the Azerbaijani 
operas, humanism, personality freedom, love and happiness feelings, 
justice and benevolence, patriotism and heroism are very important for 
the musical and dramaturgical solution of the Azerbaijani operas. The 
renovation of the content and musical language of the Azerbaijani operas 
was a very important factor in the expression of the dramaturgy of the 
choir scenes of various imagery. In this sense, the Azerbaijani national 
operas played crucial role in the development of the national musical 
theatre and the whole of the Azerbaijani culture. The musical dramaturgy 
of various content on the choir scenes of the Azerbaijani operas meant a 
new step in the progress of the national assimilation.  In general, the 
opera genre integration with our national music in the 20th century, 
played an important role in the art of the Azerbaijani composers and had 
gone through the long development period. Taking over from the 
European music, the national opera genre just like the other genres, had 
acquired absolutely new meaning, laws of the national musical thinking 
and was enriched with the national musical language peculiarities taking 
over from mugham. Thus, the use of the traditional European opera in 
the professional Azerbaijani music meant both the appropriation of this 
genre in the national musical art and the enrichment of this genre by the 
new musical system. The listed traits have found a brilliant reflection in 
the implementation process of the musical and dramaturgical 
characteristics of the choir scenes in teh Azerbaijani operas in the 
context of the European and national traditions.   

 
Discussion and Conclusion 

 
The research of the musical and dramaturgical characteristics of 

the choir scenes in the operas written by the Azerbaijani composers have 
revealed a number of interesting and essential traits. It needs to be noted 
that even if the choir scenes were not characteristic for the Azerbaijani 
national music, there were folk musical performances resembling the 
choir singing  during the square performances and various ceremonies.  
First choir scene in the history of the natinal dramaturgy was used in U. 
Hajibayli‟s ,,Leyli and Majnun” opera in 1908 and by this had started the 
development of the choir music in the professional Azerbaijani stage.  If 
the choir in the first Azerbaijani operas was two-voiced, furhter sharp 
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increase in the development can be vividly seen. This development is 
clearly observed in U. Hajibayli‟s ,,Koroglu” opera which was written 30 
years later from the moment of the first Azerbaijani opera. ,,Koroglu” 
opera being the peak of the Azerbaijani opera, combines in itself the 
Azerbaijani and world classical experience and is the first Azerbaijani 
opera which has reached the level of the world art. Organic 
compbination of the classical opera in the musical dramaturgy of 
,,Koroglu” and dramaturgic characteristics of the modern 20th century 
opera have created the musical dramaturgy of new type directly 
expressed in the dramaturgy of the choir scenes.14 

In general, the variety of the choir scenes is very characteristic for 
the Azerbaijani operas. Just as in the best examples of the world opera, 
the choirs in the national opera art serve as the participant of the events 
and ensure the revelation of the dramaturgical knots. However, there are 
in the national operas sometimes passive choirs which serve as an 
examples of the traditionalism and inheritance. 15  There is a vivid 
innovative musical language in the dramaturgy of the choir scenes in the 
national operas which is the result of use of mugham traditions. 
Sometimes, the development of the dramaturgy of the choir scenes is 
based on the national peculiarities. It needs to get noted again that the 
most vivid characteristic of the national opera genre is its innovation in 
the musical language and content which is reflected in the dramaturgy of 
the choir scenes. The classification of the Azerbaijani operas according 
to their content: lyrical, devoted to the historical figures, satirical and 
patriotic-had influenced the enrichment of the dramaturgy of the choir 
scenes with the national music‟s rhythm and elements.16 Thus, one can 
observe the integration of the tradition and modernity, national and 
European style in the development of the choir scenes of the Azerbaijani 
operas which is reflected in the variety and affluence of the national 
musical and dramaturgical characteristics.  

 
 
 

 

                                                             
14 G. Abdullazade, Music. Human. Society, Baku, Writer, 1991, p. 245; U. Vaynkop, What 
you need to know about opera, Music publishing house, Lenigrad department, 1967. 
15 M. Druskin, Questions of the opera‟s musical dramaturgy. L. Muzgiz, 1952, p. 344. The history 
of the Azerbaijani music, Part 1, Baku, Maarif, 1992, p. 301. 
16  Z. Gafarova, Mugham traditions in the Azerbaijani choir music, Materials of the 1st 
Republican scientific conference on “Research problems of the Azerbaijani national 
music”, Baku, 1992, pp.189-190.   
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Abstract: This article explores ways of creating ethnocultural public spaces. It takes 

a different approach to the definition of ethnocultural images and offers a creative solution. 
Folk traditions are considered as the baseline for the development of ethnocultural spaces. 
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The early 1990s saw fundamental changes in all post-Soviet 

countries. The changes followed the collapse of the Soviet Union and 
the declaration of state sovereignty by the republics, the transition to a 
market economy as well as economic and cultural reforms. Urban design 
and architecture required new ideas and approaches. In the market 
economy, private architecture and design studios and companies could 
offer unique artistic solutions for public spaces. The return to ethnic 
roots and an ethnocultural revival was a significant trend in architecture 
design. It reflected new aesthetic ideals and searched for harmony. Many 
competitions and contests were organized to promote innovative design 
decisions for ethnocultural development in architecture. 

There is a connection between the ethnic concepts of space and 
time with traditional architecture. The researchers O. Schpingler, G. 
Gachev, A. Baiburin, I. Weinberg believed that the culture of each 
historical period develops particular concepts of space and time. 
Moreover, the chronotopic shifts mark the substantial and profound 
metamorphoses of historical ethnocultural development. Therefore, to 
understand traditional ethnic architecture, it is necessary to study its 
spatial dimension and the temporal expression of its forms and their 
symbolism. 

D. D. Omuraliev examined ethnic Kyrgyz architecture. He 
expressed the opinion that the ,,universal spaces” of modern ethnic design 
are a national phenomenon. Its careful exploration reveals the ethnic 
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origins with particular spatial and temporal markers of French, German, 
English, Italian traditions.1 

For example, when theoretically examined the ethnic space of the 
yurt manifests only as a geometric abstraction. Geometrical accuracy 
with its lines and angles characterize it as an empty and non-habitable 
space. Such a concept makes the study of ethnic space more difficult and 
reduces it to a generalized geometric notion. Some cultural critics claim 
that all nations and ethnicities have their idea of space and time as 
verbally reflected in their languages and dialects. Some of them overlap 
because of shared linguistic features, culture, territory and history. D. 
Omuraliev emphasized that Kyrgyz ethnic concepts of space and time 
have a long history. A brief review of the history of the Kyrgyz people 
and the analysis of the Kyrgyz state and its culture (including architecture 
and art) makes it possible to trace the changes and shifts in Kyrgyz 
ethnic concepts of space and form. The researcher points out that the 
modern ethnic model is based on three types of ideas: archaic, 
mythological and social. Kyrgyz spatial and temporal structuring of the 
world can be considered as a historical representation of national 
consciousness in its social, geographic, aesthetic, architectural aspects. D. 
Omuraliev distinguishes five stages in the development of the ethnic 
spatial concept in Kyrgyz architecture. The first stage is genesis, the 
second-formation, the third-confirmation and stagnation (as a relatively 
isolated system), the fourth stage is disintegration and transformation, 
the fifth-revival (modern interpretations of tradition). 

D. Omuraliev‟s observations are of particular interest: ,,The adequate 
perception, subtle understanding and creative interpretation of social, ethnocultural and 
regional features in architecture require the knowledge of code, sign and spiritual 
archetypes. They are the core of the ethnos with a particular culture. The traditional 
architecture of the East with its creative and synthetic features and cultural exchange 
present in the achievements of modern architecture of the republic can be considered as 
a cultural approach to modern architectural space”. In the article, we explore the 
ethnocultural nature complex ,,ManasAiyly” designed by D. Omuraliev.2 

 
 
 
 

 

                                                             
1  D. Omuraliev, Modern ethnoarchitecture of Kyrgyzstan (origins, objects, trends), Bishkek, 
Publishing House of KSUCTA, 2003, 180 p. 
2 Ibidem. 
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Figure 1: Ethnocultural nature complex ManasAiyly,  

general view 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Figure 2: Ethnocultural and landscape complex ManasAiyly 
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The art critic Rustam Dalabaev wrote about the ,,ManasAiyly”: 
,,The authors developed a new architectural and artistic language to express the 
spiritual and aesthetic ideas of national traditions and cultural values. The design has 
analogues in medieval memorial complexes of Central Asian architecture. Its concept 
reminds of pre-Islamic traditions in general and the ideas of pilgrimage and worship in 
particular. The ideas are represented in many diverse forms including architectural 
style, regional traditions of construction, the goals and objectives of a particular design 
and its artistic-imaginative solution. It naturally combines symbolism of life with the 
ethical and aesthetic temporality. In this aspect, the epos ,,Manas” served as an 
inspiration for the development of a new cultural and political idea in the young 
republic. The artistic representation of the mythic epos ,,Manas” presents an 
exceptional challenge for any genre, for any artist, architect, sculptor, director, poet and 
musician”.3 

Architects combined in their design the subtle balance between 
universal cultural and ethnic values to create a unique architectural 
image. ,,ManasAiyly” is a grandiose multi-functional complex consisting 
of a cultural center, a pantheon of heroes, a museum, sports facilities, a 
hotel, administrative buildings, a monument to Manas and other 
facilities. The architects used a free form for architectural objects with 
rich and varied plastic expressions. The architects had a goal to revive 
and to modernize the traditional forms of national architecture. They 
combined traditions with modern pragmatism and used innovative 
materials for construction. The architecture of this complex has different 
heights and angles. Horizontal and vertical lines add to the great 
integrity. Its clean skyline presents the organic compositional unity of the 
ethnocultural center. The complex accommodates to the visitors‟ needs. 
It brings the natural environment (hills, terraces, stone lawns) into the 
public space.Its contemporary architecture unites modern aspects with 
traditions of Kyrgyz monument art, plastics and architecture. Public 
space is intimate: there is no place for indifference, imitation, denial or 
hostility. There is no obsession with the national form. In my opinion, 
the design of the complex was defined by the modern architectural 
vision in agreement with the current cultural trends. The design rejects 
anything alien and insidious and finds its culmination in the creative 
artistic expression. The plasticity of the complex‟s architecture is based 
on architectural and spatial solutions that bring humans and 

                                                             
3 R. Dalabaev, Architecture, construction, design, Bishkek, Publishing House of KSUCTA, 
1997, p. 2. 
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environment together, the underlying element of the medieval 
architecture of Kyrgyzstan.4 

In his research Spatial Models in the Architecture of Kazakhstan, the 
Kazakh scientist A. R. Sabitov argues that after the declaration of 
independence of Kazakhstan in 1991 a new architecture is being formed. 
The purpose of Sabitov‟s study was to identify spatial representations in 
Kazakhstani architecture and visual arts, to determine their 
characteristics as elements of a spatial model, and to describe the spatial 
model as one of the leading components of national architecture. In A. 
R. Sabitov‟s opinion, contemporary artistic genres emphasize the 
nonfunctional beauty of the organized space. Blending man-made 
objects and natural environment, the artists create the intellectual space 
in the way they envision their ideal. According to A. R. Sabitov, the 
works of artists attempt to resolve the conflict between the existing 
primitive spatial and complex spatial systems of ethnocultural codes. It is 
possible to explore the new architecture as a point of conjunction of 
tradition and innovation.  

Cinematic Kazakh art makes the shifts inchronotope even more 
obvious. The artists Zitta Sultanbaeva and Alibek Akmulaev made a 
video montage of different sides of Almaty: its respectable and 
ceremonial ,,high” part is juxtaposed with its ,,low” working part. The 
video‟s title ,,Media Aitys” refers to the traditional form of Kazakh oral 
folk art: a contest of two improvisational singers. The context of the film 
and its idea puts an ironic twist on the title.  

The group ,,Kyzyl traktor” offered yet another innovative artistic 
vision. The actors used ,,malkora” (a space for livestock) as a decoration 
for the play. Thus, the space for farming became an artistic stage with 
aesthetic value. The ethnographic authenticity of space encourages the 
viewer to imagine and experience the steppe ,,proto-architecture” in the 
,,open form”. To create their spatial compositions, the actors use narrow 
passages created by walls made of logs and fences made of dry branches 
and grass. They also use traditional Kazakh textile decorations for walls, 
both grey and white, they build wooden structures and frames, use fabric 
panels made in the traditional technique ,,kurak” combining scraps of 
cloth, felt, and materials like straw, cane, brushwood, etc.”.5 

Rustam Khalfin also creatively works with traditional spatial 
images. In his paintings, performances and installations he presents 

                                                             
4  A. R. Sabitov, Spatial models in the architecture of Kazakhstan, Saarbrücken, Lambert 
Academic Publishing, 2015, 227 p. 
5 Ibidem. 
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different aspects of ethnic spatial phenomena. For example, the 
installation ,,Flying white” (1998) was created by R. Khalfin in 
collaboration with the sculptor G. Tryakin-Bukharov and architect L. 
Turganbaeva. It can be interpreted as the spatial model of the ancient 
nomadic universe. The installation also explores the transformations of 
ancient space and time. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Installation ,,Flying white” (1998) 
 
The installation ,,Flying white” consists a black rectangle, five-

meter wide and six-meter long, with different objects painted in black on 
it. It represents the chaos and the underground world. There is a red yurt 
door with a mirror diagonally placed on the rectangle. Above it here is a 
large red ,,shanyrak” over the black rectangle-the top of the yurt. In the 
artistic context red is the color of life, energy, the color of the blood of 
the sacrificial animal. ,,Shanyrak” is a symbol of the mankind and the 
middle world. A white shaman‟s ceremonial feather hat is suspended 
over the shanyrak. It moves to the monotonous hypnotic rhythm of the 
traditional Kazakh melody performed on the ancient folk instrument 
,,shankobyz”. It serves as a representation of the upper world of heaven. 
The installation offers a nuanced interpretation of modern life as an 
implied semantic level. The scattered broken parts of machines serve as a 
metaphor for the crisis of modern Kazakhstani society pointing to 
factories and plants shutdowns, economic decline, and impoverishment 
of the population. The top of the installation conveys the eternal spiritual 
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values and traditions that can help to overcome the chaos of today‟s 
time. 

The prominent Kazakh architect, sculptor Saken Narynov explores 
new ways to create ethnocultural images in his works. His inspiration 
comes from ,,asyk”, a popular Kazakh game. Traditionally, the game was 
at the center of human interaction and gathered a large number of 
people. It is played with the dice. The lucky side is called ,,alshy”. The 
dice was made out of bone filled with led. For Khan‟s children, asyk was 
made of gold. 

At an exhibition at the National Museum of Kazakhstan in Astana, 
SakenNarynov shared his thought: ,,I worked on the project for 20 years. In 
1996 I had an idea to make a big asyk. Since then I have made several asyks now 
located in Almaty, Astana and Atyrau. They bring joy to people. I even saw brides 
and grooms there. I hope that the traditional asyks will remain part of modern 
culture”. When asked about the inspiration, the artist said: ,,The inspiration 
for the future project came from the books on ethnography. They describe ,,asyk” as 
,,Astragalus”: handmade cubes made of reinforced concrete and covered with marble 
tiles”. 

 
Figure 4: ,,Asyk-alshy” compositions inAtyrau and Almaty 

 
Figure 5: A composition of four asyks at the  

National Museum of Kazakhstan, Astana 
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SakenNarynov‟s another famous work is the museum memorial 
complex in commemoration of victims of political repression and 
totalitarianism ,,ALZHIR”. It was opened on May 31, 2007, upon the 
initiative of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan N. A. 
Nazarbayev in the Akmola village of the Tselinograd district of the 
Akmola region. It was built on the site of the former labor camp where 
the Akmola branch of the Karlag was established. Later it became 
known as the Akmola camp of wives of traitors to the motherland 
(ALZHIR). 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 6: The museum memorial complex of victims of political 
repression and totalitarianism ,,ALZHIR” 

 
,,The museum memorial complex ALZHIR is a special socio-cultural center. 

Its goal is to implement the state cultural policy and memorialize political repression in 
Kazakhstan from the time of liquidation of the Khan‟s power to the formation of 
independent Kazakhstan. Its task is the preservation of the history of Stalinist 
repression. It is used for public education and preservation of memory. The museum is 
evidence of the past in its main stages and atmosphere of the spirit of a bygone era”. 

The museum building has a form of a truncated cone. It looks like 
a casket filled with secrets and sadness. The building has no windows: 
the interior light comes from above suggesting that all concealed 
historical tragedies eventually become known. The 12-meter tunnel 
serves as the entrance to the museum. SembigaliSmagulov is the author 
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of the idea for the tunnel that symbolized a passage to the past. The 
tunnel and the murals on its walls depict a tragic timein the Kazakh 
history. The exposition hall ,,Alash” is dedicated to Kazakhstan‟s 
political history of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Visitors can 
learn about the history of the eradication of the Khan‟s power in 
Kazakhstan, the national liberation movement led by Kenesary 
Kasymov, political activists of ,,Alash” group and Kazakh intelligentsia 
in 1905-1916, the period of the Soviet power, collectivization, the famine 
of 1930es, and the Great Terror of 1937-1938. 

There is a composition ,,Flower of Life” in the middle of the 
exhibition. It is a flower growing through stone as a symbol of victory of 
life over horrors and tragedies. Visitors also can see a composition 
,,Freedom and Prison” consisting of a net with 15 pigeons. They beat 
their wings trying to escape. Some pigeons were dead, but some 
managed to escape to freedom. 

The monument ,,Arch of Sorrow” (with the height of 18 meters 
and the width of 9 meters) symbolizes the entrance to the sacred ground. 
The museum is an intersection of the two worlds of the living and the 
dead. The monument depicts a woman grieving for her dead husband 
and lost children. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7: Monument ,,Arch of Sorrow” 
 

The arch combines a male helmet and a female hairdressakzhaulyk 
as symbols of masculine strength and feminine purity and faithfulness. 
Two colors-black and white-represent the harmony of religions and 
cultures of different peoples and the constant presence of good and evil 
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in our life. To enter the arch, visitors must bow their head and pay 
tribute to those killed in the terrible years of repression.6 

The work ,,Әжеңніңкөзі” by the artist Askhat Akhmedyarov is an 
associative reflection on ethnocultural space that employs kazan (a 
cauldron) as an ethnic symbol. Kazan occupies one of the most 
important places among other dishes. All Kazakh traditional dishes 
(except koumiss) are cooked in kazan. The people call it ,,karakazan” 
(holy) because kazan is a symbol of prosperity. There are many beliefs 
about kazan. For example, to break someone‟s kazan meant to bring 
misfortune to the family. To turn kazan upside down was a bad omen of 
hunger and shame. Kazan had a high monetary value too. In ancient 
time, people sentenced to death could buy their life with seven (zheti) 
types of fines (ayyp) and the first penalty was kazan. Kazakh people 
treated karakazan as a sacred object deserving high respect for 
feedinggenerations of the families. Kazans were gifts to foreign 
ambassadors to ensure peace and friendship. Kazans were wedding and 
holidays gifts. Traditionally, kazan was a required part of the son‟s 
inheritance (enshi) and the daughter‟s dowry (zhasau). The people 
believed and still believe that a spiritKydyrata lives in a cauldron. It was a 
bad omen to lose or to give the family kazan away. When the family 
moved they took kazan with them.  

In Astana there is an installation made of kazansthat look like huge 
beads. The author of this project Askhat Akhmedyarov explains his 
artistic decision: ,,Looking at my wife, I realized that Asian women in villages 
spentalmost half of their livesin the kitchen over a kazan. And this happens in front 
of me every day. Naturally, she cares about children and me sacrificing her life to 
family. It shocked me a lot, and I came up with an idea: a necklace made of smoked 
kazans. I‟m sure my wife will teach our daughters the recipes of traditional cuisine. 
Home cooking is passed from generation to generation in Asia. I see it as a 
foundation of family harmony. Black kazans arranged as beads convey the idea that 
cannot be expressed in words”. 

 
 
 

Figure 8: ,,Әжеңніңкөзі” (,,The 
Eyes of Your Grandmother”) 

 
 

                                                             
6 A. R. Sabitov, Spatial models in the architecture of Kazakhstan. 
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Ethnocultural trends are often employed for the organization of 
festive space because they combine time and space into a chronotope: 
space-time of festive culture. The chronotope of a celebration links 
reality with a historical time of the event and is characterized by strictly 
localized space. It represents the authentic place where the event is 
taking place. It is possible to explore the performativity of space and its 
function in rituals.7 

Nowruz (New Year) is one of the most important holidays for the 
Kazakhs. They believe that the festive and vibrant celebration of 
Nowruz brings a good year. That is why there are many holiday customs 
and traditions. On the eve of the vernal equinox, Kazakh people clean 
the house, pay off debts, reconcile their differences. They say that when 
Nowruz enters the home, all quarrels should be forgotten. On the eve, 
all containers in the kitchen should be filled with milk, ayran, grain, 
spring water to bring abundance, good harvest and plenty of rain. People 
are in high spirits greeting each other with best wishes for the New Year. 
Apparently, the modern celebrations in private spaces of modern 
apartments with all amenities differ significantly from the traditional 
holiday in a yurt. The town and village authorities usually organize 
theatrical performances, fundraisers, sports games, initiatives to clean 
parks and other recreation areas, streets and squares.8 

 
 

 
 
 
 

                                                             
7 E. A. Yagafova, The space of celebrations and ceremonies in the traditional and modern culture of 
the Chuvash people, The Chuvash people of Samara Luke,Cheboksary, CHGIGN, 2003, pp. 
115-134. 
8 N. Alimbaev, Kazakh al as a model of the world of nomadic culture (to semiotics of one of the 
forms of reality ritual modeling for nomads), All-Union Session on the Results of Field Ethnographic 
and Anthropological Studies 1988-1989: Thesis report, Alma-Ata, 1990. 
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Figure 9: The organization of urban space for Nowruz 
 
Compared to Nowruz, Kazakh tradition of al is a solemn holiday 

because it honors the dead ancestors. The purpose and significance of 
algoes beyond funerals and memorial ceremonies. One should consider 
its semantic and symbolic meanings. Al can be viewed as a remembrance 
ritual designed to support the ethnic spirit of tradition. The ehnographer 
N. Alimbaev says that the purpose of al is self-purification. The 
ceremony serves as prevention and protection against unfortunate 
events. At the same time, the respect and reverence for the ancestors is a 
social value and norm. From the spatial perspective, the ritual of al 
epitomizes the essential ethnic belief in the three-dimensional model of 
the world of nomadic culture. It creates and endows the ritual space with 
the universal meaning.9 

 
 

 
 
 

                                                             
9 A. R. Sabitov, Imaginary architectural spaces, Almaty, Kaz GASA, 1999, 72 p. 
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Figure 10: Kazakh al 

 
The ritual includes the sacrifice of a certain number of animals 

chosen for their species, colors, age, gender followed by a special meal, 
poetic competition, horse racing. Semantically, parts of the rituals are 
arranged as a system of symbols. For example, the arrangement of the 
yurts represents the hierarchy in a tribal community. The ceremony of al 
translates social moral norms into syntagmatic sequence actions as the 
actions acquire rhythmic and semantic consistency and ensure the 
integrity of the process. The language and activities of the ritual with its 
explicit and implicit symbolic meanings, expectations and norms transfer 
the historical memory from one generation to another.10 

The ritual taps into the ethnic communal-tribal relations and 
synthesizes many levels and forms of social relationships. It reinforces 
and perpetuates fundamental moral principles and ethical norms of 
Kazakh people. It teaches people to be proud of their ancestors and their 
nation and encourages the interest in studying historical roots. By 
focusing on the family, the ritual does not emphasize ,,segmental 
oppositions”. On the contrary, it promotes the principle of the ,,united 
nation”. The researchers suggest that in the situation of ,,interests clash of the 
community and family, the ritual acts as a test of loyalty to the universal values and 
ideals. The Kazakh ritual of al is a symbolic representation of the society. It is the 
most stable and transformable form of spiritual, ethnic traditions”.11 

The examples mentioned above suggest that the ethnocultural 
public space shapes the modern lifestyle of Kazakh people. The 
ethnocultural public space is created with architectural, ritualistic and 
artistic visual means with the purpose to preserve the historic memory 
and traditions of Kazakh people.  
 
                                                             
10 A. R. Sabitov, V. K. Litskevich, Form and image, Almaty, Kaz GASA, 2010, 234 p. 
11  G. D. Gachev, Science and national culture, Rostov-on-Don, Publishing House of 
Rostov University, 2009, pp. 6-8. 
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Abstract: The search for a lost home is one of the most popular archetypical themes 

in world culture. In the present work, we tried to reconstruct the archetype of ,,home” using the 
translational text-the literary work of the Russian author of German origin H. Belger The 
House of the Exile. Belger is the author in whose texts new world pictures arise. Moreover, 
both his multilingualism and life credo of ,,world responsiveness” contribute to this. According 
to his beliefs, there are no language, culture and ethnic groups barriers but rather there are 
bridges between them. Using some of the manifold research methods (including diachronic 
analysis, hermeneutical approach, mythopoetic interpretation and stylistic analysis) we came to 
the conclusion that Berger‟s universal idea of Home and Homelessness is connected to the 
philosophical categories of Being-here (Dasein) and the-They.  

Keywords: archetype, mythopoetics, Belger, Kazakh literature. 

 
Kazakh literature is extremely rich in archetypal content. The fact 

that literary texts are so dense in archaic clusters makes an archetype a 
tool of perception while interpreting a literary text in its full stylistic 
harmony. Archetype, as it is well known, is a cluster of collective 
experience, a universal scenario of the individual‟s mental reactions to 
the world outside. In the process of analysis, we will attempt to 
reconstruct the archetype both on the level of poetic elements 
(subjective organization of the text, the literary world of the work, etc.) 
and on the level of individual codes, represented by linguistic means 
(metaphors, allegories, etc.): spatial codes, spontaneous, somatic, food, 
subject ones. This method could be defined as a combined one - the 
method of explication aimed at deduction of the knowledge (expanding) 
from the subtext (implication) is in this case combined with method of 
explanation implying the presence of hermeneutic commentary 
(explanation).  

In modern literary criticism, archetypes are generally used to 
denote universal human and fundamental motifs, patterns of images and 
ideas that form all artistic and literary structures. 

Home is one of the very basic archetypes bearing the inclusive 
ideas of the collective unknown about the reality (,,our circle”, ,,we”, 
,,motherland”, ,,the world”, etc.). Thus, in the artistic text, the archetype 
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reconstructs not only the idea of a human dwelling, but also recreates the 
model of the whole community living in a certain place on earth.  

For quite legitimate reasons, each ethnic group believes that them 
living in a certain place has its own teleology.  

Space is perceived by nomadic and settled communities differently. 
The space of a nomad is dynamic, ,,camping ground”, while the space of a 
settled man (farmer) consists of series of circles diverging from the sacral 
center, fading closer to the boundaries of the unknown. 

The boundaries of the universe diverge from ,,a man”; he is the 
,,reference point” in space. The closest circle to a person consists of objects 
which he can touch physically (body parts, clothing). The second circle is 
the nearest surroundings, Home. Home has borders (a window, a 
threshold), but it is associated only with exclusivity of space. This meaning is 
accumulated at the very heart of the archetype under scrutiny. 

At first the world was unexplored and was fraught with danger. To 
explore the world, i. e. to own it, a man had to allot it (split it) and then 
reunite it once again. ,,Striving to embrace as much space as possible, transform 
unknown Chaos into something familiar, an archaic human throws a mental grid of 
some kind on the reality-a system of binary and ternary contrapositions”.1 

Forces of nature that historically helped people to survive were 
worshiped (sun, sky, spring, summer, warmth, earth). The opposing 
forces of nature were perceived as hostile. 

The housing, centered on the hearth (and later the altar was 
added), provided a man with an opportunity to survive. Therefore, in the 
structure of the archetype ,,Home” there are opposing elements: 

1) closeness of home vs openness of external space; 
2) security, familiarity of the inner world vs hostility, unknown and 

unexplored nature of external world; 
3) settled location of home vs the dynamic nature of a person 

(arrival and departure); 
4) having a home (shelter, haven) vs absence of home 

(homelessness, placelessness, vagabondage); 
5) one‟s own place (and safe environment) vs. stranger‟s outer 

space (and environment). 
All events that take place in the character‟s life are connected with 

the outer space, that is, they go beyond Home; Therefore the archetype 
of Home is often contrasted with the archetype of Forest (hostile 

                                                             
1 V. N. Toporov, Primitive notions of the world. Essays on the history of natural science knowledge 
about antiquity, Moscow, 1982, p. 25. 
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environment), that include the motives of the road, wanderings and 
homelessness. 

,,One‟s own home is the first and foremost universe of a man, comprising one‟s 
memories, thoughts, dreams and thereby organizing the connection of times. Home is 
also a shelter, the last pillar left in life”.2 That‟s why the archetypal couple 
,,Home-Homelessness” demands, to our mind, more careful and thorough 
studying. 

To understand this ontological pair is the task the literary works of 
the prominent Kazakh writer Herald Belger are devoted to (the man, 
who has an excellent command of 3 languages: German, Russian and 
Kazakh).    

 
The themes of finding and losing home 

in the literary works of H. Belger 
 
The Belgers family was deported to Kazakhstan from the Volga 

German Autonomy. Therefore, the loss of fundamental roots, the 
eternal search for a home lost became the leitmotifs of his works. 

Belger creates new world images in his work, devoid of any 
unification and ,,cognitive simplification” whatsoever-i. e. a schematic 
cognitive method of being, which is based on a linear reaction to reality. 
If we develop the idea of Gachev a little bit further, the idea that every 
ethnic group ,,throws” the grid of a unique world view on the reality, thus 
ordering the Cosmos around itself, then Belger‟s ,,grid” will not be at the 
intersection of binary oppositions generated by a particular ethnic group. 
His multilingualism, which the writer metaphorically expressed with the 
formula ,,three strings of my soul”, was a basis, upon which Belger managed 
to create a more complex model of the world, both heuristically and 
aesthetically. ,,The German language, the Russian language, the Kazakh language 
are like the melodies of three strings. The three strings of my soul”.3 

Bearing in mind Heidegger‟s idea that it is Language is the House 
of Being, we invariably come to the conclusion that the being of Belger 
was perpetually passing in three language dimensions, but not in isolation 
from one another, but in continuum. 

Belger came from the family of the Volga Germans 
(Wolgakolonisten, Wolgadeutsche), peoples who appeared in Russia as a 
result of political activity of Catherine II. According to the manifestoes 

                                                             
2 V. A. Maslova, Cognitive Linguistics, Minsk, Tetrasistems, 2004, p. 263. 
3 G. Belger, Motives of three strings, Almaty, Zhazushy, 1986, p. 2. 
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of the empress, settlers from German states settled in the Lower Volga 
region in the 1760s. The fate of the Volga Germans turned out to be a 
dramatic one: having received their own autonomy in 1917, the Volga 
German Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic, they were deported in 
1941 by Stalin‟s decree to Kazakhstan and Siberia. This led to a crisis of 
national identity, the decline of the language and culture, intensive 
assimilation with neighboring ethnic groups and a persistent sense of 
,,loss of roots”, ,,forlorness in the world”, ,,eternal wanderings”, ,,being neither here 
nor there” (A. Schmidt) in respect of the whole ethnic group. There 
happened a redistribution of ethnic and social statuses, as the result of 
which a Russian German turned into ,,a deterritorialized individual” (M. 
Tlostanova). 

A sense of ethnic ,,restlessness” is typical of many Russian Germans. 
As E. Zefert notes in her thesis, ,,the world model for Russian Germans is the 
road leading to home, to homeland. It is a mixed Russian-German world: according 
to G. Gachev, the world model for the Germans is Home; for Russians is the 
direction to infinity, an open road. Russian Germans have two of these world models 
combined. The difference between the German (Home) and Russian-German (the 
aspiration to home) world models lies in the presence of Home and its absence. The 
Russian Germans world outlook is dynamic, but it is characterized by the prevalence 
of statics over dynamics, having arised in the confrontation of the forced camping-
ground”.4 

However, H. Belger himself belongs to one of the few so-called 
,,happy Germans” who managed to overcome the crisis of their own 
otherness and to find a foothold in their multilingualism. The writer 
defined Kazakhstan for himself quite simply, as ,,The land of my honor”. 
But Belger did not come at this conclusion at once. It is enough to have 
a look at the semantics of the titles of his works in order to see the 
pathway of the growing author‟s self-perception of himself-in-the-world, 
himself-in-the-home: The Pine house on the edge of the village, TujukSu 
(translated from Kazakh ,,Dead-end”, ,,Quiet Whirlpool”), The House of the 
Exile. In first case, we notice a pronounced sense of being peripheral, 
,,marginal”, and outside of his CIRCLE. The phrase ,,Pine House” is only 
strengthens this impression - that is a house built of wood, representing 
a model of different way of life i. e. more sedentary one, agricultural one. 
Thus ,,Home” enters into some kind of confrontation with ,,aul” i. e. a 
different cultural model. One cannot help but pay attention to the 

                                                             
4 Y. I. Zeyfert, Genre processes in the poetry of Russian Germans in the second half of the XX 
century-the beginning of the XXI century, Thesis for Doctor of Philological Sciences, 
Karaganda, 2007, p. 445. 
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singular-plural contrast of the title: the house is singular (the person 
living in the house is lonely), the aul is a collective notion, consists of 
numerous individuals. The next name is TujukSu, which means ,,Quiet 
water”, ,,The Backwater”, metaphorical meaning of it is ,,the dead end”. The 
characters of the novel actually named their aul like this, having 
determined its further desolation, decline and extinction. 
Symptomatically that the name of the village, representing a ,,quiet”, 
,,sedentary” life, which essentially contradicts the very mentality of the 
Kazakhs, who for hundreds of years have been a dynamic peoples. 
Finally, The House of the Exile is a novel-result, telling the story of how 
within three generations of characters, including newcomers, ,,outsiders”, 
the protagonist finally becomes included into the society: his house is 
being built by the dwellers of the entire village. 

Aul is the first ontological ,,circle” of the Belger‟s main characters: 
,,Aul is a native hearth. Aul is like a big family. Aul is your own shelter in the only 
land, under the only sky. Aul is your conscience, love, care, pride, your green pier and 
joy. Aul is the beginning of homeland”. 

An aul slowly dies in the novels of Belger; important concepts such 
as ,,IMAN” disappear along with it (a complex concept that has no 
analogues whatsoever, reflecting the idea of conscience, morality, 
spiritual duty in the Kazakh language in a complex way), 
,,TOGETHERNESS/COLLECTIVITY” and ,,CONTINUITY”. On the 
pages of his works, Belger paints a ,,mental portrait” of the Kazakh ethnos, 
which is can be seen in observance of important commandments 
(scripts, instructions). In the ,,Air of Time” the author shares the most 
significant of them: ,,Nobody has ultimately taught us, happy-go-lucky fellows 
from aul, some kindness, humanism and kind-heartedness. These qualities were 
inculcated in us subconsciously, from the examples of everyday life. They flowed from 
the Kazakhs‟ mentality, which had been formed for many years”.5 

Thus, the archetype of Home is a regulative concept that directly 
affects human behavior. Scripts referring to this archetype are quite 
diverse (,,The house must be protected”, ,,One always returns home”, etc.). They 
can be connected both with ,,one‟s circle”, as well as with personal self-
identification. Its manifestation can be either expansive (when the House 
is equalled with the world), or ,,compressed” (HOME=MAN). The house 
can have a variety of ,,external morphology” (an apartment, Khrushchev-era 
apartments, a communal one, mansion, manor, outhouse, etc.). The 

                                                             
5 G. Belger, Air of time, Almaty, Balalar adebiyeti, 2012, p. 10. 
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person in relation to the HOME acts either as an organizing force or as a 
destroying one.             

 
Reconstruction of the archetype ,,home” 

in the novel The House of the Exile 
 
Belgers‟ characters are autobiographical in many ways. The main 

characters‟ development tends to follow the same plot patterns ,,loss of a 
home-nomadic/vagabond lifestyle-getting used to a new station in life-finding a new 
home”. David Ehrlich, Edmund Worm and other ,,Russlanddeutsche” in the 
Belgers‟ magnificent epic (10 volumes of his writings can be considered a 
thematic unity) find themselves in a paradoxical situation: each of them 
has more than one homeland and at the same time they all are eternal 
vagabonds, travelers, pilgrims. The title of the novel The House of the Exile 
is an oxymoron in the strict sense of the word, which helps to manifest 
the antithesis of important concepts in the strong position of the text: 
dynamics and statics, homelessness and finding one‟s place in the world, 
the outcomes of the heroes‟ journeys, full of wanderings and sacrifices. 

In his essay El Belger wrote about particular importance of three 
homes-his three homelands: the grandmother‟s house in the Volga 
region, the home-hearth in Northern Kazakhstan and the parental home 
in Tashkent. The theme of the motherland and the mythologeme of 
home are related to the opposing theme of homelessness. The 
confrontation of these motifs and loss of fundamental roots encourage 
the characters to enhance the knowledge of their outer and inner worlds. 
When the Belger‟s character (namely a typical character) embarks on a 
journey, which resembles the adventures in the mythical quest, the 
author uses a number of techniques to help readers penetrate to the core 
of existential loneliness of his characters. 

The novel The House of the Exile is comprised of three parts. In 
each part one of the three main characters (David, Christian and Harry) 
is introduced. All of them are special settlers, who suddenly lost the 
status of ,,Soviet people” and became ,,enemies of the people” due to the 
historical circumstances. Their houses have been pillaged and looted and 
their patronymics have been erased or changed to foreign ,,analogs” so 
drastically, that they can relate to neither cultural-linguistic nor human 
identities. Doctor David Erlich, Labor Army member Christian and 
schoolboy Harry enter a stage of nomadic way of life and start finding 
their station in life. The characters find themselves in the Kazakh village 
named Kzyl-Tu (the ,,Red Flag”), and the plot pathway of each of the 
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characters goes in different directions. David chooses the path of selfless 
service to people and eventually arrives at the idea that one should live in 
the present and let go of the past. Christian does not take a fancy to his 
,,mandatory homeland” and dies in a foreign land. Harry comes to discover 
his individual identity in the Kazakh language, a communicative bridge to 
the outside world. 

All the characters are alone in their search. The author explains 
their feeling by using expressive vocabulary: orphanhood, vagabondage, 
woeful vagabonding, cavalry. The writer applies the so-called focal length 
technique, when the scale of the narration changes from a close-up to a 
pan shot. Characters are opposed to the whole world; they feel ,,small”, 
,,tiny like a worm”, while the world around them is boundless and wide, so 
that the feeling of loneliness, lostness, abandonment would come to the 
point of greatest intensity. The author applies this technique in several 
ways, by contrasting images and placing other texts within his novel. For 
one, David Ehrlich sings ,,a little Hans‟ song” over and over again after his 
deportation to Kazakhstan. ,,Poor little Gansikhas knocked around a foreign 
land for seven years”. David relates to ,,little Gansik” and feels that the world 
around him is immensely huge. 

The loneliness of the characters is vividly conveyed by the 
alternation of retrospective-synchronous narrative plans, due to which 
we find out about the past of the character and his once happy life in the 
Volga region in former times. David‟s family (his wife Lydia and their 
little son Arno) remain in the past. David bitterly realizes that such wives 
are created for ,,prosperous husbands”. Their conflict was caused not only 
by a series of social problems, due to which David lost his former status. 
The difference between them also lies in the invisible line of ethnic self, 
so delicate that the character prefers not to speak about it openly (,,There 
are things so delicate that I had rather not mention them”). Belger develops the 
idea about the inmost essence of each person, which should not be 
betrayed. This essence lies in the respect for ,,the national spirit”. David‟s 
wife Lydia Istratova violates the unwritten code that says to respect the 
people, even if they are different people. Many of her actions speak volumes 
about her unwillingness to be part of the Other. She keeps her maiden 
name and does not take her husband‟s surname. She also does not let 
other people address her ,,Frau” (infringement of the phatic 
communication canon). Lydia is critical to the fact that the son is 
gradually learning German language from his ,,Carl peers”. Her negative 
rejection reaches its apotheosis when she flatly refuses to join in her 
husband‟s homelessness: ,,-Мы с Арношкой будем жить, как прежде, у 
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родителей… А ты… А ты…еще неизвестно, как все 
обернется…устроишься…дашь нам знать… тогда… тогда… Словом, так 
будет лучше. Нечего горячку пороть”.6 

It is no coincidence that she uses sharply parceled phrases in her 
inconsistent, vague speech conveying a lack of her definite plans for the 
future. David ends their relationship symbolically by calling his wife a 
,,Russe Machka”. Although this is not an offensive expression, Lydia takes 
it as an insult as it highlights her alienation from Russian German 
community. Only her husband avoids this stereotyping word, which 
turns out to be an aleatic index, i.e. it indicates the true qualities of a 
character/essence. 

All in all, the wanderings of the character begin with the loss of the 
house and family breakdown, a real tragedy which David painfully goes 
though. The epigraph of the novel contains lines from Anna 
Akhmatova‟s poem The Cellar of Memory (But where is my home, where is my 
reason now?). 

In the first chapter of the novel David is rigidly defined as a 
,,traveler”. It is David‟s self-identification, and the recurrent definition of 
the author, which can be associated with Goethe‟s Wanderer‟s Night Song. 
The theme idea of the poem, which is presented in the novel as an 
allusion (,,Soon now peace comes to you”), is anticipated in a certain way. Not 
coincidentally, the poem exists in the aspect of cultural trinity: it was 
created in German, it became an integral part of the Russian (the poem 
was translated by Lermontov and Fet), and later Kazakh cultures (Abai‟s 
translation). This a personally important text for Belger as a Kulturträger. 

So, David is a wanderer, a ,,homeless pilgrim”, who was deprived of 
home and loving family environment. This social annihilation, according 
to L. N. Gumilev, was once called ,,the exile from life”. ,,People who have 
offended canons were expelled from their lives, i. e. were prohibited to have the 
occupation, which would support their families”.7 This happened to the Volga 
Germans when an entire ethnic community was forced out of its circle: 
,,Тихая, уютная, благоденствующая республика со своим образцовым порядком 
за несколько дней превратилась в зону бедствия <…> С первого же дня 
выселения четко подчеркивалось: вчерашние благодушные и простодушные 
камерады обернулись если и не совсем врагами советской власти, то по крайней 
мере «не-нашими».8 

                                                             
6 G. Belger, Wanderer‟s house, Almaty, Raritet, 2007, p. 42. 
7 L. N. Gumilyov, From Rus‟ to Russia, Moscow, AST, 2016, p. 113. 
8 G. Belger, Wanderer‟s house, Almaty, p. 88. 
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By using an eventual antithesis, Belger narrated about the 
breakdown of the conventional world order. The first element of the 
opposition is the description of the peaceful agricultural life of the 
Germans (,,old haunts”, ,,full barns of millet”), the second-about the ,,woeful 
wandering” (,,...Sad, numb with grief and sorrow nomads stretched for over a 
kilometer”). 

,,Все, все, нажитое многолетним терпением, неутомимым, адовым 
трудом, старанием предков, было брошено-нет, не божьей волей-бешеному псу 
под хвост: добротные дома, убранство, подворье, погреба, склады, сараи с 
годовыми запасами, амбарами, свинарники, курятники, бани, летние кухни, 
сады, клумбы, мельницы, сыроварни, колодцы, всякая всячина, заготовленная, 
собранная впрок на радость и счастье их трудолюбивых обладателей и их 
потомков-все, все, все, в одночастье, разом, по злому умыслу, безрассудно, 
варварски, было оставлено, брошено в эти черные дни. Все провалилось в 
пропасть, рухнуло в бездну, в тартарары. Все было отнято у народа, 
облагородившего эти бросовые, дикие, запущенные некогда земли. Не было 
страшнее наказания!”.9 

,,Exile from life” as a motive is also being actualized through several 
additional storylines. One of them is represented from the memories of 
Christian. This is the story of an Oscar the musician who is passing 
through several stages of social alienation in the labor army. The first of 
these is the unification of the looks, when the commander shaves his 
head, turning him into a ,,miserable young jackdaw”. The second stage is 
associated with the loss of the work of his life, the gift for singing: at first 
Oscar the musician loses his voice, performing ,,patriotic marches”, then 
the foreman deprives him from his family relic-an accordion, 
commenting on this: ,,Why the hell priest needs an accordion for?”. The third 
stage is the symbolic loss of the name. Together with his proper name, 
designated to name a person and stress his distinguishing features, Oscar 
also loses his sameness. 

Oscar turned into a walking shadow. The only thing that could be 
entrusted to him was to collect branches, measure fallen trees, and keep 
fire in. 

The elements of food in Christian‟s memory are correlated with 
the theme of home and, most interestingly, the functions of these 
elements are opposite: they are related to both life and hope, and to 
death and the loss of hope. After receiving a parcel - food sent from 
home, one of the characters comes alive, another one dies. But why?. 

                                                             
9 Ibidem, p. 91. 
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Since the dawn of times various peoples endowed food with the 
sacred properties and have strongly associated it with the life of the 
ethnos, the native home, its climatic and geographical contexts of being. 
It is a ,,life-giving artifact” of the culture of ,,its own environment”. ,,Images of 
food items and everything that is associated with them, make up one of the richest and 
inclusive codes of any people. The number and variety of foods, cooking traditions, food 
rituals associated with them are linked to the basic value system of the people <...> 
and serve as symbols of the most diverse aspects of cultural life”.10 So, the motive of 
the food gift sent to the labor army from home marks both life and 
death. The first meaning is revealed in the subplot of Uncle Franz, who 
had almost abandoned all hopes to survive until he received an 
unexpected parcel from the house - some cereal and a chunk of bacon. 

,,Он уже с трудом ковылял по бараку, еле передвигал распухшие, как 
бревна, ноги, кое-как перемалывал, перетирал кровоточащими деснами свои 
триста граммов хлеба, как судьба смилостивилась над ним: в самый 
отчаянный момент трудармейской жизни его Амалия, милая Мальхен, 
умудрилась непостижимым образом сообразить посылочку с крупой и шматом 
сала. Как ей это удалось, обреченный на гибель дядюшка Франц представить 
не мог. Однако этот крупяной приварок, жидкая блеклая похлебка с мелкими 
кусочками сала и спасли его от неминуемого списания в разряд безнадежных 
доходяг. Вперемешку со слезами хлебал он этот приварок с чесночным, 
желтоватым салом и на этот раз увернулся-таки, выскользнул из холодных 
объятий костлявой старухи с косой”.11 

In agricultural societies grain is endowed with sacred meaning. So, 
for instance, it was customary among the Slavs to decide to set a place 
for the construction of a new house ,,according to grain”, depending on 
whether it will sprout or not, whether it will mold in the ground, whether 
there‟ll be shoots or not. The Volga Germans regarded grain as vow for 
the future, they used to stock it for future use for several years. Thus, it 
was symbolically associated not only with survival, but also with 
prosperity, wellbeing and hope. 

In this case food is related to the theme of the house of one‟s 
fathers, family, care, sacrifice in the name of the neighbor and memory. 
Ultimately, the stylistic image of parcel highlights the motives of 
salvation associated with it, the return home. Encouraged by care of the 
relatives, Uncle Franz returns to life. His duty in a camp is also symbolic: 
to maintain fire in cast-iron stove, to keep the hearth for all the people 
working in a camp. 

                                                             
10 V. A. Maslova, M. V. Pimenova, Linguocultural codes, Moscow, FLINTA, 2016, p. 87. 
11 G. Belger, Wanderer‟s house, p. 138. 
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The storyline of the Oscar the musician goes in a completely 
different direction. Having received the parcel from home, namely 
herring, Oscar feels that the chance to live like he used to do is lost forever: 
,,Однажды доставили ему посылку от сестер из Алтая. В плотную бумагу с 
нотными записями была завернута селедка. Бережно разглаживая засаленные, 
потрепанные нотные листы с записью разных попурри из классических 
оперетт, Оскар-музыкант плакал, как ребенок. После этого случая Оскар-
музыкант угасал на глазах. Он смирился со своей горькой участью и стал 
безразличным ко всему, что вокруг происходило. <…> И вот преставился 
бедняга”.12 

The destruction of the old way of life can be seen implicitly in the 
images of oiled, crumpled sheet music, symbolizing the loss of purpose in 
life. The herring itself, that is salted fish, has an ambiguous, ,,split” 
semantics. In some cultures, particularly in Mediterranean and 
Scandinavian cultures, fish, as well as bread, is the source of life-giving 
force, the staying of hunger. The process of salting fish is of particular 
importance; the salty and the sour, according to many ancient peoples‟ 
beliefs, is not decaying, and therefore is not capable of attracting evil 
forces. Thus, the salted and the pickled acts as an amulet, apotropaion of 
some sort.13 On the other hand, the image of a fish floating in water has 
long been associated with the transition to the other world, with the 
symbolism of death that Belger depicts in the storyline of Oscar the 
musician. 

The existence of any of the organic life forms directly depends on 
food. Food is closely related to the life of the folk, the geography of its 
existence, their customs, traditions, rituals. That is why food acts as an 
artifact of culture, its code. The bodily capacity for acceptance or 
rejection of food indicates the inner readiness/reluctance of a person to 
live (except for cases of voluntary asceticism in the name of purification 
from the worldly life). 

Symptomatically that Christian Ehrlich, having returned from the 
labor army extremely exhausted, is not able to eat any food-neither ,,his”, 
prepared by David in the custom of the Volga Germans, nor ,,strange” 
(food of the neighbors in aul). Food is coming out of him with blood. 
The repeatability of this physiological reaction reinforces the reader‟s 
,,apprehension” of the character‟s imminent death, since the food in the 

                                                             
12 Ibidem, p. 141. 
13 M. M. Valentsova, Magic functions of meal. Traditional Russian table: Collection of articles, 
Moscow, 2008. 
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world cultural tradition is the connecting link between man and the 
world, both this one and the otherworld. In fact, in every cultural 
tradition there is a body of myths, legends and fables about how a 
character attaches himself to another world, having tasted ,,stranger‟s food”. 
Thus, the young goddess from ancient Greek myths, Persephone is 
forced to return to the underworld over and over again, having tasted 
only one pomegranate seed. Russian folk tales characters, getting to the 
territory of the ,,deathtrap” (usually it is dense forest), turn to Baba Yaga 
for help, but first they ask her to ,,feed, drink, give a place to sleep”. Thus, 
they are included into ,,inner circle” of the supernatural and save 
themselves from certain death. 

Shared meal is a sacred ritual associating a person with his circle, 
family or community. The act of sharing food generates a set of rules for 
the people who shared the meal, the violation of which is unacceptable. 
From now on, a man who broke bread with the host of the house, 
should not be enemies with him; one cannot do him any harm or hurt 
him. In the classical times the most terrible betrayal was the betrayal after 
the table - the violation of mutual vows after a shared meal. ,,The presence at 
the same table automatically included a person into the family circle or the 
microcollective <...> The shared meal and treat consolidated society at the expense of 
eating the same their own food”. 14  Sometimes eating ,,stranger‟s” food was 
perceived as alienation from ,,one‟s own” people. In Russian chronicles, 
there were references to how the Tatars forcibly fed captive Slavs with 
horse meat, ritually ,,cutting off” them from their faith. Thus, the 
willingness to share food with a representative of other nation is one of 
the most telling ethno-characteristics in terms of national mentality; the 
willingness of the ,,foreigner” to take food is also telling. 

The storylines of the Erlich brothers are diverged based on their 
new perception of life. David Erlich quickly assimilates in the hospitable 
aul. The first meeting of the character with the local old man called 
,,poshtaby” (mail worker) ends with an invitation from the host to share 
his shelter and dastarkhan. Despite poverty, cramped conditions of life 
and ,,bare-bellied baranchucks” (his toddlers), the old man finds for a guest 
both a place to sleep, and food to maintain his strength. The old woman 
treats David with irimshik (dried curd cheese) and sweet tea and is pleased 
when the guest accepts the meal with gratitude. Thus, an unofficial 
convention is concluded regarding their future benevolent relations. 
Among the Kazakhs, the character finds support and benevolent 
hospitality everywhere-both in the family of Gaziz and Maruar, under 

                                                             
14 Ibidem, p. 111. 
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the roof of old man Bolpysh, and among all his patients. In a 
conversation with Christian David notes that ,,every Kazakh is like that”: 
,,…Удивительно: гол, нищ, а на радостях последнее отдаст <…> Добрый, 
простодушный народ. Душа нараспашку. Я в том убедился. Иногда, правда, 
любит хитрить. Но это детская хитрость. И шутить мастак”.15 

But if David, having settled down, traveling through houses of the 
aul, gradually becoming ,,his own”, then the image of Christian is 
conceptionally connected with the past. Let‟s consider the time modes 
through the philosophical categories of Being-here and the-They.  

 
The subjective embodiment of the categories of Being-here and 

the-They in the novel The House of the Exile 
 
Appealing to such complex ontological categories as Being-here 

and Being-there, which were discussed profoundly in the work of M. 
Heidegger called Being and Time, as well as during the course of his 
lectures and discussions about Sophist by Plato, we have to justify their 
feasibility in the given study. Being-here (Dasein) is a philosophical 
concept that is difficult to translate into Russian without breaking its full 
semantic potential. In various translations of the Heideggerian term 
Dasein (note that the terminology itself is conditional), multiple nuances 
of meaning are actualized: ,,Being-here”, ,,presence” (not the same as being), 
,,existing being”, ,,things existent” and ,,existence”. Comprehension of the 
category Being-here has a long history in European philosophy and 
traces its routes from Plato and Aristotle. In German classical 
philosophy, the Dasein concept was developed in the philosophical 
works of Kant, Hegel, and partly Husserl. According to Kant (1964), 
Dasein is the present existence of the object of cognition in the experience whose 
presence is ambivalent: it is being-knowledge and being-ignorance. In Hegel‟s The 
Phenomenology of Spirit, the semantic meaning of Dasein is additionally 
expanded by additional connotations-it is not just the presence-of-the-
thinking-subject-in-the-world, but the historical being associated with a 
certain epoch. ,,It is not mere being but existence, or Dasein; according to its 
[German] etymology, it is being (Sein) in a certain place (da). But the representation 
of space does not belong here <…> the determinateness as such of existence, as is also 
expressed by the da (or ,,there”) of the Dasein”.16 A. V. Akhutin (2016) sums up 
the Hegelian reflections with the following formulation: ,,Being as the 

                                                             
15 G. Belger, Wanderer‟s house, p. 167. 
16 G. V. F. Hegel, System of Sciences. Part 1. Phenomenology of the spirit, Saint Petersburg, 
Science, 1999.  
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specific spirit, knowing itself in all its history, is reality-the identity of being and 
existing being, or, in fact, Da-Sein”. So let‟s accept this property of Being-
here-the identity of the world comprehended by man and of the world 
itself-to be one of the distinctive features of this category. Note that 
identity here is not an equivalence of two cognizable entities, but there is 
their presence within each other, their mutuality. Let‟s consider the virtual 
semantics of the Dasein concept in the works of M. Heidegger. 

The semantic variants of the concept Dasein diverge in two ways. 
In the first case, they have connection with a German verbal noun 
meaning ,,to be present, to come”. In the second, it is connected with the 
translation of the Latin analogue ,,existentia” into German, as a result of 
which the concept bears multiple meanings. 

,,Dasein-existence (quite synonymously close to „die Existenz‟) has a very wide 
semantic range: it can mean either the simple existence of a thing, or the being of God 
or the life existence (das Leben) of a person (being)... As for the last meaning, but not 
the least for Heidegger,-is itself distinguished by a significant discrepancy between the 
intentions of meaning”.17 The concept of Dasein has the following notional 
components: 

-the notion of the ultimate individuation (,,my being”, ,,my lonely 
being”, the being in reference to age: childhood one, adolescence, 
maturity, old age); 

-the fusion of individual being with the ,,epic being” of the peoples, 
of mankind, ,,the ultimate meaning of being as an integral, unique event of life-
always very personal-is intertwined with the meaning of being as typical features and 
opportunities of common human life (for example, we can tell about the Dasein of 
everyday life, commonness)”, as the position of man in the world (or in many 
worlds?);18 

-the notion of unpredictability, the semantic inexhaustibility of 
being and, at the same time, a meaningful experience of life.  

,,Meaningful being is a word addressed to the Other”. 19 
Heideggerian concept of Dasein has a connection with Aristotelian 
sense, ,,practical wisdom” as categories of verity: ,,Now it is thought to be the 
mark of a man of practical wisdom to be able to deliberate well about what is good 
and expedient for himself, not in some particular respect, e.g. about what sorts of thing 

                                                             
17 A. Akhutin, Dasein. Materials for interpretation, 2016, retrieved from  www.ruthenia.ru, 
accessed in 11.01.2018 
18 Ibidem. 
19 Ibidem. 
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conduce to health or to strength, but about what sorts of thing conduce to the good life 
in general”.20 

To sum up our reflections, Being-here is referring to sensible and 
reasonable presence of a man in the world, his readiness to accept it, his 
inclusion in time and space, according to the historical epoch; it is 
peaceful co-existence of an individual consciousness with other 
individual consciousnesses, the readiness to experience life ,,here and now” 
and benefiting from it by himself (as from the ultimate goodness, goal-
setting). Dasein is both existence and things in existence, but human 
existence. Thus, being-here is the existence of man in the world both as 
willingness to experience reality and actually experiencing it. The category of 
Being-here is directly related to the archetype of the Home: Home 
becomes, so to say, an ontological container of Dasein, this state of mind 
is only possible at home/in the house. 

The opposite concept, ,,the-They” (,,Das Man”), was introduced by 
Heidegger in the book Being and Time (1996). Das Man points to the 
unreal existence of man. According to the philosopher V. N. Semenova, 
in this case ,,the world is built upon the alienation; in this world everyone are 
,,others”, even when it comes to himself, a man is ,,different”; his personality dies”.21 
,,The-They” appeals to the idea of groundlessness of the world, loss of 
existence, impossibility to live ,,here”. The only force that can overcome 
the destructive power of ,,the-They” is an appeal to one‟s sameness. 

In the fabric of the artistic work, a character/characters act as the 
embodiment of the Being-here and the-They categories. In our opinion, 
there are original markers of Being-here or the-They of the characters 
coded in a certain way in the literary text. It can be symbols, detailed 
allegories, hermeneutic comments. In the House of the Exile Belger creates 
the embodiments of both ontological categories under consideration. 
Being-here is notable in the character of David, the-They can be seen in 
the character of Christian. The character of Harry is at the crossroad of 
these two notions. In the course of the narrative, we observe his 
movement on the ,,frontiers” of these two existential ,,zones” and the final 
acceptance of his Being-here in the world. Being-here of David is finding 
his home; the-They of Christian is connected with the loss of the 
present, ending with the ultimate death of the character. The midline 
position of Harry is, according to Y. Zeyfert, the formation of a new 
archetype of Home: ,,Home-the Road”. Artistic markers of Being-here of 
David and the-They of Christian can be arranged in the following order: 

                                                             
20 Aristotel, Collection of works in 4 volumes, volume 4, Moscow, 1983. 
21 M. Heidegger, Being and Time, New York, State University of New York Press, 1996. 
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1. Being-in-the-language. According to M. Heidegger, ,,language is 
the uniting beginning” between people. Understanding each other is being-
in-the-world, being-with-others. Arguing about the nature of language, 
the philosopher points out that the ,,vehicle of the language” is a person: 
,,Language tells us its own tale, that is, it shows us what he has absorbed in itself 
what he bears in itself. Language tells of being, we use the language (the tale of the 
language), we use the tale of the language to tell our own tale of ourselves. In other 
words, we do not speak the language (the tale), but the language speaks in us, the 
language speaks through us. Language cannot come into being in any other way than 
through a speaker of a language (the tale of a language)”. 22  So, through the 
language, communal living with the Other is achieved. That is why David 
thinks at first that he cannot dwell in Kzyl-Tu: a foreign language for 
him is not a bridge, but a barrier between cultural worlds: ,,А путник 
подумал: «Надо бы, наверное, поговорить со стариком. Но о чем и как? 
Непонятный народ. Другой язык, другие нравы. Не смогу, видно, работать». 
И от этих дум совсем тоскливо стало”.23 

The ways of overcoming alienation by means of communication 
are demonstrated to the character by dwellers of the aul. By putting the 
words of several languages into a single context, they try to achieve 
mutual understanding with the ,,newcomer”, facilitating his life in a new 
place. David notes the efforts put by Kzyl-Tu residents: in the process of 
interaction of Russian words and Kazakh articulation, there appear 
numerous phonetic aberrations: pershyl (paramedic), ates (father), 
medypunkit (first-aid post) and many others. Symbolic and phonetic 
transformation of the character‟s name-the name David Erlich is 
gradually replaced by the equivalent Dout Erlik. Both name-doublets 
(Daut and Erlik) have a telling inner form. The Arab-Jewish foundation 
of the Daut bears the meaning of favorite, favorable, Erllik in Kazakh 
means valor. This name, as one of the residents of Kzyl-Tu points out:  
,,-Ерлик?! -Баскарма вскинул кустистые брови. -Каких только фамилий не 
бывает! Посмотрим, какой ты совершишь ерлик”.24 

Symbolic names with a foreseeing meaning are characteristic for 
Belger‟s literary technique. Through them, the author gives a hint of 
future events in the life of the character, determining the attitude of 
other people towards him. In the course of time David-Daut truly 
becomes loved and expansive to all: time after time, residents of the 
Oktyabrsky district save their ,,pershyla” from labor mobilization, from 

                                                             
22 Ibidem, p. 133. 
23 G. Belger, Wanderer‟s house, p. 17. 
24 Ibidem, p. 49. 
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possible death in the labor army, which Christian eventually couldn‟t 
escape. 

,,Потом он узнал, как все происходило. После его отъезда в аулах 
действительно всполошились. От председателей колхозов в райком и в 
райвоенкомат посыпались письма с просьбой вернуть им фельдшера Эрлиха, 
<…> проявившего себя за какие-то шесть месяцев самоотверженным, 
ответственным и знающим медработником”.25 

The semantics of the name Erlik is fully revealed on the plot level. 
David soon becomes so indispensable for the inhabitants of the village 
that no important work is done without him: ,,Завалит снегом мазанку 
Зайры на краю аула, откапывать ее спешит безотказный Даут. Угорели 
интернатовцы, чистить дымоход, кроме Даута, в ауле больше некому. А 
если и есть, то у Давида-Даута все получается сноровистей и лучше. 
Обледенел колодец по самый сруб – не подойти, не подступиться, того и гляди 
соскользнешь ненароком в дымящуюся колодезную глубь, опять все тот же 
Даут долбит пешней лед, раскидывает ледяные глыбы далеко вокруг, чтобы 
люди и скот не переломали себе ноги. Полыхнет у кого-то пожар, бегут опять 
все к нему”.26 

Noteworthy that each of the described events is associated with a 
risk for life, the salvation of the Other, the idea of selfless service to 
people, and therefore can be qualified as a feat (Erlik). So, for example, a 
well is an archetypal center of people‟s living space. The image of David 
gradually acquires the meanings inherent in the cultural character of the myth. 

If at first foreign language is perceived by David as an obstacle to 
being-here, then later it becomes a bridge to a new territory of existence, 
in which, as the author explains through his characters, ,,a Kazakh is a 
brother to a German”. The character gradually learns a new language; He 
finds spiritual and family ties with some of the residents of Kzyl-Tu. 
Gaziz calls him kurdas, i. e. a peer, a sworn brother, in relation to whom the 
law ,,What is mine is yours” is enforced. He fosters the orphan Zharas, 
becoming aga to the boy - the elder relative-patron. Upon the initiative of 
David, his pupil Harry is studying at a Kazakh school. 

Christian is a character who acts in a completely opposite plot 
direction. He turns to the dialect of the Volga Germans more often, 
revives forgotten German poems and songs in memory, communicates 
gladly only with his countrymen. The evening Christian spent with David 
and Olkie is solely devoted to memories and speaking in German. Unlike 

                                                             
25 Ibidem, p. 112. 
26 Ibidem, p. 163. 
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his brother, Christian does not agree to accept a new name: Gregory, 
Gyrisha. He also doesn‟t like the aberration ,,Kyrystian”. 

As a rule, the cultural character follows the deductive path of 
identification, that is, moves from the general stage of self-determination 
to private ones. Researchers distinguish five stages of it: 

-The first identification is a human being. This category refers to 
the biological species of Homo Sapiens with the corresponding 
morphophysiological features (anatomy, life cycles, ability to speak and 
for abstract thinking). According to the theory of archetypes, belonging 
to the human kind determines the presence of fundamental models, 
schemes and motives in the psyche manifesting themselves at the life-
changing events; 

-The second identification is gender. At this level, the gender 
characteristics of the personality are formed: activity/passivity, 
logic/intuition, etc.; 

-The third identification is ethnicity. According to anthropology, 
culturology and psychology, this stage evolves in the psyche of the 
individual not only at the level of an inborn temperament and the 
environment having influencing it, but also in the respect of the 
consequences of national traumas - deportation serving as an example; 

-The fourth identification is family, generation. According to this 
level of self-determination, each person is believed to be Homo 
Patrimoniens, that is, a Man inheriting. This implies following expected 
social behavioral scenarios, observing certain ethical and axiological 
canons; 

-The fifth identification is a name, comprising all the knowledge 
about one‟s own identity. It is a sign of individuation of the person, 
which Jung (1988) imparts with indivisibility, integrity, sameness. This is 
the ,,basic project of nature that shapes the human being”,27 the energetical core 
of an individual.28 

David „descends‟ the aforementioned stages of identification in a 
reversed order that is, inductively. The name of the character (David-
Daut, Erlich-Erlik) is affected by global ideological transformation that 
triggers a change in the mode of his self-perception. There are breakage 
of bonds that occur within the family (fourth stage). The death of the 
mother (the archetypal loss of the past), the symbolic loss of the family 

                                                             
27  A. Mengetti, Ontopsychology: practice and metaphysics of psychotherapy, Moscow, 
Ontopsikhologiya, 2009. 
28 A. Sergeyeva, The road to Far Far Away Kingdom: Slavic archetypes in myths and fairy tales, 
Moscow, Sofiya, 2016.  
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(his wife Lida leaving him and raising her son in a different cultural 
tradition, replacing his German name-Arnoshka-with the Russian 
analogue Alyoshka). The character manages to survive the national trauma 
caused by the deportation of the Volga Germans, overcomes their secret 
recognition as the enemies, alienation from the ,,united” Soviet people. 
The character successfully passes the first two stages of identification, as 
a result he truly starts to believe that even representatives of what used 
to be really ethically remote groups of the people could be like ,,brothers” 
to him. This fact strengthens his sense of Being-here in the world. The 
author emphasizes David‟s connection with the two temporal modes: the 
present and the future ones. Contrariwise, Christian‟s modus of being is 
focused on the past. The loss of the family name is not only painful for 
him, but unbearable, although everyone around him seem to accept the 
destruction of the ethnic and cultural traditions: ,,С такими именами, как 
«Фриц» или «Адольф», и высовываться никуда нельзя было. Дитрих 
становился Дмитрием, Фриц-Федором, Хайнц-Геной, Вернер-Вовой, Готлиб-
Богданом, Райнгольд-Романом, Вильгельм-Василием”.29 

Christian cannot put up with the national trauma of deportation. 
The words he recalls so often are: ,,Do not call your homeland the land where 
you grew up, and the house where used to live”.30 

,,Где он, тот край, где он рос? И где остался тот дом, где он жил?.. Все 
рухнуло в небытие, все разрушено, все в невозвратном. Родиной не зови…не 
зови…не зови… Именно эти слова проникали в затаенную глубь сознания, 
огнем обжигали все его существо”.31 

2. Symbolic marks of Being-here and the-They are manifested in 
the novel in several ways. The first of these is a method of psychological 
parallelism, that consists of constructing a ,,character-nature” congruent 
model or, on the contrary, stressing out their inconsistencies. Many 
philosophers and scientists, N. Berdyaev (2016) and L. Gumilev (2016) 
in particular, argued that the landscape somehow defines the spirituality 
of the nation (and each and every of its representative). David, unlike 
Christian, doesn‟t deliberately seek out ,,the cozy limitedness of the agricultural 
plot”. The author identifies this character with the wide, open space of 
the Kazakhstan steppes. The most conspicuous linkage is observed 
between David and the overflown, powerful Ishim: ,,В эту весну Ишим 
разлился особенно широко. Ледоход был бурным, буйным. Торосистые льдины, 
громоздясь, сшибались, лезли друг на дружку, в ярости выпирали на берег, 

                                                             
29 G. Belger, Wanderer‟s house, p. 152. 
30 Ibidem, p. 145. 
31 Ibidem. 
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круша прибрежные тугаи, заливая темной, дымящейся водой все старицы, 
уремы, овраги. Зрелище было потрясающим. Тихая, незаметная степная река, 
приток седого Иртыша, ярилась, буйствовала, сметала все на своем пути, и 
дикая, неукротимая эта силища завораживала, притягивала, манила, 
будоражила. Поднимаясь на крутояр, Давид подолгу смотрел на это 
неистовство пробуждающейся стихии, любовался разливанным морем, 
восхищаясь необузданным нравом обычно смиренного Есиля. Яростный 
весенний колоброд, творившийся вокруг, как ни странно, успокаивал его, 
наполнял скорбящую душу энергией и напором, пробуждал волю, взывал к 
действию, сселял надежду”.32 

Unlike David, Christian cannot get used to the new scenery: 
,,Чужой край, чужой народ, чужие запахи, чужие нравы, чужой язык. Все не 
так, как на Волге <…> Поволжье, уютное и ухоженное, облюбованное 
предками и облагороженное многими поколениями колонистов, можно было 
охватить мысленным взором и почувствовать, как на ладони. А Казахстан, 
как и Сибирь, был слишком огромен, необъятен и не вмещался в 
представление. Казалось, его даже солнце с поднебесья не в силах было 
охватить от края до края. Особенно в глухую зимнюю пору”.33 

So here we observe an anti-parallelism of some kind that clearly 
shows the ontological discordance of a person and the world completely 
new to him.  

The second method the author uses quite frequently is plant 
symbolism. The literary image of David is conceptually associated with 
garden trees. During equipping the medical station, the first thing David 
brings are bushes of bird-cherry, hawthorn, apple tree seedlings for 
planting. Garden trees have always been associated with the idea of 
cultivating an open space, its exploration. Trees are rooted deeply into 
the ground, blossom and bear fruit. According to V. A. Maslova,34 ,,Being 
a symbol of nature, in many cultures a tree symbolizes dynamic growth, natural 
processes of dying and regeneration <...> Plants, grass, trees, according to the legends 
of the ancients, possessed a supernatural power, both healing and destructive. The 
archetype of the totem tree lies at the heart of these ideas”. 

Totem-trees are represented in almost all mythological world 
images. As for the ancient Scandinavians, ash tree was playing the central 
role, namely was the axis of the universe, in nomad society the Great 
Poplar (Baiterek) played such a role. It is no coincidence that a poplar 

                                                             
32 Ibidem, p. 116. 
33 Ibidem, p. 161. 
34 V. A. Maslova, Cognitive Linguistics, Minsk, Tetrasistems, 2004, p. 161. 
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tree even to this day bears the imprint of mythological thinking in the 
culture of the Kazakh ethnos. 

Another universal trait of the TREE as an archetype is the 
existence of the semantic element of ,,life” (compare the world tree, the 
tree of life) at the heart of it. Indeed, the tree grows out from the depths 
of the Mother Earth. A man has especially close connection with fruit 
trees, because this kind of a tree belongs more to the world of culture 
than to world of nature. 35  If the image of David is semantically 
connected with the fruit-bearing trees, the image of Christian is 
compared by the author with a tumbleweed-a plant that does not have 
roots and connection with the earth whatsoever. 

The symbolism of the present and the past is embedded in a 
recurring literary element, namely a draft of the house. Christian restores the 
draft of his house in the Volga region solely from his memory. He lives 
by the past and at the same time suffers severely from the impossibility of 
returning it. The draft acts here stylistically as a mirage, a symbol of the 
loss of the former life, it is the highest point of existential longing that 
ultimately leads Christian to death. On the contrary, David does not 
want to live by the things lost. His being is focused on ,,here and now”. 
The drawing of his house is a symbol of the new beginning, a stable and 
long life in a new place; it is the bridge to the future. Everyone is 
occupied by the idea of a new house: the wife of David Olkje, their four 
children (the number of which is metaphorically proportional to the four 
corners of the house), all the inhabitants of the village for whom David-
Daut is now and forever ,,one of them”. 

Thus, Being-here of David is ontologically connected with the idea 
of finding home, while the-They of Christian marks the impossibility to 
let the past go and death: ,,Испил, выходит, свою чашу до дна. Ухожу на 
чужбине в чужую землю. Ухожу, не увидев хоть краешком глаза Волгу 
Вольную, не отогревшись на ее песчаном берегу под вольным солнцем, не 
налюбовавшись синим куполом неба над волжским простором. Ухожу, ухожу, 
растворившись в стылом мраке”.36 

And yet, to our mind, the perspective of author‟s attention is 
mainly focused on David and Harry. An important idea for Belger is 
manifested through these characters, the idea about the gratitude to that 
land that could have become The House of The Exile for them: ,,У каждого 
человека должно быть место на Земле. И нет чужой земли. Надо быть 
благодарным Земле, где живешь, тогда и она тебя отблагодарит, воздаст 

                                                             
35 Ibidem, p. 84. 
36 G. Belger, Wanderer‟s house, p. 223. 
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сторицей. Каждый, кто вольно или невольно скитается или вынужден 
скитаться по Земле, оставляет незаметно то здесь, то там частичку своей 
души, понемногу растрачивает себя и превращается в перекати-поле, гонимое 
ветром”.37 

That‟s why the character of Christian is associated with the symbol 
of tumbleweed, while David takes care of his own blooming garden in 
the village which became his home, the place of his Being-here. 

A special place in the novel is reserved for Harry. His symbolic 
development is facilitated by the intertextual image of the Gray Neck-a 
duck with a broken wing, which was forced to remain in a fierce cold 
while her flock flew south. Harry‟s physical disability is also a somatic 
code. As the Jungian psychologist Maria-Louise von Franz (2010) points 
out, from the archetypical point of view legs mark the character‟s 
connection to the earth, the ability to live in certain conditions, 
inheritance (it is no accident that in Russian the root of „inheritance‟ is a 
trace) and belonging to a particular family. Leg impairment is interpreted as 
an transitional position of the character between two worlds, ,,here and 
there” [Let‟s recall a quote of Tsvetaeva ,,Because I‟m touching the ground with 
only one foot”]. Harry is at the crossroads according to space of a novel. He 
is a member of community and alien at the same time, and this 
foreignness is marked, mainly, in the plot development of the novel. 
Harry is denied of medal, because a special settler is ,,not entitled to”. He 
enters the university with great difficulties. He does not have a passport, 
a document proving his identity. That‟s why the passport is imparted 
with a truly sacred meaning for the character, turning into an ,,artifact” of 
his sameness. 

Noteworthy that retrieval of home is facilitated by the learning and 
knowing the Kazakh language - the true ,,home of being” of the character, 
where he celebrates his integrity. Both characters, David and Harry, go 
along the whole archetypal route of finding home (the scheme is 
proposed by J. Campbell (2013) in his work The Hero with a Thousand 
Face): the beginning of the road (the call for wanderings)-the 
overcoming of the first threshold-the path of ordeal-the apotheosis-the 
reward at the end of the path-the return Home-the freedom to live.  

Significantly, the reward at the end of the journey and the return 
home for the Belger characters are ontologically the same, and the 
freedom to live becomes the privilege of the new HOME. As we can see, 
the archetype of home in Belger‟s works is associated with the idea of 

                                                             
37 Ibidem, p. 238. 
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Being-here in the world, the willingness to live in it, overcoming the 
longing for the past and heading for the future - to true freedom.  

 
Conclusions 

 
The literary works of the Volga Germans, including Herold Belger, 

proves convincingly that for many decades a unique environment, 
including language one, is being formed; that this ethnic group has its 
own historical destiny and its own place in the ontology of humanity; 
that bilingualism manifesting itself through translingualism in a literary 
process contributes to the construction of language systems that are 
more complex than “clean” ones, those of the languages of limited 
contact.  

Belger defines the Volga Germans as ,,the product of several cultures” 
(this idea is expressed by the school teacher Franz Frisen in the novel 
Tujuks). A compilation of the essays Remember Your Name is devoted to 
understanding his countrymen‟s (Nora Pfeffer, Johann Varkentin, Nelli 
Wacker and many others) twists of fate, their contribution to literature, 
and their life mission. Belger gives them succinct, teleological definitions 
that have no analogues in the Russian language: they are ,,Hoffnungsträger” 
(,,bearers of hope”), ,,life improvers”, caught up in the ,,crossroads of fate and 
time”. And yet the most important home in the man‟s life, according to 
Belger, is not only a ,,land” but memory: ,,The most important home is home in 
the soul of a man which stands firmly for as long as his moral foundation is strong. 
The home of a man is his memory”. 
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Abstract: The article analyzes the turn taking of communication passages in the 

talk show discussions in the Kazakh and Russian languages. Both Kazakh and Russian 
TV programs are characterized by the synthetic style of turn taking of communicative roles of 
a presenter and guests in the studio, which combines the features of cooperative, confrontational 
and neutral styles. However, if the Kazakh talk show programs have smoother, monotone 
style of turn taking of communicative roles; in Russian talk show programs transition from 
cooperative communication stage at the beginning of the program to the development of 
confrontational discussion of the problem has been recorded. 

Keywords: talk show, interaction, conversational analysis, organization 
of turn taking of communicative roles, general styles of role turn taking. 

 
TV programmes share with various news, happening around us 

and reflect most significant problems of the society, thus influencing the 
development of the society. For example, in most cases TV sets, which 
have become an inseparable part of everyday life of some people, 
transfer programmes on live. Certainly, in these cases participants of 
such kind of programs take part in live talk shows without preliminary 
preparation and influence on speech behavior of their listeners. For that 
reason, TV sets are considered as a „mirror‟ of the society. A prominent 
scientist Uali N. says that: 1  ,,social and psychological stereotypes of 
readers‟/viewrers‟/listeners‟ routine mind do not cease influencing on establishing the 
image in Mass Media texts”, and he emphasizes that ,,it is clearly seen that these 
situations are to be researched in speech interaction of a speaker and listener through 
Mass Media discourse”. 

Yessenova K. says that depending on the form of information 
transfer Mass Media are divided into three groups, namely television, 
radio and periodicals. All news received audially and visually through 
these media compose the concept of media text as a complex of verbal 

                                                             
1 N. Uali, The theoretical basis of Kazakh social media: thesis of dissertation 10.02.02, Аlmaty, 
2007, 329 p. 
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and media signs. 2  The consideration of media text as a result of 
interaction with the human factor, moreover with the whole society, 
namely with the linguistic society comes from requirements of the 
contemporary anthropocentric science. As the object of the research, viz. 
a journalist as a maker of the media text (talk show) and a viewer and 
participant as a receiver of these media texts is a humanr, and the topic is 
composed from problems and values common to all mankind as well, 
the importance of the research comes from investigating human factor in 
a sociolinguistic aspect.  

Media text investigated in the given research represents the result 
of the interaction between participants, which is produced in an un 
prepared way in the middle part of talk shows.  

The basis of our methodological approach is a conversation 
analysis, which emphasizes the organized nature of the conversation and 
regulatory structure, which are held by speakers. We are interested in oral 
speech, which is the basic, fundamental and original form of human 
language. 

,,Linguistic research initially focused on written language, which is easier to 
research. In addition, the written material was generally more accessible. In the absence 
of decent scientific method, research of oral speech took place on the basis of written 
language”.3 

Concerning this Kibrik and Podlesskaya note that:4 ,,Linguists often 
make statements about some of language facts, based on the data of the written 
language. This is completely unjustified: the validity of any such approval should be 
checked directly on the verbal material. It is also unreasonably to assume that written 
language has any priority over the verbal one and to consider that it is more 
,,valuable” the object of scientific research”. Thus the structural nature and 
linguistic function of human language can be seen when it is used and 
produced in an unprepared and spontaneous way.  

It is important to clarify that this work is descriptive by its nature, 
in other words, this work is not designated to learn to to speak correctly 
the language. And the attention is not paid to the spelling mistakes or 
incorrect accents in speech communication participants as well. The 
authors aim at revealing one of the basic types of conversation 

                                                             
2 K. Yessenova, The text of the current Kazakh media pragmatics (on the basis of Kazakh press): 
thesis of dissertation: 10.02.02, Аlmaty, 2007, 49 p. 
3  P. Paukkeri, Recipient in Russian Conversation: On the Distribution of Functions between 
Responces Da, Nu and Tak, Helsinki, Helsinki University Printing House, 2006. 
4 А. А. Kibrik, V. I. Podlesskaya, „To the creation of cases of oral Russian speech: the 
principles of transcription”, in Scientific and technical information, no. 2 (6), 2003, pp. 5-11. 
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organizations as organization of turn-taking communicative roles using 
the conversation analysis to the media texts of the Kazakh and Russian 
talk show programs. 

Thus, the role turn-taking is the primary defining characteristic of 
dialogical communication. It is of great interest to observe turn-taking of 
communication between the presenter and the guests of talk show 
discussions, as well as a comparison of the nature of roles turn-taking in 
the discussions in the Kazakh and Russian languages, which is a new, 
previously unexplored aspect of oral research of media discourse. 

 
Material of the research 

 
The material of this research work is based on 20 video clips of 2 

influential TV talk show programs in the Kazakh language ,,Aytuga onay” 
(,,It is easy to say” the author‟s translation), which is transmitted at the 
national TV channel ,,Kazakhstan” for time period of 2012-2014. The 
total duration of the sounding is 2 hours and the volume of deciphering 
is 31 pages. And a talk show in Russian ,,Nasha Pravda” (,,Our Truth”, 
the author‟s translation), a talk show by Alexei Shakhmatov, which is 
transmitted on the commercial channel ,,KTK”, for the time period of 
2015-2016, the total duration of the sounding is 1 hour 30 minutes and 
the volume of deciphering is 20 pages. Participants in both the talk show 
programs are all sorts of people. 

 
Aim and method of the analysis 

 
The study of the principles of turn-taking of communicative roles 

is one of the main aspects of the study conversational discourse. E. 
Schegloff, G. Sakhs, G. Jefferson, ancestors conversational analysis who 
worked in the mainstream of ethnomethodological direction of 
American sociology and anthropology, made the largest contribution to 
the formation and development of the concept of turn-taking of 
communicative roles.5 

At first conversational analysis was investigated within the 
framework of ethnomethodology of sociolinguistics. And it is still 
applied in sociolinguistics. Although, Heritage says that ,,the conversation 
analysis represents the method getting into details of social activity. It can be applied to 

                                                             
5  H. Sacks, Lectures on Conversation, Blackwell Publishing, 2005, 818 p.; H. Sacks, E. 
Schegloff, G. Jefferson, „A Simplest Systematics for the Organization of Turn-Taking 
for Conversation”, in Language, no. 50 (4), 1974, pp. 696-735. 
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different subjects and problems. His influence extends to many field of science, such as 
linguistics, social psychology, anthropology and a соgnitive linguistics” 6  and also 
notes that conversational analysis is widely used not only in sociology, 
but also in other scientific fields. 

Sociologists Hutchby and Wooffitt indicate that ,,the systematic 
analysis of the talk produced in everyday situations of human interaction: talk-in-
interaction”.7  It is clearly seen from this argument, that conversational 
analysis is a method directed to analyze the everyday  interaction, took 
place by impacting each other. 

Conversation means a type a communication between people. The 
aim of the conversational analysis is to study the process of oral 
communication. Grigorieva says the following about this: ,,By the 
conversation analysis they understood an empirical study of language texts reproduced 
in natural communicative situations, recorded and stored by electronic means, 
transcribed and analyzed in terms of the structures of communicative deployment of 
events of speech acts of involved partners”. 8  Thus, according to empirical 
researches, it is necessary to record oral unprepared conversation and 
study interjections of speakers by identifying types of grouping the 
interjections. 

Identifying the order of phrases grouped demonstrates either 
cooperative or confrontational type of the interaction. Because the 
conversational analysis emphasizes not only the organized, but also 
cooperative character of the conversation and studies the mechanism of 
this interaction. Cooperation means that the conversation is not directly 
distributed between a speaker and a listener. Meanings are born with the 
help of cooperation and discussions.9 

The aim of this research is to identify the order of communicative 
roles of mutual interaction of talk show participants in the Kazakh and 
Russian languages. Alongside this, it is necessary to determine the types 
of replica steps, taking place during turn taking of communicative roles 
and rights of turn taking of replica interchange during interaction.  

Thus, the research is aimed at identifying the institutional role of 
talk show participants and results of mutual interaction. Alongside this, 
the following questions are answered: What type of replica steps are used 

                                                             
6 J. Heritage, Harold Garfinkel Ethnomethodology, Helsinki, Gaudeamus, 1996. 
7 I. Hutchby, R. Wooffitt, Conversation Analysis, Cambridge, Polity Press, 2008. 
8  V. S. Grigorieva, Discourse as an element of the communicative process: pragmalinguistic and 
cognitive aspects: monograph, Tambov, Publishing House of Таmbov State Technical 
University, 2007, 288 p. 
9 M. Pikkarainen, Institutional Roles of the Participants of Communication on Russian Television 
(MA Dissertation), Helsinki, Helsinki University, 2008. 
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either cooperative, confrontational or neutral? What replica steps are 
mostly used by talk show presenters during interaction with talk show 
quests? And what replica steps are used by talk show quests during 
interaction with each other? At last, in order to answer all these 
questions, it is necessary to answer the question: what is the turn taking 
of communicative roles? 

 
Turn-taking of communicative roles 

 
Turn-taking of communicative roles or taking a step of replica is 

an important conversation analysis category and presents a way of 
organizing its contextual structure. 

Turn-taking of a role is communicative event centered, where 
speaking person is situated in the center. The research studies all 
linguistic aspects, its inner system, as well as terms of language existence. 
Turn taking is closely connected with pragmatic presuppositions of 
communicants and with their assessment of the overall context in which 
the conversation takes place. It materializes in conscious intention to 
control the course of turn taking of role as the one of the tools to 
influence the interlocutor using various communication resources. 

Dialogical discourse implies a mandatory exchange of 
communicative roles that provide verbal and non-verbal ,,signals taking the 
role of the speaker, transmitting this role toanother communicant, giving up this role, 
completing his speech contributions, etc.”.10 

Role turn taking in the dialogue can be carried out unconsciously, 
automatically, and materialized in ,,conscious intention to control the course of the 
alternation of roles as a one of the tools to influence the interlocutor, using various 
communication resources”.11 

 Turn taking of communicative roles is the transfer of the role of 
the speaker from one participant of communication to another, which 
conditions the completion of a separate communicative contribution of 
the previous entity, and taking the rights to the communicative 
contribution to others. These rules can be understood as a mechanism of 
the division of a ,,cake”, which is distributed between the interlocutors, 
endueing them with the minimum units, or ,,pieces” of speaking, after 
saying that, the right to speak is passed to the next interlocutor.12 This 

                                                             
10 I. P.Susov, Introduction to Linguistics: Textbook, М., Vostok-Zapad, 2007, 379 p. 
11 I. P. Susov, Linguistic pragmatics, Vinnitsa, Nova Knyga, 2009, 272 p. 
12 О. G. Issupova, „Conversion analysis: representation of the method”, in Sociology, no. 
15, 2002, pp. 33-52. 
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creates ,,complex speech product that reflects communicative event of oral contact, 
mostly unmediated communication in which partners verbally (and non-verbally) strive 
to achieve the desired results in concrete situations with the help of appropriate 
strategies and tactics by changing communicative roles of a speaker and listener and 
reach (or do not reach) them”.13 

He, who speaks in the first place, to a large extent defines 
interpretative framework for all subsequent expressions. The dominant 
partner is the one who is able to change the topic and keep track of the 
order of roles. It controls who speaks, how much to speak and what to 
speak. Controlling speech act tends to be initial. It can program 
subsequence of messages, the manner and style of speech, a way of 
expressing of an interlocutor.14 

On the other hand, the subsequent speaker has great power over 
expression of the first interpreter because he gives reply directly to these 
words. The two sides can also use each other for invitations, greetings or 
ceasing the speech of third parties participating in the general 
conversation. 

It should be noted that these roles are relative. At each moment a 
dialogue one of the speakers becomes the leader, and the other is sleaded 
one. 

In addition, turn taking of communicative roles is characterized by 
the type of ascribed character of neighboring replicas in time. Three 
types of ,,taking steps” are differciated: 15  Simultaneous turn taking of 
communicative roles; ,,Smooth” turn taking of communicative roles; 
Turn taking of communicative roles after a pause. 

Simultaneous form of turn taking of communicative roles is 
represented by two types of interrupting actions: overlays and disturbing. 

Overlays are a result of the simultaneous entry of several 
participants of communication at the point marked with the signal 
transmission operations of communicative step and disturbing arise from 
the entry of one of the listeners into the communicative exchange at a 
time when the speaker is not ready to give him the right to commit the 
next communicative step. 
 

                                                             
13  I. N. Formanovskaya, Speech communication: communicative and pragmatic approach, М., 
Russkiy yazyk, 2002, 216 p. 
14 M. T. Palmer, „Controlling conversation: turns, topics and interpersonal control”, in 
Communication Monographs, no. 56, 1986, pp. 2-18. 
15 G. R. Vlasian, „The exchange of communicative role as as the fundamental factor of 
the dynamic structure of the transverse discourse”, in Foreign philology: Humanitarian 
vector, no. 4(32), 2012, pp. 103-107. 
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General styles of turn taking of roles 
 

Concept of the general style ofturn taking of roles is of great 
importance to study the turn taking of roles in the dialogue, since it 
significantly affects the determination of the status of the replicas. Initial 
steps in this direction were made by D. Tannen, who was the first to 
introduce the concept of ,,high involvement style” into the analysis of 
dialogue.16 

Aristov in his work, identifies the following types of styles of role 
tyrn taking: neutral, confrontative and affiliative.17 

Neutral style of the role turn taking reflects the classical idea of the 
perfect, smooth change conducted with minimal pauses and overlays 
between replicas. Using a neutral style implies obeying the Principle of 
Cooperation of P. Grice and the Principle Courtesy of J. Leach. This 
style is implemented in situations of short communication of unfamiliar 
people or communication in the framework of a social institution, 
directing unequivocal compliance with certain norms and conventions. 

Confrontative style involves different kinds of interruptions and 
disturbing the interlocutor in order to capture a communicative role. 
This style is characterized by a very high rate of speech and a large 
quantity of simultaneous speaking. 

Affiliative style is predominantly a typical character of situations of 
informal speech interaction and aims at strengthening social contact, 
keeping the positive face of a partner. This style can characterize 
synchronous speech steps signaling support and approval, disturbing and 
interceptions, conducted on a cooperative basis, which does not interfere 
understanding because of semantic isomorphism. Some researchers find 
various types of overlay and disturbing as the manifestation of the 
principle of economy, whichis a result of the lack of necessity to listen 
the interlocutor till the end, if the basic idea of his remarks are already 
understood. In such situations, a violation of the order of role turn 
taking is the only way ofrational use of dialogue time. 

Since the object of our study is a television talk, attention is drawn 
to a television-institutional subclass of institutional interaction, which has 
its own characteristics, which are not typical for either ordinary or to 
other institutional arrangements. It is clear that various television talks, 

                                                             
16  D. Tannen, Conversational style. Analyzing Talk among friends, New York, Oxford 
University Press, 2005, 244 p. 
17  S. А. Aristov, Pragmalinguistic modeling of the exchange of communicative roles: thesis of 
dissertation, Тver‟, 2001, 211 p. 
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especially in talk shows, are popular in many countries and, therefore, a 
brief overview of the history of talk show programs seem to be 
appropriate. 

 
Talk show 

 
In this research work media text is perceived as the mutual 

interaction between talk show presenter and studio quests. Because, 
nowadays, ,,talk shows are an essential part of modern conversational culture, they 
have social relevance, that is, they have an impact on society”.18 

In the English language the phrase ,,talk show” was used several 
centuries ago. Ilie and Burke say the following about this word 
combination ,,sixteenth century Italy had the academy, a kind of discussion group 
for intellectuals, with fixed membership and fixed days for meetings. The seventeenth 
century saw the emergence of its French counterpart, the salon, a semi-formal social 
occasion organized by a hostess, normally once a week, for a mixture of ladies and 
men of letters. In England, the equivalent social institutions flourished in the 
eighteenth century in the form of the more informal coffee-house, the assembly and the 
club”.19 According to these scientists words, talks were a demonstration 
of cultural interaction of authoritive people in a society. For instance, 
interaction of writers, famous social citizens or other informal 
conversations in Great Britain took place in cafes, clubs or meetings in 
the form of shows. 

However, the 80‟s of the XX century were the culminating 
moment of talk show development. Tolson says that ,,In the 1980s, a 
subsequent development surfaced: the talk show hosts became more aware of the 
potential of the „chat‟ on a talk show and the talk show attained new heights of 
sophistication, both in Britain and the USA”.20  

Also, mixture of different genres is a characteristic feature of talk 
show programs. This is discussed in Tolson‟s work: ,,there is a shift towards 
an institutional „mixing of genres‟, where the talk show interview meets stand-up 
comedy”. This mixed character of talk shows increases the popularity of 
talk shows. It is mentioned in Tolson‟s work that in 1990‟s talk shows 
were very popular in American TV channels. 21  Alongside this, 

                                                             
18 M. Pikkarainen, Institutional Roles of the Participants of Communication. 
19 C. Ilie, „Semi-institutional discourse: The case of talk shows”, in Journal of Pragmatics, 
no. 33, 2001, pp. 209-254. 
20 A. Tolson, ,,Televised chat and the synthetic personality”, in Paddy Scannell (ed.), 
Broadcast talk, 178-200, London, Sage, 1991. 
21 A. Tolson, ,,Introduction: the talk show phenomenon”, in Andrew Tolson (ed.), Television 
talk shows. Discourse, performance, spectacle, 1-5, Mahwah, Erlbaum, 2001. 
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Pikkarainen says the following about the reasons of popularity of talk-
shows in 1990s: ,,Boom talk show, in fact, are associated with two phenomena 
created by media culture, namely, the cult of the stars and celebrities, and the need to 
keep viewers in the know”.22 

If in western countries the popularity of various talk-show 
programs was increasing in 1990s, at this time independent television in 
Kazakhstan was just starting to establish. Gabbasova says the following 
about this situation: ,,Development of Kazakhstan‟s television actually began in 
the 90s, when with the collapse of the Soviet Union the former centralized 
broadcasting control system was destroyed. At this time, the public broadcasting 
ownership was split between the former Soviet republics” 23  and adds that talk-
show programs were broadcasted only by two Moscow channels. 
Beketova in her book writes that the situation of Kazakhstani television 
was so poor, that there was no possibility to develop talk-shows: ,,In 
1994 Kazakhstani state television and radio broadcasting was in deep crisis 
concerning the popularity among television viewers, the objectiveness of transmitted 
information, keeping the principles of a democratic state, based on the freedom of word 
and idea”.24 Alongside this, it is said that that time the people used to 
watch only Moscow ORT channel‟s talk-show programs in Russian.  

Genre of talk show was initiated in the U. S. A., then it reached 
Russia, later it became popular in Kazakhstan. Having seen the first talk 
show in the Kazakh language Imanbay Zhumabayev says 
(www.qazaquni.kz): ,,for the period from 1992 to 2002 there were no talk shows 
in Kazakh TV channels. That time we accepted talk shows for discussions. The first 
talk shows in the Kazakh language are ,,Paryz and karyz” (,,Responsibility and 
Duty”), ,,Bar men zhok” (,,Yes and No”), ,,Doda” (,,Competition”). It is true that 
TV programs, especially talk shows came very late to the Kazakh TV channels”.  

To be certain, Meshinbayeva says that talk-show programsare: ,,a 
special version of television discussion formed from show and interview”.25 

We have learnt about genre of talk shows, their history of development, types of 
turn taking of communicative roles of talk show participants and styles of 
communicative roles. This research allows identifying styles of interaction and types of 
communicative roles turn taking between s talk show presenter and quests, a quest and 
a quest of talk shows in the Kazakh and Russian languages. Further, we will start 
discussing analysis of the research.  

                                                             
22 M. Pikkarainen, Institutional Roles of the Participants of Communication. 
23 D. Z. Gabbasova, TV dialogue of talk shows of German and Kazakh television as a socio-
cultural moment in communication: thesis of dissertation, Аlmaty, 2005, 123 p. 
24 L. К. Beketova, Problems of reforming television and radio in Kazakhstan, Аlmaty, RGZnI 
,,Dauir”, 1996, 115 p. 
25 G. А. Mashinbayeva, Linguo pragmatic language TV aspects: thesis of dissertation 10.02.02, 
Аlmaty, 2007, p. 34. 
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Аnalysis 
 

Analysis of twenty-talk show programs in the Kazakh and Russian 
languages showed that the host of the program is always the dominant 
partner in communication, since he regulates the subject of discussion 
and tracksroles turn taking. He owns the initiating, controlling and the 
vast majority confrontative speech steps. The presenter can determine 
the sequence of messages of an interlocutor and have an impact on the 
manner and style of speech. Guests of the studio basically act as 
interpreters of the replica and questions of the presenter. They own to 
the replica-reaction to previous statements. However, interpreters can 
also adjust the conversation, turning the conversation in the direction 
suitable to them. They understand the essence of what has been said, 
they also ,,isolate the intentions of the interlocutor, make a series of cognitive 
operations and determine the direction of their own response towards unison, express 
consent, or dissonant, expressing disagreement with the partner interactions”.26 

Factors shaping the overall style of the turn taking of 
communicative roles are the thematic organization and strategic 
orientation of the communicants. Describing the overall style of turn 
taking of communicative roles in studied discussions, as well as ways of 
its regulation, it should be noted the presence of distinguishing features 
when comparing the Kazakh and Russian talk shows. 

The talk show programs in Russian cooperative dialogue stage is 
observed, when the partners make contact with each other. Then the 
conflict stage of communication, accompanied by disturbing, non-
cooperative intervention of dominant communicant follows. However, 
in the case of a talking ,,disturbing is not perceived as a violation and as the 
braking means of the communicative process, but rather as a way to promote 
interaction”.27 The talk show programs in Russian, there is a synthesis of 
style of turn taking communicative roles. Cooperative (neutral) style is 
combined with confrontational one. The proof of this conclusion is the 
statistical data obtained during the analysis (Table 1). 

 
Table 1: Turn taking of communicative roles in talk show 

programs in the Kazakh and Russian languages, % of the total 
number of sequences of communicative roles 

                                                             
26 N. I. Formanovskaya, Communicatively-Pragmatic Aspects of Communication Units, М., The 
Pushkin State Russian Language Institute,1998, p. 159. 
27  S. А. Aristov, Situational model of changing communicative roles, 2000; available at: 
www.library.ru. 
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Talk show programs in the Kazakh language Talk show programs in the Russian language 

Distu
rbing  

 
 

Simul
ative 
speaki
ng 

Role turn 
taking 

after the 
pause 

Intervention 
by laugh 

Subsequent 
turn taking 

of roles 

Distur
bing 

 
 

Simulative 
speaking 

Role turn 
taking 

after the 
pause 

Interventi
on by 
laugh 

Subsequent turn 
taking of roles 

8,6 14,2 2,8 2,5 83,5 17,8 12,3 4,7 6,8 73 

 
In conversations of the talk show programs in the Kazakh 

language throughout the whole discussion of the problems a uniform 
style of communicative role turn taking is indicated, as well as in the 
Russian, which combines the features of a neutral, cooperative and 
confrontational styles. However, as shown in Table I, in the talk shows 
in the Kazakh language less interrupting, pauses between communicative 
steps, more cases of simultaneous speaking on a cooperative basis, 
smooth turn taking of communicative roles was recorded; no 
interruption to communicative progress of program participants by an 
opponent‟s laughter was identified. According to foreign researcher W. 
Ellis, in the process of turn taking of communication roles laughter is 
perceived quite natural and is caused mainly by the intention to establish 
cooperative relations between the communication partners and relieve 
tension with respect to the prior or subsequent speech stroke.28  For 
example: 

Presenter:→Жаңа сюжетте айтылып жатыр (.) оңтүстіктегілер 
(.) ↑опырып алад деп-(,,It is recently said in the story that southern 
people take a lot”). 

K/quest:£ым£ ХЫХ-(mm, Hym). 
Presenter:Келіс [есіз беосымен?]-(,,Do you agree with that?”). 

K/quest:[£Оңтүстіктегілер] тек опырып алады ғой£ енді=ол 

ендіжұрттың бəріне белгілі ғой-(,It is a well known fact that southern 
people take a lot”). 

In this example, a presenter recalls that before the dialogue a 
storywas shown about a situation, when in South Kazakhstan 
redemption in the form of cattle for a girl (tocher) is much more 
expensive than in other regions of Kazakhstan. Since a presenter asks the 
studio guests from South Kazakhstan, whether he agrees with this view. 
With the first syllable, the guest interrupts with driving laughter, then he 
gives a positive response (as all Kazakhs know that the residents of 
South Kazakhstan region ask a lot of cattle for girls of marriageable age 

                                                             
28  Y. Ellis, „Laughing together: Laughter as a feature of affiliation in French 
conversation”, in J. of French Lang. Studies, no. 2 (7), 1997, pp. 147-161. 
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from the groom). In our opinion, the guest responds in this way in order 
to support the presenter in the co-operative basis. 

But it should be noted that in the talk show programs in the 
Kazakh language both a presenter and studio guests prefer not to 
interrupt the interlocutor by laughing, as this may possibly be adversely 
perceived by an opponent, just like in the following example: 

D/quest:АЛ БҰЛ ЖІГІТТЕРГЕ ӨСУ КЕРЕК! МЕН 

ОЛАРДЫ  ЕРТЕН ГОЛИВУДТЕН КӨРГІМ КЕЛЕДІ= МІНЕ 

МЕНІҢ ТІЛЕГІМ! [СОЛ!]-(,,These guys need to grow up. I would like 
to see them in Hollywood. This is me wish”). 

Presenter: [хиххах £ ЖАҚСЫ:] көрейік тəуекел£((күледі)) 
(,,ok. We will see”). 

D/quest:Меніңше, бұл күлкілі емес=(,,To my mind, it is not 
funny”). 

In this example, the guest (D) supporting the musical band of 
Kazakhstan, gives them a positive assessment, showing everyone that he 
has a desire to see them in the big world stage like Hollywood. But the 
next communicant does not believe that they will become stars of the 
world and expresses his feeling with a laugh. Verbal expression of a guest 
(K) ,,well, we‟ll see it” gives us an understanding that the second 
communicant disagrees with preceding communicant. After that, a third 
remark in a dialogue is of a guest (D) gives the notion that laughter of a 
guest (K) with the expression ,,we‟ll see” was negatively perceived by a 
reviewer (D). Because an opponent (D) named the laughter verbally as 
,,kulkuli” (funny) and gave a negative answer like ,,it‟s not funny”. 

Furthermore, as demonstrated in Table 1, the participants of the 
Russian talk show interactions often use acts of interrupting or 
disturbing on the non-cooperative basis (17.8% versus 8.6% in the 
Kazakh talk show interactions), which can be considered as part of the 
interrupt strategy. Interruption strategy is when ,,communicant disputes the right 
to make the next step”.29 This communicative (verbal) step is a verbal action 
of one of the communicants, the minimum significant element that 
promotes interaction and leading the communication to the achievement 
of the overall objectives of the communicative aim. 30  Interruption 
strategy is presented by tactics of overlay (simultaneous speaking) and 

                                                             
29 I. N. Lavrienko, „Change of communicative roles in the English-language conflict 
movie discourse”, in V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National University, no. 897, 2010, pp. 138-
143. 
30 М. Coulthard, An introduction to Discourse Analysis, Harlow, Longman, 1977, pp. 60-
104. 
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interruptions. In 70% of the cases of interlocutor interruption, Russians 
do not use special markers intervention interrupts. Speaker duplicates a 
fragment of the last phrases of an opponent or enters into a dialogue 
,,without warning”. For example: 

А/quest:Они сейчас спели живем и:  зал так же подхватил/и: 
значит ы: мне кажется а: в этой песне наверноенужно убрать ы::: 
музыку и она станет еще красивее(.) я думаю что это очень 
↑красивая ↑застольная песня если муж с женой будут (,,they sing a 
song now. The audience followed. I think, there is no need for music in 
this song. It will become more beautiful. I think it is a very beautiful 
song, if a husband and a wife will”). 

Zh/Presenter:[Убрать оранжировку вы имеете [ввиду?=(,,Do 
you mean to remove arrangement?”). 

А/quest:[Даубратьоранжировку=атакоченькрасивомневсѐпон
равилось↓ (,,Yes, to remove the arrangement. I like the song very 
much”). 

In this example, a presenter duplicates a fragment of the phrase of 
an opponent heard, and do not waiting when the guest (A) finishes his 
opinion. A presenter enters into a dialogue without warning, interrupting 
guest (A). Respectively, the guest do not to listen to the presenter‟s 
question and answers by repeating the same question, using the tactics of 
the overlay. 

Further, we have seen how the following speech markers are used 
during turn taking of communicative roles between the interlocutors at 
the transition point: it is correct; if I‟m not mistaken; you know; well; but; this is 
not true; correct; I‟m not sure; I agree; I disagree; I do not think that. 

Some differences were also detected in the identification of 
markers of transmission/taking communicative step. Since interaction of 
talk show program is mainly represented by question-answer complexes, 
the transfer of the communicative step is marked by the completion of 
the formulation of the question to the other party. Taking a course may 
be marked in a special way, especially in the case of interrupting. The 
Kazakh talk show programs markers of taking communicative step by 
the guest were reported, as a presenter of a program is interested in 
them, and accordingly, the guests answer the questions more often than 
a presenter does so to the questions of guests. 

Discourse markers are the stereotypical particles and interjections 
,,buffers” in the terminology of Yang Wei-dong 31  well; yeah; yes; so; 

                                                             
31 W. Yang, ,,Realizations of turn-taking in conversational interactions”, in US-China 
Foreign Language, no. 5 (8), 2007, pp. 19-30. 
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phrases you know; I think that..; interjections that‟s it! Well done!; adverbs it is 
clear; it is good; it is right; markers of agreement/disagreement yes/no; 
certainly; it is true; it is so/it is not so; no-no. 

And also, the analysis talk show host interactions in the Kazakh 
and Russian languages and their comparison allows to identify the 
following types of speech moves, specific to presenters of studied talk 
show programs (Table 2): initiating detailing, supporting and opposing 
(confrontational). 

 
Table 2: Types of speech steps of presenter of the Kazakh and 

Russian talk shoe discussions, % of total number of speech steps 
of the presenter 

 
Talk show Тypes of speech steps 

Initiating Detailing Confrontational Supporting 
Kazakh 12,2 32,8 23,4 31,6 

Russian 6,4 39,7 33 20,9 

 
As shown in Table 2, in Kazakh talk show interactions a greater 

number of initiating communication moves are observed compared with 
the discussions of Russian talk shows. This is due to more frequent 
change of sub-topics of conversation at the initiative of the presenter. 
Markers of initiating moves can be imperatives with the meaning of 
invitation to the conversation or verbs with the meaning of conversation 
starter: Bagdarlamanyn uzhymy daiyndagan siuzhetke nazar audaraiyk (Let‟s pay 
attention to the story prepared by the program team); Ia dolzhen nazhat‟ s istorii, 
kotoruiu vy vse znaete (I have to start with the story, you all know); Davaite, 
posmotrim chto ob etom govoriat narod (Let‟s see what people say about it); Sіz bul 
zhaiynda der edіnіz? (What would you say about it?). 

A greater number of antagonistic remarks of a presenter indicate 
to more confrontational character of Russian-speaking discussions, who 
try to enter into the debate with guests and encourage them to debate 
more frequently compared to the Kazakh presenters. According to the 
statistical data presents in Table 2, presenters of Kazakh talk shows are 
focused on obtaining information from the source, as the highest 
percentage of communication passages is classified as detailing. 
Compare: 

Presenter: Значит (.) Булат насколько я понимаю для тебя 
главный больной вопрос/профессиональный уровень(“it means, 
Bulat, that the most important headache for you is a professional level”). 

B/quest:Да↓(,,Yes.”) 
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Presenter:ТыговоришьотомчтоскучнаятеатральнаяжизньвКаза
хстане//Полностью с тобой согласен//но причем тут 
национальные театры? Давай будем говорить о том / как оживить 
эту театральную жизнь (,,You say that theatre life in Kazakhstan is very 
boring. I totally agree with you. But what is the connection with the 
national theatres? Let‟s say about how to reanimate this theatre life?”). 

And Kazakh talk show: 

Presenter: ЖІГІТІҢ бар=? (,,Do you have a boyfriend?”). 
А/ quest:=Бар((басын изейді)) (,,Yes” nodding the head) (0.3). 

Presenter: Бір-біріңді жақсы көресіңдер ме=?(,,Do you love 
each other?”). 

А/quest: hы £↑Әрине£((басын изейді))-(,,Yes, of course.” nodding 
the head.) 

Presenter: @Қашан үйленесіңдер?@-(,,When are you going to 
get married?”) (2.0). 

А/quest: £Бұйырса оқу бітіргеннен кейін£-(,,I hope after 
graduating”). 

Presenter: Кейде бір айтпай ма осы ′ (.)цт @Ана:р к↑ішкене 

салмақтасташы то:лы↓қ @деп. Айтпай ма ондай=?-(,,Does he say 
sometimes to lose some weigh?”). 

А/quest: Онда:й(.) айтып көрген ↑ЕМЕС (,,No, he has never 
said”). 

Presenter: Мүмкін @өзі де толық шығ↑ар=?@ (,,maybe, he is 
also fat”). 

А/ quest: £→Жоқ, [өзі арық£-(,,No, he is slim”). 

Presenter: [>£Арық па£<?-(,,Is he slim?”). 
А/ quest: £мхм£((басын изейді))-(,,hmm” nodding the head). 

Studio: ХХХХ ((шапалақтайды))-(applausing). 
It should also be noted that the Kazakh presenters own more 

supporting speech steps compared to Russian counterparts. This feature, 
together with the simultaneous speaking and interruptions on a 
cooperative basis may indicate a more neutral style of turn taking of 
communicative roles in the discussions of Kazakh talk show programs. 

Presenter: Ахмет Алдашев ағамыз келіп отыр АҒА, ӘНІ (.), 

Әлихан(.)əріптесіңіз, ініңіз айтад=(.)тамаққа қатысы жоқ дейд 
(.)↑келісесіздер ма? (,,Our elder brother Akhmet Aldashev came to us. 
Sir, your little brother and your colleague Alikhan says that it is 
connected with the meal”). 
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А/guest:→Оған онша көп (.) келісе қоюға бо (.) лмайды.ыh 

<Мына (.) əр та:ғам (.) ме:нен тағам (.) дануменен дене қимылының  

сəйкестігі˃БОЛМАҒАН кезде [сосын′] (,,There is no need to agree 
with that. Hmm. Now, when there is no correlation between the food 
and the body movement”). 

Presenter: [>ЕК- ЕКІ] НӘРСЕ ДЕЙСІЗ ҒОЙ? (,,You say that 
they are two separate things?”). 

А/ guest: ИӘ-иə-(,,yes, yes”). 

Presenter: <↑Бірінші тамақ, екінші дене қимылының [аздығы?] 
(,,the first thing is the abundance of food, the second is the absence of 
body movement”). 

А/guest: [дене қимыл]ының[°иə°]-(,,yes”). 

Presenter: [ТАМ]АҚ КӨП, ҚИМЫЛ қимыл аз? (,,Too much 
food and too few movement”). 

А/guest:қимыл аз=(,,Few body movement”). 
The analysis confirmed that the guests of the talk show discussions 

own the role of interpreters, who basically react to the replica of a 
presenter and rarely on their own initiative enter into polemics with him 
(in 3% of cases in the Kazakh and 4.4% of cases in Russian talk show 
discussions). Kazakhs as a guest of a studio more often agree with the 
arguments of a presenter or evade a definite answer compared to 
Russian. Markers of agreement are different modal words and verb 

forms of intellectual activity and such stereotypical phrases iә, arine, ras, 
mine, solai, nak osylai, durys, kuptaymyn, makuldaymyn, dal ayttynyz, kelisemin 
(yes, certainly, it is true, that‟s it, it is right, it is quite right, it is correct, I support, I 
encourage, you are right, I agree) etc. presenters of Russian talk shows prefer 
to provoke controversy with the interlocutors, what is evidenced by the 
increasing number of opposing steps compared to the number of 
communication passages expressing agreement with the views of 
opponents (38% vs. 20.5%). Both in Kazakh and in Russian talk show 
discussions most speech passages are neutral informative steps (Table 3). 
This pattern suggests that one of the main functions of the talk show is 
to inform the listening audience about a specific socially relevant 
problem. 

 
Table 3: Types of speech steps of quests of the Kazakh and 

Russian talk show discussions, % of total number of speech steps 
of quests 

 
Talk Тypes of speech steps 
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show Neutral 

informative 

Agreement Disagreeme

nt 

Uncertain 

solutions 

Inititative and 

confrontational 

Kazak

h 

36,6 26,8 21 12,6 3 

Russia

n 

27,4 20,5 38 9,7 4,4 

 
Conclusion 

 
So, a dominant role of a presenter is remained in discussions in 

both languages. Although Kazakh talk show programs are characterized 
by a smooth, homogeneous style of turn taking of communicative roles, 
combining features of the cooperative, confrontational and neutral style. 
Transitions from cooperative stage of communication at the beginning 
of the program to confrontational are recorded in the Russian debate. 
Such a transition can be labeled with simultaneous speaking on the basis 
of non-cooperative, interrupting, imperatives, adverbs, verbs, 
conjunctions, particles and phrases with the meaning of resistance. 
Alongside with the intervention of laughter and a lot of opposing 
replicas, communicative style of Russian participants of the talk show 
discussions can be characterized not only as a confrontational, but also 
more spontaneous and natural, which once again confirms the 
phenomenon of spontaneity in the middle of a talk show. 

In both talk shows in Kazakh and in Russian in the central part of 
the dialogue, when more than two communicators take part in the 
discussion, there are often situations in which the participants receive the 
right to speak on their own initiative, the result is a simultaneous 
speaking. The presenter of the program is upstaged, but he always 
monitors the process, so that the discussion goes on anascribed aspect. 

But it should be noted participants of Kazakh talk show 
discussions rarely resort to the tactics of interruption, allow fewer pauses 
of hesitations between communicative steps, often do neutral 
informative speech passages; presenter use imperatives. However, a 
certain percentage of spontaneous communication in the turn taking of 
communicative roles adds the use of markers taking a communicative 
step, evading the answer, absence of markers of transferring of speech 
step from the presenter, the use of supporting and detailing speech steps. 

Also Kazakhs much more clearly feel the impact of institution of 
television on themselvescompared with Russians, which is expressed in 
their apparent stiffness, less active participation and less frequency of 
speech acts. 
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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to show how the convergence process is 
manifesting in Kazakhstan. Even if the phenomenon has only begun in recent years; from a 
journalistic perspective, it is characterized by some subtle aspects and trends. The principal for 
focus is on the convergence process in the Kazakh television sector. One must not forget the 
process is quite unexplored in the country. Barely any research findings or statistics are 
available on the media convergence process in Kazakhstan. This paper seeks to use available 
information to demonstrate how the traditional Kazakh media industry is evolving toward 
new media. Media convergence is based today on new communications technology,including 
mobile phones, devices, laptops and others. This study should be of interest in that it will 
uncover the challenges facing the Kazakh media and shows approaches toward convergence 
connected to multimedia. It will touch upon various forms of convergence taking place with 
online media. The main conclusion of this study shows that media convergence is taking place 
quite rapidly in the country due to various technologies-notably, the extensive use of the 
Internet for television services. 

Keywords: media convergence, mobile media convergence, Kazakh 
media industry, TV convergence, multimedia journalism. 

 
,,Old media will be replaced throughout time with new media. Bloggers will 

continue to replace journalists. This process is happening today in all developed 
countries”.1 It is obvious we are witnessing a broad transformation of the 
media in all of its forms and venues. The speed with which technological 
capabilities are evolution means media is expanding and changing almost 
daily. Television broadcasting can no longer compete without adding 
online resources for their audiences. All top television providers are now 
advanced in their creative use of online resources, including for live 
broadcasts and pre-recorded programming. This convergence of media 
technology is now an important way content is delivered to audiences. 

What do we understand under media convergence? According to 
the Encyclopedia Britannica the general concept of convergence refers 
to ,,phenomenon involving the interconnection of information and communications 
technologies, computer networks, and media content. It brings together the ,,three C‟s”-

                                                             
1 J. Kolodzy, Convergence journalism: writing and reporting across the news media, Lanham, Md., 
Rowman&Littlefield, 2006, p. 5, 7. 
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computing, communication, and content-and is a direct consequence of the digitization 
of media content and the popularization of the Internet”.2  

Media convergence has empowered users to produce and 
distribute their own content, viewing and listening schedules can be 
personalized via on-demand or search content and mobile services, users 
can engage with one another via peer to peer technology.3 

,,Since the 1990s, the term „convergence‟ has been applied most commonly to 
describe the development of digital technology and the integration of text, numbers, 
images and audio”.4 

Technological convergence served as the beginning of the process 
of convergence in journalism. ,,The original discussions on media convergence 
focused on the technological aspect: computers and digitization”.5 The concept of 
,,media convergence” first appeared in 1960.6 Moreover, in 1987 the ,,Green 
Paper” was published under the auspices of the European Economic 
Community, which regulates telecommunication services and the 
development of a unified market. It was this document that was the 
harbinger of media convergence. In May 1994, Martin Baugemann in the 
European Commission report proposed the creation of an information 
society based on the Internet. The report was published three years after 
the development of the very first websites by Tim Berners-Lee, as the 
final stage in the creation of Web 1.0. The European Commission report, 
,,A Green Paper on the Convergence of the Telecommunications, Media and 
Information Technology Sectors and its Implications for Regulation. Towards an 
Information Society Approach”, was published in December 1997.7 
According to this Green paper ,,The ability of different network platforms to 
carry essentially similar kinds of services, or the coming together of consumer devices 
such as the telephone, television and personal computer”.7 Through technology, 
everythingis greatly simplified. For instance, telephone devices are now 
used like TVs or PCs. People can watch movies, TV shows and news 

                                                             
2  T. Flew, Media convergence, Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2017, Retrieved from: 
www.britannica.com; A. E. Grant, S. J. Wilkinson (eds.), Understanding media convergence: 
the state of the field, New York, Oxford University Press, 2009. 
3  C. D. Zotto, A. Lugmayr, Media Convergence Handbook, volume 1, Media Business and 
Innovation, 2016, DOI 10.1007/978-3-642-54484-2_1. 
4  T. Dwyer, Convergent media and privacy, Basingstoke, Hampshire, Houndmills; New 
York, Palgrave Macmillan, 2016. 
5 J. Kolodzy, Convergence journalism: writing and reporting across the news media, p. 5, 7. 
6  R. Szczepaniak, Media Convergence-Approaches and Experiences, Cracow, Poland, Peter 
Lang, 2013, p. 18. 
7 Green paper on the convergence of the telecommunications, media and information technology sectors, 
and the implications for regulation. Towards an information society approach, European 
Commission, Brussels, 3 December 1997, retrieved from: www.ab.gov.tr. 
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using smart handheld devices. 
Technological convergence and the merging of technical advances 

have influenced the evolution of a new Kazakhstani media greatly. 
Domestic channels have partially transformed into online broadcasters. 
Television in Kazakhstan now has high potential to complete its online 
transition. Today, out of the 17 million people living in the country, 
more than 10 million use the Internet.8 This a significant figure. Between 
2007 and 2013 the number of users increased from 1.25 million to over 9 
million users (see Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1: 
Showing 

Increase in 
Number  

of Internet 
Users from 
2007-2013 
(millions) 

 
 
The increase in the use of the Internet includes exchanging emails, 

downloading a variety of entertainment, and seeking information. Nearly 
60% of Kazakhs seek information through the Internet and nearly 49% 
of use the Internet for news, which has important implications for 
television news organizations (see Figure 2)9.  

 
 
 

Figure 2: Why Are Most 
Internet Users Online? 

 
 
 
 
As far Kazakh researcher Galiya Ibrayeva, convergence is one of 

the kinds of demassification who‟smade changes in media technologies, 

                                                             
8 Forbes Kazakhstan, retrieved from www.forbes.kz. 
9  Kazakhstani people spent $1.5 billion in online stores for the year, 2013, retrieved from: 
www.forbes.kz. 

http://forbes.kz/
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media content ant media market.10 That is, intensively developing of new 
information technologies creates competition between traditional and 
new media as well. In a word, the author gives a number of examples of 
modernization of Kazakhstan‟s media space, where that use modern 
methods of information transfer, such as online broadcasting. 11 
According to another Kazakh researcher Saule Barlybvaeva, common 
people started to make news that has something to say and to show. 
Millions of people became available to new tools enabling them to 
publish on the Internet. Therefore, participants in the media market have 
to reformat the filing. ,,Since the 1990s, the term „convergence‟ has been applied 
most commonly to describe the development of digital technology and the integration of 
text, numbers, images and audio”. 12  ,,The Internet is becoming more dynamic, 
acquiring new multimedia features. Television interviews, chat with viewers via mobile 
phone, e-mail, as well as Internet chat-is just the beginning”.13 Author claims that 
television should become the universal service provider of new form of 
informing, connecting, entertainment and e-commerce when the 
television set will be universal access to global Internet content.   

 
The Importance of Social Media 

 
Accordingly, there has been significant growth of social media 

platforms such as Facebook, YouTube, Vk, Instagram, and others (see 
Figure 3). As a result, some technological convergences are taking place 
for various forms of media content. For example, a TV channel typically 
has an official website as well as social network accounts as additional 
platforms. Social media platforms are performing well as a medium for 
promoting television content. They also mobilize the public and 
encourage interaction through user comments and discussions. The most 
often visited and popular social network in Kazakhstan is Vkontakte.ru 
(see Figure 3). Each national TV channel has its own Vkontakte.ru 
account, which is a markedly higher figure than the Facebook platform 
enjoys with Kazakh media outlets.14 

                                                             
10 G. Ibrayeva, At the crossroads of communications: journalism, media of Kazakhstan, Almaty, 
Kazakh University, 2013, p. 57. 
11 Ibidem, p. 30. 
12 T. Dwyer, Convergent media and privacy. 
13 S. Barlybayeva, Kazakhstan: Information and Communication Infrastructure, Almaty, Kazakh 
University, 2012, 89 p.; S. Barlybayeva,  A. Alzhanova, K. Myssayeva, Convergent 
Journalism, Almaty, Kazakh University, 2016, 119 p. 
14  Internet audience in Kazakhstan: portrait and preferences of the user, 2015, retrieved from: 
www.forbes.kz; The population of Kazakhstan came to 17 million 28 thousand people, 
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Figure 3: Shows Most Popular Sites 
 

According to Jatin Srivastava, 15  article about Communication 
Evolution and Influences: ,,A cellular phone is an example of a converged media, 
but the converged technology does not exhaust its scope of convergence. In other words, 
cellular phones are used for downloading mass media (e. g., YouTube.com videos), 
transferring ideas (e. g., using Twitter, Google Chat) and not just for verbal exchanges 
between individuals”.  Therefore one of the most influential trends on the 
Internet today is the ability for social media users to like, share and 
comment on content they enjoy or believe is important. Online 
audiences are certainly setting the pace in terms how and when breaking 
news and reports (including TV video) are consumed. When important 
content hits a nerve, it can become popular fast and spread quickly.16 

According to a report on the Action Plan for the Information 
Kazakhstan-2020 state program for 2013-2017 (first stage), the terrestrial 
digital broadcasting program was adopted for the Republic of 
Kazakhstan in 2014. The program is planned for completion by 2017.17 
The main purpose of the ,,Informational Kazakhstan-2020” program is 
making conditions providing conversion of Kazakhstan to informational 
society. It is interesting to note several media indicators from this Action 

                                                                                                                                               
Tengrinews, 2013, retrieved from: www.tengrinews.kz. 
15 „Diffusion of Innovations: Communication Evolution and Influences”, in Taylor & 
Francis Group, LLC, The Communication Review, no.15, 2012, pp. 294-312. 
16 H. W. Nienstedt, S. Russ-Mohl, B. Wilczek, Journalism and media convergence, Berlin; 
Boston, De Gruyter, 2013. 
17 Media Usage Rates by the Ministry for Investment and Development, 2015. 
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Planin bellow:  
-the number of subscribers of the national satellite network will 

count 500 thousand subscribers in 2020; 
-domestic TV channels available throughout the country-45 in 

2017; 
-expansion of the geography of distribution of Kazakhstan 

television channels to 100 foreign countries in 2017, 110 in 2020; 
-he representation of print and electronic media on the Internet - 

70% in 2017, 95% - in 2020; Media accessible via the Internet-50% in 
2017, 80% in 2020; the share of the population satisfying the basic 
information needs at the expense of the domestic media (according to 
sociological research)-64% in 2017, 70% in 2020; an increase in the 
volume of advertising media, attracted by state-owned media, by 35%-in 
2017, by 50%-in 2020 (relative to 2012). So we can see firsthand that 
technological evolution via the Internet is moving along quite well in 
Kazakhstan.  

This process, in turn, is pushing forward the dynamic 
transformation of traditional journalism into multimedia journalism. 
These forces form the roots of modern media convergence and raise 
several questions about convergence in Kazakhstan. 

RQ1 How has the Kazakh media technology evolved since the 
beginning of the convergence process? 

RQ2 How are advanced technologies influencing online TV 
services in Kazakhstan? 
 

Method 
 
Both quantitative and qualitative data was used to answer the 

research questions. Quantitative data for this article was collected from 
the official websites of national television channels. Each site was 
examined to determine the presence of traditional broadcasting, online 
broadcasting, live online broadcasting, on demand programming, and 
online use. In addition, the use of social media was identified. If a 
characteristic was found, it is marked with a ,,+”. The findings are 
illustrated in tables 1 and 2. 

 
Table1:  Methods for Broadcasting  

TV content through Various Platforms 
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№ Channel  Traditional

Broadcasti
ng 

Online 

Broadcas
ters 

LiveOnlineB

roadcasting 

On 

DemandProgramm
ing 

Online 

Capacity 
But Not 

Used 

1 Khabar + + + +   

2 24.Kz + + + +   

3 Kazakhsta
n 

+ + + +   

4 Astana 
TV 

+ +   +   

5 KTK + + + +   

6 Kazakh 
TV 

+ + + +   

7 Channel 
31  

+ +   +   

8 Eurasia 1 

TV 

+ + + +   

9 Mir + +   + + 

1
0 

Tan (from 
2014 

national) 

+ +   +   

 
Table 2: Television Channels on Social  

Networks and Internet Portals 
 

№ Name of 

channel 

Official 

page 
(site)  

Twitter Facebook Vk Instagram YouTube Mail 

1 Khabar + + + + + + + 

2 24 Kz + + + + + + + 

3 Kazakhstan + + + +       

4 Astana TV + + + +       

5 KTK + + + +       

6 Kazakh TV + + + +       

7 31 TV + +   +       

8 Channel 1 

Еurasia 

+ + + +       

9 Mir + +   + +     

10 Tan   + +   +       
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Materials from American and European researchers were used for 
a comparative analysis and to describe the effect of globally evolving 
convergence on the experience of consuming news content. This analysis 
made it possible to pinpoint some commonalities and map Kazakhstan‟s 
own path toward media convergence.  

Qualitative research involved interacting with local reporters on 
their Facebook community page named ,,Kazakhstan‟s journalists”. This 
led to some conclusions as to how the latest media technologies are 
being embraced in the country. An internet survey among media workers 
was also conducted. The survey was prepared on the ,,Survey Monkey” 
platform. It had been functioning for 9 days. A total of 42 people took 
part. The survey included the following questions: 

-How do you think modern technologies affect TV services? 
-How necessary is online news broadcasting? 
The survey was analyzed in order to determine the role of 

convergence in the mass media and the impact of new technologies on 
television. 

 
New Kazakh Media during a Time of Technological Progress 

 
The new Kazakh media began with the development of the 

Internet and new media technologies in the mid-1990s after 
Kazakhstan‟s split from the Soviet Union. The Internet, cable-satellite 
TV, and mobile phonesare importantglobalizing forces. Globalization is 
partially a consequence of the evolution of new media technology and its 
influence on the changing shape of information consumption and 
communications in the country and across the world. The 10 top 
national TV channels operate both traditionally and online. Traditional 
television broadcasting in Kazakhstan is in most cases targets regional 
and rural audiences. According to the 2013 census, the rural population 
of Kazakhstan amounted to 45.1% of the total population.18 

It is important to note that thanks of progressing of new 
technologies TV content expanded. One of the questions in the survey 
was about new technologies ,,How is the Latest Media Technology Being 
Used with Online TV Service?”. According to the information from this 
survey 32 person from 42 participants agreed that there is big impact on. 
Curiously, one respondent asserts fact of low rate of consumption online 
service by Kazakhstan‟s viewers. And there are played role some of 

                                                             
18  The population of Kazakhstan came to 17 million 28 thousand people, Tengrinews, 2013, 
retrieved from: www.tengrinews.kz. 
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problems with Internet connection in region (very slow), expensive cell 
service and poor quality of video (See Figure 4). 

 

 
Figure 4: How is the Latest Media Technology  

Being Used with Online TV Service? 
 

The Path toward Media Convergence in Kazakhstan 
 

The first .kz national domain was registered on September 19, 
1994. The first Internet site in the Kazakh language showed up four 
years later, in June 1998. While television remains by far the most 
popular platform for media consumption, mobile phone usage has seen 
enormous expansion in recent years, going from a penetration rate of 35 
percent in 2005 to 155 percent in 2011 making it the only 
communication medium not only to come close to but actually to 
significantly outpace the high usage levels of television in Kazakhstan. 
This growth rate makes it the sole communications medium to 
significantly outpace television usage levels. 

A lack of reliable and systematic data on news consumption and its 
audience now makes it impossible to draw firm conclusions on the main 
shifts toward the digitization of news and information over the period 
studied. What scarce data exists, however, suggests that television has 
been and remains the dominant medium for news consumption. A 
growing and vibrant community of Internet users exists in Kazakhstan, 
and the number of online news sources catering to this group is also 
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growing.Although Internet rankings are highly volatile, a handful of 
online news resources routinely make the top 25 ratings on Zero.kz, a 
site that calculates statistics on the usage of websites19. 

Social networking has also grown tremendously over recent years. 
,,As one example, in March 2011, Facebook had 268,160 Kazakhstani users; by 
April 2012, this number had risen to 435,020 users; and in October 2012, 
Facebook was reported to have 616,120 registered users in the country, more than 
double its membership base over the previous 18 months”.20 

During online survey 35 of journalist from 42 were agree with 
necessity of online broadcast the news. One of them commented ,,It is 
useful when you lost news from TV set program”. When other journalist claims 
that the schedule of news on TV and Radio do not change and the 
people are accustomed to it (See Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5: Is it necessary to broadcast online news? 
 

It is easy to find links to download mobile applications on TV 
channels‟ official websites. For example, on the news site-24.kz, you can 
click on the relevant link and download the channel‟s mobile version if 
you own a Mac or Android device. This demonstrates that traditional 
journalism, print media and TV reporting are adopting new creative 
media technologies and mobile applications. 

Janet Kolodzy, the author of ,,Convergence Journalism”, describes 
the preconditions for modern convergence as follows: ,,Journalists need to 

                                                             
19 Country Report, MDM-Kazakhstan, 2013. 
20  B. Kisikov, Not the Kazakhstan Internet, Vlast, 11 May 2012, 2013, retrieved from: 
www.vlast.kz. 

http://24.kz/
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understand the increased time being spent at work and getting to work is affecting how 
much time people use consuming news and how they go about it. People do not have 
the time in the morning before they head out the door to read a ninety-six-page 
morning paper. Many get their local news, particularly weather and traffic reports, 
from the car radio, or by checking a morning newscast on television. Some leave for 
work before the morning newscasts begin, or before the newspaper is delivered to their 
door… People are not reading the newspaper or watching television while on the job, 
but they do check the latest news online. By the time their workday ends and they go 
home, they might have missed the evening news on network television, and they likely 
fall asleep before the late-night local wrap-up at 10:00 or 11:00 pm… The news cycle 
has become 24\7-nonstop, twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week-because 
American lives have become 24/7”.21 

The situation is similar in Kazakhstan. In 2009, TV channels were 
passive and inert and did not know how to present themselves and their 
media products online via social networks and mobile applications. 
However, today, six years later, they have become much more 
experienced and professional. 

RQ2 How is the Latest Media Technology Being Used with 
Online TV Service? 

Due to a lack of time to watch the news or read papers, the new 
generation of Kazakh nationals prefers the swipe of a finger to look at a 
video on a smart device. ,,For reporters, convergence is taking multiple forms - 
from talking about their beat on television, to calling in the latest developments to an 
online producer, to planning special projects for multiple media”.24 

People started talking seriously about convergence in Kazakhstan 
in 2012. Moreover, now, one can find fully converged editorial offices. 
However, years ago, journalists were asking themselves-was the 
convergence of media was just a fashionable trend or a matter of 
survival? How pressing is the problem with intensifying competition on 
the media market? Does it present a new income opportunity? Or, will it 
be more of a liability? Many other questions were raised.Running a fully 
converged publishing business means always being highly connected 
with fast emerging technologies and applications and using these in ways 
that put one ahead of the competition. These are the challenges of today 
and tomorrow-challenges of technology, creative thinking, and 
opportunity‟ Oleg Gant, Head of project ,,the developing new media” 
speaks in his interview on site of Internews Kazakhstan. 
 
 

                                                             
21 J. Kolodzy, Convergence journalism: writing and reporting across the news media, p. 5, 7. 
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The Genesis of Kazakh Convergence 
 
The starting point of convergence of traditional media in 

Kazakhstan was with the launch of the Internews Network project-,,The 
Development of New Media”. The Internews Network project team 
collected information from traditional media in Central Asia 
(newspapers, TV channels, news agencies) and within one year, turned a 
traditionalindustry into a converged one. New Reporter is online 
platform in Central Asia devoted to new media, convergent journalism, 
multimedia modes of information transfer, reviews of new online tools 
and recommendations for their practical application. An example of this 
effort is project ,,Lada” in Aktau, a newspaper ,,New Vestnik” in 
Karaganda, small editions-,,The Urals Week” and ,,Our Newspaper”. 
Thanks to working with New Reporter they have appeared own web site, 
learn how to lead this site and other principles of convergence.22 The 
latest stage in the convergence of the media has created vast 
opportunities. Media outlets are now using modern technology and 
processes confidently. These include a variety of mobile devices used to 
deliver content across various media platforms. Podcasting is a popular 
example. Today, nearly every news organization offers links to internally 
created podcasts. Most media corporations are also ensuring their 
content is optimized for devices such as mobile phones and iPods as 
these grow in importance as the new distribution channels. 

 
The Debate Rages On 

 
As online journalism emerges in Kazakhstan, a heated debate 

began on the impact new technology would have on the news writing 
process. One side viewed the situation in which traditional media was 
becoming increasingly dependent on the Internet with trepidation, while 
the other saw it as the future of journalism and a great opportunity. Is it 
possible to say that television channels went onlineto only lose their 
audiences? In my view much effort has been made to stay competitive 
with online content provider networks.  

The American media passed this stage of discussion some time 
ago, even as the debate continues in terms of the potential for the 
survival or displacement of traditional media with the new. In the United 

                                                             
22 Internews Kazakhstan, retrieved from: www.internews.kz; New reporter, retrieved from: 
www.newreporter.org; News of Kazakhstan and the world: “Khabar”, retrieved from: 
www.khabar.kz. 

http://www.internews.kz/
http://www.newreporter.org/
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States, all TV shows have their own social network accounts, where they 
post their episode guide and announce on going events. This allows 
programs to maintain direct contact with their audience, to keep them 
informed on what‟s new, to learn their preferences and share some 
internal secrets. 

 
A Look at a New Popular Application 

 
Popular online application trends are important for journalists as 

well. Rather than write in generalities, an example one of the latest social 
media apps that is rapidly gaining popularity is ,,Mentions” one of the 
fastest growing and newly popular social media innovations. This 
application is specifically designed for journalists, celebrities, athletes and 
other public figures. In early autumn 2015, Mentions was made available 
to specific groups of public figures with verified Facebook accounts. To 
use the application, you need be a verified registered journalist with a 
blue checkmark on your Facebook account.  

To get registered, you submit a request and provide supporting 
documentation. With the help of journalists, Mentions allows you to 
interact with readers very easily and to join discussions and broadcast 
events in real time. In contrast to Periscope, Mentions was designed for 
public figures and journalists only. It is used widely in Europe and 
America. To test its popularity in Kazakhstan, a small survey was sent to 
the community of local journalists on Facebook (more than 2 million 
members). 

The question was worded as follows: ,,Dear Colleagues, Good day! For 
the purpose of a research article-are there any local journalists who have tried out 
‟Mentions‟, the recently created Facebook app for celebrities and journalists? If there 
are, please leave your comments on this app below this post. Thank you for 
yourfeedback!”. A link was included to the official Mentions Facebook 
page: https://www.facebook.com/facebookmentions. The results 
indicate that no Kazakhstani celebrities, public figures or media 
representatives have a Facebook page with theverified blue check mark 
that allows one to register on Mentions. The sole exception was Radio 
Azattyk (Radio Free Liberty), which is headquartered in Prague: 
https://www.facebook.com/RadioAzattyq/?fref=ts. 

In their comments to the post, journalists offered to organize a 
webinar on this topic. We clearly saw some reactionary elements within 
Kazakhstan‟s media sector, even if this took place on unconsciously. But 
the facilitation of media convergence is in the country‟s national interest 

https://www.facebook.com/facebookmentions
https://www.facebook.com/RadioAzattyq/?fref=ts
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for all parties involved. New technology has transformed traditional 
television journalism through the convergence of online and traditional 
venues. 

 
Conclusion 

 
This discussion of the media convergence process focuses for 

most on the how the phenomenon is playing out in Kazakhstan. The 
goal of the study is to analyze how the development of media 
convergence and new technology are affecting online television 
broadcasting. The study seeks to describe the obvious impact new 
technology has been having on traditional Kazakh journalism. The 
periodical press, as well as radio and television all, have websites today, 
where users can read or view content at anytime, anywhere they want. 
Media convergence is now firmly entrenched as part of the Kazakh 
media‟s evolutionary development process. 

The answer to research question 1 is the Kazakh media technology 
absolutely evolved since the beginning of the convergence process. The 
results were heterogeneous, national level television channels (10 were 
selected) are equipped for direct online broadcasting. Regional TV 
channels have a low capacity for online broadcasting. The methods TV 
channels use for broadcasting on their websites were also reviewed. The 
results are shared on Table 1.  Moreover, certain local TV channels 
broadcast online in exclusively in Kazakhstan. The study used 
international research on media convergence as its foundation. American 
and European research provides a solid resource to form an overall 
picture of media convergence, and therefore to define the Kazakhstan 
experience in comparison. 

The answer to research question 2 is progressing of new 
technologies certainly influencing online TV services in Kazakhstan. 
New global media technology trends are now becoming popular in 
Kazakhstan. As an example, this paper uses the Mentions Facebook 
video-application, which is intended solely for actors, athletes, musicians, 
public figures and journalists. A constructive debate is taking place 
among media professionals on the evolution of convergent journalism. 
Contemporary journalists (mostly under age 45) are actively using and 
promoting new technologies, while old-timers (the so-called ,,Soviet 
School”) prefer to stick with traditional media. It should be noted the 
state has offered considerable support to stimulate the media 
convergence process. The most important example of this is the 
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national-,,Information Kazakhstan-2020” development program. Most 
traditional media consumers (newspapers, TV) in Kazakhstan live in 
rural areas. Urban residents lean greatly toward mobile applications for 
activities such as viewing television programs. 

In brief conclusion, this study found: 
-The convergence process is irreversible; 
-Kazakhstan‟s traditional media now makes extensive use of new 

technology and apps; 
-Internet service biggest audience lies in the country‟s major cities; 
-Content adapted to a convergence environment can and often is 

distributed immediately (sometimes virally) via various media; 
-The convergence of contemporary journalism is nearly keeping 

pace with technological advances. New innovations and applications are 
rapidly generating and stimulating new opportunities as a result.  
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Abstract: Presently the general theory of law does not provide a throughly explored 
definition for legal policy. The material suggested by the authors considers both the discussion 
on the legal policy itself as a phenomenon of law and state and the analysis of the legal policy 
possibilities in the sphere of lawmaking improvement. Legal policy being a means of 
democratic transformations in a society can develop and further achieve many important 
purposes of strategic nature. The authors use different general and specific scientific methods in 
conducting their research. However, the study is based on the method of sociological analysis, 
including the results of the sociological survey carried out with the participation of the Social 
and Political Research Center in Saratov State Academy of Law and Scientific Educational 
Center of Federal and Regional Issues in Legal Policy in Saratov Branch of the State and 
Law Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The paper looks at the nature and the 
content of the phenomenon from different perspectives. The authors believe that it is impossible 
to implement all other types of policies in a civilized manner with no legal policy in the modern 
context. The authors offer to specify policy‟s special type-lawmaking policy served to be the 
basis for the comprehensive development of the law system. The features of this phenomenon, 
the features of its interaction with other spheres of the legal policy and the state policy on the 
whole are stated. It is concluded that the lawmaking policy plays a special role as a multi-
purpose means to improve the lawmaking process in the context of modern Russia. 

Keywords: legal policy, lawmaking, lawmaking policy, legal regulation, 
state. 

 
The Russian society in the post-Soviet period was characterized by 

the large scale transformations in all its spheres which resulted in the 
development of new trends, political legal phenomena and processes, 
thus attracting the law science in its interests to analyze them. For 
example, those years gave impetus to the efficient development of the 
issues in the context of legal policy as a new and multi-faceted in its 
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nature and structure political legal phenomenon. We would like to note 
that it is this period when the stakeholders understood that the legal 
policy having various characteristics and definitions was seen and 
perceived by the society as, first of all, a lawmaking policy.  

Legal policy is a unique phenomenon since, first of all, it 
objectively belongs both to the law and to the politics.  At the very 
beginning of the 90s in XX century the theory of legal policy 
experienced a qualitatively new stage of its development. It was 
inseparably connected with the democratization of the Russian society 
and state, with the development of a new vision of the law place and role 
in the life of modern Russia. Legal policy was about to be seen as the 
most crucial factor to vindicate the natural and inherent rights and 
freedoms of a person, to form a law-governed state and civic society, to 
develop a system of the law safety, to implement the social economic 
and other reforms. Now the legal policy moves at the foreground of the 
social being since it is impossible to implement other types of policies in 
a civilized manner without it. Unarticulated and weak legal policy 
together with the imperfect and problematic juridical base, with the 
controversies in the legal acts, with the unclear priorities can result in the 
failures in the social, economic, national policy implementation.1 

 
Purpose 

 
The experts believe that today every seventh law contains serious 

errors. Making the same lawmaking errors, such as the lack of 
consistency between the law acts, their inherent controversial nature and 
their excessiveness in number, a lot of declarative standards in the 
legislation not supported by the implementation mechanism, as well as 
the repetition of the same errors for many years can make us think of 
their inconsistent nature. What is more, the lawmaking subjects can not 
fully synchronize the federal, regional and municipal levels of the 
lawmaking process. 

Up till now the state level can‟t articulate its consistent and well-
reasoned approach to the issues of the law strategies and tactics, the 
scientific analysis and forecast support, the public opinion consideration 
and a qualified evaluation of the possible consequences of the accepted 
decisions have not become a standard practice in the procedure of law 
reform approval. In many cases the legislation can‟t timely and 

                                                             
1  A. Malko, ,,Concept and Reality of Legal Policy in Modern Russia”, in Journal of 
Siberian Federal University, year 11, no. 6, 2013, p. 161. 
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adequately regulate the already developed public relations, can‟t stimulate 
the development of new, necessary social connections. The importance 
of the scheduled start in the lawmaking process is significantly 
undervalued. 

This evidences the low quality of the lawmaking work, which falls 
behind the economic, social, political and other needs of the society, this 
evidences a great number of the lawmaking errors and other mistakes in 
the legal regulation. It is impossible to deal with above mentioned issues 
with some single occasional activities. One requires the appropriate 
coherent regulation-lawmaking policy which differs in its consistent 
nature, combining many tools of the lawmaking process into an inter-
connected mechanism. 

 
Sources and methodology 

 
The present research is grounded on different sources, where the 

authors take the information on the modern conditions of the legal 
policy in the Russian Federation-the corresponding parts of the social 
legal practice and its results, including the materials of the sociological 
research. As for the latter, special attention should be paid to the results 
of the sociological survey done with the participation of the Social and 
Political Research Center in Saratov State Academy of Law and Scientific 
Educational Center of Federal and Regional Issues in Saratov Branch of 
the State and Law Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences within 
the scientific research project ,,Content of the Notion and Purposes of 
the Lawmaking Policy in Modern Russia” with 246 respondents as the 
project‟s participants. The respondents were questioned with specially 
designed software, including the scientific hypotheses, key, checking, 
direct and indirect questions about the content of the notion and 
purposes of the lawmaking policy. Anonymous questionnaire with 
different formalization degree was chosen to be the main method for the 
research. Five groups of respondents participated in the study: students, 
students and lecturers from the lawmaking institutes, prosecutors' office, 
Russian and international law, as well as from the investigative 
criminalistic Institute in Saratov State Law Academy, law enforcement 
body employees. 

The authors apply different cognition methods due to the 
specificity of the research. Its general world view is based on the dialectic 
materialistic approach to the explanation of the phenomena and 
processes of the political lawmaking activities.  First of all, one should 
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identify the elements of this method as the application of the general 
principles of the scientific cognition: objectivity and multifacetedness, 
particular historic approach and the comprehensiveness of the research. 

Together with the elements mentioned above and one of the key 
philosophical methods the paper applied different general scientific 
methods and methods of logical thinking, such as the analysis and 
synthesis, induction and deduction, system structural approach, 
functional, formal-logical one, etc. 

Particular sociological method is considered to be a special 
method, while the dogmatic (formal juridical) method and method of 
comparative lawmaking belong to the specific scientific methods. Adding 
to this, the authors asked to use other science-developed and practice-
tested general and specific scientific approaches and methods of the 
study in the political legal phenomena and processes. Th application of 
the specified methods contributes in a number of conclusions of general 
nature. First of all, these conclusions concern the possibilities of 
lawmaking with the help of the science-supported lawmaking policy. 

 
Results 

 
When answering the question ,,What do you believe is meant by 

lawmaking policy?” some respondents of the given survey (about 22.4% 
of the surveyed) said that they see it as an independent political law 
phenomenon, while 67.9% believe the lawmaking policy to be one type 
of the legal policy. 

If the legal policy with the lawmaking policy included has scientific 
roots and is real, then it can become a national policy and a reliable tool 
for the democratic transformations. However, here one can see serious 
side effects and even abusive practices. And the drawbacks of this policy, 
if found in law implementation, come from the typical errors in 
lawmaking policy. These errors are critical since being implemented in 
the laws and other regulatory legal acts they can not be fixed, and at its 
best they can be slightly rectified during their implementation of the law 
enforcement policy. The need to overcome these negative trends 
becomes the basis to study the issues of the lawmaking policy as an 
important means to improve the lawmaking in our country. 

Lawmaking is a crucial component of the legal regulation. It is of 
significant value for further improvement of the latter and for the role 
importance rise on the whole. Lawmaking, in its turn, includes a number 
of the steps, stages, aspects and is influenced by a number of factors of 
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the social reality which define the essense of this or that legal rule in their 
mixture and dialectic combination, its content and form, its status in the 
system, industry or law institute, its purpose and role in the society's life. 
Lawmaking policy is believed to be one of such determining factors.2 

 
Discussion 

 
S. V. Polenina focuses on this factor. She believes that the 

lawmaking policy serves to be, first of all, a single political law factor of 
the legislation (lawmaking) performance. This factor is specific as its 
(ideally) purpose is to concentrate the most significant interests of all 
social groups, strata, classes and society on the whole. Being developed 
under the impact of the dynamics of the economic, national, spiritual 
moral and other social relations in the society the specified factor reflects 
the performance of the state bodies, public associations, citizens and 
legal entities in lawmaking process.3 This is supported by the fact that the 
lawmaking policy has certain aims, means, forms, methods and is trying 
to achieve the specific result-to provide the necessary conditions for the 
lawmaking improvement and ultimately the formation of the science-
based balance and non-controversial legislation being consistent with the 
main criteria of the Russian legal policy. 

Thus, the legal policy is ontological ground to develop lawmaking 
policy since being articulated in the preambles, definitions, law articles 
and other legislative acts the legal policy acquires clearer and more 
understandable form for wide observation and acknowledgment. 

Lawmaking process, its constant modernization must be of 
primary concern in the state managerial activities since the lawmaking 
policy is the way to improve the lawmaking process. This type of policy 
is necessary to organize non-controversial, inherently coherent, 
consistent, logical lawmaking process to introduce overall consistency 
and juridical accuracy. 4  Hence, we can conclude that the lawmaking 
process is an object of the lawmaking policy impact. In this context it is 
quite evident to address the necessity to study the peculiaritis, to identify 

                                                             
2 A. Mazurenko, T. Tsaturyan, ,,Contradiction between the Real Public Relations and 
the Existing System of Law in Terms of Legislative Policy”, in Journal of Civil & Legal 
Sciences, no. 4 (2), 2015. 
3 S. V. Polenina, Lawmaking Policy, Мoscow, Prospekt, 2003, p. 180. 
4 A. Malko, A. Salomatin, ,,Comparative Approach in Legal Policy”, in Law, volume 1, 
2013, p. 5. 
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the essense and to develop the conceptual basis of the lawmaking policy 
as an important factor for lawmaking process improvement. 

At the turn of the centuries the Russian Federation was 
characterized by some profound transformations and fundamental 
changes in the public life. Social relations were rapidly changed, the 
structure of the state and municipal authorities was adjusted to the 
challenges faced at that time. An excessive number of the regulatory legal 
acts approved of in our country at different management levels 
evidenced that the state was trying to regulate the most crucial sides of 
the public life. At the same time, as it was rightly noted by A. B. 
Vengerov, one shouldn‟t think much of the juridical romantism, believes 
that all social problems could be solved through decreeing, approving 
the laws. 5 Thus, the law science faces a need to develop close-to-life 
theories, scientific conclusions, practical recommendations and offers 
connected with the lawmaking performance and law policy in the sphere 
of lawmaking improvement. 

The literature states that science must study the legal policy not the 
way it is, but rather work out the science-based provisions of what it 
must be. In their works the leading representatives of Saratov Law 
School illustrate a very balanced approach to define the legal policy.  For 
example, N. I. Matuzov believes that legal policy being one of the policy 
types on the whole (as a generic term) is a set of measures, ideas, tasks, 
purposes, programs, methods implemented in the sphere of law action 
and through law.6 However, we think that it is not quite reasonable to 
see the legal policy as a set of ideas, purposes, tasks etc. only. Referring 
to the Marxism classic authors we may say that ,,ideas will never lead us 
outside the world world order: in all cases they can lead outside the ideas of the old 
world order. Ideas generally can implement nothing. To implement ideas one needs 
people who must apply physical force”.7 ,,Human activity is necessary for the idea to 
stop being abstract”.8 

We feel that in its content legal policy is a comprehensive 
phenomenon with a double nature. One the one hand, its meaning is 
that this is the politics based on law, on the other hand, it is the law used 
as a means to be powerful and to control in political sphere of society. It 

                                                             
5 A. B. Vengerov, Theory of State and Law, Мoscow, Yurisprudentsiya, 2000, p. 504. 
6 N. I. Matuzov, ,,General Theory and Key Priorities of the Russian Legal Policy”, in 
Pravovaya politika i pravovaya zhizn, November 2000, p. 28. 
7  K. Marx, F. Engels, Holy Family or Critics of Critical Critics. Against Bruno Bayer and 
Company, Мoscow, Gosudarstvennoe izdatelstvo Politicheskoy literatury, 1956, p. 132 
8  V. V. Adoratskiy, About the State (on the Issue of Research Method), Мoscow, 
Gosudarstvennoe izdatelstvo Politicheskoy literatury, 1923, p. 12. 
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is expressed in the activities of the corresponding subjects whose 
behavior is determined by the ideas of the strategic nature relative to the 
progressive law development of the society. 

Scientific understanding of the meaning and the amount of tasks 
fulfilled by the legal policy at the modern stage helps us to conclude that 
with the political will from the management elite of the Russian state it, 
being a means of the demogratic transformations of the society, can 
form and then achieve the purposes of the strategic character: 1) to 
create and develop the grounds of the legal state and civic society; 2) to 
regulate the complex relations between the society and state; 3) to 
provide the rights and freedoms of a person and citizen. Lawmaking 
policy is called for to have a leading role in achieving these purposes. 

There are no grounds to liken the terms ,,lawmaking” and 
,,lawmaking policy” since each phenomenon has its own subject. For 
example, if the creation of new, change or a ban of the acting legal 
standards are the subjects of the lawmaking, then the lawmaking policy 
considers the development and implementation of the strategy and 
tactics of the lawmaking performance, creation of the necessary 
conditions to increase the efficiency and improve the lawmaking process 
to be its subjects. Some scientists go even further. For example, T. A. 
Zolotukhina believes that the lawmaking process is a component of the 
lawmaking policy which is wide and includes both the process of 
creation, change and a ban of the law standards and the performance in 
the development and management of the lawmaking process, the theory 
development, lawmaking ideas, priorities, purposes, tasks of the 
lawmaking activity.9 The same is true for E. S. Selivanova who notes that 
the lawmaking policy should be grounded on a particular theory giving 
the understanding of the purposes of the lawmaking processes and 
methods to influence it.10 

This theory is surely required. It must be based on the legal policy 
theory being its type. This theory should contribute into the 
modernization of the lawmaking process, into the creation of the 
necessary conditions to improve modern federal and regional legislation, 
municipal law systems. These tasks can be implemented in the context of 
the planned strategic development of political law progress in the 
lawmaking sphere supported by the science-based principles, priorities, 

                                                             
9 T. A. Zolotukhina, ,,Lawmaking Policy of the Russian State”, in Istoriya gosudarstva i 
prava, no.15, 2008, p. 13. 
10 Ye. S. Selivanova, ,,Definition and Priorities of the Russian Lawmaking Policy”, in 
Pravovaya politika i pravovaya zhizn, no. 2, 2006, p. 141. 
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purposes, means and forms of lawmaking policy articulated at the 
conceptual level.11 

To understand the nature of the lawmaking policy better it is 
reasonable to specify the features of this political legal phenomenon:  

a) single political legal factor to improve the lawmaking 
performace;   

b) important type of the legal policy of the Russian state;  
c) based on clearly evidenced conceptual factors;  
d) characterized by a multi-subjectedness: both the state, its bodies 

and authorities, as well as many subjects of the civic society participate in 
its development and implementation;  

e) has public nature;  
f) multi-levelled: implemented at different steps (levels) of the state 

and public organization (federal, regional, municipal); 
g) about the attempt to achieve mutually agreed, gap-free and 

comprehensive law system;  
h) based on the requirement of obligatory application of the 

scientific capacity in the law preparation works and in accepting the 
lawmaking decisions;  

i) uses the tools to forecast and to plan, which provide its 
consistency and predictability;  

j) has a consistent character; unites many tools of the lawmaking 
process into an inter-connected mechanism;  

k) is both a strategy and tactics in lawmaking sphere. 
When justifying the applied nature of the lawmaking policy issue 

analyses we should bear in mind that the strategy in the lawmaking 
sphere is a practical activity aimed to develop general, theoretical political 
legal approaches and perspective targets (long-term programs) for the 
development and improvement of the national law system aimed to 
improve the lawmaking process. Lawmaking strategy and lawmaking 
policy are inter-connected juridical categories. At the same time, it 
should be said that they are not equal. We think that the lawmaking 
policy is a wider term. This conclusion is based on the fact that actually 
this policy is not a strategy but rather a tactics in lawmaking sphere. 
Together with planning and forecasting it includes such obligatory 
elements, as science support, account of the public opinion, expert and 
methodological provision of the law activity, a consistent approach to 

                                                             
11 A. Mazurenko, O. Diychenko, Law-making Policy as an Innovative way in Legal Education, 
,,Global Science and Innovation”, Materials of the III International Scientific Conference. Chicago 
(October 23-24, 2014), Publishing office Accent Graphics communications, Chicago, 2014, p. 194. 
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the lawmaking regulation and other, which can solve the tactical tasks 
faced by it.12 

Ideally the legal policy should have its own strategy and tactics, 
clear and justified purposes and the corresponding means to achieve 
them. The law ideas of the strategic nature may be applicable, if their 
implementation is considered thoroughly on the basis of the legal policy, 
decisions, tasks and actions of tactical nature. Therefore, tactically the 
legal policy solves the nearest tasks. 13  Considering the fact the legal 
policy is the essence basis for the lawmaking policy, we may reasonably 
state that the latter is both tactics and strategies in lawmaking sphere 
solving some particular applicable tasks in lawmaking improvement. No 
tactic tasks, as well as no strategic theoretical ideas and purposes based 
on the long-term forecast, mean no lawmaking policy. In this case there 
is no policy at all and there can not be. Only an illusion. 
 

Conclusions 
 

The improvement of the lawmaking process is considered to be a 
process of continuous update, implementation of its ideas and plans, the 
process which flexibly combines the lawmaking activity with the social 
economic, political, law and spiritual needs of the society, makes the 
lawmaking process more flexible and appropriate to the challenges of the 
time. Science-determined lawmaking policy with the main purpose being 
the elimination of the deformations in the lawmaking social mechanism, 
the provision of its fully fledged and objective interaction with other 
factors with their direct or indirect impact on the lawmaking 
development is supposed to be the main means of this improvement. 

The conducted analysis shows that despite the natural connection 
with the legal policy the lawmaking policy must have its long-term 
purposes, be implemented on the basis of special principles, including 
the ones typical for this policy only, use the specific forms and methods 
aimed to achieve well-defined results matching the key priorities of the 
Russian legal policy. Hence, lawmaking policy is, on the one hand, an 
independent political legal phenomenon, while, on the other hand, serves 

                                                             
12 A. Mazurenko, Policy of Law, ,,Trends of modern Science”, Materials of the XI International 
Scientific and Practical Conference (May 30-June 7, 2014), volume 8, Law, Sheffitld, Science 
and Education LTD, 2014, p.15 
13 N. Isakov, N. Bondarenko, A. Mazurenko, Politics as the genetic basis of legal police, ,,The 
Fifth International Scientific Conference on Private and Public Law”, Proceedings of the Conference 
(January 31, 2015), East West Association for Advanced Studies and Higher Education GmbH., 
Vienna, 2015, p. 28. 
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to be a special type of legal policy and a powerful tool to improve the 
lawmaking process. 

Lawmaking policy is a complex and controversial phenomenon. 
Being grounded on the lawmaking activity it aims to improve and to 
develop the law system in many ways. The secret for the lawmaking 
policy to be efficient is that being part, the main type of the legal policy, 
the lawmaking policy uses the tools of the legal policy. At the same time, 
the independence of the lawmaking policy is determined by a number of 
the features distinguishing it from other types of the legal policy (law 
enforcement, law interpretation, law education etc.). 

The analysis of the mentioned features states that, on the one 
hand, the lawmaking policy is a set of the conceptual ideas, programs, 
plans aimed to improve the lawmaking process, to increase its efficiency 
to create the non-controversial and consistent law system, while, on the 
other hand, it is a scientifically grounded, consistent and coherent activity 
of the state bodies and civic society subjects to develop and to 
implement the lawmaking strategy and tactics. 
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Robert Fossier, Oamenii Evului Mediu, Bucureşti, Editura 
Artemis, 2011, 368 p.: 

 
În istoriografia româneascã, a trecut aproape 

neobservatã apariţia unei cãrţi care, din punctul 
nostru de vedere, este demnã de toatã atenţia. Cu 
puţine excepţii, acest titlu este absent din programele 
universitare româneşti. Nici autorul sãu nu este (încã) 
un nume de referinţã în mediul nostru academic, spre 
deosebire de istoricii francezi din generaţiile 
anterioare, cu precãdere reprezentanţii Şcolii 
Analelor. Robert Fossier (1927-2012) este, la rândul 
sãu, un moştenitor al acestui curent de cercetare, fiind preocupat de 
istoria economicã şi socialã, precum şi de istoria mentalitãţilor. De 
formaţie arhivist şi paleograf, agrégé în istorie, a predat la universitãţile 
Nancy II şi Paris I (Panthéon Sorbonne), fiind autorul a numeroase cãrţi 
şi studii pe tema societãţii medievale occidentale şi coordonatorul unei 
ample lucrãri de sintezã despre istoria Evului Mediu (Le Moyen Âge, 
apãrutã la editura Armand Colin). 

Subiectul cãrţii de faţã este delimitat în manierã negativã de cãtre 
autor, care preferã sã enunţe ceea ce nu constituie obiectul analizei sale. 
Astfel, aceasta nu se doreşte a fi o istorie a economiei, societãţii ori 
culturii medievale, propunându-şi în schimb sã-şi îndrepte atenţia asupra 
cotidianului şi asupra oamenilor de rând. În fapt, rezultatul are un profil 
caleidoscopic, ce interfereazã cu toate domeniile amintite mai sus, 
depãşind sensibil graniţele unei istorii a „celor despre care nu se vorbeşte 
niciodatã”. La o primã privire, luând în considerare tematica destul de 
vagã, o astfel de întreprindere riscã sã fie consideratã doar o altã lucrare 
despre lumea medievalã, şi încã una facilã, ţinând cont de configuraţia 
eseisticã şi de lipsa aparatului critic. Cu toate acestea, ea îşi atinge pe 
deplin obiectivul de a demonta clişee şi apriorisme adânc înrãdãcinate la 
nivelul opiniei comune, ceea ce o transformã într-o lecturã informativã 
pentru publicul larg şi formativã pentru studentul în istorie, dar 
deopotrivã plãcutã şi incitantã, autorul etalând reale calitãţi expozitive, 
precum şi un stil atractiv şi convingãtor. Mai mult decât atât, 
profesionalismul şi ştiinţificitatea cercetãrii se manifestã prin clarificãri de 
ordin conceptual, nuanţe fine şi determinãri precise. 

Contribuţia lui Robert Fossier este structuratã în douã pãrţi, dintre 
care prima, „Omul şi lumea”, vãdeşte o abordare de tip antropologic 
(având în prim plan coordonatele biologice ale condiţiei umane, vârstele 
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vieţii, respectiv relaţia dintre om şi naturã), fundamentatã cu predilecţie 
pe surse arheologice. Cea de-a doua, „Omul în sine”, constituie o analizã 
a societãţii şi mentalitãţilor (examinând, pe baza descoperirilor 
arheologice, iconografiei, ori a unor surse scrise, aspecte precum 
alteritatea, educaţia ori concepţiile religioase), prezentate în mod similar 
într-o luminã antropologizantã. Lucrarea se întemeiazã pe convingerile 
etice şi epistemologice ale istoricului ce dovedeşte prin scriitura sa o mare 
deschidere culturalã. Conform acestora, omul nu este specia cea mai 
avansatã, dispreţul sãu faţã de lumea animalã fiind imprudent şi ignorant; 
totodatã, este proclamatã identitatea esenţialã dintre omul medieval şi 
omul zilelor noastre, disparitãţile de ordin economic, social sau spiritual 
nefiind altceva decât suprastructuri. 

Cartea înfãţişeazã omul medieval dincolo de stigmatul ignoranţei şi 
al violenţei, dar şi de aura misticã care i-a fost adesea atribuitã. Istoricul 
francez lectureazã într-o cheie distinctã unele fenomene ale epocii medii. 
De pildã, precizeazã cã pentru majoritatea indivizilor, grija faţã de trup şi 
preocupãrile legate de subzistenţã primau în raport cu solicitudinea 
spiritualã, încurajatã de bisericã în detrimentul primelor. În mod similar, 
acesta aratã cã în Evul Mediu se mânca mult, chiar dacã nu se mânca 
neapãrat bine, apropo de calitatea alimentelor. În altã ordine de idei, 
autorul contestã teoria referitoare la „Evul Mediu masculin”, sugerând cã 
valabilitatea acesteia se fondeazã pe o gamã limitatã de surse. În plus, 
vorbeşte despre o superioritate a femeii, atitudine ineditã, având în 
vedere discursul (feminist) ce dominã studiile de gen şi care deplânge 
statutul femeii în contextul patriarhatului medieval. Respectiva constatare 
ne pare prea puţin dezvoltatã, suficient însã pentru a clarifica faptul cã 
poziţia femeii nu se rezumã la noţiunile de discriminare ori exploatare. Pe 
aceastã cale este învederatã particularitatea psiho-socialã a lumii 
medievale potrivit cãreia masculinul şi femininul îndeplinesc funcţii 
diferite şi ocupã domenii specifice de activitate, reciproc recunoscute. Nu 
în ultimul rând, amintim consideraţia, pe care o prezintã ca pe o 
convingere personalã, cã arta religioasã nu reuşea sã instruiascã pe 
profanii cãrora le delecta doar privirea, eventual îi emoţiona. 

În lucrarea recenzatã, profesorul francez reconstituie un univers 
dinamic, policrom, al cãrui contur începe acolo unde iau sfârşit 
preconcepţiile cu privire la caracterul static, imobil şi unilateral al 
civilizaţiei Occidentului medieval, surprinzând viziuni variate, mode, 
evoluţii în timp, într-un cuvânt, diversitate în toate sectoarele existenţei. 
Astfel, Fossier produce o sintezã despre viaţa în Evul Mediu, ce se referã 
la aspecte cotidiene, dar şi la chestiuni legate de putere sau de tãrâmul 
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ideilor; de asemenea, încurajeazã abordarea reflexivã a istoriei medievale. 
Ca într-un veritabil eseu, istoricul asumã o perspectivã subiectivã în 
raport cu tematica propusã, condamnând cu vehemenţã violenţa gratuitã 
şi dezaprobând pedeapsa cu moartea. Cu alte cuvinte, pornind de la 
ipostazele şi aventurile omului medieval, Fossier îndeamnã la o realã 
meditaţie asupra condiţiei umane. Cel puţin din aceste motive, cartea 
Oamenii Evului Mediu meritã sã fie luatã în considerare alãturi de bine-
cunoscuta colecţie de studii despre „omul medieval” coordonatã de 
Jacques le Goff (apãrutã în 1999 în traducere româneascã). 
 

Cãtãlina-Tatiana COVACIU 
 
 
 
Henri Troyat, Ecaterina cea Mare, ediţia a II-a, traducere din 
limba francezã de Elisabeta Niculescu şi Simona Brânzaru, prefaţã 
de Şerban Papacostea, Bucureşti, Editura Corint, 2015, 540 p.+16 
il.: 
  

Marile schimbãri care au transformat Rusia  
într-o mare putere a lumii se origineazã în secolul al 
XVIII-lea. Primele reforme au fost introduse de cãtre 

țarul Petru I şi continuate cu o şi mai mare 
determinare pe parcursul domniei ţarinei Ecaterina a 
II-a, supranumitã, „cea Mare”. În jurul acesteia din 
urmã au apãrut foarte multe mituri şi legende, ceea ce 
face ca istoria adevãratã a acestei ţarine sã nu fie 
cunoscutã îndeajuns. 

Înainte de a trece la prezentarea volumului de fațã, meritã sã 
zãbovim puţin asupra celor mai importante repere bio-bibliografice ale 
autorului lui. Henri Troyat, pe numele sãu Lev Tarasov, a fost un istoric 
şi romancier de origine rusã, nãscut în anul 1911 la Moscova, stabilit 
alãturi de familia sa la Paris, din 1920. S-a remarcat ca un scriitor prolific, 
fiind autorul a mai multor volume de istorie, beletristicã şi biografii 

dedicate unor personalitãți, printre care Ivan cel Groaznic, Lev Tolstoi, 
Petru cel Mare sau Ecaterina cea Mare. A fost ales membru al Academiei 
Franceze în anul 1959 datoritã activitãţii sale intense şi valoroase, fiind 
considerat unul din membrii înaltului for de culturã francez cu cea mai 
îndelungatã activitate. S-a stins din viaţã în 2007, la vârsta de 95 de ani, 
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lãsând în urma sa o bogatã bibliografie, care însumeazã aproximativ 100 
de titluri. 

Biografia de faţã a ţarinei Ecaterina cea Mare poate fi încadratã în 
zona romanelor istorice, fiind presãratã pe alocuri cu detalii picante din 
viaţa intimã a ţarinei. Sursele folosite de autor pentru realizarea acestei 
lucrãri sunt memoriile ţarinei, scrisorile acesteia cãtre diverse personalitãţi 
contemporane ei şi unele dintre cele mai importante cãrţi care s-au scris 
despre aceasta de-a lungul timpului. Volumul de faţã este structurat în 
XXVI de capitole, prin intermediul cãrora autorul contureazã viaţa şi 
activitatea ţarinei Ecaterina cea Mare. 

Viaţa viitoarei ţarine a început în anul 1729 la Stettin, în 
Pomerania, locul în care s-a nãscut într-o familie de aristocraţi, primind 
numele de Sophie Friederike Auguste. Datoritã jocurilor politico-
diplomatice din acele vremuri Sophie a fost aleasã, cu concursul regelui 
Prusiei, Frederic al II-lea, sã devinã soţia viitorului moştenitor al tronului 
Rusiei, Karl Peter Ulrich (Petru al III-lea). Dorinţa Sophiei de a se plia 
cât mai bine societãţii ruse a fost vizibilã încã din momentul intrãrii în 
familia imperialã, dovadã fiind în acest sens renunţarea la luteranism şi 
îmbrãţişarea ortodoxiei, respectiv rapiditatea însuşirii limbii ruse. Benigne 
la început, relaţiile ducesei Ecaterina, atât cu soţul sãu, cât mai ales cu 
ţarina Elisabeta s-au degradat simţitor, aceasta din urmã fiind 
nemulţumitã din pricina faptului cã cuplul ducal nu reuşise încã sã ofere 
un prinţ moştenitor la tronul Rusiei. Tot mai izolatã la Curtea imperialã 
rusã, Ecaterina îşi va dedica majoritatea timpului aprofundãrii operelor 
celor mai importanţi gânditori ai Iluminismului, fapt care i-a amprentat 
gândirea politicã şi i-a influenţat decisiv modalitãţile de guvernare a ţãrii 
în viitor. 

Ascensiunea Ecaterinei la tronul Rusiei s-a produs în anul 1762, în 
urma unei lovituri de stat datã împotriva soţului ei, Petru al III-lea, care a 
şi fost asasinat. Relaţia cu fiul ei, Pavel, moştenitorul tronului, nu a fost 
una dintre cele mai bune, din cauza diferenţelor de opinie şi de anturaj 
dintre cei doi. Relaţia tensionatã dintre mamã şi fiu era generatã de 
asemãnarea acestuia din urmã cu tatãl sãu, inclusiv în privinţa instabilitãţii 
psihice. Tocmai din aceastã pricinã, Ecaterina nu şi-a dorit ca Rusia sã 
ajungã sã fie condusã dupã moartea sa de cãtre fiul ei. 

În ameliorarea problemelor interne ale Rusiei, în special cele de 
naturã economicã şi socialã, ţarina a fost profund implicatã, ore în şir 
petrecând adesea în prezenţa consilierilor sãi, elaborând legi şi decrete 
noi; cu toate acestea, legislaţia elaboratã nu a afectat privilegiile straturilor 
sociale superioare, de a cãror susţinere Ecaterina era conştientã cã avea 
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nevoie pentru a se menţine la putere. Ţarina a investit mult în culturã, 
biblioteci, muzee şi şcoli de artã. Unul dintre cele mai cunoscute muzee 
din Rusia care şi astãzi dãinuie este Ermitaj, care de-a lungul domniei 
ţarinei s-a îmbogãţit cu opere valoroase aduse de peste tot din lume. În 
politica externã, Ecaterina a avut bune relaţii cu Habsburgul Iosif al II-
lea, încã de pe vremea coregenţei acestuia, care, de altfel, a şi întreprins 
mai multe vizite în Rusia. În planul expansiunii teritoriale, ţarina a 
continuat ideile ambiţioase ale lui Petru cel Mare, de a îngloba ţinutul 
Crimeii în tot mai vastul Imperiu Rus. Tot în plan extern, Ecaterina şi-a 
format o imagine de suveran luminat prin prisma relaţiilor pe care le-a 
întreţinut cu diverse personalitãţi ale vremii: Diderot (care a şi vizitat-o 
pe ţarinã), Grimm, Voltaire ş. a. Pe lângã faptul cã Ecaterina se sfãtuia şi 
comunica deseori cu aceste minţi luminate ale epocii ei, nu de puţine ori 
ea le-a şi furnizat subsidii, creându-şi imaginea unei suverane 
binevoitoare şi receptivã la noile idei ale timpului. 

Finalul vieţii o surprinde pe Ecaterina cea Mare la Sankt 
Petersburg în anul 1796, dupã o domnie de 34 de ani, în care a încercat 
sã modernizeze imperiul, având la bazã gândirea şi metodele de 
guvernare formulate de filosofii iluminişti. Meritul pentru care a rãmas în 
istoria Imperiului Rus ca unul dintre cei mai importanţi conducãtori ai lui 
constã în faptul cã a acceptat sã fie continuatoarea reformelor începute 
de Petru cel Mare, dar şi datoritã faptului cã a dorit sã adânceascã şi sã 
extindã multe din aceste mãsuri, formulând în acest sens numeroase 
ukaz-uri. Modul în care ţarina a intrat în memoria colectivã este 
demonstrat şi de titulaturile primite de-a lungul timpului de la supuşii şi 
consilierii ei. Poporul rus a numit-o „Mãicuţa Ecaterina” deoarece vedea în 
ea pe conducãtorul ocrotitor şi salvator de la viaţa mizerã pe care o 
ducea. Din partea consilierilor a primit titulatura „cea Mare”, datoritã 
importanţei realizãrilor din timpul domniei ei. Ataşamentul pe care 
Ecaterina l-a avut faţã de Rusia a fost demonstrat şi prin faptul cã nu a 
pãrãsit niciodatã ţara de adopţie, de când pãşise pe pãmântul ei. 

Utilitatea acestui volum nu constã doar în prezentarea biografiei 
ţarinei Ecaterina cea Mare, ci mai cu seamã în reliefarea principalelor 
evenimente desfãşurate de-a lungul vieţii ei, multe dintre ele generate 
tocmai la voinţa ei. Nu sunt pierdute din vedere nici personalitãţile 
contemporane ei, ca regele prusac Frederic al II-lea, regele Poloniei 
Stanislaw August Poniatowski, împãratul Iosif al II-lea al Imperiului 

habsburgic, suveranii Franței Ludovic al XVI-lea şi Maria Antoaneta, 
diverşi filosofi sau figuri importante ale diplomaţiei Marilor Puteri. 
Volumul reprezintã şi o foarte reuşitã frescã a vieţii de la curtea ţarilor 
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ruşi, care nu era cu nimic inferioarã standardelor impuse de marile case 
regale şi imperiale europene de la acea datã. Nu este pierdutã din vedere 
nici influenţa sau rolul deţinute în cadrul societãţii ruseşti de instituţia 
Bisericii Ortodoxe, la fel cum este zugrãvit în puternice culori 
contrastante relieful social al Rusiei ţariste. La nivelul cel mai de sus era 
prezentã aristocraţia, care deşi se inspira din modelele vest-europene, lãsa 
adesea sã se întrevadã urme ale unei mentalitãţi şi ale unui comportament 
specifice Orientului. În schimb, marea masã a populaţiei era formatã din 
iobagi, cu un nivel de trai mult sub limitele subzistenţei, care de multe ori 
nu avea cu ce sã se hrãneascã, trãia în condiţii mizere, fiind mereu în 
aşteptarea adevãratului salvator.  

 
George-Paul MOLDOVAN 

 
 
 

Iosif Marin Balog, Rudolf Gräf (editors), Regional Economy and 
Community Development in Transylvania, Highland Banat and 
Bucowina, in the 19thCentury. A Collection of Studies, Cluj-
Napoca/Gatineau, Editura Argonaut/Symphologic Publishing, 
2015, 241 p.: 

 
Conţinutul acestei cãrţi se deschide cu o notã 

a editorilor  (,,Editors‟  Note”), în care sunt 
prezentate pe scurt cele cinci articole, care 
reprezintã rezultatul unei cercetãri sistematice 
finanţate de CNCS-UEFISCDI, în cadrul 
proiectului de cercetare: PN-II-ID-PCE-2011-3-
0305-Economie regionalã şi dezvoltare comunitarã 
în Transilvania, Banatul Montan şi Bucovina în 
secolul al XIX-lea (1800-1914)/Regional Economy 
and Community Development in Transylvania, Highland Banat and 
Bucowina in the 19th Century (1800-1914), director de proiect Rudolf 
Gräf. Volumul cuprinde un studiu dedicat perspectivelor conceptuale şi 
teoretice legate de economia regionalã, alãturi de patru studii de caz 
monografice: dezvoltarea economicã în zona Vãii Jiului, culoarul Ohaba 
Bistra-Oţelu Roşu, „Cadrilaterul Aurifer” din Munţii Apuseni şi zona 
Bucovinei. 

Ioan Lumperdean şi-a axat cercetarea asupra aspectelor teoretice 
pe care le presupune conceptul de economie regionalã. Autorul observã 
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cã regiunea ca spaţiu geografic şi administrativ cu anumite caracteristici 
de relief, climã, resurse naturale şi umane, cu activitãţi economice şi 
sociale, genereazã economii şi politici economice regionale care 
marcheazã istoria şi existenţa aşezãrilor rurale şi urbane. Pornind de la 
aceastã premisã, el propune o structurã analiticã şi o metodologie prin 
care pot fi abordate acest tip de cercetãri: context geografic şi economic 
al regiunii, reconstruirea potenţialului sãu economic al regiunii pentru o 
anumitã perioadã de timp, identificarea resurselor naturale, umane şi 
materiale, potenţialul demografic al regiunii şi nu în ultimul rând 
surprinderea aspectelor de viaţã cotidianã. 

Studiile de caz sunt deschise de Róbert Nagy, care a cercetat zona 
Vãii Jiului, punând accentul în special pe impactul activitãţilor economice 
de aici asupra economiei şi societãţii din regiune. Studiul sãu se bazeazã 
pe arhivele şi bibliotecile de specialitate din Budapesta şi Deva (Serviciul 
Judeţean Hunedoara al Arhivelor Naţionale). La sfârşitul secolului al 
XIX-lea, în Valea Jiului existau 14 comune, care constituiau plasa 
Petroşani din comitatul Hunedoara. Importanţa zonei a fost datã de 
depozitele de huilã, despre care se ştia încã de la începutul secolului. 
Investitorii strãini şi autohtoni au întemeiat societãţi pe acţiuni şi au 
amenajat exploatãri miniere moderne însã, din cauza lipsei forţei de 
muncã calificate, au colonizat masiv muncitori proveniţi din cele mai 
diferite zone ale  monarhiei. Datele statistice ilustreazã cel mai bine 
aceastã dezvoltare spectaculoasã. Dacã în 1868 producţia de huilã a zonei 
a fost de 2000 de tone, în 1913 ea a fost de 2,5 milioane de tone. 
Populaţia zonei a înregistrat un spor la fel de spectaculos, între 1869 şi 
1910 crescând de la 12.671 la 50.015 de suflete. 

În perioada 1880-1914, în zonã au activat trei mari societãţi 
miniere: Societatea Anonimã de Minerit de Cãrbune din Salgo-Tarjan, 
Societatea Anonimã Maghiarã de Minerit de Cãrbune Uricani-Valea 
Jiului, Societatea Regalã Maghiarã de Minerit de Cãrbune şi Grafit. 
Datoritã investiţiilor continue la sfârşitul epocii dualismului, minele din 
Valea Jiului au ajuns sã dea 20% din producţia naţionalã de cãrbune şi 
huilã. Colonizarea unui numãr mare de mineri şi muncitori, întemeierea 
coloniilor, înfiinţarea întreprinderilor comunale, a infrastructurii urbane 
în general, a şcolilor şi spitalelor au favorizat procesul de urbanizare a 
zonei. Concluziile relevã faptul cã începând cu anii ‟80 ai secolului al 
XIX-lea, în Valea Jiului a început un proces de dezvoltare în urma cãruia, 
regiunea a devenit dupã cantitatea cãrbunelui exploatat, primul bazin 
carbonifer al pãrţii maghiare a dublei monarhii. 
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Kurt Scharr pune în discuţie folosirea unei noi surse istorice-
cadastrul funciar şi hãrţile cadastrale din Bucovina. Mapele cadastrale 
realizate la începutul secolului al XIX-lea şi actualizate pe parcursul 
deceniilor ce au urmat pot servi drept o sursã credibilã şi concretã pentru 
reconstituirea a numeroase aspecte ale vieţii socio-economice din 
regiune. Autorul se opreşte asupra mai multor studii de caz: Fântâna 
Albã, Climãuţi şi Cernãuţi pentru a schiţa evoluţiile socio-economice în 
contextul larg al dezvoltãrii provinciei Bucovina sub stãpânire 
Habsburgicã. Aşezãrile pe care le studiazã au fost create în secolul al 
XVIII-lea de cãtre ruşii lipoveni şi au rãmas predominant agrare pânã în 
prezent. Lucrarea se încheie cu o privire asupra efectelor politice asupra 
comunitãţilor studiate generate de destrãmarea monarhiei austro-ungare 
şi consecinţele de lungã duratã ale acestui fenomen. 

Iosif Marin Balog s-a axat pe studierea şi analiza a douã aspecte 
principale: conceptul de regiune minierã-regiune socialã, studierea 
aspectelor teoretico-metodologice şi a fenomenelor şi mecanismelor care 
definesc zona Munţilor Apuseni, folosind documentele din arhivele din 
Cluj-Napoca, Alba-Iulia şi Viena. Conform concluziilor sale, o regiune 
minierã poate fi definitã ca atare doar atunci când mineritul devine 
activitatea dominantã în zonã. Obiectivul principal al cercetãrii sale a fost 
acela de a analiza pe mai multe nivele istoria exploatãrii aurului din zona 
Apusenilor, una din cele mai bogate regiuni cu aur din Europa. Autorul 
distinge trei etape în ce priveşte dezvoltarea şi modernizarea exploatãrii 
aurului din aceastã regiune (1745-1850, 1850-1885, 1885-1914). Studiul 
prezintã efectele socio-economice ale mineritului aurifer din regiune, aşa 
cum au fost ele surprinse de cãtre muncitorii strãini care au lucrat în 
aceastã regiune: dezvoltarea sistemului sanitar, creşterea numãrului de 
şcoli elementare, deschiderea bãncilor cu capital românesc, maghiar şi 
german în zonã. Iosif Marin Balog a efectuat un stagiu de cercetare în 
Germania, la Bochum, la Muzeul German al Mineritului unde a studiat 
fondurile documentare ale unor ingineri germani care au activat în zona 
auriferã a Apusenilor în perioada 1900-1914, relevând date inedite despre 
mineritul aurifer din regiune şi efectele socio-economice ale acestuia, aşa 
cum au fost ele analizate şi percepute de specialiştii strãini care au activat 
în zonã. 

Scopul studiului semnat de Rudolf Gräf este de a analiza cum s-au 
conturat şi au evoluat pe parcursul secolului al XIX-lea centrele 
industriale, care au fost tipurile de activitãţi economice care au contribuit 
la conturarea unui anume specific de dezvoltare. Studiul de caz ales este 
focalizat asupra zonei nord-vestice a Banatului Montan, respectiv 
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complexele formate în jurul uzinelor de la Ferdinandsberg, Rusca 
Montanã şi Nãdrag, iar autorul foloseşte surse din arhivele de la 
Timişoara şi Viena. Rudolf Gräf s-a ocupat şi în trecut de istoria 
industrialã a Banatului Montan, punând accentul pe acţiunile societãţii 
StEG în aceastã zonã. Într-un bilanţ al activitãţii StEG în Banat, nu 
putem sã nu amintim ridicarea, în anul 1858, a coloniilor muncitoreşti 
Reşiţa şi Steierdorf-Anina la rangul de comune şi dezvoltarea unei vieţi 
orãşeneşti de tip occidental în acestea. Apariţia primelor ziare la Oraviţa 
şi Reşiţa, a asociaţiilor culturale şi muncitoreşti, a celor turistice, au 
contribuit toate la ameliorarea vieţii şi aşa destul de grea a muncitorilor 
de la minele şi uzinele din Banat. 

Credem cã lucrarea de faţã, rezultat al unei investigaţii de istorie 
economicã şi socialã pornind de la conceptele de economie regionalã, 
dezvoltare regionalã, spaţiu economic regional şi relaţiile inter-regionale 
reprezintã un real câştig pentru cunoaşterea istoricã. Autorii promoveazã 
un concept şi o metodã nouã pentru cercetarea româneascã: analizã 
regionalã în istoria economicã, prin investigarea fenomenelor esenţiale 
care definesc dezvoltarea economicã regionalã, generatã şi organizatã în 
jurul agenţilor economici şi a altor iniţiatori. Cele trei studii de caz 
vorbesc în detaliu despre dezvoltarea economicã cu capital austriac a 
regiunilor cu zãcãmânt din Transilvania şi Banat: „Cadrilaterul Aurifier” 
din Munţii Apuseni, culoarul Ohaba/Bistra din Banat şi zona Vãii Jiului.  

Dezvoltarea industriei mineritului a avut un impact major, atât 
economic, cât şi social în viaţa Transilvaniei şi a Banatului în secolul al 
XIX-lea. Schimbãrile survenite pe parcursul secolului al XIX-lea în cele 
trei zone miniere au fost multiple. Dezvoltarea unor aşezãri industriale au 
adus cu sine dezvoltarea unor sisteme sanitare, evoluţia numãrului de 
şcoli elementare şi profesionale, creşterea gradului de alfabetizare, 
creşterea numãrului populaţiei. 

În zona Apusenilor, deşi a existat o dezvoltare a industriei 
mineritului aurifer, modernizarea regionalã a fost fragilã. Situaţia este 
specificã de altfel tuturor regiunilor miniere şi în general celor mono-
industriale şi relevã, alãturi de alţi indicatori, în fond cât de fragilã şi 
instabilã şi discontinuã este creşterea economicã într-o astfel de regiune. 
Când dispare resursa naturalã, când se reduce interesul sau 
disponibilitatea exploatãrii acesteia, dispare practic şi sursa de 
sustenabilitate a creşterii economice şi în fond, a stãrii materiale a 
populaţiei din regiune care singurã gãseşte foarte greu alternative viabile 
şi resurse de diversificare spre domenii alternative. În zona Vãii Jiului şi a 
culoarului Ohaba/Bistra aceste fenomene au contribuit la conturarea 
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unor regiuni active, atragerea unor noi forţe de muncã, Valea Jiului 
devenind în secolul al XX-lea al doilea bazin carbonifer din partea ungarã 
a monarhiei austro-ungare.  
 

Raluca Sorina BOTOŞ 
 
 
 
Iacob Mârza, Zenovie Pâclişanu: contribuţii la o monografie, ediţie 
îngrijitã de Radu Mârza, Cluj-Napoca, Editura Mega, 2017, 327 p.: 

 
În toamna anului 2014, pe când eram proaspãt 

doctorand al Facultãţii de Istorie şi Filologie din 
cadrul Universitãţii „1 Decembrie 1918” Alba-Iulia, 
mã întâlneam adesea cu regretatul istoric Iacob Mârza 
în cafenele albaiuliene pentru a-i prezenta cercetãrile 
la care lucram. Între un sfat şi o dojanã pãrinteascã, 
regretatul profesor îmi vorbea, cu multã pasiune, 
despre istoricul, preotul şi diplomatul Zenovie 
Pâclişanu care, în ultimii ani, intrase în preocupãrile 
sale de cercetare istoricã. Îşi dorea cu ardoare sã punã la dispoziţie atât 
istoricilor, cât şi pasionaţilor de istorie, o monografie completã a 
preotului, istoricului şi omului de culturã Zenovie Pâclişanu. Din pãcate, 
trecerea rapidã în lumea celor drepţi a îndrãgitului profesor albaiulian, a 
fãcut ca aceastã dorinţã sã nu se mai împlineascã. 

La un an şi câteva luni de la plecarea regretatului profesor, fiul sãu, 
Radu Mârza, ne propune o interesantã ediţie intitulatã Zenovie Pâclişanu: 
contribuţii la o monografie, în care a adunat toate studiile pe care le-a publicat 
tatãl sãu de-a lungul ultimilor ani. 

Lucrarea se deschide cu un emoţionant ,,Cuvânt înainte”, elaborat 
de istoricul Radu Mârza în care ne prezintã motivaţia acestui demers 
istoriografic, contextul în care istoricul Iacob Mârza şi-a aplecat 
cercetãrile asupra vieţii, activitãţii şi operei lui Zenovie Pâclişanu, şi o 
serie de aspecte de ordin metodologic ce au stat la baza realizãrii acestei 
lucrãri. 

Editorul a grupat cele 24 de studii în cinci capitole, încercând sã 
aibã în vedere structura unei monografii pe care istoricul Iacob Mârza 
dorea sã o realizeze. Astfel în primul capitol, pe care istoricul Radu 
Mârza l-a intitulat sugestiv ,,Restituiri biografice”, avem urmãtoarele 3 
studii: „Formaţia şcolarã a istoricului Zenovie Pâclişanu (perioada 
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gimnaziului superior din Blaj, 1898-1906)”, ,,Zenovie Pâclişanu, 
bibliotecar la Blaj (1916-1919)” şi ,,Destinul în detenţie al preotului şi 
istoricului Zenovie Pâclişanu (1949-1953, 1957). Douã mãrturii 
documentare”, în care istoricul a tratat aspecte din viaţa şi activitatea 
istoricului şi diplomatului Zenovie Pâclişanu. 

Cel de-al doilea capitol, intitulat ,,Şantierele istoricului”, este cel 
mai cuprinzãtor din punctul de vedere al numãrului studiilor istorice, aici 
fiind cuprinse urmãtoarele 10 studii: „Aspecte ale sursologiei în Istoria 
Bisericii Române Unite de Zenovie Pâclişanu”, ,,Zenovie Pâclişanu despre 
raporturile românilor cu calvinismul în veacul al XVII-lea: Reevaluãri 
istoriografice”, ,,Zenovie Pâclişanu şi veacul Luminilor la românii 
ardeleni”, ,,Din istoriografia Supplex-lui: cercetãrile lui Zenovie 
Pâclişanu”, „Ad fontes! Apelul istoricului Zenovie Pâclişanu la cartea 
româneascã veche”, ,,Spirit critic în scrisul istoric al lui Zenovie 
Pâclişanu. Studiu de caz: Cultura Creştinã, 1912”, ,,Evaluãri istoriografice 
în deceniul 4 al secolului XX. Colaborarea lui Zenovie Pâclişanu la Revista 
Fundaţilor Regale”, ,,Zenovie Pâclişanu, colaborator la Revista istoricã românã 
(1943-1947)”, ,,Zenovie Pâclişanu în slujba Astrei”, ,,Trei conferinţe 
rostite de istoricul Zenovie Pâclişanu la Radio Bucureşti (1942)”, în care 
istoricul a analizat opera istoricã a lui Zenovie Pâclişanu. 

Urmãtorul capitol, ,,Analizã istoriograficã. Discurs istoric”, 
cuprinde cele cinci studii în care istoricul Iacob Mârza a analizat o serie 
de aspecte istoriografice şi discursul istoric despre Zenovie Pâclişanu şi 
opera sa: „Recuperarea istoriograficã postdecembristã. Preotul greco-
catolic şi istoricul Zenovie Pâclişanu (1886-1957)”, ,,Discurs istoric 
contemporan: Zenovie Pâclişanu (1886-1957)”, ,,Bisericã şi viaţã 
religioasã la istoricul Zenovie Pâclişanu (1886-1957)”, ,,Bisericã şi naţiune 
la Zenovie Pâclişanu (1886-1957). A doua etapã a discursului istoric 
(deceniile 2-4 ale secolului al XX-lea)”, ,,Istorie şi naţiune la  Zenovie 
Pâclişanu (1886-1957). A treia etapã a discursului lui (deceniile 5-6)”.  

Penultimul capitol, ,,Publicarea de texte ale lui Zenovie Pâclişanu”,  
cuprinde cele trei studii care au fost publicate ca introducere la unele 
scrieri istorice sau memorii ale lui Zenovie Pâclişanu. În aceastã categorie 
se înscriu studiile: „Zenovie Pâclişanu”, ,,Unirea Transilvanie cu 
România în viziunea istoricului Zenovie Pâclişanu (Un text inedit din 
1945)”, ,,Zenovie Pâclişanu şi pledoaria pentru „Problema Transilvaniei” 
(1946)”. 

Ultimul capitol intitulat, ,,Articol cu profil cultural”, cuprinde cele 
trei articole cu profil cultural, dupã cum urmeazã: „Istoria înghesuitã”, 
,,Unirea de la Alba Iulia n-a fost capriciul unei clipe”,  „...a întãrit cu 
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fapta ceea ce a scris…”, pe care istoricul albaiulian le-a publicat despre 
istoricul şi diplomatul Zenovie Pâclişanu. 

Lucrarea se încheie cu un indice de nume şi de localitãţi aşa cum îi 
plãcea regretatului profesor sã aibã ori ce carte de istorie. 

În încheiere, nu îmi rãmâne decât sã constat cã aceastã ediţie, 
îngrijitã de istoricul Radu Mârza, aduce o importantã contribuţie la 
studierea vieţii, activitãţii şi operei lui Zenovie Pâclişanu.    

 
Nicolae DUMBRÃVESCU 

 
 
 
Maria DiBattista, Emily O. Wittman (editors), Modernism and 
autobiography, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2014, 228 
p.: 

 
At a first glance, the book coordinated by Maria 

DiBattista, from Princeton University, and Emily O.  
Wittman, from University of Alabama, it‟s nothing 
else but an anthology of reviews. A book that 
contains 16th presentations of books and authors, 
segmented in four parts and accompanied by an 
introduction (pp. XI-XIX) signed by the 
aforementioned editors, a list of contributors (pp. 
VII-X), interesting photos, and an index (pp. 225-
228). 

But, if the reader takes a deeper look, he will find there 
biographies, book reviews and reviews of literature, presentations and 
investigations of literary phenomena, but also other interesting 
approaches. All of them are brought together into an interesting volume 
that presents the importance of the autobiographies for the literary 
modernism. Regarding the structure of the book we can say that it is a 
very interesting one. In the first part entitled ,,Ancestries” (pp. 3-66) and 
in the second one under the umbrella of the title ,,Emerging”, are 
underlined the sources of the genre (pp. 69-124) while in the last two 
ones entitled ,,Surviving” (the 3rd one, pp. 127-184) and ,,Disappearing” 
(the 4th   one, pp. 185-224) are mentioned aspects of memorials from the 
First World War and, in the same time, are also highlighted other types 
of writings from the same genre.  
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The relevance of the autobiographical writing for the modern 
literature, but also the way how this kind of literature has shifted the 
perception on the literary production in those times are well emphasized 
in the introductory part. The two already mentioned editors show there 
that: ,,Modernist autobiography, which often draws an arc back to the speculative 
mood and variable lengths of Montaigne‟s Essays, typically challenges the established 
narrative practices of the genre. In place of the traditional life-narrative that traces the 
progress of the self as it moves toward, and ultimately claims, what is truly its own, 
modernist autobiography might concentrate on short periods of a person‟s life (a 
,,growing season” such as Paris in the twenties was for Hemingway); or else it might 
restrict its focus to a particular, life-defining and often life-altering problem-sexual 
abuse, such as the childhood molestation Virginia Woolf confronts in her ,,sketch” of 
the past; nervous collapse, such as recounted with such pitiless candour in F. Scott 
Fitzgerald ,,The Crack-Up”; or addiction, such as dramatized in Jean Rhys‟s 
depressive but strangely exalted novels of alcoholic breakdown” ( Maria DiBattista, 
Emily O. Wittman, ,,Modernism and autobiography: Introduction”, in 
Maria DiBattista, Emily O. Wittman (eds.), Modernism and autobiography, 
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2014,  pp. XI-X).  

Then, while in the first part the reader can find investigations of 
works like Edmund Goose‟s Father and Son (pp. 3-17), the 
autobiographies of W. B. Yeats (pp. 18-30) or Conrad‟s Personal record of 
,,My life”, and ,,My two lives” (pp. 32-42), in the second one there can be 
founded articles dedicated to Evelyn Waugh‟s Labels (pp. 69-83), Stein, 
Toklas and to other classified as authors of ,,autobiographical masquerade” 
(pp. 84-97), Elizabeth Bowen‟s autobiographical notes (pp. 98-112) or 
the works of Ralph Ellison (pp. 113-125). 

If the first two parts of the book are dedicated to the literary 
autobiographies, the 3rd one entitled as we have already mentioned 
above, that is, ,,Surviving”, contains studies and articles dedicated to 
memorial notes from First World War, or diaries. Therefore, the reader 
can find there an interesting research entitled: ,,Touching Semiliterate 
Lives: Indian Soldiers, the Great War, and Life-Writing”, (pp. 127-142), 
accompanied by interesting photos signed by Santanu Das, reader in 
English at King‟s College from London, or the articles: ,,The Last of 
Katherine Mansfield: The Affective Life in the Journal and Letters by Jen 
Dickinson from Reed College” (pp. 143-156), ,,T. S. Elliott‟s Impersonal 
Correspondence” by Max Saunders from the aforementioned college in 
London or: ,,The Real Hem” by Maria DiBattista (pp. 170-184), 
dedicated to Hemingway. 
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The last part of the work is then composed from three researches. 
Two of them, namely the 14th text of it and the last one are dedicated to 
two authors (Jean Rhys, pp. 185-196) and Samuel Becket (pp. 211-224), 
and the other, signed by Robert L. Caserio from Penn State, University 
Park (pp. 197-210), entitled: ,,Abstraction, Impersonality, Dissolution” 
(pp. 197-210). Structured as a kind of review of literature, it tries to 
emphasize the way how the topics from the title are presented inside of 
autobiographical works of authors like Virginia WOOLF, W. E. B. du 
Bois or  H. G. Wells. 

Written in an professional way and accompanied with references 
from contemporary literature and photos, the work entitled: Modernism 
and autobiography, published under the coordination of Maria DiBattista 
and Emily O. Wittman at Cambridge University Press in 2014, is not 
only an interesting research for readers specialised in the investigated 
topic, but also an useful tool for the contemporary research and a 
pleasant and useful lecture for everyone who want to know better the 
modern literature and to find how the autobiographical research has 
influenced its evolution. 
 

Iuliu-Marius MORARIU 
 
 
 

Sorin Mitu, De la Burebista la Iohannis. Istorii, analize, satire, Iaşi, 
Editura Polirom, 2017, 280 p.: 
 

De la Burebista la Iohannis. Istorii, analize, satire, o 
scriere într-o cheie personalã şi  originalã a celor mai 
actuale şi importante subiecte pentru societatea 
româneascã a domnului profesor Sorin Mitu, pare sã 
aibã menirea de a invita spre reflecţie pentru a ne 
înţelege mai bine, atât la nivel individual, cât şi 
colectiv. Temeinica pregãtire intelectualã şi bogata 
activitate ştiinţificã a profesorului şi a istoricului 
(vezi lucrãrile referitoare la istoria modernã 
universalã, dar şi localã, cu accente pe culturã, mentalitate, identitate, 
imagologie, semnificaţiile naţionalismului) vin sã întãreascã consideraţiile 
sale, prin argumentele şi explicaţiile istorice, uneori chiar psihologice sau 
sociologice. Poziţionarea armonioasã a autorului între identitate şi 
umanitarism îi conduce pledoaria spre echilibru şi respect faţã de 
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„celãlalt”. Tot astfel, critica sa aduce luminã asupra punctelor negative 
tocmai pentru a le putea înţelege şi îndrepta, conchizând, de cele mai 
multe ori, într-o notã optimistã. 

Subtitlul lucrãrii ne clarificã, încã de la început, modul de abordare 
a subiectelor puse în discuţie (ingenioase, la fel ca şi titlurile care le 
anunţã), anume prin apelul la istorie, analizã şi satirã. Într-adevãr, spiritul 
satiric aduce un plus de savoare lecturii. De exemplu, pomenind de 
originile sãseşti ale actualului preşedinte al României, istoricul Sorin Mitu 
ne aminteşte de o teorie a cronicarilor saşi, elaboratã de aceştia, încã din 
secolul al XVII-lea, cu scopul de a demonstra presupusa lor origine dacã, 
astfel cã nu m-am putut abţine sã nu mã amuz la revenirea în minte a 
titlului cãrţii (De la Burebista la Iohannis). 

Lucrarea este structuratã sub forma a cinci capitole. Primele douã 
capitole („Ardelenisme” şi „Noi şi lumea de astãzi”) denotã relaţia dintre 
noi şi ceilalţi, aşa cum figureazã în viziunea scriitorului. De aceea, voi 
pune întrebarea: ,,Între rãdãcinile identitare propovãduite de Herder şi 
universalismul Iluminismului?”. Cãci preocuparea autorului este una legatã 
atât de valorile existenţei individuale, ca apartenenţã la coordonatele 
genealogice, cât şi de problemele globale ale lumii în care trãim, ca şi cum 
simfonia universalã nu ne poate lãsa nici pe noi în afara ei. Celelalte trei 
capitole au în vedere domenii ale vieţii care meritã toatã atenţia: 
societatea, cultura, politica. 

Autorul dedicã primul capitol, numindu-l „Ardelenisme”, spaţiului 
transilvãnean, ca punct care marcheazã pe harta lumii simţãmintele sale 
de identitate şi care îi alimenteazã dispoziţia spre reflecţie: „iubesc acest loc, 
care îi aparţin-în plus, consider cã locul cu pricina îmi aparţine în egalã mãsurã”. De 
aceea, vinderea imaginii Transilvaniei pe reţelele de socializare provoacã 
iritarea vãditã a scriitorului, ca o desacralizare a unui conţinut intrinsec 
simbolic pentru acesta. Apoi, realitatea multiculturalismului este vãzutã 
ca înrãdãcinatã în trecut, generând „provocãri şi responsabilitãţi speciale”, 
aspecte pe care istoricul le ilustreazã foarte bine în subcapitolul „Românii 
şi maghiarii: un cuplu de coşmar?”. Astfel, sunt importante anumite 
aprecieri, precum: conflictul dintre români şi maghiari nu a fost un caz 
singular; acest „cuplu de coşmar” reprezintã, mai degrabã, o poveste de 
succes; viitorul poate însemna şi o reconciliere. 

O problematicã generalã, care ni se adreseazã de data aceasta 
tuturor, indiferent de punctele cardinale care ne schiţeazã specificitatea, 
este ideea de mobilitate a populaţiei, generatã de permanenta schimbare a 
realitãţii de-a lungul timpului. Aceasta aduce o interesantã dezbatere, 
anume problema complexã a identificãrii exacte a „strãmoşilor”-o misiune 
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pe cât de grea, pe atât de intrigantã şi, poate, fascinantã! Apoi, lumea ne 
este prezentatã prin multilateralitatea sa: între globalizare şi fragmentare, 
între internaţionalism şi regionalism, între „omul universal” şi „omul concret”, 
precum şi confuzia care apare la interferenţa celor douã tipuri de realitãţi, 
ca instrument în mâna celor însetaţi de putere, care traseazã, în mod 
interesat, noi ziduri identitare instabile.  

Ca soluţie la diversele provocãri internaţionale, domnul profesor 
Sorin Mitu relevã importanţa cultivãrii şi împãrtãşirii unor valori comune 
democratice (de aceea, dezvãluie pericolul precaritãţii democraţiei în 
Rusia, ca destabilizator al bunei înţelegeri internaţionale) şi europene 
(care sã ţinã pe fãgaşul normal Uniunea Europeanã). Aceste directive pot 
fi puse în legãturã şi cu viziunea autorului asupra democraţiei, care 
împãrtãşeşte ideea lui Winston Churchill: „Democraţia este cea mai proastã 
formã de guvernare, cu excepţia tuturor celorlalte care au fost încercate de-a lungul 
istoriei”. Domnul profesor Sorin Mitu vede democraţia ca un „sistem de 
guvernare croit exact pe mãsura imperfecţiunilor omeneşti”. 

Dar cât de ancoratã este societatea româneascã în realitatea unei 
lumi interconectate? Este terorismul perceput în România ca o 
ameninţare realã? Iatã alte câteva teme care ne sunt aduse la cunoştinţã. 
Explicaţiile nu lipsesc, autorul ne lãmureşte de ce serviciile secrete 
(instituţia responsabilã de asigurarea securitãţii) nu se bucurã de 
încrederea cetãţenilor români: moştenirea istoricã a Securitãţii, care este 
legatã de o altã cicatrice moralã a societãţii noastre, anume delaţiunea. 

Sub spectrul analizei este pusã şi societatea, cu tot ce are ea mai 
caracteristic. Astfel cã familia şi valorile sale, ca puncte esenţiale ale 
civilizaţiei umane, incluse în dezbaterea publicã, trebuie menţinute     
într-un echilibru. Scriitorul ne prezintã cele trei modele interpretative ale 
familiei româneşti (modelul sãmãnãtorist, modelul etnografic, modelul 
critic), care pot sã redea realitatea şi sã întregeascã tabloul doar dacã sunt 
privite complementar. Satului românesc îi sunt trasate originile, 
trãsãturile; fenomenelor, precum atracţia faţã de cultura ţãrãneascã şi 
„satul în palimpsest”, le sunt gãsite explicaţii. Chiar fericirea (în ce mãsurã 
poate fi trãitã fericirea la români în mod colectiv), încrederea (atât de 
necesarã lumii actuale, dar care ne lipseşte) şi credinţele sau sãrbãtorile 
(între consumerismul contemporan şi trãirea spiritualã a sãrbãtorilor) 
prezintã subiecte esenţiale pentru o mai bunã înţelegere şi interiorizare a 
vieţii în interiorul comunitãţii. 

Cultura româneascã este marcatã de „obsesia identitarã”, de 
dezbaterile între sincronişti şi protocronişti, de „problema orientãrii 
civilizaţiei româneşti pe axa valorilor şi culturii”, griji care au ratat preocupãrile 
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românilor faţã de problemele mari ale omenirii. Totuşi, dupã 1989, 
intelectualii au putut sã îşi deschisã mai larg câmpul de reflecţie. Domnul 
profesor Sorin Mitu abordeazã şi o problematicã de actualitate în 
dezbaterea publicã, anume modul în care percepem România. Este 
România altfel? Douã perspective sunt valabile, dupã pãrerea autorului: 
România este altfel la nivelul experienţelor subiective şi cotidiene; 
România este la fel cu alte ţãri sub aspectul mai general al demnitãţii şi al 
egalitãţii în drepturi. Un alt aspect important pentru cultura româneascã 
este şcoala, analizatã prin intermediul comparaţiei dintre învãţãmântul de 
elitã şi învãţãmântul de masã, cu relevarea efectelor. 

Convingerile scriitorului legate de politic ne sunt dezvãluite pe 
parcursul cãrţii, dar mai ales în secţiunea dedicatã politicii. Argumentele 
favorabile regimului politic democratic şi formei de guvernãmânt 
monarhice (constituţionale) sunt bazate pe înţelegerea profundã a 
organizãrii statale şi a transformãrilor specifice României, sedimentatã de 
cunoaşterea istoriei şi de cultura vastã. Un mesaj important ne este 
transmis şi referitor la naţionalism. Scriitorul defineşte conceptul, îl 
explicã, îl priveşte comparativ din perspectiva modelelor sale (şi modul în 
care românii se raporteazã la ele), al manifestãrilor sale trecute (animate 
de idealuri mãreţe) şi prezente („naţionalismul zombie”, „un mort viu pe care 
politicienii cinici, aflaţi în cãutarea unor mesaje cu prizã la public, încearcã sã-l 
manipuleze”, dar care nu este inofensiv). 

Meritul acestei cãrţi este de a mã ajuta sã mã înţeleg pe mine mai 
temeinic. Cãci mi-am dat seama cã acea lipsã de idealuri mãreţe a 
prezentului, de care vorbea domnul profesor, mi-a îndreptat cãutarea 
spre trecut, de unde înclinaţia spre studiul Iluminismului, romantismului, 
naţionalismului, din care mi-am selectat valorile şi modelele. Dar, de 
altfel, nu uit sã privesc atent şi critic atât la trecut, cât şi la prezent, aşa 
cum am simţit cã îmi recomandã şi aceastã lecturã. Problematicile şi 
analizele lucrãrii sunt generoase şi pot oferi oricui experienţa de a se 
regãsi în câte ceva. Este extraordinar cum toate subiectele atinse de 
domnul profesor Sorin Mitu au puterea de a ne îndemna la o reflecţie 
proprie. Mai mult decât atât, stilul de a scrie, comentariile pline de haz şi 
farmec, conexiunile cele mai diverse şi comparaţiile ingenioase reprezintã 
un alt motiv serios de a recomanda cu cea mai mare cãldurã aceastã carte. 
 

Maria Bianca GLÃVAN 
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Vintilã Mihãilescu, Apologia pîrleazului, Iaşi, Editura Polirom, 
2015, 336 p.: 
 

Sã pãtrunzi cu mintea cele mai profunde 
experienţe şi transformãri ale vieţii umane şi ale  
societãţii în ansamblu-iatã expresia corespunzãtoare 
pentru lucrarea de socio-antropologie Apologia 
pîrleazului, a învãţatului român Vintilã Mihãilescu. 
Începând prin a cocheta cu psihologia şi 
continuându-şi traseul intereselor cognitive prin 
sociologie şi antropologie, Vintilã Mihãilescu ne 
propune o altã sociologie a tranziţiei, socio-hai-hui, 
care îmbinã un ager spirit de observaţie şi o criticã constructivã cu 
umorul şi dispoziţia pentru ludic, aşa cum ne-a obişnuit şi prin articolele 
sale din revista ,,Dilema Veche”. Director general al Muzeului Ţãranului 
Român pentru o perioadã, Vintilã Mihãilescu ne aduce luminã în ceea ce 
priveşte viziunea fondatoare a acestui muzeu, perceput în cele din urmã 
ca „o icoanã a conservatorismului românesc”.  

Autorul declarã explicit faptul cã scrierea sa transmite un mesaj 
public de „optimism critic”. Într-adevãr, ca cititor interesat a cunoaşte 
perspectivele prezentate de omul de culturã, am regãsit în acest op un 
raport just între douã stãri reale: pe de o parte, punctele slabe şi 
vulnerabile ale societãţii româneşti, pe de altã parte, întrevederea unui 
orizont mulţumitor în cazul unei conştiente responsabilizãri. 

Vintilã Mihãilescu ne oferã, mai întâi, posibilitatea de a pãtrunde 
semnificaţia antropologicã a unor „cuvinte de acces”, cu ajutorul cãrora 
sã ne ghidãm în complexa analizã a societãţii româneşti. Pe mãsurã ce 
aceste noţiuni (rudenie, corp, intimitate, autenticitate, ospitalitate, 
identitate, batjocurã) devin tot mai clare, tranziţia valoricã şi de sens de la 
„societãţile cutumiare” la cele moderne şi postmoderne ajunge sã fie 
inteligibilã. Dacã „societãţile cutumiare” credeau într-o rânduialã, strâns 
legatã de viziunea cosmocentricã, se raportau la o existenţã genealogicã şi 
priveau spre trecut, atunci vom observa cum, odatã cu societãţile 
moderne şi culminând cu cele postmoderne, are loc o individualizare, 
dezafiliere, civilizare, o preocupare pentru viitor, o construcţie de noi 
culte şi proiecte laice, lumeşti. Dupã ce autenticitatea s-a mutat în interior 
şi individul a fost eliberat, s-a produs o rupturã cu vechiul sistem de 
valori, însã aceste pierderi trebuiau rãscumpãrate. Noile ataşamente 
compensatorii (patrimoniul), aprecierea tot mai mare a corpului, 
obscenitatea intimitãţii, trecerea de la ospitalitate la politeţe, problemele 
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identitare şi raportarea la celãlalt, batjocura ca rezultat al neîncrederii sunt 
câteva dintre provocãrile zilelor noastre. 

A doua parte a lucrãrii (,,Retrocedãri”) pune societatea româneascã 
în faţa unor redimensionãri conceptuale ale lumii. Pentru economia de 
piaţã, timpul devine unul planificat, în care eficienţa este imperioasã. Dar 
cât de racordat este românul la aceste exigenţe mondializate? Concluziile 
autorului conduc spre ideea lipsei unei munci raţionale, organizate, 
eficiente. Apoi, spaţiul a fost fixat între limite definitorii pentru sfera 
politicului sau civilizaţiei şi culturii. Aceastã geografie politicã ne-a plasat 
în ochii Occidentului ca un „popor de margine” şi, mai mult decât atât, 
„marginalizat”. De aceea, autorul aduce o apologie pîrleazului, ca expresie 
a transcenderii unor limite absolutizate. Tot din perspectiva unui 
Occident „civilizat”, românului îi este atribuit un „orientalism” care 
înglobeazã imaginea „revenirii refulatului”, a „bunului sãlbatic”, însuşire 
respinsã, însã, de cel din urmã. Tot legat de spaţiu, o aparentã 
contradicţie o reprezintã conectivitatea mondialã asiguratã de Internet, 
„care îţi permite sã fii oricând şi oriunde pe glob, adicã nicãieri”. Spaţiul devine loc 
doar atunci când îl particularizezi, îl individualizezi, în opoziţie   
situându-se non-locurile, „configurate de alţii pe mãsura tuturor, adicã a 
nimãnui”. 

O altã problemã importantã este „altfelitatea” românului. Vintilã 
Mihãilescu se aratã circumspect faţã de tendinţa unor cãrturari sau a 
mass-mediei de a potenţa „mitul nimicniciei româneşti”. Scriitorul considerã 
cã o astfel de viziune negativistã blocheazã perspectiva schimbãrii şi a 
reglãrii situaţiei reale din societatea româneascã. Mai mult, cunoaşterea 
concretã a societãţii, dincolo de direcţia ideologicã, reprezintã o 
necesitate de nestrãmutat. Astfel, eşecul modernizãrii statului român, la 
nivel structural şi instituţional, se datoreazã legãturilor rezistente 
„premoderne”, însã acest context nu este unul singular, nu se aplicã doar în 
cazul României. În plus, „deziluzia” postcomunistã nu trebuie sã 
invalideze realitatea revoluţiei şi a jertfelor, iar crezul anticomunist nu 
trebuie sã împiedice reprezentarea vieţii din perioada comunistã într-un 
muzeu, deoarece aceasta reprezintã o realitate istoricã, chiar dacã e 
perceputã în mod dezagreabil. Chiar şi caracterul non-eroic al istoriei 
noastre ne poate face mai lucizi cu privire la trecut, mai critici faţã de 
prezent şi mai încrezãtori în viitor. Acestea ar putea constitui câteva 
considerente menite sã repunã în echilibru imaginea de sine a românului 
şi a societãţii în general. 

Cea de-a treia parte a cãrţii se intituleazã ,,Durkheim şi bunica 
românului”, tocmai pentru a sugera faptul cã românii nu cred în faptele 
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sociale, ci le înlocuiesc cu opiniile publice. Pornind de la anomia 
dezindustrializãrii şi decooperativizãrii fãrã restructurarea necesarã, 
autorul suprinde problemele trecerii la economia de piaţã, dar şi pe cele 
referitoare la dezvoltarea lumii rurale. Procentul ridicat al populaţiei 
rurale în România a reprezentat o cauzã parţialã pentru diverse 
disfuncţionalitãţi sociale: stadiul precar de instruire, nivelul scãzut al 
culturii financiare, culturã a sãnãtãţii caracterizatã în continuare prin 
„tradiţionalism”, religiozitatea puternicã. Scriitorul surprinde foarte bine 
zbaterea identitarã a societãţii româneşti: „o culturã structural bizantin-
otoman-balcanicã, ţãrãneascã şi oralã, privind identitar spre sud, dar care a hotãrât 
sã-şi întoarcã privirile spre vest şi sã fie o civilizaţie occidentalã, urbanã şi a scrisului. 
Nu suntem nici aşa, nici altminteri”. 

Ceea ce atrage atenţia autorului, în ciuda sesizãrii unei „incongruenţe 
de status” sau a unei „disonanţe sociale”, este determinarea unei restrânse 
pãrţi a populaţiei, „nucleul dur al firavei clase de mijloc”, acei muncitori 
idealişti, care împing lucrurile înainte. 

Devenind tot mai transparenţi pentru piaţã (mai ales prin 
intermediul reţelelor, când pentru tot mai mulţi tineri „identitatea online” 
devine mai importantã decât „identitatea offline”) şi învãţaţi sã fim 
neajutoraţi („incompetenţa învãţatã”), nevoile noastre au devenit servicii care 
aduc profit. Fericirea populaţiei a ajuns sã fie luatã în calcul doar din 
considerente pragmatice: „o populaţie nefericitã este ne-eficientã, atât economic, 
cât şi politic”.  

Vintilã Mihãilescu îşi expune gândurile şi în legãturã cu ,,România 
noului val”. În plinã crizã a reprezentãrii, revoltele se intereseazã de 
gãsirea unei noi forme de exprimare, care sã reconstituie forţele 
sistemului social. Avem de-a face cu o revoltã moralã provocatã ca 
reacţie la imoralitate, prin care cetãţeanul doreşte sã-şi refacã „o 
apartenenţã cu rost”, sã îşi menţinã demnitatea. Autorul realizeazã o 
interesantã conexiune între semnificaţiile carnavalului şi revolte. De 
vreme ce carnavalul însemna şi o provocare pentru ordinea existentã, 
forţând suspendarea regulilor curente ale societãţii, revoltele actuale 
încep sã-şi regãseascã spiritul carnavalesc şi, mai mult decât atât, are loc o 
reapariţie a „corpului social”, a „comunitizãrii”. Aşadar, „noul val” înseamnã o 
intrare masivã în scenã a socialului, ceea ce semnificã o mai bunã şi 
imparţialã cunoaştere de sine. 

Pentru încheiere (,,Morala fabulei”), scriitorul ne prezintã un fel de 
scurt tratat de bunã convieţuire cu celãlalt. Ne este adusã la cunoştinţã 
semnificaţia negativã a mitocãniei, aceea de desconsiderare a celuilalt, de 
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dispreţ faţã de ceea ce este, de regulã, preţuit într-o societate. Astfel, ca 
mijloc de a cultiva bunele relaţii se aratã îndemnul: „sã nu dispreţuieşti”. 

Ceea ce reuşeşte sã atragã în mod profund cititorul, pe lângã 
talentul de povestitor şi puterea de analizã, este împãrtãşirea unor trãiri 
interioare ale autorului, ale omului, referitoare la fericire, regãsire, 
ataşament. Aceasta poate reprezenta o joncţiune între douã universuri 
interioare, cel al scriitorului şi cel al cititorului. Am râs, am cugetat, m-am 
întristat, am sperat, m-am motivat-atâtea stãri pe parcursul unei singure 
cãrţi. Nu rãmâne decât sã îi mulţumesc scriitorului pentru încã o lecţie, 
pentru schimbãrile pe care mi le-a produs în interior: AM PRIMIT 
MESAJUL! 
 

Maria Bianca GLÃVAN 
 
 
 

Petru Pinca, Istoricul Episcopiei Armatei (cu sediul la Alba-Iulia) 
între anii 1921-1948, Alba-Iulia, Editura Reîntregirea, 2013, 454 p.: 
 

De datã relativ recentã, prin grija colegului 
istoric prof. univ. dr. Valentin Ciorbea, am intrat în 
posesia unui exemplar din volumul-tezã de doctorat 
Istoricul Episcopiei Armatei (cu sediul la Alba Iulia), între 
anii 1921-1949, semnat preot dr. Petru Pinca şi 
tipãrit la Editura Reîntregirea, Alba-Iulia, în anul 
2013. Un opus masiv de circa 450 de pagini, format 
17x24 cm. 

Mãrturisesc cã îmi doream de mult timp sã am 
dinainte, spre lecturã, aceastã lucrare despre care ştiam cã lucreazã la ea 
pãrintele Petre Pinca (n. 1949) de la Biserica „Adormirea Maicii 
Domnului” din Blaj, judeţul Alba. Acum o am dinainte şi îi mulţumesc 
pãrintelui Pinca şi colegului Valentin Ciorbea pentru acest dar mult 
aşteptat. 

Cele şapte capitole ale lucrãrii sunt: ,,Biserica strãbunã şi oştirea 
românã în istorie”, ,,Înfiinţarea Episcopiei Armatei”, ,,Ierarhii Episcopiei 
Armatei”, ,,Clerul militar ortodox în timp de pace”, ,,Rolul clerului 
militar ortodox în vreme de rãzboi”, ,,Mãrturii ale superiorilor bisericeşti 
şi laici”, ,,Desfiinţarea Episcopiei Armatei”. Aşadar, un program vast de 
cercetare şi dezvoltare a discursului ştiinţific propus, unde fiecare capitol 
îşi are problematizarea cerutã de titlu, cu reluarea cronologiei 
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evenimentelor specific-poate cea mai bunã variantã metodologicã de 
control şi evaluare a vastei problematici a istoricului unei instituţii în care 
Biserica şi Armata se unesc cu scop bine definit, acela al educaţiei 
creştine şi cetãţeneşti a militarilor. 

Fãrã îndoialã, unul dintre capitolele de mare interes este al treilea, 
,,Ierarhii Episcopiei Armatei”, unde sunt prezentaţi, cu biografii şi 
activitate urmãtorii: ,,Protopop Dr. Vasile Saftu (1863-1922). Întâiul 
numit în scaunul de Episcop al Armatei Române”; ,,Episcopul Justinian 
Teculescu (1865-1932)”; ,,Dr. Ioan Stroia (1865-1937)”; ,,Partenie 
Ciopron (1896-1980). Episcop al Armatei Române (1937-1948). Viaţa şi 
activitatea”. Am citat titlurile în forma consemnãrii lor în lucrare, spre 
ştiinţã. 

Aceastã prezentare ne permite sã trecem la a licita opinia noastrã 
cu privire la discuţia iscatã de pãrintele Petru Pinca în derularea 
discursului ştiinţific al tezei de doctorat. Sfinţia Sa afirmã: „Înainte de a 
intra în viaţa lui J. Teculescu, se cuvine a fi aduse în discuţie câteva explicaţii absolute 
necesare pentru clarificarea unui lucru care a creat de multe ori confuzii, şi anume: 
Cine a fost primul episcop al Armatei Române, înfiinţatã în 1921, cu sediul la Alba 
Iulia ?”. Pentru a continua imediat: „Am socotit necesar sã limpezim acest 
detaliu deoarece locul întâi este licitat de doi candidaţi: Dr. Vasile Saftu şi Justinian 
Teculescu. Nu este o disputã orgolioasã, directã între cei doi, pentru întâietate, ci este 
vorba mai mult de o apreciere diferitã şi de o interpretare oarecum ambiguã a 
termenilor de Episcop militar şi cel de Inspector al clerului militar” (p. 143). 

Aceasta este problema pusã în discuţie. Cum o rezolvã pãrintele 
Pinca? Dezvoltã argumentarea pe o paginã de carte (p. 144). Ajunge la 
concluzia cã „cei doi termeni de Episcop Militar şi Inspector al Clerului militar au 
un sens echivalent”. Totul, spunem noi, pentru a valida un argument 
presupus forte: „Într-o lucrare consacratã exclusiv serviciului preoţesc în oştirea 
românã, care face referire specialã la ordinea şi succesiunea ierarhilor militari, autorii 

precizeazã: ˂˂Între anii 1921-1948, Episcopia militarã a fost pãstoritã de patru 
arhierei. Primul, protopop Dr. Vasile Saftu (1863-1922), numit episcop la 21 dec. 
1921, nu a trecut pragul hirotonirii şi nici pe acela al investirii şi instalãrii la cârma 
Episcopiei Armatei, întrucât a intervenit o boalã, apoi moartea la 18 aprilie 1922. 

I-a urmat episcopul militar Justinian Teculescu (1865-1932)˃˃”. Citatul este 
preluat din Gheorghe Nicolescu, Gheorghe Dobrescu, Andrei Nicolescu, 
Preoţi în tranşee, 1941-1945, p. VIII. Precizãm cã autorii invocaţi sunt Ilie 
Manole şi Andrei Nicolescu care au semnat ,,Studiul introductive”, 
paginat de la VII la XXVIII, nicidecum cei trei autori ai volumului de 
documente citat, în afarã de Andrei Nicolescu, unde paginaţia este de la 1 
la 400. 
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Felul în care pãrintele Petru Pinca pune spre discuţie, în contextul 
tezei sale de doctorat, problema deja enunţatã, o trimite în derizoriu şi în 
fals. De altfel, nici nu trebuia pusã o astfel de problemã. Rãspunsul la 
întrebarea „Cine a fost primul episcop al Armatei Române?” se aflã în chiar 
realitatea evenimentelor istorice petrecute, unde documentele oficiale (nu 
citatele din cutare sau cutare publicaţie) oferã rãspunsul exact. Iar 
înţelesul clar al unor noţiuni, precum ierarh=arhiereu (vezi triada 
ecleziasticã diacon-preot-arhiereu) sau episcop nu ne lasã sã le utilizãm 
oriunde şi oricum. Episcopatul este o funcţie administrativã bisericeascã 
îndeplinitã de cãtre un arhiereu (ierarh) cãruia i s-a încredinţat o eparhie. 
Episcopul militar este un arhiereu cãruia i s-a încredinţat funcţia 
administrativã de episcop al armatei, cu eparhia pânã la limita graniţelor 
ţãrii, dar cu jurisdicţie limitatã la unitãţile militare de pe teritoriul ţãrii. Nu 
este retribuit/salarizat pe linie bisericeascã, ci pe linie militarã. El este 
inspectorul clerului militar, funcţie militarã în cadrul Ministerului de 
Rãzboi/Ministerul Apãrãrii Naţionale, similarã celorlalţi inspectori 
militari (pe arme sau categorii de forţe armate), retribuitã de minister în 
gradul militar de general. 

Pentru cazul concret al protopopului dr. Vasile Saftu, acesta a fost 
ales în şedinţa Sfântului Sinod candidat de episcop (ipopsfiu) şi nu episcop 
militar, împreunã cu alţi candidaţi la scaunul episcopal al armatei. 
Candidaţii aleşi de Sfântul Sinod au fost propuşi Ministerului de Rãzboi, 
care s-a oprit la protopopul dr. Vasile Saftu pentru meritele sale. Drept 
urmare, prin grija Ministerului de Rãzboi a fost emis Înaltul Decret Regal 
prin care: „Art.1. Pãrintele Vasile Saftu, protopop de Braşov, doctor în filosofie şi 
absolvent al Institutului Teologic din Sibiu, se numeşte inspector al clerului militar” 
(Cf. ,,Monitorul Oficial”, numãr 242, joi 26 ianuarie 1922, p. 10.487). 
Este vorba de Î. D. R. nr. 5303bis din 10 decembrie 1921 pentru numirea 
protopopului dr. Vasile Saftu în funcţia militarã de inspector al clerului 
militar, în/pe baza cãreia urma sã fie plãtit/salarizat de Ministerul de 
Rãzboi şi nu pe linia Sfântului Sinod, în momentul în care se îndeplineau 
toate condiţiile de ridicare în treapta arhieriei (tunderea în monahism, 
primirea rangului de arhimandrit, hirotonia întru arhiereu pe seama 
Episcopiei Armatei Române), urmate de investirea regalã (primirea cârjei 
arhiereşti din mâna regelui Ferdinand I), instalarea ca episcop al armatei 
române (nu la Alba-Iulia, întrucât Catedrala Încoronãrii a intrat în 
patrimoniul Ministerului de Rãzboi abia în anul 1925, sub episcopatul dr. 
Ioan Stroia). 

Din pãcate, toate aceste aspecte nu au fost prezentate de pãrintele 
Petru Pinca în conţinutul tezei sale de doctorat. În ceea ce mã priveşte, 
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întrucât pãrintele Petru Pinca a accesat Arhiva Sfântului Sinod al B. O. 
R., aş fi dorit sã aflu: şedinţa în care a fost ales candidat de episcop, cu 
data respectivã, precum şi numele celorlalţi candidaţi (eventual cu 
numãrul voturilor) pentru scaunul episcopal nou înfiinţat al episcopiei 
armatei. 

Mai precizãm, în context, cã promulgarea Legii privitoare la 
organizarea clerului militar din 6 august 1921 (data tipãririi în „Monitorul 
Oficial”, numãr 99, din 6 august 1921, pp. 3919-3920) a însemnat 
desfiinţarea Serviciului Religios al Armatei, ca structurã militarã, şi apariţia 
alteia: Inspectoratul Clerului Militar. Odatã cu aceasta înceta şi activitatea 
pãrintelui profesor Constantin Nazarie în cadrul armatei. Prin ordinul 
Ministerului de Rãzboi nr. 69.173 din 22 martie 1922 acestuia i s-a 
comunicat: „Prea cucernice pãrinte, pe ziua de 1 aprilie 1922, urmând a se pune în 
aplicare „Legea clerului militar”, am onoarea a vã face cunoscut cã de la aceastã datã 
conducerea Serviciului Religios va trece în sarcina P. S. Vasile Saftu, care, în 
conformitate cu art.5 din sus citata Lege a fost numit Inspector al Clerului Militar 
prin Înaltul Decret Regal nr. 5303bis din 10 decembrie 1921”. Prin acelaşi ordin 
al Ministerului de Rãzboi se solicita pãrintelui Constantin Nazarie 
predarea arhivei Serviciului Religios al Armatei, pe bazã de inventar, 
preotului Georgescu G. Silvestru, şeful Biroului Cler din Ministerul de 
Rãzboi (Arhiva Ministerului de Rãzboi, Fond Ministerul de Rãzboi, 
Inspectoratul Clerului Militar, dosar nr. 64, f. 300). 

Potrivit celor relatate mai sus: a) intrarea în vigoare a Î. D. R. nr. 
5303bis din 10 decembrie 1921 s-a sãvârşit abia în data de 26 ianuarie 
1922 când a fost publicat în „Monitorul Oficial”; b) intrarea în vigoare a 
Legii privitoare la organizarea clerului militar s-a sãvârşit la 6 august 1921, dar 
aplicarea acesteia a fost posibilã abia la 1 aprilie 1922, odatã cu aprobarea 
bugetului; c) preluarea atributelor Serviciului Religios al Armatei, devenit 
Inspectoratul Clerului Militar de cãtre protopopul dr. Vasile Saftu s-a 
fãcut la 1 aprilie 1922; d) nu avem ştiinţã ca între 10 decembrie 1921 (de 
fapt, 26 ianuarie 1922) şi 22 martie 1922 sã fi avut loc: tunderea în 
monahism a protopopului dr. Vasile Saftu, acordarea rangului de 
arhimandrit, ridicarea la treapta de arhiereu, şi nici în intervalul de timp 
22 martie 1922-6 aprilie 1922, data decesului acestuia. 

În aceste condiţii, apelarea protopopului dr. Vasile Saftu cu 
atributele ierarh, episcop, arhiereu, Preasfinţitul (P. S.) etc. contravine realitãţii. 
Cu atât mai mult, apelarea cu titlul de episcop militar sau întâiul episcop 
militar. Afirmaţia tip sentinţã „Între 1921 şi 1948, Episcopia militarã a fost 
pãstoritã de patru arhierei” contravine realitãţilor concret istorice şi ţine de 
şirul erorilor (cu indulgenţã: inerente) ale cercetãrilor istoriografice din 
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prima decadã dupã anul 1989. Validarea unor astfel de afirmaţii în zilele 
apropiate nouã intrã sub incidenţa erorilor grave. Episcopia Armatei 
Române din anii 1921-1948 a fost pãstoritã/condusã doar de trei episcopi 
militari: Justinian Teculescu, între anii 1922-1924; dr. Ioan Stroia, între 
anii 1925-1937; dr. Partenie Ciopron, între anii 1937-1948. În chip firesc, 
logic, întâiul episcop militar în exerciţiu este Justinian Teculescu. 
Afirmaţia pãrintelui Petru Pinca precum cã între dr. Vasile Saftu şi 
Justinian Teculescu ar fi fost „o interpretare oarecum ambiguã a termenilor de 
Episcop militar şi cel de Inspector al clerului militar” este superfluã, neavenitã. 
Cele douã expresii sunt „echivalente” doar prin faptul cã se aplicã la aceeaşi 
persoanã, dar acestea diferã în conţinut: prima, bisericeascã; a doua, militarã. 
Iar acest fapt solicitã rigoarea necesarã. 

Concluzia pãrintelui Pinca este: „Deşi nu era hirotonit în treapta 
episcopalã, având doar numirea, Dr. V. Saftu a exercitat-fie şi pentru puţin timp-
prerogativele acestei demnitãţi” (p. 145). Oare chiar aşa sã fie, pãrinte Pinca? 
Mai mult, în fotografia de pe coperta întâi a lucrãrii tipãrite protopopul 
Vasile Saftu este prezentat cu engolpion la piept, adicã ierarh, ceea ce nu 
credem cã este corect. Noi distingem între preparativele pentru a fi 
hirotonit arhiereu (nu le enumerãm aici) şi cele dupã hirotonie: investirea 
(oficializarea ca ierarh/episcop), instalarea în scaunul episcopal şi 
exercitarea prerogativelor de ierarh/episcop, abia din acest moment. Au 
fost altele regulile canonice, atunci ? Şi asta doar pentru a da întâietate 
protopopului Vasile Saftu? Tot respectul pentru memoria Sfinţiei Sale! 
Pãrintele Pinca acorda protopopului dr. Vasile Saftu un numãr consistent 
de pagini (de la 85 la 142) în teza de doctorat, adicã 58 pagini, în timp ce 
episcopii militari în funcţiune trec sub barem: Justinian Teculescu-40 
pagini, Ioan Stroia-33 pagini, Partenie Ciopron-34 pagini. Este drept, nu 
numãrul de pagini este un criteriu pentru valoarea episcopatului celor trei 
ierarhi ai Episcopiei Armatei Române din anii 1921-1948, dar este un 
indiciu atunci când concepi şi realizezi un istoric al instituţiei. 

În acelaşi registru al erorilor grave (sub raport istoriografic) se 
înscrie şi data desfiinţãrii Episcopiei Armatei Române în anul 1948, 
chestiune licitatã de subsemnatul şi în nr. 2/2015 din revista „Misiunea”. 

Pãrintele Petru Pinca afirmã: „Dupã patru ani de hãrţuieli obositoare, ˂˂prin 
Ordinul nr. 946.426, din 22 august 1948, al Regiunii a 3-a Militare, Clerul 

militar a fost desfiinţat˃˃” (p. 394). Din pãcate, nici Ilie Manole via 
Alexandru Moraru, de unde este preluat citatul, nici pãrintele Petru Pinca 
nu dau conţinutul acelui ordin considerat funest şi eludeazã articolele 
referitoare expres la desfiinţarea Episcopiei Armatei Române din Decretul-
Lege pentru regimul general al cultelor religioase din 4 august 1948 (art. 58, 59, 
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60, 61; „Monitorul Oficial. Partea I”, numãr 178, 4 august 1948, p. 6395). 
Deci, nu Decretul-Lege nr. 177 din 4 august 1948, nici mãcar un ordin al 
Ministerului Apãrãrii Naţionale, ci un ordin al unei structuri colaterale a 
decis desfiinţarea Episcopiei Militare. 
 

Aurel PENTELESCU 
 
 
 

Liam Harte (editor), A history of Irish autobiography, Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 2018, 408 p.: 
 

After the publication of some interesting 
books dedicated to the English autobiography (like: 
Adam Smith (editor), A history of English autobiography, 
New York, Cambridge University Press, 2016; Adam 
Smyth, Autobiography in Early Modern England, 
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2010, or: 
Maria DiBattista, Emily O. Wittman (editors), 
Modernism and Autobiography: Introduction, Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 2014), Cambridge 
University Press offers now to the reader a new absorbing book, 
dedicated to the Irish autobiography.  

Coordinated by Liam Harte from University of Manchester, the 
research contains studies and articles dedicated to the aforementioned 
topic signed by researchers like: Nicholas Allen from University of 
Georgia, Patrick Buckdridge from Griffith University (Brisbane), Marie-
Louise Coolahan from University of Ireland (Galway), Michael Cronin 
from Dublin City University, Kelly Fitzgerald from University College 
(Dublin), Louise Fuller from Maynooth University, Glenn Hooper from 
Glasgow Caledonian University, Laura P. Z. Izarra, from University of 
Sao Paulo, Matthew Kelly from Northumbria University, Maria Luddy 
from Warwick University, Claire Lynch from Brunel University 
(London), Moira J. Maguire from Community College in New York, 
Christina Hunt Mahnoy from Trinity College (Dublin), Anthony P. 
Mcintre from University College, Mary Muldowney, independent 
Dublin-based Scholar, Diane Negra from University College, Maire Ni 
Mhaonaigh from Cambridge University, Briona Nic Dhiarmada from 
University of Notre Dame, George O'Brien, Professor Emeritus at 
Georgetown University (Washington), Margaret O'Callaghan from 
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Queen‟s University, Belfast, Emmet O‟Connor from Ulster University, 
Eoin O‟Malley from Dublin City University, Kevin Rafter from the same 
institution, James Silas Rogers from St. Thomas University (Minnesota), 
Bary Sloan, from Southampton University and Robert Tobin from Oriel 
College (Oxford). 

The huge diversity of authors, the outstanding editorial and 
scientific conditions of the book (which has not only the texts of the 
researches but also a big index, pp. 394-408 and a short chronology, pp. 
XV-XXVI, containing a list with all the important publications of 
autobiography from the Confessio of Saint Patrick, written in 5th century 
until 2016) is accompanied by a diversity of topics and investigations 
dedicated to the autobiography written in Irish space.  

Therefore, the introductory part signed by the editor (pp. 1-22), 
where he presents the landscape of the autobiographical genre and its 
evolution in the investigated space, highlighting its particularities is 
followed by a gripping article entitled: ,,Writing in Medieval Ireland in 
the First-Person Voice” (pp. 23-37), written by Maire Ni Mhaonaigh, 
where the author offers information about the evolution of the genre in 
medieval times, the contribution of the Church and religion to it, or its 
contribution to the feminist movement. 

Afterwards, Marie-Louise Coolahan presents the early modern 
Irish autobiography (pp. 38-53) and Elizabeh Grubgeld points the way 
how the Irish-Protestant life from the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries have enriched the genre (pp. 54-68). Maria Luddy correlates the 
religion and woman spiritual experiences and speaks about the 
connection between them and the development of the autobiographic 
genre (pp. 69-83). 

Later, Louise Fuller speaks about the general context of the 
spiritual and religious life-writing in Ireland, since 1900 (pp. 84-99), but 
Mathew Kelly talks about the evolution of political autobiography from 
Wolfe Tone to Ernie O‟Malley (pp. 100-116), while Eoin O‟Malley, 
Kevin Rafter, Margaret O‟Callaghan, Nicholas Allen and Christina Hunt 
Mahony are investigating general topics offering an overview of the 
evolution of the genre in the 19th and 20th centuries. 

Therefore, the first two of them speak about the memories of male 
politicians in Independent Ireland (pp. 117-132), offering a historical and 
philological approach. O‟Callaghan speaks about women political 
autobiographies in the same period (pp. 133-148), Allen about the 
evolution of the genre during the literary revival (pp. 149-162) and the 
last one about its evolution since then (pp. 163-177). 
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Then, Jonathan Bolton investigates the Irish autobiographical 
novel (pp. 178-192), George O‟Brien brings into attention the memories 
of Irish rural life and their role (pp. 193-208), Emmet O‟Connor the 
preference for the autobiography of the Irish Working Class (pp. 209-
224; her investigation could surely be connected with the other ones 
dedicated to the communism and its evolution in European space). 
Briona Nic Dhiarmada is dealing with the way how the revival of Irish 
language can be found in the aforementioned genre (pp. 225-240), and 
others, like Kelly Fitzgerald and Mary Muldowney speak about the 
relationship between orality and life-writing in Modern Ireland (pp. 241-
256). 

Historical investigations are then continued with the one entitled: 
,,Southern Irish Protestant Autobiography since 1960” (pp. 256-269), 
written by Robert Tobin and ,,Northern Irish Autobiography since 
1960” (pp. 270-284) by Barry Sloan. The Irish travel memoir is also 
presented in two works (pp. 285-314), signed by Glenn Hooper and 
Michael Cronin, like the autobiographical writing from diaspora (pp. 
315-347), in two interesting approaches of Laura P. Z. Izarra, James Silas 
Rogers, Patrick Buckridge and Liam Harte. 

The last three chapters of the book are dedicated to the Irish abuse 
and survival memoir (pp. 348-362), in a text written by Moira J. Maguire, 
,,The production of autobiographical texts by the Irish celebrities” (pp. 
363-378), by Anthony P. McIntyre and Diane Negra and the ,,Irish Life-
Writing in the Digital Era” (pp. 379-393), by Claire Lynch. 

Written in a captivating way and accompanied by 
recommendations, the readers who want to find more information about 
the investigated topic. The book entitled: A history of Irish autobiography, 
edited by Liam Harte and issued by Cambridge University Press in 2018 
it is not only a good book that should be read by everyone who want to 
know more about Irish history and literature, but also by the researchers 
interested in philology, history, religion and philosophy. The correlations 
with the religious space, feminism or the history of the country where 
the authors have written and published their works on autobiography, 
but also with the diaspora and its role in the development of the genre 
are, like the inter-disciplinary approaches, the huge amount of 
information. The pleasant and uniform stile of the text and the scientific 
skills used, important qualities of this book should surely be part of each 
good library that is concerned with this topic. 
 

Iuliu-Marius MORARIU 
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